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Abstract 
A study of environmental toxicology must be able to identify the biomarkers of one 
or a few related effectors among a myriad of toxicants affecting diverse biological factors 
in one or more organisms residing in a contaminated environment and at present, no 
available technique meets this unique requirement. Lead (Pb) toxicity remains an 
important environmental toxicological problem on a global scale because of the 
prevalence of lead exposure to adults and children and its impact on public health 
(Lanphear, 2007; Hu, et al., 2007). In addition, lead exposure equally affects organisms 
in natural ecosystems, since lead is ubiquitously found in the environment both as a 
contaminant from man made materials and natural sources. In addition, the lead is not 
metabolized in the body, which makes it ideal for the preliminary detection of biomarkers 
for environmental toxicants. The fundamental goal of my research study was to identify 
and assess the effectiveness of DNA microarray technology for detection of the 
biological impact of environmental lead (Pb). I worked it out by identifying correlation 
between gene expression data from the DNA microarray and conventional toxicological 
data, such as change of blood Pb and heme concentrations, resulting from environmental 
lead exposure. I linked the gene expression profiles to the well known lead inducible 
biochemical processes, to discover ‘genetic signature of lead exposure’ in the liver and 
spleen of laboratory Peromyscus maniculatus and Rattus norvagicus, two widely 
available rodents. I used this laboratory data to develop the genetic signature of 
environmental lead in the wild Peromyscus maniculatus collected from contaminated 
field. I found that lead significantly affected expression of the nuclear genes of NADH 
dehydrogenase and cytochrome oxidase of mitochondrial electron transport system, acyl 
CoA metabolism, calmodulin, a multifunctional Ca-binding protein, and heat shock 
protein-1 (90KDa) from stress pathway. However, in these rodents lead induced anemia 
without affecting the expression of genes in hemoglobin metabolism.  
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 
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INTRODUCTION 
Environmental toxicology is the branch of toxicology that studies the effects of natural 
and synthetic pollutants on biological systems and determines the potential pathological risks 
associated with exposure to pollutants contaminating an ecosystem, in an integrated context 
(Truhaut, 1977). Environmental toxicologists study the lethal and sub-lethal perturbation of 
cellular, organ and/or bodily homeostasis by chemical, biological and physiological stressors 
contaminating an ecosystem. In the past, laboratory toxicologists often modeled 
pharmacokinetics of a toxic response by the distribution, fate and excretion of a chemical and its 
metabolites and the dose response of the chemical in a living body. They studied 
pharmacodynamics by measuring the toxic response of target tissues through the occurrence of 
cell death, differentiation and/or proliferation (Suk et al. 2002). There is a wealth of 
physiological and biochemical data from decades of research on the biological effects of a broad 
variety of chemicals, but almost all of these data deal with solitary chemical, binary or simple 
mixtures using a few biochemical or genetic parameters (Irwin et al.,1997). In contrast to 
laboratory toxicology, a study of environmental toxicology must be able to identify the 
pathophysiology of one or a few related effectors among a myriad of toxicants affecting diverse 
biological factors in one or more organisms residing in a contaminated environment and at 
present, no available technique meets this unique requirement.   
 The scale of the contamination of ecosystems in the United States can be recognized by 
the fact that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that about 275 million tons of 
hazardous wastes are produced on an annual basis in the United States (NPL, 2002). There are 
currently 39,900 sites on the EPA record of uncontrolled waste sites and only those posing the 
most threat to public health and environment have been designated to the National Priority List 
(NPL, 2002). The EPA has recognized hundreds of mixes of hazardous substances (Suk et al., 
2002) and more than 2,000 distinctive substances during its site characterization studies (NPL, 
2002). In an attempt to understand the potential human health risk of these contaminating 
chemicals, the U. S. National Research Council (NRC), using EPA data, has estimated that 41 
million people live within a 4-mile radius of 1134 NPL sites (Suk et al., 2002).  
In addition to problems of civilian contaminants, organisms living on Department of 
Defense (DoD) installations are exposed to chemical agents (CA) such as heavy metals like lead 
(Pb), copper (Cu), and depleted uranium (DU), oxidizers like ammonium perchlorate, and 
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hundreds of other CA used by military personnel (Code of Federal Regulation, DoD, mod July, 
2007). Organisms exposed to CA may exhibit pathological consequences.  
Endangered species management on military lands, thus, remains a challenging problem 
for resource managers. Many military installations are ‘islands of biodiversity’ in increasingly 
developed landscapes, providing habitat for hundreds of animals and plants on the Federal 
endangered and threatened species list. The DoD faces a considerable challenge in land use for 
mission-critical activities, including testing of new weapon systems, testing of munitions and 
training exercises.  This requires stewardship of biodiversity and sound natural resource 
management. Acquiring the ability to rapidly assess the effect of CAs on the environment is a 
high-priority for the DoD because the DoD incurs significant costs by deploying risk-based 
management plans and remedial actions based on current methods, such as customary long term 
physiological and ecological studies. The National Defense Center for Environmental Excellence 
(NDCEE) has acknowledged CAs, such as Pb and other heavy metals and propellant constituents 
as key environmental and occupational health issues that may affect the Army’s mission (JG-PP, 
2006, NDCEE, 2004). Consequently, it is important to develop new technologies to assess the 
effect of CAs on animals and plants, especially hazardous and endangered species.  
 
The goals of my research study were:  
1. To identify and assess the effectiveness of DNA microarray technology to identify the 
biological impact of two diverse CAs used by the US Army. 
2. To develop a correlation between DNA microarray data and conventional toxicology data 
derived from the biological impact of two identified CAs.  
 
I successfully identified and assessed the effectiveness of DNA microarray technology to 
identify the biological impact of two diverse CAs, lead (Pb), a model heavy metal, and 
ammonium perchlorate (NH4ClO4) an oxidizer (OSHA, 1991) for rocket propellants used by US 
Army.  
In this chapter, I will provide a brief literature review on lead and ammonium perchlorate 
toxicity in mammals, the distribution and habitat of Peromyscus maniculatus, a widely 
distributed mammal in the continental US used as a model test organism, description of the 
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contaminated site used in this study, and finally, description of a new analytical approach for 
deciphering complex ecotoxicological problems.  
 
Lead (Pb) a model ecotoxic heavy metal 
Heavy metals such as lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), and depleted 
uranium (DU) are used by the US army for explosives, charges, solid rocket fuels, tank shells 
and in armor piercing ammunitions. Lead and copper were used in the production and processing 
of propellants during the Second World War, and continue to be used as essential components of 
various solid rocket fuels. Munitions made out of DU were widely used in both Kosovo and Iraq 
theaters (online Environmental Exposure Report, DoD, 2000). Poisoning by DU causes 
pathology similar to Pb poisoning. Lead was universally used as tetraethyl- and methyl-lead in 
gasoline, but this form of lead is out of use for last thirty years, at least in the continental United 
States (Kovarik, 2005). At present Pb is extensively used in making batteries, making metal 
alloys, type metals, electroplating anodes, and many other applications (Lead and lead alloys, 
2007). Heavy metals, such as lead, copper, cadmium and DU affect kidney and liver functions 
both in mice and humans (Taylor and Taylor, 1997), which suggestes that toxicology of Pb may 
be used as a model for investigating the toxicology of heavy metals.  
In mammals, lead poisoning causes primary anemia, nephropathy, and other extensive 
pathological problems. The toxicology of lead is a one of the most extensively studied topics in 
biology and medicine. Lead can interfere, negate, and complicate most of the biochemical and 
gene expression processes in mammalian systems, in most cases without any minimum threshold 
concentration. However, lead (Pb) is neither metabolized by mammalian biochemical systems 
nor is it a required cofactor for any known pathway (ATSDR, 1993). The central toxicological 
effect stems from substitution of lead for endogenous cations. Inorganic lead interferes with 
incorporation of iron (Fe) (Hashmi, et al, 1989), calcium (Ca) and zinc (Zn) in a wide variety of 
proteins and enzymes essential for metabolic and biochemical pathways, such as oxygen binding 
by hemoglobin, metabolism of oxygen by mitochondrial cytochromes (Wielgus-Serafiaska, 
1980), metabolism of free radicals and other toxic substances by microsomal cytochromes, and 
the functions of proteins in neuronal pathways, for example cAMP-response element binding 
(CREB) factor (Toscano, et l., 2003, 2002) , glutamate receptor (N-methyl d-aspartate/NMDAR) 
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(Toscano, et al., 2002), Annexin A1 & A5 (Kempe, et al., 2005), mitogen activated protein 
kinase (MAPK) (Cordova, et al., 2004) and perhaps protein kinase c (PKC) (Xu, et al., 2006).  .  
Toxicology of Pb is primarily based on physiological and biochemical studies of liver 
and kidney. Chronic exposure to lead causes anemia in mice, rats and humans. In mammals, lead 
poisoning causes primary anemia, nephropathy, inhibition of spermatogenesis followed by 
reproductive failure, blockage of short-term memory, cardiomyopathy and impairment of fetal 
development often followed by reduction of postnatal growth (Table 1-1). Lead absorbed into the 
body is distributed to three major compartments: blood, soft tissue, and bone.  The largest 
compartment is the bone, whereas the blood Pb concentration changes rapidly with exposure. 
Following exposure, blood Pb is in equilibrium with lead in bone and soft tissue. Soft tissues that 
take up lead are liver, kidneys, brain, and muscle. Exposure to lead is evidenced by elevated blood-
Pb levels. Lead is not metabolized in the body, but it may be conjugated with glutathione and 
excreted primarily in the urine (ATSDR, 1993). 
Blood is frequently used to assess acute exposure to heavy metals, which potentially 
damage red blood cells leading to anemia, and suppressed immune response from acute exposure 
at levels above the minimal concentration level (MCL) (ATSDR, 1995). Trends in the heme-
biosynthesis process are used extensively as markers for heavy metals, such as lead, chromium, 
and for pesticide toxicity in humans (Sakai, 2000).  
At the molecular (protein/enzyme) level, association of lead with erythrocyte membrane 
increases fragility, which decreases the life span of the cell. Lead decreases biosynthesis of 
hemoglobin, due to inhibition of the enzymes of heme-synthesis pathway. Key enzymes involved 
in the synthesis of heme are δ-aminolevulinic acid synthetase (ALAS), a mitochondrial enzyme 
that catalyzes the formation of δ-aminolevulinic acid (ALA), and ALA dehydrase (ALAD), a 
cytosolic enzyme that catalyzes formation of porphobilinogen.  Through a series of steps, 
coproporphyrin and protoporphyrin are formed from porphobilinogen, and, finally, the 
mitochondrial enzyme ferrochelatase catalyzes the insertion of iron into protoporphyrin to form 
heme (Davidson, 1994). Inhibition of ALA dehydrase with concurrent stimulation of ALA 
synthetase activity is found in erythrocytes containing lead. Inhibition of ALA dehydrase can 
happen at very low lead level (Stansley and Roscoe, 1996). Lead also forces mitochondrial 
enzyme ferrochelatase to insert zinc (Zn) instead of iron (Fe) into the tetraprophyrin moiety of 
heme (adapted from Davidson, 1994) (Fig. 1-1).  
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Inhibition of heme synthesis may limit the supply of this group not only for its 
incorporation into hemoglobin but also for myoglobin, catalase, and cytochromes. The threshold 
for detecting elevated zinc protoporphyrin levels is 0.25–0.30µg Pb/ml of blood in adults, 
0.16µg/ml in 15 –16 year old children, and 0.16µg/ml in one study of 4 year old children.  The 
threshold for elevation of total erythrocyte protoporphyrin (zinc and iron) is 25–30µg/dL in adult 
males, 15–20 µg/dL in adult females, and 15µg/dL in children (Needleman, 2004). 
Lead also causes hemolytic anemia, caused by the premature apoptosis of the 
erythrocytes in the blood circulation (Osterode, et al., 1999). Lead ions have been demonstrated 
to directly activate Ca sensitive Gardos K channels in human erythrocytes (Simons,1985) and 
similar Ca sensitive K channels in other cell types (Nishizaki, at al., 2003; Cao and 
Houamed,1999). Lead exposure also causes erythrocytes to expose phosphotidylserine on their 
surface, attracting phosphotidylserine receptor equipped macrophages that destroy the 
erythrocytes (Kempe, 2004).  
Activity of another erythrocyte enzyme, pyrimidine-5′-nucleotidase (Py-5-N), is signifi-
cantly inhibited in lead-exposed mammals. The consequence of reduced Py-5-N activity is thought 
to be accumulation of cellular nucleotides, reduced erythrocyte stability and survival, and reduced 
mRNA and protein synthesis related to production of the globulin chain.  Furthermore, inhibition 
of erythrocyte Py-5-N activity may be indicative of a widespread impact on pyrimidine metabolism 
in other tissues besides blood.  The possibility of generalized effects on pyrimidine metabolism and 
heme biosynthesis has serious implications regarding the health hazards of very low lead levels, 
especially during neonatal and postnatal development (Bitto, et al., 2006; Kim, et al., 2002). 
Lead causes two other serious and well documented problems in mice, which are kidney 
toxicity and reproductive failure combined with neonatal death. Lead treated mice exhibited 
formation of characteristic inclusion bodies composed of lead-protein complex in the kidney 
(Goyer, 2001), with dose dependent increase in accumulation of lead (Qu et al., 2002). Mice 
without a functional metallothionein (MTI/IInull) gene neither produce the characteristic inclusion 
bodies nor exhibit significant accumulation of lead following exposure to identical concentration of 
lead (Qu et al., 2002).  Lead exposed MTI/IInull mice, however, exhibit dose dependent increase in 
nephromegaly with concomitant increase in renal failure, although metallothionein proteins were 
not associated with inclusion bodies in wild type mice (Qu et al., 2002).    
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Reproductive failure in mice treated with lead (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0% solution) is not only 
associated with reduction of number of litters per pair (0, 29 and 58% reduction respectively), but 
also a reduction in number of live pups per litter (0, 15 and 55% reduction respectively) with 
concomitant reduction of body mass of the pups (Lamb et al., 1985). Mice exhibited testicular 
mass loss with a constant increase in the incidence of abnormal sperm population and decrease in 
the total sperm count following a single intraperitoneal injection of lead acetate (200 mg/kg) 
(Acharya et al., 2003). Testicular ascorbic acid also declined significantly during the post-
treatment phase with significant rise in Lipid Peroxidation Potential (LPP) of the tissue. Elevated 
LPP is indicative of oxidative stress in treated mice testes (Acharya et al., 2003). Upon lead 
inhalation, Swiss mouse showed ultrastructural degeneration of mitochondria in testicular steroli 
cells, which can be augmented by exposure to a mixture of cadmium and lead (Bizzaro, et al., 
2003). However, Peromyscus leucopus collected from a military site contaminated with heavy 
metal mixture containing lead did not exhibit a significant reduction in sperm count compared to 
their unexposed counterpart (Tannenbaum, et al., 2003).  
Upon entering a mammalian body, chemicals and toxins are transported and metabolized 
in the liver for safe excretion. Cytochrome P450s (CyP450) in liver microsomes first oxidize the 
toxic compounds into apolar, unstable and extremely reactive epoxides. Two enzymatic and two 
non-enzymatic reactions dispose of the epoxides. Lead exposure (75mg/kg) leads to suppression 
of hepatic CyP450 function. Decrease of P450 in lead poisoning is a consequence of two 
different mechanisms: (a) a mechanism unrelated to heme, in which lead decreases P450 
transcription; and (b) a mechanism dependent on heme, in which lead inhibits heme synthesis, 
and this results in a decreased heme saturation of P450 and/or apo-P450 content (Jover, 1996) 
The major obstacles in understanding the effect of Pb on heme metabolism and related 
processes in the liver appears to reside with the complexity of heme metabolism. A simplified 
model representing the complex heme metabolic processes in the liver (Fig. 1-1) shows that the 
heme metabolism in the liver is divided into four major easily measurable compartments:  
1. Heme synthesis 
2. Heme degradation 
3. Storage of Fe (Ferrtin) 
4. Control of related Cellular Processes 
Lead exposure appears to influence them all. A suitable model for studying 
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environmental toxicology of heavy metal exposure should be able to compare and interpret 
multiple parameters of the four key steps of heme metabolism and associated pathways in the 
tissues of a rodent exposed to Pb. 
Ammonium perchlorate (NH4ClO4) a disrupter of thyroid hormone homeostasis 
Ammonium perchlorate (NH4ClO4) was used in the past as an oxidizer in a large array of 
propellants for rockets, munitions and signal-flares used by the Department of Army and occurs 
as a contaminant in fertilizer (Motzer, 2001). Perclorate anion (ClO4-) strongly competes with 
iodide uptake in the thyroid gland by the Na+/I- symporter (NIS) because ClO4- is comparable in 
molecular dimension and charge to iodide (Wolff, 1998). The NIS, which  is found on the 
follicular cells of the thyroid gland (Carrasco, 1993, Eskandari et al., 1997), placenta and 
mammary gland (Roti et al,. 1983; Brown-Grant, 1961), actively uptakes iodide from the blood. 
The rat fetus begins to secrete its individual thyroid hormone during mid-late gestational phase 
(Eguchi et al., 1980), but depends on the mother for the supply of iodide. The perchlorate anion 
is known to cross placenta, and severely obstruct iodide uptake by the thyroid gland (Wolff 
1998) and mammary gland (Brown-Grant, 1961) of the fetus. It also causes identical problems in 
adult rat (Rattus), lab mouse (Mus) and deer mouse (Peromyscus) (Sztanyik & Turai, 1988; 
Mahle et al., 2003, Thuett et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2002). Thyroid hormones containing iodide 
(thyroxine [T4] and triiodothyronine [T3]) play essential roles in erythropoiesis (Bauer, et 
al.,1998), development of the nervous system, skeletal muscle and lungs and in regulating 
intermediary metabolism in all tissues (Zoeller et al., 2007). Thus, hypothyroidism due to 
perchlorate blocked iodide uptake may result in developmental deficiency in mammals (York, et 
al., 2005, 2003). Several epidemiological studies produced conflicting results on the effect of 
NH4ClO4 on thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) levels in human neonate and children (Clewell, 
et al., 2007; Buffler et al., 2006; Tellez Tellez, et al., 2005; Brechner et al., 2000). Therefore, 
additional research is needed to clarify this relationship. The major modes of ClO4- - toxicity 
indicate that the genes involved in T4/ T3 synthesis in thyroid may exhibit modulation of 
expression (Fig. 1-3). Loss or impairment of thyroid hormone function may lead to disruption of 
erythropoiesis (Angelin-Duclos, et al., 2005) and development of both cell-mediated and 
humoral immunity (El-Shaikh, et al., 2006) especially in developing mammals. However, studies 
conducted by US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) produced conflicting results of the 
immunotoxic effect of perchlorate (USEPA, 2002) using conventional techniques. A suitable 
Figure 3:     
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model for studying perchlorate toxicity should be able to compare and interpret multiple 
parameters and pathways affected by perchlorate induced disruption in thyroid hormone 
homestasis in the tissues of an exposed rodent. 
 
Peromyscus a model organism for environmental toxicology 
In order to understand the biological effects of Pb and perchlorate, I used Peromyscus as 
a model organism for developing a model for pathophysiology of environmental contaminations. 
Peromyscus maniculatus and cogeneric species range widely in North America from as far the 
north as the Yukon and Northwest territories in the west and the Hudson Bay area in the east, 
and south to Pennsylvania, the southern Appalachians, dipping into central Arkansas and east 
Texas, and down through the southwest US and into Mexico (Dragoo, 2006, Linzey and Brecht, 
2005) (Fig. 1-4). Although, P. maniculatus and its sister species Peromyscus leucopus share a 
number of life history traits, P. maniculatus prefers cool, moist forests and is found most 
abundantly at higher altitudes, while P. leucopus tends to occur in greater numbers at lower 
elevations (Klein, 1960). Peromyscus occupies a dominant position near the base of the food 
chain & therefore, is exposed to a wide variety of environmental pollutants contaminating its 
food. 
Previous research showed that white-footed mice (Peromyscus leucopus) had higher mean 
concentrations of barium (p < 0.0001), chromium (p = 0.0010), copper (p = 0.0011), lead (p = 
0.0335), and aluminum (p = 0.0006) than rice rats (Oryzomys palustris) at all five sampling areas 
(Smitha, et al., 2002). 
Peromyscus was extensively used to study environmental and laboratory based perchlorate 
exposure ( Smith, et al., 2004, 2006; Thuett, et al., 2002).       
Peromyscus belongs to order Rodentia and is related to laboratory mouse (Mus musculus), 
which allowed us to use mouse genetic tools on Peromyscus. Laboratory stock of wild type 
Peromyscus maniculatus available from the Genetic Stock Center, University of South Carolina 
was used for laboratory-based studies. 
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A model study site for environmental heavy metal contamination 
 
The US Army identified abandoned (Black Powder) Bag Loading Areas (BLAs, Fig. 1-1) 
and their immediate surrounding fields at the Radford Army Ammunition Plant as an area for 
collecting heavy metal contaminated samples. An analysis of sample data from Radford 
Ammunition plant supported the decision to use this ground as a heavy metal contaminated area 
(Table 1-2). The EPA estimated that major risk drivers in the soil around BLAs were Cu, Pb, 
Mn, Aroclor-1254, and PCBs (LOEL/USEPA). From these data, my visual survey of the BLAs 
and other data from EPA/NIOSH literature, I concluded that  
 
 Inorganic Lead (Pb) is designated by US Army and USEPA as a major environmental 
problem in the BLA areas due to its overwhelming presence in the soil and extensive 
usage in the floor covering.  
 The origin of the Pb/Cu in the soil surrounding the BLAs is from the worn-out Pb/Cu 
flooring materials leaching into the surrounding environment.  
 Lead mixed with other metals and Cu is used in ammunition as well as in rocket 
propellants (US Patent no. 6991772, issued on 31 Jan, 2006), which also presented a 
serious contamination problem in the Radford Ammunition Plant grounds.  
 
I collected contaminated soil and biological samples for this study from areas around BLAs. I 
collected ‘control field samples’ from a field located on the Virginia Tech Agricultural Station 
across the New River from the Radford Ammunition Plant ground. An analysis of Pb/Cu in the 
soil samples collected from these areas showed higher concentration of Pb and in most cases Cu 
compared to the samples collected from other areas of the Radford Ammunition Plant, all areas 
of Virginia Tech. Agricultural Station (control area) and potting soil (Table 1-3).  
 
New analytical approach for deciphering a complex ecotoxicological problem 
 Past toxicological studies on heavy metals and ammonium perchlorate were performed 
on various tissues collected from laboratory animals exposed to toxins. Conventional toxicology, 
which detects toxicity induced pathological consequences, is insensitive for detection of sub-
lethal effects of CAs. It is fairly straightforward to establish a laboratory model on lead or 
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depleted uranium toxicity on mice or rats. However, interpretation of the toxicity of the identical 
chemicals in a contaminated environment is a daunting task, because of the difficulty of 
extrapolating the laboratory data to field conditions. In a DoD installation CAs will be mixed 
with hundreds of other chemicals which make conventional attempts to identify the nature and 
breadth of toxicity of chemicals contaminating an ecosystem almost impossible. For example, a 
large British study on the environmental toxicity in six different estuaries recognized that PAHs 
caused a set of biochemical and genetic problems in the fishes studied, however the study was 
unsuccessful in identifying a discernable pattern of problems caused by the pollution impacting 
the estuaries (Kirby et al., 2004). A full factorial study to examine the interactions of at least 
three hazardous chemicals at five different dose levels requires 125 treatment groups and 750 
animals, if six animals are to be included in each treatment group. Furthermore, the result of such 
a large experiment would be of limited value since the information would be of one temporal 
sequence of exposure at one time point post-exposure.  
Modern molecular discoveries provide a great opportunity to assess a biotechnology, 
such as DNA microarray, that can be used to rapidly assess the biological effects of ecotoxicants 
on endangered species, to determine whether there are toxic compounds entering the food chain 
and to quantify the effects of those compounds using threat assessments. However, the 
application of gene expression profiling (DNA microarray) to environmental toxicology is at an 
earlier stage, mainly because of the many variables involved in analyzing the status of a natural 
population (Lettieri, 2006).  
In this research paper I present a viable method to identify biological effects of toxins 
found in the environment either alone or in complex mixture in a contaminated area. I 
accomplished this by using laboratory data of Pb and ammonium perchlorate exposed 
Peromyscus and Rattus liver and spleen to decipher pathophysiology of Peromyscus collected 
from the contaminated sites described above. I identified the ‘genetic signatures’ of biological 
impact of these two ecotoxicants on two widely available organisms in North America, deer 
mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) and Norwegian rat (Rattus norvegicus) by combining the DNA 
microarray and conventional toxicology data. I compared Peromyscus data with that of Rattus, 
since it is one of the most studied laboratory models in toxicology and widely found in wild-
urban areas. The data from Rattus were used as an experimental standard to understand and 
decipher concomitant toxicological and genetic data from Peromyscus. I reasoned that if both 
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rodents share the same or similar pattern of genes expression with a significant correlation with 
the change of blood-Pb and/or blood hemoglobin concentrations, then the expression of 
downstream mRNAs and/or enzymes follows from the data. The genetic signatures of lead 
poisoning were then used to understand the biological impact of heavy metals on Peromyscus 
collected from the above mentioned contaminated DoD installation (Radford Ammunition 
Plant). A comparative ecotoxicological database on these two rodents will empower us to utilize 
toxicology and genetic data historically available in the literature, and in future use this 
technique to detect heavy metal toxicity in contaminated environments elsewhere in the US.   
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Table 1-1: The effect of Pb exposure on the mouse and rats in laboratory. The data show that 
compared to the males, females and growing pups did exhibit higher toxicity and death, 
respectively. Rodents drinking Pb salts solutions also exhibited higher toxicity.  
 
Species, 
Sex, 
Number 
Exposure Effect Reference 
Effect of Pb-acetate 
Rat, male & 
female, 5   
pairs 
25 ppm Pb in deionized 
water (chromium 
deficient) for 3 
generations 
Breeding failure, death of pups, runting 
Schroeder and 
Mitchener, 
1971 
Mice, male 
& female, 5 
pairs 
25 ppm Pb in deionized 
water for 3 generations 
Breeding failure, death of pups, runting 
Schroeder and 
Mitchener, 
1971 
Rat, female, 
NR 
0, 7.14, 71.4, 714 mg/kg 
by gavage on gd 6-16 
Severe maternal toxicity (CNS and reduced weight 
gain) and fetal toxicity at 714 ppm, no malformations 
Kennedy et al., 
1975 
Mice, 
female, NR 
0, 7.14, 71.4, 714 mg/kg 
by gavage on gd 5-15 
severe maternal toxicity (CNS and reduced weight 
gain) and fetal toxicity at 714 ppm, no malformations 
Kennedy et al., 
1975 
Rat, male, 
8-11 
0, 0.1, or 0.3% in drinking 
water for 30 days starting 
at 42, 52, or 70 days of 
age 
No effect (42 days of age); reduced body weight and 
prostate weights (0.3% at 52 days); reduced serum 
testosterone and sperm count (0.1 and 0.3% at 52 
days of age and 0.3% at 70 days of age) 
Sokol and 
Berman, 1991 
Effect of Pb-nitrate 
Rat, female, 
ND 
0, 1, or 10 ppm in 
drinking water throughout 
gestation 
Fetal toxicity at 10 ppm 
Hubermont et 
al., 1976 
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Table 1-2: Concentrations of the contaminants found in the soil samples collected from BLA 
areas in the Radford Ammunition Plant. The contaminant list shows prevalence of heavy metals, 
mainly Cu, Pb and Mn and a polychlorinated biphenyl, Aroclor-1254.   
Contaminant Concentration per kg of soil 
Barium (Ba) 10,200 mg 
Copper (Cu) 13,600 mg 
Iron (Fe) 51,500 mg 
Lead (Pb) 1,720-8,790 mg 
Manganese (Mn) 3,080 mg 
Chromium (Cr) 73.9 mg 
Cadmium (Cd) 11.8-12.2 mg 
Mercury (Hg) 5.24mg 
Zinc (Zn) 2,450-5,940mg 
Benzo(a)anthracene 39,000 µg 
Benzo(a)pyrene 170-36,000 µg 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 6,800-68,000 µg 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 14,000 µg 
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 530-5,900 µg 
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 23,000 µg 
Aroclor-1254 3.23-5.69 mg 
2-4 DNT 120,000 µg 
 
Table 1-3: Concentrations of Pb and Cu in the control and contaminated rodent feeds (Purina 
LabDietR). The rodent feed metal concentrations are compared with the data from the soil 
samples collected from the indicated areas around BLAs (contaminated) (n =3) and Virginia 
Tech Agricultural Station (control) (n = 3/KFG).  
 Pb (mg/g) (STDEV) Cu (mg/g) (STDEV) 
Rodent Feed with 1% Pb-acetate 10 0.02-0.012 
Rodent Feed with 0.5% Pb-acetate 5 0.02-0.012 
Control Feed <0.01 0.02-0.012 
BLA 2        0.425   (+ 0.0005) 0.4          (+ 0.009) 
BLA 4/10 0.3       (+ 0.004) 5.0          (+ 0.022) 
BLA 5 0.095   (+ 0.005) 0.04375  (+ 0.007) 
BLA 1 0.0405 (+ 0.002) 0.0225    (+ 0.009) 
BLA 3 0.0275 (+ 0.002) 0.25        (+ 0.003) 
Potting Soil (Control) 0.0275 (+ 0.003) 0.02        (+ 0.007) 
Virginia Tech. Agricultural Station 
(LISA)     
< 0 detection limit  
 
0.012      (+ 0.002) 
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Figure1: A model of Pb inhibition in heme and related metabolic pathways in the rodent liver. 
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Figure 2: One of the US Army Radford Ammunition Plant Bag Loading Areas (BLAs) showing 
the nature of the landscape with contaminated soil 
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Figure 3: The biosynthesis of thyroid hormones and the proteins required for this process. A few 
of these genes are NIS,regulates I- /ClO4- uptake, Thyroid peroxidase, converts iodide to iodine 
in thyroid, and Thyroglobulin, binds hormone molecules during synthesis. 
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Figure 4: Distribution (shaded area) map of Peromyscus maniculatus in United States (Linzey 
and Brecht, 2005). In the North American Continent the P. maniculatus was found in the areas 
ranging from south of the Northern Territories of Canada, most of United States except for 
extreme south-east areas covering parts of Texas and Florida, and well into north-central 
Mexico. 
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Chapter 2: DNA microarrays revealed a lead induced ‘Genetic Signature’ in 
the liver of mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) and rat (Rattus norvegicus).  
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Introduction 
 Lead (Pb) toxicity remains an important environmental problem on a global scale because 
of the prevalence of lead exposure to adults and children and its impact on public health 
(Lanphear, 2007; Hu, et al., 2007). In addition, lead exposure also affects organisms in natural 
ecosystems. Despite a long history of intensive research, the biological mechanisms of lead 
toxicity are not yet fully understood. There are large gaps in our understanding of the biological 
implications of lead exposure. Despite some success in the worldwide ban of tetra-ethyl lead 
additive in automotive gasoline, lead is ubiquitously found in the environment both as a 
contaminant from man made materials and natural sources. There is a need to be able to assess 
subclinical effects of lead contamination as a way to avoid chronic health problems from the 
long-term buildup of this metal in humans and animals. 
Lead can interfere, negate, and complicate most of biochemical processes in mammalian 
systems, usually without any minimum threshold concentration (Table 2-1). Lead interferes with 
gastrointestinal absorption of essential metals such as calcium (Ca), iron (Fe) and zinc (Zn), it 
can be stored in the liver following a chronic exposure and, thereby, it reduces the availability of 
these three metals for cellular function (Corpas, et al., 2002). Exposure to lead and its 
compounds disrupts several essential physiological pathways in the liver (Sipos, et al., 2003; 
Corpas, et al., 2002; Hacker, et al., 1990) and causes liver damage through the production of free 
radical oxygen species that result in lipid peroxidation, DNA damage, and altered calcium 
homeostasis (Sipos, et al., 2003; Corpas, et al., 2002). These results may occur due to direct 
interaction between lead and affected biomolecules or due to indirect influence on the function 
and prevalence of key enzymes in important metabolic pathways.  
Lead toxicity affects carbohydrate and heme metabolism, inhibits superoxide dismutase 
activity, and causes a decrease in reduced glutathione level (Corpas, et al., 2002). Presence of 
lead in the liver and blood increases the intensity of lipopolysacharide (LPS) induced liver injury 
following infection by gram-negative bacteria (Cheng, et al., 2006). Lead decreases biosynthesis 
of hemoglobin, due to inhibition of ALA dehydrase with concurrent stimulation of ALA synthetase 
activity in erythrocytes containing lead (Kondo, et al., 1983; Trevisan, et al., 1983) (Fig. 2-1). 
Inhibition of ALA dehydrase can happen at a very low lead level (Campagna, et al., 1999). Lead 
also forces mitochondrial enzyme ferrochelatase to insert zinc (Zn) instead of iron (Fe) into the 
tetraprophyrin moiety of heme (Fig. 2-1). Elevated zinc protoporphyrin levels can be detected 
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with 0.25–0.30 µg Pb/ml in blood in adults, 0.16µg/ml in 15 –16 yr. old children and 
0.16µg/mlin 4 year old children (Needleman, 2004).  Inhibition of heme synthesis may also limit 
the supply of this group for other heme containing proteins, such as myoglobin, catalase, and 
cytochromes (Ponka, 1999). Consequently in the liver, lead reduces hepatic cytochrome p450 
content and inhibits its functions (Calabrese, 1995).  
Lead also interferes with cholesterol metabolism in male rat liver (Kojima, et al., 2004) 
by regulating the expression of lanosterol 14α-demethylase (CYP51) gene (Kojima, et al., 2002), 
a cytochrome p450 associated with cholesterol biosynthesis and inhibiting gene expression of 
cholesterol 7α-hydroylase (CYP7A1), a cytochrome p450 that converts cholesterol into bile 
acids (Kojima, et al., 2004). The imbalance between the expression of CYP51 and CYP7A1 
results in hypercholesterolemia in lead exposed male rats (Kojima, et al., 2004). Lead exposure 
to rat liver mitochondria, both in vitro and in vivo, caused ultra-structural damage, reduced 
protein content, inhibited ATPase activity and increased oxygen consumption (Wielgus-
Serafinska, et al., 1980). In mitochondria, lead toxicity affects the enzymes of energy metabolism 
such as cytochromes (Sabolic, 2006; Verma, et al., 2005; Rhyne and Goyer, 1971), NADH 
dehydrogenase (Verma, et al., 2005; Taketani, et al, 1985) and acetyl CoA pathway (Kojima, et 
al., 2004; Smith et al., 1998). 
Most toxicological data on lead exposure are from studies done on model rodents such as 
Mus and Rattus. In adult rodents, liver is a major site for metabolic and detoxification processes 
and heme metabolism (Ponka, 1999). Liver removes senescent erythrocytes and plasma 
hemoglobin mainly in the Kupffer cells (Bosman, et al. 2005; Bissell, et al. 1972), and converts 
and excretes all the heme, acquired from erythrocytes or synthesized internally, as bilirubin 
(Bissell, et al. 1972). Elevated lipid peroxidation levels decrease total scavenger capacity of 
chicken liver exposed to lead (Blázovics et al. 2001). Therefore, liver is an excellent organ to 
investigate the pathology of sub-lethal exposure to lead since it is easily retrievable and available 
in copious amounts from small rodents.  
The object of this study was to determine if it was feasible to use DNA microarrays to 
examine the gene expression underlying biochemical processes in the liver that are affected by 
lead exposure. If gene expression profiles could be linked to biochemical processes know to be 
affected by lead exposure, then this system could be used to discover subclinical effects of lead 
exposure in animals and humans. I explored this concept using mice and rats because if I could 
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validate this system in these model rodents it could then be exported to the field where mice and 
rats, which are ubiquitous in both urban and rural settings, would serve as sentinel species 
providing mobile sensors in an early warning system for lead contamination.  
I investigated the genetic signature of lead toxicity in the liver of two widely available 
rodents, Peromyscus and Rattus. The deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) and its congeneric 
species are some of the most abundant native North American mammals, with a range from 
Alaska to Central America (Dragoo, et al., 2006; Butt and Grossenheider, 1964).  White-footed 
mice (P. leucopus), a closely related species, readily accumulate barium, chromium, copper, 
lead, and aluminum (Smitha, et al., 2002). Peromyscus is closely related to the laboratory mouse, 
which allowed us to use mouse (Mus musculus) genetic tools to study Peromyscus maniculatus 
available from the University South Carolina, Genetic Stock Center. I compared experimental 
data on P. maniculatus with that of Rattus norvegicus generated under identical conditions, since 
Rattus is one of the most studied laboratory models for heavy metal toxicology and is found in 
wild and urban areas. 
I analyzed multiple parameters representing positive and negative correlations and 
interactions between concentration of lead in the blood (uptake), blood hemoglobin (effect), and 
differential expression of specific genes associated with lead induced biochemical pathways in 
the liver of Peromyscus and Rattus. I reasoned that if both rodents shared the same or similar 
patterns of gene expression with changes in blood lead and/or blood hemoglobin concentrations, 
then I would expect similar expression of downstream mRNAs and/or enzymes in these species. 
I used comparative data from the liver of both animals exposed to lead to identify and validate a 
set of potential biomarkers that could be utilized to test for heavy-metal toxicity in Peromyscus 
and Rattus collected from contaminated environments. 
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Materials and methods 
Animals: I used two different rodents, P. maniculatus and Rattus norvegicus for our 
experiments. I obtained P. maniculatus from the University of South Carolina Peromyscus 
Genetic Stock Center (http://stkctr.biol.sc.edu/peroavail.htm) and R. norvegicus from 
Charles River Laboratory Inc., MA (www.criver.com/research_models_and 
_services/research_models/wistar.html). All animals ate a custom made rodent diet 
laced with 0, 0.5% and 1% lead acetate (Pb-acetate) (®Bioserve, NJ) for an indicated period of 
time (Morrissey et al., 1989; Lamb et al., 1985).  
Tissue Collection: I euthanized all experimental animals by 100% CO2 exposure for 10 
minutes at room temperature and exsanguinations for collection of sample tissues at the indicated 
times. I collected the first set of blood and liver samples within 24 hours of exposure to detect 
the expression of early genes (Regunathan et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2000; Al Shuaib et al., 
1999; Savolainen et al., 1998). I collected the second set of samples after 7 days of exposure 
along with control sets for developing data on modulation of gene expression due to prolonged 
Pb exposure. I froze collected blood samples in LN2 following addition of sodium citrate 
anticoagulant solution. A portion of the liver from each animal was preserved in RNALater 
(®Ambion) at -20oC and the rest of the body was snap frozen in LN2.  
RNA Preparation: Total RNA was prepared from liver tissues preserved in RNALater 
solution by homogenizing directly in approximately 3-volume Tri-reagent (Sigma-Aldrich), 
using a Polytron (Brinkman) with a 7-mm probe (Kinematica). I processed RNA according to the 
manufacturer’s directions and RNA quality was assessed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis 
using SYBR Green II poststaining (Cambrex). All RNA samples were subsequently linearly 
amplified with a modified T7 Eberwine procedure (Van Gelder et al., 1990; Wang et al., 2000), 
and 2 mg of the amplified RNA was labeled with 60 mCi of [33P]dCTP as previously described 
(Kari, et al., 2003). 
Microarrays: I obtained nylon microarrays (MA07 and MA10) printed with PCR-
amplified mouse cDNAs from the Wistar Genomics Facility (http://www.wistar.upenn.edu/ 
genomics/). These two arrays carry a total of ~19,200 clones (9,600 on each array) including 
15,264 sequence-verified clones from the National Institute of Aging (NIA Mouse 15K) mouse 
cDNA development libraries created from pre- and peri-implantation embryos, embryonic day 
12.5 female gonad/mesonephros, and newborn ovary 
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(http://lgsun.grc.nia.nih.gov/cDNA/15k.html). The NIA clones were primarily full 
length. Additional 3,936 clones are from the Mouse Brain Molecular Anatomy Project (“BMAP” 
clones, Research Genetics/Invitrogen) and from an older array (MA02) with functions related to 
the immune system (Research Genetics/Invitrogen). The gene lists, including GenBank accession 
numbers and Unigene build 134 cluster assignments, are available at 
http://showelab.wistar.upenn.edu/Wistar_Showe_Lab_Gene_Lists.htm.  
Hybridization and washing: I hybridized filters MA07 and MA10 with the same labeled 
aRNA preperation in the same hybridization bottle with filters separated by nylon mesh. The 
hybridization took place for 16 h at 42°C in 5 ml of MicroHyb buffer (®Research Genetics). 
Filters were batch washed in a large container for consistency. I rinsed filters at room 
temperature with 2X SSC-1% SDS to remove residual probe and MicroHyb solution and then 
transferred them to preheated wash solutions in a temperature controlled shaking water bath. I 
washed the filters twice for 30 min in 2XSSC-1% SDS at 50°C, followed by a 30 min in 0.5X 
SSC-1% SDS at 55°C wash and finally, for a 30 min in 0.1X SSC-1% SDS at 55°C wash. I 
exposed washed filters to phosphorimager screens for 10 days and then scanned at 50-µm 
resolution in a Storm Phosphorimager (®GE-Amersham). I converted the scanned images from 
the Phosphorimager into raw data with the Imagene software (®Biodiscovery). 
Microarray data analysis: The data analysis was done with the nonempty spots on the 
microarray (satisfying flag = 0) with signal median higher than background median. Each of the 
raw Imagene data consisted of gene-spot ID, flag, signal median, local background median, and 
Genebank accession number. The raw signal and background data were normalized and analyzed 
through GeneSpring software (®Agilent Tech). The p-value ( <0.05) of the two tailed student t-
test versus log2 fold (>2) difference between control and each Pb exposed group was used to 
identify the differentially expressed genes (Volcano plot). The ‘differentially expressed’ genes 
identified through volcano plot matrices were analyzed by DAVID (NIH) (Dennis, et al, 2003) to 
rank them by significance of association (p <0.05) with specific and relevant biological 
pathways. 
I analyzed genes with significant (p <0.05) differential expression (>2-fold change in 
volcano plot) and possible association with biological pathways relevant to toxicity (higher 
enrichment and <0.05 p-values in DAVID, NIH) using one way ANOVA with a Bayesian 
estimate while assuming variances equal (>50 background subtracted raw value cut-off) to 
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identify potential biomarkers for Pb exposure. It was nearly impossible to apply the False-
Discovery Rate (FDR) option in ANOVA especially with the Peromyscus RNA set. I then 
reanalyzed the ANOVA derived gene set to detect potential biomarker genes in DAVID (NIH) 
with high stringency and Bejamini options to reduce probability of false discovery and examine 
their association (clustering with higher enrichment and <0.05 p-values) with possible biological 
pathways. Once again, Peromyscus data exhibited higher probability of FDR (higher Bejamini 
values) in DAVID compared to Rattus data.  
Measurement of total blood-Pb concentration: I analyzed whole blood-Pb 
concentrations in a ®Varion Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer attached with a graphite 
furnace (GFAAS) using the following method. Preserved blood samples (100µl) were thawed 
and diluted with 400 µl of diluents containing 0.25% Triton X-100, 2000 ppm NH4-dihydrogen 
orthophosphate and 750 ppm Mg(NO3)2. I also made control, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5mg/L 
Pb standards spiked in cow blood collected from a USDA certified slaughterhouse and preserved 
and processed in the identical way. Both standards and blood samples from our experiments 
were analyzed (20 µl each) with the following GFAAS conditions: 283 nm wavelength with a 
Pb-lamp, 7A slit, D2 background correction, peak height, argon gas purge (~50 ml/min), auto-
zero off, dry samples at 125oC in a 15 second ramp with 5 second hold, ash at 600oC in a 45 
second ramp with 20 sec hold and finally, atomize at 2400oC in a fast ramp with 5 second hold. 
All data were collected in triplicate for each blood sample (modified Buck Scientific Application 
note #AA3004 and ®Varion AA technical manual).  
Measurement of Blood-Heme concentrations: I determined the hemoglobin (Hb) 
concentration by the cyanmethemoglobin method which produced a stable color pigment with a 
peak absorbance at 540 nm (HG BPROC Doc, 2007 and methods note from hemoglobin 
standard maker). I prepared the samples by mixing 20 µl of appropriate blood sample with 5ml 
cyanmethemoglobin reagent (Drabkin's solution ®Ricca Chemical Co. TX.) and a no blood 
added cyanmethemoglobin reagent as blank. I measured OD540 of each sample following 10 
min incubation at room temperature. I determined hemoglobin concentration of each sample 
from a standard curve of OD540 versus hemoglobin concentrations produced using a 
commercially available blood-hemoglobin standard (®Diagnostic Tech. Inc. NY). 
Identification of biomarker genes: I plotted the normalized expression data of each 
possible biomarker gene (one way ANOVA) from a pathway (DAVID) relevant to heavy metal 
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toxicity against median values of either total blood-Pb or hemoglobin or both. The genes that 
showed either positive or negative correlation of expression with the blood-Pb (uptake) or 
hemoglobin concentration in both species were ranked as the best biomarkers.  
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Results 
I compared the concentration of total blood-Pb and the concentration of total blood-heme, 
with the differential gene expression data from both Peromyscus and Rattus to create a genetic 
signature of Pb exposure in these animals. 
Hematological profile: Peromyscus (n = 6 for exposure to 0.5% Pb and n = 5 for 
exposure to 1% Pb) exhibited a good correlation between Blood-Pb concentration and decrease 
in Hb concentration (Fig. 2-2) (r = -0.95). In contrast, Rattus ( n = 4 for both Pb concentrations) 
exhibited increase in blood-Pb while the Hb levels held nearly steady for 24 hours followed by 
concomitant decrease of both in 7 days of Pb exposure (Fig. 2-3). There was no significant 
change in the body mass between control and Pb exposed animals of either species. 
Gene Expression in the Peromyscus liver: I selected the genes differentially expressed 
between control and Pb exposed animals from hybridization to a pair of cDNA microarrys, 
MA07 and MA10. An analysis of biological pathways (DAVID/NIH) of the differentially 
expressed genes identified in the Volcano plot (p < 0.05 vs log2 fold change) showed that in 
Peromyscus Pb-uptake affected several major gene expression pathways (heat-map clusters) in 
the liver (Table 2-2). The greatest impact of the differentially expressed genes were associated 
with cellular metabolism and subcellular organelles, followed by the metal (Ca, Mg, other 
divalent cations) ion binding, apoptosis, lipid metabolism and a few developmental pathways. 
Other notable differentially expressed genes identified in the volcano plots were associated with 
heat-shock response, hemopoiesis, neuronal development, memory and reproductive pathways.  
In Peromyscus, of all the differentially expressed genes identified in the volcano plot, 742 
genes exhibited significant differential expression (ANOVA with p-value < 0.05 and 2-fold 
change in at least one event). All 742 genes were clustered in a relational map (Pearson 
correlation), of which 446 and 296 genes were identified from the MA07 and MA10 gene sets, 
respectively (Fig. 2-4).  
In order to identify the genes related to metal ion binding, uptake, and heme-metabolism, 
all 742 genes were annotated and clustered into 297 relevant cellular and/or metabolic processes 
or pathways (DAVID Functional gene classification, with a Benjamini option). It should be 
noted that 58 genes, although identified as significant in ANOVA, could not be associated with 
known cellular processes and were not included in this classification. Some of the Peromyscus 
liver genes related to mitochondrial metabolism, metal ion binding, calcium binding, cellular 
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transport, and related processes are presented in Table 2-3. A complete table containing all 
identified pathways may be found in Appendix I (liver). The genes in the Table 2-3 were 
intentionally arranged to maintain similarity with the known Pb-induced genes presented in 
Table 2-1. In Peromyscus, 29 genes or 5.9% of the total belonged to mitochondrial cluster 
(enrichment score = 1.47), which contained various transcripts of Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, 
NADH dehydrogenase, F1-ATP synthase, Cytochrome c oxidase, among others. I was unable to 
find any gene associated with heme synthesis and/or degradation pathways significantly 
modulated between the control and Pb exposed animals. However, I identified 95 metal ion 
binding, such as Ca, Fe and other, transcripts or 19.3% of total (enrichment score = 2.35) genes. 
For example this cluster contains genes of Ca binding proteins like Annexin A7, Calmodulin 1 
(CAM1), Cadherin 4, integrin α-6 and SPARC and genes of Fe binding protein like Ferritin 
heavy chain 1 and Hephaestin. About 34 transcripts or 6.9% of total genes were transport 
proteins, whose products worked as voltage gated calcium, potassium and sodium channels, and 
carriers of other solutes. Only two heat shock protein transcripts, 90KDa heat shock protein 1, 
alpha and heat shock protein 110 exhibited significant modulation of expression in the 
Peromyscus liver (Table 2-3).    
 Correlation between Blood-Pb concentration, Gene Expression and Blood Heme in 
Peromyscus: In order to identify genes induced by Pb or heavy metal, I investigated the 
correlation between blood-Pb concentration and concomitant change in blood hemoglobin 
concentration versus expression of metal (Fe, Ca and Zn) binding and transporting genes. I 
identified a total of 95 metal-ion binding and transporting genes that were differentially 
expressed (median p-value < 0.0011) in the liver of Pb-exposed Peromyscus.  
Expression of Hba-a1 gene increased over seven days of exposure at 0.5%- Pb while total 
blood hemoglobin concentration decreased, but at 1%- Pb the reduction of expression of Hba-a1 
genes and total hemoglobin (Hb) concentrations became comparable (Fig. 2-5). But the 
difference in expression between control and seven day exposure of 1% Pb was not significant in 
ANOVA (one-way). Expression of Hbb-b1 transcripts was not correlated with the changes in the 
Hb levels at any Pb-concentration, nor were any other genes in the heme-synthesis pathway 
differentially expressed in the Peromyscus liver with Pb exposure. The lack of clear correlation 
between total Hb levels and expression of Hb transcripts led us to investigate other genes whose 
products might contribute either to the degradation of heme (heme oxygenase) or might upset 
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cellular Ca-homeostasis (calmodulin).  I found that while one heme oxygenase 
(Hmox2_BG081591) transcript was upregulated, another (Hmox2_BG085207) was down-
regulated (Fig. 2-6). Expression of all three calmodulin (CAM1) transcripts were downregulated 
(Fig. 2-7). There were significant changes in the expression of following solute (ion) carriers in 
Peromyscus liver with increasing blood-Pb concentration (Table 2-4). Expression of ferritin 
heavy chain-1(Fth1) was reduced over time (Fig. 2-8) while gene expression of other solute (ion) 
carriers was highly variable (Fig. 2-9).  
Lead exposure induced differential expression of multiple genes associated with 
mitochondrial metabolism in the Peromyscus liver, especially six genes related to Coenzyme A, 
related intermediate metabolism pathways and another six genes related to energy metabolism 
and ATP synthesis pathways (Table 2-4B). Several of these genes, such as very-long chain acyl-
CoA dehydrogenase, Cox VII c and VIIa-2 like, NADH dehydrogenase I- subcomplex unknown, 
ATP synthase F1 complex γ peptide are either down regulated or exhibited downward trend of 
expression (Table 2-8). A comparison of the pattern of expression of two isoforms, short and 
very long chain, of Acyl CoA dehydrogenase failed to follow any predictable trend (Table 2-8). 
In addition to the above mentioned Pb induced genes, I also found other differentially expressed 
genes in the Peromyscus liver belonging to 212 different pathways (among 297 of total) (DAVID 
prelevance< 0.05 of the genes found significant in GeneSpring).  
Gene expression in the Rattus liver: DAVID clusters of differentially expressed genes 
(GeneSpring-Volcano plot) identified biochemical pathways that were similar to that of the 
Peromyscus liver (Table 2-5). In Rattus liver, these pathways affected subcellular organelles like 
mitochondria, metal binding and transport pathways, apoptosis, lipid metabolism and several 
development pathways. Of all the genes (Volcano plot) differentially expressed in the Pb-
exposed Rattus liver, 2196 genes exhibited significant differential expression (ANOVA with p  
< 0.05 at least in one event) with at least 2-fold change (Fig. 2-10).  
In order to identify the genes related to metal ion binding, uptake, and heme-metabolism, 
all 2196 genes were annotated and clustered into 623 relevant cellular and/or metabolic 
processes or pathways (DAVID Functional gene classification, with a Benjamini option) (Table 
2-6). A total of 559 genes, although identified significant in ANOVA, could not be associated 
with known cellular processes and were thus not included in this classification. Some of the 
Rattus liver genes that are similar to the genes found in Peromyscus and clustered with the 
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transcripts identified from subcellular organelle mitochondria, metal ion binding, cellular 
transport, and heat shock (stress) related processes are presented in Table 2-6. A complete table 
containing all identified pathways is in Appendix I (liver). 
I identified 247 or 17.2% of the total genes as metal-ion binding and transportation genes 
differentially expressed (median p = 1.3E-04 and enrichment score 5.73) in the liver of Pb-
exposed Rattus. These genes included Annexin A7, Calmodulin 1 (CAM1), Cadherin 1 and 5, 
and Laminin bind Ca and Ferritin heavy chain 1 (Fth1) and Hephaestin bind Fe. The genes in 
Table 2-6 were arranged to maintain similarity with the known Pb-induced genes presented in 
Table 2-1. In Rattus, 68 genes or 4.7% of the total belonged to the mitochondrial cluster 
(enrichment score = 5.96), which contained various transcripts of Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, 
NADH dehydrogenase, F1-ATP synthase, Cytochrome c oxidase, somatic cytochrome c, 
Cytochrome P450 family 11a-1, and two solute carriers. In Rattus, I found genes associated with 
heme synthesis and/or degradation pathways, such as δ-Aminolevulenic acid synthase (ALAS1), 
Heme oxygenase (Hmox1), Uroporphyrinogen III synthase, among others. However, I found two 
clusters, one containing genes from Tri-carboxylic acid (TCA) cycle (enrichment score 1.38) and 
the other containing heat shock protein transcripts (enrichment score 0.94), such as 90KDa heat 
shock protein 1, alpha and heat shock protein 110 in the Rattus liver (Table 2-6 and2-8).    
Correlation between Blood-Pb concentration, Gene Expression and Blood Heme in 
Rattus: There was a statistically significant relationship between total blood hemoglobin and the 
expression of hemoglobin genes (Hba-a1) both at 0.5%- Pb and 1%- Pb, respectively (Fig. 2-11). 
In Rattus, although differential expression of Hba-a1 was significant, the expression of Hbb-b1 
transcripts was not significant at any Pb-concentrations (not shown). Heme Oxygenase-1 (Hmox-
1) transcripts showed upregulation at both 0.5% and 1%-Pb, however its expression became 
normal by day 7 (Fig. 2-12). I also detected about two fold increase in the δ-Aminolevulinic acid 
synthase-1 (Alas1_ AU042924) within 24 hour of 0.5% of Pb exposure, but its level reduced to 
that of the control samples by day seven.  
I also looked at the expression of Ferritin heavy chain-1 (Fth1) and Calmodulin-1 (CAM 
1), whose products are known to bind Fe and Ca, respectively. Two CAM 1 transcripts showed 
entirely opposite patterns of modulation (Fig. 2-14), one up and another down in 24 hour but 
returned close to their normal levels by day seven. One exception; at 0.5% Pb the expression of 
CAM 1_BG076172 transcript remained slightly upregulated by day seven. Down regulation of 
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Fth1 transcript level transiently occurred at 24 hours of treatment followed by recovery to its 
control level by day seven (Fig. 2-14). Five other solute (ion) carrier genes also showed 
significant differential expression (Table 2-7). Among all the solute carriers, the expression of 
zinc transporter (Slc30a4_BG076257) and blood-Pb followed nearly similar patterns (Fig. 2-15).   
Lead exposure induced differential expression of multiple genes associated with 
mitochondrial metabolism in the Rattus liver; especially fourteen genes related to Coenzyme A 
related intermediate metabolism pathways and another fourteen genes related to energy 
metabolism and ATP synthesis pathways (Table 2-7B). Several of these genes, such as very-long 
chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, Cox VIa and VIIa-2 like, three subunits of NADH 
dehydrogenase I, ATP synthase F1 complex β peptide exhibited significant (ANOVA) but 
transient changes in expression (Table 2-8). A comparison of regulation of two isoforms, long 
and very long chain, of acyl CoA dehydrogenase did not follow comparable expression patterns 
(Table 2-8). In addition to above mentioned Pb induced genes in Rattus liver, I found other 
differentially expressed genes belonging to 424 different pathways (DAVID prelevance<0.05 of the 
genes found significant in ANOVA with Bayesian correction) (Appendix I).
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Discussion 
Gene expression is a unique way to investigate the mechanism of action of a toxicant and 
create a sort of ‘genetic signature of the toxicity’ (Lettieri, 2006). In order to create a plausible 
genetic signature of heavy metal exposure, I identified several genes exhibiting differential 
expression in the liver of Peromyscus and Rattus exposed to Pb.  
Development of an analytical technique applicable to environmental 
toxicogenomics: I identified the candidate genetic signature by statistically combining the 
differential gene expression data with the concurrent metabolite data originating from two 
closely related test organisms. A combinatorial analysis of concurrent and overlapping time 
dependent kinetics of multiple interconnected parameters, such as blood-Pb concentrations, 
differential expression of a relevant gene and resultant blood heme (Hb) concentrations created 
interrelated evidences derived from the same tissue of two closely related organisms. This 
analytical technique eliminated the need for the lengthy positive identification processes 
routinely used in medical toxicogenomics, such as quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR) and sequencing 
of the cloned cDNAs of the differentially expressed genes. In addition, confirmation of the genes 
by qPCR and cDNA sequencing can neither be accurately applied to a genetically non-
homogeneous organism collected from a natural population with barely known genomics nor be 
reflective of the functionality of the gene products.  
The metabolic data were derived from cause and effect relationships between the increase 
in Pb concentration in the blood and concurrent reduction of blood heme concentration over a 
period of time (0, 1, and 7 days) following ingestion of food contaminated with 0.5% and 1% Pb-
acetate. Neither Peromyscus nor Rattus experienced a significant decrease in total blood Hb 
following 7-day exposure to 0.5% and 1% Pb in the food, although the total blood Hb 
consistently decreased (anemic) with concomitant increase in blood-Pb concentrations in both 
animals (Fig. 2-2 and 2-3).  
Our next step involved identification of the differentially expressed genes associated with 
possible biochemical as well as physiological pathways affected by the Pb exposure. The 
differentially expressed genes identified by volcano plot and ANOVA (GeneSpring) were 
classified according to their numbers and significance of association with a specific biochemical 
and biological pathway (Table 2-2 and 2-5) using DAVID (NIH). It provided us an overview of 
the plausible pathways modulated in the liver of two Pb exposed rodents and enabled us to 
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identify the genes belonging to metal binding and transport, mitochondria, heme biosynthesis 
and degradation, and cellular membrane bound Ca binding pathways (Table 2-2 and 2-5). 
Further refinement of selection processes (ANOVA and DAVID/NIH) identified the genes and 
pathways specifically selected for their known association with heme metabolism and allied 
processes that may influence heme metabolism, such as expression of Calmodulin (Table 2-3 and 
2-6) (Davidson, 1994). 
Identification of heme metabolism related gene expression: An analysis of the 
expression profile of heme metabolism related genes in conjunction with levels of blood Pb and 
blood Hb revealed two completely different molecular mechanisms for the development of Pb 
induced anemic conditions in Peromyscus and Rattus. I failed to detect any significant change in 
the gene expressions of the heme synthesis pathway (Fig. 2-1) in the Peromyscus liver exposed 
to 0.5% Pb, although HBa1 expression and blood-heme concentration exhibited concomitant 
reduction at 1% Pb (Fig. 2-5). Expression of hemoglobin genes either increased (Hba-a1) (Fig. 2-
5) or failed to change significantly (Hbb-b1) in the Peromyscus liver and thus could not account 
for the decrease in the total Hb in the blood, at least at lower blood-Pb concentration, provided 
the pattern of expression of these hemoglobin genes similar or identical in the liver and bone 
marrow.  In contrast, Rattus liver exhibited co-modulation of the Hba-a1 transcripts and total 
blood Hb (Fig. 2-11). I observed a transient decrease of δ-aminolevulenic acid synthase-1 gene 
(ALAS) expression at 24 hours of exposure in the Rattus liver, however no such change in 
expression was detected in Peromyscus liver. In Rattus, Pb induced suppression of Hba-a1 gene 
expression appears to be a major contributor for reduction of blood Hb level (Fig. 2-11), in 
addition to the well known Pb induced inhibition of hemopoiesis enzymes (Fig. 2-1) (Davidson, 
1994). 
In Peromyscus, a combination of several other factors, heme degradation and loss of Fe- 
and Ca-homeostasis, besides those involved in the heme (tetra-porphyrin) and hemoglobin 
synthesis appeared to contribute more to the reduction of heme in the blood. Gene expression of 
one of the heme oxygenases (Hmox2), a group of major heme degrading enzymes, increased in 
the Peromyscus liver following Pb exposure (Fig. 2-6), which may contribute to the decrease in 
the total heme concentration in the blood, since liver is a major blood recycling site for rodents 
(Chmielnicka, et al., 1994; Mateo, et al., 2006).  
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The expression of ferritin heavy Chain-1 (Fth1), which stores Fe in the liver (Eisenstein, 
et al., 1991), decreased significantly in the Pb-exposed Peromyscus liver (Fig. 2-8) compared to 
the Rattus liver (Fig. 2-15). A decrease in Ferritin level combined with an increase in heme 
degradation by heme oxygenase would induce anemia like condition in Peromyscus liver.  
Finally, Pb is known to inhibit ALA dehydratase and mitochondrial Ferrochelatase 
enzyme activity (Fig. 2-1) (Davidson, 1994). The reduction of blood heme concentration in the 
Peromyscus may be attributed to inhibitory effects of Pb at the protein level. This scenario of 
multi-point inhibitory effects of 0.5% Pb in Peromyscus liver shifted to the inhibition of Hba1 
mRNA expression at 1% Pb; a condition similar to that found in Rattus liver. 
Identification of Ca-homestasis related gene expression: Lead is also known to replace 
calcium in the Ca-binding cellular proteins, such as Calmodulin-1 (CAM-1) (Wilson and 
Brunger, 2003; Kern et al, 2000). In mammals, three independent CAM-1 genes produce an 
identical polypeptide underscoring its importance in the cellular function that required this level 
of genetic redundancy. Calcium-CAM-1 complex maintains Ca-homeostasis in all cells as well 
as functions as secondary activator for multiple signal transduction pathways. Lead exposure 
significantly and consistently decreased the expression of three CAM-1 transcripts in the 
Peromyscus liver (Fig. 2-7). Reduction of CAM-1 expression in Peromyscus may have caused 
loss of CAM kinase IV activity, an essential enzyme required for the lineage commitment of the 
erythropoietic progenitor cells (Walters et al, 2002; Wayman et al, 2000), and resulted in 
observed anemic condition. In contrast, same scenario did not hold true for Rattus, where Pb 
exposure transiently induced one and reduced other CAM-1 transcript at 24hr which then 
returned to their original levels in 7days in parallel with the rise and fall of the blood-Pb 
concentrations (Fig. 2-13). The difference in pattern of CAM-1 expression once again supported 
our previous conclusion that the Pb induced ‘genetic signature’ of anemia in Peromyscus is 
considerably different from that of Rattus.   
Another Ca-binding protein, Annexin A7 exhibited significant differential expression in 
both animals (p <0.001), but failed to adhere to any particular pattern in the same organism 
exposed to two different concentrations of Pb over seven days (not shown). This lack of 
adherence to a pattern of expression aligned to the profiles of Blood-Pb and heme 
concentrations, forced us to discard a number of genes as biomarkers even though they exhibited 
significant differential expression.  
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Comparison of the candidate biomarkers in the Peromyscus and Rattus liver: This 
analytical method yielded clear and specific genetic signatures in the livers of the rodents 
exposed to Pb (Table 2-8). In Peromyscus negative expression of two different genes Calmodulin 
(CAM1) (Fig. 2-7) and ferritin heavy chain 1 (Fth1) (Fig. 2-9) confirmed the long known fact 
that Pb exposure undermines Fe- and Ca-homeostasis (Ballatori, 2002; Kern, et al., 2000) (Table 
2-8). Lead exposure also affected multiple metal binding and transport gene expression in 
Peromyscus.  
The gene signature of Pb exposure in Rattus affected expression of adult hemoglobin 
chain (Hba1) (Fig. 2-11). Lead exposure affected the expression of CAM 1 (Fig. 2-14) and fth1 
(Fig. 2-15) but they did not exhibit consistent reduction in expression as found in Peromyscus 
liver (Table 2-8). The pattern of the metal binding and transport genes expressed in Rattus were 
very different from the identical group of genes found in Peromyscus liver (Table 2-3, 2-6, and2-
8). Different types of voltage gated potassium (K)-channels were modulated in these two species, 
and the voltage gated sodium channel modulated in Peromyscus was absent in Rattus.  
Our gene expression data did not exhibit similar or matching patterns among two rodents 
exposed to identical conditions in the laboratory, although they confirmed differential expression 
of the well known Pb and other heavy metal inducible factors such as Hba1, CAM1, fth1, and 
multiple metal-ion transporters. It appeared that differential expression of these liver genes may 
be considered as genetic signature for Pb intoxication as long as the gene expression data are 
combined with metabolic data such as blood Pb and blood Hb concentrations.  
A comparative analysis of the data showed significant differential expression of 
mitochondrial genes of nuclear origin, such as acyl CoA metabolism, NADH dehydrogenases 
and cytochrome oxidase in the liver of both Peromyscus and Rattus exposed to Pb (Table 2-8). 
Differential expression of a large and significant group of mitochondrial genes in both 
Peromyscus and Rattus supported a long known fact that Pb exposure affects the mitochondrial 
compartment of a eukaryotic cell (Bragadin et al., 1998). Liver mitochonria isolated from Pb-
intoxicated animals showed impaired respiration and reduced phosphorylative activity. These 
abnormalities in energy metabolism are more evident when pyruvate is added as the energy 
substrate (but not with succinate). Lead impairs this system since pyruvate metabolism is NAD 
reductase/dehydrogenase dependent (Goyer et al., 1973, 1968). The function of both NADH 
dehydrogenases and cytochrome oxidase was inhibited in the mitochondria isolated from Pb 
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exposed rats (Verma et al., 2005). The function of mitochondrial multi-subunit enzyme 
complexes that control the energy metabolism are the result of a delicately choreographed 
assembly of multiple polypeptides of both mitochondrial and nuclear origin. Our data of Pb 
induced uncoordinated differential expression of NADH dehydrogenase and cytochrome oxidase 
subunits explained this long standing observation about the Pb toxicity in mitochondrial energy 
metabolism.   
Pb induced oxidative stress in the liver (Masso, et al., 2007). Among all the stress related 
genes expressed, Hsp 110 and Hsp 1, alpha (90kDa) were expressed in both Peromyscus and 
Rattus; once again explaining the similarity of the Pb induced expression of these two Hsps. 
Expression of heat shock proteins following Pb and other heavy metal intoxication is a well 
known phenomenon (Nadeau, et al, 2001). Our data not only confirmed this phenomenon, but 
also explained that Pb upregulated the expression of Hsps through increased transcription.  
In toxicology, expression of mitochondrial metabolic pathway and heat shock proteins 
was not considered as a major effect of Pb and other heavy metal intoxication. However, our 
gene expression data showed that differential expression of acyl CoA dehydrogenases, specific 
nuclear subunits of NADH dehydrogenase, cytochrome oxidase from mitochondria and at least 
two heat shock proteins was consistent among Peromyscus and Rattus exposed to Pb. I suggest 
that expression of these genes along with blood Pb data may be considered as genetic signature 
of Pb intoxication. However, the expression of these genes should be confirmed by metabolic 
data such as mitochondrial CoA concentration, NAD/NADH and ATP/ADP ratios.   
A robust analytical model tailored for environmental toxicology: As a proof of the 
concept, I did not perform any protein/enzymes assay, which would have made our model nearly 
unsustainable for any practical use, since most enzymes require individual extraction and 
preservation methods. Improperly preserved enzyme won’t reflect a real Pb-induced change in 
the activity. There are very few antibodies available specifically against Peromyscus proteins, 
which prevented our ability to measure the concentration of any heme metabolism related protein 
or enzyme. I also did not preserve blood for gene expression due to the small volume available 
from Peromyscus and circulating mammalian RBC may not be the best cell to examine 
differential gene expression.  
The metabolic profiling, although kept very simple and limited to the measurement of 
total blood-Pb and Blood-heme concentrations yielded exceptionally clear genetic signatures of 
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Pb exposure in Peromyscyus and Rattus supporting the robustness of the analysis. The 
combinatorial analysis of multiple parameters made the cDNA microarray technique useful for 
identification of the genetic signatures of Pb toxicity in both Peromyscus maniculatus and Rattus 
norvegicus, without adding hard-to-achieve technical complexity.  
In future, differentially expressed genes belonging to a pathway of interest (signature 
genes) may be confirmed by additional metabolite analyses, such as concentrations of bilirubin 
versus heme, ferritin versus heme iron, and mitochondrial metabolites, such as ADP: ATP and 
NAD: NADH ratios in both blood and liver tissues. The combinatorial data derived from this 
study and the analytical technique presented here can be easily applied and adapted to decipher 
the ecotoxicological effect of Pb and related heavy metals found in a contaminated environment.  
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Table 2-1: Effect of lead (Pb) exposure on known metabolic pathways and biological processes. 
Lead exposure affects the functions of following proteins/enzymes in Mus, Rattus and human. 
These proteins belong to mitochondrial and cytoplasmic biochemical pathways, such as heme 
synthesis and degradation, Fe binding, erythrocyte membrane binding and hemolytic anemia.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Cellular Process Regulation Reference 
1. Subcellular organelle: Mitochondria 
(Required for Heme Synthesis) 
 Wielgus-Serafinska, et al. (1980) 
 Cytochrome c-oxidase Inhibition Verma, et al., (2005) 
 NADH-dehydrogenase Inhibition Taketani, et al, (1985),  
Verma, et al., (2005) 
 Succinic dehydrogenase Inhibition Verma, et al., (2005) 
 Acyl-CoA pathway related Inhibition Smith, et al. (1998) 
2.  Heme synthesis  Ajioka, et al. (2006) 
 δ-animolevulinic acid synthetase Induction Chmielnicka, et al. (1994) 
 δ-animolevulinic acid dehydratase Modulation 
Inhibition 
Trevisan, et al. (1983) 
Campagna, et al (1999), Sakai. T (2000) 
 Ferrochelatase Inhibition Posnett, et al. (1988) 
3.  Iron/ion Binding and transport   
 Ferritin  Binding Joshi and Zimmerman (1988) 
 Calmodulin Binding Ouyang and Vogel (1998) 
4.  Heme Degradation/Bilirubin Synthesis   
 Heme Oxygenase Induction Chmielnicka, et al. (1994) 
 Bilirubin pathway Modulation Mateo, et al. (2006) 
5. Erythrocyte Membrane Protein Binding    
 Calmodulin Activation Kern, et al. (2000) 
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Table 2-2: Plausible biological pathways (using DAVID/NIH) of differentially expressed P. 
maniculatus liver genes identified in the Volcano plot. The annotation cluster numbers (ACN) 
are based on the significance or relevancy of the differentially expressed genes (identified and 
annotated from the volcano-plot) in the indicated pathway. Increasing ACN indicates lesser 
significance. 
Pathways in Peromyscus liver based on the pattern of gene expression 
Pb Conc. 0.50% 0.50% 1% 
Exposure Time (ACN)           1 Day (ACN)            7 Days (ACN)           7 Days 
  
1. Cellular Metabolism & 
Organelle 3. Cellular Metabolism 1. Organelle 
16. Embryonic Development 4. Organelle 3. Cellular Metabolism 
18. Metal Ion Binding & 
Transport 12. Apoptosis with Cell Death 10. Hexose & alcohol Metabolism 
22. Apoptosis with Cell death 15. Metal Ion Binding & Transport 12. Lipid & cholesterol 
26. Apoptosis Regulation 20. Mitochondria 15. Mg  
28. Apoptosis Regulation 22. Heat Shock 20.Ubiquitin dependent Protein Catabolism 
36. Lipid (No Cholesterol) 23. Ca 28. Lipid (No Cholesterol) 
40. Ca Binding 31. Di-, Tri-valent Cation Transporter 33. Metal Ion Binding & Transport 
41.Morphogenesis & Organ 
Development 37. Ca Binding 35. Ubiquitin Cycle 
42. Blood Vessel Development 45. Lipid & Cholesterol 41.Morphogenesis & Organ Development 
48. Ion Transport 51. Neurogenesis 43. Apoptosis with Cell Death 
49.Reproduction & 
Gametogenesis 
52. Ca & Other Di & Trivalent 
cation transport 47. Ca 
  
58. Differentiation, Neuronal 
developme 54. Mitochondria 
59. Negative regulation of Cell 
growth 59. Inorganic Ion Transport 
64. Fe Transport 63. Cation & ion Transport 
70. Organ Development 66. Ion Transport 
72. Ion Transport  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
79. Ion Transport & Oxidative 
Phophorylation 
80. Na Transport 
81. Carbohydrate Metabolism 
82. K Transport 
85. Lipid Biosynthesis 
87. Adult Behavior 
91. Hemopoiesis & Other Blood 
Cell Differentiation 
94. Blood Vessel Development 
96. Brain Development 
97. Apoptosis: Induction of Cell 
Death  
108. Ion Transport 
119. Embryonic Develoment 
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Table 2-3: The table showed 99 of 160 Pb induced P. maniculatus liver genes from four 
metabolic/cellular categories described in the Table 2-1 (clustered in DAVID with Bejamini and 
Hochberg option of ANOVA selected genes). The program (DAVID) was unable to detect an 
independent heme synthesis category from the ANOVA selected genes. Each category showed 
number and percent of genes significantly associated with each cellular/metabolic process and an 
enrichment score. Larger enrichment score value meant higher significance for the category. All 
other differentially expressed genes from these four categories and genes in additional 294 
metabolic categories identified in DAVID are included in Appendix I for liver. 
 
 
 
 
 Genebank Accession No. 
Category: Mitochondria               Enrichment Score = 1.47 
29 Genes % of total genes = 5.9; p-value = 3.40E-02; Benjamini = 5.80E-01 
1 BG065033 Acyl-coenzyme A Dehydrogenase, short chain 
2 AI839605 Acyl-coenzyme A Dehydrogenase, very long chain 
3 AW537342 Aldehyde Dehydrogenase family  6, subfamily A1 
4 BG074111 ATP synthase, H transporting, Mitochondrial F1 complex, γ -polypeptide 1  (Metal Binding & Transport) 
7 BG063843 Cytochrome C Oxidase subunit VIIA polypeptide 2-like 
8 BG080036 cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VIIc 
10 AI894290 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) 1 α -subcomplx, 9 
11 AI840263, BG075903 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) 1, subcomplex unknown, 1 
13 BG071790 Protein phophatase 1, catalytic subunit, γ -isoform 
14 BG088579 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2C, MAGNESIUM DEPENDENT, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT 
15 AI845462 PYRUVATE DEHYDROGENASE KINASE, ISOENZYME 3 
Category: Metal ion Binding               Enrichment Score = 2.35 
95 Genes % of total genes = 19.3; p-value = 1.10E-03; Benjamini = 3.02E-01 
16 BG076013 ANNEXIN A7 (Ca Binding) 
17 BG074044 ATPASE, Ca TRANSPORTING, CARDIAC MUSCLE, SLOW TWITCH 2 (Ca Binding/Transport) 
18 AI840889 ATPASE, H TRANSPORTING, LYSOSOMAL (VACUOLAR PROTON PUMP) 42KD (Transport) 
20 AI413655 CADHERIN 4 (Ca Binding) 
21 BG079148 CALCIUM CHANNEL, VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT, ALPHA2/DELTA SUBUNIT 1 (Ca Binding) 
22 
AI836609, 
BG072244, 
BG076617 
CALMODULIN 1 (Ca Binding) 
23 BG063515 FERRITIN HEAVY CHAIN 1 (Fe Binding) 
24 BG076749 HEPHAESTIN (Fe Transport) 
25 AI528574 INTEGRIN ALPHA 6 (Ca Binding) 
26 BG078659 POTASSIUM VOLTAGE-GATED CHANNEL, SHAKER-RELATED SUBFAMILY, b member 1 
27 AI840025, AI845741 SECRETED ACIDIC CYSTEINE RICH GLYCOPROTEIN (SPARC) (Ca Binding) 
28 BG076434 SELENOPROTEIN X 1 (Se binding) 
29 AI840361 SODIUM CHANNEL, VOLTAGE-GATED, TYPE II, BETA (Na transport) 
30 BG074840 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 9 (SODIUM/HYDROGEN EXCHANGER), ISOFORM 9 (Na transport) 
31 BG067553 TENASCIN C (Ca binding) 
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Category: Transport                             Enrichment Score = 1.26 
34 Genes % of total genes = 6.9; p-value = 2.80E-03; Benjamini = 1.10E-01 
32 BG079148 CALCIUM CHANNEL, VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT, ALPHA2/DELTA SUBUNIT 1 
33 BG066256 CHLORIDE CHANNEL 1 
34 BG072485 POTASSIUM CHANNEL, SUBFAMILY K, MEMBER 13 
35 BG078659 POTASSIUM VOLTAGE-GATED CHANNEL, SHAKER-RELATED SUBFAMILY, BETA MEMBER 1 
36 BG065295 SECRETORY CARRIER MEMBRANE PROTEIN 2 
37 BG075791 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 25 (MITOCHONDRIAL CARRIER, PHOSPHATE CARRIER), MEMBER 26 
38 C76157 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 7 (CATIONIC AMINO ACID TRANSPORTER, Y+ SYSTEM), MEMBER 6 
39 BG074840 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 9 (SODIUM/HYDROGEN EXCHANGER), ISOFORM 9 
Category: Heat Shock (Only two proteins passed ANOVA and was not classified in DAVID) 
40 BG066973 Heat shock protein 110 
41 AI841344 Heat shock protein 1, alpha (90 KDa Protein) 
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Table 2-4A: Metal and other solute binding and transporter genes exhibit differential expression 
in the liver of P. maniculatus exposed to 0.5% and 1% Pb for 7 days. This list of differentially 
regulated genes is mainly comprised of nonmetal transporters; I failed to detect expression of the 
well known metal transporter genes, such as divalent metal transporter 1 (DMT1), Transferrins, 
TRP channels.    
 
 
 
Table 2-4B: The 12 of 29 mitochondrial genes exhibited differential expression in the liver of Pb 
exposed P. maniculatus. The listed genes are associated with the metabolic categories/pathways 
affected by Pb exposure (Table 2-1).  
 
Coenzyme A related intermediate metabolic pathways (Porphyrin, fat and amino acid metabolism) 
Gene Bank Accession No. Gene Name 
BG065033 Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase, short chain  
AI839605 Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase, very long chain  
AW537342 Aldehyde Dehydrogenase Family 6, subfamily A1 
BG071790 Protein Phosphatase 1, Catalytic Subunit, γ isoform 
BG088579 Protein Phosphatase 2C, Mg dependent, Catalytic Subunit  
AI845462 Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Kinase, Isoenzyme 3 
Energy metabolism  (ATP synthesis) 
Gene Bank Accession No. Gene Name 
BG074111 ATP Synthase, H transporting, F1 complex, γ polypeptide 1 
BG063843 cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VIIA Polypeptide 2-like 
BG080036 cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VIIc 
AI894290 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) 1 α Subcomplex, 9 
AI840263 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) 1, Subcomplex unknown, 1 
BG075903 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) 1, Subcomplex unknown, 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gene Bank Accession No. Gene Name 
Slc20a2_ BG063524 Solute carrier family 20, member 2 (Phosphate transporter) 
Slc7a6_ C76157 Solute carrier family 7 (cationic amino acid transporter, y+ system), member 6 
Slc6a6_ C81465 Solute carrier family 6 (neurotransmitter transporter, taurine), member 6 
Slc14a1_ BG088092 Solute carrier family 14 (urea transporter), member 1 
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Table 2-5: Plausible biological compartments and pathways (using DAVID/NIH) of the differentially expressed R. norvegicus liver 
genes identified in the Volcano plot are displayed here. The Annotation Cluster Numbers (ACN) are based on the significance or 
relevancy of the differentially expressed genes in the indicated pathway. Increasing number indicated lesser significance. 
 
Differentially expressed Pathways in Rattus liver based on the pattern of gene expression 
Pb-Conc. 0.50% 0.50% 1% 1% 
Exposure 
Time (ACN)           1 Day (ACN)              7 Days (ACN)               1 Day (ACN)              7 Days 
 
1. Organelle 1. Organelle 1. Cellular Metabolism 1. Organelle 
2. Cellular Metabolism 2. Cellular Metabolism 2. Organelle 2. Cellular Metabolism 
3. Metal Ion Binding & Transport 7. Regulation of Apotosis 3. Ubiquitin Cycle 3. Ubiquitin Cycle 
6. Mitochondria 20. Apoptosis with Cell death 14. Organ Development 6.Organ & embryonic develoment 
15. Lipid Metabolism 23. Organ, vasculature development 20.Organogenesis, Neuronal development. 
13.Organogenesis, Neuronal 
development 
21. Apoptosis with Cell death 24. Lipid (no Cholesterol) 41. Embryonic development 17. Ion Transport & ATPase activity 
27. Ubiquitin Cycle  33. Neorvous System Development 45. Metal Ion Binding & Transport 25. Apoptosis with Cell Death  
39. Iron, Di-, Trivalent metal ion 
Tansport 35. Metal Ion Binding & Transport 
47. Embryonic Development (Tube 
Developmnt) 30. Metal Ion Binding & Transport 
44, 45. Lipid (no cholesterol) 
 
54. Cation Transport & Oxidative 
Phsphorylation 
 
50. Cold Shock 56. Apoptosis with Cell Death  
64. Calcium & other Metal ion 
Homeostasis  64. Lipid (no cholesterol) 
70. Heme Metabolism 67. Di-, Tri-valent Cation Transporter 
85. Organ Development 73. Hemopoiesis 
86. Embryonic Morphogenesis 81. Ca- binding 
109. Metal ion transport & 
Oxidative Phosphorylation 86. Di-, Tri-valent Cation Transporter 
117. Di-, Trivalent metal ion 
Transport 
 119. caspase Activation 
121. Heat shock response 
123. Lipid & CHOLESTEROL 
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Table 2-6: The table showed 41 of 330 Pb induced R. norvegicus liver genes from four 
metabolic/cellular categories described in the Table 2-1 (clustered in DAVID with Bejamini and 
Hochberg option of ANOVA selected genes). However, the program (DAVID) was unable to 
detect an independent category of genes specific for the heme synthesis pathway. Each category 
showed number and percent of genes significantly associated with each cellular/metabolic 
process. Larger enrichment score value meant higher significance for the category. All other 
differentially expressed genes from these four categories and genes from additional 611 
metabolic categories identified in DAVID are included in Appendix 1 for liver. 
 
 Genebank 
Accession No. 
Category: Mitochondria               Enrichment Score = 5.96 
68 Genes % of total genes = 4.7; p-value = 1.90E-12; Benjamini = 3.20E-10  
1 BG066557, 
BG071911 ACETYL-COENZYME A DEHYDROGENASE, LONG-CHAIN 
2 BG063815 ACYL-COA THIOESTERASE 9 
3 BG087934 ACYL-COENZYME A DEHYDROGENASE FAMILY, MEMBER 8 
4 BG074630 ACYL-COENZYME A DEHYDROGENASE, VERY LONG CHAIN 
5 AU042924 δ -AMINOLEVULINIC ACID SYNTHASE 1 (Heme synthesis) 
6 BG073437 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING MITOCHONDRIAL F1 COMPLEX, BETA SUBUNIT 
7 BG073062 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING, MITOCHONDRIAL F0 COMPLEX, SUBUNIT F, ISOFORM 2 
8 BG078689 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING, MITOCHONDRIAL F1 complex, ALPHA SUBUNIT, isoform 1 
10 AI893442, 
NM_007748, 
BE955853 CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE, SUBUNIT VI A, POLYPEPTIDE 1 
11 BG072912 CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE, SUBUNIT VIIA 2 
12 BG063100 CYTOCHROME C, SOMATIC 
13 BG076814 CYTOCHROME C-1 
14 BG080864 CYTOCHROME P450, FAMILY 11, SUBFAMILY A, POLYPEPTIDE 1 
19 BG076749 HEPHAESTIN (Ribosomal Protein L17_ in GeneBank) (Fe binding) 
20 BG081213 ISOCITRATE DEHYDROGENASE 2 (NADP+), MITOCHONDRIAL 
21 BF579082 MALATE DEHYDROGENASE 2, NAD (MITOCHONDRIAL) 
23 AW555047 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) 1 ALPHA SUBCOMPLEX, 7 (B14.5A) 
24 BG076562 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) 1 BETA SUBCOMPLEX, 7 
25 BG087636 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) 1 BETA SUBCOMPLEX, 9 
26 BG076088 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) FLAVOPROTEIN 1 
27 BG087002 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) FLAVOPROTEIN 2 
32 
AI413945 
SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 25 (MITOCHONDRIAL CARRIER, ADENINE NUCLEOTIDE 
TRANSLOCATOR), MEMBER 13 
33 BG067977 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 25 (MITOCHONDRIAL DEOXYNUCLEOTIDE CARRIER), MEMBER 19 
35 BG086459 VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT ANION CHANNEL 1 
Category: Metal Binding                 Enrichment Score = 5.73 
247 Genes % of total genes = 17.2; p-value = 1.30E-04; Benjamini = 2.40E-02 
36 BG068269 ANNEXIN A7 (Ca binding) 
37 BG073437 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING MITOCHONDRIAL F1 COMPLEX, BETA SUBUNIT 
38 BG073062 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING, MITOCHONDRIAL F0 COMPLEX, SUBUNIT F, ISOFORM 2 
39 BG078689 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING, MITOCHONDRIAL F1 COMPLEX, ALPHA SUBUNIT, ISOFORM 1 
40 BG065074 ATPASE, H+ TRANSPORTING, LYSOSOMAL V0 SUBUNIT C 
41 AW544616 ATPASE, NA+/K+ TRANSPORTING, BETA 1 POLYPEPTIDE 
42 BG087256 ATP-BINDING CASSETTE, SUB-FAMILY E (OABP), MEMBER 1 
43 BG072467 CADHERIN 1 (Ca binding) 
44 BG077522 CADHERIN 5 (Ca binding) 
45 BG071673 CALCIUM/CALMODULIN-DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE ID 
46 BG076172, 
BG076848 CALMODULIN 1 (Ca binding) 
47 BG077365 CALNEXIN (Ca binding) 
48 BG080864 CYTOCHROME P450, FAMILY 11, SUBFAMILY A, POLYPEPTIDE 1 
49 BG072216 CYTOCHROME P450, FAMILY 39, SUBFAMILY A, POLYPEPTIDE 1 
50 BG068351 CYTOCHROME P450, FAMILY 7, SUBFAMILY B, POLYPEPTIDE 1 
 56 
52 BG063515 FERRITIN HEAVY CHAIN 1 (Fe binding) 
53 BG078648 GATA ZINC FINGER DOMAIN CONTAINING 2B (Zn binding) 
54 BG077732 HEME OXYGENASE (DECYCLING) 1 
55 BG086202 HEMOGLOBIN ALPHA, ADULT CHAIN 1 
56 BG076749 HEPHAESTIN (Fe binding) 
57 BG077936 METAL RESPONSE ELEMENT BINDING TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 1 
58 BG065680 METAL RESPONSE ELEMENT BINDING TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 2 
59 BG076088 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) FLAVOPROTEIN 1 
60 BG087002 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) FLAVOPROTEIN 2 
61 
BG076026 
POTASSIUM LARGE CONDUCTANCE CALCIUM-ACTIVATED CHANNEL, SUBFAMILY M, ALPHA 
MEMBER 1 
62 AI414529 POTASSIUM VOLTAGE GATED CHANNEL, SHAW-RELATED SUBFAMILY, MEMBER 4 
63 BG072794 POTASSIUM VOLTAGE-GATED CHANNEL, SHAL-RELATED FAMILY, MEMBER 3 
64 BG069063 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 8 (SODIUM/CALCIUM EXCHANGER), MEMBER 1 
67 BG076257 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 30 (ZINC TRANSPORTER), MEMBER 4 
 Metal Binding 
Subcategory 
Category: Heterocycle Metabolism (Heme metabolism)      Enrichment Score = 0.7 
9 Genes % of total genes = 0.6; p-value = 4.00E-02; Benjamini = 6.90E-01 
68 BG079455 ADENINE PHOSPHORIBOSYL TRANSFERASE 
69 AU042924 δ- AMINOLEVULINIC ACID SYNTHASE 1 
70 BG077732 HEME OXYGENASE (DECYCLING) 1 
71 BG076701 URIDINE MONOPHOSPHATE SYNTHETASE 
72 BG087278 UROPORPHYRINOGEN III SYNTHASE 
Category: Heat Shock                Enrichment Score = 0.94 
6 Genes % of total genes = 0.4; p-value = 8.30E-02; Benjamini = 5.70E-01 
79 BG066973 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 110 
80 BG067038 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 1, BETA (90 KDa Protein) 
81 BG087650 HEAT SHOCK 70KD PROTEIN 5 (GLUCOSE-REGULATED PROTEIN) 
82 BG063605, 
BG064775, 
BG064772 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 1, ALPHA (90 KDa Protein) 
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Table 2-7A: Expression of Solute carrier genes in R. norvegicus liver. Multiple metal-ion 
transporter genes are differentially regulated and one non-metallic mitochondrial nucleotide 
transporter upon Pb exposure.  
 
Gene Bank Accession No Gene Name 
Slc12a2_BG074576 Solute carrier family 12, member 2 (Na, K, Cl- co-transporter) 
Slc12a7_BG079799 Solute carrier family 12, member 7 (K, Cl- cotransporter) 
Slc25a13_AI413945 Solute carrier family 25 (mitochondrial carrier, adenine nucleotide translocator), 
member 13 
Slc30a4_BG076257 Solute carrier family 30 (zinc transporter), member 4 
Slc8a1_BG069063 Solute carrier family 8 (sodium/calcium exchanger), member 1 
 
Table 2-7B: The 28 of 68 mitochondrial genes exhibited differential expression in the liver of Pb 
exposed R. norvegicus. The listed genes are associated with the metabolic categories/pathways 
affected by Pb exposure (Table 2-1).  
 
 
Coenzyme A related metabolic pathways (Porphyrin, fat and amino acid metabolism) 
Gene Bank Accession No Gene Name 
BG066557 Acetyl-CoA Dehydrogenase, long-chain 
BG071911 Acetyl-CoA Dehydrogenase, long-chain 
BG074630 Acetyl-CoA Dehydrogenase, very long-chain 
BG063815 Acyl-CoA Thiesterase 9 
BG087934 Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase family, member 8 
BG076244 Glutamate Oxaloacetate Transaminase 2 
AU024451 Glycerol-3-Phosphate Acyltransferase 
BG081213 Isocitrate Dehydrogenase 2 (NADP+) 
BG087236 Ornithine Aminotransferase 
BG087228 Pyruvate Carboxylase 
BG066484 Pyruvate Dehydrogenase E1 α 1 
BG076398 Pyruvate Dehydrogenase E1 α 1 
BG078533 Pyruvate Dehydrogenase  Kinase, Isoenzyme 1 
BF579082 Malate Dehydrogenase 2, NAD  
Energy metabolic pathway (ATP synthesis) 
Gene Bank Accession No Gene Name 
BG073437 ATP Synthase, H transporting, F1 complex, β subunit 
BG073062 ATP Synthase, H transporting, F0 complex, subunit F, isoform 2 
BG078689 ATP Synthase, H transporting, F1 complex, α subunit, isoform 1 
AI893442 Cytochrome c Oxidase, subunit VI A, polypeptide 1 
NM_007748 Cytochrome c Oxidase, subunit VI A, polypeptide 1 
BE955853 Cytochrome c Oxidase, subunit VI A, polypeptide 1 
BG072912 Cytochrome c Oxidase, subunit VIIA 2 
BG063100 Cytochrome C, somatic 
BG076814 Cytochrome C-1 
AW555047 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) 1 α subcomplex, 7 (B14.5A) 
BG076562 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) 1 β subcomplex, 7 
BG087636 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) 1 β subcomplex, 9 
BG076088 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) Flavoprotein 1 
BG087002 NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) Flavoprotein 2 
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Table 2-8: A comparative analysis of the genes between the livers of P. maniculatus and R. norvegicus exposed to Pb. The following list 
consists of multiple metal and ion binding and transportation genes, four mitochondrial metabolic genes, and two heat shock protein 
genes differentially expressed in the liver of both rodents.   (Upward or downward mean the expression exhibited weak trend) 
 
Gene Name P. maniculatus R. norvegicus 
Metal and ion binding and transport    
Hemoglobin (Hba1) Up at 0.5% & 
Down at 1% 
Down 
Heme Oxygenase  Hmox2 (Up) Hmox1 (Transient) 
Ferritin HC1 (HC1) Down Transient 
Calmodulin  (CAM 1) Down Transient 
Solute Carriers  family 20, member 2 (Phosphate transporter) (Up) family 12, member 2 (Na, K, Cl- cotransporter) 
(Transient) 
 family 7 (cationic amino acid transporter, y+ system), 
member 6 (Down) 
family 12, member 7 (K, Cl- cotransporter) (Transient) 
 family 6 (neurotransmitter transporter, taurine), member 6 
(Downward trend) 
family 30 (zinc transporter), member 4 (Transient but 
with large upregulation in 1 day at both Pb conc.) 
 family 14 (urea transporter), member 1 (Downward trend) family 8 (sodium/calcium exchanger), member 1 
(Transient) 
Cytochrome p450s (microsomal) Family 11, Subfamily B, Polypeptide 1 (Transient) Family 11, Subfamily A, Polypeptide 1 (Transient with a large upregulation at 0.5% in 1 day) 
  Family 7, Subfamily B, Polypeptide 1 
Mitochondria   
Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase Short chain (Up at 0.5% in 7days and down in 1%) 
Very long chain (Down at 0.5% and up in 1%) 
Long chain (Down in 24h and up in 7 days) 
Very long chain (Up in 24h and down in 7 days) 
Cytochrome Oxidase (nuclear subunit) Cox VIIc  (Down but at 0.5% returned to control in 7days) 
CoxVIIa-2 like (Down) 
Cox VIa-1 (Transient with downward trend) 
CoxVIIa-2 (up at 0.5% and down at 1% in 7 days) 
NADH Dehydrogenase (Ubiquinone) 1 α-subcomplex 9 (Upward trend) 
subcomplex unknown, 1 (Down) 
α-subcomplex 7 (Transient) 
β-7 (Transient) 
β-9 (Transient) 
ATP Synthase, H+ transporting F1 complex, γ polypeptide 1 (Down) F1 complex, β subunit (Transient at 0.5% and up at 1%) 
Stress related genes   
Heat Shock Protein (non mitochondrial) 110 (Down) 
α-1 (90kDa) (Down) 
110 (Down) 
α-a1 (90kDa) (Transiently up 1 day and down 7 days) 
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Figure1. A model of Pb inhibition in heme and related metabolic pathways in the rodent liver 
(adopted from Davidson, 1994). 
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Figure 2: Relationship between blood-Pb versus blood-Hb concentrations in P. maniculatus 
exposed to Pb. Exposure to 0.5% and 1% Pb in food for 24 hours and 7 days showed nearly 
identical trend of reduction of total hemoglobin concentration (mg/ml) [    ] as a function of rising 
blood Pb concentration (µg/ml) [    ].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Relationship between blood-Pb (µg/ml) versus blood-Hb concentrations in Rattus exposed 
to Pb. The graphs depicted modest reduction in total hemoglobin [     ] concentrations as a function of 
blood Pb [     ] concentrations (control = 0 µg/ml) in animals exposed to 0.5% and 1% Pb. The 
decrease in hemoglobin concentrations were not significant (p = 0.8 at 0.5% Pb and p = 0.68 at 1% 
Pb).   
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Figure 4: P. maniculatus Liver GeneTree showing modulation of expression all 742 ANOVA 
selected genes. Up or downregulation of expression of each gene (horizontal line) at 0, 1 and 7 days 
(columns) is color-coded. However, the transition of the color between the columns showed that the 
mode of expression (up or downregulation) of a gene may switch from one mode to the other 
between 0, 1 and 7th days of Pb exposure. Expression of these genes, although modulated 
significantly, cannot be identified as either up or downregulated.  
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Figure 5: Relationship between blood hemoglobin and Hba-a1 (hemoglobin α-adult chain) gene 
expression in the liver of P. maniculatus exposed to Pb. Hba-a1 [    ] expression was upregulated 
(5.75-fold) at 0.5% Pb. However, expression of Hba-a1 was downregulated and concentration blood 
Hb [    ] was decreased (p = 0.023) following 7 days of 1% Pb exposure.   
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Figure 6: Comparison between blood hemoglobin concentration & Heme Oxygenase 2 (Hmox2) 
expression in the liver of P. maniculatus exposed to Pb. I showed that Hmox2_BG081591  
[    ] was upregulated while Hmox2_BG085207 [     ] was downregulated in the liver of P. 
maniculatus exposed to 0.5% and 1% Pb, while the concentration of blood-Hb [      ] was decreased.  
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Figure 7: Effect of Pb exposure in P. maniculatus on the expression of Calmodulin genes. All three 
differentially expressed Calmodulin (CAM-1) transcripts: BG072244 [    ], BG076617 [     ] and 
AL836609 [     ] were downregulated with concomitant increase in blood-Pb (µg/ml) [     ] 
concentration in the liver of P. maniculatus exposed to 0.5% and 1% Pb. 
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Figure 8: Effect of Pb exposure in P. maniculatus on the expression of Ferritin heavy chain-1 (Fth1) 
in liver. Expression of Fth1 [     ] gene was downregulated (3.1-fold at 0.5% and 1.5-fold at 1%) 
along with the decrease in blood hemoglobin [    ] concentration and increase in blood-Pb [    ] 
concentration in the liver of Peromyscus exposed to Pb for 7 days. 
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Figure 9: Effect of Pb exposure on the expression of transporter genes in P. maniculatus liver. A 
comparison between Blood-Pb (µg/ml) [     ] and the pattern of expression of various solute carriers 
(Slc_a_) identified in the Table 2-4. (Slc20a2_ BG063524 [    ], Slc7a6_C76157 [   ], 
Slc6a6_C81465 [     ], and Slc14a1_ BG088092 [    ]). Phosphate transporter (Slc20a2_ BG063524) 
was upregulated, where as three others, cationic amino acid transporter (Slc7a6_ C76157), 
neurotransmitter transporter, taurine (Slc6a6_C81465) and urea transporter (Slc14a1_ BG088092) 
were downregulated.  
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Figure 10: R. norvegicus Liver GeneTree showing modulation of expression all 2196 ANOVA 
selected genes. Up or downregulation of expression of each gene (horizontal line) at 0, 1 and 7 days 
(columns) is color-coded. However, the transition of the color between the columns showed that the 
mode of expression (up or downregulation) of a gene may switch from one mode to the other 
between 0, 1 and 7th days of Pb exposure. Expression of these genes, although modulated 
significantly, cannot be identified as either up or downregulated. 
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Figure 11: Relationship between Hba-a1 (hemoglobin οadult chain) gene expression [     ] in the R. 
norvegicus liver and change of blood hemoglobin [     ] concentration following Pb exposure. 
Differential expression of Hba-a1 transcripts and change in blood hemoglobin concentration 
exhibited significant reduction at both 0.5% Pb exposure (p =1.26E-07), and 1% Pb exposure (p = 
0.0013) in a two way ANOVA without replication, respectively. 
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Figure 12: The trend of change in blood hemoglobin concentration and expression of heme 
oxygenase-1 gene in the liver of R. norvegicus exposed to Pb. The change expression of liver 
Hmox1_BG077732 [    ] was transient with an upregulation in 24 hr of Pb exposure. In first 24 
hours, the Hmox1 transcripts exhibited almost 5-fold upregulation at 0.5% Pb and less than 2-fold 
change at 1% Pb, respectively. The blood Hb concentration [     ] exhibited modest down trend 
following 7 days of Pb exposure. 
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Figure 13: Effect of Pb on Calmodulin gene expression in the liver of R. norvegicus exposed to Pb. 
The pattern expression of both calmodulin (CAM-1) transcripts (BG076172 [     ] and BG 076848  
[     ]) were transient at 0.5% and 1% Pb . In 24 hours the expression of BG076172 was upregulated 
3-fold at 0.5% Pb compared to 1.5-fold at 1% Pb when BG076848 expression was down. The trend 
of blood Pb [     ] concentration variation between 0.5% and 1% Pb exposed animals were also 
similar, although the absolute blood Pb concentrations were different.  
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Figure 14: Effect of Pb exposure on Ferritin heavy chain-1 (Fth1) gene expression in R. norvegicus 
liver. The expression of Fth1 [      ] gene exhibited transient downregulation in 24 hours at both 
0.5% and 1% Pb. The concentration blood Hb [     ] showed modest decreasing trend with increase 
in blood Pb [      ] at identical Pb exposure levels.   
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Figure 15: Effect of Pb exposure on the transporter gene in the R. norvegicus liver. A comparison 
between Blood-Pb (µg/ml) [     ] showed that among all 5 differentially expressed solute carriers 
(Slc_a_) identified in the Table 2-7; the zinc transporter Slc30a4_ BG076257 [     ] exhibited large 
(3.8 to 5.8-fold) transient upregulation in 24 hours at both 0.5% and 1% Pb. Expression data for  
Slc12a2_ BG074576 [     ], Slc12a7_ BG079799 [     ] Slc25a13_ AI413945 [    ], Slc8a1_ 
BG069063 [     ] are presented for comparison.  
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Chapter 3: DNA microarrays revealed a ‘Genetic Signature’ that signified 
little immunotoxicity in the spleen of lead exposed mouse (Peromyscus 
maniculatus) and rat (Rattus norvegicus).  
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Introduction 
The spleen is the largest secondary lymphoid organ containing about one-fourth of the 
body’s lymphocytes and initiates immune responses to blood-borne antigens (Balogh et al., 
2004; Ku-per et al., 2002). It is the only organ outside the main hepatic (renal-portal) system that 
deals with all blood cells at all stages of development, which makes the spleen an excellent 
indicator of the immune system of an organism (Teijo´n, et al., 2003; Bokori et al., 1996). Lead 
(Pb), is a widely used heavy metal with significant environmental problems on a global scale.  It 
affects the public (Lanphear, 2007; Hu, et al., 2007) and environmental health, induces immune 
dysfunction, splenomegaly, and primary anemia (McCabe, 1997, 1994; Lawrence and McCabe, 
2002, Davidson, 1994). Lead induced immune dysfunction may contribute to immune-mediated 
pathologies (Lawrence and McCabe, 2002; McCabe, 1997, 1994). Lead targets T-cell function 
causing immunotoxicity (McCabe et al., 1999, 2001; Razani- Boroujerdi et al., 1999; Warner and 
Lawrence, 1986a, b; Faith et al., 1979; Heo et al., 1996, 1997; McCabe and Lawrence, 1991). 
There is a need to assess the subclinical effects of lead contamination to understand the 
molecular mechanism of spleen based immunotoxicity resulting from this metal in humans and 
animals. 
 
Lead depresses humoral and cellular immune response in animals (McCabe, 1997),  by 
suppressing delayed hypersensitivity response (DTH) to a foreign antigen or pathogen (Faith et 
al., 1979), inhibiting  antibody production (Trust et al., 1990) and decreasing resistance of the 
host to bacterial and viral infections (Zelikoff and Cohen, 1996; Koller, et al., 1976). Lead not 
only targets the T-cell function, but it modifies the immunoregulator balance between Th1 and 
Th2 cells, which control different immune effector functions by producing different cytokines 
(McCabe et al., 2001). However, in several in vitro systems lead also increases humoral 
immunity (Teijo´n, et al., 2003; McCabe and Lawrence, 1991), showing the controversial nature 
of lead toxicity on immune system.   
 
Depending upon the route and period of exposure, lead can depress both humeral and 
cellular immunity in mammals (Teijo´n, et al., 2003; McCabe, 1997). Orally introduced lead 
decreases total number of white blood cells, reducing all subpopulations (Teijo´n, et al., 2000). 
However, intraperitoneal introduction of Pb increases total number of lymphocytes, specifically 
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the CD8+ cells while the number of B+, T+ and CD4+ cells decreased (Teijo´n, et al., 2003). Lead 
preferentially suppresses activation and development of type-1 CD4+ helper T cells (Th1), which 
largely regulate DTH responses, and enhances development of type-2 CD4+ helper T cell (Th2) 
responses (McCabe, et al., 2001). Lead induced suppression of Th1 cells leads to inhibition of 
post-transcriptional synthesis of interferon-γ through an unknown regulatory pathway (Heo, et 
al., 2007). 
 
One of the major functions of the spleen is to remove damaged and effete erythrocytes 
from the circulatory system. It is also a storage site for iron, erythrocytes, and platelets (Cesta, 
2006). Lead appears to cause multi-prong blood related toxicity in the spleen, such as inhibition of 
hemoglobin synthesis and induction of apoptosis in circulating erythrocytes. Lead decreases 
biosynthesis of hemoglobin, due to inhibition of the enzymes of heme-synthesis pathway (Fig. 3-
1). Inhibition of ALA dehydrase can happen at very low lead level (Campagna, et al., 1999). Lead 
also forces the mitochondrial enzyme ferrochelatase to insert zinc (Zn) instead of iron (Fe) into 
the tetraprophyrin moiety of heme (Fig. 3-1 adapted from Davidson, 1994). Association of Pb 
with the erythrocyte membrane increases fragility, which decreases life span of the cell. Lead 
induced hemolytic anemia is caused by the premature apoptosis of erythrocytes in the blood 
circulation (Osterode, 1999). Lead ions directly activate calcium sensitive Gardos K channels in 
human erythrocytes (Simons, et al., 1985) and similar calcium sensitive potasium channels in 
other cell types (Nishizaki, at al., 2003; Cao and Houamed, 1999). Lead exposure causes 
erythrocytes to expose phosphotidylserine on their cellul membrane surface, which readily 
attracts macrophages equipped with phosphotidylserine receptors; consequently these 
erythrocytes are destroyed by the macrophages (Kempe, et al., 2004). The enhanced destruction 
of erythrocytes may result in the development of anemia. 
 
The object of this study was to determine if it was feasible to use DNA microarrays to 
examine gene expression underlying immunological and biochemical processes in the spleen that 
are affected by lead exposure. If gene expression profiles could be linked to immunological and 
biochemical processes known to be affected by lead exposure, then this system could be used to 
discover subclinical effects of lead exposure in animals and humans. I explored this concept 
using mice and rats because if I could validate this system in these model rodents it could then be 
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exported to the field where mice and rats, which are ubiquitous in both urban and rural settings, 
would serve as sentinel species providing mobile sensors in an early warning system for lead 
contamination.  
 
I investigated the genetic signature of lead induced immunotoxicity in the spleen of two 
widely available rodents, Peromyscus and Rattus. The deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) 
and its congeneric species are some of the most abundant native North American mammals, with 
a range from Alaska to Central America (Dragoo, et al., 2006; Butt and Grossenheider, 1964).  
White-footed mice (P. leucopus), a closely related species, readily accumulate barium, 
chromium, copper, lead, and aluminum (Smitha, et al., 2002). Peromyscus is closely related to 
the laboratory mouse, which allowed us to use mouse (Mus musculus) genetic tools to study 
Peromyscus maniculatus available from the University South Carolina, Genetic Stock Center. I 
compared experimental data on P. maniculatus with that of Rattus norvegicus generated under 
identical conditions, since Rattus is one of the most studied laboratory models for heavy metal 
toxicology and is found in wild and urban areas. 
 
I analyzed multiple parameters representing positive and negative correlations and 
interactions between concentration of lead in the blood (uptake), blood hemoglobin (effect), and 
differential expression of specific genes associated with lead induced biochemical pathways in 
the spleen of Peromyscus and Rattus. I reasoned that if both rodents shared the same or similar 
patterns of gene expression with changes in blood lead and/or blood hemoglobin concentrations, 
then I would expect similar expression of downstream mRNAs and/or enzymes in these species. 
I used comparative data from the spleen of both animals exposed to lead to identify and validate 
a set of potential biomarkers that could be utilized to test for heavy-metal toxicity in the spleen 
of Peromyscus and Rattus collected from contaminated environments. 
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Materials and Methods 
Animals: I used two different rodents, Peromyscus maniculatus and Rattus norvegicus 
for our experiments. P. maniculatus was obtained from the University of South Carolina 
Peromyscus genetic stock center (http://stkctr.biol.sc.edu/peroavail.htm) and R. norvegicus was 
obtained from Charles River Laboratory Inc., MA (www.criver.com/research_models_and 
_services/research_models/wistar.html). All animals were provided with a custom made rodent 
diet laced with 0, 0.5% and 1% lead acetate (Pb-acetate) (®Bioserve, NJ) for an indicated period 
of time (Morrissey et al., 1989; Lamb et al., 1985).  
Tissue Collection: I euthanized all experimental animals with 100% CO2 exposure for 10 
minutes at room temperature followed by exsanguinations for collection of sample tissues at the 
indicated times. I collected blood and spleen from the euthanized animals within 24 hours of Pb 
exposure to detect the expression of early genes (Regunathan et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2000; Al 
Shuaib et al., 1999; Savolainen et al., 1998). I collected the second set of samples from 
euthanized animals after 7 days of exposure along with control sets for developing data on 
modulation of gene expression due to prolonged Pb exposure. I froze blood samples in LN2 
following addition of sodium citrate anticoagulant solution. Spleen from each animal was 
preserved in RNALater (®Ambion) at -20oC and rest of the body was snap frozen in LN2.  
RNA Preparation: I prepared total RNA from spleens (~30mg) preserved in RNALater 
solution by homogenizing directly in approximately 3-volume Tri-reagent (Sigma-Aldrich), 
using a Polytron (Brinkman) with a 7-mm probe (Kinematica). I processed RNA according to the 
manufacturer’s directions, and RNA quality was assessed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis 
using SYBR Green II poststaining (Cambrex). All RNA samples were subsequently linearly 
amplified with a modified T7 Eberwine procedure (Van Gelder et al., 1990; Wang et al., 2000) 
and 2 mg of the amplified RNA was labeled with 60 mCi of [33P]dCTP as previously described 
(Kari, et al., 2003). 
Microarrays: I obtained nylon microarrays (MA07 and MA10) printed with PCR-
amplified mouse cDNAs from the Wistar Genomics Facility (http://www.wistar.upenn.edu/ 
genomics/). These two arrays carry a total of ~19,200 clones (9,600 on each array) including 
15,264 sequence-verified clones from the National Institute of Aging (NIA Mouse 15K) mouse 
cDNA development libraries created from pre- and peri-implantation embryos, embryonic day 
12.5 female gonad/mesonephros, and newborn ovary 
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(http://lgsun.grc.nia.nih.gov/cDNA/15k.html). The NIA clones were primarily full length. 
Additional 3,936 clones are from the Mouse Brain Molecular Anatomy Project (“BMAP” clones, 
Research Genetics/®Invitrogen) and from an older array (MA02) with functions related to the 
immune system (Research Genetics/Invitrogen). The gene lists, including GenBank accession 
numbers and Unigene build 134 cluster assignments, are available at 
http://showelab.wistar.upenn.edu/Wistar_Showe_Lab_Gene_Lists.htm. 
Hybridization and washing: Filters MA07 and MA10 were hybridized with the same 
labeled aRNA preparation in the same hybridization bottle with filters separated by nylon mesh. 
I carried out hybridization for 16 h at 42°C in 5 ml of MicroHyb buffer (®Research Genetics). I 
batch washed the filters in a large container for consistency. Filters were rinsed at room 
temperature with 2X SSC-1% SDS to remove residual probe and MicroHyb solution and then 
transferred to preheated wash solutions in a temperature controlled shaking water bath. I washed 
filters twice for 30 min in 2XSSC-1% SDS at 50°C, followed by 30 min in 0.5X SSC-1% SDS at 
55°C wash and finally, for 30 min in 0.1X SSC-1% SDS at 55°C wash. I exposed washed filters 
to phosphorimager screens for 10 days and then scanned at 50-m resolution in a Storm 
Phosphorimager (®GE-Amersham). I converted the scanned images from the Phosphorimager 
into raw data with the Imagene software (®Biodiscovery). 
Microarray data analysis: The data analysis was done with the nonempty spots on the 
microarray (satisfying flag = 0) with signal median higher than background median. Each of the 
raw Imagene data consisted of gene-spot ID, flag, signal median, local background median, and 
Genebank accession number. The raw signal and background data were normalized and analyzed 
through GeneSpring software (®Agilent Tech). I used the p-value (< 0.05) of the two tailed 
student t-test versus fold (> 2) difference between control and each Pb exposed group to identify 
the differentially expressed genes (Volcano plot). I analyzed the ‘differentially expressed’ genes 
identified through volcano plot matrices by using a ‘Database for Annotation, Visualization and 
Integrated Discovery’ (DAVID, NIH) to rank them by significance of association (p < 0.5) with 
specific and relevant biological pathways (Dennis, et al, 2003). 
I analyzed the genes with significant (p < 0.05) differential expression (> 2-fold change 
in volcano plot) and association with relevant biological pathways (higher enrichment and < 0.05 
p-values) using one way ANOVA with a Bayesian estimate while assuming variances equal (> 
50 background subtracted raw value cut-off) to identify potential biomarkers for Pb exposure. It 
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was nearly impossible to apply the False-Discovery Rate (FDR) option in ANOVA especially 
with the Peromyscus RNA set. The potential biomarker genes were then analyzed in DAVID 
(NIH) with high stringency and Bejamini options to understand probability of false discovery 
and their association (clustering with higher enrichment and < 0.05 p-values) with possible 
biological pathways. The Peromyscus data exhibited higher probability of FDR (higher Bejamini 
values) in DAVID compared to Rattus data.  
Measurement of total blood-Pb concentration: I analyzed whole blood-Pb 
concentrations in a ®Varion Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer attached with a graphite 
furnace (GFAAS) using the following method. Preserved blood samples (100µl) were thawed 
and diluted with 400µl of diluents containing 0.25% Triton X-100, 2000ppm NH4-dihydrogen 
orthophosphate and 750 ppm Mg(NO3)2. I also made control, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5mg/L 
lead standards in cow blood collected from a USDA certified slaughter house and preserved and 
processed in an identical way. Both standards and blood samples from our experiments were 
analyzed (20µl each) with the following GFAAS conditions: 283mm wavelength with a Pb-
lamp, 7A slit, D2 background correction, peak height, argon gas purge (~50ml/min), auto-zero 
off, dry samples at 125oC in a 15 second ramp with 5 second hold, ash at 600oC in a 45 second 
ramp with 20 sec hold and finally, atomize at 2400oC in a fast ramp with 5 second hold. All data 
were collected in triplicate for each blood sample (Buck Scientific Application note #AA3004).  
Measurement of Blood-Heme concentrations: I determined the hemoglobin 
concentration by the cyanmethemoglobin method which produced a stable color pigment with a 
peak absorbance at 540nm (HG BPROC Doc, 2007 and methods note from hemoglobin standard 
maker Diagnostic Tech.). I mixed appropriate blood samples (20µl each) with 
cyanmethemoglobin reagent (Drabkin's solution ®Ricca Chemical Co.) (5ml each) and made an 
experimental blank containing cyanmethemoglobin reagent with no added blood. I measured the 
A540 values of mixed reagents following incubation at room temperature for 10 min. The 
hemoglobin concentration of each blood sample was then determined from a standard curve of 
absorbance540 versus hemoglobin concentrations produced by using commercially available 
blood-hemoglobin standard (®Diagnostic Tech. Inc., NY.).  
Identification of biomarker genes: The normalized expression data of each possible 
biomarker gene (one way ANOVA) from a pathway (DAVID) relevant to heavy metal toxicity 
were plotted against median values of either total blood-Pb or hemoglobin or both as it seemed 
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fit. The genes that showed either positive or negative correlation of expression with the blood-Pb 
(uptake) or hemoglobin concentration in both species were ranked as better biomarkers.  
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Results 
In order to create a genetic signature of the Pb exposed spleen, I compared the 
concentration of total blood-Pb and the concentration of total blood-heme, with the differential 
gene expression data from the spleen of both Peromyscus and Rattus exposed to Pb. 
Gene Expression in the Peromyscus spleen: I analyzed the pattern of gene expression in 
the spleens of Pb exposed Peromyscus, exhibiting a nearly perfect correlation between increasing 
Blood-Pb and decreasing hemoglobin concentration (Fig. 3-2) (r = -0.95) and Rattus, exhibiting 
a concomitant increase in blood-Pb and hemoglobin levels in the first 24 hours followed by 
decrease in 7 days (Fig. 3-3). An analysis of biological pathways (Dennis et al., 2003, version 
DAVID/NIH 2007) of the differentially expressed genes identified in the Volcano plot (p < 0.05 
vs log2 fold change) showed that in Peromyscus Pb uptake affected several major gene 
expression pathways (heat-map clusters) in the spleen (Table 3-2). The list showed that the 
change of gene expression affected cellular metabolism and subcellular organelles, followed by 
the expression of genes associated with metal (divalent cation) ion binding and transport, 
metabolism and few developmental pathways (Table 3-2). Several other differentially expressed 
genes identified in the volcano plots were associated with group of WD-40 repeat containing 
proteins, hemopoiesis, and immunoglobulin pathways. The differentially expressed genes from 
the volcano plots were then subjected to one-way ANOVA with Bayesian correction and the 
patterns of expression of significant genes are presented in detail in the paragraphs below.    
In Peromyscus, of all the differentially expressed genes identified in the volcano plot, 452 
genes exhibited significant differential expression (ANOVA with p < 0.05 and 2-fold change). A 
relational Gene cluster map (Pearson correlation) of all 452 genes is presented, of which 238 and 
214 genes were identified from the MA07 and MA10 gene sets, respectively (Fig. 3-4). It would 
be misleading to designate any differentially expressed gene as up- or down-regulated, since the 
expression of same gene may change from high to very low over a period of time (0-7 days). 
In order to identify the genes related to mitochondrial metabolism, metal ion binding, 
uptake, and heme-metabolism, all 452 genes were annotated and clustered into 270 relevant 
cellular and/or metabolic processes or pathways (DAVID, with a Benjamini option) (Table 3-3). 
It should be noted that 35 genes, although identified significant in ANOVA, could not be 
associated with known cellular processes and were not included in this classification. Several of 
Peromyscus spleen genes related to membrane bound organelles including metal ion binding and 
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transport, mitochondrion and oxidative phosphorylation, ribosomal proteins (protein synthesis) 
and related processes are presented in Table 3-3. Only few hemopoiesis and none of the 
immunoglobulin pathways associated genes were found significant in ANOVA. The genes in 
Table 3-3 were intentionally arranged to maintain similarity with the known Pb induced genes 
presented in Table 3-1. In the Peromyscus spleen, 16 genes (3.5% of the total) belonged to 
mitochondrial cluster (enrichment score = 1.89), which contained various RNA transcripts 
belonging to cytochrome c-oxidase and FoF1-ATP synthase. I found 7 genes (1.55% of total) 
belonging to heme synthesis and/or degradation pathways (enrichment score = 0.88) were 
modulated significantly between the control and Pb exposed animals. A few representative genes 
in this cluster are p105, a nuclear factor that binds to κ-light chain gene enhancer in B-cells 
(BG082106), transacting transcription factor 3, mitogen activated protein kinase 14, and heat 
shock protein 1, but any RNA transcript from the heme synthesis, globin gene, or 
immunoglobulin loci were absent. Only two heat shock protein transcripts, heat shock protein 1, 
alpha, class A and B (90KDa) exhibited significant modulation of expression in the Peromyscus 
spleen (Table 3-3). I identified 33 metal ion binding, such as Zn, Fe and other, transcripts or 
7.3% of total (enrichment score = 1.23) genes. A few representative genes of this cluster are Fe 
binding cytochrome b5 and ferritin heavy chain 1 and Zn binding zinc and ring finger proteins. 
Finally, in the apoptosis cluster (enrichment factor = 0.84), I identified p105, bifunctional 
apoptosis regulator, Synoviolin, etc., but no member of caspase family and cytochrome c. 
 Correlation between Blood-Pb concentration and Gene Expression in Peromyscus: 
In order to identify the genes actually induced by Pb, I investigated the correlation between 
blood-Pb concentration and concomitant change in the blood hemoglobin concentration versus 
expression of mitochondrial metabolism and metal (Fe and Zn) binding, storing and transporting 
genes. I identified 15 mitochondrial (median p-value < 0.0003) and 33 metal-ion binding and 
transporting (median p-value < 0.01) genes that are differentially expressed in the spleen of Pb 
exposed Peromyscus.  
In the list of mitochondrial proteins, two cytochrome c oxidase nuclear subunit genes, 
VIa1 and VIb1(Fig. 3-5), two NADH dehydrogenases (Fig. 3-6), ATP synthase F1-γ peptide and 
F0- subunit F and a Cox X homolog, a cytochrome oxidase assembly protein, were differentially 
expressed.  
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Ferritin heavy chain-1 gene (Fth1), a component of Fe binding protein, was upregulated 
in 24 hour but then down-regulated in 7days inspite of increase in blood-Pb concentration (Fig. 
3-7). The metal binding protein list included cytochrome B5, several Zn binding ring finger and 
Zn-finger genes, Ca binding protein SPARC and a TARF family associated NF-kappa β activator 
(transcription factor). Transcripts of other Fe binding proteins, such as hepheastin or ferrodoxin, 
were not differentially regulated.  
   Two solute carriers (Slc25a5 and Slc25a37) showed differential expression in response to 
an increase in blood Pb concentration over a 7 day period (Fig. 3-8). Expression of solute carrier 
family 25 member 5 (Slc25a5), which is a mitochondrial adenine nucleotide translocator, and 
solute carrier family 25 member 37 (Slc25a37) exhibited opposing trends of expressions at 
identical Pb concentrations (Fig. 3-8). Two ribosomal stalk proteins, P0 and P1 and seven 
smaller proteins were also differentially regulated (Table 3-3).  
 Differential expression of immunoglobulin, hemoglobin (Hba-a1 and beta), calmodulin 
(CAM-1) and hemeoxygenase (Hmox) transcrips in the Peromyscus spleen at any Pb 
concentration were not detected using ANOVA, although two transcripts of hemoglobin adult 
beta chain and four transcripts of CAM-1 were present in the volcano plot. 
It should be noted that in addition to above mentioned Pb induced genes, I detected other 
differentially expressed genes in the Peromyscus spleen belonging to 264 different pathways 
(among 270 of total) (DAVID prelevance < 0.05 of the genes found significant in GeneSpring 
ANOVA with Bayesian correction) (Appendix I for spleen).  
Gene expression in the Rattus spleen: In order to understand the pattern of gene 
expression due to Pb exposure in Peromyscus, I investigated gene expression in the spleen of the 
Wistar rats (Rattus norvegicus), under identical conditions. DAVID clusters of the differentially 
expressed genes (GeneSpring-Volcano plot) identified biochemical pathways are very similar, to 
that of the Peromyscus spleen (Table 3-4). In Rattus spleen, these pathways are affecting 
subcellular organelles (mitochondria), metal binding and transport pathways, apoptosis, lipid 
metabolism and several development pathways.  
Of all the genes (Volcano plot) differentially expressed in the Pb exposed Rattus liver, 
212 genes exhibited significant differential expression (ANOVA with p < 0.05) with at least 2-
fold change. A relational Gene Tree cluster map (Pearson correlation) of all 212 genes is 
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presented (Fig. 3-9), of which 89 and 123 genes were identified from the MA07 and MA10 gene 
sets, respectively.  
In order to identify the genes related to mitochondrial metabolism, metal ion binding, 
uptake, and heme-metabolism, all 212 genes were annotated and clustered into 167 relevant 
cellular and metabolic processes or pathways (DAVID Functional gene classification, with a 
Benjamini option) (Table 3-5). It should be noted that 30 genes, although identified significant in 
ANOVA, could not be associated with known cellular processes and were not included in this 
classification. I presented some of these genes in Table 3-5, while a complete table containing all 
identified pathways can be found in Appendix I for spleen. 
The genes in Table 3-5 were arranged to maintain similarity with the known Pb-induced 
genes presented in Table 3-1. In Rattus spleen, 9 genes (4.25% of total) belonged to 
mitochondrial cluster (median p < 0.0075 and enrichment score = 2.06) and 22 genes (10.4% of 
total) belonged to metal-ion binding and transportation cluster (median p < 2.0E-01 and a low 
enrichment score 0.36). Classification of the genes also identified 4 genes in hemopoietic and 
lymphoid organ development cluster (median p-value = 0.14 and enrichment score = 0.44) and 8 
genes in apoptosis cluster (median p-value = 0.051 and enrichment score = 1.07).  
Relationship between Blood-Pb concentration, Gene Expression and Blood Heme in 
Rattus spleen: Our investigation with individual Pb induced genes revealed fair association 
between change of blood Pb concentration and the expression of nuclear subunits VIa1 and VIIc 
of mitochondrial cytochrome c-oxidase (Fig. 3-10). However expression of two CAM-1 
transcripts (gene name Calm2) exhibit coordinated increase in response to the change in blood 
Pb concentration (Fig. 3-11). Only one solute carrier gene (Slc7a8) was differentially expressed 
(ANOVA) in the Rattus spleen (Fig. 3-12).  
In Rattus spleen, I identified five differentially regulated smaller ribosomal proteins 
(Table 3-3), but no ribosomal stalk proteins such as P0 and P1 that were detected in the 
Peromyscus spleen.  
In addition to the above mentioned Pb induced genes in Rattus spleen, I found other 
differentially expressed genes belonging to 424 different pathways (DAVID prelevance < 0.05 of 
the genes found significant in ANOVA) (Appendix 2).  
Similarity between the genes expressed in Peromyscus and Rattus spleen: Among all 
differentially regulated genes identified following ANOVA, I identified 27 different genes 
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(4.06% of total) that were identical or nearly identical in the spleens of Pb exposed Peromyscus 
and Rattus (Table 3-6). I observed that in Peromyscus the expression of genes was higher 
(approximately 2-4 times of control) compared to those of the Rattus. Among these genes, I 
found that the expression of Anp32e transcripts steadily increased in 7 days in both animals at 
both Pb concentrations, whereas the expression of Ppp2cb transcripts, the catalytic subunit of 
protein phosphatase 2A, exhibited either downregulation in Peromyscus or parallel expression in 
Rattus (Fig. 3-13 A and B). 
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Discussion 
Gene expression is a unique way to investigate the mechanism of action of a toxicant and 
create a sort of ‘genetic signature of the toxicity’ (Lettieri, 2006). In order to create a plausible 
genetic signature of heavy metal exposure, I identified several genes exhibiting differential 
expression in the spleen of Peromyscus and Rattus exposed to Pb.  
Development of an analytical technique applicable to environmental 
toxicogenomics: I identified the candidate genetic signature through combinatorial analysis of 
concurrent and overlapping time dependent kinetics of tissue Pb concentrations, differential gene 
expression and tissue heme concentrations in order to create a series of self-supporting evidences 
derived from the same tissue of two closely related organisms. This analytical technique 
eliminated the need for the lengthy positive identification processes routinely used in medical 
toxicogenomics, such as quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR) and sequencing of the cloned cDNAs of 
the differentially expressed genes. In addition, confirmation of the differentially expressed genes 
by qPCR and cDNA sequencing cannot be accurately applied to a genetically non-homogeneous 
organism collected from a natural population with barely known genomics.  
The metabolic data were derived from cause and effect relationship between the increase 
in Pb concentration in the blood and concurrent reduction of blood heme concentration within a 
period of time (0, 1, and 7 days) following ingestion of food contaminated with 0.5% and 1% Pb-
acetate. Neither Peromyscus nor Rattus experienced a significant decrease in total blood Hb 
following 7-day exposure to 0.5% and 1% Pb in the food, although the blood Hb concentration 
was consistently reduced (anemic) with concomitant increase in blood-Pb concentration in both 
animals (Fig. 3-2 and 3-3).   
Our next step involved identification of the differentially expressed genes associated with 
possible biochemical and physiological pathways modulated by the Pb exposure. The 
differentially expressed genes identified by volcano plot (Table 3-2 and 3-4) and ANOVA 
(GeneSpring) (Table 3-3 and 3-5) were classified according to their numbers and significance of 
association with a specific biochemical and biological pathway using DAVID software (NIH, 
2007 version). It provided us an overview of the plausible pathways modulated in the spleen of 
two Pb exposed rodents and enabled us to identify the genes belonged to mitochondrial, metal 
binding and transport, hemopoiesis and other related pathways (Table 3-2 and 3-4). Further 
refinement of selection processes (ANOVA and DAVID/NIH, 2007) identified the genes and 
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pathways specifically known for their association with metal, solute and ion binding, transport 
and related processes that may influence metal, and solutes homeostasis of the organism (Table 
3-3 and 3-5) (Davidson, 1994). 
Identification of mitochondrial metabolism related genes: Mitochondrial cytochrome 
oxidase and NADH dehydrogenase enzymes were shown to be inhibited by Pb exposure in the 
Rattus liver (Table 3-1) (Verma, et al., 2005, Bragadin, et al., 1998, Taketani, et al., 1985). Lead 
exposure affected the mRNA expression of the cytochrome oxidase nuclear subunits Cox VIa 
and VIb in Peromyscus and Cox VIa and VIIc in Rattus spleens. In Peromyscus Cox VIa1 
expression closely followed the change in the blood heme level (Fig. 3-5), while in Rattus, no 
such correlation was found (Fig. 3-10). The pattern of expression of VIb1 in Peromyscus and 
VIIc in Rattus were transient in nature (Fig. 3-5 and 3-10). Anyway, Pb exposure influenced the 
expression of the nuclear subunits VIa and VIIc necessary for binding mitochondrial membrane 
lipid, cardiolipin. The interaction between the membrane cardiolipin and subunits VIa and VIIc 
controls the reaction rate of cytochrome oxidase at the end of mitochondrial electron transport 
chain (ETS) (Sedla´k. et al., 2006). Combined imbalance in the Cox VI and VII transcript and 
heme levels may explain steep loss of mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase function (~57%) in Pb 
treated rats (Verma, et al., 2005).  
 In Peromyscus spleen, NADH dehydrogenase genes (Ndufb7 and Ndufc1) exhibited 
prolonged but opposite modulations of expression along with the change in blood-Pb at the level 
of 0.5%Pb (Fig. 3-6). At 1%Pb level, the expressions of these two transcripts retained nearly 
similar trends with correlated increase in the amplitudes of mRNA expression (Fig. 3-6). The 
imbalance in expression of these two genes would reduce the concentration of stoichiometrically 
assembled NADH dehydrogenase enzymes and reduce the efficiency of mitochondrial electron 
transport process. 
Identification of metal ion metabolism related gene expression: In the Peromyscus 
spleen expression of Ferritin heavy Chain -1 (fth-1), which stores Fe in the spleen, exhibited 
rapid change in expression along with the change in blood Pb levels (Fig. 3-8). The differential 
regulation of this gene was not detected in Rattus spleen. 
Identification of Ca homestasis related gene expression: Pb is also known to replace 
calcium in the Ca-binding cellular proteins, such as Calmodulin-1 (CAM-1) (Wilson and 
Brunger, 2003; Kern et al, 2000). In mammals, three independent CAM-1 genes produce an 
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identical protein; this level of genetic redundancy underscores the importance of this protein in 
cellular function. Ca-CAM-1 complex maintains Ca homeostasis in all cells and functions as a 
secondary activator for multiple signal transduction pathways. Pb exposure significantly and 
consistently increased the expression of two CAM-1 transcripts in the Rattus spleen (Fig. 3-11). 
In contrast, the same scenario did not hold true for the Peromyscus, where the differential 
expression of CAM-1 transcripts was not significant.  
Conspicuous absence of immune response and heme metabolism related gene 
expression in spleen: I was unable to identify differential regulation of any major immune 
system genes in the spleens from either Peromyscus or Rattus, although Pb does suppress 
immune response in the Rattus (Teijon, et al., 2003), and the delayed type hypersensitivity 
response (DTH) in the Mus (McCabe, et al., 1999). In spleen, Pb exposure significantly 
modulated only a couple of genes from apoptosis pathways but no gene from heme metabolic 
pathways (ANOVA and DAVID/NIH). Our observation agrees with previously published 
literature (Teijon, et al., 2003) and indicates that Pb toxicity in the spleen either affects several 
independent parameters or most likely affects pathways at the levels beyond gene transcription. 
The following facts support this conclusion: 
a. Pb preferentially suppresses the expression of interferon- in Th1-cells 
necessary for DTH response through a novel post-transcriptional mechanism 
(Heo, et al., 2007).  
b. Pb inhibits the activities of multiple heme synthesis enzymes and causes 
disarray in the cellular Ca, Zn and Fe homeostasis by simple replacement of the 
metal moieties in protein (Wilson and Brunger, 2003, Davidson, 1994).   
Comparison of the candidate biomarkers in the Peromyscus and Rattus spleen: Our 
analytical technique yields clear and intrinsically interesting genetic signatures in the spleen from 
Pb exposed rodents. Notably, Pb appears to impair both gene expression (this paper) and enzyme 
activity (Table 3-1) of mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase and NADH dehydrogenase. Lead 
exposure strongly influenced the gene expression of important enzymes of mitochondrial ETS 
providing a plausible mechanistic explanation of the impairment of the mitochondrial function in 
the Pb exposed animals (Verma, et al 2005; Bizzaro, et al., 2003; Taketani, et al., 1985). In 
contrast to nuclear Cox genes, the expression of two other important metal ion binding genes, 
ferritin heavy chain1 (Fth1) was down regulated in Peromyscus (Fig. 3-7) and Calmodulin 
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(CAM1) was up-regulated in Rattus (Fig. 3-11). The difference in the pattern of expression of 
Fth1 and CAM1 genes established two different Pb induced genetic signatures in the Peromyscus 
and Rattus spleens but reconfirmed previously published literature (Table 3-1).  
Further examination of Table 3-3 and 3-5 confirms that Pb exposure affected multiple 
metal binding and transport gene expression in both Peromyscus and Rattus spleen. A 
comparative analysis of the data also showed that both Peromyscus and Rattus exhibited 
significant differential expression of 27 functionally identical/similar genes (Table 3-6). Among 
these genes, Pb exposure evidently increased the expression of Anp32e/Cpd1 gene in both 
Peromyscus and Rattus (Fig. 3-13A and B). At the same time, expression of protein phosphatase 
2A catalytic subunit gene either transiently increased in Peromyscus or concomitantly increased 
in Rattus (Fig. 3-13A and B). Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) is a trimeric multi-protein complex 
involved in protein trafficking and synaptogenesis (Castanzo, et al., 2006). Within the cell, PP2A 
catalytic subunit protein spatially co-localizes with Anp32e/Cpd1 protein, which has a potent 
inhibitory effect on PP2A activity (Castanzo, et al., 2006; Radrizzani, et al., 2001). The 
Anp32e/Cpd1 is highly expressed in mouse spleen and cerebellum (Radrizzani, et al., 2001) but 
absent in the liver (our unpublished observation and Radrizzani, et al., 2001), whereas PP2Ac is 
universally expressed in all Rattus tissues (our unpublished observation and Khew-goodall and 
Hemmings, 1988). I concluded that Pb exposure influences the protein phosphatase 2A activity 
in the splenic cells, either by directly changing its gene expression level or by inducing the 
expression of its potent inhibitor Anp32e/Cpd1.   
A robust analytical model to understand sub-lethal toxicity of Pb in the 
environment: As a proof of the concept, I did not perform any protein/enzymes assay, which 
would have made our model nearly unsustainable for any practical use, since most enzymes 
require individual extraction and preservation method. Improperly preserved enzyme will not 
reflect a real Pb induced change in the activity. However, it is clearly evident that this 
combinatorial analysis not only confirmed the historical data about the influence of Pb on 
mitochondrial enzyme activity and Fe (Peromyscus) and Ca (Rattus) homeostasis, but also added 
two previously unknown molecular dimensions that explains Pb induced loss of oxidative 
phosphorylation in the mitochondrial inner membrane (Verma, et al., 2005). Our data on Pb 
induced modulation of the expression of PP2A and Anp32e transcripts, whose products are 
known for their involvement in cellular protein trafficking (Castanzo, et al., 2006 and 
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Radrizzani, et al., 2001), adds a new dimension to the repertoire of Pb toxicity in the splenic 
cells.  
The combinatorial analysis of multiple parameters made the cDNA microarray technique 
useful for identification of the genetic signatures of Pb toxicity in both Peromyscus maniculatus 
and Rattus norvegicus. In the future, end points of each genetic pathway (signature) may be 
easily confirmed and/or refuted through additional analyses.  
In future, differentially expressed genes belonging to a pathway of interest (signature) 
may be confirmed by additional metabolite analyses, which are concentration of mitochondrial 
metabolites, such as ADP: ATP and NAD: NADH ratios, ferritin versus heme Fe, and 
intracellular free versus bound Ca in both blood and spleen tissues. The combinatorial data 
derived from this study and the analytical technique presented here can be easily applied and 
adapted to decipher the ecotoxicological effect of Pb and related heavy metals found in a 
contaminated environment.  
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Table 3-1: Effect of lead (Pb) exposure on known metabolic pathways and biological processes. 
Lead exposure affects the functions of following proteins/enzymes in Mus, Rattus and human. 
These proteins/enzymes belong to mitochondrial and cytoplasmic biochemical pathways, such as 
heme synthesis and degradation, Fe binding, erythrocyte membrane binding and hemolytic 
anemia.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Cellular Process Effect/Regulation Reference 
1. Subcellular organelle: Mitochondria 
(Required for Heme Synthesis) 
 Wielgus-Serafinska, et al. (1980) 
 Cytochrome c-oxidase Inhibition Verma, et al., (2005) 
 NADH-dehydrogenase Inhibition Taketani, et al, (1985),  
Verma, et al., (2005) 
 Succinic dehydrogenase Inhibition Verma, et al., (2005) 
 Acyl-CoA pathway related Inhibition Smith, et al. (1998) 
2.  Heme synthesis   
 δ-animolevulinic acid synthetase Induction Chmielnicka, et al. (1994) 
 δ-animolevulinic acid dehydratase Modulation 
Inhibition 
Trevisan, et al. (1983) 
Campagna, et al (1999), Sakai. T (2000) 
 Ferrochelatase Inhibition Posnett, et al. (1988) 
3.  Iron Binding   
 Ferritin  Binding Joshi and Zimmerman (1988) 
4.  Heme Degradation/Bilirubin Synthesis   
 Heme Oxygenase Induction Chmielnicka, et al. (1994) 
 Bilirubin pathway Modulation Mateo, et al. (2006) 
5. Erythrocyte Membrane Protein Binding    
 Calmodulin Activation Kern, et al. (2000) 
6. Hemolytic Anemia   
 Pyrimidine 5'-nucleotidase type 1 (P5’N-1) Inhibition Bitto, et al. (2006); Kim, et al. (2002) 
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Table 3-2: DAVID Map of the major pathways found in volcano plot of differential gene 
expression in the control versus Pb exposed Peromyscus spleen. The annotation cluster numbers 
(ACN) are based on the significance or relevancy of the differentially expressed genes (identified 
and annotated from the volcano-plot) in the indicated pathway. Increasing ACN indicates lesser 
significance. 
 
 
Pb Conc. 0.50% 0.50% 1% 
Exposure Time 1 day 7 days 1 day 
 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & metabolism 
 2. Metal ion Binding 2. Metabolism 2. Metabolism 
 7. Calcium Binding 12. Carbohydrate & Alcohol Metabolism 
5. Metal ion Binding & 
Transport 
 8. Metal ion Transport 
21. Acyltransferase 
activity 
15. Apoptosis with cell 
death  
 12. WD-40 25. Metal ion Binding 30. Hemopoiesis & Hemoglobin synthesis 
 13. Differentiation 34. Embryonic Development 
35. Acyltransferase 
activity 
 17. Morphogenesis 48. Apoptosis with Cell Death 
36. Apoptosis with cell 
death  
 23. Apoptosis with Cell Death 53. WD-40 
49. Fatty acid 
metabolism 
 26. Organ Development 
54. Di-, Trivalent 
Metal ion Transport 
62. Organ Development 
& Morphogenesis 
 28. Neuronal Development 
57. Lipid metabolism 
NO Cholesterol 
67. Di-, Trivalent Metal 
ion homeostasis 
  66. Immunoglobulin 80. WD-40 
   100. Mg++ 
   102. Lipid Metabolism 
   122. Metal ion Transport 
   123. Neuronal Differentiation 
   130. Immunoglobulin 
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Table 3-3: Classification of Peromyscus spleen genes (using DAVID with Bejamini and 
Hochberg option) in five major cellular processes showing number and percent of genes 
significantly associated with each cellular/metabolic process. Larger enrichment score value 
meant higher significance for the category. All other differentially expressed genes from these 
five cellular/metabolic categories and additional metabolic categories identified in DAVID are 
included in Appendix 2 for spleen.  
 
 
 
 
 Genebank Accession No. 
Category: Mitochondria               Enrichment Score = 1.89 
16 Genes % of total genes = 3.5; p-value = 2.50E-04; Benjamini = 2.80E-02 
1 BG074379 GRPE-LIKE 2, MITOCHONDRIAL 
2 BG076562 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) 1 BETA SUBCOMPLEX, 7 
3 BE955853 CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE, SUBUNIT VI A, POLYPEPTIDE 1 
4 BG068763 3-HYDROXYISOBUTYRATE DEHYDROGENASE 
5 BG070332 CYTOCHROME B5 TYPE B 
6 AI836440 UNCOUPLING PROTEIN 2 (MITOCHONDRIAL, PROTON CARRIER) 
7 BG066484 PYRUVATE DEHYDROGENASE E1 ALPHA 1 
8 BG075903 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) 1, SUBCOMPLEX UNKNOWN, 1 
9 BG074277 RIKEN CDNA 2010000G05 GENE (COX VI B, POLYPEPTIDE 1) 
10 BG074111 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING, MITOCHONDRIAL F1 COMPLEX, GAMMA POLYPEPTIDE 1 
11 BG072808 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING, MITOCHONDRIAL F0 COMPLEX, SUBUNIT F 
12 BG073490 COX10 HOMOLOG, CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE ASSEMBLY PROTEIN, HEME A: FARNESYLTRANSFERASE (YEAST) 
13 BG067977 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 25 (MITOCHONDRIAL DEOXYNUCLEOTIDE CARRIER), MEMBER 19 
14 BG079001 G ELONGATION FACTOR 1 
15 BG074390 DIHYDROLIPOAMIDE BRANCHED CHAIN TRANSACYLASE E2 
Category: Metal Binding               Enrichment Score = 1.23 
33 Genes % of total genes = 7.3; p-value = 1.10E-02; Benjamini = 3.60E-01 
16 BG079065 A DISINTEGRIN AND METALLOPEPTIDASE DOMAIN 15 (METARGIDIN) 
17 BG087330 ACTIVITY-DEPENDENT NEUROPROTECTIVE PROTEIN 
18 AI843158 BIFUNCTIONAL APOPTOSIS REGULATOR 
19 BG067145 CARBOXYPEPTIDASE A1 
20 BG074220 CARBOXYPEPTIDASE D 
21 BG065301 CCCTC-BINDING FACTOR 
22 AI839059 CILIARY NEUROTROPHIC FACTOR 
23 BG076163 CREB BINDING PROTEIN 
24 BG070332 CYTOCHROME B5 TYPE B 
25 BG073119 ENDOTHELIN CONVERTING ENZYME 1 
26 BG063608 EUKARYOTIC TRANSLATION INITIATION FACTOR 2, SUBUNIT 2 (BETA) 
27 BG063515 FERRITIN HEAVY CHAIN 1 
28 AI842958 FYVE AND COILED-COIL DOMAIN CONTAINING 1 
29 AI429718 PDZ DOMAIN CONTAINING RING FINGER 3 
30 BG075110 PEROXISOMAL MEMBRANE PROTEIN 3 
31 BG067966 PROCOLLAGEN-LYSINE, 2-OXOGLUTARATE 5-DIOXYGENASE 3 
32 BG087694 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2 (FORMERLY 2A), CATALYTIC SUBUNIT, BETA ISOFORM 
33 BG076960 RING FINGER PROTEIN 139 
34 BG081026 RING FINGER PROTEIN 25 
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Category: Ribosomal Proteins               Enrichment Score = 4.01 
10 Genes % of total genes = 2.2; p-value = 8.10E-05; Benjamini = 1.10E-02 
48 BG073105 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN S17 
49 BG074107 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L3 
50 BG071958 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L7-LIKE 1 
51 BG085821 ACIDIC RIBOSOMAL PHOSPHOPROTEIN P0 
52 BG085977 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN 10 
53 NM_009078 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L19 
54 AW556391 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L32 
55 BG087064 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L35A 
56 BC069949, 
NM_009083 
RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L30 
57 BG074911 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN, LARGE, P1 
Category: Hemopoiesis               Enrichment Score = 0.88 
7 Genes % of total genes = 1.55; p-value = 4.80E-02; Benjamini = 9.80E-01 
58 BG063419 STROMAL MEMBRANE-ASSOCIATED PROTEIN 1 
59 BG068047 EXPRESSED SEQUENCE AA617265 
60 BG087465 MITOGEN ACTIVATED PROTEIN KINASE 14 
61 BG072152 PRE B-CELL LEUKEMIA TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 1 
62 BG082106 NUCLEAR FACTOR OF KAPPA LIGHT CHAIN GENE ENHANCER IN B-CELLS 1, P105 
63 BG069978 TRANS-ACTING TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 3 
64 BG064773 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 1, ALPHA 
Category: Additional Heat-Shock Protein transcript  
65 BG064773 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 1, ALPHA, Class B 
35 BG072874 SECRETED ACIDIC CYSTEINE RICH GLYCOPROTEIN 
36 AI608484 SYNOVIAL APOPTOSIS INHIBITOR 1, SYNOVIOLIN 
37 AI528605 TRAF FAMILY MEMBER-ASSOCIATED NF-KAPPA B ACTIVATOR 
38 BG069978 TRANS-ACTING TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 3 
39 BG086978 TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 20 
40 BG075029 TRANSFORMATION RELATED PROTEIN 53 
41 BG076517 TRIPARTITE MOTIF-CONTAINING 36 
42 BG070029 U1 SMALL NUCLEAR RIBONUCLEOPROTEIN 1C 
43 C81187 UBIQUITIN SPECIFIC PEPTIDASE 3 
44 BG064979 UDP-N-Acetyl-a-D-Galactosamine: Polypeptide N-ACETYLGALACTOSAMINYLTRANSFERASE 10 
45 BG070251 ZINC FINGER PROTEIN 238 
46 BG076335 ZINC FINGER PROTEIN 644 
47 BG069365 ZINC FINGER, CSL DOMAIN CONTAINING 2 
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Table 3-4: DAVID Map of the major pathways found in volcano plot of differential gene  
expression in the control versus Pb exposed Rattus. The annotation cluster numbers (ACN) are 
based on the significance or relevancy of the differentially expressed genes (identified and 
annotated from the volcano-plot) in the indicated pathway. Increasing ACN indicates lesser 
significance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pb Conc. 0.50% 0.50% 1% 1% 
Exposure Time 1 day 7 days 1 day 7days 
 
1. Intracellular organelle 
& metabolism 1. Metabolism 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
 4. Metabolism 
2. Intracellular 
Organelle 16. Morphogenesis 2. Metabolism 
 
13. Acyltransferase 
activity 11. Metal Binding 20. WD-40 
4. Embryonic 
Development 
 14. Lipid Metabolism 
15. Apoptosis with 
cell death  
22. Embryonic 
Development 
8. Embryonic 
Development 
 20. Organogenesis 19. Organogenesis 27. Hemopiesis 11. WD-40 
 22. Apoptosis 
28. Embryonic 
Development 28. Morphogenesis 23. Metal Binding 
 25. Metal Binding 29. WD-40 33. Development 27. Development 
 35. Morphogenesis 32. Calcium (Ca) 
35. Apoptosis with Cell 
Death 29. Reproduction 
 
37. WD-40 35. Immunoglobulin 52. Metal Binding 
33. Organ 
Morphogenesis 
 47. Calcium (Ca)  
55. Acyltransferase 
activity  
 
50. Neuronal 
Development  58. Lipid Metabolism  
 
52. Reproduction  60. Di-, Trivalent Metal ion transport  
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Table 3-5: Classification of Rattus spleen genes (using DAVID with Bejamini and Hochberg 
option) into four major cellular processes showing number and percent of genes significantly 
associated with each cellular/metabolic process. Larger enrichment score value meant higher 
significance for the category. All other differentially expressed genes from these five 
cellular/metabolic categories and additional metabolic categories identified in DAVID are 
included in Appendix 2 for spleen. 
 
 
 Genebank 
Accession No. 
Category: Mitochondria               Enrichment Score = 2.06 
9 Genes % of total genes = 4.25; p-value = 7.50E-03; Benjamini = 4.90E-01 
1 AI842636 PHENYLALANINE-TRNA SYNTHETASE 2 (MITOCHONDRIAL) 
2 BG077312 CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE, SUBUNIT VIIC 
3 BG070368 RETICULON 4 INTERACTING PROTEIN 1 
4 BG084628 BCL2/ADENOVIRUS E1B INTERACTING PROTEIN 3-LIKE 
5 AU040403 DIABLO HOMOLOG (DROSOPHILA) 
6 NM_007748 CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE, SUBUNIT VI A, POLYPEPTIDE 1 
7 AI326130 G ELONGATION FACTOR, MITOCHONDRIAL 2 
8 AI413375 TRYPTOPHANYL TRNA SYNTHETASE 2 (MITOCHONDRIAL) 
9 AW537952 MITOCHONDRIAL RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN S18B 
Category: Metal Binding Proteins               Enrichment Score = 0.36 
22 Genes % of total genes = 10.4; p-value = 4.90E-01; Benjamini = 1.00E+00 
10 AI415648 HEMOPEXIN 
11 BG070368 RETICULON 4 INTERACTING PROTEIN 1 
12 BG074234, BG084543 ALPHA THALASSEMIA/MENTAL RETARDATION SYNDROME X-LINKED HOMOLOG 
(HUMAN) 
13 BG071774 LY1 ANTIBODY REACTIVE CLONE 
14 AI851584 ZINC FINGER PROTEIN 622 
15 BG082219 ECHINODERM MICROTUBULE ASSOCIATED PROTEIN LIKE 2 
16 BG074592 ENDOTHELIN CONVERTING ENZYME 1 
17 BG080025 PHD FINGER PROTEIN 20 
18 BG066786 METAL RESPONSE ELEMENT BINDING TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 2 
19 BG076768 INTERLEUKIN-1 RECEPTOR-ASSOCIATED KINASE 1 
20 BG071583 D4, ZINC AND DOUBLE PHD FINGERS FAMILY 2 
21 BG064453 EH-DOMAIN CONTAINING 4 
22 AI841247 PRAJA 2, RING-H2 MOTIF CONTAINING 
23 C80236 MALIC ENZYME, SUPERNATANT 
24 BG063105 RIKEN CDNA 1110008J20 GENE 
25 AI843579 STAM BINDING PROTEIN 
26 AW537940, BG076848 CALMODULIN 1 
27 NM_009083 CCR4-NOT TRANSCRIPTION COMPLEX, SUBUNIT 6 
28 BG069388 SPLICING FACTOR, ARGININE/SERINE-RICH 7 
29 BG086554 MICROTUBULE-ACTIN CROSSLINKING FACTOR 1 
30 BG076862 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2 (FORMERLY 2A), CATALYTIC SUBUNIT, ALPHA ISOFORM 
31 AI323450 DELTA-LIKE 1 (DROSOPHILA) 
Category: Ribosomal Proteins               Enrichment Score = 1.61 
5 Genes % of total genes = 2.36; p-value = 1.60E-02; Benjamini = 7.0E-1 
32 BG085977 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN 10 
33 AW556391 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L32 
34 NM_009083 RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L30 
35 BG087724 MITOCHONDRIAL RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN L20 
36 AW537952 MITOCHONDRIAL RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN S18B 
Category: Hemopoiesis               Enrichment Score = 0.44 
4 Genes % of total genes = 1.89; p-value = 1.40E-01; Benjamini = 1.0E-0 
37 AI843651 CD4 ANTIGEN 
38 BG084290 INHIBITOR OF DNA BINDING 2 
39 BG085518 ERYTHROID ASSOCIATED FACTOR 
40 AI323450 DELTA-LIKE 1 (DROSOPHILA) 
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Table 3-6: Similarity between the transcripts differentially regulated in the spleen tissues of 
Peromyscus and Rattus exposed to Pb.  
 
Gene Bank  
Accession Number Gene Symbol Gene Name 
Peromyscus Rattus Peromyscus Rattus 
AI843178 AI843178 Anp32e Anp32e Acidic (leucine-rich) nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family, member E 
 BG087110  Arpc1a Actin related protein 2/3 complex, subunit 1A 
BG063604  Arpc2  Actin related protein 2/3 complex, subunit 2 
BG083092  Ankrd15  Ankyrin repeat domain 15  
 BG067757  Ankrd25 Ankyrin repeat domain 25 
BG077527  Ankrd47  Ankyrin repeat domain 47 
BE955853 NM_007748 Cox6a1 Cox6a1 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VI a, polypeptide 1 
 BG067003  Dnajc2 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 2 
 AI528823  Dnajc3 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 3 
AI842938  Dnajc13  DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 13 
BG076954  Dynll1  Dynein light chain LC8-type 1 
 BG067712  Dynll2 Dynein light chain LC8-type 2 
AW551507 AI841334 H3f3b H3f3b H3 histone, family 3B 
 AI839082  Itga3 Integrin alpha 3 
 BG073549  Itgb7 Integrin beta 7 
BG071191  Itga11  Integrin alpha 11 
 BG070941  Ilf2 Interleukin enhancer binding factor 2 
BG083661  Ilf3  Interleukin enhancer binding factor 3 
 AU015055  Iqgap1 IQ motif containing GTPase activating protein 1 
BG073662  Iqgap2  IQ motif containing GTPase activating protein 2 
 BG076862  Ppp2ca 
Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), catalytic subunit, 
alpha isoform 
BG087694  Ppp2cb  
Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), catalytic subunit, 
beta isoform 
BG085977 BG085977 Rpl10 Rpl10 Ribosomal protein 10 
BG069682 BG069682 Rpl12 Rpl12 Ribosomal protein L12 
NM_009083, 
BC069949  NM_009083 Rpl30 Rpl30 
Ribosomal protein L30 
AW556391 AW556391 Rpl32 Rpl32 Ribosomal protein L32 
 BF180635  Rps3 Ribosomal protein S3 
BG086418  Rps3a  Ribosomal protein S3a 
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Figure 1. A model showing the effect of Pb on heme-metabolism in the rodent liver and spleen 
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Figure 2A: Relationship between blood-Pb versus total hemoglobin concentrations in 
Peromyscus. Exposure to 0.5% and 1% Pb in food for 24 hours and 7 days showed nearly 
identical trend of reduction of total hemoglobin concentration (mg/ml) [    ] as a function of 
rising blood Pb concentration (µg/ml) [    ]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2B: Increasing blood-Pb conc. versus decreasing total hemoglobin conc. in Peromyscus 
exposed to 0.5% and 1% Pb over a period of 7 days exhibited a near perfect correlation. 
However, the reduction of hemoglobin concentrations following 24 hours and 7 days of 0.5% 
and 1% Pb exposure was not significant from that of control (p =0.75). 
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Figure 3: Relationship between blood-Pb (µg/ml) versus total hemoglobin concentrations in 
Rattus. The graphs depicted pronounced reduction in hemoglobin [    ] concentrations as a function 
of blood Pb [    ] concentrations in animals exposed to 0.5% Pb compared to that of the 1% Pb. The 
decrease in hemoglobin concentrations were not significant (p = 0.8 at 0.5% Pb and p = 0.68 at 1% 
Pb). Blood Pb concentrations increased sharply within 24 hours followed by moderate reduction in 
7days of exposure. 
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Figure 4. Peromyscus Spleen GeneTree showing modulation of expression ANOVA selected 
genes varied (accepted variations for individual dataset is provided below) in the raw data after 
background correction.  
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Figure 5. Relationship between expressions of Cox VI genes in Peromyscus spleen and blood 
heme and Pb concentrations. The pattern of Cox VI transcript (BE955853,     ) expression and 
change of heme concentrations [    ] are parallel modulation at both 0.5% and 1% Pb. However, 
the expression of Cox IV transcript (BG074277,     ) exhibited transient upregulation (2.5-fold at 
1% Pb) at 24 hours of exposure. Change of blood Pb [     ] is presented for comparison.  
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Figure 6. Relationship between expressions of nuclear NADH Dehydrogenase genes in 
Peromyscus spleen and blood heme and Pb concentrations. NADH dehydrogenase transcripts 
Ndufb7 [    ] was downregulated, while Ndufc1 [    ] was upregulated at both 0.5% and 1% Pb 
concentrations, although the extent of regulation is more pronounced at higher blood Pb 
concentration [    ]. The modulation of heme concentration [    ] is presented for comparison.   
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Figure 7. Relationship between expressions of Ferritin Heavy Chain 1 (Fth1) gene in the 
Peromyscus spleen and blood heme and Pb concentrations. The expression of Fth1 [    ] 
transcript exhibited transiently upregulated (3-fold) in 24 hours at 1% Pb only to return to the 
normal level in 7 days despite of higher blood Pb [     ] and lower heme [    ]concentrations. The 
pattern of Fth1 mRNA expression was similar but less pronounced at 0.5% Pb exposure.   
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Figure 8. Comparison between expressions of Solute Carriers (Slc25a5 and Slc25a37) in the 
Peromyscus spleen and blood heme and Pb concentrations. The expression of the mitochondrial 
adenine nucleotide translocator (Slc25a5,     ) transiently upregulated 2.75-fold in 24 hours and 
then reduced in 7 days at 1% Pb, while the pattern was same but not as pronounced at 0.5% Pb. 
Expression of Slc25a37 [X] increased gradually over 7 days at both Pb concentrations. The data 
for blood heme [    ] and Pb [     ] are added for comparison.  
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Figure 9: Rattuss Spleen GeneTree showing modulation of expression ANOVA selected genes 
varied (accepted variations for individual dataset is provided below) in the raw data after 
background correction.  
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Figure 10: Relationship between expressions of Cox VIa1 and VIIc nuclear genes in Rattus 
spleen and blood heme and Pb concentrations. The upregulation of both Cox VIa1 (NM_007748,     
) and VIIc (BG077312, X) are more pronounced (average 2.1-fold in 7 days) at 0.5% Pb. At the 
same time blood hemoglobin [    ] also showed pronounced reduction in concentration in 7 days 
at 0.5% Pb, while the blood Pb [    ] is increased higher in 24 hours at 1% Pb.    
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Figure 11: Relationship between expressions of Calmodulin genes (CAM-1) genes in Rattus 
spleen and blood heme and Pb concentrations. The CAM-1 transcripts (AW537940,     and 
BG076848, X) are upregulated in average 2.8-fold at 0.5% Pb and 1.95-fold at 1% Pb. Data for 
blood heme [    ] and Pb [     ] concentrations are presented for comparison.  
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Figure 12: Comparison between expression of Cationic Amino Acid transporter, y+ system 
(Slc7a8) gene in Rattus spleen and blood heme and Pb concentrations. The lone significantly 
expressed solute carrier Slc7a8 (BG068299,     ) is downregulated 1.5-fold at 0.5% Pb, while 
being upregulated >1-fold at 1% Pb. The data for blood heme [    ] and Pb [    ] concentrations 
are presented for comparison.  
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Figure 13A. Comparison between the expression of the Protein Phosphatase 2A (PP2A) catalytic 
subunit b (Ppp2cb) and Acidic Phosphoprotein 32e (Anp32e), a specific inhibitor of PP2A, in 
Peromyscus spleen and blood Pb concentration. The Ppp2cb (BG087694,     ) gene is transiently 
upregulated in 24 hours of Pb exposure, which is pronounced (3.5-fold) at 1% Pb, where as 
Anp32e (AL843178,    ) exhibited incremental upregulation (3.5-fold at 0.5% Pb and 2.3-fold at 
1% Pb) during 7 days exposure. The blood Pb [    ] concentration is presented for comparison.   
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Figure 13B: Comparison between the expression of the Protein Phosphatase 2A (PP2A) catalytic 
subunit a (Ppp2ca) and Acidic Phosphoprotein 32e (Anp32e), a specific inhibitor of PP2A, in 
Rattus spleen and blood Pb concentration. Both Ppp2cb (BG076862,     ) and Anp32e 
(AL843178,    ) are exhibited parallel and incremental upregulation (in average 2.1-fold) at 0.5% 
Pb in 7 days. Where as the same genes exhibited a transient downregulation in 24 hours followed 
by an average of 1.8-fold upregulaion at 1% Pb in 7 days. The blood Pb [    ] concentration is 
presented for comparison.   
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Chapter 4: Development of a ‘genetic signature of environmental lead 
exposure’ in wild Peromyscus using combinatorial data from cDNA 
microarrays and blood metabolites  
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Introduction 
Successful remediation of contaminated environments begins and ends with effective 
assessment of potential human and ecological health risk associated with exposure to 
contaminants in a specific area or an ecosystem. An assessment of environmental toxicity must 
be able to identify the biomarkers of one or a class of toxicants, such as heavy metals, among 
multiple effectors (mixed toxicants) affecting multiple biological parameters in one or more 
organisms that reside in a contaminated environment. At present, no available technique meets 
this unique requirement. In recent years, molecular-based approaches, such as molecular 
pharmacokinetics (time dependent uptake, metabolism and degradation) of the contaminating 
chemical and the resultant transcriptomics (differential gene expression) and metabonomics 
(molecular pharmacodynamics), have been used to study toxicant specific molecular changes in 
human and wildlife populations (Sansone, et al., 2004; NAS/NRC/BEST, 2007). These 
molecular data based or toxicogenomic approaches theorectically can be used to develop a 
signature of exposure to environmental chemicals in different life-forms (NAS/NRC/BEST, 
2007).   
Lead and other heavy metal contamination are widespread and known to cause health 
effects in humans and other animals residing in a contaminated environment. Lead does not 
degrade to produce multiple products like contaminants such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAH) or polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB). It is relatively simple to follow the toxicity of lead in 
a biological system, since a living body absorbs only biologically available lead from a 
contaminated environment and upon absorption the lead either causes toxic reactions or is 
rendered nontoxic through excretion or sequestration. Therefore, I selected lead as a 
representative metal to determine if DNA microarrays could reveal a gene expression signature 
that would predict toxicological effects of exposure to heavy metals in the environment.  I 
developed molecular biomarkers of environmental lead toxicity by investigating gene expression 
in the liver and spleen of Peromyscus sp., a small rodent, collected from an environment highly 
contaminated with lead mixed with other toxicants.  
 Lead (Pb) disrupts multiple essential physiological pathways in tissues, such as blood, 
liver, spleen, kidney, muscle and brain (Sipos, et al., 2003; Teijo´n, et al., 2003; Corpas, et al., 
2002; ATSDR, 1993; Hacker, et al., 1990). Lead absorbed into the body is distributed to three 
major compartments: blood, soft tissue, and bone.  Blood Pb concentration changes rapidly with 
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exposure. Following exposure, Pb equilibrates with Pb in bone and soft tissues over time. Lead is 
not metabolized in the body, but it may be conjugated with glutathione and excreted primarily in 
the urine (ATSDR, 1993). Chronic exposure to Pb causes primary anemia in mice, rats and 
humans (Davidson, 1994). Lead interferes with gastrointestinal absorption of physiologically 
essential metals such as calcium (Ca), iron (Fe) and zinc (Zn), can be stored in the liver and 
bones following a chronic exposure, and thereby reduces the availability of these three metals in 
cellular processes (Corpas, et al., 2002).  
Lead can interfere, negate, and complicate most biochemical and gene expression 
processes in mammalian systems, usually without any minimum threshold concentration (Table 
4-1). This occurs due to direct interaction between Pb and affected biomolecules or due to 
indirect influences on the function, prevalence and production of key enzymes in important 
metabolic pathways. A metabolic pathway such as carbohydrate metabolism is affected by Pb 
toxicity, which also inhibits heme biosynthesis and superoxide dismutase activity and causes 
reduced glutathione level (Corpas, et al., 2002; Davidson, 1994). The function of multiple 
mitochondrial enzymes in energy metabolism, such as NADH dehydrogenase, cytochrome 
oxidase (Verma, 2005, Goyer et al, 1973, 1968) and acetyl CoA (Kojima, et al., 2004, Smith et 
al., 1998) are affected in the Rattus exposed to Pb. The presence of Pb in liver and blood 
increases the intensity of lipopolysccharide (LPS) induced liver injury following infection by 
gram-negative bacteria (Cheng, et al., 2006).  
 Blood retains about 28% of Pb that passes through the intestine, 58% of blood Pb ends up 
in tissues and the rest is excreted (Arnich, et al., 2004). Blood distributes Pb throughout the 
body, especially to the liver (renal portal system) and spleen, which are mainly responsible for 
maintenance of healthy blood cells and removal of senescent ones. Inhibition of the heme 
synthesis enzyme δ-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) dehydrase with concurrent stimulation of δ-amino-
levulinic acid synthetase activity occurs in erythrocytes containing Pb (Kondo, et al., 1983 and 
Trevisan, 1983). Inhibition of ALA dehydrase can happen at very low Pb levels found in many 
contaminated environments (Campagna, et al., 1999). Thus, blood Pb and blood hemoglobin 
(heme) concentrations are common measures of Pb uptake and Pb induced anemia (ATSDR, 
1995).    
In the liver Pb toxicity causes disruption of several essential physiological pathways 
through the production of free radical oxygen species that result in lipid peroxidation, DNA 
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damage, and altered calcium homeostasis (Sipos, et al., 2003; Corpas, et al., 2002; Hacker, et al., 
1990). In adult rodents, such as Mus and Rattus, liver is not only a major site for heme synthesis 
(Ponka, 1999), it also removes senescent erythrocytes and plasma hemoglobin in the Kupffer 
cells (Bosman, et al. 2005; Bissell, et al. 1972). All the heme acquired from erythrocytes or 
synthesized internally is then converted and excreted as bilirubin (Bissell, et al. 1972). Inhibition 
of mitochondrial energy metabolism due to Pb toxicity in Rattus liver is well documented 
(Rhyne and Goyer, 1971). Therefore, liver is an excellent organ to identify the molecular 
biomarkers of Pb toxicity since the tissue is easily retrievable and available in copious amounts 
compared to paucity and retrieval problems of erythropoietic bone marrow from small rodents.  
In the spleen, Pb toxicity affects lymphocyte development, synthesis of hemoglobin and 
induces apoptosis in circulating erythrocytes. The spleen is the only organ outside the main 
hepatic (renal-portal) system that deals with all blood cells at all stages of development, which 
underscores the spleen’s importance as a major organ in the circulatory system, but exposes it to 
all blood borne toxicants, such as Pb. The spleen contains about one-fourth of the body’s 
lymphocytes and initiates immune responses to blood-borne antigens (Kuper et al., 2002; Balogh 
et al., 2004). Approximately 50% of all migrating lymphocytes in the body go through the spleen 
every day (Pabst, 1988). Spleen is the largest secondary lymphoid organ in the mammalian body 
and a very useful indicator of the immune system (Teijo´n, et al., 2003; Bokori et al., 1996). In 
experimental animals Pb induced immunotoxic abnormalities increased susceptibility to 
intracellular pathogens and polyclonal and/or specific antigen-antibody responses in the spleen 
(Zelikoff and Cohen, 1996, ATSDR, 1995).  
In order to develop genetic markers of environmental Pb contamination, I studied its 
effects on the deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) and its congeneric species, which are some 
of the most abundant native North American mammals that range from Alaska to Central 
America occuring in many natural habitats (Dragoo, et al., 2006; Butt and Grossenheider, 
1964).  Peromyscus belongs to the order Rodentia and is closely related to the laboratory mouse, 
which enabled us to use mouse (Mus musculus) genetic tools to study the Peromyscus 
maniculatus available from the Genetic stock center of the University of South Carolina.  
Many Department of Defense (DoD) installations are ‘islands of biodiversity’ in 
increasingly developed landscapes, providing habitat for hundreds of animals and plants on the 
Federal endangered and threatened species list. However, organisms living on DoD installations 
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are exposed to chemical agents (CA) such as heavy metals like lead, copper (Cu), and depleted 
uranium (DU), and hundreds of other CA used by military personnel (Code of Federal 
Regulation, DoD, mod July, 2007). I collected the wild Peromyscus maniculatus from an area 
contaminated with lead on the Radford Army Ammunition Plant. I then identified the ‘molecular 
biomarkers’ in these wild mice by combining the differential gene expression (transcriptomics) 
and metabolic (metabolomics) data (NAS/NRC/BEST, 2007) of the well known patho-
physiological and biochemical processes resulting from heavy metal toxicity. I compared the 
data from the liver and spleen of the Peromyscus collected from the field with that of 
Peromyscus and Rattus exposed to lead in the laboratory and identified a set of common and 
potentially useful ‘molecular biomarkers’ for lead (Basu, et al., 2008).  
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Materials and Methods 
Experimental design and collection of animals from contaminated and 
uncontaminated sites: An analysis of sample data from the Bag Loading Areas (BLAs) of the 
Radford Ammunition plant in Southwestern Virginia supported the decision to use this ground as 
a heavy metal contaminated area (Table 4-2). Bag Loading Areas (BLAs) were concrete 
buildings with walls and floors lined with conductive Pb-Cu that prevented static induced 
explosion of the black powder bags packed here. The decaying Pb-Cu wall and floor covers, 
resulting from lack of use, maintenance, neglect, and weathering, leached into the ground around 
the buildings contaminating the soil. The EPA estimated that major risk drivers in the soil around 
BLAs were Cu, Pb, Mn from the decaying flooring materials and Aroclor-1254 and PCBs 
(LOEL/USEPA). In general, concentrations of metals decreased rapidly within 2 m of the 
building perimeter, although a detailed survey detected wide variations of metal concentrations 
due to micro-channeling (EPA report, personal communication).   
I collected contaminated soil and Peromyscus maniculatus for this study from areas 
around BLA 2 and ‘control field samples’ from Kentland Farms located in the Virginia Tech. 
agricultural station across the New River from the Radford Ammunition Plant ground. I collected 
three soil samples from BLA2 ground, three samples from Kentland Farms grounds (KFG), with 
each sample consisted of approximately 10 kg of soil collected from the surface to a depth of 
approximately 0.5 m. I collected 6 female P. maniculatus from BLA2 ground and 13 female P. 
maniculatus from the KFG. In KFG, I collected 10 Peromyscus from an apple orchard, 2 from an 
agricultural barn and 1 from an historic farm building. I collected mice with Sherman small 
mammal traps baited with peanut butter-rolled oat balls and cotton balls for warmth.  
I used two different rodents, Peromyscus maniculatus and Rattus norvegicus for our 
laboratory experiments. I obtained P. maniculatus from the University of South Carolina 
Peromyscus genetic stock center (http://stkctr.biol.sc.edu/peroavail.htm) and R. 
norvegicus from Charles River Laboratory Inc., MA 
(www.criver.com/research_models_and 
_services/research_models/wistar.html). I maintained all animals in a NIH certified 
animal facility and provided them with a custom made rodent diet laced with 0, 0.5% and 1% 
lead acetate (Pb-acetate) (®Bioserve, NJ) for an indicated period of time (Morrissey et al., 1989 
and Lamb et al., 1985).  
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Tissue Collection: All experimental animals were euthanized following IACUC 
guidelines for collection of sample tissues after exsanguinations at the indicated times. Blood and 
liver from the euthanized animals were collected at 24 hours of exposure to detect the expression 
of early genes (Regunathan et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2000; Al Shuaib et al., 1999; Savolainen 
et al., 1998). The second set of samples were collected from euthanized animals after 7 days of 
exposure along with control sets for developing data on modulation of gene expression due to 
prolonged Pb exposure. I froze blood samples in LN2 following addition of sodium citrate 
anticoagulant solution, preserved portion of the liver from each animal in RNALater (®Ambion) 
at -20oC and snap froze the rest of the body in LN2.  
RNA Preparation: I prepared total RNA from liver tissues preserved in RNALater 
solution by homogenizing directly in approximately 3-volume Tri-reagent (Sigma-Aldrich), 
using a Polytron (Brinkman) with a 7-mm probe (Kinematica). The RNA was processed 
according to the manufacturer’s directions, and RNA quality was assessed by 1% agarose gel 
electrophoresis using SYBR Green II poststaining (Cambrex). I subsequently linearly amplified 
all RNA samples with a modified T7 Eberwine procedure (Van Gelder et al., 1990; Wang et al., 
2000), and labeled 2 µg of the amplified RNA was with 60 mCi of [33P]dCTP as previously 
described (Kari, et al., 2003). 
Microarrays: Nylon microarrays (MA07 and MA10) printed with PCR-amplified mouse 
cDNAs were obtained from the Wistar Genomics Facility (http://www.wistar.upenn.edu/ 
genomics/). These two arrays carried a total of ~19,200 clones (9,600 on each array) including 
15,264 sequence-verified clones from the National Institute of Aging (NIA Mouse 15K) mouse 
cDNA development libraries created from pre- and peri-implantation embryos, embryonic day 
12.5 female gonad/mesonephros, and newborn ovary 
(http://lgsun.grc.nia.nih.gov/cDNA/15k.html). The NIA clones were primarily full 
length. Additional 3,936 clones are from the Mouse Brain Molecular Anatomy Project (“BMAP” 
clones, Research Genetics/Invitrogen) and from an older array (MA02) with functions related to 
the immune system (Research Genetics/Invitrogen). The gene lists, including GenBank accession 
numbers and Unigene build 134 cluster assignments, are available at 
http://showelab.wistar.upenn.edu/Wistar_Showe_Lab_Gene_Lists.htm. 
Hybridization and washing: I hybridized MA07 and MA10 filters with the same labeled 
aRNA preperation in the same hybridization bottle with filters separated by nylon mesh. The 
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hybridization was carried out for 16 h at 42°C in 5 ml of MicroHyb buffer (®Research Genetics). 
Filters were batch washed in a large container for consistency. I rinsed filters at room 
temperature with 2X SSC-1% SDS to remove residual probe and MicroHyb solution and then 
transferred them to preheated wash solutions in a temperature controlled shaking water bath. I 
washed filters twice for 30 min in 2XSSC-1% SDS at 50°C, followed by 30 min in 0.5X SSC-
1% SDS at 55°C and finally, for 30 min in 0.1X SSC-1% SDS at 55°C. I then exposed the 
washed filters to phosphorimager screens for 10 days and scanned them at 50-µm resolution in a 
Storm Phosphorimager (®GE-Amersham). I converted the scanned images from the 
Phosphorimager into raw data with the Imagene software (®Biodiscovery). 
Microarray data analysis: The data analysis was done with the nonempty spots on the 
microarray (satisfying flag = 0) with signal median higher than background median. Each of the 
raw Imagene data consisted of gene-spot ID, flag, signal median, local background median, and 
Genebank accession number. The raw signal and background data were normalized and analyzed 
through GeneSpring software (®Agilent Tech). The p-value (< 0.05) of the two tailed student t-
test versus log2 fold (> 2) difference between control and each Pb exposed group was used to 
identify the differentially expressed genes (Volcano plot). The ‘differentially expressed’ genes 
identified through volcano plot matrices were analyzed by DAVID (NIH) (Dennis, et al, 2003) to 
rank them by significance of association (p < 0.05) with specific and relevant biological 
pathways. 
I analyzed genes with significant (p < 0.05) differential expression (> 2-fold change in 
volcano plot) and possible association with biological pathways relevant to toxicity (higher 
enrichment and < 0.05 p-values in DAVID, NIH) using one way ANOVA with a Bayesian 
estimate while assuming variances equal (> 50 background subtracted raw value cut-off) to 
identify potential biomarkers for Pb exposure. It was nearly impossible to apply the False-
Discovery Rate (FDR) option in ANOVA especially with the Peromyscus RNA set. I then 
reanalyzed the ANOVA derived gene set to detect potential biomarker genes in DAVID (NIH) 
with high stringency and Bejamini options to reduce probability of false discovery and examine 
their association (clustering with higher enrichment and < 0.05 p-values) with possible biological 
pathways. Once again, Peromyscus data exhibited higher probability of FDR (higher Bejamini 
values) in DAVID compared to Rattus data.  
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Measurement of total blood-Pb concentration: Whole blood-Pb concentrations were 
analyzed in a ®Varion Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer attached with a graphite furnace 
(GFAAS) using the following method. Preserved blood samples (100µl) were thawed and diluted 
with 400µl of diluents containing 0.25% Triton X-100, 2000ppm NH4-dihydrogen 
orthophosphate and 750 ppm Mg(NO3)2. I also made control, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5mg/L 
Pb standards in cow blood collected from a USDA certified slaughter house and preserved and 
processed in the identical way. Both standards and blood samples from our experiments were 
analyzed (20µl each) with the following GFAAS conditions: 283mm wavelength with a Pb-
lamp, 7A slit, D2 background correction, peak height, argon gas purge (~50ml/min), auto-zero 
off, dry samples at 125oC in a 15 second ramp with 5 second hold, ash at 600oC in a 45 second 
ramp with 20 sec hold and finally, atomize at 2400oC in a fast ramp with 5 second hold. All data 
were collected in triplicate for each blood sample (Buck Scientific Application note #AA3004).  
Measurement of Blood-Heme concentrations: I determined hemoglobin concentration 
by the cyanmethemoglobin method which produced a stable color pigment with a peak 
absorbance at 540nm (HG BPROC Doc, 2007 and methods note from hemoglobin standard 
maker). I prepared samples by mixing 20µl of appropriate blood sample with 5ml 
cyanmethemoglobin reagent (Drabkin's solution ®Ricca Chemical Co. TX.) and a no blood 
added cyanmethemoglobin reagent as blank. I measured OD540 of each sample following 10 
min incubation at room temperature. I determined hemoglobin concentration of each sample 
from a standard curve of OD540 versus hemoglobin concentrations produced using a 
commercially available blood-hemoglobin standard (®Diagnostic Tech. Inc. NY).  
Identification of biomarker genes: The normalized expression data of each possible 
biomarker gene (one way ANOVA) from a pathway relevant to heavy metal toxicity and 
identified in DAVID/NIH_2007 analyses (Dennis, et al., 2003) were plotted against median 
values of either total blood-Pb or hemoglobin or both as appropriate. Genes that showed either 
positive or negative interaction with the blood-Pb (uptake) or hemoglobin concentration in wild 
Peromyscus species as well as both species of laboratory rodents were ranked as potential 
biomarkers.  
Soil Analysis: I analyzed lead content of select soil samples from BLA 2 and Kentland 
Farms in order to determine Pb contamination of soil. I used the EPA Acid Digestion Protocol 
Method 3050B (http://www.epa.gov/sw-846/pdfs/3050b.pdf) using HNO3 digestion for lead 
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under the Flame Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (FLAA) protocol 7.5-7.6.1 using a Varian 
Flame Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer.   
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Results 
In this paper, I present a comparison of the Peromyscus and Rattus liver and spleen based 
‘genetic signature of Pb exposure’ developed in our laboratory (Basu, et al., 2007a and b) with 
the gene expression pattern found in liver and spleen of the wild Peromyscus collected from the 
fields contaminated with Pb and other heavy metals mixed with multiple environmental 
toxicants, such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) (Table 4-2).  
Source toxicants and hematological profile of the Peromyscus collected from 
contaminated and uncontaminated sites: An analysis of Pb in three soil samples collected 
from BLA 2 of the Radford Ammunition Plant showed higher concentration of Pb compared to 
the samples collected from all areas of the Kentland Farm Grounds, Virginia Tech (KFG/control 
area) (Table 4-3) and potting soil (0.028 mg/g of soil). Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
analysis of the soil samples around Bag Loading House 2 (BLA2/RAP, VA) showed presence of 
Pb (1.7-8.79 mg/g of soil) among several other well known toxicants such as metals, like Cu, Hg, 
Cd, etc., PAHs, Aroclore, and dinitrotoluene (DNT) (Table 4-2). Our analysis of the BLA2 soil 
samples, however yielded lower Pb concentration (0.425 mg/g of soil)), which were still higher 
that Pb levels in soil (0 mg/g of soil: less than detectable limit) samples collected from VA Tech. 
agricultural station, the ‘uncontaminated’ control site (Table 4-2B).  
I detected high blood Pb from 4 out of 6 female Peromyscus (~0.22µg/ml +0.07) 
collected at the BLA 2 of the Radford Ammunition Plant (contaminated area) compared to 10 of 
13 female mice (< 0 detection limit) collected from KFG (uncontaminated/cleaner area).  
However, I notice individual variation of blood Pb levels in the wild Peromyscus collected from 
the BLA 2 and KFG. For example, blood Pb levels in 2 out of 6 mice collected from BLA2 were 
0 µg/ml and blood Pb levels of 3 out of 13 mice collected from the ‘uncontaminated or cleaner’ 
site were 0.08 - 0.24 µg/ml.  
A scatter plot of the blood samples from these specimens showed a significant (p = 0.02) 
difference of heme concentrations between blood samples containing lower (0 µg/ml) and higher 
(~0.22µg/ml) blood Pb (p = 4.3x10-6 for blood Pb values) (Fig. 4-1). Laboratory Peromyscus, 
which were exposed to Pb in food (n = 6 to 0.5% Pb and n = 5 to 1% Pb) for 7 days, exhibited 
higher blood Pb concentration and a fair correlation between increase in blood-Pb concentration 
with decrease in heme concentration (r = -0.98) (Fig. 4-1). The difference of heme 
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concentrations between Pb exposed and unexposed specimens were significant (p = 0.01); with 
no significant difference in the body mass between control and Pb exposed animals.  
I compared the pattern of differential expression of genes in the liver and spleen tissues 
of the Peromyscus collected from BLA2 and KFG based on their blood Pb concentrations, rather 
than the location of collection.    
Pattern of gene expression in the liver: Pattern of differential gene expression in the 
liver indicated that both in the wild and laboratory rodents the presence of higher blood Pb 
affected several similar gene expression pathways (heat-map clusters) (Table 4-4). In all three 
groups of rodents differential expression of genes was associated with cellular metabolism and 
subcellular organelles followed by metal (Ca, Mg, other divalent cations) ion binding, 
mitochondrial metabolism, apoptosis, lipid metabolism and reproduction and gametogenesis 
(Table 4-4). An apoptosis cluster with lower enrichment score was absent in the wild 
Peromyscus liver. Several other differentially expressed genes identified in the volcano plots 
were associated with heat-shock response, hemopoiesis, and carbohydrate metabolism.  
I analyzed differentially expressed genes from the volcano plots with one-way ANOVA 
with Bayesian correction to clarify patterns of expression of significant genes. In wild 
Peromyscus, of all the differentially expressed genes identified in the volcano plot, 851 genes 
exhibited significant differential expression (ANOVA with p < 0.05 and 2-fold change in at least 
one event). In a relational gene cluster map made from all 851 genes (Fig. 4-2), 375 and 476 
genes were identified from the MA07 and MA10 gene sets, respectively. In order to identify 
genes related to specific metabolic pathways, such as mitochondrial metabolism, metal ion 
binding, uptake, and heme-metabolism, all 851 genes were annotated and clustered into 417 
relevant cellular and/or metabolic processes or pathways (DAVID prelevance < 0.05 of the genes 
found significant in GeneSpring) (Dennis, et al. 2003). Although 91 genes were identified 
significant in ANOVA, I could not associate them with known cellular processes and did not 
include them in this classification.  I highlighted some of the Peromyscus liver genes related to 
mitochondrion, metal ion binding, cellular transport, and heat shock pathways (Table 4-5). They 
were similar to known Pb induced genes presented in Table 4-3 and were found in the ‘signature 
pattern of gene expression’ from the livers of Pb exposed laboratory animals (Basu, at al., 
2008a). This enabled a further comparison between the pattern of expression of individual 
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pathways in the wild and laboratory rodents. A complete table containing all identified pathways 
is found in appendix 3 (field/liver). 
In wild Peromyscus, 28 genes or 5.03% of the total belonged to the mitochondrial cluster 
(enrichment score = 1.47), which contained various transcripts of Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, 
Cytochrome c oxidase, F1-ATP synthase, NADH dehydrogenase, etc. Transcripts of δ-
aminolevulinic acid synthase-2, an erythroid specific gene associated with heme synthesis and/or 
degradation pathways were upregulated in liver of Peromyscus with higher blood Pb. I identified 
100 metal ion binding, such as Ca, Fe and other, transcripts or 17.95% of total (enrichment score 
= 1.78) genes. Products of a few genes of this cluster bind calcium, such as Annexin A7, 
Calmodulin 1 (CAM1), Cadherin 22, and SPARC. Ninety two transcripts or 16.52% of total 
genes were transport proteins, whose products work as H+, calcium, and zinc channels, and 
carriers of other solutes. Six out of 10 heat shock related protein transcripts exhibited significant 
modulation of expression in the liver of wild Peromyscus, including a 90KDa heat shock protein 
1, alpha that was modulated across all three organisms.    
 Comparison between gene expression patterns in the livers of contaminated wild 
Peromyscus and lead exposed laboratory rodents: In order to identify the genes from wild 
Peromyscus actually regulated by Pb (heavy metals), I compared the pattern of differential 
expression of individual genes from three major related physiological pathways, mitochondrial 
metabolism, metal binding and transport, respectively, in the livers of wild and laboratory 
Peromyscus and laboratory Rattus. I identified a total of 16 mitochondrial (median p-value = 
0.00001), 10 metal binding (median p-value = 0.0059) and one heat shock (median p-value = 
0.014) pathway genes that were either identical or nearly similar in the liver of Pb-exposed wild 
and laboratory Peromyscus and laboratory Rattus (Table 4-6).  
Of the 16 differentially expressed genes from the mitochondrial metabolic pathways, 
exposure to Pb specifically affected the differential expression of several genes of major 
mitochondrial electron transport proteins, such as cytochrome oxidase, NADH dehydrogenase 
and F1-ATP synthase. The genes of nuclear subunits VI and VII (Cox 6a, Cox7a like and Cox 
7c) of Cytochrome oxidase were mostly down-regulated in both wild Peromyscus and laboratory 
Peromyscus and Rattus (Table 4-6). The genes of NADH dehydrogenase (multiple Nduf_a-c 
types) were differentially regulated without any specific pattern or trend in all three groups. The 
expression of the F1-ATP synthase genes were upregulated in the wild Peromyscus (Atp5c1) and 
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in the Rattus (Atp5b1 and Atp5j1) and down-regulated in the lab Peromyscus (Atp5c1) (not 
shown).  
Among all the genes from stress and heavy metal exposure related cluster identified in 
both wild and laboratory based rodents, two transcripts of the 90KDa heat shock protein (Hsp 
90aa1),  several transcripts of acetyl CoA dehydrogenase (Acad_s-l types) and protein 
phosphatases (Ppp2c types) exhibited differential expression across all three groups of rodents. 
In contrast, a cytoplasmic cytochrome b5 gene was detected in both wild and laboratory 
Peromyscus, but not in the Rattus. I was unable to find any similarity between the differentially 
regulated transcripts of cytochrome P450s, δ-aminolevulinic acid synthase (heme synthesis), 
heme-oxygenase (heme degradation) and hemoglobins among the three groups of rodents.     
   Calmodulin genes (Calm_1 and 2), which produce Ca binding proteins (CAM1), were 
detected among the metal binding genes of all three groups of rodents. Calm transcripts were 
upregulated in the wild Peromyscus and were down regulated in the laboratory Peromyscus, but 
in the Rattus they exhibited both upregulation (Calm1) and downregulation (Calm2) (Table 4-5). 
Two other Ca binding proteins, Annexin 7 (Anxa7) (not shown) and SPARC (Sparc) exhibited 
similar differential regulation in both groups of Peromyscus (Table 4-5), while SPARC was 
absent in the Rattus (Table 4-5). In wild Peromyscus, I was unable to detect the transcripts of 
ferritin heavy chain (Fth1) and GATA binding protein 4 (Gata4) and hephaestin (Rpl17) that 
showed nearly identical regulation in both lab Peromyscus and Rattus (Basu, et al, 2008a). 
Expression of metallothionine genes was not detected among the metal binding group.   
I found few similarities among the differentially regulated genes belonging to transport 
and apoptosis categories among the three rodent groups, although the transport cluster of the 
wild Peromyscus contained multiple genes (Table 4-5). None of the multiple solute carrier genes 
found in the wild Peromyscus matched the types of solute carriers expressed in either laboratory 
Peromyscus or Rattus. Of all the apoptosis associated genes (Bax, Trap1, Ccar1, Tpt1, Pdcd8, 
Pik3r1, Bfar, and Aldh1a1) detected in the wild Peromyscus, only one gene (Tpt1) was matched 
with the laboratory Peromyscus (other one was Casp3), but several genes (Trap1, Ccar1, Tpt1, 
Bfar and Aldhia1) matched with the genes from the apoptosis cluster of Pb exposed laboratory 
Rattus.  
Pattern of gene expression in the spleen: The pattern of differential gene expression in 
the spleen constituted a significantly smaller foot print compared to the liver in wild Peromyscus 
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collected from contaminated areas. An initial comparison of biological pathways (DAVID/NIH) 
of the differentially expressed genes identified in the Volcano plot (p < 0.05 vs log2 fold change) 
showed that in the spleen Pb-uptake affected several major gene expression pathways (heat-map 
clusters) that were similar to those of laboratory rodents (Table 4-7). This list showed that the 
change of gene expression affected cellular metabolism and subcellular organelles (enrichment 
scores 1-4), followed by the expression of genes associated with metal (Ca and other divalent 
cations) ion binding, apoptosis, and immunoglobulin pathways (Table 4-7). The apoptosis cluster 
was a significant group in the wild Peromyscus spleen. Several other differentially expressed 
genes identified in the volcano plots were associated with heat-shock response, hemopoiesis and 
carbohydrate metabolism. I analyzed the differentially expressed genes from the volcano plots 
with one-way ANOVA with Bayesian correction to clarify pattern of expression of significant 
genes.   
    In the wild Peromyscus spleen, of all the differentially expressed genes identified in 
the volcano plot, only 97 transcripts exhibited significant differential expression (ANOVA with 
p < 0.05 and 2-fold change in at least one event). In a relational Gene cluster map containing all 
97 genes (Fig. 4-3), 51 and 46 genes were identified from the MA07 and MA10 gene sets, 
respectively. In order to identify genes related to specific metabolic pathways, such as 
mitochondrial metabolism, metal ion binding, uptake, and heme-metabolism, all 97 genes were 
annotated and clustered into 83 relevant cellular and/or metabolic processes or pathways 
(DAVID, 2007). Although 14 genes were identified as significant in ANOVA, I could not 
associate them with known cellular processes and did not include them in this classification. I 
highlighted some of the Peromyscus splenic genes related to metal binding, apoptosis and heat 
shock (stress) pathways (Table 4-8). Ten out of 13 genes in the metal ion binding [except for two 
Riken and one CBFA2T1 identified gene homolog (Human) transcripts] and 4 genes in the 
apoptosis and associated processes, such as protein phosphorylation, and 1 gene in the heat shock 
pathway from the wild Peromyscus spleen were presented (Table 4-8). An analysis of all 97 
differentially expressed genes in DAVID failed to create either mitochondrial or transport cluster 
for the spleen. I compared the annotated genes assigned to metal ion binding, apoptosis and heat-
shock pathways with the pattern of gene expression in the same pathways in the spleen of 
laboratory rodents. A complete table containing all identified pathways is found in appendix 3 
(field/spleen).  
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Comparison between gene expression patterns in the spleens of contaminated wild 
Peromyscus and lead exposed laboratory rodents: None of the mitochondrial genes 
differentially expressed in the spleens (Basu, et al., 2008b) and liver (Basu, et al., 2008a) of the 
Pb exposed laboratory Peromyscus and Rattus were detected in the spleen of wild Peromyscus 
(Table 4-8). Among metal binding, apoptosis and heat shock proteins clusters, I identified only 
four differentially expressed genes common between wild Peromyscus and laboratory rodents. 
Two (Syvn1 and Ppp3ca) of these four genes were downregulated while two others (Hsp90aa1 
and Ppm1a) were upregulated. It should be noted that Hsp90aa1 (Hsp1) and transcripts of protein 
phosphatase types 1, 2 or 3 consistently exhibited differential expression in both spleen and liver 
of wild as well as laboratory rodents. 
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Discussion 
Gene expression is a unique way to investigate the mechanism of action of a toxicant and 
create a ‘genetic signature of the toxicity’ (Lettieri, 2006). In order to examine the real world 
applicability of this statement, I tested a plausible ‘genetic signature of Pb and heavy metal 
exposure’ in the liver and spleen of wild Peromyscus residing in an area contaminated with Pb 
and other heavy metals among other toxicants. 
Development of an analytical technique applicable to environmental 
toxicogenomics: In this paper, I developed a candidate ‘genetic signature’ by comparing the 
differential gene expression in wild Peromyscus contaminated with Pb (and other heavy metals) 
with the combined gene expression data originated from Pb exposed laboratory Peromyscus and 
Rattus. The plausible genetic signature of Pb exposure was resulted from combinatorial analyses 
of concurrent and overlapping variation of multiple parameters, such as blood Pb and heme 
concentrations and differential expression of relevant genes. This process created a train (series) 
of self-supporting data derived from the same tissues of two closely related organisms (Basu, et 
al., 2008a and b). This analytical technique eliminated the need for the lengthy positive 
identification processes routinely used in medical toxicogenomics, such as quantitative RT-PCR 
(qPCR) and sequencing of the cloned cDNAs of the differentially expressed genes. Confirmation 
of the differentially expressed genes by qPCR and cDNA sequencing cannot be accurately 
applied to a genetically non-homogeneous organism, such as wild Peromyscus, collected from a 
natural population with barely known genomics.  
Another major problem was the variation of individual Pb exposure which might have 
affected differential gene expression in the wild Peromyscus collected from BLA2 and KFG. 
Variations in levels of Pb in the blood of individual Peromyscus may have resulted from 
variations in levels of Pb in their living environment. The 2 mice from BLA2 with undetectable 
level of blood Pb were caught a few meters away fron the building. Microchanneling of runoff 
from the building created variable Pb concentrations in the soil near the building, with metal 
concentrations decreasing rapidly within 2 m of the building (EPA report, individual 
communication). These two mice apparently lived in an area with very little Pb in the soil. One 
Peromyscus at the KFG with elevated blood Pb (0.236 µg/ml blood Pb) lived next to a historic 
farm building (>100 yr) that had been painted with Pb paint. The other two Peromyscus with 
elevated blood Pb levels lived near an agricultural barn. 
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There was a cause and effect relationship between higher blood Pb and concurrent lower 
blood heme concentrations in wild Peromyscus collected from BLA2 and KFG and the 
laboratory Peromyscus exposed to Pb for a period of time (0 to 7 days) (Fig. 4-1A and B). Both 
groups of Peromyscus, wild and laboratory, experienced significant decrease in hemoglobin (Hb) 
concentration with concomitant increase in total blood Pb concentration.  
I identified several sets of genes regulated differentially between two sets of wild 
Peromyscus collected from BLA 2 and KFG, with one group featuring high blood Pb combined 
with lower heme content and the other with zero blood Pb combined with higher heme content. 
The differentially expressed genes from wild and laboratory Peromyscus and Rattus, following 
volcano plot and ANOVA (GeneSpring), were classified according to their numbers and 
significance of association with specific biochemical and biological pathways in the liver (Table 
4-4, 4-5 and 4-6) using DAVID/NIH_2007 (Dennis, et al., 2003). It provided us a global view of 
the plausible gene clusters (pathways) modulated in the liver of all three groups of Pb (heavy 
metal) exposed rodents and enabled us to identify genes belonged to mitochondrial metabolism, 
metal binding, transport, heme biosynthesis and degradation, and stress associated pathways 
(Table 4-4). Further refinement of selection processes (ANOVA and DAVID/NIH, 2007) 
identified several genes from the pathways specifically known for their association with Pb 
induced toxicity in mitochondrial energy metabolism (Table 4-5 and 4-6) (Verma et al., 2005). 
Exposure to Pb (heavy metals) caused anomalous expression of mitochondrial 
energy metabolism genes in the liver: Lead affects mitochondrial energy metabolism through 
the inhibition of cytochrome oxidase and NADH dehydrogenases activities (Verma et al., 2005). 
Transcripts of the two nuclear subunits of cytochrome oxidase, VI and VII, were consistently 
down regulated both in wild and laboratory rodent livers (Table 4-6). These two subunits bind to 
cardiolipin, a mitochondrial inner-membrane lipid (Sedla’k, et al., 2006), which is required for 
the maintenance of structural and functional integrity of the enzyme (Sedla´k and Robinson, 
1999 and Robinson, 1993). Verma et al (2005) also attributed Pb induced inhibition of 
cytochrome oxidase activity to the altered lipid environment in the mitochondrial inner 
membrane resulting from increased oxidative stress. Here we present direct mechanistic data that 
Pb alone or in combination with other heavy metals suppressed the transcription of two nuclear 
subunits, VIa and VII a and c, required for the maintenance of structural and function integrity of 
cytochrome oxidase through cardiolipin binding. The expression of genes of NADH 
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dehydrogenase complex, the first enzyme of the mitochondrial electron transport chain, also 
exhibited consistent differential regulation from Pb exposure to the rodents in the wild and in the 
laboratory (Table 4-5), although identical transcripts were not downregulated in all three groups. 
In wild Peromyscus, downregulation of NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex 
13 (Table 4-5) (Nadufa13/Grim19) transcript might result in the reduction of properly assembled 
NADH dehydrogenase enzyme in the inner mitochondrial membrane (Huang, et al., 2004). In 
addition, simultaneous up and down regulation of two or more subunits (Table 4-6) (Naduf a, b, 
c) of a multi-subunit enzyme like NADH dehydrogenase 1 (Friedrich, et al., 1995) would result 
in loss of integrity of enzyme structure and function. These data on gene expression of 
cytochrome oxidase and NADH dehydrogenase provided a second mechanistic explanation, 
beyond the functional inhibition of the enzymes, for the Pb induced inhibition of two gateway 
enzymes of the mitochondrial electron transport chain.   
Expression of multiple stress inducible genes in the liver:  The Hsp1 is a well known 
molecular chaperone required for protein folding, whose expression is associated with stress, 
such as increase in temperature, induction of various cancers, multi-drug resistance, etc. (Chen, 
et al., 2005, Csermely, et al., 1998). Its inhibition provides an important pharmacological 
platform for cancer therapy (Sreedhar, et al., 2004). Among all the heat shock protein genes 
exhibited differential expression, the transcript of Hsp1 (Hsp90aa1) was detected in all three 
rodents (Table 4-5). However, Hsp1 was upregulated in wild Peromyscus but downregulated in 
the laboratory Peromyscus and in Rattus (Table 4-6).  
Protein Phosphatase 2C (PP2C) is a monomeric divalent cation binding enzyme that are 
involved in regulation of stress induced protein kinase (SAPK) cascades that respond to external 
stimuli (Meskiene, et al., 2003). Among all PP2C transcripts, PP2CA was differentially regulated 
in all three groups. However, the mode of regulation differed among wild Peromyscus (up, Table 
4-5) and laboratory rodents (down, Table 4-5).  
The third group was associated with lipid metabolism, such as various isoforms (short, 
medium, large and very-large) of acyl CoA dehydrogenases (Acads, m, l, vl). A combination of 
Acad transcripts was detected in all three groups of rodents. Unlike the Pb induced expression of 
cholesterol pathway genes reported in the male Wistar rats (Kojima, 2004), we detected none of 
the cholesterol pathway genes significantly regulated in the female Peromyscus and Rattus. 
However, our data on female Peromyscus and Rattus in conjunction with the results from male 
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Rattus (Kojima, et al., 2004) established that Pb (heavy metal) controls the transcription of 
multiple genes in the lipid metabolic pathways (Table 4-5).  
Regulation of metal ion homestasis related genes in liver: There was differential 
regulation of multiple metal binding genes, including Cox, Hsp, PP2C and Acyl CoA 
dehydrogenases (Table 4-5 and 4-6). Calmodulin 1 (calm) transcrips were differentially 
regulated in all three groups (Table 4-5). Lead is known to replace calcium in the Ca-binding 
cellular proteins, such as Calmodulin-1 (CaM1) (Wilson and Brunger, 2003; Kern et al, 2000), 
but this is first time, Pb has been shown to affect the expression of Calm genes. In mammals, 
three independent calmodulin genes (calm) produce an identical protein (CaM1), which 
underscores the importance of this protein in cellular function that required this level of genetic 
redundancy (Friedberg and Rhoads, 2001). The Ca-CaM-1 complex maintains Ca homeostasis in 
all cells as well as functions as a secondary activator for multiple signal transduction pathways 
(Friedberg and Rhoads, 2001). Calmodulin (calm1) genes were up regulated in both wild 
Peromyscus and lab Rattus but downregulated in the lab Peromyscus, while calm2 transcripts 
were up in wild Peromyscus, down in Lab Rattus and absent from lab Peromyscus (Table 4-5).  
Comparison of the differentially expressed genes in the spleen: Lower blood Pb 
concentration (< 0.22 µg/ml) appeared to differentially regulate fewer genes in the wild 
Peromyscus spleen (97 genes), signifying highly effective filtration of blood borne toxicants in 
the liver (851 genes). Only four out 97 genes (4.12%) were found either identical or similar 
between the differentially expressed genes in the spleen of wild Peromyscus and lab rodents. 
Heat shock protein 1 (Hsp90aa1) and a protein phosphatase 2C (Ppp3ca) transcripts were 
detected in both liver and spleen of wild Peromyscus (Table 4-4, 4-5, 4-7 and 4-8).  
A robust analytical model: I successfully detected the presence of the 27 identical or 
similar biomarkers in the liver of wild Peromyscus exposed to Pb and other heavy metal mixed 
with other toxicants and laboratory rodents exposed Pb. I was able to go beyond the detection of 
a bunch of genes and identify specific transcripts from three physiological groups and pathways 
that were common among these animals: 
1. Cytochrome oxidase and NADH dehydrogenase (Table 4-6) from mitochondrial 
electron transport system, 
2. Heat shock protein 1 and protein phosphatases (Table 4-6) from stress inducible 
pathway, 
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3. Calmodulin 1 and others from Ca homestasis pathway (Table 4-6). 
These five proteins are known to be affected by Pb and heavy metal exposure and/or as 
response to stress. Our data indicated that the exposure to Pb alone or in combination with other 
metals (in the field) specifically modulated the expression of these genes, in addition to the effect 
on their protein products.  
Analysis of our data from wild Peromyscus, and laboratory Peromyscus and Rattus, 
confirmed that transcription of the hallmark proteins of Pb intoxication, the enzymes of 
mitochondrial heme synthesis (δ-animolevulinic acid synthase, dehydratase or ferrochelatase) 
and/or degradation (heme oxygenase 1 and 2) pathways, were either not affected (in 
Peromyscus) or transiently affected (in Rattus), although all Pb intoxicated animals were anemic. 
Instead, I concluded that at the level of gene transcription  
1. Lead alone or in combination with other metals specifically affects two 
mitochondrial electron transport enzymes, cytochrome c oxidase and NADH 
dehydrogenase, by scrambling the expression of multiple nuclear subunits 
mentioned above, even at the lower blood Pb level detected in the wild 
Peromyscus. 
2. An inefficient and faltering mitochondrial electron transport system in the liver 
and in the blood cells may interfere with energy intensive metabolic pathways, 
such as heme synthesis. 
3. Lead induced differential regulation of the calmodulin gene adds a new dimension 
to its affect on calcium homeostasis.  
Considering the variability of blood Pb concentrations in the wild Peromyscus species 
collected from both contaminated (BLA2) and ‘uncontaminated control’ (KFG) areas, our 
approach reflected the value and robustness of combinatorial analysis in evaluating the biological 
toxicity of one or few similar environmental toxicants, such as heavy metals, mixed with 
multiple toxic materials. The metabolic profiling, although kept very simple and limited to the 
measurement of total blood Pb and heme concentrations combined with differential gene 
expression data yielded exceptionally clear and comparable ‘genetic signatures’ of Pb (heavy 
metal) exposure in both wild and laboratory Peromyscus. Combinatorial analysis of the two 
metabolic parameters, blood Pb and heme, made the cDNA microarray technique useful for 
identification of the genetic signatures of Pb toxicity in two widely available rodents, 
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Peromyscus maniculatus and Rattus norvegicus, without adding difficult to achieve complexity 
to the procedure. In future, the importance of each genetic pathway (signature) may be easily 
confirmed and/or refuted by additional metabolic analyses. Our approach also signified the 
necessity of an adequate sample size collected over an extended period of time for assessing the 
extent of biological toxicity of heavy metals at any location or environment.  
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Table 4-1: Effects of Pb on mitochondria, heme metabolism, metal ion homeostasis and 
associated biological processes. Lead exposure affects the functions of the following 
proteins/enzymes in Mus, Rattus and human. These proteins belong to mitochondrial and 
cytoplasmic biochemical pathways, such as heme synthesis and degradation, Fe binding, 
erythrocyte membrane binding, anemia and heat shock pathway. Exposure to Pb mostly inhibited 
the enzyme activities except for few cases, such as Calmodulin, Hsps, where it caused activation  
of the protein function. 
 
 
Cellular Process/Pathway Regulation by 
Pb (Heavy metal) 
Bibliography  
Subcellular organelle: 
Mitochondria 
 Wielgus-Serafinska, et al. (1980) 
Cytochrome c-oxidase Inhibition Verma, et al., (2005) 
NADH-dehydrogenase Inhibition Taketani, et al, (1985),  
Verma, et al., (2005) 
Succinic dehydrogenase Inhibition Verma, et al., (2005) 
Acyl-CoA pathway related Inhibition Smith, et al. (1998) 
Heme synthesis  Ajioka, et al. (2006) 
δ-animolevulinic acid synthetase Induction Chmielnicka, et al. (1994) 
δ-animolevulinic acid dehydratase Modulation 
Inhibition 
Trevisan, et al. (1983) 
Campagna, et al (1999),  
Sakai, T. (2000) 
Ferrochelatase Inhibition Posnett, et al. (1988) 
Heme degradation/Bilirubin 
synthesis 
  
Heme Oxygenase Induction Chmielnicka, et al. (1994) 
Bilirubin pathway Modulation Mateo, et al. (2006) 
Metal binding   
Ferritin  (Fe binding) Binding Joshi and Zimmerman (1988) 
Calmodulin (Ca binding) Binding/Activation Kern, et al. (2000) 
Transport   
DMT-1 and multiple proteins 
through molecular mimicry 
Binding/Transport Garrick, et al (2006) 
Ballatori, N. (2002) 
Heat-Shock Proteins (Hsps)   
Hsp 70 and related RNA/proteins Induction Wang and Fowler (2008);   
Nadeau, et al. (2001) 
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Table 4-2: A list of 17 different heavy metals and soil contaminants, such as polyaromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs), found in the Bag Loading Areas (BLAs) of the Radford Ammunition 
Plant (Courtesy of Biology division of RAP, VA). Lead was the fourth highest concentration of 
all of the 9 metals detected in the BLA soil samples (n = 23).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contaminants in Bag Loading Areas ((BLAs) Concentration per gram of soil 
Metals  
Barium (Ba) 10.2mg 
Copper (Cu) 13.6mg 
Iron (Fe) 51.5mg 
Lead (Pb) 1.7 – 8.79mg 
Manganese (Mn) 3.08mg 
Chromium (Cr) 0.074mg 
Cadmium (Cd) 0.012mg 
Mercury (Hg) 0.005mg 
Zinc (Zn) 0.25-0.59mg 
Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)  
Benzo(a)anthracene 39µg 
Benzo(a)pyrene 0.17-36µg 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 6.8-68µg 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 14µg 
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 0.53-5.9µg 
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene 23µg 
PCB and Others  
Aroclor-1254 3.23-5.69µg 
2-4 DNT 120µg 
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Table 4-3: Comparison between soil lead (source) and blood-Pb (sink) concentrations from the 
field and in the laboratory. Field data set is composed of the Pb levels in the soil samples 
collected from indicated area and blood-Pb from the Peromyscus collected from the same places. 
Lead concentrations in BLA soil samples were higher than that of the low intensity sustainable 
agriculture (LISA) of the Kentland Farms (control areas), and similarly, Peromyscus collected 
from Kentland Farms and laboratory control exhibited similar blood Pb concentrations. 
Laboratory Peromyscus fed with 0.5-1% Pb in the food exhibited highest blood Pb 
concentrations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Field Data: Soil Pb (mg/g) (STDEV)  
(Flame AAS) 
Blood Pb (µg/ml) (STDEV) 
from Wild Peromyscus 
(GFAAS) 
BLA 2, Radford Army  
Ammunition Plant (contaminated 
Field) 
0.425 (+ 0.0005)  
(n =3)  
Average 0.22 (+0.069) 
(n = 4) 
Kentland Farms, VA Tech. (KFG, 
Control Field) 
< 0 detection limit  
(n = 3) 
< 0 detection limit (n = 10) 
Agricultural Bldg. (KFG) Unknown 0.08–0.11 (n = 2) 
Historic Farm Bldg. (KFG) Unknown 0.24 (n = 1) 
Laboratory Data: Food  Pb (mg/g) 
conc. (Vendor 
supplied data) 
Blood Pb (µg/ml) from lab. 
Peromyscus following  
7 days of exposure 
Rodent Feed with 1% Pb-acetate 10 0.83 (+ 0.057) (n = 5) 
Rodent Feed with 0.5% Pb-acetate 5 0.72 (+ 0.035) (n = 6) 
Control Feed <0.01 < 0 detection limit (n = 6) 
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Table 4-4: Comparison of plausible cellular pathways identified from Pb induced genes (from volcano plots using DAVID/NIH) in 
liver of wild Peromyscus and Peromyscus and Rattus exposed to Pb in the laboratory. Annotation cluster numbers (ACN) are based on 
significance or relevancy of differentially expressed genes (identified and annotated from the volcano-plot) in the indicated pathway. 
Increasing ACN indicates less significance. 
 
Peromyscus maniculatus Peromyscus  maniculatus Rattus norvegicus 
0.5%-Pb 0.5%-Pb 1%-Pb Contaminated Field Specimen 0.5%-Pb 0.5%-Pb 1%-Pb 1%-Pb 
1 Day exposure 7 Day exposure 7 Day exposure Unknown period 1 Day exposure 7 Day exposure 1 Day exposure 7 Day exposure 
1. Cellular 
Metabolism & 
Organelle 
3. Cellular 
Metabolism 1. Organelle 1. Organelle 1. Organelle 1. Organelle 
1. Cellular 
Metabolism 1. Organelle 
18. Metal Ion 
Binding & 
Transport 
4. Organelle 3. Cellular Metabolism 2. Cellular Metabolism 
2. Cellular 
Metabolism 
2. Cellular 
Metabolism 2. Organelle 
2. Cellular 
Metabolism 
22. Apoptosis 
with Cell death 
12. Apoptosis 
with Cell Death 
10. Hexose & 
alcohol 
Metabolism 
7. Metal Ion Binding & 
Transport 
3. Metal Ion 
Binding & 
Transport 
7. Regulation of 
Apotosis 
45. Metal Ion 
Binding & 
Transport 
17. Ion Transport 
& ATPase 
activity 
36. Lipid  
15. Zn++ 
binding & 
Transport 
12. Lipid  21. Blood: Hemoglobin Complex 6. Mitochondria 
20. Apoptosis 
with Cell death 
54. Cation 
Transport & 
Oxidative 
Phsphorylation 
25. Apoptosis 
with Cell Death  
48. Ion Transport 20. Mitochondria 
33. Metal Ion 
Binding & 
Transport 
31. Di-, Tri-valent  
Cation Transporter 
15. Lipid 
Metabolism 
21.Carbohydrat
e, & alcohol 
metabolism 
56. Apoptosis 
with Cell Death  
30. Metal Ion 
Binding & 
Transport 
49.Reproduction 
& 
Gametogenesis 
22. Heat Shock 43. Apoptosis  with Cell Death 
34. Ion Transport &  
Oxidative Phophorylation 
21. Apoptosis 
with Cell death 24. Lipid  64. Lipid    
  
31. Di-, Tri-
valent Cation 
Transporter 
54. Mitochondria 35. Mitochondria 
39. Iron, Di-, 
Trivalent metal 
ion Tansport 
35. Metal Ion 
Binding & 
Transport 
67. Di-, Tri-
valent Cation 
Transporter 
  
  45. Lipid  59. Inorganic Ion Transport 42. Lipid  44. Lipid  
73. 
Hemopoiesis   
  64. Iron Transport 
63. Cation & ion 
Transport 
61. Metal Ion  
Homeostasis 
64. Calcium & 
other Metal ion 
Homeostasis  
    
  
79. Ion 
Transport & 
Oxidative 
Phophorylation 
66. Ion Transport 63. Hemopoiesis 70. Heme Metabolism     
  
81. 
Carbohydrate 
Metabolism 
  
84. Hexose & 
Carbohydrate,  
alcohol Metabolism 
109. Metal ion 
transport & 
Oxidative 
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Phosphorylation 
  
91. 
Hemopoiesis & 
Other Blood 
Cell 
Differentiation 
  90.Metal ion Transport 119. Caspase Activation     
     95. Sexual Reproduction  & Gametogenesis 
121. Heat shock 
response     
      98. Negative Regulation  of Apoptosis/Cell Death 
147. 
Carbohydrate, 
glucose & 
alcohol 
metabolism 
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Table 4-5:  The 99 names and Genebank accession numbers of 230 Pb induced wild Peromyscus 
liver genes from the metabolic/cellular categories described in Table 4-1 (clustered in DAVID 
with Bejamini option of ANOVA selected genes). Genes from interrelated functional categories, 
such as mitochondria, metal binding, cellular transport and heat shock, were selected from all 
851 genes expressed differentially in the liver of wild Peromyscus with undetectable and higher 
(>0.2µg/ml +0.069) blood Pb. All of the genes from these four categories and genes in an 
additional 414 metabolic categories identified in DAVID are included in Appendix 3A for liver 
(field). 
 Genebank 
Accession No. 
Category: Mitochondria with total of 28 Genes (5.03% of total genes) 
Enrichment Score = 3.19; p-value = 1.00E-05; Benjamini = 9.70E-04 
1 BG083405 ACETYL-COENZYME A ACETYLTRANSFERASE 1 
2 C79809 ACETYL-COENZYME A DEHYDROGENASE, LONG-CHAIN 
3 BG065314 ACETYL-COENZYME A DEHYDROGENASE, MEDIUM CHAIN 
4 BG084205 ACYL-COA SYNTHETASE LONG-CHAIN FAMILY MEMBER 5 
5 BG088378 AMINOLEVULINIC ACID SYNTHASE 2, ERYTHROID 
6 BG072870 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING, MITOCHONDRIAL F1 COMPLEX, γ- POLYPEPTIDE 1 
7 AI323521 BCL2-ASSOCIATED X PROTEIN 
8 AI851449 CARNITINE ACETYLTRANSFERASE 
9 BG067383 CATHEPSIN B 
10 BG065832 CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE SUBUNIT VIIA POLYPEPTIDE 2-LIKE 
11 NM_007748 CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE, SUBUNIT VI A, POLYPEPTIDE 1 
12 BG083466 ELECTRON TRANSFERRING FLAVOPROTEIN, DEHYDROGENASE 
13 BG088056 FERREDOXIN REDUCTASE 
14 BG064728 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 1 (CHAPERONIN) 
15 BG073420 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 9A 
16 AI839986 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) 1 α SUBCOMPLEX, 13 
17 BG078565 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) 1, SUBCOMPLEX UNKNOWN, 2 
18 BG082930 PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH 8 
19 BG075782 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 1, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT, GAMMA ISOFORM 
20 BG071511 SUCCINATE-COA LIGASE, GDP-FORMING, α-SUBUNIT 
21 AI835580, 
BG068897, 
BG069442 
SUCCINATE-COENZYME A LIGASE, ADP-FORMING, BETA SUBUNIT 
22 BG075001 UBIQUINOL CYTOCHROME C REDUCTASE CORE PROTEIN 2 
23 AI836440 UNCOUPLING PROTEIN 2 (MITOCHONDRIAL, PROTON CARRIER) 
Category: Metal Binding with total of 100 Genes (17.95% of total genes)               
Enrichment Score = 1.78; p-value = 5.90E-03; Benjamini = 5.50E-01 
24 BG069799 A DISINTEGRIN AND METALLOPEPTIDASE DOMAIN 8 
25 BG078006 A DISINTEGRIN-LIKE AND METALLOPEPTIDASE (REPROLYSIN TYPE) WITH THROMBOSPONDIN 
TYPE 1 MOTIF, 4 
26 AI528798 ACTIVIN A RECEPTOR, TYPE 1 
27 BG079480 ANNEXIN A7 
28 BG078457 ASH2 (ABSENT, SMALL, OR HOMEOTIC)-LIKE (DROSOPHILA) 
29 BG070767 ASPARTATE-BETA-HYDROXYLASE 
30 AI843158 BIFUNCTIONAL APOPTOSIS REGULATOR 
31 BG071796 CADHERIN 22 
32 BG072244, 
BG076848 
CALMODULIN 1 
33 BG077365 CALNEXIN 
34 BG070787 DEOXYRIBONUCLEASE I 
35 AI841354 PHOSPHOSERINE PHOSPHATASE 
36 BG074188 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 1 (FORMERLY 2C)-LIKE 
37 BG069953, 
BG086037 
PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 1, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT, β ISOFORM 
38 BG075782 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 1, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT, γ ISOFORM 
39 BG076862, 
BG082298 
PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2 (FORMERLY 2A), CATALYTIC SUBUNIT, α ISOFORM 
40 BG073000 PROTOCADHERIN 13 
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41 AA517111 SECRETED ACIDIC CYSTEINE RICH GLYCOPROTEIN (SPARC) 
42 BG071507 TRANSCRIPTION ELONGATION FACTOR A (SII), 3 
43 BG075311 TRANSKETOLASE 
44 BG085490 TUMOR PROTEIN, TRANSLATIONALLY-CONTROLLED 1 
45 BG067326 TYROSINE HYDROXYLASE 
46 BG069818, 
BG086935 
UBIQUITIN SPECIFIC PEPTIDASE 3 
47 AI415702 ZINC FINGER AND BTB DOMAIN CONTAINING 39 
48 BG067892 ZINC FINGER, CCHC DOMAIN CONTAINING 8 
Category: Transport with total of 92 Genes (16.52% of total genes)                              
Enrichment Score = 2.2; p-value = 1.10E-02; Benjamini = 4.60E-01 
49 BC010713 ADP-RIBOSYLATION FACTOR RELATED PROTEIN 1 
50 AI845892, 
BG076736 
ADP-RIBOSYLATION FACTOR-LIKE 5A 
51 AI843174 ADP-RIBOSYLATION FACTOR-LIKE 6 INTERACTING PROTEIN 1 
52 BG072870 ATP SYNTHASE, H+ TRANSPORTING, MITOCHONDRIAL F1 COMPLEX, γ- POLYPEPTIDE 1 
53 BG085195 ATPASE, CA++ TRANSPORTING, CARDIAC MUSCLE, SLOW TWITCH 2 
54 AI841308, 
AW544616 
ATPASE, NA+/K+ TRANSPORTING, β 1 POLYPEPTIDE 
55 BG073136 ATPASE, NA+/K+ TRANSPORTING, β 3 POLYPEPTIDE 
56 AI845514 ATP-BINDING CASSETTE, SUB-FAMILY A (ABC1), MEMBER 1 
57 BG066832 ATP-BINDING CASSETTE, SUB-FAMILY C (CFTR/MRP), MEMBER 1 
58 BG075454 CALCIUM/CALMODULIN-DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE II GAMMA 
59 BG068359 CERULOPLASMIN 
60 BG065288 DOUBLE C2, ALPHA 
61 AW539315 DYNAMIN 2 
62 AI843343 DYSTONIN 
63 BG088178 GOLGI ASSOCIATED, GAMMA ADAPTIN EAR CONTAINING, ARF BINDING PROTEIN 2 
64 BG077376 GOLGI TRANSPORT 1 HOMOLOG B (S. CEREVISIAE) 
65 BG073420 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 9A 
66 BG073043, 
BG073044 
HEMOGLOBIN Y, BETA-LIKE EMBRYONIC CHAIN 
67 BG063481, 
BG065043 
KARYOPHERIN (IMPORTIN) BETA 1 
68 AI840599 KINESIN FAMILY MEMBER 13A 
69 AI414925 LOW DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN RECEPTOR-RELATED PROTEIN 4 
70 BG086531 MITOCHONDRIAL RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN S17 
71 AI839986 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) 1 α SUBCOMPLEX, 13 
72 BG078565 NADH DEHYDROGENASE (UBIQUINONE) 1, SUBCOMPLEX UNKNOWN, 2 
73 BG070449 NUDIX (NUCLEOSIDE DIPHOSPHATE LINKED MOIETY X)-TYPE MOTIF 4 
74 BG083644 P450 (CYTOCHROME) OXIDOREDUCTASE 
75 BG072249 PARKIN 
76 BG075864 PROCOLLAGEN, TYPE VI, α 2 
77 BG067015 PROCOLLAGEN, TYPE XXIII, α 1 
78 BG082930 PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH 8 
79 BG071194 RAB27A, MEMBER RAS ONCOGENE FAMILY 
80 AI413505 RAB6, MEMBER RAS ONCOGENE FAMILY 
81 AI414281 RABPHILIN 3A 
82 AI837726 RAP2B, MEMBER OF RAS ONCOGENE FAMILY 
83 AI843251 RAS-LIKE WITHOUT CAAX 2 
84 BG079545 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 15 (H+/PEPTIDE TRANSPORTER), MEMBER 2 
85 BG081040 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 28 (SODIUM-COUPLED NUCLEOSIDE TRANSPORTER), MEMBER 1 
86 AU015666 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 39 (ZINC TRANSPORTER), MEMBER 9 
87 BG067524 SOLUTE CARRIER FAMILY 7 (CATIONIC AMINO ACID TRANSPORTER, Y+ SYSTEM), MEMBER 8 
88 BG086500 SPECTRIN β 2 
90 AI845861 SYNTAXIN 6 
91 BG075001 UBIQUINOL CYTOCHROME C REDUCTASE CORE PROTEIN 2 
92 BG070254 UBIQUITIN-LIKE 1 (SENTRIN) ACTIVATING ENZYME E1B 
93 BG067043 WNK LYSINE DEFICIENT PROTEIN KINASE 1 
Transcripts related to Heat Shock categories:  with total of 10 Genes (0.18% of total genes)                              
p-values = 0.014 (Heat-shock) and 0.034 (Heat-shock protein binding) 
94 BG064728 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 1 (CHAPERONIN) 
95 BG069463 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 8 
96 BG064772 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 90KDA α (CYTOSOLIC), CLASS A MEMBER 1 
97 BG078337 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 90KDA β (GRP94), MEMBER 1 
98 BG073420 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 9A 
99 AI893634 HEAT-RESPONSIVE PROTEIN 12 
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Table 4-6: Analysis of the comparative expression of genes belonging to three metabolic groups identified in the liver of wild 
Peromyscus sp. and laboratory Peromyscus maniculatus and Rattus norvegicus exposed lead (Pb). Expression of three genes Acyl 
CoA dehydrogenase, Protein Phosphatases and Hsps signifies induction of common or similar stress pathways in these animals. The 
comparison was made with the genes selected through ANOVA and DAVID/NIH with Benjamini option to reduce false discovery.   
 
Gene Group Wild Peromyscus P. maniculatus R. norvegicus 
Subcellular organelle/Mitochondria 
Cytochrome oxidase  Cox6a1_NM_007748_Down 
Cox7a2l_BG065832_Down 
Cox7a2l_BG063843_Down Cox6a1_NM_007748_Down 
Cox7a2_BG072912_Down 
NADH dehydrogenase Ndufa13_AI839986_Down 
Ndufc2_BG078565_Up 
Ndufa9_AI894290_Up 
Ndufc1_AI840263_Down 
Ndufc1_BG075903_Down 
Ndufa7_AW555047_Up 
Ndufb7_BG076562_Down 
Ndufb9_BG087636_Down & Up 
Acyl CoA dehydrogenase 
(Stress induced) 
Acadm_BG065314_Up 
Acadl_C79809_Up 
Acads_BG065033_Up 0.5%, Down 1% 
Acadvl_AI839605_Up 1% 
Acad8_BG087678_Up 
Acadl_BG066557_Up  
Acadl_BG071911_Up 
Acadl_BG071911_Up 0.5%, Down 1% 
Metal/ Ca Binding 
Calmodulin Calm1_BG072244_Up 
Calm1_BG076848_Up 
Calm1_AI836609_Down 
Calm1_BG072244_Down 
Calm1_BG076617_Down 
Calm1_BG076172_Up 1% 
Calm2_BG076848_Down 1% 
 
Protein Phosphatases 
(Stress induced) 
Ppp1cc_BG075782_Up 
Ppp2ca_BG076862_Up 
Ppp2ca_BG082298_Up 
Ppp1cc_BG071790_Down 
Ppp2cb_BG087694_Down 
Ppp3ca_AW556297_Down 
Ppp2ca_BG066099_Down 
Ppp5c_BG076363_Down 
 
SPARC_Matrix protein Sparc_AA517111_Down Sparc_AI840025_Down 
Sparc_AI845741_Down 
None detected 
Heat Shock Category 
(Stress induced) Hsp90aa1_BG064772_Up 
 
Hsp90aa1_AI841344_Down 
 
Hsp90aa1_BG063605_Up 1d, Down 7d 
Hsp90aa1_BG064772_Up 1d, Down 7d 
Hsp90aa1_BG064775_Up 1d, Down 7d 
At all lead conc. 
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Table 4-7: Comparison of the plausible cellular pathways identified from the Pb induced genes (from volcano plots using 
DAVID/NIH) in the spleen of the wild Peromyscus collected from the field and Peromyscus and Rattus exposed to Pb in the 
laboratory. The annotation cluster numbers (ACN) are based on the significance or relevancy of the differentially expressed genes 
(identified and annotated from the volcano-plot) in the indicated pathway. Increasing ACN indicates lesser significance. 
Peromyscus maniculatus Peromyscus maniculatus Rattus norvegicus 
0.5%-Pb 0.5%-Pb 1%-Pb Contaminated Field Specimen 0.5%-Pb 0.5%-Pb 1%-Pb 1%-Pb 
1 day exposure 7 day exposure 1 day exposure Unknown period 1 day exposure 7 day exposure 1 day exposure 7day exposure 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
1. Intracellular organelle & 
metabolism 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
1. Metabolism 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
1. Intracellular 
organelle & 
metabolism 
2. Metal ion 
Binding 2. Metabolism 2. Metabolism 2. Metabolism 4. Metabolism 
2. Intracellular 
Organelle 27. Hemopiesis 2. Metabolism 
23. Apoptosis 
with Cell Death 
12. Carbohydrate 
& Alcohol 
Metabolism 
5. Metal ion 
Binding & 
Transport 
3. Metal ion Binding & 
Transport 
13. 
Acyltransferase 
activity 
11. Metal 
Binding 
35. Apoptosis 
with Cell Death 
23. Metal 
Binding 
 25. Metal ion Binding 
15. Apoptosis 
with cell death  10. Apoptosis with cell death  
14. Lipid 
Metabolism 
15. Apoptosis 
with cell death  
52. Metal 
Binding  
  48. Apoptosis with Cell Death 
30. Hemopoiesis 
& Hemoglobin 
synthesis 
30. Heat Shock 22. Apoptosis 35. Immunoglobulin 
55. 
Acyltransferase 
activity 
  
  
54. Di-, Trivalent 
Metal ion 
Transport 
35. 
Acyltransferase 
activity 
45. Carbohydrate & Alcohol 
Metabolism 
25. Metal 
Binding  
58. Lipid 
Metabolism   
  57. Lipid metabolism 
36. Apoptosis 
with cell death  65. Acyltransferase activity   
60. Di-, 
Trivalent Metal 
ion transport 
  
  66. Immunoglobulin 
67. Di-, Trivalent 
Metal ion 
homeostasis 
81. Di-, Trivalent Metal ion 
homeostsis       
   100. Mg++ 113. Lymphocyte differentiation       
   102. Lipid Metabolism 118. Fatty acid metabolism       
   122. Metal ion Transport 
138. Heme binding & 
synthesis       
   130. Immunoglobulin 141. immunoglobulin       
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Table 4-8: The following 15 genes belong to three related functional categories, such as 
mitochondria, metal binding, cellular transport and heat shock, were selected from all 97 genes 
differentially expressed (clustered in DAVID with Bejamini option of ANOVA selected genes) 
in the spleen of wild Peromyscus with higher blood Pb >0.2µg/ml +0.009.  
 
 Genebank Accession No. 
Category: Metal binding               Enrichment Score = 1.18 
13 Genes % of total genes = 21.67   ; p-value = 8.20 E-02; Benjamini = 1.00E+00 
1 AI323918 BRANCHED CHAIN KETOACID DEHYDROGENASE E1, ALPHA POLYPEPTIDE 
2 BG073333 ENOYL COENZYME A HYDRATASE DOMAIN CONTAINING 1 
3 AW548342 HEMOGLOBIN BETA CHAIN COMPLEX 
4 BC058261 INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR BINDING PROTEIN 3 
5 BG075951 MYOTUBULARIN RELATED PROTEIN 3 
6 AI837697 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 1A, MAGNESIUM DEPENDENT, ALPHA ISOFORM 
7 AW556297 PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 3, CATALYTIC SUBUNIT, ALPHA ISOFORM 
8 AI840566 RING FINGER AND FYVE LIKE DOMAIN CONTAINING PROTEIN 
9 BG070795 RING FINGER PROTEIN 14 
10 AI608484 SYNOVIAL APOPTOSIS INHIBITOR 1, SYNOVIOLIN 
Category: Apoptosis               Enrichment Score = 0.67 
4 Genes % of total genes =    ; p-value = 1.80 E-01; Benjamini = 1.00E+00 
11 AI608484 SYNOVIAL APOPTOSIS INHIBITOR 1, SYNOVIOLIN 
12 AW554527 PRESENILIN 2 
13 BC058261 INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR BINDING PROTEIN 3 
14 AI840566 RING FINGER AND FYVE LIKE DOMAIN CONTAINING PROTEIN 
Transcripts related to Heat Shock protein category:   
15 AI841344 HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 1, ALPHA (90KDa) 
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Figure 4-1: Relation between increase in blood Pb and decrease in hemoglobin (Hb) 
concentrations.  Decrease in Hb concentration with increase in blood Pb was evident in both wild 
(A) and laboratory (B) Peromyscus. In Rattus, hemoglobin concentration was reduced along with 
the increase in blood Pb, but the decrease was not significant (Basu, et al., 2007). 
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A. Relationship between Blood Pb and hemoglobin concentration in the wild Peromyscus 
species. 
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B. Relationship between Blood Pb and hemoglobin concentration in laboratory Peromyscus 
species. 
p = 0.02 
r = - 0.98 
p = 0.01 
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Figure 4-2: Wild Peromyscus Liver GeneTree showing modulation of expression of all 851 
ANOVA selected genes. Up or downregulation of each gene (horizontal line) at 0.22 (+0.069) 
µg/ml (exposed) (n = 4) and 0µg/ml (control) (n = 4) blood Pb is color-coded. 
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Figure 4-3: Wild Peromyscus Spleen GeneTree showing modulation of expression of all 97 
ANOVA selected genes. Up or downregulation of each gene (horizontal line) at 0.2 to 
0.43mg/gm (exposed) and 0mg/gm (control) soil Pb is color-coded.    
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gene2697 9794812 7802491 1 1883011 0 13408278 67987275 99 78 129 0 74129283 218608 09094949 20336924 68638605
ANOVA_CUT_Raw Data between 50 and 80,025_446genes
Per_MA07 Not enough 1%Pb D1 Peromyscus survived
A ()* C 0.5%PbD1
Systematic Normalized
Min 
Normalized
Max 
Normalized StdErr Norm
St
No
dDev 
rm t-test P-value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Mi
No
n 
rmalized
Max 
Normalized StdErr Norm
StdDev 
Norm t-test P-value
gene4118 1.1327531 0.78713083 1.354121 0.07628479 0.21576597 0.10405014 114.54684 68.3822 136.38719 0.7705211 0.62749505 1.0758373 0.07566136 0.16918395 0.05486497
gene9358 5.647095 3.3137991 11.26055 1.0233347 2.8944278 1.95E-05 510.66132 163.7336 1032.706 2.624911 1.8762197 5.059761 0.39298776 0.96261954 0.00115595
gene0790 0.93566495 0.60171664 1.3624676 0.09376547 0.26520878 0.5203857 76.825516 35.578903 108.7551 0.82387656 0.74446875 1.0348043 0.04263449 0.10443275 0.01317473
gene1138 0.9581616 0.49274588 1.8067006 0.12506899 0.35374853 0.74515206 410.7233 167.5477 890.32605 1.1590352 0.78933984 2.2177022 0.21797383 0.48740432 0.4593715
gene5091 1.2163434 0.8232291 2.1414988 0.13835903 0.3913384 0.1209107 92.72453 50.331696 189.7519 0.74600154 0.5450916 0.91059256 0.0670273 0.14987761 0.03010585
gene3266 2.811445 1.6685914 4.40692 0.40499863 1.1455091 1.42E-04 277.22372 78.243195 502.14227 2.6490347 1.5350387 4.959399 0.49498922 1.212471 0.0027774
gene6831 1.0765179 0.5999296 1.7200232 0.1381248 0.3906759 0.5719025 62.08792 34.5205 102.44199 0.8865962 0.6179632 1.1084409 0.10683799 0.23889701 0.36682618
gene7346 1.3178637 0.7913504 2.8458657 0.23676534 0.6696735 0.14735611 56.87551 23.9957 114.2533 0.9802311 0.79047436 1.216207 0.07558405 0.16901107 0.8070841
gene5495 0.701823 0.4203844 0.9086168 0.08437251 0.2386415 0.01917761 57.69819 39.2332 110.72289 1.1383984 0.7683985 1.9937918 0.22756426 0.5574163 0.5238638
gene7682 9.322408 4.097053 15.805118 1.7752452 5.0211515 4.80E-06 944.4997 202.48251 2026.107 4.188975 1.5616721 11.9782505 1.677223 4.1083407 0.00790672
gene2745 1.2226907 0.9534384 1.6673173 0.09092002 0.25716063 0.02919947 453.80063 316.15088 584.83527 0.8716249 0.7235476 1.0126629 0.06286652 0.14057383 0.12767525
gene3274 0.6538573 0.3287002 1.0228924 0.09291543 0.2628045 0.01719307 52.736427 36.5035 89.854996 0.8721047 0.32887673 1.3869882 0.2262455 0.55418605 0.5898481
gene7146 1.0066613 0.6765387 1.2073783 0.06915529 0.1956007 0.9250273 101.675224 71.2242 150.297 0.74123085 0.44096026 1.0756472 0.1353212 0.30258742 0.16329919
gene6826 0.9808811 0.29685938 2.4729314 0.2597561 0.73470116 0.9370826 77.47647 21.282099 145.8609 0.9302503 0.47924104 1.4043934 0.1720551 0.38472688 0.70493805
gene3682 1.1595712 0.5038606 1.7291368 0.21533056 0.60904676 0.4242851 72513.875 24590.604 100834.99 0.8596202 0.59892267 1.5204866 0.1430628 0.31989816 0.40081
gene1532 7.0702176 2.5127807 11.517364 1.2857844 3.6367474 8.87E-06 653.28064 168.9536 1130.0067 3.7866178 3.4819977 4.0395627 0.08711307 0.21338257 2.90E-08
0. 0. . 0.04740542 . 0. .14726 .096 .2232 1.0384113 . 1. 0. 0. 0.
gene4624 0.72163594 0.45480236 1.2026308 0.09256996 0.26182738 0.03421572 33.819366 15.423901 61.0575 1.3299407 0.950893 1.68111 0.12577964 0.28125185 0.03809642
gene0868 0.6824103 0.38406512 0.88175505 0.06937734 0.19622874 0.00641971 56.64527 23.908 86.5119 0.93832093 0.80904716 1.1956171 0.06755079 0.16546497 0.41367903
gene5874 0.8972401 0.42837667 1.3285952 0.11587855 0.32775402 0.41489092 75.98541 35.0235 121.96461 1.0326917 0.6341128 1.3162042 0.11170885 0.2736297 0.7744503
gene3391 2.448864 1.0392729 6.223356 0.64759815 1.8316841 0.00671259 291.33118 45.6087 647.7551 1.1942719 0.47783312 4.432787 0.50787365 1.2440313 0.63351035
gene8887 1.0780212 0.8910709 1.4084903 0.06984494 0.19755131 0.2805952 174.63957 118.55039 223.227 0.8959651 0.72058344 1.3840142 0.1069058 0.23904863 0.40193087
gene9121 1.0382763 0.78208137 1.4011395 0.07600503 0.2149747 0.6200569 85.707634 49.685295 156.0803 1.1307801 0.89001566 1.4634386 0.07504026 0.18381035 0.1213087
gene7039 1.0757375 0.5619612 2.0282266 0.17306763 0.48950917 0.64857346 101.76166 33.228203 210.076 0.50503844 0.35078856 1.2820263 0.10818257 0.26499212 0.01939478
gene8622 0.5335532 0.18525736 1.0918432 0.12214631 0.34548193 0.01986505 53.364086 9.155697 112.203705 0.9988009 0.918443 1.1013474 0.02672684 0.06546712 0.96593475
gene1081 1.0695894 0.38133204 2.470666 0.22088684 0.6247623 0.73577297 113.286194 18.846003 316.72232 1.0566764 0.85599035 1.7842858 0.12988368 0.31814873 0.66589415
gene3139 0.9018239 0.6660686 1.1741672 0.07103036 0.2009042 0.22583051 73.29828 40.195 125.82561 0.9809772 0.91304183 1.1268911 0.03563125 0.0872784 0.6189146
gene9491 0.31360087 0.11986671 1.1267846 0.08450753 0.23902339 0.00186385 37.684013 7.087599 130.66121 0.17288682 0.07601916 0.5113599 0.04985599 0.12212174 0.00107783
gene3430 1.8882676 1.5205264 3.4604146 0.18961184 0.5363033 3.49E-04 169.61668 75.1467 355.6109 3.1382406 2.5270483 3.5300877 0.15547301 0.38082954 2.79E-06
gene4081 2.0860078 1.0821288 3.3859384 0.3165945 0.8954645 0.0014687 178.66258 103.1216 392.6312 1.6172705 0.97115326 2.327819 0.21544442 0.5277289 0.01397045
gene2700 0.7219517 0.40069002 1.2341527 0.09948377 0.2813826 0.04408094 67.53701 23.6924 126.82819 0.5476113 0.441788 0.6586 0.03498999 0.08570763 2.21E-04
gene6964 17.355934 8.522179 36.242004 2.8440216 8.044107 3.60E-07 1468.1625 710.5178 2176.9924 7.8443947 4.691887 17.349874 1.5990906 3.9169562 1.24E-04
gene2272 1.0187914 0.6396793 1.7314272 0.13491945 0.38160983 0.88855237 1969.0485 992.75574 3254.577 1.093424 0.73842716 2.1391113 0.21263996 0.4754774 0.6563695
gene0846 20.608402 11.367815 40.362995 2.9484835 8.33957 1.02E-07 1849.5521 498.8788 3530.332 18.95225 12.190045 32.231953 3.8606515 9.456627 2.18E-05
gene2267 0.98075867 0.5368206 2.2050285 0.1925479 0.5446077 0.9185563 459.04712 194.4654 970.877 1.1241819 0.71837306 2.330517 0.26515037 0.59289426 0.6252079
gene4888 0.9302752 0.5040595 1.5075377 0.14484309 0.4096781 0.64211726 92.50242 33.8918 174.8131 0.3843386 0.2526295 1.257308 0.11077918 0.27135247 0.01424813
gene7519 0.45154914 0.30408978 0.71349335 0.03933169 0.1112468 3.53E-05 37.54474 20.362202 60.551903 0.5975317 0.42485395 0.78784394 0.05518292 0.13517 0.0024188
gene1171 1.5057997 0.7741558 3.1938167 0.26606473 0.7525447 0.04398419 2828.4531 1409.7885 6700.068 0.96800256 0.6152249 1.3806401 0.13813266 0.308874 0.8268115
gene3604 0.8737965 0.5494123 1.5005213 0.12450305 0.35214782 0.3580858 95.04759 46.742104 158.5538 1.4240869 1.238458 1.6413792 0.07011581 0.15678373 0.00197001
gene8643 1.0051526 0.6111468 1.5242454 0.13061033 0.3694218 0.96856505 91.4935 36.136497 182.5446 0.62881815 0.30903998 1.3496798 0.15621963 0.3826584 0.09879529
gene0366 0.55953026 0.4416079 0.7079265 0.03374328 0.0954404 2.62E-05 47.25351 22.236 72.323395 0.6220738 0.3445413 0.9844872 0.10704262 0.26219982 0.03477458
gene1814 0.58383155 0.19602849 1.4807289 0.14251338 0.4030887 0.04489408 54.631104 17.9463 99.56081 0.4883269 0.3364882 0.7930604 0.0757002 0.18542688 0.00495355
gene4277 0 88162297 0 6998537 1 1814343 0 05829774 0 16489089 0 09607145 37 640427 23 3764 52 248 1 0282661 0 82532716 1 2012978 0 07138495 0 15962161 0 706939
gene0290 0.9627712 0.4637387 1.4838318 0.14745963 0.4170788 0.80327046 358.35864 138.7827 639.9467 0.8030889 0.47920328 1.1215522 0.12118647 0.2709812 0.20965892
gene2868 1.1526946 0.4799227 2.2313411 0.19287144 0.5455228 0.4009902 3094.5437 1025.7776 4590.293 0.60899055 0.39133483 0.9721403 0.10612398 0.23730044 0.04198537
gene8479 1.3000971 0.8685078 1.9489338 0.13120541 0.37110493 0.0328349 382.98093 195.4857 561.8165 0.83737063 0.67388076 1.0165801 0.05819733 0.1301332 0.06203776
gene4358 0.5100797 0.3090307 0.6977811 0.04738916 0.13403678 1.53E-04 40.962727 23.2954 55.454704 0.71418816 0.48315653 1.0692809 0.07640684 0.18715777 0.02401353
gene2821 2.064657 0.36843562 6.454546 0.88471717 2.502358 0.06791895 662.76416 74.7912 1648.384 0.81441665 0.53047776 1.2364781 0.14775911 0.33039942 0.304816
gene4394 7.993415 1.7312461 22.46223 2.7829204 7.8712873 1.87E-04 727.9411 177.9122 1251.3835 3.0869412 1.4131042 5.334041 0.6727598 1.6479182 0.00268528
gene6326 2.5692918 1.1558025 5.303512 0.48708975 1.3776978 0.0011123 220.88795 113.892105 414.72388 1.2490342 0.778643 2.0712135 0.22534105 0.5519706 0.2536049
gene1939 0.86646813 0.6514712 1.0277895 0.05766405 0.16309856 0.06636372 70.1542 42.9611 116.1747 0.8306303 0.63961136 1.2685611 0.114729 0.2810275 0.22588427
gene4455 1.375856 0.7332946 1.9508306 0.16263612 0.4600044 0.02759828 82.31001 36.1754 116.9745 0.8520081 0.696251 1.0042789 0.06005432 0.13428554 0.08420561
gene0427 2.113701 0.44120938 5.7726398 0.8080323 2.2854605 0.04707045 999.6461 133.5118 2197.6228 0.68996555 0.3890177 2.0732179 0.23001014 0.5143183 0.27998886
gene0831 0.8628321 0.45041147 1.4435128 0.10986395 0.31074217 0.27102482 40.49099 25.527498 70.022705 1.2973717 1.0414584 1.7747871 0.16762832 0.3748283 0.10894693
gene4477 1.6709388 1.1394686 2.2714324 0.13681254 0.3869643 3.84E-04 136.31583 81.0834 196.5782 2.6794977 1.2362946 3.868972 0.46871006 1.1481005 0.00201955
gene1786 0.6625767 0.4668998 0.9764599 0.06024611 0.17040172 0.00248307 54.624073 21.474499 76.138 0.64629614 0.48992193 0.8072196 0.05095824 0.12482169 0.00253381
gene2962 1.387497 0.7933348 2.2569969 0.17030787 0.4817034 0.02867336 95.56636 41.664604 124.27599 0.7763182 0.6485249 0.9847341 0.05583625 0.12485366 0.02395186
gene9419 1.1661792 0.77584606 1.8736632 0.104326 0.2950785 0.12441281 105.57426 45.3423 240.19069 0.8830498 0.61071205 1.306474 0.1250831 0.30638978 0.4076343
gene5317 1.2290028 0.9750809 2.1223602 0.10748436 0.30401167 0.04794125 106.44084 73.1415 144.4601 0.92916137 0.63630086 1.6331524 0.16063784 0.35919714 0.6825216
gene5102 0.96160734 0.17628193 11.409168 0.7667792 2.168779 0.93663996 21.70715 1.3972015 112.211395 0.07013699 0.01 0.69232047 0.26404223 0.5904164 0.04529079
gene1482 14.961006 10.270185 25.72184 1.6380033 4.632973 3.86E-08 1221.9347 677.5932 1964.4543 10.730598 5.6158066 17.673668 1.8042719 4.4195457 2.65E-05
gene1191 0.35817358 0.15541132 0.8253478 0.07421969 0.20992498 0.00107089 38.396523 10.449499 105.803894 0.41052002 0.29633388 0.95982975 0.0783498 0.19191703 0.00445406
gene7814 39.496716 22.71099 66.06011 5.441405 15.390616 2.07E-08 3344.0786 1577.0074 6359.129 24.80643 14.164076 33.389122 3.3099785 8.1077585 2.03E-06
gene1140 54.978844 31.49633 99.404076 7.0358205 19.900305 7.05E-09 4797.4014 1862.3464 9752.863 28.00312 19.01416 37.379276 2.90669 7.1199074 5.09E-07
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene2543 0.98865443 0.6887797 1.2596422 0.07735597 0.21879573 0.88682556 79.406395 56.6967 107.1523 0.93848336 0.7341929 1.1086898 0.07823397 0.17493646 0.48522586
gene1642 0.5655768 0.3740035 1.3477371 0.08678208 0.2454568 0.00605013 56.34139 23.5752 172.7706 0.5681111 0.4006126 1.0021155 0.07721523 0.1891379 0.00792388
gene0865 109.61929 68.550064 190.34686 15.112539 42.744717 3.79E-09 10138.347 3008.3335 22072.492 101.08715 75.45424 137.91666 10.571894 25.895746 1.04E-07
gene9238 0.9066301 0.63210696 1.5227563 0.10503382 0.2970805 0.41409075 347.16794 180.5764 686.7541 0.9137207 0.56186855 1.399244 0.15451126 0.34549767 0.6103869
gene1330 0.9848233 0.65019554 1.2510276 0.0810346 0.22920045 0.85595644 113.29471 74.77409 154.20581 0.9271745 0.64111024 1.0816859 0.08917674 0.19940527 0.4710539
gene8209 1.1605939 0.7775651 1.7845961 0.11545666 0.32656074 0.17082587 107.97811 34.1236 206.9406 0.78760386 0.5810104 0.9769861 0.07879922 0.19301789 0.0599954
gene6271 0.9771127 0.87721014 1.1242406 0.032315 0.09140062 0.5055684 35.083202 31.3677 41.3108 1.0326433 0.88307977 1.2547892 0.07691306 0.17198282 0.68651295
gene2908 0.9094827 0.6940518 1.2202892 0.06568354 0.18578109 0.2260672 139.8309 90.742905 197.9021 1.4454483 0.7434268 2.2756376 0.30394903 0.6796507 0.13906802
gene5288 0.8463812 0.65578336 1.0472859 0.05212562 0.1474335 0.02940161 63.26728 41.488503 84.0975 1.1325203 0.91109747 1.3496053 0.08499476 0.19005406 0.17028807
gene3125 5.4882455 1.4119004 13.30811 1.4900678 4.214548 1.98E-04 492.748 145.09451 942.5045 5.0197067 3.2658734 7.4797072 0.5681075 1.3915735 2.79E-05
gene4646 0.61287796 0.48130986 0.87582195 0.04099257 0.11594448 1.51E-04 51.842625 27.4986 90.004196 0.79247 0.62451947 0.911514 0.05115148 0.12529503 0.01512472
gene1625 1.2038076 0.6125821 1.8284291 0.14963973 0.42324504 0.16823371 143.42741 73.6086 208.571 0.84861463 0.6704726 1.0337244 0.07918507 0.1770632 0.15001936
gene3921 1.2506164 0.73139876 1.7928184 0.1300081 0.36771843 0.0640466 50.23825 29.8633 72.39 1.001036 0.8705355 1.2895911 0.07009182 0.15673009 0.98884064
gene0156 0.77889717 0.27317187 1.3330289 0.168947 0.47785425 0.25131735 21.76115 8.749899 33.7707 1.0858245 0.7813107 1.5065051 0.12653764 0.28294677 0.5122786
gene0874 1.6800772 0.65680534 4.3955145 0.4681368 1.3240907 0.07264811 91.87925 24.9754 203.15259 0.8558111 0.53773344 2.1175 0.22644864 0.5063546 0.5596405
gene9234 0.9830052 0.55528283 1.9842992 0.16079783 0.45480496 0.91543543 243.92738 99.1119 432.9338 0.59188485 0.2727864 0.86684495 0.12991223 0.29049256 0.06505889
gene3193 1.1256309 0.9105131 1.4806424 0.06608132 0.1869062 0.08195476 92.19567 50.972603 129.4745 1.4092675 0.77294254 1.8512543 0.179714 0.4402076 0.04011405
gene7864 0.41326892 0.14753704 0.8796454 0.08025265 0.22698876 0.00181933 33.728752 17.1083 45.871597 0.8080407 0.6381159 1.0347892 0.06554322 0.16054745 0.04524422
gene3725 1.6932577 0.95865357 2.9907982 0.19065127 0.5392432 0.0019829 152.05684 47.378098 293.4371 0.94123864 0.7886994 1.2852213 0.06938274 0.16995232 0.4452946
gene3048 0.7910623 0.527283 1.4390676 0.08695892 0.24595697 0.06542011 108.799965 58.873802 166.9425 2.0525799 1.3252972 8.13783 0.8333501 1.8634275 0.10675785
gene7918 1.0606431 0.75785834 1.3952081 0.08884844 0.25130135 0.49918452 141.95927 81.3188 216.1503 0.99195904 0.6734247 1.2682493 0.10984615 0.24562345 0.94455945
gene0408 0.9657347 0.8015539 1.1899275 0.04312396 0.12197298 0.45879546 79.68858 39.614 121.15749 1.2448591 0.882133 1.4802427 0.10148025 0.24857482 0.04211376
gene8774 0.8015425 0.38303265 1.7052768 0.14258237 0.40328383 0.2292597 71.835365 30.9595 134.87451 0.67067486 0.5094101 0.8899746 0.04984137 0.12208593 0.00289636
gene6920 1.175339 0.87902856 1.6432272 0.08892433 0.25151598 0.06766099 101.72367 53.6858 210.65039 1.0962915 0.98424125 1.2195268 0.0421437 0.10323056 0.06186816
gene9399 1 2082012 0 78804 1 630684 0 10728154 0 303438 0 06730964 215 93748 107 770096 334 9829 0 89881575 0 58376306 1 2395365 0 13058333 0 2919932 0 49330112
gene0357 49.285492 22.43056 77.03319 8.483263 23.994291 5.70E-08 4387.8228 1366.9535 7956.79 34.74002 24.569672 43.593075 3.576966 8.761742 3.58E-07
gene5757 0.9032694 0.4987748 1.5644671 0.12668216 0.35831127 0.47616774 37.513474 14.9786 74.1709 0.6046192 0.39952865 1.2748907 0.12953545 0.28965008 0.06856132
gene4003 1.0435302 0.65911514 1.3936557 0.08768723 0.24801694 0.6229937 90.30051 28.9254 142.0558 1.2617803 1.0302233 1.4616182 0.06837869 0.16749291 0.00764608
gene1736 49.64835 28.751118 83.41703 7.1589036 20.248436 1.83E-08 4553.9033 1445.3365 8742.708 24.551449 9.943877 35.308792 5.1321096 12.571051 1.61E-05
gene7228 0.8800576 0.43471265 3.4470916 0.22187057 0.62754476 0.59059626 10.666551 4.2458 35.211 0.6856108 0.28495163 1.5279288 0.27619776 0.617597 0.33503786
gene8495 0.4786402 0.32269755 0.66390944 0.04640966 0.13126634 1.13E-04 37.680874 28.7789 46.774704 0.75630504 0.54486406 1.1049201 0.09854224 0.2413782 0.07941942
gene1715 0.9635405 0.67007226 1.3803403 0.08651602 0.24470425 0.68694425 87.95956 34.757004 176.9501 1.0044558 0.81203234 1.3329391 0.07171612 0.17566791 0.9524032
gene7397 1.9117296 1.3042754 3.0920086 0.17919466 0.50683904 2.06E-04 163.65988 89.5807 358.5473 1.2080595 0.8481481 1.3824091 0.08895972 0.21790592 0.0489859
gene7996 7.7292533 4.097308 17.707743 1.6852432 4.7665877 1.89E-05 746.12054 179.81119 1748.0098 8.936304 4.4132605 17.118042 2.3107579 5.6601777 2.50E-04
gene8142 0.94066703 0.6783912 1.2418926 0.07836556 0.22165129 0.4809615 76.15926 43.2782 120.313896 1.2450881 1.0657525 1.4761667 0.08216644 0.20126586 0.02048012
gene5632 1.6751672 0.96424675 2.0466576 0.15691382 0.44381928 8.14E-04 135.75655 87.7896 204.5522 1.0151533 0.860003 1.196733 0.06181083 0.151405 0.8137282
gene9405 0.2967842 0.15425767 0.6298923 0.05534626 0.15654285 2.24E-04 29.296326 9.121101 73.0419 0.07297227 0.01 0.33976007 0.05237584 0.1282941 0.00293709
gene8934 1.2667797 0.8320841 2.417078 0.20243867 0.572583 0.16476867 130.03564 42.9163 308.6991 0.75406826 0.4632191 1.4609113 0.14290158 0.35003597 0.17830682
gene8018 1.2604125 0.95185995 2.0939791 0.12934496 0.36584276 0.05485677 1246.1156 811.221 2166.4597 0.80709636 0.57807404 1.2001638 0.11697846 0.2615718 0.20402004
gene9422 0.87952185 0.55576617 1.5843037 0.13478006 0.38121557 0.4105281 89.59634 25.934198 203.0968 0.70126206 0.52131337 1.0306898 0.08604242 0.21076003 0.03166647
gene6673 1.1637452 0.65781444 1.8690171 0.14365628 0.40632132 0.2464769 844.54944 352.47522 1581.0254 0.9583967 0.85609126 1.2735506 0.07079424 0.15830073 0.59353113
gene2519 0.8588918 0.6026435 1.4728578 0.10390249 0.2938806 0.23703705 69.95283 32.4664 95.493 1.2048469 0.9720145 1.4219992 0.08652017 0.21193026 0.04738465
gene1902 5.495925 2.4371881 9.730049 0.8717945 2.4658072 9.77E-06 446.39615 292.2026 744.57465 5.7650847 3.6840956 9.860302 1.1247232 2.754998 2.23E-04
gene9513 0.3249041 0.22114462 0.49217632 0.0323906 0.09161445 8.48E-06 29.901676 10.929298 55.981697 0.45045444 0.332455 0.5192295 0.03029742 0.07421321 7.27E-05
gene0473 1.4625661 0.72028124 4.087673 0.33823767 0.9566806 0.11457614 151.10204 56.5046 294.3777 0.88972235 0.502306 1.1425277 0.136078 0.30427966 0.47602695
gene0543 1.2137493 0.921536 1.6241807 0.08351182 0.2362071 0.02498069 72.79157 51.083897 95.7456 1.001185 0.8543418 1.5688423 0.11524778 0.25770187 0.9921584
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene1629 0.46439102 0.32302946 0.6139722 0.03874769 0.10959502 3.40E-05 39.181515 15.964601 63.0951 0.71193904 0.41480833 0.85895514 0.08594593 0.21052368 0.03481203
gene0241 12.112704 7.0295906 18.736126 1.5963098 4.5150456 2.28E-07 1161.9803 347.4129 2401.842 11.355928 7.1110177 19.54286 1.7554183 4.299879 1.60E-05
gene7439 0.5723344 0.31712976 0.9631767 0.07596485 0.21486102 0.00336803 55.649353 13.917301 123.47261 0.31821114 0.14558518 0.8501534 0.09929093 0.24321212 0.00903979
gene0576 0.8045123 0.63200426 1.2143767 0.06573021 0.18591312 0.03075662 67.12226 31.234598 103.4528 1.473021 1.2490523 1.9969728 0.10350377 0.25353143 0.00260391
gene3397 2.0790808 1.547077 2.9898667 0.1763174 0.4987009 5.11E-05 185.89871 73.1145 298.8901 1.4027495 1.004643 1.9313962 0.13702764 0.3356478 0.01703992
gene3832 0.9338314 0.5305839 1.7244407 0.13573053 0.38390392 0.63911486 196.15482 113.556206 350.3689 1.5161604 1.0446216 1.8132914 0.15250929 0.34102115 0.01381751
gene8018 1.9976653 1.0196354 4.986003 0.38376498 1.0854512 0.00630818 173.95116 74.48781 335.24738 3.228829 2.6350515 4.0974236 0.22110736 0.5416002 1.20E-05
gene8804 0.98914766 0.7491728 1.3338102 0.05724492 0.16191308 0.85485375 83.56335 63.919098 98.0652 0.95816785 0.86134505 1.0712963 0.0447447 0.1000522 0.41076803
gene0891 1.3461733 0.48109043 2.6986198 0.29139084 0.82417774 0.17978509 8594.117 2375.1338 15912.095 0.6812633 0.33589876 1.4090605 0.19424172 0.4343377 0.21563506
gene7422 142.27003 52.838703 287.93204 26.959833 76.25392 1.95E-08 12155.228 5429.99 20568.18 115.589355 72.785385 150.09982 14.59877 35.75954 2.23E-07
gene6918 1.3518052 0.48639932 2.758015 0.26220074 0.74161565 0.14043178 309.0298 86.0323 592.9281 0.709034 0.46990204 1.028933 0.11027875 0.24659078 0.08521625
gene4044 1.231847 0.5829775 2.0155807 0.16693956 0.47217637 0.15521112 9973.92 3811.6545 19098.945 0.7936366 0.50098675 1.2022427 0.12839837 0.2871075 0.21456742
gene3509 43.644894 23.1482 72.54357 6.2703495 17.735226 2.26E-08 3935.6355 1749.5647 7709.796 24.23093 7.647786 45.81352 6.6113505 16.194435 5.08E-05
gene3559 38.33307 22.46726 83.39599 6.421442 18.16258 7.63E-08 3592.2742 1046.3445 9670.546 31.215668 22.405727 54.452526 4.1858773 10.253263 1.48E-06
gene0421 1.2031636 0.56655943 1.892064 0.19754437 0.55873984 0.27513435 51.55988 25.1754 79.8155 0.9522228 0.6428737 1.2318476 0.10731708 0.2399683 0.6818936
gene7521 8.960913 3.2263377 16.581053 1.7478441 4.94365 6.24E-06 781.2021 190.77011 1321.9537 15.474359 11.628978 22.031506 1.3222959 3.2389505 5.26E-07
gene2442 1.1814221 0.5653789 2.948324 0.24240035 0.6856117 0.41046083 29.618324 12.671501 67.436295 0.8852773 0.46920437 1.3513365 0.1783616 0.39882866 0.56061053
gene1114 1.0144274 0.5183744 1.6945908 0.17067175 0.4827326 0.93105704 70.42505 32.543 111.3228 1.0445743 0.84176713 1.6754415 0.13348193 0.29847467 0.74532926
gene5161 1.5628529 1.2144696 2.0857415 0.10080338 0.285115 2.15E-04 133.6183 61.459103 267.3777 1.3675044 1.1536113 1.6779673 0.0686286 0.16810507 0.00152558
gene7070 1.1123116 0.2703372 1.753477 0.2575177 0.72837 0.62974244 467.55725 85.87019 700.7135 0.30396825 0.1665805 1.0511154 0.11774539 0.26328668 0.02360564
gene8507 1.2793558 0.94027436 1.711903 0.08672252 0.24528831 0.00799196 104.20225 66.3009 161.3007 1.7457721 1.4645518 1.9362731 0.08011118 0.19623151 6.59E-05
gene1681 1.2335916 0.689601 1.9488126 0.16338816 0.4621315 0.1453323 1071.2025 730.29364 1791.538 0.8981286 0.66035324 1.1580133 0.0945447 0.21140838 0.35931778
gene8203 0.8381152 0.54858124 2.2331429 0.14549385 0.41151875 0.31811592 86.22984 24.074598 258.9538 0.43836442 0.2400847 0.8099447 0.09436588 0.23114826 0.009554
gene9368 1.3098956 0.80088633 1.8683046 0.14173074 0.40087506 0.03800422 116.301956 40.270805 216.8511 0.6781824 0.34172237 1.4562969 0.22596525 0.5534996 0.24054253
gene9598 0 9777303 0 70259833 1 2993171 0 08380783 0 23704432 0 79750496 87 71671 32 924503 166 56349 0 71745753 0 49112552 1 2563206 0 10645369 0 26075724 0 068987
gene8556 0.9507163 0.66739595 1.2209896 0.06797618 0.19226566 0.4983426 42.00528 33.756104 51.947903 0.9391518 0.6045231 1.2297846 0.11278752 0.25220054 0.6229205
gene1649 1.371781 0.75540805 2.8515916 0.24748947 0.7000059 0.1054337 87.719666 40.086098 201.20589 0.98961604 0.8041827 1.1499151 0.06289867 0.1406457 0.87690675
gene9321 1.1127945 0.7764764 1.3882751 0.08085021 0.22867891 0.18078224 384.20715 275.9595 589.7313 0.67515665 0.38718268 0.98279434 0.11066423 0.24745274 0.0686475
gene2898 0.9618782 0.72005093 1.6075615 0.08737622 0.24713725 0.676796 79.033806 35.586 106.446396 1.2038323 1.0406142 1.581485 0.09451781 0.2315204 0.0628234
gene8564 1.1176772 0.9641126 1.4047135 0.0567913 0.16063006 0.06366172 48.85031 34.9734 64.718094 0.6923295 0.4729509 0.9080164 0.07955876 0.1778988 0.03133001
gene1477 59.409893 26.153912 105.17116 10.669713 30.178505 5.37E-08 4901.992 3000.9485 7360.742 92.35911 59.01773 232.50154 20.4748 50.152813 3.76E-06
gene8176 0.84658855 0.32636422 2.0270782 0.17164938 0.48549777 0.40634087 14.890362 6.6331005 28.427399 1.1534052 0.72450334 1.4314278 0.14160539 0.31663927 0.30199528
gene1763 0.89140546 0.68977106 1.179208 0.06861477 0.19407186 0.17456472 77.13798 34.0446 149.0032 0.77328914 0.54777366 1.0180018 0.08057216 0.19736068 0.05402723
gene8900 0.3190935 0.1592323 0.59377366 0.05592827 0.15818903 2.33E-04 32.227413 7.869499 68.85361 0.08802953 0.01 0.610472 0.07792478 0.19087596 0.00633168
gene4008 1.8390118 1.417043 2.2779174 0.09788825 0.27686977 8.41E-06 153.1473 87.6767 264.1458 1.3477856 1.0706439 1.8878661 0.14946486 0.36611265 0.04079295
gene7503 80.5041 40.72729 129.04398 13.038704 36.879025 1.71E-08 6989.369 2850.5862 14963.855 57.91427 53.04757 70.017685 2.5105455 6.1495557 2.60E-09
gene6598 4.696593 3.5475638 7.699461 0.47054628 1.3309058 1.01E-06 394.39615 220.77179 791.2382 8.241587 4.835327 16.492044 1.5895078 3.8934832 8.68E-05
gene4708 0.7924868 0.0484992 2.1815858 0.49217734 1.3920877 0.59650546 115.443344 6.6093006 205.1378 1.0088882 0.7773896 1.7497414 0.15619709 0.3492673 0.95592266
gene0551 0.54386383 0.39810404 0.8287873 0.05018489 0.14194432 2.75E-04 46.01535 19.6749 80.6896 0.94313014 0.7102784 1.2416767 0.08358569 0.2047423 0.5335297
gene5215 0.890192 0.6730282 1.0996569 0.05029931 0.14226791 0.0770306 35.044712 25.441301 46.545296 0.85162556 0.6927856 1.0605023 0.07693826 0.17203918 0.14697349
gene2856 1.2248416 0.77453446 2.601283 0.18177001 0.5141232 0.19746153 121.64469 33.9906 301.6431 0.8093088 0.48349047 1.2751461 0.10922137 0.26753664 0.16847192
gene6925 0.7666759 0.23796175 2.4322565 0.26498315 0.7494855 0.3893535 99.8144 16 249.95181 0.39213374 0.30184945 0.9682214 0.07686425 0.1882782 0.00398503
gene4597 1.8352767 1.2350675 3.056859 0.19704515 0.5573278 6.76E-04 167.7094 62.458298 314.1393 1.9972701 1.4407703 2.3653226 0.15157387 0.37127864 2.55E-04
gene0141 0.56470156 0.39516783 1.0539806 0.07126655 0.20157222 0.00229467 45.93915 23.681301 67.83031 0.6499265 0.47446337 0.880095 0.05384751 0.13189892 0.00331598
gene2256 0.9233981 0.73963916 1.4241725 0.06964377 0.19698231 0.32073873 36.136047 29.9011 48.206497 1.3620746 1.1658918 1.748805 0.1129401 0.25254175 0.01980219
gene2488 0.7418811 0.4376461 1.3482907 0.1137638 0.3217726 0.08142865 31.584988 15.906101 54.366898 1.0691254 0.51847905 2.495498 0.29175475 0.65238345 0.8036318
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene7823 0.8982206 0.31108382 1.691019 0.19359286 0.5475633 0.6058838 79.06199 22.3988 123.928696 2.446365 1.927974 3.0808702 0.2052698 0.5028063 1.19E-04
gene6473 0.56794393 0.28310642 1.1830012 0.11220496 0.31736356 0.01807863 58.8483 14.115801 121.571594 0.43306082 0.32568365 0.751466 0.0536212 0.13134459 9.73E-04
gene0547 1.4180925 0.75401443 2.834517 0.2284319 0.64610296 0.05706329 68.76371 29.3473 131.76251 0.9859479 0.69956565 1.4738393 0.11885861 0.26577592 0.9106558
gene6944 1.3444039 0.55830026 2.5294797 0.22792098 0.64465785 0.10834185 179.54184 57.9761 313.716 0.6207964 0.3930654 1.0631778 0.10903469 0.24380897 0.04808479
gene6719 1.1024339 0.6400611 1.5650337 0.11059103 0.31279868 0.354577 68.060646 29.967 102.3115 0.9371498 0.81502074 1.0550846 0.05062767 0.11320691 0.2942967
gene0833 0.7699348 0.46483624 1.226531 0.08651377 0.24469787 0.04860273 60.955578 37.822403 80.8973 0.72072303 0.37224418 0.95588917 0.10310502 0.25255468 0.06497639
gene8866 1.0261376 0.60880184 2.115065 0.23652984 0.6690074 0.90585387 221.80919 94.5472 473.33218 0.86437386 0.6993742 1.0859243 0.0650594 0.14547725 0.12295406
gene8431 2.2183585 1.6481829 3.0465386 0.154826 0.43791404 8.33E-06 177.99646 98.1236 264.68698 1.4903283 1.1804074 2.00366 0.14739749 0.36104864 0.00942425
gene6672 1.3502697 0.72095346 2.055509 0.19907932 0.5630813 0.0715869 423.5423 163.4668 735.77014 0.8095567 0.5566616 1.0017424 0.08827391 0.19738646 0.12074269
gene4503 1.476387 0.9416982 2.5635974 0.16235235 0.45920178 0.00843945 123.43995 63.253403 207.2978 1.4719089 0.95143384 2.1260848 0.19494322 0.47751144 0.03033318
gene3683 1.2319674 0.75996405 2.1223075 0.14043534 0.3972111 0.10273126 1194.9607 601.8235 2042.7782 0.59415907 0.27411607 1.0012877 0.15544282 0.3475807 0.09844832
gene2827 1.5409262 0.9919496 2.6646457 0.21296182 0.60234696 0.01419049 125.97972 74.685104 209.3423 1.4827955 0.7697361 2.0850139 0.21688008 0.5312455 0.03905589
gene2111 1.6363477 0.98628527 3.2653027 0.24776028 0.70077187 0.01153043 137.17238 60.3909 198.8195 2.1754951 1.376075 3.3616784 0.3598405 0.8814257 0.00453946
gene6972 1.2855489 0.7406182 1.964475 0.15056743 0.425869 0.06357213 242.09032 114.468506 362.6289 0.60219646 0.5180323 0.78017783 0.04527621 0.10124069 0.00245272
gene3611 1.2200787 0.7297833 1.6673274 0.11921156 0.33718118 0.07677893 100.324554 50.847397 164.5558 2.1362638 1.6003025 2.6170695 0.17562613 0.4301944 2.39E-04
gene8321 1.4186413 0.73576766 1.8823422 0.16092376 0.45516112 0.01593067 4103.555 1786.8623 5354.622 0.78014493 0.5524175 1.3394572 0.11938518 0.26695338 0.17056772
gene8995 0.8895675 0.23397332 6.7094493 0.55447924 1.5683041 0.7887174 117.11874 22.955898 451.12793 0.95199984 0.23045844 2.2149866 0.46965948 1.1504261 0.90389806
gene2832 6.331558 3.724812 13.701383 1.12176 3.1728163 1.12E-05 608.1891 175.7084 1588.8035 9.573806 3.3854277 15.947892 2.4500933 6.0014787 2.07E-04
gene2557 0.57907295 0.3938341 1.1294299 0.07313822 0.2068661 0.0029405 53.963467 21.6095 110.8121 0.23630215 0.07818841 0.5726928 0.07984243 0.19557323 0.00450509
gene4629 8.64544 5.63437 12.005202 0.9904329 2.8013673 2.49E-07 791.22266 278.459 1399.6824 6.2436275 5.4887466 6.9782715 0.24884234 0.60953677 9.11E-08
gene7909 0.46946928 0.2328911 0.63666964 0.05375539 0.15204321 2.60E-04 38.154797 22.6214 58.7117 0.61702704 0.41173807 0.7358356 0.05531053 0.13548256 0.00282493
gene5861 0.7118294 0.37762767 1.0563874 0.08142907 0.23031619 0.01866258 61.79694 30.6123 122.498 0.99989843 0.8544817 1.2349844 0.0596197 0.14603786 0.9986995
gene8565 0.6623418 0.34624046 0.95667464 0.08716758 0.24654715 0.01435744 54.903603 26.7734 83.927 0.81351 0.70445716 1.1323073 0.06567277 0.16086479 0.04934703
gene4948 0.3115587 0.1981591 0.44230643 0.02962689 0.0837975 4.88E-06 26.372387 13.824398 45.453796 0.24520493 0.17430729 0.29799208 0.02154142 0.0527655 1.64E-05
gene0219 1 9421829 1 1105986 3 734491 0 27710947 0 7837839 0 00189159 167 88216 86 547905 366 4033 1 2271034 0 52045196 1 6749201 0 22861986 0 560002 0 30120555
gene5628 0.43624303 0.19285934 0.7209522 0.060866 0.17215502 4.60E-04 41.14516 9.531399 92.4211 0.23848729 0.09711464 0.36327976 0.0541357 0.13260484 0.00107231
gene6624 5.7081594 2.8724747 9.1186495 0.8280051 2.341952 4.86E-06 476.84988 293.56528 894.6609 6.013419 5.50949 6.7890916 0.20298998 0.4972219 4.42E-08
gene3059 0.74172854 0.45560563 1.2942499 0.10285147 0.2909079 0.06060698 62.153896 31.769299 111.23999 0.7303238 0.5639629 1.1156036 0.08575489 0.21005572 0.04125561
gene3753 2.154858 1.0082595 4.1672053 0.42840677 1.2117174 0.00433461 201.76706 60.530502 479.3562 1.7066481 1.2584187 1.98951 0.13691324 0.3353676 0.00110054
gene1320 0.8611959 0.68129367 1.053921 0.05050132 0.14283931 0.03724271 51.899662 36.769997 65.0541 0.9535115 0.6245929 1.2935565 0.11563862 0.25857583 0.7098757
gene5773 0.54449034 0.36754534 0.86529803 0.05044699 0.14268562 2.85E-04 48.917236 20.9201 88.9227 0.58695686 0.4709613 0.906184 0.05826726 0.14272507 0.00283687
gene8288 1.2492582 0.8155452 1.8448491 0.14987381 0.42390713 0.09822596 84.72167 42.6576 114.918594 0.690784 0.552156 0.83179116 0.05001071 0.11182735 0.00677748
gene3680 1.148653 0.6766052 1.8729385 0.16117282 0.45586556 0.33949506 799.5249 388.4012 1306.908 0.8564045 0.50403875 1.2172815 0.13598064 0.30406195 0.37134436
gene3036 0.8688955 0.64910984 1.1181277 0.06350995 0.17963326 0.09312912 71.5782 43.170197 109.7032 1.1885678 0.9509065 1.6593499 0.11614849 0.28450453 0.13300492
gene5851 1.4589167 0.93318504 2.3813074 0.17315136 0.489746 0.01368943 85.00769 44.2408 163.6131 0.88669974 0.6380734 1.372453 0.11604364 0.2594815 0.4013354
gene1925 0.7379904 0.56406546 1.0574992 0.06113065 0.17290358 0.00748137 58.5729 38.084297 74.5605 0.58998173 0.42028093 0.9328334 0.06823993 0.167153 0.00557452
gene3850 0.7979644 0.33758757 1.922498 0.17254454 0.48802966 0.29474947 87.495544 14.815098 222.93161 0.6076969 0.32273218 1.171491 0.11288417 0.27650863 0.03743495
gene6776 0.7611688 0.504751 1.2513194 0.08055776 0.22785173 0.03367278 60.9262 42.4209 97.4028 1.2385315 0.81328106 1.9833051 0.19408049 0.47539818 0.21664649
gene4770 0.804381 0.39162076 1.3011867 0.11244681 0.31804758 0.15024237 111.97107 53.9072 161.3107 1.3240136 0.96993387 1.6619657 0.13074633 0.29235768 0.04517784
gene5473 1.2741057 0.45584553 2.160884 0.24238756 0.68557554 0.21637964 182.0354 49.745197 341.753 0.6038738 0.28810725 1.831548 0.2076504 0.4643204 0.17329586
gene8293 1.3077524 0.5910509 1.9321268 0.19629721 0.5552124 0.10456646 186.90945 67.8515 321.4531 0.70677125 0.60362464 0.9489449 0.06174168 0.13805859 0.01599362
gene0553 0.48593014 0.377447 0.59726906 0.02464783 0.06971458 1.94E-06 40.381863 20.6758 59.0817 0.65596837 0.5367629 0.8990511 0.05056583 0.12386048 0.00267632
gene1768 0.6431752 0.2957416 1.7964984 0.13482893 0.3813538 0.05711458 66.63034 23.359102 230.2987 0.645747 0.5104064 0.7743059 0.04238237 0.10381518 0.00111592
gene7115 0.4173601 0.20455045 0.9537462 0.08067507 0.22818357 0.00189333 38.640297 13.753502 93.575195 0.95834035 0.40548113 2.7447882 0.3938217 0.9646622 0.9056923
gene1990 0.61699337 0.39158705 1.1395559 0.08013201 0.22664754 0.00638288 51.364376 29.980902 82.8104 0.5926017 0.4290405 0.75135237 0.05367074 0.13146594 0.00207121
gene6260 8.473812 6.007893 12.771899 0.8884492 2.5129137 1.48E-07 749.9019 263.6576 1637.2694 11.955434 8.076896 16.188437 1.2785517 3.1317995 2.55E-06
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene6006 0.5672791 0.3040101 1.0971034 0.10603155 0.2999025 0.01445516 45.840736 28.389101 75.06081 0.9040028 0.44849363 1.2124935 0.13996127 0.34283373 0.52998656
gene1759 0.6390956 0.3791224 0.88978654 0.07401959 0.209359 0.0054189 56.359676 18.7368 97.23401 0.5311643 0.3077494 1.1426735 0.09965406 0.2441016 0.01655497
gene6455 0.8656936 0.6187509 1.1530906 0.06014232 0.17010817 0.07433148 55.1175 33.0627 78.6238 1.287724 1.117522 1.7433441 0.10199929 0.22807735 0.03236239
gene6542 1.7245027 0.971578 3.7052424 0.27651626 0.7821061 0.00917242 171.7776 56.5274 474.9865 0.764984 0.6012549 1.0495639 0.0780353 0.19114669 0.04453452
gene8395 1.6175746 0.51945424 2.995725 0.32949895 0.93196374 0.03862402 646.25964 163.3069 995.5306 0.7990124 0.4640691 2.3555353 0.24960828 0.5581411 0.4706599
gene1676 1.0560445 0.7129504 1.6453947 0.09370814 0.26504663 0.5523903 44.069275 31.070898 58.996704 1.2492449 0.95928186 1.7557485 0.16748755 0.37451354 0.16508408
gene0348 1.1555797 0.5969303 2.4766712 0.17963421 0.5080823 0.36302614 154.54527 76.7061 329.4136 0.5791299 0.26920354 0.89033014 0.12419958 0.27771872 0.05496136
gene2185 1.0418564 0.68245333 2.021012 0.12019201 0.33995432 0.7261631 95.992035 29.9496 207.69011 1.6343635 1.3247154 2.0442595 0.12760136 0.31255823 0.0014313
gene0692 0.8961818 0.658574 1.2827535 0.07930374 0.22430485 0.24881795 53.92194 30.771101 81.8171 0.96642697 0.8493358 1.0408252 0.03600387 0.0805071 0.4104517
gene0542 0.22306098 0.07196856 0.41010442 0.04823012 0.13641538 1.34E-04 21.59345 4.8390007 40.236702 0.18595216 0.12772733 0.32400337 0.02504393 0.06134485 5.14E-05
gene6118 2.5244868 1.7822034 4.207108 0.23686795 0.6699637 2.08E-05 223.4685 91.5073 487.8535 2.9835021 1.7132081 5.4117203 0.49292648 1.2074184 9.96E-04
gene3401 0.5981197 0.5053587 0.90011907 0.04052194 0.11461335 1.21E-04 51.42074 22.213299 92.5011 0.427392 0.33510482 0.5810555 0.03277236 0.08027556 9.98E-05
gene9477 16.851168 6.5212173 32.457176 3.396368 9.6063795 1.37E-06 1766.9786 286.1849 3763.7131 15.640622 10.095299 27.277325 2.538384 6.217746 1.09E-05
gene7948 0.5275799 0.23488939 0.8344002 0.07755478 0.21935803 0.00270192 45.5463 20.601002 96.7565 0.791634 0.4235499 1.2513579 0.13958998 0.34192425 0.22499883
gene4200 1.8949825 1.246145 3.584843 0.23776689 0.67250633 0.00118709 171.35263 73.683304 351.7208 1.2671338 0.7553205 2.2166457 0.24037722 0.58880156 0.2466454
gene4679 2.9245923 0.7724526 8.5392885 0.8478543 2.3980942 0.00387474 278.23438 79.3814 574.1621 1.6281948 1.3169141 1.8270746 0.08068698 0.19764194 1.82E-04
gene1190 0.8608815 0.40107462 1.4707347 0.12410829 0.35103124 0.31579775 89.58282 42.579002 179.86569 1.2105747 0.7618262 2.2145839 0.21597077 0.48292533 0.32849133
gene4396 1.0349991 0.7633996 1.3489128 0.07163454 0.20261307 0.6312425 362.91357 286.84518 488.01923 1.2152096 0.79387707 1.6627595 0.1614921 0.36110732 0.20841642
gene0074 1.7867477 0.60921574 3.5179186 0.35094395 0.9926194 0.01581198 151.98021 62.6063 252.3389 1.9265072 1.0649476 2.856934 0.28673306 0.7023497 0.00613113
gene0548 0.99610496 0.8998102 1.0868446 0.02267479 0.06413398 0.8685905 92.64039 75.47 118.15849 0.919718 0.7171148 1.1983826 0.10377606 0.23205033 0.4931912
gene4546 0.80141544 0.49087253 1.256751 0.10262836 0.29027683 0.11771307 76.90063 25.9052 161.1068 0.5539369 0.42925337 0.8359387 0.05517276 0.13514513 0.00182227
gene9143 1.140736 0.8730034 2.1150165 0.11980814 0.3388686 0.24110049 91.44147 60.513496 177.6812 0.8167036 0.6713871 0.9937175 0.05194593 0.11615463 0.03291909
gene2278 1.2119199 0.8864032 1.8596783 0.12313777 0.3482862 0.09494418 113.02225 69.092995 173.12701 1.0252289 0.5922815 1.5922348 0.17583786 0.3931854 0.8877269
gene2679 0.9048842 0.76816547 1.0654166 0.03952194 0.11178494 0.05522804 42.11896 28.2016 52.8516 1.1409546 1.0392406 1.2555704 0.03565325 0.0797231 0.01342347
gene2042 0 8998678 0 58734363 1 421969 0 09849846 0 27859572 0 35680428 72 33971 48 885796 117 1499 0 80711645 0 63814795 1 4201705 0 10065464 0 24655251 0 13919857
gene2629 0.6310784 0.45230436 0.99076504 0.05259603 0.14876403 8.17E-04 51.486736 27.2454 82.5568 0.7410121 0.49851233 1.1032714 0.07887033 0.19319208 0.03527919
gene7854 0.9957998 0.6636734 1.5522182 0.11823904 0.3344305 0.9719668 29.991014 16.115 48.5739 1.1404902 0.8045361 1.5919232 0.1363343 0.30485275 0.3258169
gene2562 1.1524024 0.8157974 1.7559284 0.1027912 0.29073742 0.1503163 115.53868 70.761505 148.7258 0.71433824 0.5863283 0.8385215 0.04802998 0.10739831 0.00732696
gene8229 0.8702109 0.652518 1.2100002 0.05565478 0.15741548 0.06455386 70.29541 44.068497 100.3927 1.0982772 0.89269924 1.2255272 0.05726604 0.14027259 0.13088799
gene1897 0.8600502 0.6205686 1.7275424 0.10447323 0.2954949 0.2424697 40.764454 23.5358 67.3467 1.758383 1.2611909 3.2998028 0.30409798 0.6799838 0.02777081
gene2811 0.7823018 0.485452 1.0805942 0.07509863 0.21241099 0.03523558 33.745304 21.839998 42.315903 1.3221394 0.98808503 1.7098738 0.11730821 0.26230913 0.03360059
gene1927 0.809114 0.5900583 1.1394533 0.06802713 0.19240978 0.03786094 66.56628 50.8309 86.911804 1.1136179 0.9428139 1.3520254 0.06851499 0.15320417 0.15369132
gene3521 1.2006094 0.9786096 1.7750924 0.09385777 0.26546985 0.04983269 181.31294 140.6181 287.832 0.9233602 0.59936535 1.3656943 0.15655354 0.35006437 0.6520485
gene2320 1.1142584 0.7173853 1.5560833 0.10936922 0.30934286 0.2984662 294.67752 157.1916 494.14813 0.8440694 0.6376811 1.1110991 0.09040691 0.20215599 0.18375753
gene4873 5.497314 3.0192738 8.064079 0.712842 2.0162215 2.78E-06 474.13727 158.8688 788.4087 7.352047 4.919991 12.736717 1.0682385 2.6166394 3.17E-05
gene7660 1.8815145 0.9345911 3.188281 0.29632118 0.83812284 0.00402515 184.22983 46.188896 408.7156 1.0715083 0.68796235 2.0921 0.18002808 0.44097695 0.6866661
gene4520 1.3129302 1.0578649 1.7365525 0.08257996 0.23357138 0.00330372 93.07468 58.6336 115.143906 0.9765757 0.86252433 1.3160061 0.07470109 0.16703673 0.77054286
gene6819 0.98623633 0.746253 1.1179284 0.04274204 0.12089276 0.7575915 54.434425 43.190098 69.8833 0.8168913 0.72412586 0.88819396 0.03807898 0.08514718 0.01215222
gene1518 0.8791206 0.67039615 1.1697782 0.07195681 0.2035246 0.1547937 72.53981 32.537697 112.467606 0.9572351 0.7378769 1.20409 0.07267913 0.1780268 0.58671206
gene1597 1.6698496 0.78434074 3.6609209 0.36221305 1.0244932 0.0372378 183.18341 38.763298 469.3048 1.1094896 0.4882768 3.028839 0.30278245 0.7416625 0.6927834
gene4431 0.88943666 0.67941713 1.1262516 0.06157795 0.17416874 0.13131231 36.106052 24.1835 48.743397 1.0302491 0.91622996 1.159044 0.03880663 0.08677426 0.47239116
gene4748 1.3034837 0.76567674 1.9511064 0.1467652 0.41511467 0.04664058 120.98009 45.2737 237.7119 1.0500128 0.92295206 1.1968215 0.050173 0.12289824 0.35245073
gene0279 0.81656265 0.57369393 1.4734092 0.08489732 0.2401259 0.08685611 779.08264 444.1517 1185.1733 1.4044328 1.0126635 1.7848594 0.15600511 0.34883803 0.03608513
gene5350 1.0226135 0.67701167 1.5450051 0.10380226 0.29359713 0.8286072 45.894646 25.403198 61.903397 1.1897956 0.98362046 1.4900801 0.08451822 0.18898848 0.06956352
gene7667 0.8384827 0.49507496 1.201862 0.09573961 0.2707925 0.15769082 71.67087 30.525803 108.45449 1.2629155 0.9374052 1.5389113 0.11724324 0.28718612 0.05149092
gene9098 0.65652096 0.4335061 0.84548193 0.05146195 0.14555636 9.73E-04 55.82879 19.024502 88.9237 0.88951325 0.766579 1.2958618 0.07072239 0.17323376 0.19731924
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene1048 0.78685683 0.43403742 1.1286898 0.08490191 0.24013887 0.05731056 51.57181 28.7039 69.5675 1.2326056 1.1351125 1.3659155 0.03829591 0.08563227 0.0025264
gene8170 2.7125325 1.5422018 4.178608 0.35224137 0.996289 9.61E-05 246.2774 103.6941 484.54868 1.581586 1.2673635 2.2674103 0.14347783 0.3514475 0.00372323
gene9034 1.0206355 0.7135351 1.5088198 0.10868058 0.3073951 0.8501343 31.252386 16.383598 54.693 0.6239478 0.38485652 0.80630946 0.08578135 0.19181293 0.02467517
gene9054 1.073938 0.8049795 1.654733 0.10336787 0.2923685 0.47513205 35.078228 20.7377 56.2752 0.90255404 0.54815847 1.2749972 0.13893083 0.31065878 0.5308951
gene5909 0.7314944 0.47701177 0.97514343 0.06406921 0.18121509 0.00846952 64.80497 30.1733 119.99049 0.77793276 0.57470787 0.9689784 0.06953511 0.17032553 0.03613636
gene6574 0.263514 0.17633647 0.7378048 0.04870169 0.13774918 1.19E-04 25.982973 10.130001 75.8208 0.20047271 0.1705327 0.25818923 0.01624843 0.03980036 5.75E-06
gene2757 0.64545566 0.4508988 1.0254103 0.06871796 0.19436374 0.00402037 57.545845 21.165197 100.60639 0.6847698 0.5756175 0.8757248 0.04786598 0.11724722 0.00281094
gene9131 0.9491062 0.50822556 2.0087757 0.1513625 0.42811778 0.74145263 84.05225 34.558098 166.3022 1.8649228 1.3918477 2.2782037 0.14782771 0.36210248 5.12E-04
gene6352 3.2940638 2.580766 4.2331195 0.19354276 0.5474216 1.69E-07 282.37732 135.689 490.86978 2.6595154 2.1444635 3.3248644 0.20810111 0.50974154 5.56E-05
gene9064 1.1296577 0.6247526 1.595373 0.13335784 0.3771929 0.3240785 93.76911 45.4128 178.17099 1.6686733 1.2232398 2.4293568 0.21507049 0.526813 0.0096439
gene0865 1.137735 0.6001668 2.4237266 0.1899705 0.5373177 0.4427725 82.15324 33.2726 194.73581 0.66134214 0.57701755 0.7493408 0.03303039 0.0738582 0.00114821
gene6007 1.0195532 0.5619443 1.9104329 0.15928808 0.4505347 0.90046424 90.028435 52.604103 196.3264 1.5383544 0.9661618 1.9354233 0.19158138 0.46927664 0.01661716
gene9190 0.92071265 0.7420407 1.5855421 0.08034287 0.22724396 0.36864287 39.2649 25.190498 80.5192 0.96089166 0.6961778 1.1849184 0.08563998 0.1914968 0.67469174
gene4929 0.9103739 0.46929264 1.4257689 0.11389053 0.32213107 0.46466935 85.657104 20.595001 147.8065 0.5238435 0.3298785 0.9729715 0.08762708 0.21464165 0.01011931
gene1594 0.7494479 0.6872545 0.91421777 0.02865621 0.08105198 1.30E-04 61.639378 30.160301 88.4195 0.59105223 0.54096633 0.63358814 0.01671962 0.04095453 8.24E-06
gene5272 0.96505123 0.81957895 1.2273233 0.04953485 0.14010571 0.50846225 64.683136 47.066 80.534 1.1662257 0.9729371 1.4248948 0.07393523 0.16532421 0.07138802
gene7700 0.36699632 0.1848082 1.0368133 0.07465884 0.21116708 0.00112132 39.598927 9.133499 132.91231 0.29066598 0.19101192 0.37290087 0.03185621 0.07803146 8.82E-05
gene9585 5.4163203 2.5204475 11.283613 0.9799739 2.7717848 2.27E-05 524.7398 193.9929 1446.4812 3.7251003 2.3236616 4.7333274 0.4148597 1.0161947 7.02E-05
gene8120 0.9883478 0.4078142 1.5820247 0.15883872 0.44926372 0.9411681 91.92932 40.012 178.2892 1.2187239 0.9277144 1.5104164 0.09434541 0.23109813 0.04955775
gene7118 0.7030148 0.51650184 1.0117925 0.06015486 0.17014363 0.00415041 58.55431 37.358997 117.3268 0.79586995 0.6209653 0.97067636 0.04767932 0.11679002 0.0122286
gene4005 1.4890386 0.59787136 3.108291 0.32581604 0.9215469 0.08850714 1253.9856 462.1487 2486.9246 0.79817235 0.48006737 1.0559124 0.11437572 0.25575188 0.18216866
gene7972 1.0592111 0.5749259 1.6420685 0.1378666 0.38994563 0.66194314 63.715 27.1345 99.8793 1.0213611 0.7631496 1.4332507 0.13497277 0.3018083 0.8781661
gene8569 1.1736777 0.9275809 1.5664374 0.07066806 0.19987947 0.03159343 105.78273 80.11301 153.4473 0.74975896 0.49639672 0.9652653 0.09181809 0.20531149 0.07476807
gene7630 1.2300756 0.89762056 1.7585331 0.10122282 0.28630137 0.0381051 57.891197 35.5679 87.6637 0.78068346 0.36054665 1.2629535 0.17920221 0.40070835 0.31612527
gene7070 5 2605753 2 9688656 8 535138 0 6822028 1 9295609 3 32E 06 496 14355 175 2466 1094 1459 3 1322088 1 6946217 5 202272 0 6921092 1 6953145 0 00267767
gene0887 6.0717545 4.5147715 9.514264 0.562668 1.5914655 2.10E-07 508.60843 253.5736 934.2158 5.7912326 3.3353243 7.545528 0.7998882 1.959318 4.68E-05
gene8678 0.90906906 0.5345383 1.372059 0.11432273 0.3233535 0.46027026 70.276886 39.102196 102.73801 0.8863798 0.54247755 1.4095637 0.16420443 0.36717227 0.5351363
gene1203 0.6125902 0.3293015 1.2622993 0.09968594 0.2819544 0.01588098 52.509235 24.7561 102.75261 0.564823 0.39102164 0.8835134 0.0861617 0.2110522 0.01175468
gene1886 0.802217 0.5790216 1.0931995 0.05721249 0.16182137 0.01681736 38.299313 22.2388 58.208603 1.0997001 0.81602436 1.5264926 0.12757026 0.28525576 0.45180488
gene9581 0.29621756 0.21717432 0.45503962 0.02685065 0.07594509 2.68E-06 26.14611 12.841301 52.766098 0.30594236 0.19241592 0.5362873 0.047209 0.11563795 5.11E-04
gene2601 0.717508 0.40558255 2.0339305 0.1554146 0.43957886 0.14021371 64.20221 20.044498 136.7568 0.78043103 0.46254224 1.7761449 0.22665916 0.5551993 0.3862343
gene5560 0.6241753 0.39049295 0.8388089 0.05554626 0.15710855 0.00103184 50.407536 34.999798 78.3246 1.0158093 0.86706185 1.1573012 0.05348022 0.13099925 0.776848
gene7741 0.621306 0.42557523 1.0881985 0.0757018 0.21411704 0.00507053 54.344738 19.8177 102.3761 0.25927132 0.05934744 0.71425146 0.10887948 0.2666992 0.01150254
gene1050 0.9279667 0.47898063 1.7743789 0.14051144 0.39742637 0.6222381 274.0458 147.2588 433.6166 1.265583 0.7973266 1.9857038 0.21775347 0.48691157 0.22929473
gene5781 1.3574954 0.9857939 2.7826643 0.18539256 0.52436936 0.0535437 134.82236 45.705795 356.71838 0.7769541 0.6074692 1.2324458 0.08297209 0.20323928 0.06140114
gene0545 0.22765072 0.1114454 0.3964136 0.03412902 0.09653144 1.77E-05 22.16235 5.507799 45.6547 0.24058928 0.1469275 0.31834468 0.02687044 0.06581888 4.82E-05
gene2909 1.3083767 0.7608815 2.267414 0.18573084 0.52532613 0.08995809 121.36084 37.603905 222.4635 0.72394836 0.28209597 1.3626218 0.16798313 0.41147298 0.19502074
gene3142 1.2511553 0.903856 1.7241302 0.10667089 0.30171084 0.03220029 106.080154 54.7331 200.6554 1.2766482 0.79914016 1.6583347 0.13857588 0.33944023 0.07073318
gene1240 0.55569065 0.2878738 0.9268476 0.0809504 0.2289623 0.00405245 48.88485 12.6334 84.23711 0.9030387 0.688698 1.1093652 0.08359864 0.20477402 0.31529748
gene1055 1.2066494 0.29957268 3.1379058 0.3969058 1.1226192 0.522636 760.89185 129.6747 1650.9344 1.274502 0.60715395 3.2885466 0.4307055 0.9630868 0.46492875
gene9180 13.38602 2.7905412 25.448217 4.0850253 11.554196 2.39E-05 1339.5715 286.77112 2690.695 11.276925 5.103355 19.03984 2.6782937 6.5604534 1.08E-04
gene5836 9.622385 3.3107698 19.757362 2.1918385 6.1994553 1.23E-05 928.78046 241.13148 1844.4768 9.71548 6.310908 17.567879 1.9833928 4.8583007 7.73E-05
gene3701 0.94433564 0.29001096 2.0107088 0.20999746 0.5939625 0.78714144 10.140364 2.192402 16.557999 0.8559791 0.68962824 1.2003313 0.08129063 0.18177138 0.1731212
gene4660 0.75889283 0.5369248 1.1373467 0.07965468 0.22529745 0.03131066 34.302437 24.6983 56.116096 1.3573126 0.9912362 1.5901434 0.11184435 0.25009158 0.02014368
gene9246 0.76322 0.568038 1.1077164 0.07251153 0.20509358 0.02317075 85.29983 52.399097 122.574295 1.1477385 0.6535982 1.5532061 0.18271852 0.40857103 0.42279676
gene6948 1.1809046 0.5710893 2.9409778 0.27534413 0.77879083 0.45948642 183.5882 64.70599 398.8692 0.6920695 0.3930834 1.4456989 0.18359524 0.41053143 0.20826957
. . . . . . - . . . . . . . . .
gene1497 2.3486502 1.205215 4.101771 0.3288439 0.930111 3.94E-04 221.05913 52.8911 436.8632 1.7380337 1.0421118 2.2480245 0.1997916 0.48938748 0.00446772
gene9031 1.0513177 0.83997804 1.3966672 0.07270813 0.20564964 0.48883003 449.82104 279.58148 637.0744 0.7054513 0.43667638 1.1318433 0.14333402 0.3205046 0.14605474
gene3989 1.3932133 0.6309985 2.7069237 0.24812056 0.7017909 0.08917219 223.7602 78.059494 415.3749 0.6970561 0.48171207 1.1302788 0.106268 0.23762248 0.07168622
gene1403 1.30141 0.6562744 3.186452 0.2747768 0.7771861 0.21927258 120.07976 39.4176 254.0072 1.4613955 0.6665285 3.0514798 0.40258852 0.9861365 0.18969528
gene0817 1.0398785 0.8490931 1.3803931 0.06822591 0.192972 0.5667269 40.128365 27.6867 56.147003 0.73894614 0.6557211 0.8194215 0.03350994 0.07493051 0.00259879
gene5504 0.23578359 0.13533846 0.47319862 0.03794847 0.10733448 3.17E-05 23.20735 7.081997 60.660797 0.18412778 0.10044339 0.36919364 0.04199566 0.10286795 5.07E-04
gene4880 0.89738643 0.6750407 1.1130482 0.06002297 0.16977058 0.14648107 39.705215 24.244402 50.8188 1.2043312 0.9008588 1.6206537 0.11873821 0.2655067 0.12898652
gene1281 12.918197 4.929887 22.816442 2.4368927 6.8925734 1.80E-06 1075.7107 506.6218 1838.7673 7.0881395 4.240212 12.309895 1.4157554 3.4678783 1.45E-04
gene1031 0.11292741 0.01 0.64918447 0.17304137 0.4894349 0.00908983 24.808825 -12.727802 71.83031 0.02419103 0.01 0.19347212 0.02371535 0.0580905 0.00120607
gene2134 22.672503 13.706117 36.02928 2.452827 6.937642 1.32E-08 1959.1901 983.34906 3702.5637 21.271269 19.560457 25.642607 1.0154837 2.487417 1.73E-08
gene4070 0.9783609 0.70660704 1.9520935 0.11408285 0.32267502 0.8527707 48.03573 33.2087 74.4447 1.4646956 1.2584858 1.7932073 0.09140668 0.20439155 0.00355635
gene4218 0.5914084 0.24751252 1.1918229 0.10939111 0.30940476 0.01937497 57.2727 21.326801 138.203 0.8994871 0.8638485 0.9574019 0.01602829 0.03926113 0.0019201
gene7695 0.9109796 0.5369325 1.5124395 0.11807247 0.33395937 0.48187795 57.946976 25.5833 83.7722 0.6882601 0.48508513 1.0930629 0.11960886 0.26745355 0.08985329
gene6876 1.0894642 0.628002 1.8250575 0.13479637 0.3812617 0.4988997 166.49454 77.054 232.6581 0.79905194 0.46185783 1.7750815 0.19999188 0.44719544 0.3909918
gene0673 3.92816 2.3716214 6.5978293 0.50771976 1.4360483 1.19E-05 314.88278 159.91519 390.12302 4.267764 2.5193443 6.51181 0.6723593 1.6469373 2.14E-04
gene0664 0.924397 0.6176947 1.3915541 0.0852711 0.24118309 0.4149518 76.077675 44.1182 114.51561 0.90017986 0.6096339 1.5490515 0.11820903 0.2895518 0.44903812
gene0699 0.5387402 0.38381466 0.90947515 0.05221625 0.14768986 3.34E-04 43.985897 22.580902 68.45599 0.6030437 0.44641316 0.82110333 0.06647442 0.1628284 0.00548195
gene0394 1.4981174 0.832371 2.2938397 0.19041006 0.538561 0.01349856 162.70749 73.957794 239.6518 0.86883867 0.47084397 2.8839731 0.30795914 0.6886176 0.6758261
gene4213 0.8384731 0.66876054 1.5229235 0.08095219 0.22896737 0.10551475 67.813736 40.1036 144.1754 1.2617538 0.7886846 1.5540224 0.15632635 0.34955636 0.1284751
gene7375 0.36732498 0.12668191 0.8544266 0.11463481 0.3242362 0.00733983 45.104298 7.3233013 87.8055 0.18411641 0.08649373 0.68122125 0.06700142 0.16411929 0.00289414
gene4641 1.0965666 0.3459278 1.8659408 0.21139649 0.5979195 0.6250333 913.79333 224.91559 1504.8693 0.5046591 0.24201302 1.3312998 0.16043645 0.35874683 0.07508159
gene6303 0.48593038 0.2913579 0.9154906 0.07771713 0.21981724 0.00213055 48.2145 12.932999 106.1597 0.25796652 0.18316382 0.3133469 0.02371394 0.05808705 2.45E-05
gene3537 1.1273783 0.87762403 1.6791399 0.10184362 0.28805724 0.2195067 69.031944 44.536003 123.4915 1.0300304 0.9144954 1.2510344 0.05868961 0.13123395 0.62963384
gene3445 0.40038535 0.27348015 0.52422166 0.02865769 0.08105619 3.87E-06 34.066208 13.5158 53.3155 0.6513896 0.4701567 0.90883917 0.07618676 0.1866187 0.01345415
gene6821 1 332532 0 8466494 2 4058118 0 18500231 0 52326554 0 06920578 150 64336 78 4368 271 3572 0 69961905 0 5477139 1 0921733 0 08634827 0 19308059 0 04204331
gene5899 0.5751561 0.18204916 1.7506348 0.17661934 0.4995549 0.07534432 54.042046 21.110302 123.743 0.9859905 0.3489236 1.7183516 0.24223706 0.5933572 0.9528413
gene9441 0.21773155 0.01 1.3846982 0.27267525 0.771242 0.03195458 50.30391 -4.4869995 162.61499 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 1
gene7669 0.9934458 0.82123697 1.3761412 0.06320457 0.17876953 0.91994405 84.61404 44.035698 176.4118 0.6900158 0.45519084 1.0587056 0.09999339 0.24493279 0.04607126
gene0399 1.4583234 0.93340975 2.1410096 0.17305788 0.4894816 0.01374828 656.1524 351.6709 883.5128 0.88231087 0.7392805 1.3135581 0.10043655 0.22458297 0.32639092
gene1195 1.2149823 0.28906202 3.7303479 0.45205685 1.2786099 0.5438315 107.56388 20.993898 207.2718 1.1329925 0.7163161 2.7643945 0.29175738 0.65238935 0.6293976
gene3541 0.6467407 0.52610517 0.88609844 0.04391143 0.12420027 3.41E-04 56.830997 26.5225 113.591705 1.7868747 1.017059 3.3897734 0.374997 0.9185513 0.03239527
gene6308 0.35150582 0.26586297 0.45224184 0.02367045 0.06695015 1.05E-06 28.470749 16.207802 41.707996 0.4250665 0.34437132 0.5483407 0.03520909 0.0862443 1.39E-04
gene3041 0.7372694 0.22090937 1.2727145 0.15974349 0.45182282 0.17066641 33.425537 7.4974995 55.0821 1.1208116 0.9386696 1.3308984 0.07499471 0.16769327 0.16167708
gene8950 0.9957196 0.56835735 1.6280895 0.10373657 0.2934113 0.9676363 88.93391 33.6064 188.7922 0.8700864 0.62121654 1.1596731 0.09984266 0.24456358 0.27129748
gene5424 0.61619633 0.20743364 1.2797366 0.14026362 0.39672542 0.0529586 51.598873 21.317 87.1785 0.66673064 0.49935016 0.92628795 0.06660752 0.16315444 0.00919723
gene5988 4.1814957 1.7697138 6.0108824 0.6868086 1.942588 3.82E-05 407.1571 104.6414 721.4488 5.4499416 4.4071293 7.057553 0.4834189 1.1841297 6.82E-06
gene4354 0.5191442 0.33777165 0.65685695 0.03980022 0.11257201 5.52E-05 44.62596 19.9721 76.1687 0.3051997 0.24856116 0.39055353 0.02329623 0.05706389 1.92E-05
gene8530 1.8674245 0.9611118 2.7200518 0.2541267 0.71877885 0.00207701 153.92216 86.164894 301.5396 1.6483485 1.2214465 1.8189782 0.10300715 0.25231495 4.80E-04
gene8170 0.8833903 0.7407022 1.1192198 0.04345892 0.12292038 0.0390933 35.977097 24.5196 55.7879 1.032317 0.90258354 1.3265953 0.06836028 0.15285823 0.65439343
gene6433 0.78772044 0.4127112 1.4486582 0.14433849 0.4082509 0.2089797 83.42888 24.4032 185.708 0.57594794 0.46949127 1.4066968 0.10820962 0.26505837 0.02736118
gene1099 0.98345417 0.8135312 1.3119172 0.06451805 0.1824846 0.80495006 45.379562 29.9932 64.5823 1.0601621 0.8511638 1.2027308 0.06882893 0.15390618 0.41684648
gene6071 0.6316185 0.45287985 0.9347025 0.06518621 0.18437444 0.00265313 55.14064 20.4098 108.3875 0.6773275 0.55790293 0.7970238 0.0344669 0.08442633 5.94E-04
gene4263 0.9236173 0.5231171 1.6819041 0.1382196 0.39094403 0.59708315 93.37764 22.9571 215.6085 0.66997015 0.46508098 0.76706284 0.0536633 0.13144772 0.00394001
gene0234 0.7650517 0.55234355 1.0128158 0.06452587 0.18250673 0.01465825 64.2455 37.230698 99.3891 0.8810817 0.6620457 1.1177533 0.07844444 0.19214885 0.20976326
gene1287 1.0724903 0.8421813 1.4552284 0.07446253 0.21061182 0.34274822 86.118454 49.3082 117.65761 1.4536469 0.9571036 2.6639535 0.2195508 0.53778744 0.05074838
gene6193 0.5770096 0.41135362 0.68134815 0.0357936 0.10123958 4.48E-05 46.867912 29.662003 69.026306 0.6966952 0.6567745 0.7412496 0.01203779 0.02948644 4.62E-06
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene6586 1.0054706 0.7428229 1.485918 0.08106611 0.22928958 0.94727623 84.324745 37.387 135.9785 1.3151299 1.1795989 1.4584697 0.03757594 0.09204189 2.08E-04
gene8792 5.022617 2.3104062 11.496527 1.1082537 3.1346147 9.42E-05 542.7354 131.36531 1181.4452 5.824678 2.8811908 9.846399 1.0236899 2.5075178 1.37E-04
gene7883 0.21724711 0.08768798 0.5027254 0.04667204 0.13200845 1.16E-04 19.63405 5.184902 34.5225 0.13307443 0.0934388 0.21988419 0.02091641 0.05123453 4.32E-05
gene3398 3.1299553 2.0754416 5.527226 0.38338745 1.0843835 2.83E-05 292.92078 99.6355 640.93353 1.7198656 1.2679514 2.890592 0.2429639 0.5951376 0.01085595
gene6973 1.2275205 0.6030397 1.7124187 0.15024075 0.424945 0.12847486 288.70615 116.126595 393.8402 0.4848337 0.29014376 1.0813928 0.11801222 0.26388335 0.03359945
gene3879 1.7618331 0.96329564 2.9043336 0.26885986 0.76045054 0.0060874 538.0001 242.81409 749.5173 0.9741742 0.53718704 2.0318105 0.21986236 0.4916272 0.9081652
gene9046 0.78266215 0.4812911 1.1108054 0.0871886 0.2466066 0.05894861 64.3282 28.5691 95.439 0.85282195 0.69878894 1.1239364 0.06773147 0.16590755 0.09894786
gene5300 0.9642881 0.60129595 1.2798536 0.09554397 0.27023914 0.71942735 48.666687 31.0342 60.547005 1.0717945 0.84400564 1.5522705 0.11362914 0.25408247 0.5435679
gene0281 4.5842166 3.5059764 6.0752482 0.2653221 0.7504442 2.80E-08 395.49298 191.7307 624.3253 4.094197 2.9731643 4.902539 0.30493173 0.7469272 7.29E-06
gene8190 1.5884848 0.9477073 2.9350107 0.18902707 0.5346493 0.00521858 139.89426 71.5124 340.3419 1.5616325 1.331738 1.86062 0.10367991 0.25396287 0.00107761
gene0835 1.7614763 0.9575507 2.5765023 0.22575635 0.6385354 0.00261313 152.05576 71.716 264.7753 2.8475788 1.9141917 4.445798 0.4389876 1.0752957 9.04E-04
gene6870 0.5918016 0.5010349 0.76153946 0.03644255 0.10307509 5.80E-05 51.204075 23.793098 97.62411 0.54837555 0.3915969 0.68764013 0.04376414 0.10719983 6.27E-04
gene0978 0.34866765 0.17388183 0.6595535 0.05166579 0.14613292 1.48E-04 33.5065 8.593501 76.4814 0.14346135 0.07269471 0.28317323 0.04181233 0.10241889 7.04E-04
gene9049 0.7284035 0.44446966 1.0568912 0.08471752 0.23961733 0.02666839 60.71117 39.613 122.55641 0.5470359 0.45207515 0.7243795 0.04752745 0.11641801 9.04E-04
gene3365 1.4635057 0.6256137 3.176389 0.3257114 0.92125094 0.10452955 235.93118 75.6699 483.34183 0.71308804 0.4814415 1.3700349 0.13082178 0.2925264 0.12767495
gene9006 0.84303707 0.37051177 2.7243774 0.20860696 0.5900296 0.46934724 76.99422 19.2197 161.0897 1.0536926 0.68054235 1.5013659 0.14680807 0.3596049 0.7154017
gene9306 0.6234625 0.4197005 1.2824005 0.09655246 0.27309158 0.01528244 52.14275 23.4449 99.122894 0.26684937 0.09776852 0.67532057 0.13323605 0.32636034 0.01959583
gene4376 11.416784 7.246698 28.550034 2.0013256 5.6606035 1.62E-06 918.57654 443.7026 1252.9238 6.1998878 4.0674477 10.6347475 0.9211444 2.2563338 5.44E-05
gene2002 9.4236 4.0477095 18.326189 1.7369823 4.912928 3.83E-06 768.8364 454.329 1282.3884 4.864051 2.6352224 6.74264 0.9015452 2.2083259 2.90E-04
gene8560 9.40794 5.174917 15.894325 1.2803786 3.6214573 5.84E-07 787.0457 305.9877 1253.7452 6.7462716 4.6163893 8.749279 0.84829736 2.0778956 2.01E-05
gene7963 1.4187771 1.0386189 2.5263302 0.15506974 0.43860346 0.01358387 657.1309 404.8094 1155.8933 0.9257022 0.8417273 0.961381 0.02260698 0.05055074 0.03406549
gene1167 1.47253 0.8374756 5.4994226 0.36206645 1.0240785 0.12492789 327.67664 145.7439 1025.0906 1.009161 0.5753976 1.598961 0.1736511 0.38829568 0.9588666
gene1817 1.4202666 0.58892655 3.1625042 0.31189576 0.88217443 0.12591201 229.6113 69.382 444.9807 0.85664845 0.4800202 1.4031185 0.18654132 0.4171191 0.49491826
gene7068 1.2837981 0.8921913 1.9966754 0.11576401 0.32743004 0.02596965 264.4247 155.0531 414.43292 0.76221025 0.6064336 0.95704615 0.05541783 0.12391804 0.01978996
gene4239 1 3012072 0 7160854 2 739496 0 19191445 0 54281604 0 10533301 358 95255 149 77881 738 466 0 9276167 0 728979 1 0323459 0 05965611 0 13339512 0 30540282
gene5616 0.6205394 0.29891962 1.1904703 0.11506272 0.32544652 0.02900516 63.617134 25.699 99.845 1.1145205 0.45204195 1.7567283 0.32700458 0.7312045 0.7060557
gene4381 6.0048866 3.0990021 11.594112 1.0704341 3.0276449 1.41E-05 539.3148 252.2368 1137.5367 2.9700909 1.363158 4.128033 0.51626366 1.2645826 0.00125749
gene2621 17.128742 4.7300763 28.944054 4.98615 14.102962 1.03E-05 1511.6005 486.0882 2839.7966 10.50273 6.374438 18.805166 2.1042874 5.1544304 6.05E-05
gene0266 3.2143126 2.033023 4.746256 0.37133527 1.0502948 1.68E-05 275.84723 136.6958 550.37274 2.361019 1.3775156 3.2260573 0.28089312 0.68804485 7.22E-04
gene8777 0.7607963 0.44926992 1.1114179 0.08208273 0.23216501 0.03587058 66.084335 19.716301 114.21531 0.8795082 0.7195058 1.0446553 0.05053404 0.12378261 0.07468993
gene9130 1.2966055 0.9350337 1.6709396 0.10127444 0.28644738 0.01199282 747.466 492.38818 1015.4037 0.90354747 0.6977425 1.4763839 0.12893783 0.28831375 0.5067537
gene4330 1.1977215 0.91033655 1.6198459 0.1008566 0.28526554 0.06637302 738.74786 491.80313 1057.5782 1.1034681 0.8936364 1.3373017 0.07865018 0.17586714 0.23686151
gene1905 1.2847961 0.7427959 1.6658194 0.12717587 0.35970765 0.036461 1123.1185 806.2541 1462.4758 1.0260304 0.73624325 1.601396 0.1419126 0.31732622 0.8584752
gene0439 1.2581179 0.91294485 1.9897479 0.12003151 0.33950037 0.04412914 200.4566 118.5045 253.86371 0.91675895 0.6481934 1.1812003 0.10309197 0.23052065 0.4764115
gene7188 12.14156 6.796839 19.237211 1.9550139 5.529614 8.08E-07 1000.1749 402.0622 1551.7172 8.665139 7.1250157 11.620693 0.5742647 1.4066556 4.95E-07
gene9069 6.1588902 2.700229 10.935134 0.97253567 2.7507463 6.16E-06 509.14166 295.3028 789.70447 8.073343 7.033252 9.218626 0.45589298 1.1167052 2.66E-07
gene1531 10.148918 6.7578793 17.711657 1.2798053 3.6198359 2.84E-07 847.0801 465.3953 1737.7491 8.102555 6.544361 10.022315 0.5204384 1.2748085 4.97E-07
gene7728 0.3954837 0.1840393 0.9871194 0.09286162 0.2626523 0.00339348 45.403137 8.076601 126.54189 0.18630059 0.10988896 0.30126858 0.03425108 0.08389768 2.10E-04
gene1122 5.021488 3.7190628 11.078675 0.64471275 1.823523 3.77E-06 414.06104 208.3632 586.2517 6.0613427 4.2990117 9.327089 0.84951746 2.0808845 4.42E-05
gene3584 14.845237 6.079609 44.692474 3.6174023 10.231559 5.57E-06 1577.1892 408.7789 4384.9263 9.425012 7.582897 13.887506 0.9476363 2.3212254 3.12E-06
gene2519 1.4738817 0.63512355 2.4904392 0.26270765 0.74304944 0.05454881 462.27692 159.0147 748.28986 0.7674378 0.3852296 1.441401 0.20393711 0.45601726 0.34235805
gene8419 1.3881141 0.6528643 2.1377146 0.19550253 0.5529647 0.0463008 718.2164 273.6977 1070.3412 0.6883543 0.37504894 1.3971758 0.17209041 0.38480586 0.18455748
gene0770 11.5181875 5.6121 24.965757 2.4989243 7.068025 5.60E-06 1017.8874 377.3447 2406.2463 5.699906 3.6507194 7.430567 0.575965 1.4108204 1.12E-05
gene9566 1.6014026 0.9585749 3.4735377 0.24763453 0.7004162 0.01541901 624.56665 300.53528 1300.6659 0.90395886 0.52628344 1.6276408 0.17267062 0.38610324 0.6106244
gene2896 31.211737 11.897359 54.90892 5.7987657 16.401386 2.16E-07 2778.3628 1165.1638 5613.024 15.81258 8.125883 37.554966 4.973063 12.181467 1.79E-04
gene1008 1.5383209 0.78540385 3.1532497 0.28426474 0.8040221 0.04228496 978.4043 471.5422 1761.6758 0.88782805 0.6192388 1.0425211 0.08701804 0.19457826 0.28667107
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene4289 1.1837281 0.691205 2.231294 0.15824233 0.44757688 0.233129 344.8225 157.2257 663.414 1.017473 0.8224482 1.2967633 0.07912439 0.17692752 0.8334301
gene4339 1.158833 0.73518246 1.7465011 0.1298973 0.36740503 0.2198856 425.7746 239.91821 673.28955 0.95629936 0.83360463 1.116236 0.05185179 0.11594413 0.45465377
gene4389 1.2948266 0.9045424 1.8622557 0.13202566 0.37342495 0.03618293 372.24725 232.2302 564.18146 0.85273963 0.7418451 1.0269547 0.04621672 0.10334373 0.04196971
gene2115 0.85564697 0.57828546 1.0269259 0.05987218 0.16934408 0.05923842 72.50301 31.087801 114.82271 0.8517037 0.6822419 1.1083353 0.05981316 0.14651173 0.06956153
gene4018 1.7537369 1.1482799 2.5210104 0.17195654 0.48636654 6.39E-04 153.37888 50.392494 292.33472 2.2187798 1.6227021 2.7553513 0.15751393 0.38582876 9.45E-05
gene2140 2.6876626 2.4428375 3.1451871 0.08600205 0.24325053 9.47E-09 228.31226 107.651505 333.64578 2.0460048 1.2984364 2.6731515 0.23177731 0.56773615 0.00134341
gene8690 8.62043 3.8850465 16.142195 1.4513966 4.1051693 2.91E-06 833.17096 229.7189 2069.318 10.031026 6.2285066 23.366024 2.0581512 5.0414205 7.38E-05
gene4225 0.7348308 0.5150233 1.120851 0.07248978 0.20503207 0.01542968 62.8561 22.6019 117.03209 0.9051563 0.6921214 1.0436379 0.05221303 0.1278953 0.14307195
gene0288 0.70074207 0.34820494 1.3604484 0.11560383 0.32697698 0.05779732 68.46774 23.412498 133.47809 0.5329168 0.41128483 0.9334467 0.06355108 0.1556677 0.00297162
gene3143 0.843376 0.60093385 1.2946391 0.089274 0.25250497 0.14409311 67.30212 42.009796 97.3657 1.0889367 0.7978648 1.4405178 0.08511897 0.20849806 0.32149845
gene9516 0.10686029 0.01 0.33678845 0.0560854 0.15863346 6.23E-04 12.084864 -7.1605988 34.6102 1.1968778 0.2946227 12.986569 2.6956592 6.6029897 0.82200676
gene4072 0.89831996 0.765381 1.0528375 0.03456895 0.09777576 0.02672665 67.44049 55.958603 86.2018 1.2295198 1.0328057 1.4903343 0.08472429 0.18944927 0.03930975
gene2986 1.6128272 0.83681107 3.0203552 0.23598 0.6674522 0.01143749 60.255085 38.1439 87.2078 0.91128165 0.664668 1.1028254 0.07805143 0.1745283 0.3352107
gene6852 0.81117564 0.17829692 4.3812766 0.6639076 1.8778142 0.67652303 175.36215 8.811701 561.6494 0.24006647 0.12223487 1.313552 0.10653254 0.2609504 0.01077242
gene4966 0.5907981 0.38195473 0.8085825 0.05732661 0.16214412 8.84E-04 52.656162 21.115498 84.8938 0.30118975 0.17604922 0.36473978 0.03499769 0.08572648 1.33E-04
gene6769 0.5919885 0.34873435 0.7123762 0.04892542 0.13838197 3.57E-04 48.052624 28.482801 77.1598 0.86211973 0.58309954 1.2115409 0.09205174 0.22547981 0.2168301
gene4785 1.3703014 0.91066283 3.070716 0.1917013 0.54221314 0.05212825 109.75437 69.474304 188.1078 0.9293375 0.7017275 1.7662253 0.16397674 0.36666316 0.6888008
gene6905 1.3164933 0.7175636 3.601735 0.28030652 0.79282653 0.20478767 138.01604 60.1275 334.76898 0.9131191 0.6787377 1.3754033 0.10655208 0.23825769 0.47273645
gene7665 1.5490727 1.1793249 1.9233912 0.10484383 0.29654312 3.26E-04 128.95644 69.7323 197.051 1.7782668 1.3014232 2.18775 0.13260178 0.32480672 5.60E-04
gene5832 0.5736572 0.01 1.3214183 0.7652648 2.1644957 0.37260982 30.812214 -5.7607 50.300697 1.0877078 0.88279366 1.5284973 0.10291209 0.23011844 0.41976127
gene5190 1.278387 0.5168925 3.631174 0.30053905 0.8500528 0.28867286 1255.0674 355.3577 3617.929 0.6419954 0.47460836 1.0023726 0.09265257 0.20717745 0.03456623
gene3291 0.95674455 0.7094589 1.1381859 0.05508171 0.1557946 0.46475556 49.564217 35.4216 63.219604 1.143492 0.9688441 1.5650977 0.10340931 0.23123026 0.20856595
gene5208 0.2566508 0.11722218 0.4256345 0.04257174 0.12041106 5.62E-05 23.394327 5.793297 49.3563 0.39744908 0.24909353 0.45966604 0.03832083 0.09386649 1.98E-04
gene8497 1.0958948 0.7413757 1.5617542 0.10062531 0.28461137 0.34443763 95.0808 44.8647 176.5742 1.566794 1.3291358 1.7969937 0.08428797 0.20646253 3.96E-04
gene9523 0 33591616 0 24545805 0 49994588 0 03103389 0 08777709 6 34E 06 28 6758 10 886902 52 6294 0 25486383 0 13479191 0 4344586 0 04453755 0 10909428 4 48E 04
gene6716 0.65145916 0.41212893 1.2441589 0.08988753 0.25424033 0.01466885 52.720985 27.710602 76.2826 0.69880116 0.4287524 0.81754136 0.07109305 0.1741417 0.01593411
gene5981 1.0619166 0.6837243 2.4413655 0.21042135 0.59516144 0.75459886 96.17389 31.562502 180.7633 1.1921029 0.6632174 2.094475 0.26426208 0.6473073 0.43577674
gene1095 1.0723524 0.6652514 1.3857361 0.09086208 0.25699678 0.43072665 43.693474 33.0036 58.1363 1.0326072 0.89877784 1.2802489 0.07158057 0.16005903 0.66569716
gene2150 0.32950383 0.1891572 0.56499654 0.0531723 0.15039396 1.75E-04 32.353085 8.301201 58.062096 0.2120306 0.1444936 0.29587668 0.02387689 0.05848621 3.31E-05
gene2023 1.0340859 0.7102251 1.405149 0.07510431 0.21242706 0.65516055 89.727005 38.9652 149.41492 1.0005807 0.74443126 1.1663048 0.06909622 0.16925049 0.99357283
gene3181 1.3170828 0.81733346 2.304776 0.18578944 0.5254919 0.08229415 120.564285 40.6071 219.78888 1.1067282 0.9459719 1.4134508 0.08752763 0.21439803 0.25216472
gene3359 1.000018 0.83115435 1.2454698 0.0432857 0.12243044 0.9996794 83.67449 46.5484 127.9912 1.1547728 0.9194003 1.4397664 0.08894406 0.21786755 0.1181498
gene1324 0.98530835 0.89671624 1.094363 0.02570833 0.07271414 0.5877655 72.36046 55.6611 94.711 1.1311744 0.8997207 1.4132593 0.09864607 0.22057931 0.22683379
gene7111 1.6666347 0.44789007 2.6913383 0.36637494 1.0362648 0.03939886 155.53923 46.027603 309.6044 0.7959928 0.67827564 1.000633 0.04937017 0.12093173 0.01400258
gene1845 0.8222557 0.42940292 1.2709013 0.10268495 0.2904369 0.15049228 46.557114 24.994003 61.041298 1.612891 1.1846784 3.6056612 0.34650886 0.7748174 0.07888219
gene4075 0.70143545 0.4079538 1.2001724 0.09828472 0.27799118 0.03410727 66.61957 24.1219 123.336205 0.4455882 0.3455182 0.65002483 0.04598888 0.11264929 5.06E-04
gene6823 0.9413018 0.737295 1.2916706 0.07791822 0.22038601 0.48301342 37.56865 24.83 54.857903 0.91990036 0.66534376 1.0756992 0.0787721 0.17613977 0.38089588
gene0087 0.7059921 0.3521803 1.2489017 0.11311729 0.319944 0.05676781 55.356483 40.8386 73.17709 0.89916706 0.40289882 1.521285 0.16997112 0.41634253 0.5804031
gene6771 0.86611444 0.5691624 1.4318247 0.10381389 0.29363 0.2575239 72.24257 31.3325 114.30829 1.1486099 0.62902486 2.003334 0.23184891 0.56791157 0.50055194
gene2248 1.6669878 1.0692943 2.3430388 0.1738267 0.49165612 0.00155715 144.52858 57.7791 244.3237 1.1276891 0.6635873 1.4914817 0.14046991 0.3440796 0.36914504
gene0160 5.470016 2.7300007 11.231942 1.1589082 3.2778876 5.41E-05 444.68372 267.8494 664.13354 11.066952 9.732358 13.180095 0.5798826 1.4204166 9.10E-08
gene2023 1.0289627 0.7894694 1.2580221 0.05189253 0.14677423 0.5871423 41.812737 37.7632 44.403996 1.0176487 0.5919753 1.341513 0.15890883 0.35533094 0.9137362
gene5088 1.8102643 1.0020739 4.033028 0.27470052 0.7769704 0.0046764 180.03238 49.524 517.0064 1.8394469 1.401868 2.1634545 0.10853836 0.2658636 1.43E-04
gene9509 2.1892495 1.1439936 2.7184608 0.22589205 0.6389192 1.11E-04 187.48027 85.77139 348.48788 1.7289126 1.4427673 1.9948553 0.10877927 0.2664537 3.23E-04
gene9544 1.6900772 1.0296673 2.440644 0.16444479 0.4651201 9.13E-04 146.31242 60.883198 283.0155 1.1304661 0.93304235 1.7765272 0.11785156 0.2886762 0.28562734
gene1069 1.7393365 0.6912866 2.8609197 0.35658312 1.0085694 0.02272971 900.09973 276.51212 1419.4777 0.9111678 0.63268787 1.9055663 0.18582457 0.41551638 0.65722823
. . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . -
gene2573 0.33127785 0.14095517 0.70926875 0.08277611 0.23412618 0.00173423 37.321384 8.8155 77.0797 0.08303428 0.02994878 0.48661578 0.04119616 0.10090958 0.00138004
gene3516 1.1044191 0.5312189 2.071761 0.15810849 0.44719833 0.4943071 97.85871 36.4021 185.5683 1.2174143 0.80283904 2.7011914 0.29726014 0.6646939 0.43768224
gene3914 0.7983919 0.5590793 1.311752 0.08883996 0.25127733 0.0769693 67.59101 33.0578 125.76199 1.1867256 1.0011644 1.4893475 0.08188997 0.20058866 0.05458849
gene6466 3.8187492 1.5005884 6.595969 0.6722493 1.9014082 8.74E-05 363.24283 88.728294 677.8374 1.5377682 0.5223123 9.408577 0.8745563 2.1422167 0.356699
gene7959 0.6159487 0.3926316 0.82447886 0.05135746 0.14526083 6.05E-04 51.81019 29.040901 105.692505 0.94150156 0.7868547 1.0857476 0.0508313 0.12451076 0.313084
gene5423 0.86406493 0.58668995 1.0333772 0.05355704 0.15148216 0.04922957 34.24792 18.935001 46.975197 1.1159896 0.9116815 1.3420072 0.0847908 0.18959798 0.21943541
gene9545 0.29450515 0.12253211 0.5236025 0.0473434 0.13390735 9.29E-05 28.732964 7.245201 60.716602 0.15622932 0.08407117 0.3870582 0.04286024 0.10498572 6.88E-04
gene6873 0.9996088 0.672896 1.4623007 0.09475572 0.26800966 0.99676615 49.226032 25.502401 74.884094 1.1214418 0.5192463 1.9857785 0.27321398 0.610925 0.6415659
gene6250 0.30871782 0.01 1.8073213 0.5674093 1.6048758 0.11142509 82.10918 -0.4354 209.5758 0.03129939 0.01 1.4184648 0.08047456 0.19712162 0.00696843
gene6201 1.6963627 1.0239437 3.0317814 0.2416478 0.6834832 0.00626024 136.8427 74.3116 203.85 2.5819104 1.7068181 3.6672928 0.28594717 0.7004247 3.29E-04
gene8729 1.4994143 0.6386192 2.576575 0.23212473 0.65654784 0.029101 83.41336 28.0615 142.4346 0.86422783 0.6687133 1.4047058 0.11508798 0.25734454 0.32563213
gene7150 0.47231752 0.1743411 1.2857072 0.15239765 0.43104562 0.02952322 61.459324 8.6161995 164.8188 0.12579224 0.01 0.35156232 0.1026063 0.2513331 0.01027448
gene8173 0.4456558 0.35048032 0.6342017 0.02884129 0.08157548 4.60E-06 37.611977 15.380899 59.170097 0.5211806 0.3641933 0.67841154 0.05105828 0.12506674 0.00108614
gene1412 0.8031016 0.47671992 1.2711343 0.08489242 0.240112 0.07176536 543.5388 241.12048 1014.99194 1.375663 1.0637511 1.8394527 0.16544478 0.36994576 0.05415579
gene0815 1.229944 0.73899627 2.1373577 0.14645897 0.41424853 0.11728766 118.23654 32.431 273.9945 0.70387477 0.39381108 1.1671636 0.13249594 0.32454747 0.10741134
gene2240 1.5825683 1.1442975 2.2915785 0.10754184 0.30417424 2.49E-04 136.89688 56.5529 235.495 1.3076679 0.95514214 1.9008039 0.14199504 0.34781542 0.05362056
gene6461 4.7361374 3.4579344 8.84444 0.58102053 1.6433742 3.62E-06 417.9271 200.86389 1025.5955 3.8287263 3.2573402 4.0901685 0.15523817 0.3802543 4.67E-07
gene3907 0.9999905 0.59973 1.4230322 0.12704767 0.35934508 0.9999407 34.41446 20.312399 56.9001 0.9767257 0.9026413 1.0759993 0.03037413 0.06791862 0.4905586
gene4611 1.3327525 0.8654058 1.7624639 0.11328796 0.32042673 0.0110258 118.132965 48.311695 225.93571 1.9784971 1.5664535 2.3132274 0.11251877 0.27561358 6.93E-05
gene3592 0.43995824 0.282297 0.7153994 0.04916666 0.13906433 1.34E-04 40.753666 17.9873 76.0795 0.46718082 0.25316572 0.8372302 0.10974536 0.26882014 0.01754999
gene4952 9.697945 4.8166604 16.795547 1.522987 4.3076577 1.32E-06 906.3085 211.3801 1720.2704 6.661129 4.4578786 10.372544 1.0519902 2.5768392 5.96E-05
gene6162 0.15161034 0.03156645 0.5042565 0.07388362 0.20897442 0.00129356 23.826813 1.3852997 64.642204 0.02563602 0.01 0.45606792 0.03545201 0.08683933 0.00241329
gene5728 3.8021688 2.231545 5.426968 0.42518 1.2025906 5.59E-06 349.16937 97.9318 588.5181 2.3034182 1.1394417 4.3086042 0.530651 1.2998241 0.01155712
gene7871 1.4364605 0.5212449 3.058466 0.31300962 0.8853249 0.11399026 252.30304 67.6425 492.321 0.5339893 0.37775895 1.1151018 0.10732349 0.23998262 0.0307673
gene9421 1 0065385 0 45036957 1 5782908 0 14780994 0 41806963 0 9644366 3820 9536 1359 1552 6902 946 0 5489074 0 34072214 1 2143774 0 12410135 0 27749905 0 04824676
gene0598 1.1481837 0.8592507 1.6100495 0.10270701 0.29049927 0.16062924 104.736084 70.573 154.4805 1.177974 0.9391991 1.5115281 0.09407556 0.21035935 0.10757265
gene4807 0.77625424 0.43156844 1.2992376 0.11122864 0.31460208 0.10882811 63.705723 28.6683 107.0509 1.3954688 0.82541 2.3870835 0.29424053 0.7207392 0.15407379
gene4801 1.632 1.1474533 2.1518967 0.1505383 0.42578658 0.00100993 131.95752 69.409904 211.1297 2.3675914 1.7966241 3.038971 0.22735421 0.5569018 2.69E-04
gene5318 0.7936547 0.50606513 1.2649829 0.08455198 0.2391491 0.06212409 201.06131 141.3458 274.2598 1.2828237 0.6534856 2.1460044 0.27159035 0.6072945 0.28325382
gene3477 0.7182363 0.19656302 1.0503378 0.1600279 0.45262727 0.14954633 64.34772 17.0524 91.43271 1.622728 1.1900446 2.303011 0.21356232 0.4775399 0.01984081
gene0508 3.1192875 1.2170051 5.8179984 0.56737494 1.6047786 2.93E-04 283.35693 119.4044 674.6513 10.960982 4.9614263 23.052 3.632625 8.898078 4.28E-04
gene1934 8.346612 5.0469346 11.636022 0.84277153 2.3837178 1.21E-07 763.915 278.59802 1471.688 5.464516 3.775669 7.907061 0.5492435 1.3453664 1.23E-05
gene6760 1.6025608 0.3619929 3.1470954 0.43432033 1.2284434 0.09055451 546.8529 91.4443 966.2808 0.5503357 0.27357063 1.9335167 0.23064443 0.51573664 0.16784742
gene4457 1.3372937 0.8372796 1.9236708 0.1400552 0.3961359 0.02523937 66.754524 34.9008 99.4632 0.75196856 0.6071678 0.89982736 0.06607615 0.14775075 0.03064306
gene2502 1.0466678 0.60997933 2.0303564 0.14291513 0.40422502 0.7395091 83.36108 53.345097 105.6884 1.2193369 0.79553586 1.6681348 0.13105156 0.32100946 0.11942041
gene1817 0.84437054 0.47808564 1.246096 0.09750608 0.27578884 0.17658715 69.337456 46.551994 122.258606 1.0223039 0.713003 1.495769 0.10364079 0.25386706 0.8339205
gene2826 1.5466481 0.92757803 3.3293257 0.23294303 0.65886235 0.0193733 138.35066 45.8423 260.5521 1.7766943 1.1854409 2.763828 0.2659594 0.6514649 0.01070137
gene2724 1.0703791 0.75992817 1.3736008 0.0752213 0.21275796 0.36099866 76.28296 56.227703 105.37321 0.98026854 0.80079997 1.1647561 0.07232287 0.16171885 0.7991283
gene8028 0.22870646 0.12128733 0.37434682 0.03618139 0.10233641 2.50E-05 21.775875 7.1715984 38.469902 0.1507849 0.0858822 0.3003046 0.03182124 0.07794579 2.16E-04
gene3782 0.8331702 0.7046761 1.178137 0.05496077 0.15545252 0.02688175 69.21339 31.0555 107.6501 0.5821679 0.47663873 0.95311993 0.0617716 0.15130891 0.00351621
gene7306 0.44536054 0.24099483 0.7754132 0.05514529 0.15597443 2.71E-04 37.480576 17.6247 53.5172 0.71623844 0.49878895 0.9573384 0.06481089 0.1587536 0.0135301
gene9518 1.8285724 1.22463 3.254679 0.21380694 0.60473734 0.00112509 155.83797 63.203304 264.9346 1.8070761 0.99555755 2.2968316 0.24224685 0.5933812 0.00622897
gene8600 0.79107744 0.65622646 1.0552943 0.04425202 0.12516361 0.0039582 66.93094 32.431698 103.53841 0.633706 0.351699 1.0843092 0.13181807 0.32288703 0.06755988
gene3439 0.7349344 0.3103952 2.2588856 0.23475026 0.663974 0.29664484 97.14788 15.3401985 261.9389 0.04726455 0.01 2.067918 0.38137925 0.9341846 0.02811626
gene0484 0.9104083 0.76782286 1.1002657 0.04340104 0.12275668 0.08846638 77.38404 36.9078 127.586105 1.0244942 0.8958339 1.3294209 0.06271177 0.15361184 0.70737666
gene6430 0.5106233 0.3266553 1.0491493 0.07399062 0.20927708 0.0019116 51.654213 16.9826 134.4937 0.40011817 0.29118255 0.68131554 0.05225909 0.1280081 8.11E-04
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene3875 0.95306194 0.5278167 1.2962388 0.0989441 0.27985618 0.6507291 79.80867 51.043602 149.7709 1.0014307 0.63049906 1.5248024 0.14303811 0.3503704 0.9921762
gene5244 1.4108831 0.6148463 2.8277855 0.3003868 0.84962213 0.12354698 2217.5747 723.5607 3974.4697 0.8953447 0.67827547 1.2058992 0.10075785 0.22530141 0.37493253
gene2677 4.9228907 2.7685091 7.108144 0.5239114 1.4818453 1.22E-06 429.5484 178.358 824.25574 4.3200216 4.0878077 4.6518965 0.09141607 0.22392273 1.19E-08
gene7670 1.1027769 0.7697088 1.473553 0.10395023 0.29401562 0.3260708 130.5235 94.3774 173.2523 0.6668965 0.45348024 1.0147953 0.10028482 0.22424369 0.05044244
gene3270 0.38862094 0.23533174 0.62798965 0.04389366 0.12415001 5.83E-05 31.65395 15.1105995 43.889698 0.59643966 0.49583793 0.73580027 0.04359165 0.10677729 8.44E-04
gene3511 0.9709881 0.77121085 1.7889978 0.09224402 0.26090547 0.76166326 75.568054 46.538597 117.5988 1.8881104 1.2274034 2.7198026 0.28360036 0.6341497 0.01218508
gene7963 0.439461 0.35231784 0.6097302 0.03490947 0.09873889 1.57E-05 38.66222 18.3637 78.1632 0.31497929 0.24542542 0.40303344 0.02695775 0.06603273 3.79E-05
gene9411 2.6632848 1.01354 5.497031 0.57401085 1.6235478 0.00169662 248.80722 68.1481 539.3319 1.2499961 1.0325645 1.5511426 0.089582 0.2194302 0.02574171
gene1982 3.985395 2.7631762 7.4506497 0.5539013 1.5666695 1.74E-05 318.5216 199.9351 453.579 3.2768161 1.9872841 6.3396635 0.51947457 1.2724477 5.69E-04
gene0868 0.81253797 0.5555102 1.0654963 0.06787807 0.19198817 0.03986099 67.37198 38.1053 105.92361 1.0263615 0.74598014 1.3333939 0.09685632 0.21657732 0.7942486
gene8139 0.46902728 0.22485156 0.7985945 0.07116562 0.20128676 0.00124173 45.44061 15.118502 93.0621 0.09071197 0.01 0.31448448 0.08015407 0.19633658 0.00664244
gene0335 0.9859568 0.7455015 1.4500852 0.07339694 0.2075979 0.85314643 87.55339 36.843803 149.01859 1.2934186 1.0380889 1.6065824 0.07793818 0.19090879 0.00776741
gene6255 0.54449004 0.3016939 0.86626476 0.08021684 0.22688748 0.00357931 52.892162 15.615101 100.4515 0.40312093 0.24661267 0.59452367 0.04738302 0.11606422 5.27E-04
gene0467 1.1110845 0.80374604 1.695691 0.10035246 0.2838396 0.27470425 73.90692 52.569496 100.911995 1.0489421 0.8416223 1.2244225 0.06871893 0.1536602 0.50406456
gene7090 1.1220084 0.79576826 1.4051825 0.07622682 0.21560201 0.13101521 69.71954 46.271103 107.15001 0.76275253 0.56785476 0.9648258 0.08050148 0.18000679 0.05997217
gene7486 1.9379528 1.2729256 2.7612271 0.19295323 0.54575413 2.59E-04 170.52556 55.862595 283.7586 2.7495005 2.3825805 3.6263149 0.2082074 0.5100019 4.04E-05
gene0261 1.3530195 0.46195015 3.0254521 0.33256763 0.9406433 0.21544519 221.2277 69.832 441.858 1.0552275 0.5679237 4.069561 0.43527693 0.9733088 0.8856564
gene8278 0.41940993 0.08099073 1.9436475 0.22825077 0.64559066 0.06098341 68.04111 4.7889004 225.3841 0.06462203 0.01 0.48565954 0.05516587 0.13512824 0.00354123
gene7231 2.2254798 1.2023784 5.1291356 0.39697877 1.1228255 0.0020802 216.19441 60.579605 594.77124 1.6985862 0.84048456 2.6388166 0.30705252 0.75212204 0.02787912
gene4595 1.1050283 0.55074733 1.578582 0.12426532 0.3514754 0.39311013 90.83199 37.7514 120.03281 0.97036296 0.6554425 1.5442599 0.13600618 0.30411905 0.8368063
gene6255 0.99965703 0.58292747 1.5345961 0.11516112 0.32572484 0.99764836 32.277184 19.1036 48.228302 0.92254364 0.59032965 1.4572471 0.14868042 0.33245954 0.63312626
gene1996 42.030617 17.014273 90.43062 8.753396 24.758343 2.43E-07 3806.3843 1748.4785 8872.448 26.642956 13.261247 60.27322 8.390189 20.551683 7.80E-05
gene5229 1.2708676 0.80703163 2.5526462 0.17582427 0.49730614 0.11553406 803.52057 509.7442 1221.0332 0.86647683 0.48628986 1.3531723 0.15046555 0.3364512 0.44065532
gene7209 0.3528913 0.20162942 0.5776426 0.04553707 0.12879829 7.03E-05 31.338074 13.557098 74.0498 0.169992 0.06994675 0.3212378 0.05593235 0.13700573 0.00167045
gene0486 2 4894466 1 8410193 3 5616596 0 21266726 0 6015138 1 26E 05 218 74324 110 83249 456 5802 2 1428056 1 6172059 2 8967865 0 18019648 0 44138944 2 60E 04
gene0242 0.4276397 0.13621497 1.1797507 0.1281741 0.3625311 0.01377036 47.955837 12.6758995 151.2359 0.36071464 0.26671878 1.0100867 0.08135469 0.19927748 0.00471699
gene2317 0.93943363 0.49842247 1.5599098 0.13433777 0.3799646 0.66357213 9303.956 4822.165 16816.797 1.5296427 0.89897966 2.8186424 0.32064968 0.7169945 0.09991831
gene5538 1.0909259 0.70377654 1.5112653 0.08625267 0.2439594 0.3019489 87.24294 53.9181 111.9724 1.3413135 1.0983238 1.5121343 0.06775539 0.16596615 0.00209018
gene2375 1.0266633 0.82619196 1.4343174 0.0660488 0.18681422 0.69239765 90.73899 36.2576 166.32251 0.7546262 0.5733999 1.1504931 0.09919933 0.24298774 0.07953454
gene8777 1.2911867 0.5465228 3.5875034 0.32103404 0.9080214 0.29166818 26.437849 7.446499 63.5936 0.578113 0.3554753 1.4396938 0.16924775 0.37844947 0.1094682
gene5420 0.8494649 0.52700084 1.3923103 0.09447283 0.2672095 0.17672698 191.74478 88.4123 368.7549 0.99851054 0.5296661 1.5410231 0.20441532 0.45708656 0.994269
gene9548 23.908827 8.842825 46.391422 4.931582 13.94862 7.07E-07 2387.3086 388.06912 5947.0596 18.566902 10.339942 31.201797 3.0316846 7.4260807 8.32E-06
gene7654 0.990429 0.71822065 1.6914492 0.0976745 0.2762652 0.92362714 88.22926 40.4656 216.8321 0.76248884 0.31325912 0.9600245 0.14303644 0.3503663 0.18957014
gene8533 1.0433927 0.664593 2.2712889 0.16327074 0.46179938 0.78458256 62.334743 30.267202 135.2073 1.0277512 0.6750331 1.6919299 0.20615849 0.4609844 0.8932332
gene1975 1.0951741 0.45149726 3.586773 0.30779704 0.8705815 0.7241488 42.81405 14.8673 116.0562 1.7979128 0.8361516 2.7008827 0.40541297 0.906531 0.05105485
gene9079 1.3911843 0.8502242 2.0502026 0.1304658 0.369013 0.0089616 117.68621 60.987198 210.6899 1.8298718 1.5021863 2.7482007 0.19252406 0.47158572 0.00208802
gene2122 1.1166531 0.83435357 1.6704698 0.09661526 0.27326924 0.23671918 90.16266 46.4933 133.46149 0.8826437 0.5774245 1.4737484 0.11317433 0.27721938 0.36456934
gene0260 0.41204587 0.22688897 0.63038033 0.05445008 0.15400808 2.24E-04 36.393486 11.7034 62.544395 0.6381938 0.4881765 0.87098145 0.05287078 0.12950645 0.00276697
gene7615 0.91194755 0.52513695 1.593212 0.15667835 0.4431533 0.58892655 25.773888 13.4594 43.359203 0.80550176 0.56423444 1.3959268 0.12375161 0.276717 0.22117841
gene8259 1.0615644 0.89297175 1.2676951 0.06275912 0.1775096 0.34275788 89.957245 40.9012 154.97061 0.7070162 0.63309854 0.85024357 0.02923075 0.07160042 3.90E-04
gene1455 1.4205725 0.70704395 2.3124287 0.21554174 0.60964406 0.04642857 258.53363 106.0495 414.24268 0.9236891 0.5852748 1.6933707 0.16630408 0.37186724 0.67074275
gene6958 1.9400965 0.6537056 5.784261 0.5960111 1.685774 0.04102832 1396.3712 325.0833 2640.6292 0.59049743 0.3250646 1.8452414 0.20436424 0.45697233 0.16065003
gene0615 1.121184 0.8942039 1.6227297 0.07485941 0.21173438 0.12756754 91.79932 46.259197 138.3299 1.1561743 0.8328333 1.6329335 0.16456611 0.40310302 0.34201235
gene8541 1.4876492 0.7556977 2.112044 0.18703245 0.5290076 0.01394675 62.757557 25.818699 86.1814 0.7404678 0.42767352 1.2453233 0.142054 0.31764242 0.17743693
gene0730 0.99014395 0.62964225 1.9399118 0.15417974 0.43608615 0.94881153 51.7417 26.3622 84.7295 0.6424625 0.41946858 1.1099882 0.10333153 0.23105633 0.04702368
gene9206 1.605387 0.6081814 3.640751 0.39633006 1.1209906 0.07124279 45.873528 18.929401 93.383804 0.6609791 0.47066087 0.8014839 0.06166234 0.13788119 0.01094068
. . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . -
gene5246 0.7458285 0.5617633 1.1094606 0.07234857 0.20463264 0.01784406 65.92074 33.2165 142.22519 0.40773666 0.36172014 0.5430049 0.02902579 0.07109837 5.39E-05
gene2389 1.0862207 0.7366909 1.6504787 0.09455395 0.26743895 0.36704284 88.19325 51.8459 138.77159 0.7165877 0.4278293 1.8782712 0.19705099 0.4826744 0.2395538
gene8067 0.7159315 0.617685 0.8559216 0.02933602 0.08297479 7.89E-05 60.00129 31.481796 89.20701 0.78613836 0.6954353 1.1612029 0.06312539 0.15462501 0.02923905
gene3292 3.2509902 1.8964767 6.6490216 0.41442376 1.1721674 2.92E-05 275.03094 127.926 447.0649 3.5927331 2.4358666 5.558696 0.59715766 1.4627316 4.93E-04
gene2021 0.9627251 0.5863238 1.2730657 0.0946164 0.2676156 0.70542943 76.756424 54.7217 113.34511 0.8047439 0.5183892 1.0998775 0.1117836 0.2738128 0.16881315
gene0047 1.9858143 1.4654872 3.6564186 0.22415766 0.6340136 4.33E-04 173.85225 85.9498 423.9959 1.5478135 1.2997513 2.3154204 0.14149512 0.34659088 0.00472458
gene2974 1.2318718 0.829907 1.6040275 0.11569288 0.32722887 0.05843259 305.68057 220.25311 400.5896 0.649907 0.27595738 1.1953782 0.1833116 0.4098972 0.17122537
gene6480 1.2119282 0.6950466 1.7563542 0.15042938 0.42547855 0.15481792 51.535637 21.698 78.0568 0.78705674 0.6721967 0.9467083 0.04706657 0.10524404 0.01583788
gene4205 0.8768807 0.6979488 1.2056087 0.05971231 0.1688919 0.09256284 60.70021 43.609398 90.9499 1.2810625 1.0408782 1.6415364 0.10029588 0.2242684 0.03328842
gene4000 0.25281292 0.07525772 0.59755766 0.08650166 0.24466363 0.00200258 32.89025 3.3027 69.2924 0.02577693 0.01 0.33958188 0.02471616 0.06054199 0.00124663
gene8616 0.9242949 0.7554926 1.2694906 0.06058924 0.17137223 0.26513028 33.693474 22.939001 56.565796 0.7657852 0.5442526 1.0408679 0.09996458 0.2235276 0.10521572
gene7610 0.26363426 0.11548875 0.51235795 0.05346812 0.15123068 1.99E-04 25.26561 7.1609993 61.5865 0.5203705 0.29646003 0.75702417 0.06941291 0.17002621 0.00402196
gene1766 0.23357674 0.16635399 0.37113807 0.02548404 0.07207976 2.68E-06 18.975025 11.266403 31.642899 0.17275047 0.06636912 0.45413682 0.04727044 0.11578847 8.81E-04
gene1695 0.8960377 0.6169889 1.2289547 0.08524352 0.2411051 0.2786583 172.39635 92.116104 242.93152 1.0517999 0.88064885 1.5105323 0.10890739 0.24352434 0.64708686
gene4293 1.317843 1.0360175 1.6739525 0.08267156 0.23383048 0.00302997 112.731125 55.762398 175.0484 1.7348495 1.5091434 2.6628835 0.1551286 0.37998593 0.0015546
gene5779 0.9164217 0.56006145 1.4986103 0.11664812 0.3299307 0.5023467 16.394413 8.978199 27.72 0.9929864 0.696507 1.2244815 0.0971712 0.2172814 0.9454798
gene5250 0.94233245 0.5885489 1.8902625 0.12518705 0.35408247 0.65790373 105.24154 51.409798 239.2946 0.58299565 0.444163 1.028368 0.08839773 0.19766335 0.02162576
gene9222 3.3352492 1.7539688 5.3841662 0.47041887 1.3305454 4.70E-05 284.48132 166.63249 624.3445 2.397319 1.9569126 3.1225696 0.20244119 0.49587762 1.38E-04
gene2784 0.76337105 0.516882 1.2029864 0.07762608 0.2195597 0.0302462 63.486225 27.5549 96.6029 1.0194395 0.71917754 1.4202701 0.11748102 0.28776854 0.8714354
gene8283 13.94708 6.330591 28.926834 2.533331 7.165342 1.17E-06 1467.1444 277.81927 3354.337 7.8393426 3.0116847 15.511274 2.202006 5.3937917 4.64E-04
gene8277 1.9374044 0.8671488 3.7410514 0.32159543 0.9096092 0.00408046 190.5022 38.055 367.0469 0.9753563 0.48181218 1.8783104 0.26613092 0.651885 0.9237931
gene9367 1.3200227 0.99864346 1.8542768 0.10483243 0.2965109 0.00947556 110.72731 68.0018 213.8797 0.7778249 0.4322743 1.3710104 0.18062426 0.4424373 0.2975258
gene1727 1.0680037 0.70118403 1.4655452 0.08925259 0.25244445 0.45104325 78.06258 52.7173 131.38051 1.036264 0.52196246 1.3558872 0.19065806 0.4263244 0.8501887
gene3943 1.2574638 0.71595055 2.9729545 0.21761794 0.6155165 0.20476867 7179.465 3155.8337 15927.815 0.7419817 0.37120396 1.4607571 0.1830199 0.40924495 0.26506233
gene5850 0 16614377 0 07263271 0 36371824 0 03233435 0 09145535 2 34E 05 16 439587 4 2946987 35 6856 0 05696729 0 11537439 0 02764139 0 06770729 6 75E 04
gene6231 1.1877449 0.8288361 2.7623413 0.19209525 0.5433274 0.30108738 110.45917 59.408897 237.24811 1.1852148 0.92714596 1.8189138 0.14483504 0.323861 0.22973159
gene9070 16.591837 8.980799 57.85214 3.6157167 10.226791 2.25E-06 1587.5768 394.1242 3889.8452 28.812033 16.369076 46.2523 5.955942 14.58902 1.21E-05
gene2934 1.4182658 1.0310378 1.6824034 0.07841142 0.22178099 3.82E-04 123.205765 45.2473 210.9591 1.0299526 0.85311854 1.2044007 0.05130568 0.12567274 0.57795686
gene1940 1.4076602 1.0011066 2.1728277 0.1482253 0.41924444 0.01280984 115.218864 67.3121 204.3346 1.1274345 0.88622725 1.3916488 0.06759305 0.16556847 0.1004711
gene5896 4.9292727 3.0787492 7.239322 0.5705251 1.6136887 2.10E-06 434.46393 152.1564 797.2824 6.9538155 3.8822112 10.0863905 0.9799104 2.4002805 3.16E-05
gene3408 16.5032 9.491218 37.11649 2.5970905 7.345681 3.16E-07 1582.1205 692.8165 4304.004 13.223417 9.62435 15.287708 1.0097533 2.4733806 4.08E-07
gene1081 1.1194384 0.75833124 1.9696406 0.12006149 0.33958519 0.31778848 74.84715 38.769497 133.3239 1.0794505 0.6530383 1.6150079 0.16466026 0.36819154 0.63351154
gene2747 0.6584491 0.47214904 1.0852723 0.08056926 0.22788428 0.00980761 413.3787 303.40582 583.9279 1.7276388 1.2267805 2.9464855 0.2783886 0.62249583 0.02491168
gene5719 2.1435976 1.5682973 3.4690647 0.19366202 0.5477589 5.84E-05 179.48323 94.2734 255.65611 1.6643206 1.1156971 1.9306048 0.1537241 0.37654564 0.00253834
gene8531 1.0929092 0.80656135 1.609634 0.08678232 0.24545747 0.29461503 62.38825 35.8595 94.751 0.98949033 0.8424532 1.1332076 0.05622275 0.1257179 0.8609896
gene0386 1.217189 0.5219469 2.002844 0.21307902 0.6026785 0.2738747 124.27746 25.7954 237.5443 0.9784876 0.50097173 1.5067269 0.17929257 0.43917534 0.905887
gene9541 0.815922 0.35336593 1.1724026 0.11794903 0.33361024 0.18674453 67.34802 34.6699 121.85741 0.4606248 0.25701067 0.78699905 0.06964528 0.17059541 0.00320221
gene2086 2.7105336 1.9419608 4.5081906 0.22655152 0.64078444 6.03E-06 237.47302 114.8262 442.3135 1.7956105 1.1577976 2.144177 0.17967911 0.44012216 0.00193683
gene2234 1.0796791 0.411246 2.0498517 0.23346706 0.66034454 0.71191025 73.860825 27.177002 119.77431 1.1609174 0.81154567 2.1652052 0.20410146 0.45638475 0.42849365
gene5353 1.5904686 0.7176754 2.3370354 0.22666003 0.64109135 0.01171763 136.63805 63.453903 264.9981 1.3255368 0.7083254 1.6988286 0.20885946 0.5115991 0.12315337
gene2090 2.3838844 1.2921623 4.6057334 0.41718218 1.1799693 0.00118759 218.66595 56.706802 534.0778 1.7740284 1.3492727 2.4253469 0.13678077 0.3350431 6.66E-04
gene4136 0.91199696 0.24927574 2.0792873 0.2404867 0.6801991 0.70687723 431.25888 109.628105 699.5925 0.62850964 0.38854262 1.1430302 0.11278234 0.25218898 0.05479023
gene5981 0.9097492 0.742302 1.2932543 0.06408463 0.18125871 0.2172354 34.121014 25.9296 52.325 1.3678118 1.0576854 1.7089113 0.10997424 0.24590988 0.01714938
gene3790 0.45140126 0.36467922 0.8145301 0.04752733 0.13442759 1.15E-04 36.089714 22.659698 49.342003 0.26021752 0.16340771 0.37601328 0.04289561 0.10507236 3.74E-04
gene1683 1.2000306 0.79476315 1.7263038 0.13517645 0.38233674 0.14113668 59.504963 41.555702 92.7796 0.95603424 0.8181876 1.1007978 0.04922397 0.11006814 0.4304211
gene7848 0.6135678 0.41822937 0.8250374 0.05043206 0.14264339 5.31E-04 51.84094 28.3312 87.8883 0.57487315 0.4444553 0.7920908 0.04749613 0.11634129 0.00106981
. . . . . . - . . . . 0 01. . . . . -
gene7449 0.2009301 0.09054148 0.29644167 0.02954773 0.08357359 9.16E-06 18.78475 6.087801 34.531998 0.18571073 0.11291581 0.434924 0.04452634 0.10906682 6.36E-04
gene4905 0.84557694 0.5213798 1.3098054 0.09315402 0.26347935 0.16306758 67.48222 39.125504 88.0683 0.81219476 0.4934265 1.2020355 0.10388729 0.25447085 0.15677534
gene1929 1.0511577 0.20489827 6.8674994 0.48310888 1.3664383 0.8911836 24.498714 2.570198 102.8848 1.0548924 0.3961492 2.0338519 0.30948123 0.6920211 0.85143274
gene9461 11.66763 6.407585 20.231012 1.7205309 4.866396 5.19E-07 1019.5896 521.2967 2431.6064 8.163991 6.168594 11.762718 0.9932739 2.4330144 1.08E-05
gene6270 0.9801418 0.64963 1.2787247 0.07750037 0.21920416 0.8047183 101.65945 56.258804 160.1831 0.9799869 0.87362516 1.0658299 0.03447482 0.07708805 0.5957467
gene4815 0.6084416 0.42108274 0.77397615 0.04984156 0.14097323 4.70E-04 48.599236 33.9661 65.435104 0.880374 0.6504061 1.1581095 0.09688945 0.23732972 0.29170087
gene7498 1.1214272 0.73934895 1.6841524 0.11576964 0.32744598 0.2944394 83.78618 51.906303 138.95961 0.927225 0.69124323 1.2471392 0.09673098 0.21629705 0.5036633
gene6214 0.23739967 0.04229445 0.5490404 0.08190958 0.23167528 0.00161446 24.924362 1.8561001 50.2184 0.7134883 0.47797328 1.0253041 0.09121577 0.22343211 0.04260068
gene1938 0.87461865 0.56712645 1.5879991 0.1381085 0.39062983 0.40378156 71.03903 40.518 105.1938 0.6384649 0.43390164 0.8071335 0.06456668 0.15815543 0.00637765
gene3517 1.3762072 1.078337 1.7350285 0.07855749 0.22219414 7.90E-04 119.566635 58.634502 191.279 1.7897905 1.3589004 1.9739342 0.10290416 0.2520627 1.57E-04
gene8206 0.69655335 0.28351653 1.4033937 0.13054095 0.36922556 0.07890298 66.66969 19.063002 137.6916 0.27566156 0.19148988 0.39037028 0.02792102 0.06839226 4.96E-05
gene5814 0.4416003 0.21580608 0.8216917 0.07961734 0.22519183 0.0019471 46.02028 11.3239975 105.335205 0.22230615 0.09607782 0.59538144 0.05930553 0.14526828 0.00162046
gene1332 0.8125593 0.58035606 1.1448305 0.06309027 0.17844623 0.03041367 70.58746 32.1062 112.323105 0.7996675 0.6993556 0.8620094 0.02734626 0.06698439 0.00124359
gene2732 1.037564 0.7004746 1.7550753 0.10977847 0.3105004 0.7322303 110.25971 61.8231 192.1414 0.80970305 0.6233505 0.8922589 0.05526364 0.12357324 0.03584865
gene2816 0.97035646 0.6991585 1.1906143 0.07031156 0.19887112 0.68735576 44.779335 27.4242 58.2893 1.129806 0.93485224 1.379357 0.08090159 0.18090145 0.16144744
gene3578 1.4757378 0.7583809 2.0770686 0.17402864 0.49222732 0.01161563 113.541565 72.4764 140.2619 0.5561883 0.43917054 0.7448528 0.06198104 0.13859381 0.00590705
gene1343 0.8662392 0.5579294 1.3160998 0.08978409 0.25394776 0.2001325 68.70918 49.221703 87.7101 0.9546984 0.8174865 1.2153702 0.06954628 0.1703529 0.5494897
104 93412 64 136 90148073 0 0886608 17315012 24487124 68000734 96 79 113 50381 60317975 52256346 75200903 06814733
0.5%PbD7 1%PbD7
Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Min 
Normalized
M
No
ax 
rmalized StdErr Norm
StdDev 
Norm t-test P-value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Min 
Normalized
Max 
Normalized StdErr Norm
75.998726 56.7233 98.75109 1.2361056 1.2104439 1.2623112 0.02593749 0.03668115 0.06280284 129.05295 125.058 133.0479 0.9112863 0.8831484 0.9485197 0.0192037
207.5347 115.884995 488.38843 5.3968987 4.7731724 6.10213 0.6678414 0.9444703 0.04629635 599.5469 521.2464 677.8473 8.40779 7.581554 8.969349 0.44026345
57.61785 42.5174 71.8591 1.3253659 0.9931292 1.7687476 0.39897138 0.56423074 0.5076963 168.00835 84.833496 251.1832 0.667416 0.6387883 0.71242 0.02221881
488.21225 283.582 971.5137 0.34441066 0.11107218 1.0679424 0.8419568 1.1907067 0.5190369 242.73935 44.915 440.56372 1.6216081 1.4303081 1.7336787 0.10215213
51.56914 42.9359 65.333 1.2692478 1.2598101 1.2787561 0.00947321 0.01339715 0.0199217 93.21304 92.9778 93.448296 1.0808752 0.89041007 1.3988906 0.1471319
213.53812 85.694 478.70102 6.0791864 3.7775142 9.783286 3.2530131 4.6004553 0.16409397 856.0099 322.6768 1389.3429 5.1929417 4.5357914 6.3272123 0.52855223
49.12574 29.1646 67.605606 2.4551072 1.0205863 5.9059696 3.3254933 4.7029576 0.4926958 198.33777 57.4593 339.21622 0.65122753 0.5425537 0.8909037 0.1044374
36.673782 27.587002 45.916298 0.5137965 0.32659563 0.8082988 0.2588773 0.3661078 0.3803532 22.4196 13.087999 31.7512 1.4833865 0.9958252 2.1424594 0.34137633
86.3033 43.9257 138.1951 0.5110396 0.44841978 0.582404 0.06737652 0.09528478 0.12243074 60.50625 38.3042 82.7083 0.8949475 0.74519557 1.1708397 0.1246096
364.12256 108.243706 668.6895 16.227715 16.009903 16.448488 0.21930656 0.3101463 0.00308701 1839.3167 1405.0365 2273.5967 10.952386 5.9732037 19.83575 4.1641517
316.121 230.3093 409.1946 0.9553378 0.72353315 1.2614079 0.27609769 0.3904611 0.8962667 381.69098 274.7388 488.6432 0.8624513 0.700511 1.0052619 0.09378891
66.292496 31.5673 96.135895 0.2118642 0.12045964 0.37262642 0.14148694 0.20009275 0.22215635 24.4683 17.1067 31.8299 0.70594156 0.56076884 0.90443027 0.0990229
75.320984 37.7583 97.6177 1.44483 1.1947548 1.7472484 0.27962524 0.3954498 0.3034917 152.0604 122.0419 182.07889 0.9978409 0.9291697 1.0700194 0.04071308
66.46314 29.866201 106.72 3.1895921 1.4631665 6.953068 3.4713101 4.909174 0.3766191 300.09885 102.633995 497.56372 0.44901603 0.4443409 0.4574121 0.00417122
48784.71 36808.59 78404.42 0.361148 0.3356079 0.3886318 0.0265596 0.03756095 0.04576686 21245.074 19478.775 23011.373 1.0106506 0.6439568 1.536039 0.26668885
264.82043 215.0661 374.3411 4.9803386 3.8061962 6.5166817 1.3889409 1.964259 0.10563242 625.2866 325.12683 925.44635 3.192738 2.0493555 4.784178 0.8206483
. .9453 .4583 0. .7464836 1. 0. 0. 0. .4512 .398605 . 0. 0. 0. 0.
56.60014 37.115498 80.0112 0.9959206 0.7150769 1.3870646 0.3488856 0.49339873 0.99214494 46.49405 32.0496 60.938503 1.1980679 0.9256404 1.7708519 0.24526992
65.82609 45.165302 82.957504 0.36265618 0.26889086 0.48911852 0.11352877 0.16055392 0.1825831 39.9832 38.185703 41.7807 0.59980935 0.46869653 0.7609085 0.08519051
71.15507 61.2071 78.5474 0.33579996 0.18318535 0.61556023 0.24727146 0.34969464 0.32272768 39.29795 26.0145 52.581406 0.8798061 0.4769558 1.2346935 0.29006484
127.38616 33.119904 427.8703 3.5869894 2.8229294 4.557852 0.8844709 1.2508307 0.11801636 444.20245 241.13579 647.26917 5.998708 3.680028 8.512695 1.5853597
142.91537 106.266594 193.0477 1.557784 1.2947214 1.8742961 0.2931416 0.41456482 0.25166872 266.15225 214.9118 317.3927 0.9758489 0.8373529 1.0586047 0.07506307
78.957245 58.547096 104.1373 0.6969835 0.63003916 0.77104104 0.07074164 0.10004378 0.17364189 81.6576 53.8182 109.497 0.99647444 0.91541654 1.0997657 0.0533365
43.3188 23.5672 123.74631 1.3494765 1.0919416 1.667751 0.29229265 0.41336423 0.39158237 165.05728 93.27409 236.84048 1.2826992 1.0829859 1.5904953 0.14672293
69.33293 55.824303 88.651794 0.5398095 0.47022122 0.6196962 0.07521597 0.10637144 0.14019695 59.855854 52.9347 66.77701 0.38455534 0.2471342 0.48952734 0.08836342
80.28554 52.9259 172.2264 2.8463423 1.638763 4.943768 1.8443333 2.6082811 0.30916572 421.02884 139.9838 702.0739 1.9334639 1.6551952 2.4674487 0.24145326
68.00534 58.748203 88.2639 0.5004664 0.41824317 0.59885406 0.09128873 0.12910175 0.16150633 60.385452 35.7265 85.0444 0.7993881 0.553144 1.2483438 0.19875953
15.98565 5.0007 49.3585 0.76911366 0.5426432 1.0901009 0.28543174 0.40366143 0.5892536 100.58005 46.352802 154.8073 0.59031624 0.35129708 1.1170956 0.21882123
216.37338 191.2634 243.9208 2.1463144 1.4429221 3.1925945 0.92408264 1.3068502 0.305226 238.81241 204.91211 272.7127 1.7380067 0.98160636 3.2200499 0.654364
114.96321 63.8845 135.9142 0.8761049 0.7362136 1.0425775 0.15474765 0.21884622 0.5861504 96.804245 89.057396 104.551094 1.4317998 1.2208651 1.6291215 0.12184297
39.29207 27.287102 63.5707 1.1482674 0.8961863 1.4712542 0.29358137 0.41518673 0.6760857 142.74411 76.5526 208.93561 0.97444594 0.56261855 1.4042193 0.28922114
587.2865 289.7951 968.5618 9.9542055 6.6553807 14.888136 4.355004 6.1589055 0.1104046 1341.3989 568.5054 2114.2925 8.838622 7.114019 13.346081 1.8816725
2128.8926 1401.0566 4337.4014 0.31339148 0.23685926 0.41465223 0.09129986 0.1291175 0.15073803 614.18976 452.2742 776.10535 1.0979797 0.973083 1.2027446 0.06930795
1440.1272 719.5805 2234.0837 5.396528 2.519041 11.56095 5.6507225 7.9913282 0.2702288 672.63745 357.7338 987.54114 15.58932 10.264389 21.536201 3.5425003
506.19464 271.66193 891.99963 0.28602603 0.24358852 0.33585688 0.04653529 0.06581083 0.08124091 126.27446 104.9399 147.60901 1.5356096 0.7104792 2.6679673 0.6898799
36.7986 15.603699 121.3604 1.306611 0.7092942 2.406945 0.97318333 1.376289 0.7373127 201.2015 60.588196 341.81482 1.3712603 0.95989484 2.0223124 0.30641106
42.23385 23.7176 48.6613 0.3595709 0.32128274 0.40242192 0.04074196 0.05761783 0.06979507 42.296402 27.444103 57.1487 0.57775563 0.5311734 0.64307404 0.0326497
1649.9203 889.9517 2231.0088 0.38164568 0.29419032 0.49509928 0.10279039 0.14536756 0.16799799 687.9557 506.4316 869.4798 0.97384727 0.9240811 1.07375 0.04768108
143.49338 115.663895 186.9203 0.9516908 0.899004 1.0074654 0.05428941 0.07677682 0.54440093 101.15796 96.41051 105.9054 0.77034116 0.66554105 0.9925347 0.09920007
53.9876 19.087902 130.27649 2.3873062 1.4850855 3.8376446 1.273756 1.801363 0.31792638 335.9239 126.8566 544.9912 1.3623657 0.7729079 2.2757227 0.4595791
44.40065 33.256504 63.989098 0.70848715 0.6021207 0.8336435 0.1167943 0.16517209 0.2807656 84.91035 51.433395 118.3873 0.33566755 0.21249218 0.45414656 0.08132888
35.36748 20.785 48.983498 0.13470581 0.05438418 0.3336568 0.19481008 0.27550304 0.2704958 18.11215 7.7232018 28.501099 0.32161897 0.25671205 0.47672835 0.06541789
41 871643 37 9898 46 068096 1 3691262 1 3112042 1 4296069 0 05923829 0 08377559 0 08704552 59 87075 57 8814 61 860096 1 2233478 0 827406 1 7085482 0 26732892
285.12512 143.31529 432.4259 3.0135999 1.1215653 8.097419 5.244103 7.416281 0.46511513 1669.6075 399.1694 2940.0457 0.9527885 0.7786475 1.1201988 0.10270961
1513.2273 1053.4583 2195.3816 0.66956276 0.47935802 0.93523896 0.23684758 0.33495304 0.44219217 1821.8381 1218.4635 2425.213 1.1971505 1.0278598 1.4285191 0.11546792
231.29866 200.3199 287.1122 0.74937695 0.57103366 0.9834199 0.21143593 0.29901555 0.48100942 228.30716 169.864 286.7503 1.1121689 0.8953824 1.4864382 0.17066363
49.720932 40.8849 66.0443 0.43316424 0.33939198 0.55284524 0.10889939 0.15400699 0.18062803 53.7508 28.991 78.510605 0.4424694 0.40117744 0.48583803 0.02453284
194.61319 111.57259 265.2006 0.45256412 0.23432559 0.8740586 0.37573388 0.53136796 0.44111168 135.91739 56.5691 215.2657 0.54761493 0.25142992 1.1717526 0.2842659
240.23267 87.280594 369.7168 2.6285825 1.6231158 4.2569027 1.429804 2.0220482 0.294574 371.589 138.6472 604.5308 2.4174004 1.4897203 4.4571333 0.8453132
95.45765 48.093002 143.5614 1.1841105 0.85230225 1.6450946 0.4113688 0.5817633 0.6977646 153.2135 72.804 233.62302 1.2981167 0.99291086 1.8463801 0.24500519
60.76633 35.706497 87.9274 0.6167679 0.5153956 0.73807895 0.11255512 0.15917698 0.2264749 68.11965 63.047 73.19231 0.51397324 0.44774446 0.6135751 0.04813316
47.70644 37.0624 63.829197 0.87091345 0.73717564 1.0289139 0.14723694 0.20822448 0.5593366 52.243248 44.121597 60.364902 0.91517156 0.6851504 1.1235281 0.13854332
281.2785 129.24701 662.8558 0.41850668 0.1938406 0.9035665 0.44584683 0.6305226 0.4607033 200.74205 69.7574 331.7267 0.7868542 0.5626567 1.0964335 0.15586165
60.699722 40.700905 89.4186 0.98210967 0.73196316 1.3177431 0.30164993 0.42659742 0.96095544 48.00665 34.7285 61.284798 0.4938119 0.4662557 0.53908527 0.02203354
189.65988 119.3321 254.5091 1.4748838 1.0480255 2.0756004 0.5348215 0.7563518 0.4591626 163.06535 148.83209 177.29861 1.5044312 1.2903532 1.8637968 0.16761866
45.510036 30.260101 53.599403 0.6546607 0.6301691 0.6801042 0.02497966 0.03532658 0.05714404 75.20609 53.829296 96.58289 0.35656336 0.23182872 0.59370524 0.10361419
50.024742 40.373302 59.5226 1.0353891 1.0103636 1.0610343 0.02534043 0.03583678 0.3903079 71.19231 68.7404 73.6442 0.91167414 0.7577866 1.0080299 0.08492654
65.74242 42.3301 126.106094 1.7633464 1.645148 1.8900368 0.1226413 0.173441 0.07748799 204.46846 140.5292 268.4077 1.4499968 1.2606117 1.747254 0.14174527
80.622826 47.147102 120.715195 0.8420597 0.8198953 0.86482316 0.02246925 0.03177631 0.0980019 75.0055 73.754 76.257 0.5753865 0.4293308 0.6669108 0.08561433
1.9774605 -1.2208004 5.697399 5.5903916 3.1557982 9.9031925 3.7979312 5.3710856 0.20420827 64.9237 30.9057 98.941696 0.17113453 0.01 0.74364537 2.0334446
766.9703 470.74353 1091.6167 5.5048537 3.907683 7.754829 2.002815 2.8324082 0.12622552 608.6791 554.9375 662.4207 7.5162487 3.7387638 13.662766 3.1691918
34.024002 20.539701 92.64661 0.9941104 0.83032614 1.1902016 0.18190925 0.25725853 0.9791192 119.97479 70.926796 169.0228 0.7078731 0.59071356 0.86391664 0.0786641
1832.0026 874.8463 3222.8518 23.747576 16.923769 33.322807 8.5292225 12.062142 0.06782855 3088.935 1445.6353 4732.235 19.775059 15.832846 25.195383 2.6958258
2039.0249 1174.4126 3607.997 52.687706 47.498062 58.444386 5.4928727 7.768095 0.0166478 6178.551 4057.3035 8299.798 33.081425 24.575964 40.525173 5.112543
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.4831 50.567802 89.9167 0.70786613 0.56646574 0.8845627 0.16173843 0.22873268 0.36467695 59.9345 47.3666 72.5024 1.4178518 1.0446117 1.8062625 0.23312715
43.894764 24.743898 96.728195 1.0814787 1.0187613 1.1480572 0.064725 0.09153497 0.41480896 125.030396 87.023 163.0378 1.152057 0.9636658 1.3047338 0.10614889
7233.7734 4660.443 9559.375 25.913847 18.080345 37.141304 9.965945 14.093975 0.07012005 2870.1245 2567.624 3172.6252 93.27588 61.082157 130.00232 21.577847
335.94278 223.3299 489.79718 1.8401119 1.6442869 2.0592582 0.20836613 0.2946742 0.1161568 692.98914 608.5155 777.4628 1.542497 1.0786811 1.8915179 0.28357315
105.240654 62.773098 136.5405 1.6551032 1.5735888 1.7408401 0.08369679 0.11836513 0.06359879 194.94835 187.0539 202.8428 0.93709266 0.8593801 1.0237486 0.0474432
56.525417 40.2714 94.302605 1.1080283 0.9564071 1.2836863 0.16483188 0.23310748 0.61243683 122.7371 109.653 135.8212 1.2600273 1.0714091 1.5724978 0.14592573
36.85426 28.749601 50.552902 1.3353447 1.2034975 1.4816362 0.13957265 0.19738553 0.21969384 50.484695 44.757 56.212395 0.95507747 0.8477484 1.0328295 0.05800873
236.09131 102.6971 380.0254 0.34487152 0.29595518 0.40187296 0.05337616 0.07548528 0.09085054 54.8816 46.0169 63.7463 0.8370376 0.38709348 1.2677422 0.362775
82.26052 61.4438 109.11491 1.7007221 1.6123836 1.7939004 0.0908446 0.12847367 0.06372882 130.5159 124.86129 136.1705 0.999504 0.87880063 1.1717173 0.08482104
357.7622 214.836 527.1503 5.465475 5.0666876 5.8956504 0.4152766 0.58728975 0.02837927 635.0255 432.7985 837.2525 1.078714 0.20831697 3.0002146 1.6374565
55.152218 41.0822 65.4391 0.5121967 0.4807752 0.54567176 0.03249173 0.04595024 0.0600617 57.443653 46.611504 68.2758 0.62919945 0.50763774 0.79649866 0.08314636
95.86074 67.842804 131.6626 0.40665063 0.23452498 0.705105 0.26241323 0.37110835 0.34948212 56.0726 27.5732 84.57201 1.1351974 0.77195436 1.9402285 0.33273202
38.03326 30.071402 45.771797 0.9653341 0.7954009 1.1715727 0.19047499 0.2693723 0.88526016 39.6109 32.417404 46.804398 0.7260714 0.5607978 0.843148 0.09535507
27.941738 17.214598 42.5284 2.1307805 1.904814 2.383553 0.24037774 0.33994547 0.09365901 56.989548 50.065998 63.9131 0.489474 0.37814474 0.79160947 0.12306213
41.37854 22.4144 85.0743 0.3511292 0.21486533 0.5738092 0.19550462 0.2764853 0.2793272 17.9306 9.9126 25.9486 1.341195 0.9288104 2.3262198 0.39941806
136.1983 67.744804 178.0759 1.8397232 1.0477235 3.2304146 1.223796 1.7307088 0.47470307 502.14163 242.2601 762.0232 1.7080841 1.039949 2.465637 0.46250787
98.248085 74.607506 121.779396 0.8411266 0.7609855 0.92970765 0.08464423 0.11970501 0.33399197 93.7425 79.416 108.069 0.8371064 0.66629845 0.9956635 0.10080484
56.196884 40.484 68.0706 0.45736483 0.34863332 0.6000075 0.12887481 0.1822565 0.2126393 57.4943 29.7804 85.2082 0.58744496 0.50871223 0.63267666 0.04243817
68.12207 51.722298 124.054695 3.0727477 1.6980534 5.560355 2.1952794 3.1045938 0.3094321 467.3425 145.0484 789.6366 1.4987936 1.1804419 1.9011965 0.20916912
353.31604 158.08759 997.4554 1.3853313 0.9483972 2.0235643 0.56497127 0.79899 0.54776263 206.3273 133.4816 279.173 1.0227058 0.58958054 1.8585134 0.3699667
126.20616 79.32291 140.95111 1.4792442 1.42941 1.530816 0.05072285 0.07173293 0.05557979 198.2821 189.51251 207.0517 0.6018491 0.32787612 0.89397526 0.19959347
85.85399 72.2431 93.6 1.148048 1.053801 1.2507241 0.09870315 0.13958734 0.3535224 133.8169 90.0161 177.6177 1.1869683 1.1386688 1.2827824 0.04616177
46.24695 39.8358 49.683098 0.24330279 0.16975692 0.34871182 0.09356558 0.13232172 0.15874325 26.947302 24.107502 29.787102 0.5704052 0.37734407 0.8553466 0.14061481
76.32548 62.094402 95.0029 1.3697348 0.93106556 2.015082 0.5707373 0.8071444 0.5646739 182.84882 79.532 286.16562 1.807426 1.524453 2.0018952 0.15575667
157 06532 86 6948 221 23001 0 71162546 0 6015954 0 8417796 0 12123536 0 17145269 0 29196262 129 3609 106 5806 152 14119 0 7429175 0 5228884 0 95364237 0 13763598
2433.289 1695.3413 3021.5535 22.51318 21.754526 23.298286 0.77218133 1.0920293 0.0070074 2583.4573 1858.2805 3308.634 26.360252 22.256199 29.84786 2.3240743
24.2518 13.0293 44.0648 1.1008315 0.9572572 1.26594 0.15535465 0.21970464 0.6166078 43.74205 37.2408 50.2433 1.5769148 1.5021619 1.668083 0.04810529
88.94943 63.631897 119.4924 0.55192137 0.4995828 0.6097431 0.0552632 0.07815397 0.10573494 61.515602 52.084503 70.9467 0.94662446 0.79410625 1.1100389 0.09250871
1852.7322 614.185 2447.3474 58.532658 40.563232 84.462524 22.992903 32.516876 0.05721327 7729.8066 3464.9275 11994.686 22.86697 14.627245 33.468266 5.7651896
8.074921 2.4792995 15.568399 12.230032 2.597815 57.576714 94.94368 134.27063 0.3527349 300.3419 25.4412 575.2426 0.48757267 0.23751257 0.8624851 0.20703591
54.929886 30.4172 76.585 0.48211762 0.4295028 0.54117787 0.05608753 0.07931975 0.10000663 56.771 36.6883 76.8537 0.48526484 0.350394 0.666136 0.0923946
72.9935 49.5552 128.66061 1.3591132 1.2954047 1.425955 0.06532539 0.09238406 0.09880921 156.5783 110.65399 202.5026 1.5373436 1.387979 1.8807135 0.1561541
85.41638 52.385998 119.6386 0.932262 0.8066725 1.0774043 0.13631922 0.19278449 0.7126469 103.2947 92.0323 114.5571 1.6838921 1.490514 1.8240479 0.10464795
723.6523 246.3716 1186.4976 1.532825 0.57194364 4.1080136 2.6515262 3.7498243 0.73972434 216.0655 81.2228 350.9082 6.9783664 6.1683 7.7296786 0.46200883
87.474 59.8715 102.8707 0.97539514 0.94075143 1.0113146 0.03529698 0.04991747 0.61597395 109.9924 86.3869 133.5979 0.7736092 0.60829246 1.1706833 0.16629882
72.12762 48.4582 102.011 0.8172219 0.7093867 0.9414492 0.11681253 0.16519786 0.3892626 97.146545 60.5961 133.69699 1.0881768 1.024586 1.1836641 0.0472311
9.346232 -0.00469971 32.795 0.5578838 0.33975956 0.916043 0.31443885 0.44468367 0.448399 79.5557 29.0224 130.089 0.25877348 0.10987073 0.46018547 0.13126902
60.0427 28.610798 141.013 1.8696164 1.8196524 1.9209521 0.05066226 0.07164725 0.02754181 211.2504 164.0885 258.4123 1.4518329 1.039294 1.9970185 0.28143638
777.8273 473.927 1078.0132 0.5919602 0.54632294 0.64140975 0.04764569 0.06738118 0.0966637 586.1996 545.09143 627.3078 0.79371583 0.5050117 1.0790242 0.19081159
52.464165 32.198997 99.4863 0.9337002 0.92128575 0.94628197 0.01249886 0.01767606 0.12267564 106.53995 78.6966 134.3833 1.7045301 1.526445 1.809628 0.09437323
642.24493 502.1092 957.68915 0.3252722 0.27708653 0.38183743 0.05282928 0.07471188 0.09027376 231.36734 192.3376 270.3971 1.0317017 0.46374527 2.0444875 0.51625127
84.564026 54.263 98.56261 0.8725398 0.7885606 0.9654625 0.08875423 0.12551743 0.40648237 97.2276 82.4702 111.98499 0.7071158 0.6726761 0.7629431 0.02733541
414.5942 275.87878 609.023 3.122356 1.9790616 4.926126 1.5853379 2.2420063 0.24249326 350.921 281.0503 420.7917 2.2379158 1.6320199 2.937789 0.39144635
32.05065 18.5594 44.333702 0.40945315 0.40944204 0.40946427 1.11E-05 1.57E-05 1.93E-05 46.561752 34.974705 58.1488 0.60161173 0.43332574 0.96686107 0.15288214
82.74258 39.282898 114.481995 0.39745 0.29672202 0.532372 0.12130684 0.17155378 0.19529226 39.175648 27.682299 50.669 0.64050424 0.2810545 1.1601946 0.31368986
60.919003 43.9473 103.398705 0.5272407 0.4870269 0.5707749 0.04196211 0.05934338 0.07850628 32.8091 29.886198 35.732002 0.8770518 0.4832807 1.4370633 0.3022334
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.881554 25.620699 60.837196 0.4569772 0.4217154 0.49518734 0.03681515 0.05206449 0.06505278 53.1728 36.0231 70.322495 0.369129 0.32341942 0.43914014 0.03368738
880.1741 396.9747 1886.3547 28.962727 23.033415 36.418385 6.812234 9.633953 0.0432566 3569.6836 1967.5238 5171.8438 12.267344 9.990252 15.216265 1.507979
29.10912 9.576899 82.0602 1.1363102 1.1147127 1.1583261 0.0218094 0.03084314 0.09489194 129.85765 95.21921 164.4961 0.7041585 0.62276554 0.8431484 0.06522089
103.35562 77.1479 143.6571 1.1283174 0.9556185 1.3322262 0.1900569 0.26878104 0.59992146 124.75425 113.7993 135.7092 1.0187123 0.7520534 1.424256 0.19343092
103.08612 56.084496 186.42609 1.2841344 1.2473143 1.3220414 0.03737406 0.0528549 0.07372607 147.14584 106.5461 187.7456 2.617299 1.8885634 4.9980626 0.9175726
297.15796 187.7635 372.6588 0.9366664 0.9183209 0.9553784 0.01853118 0.02620704 0.1869021 191.4866 185.78821 197.185 0.68479985 0.53392005 0.8765974 0.09954011
224.7622 166.3536 269.5371 1.1275183 1.0061142 1.2635716 0.12928875 0.1828419 0.48341593 125.40749 107.9348 142.88019 2.3943758 1.5013444 3.0771284 0.5830156
79.352516 62.9498 100.0702 1.4092244 1.3695068 1.4500939 0.04030448 0.05699913 0.05293332 123.8847 119.10809 128.6613 0.99437165 0.8129519 1.1893048 0.1107878
4271.6455 1657.2213 7350.048 0.3132592 0.2115589 0.46384877 0.13307306 0.18819372 0.20760262 1995.2802 1267.1792 2723.381 1.0229915 0.84550416 1.1361983 0.09830559
8109.4316 6117.967 10255.432 26.836853 16.26607 44.277245 15.311305 21.653456 0.09615385 3046.078 2309.9756 3782.1802 90.97592 58.74043 129.78287 22.039555
149.6514 83.059 221.28299 0.4178349 0.28038663 0.6226617 0.1808667 0.25578415 0.27295807 95.57235 60.168797 130.9759 0.9360088 0.7861163 1.2293513 0.13111669
6068.0615 4062.4607 8305.258 0.280646 0.18731955 0.42046952 0.12339444 0.17450608 0.19610189 2377.647 1485.9023 3269.3916 0.7034264 0.30729344 1.1006271 0.33354115
1920.7886 472.3667 3191.2527 15.027108 8.35704 27.02081 10.576969 14.958093 0.13574854 1747.4639 1186.7991 2308.1287 23.76956 22.523129 25.893633 1.0299553
2205.9846 1383.8931 3039.8289 11.024886 5.8920603 20.629133 8.513782 12.040305 0.16255893 1299.4458 836.7427 1762.149 23.86658 19.008617 27.790869 2.7951462
38.958763 23.9912 56.055 0.45131963 0.3064328 0.66471153 0.18869421 0.2668539 0.28833747 20.526152 13.131302 27.921001 0.9782048 0.76449823 1.1897573 0.12896863
1099.4493 649.19116 1449.2786 5.1903777 3.3134243 8.130567 2.585144 3.6559458 0.16939165 582.531 470.5457 694.5163 8.772619 5.685386 14.337555 2.48939
19.73794 9.141403 31.8276 2.255055 1.7654927 2.8803709 0.56886244 0.80449295 0.18611608 51.57715 38.715797 64.4385 0.4496021 0.17934489 1.1243732 0.29845735
66.60208 46.1573 97.369606 0.200206 0.08064227 0.49704012 0.29103956 0.41159207 0.3275769 18.947248 5.3814964 32.513 1.3288411 1.2022909 1.411263 0.06707523
97.98812 64.400696 161.96411 2.1663413 1.9689289 2.3835468 0.20794232 0.29407483 0.07829097 253.33936 168.1867 338.492 1.9589628 1.4978731 2.7946713 0.372357
137.3297 52.749004 352.7656 0.49268353 0.25255027 0.9611435 0.41845816 0.5917892 0.48167104 232.90045 95.4015 370.3994 0.604001 0.26833516 1.1894895 0.30484903
121.34249 93.1605 141.3644 1.4530319 1.4361007 1.4701626 0.01703171 0.02408648 0.01996289 165.72644 122.6723 208.7806 1.0958085 0.8278397 1.4785194 0.18770948
761.9322 482.21338 1020.5034 0.41544598 0.21771815 0.7927467 0.3355696 0.47456706 0.40375692 445.99942 189.1984 702.8005 0.9692461 0.6252535 1.4245329 0.24215272
36.05252 13.4028 78.1791 0.27388906 0.24433385 0.30701932 0.03147974 0.04451907 0.05598824 32.23575 20.871098 43.600403 0.5590937 0.45054308 0.79948705 0.10319306
59.866596 23.6857 140.5676 1.7486671 1.3062406 2.3409445 0.5325782 0.75317925 0.306254 222.0108 111.5796 332.442 1.4050857 1.2451724 1.5581067 0.09205451
51 02288 39 105995 82 6434 1 3997601 1 293712 1 5145012 0 11062363 0 15644543 0 14649908 156 5459 129 36931 183 7225 1 829508 1 2251285 2 4737942 0 39492244
41.866398 24.413002 60.038094 1.6250696 1.6154444 1.6347522 0.00965398 0.01365278 0.00778844 74.6181 73.4297 75.806496 0.93843263 0.8503158 1.0030646 0.0472962
54.92798 39.0314 69.2408 0.44106048 0.28251424 0.6885825 0.21767643 0.30784094 0.31726944 28.5153 16.3575 40.673103 1.1593183 0.75024396 2.0506794 0.36986274
234.05562 113.411705 306.655 1.1695668 0.99095345 1.3803741 0.19651414 0.27791297 0.51794267 416.7826 352.39508 481.1701 1.0697864 0.9624027 1.1988115 0.06817761
83.96297 64.2737 104.0334 1.6461245 1.4954944 1.8119266 0.15870376 0.224441 0.12109344 183.57675 154.7755 212.37799 1.7678967 1.4918535 2.1505444 0.1896695
30.40276 17.8133 38.4728 1.3655915 1.2851841 1.4510297 0.08302472 0.11741468 0.12245686 61.901947 58.766296 65.0376 0.8238405 0.60477746 1.2128093 0.17397562
6945.8984 4620.596 14360.495 18.7152 11.869916 29.508106 9.4862175 13.415537 0.09816906 2103.1318 1685.6693 2520.5942 41.314945 24.180618 74.4723 14.607886
18.77738 10.735102 25.6404 2.7914934 1.1743591 6.6354795 3.6817207 5.2067394 0.44606185 65.32281 19.9808 110.66481 0.5962846 0.45916802 0.96666765 0.15076633
56.895584 32.661 98.261604 1.3808476 1.1070025 1.7224352 0.3128354 0.44241604 0.38233775 169.58344 94.5606 244.6063 1.357379 1.1037574 1.6664402 0.16315861
13.896633 -0.9061012 58.9252 0.98499626 0.805434 1.2045898 0.20232028 0.28612408 0.95226973 119.933304 68.8005 171.0661 0.5793975 0.28703794 0.90452236 0.22703788
96.390274 70.0907 130.8531 0.39184234 0.26873735 0.5713401 0.15893213 0.22476397 0.24362306 43.484 38.163902 48.8041 1.613877 1.1182741 2.2368772 0.33474383
4041.0515 3369.1257 5712.22 28.91523 17.435936 47.952156 16.713259 23.636116 0.09500462 3286.1013 2476.1104 4096.0923 58.413795 43.28873 69.556564 8.943377
611.6858 269.9336 1018.6337 6.0437665 4.833913 7.556427 1.3843926 1.9578267 0.07864161 665.97314 645.4731 686.47314 5.17802 4.890479 5.3944836 0.15258142
111.471245 74.4645 173.8387 1.4872627 1.1275619 1.9617109 0.4280933 0.60541534 0.3877479 174.94394 126.09111 223.79678 0.05283119 0.01 1.0617281 0.9041139
68.44694 46.723602 119.8516 0.6824642 0.5204507 0.8949115 0.19196294 0.2714766 0.3927898 75.17695 73.910194 76.4437 0.48318002 0.32965165 0.6504786 0.10000972
32.42586 23.313198 37.2242 1.2396411 1.0953832 1.4028971 0.1545467 0.21856202 0.33264428 50.466 44.7511 56.1809 1.1825469 1.0639071 1.4350188 0.11539108
61.812977 26.991001 123.0822 1.8504151 1.5851285 2.1600997 0.2898043 0.40984517 0.1568264 204.81186 184.5166 225.10712 1.6162596 1.0494243 2.1874094 0.37187278
33.106285 19.1862 93.456604 2.224818 1.476563 3.3522546 0.9943749 1.4062585 0.30158004 301.09433 126.1286 476.06006 1.6791431 0.5552856 2.9239993 1.1893736
141.75441 88.989395 187.431 4.208388 3.1928089 5.5470057 1.2080338 1.7084178 0.12087218 530.2359 272.73102 787.7408 2.335451 1.2653896 3.3880072 0.77581936
45.1115 33.2791 54.3592 0.25294837 0.18865742 0.33914846 0.07748459 0.10957976 0.13381127 27.8809 26.7916 28.9702 0.56841165 0.3582638 1.181858 0.23397699
52.43672 39.6226 68.2525 0.8470721 0.66755646 1.0748621 0.20759927 0.29358968 0.6125362 35.5065 26.8721 44.1409 0.99667925 0.79297656 1.3005416 0.14582853
44.467278 22.1603 87.472305 1.0321698 0.73806286 1.4434739 0.36659315 0.518441 0.9400761 43.3283 29.7066 56.950005 2.8669143 2.257844 4.0699983 0.52579826
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174.89949 133.63309 287.261 1.41849 0.81129116 2.480138 0.93395007 1.3208048 0.64406335 163.53369 115.213 211.8544 0.80563533 0.44636208 1.4269731 0.29492727
32.98407 20.1159 72.5345 1.4536244 1.121911 1.8834149 0.38951913 0.5508632 0.3855729 181.6507 95.8341 267.46732 1.0373482 0.54971397 1.5029919 0.35785058
43.78114 35.079 60.609097 0.33191985 0.24719462 0.4456844 0.10222881 0.14457336 0.1662393 16.243752 11.4419 21.0456 1.0446802 0.54664993 2.0255404 0.44148606
76.9747 40.6911 116.650406 0.33630627 0.24492757 0.46177694 0.11222014 0.15870324 0.18024941 44.21275 30.2475 58.178 1.076763 0.618028 1.9649853 0.3929243
53.933804 43.918003 68.730705 0.76738924 0.58178085 1.0122132 0.22090292 0.3124039 0.514265 48.69545 35.9981 61.3928 0.6719059 0.6550547 0.6898384 0.010042
50.223454 35.930496 57.396805 0.42859972 0.41412514 0.4435802 0.01473333 0.02083608 0.02580078 48.35075 37.8908 58.8107 0.49693954 0.45610052 0.5720842 0.03539853
153.03214 109.037094 179.6705 1.5899572 1.1881588 2.1276317 0.4835222 0.6838037 0.35707968 312.3382 220.98169 403.6947 2.497499 1.2872413 3.7472663 0.9095958
107.40868 65.8966 139.5856 1.9413465 1.1003577 3.425092 1.3061687 1.8472015 0.45064583 290.19843 93.993 486.4038 1.1529065 0.8882362 1.3170173 0.1522901
225.91595 177.1319 261.415 0.5026577 0.3150943 0.8018704 0.26285025 0.3717264 0.37973276 164.97575 94.419395 235.5321 1.1746267 0.60462433 2.1994126 0.48846224
105.105194 76.4171 147.36469 0.74612814 0.7127864 0.7810296 0.03414539 0.04828888 0.09858187 85.901 60.8865 110.9155 1.2719646 1.1878763 1.4060448 0.0652646
589.98236 279.66672 1012.80005 0.48927286 0.3219891 0.743466 0.22401007 0.31679806 0.33712247 504.76794 309.35892 700.177 1.1714467 0.7933264 1.7696896 0.2829817
104.162834 74.298004 128.7812 1.1487966 0.7296664 1.8086808 0.58003604 0.8202948 0.8111765 159.5913 62.3284 256.8542 0.6927906 0.67465764 0.70363533 0.0092333
160.08427 76.8198 233.007 0.6767141 0.45370775 1.0093325 0.29368055 0.415327 0.5074825 75.32475 64.4319 86.2176 1.0046417 0.692887 1.6081917 0.26115504
105.020836 81.855705 127.404396 0.9959109 0.74713063 1.3275301 0.29848275 0.42211834 0.9909248 193.13016 137.32791 248.9324 0.98231035 0.8964163 1.045791 0.04602455
149.21902 96.7184 172.15631 1.3520967 0.90906334 2.011043 0.58199203 0.823061 0.58634186 150.44095 129.09781 171.7841 1.0726613 0.67027855 1.7896742 0.32437646
2222.3677 1337.4307 3436.9912 0.74506736 0.69899654 0.79417473 0.04765382 0.06739269 0.13597529 2179.3958 2018.8129 2339.9785 0.86832273 0.62837976 1.2650265 0.1825361
86.499985 14.234301 153.5267 0.08433003 0.06036326 0.11781264 0.02984843 0.04221205 0.08555365 9.317951 8.5723 10.063602 0.13943225 0.04870854 0.90490687 0.28992695
717.5725 326.77502 1105.3916 2.1157277 1.2479659 3.5868795 1.2921464 1.827371 0.39068046 241.80936 177.22601 306.3927 6.637465 4.531599 9.099552 1.3970653
21.789364 5.1433983 55.2786 0.21039145 0.20527013 0.21564053 0.00518626 0.00733448 0.01006356 23.78545 18.420101 29.150799 0.42269248 0.33254597 0.48974708 0.0516975
439.031 346.4251 650.11957 3.9126155 2.9069235 5.2662406 1.2157272 1.7192979 0.13651775 431.33105 412.8177 449.8444 5.7303886 4.251493 6.8144546 0.8736589
42.822235 31.7861 48.390003 0.52082133 0.44056454 0.61569834 0.08839435 0.1250085 0.15986772 62.534847 37.6332 87.43649 0.34911376 0.30339226 0.41285965 0.03160488
69.84115 56.2096 96.6418 0.4954518 0.4382203 0.5601578 0.06127695 0.08665869 0.11015833 55.040703 47.848904 62.2325 0.9281789 0.90629095 0.9587116 0.01557772
56.8918 43.510902 75.2021 0.18833502 0.0970757 0.36538577 0.15797181 0.22340588 0.24056561 22.498652 13.785904 31.2114 0.7485847 0.3157148 1.6749583 0.4345805
17.582216 11.466299 27.8745 0.42534924 0.26809052 0.674854 0.21923216 0.31004107 0.31519413 59.36885 22.9004 95.837296 0.5843439 0.32368886 1.1051333 0.22886895
86 77572 50 236103 108 2259 2 0610368 1 5240984 2 7871382 0 6514684 0 92131543 0 25168356 262 99792 130 1891 395 8068 0 87990946 0 577082 1 2314243 0 20372966
18.940916 5.9983006 30.218197 0.47060943 0.3743602 0.59160465 0.11056139 0.15635741 0.18763113 57.996452 31.978 84.0149 0.50058544 0.40872288 0.7296189 0.09696131
421.5741 331.1355 617.3888 2.870958 2.111628 3.9033387 0.92521346 1.3084494 0.1804361 316.65054 299.8763 333.42477 2.5466912 1.3595536 3.8713923 0.88051236
54.68852 31.483398 107.68251 0.67068803 0.6547921 0.6869699 0.016092 0.02275752 0.03818208 76.745255 55.932602 97.5579 0.38333756 0.34356502 0.4284095 0.02449956
118.24745 94.2731 136.5045 0.73163104 0.65835905 0.8130579 0.07763793 0.10979661 0.20733471 85.8506 56.237297 115.4639 1.7051127 1.3716077 2.2084973 0.2405341
57.779037 32.2891 85.471695 1.3950841 1.1248419 1.7302519 0.30747774 0.4348392 0.36543983 88.521255 70.5968 106.4457 1.0884316 1.0205576 1.137151 0.03581973
43.455082 32.6413 87.468506 1.1808264 0.9396455 1.4839116 0.2769764 0.39170378 0.5995926 145.499 80.2649 210.73311 1.1002499 0.6361828 1.6410041 0.33154404
44.810196 33.240097 60.534702 2.562203 2.5046246 2.621105 0.05825023 0.08237827 0.01537585 175.37115 173.13681 177.6055 1.4949853 0.80398244 2.5367625 0.5457944
568.6269 299.5834 874.6502 1.734175 1.5652133 1.9213755 0.17870773 0.2527309 0.11719716 1176.8247 1068.2517 1285.3978 0.7366233 0.6364452 0.7999393 0.05420464
84.73884 57.404305 120.15181 1.2887268 1.1378348 1.459629 0.16173443 0.22872703 0.29053298 152.2395 97.194305 207.2847 0.7396775 0.50646704 1.1010673 0.17243816
48.16362 36.4365 68.7467 0.6973349 0.5907168 0.82319653 0.11731948 0.1659148 0.274623 40.194252 33.9766 46.4119 0.91465294 0.7272431 1.1840652 0.1313466
41.44358 29.0312 57.616596 0.755679 0.7131635 0.80072904 0.04383179 0.06198751 0.12976475 84.83815 68.3986 101.2777 0.37994152 0.24132822 0.7150205 0.13441768
48.559647 19.933601 113.076996 1.7849997 1.2343398 2.5813181 0.70590025 0.9982937 0.3609171 236.00784 105.437805 366.57788 1.2994589 1.0863984 1.536048 0.13113333
88.891785 56.370705 112.8166 0.7178003 0.674961 0.7633586 0.0442547 0.06258559 0.11682405 80.52945 65.2064 95.85249 0.562663 0.40861964 0.8776644 0.13429224
172.95425 118.1131 191.421 1.5323898 1.4060265 1.6701095 0.13236856 0.18719742 0.1266625 213.12491 192.7174 233.53241 1.0690316 0.8813594 1.3682488 0.14050698
89.14728 40.1584 211.1791 0.3120553 0.30197918 0.32246768 0.01024792 0.01449275 0.01793776 40.91535 39.9812 41.849503 1.090571 0.35560495 2.4334946 0.8257351
91.278946 73.2151 108.5998 0.8268294 0.65043855 1.0510552 0.20424996 0.28885305 0.5733762 117.59385 88.7997 146.388 1.6565808 0.6855246 2.578427 0.851691
45.313263 40.605396 51.8105 0.9340375 0.8853353 0.9854188 0.05008963 0.07083743 0.42358842 107.78345 75.6257 139.9412 0.6864414 0.56919956 0.9666443 0.12030266
46.10418 33.5756 74.7391 1.7846951 1.1193696 2.8454735 0.93188494 1.3178843 0.4316147 249.85405 95.617004 404.0911 1.3409241 1.0617529 1.6857792 0.18139954
91.0662 26.673399 190.24869 0.05769602 0.01 0.33288303 0.8793269 1.243556 0.3507373 7.0669003 -14.301201 28.435001 0.4124673 0.29530612 0.55742174 0.07792386
41.321312 28.026 48.942398 0.4154573 0.40294087 0.42836258 0.01271482 0.01798147 0.0221618 46.90665 36.590904 57.222397 0.36446142 0.29527047 0.4195397 0.03942376
840.09155 531.0915 1064.9094 13.486361 12.312014 14.772722 1.2337694 1.7448134 0.0222835 1505.1722 1261.8918 1748.4526 14.216791 11.497621 21.02329 2.866266
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.916603 43.290398 84.0412 0.40350318 0.37551358 0.43357906 0.02908287 0.04112938 0.05032233 45.181946 37.0365 53.327396 0.37838018 0.29998186 0.5126177 0.0612201
43.83077 17.1802 110.29541 1.2509226 1.0751132 1.4554815 0.19165291 0.27103814 0.37864774 149.26614 91.8366 206.6957 0.9128576 0.7238135 1.2068732 0.13875224
77.82686 63.0925 92.8665 1.1050949 1.0266889 1.1894885 0.0815471 0.11532501 0.40409997 71.07355 66.559 75.5881 0.9411614 0.8660123 0.984724 0.03926062
56.06568 37.0121 101.3081 0.92626387 0.87570995 0.9797362 0.05206782 0.07363502 0.40257022 106.96885 74.8035 139.1342 1.3034172 1.1894034 1.5454322 0.11170716
330.72208 187.962 782.4309 0.9275273 0.68264574 1.2602538 0.2982274 0.42175722 0.84678787 367.95502 255.225 480.68506 0.52360827 0.3942285 0.75865906 0.10446725
52.426758 34.2892 76.6039 0.54300624 0.38144997 0.7729867 0.20435993 0.2890086 0.3337953 24.7773 16.593601 32.961 1.1000634 0.7799494 1.7932634 0.28969738
74.11116 30.071102 98.0025 1.551877 1.2146742 1.9826899 0.39189333 0.55422086 0.3237602 203.5175 152.72139 254.31361 1.0652587 0.90801466 1.3437535 0.12792626
114.58878 91.8196 152.2167 1.850499 1.5785319 2.1693237 0.29791135 0.42131025 0.16090995 204.7374 185.3045 224.1703 1.1639599 0.7750946 1.7639403 0.28846207
55.763542 45.674103 68.2495 1.0275927 0.8740813 1.2080647 0.16846557 0.23824629 0.8938983 63.548603 53.974503 73.1227 1.4712008 1.2028611 1.7467281 0.16135867
14.278685 7.889099 31.274101 0.36254105 0.3359099 0.39128354 0.02774069 0.03923126 0.04778109 40.5634 33.4236 47.7032 0.51647097 0.34607658 1.0705614 0.20904818
210.45876 148.7211 302.1109 1.3619038 1.0934337 1.6962913 0.30637482 0.43327942 0.39339978 150.08925 144.89789 155.28061 2.2738607 1.9569157 2.5538564 0.17981361
31.185333 20.6978 56.0858 0.432734 0.3772895 0.4963264 0.05989446 0.08470355 0.10329112 47.988 42.3964 53.579597 0.58870906 0.50212854 0.7533701 0.07447719
1138.718 699.7324 1714.0831 45.387093 29.377583 70.12109 21.767107 30.783337 0.07227256 6233.7373 2509.4448 9958.029 31.963453 23.322361 48.003216 7.0587645
60.16238 23.6448 86.73499 0.53026277 0.47004342 0.5981971 0.06438919 0.09106007 0.11954744 62.551205 40.1513 84.95111 0.0593096 0.01 0.38845894 0.18009554
95.72962 52.353302 155.8659 3.1704948 2.8354125 3.545176 0.35636568 0.5039772 0.0614355 372.82965 242.20209 503.45718 0.811353 0.62368494 1.3064184 0.20215978
114.99721 81.3394 172.6151 0.7959206 0.5975098 1.0602163 0.23792386 0.33647513 0.5719755 87.7088 84.8535 90.5641 1.1149069 0.81005365 1.3764575 0.18471095
126.25402 64.244095 240.76251 0.44237202 0.31580523 0.6196636 0.15797272 0.22340716 0.24946098 47.5666 31.692501 63.4407 1.2206696 0.9941377 1.5908835 0.17211102
429.89276 254.08629 648.91595 0.80360264 0.7773794 0.8307105 0.02667533 0.03772461 0.0958648 292.47916 285.698 299.2603 0.7909626 0.7045714 0.8561903 0.0468981
134.91423 102.793 187.9351 0.9926861 0.5096221 1.9336399 0.8402528 1.1882969 0.99299115 118.772354 72.372406 165.1723 0.443721 0.13171634 1.2427498 0.4142288
86.52048 57.675003 124.255005 0.41609654 0.38199303 0.45324472 0.03571298 0.05050578 0.06189157 40.339252 37.2983 43.380203 0.8890579 0.5555769 1.1827604 0.21977101
40.180233 26.5129 62.0293 1.0858567 0.82445526 1.4301378 0.31075412 0.43947268 0.8149859 136.76096 70.4253 203.09659 1.1942769 0.9666497 1.7439419 0.2328544
61.63136 47.3692 73.3333 1.634571 1.6245697 1.6446338 0.01003217 0.01418763 0.00795102 131.11095 130.6062 131.61569 1.0305011 0.74686307 1.4560777 0.20467727
96.791565 46.024 159.89691 0.4700495 0.26011065 0.84943295 0.33474964 0.47340748 0.42322898 52.2209 24.111902 80.3299 1.01012 0.9900627 1.0494266 0.01929407
51.5029 43.9124 64.690895 0.9394219 0.88773584 0.99411726 0.05324756 0.07530343 0.46848315 45.176445 43.072598 47.280296 0.85902214 0.72173804 1.1703871 0.13563499
58 414288 35 8704 93 4218 0 9015324 0 8411492 0 96625036 0 06265099 0 08860188 0 3752719 100 995346 82 5375 119 45319 0 46419114 0 4133861 0 57535857 0 05031825
53.234436 27.829601 72.5755 0.42338136 0.37946907 0.4723752 0.04663971 0.06595852 0.08067245 49.74865 32.414402 67.0829 0.5732201 0.55545056 0.58480227 0.00913652
33.8548 21.445099 51.7411 2.0057142 1.453187 2.7683222 0.6813788 0.9636151 0.27604076 64.16525 43.5989 84.7316 0.71270776 0.51272124 0.8978987 0.12312158
68.98968 49.628498 91.500595 1.5913361 1.3573943 1.8655968 0.25626636 0.36241534 0.209936 163.70195 139.4861 187.9178 1.0771875 0.92659867 1.3420883 0.12224779
77.106865 49.835205 98.45001 0.7866306 0.73642343 0.8402607 0.05199405 0.07353069 0.17073481 88.17815 71.775406 104.580894 0.82240355 0.67105025 0.942383 0.08591212
81.8143 49.014202 135.9173 0.72102994 0.5634318 0.92271006 0.183379 0.25933707 0.41131714 34.71345 26.6486 42.7783 1.2220473 0.70338136 2.2983336 0.4607553
56.58566 38.6423 81.5387 0.8463662 0.62405515 1.1478727 0.27034855 0.38233057 0.6811475 39.276352 28.0245 50.528206 1.0541224 0.72749525 1.5911057 0.24864024
88.9563 66.7779 99.908005 1.3488241 1.105573 1.645596 0.27363265 0.386975 0.37342092 116.88555 95.0668 138.7043 0.846191 0.69819814 1.0344687 0.09704112
141.61263 77.1999 226.7765 0.58806497 0.45437726 0.76108646 0.15685447 0.2218257 0.28788418 93.8556 71.052 116.659195 1.0034517 0.94532555 1.1182607 0.05456534
213.07677 139.634 286.937 0.5811125 0.46782902 0.7218272 0.12903063 0.18247686 0.24195176 156.90005 121.9087 191.8914 0.9882516 0.7739382 1.2183598 0.13234083
517.66846 429.61533 786.6852 2.0971885 1.2660375 3.4739883 1.2087384 1.7094142 0.38082018 238.27094 179.79239 296.74948 4.563683 2.6887386 7.7038846 1.4886783
78.98988 42.4921 119.334404 2.3394141 1.5761669 3.4722583 1.0007899 1.4153306 0.2769094 313.8694 134.63681 493.102 2.642674 1.6896194 4.0656166 0.70387375
67.95759 52.041695 101.4883 0.78109866 0.731319 0.8342668 0.05154843 0.07290049 0.16583423 56.736244 53.569996 59.902496 0.885068 0.8604893 0.93096834 0.02243411
43.85718 34.3739 53.797398 1.1307061 1.0458184 1.2224839 0.08851253 0.12517561 0.36031178 64.92315 59.222702 70.6236 1.1376991 1.0546283 1.2953033 0.07438741
67.1566 41.1922 77.2977 0.9469678 0.8689809 1.0319537 0.08168767 0.1155238 0.64027214 110.3892 74.2287 146.5497 0.6097757 0.4944114 0.7991711 0.0878593
100.785446 27.2582 292.35568 5.0746603 3.2254248 7.98412 2.5574992 3.61685 0.1732219 704.6786 275.5171 1133.8401 2.865661 2.5828884 3.1216545 0.15927733
40.65558 33.776703 51.653797 1.3240447 1.175192 1.4917516 0.15903482 0.22490919 0.25577337 55.95535 48.763298 63.1474 0.6424991 0.5166883 0.9784804 0.1397708
74.145546 61.9805 115.521996 2.1521025 2.0017478 2.3137505 0.15627469 0.22100578 0.05997869 240.95676 197.6415 284.272 1.8022255 1.0430317 3.2084131 0.6346804
1308.7184 814.01874 1840.4537 1.1309975 1.0930903 1.1702193 0.03857946 0.0545596 0.17199424 1093.0859 1066.7433 1119.4286 1.181544 0.88947713 1.8782334 0.28784037
50.465958 38.9959 61.210594 0.6776646 0.63459045 0.72366244 0.04460014 0.06307412 0.10644522 30.6307 28.3176 32.943798 0.83666784 0.6651543 1.0163795 0.10463122
88.39032 59.904198 106.6661 0.86109084 0.67323095 1.1013715 0.21850759 0.30901638 0.65237874 94.8432 94.079605 95.606804 0.78828645 0.719126 0.9198813 0.06149031
62.358067 42.794502 80.0391 1.1543111 1.0812657 1.232291 0.07562043 0.10694344 0.272123 129.4077 105.262794 153.5526 0.6881374 0.5304185 1.103977 0.17000979
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.54556 68.6866 89.147995 0.6333615 0.42072248 0.9534713 0.28235552 0.399311 0.46500066 45.525253 28.263802 62.786705 1.0545791 0.86575454 1.294469 0.12377626
115.82493 78.2789 218.8595 2.4021335 1.9418954 2.9714503 0.52269393 0.73920083 0.15157749 293.92938 165.87749 421.9813 2.2311833 1.8973441 2.7685478 0.2530393
18.36784 9.596199 25.7595 1.2052027 1.1475649 1.2657355 0.05913266 0.0836262 0.16345923 36.271904 34.1346 38.409203 1.5401365 1.2796152 2.1730876 0.2713965
28.89116 14.808199 37.1285 1.6896651 1.6245071 1.7574365 0.06649902 0.09404381 0.04764051 54.93155 52.2249 57.6382 0.5811266 0.4603034 0.68488055 0.0703485
54.086433 40.262 61.1362 0.3922466 0.38013282 0.40474638 0.01231081 0.01741011 0.02133134 44.974953 32.4711 57.4788 0.7154114 0.46343178 1.1988637 0.2105036
14.469001 10.061201 24.904099 0.490531 0.46987894 0.51209074 0.02111894 0.02986669 0.03839848 55.2357 43.742996 66.7284 0.5961199 0.29547033 1.099974 0.25512907
47.59102 39.897602 62.070095 0.6159058 0.57822686 0.65604 0.03895835 0.05509542 0.08245634 69.07715 56.039204 82.1151 0.35404906 0.26356545 0.5198088 0.07338774
129.3318 102.6017 144.6436 0.998845 0.5556365 1.7955827 0.7026051 0.9936337 0.99874556 116.143196 78.907 153.3794 0.91390616 0.88543344 0.9589183 0.02234347
190.82722 132.45311 320.9292 2.8638031 2.5029254 3.2767127 0.38925162 0.5504849 0.08105552 339.56653 213.8009 465.33218 2.3280756 2.007747 2.6643577 0.19173452
119.87277 78.6969 168.38528 0.43502808 0.26985824 0.701292 0.23382737 0.33068183 0.3315863 61.3216 23.051401 99.591805 1.6660534 1.4991766 1.8973818 0.11552506
41.25132 31.8902 45.465797 1.1019986 0.99889964 1.2157387 0.10876966 0.15382352 0.50358784 73.8145 65.8578 81.7712 2.1224194 1.4423155 3.2240162 0.5147517
108.79907 64.5583 130.13501 0.62144536 0.42602906 0.90649766 0.2523787 0.35691738 0.42707703 68.9673 60.501198 77.433395 0.7657206 0.45071918 1.0678093 0.21663809
38.66298 25.774698 53.4925 1.6036872 1.3936149 1.8454255 0.22740252 0.32159573 0.18395421 68.264496 58.0748 78.4542 1.6958711 1.0925702 2.3045647 0.39743933
41.37295 21.7001 93.9151 1.221938 0.80539894 1.8539044 0.55700624 0.78772575 0.71466887 166.03699 68.7975 263.2765 1.1086566 0.6492248 2.0030198 0.39287102
41.54515 31.836199 59.5558 0.7836655 0.68664974 0.8943885 0.10447868 0.14775516 0.31626317 92.833855 58.6539 127.01381 0.72053033 0.61919224 0.9525957 0.10220411
75.83978 67.6246 85.5122 1.2809533 1.0049146 1.6328166 0.32027495 0.45293716 0.4936346 91.71255 70.746796 112.6783 0.85413563 0.76264733 1.0301901 0.08115877
20.713549 10.663298 24.530201 0.6423267 0.5199663 0.7934814 0.13883333 0.19633998 0.2835628 70.810455 67.7795 73.8414 0.8702508 0.70131814 1.3172685 0.18640137
260.8991 192.3856 328.0797 11.743291 8.37484 16.46657 4.207833 5.950774 0.08682457 1526.9155 715.3822 2338.449 7.503853 2.9903693 12.637981 4.0958347
87.50336 58.197502 140.2887 1.8202038 1.4861073 2.2294097 0.37683737 0.5329285 0.20783067 221.77332 126.94389 316.60272 1.8121252 1.6281849 2.228044 0.18876429
55.98603 40.8484 82.148705 0.4474258 0.3757812 0.5327298 0.07928146 0.11212091 0.13602422 49.4357 45.505997 53.365402 0.6386922 0.57420975 0.6898986 0.03519186
595.996 322.5808 775.8333 1.2310225 1.2246796 1.2373983 0.00635939 0.00899354 0.01581957 940.40784 935.87384 944.94183 0.56872123 0.46473414 0.7979766 0.09905079
58.98232 37.397095 90.5461 0.3924694 0.21451584 0.718046 0.28769553 0.4068629 0.36507764 27.317852 12.7621 41.873604 0.89106727 0.65715224 1.0523729 0.13826507
67.793 38.3139 94.1214 0.73335534 0.67917764 0.7918548 0.05644948 0.07983162 0.1544435 68.4586 62.535698 74.3815 1.1131506 0.76583374 1.5857033 0.24213403
36.44884 18.405901 52.8752 1.2654076 0.91671115 1.7467402 0.43005392 0.6081881 0.598467 63.585697 43.198494 83.9729 0.63344055 0.40906772 0.8502968 0.14667675
244 41292 117 4588 486 05292 7 540002 3 9744885 14 304135 6 0097656 8 499092 0 19540493 1185 4299 339 5024 2031 3574 8 1002035 4 566321 12 974487 2 660842
432.1021 186.1955 676.95435 2.6083117 1.9275926 3.529423 0.8263237 1.1685982 0.19453706 287.6129 273.7411 301.4847 7.0607166 5.396702 10.63762 1.5192522
67.957085 36.598003 115.9555 4.726267 1.5085015 14.807809 11.8522415 16.7616 0.4036334 630.8397 114.54941 1147.13 0.9608817 0.6441826 1.3795997 0.22002497
41.863384 21.828901 61.238697 0.19951059 0.18248402 0.21812584 0.01786835 0.02526966 0.03519579 22.273651 18.632399 25.914902 0.42561117 0.21238339 0.73098224 0.17226884
51.2965 32.462402 77.805 1.042619 1.0403761 1.0448667 0.00224531 0.00317535 0.03281982 49.979248 49.372498 50.586 1.1007016 1.051817 1.1955861 0.04564048
23.902802 11.8846 51.764595 0.9674929 0.27463466 3.408319 3.269733 4.6241007 0.9832969 253.7406 23.459404 484.02182 0.12197321 0.05757542 0.28438073 0.0670054
65.289764 29.040298 123.1094 0.18184923 0.17552128 0.18840532 0.00644472 0.00911421 0.01322577 20.874447 14.993097 26.755798 0.35787913 0.1569398 0.5521911 0.16855434
71.11274 59.531902 100.7384 0.87359023 0.70525306 1.0821079 0.19136307 0.27062824 0.6414851 106.957596 60.243 153.6722 0.80143106 0.7353423 0.9430405 0.06556244
22.044 3.9039993 39.873302 0.6542081 0.5774136 0.74121606 0.08232976 0.11643186 0.18219405 77.292206 49.322903 105.261505 0.62240463 0.41097867 0.7912672 0.13403201
370.43396 205.87091 619.816 0.32216588 0.16959792 0.61198187 0.25755325 0.36423528 0.32811472 114.06979 50.2835 177.8561 1.281234 0.94894063 1.780638 0.23945944
57.810734 39.960598 118.9606 1.6425936 1.4119519 1.9109104 0.25140202 0.35553613 0.18839185 195.99075 120.6095 271.372 1.2526218 0.855478 2.0801919 0.34892187
17.5875 9.665199 30.727901 0.3419816 0.1990824 0.5874522 0.21571812 0.30507147 0.29731792 50.21545 17.0057 83.4252 0.5121222 0.3954495 0.8247466 0.12756762
59.440166 17.4237 131.5257 0.9141111 0.7072674 1.1814473 0.24244203 0.34286478 0.78563744 100.680046 100.44039 100.9197 1.8366754 1.5296425 2.0956233 0.1745353
88.57045 71.5566 105.7798 0.6950911 0.6470223 0.74673116 0.04993995 0.07062575 0.12384682 80.65681 55.268906 106.04471 1.2278354 1.0275804 1.347002 0.10998888
63.649963 44.6621 76.8931 0.9138778 0.8915837 0.9367294 0.02257743 0.03192931 0.17039691 103.31564 80.0158 126.61549 0.57829523 0.38348645 0.7125438 0.12264089
744.0079 335.6917 1504.029 0.19373977 0.10874887 0.34515396 0.13340597 0.18866453 0.21538405 118.622955 55.982002 181.2639 1.1727462 0.60069555 2.057981 0.46588975
901.29584 315.2095 1319.7026 2.589125 2.1623313 3.1001575 0.47405675 0.6704175 0.1191339 285.94675 264.8167 307.07678 6.5518737 2.9961274 9.840957 2.8885508
755.1806 379.9095 1217.6772 3.0130725 2.427136 3.7404609 0.66710806 0.9434332 0.12325341 332.09692 319.5117 344.6822 5.211951 3.3994346 9.996124 1.8762884
8.17744 6.0002995 12.6255 4.4449997 2.031704 9.724852 4.876515 6.8964334 0.30767843 58.528503 19.8971 97.159904 0.7747343 0.5441249 1.4027815 0.24773408
58.9678 39.6363 77.5324 1.1039858 1.0087639 1.208196 0.09998746 0.14140362 0.47064936 50.348198 46.3182 54.3782 0.80690074 0.640096 1.0536153 0.11881758
127.750404 65.0273 188.4278 1.3415024 1.16812 1.5406197 0.18744884 0.2650927 0.28026143 152.98746 133.45 172.5249 0.9127918 0.7613168 1.0321909 0.08508444
94.39472 56.508896 170.4429 0.5599715 0.55226016 0.5677905 0.00776568 0.01098233 0.01522086 75.0757 73.2852 76.8662 2.556092 2.014704 3.1487553 0.33586767
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
128.12027 58.1762 216.9883 1.3922389 1.3265748 1.4611533 0.06734163 0.09523545 0.09229355 156.60086 124.8123 188.3894 1.263156 0.8828541 1.7323852 0.2545303
307.1379 167.28319 471.8239 1.7300069 1.2512872 2.3918762 0.5911755 0.83604836 0.33982116 795.84326 539.5368 1052.1497 0.7982082 0.5766457 1.2302082 0.18684316
99.93066 68.5709 147.73459 0.5961315 0.33638328 1.0564519 0.4053806 0.57329476 0.53206146 104.02395 49.488297 158.5596 0.6030488 0.40272003 1.0373195 0.18057436
117.03292 59.339302 211.5063 0.3540804 0.25564265 0.4904226 0.12173799 0.17216352 0.19354631 39.098198 36.3043 41.892097 0.9123215 0.7284656 1.1789706 0.12949783
27.44452 21.4353 34.087402 1.3444464 1.1575295 1.5615466 0.20353216 0.28783792 0.29809114 53.63175 45.1398 62.123695 1.4935482 1.0544884 2.8592055 0.5264736
14.364068 6.962002 24.393803 0.40347847 0.35174802 0.46281677 0.05588574 0.07903437 0.09551554 44.743202 39.533997 49.952404 0.4842912 0.42029265 0.55463123 0.0389905
52.24494 35.5177 77.9129 0.7170271 0.67868906 0.75753087 0.03946063 0.05580576 0.10422488 32.206802 30.1183 34.295303 1.1751868 0.9281477 1.4065056 0.14651167
534.5386 257.4159 853.23193 7.8171177 4.9583163 12.324208 3.961437 5.602318 0.13870454 1086.8628 423.54138 1750.1843 5.280402 4.2648544 7.231033 0.8642998
-1.1258667 -13.766102 12.727001 0.81784225 0.31643495 2.1137552 1.3020947 1.84144 0.8671463 163.6042 27.03 300.1784 0.5610037 0.33133423 1.0043416 0.19517905
1516.3834 1101.7582 2475.1267 34.744717 23.468245 51.43951 14.753129 20.864075 0.07011934 4654.8447 2004.6667 7305.0225 35.981457 30.33966 46.39776 4.721528
68.36978 57.737602 79.851 0.59567183 0.51009655 0.69560355 0.09350495 0.13223597 0.18517543 30.129501 25.2005 35.058502 0.9300202 0.84712434 1.1108582 0.08315162
62.799683 48.2246 87.0352 0.3661571 0.27246732 0.49206272 0.11311815 0.15997322 0.18213277 40.3629 38.6936 42.032196 0.5008649 0.32211983 0.6483171 0.11529536
41.321136 31.6466 59.9424 1.7928566 1.5465134 2.0784397 0.26791838 0.3788938 0.15786031 113.169106 95.458405 130.8798 1.1017396 1.0434446 1.1414722 0.03042029
133.15155 58.695305 291.5346 2.2091525 1.4872885 3.2813776 0.9471538 1.3394778 0.29474932 366.49402 225.4797 507.50833 0.5883896 0.38794383 0.88883674 0.14709459
300.9248 195.34941 402.2029 1.3962898 0.7131515 2.7338164 1.1956886 1.690959 0.7064429 167.39984 101.276 233.5237 2.9115987 2.2436786 3.5598788 0.40318125
64.98808 34.032997 95.6774 0.69607407 0.5429909 0.8923154 0.17835101 0.2522264 0.38257155 86.55095 46.382504 126.719406 0.50766677 0.43216038 0.65764993 0.06721325
42.526115 30.9421 54.0139 0.6301323 0.50041157 0.7934803 0.14919001 0.21098652 0.2947107 69.421906 67.7794 71.0644 0.17910638 0.07611097 0.32274878 0.09117945
107.47418 41.7059 270.7431 0.40702653 0.37027505 0.44742575 0.03869094 0.05471725 0.06677626 43.67875 39.1257 48.231796 1.0055147 0.57482386 2.202365 0.46102157
96.77541 51.3597 129.6617 0.8384285 0.7060077 0.99568653 0.1462845 0.20687753 0.49209535 66.878204 54.8461 78.9103 1.3961364 1.2832636 1.6234753 0.10600749
19.4758 5.1809006 65.754196 0.9734347 0.70432585 1.3453647 0.33222756 0.4698407 0.9471513 125.610794 60.1638 191.0578 0.9218422 0.3878463 1.5359724 0.46553037
423.70178 202.723 914.5535 0.29903224 0.27467486 0.3255496 0.02549876 0.0360607 0.04473172 234.1961 216.6698 251.72241 0.80964375 0.44108135 1.2333683 0.2713525
18.665651 12.048901 30.245499 0.45735887 0.35769612 0.58479005 0.11589419 0.16389914 0.1938006 50.375053 49.953003 50.7971 0.5220986 0.429461 0.5974866 0.05260285
58.868237 47.130997 70.180504 0.6563128 0.5586628 0.77103126 0.10711314 0.15148085 0.23259443 40.592552 33.715 47.4701 1.6233805 0.9992407 2.2698226 0.42274177
46.764732 29.039299 62.9941 0.47096536 0.4090608 0.5422381 0.06703325 0.09479933 0.11778272 52.20485 46.3182 58.091503 0.31073743 0.18410695 0.5583658 0.10829309
74 46114 50 708496 106 9072 0 81507504 0 74650854 0 8899393 0 0719006 0 1016828 0 25839555 91 1377 82 2473 100 02811 0 85290515 0 45346594 1 3634939 0 30395105
71.29601 33.6795 95.9275 0.19266595 0.14060722 0.263999 0.06382623 0.09026391 0.12031483 21.2594 19.9679 22.5509 0.7901541 0.57667744 1.1717833 0.17023042
-25.56623 -66.884995 -1.2346992 0.16327237 0.01 2.6657865 281.749 398.45325 0.6335502 157.7115 -63.150406 378.5734 0.18024991 0.01 1.219462 2.66692
51.787823 31.550507 102.1905 1.5245382 1.2044159 1.929746 0.36954466 0.5226151 0.32446906 188.4643 102.8817 274.0469 0.80666995 0.72036546 0.8641333 0.04610642
393.24997 280.2919 637.593 0.7295938 0.5366422 0.9919219 0.23509833 0.33247924 0.49170458 346.9264 240.44711 453.4057 1.0134505 0.75349975 1.493146 0.21183228
82.173965 41.2246 168.61551 0.1924771 0.1699296 0.21801637 0.02416864 0.03417962 0.04804513 13.434802 11.901802 14.967802 1.38385 0.53413326 3.385198 0.92869455
134.0908 70.4951 222.9864 1.7786987 1.0229974 3.0926464 1.1554722 1.6340843 0.48718116 204.72646 145.2778 264.1751 1.378206 1.0896567 1.5603654 0.16366361
29.572115 21.539398 36.071 0.3422307 0.3086148 0.37950832 0.03557367 0.05030877 0.06119553 40.12835 26.362 53.8947 0.6874869 0.38045385 1.5016617 0.31896937
44.8423 34.9721 58.302605 2.4491966 1.5954311 3.7598388 1.153997 1.6319981 0.28412053 112.96251 68.2548 157.67021 0.87549806 0.7082641 1.1315218 0.1217127
61.813602 43.058197 87.58389 1.6619257 1.3645265 2.024143 0.33415478 0.47256622 0.23570605 202.0054 116.55841 287.4524 1.3016839 1.048723 1.5248235 0.14698255
46.429817 32.8483 51.857605 0.197944 0.16988787 0.23063345 0.03061172 0.04329151 0.05989562 21.91345 19.700802 24.126099 0.27986103 0.15318266 0.5873089 0.12447852
398.67432 253.1577 681.2232 7.8658156 6.006647 10.300431 2.2005994 3.1121175 0.08276372 987.937 513.0902 1462.7838 8.769434 6.9941735 13.284772 1.8843604
21.528366 13.876 28.3942 0.8141396 0.4819703 1.3752369 0.49276957 0.6968814 0.76204085 118.235054 41.170097 195.3 0.4904132 0.27137783 1.1316097 0.2437471
113.72301 99.3112 126.07829 0.88250846 0.8777524 0.8872903 0.00476898 0.00674436 0.02750717 100.22199 75.792694 124.65129 1.7325503 1.5411412 1.9102119 0.10901219
39.818302 34.922203 45.4851 1.2048049 1.0027267 1.4476076 0.22497657 0.3181649 0.49531385 50.5259 41.8413 59.210503 1.1684319 1.055063 1.3946695 0.10442492
48.49625 26.8432 135.78 1.5019052 1.305448 1.7279271 0.2126352 0.30071157 0.21130449 178.44907 111.5119 245.38622 1.2157508 0.81540954 1.5151246 0.2507116
47.434402 35.189705 60.632 0.67015636 0.63899416 0.7028383 0.03194622 0.04517878 0.07538231 31.550598 29.735199 33.365997 1.0273159 0.8182641 1.2512627 0.1283818
47.734463 31.145098 66.2247 0.3862237 0.28942856 0.51539063 0.11623118 0.16437571 0.18745278 48.95735 24.723103 73.191605 0.49377003 0.48640078 0.5066 0.00636515
47.981213 28.725798 72.2928 1.5775256 0.8418891 2.955956 1.2221943 1.7284437 0.6002558 245.8477 71.914505 419.7809 1.6692184 0.99417937 2.6535707 0.5056719
60.81862 53.298904 69.0382 0.8824104 0.82175297 0.94754523 0.06300271 0.08909928 0.3294728 98.8192 80.9397 116.6987 0.4655095 0.39323682 0.56346637 0.04901336
105.20908 53.430595 164.53949 0.85169554 0.6623289 1.095204 0.22112672 0.3127204 0.63830554 106.0542 56.5764 155.532 0.8558008 0.6724214 1.058401 0.1142215
48.412483 38.8154 63.394505 0.741385 0.69549596 0.79030174 0.04746751 0.0671292 0.13392432 83.138306 67.5079 98.76871 0.47068477 0.35087237 0.63192064 0.08170214
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
91.740585 72.85811 122.4487 0.6997648 0.44833848 1.0921899 0.34511307 0.48806357 0.5697023 78.48235 63.6694 93.2953 0.8085744 0.7033333 0.9095255 0.06090936
453.6331 177.9572 950.4137 17.279564 12.867692 23.204107 5.3236914 7.5288363 0.06562963 2197.2114 1099.1635 3295.2598 6.965479 4.8186107 11.144195 1.8046402
10.118033 6.1466007 21.224102 0.49434316 0.35829845 0.6820436 0.16771981 0.23719163 0.27281526 63.73215 30.605999 96.85831 0.39541602 0.34629488 0.43610054 0.0272971
132.91966 74.487 279.0115 4.997682 3.9394221 6.340226 1.2236193 1.7304591 0.09346791 618.44727 336.50702 900.3875 2.4826152 1.1373031 4.8928175 1.2129709
114.47563 70.7191 220.0232 0.68166673 0.4188763 1.109324 0.37548673 0.53101844 0.57554704 177.55011 95.92731 259.1729 0.7585693 0.5892714 1.0067956 0.12003228
296.9666 172.9532 541.1239 0.55963844 0.44587058 0.70243514 0.13054086 0.18461266 0.23756924 173.46082 136.3542 210.56741 0.964652 0.6508015 1.3928754 0.22021842
61.367188 39.0101 100.61021 0.43517345 0.4328357 0.43752387 0.00234411 0.00331507 0.00412149 49.5533 36.973 62.1336 0.6940614 0.49143797 0.9357024 0.13352676
52.66516 42.418 66.8727 1.182639 1.017774 1.3742098 0.17957 0.25395033 0.46475253 61.9925 53.3611 70.6239 0.5681775 0.44627964 0.7786264 0.09559619
294.73993 165.9778 473.21262 7.149789 5.7937093 8.823274 1.5375478 2.1744208 0.06780645 873.9555 494.901 1253.01 5.5999007 4.204813 6.588184 0.8172775
111.54004 76.9301 163.43831 0.8446474 0.7412152 0.96251297 0.1112829 0.15737778 0.41921207 100.0016 63.314903 136.6883 1.3976125 1.1938221 1.5389806 0.11157034
203.91821 132.6778 292.45392 1.1493917 1.0164607 1.299707 0.14234102 0.20130059 0.4604009 127.6855 111.0215 144.3495 1.4416357 0.6305858 2.6538193 0.71400946
37.73975 35.5058 42.4722 0.91198283 0.7340928 1.1329803 0.20263854 0.28657416 0.744372 111.801605 62.7065 160.8967 0.9829761 0.7513839 1.3389606 0.16869347
12.325483 4.334799 19.6492 0.40714553 0.22343604 0.7419013 0.29565853 0.4181243 0.37481898 62.222404 19.085999 105.35881 0.3926332 0.15324117 0.64932805 0.22030136
37.876965 31.608795 43.6361 0.33750147 0.24090302 0.47283432 0.12058295 0.17053004 0.19161631 37.3004 34.211098 40.389698 0.42542592 0.28917542 0.70448446 0.1183307
106.07009 70.717995 213.4906 0.5020595 0.29245782 0.8618808 0.316199 0.4471729 0.4234046 84.27215 42.067894 126.4764 1.0305879 0.8440537 1.1394554 0.10366257
74.24717 44.7675 88.2397 0.17465506 0.11826915 0.25792348 0.0736066 0.10409545 0.1399337 23.365402 10.102598 36.628204 0.7874204 0.38477528 1.8530816 0.42698234
27.36957 6.7766 62.362503 0.48344424 0.4152476 0.56284094 0.07437119 0.10517674 0.13129623 53.5241 48.078102 58.9701 0.06402614 0.01 0.16213886 0.12948583
443.68448 247.45218 656.8569 6.0156307 4.886021 7.4063973 1.2787029 1.8083589 0.07346225 663.2653 632.6575 693.87317 4.734619 2.4586673 7.359418 1.7241215
349.6185 194.5901 447.20752 5.9258304 4.3505015 8.07159 1.9222808 2.7185154 0.10947511 758.9418 371.6216 1146.2618 4.0566216 3.2166212 5.451386 0.642684
488.24518 319.9744 771.60156 5.021964 4.581312 5.5050006 0.46314746 0.6549894 0.03618831 586.5565 391.3375 781.7756 4.823639 3.96566 5.84092 0.5443889
400.0856 322.2445 474.49222 0.5879386 0.46638227 0.741177 0.13991222 0.19786575 0.2617901 277.21924 216.76581 337.6727 0.736649 0.46070775 1.3140914 0.24355605
192.15712 89.5246 321.5059 0.1979504 0.16611981 0.23588012 0.03524227 0.0498401 0.06863534 37.748398 30.832798 44.664 0.94683737 0.8306984 1.2137103 0.11898594
125.516 56.513996 199.6207 0.20527032 0.16522127 0.25502712 0.04562256 0.06452005 0.08672172 29.67315 23.615498 35.7308 1.100212 0.5060411 2.5898726 0.6212661
149.13196 130.802 175.73349 0.44308254 0.25142804 0.7808283 0.29729638 0.42044055 0.38711736 107.19626 53.0129 161.37961 0.9958047 0.7988617 1.143069 0.11191127
230 24037 158 3138 286 55432 1 3399724 0 8090853 2 2192047 0 77190655 1 0916407 0 6653661 397 10474 209 1019 585 1076 0 52765316 0 29566494 0 88909394 0 18210283
113.2113 38.396103 179.4018 1.5012654 1.4187316 1.5886005 0.08502514 0.12024371 0.08803169 145.126 138.37411 151.8779 1.3900685 1.1430221 1.8317074 0.20029235
224.16718 76.0987 306.93732 2.2092562 1.6816626 2.9023736 0.6260023 0.88530093 0.2110678 277.90997 143.6483 412.1716 2.6357412 1.0999738 5.981359 1.5612245
794.6904 461.97778 1303.437 4.032723 3.7510836 4.335509 0.29272428 0.41397464 0.03302259 451.5197 370.3409 532.6985 6.5515404 3.7208316 13.642527 2.8243797
164.21333 132.9633 212.2168 1.854766 1.6468338 2.0889523 0.22210743 0.31410733 0.12105398 218.66464 140.6732 296.6561 1.8475664 1.485465 2.3742757 0.2554907
62.396503 47.3306 100.834305 1.6434346 1.1384668 2.3723814 0.6463458 0.91407096 0.40514284 217.07736 97.2483 336.9064 1.1476692 0.9600125 1.6299962 0.2060753
524.07135 337.642 921.0432 0.63729113 0.5184599 0.78335845 0.1343645 0.1900201 0.2734451 377.848 304.5868 451.1092 0.67316574 0.4478917 0.98511267 0.15960854
641.4344 579.0869 733.2695 0.7684871 0.71146405 0.8300805 0.05942605 0.08404112 0.18132354 480.12793 447.954 512.3018 0.7982058 0.57356286 0.9864951 0.13649471
901.9155 551.04504 1267.2227 0.47808737 0.3545018 0.644757 0.14962623 0.21160343 0.24512948 448.19916 322.1209 574.2774 0.7645815 0.6443868 0.9942282 0.10329647
141.80585 87.3601 171.0577 0.39524823 0.27852178 0.5608939 0.14726725 0.20826735 0.22955854 68.22305 44.671196 91.7749 0.76069784 0.51300704 1.0069845 0.15914255
610.69086 440.0777 826.7025 5.103368 3.7496748 6.945766 1.650787 2.3345654 0.11898644 562.9043 532.4984 593.3101 5.0937867 3.9021091 6.888635 0.85803664
559.76794 487.49365 705.875 1.9393096 1.4440283 2.6044655 0.5976854 0.8452548 0.26667163 213.77185 205.0692 222.4745 4.492736 2.9602149 9.778263 1.9673439
561.59283 439.9905 659.2888 5.311983 4.3968296 6.417617 1.0226228 1.446207 0.0717755 586.2987 548.1954 624.4021 3.942833 3.422377 4.645903 0.3528041
14.020416 7.616701 24.4506 0.5742351 0.55647373 0.59256333 0.01805073 0.02552759 0.03601936 64.82144 50.616997 79.025894 0.44920817 0.26935226 0.85545284 0.16705558
427.80786 297.9761 520.6876 7.7938204 7.1429353 8.504015 0.6822709 0.9648767 0.02702173 908.91187 610.1524 1207.6713 3.3160853 2.8994849 3.7327335 0.24423112
683.08215 499.8531 1104.9504 32.717037 25.112034 42.62517 8.967149 12.681463 0.04819386 3603.6333 3566.2073 3641.059 8.640989 5.665755 13.126334 2.1918137
239.82506 122.8219 381.2967 0.48681405 0.42834845 0.5532597 0.06279882 0.08881094 0.11197901 147.42279 130.1133 164.7323 0.92147964 0.7235611 1.1497271 0.1252331
369.37387 200.8283 754.622 0.60019577 0.36202765 0.99504834 0.34665588 0.49024543 0.4968897 343.29742 180.4931 506.1017 0.67703456 0.503679 1.018137 0.14759007
395.05838 329.7348 488.79828 6.581383 5.673565 7.6344595 0.98771644 1.396842 0.05004498 728.9262 652.1387 805.71375 3.2429805 2.2258785 5.250232 0.86247927
336.09033 212.5785 539.1718 0.36536208 0.29818955 0.44766632 0.07578521 0.10717646 0.12675141 140.73184 111.1815 170.2822 0.8050221 0.53876835 1.1909853 0.19188516
1353.6672 453.62988 2603.0364 13.179623 10.319031 16.83321 3.3238006 4.700564 0.06022649 1635.986 881.4558 2390.516 10.644828 10.11993 11.006291 0.27385288
516.45404 328.89752 671.40424 0.67752695 0.48582062 0.94488114 0.23841156 0.33716485 0.45010507 433.3527 290.4356 576.2698 0.5967069 0.48240423 0.69882804 0.06649892
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
278.01755 193.7698 394.8344 1.1652416 0.89192617 1.5223099 0.3229352 0.4566993 0.66916865 343.58527 250.68228 436.48822 0.5232307 0.40268242 0.59738475 0.06940251
331.8583 269.89108 440.672 1.2523644 1.0091256 1.5542332 0.27687716 0.39156345 0.4868875 472.78064 367.7436 577.8177 0.69399494 0.5670598 0.86794305 0.08659355
234.47441 188.7505 318.6084 0.9981582 0.85689014 1.1627159 0.1541119 0.21794714 0.99230975 292.54886 245.3983 339.6994 0.918713 0.73895186 1.051418 0.10189234
59.87583 42.404297 76.9265 0.91064024 0.8756151 0.9470664 0.03574398 0.05054962 0.25259545 104.64505 74.795395 134.4947 0.5566138 0.42157346 0.7866841 0.10463733
152.67868 137.7092 160.9426 1.6426358 1.3164827 2.0495923 0.3726693 0.527034 0.26706338 181.0166 175.077 186.9562 1.1978694 1.0050013 1.5995045 0.17731665
150.79607 72.4856 257.2518 3.1747577 3.010739 3.347712 0.1686446 0.23849949 0.0292117 356.76184 285.9629 427.5608 1.2995552 0.94204503 1.8346405 0.2576522
848.7573 384.70468 2255.382 26.214073 16.701912 41.14366 13.125282 18.561953 0.08730681 3634.7864 1426.6838 5842.889 17.259125 10.854579 29.252655 5.2957444
63.352547 45.529198 86.3594 1.443564 0.87498647 2.3816109 0.8235321 1.1646502 0.59721017 206.4794 74.7417 338.2171 1.0409422 0.90439695 1.3002614 0.11823372
40.82042 22.9601 90.100006 1.5461149 1.5203795 1.5722859 0.0259556 0.03670677 0.024511 175.10864 134.3053 215.91199 1.0266635 0.72525716 1.6190675 0.25514346
75.17505 64.8205 88.9738 0.64421785 0.4930171 0.8417895 0.17867672 0.25268704 0.34792587 70.960144 70.0143 71.906 0.6836804 0.5811083 0.84497184 0.07648367
317.11133 16.447401 900.1342 0.42451686 0.3957649 0.4553576 0.02984531 0.04220764 0.0519929 49.236298 33.806396 64.6662 0.25864577 0.23280483 0.2799325 0.01420622
90.52207 72.9043 116.72399 0.74860525 0.5752533 0.9741966 0.20422587 0.288819 0.4699243 60.4102 45.4209 75.3995 1.1114469 0.98850805 1.3019977 0.09173553
32.3318 26.702002 39.0374 0.87314224 0.808978 0.9423956 0.06683867 0.09452416 0.32626766 33.05965 30.8697 35.2496 0.8528353 0.7372678 1.0218067 0.08230343
30.91193 6.823799 126.78929 4.174956 2.539906 6.8625593 2.359519 3.3368638 0.21305922 595.76245 216.95981 974.5652 1.5171255 0.24413908 4.8440084 3.0331085
22.145668 9.828001 34.295403 0.39524177 0.3910524 0.399476 0.00421196 0.00595661 0.00730784 44.82875 34.1234 55.534096 0.45240095 0.27467582 0.7509366 0.14011732
59.821285 54.1991 79.6977 0.36989585 0.30204087 0.45299476 0.07652883 0.1082281 0.12797381 40.794197 38.694996 42.8934 0.55870044 0.39106444 0.7352992 0.10717748
76.25154 47.895504 151.8436 0.87053263 0.73163134 1.0358046 0.15363869 0.21727791 0.5713695 70.715805 59.2322 82.1994 0.6108216 0.5303616 0.75075597 0.06495737
79.604164 65.2587 111.1286 0.6351883 0.5513533 0.73177063 0.09081639 0.12843376 0.19246794 58.8511 51.1531 66.5491 1.8999223 1.5168664 2.2088351 0.2201059
125.71208 80.3826 177.5148 1.2660242 1.0621561 1.5090225 0.22576013 0.31927302 0.40736112 139.87006 128.9013 150.8388 1.1059953 1.0270791 1.2654502 0.07485656
38.68876 27.007198 59.912895 1.5208598 1.2485263 1.8525958 0.3060211 0.43277916 0.2800195 57.2703 45.565403 68.9752 0.04249964 0.01 0.7676374 0.5665575
507.1785 344.74667 688.66095 0.9813551 0.61306167 1.5708987 0.5178342 0.7323281 0.97454584 905.74927 501.2338 1310.2648 2.3203595 0.9791188 3.6072102 1.1585954
58.3621 44.829002 89.3155 1.0864106 0.95706373 1.2332388 0.13883238 0.19633862 0.6313683 58.34525 50.415802 66.2747 0.7215322 0.65827984 0.84961486 0.05939829
28.47745 15.3853 40.296 0.50845945 0.49883497 0.51826966 0.00971854 0.01374409 0.01798232 57.55565 44.2708 70.8405 0.39289743 0.3569439 0.41485128 0.01894165
109.188705 75.5861 128.2935 1.240102 1.0477285 1.4677974 0.21204849 0.29988185 0.4230323 148.97105 89.4974 208.4447 1.1953617 1.1142538 1.2404039 0.0420539
19 408716 7 5247993 31 286598 0 74388725 0 4473404 1 2370182 0 43294907 0 61228245 0 66456485 106 94166 38 211998 175 67131 0 41973656 0 3732434 0 48049706 0 03095802
48.47298 39.5449 56.666 0.2593928 0.24936783 0.26982078 0.01023178 0.01446993 0.01858952 29.230701 23.0482 35.4132 0.46475425 0.37933502 0.5563481 0.05214566
86.88585 56.264297 129.369 0.33501795 0.29410064 0.3816279 0.04401296 0.06224373 0.07547604 39.65895 25.122198 54.1957 1.0311601 0.65798277 1.7315005 0.30833128
41.0573 33.8432 51.890495 0.4807073 0.40219113 0.57455146 0.08710643 0.1231871 0.15203162 20.658901 16.813799 24.504002 1.198028 0.9480054 1.8985081 0.28712767
15.799067 8.066399 28.5592 0.42549798 0.37767258 0.4793796 0.05109599 0.07226064 0.08826132 47.2914 40.9488 53.634003 0.46396732 0.30137342 0.7116125 0.12059838
71.947395 41.558098 112.5764 1.7326932 1.427776 2.1027288 0.34176 0.48332164 0.21554235 210.28687 121.961205 298.61252 1.39493 0.93416584 1.9118495 0.30464834
78.14723 57.002098 97.97009 0.47856653 0.36424765 0.6287643 0.1356511 0.19183962 0.22582255 52.7184 51.7275 53.709297 0.8933433 0.5507704 2.035525 0.42270625
81.571045 51.325798 99.7941 0.7476536 0.6494292 0.8607342 0.10635718 0.15041177 0.28712836 88.85451 55.474503 122.234505 1.0191034 0.8593083 1.2160391 0.10297383
81.44662 56.7408 104.9382 0.75620526 0.6457061 0.88561404 0.12096259 0.17106692 0.32754898 58.13285 48.4599 67.8058 1.4300168 1.1082258 1.8640739 0.21847154
57.1468 41.8938 96.5851 0.62326324 0.4827512 0.80467343 0.16456339 0.23272777 0.31538147 77.755005 41.2368 114.2732 1.3421109 0.795393 1.8321357 0.37233466
92.3828 61.4525 178.76729 0.6957765 0.5857785 0.82643014 0.12152895 0.17186788 0.2820095 39.734047 33.349 46.1191 1.3000388 0.84264433 2.4702675 0.46240297
32.802868 22.7871 62.742996 1.1344095 0.8801024 1.4621993 0.29747644 0.42069522 0.7064446 141.41422 75.1787 207.6497 0.6699097 0.5772133 0.7955139 0.06291716
35.57468 22.391502 44.3153 1.5594885 1.5277461 1.5918906 0.03207675 0.04536337 0.02944108 63.2669 61.3346 65.1992 1.1238283 0.9285155 1.2814031 0.11054499
63.848618 38.889404 93.9624 0.30682525 0.2956893 0.31838056 0.0113508 0.01605245 0.01991369 34.5938 27.196198 41.9914 0.44305232 0.28407127 0.72237515 0.1266494
88.41546 35.1155 138.85649 0.41181794 0.39298463 0.43155384 0.0192987 0.02729248 0.0335595 46.336 36.863503 55.808495 0.55106187 0.46757722 0.7224428 0.07623684
78.17716 64.05209 98.11279 2.594028 1.9506124 3.449676 0.7705645 1.0897428 0.18499857 328.25854 166.6221 489.89502 1.8041203 1.4476311 2.4997623 0.30646947
769.1658 577.9408 939.406 5.713919 5.1937075 6.286236 0.5479299 0.7748899 0.03483228 668.18445 443.6486 892.7203 8.134926 7.914251 8.523359 0.19081405
42.9609 20.967499 60.791702 1.6084753 1.3826082 1.8712409 0.24619958 0.34817877 0.19621883 69.54045 58.4197 80.6612 0.79076177 0.6799579 0.9542024 0.07930271
130.26024 78.259705 185.011 3.7475471 3.5528603 3.9529023 0.200211 0.2831411 0.02569393 432.42297 303.4868 561.3592 3.481231 3.1109884 4.1192536 0.30004546
122.3437 100.0021 192.5514 2.3806975 2.239664 2.530612 0.14565508 0.2059874 0.0447465 275.345 191.313 359.377 2.8676145 2.1500802 3.5878627 0.44121534
84.33702 57.6295 171.47751 2.046715 1.9036272 2.2005584 0.14872614 0.21033052 0.06420022 237.55704 162.6086 312.5055 1.4281558 1.1006736 1.6411506 0.18852738
442.87915 252.2894 805.34 0.26552048 0.14519282 0.48556894 0.19443467 0.27497214 0.27194685 152.3545 69.0672 235.64182 1.1592398 0.9337262 1.5807604 0.1879358
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.250448 1.6718998 46.9701 0.5612703 0.4337172 0.7263358 0.14964578 0.21163107 0.26727992 61.81845 61.593002 62.0439 0.64110065 0.44642657 1.0873125 0.18308501
107.486786 60.3932 191.7208 0.2930882 0.2046562 0.41973168 0.11242805 0.15899728 0.18123524 26.79205 17.328299 36.255802 1.0023315 0.4676115 2.1185246 0.50770247
83.12106 55.890305 102.3869 0.8258078 0.7612088 0.895889 0.06748947 0.09544452 0.25615516 92.31395 76.5272 108.10071 0.6910651 0.48474982 1.0894909 0.17260315
218.82086 32.260696 908.15344 7.5837812 5.1223197 11.228063 3.2204285 4.5543737 0.1217945 1016.0345 437.5506 1594.5183 6.8261275 4.2211866 9.060242 1.7240076
67.26524 43.9264 104.8007 0.5911382 0.48939127 0.7140387 0.11368042 0.16076839 0.21959448 71.603 41.804 101.40199 0.7248328 0.5492378 1.0504487 0.14385653
42.54324 32.0778 57.4788 1.165793 1.0923371 1.2441883 0.076033 0.10752689 0.25543898 47.02755 44.4392 49.615902 1.221043 1.085116 1.4974425 0.12607902
12.746401 5.8272 25.4615 0.31859645 0.27739787 0.36591372 0.04454318 0.06299356 0.07669616 35.32515 31.256496 39.3938 0.5337502 0.48412287 0.5875337 0.02990221
57.423637 22.6495 81.7279 1.6215374 1.3843721 1.899333 0.25964993 0.36720046 0.20127392 81.55105 67.968796 95.1333 0.52384293 0.29267213 0.85302055 0.17639202
22.349316 -3.0187016 136.9159 1.5293925 1.383529 1.6906344 0.15406919 0.21788673 0.14749114 179.1359 118.1816 240.0902 0.4712623 0.08866573 1.3321261 0.7428195
178.21841 160.9114 204.7277 1.0745618 0.84046316 1.3738651 0.272211 0.38496447 0.81874377 133.44894 71.7927 195.1052 1.3987805 1.0411503 2.2327654 0.34518123
44.07184 29.3643 65.2159 0.91968834 0.51820433 1.632226 0.6275755 0.8875258 0.9077433 57.0473 27.079498 87.0151 0.698399 0.5979705 0.84101003 0.07010638
13.117432 -4.0889015 33.9342 1.3978049 0.58659047 3.3308735 1.8537872 2.621651 0.7656565 261.56525 50.106796 473.02368 1.013234 0.48887056 2.0181804 0.47342238
38.10373 20.3312 65.482994 0.716553 0.63474876 0.8088998 0.08750478 0.12375045 0.22207126 84.54695 54.220497 114.8734 0.6698808 0.4230213 0.8612957 0.16052334
885.9054 584.27496 1289.1593 0.7750485 0.65419686 0.91822547 0.13329467 0.18850712 0.37369525 519.47394 437.2981 601.6498 1.3159684 1.0040424 2.0993054 0.32175997
56.023964 24.323801 112.6593 0.90715647 0.8366123 0.983649 0.07367943 0.10419844 0.4413341 101.4163 84.0237 118.8089 1.2435055 1.0331365 1.7052406 0.20110407
97.2074 53.3211 183.47319 2.2450328 1.9891678 2.5338092 0.27365834 0.38701132 0.09455201 249.46225 216.439 282.4855 1.6863774 1.3887982 2.0670378 0.19569172
270.8578 181.842 394.7994 2.10697 1.6020573 2.7710137 0.5995854 0.8479418 0.22426637 232.10616 227.5112 236.70111 2.62749 1.3245927 3.7271385 0.9851682
31.2886 25.4582 38.883 7.823433 1.2620718 48.496525 154.19653 218.06682 0.46187058 853.5415 42.463303 1664.6196 0.98821443 0.83999133 1.1526191 0.09093045
139.84799 103.04459 215.6047 1.2270926 0.88379633 1.7037369 0.42539358 0.60159737 0.64503026 135.52174 125.5096 145.53389 1.2154778 0.80206037 1.5822121 0.26438513
37.90302 17.5476 80.812805 1.3306444 1.2588495 1.4065338 0.07391799 0.10453583 0.1220886 149.45915 120.14669 178.7716 0.56925905 0.42625192 0.8772864 0.13012925
486.16977 293.2486 718.9491 4.6365514 4.4862742 4.7918625 0.15284938 0.21616165 0.01367191 523.2136 409.32288 637.1043 10.857082 10.088524 11.595251 0.43877035
0.13186693 -22.156498 44.0215 0.45233282 0.24368888 0.8396156 0.342896 0.4849282 0.42157546 70.0257 20.816002 119.235405 0.3763532 0.20880872 0.5642724 0.12160871
180.64124 70.37779 298.641 1.4736071 1.2867581 1.6875882 0.20165305 0.28518048 0.21416947 174.7865 109.9154 239.65761 2.4961584 1.7689081 3.978587 0.6309826
83.4192 53.578197 152.8944 0.78121763 0.5256252 1.1610954 0.33554253 0.4745288 0.64526844 131.96286 81.1194 182.8063 0.741058 0.39078313 1.1768671 0.26631144
2035 7484 1025 0708 3872 156 1 3514955 0 8297808 2 2012322 0 74606687 1 0550978 0 6478373 5518 8115 2978 064 8059 5586 1 2219386 0 97285926 1 5504115 0 16676934
104.740585 72.5999 150.6309 0.6258815 0.47041127 0.8327344 0.18626311 0.2634158 0.3484161 60.7106 43.2729 78.1483 0.771265 0.45899543 1.0213258 0.21094833
104.85551 54.2972 165.4552 0.58115166 0.45475063 0.74268675 0.14693116 0.20779203 0.2701992 64.0103 63.4406 64.58 0.82523257 0.59532803 1.0211432 0.13967793
166.51747 118.1857 210.6393 0.91678697 0.5923778 1.4188553 0.44178838 0.6247831 0.8749873 102.66194 84.124695 121.199196 1.243872 0.92122483 1.6505786 0.21423247
336.84268 147.85269 592.0452 1.7947363 1.5634326 2.0602603 0.25000325 0.35355797 0.14748876 466.70172 398.1474 535.25604 0.89190364 0.6652785 1.5657903 0.26673278
131.91368 89.7448 163.8688 0.51967394 0.3882785 0.6955342 0.15814216 0.22364679 0.26670933 46.593853 32.958 60.229706 0.9890249 0.6249397 2.0006206 0.39047554
867.5533 432.7661 1456.1819 1.5960325 0.6185932 4.1179237 2.5311234 3.579549 0.70827734 219.80115 87.847595 351.7547 3.221265 1.3988646 6.302958 1.6608971
404.70425 233.20479 763.2212 13.052469 8.209256 20.753038 6.765634 9.568051 0.11368934 1824.2081 701.2379 2947.1785 7.1011786 5.2418556 9.154304 1.1798255
201.01053 68.8937 516.06415 0.34284028 0.1688236 0.6962265 0.3187061 0.45071846 0.37216762 132.04861 50.717804 213.37941 0.5515835 0.16784765 1.0136847 0.43798524
35.41092 26.7407 42.723 1.3192588 0.9964255 1.7466873 0.3853227 0.54492855 0.50408745 68.8641 49.3947 88.333496 0.7917547 0.62109107 1.0035745 0.1112951
85.001686 60.501595 103.0326 0.6878076 0.5532156 0.8551446 0.15340036 0.21694086 0.33548564 75.805 73.0468 78.5632 0.6591328 0.6127113 0.7445767 0.04054793
70.88043 61.816704 92.3864 0.75706905 0.7455994 0.76871514 0.01155878 0.01634658 0.03488643 86.428055 63.6894 109.1667 0.53363144 0.45263728 0.6624487 0.06084504
129.2066 84.7405 191.56839 0.5318924 0.503539 0.5618423 0.02918084 0.04126794 0.05510237 61.400402 43.012505 79.7883 1.0670228 0.91330886 1.2134585 0.0891614
67.865105 55.1849 91.3495 1.2663065 1.2351 1.2983016 0.03160733 0.04469952 0.06703176 92.651596 89.415695 95.8875 0.65437 0.4669828 0.8688452 0.1215838
12.5151 4.7943993 28.9866 0.4550925 0.2460993 0.8415675 0.34199688 0.48365662 0.42206895 70.26726 21.0219 119.5126 0.3427302 0.26612926 0.42892823 0.04816919
41.707603 26.608501 58.8696 0.579816 0.40094867 0.8384777 0.22929208 0.32426795 0.37877223 76.6615 34.2492 119.07381 0.94458103 0.8630893 1.075341 0.06298871
49.48495 39.8039 53.8691 0.6191937 0.52584743 0.72911036 0.1025466 0.1450228 0.20915943 68.478745 62.2809 74.6766 0.41249382 0.32932955 0.5861347 0.07519201
131.84764 55.5773 161.2355 3.5455523 3.3498132 3.752729 0.20167479 0.2852112 0.02854482 409.5373 286.1424 532.9322 3.7092392 2.7435944 5.802004 0.88044894
49.199554 19.633701 75.1564 0.2900024 0.21833734 0.38519016 0.08574675 0.12126421 0.14349885 31.9548 31.0065 32.9031 0.79823226 0.60005695 1.0797056 0.13850553
33.78842 -15.031998 199.60371 1.0578322 0.71815974 1.5581616 0.44241604 0.62567073 0.90822375 141.3115 61.345497 221.2775 1.1513604 1.0490478 1.2727568 0.06453182
71.68768 50.010197 89.287 1.4550492 1.2663404 1.6718792 0.20408456 0.28861916 0.22582005 161.324 142.81259 179.8354 1.2407349 1.1135496 1.497952 0.11809151
30.65065 16.460201 65.7633 0.749452 0.6785692 0.82773906 0.07483141 0.10582759 0.2112042 83.535355 70.7058 96.3649 0.82289666 0.567446 1.1877682 0.18164429
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.35042 35.1978 100.3047 0.32204282 0.25964797 0.39943147 0.07099423 0.100401 0.11957327 35.49635 34.1196 36.8731 0.5489961 0.29942885 1.1538608 0.24516763
1202.6321 797.6737 1499.4038 0.44907302 0.33971763 0.59362996 0.13036536 0.18436445 0.21353388 657.9153 485.0337 830.7969 1.2568282 0.8027675 1.7294331 0.30200693
301.24408 228.2031 407.4304 5.7339425 5.4598055 6.0218434 0.28124404 0.39773914 0.01785379 644.87286 514.3883 775.3574 7.2584333 6.627912 8.614028 0.625253
77.52842 59.2236 103.69 0.94547784 0.8968604 0.9967307 0.04998158 0.07068463 0.48085442 116.226395 111.25459 121.1982 0.95073897 0.68768287 1.2040101 0.16268808
42.411533 27.680302 55.4186 0.30746824 0.22996382 0.4110938 0.09320677 0.13181427 0.15372288 33.8867 32.6576 35.1158 0.56215763 0.47781155 0.65665245 0.05196341
146.2307 85.2471 230.3354 1.1287857 0.96083033 1.3261002 0.1842328 0.2605445 0.5895321 90.14725 76.6276 103.6669 1.081292 0.78844947 1.8243027 0.30028874
22.606518 16.1446 38.902397 0.5572984 0.38535404 0.8059642 0.22042908 0.31173378 0.35837144 73.6868 32.9171 114.456505 0.41901818 0.35770562 0.52243924 0.04811337
86.97863 63.776505 104.489296 1.4205863 1.2640411 1.5965191 0.16699888 0.23617208 0.20439644 157.9421 136.3753 179.50888 2.0193698 1.4482236 2.390311 0.34275776
233.42337 191.5082 391.5703 2.665137 2.4588425 2.8887393 0.2154149 0.30464268 0.05220488 297.9711 246.7573 349.1849 1.377384 1.1451412 1.5255519 0.12823518
81.47681 51.0122 117.8371 1.043735 0.9504132 1.1462201 0.09819081 0.13886277 0.72710013 86.2999 79.0954 93.504395 1.2823395 1.1745737 1.388852 0.06235312
10.863983 -2.8985004 30.355299 0.7028258 0.4701815 1.0505817 0.30697122 0.43412286 0.541568 94.67909 40.163094 149.1951 0.57966197 0.45447722 0.778274 0.09295721
89.40408 72.1991 100.20049 1.5697359 1.3483254 1.8275046 0.24145447 0.3414682 0.20704319 187.35095 115.1745 259.5274 1.2682558 1.0248482 1.4184312 0.13634865
29.978317 16.222698 57.3858 0.9073081 0.6926402 1.1885074 0.25415084 0.35942355 0.77983826 113.9739 59.165604 168.7822 0.7532509 0.7012415 0.8187674 0.03403912
67.240036 47.5241 78.1812 0.42008385 0.2496948 0.70674455 0.25172603 0.35599437 0.34395236 32.693996 16.819899 48.568096 0.8808533 0.7207494 0.9761792 0.08902926
45.152897 38.492798 52.889 1.035572 1.004031 1.0681039 0.03204671 0.04532088 0.46117714 65.46295 64.0921 66.8338 0.95639056 0.70500785 1.1535882 0.14975241
198.4294 143.4807 350.0264 3.2343712 2.9491339 3.547197 0.29988447 0.42410067 0.04996786 377.8302 251.9162 503.7442 2.271932 2.1350214 2.4843144 0.10423545
187.3482 78.998795 516.65704 0.09628384 0.01 0.9270575 11.494733 16.256006 0.48953068 63.818405 -4.8378983 132.4747 1.8010067 1.062487 3.5626702 0.71128386
9.613867 -6.6693 46.8778 0.3985604 0.32038933 0.49580425 0.0891301 0.126049 0.1483465 43.925446 42.3518 45.499096 0.47393158 0.18995947 1.1398599 0.3039286
128.43889 46.920303 182.9035 0.6291824 0.46480817 0.8516857 0.19959088 0.2822641 0.368503 80.3268 39.7041 120.9495 1.6070174 1.1206619 2.8773208 0.50475204
77.28152 44.8979 105.5248 0.3077225 0.19477232 0.48617357 0.15683013 0.2217913 0.23566595 27.9147 16.197699 39.6317 0.795148 0.60359955 1.0271573 0.12448195
30.3528 15.9063015 50.6206 2.6924071 1.678562 4.31861 1.4283042 2.019927 0.2833776 97.547295 53.8235 141.27109 0.9608836 0.78229815 1.0994723 0.10118892
2232.1372 740.49414 4177.6997 15.473975 13.826963 17.317173 1.7525126 2.478427 0.02614098 1820.1746 1181.1049 2459.2444 9.994754 5.6238885 21.597488 4.5369177
522.97235 323.64862 702.90454 0.4661412 0.43634477 0.4979723 0.03085867 0.04364076 0.05495847 292.2117 275.8449 308.5785 0.8973188 0.64388406 1.122315 0.15520981
14.181883 4.848198 27.037601 0.5590648 0.54828703 0.57005435 0.01088502 0.01539374 0.02130397 63.8947 46.8349 80.9545 0.44380715 0.35210192 0.69534016 0.10354293
155 5586 106 383194 279 6094 4 114204 3 4068172 4 968472 0 7902361 1 1175627 0 08441775 498 29694 291 0117 705 58215 3 3280501 2 311629 4 949735 0 76102614
32.07998 15.2241 97.497604 1.6807442 1.0381185 2.7211738 0.9135911 1.2920129 0.4762205 237.55779 88.6765 386.4391 0.7461874 0.61738527 0.90292084 0.08263105
15452.384 7560.607 28905.322 0.526593 0.4100604 0.67624235 0.13594285 0.19225222 0.23673598 5206.186 3881.737 6530.635 1.0356882 0.76561934 1.6525118 0.25610167
93.05437 69.510895 106.0146 0.8362451 0.7906507 0.8844688 0.04695826 0.066409 0.19340608 96.571396 67.537704 125.605095 1.1821274 1.0270783 1.3046387 0.08565341
56.81253 38.028 111.0502 2.1909995 1.8728932 2.5631351 0.34798247 0.49212152 0.12566736 261.9895 159.98329 363.9957 0.9192245 0.7811447 1.1001854 0.09188821
11.03624 5.587902 21.302 3.3572774 1.6575732 6.799887 3.1026003 4.387739 0.33590132 75.85175 29.2577 122.4458 0.7303831 0.42559648 1.0719782 0.21531484
220.3873 123.6361 362.82208 1.4237937 1.0848917 1.868563 0.40180263 0.56823474 0.4174926 325.03766 235.78241 414.2929 2.43156 1.3640466 4.065284 0.8323142
1449.7429 638.64813 3011.7224 56.166462 30.989956 101.79656 40.275124 56.957626 0.09330333 8551.748 2647.1746 14456.322 39.29066 35.25034 46.69319 3.447889
57.691433 19.3485 92.6654 1.6444939 1.0482179 2.5799599 0.822431 1.1630931 0.46839464 227.96211 89.5392 366.385 1.6127086 1.3582276 2.0107944 0.18875934
58.789825 37.4049 95.2123 2.6222553 2.0174475 3.408378 0.7118857 1.0067583 0.16906059 154.5966 113.526405 195.6668 0.97027266 0.8014385 1.1049043 0.09539947
60.308422 23.9345 93.4619 2.8874295 2.325346 3.5853803 0.64006263 0.9051852 0.12821808 96.38386 74.920105 117.84761 0.62700194 0.3409281 0.9335681 0.2087753
130.50891 83.86 180.7824 1.025372 0.9023089 1.1652193 0.13217658 0.1869259 0.8768031 113.83605 99.53351 128.1386 1.2475085 0.9368923 1.5581911 0.19071506
63.479946 32.234898 91.0263 0.6105011 0.4758045 0.78332925 0.15703422 0.22207992 0.29777855 67.241104 66.9123 67.5699 0.7146407 0.54783773 1.0031455 0.13061997
45.596348 27.2526 67.9427 0.7210718 0.665928 0.78078187 0.05754842 0.08138575 0.15192647 80.6322 66.6947 94.5697 0.493705 0.34653285 0.5963678 0.08954047
21.537458 12.817299 33.6082 1.0370429 0.93849415 1.1459398 0.10406905 0.14717586 0.7776083 28.55635 25.4323 31.6804 1.8743267 1.4332482 2.2503238 0.2605664
48.92475 40.9063 61.109203 1.2262588 0.9119718 1.6488563 0.37962916 0.5368767 0.61600375 156.02911 77.901 234.15721 0.8645719 0.6929054 1.1506062 0.13182205
165.83237 87.7269 268.3573 0.4795102 0.3896759 0.5900545 0.10165365 0.14375997 0.17512932 88.08065 70.9106 105.2507 0.93170035 0.7626603 1.0393866 0.09410419
403.39542 196.3827 969.538 0.8321698 0.68912774 1.004903 0.15978894 0.22597568 0.5083623 506.92203 407.55182 606.29224 1.158846 0.9173723 1.7047714 0.23185086
81.22407 59.517006 99.0262 0.680515 0.53184986 0.87073576 0.17296624 0.2446112 0.36261106 74.953804 74.3786 75.52901 0.5158733 0.3924507 0.62046367 0.07302312
30.94748 14.6019 54.814896 1.0055482 0.838718 1.2055628 0.18546353 0.26228505 0.98058987 42.02465 34.077904 49.971397 0.62306577 0.536374 0.7802724 0.07207456
31.23864 22.626503 49.1027 1.3766334 1.2436562 1.5238291 0.1405705 0.19879672 0.19589804 69.5238 63.173298 75.874306 1.3623248 1.1832414 1.5028745 0.09883112
15.9656 12.910801 18.6091 2.2096899 2.1179867 2.3053634 0.09374459 0.13257487 0.0340016 57.032654 55.1855 58.879807 0.79985005 0.37993082 2.3324246 0.559262
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29.363953 22.3417 52.413002 0.7707385 0.44922873 1.3223505 0.4847249 0.68550456 0.7138608 113.0814 38.3733 187.7895 0.9574588 0.569725 1.8762442 0.37158388
56.122868 29.654003 116.0117 2.1979725 1.9578352 2.4675636 0.256008 0.36204997 0.09286087 244.40808 210.78029 278.0359 1.1587849 0.9094427 1.5143774 0.17404929
54.821503 47.137 71.978195 0.6613126 0.6177278 0.7079725 0.0451924 0.0639117 0.10402399 74.1 60.4753 87.7247 0.47657737 0.44154388 0.49693003 0.01824157
266.3874 135.98299 385.2882 1.7898431 1.5775541 2.0306995 0.22778484 0.3221364 0.13596487 211.5694 134.75531 288.38348 2.1008365 1.8254992 2.6616898 0.2526851
57.487854 33.815998 73.6782 0.5051547 0.4774551 0.5344613 0.02853336 0.04035226 0.05245442 56.729103 45.6539 67.804306 0.55007815 0.36768517 0.75233585 0.12035003
110.53038 72.559006 162.0629 0.79353434 0.5855855 1.0753285 0.2527177 0.3573968 0.5858733 87.50755 83.1601 91.854996 1.3776057 0.950488 1.6961133 0.26305097
180.18625 62.383102 329.5045 1.148098 1.0023967 1.3149774 0.15725756 0.22239576 0.49443457 298.19904 255.0563 341.3418 0.61782545 0.47332457 0.9251817 0.13095754
30.34366 24.415398 41.121002 0.7187481 0.66014284 0.7825561 0.0613547 0.08676866 0.1604744 29.491848 26.697298 32.2864 1.4006974 1.3084717 1.4631838 0.04837048
85.00718 69.5179 105.4357 0.7666841 0.69801176 0.84211266 0.07226275 0.10219496 0.2161482 54.070953 49.547604 58.5943 0.96022135 0.73518276 1.1418875 0.13190281
5.828017 -1.1569996 32.7778 0.40491563 0.30258515 0.54185295 0.12314522 0.17415363 0.19844699 44.628 42.970695 46.285297 0.8085507 0.5914704 1.1104747 0.15076733
27.57844 16.722 38.1448 1.3607813 1.3454323 1.3763056 0.01543731 0.02183166 0.02343178 50.265747 49.193695 51.3378 1.147289 1.0847434 1.1948155 0.03323738
37.762882 18.3109 55.553497 0.5614866 0.4916179 0.641285 0.07527742 0.10645834 0.14406373 66.53215 41.994198 91.0701 0.44793501 0.3314413 0.5290177 0.06875205
15.467017 4.0992985 43.835102 0.444349 0.30407488 0.6493336 0.18144463 0.25660145 0.27848217 59.09365 25.9742 92.2131 0.4463716 0.36646667 0.5283358 0.04797906
198.74266 143.83398 313.7834 0.50479037 0.44204193 0.57644594 0.06759972 0.09560044 0.12209451 99.6182 85.4959 113.7405 1.4401428 1.2278069 1.5731448 0.1156351
122.172615 89.6407 164.4734 1.3173496 1.2900501 1.3452268 0.02759234 0.03902146 0.04827533 150.6174 110.19661 191.03821 1.0783893 0.9642839 1.1741378 0.0631352
16.6976 10.233801 18.924603 3.3439288 1.4438813 7.744307 4.1620016 5.885959 0.38695922 81.694756 25.2466 138.14291 0.73190105 0.46624407 1.1717376 0.20566505
59.446877 42.7936 94.909805 1.2245331 1.0661781 1.4064078 0.17121138 0.24212945 0.38175935 129.9005 110.755104 149.0459 1.274966 1.03875 1.6266522 0.16907516
167.08527 135.6389 205.4092 0.93864125 0.5193607 1.6964074 0.6686241 0.94557726 0.9321445 109.331604 73.7554 144.9078 2.1763594 2.0425084 2.415522 0.11458476
70.6909 58.418804 81.123 0.56821054 0.44513372 0.7253174 0.14294761 0.20215845 0.25953132 70.51361 38.023502 103.00371 0.59075373 0.4899463 0.81175166 0.09619577
677.95605 168.1282 1497.2102 39.000732 27.417141 55.478336 14.643674 20.709282 0.06105076 5110.283 2341.9832 7878.583 21.908176 13.160454 43.345814 8.567138
81.83286 33.395702 178.90979 3.7482731 3.6856735 3.811936 0.06313706 0.08928929 0.00811425 428.086 314.8317 541.3403 2.0295687 1.4525292 2.930748 0.4257453
62.725914 29.9621 132.3354 1.5220058 1.4106923 1.6421026 0.11592816 0.16394717 0.11388129 176.85 120.50191 233.1981 1.280324 1.1052272 1.409177 0.09598468
77.126366 32.2652 108.05331 0.48189875 0.41041434 0.5658341 0.07838522 0.11085344 0.13782875 36.3274 30.191 42.4638 0.8685769 0.73786217 0.98657316 0.07487997
4121.115 1635.1382 6803.1226 0.319704 0.21079034 0.48489243 0.14559922 0.20590839 0.22294882 1834.5509 1127.2681 2541.8337 1.0004469 0.61421067 1.5424405 0.2823205
5 2400174 0 03079987 11 136398 0 3994676 0 30459234 0 52389485 0 11242589 0 15899423 0 18291622 50 208847 26 018398 74 3993 0 21807507 0 12918928 0 45772743 0 0930319
97.843575 66.628494 138.2014 1.9543121 1.1757641 3.2483864 1.1361399 1.6067444 0.4130519 191.98083 100.5523 283.4094 0.54736656 0.4241715 0.8615473 0.129451
2084.7485 1390.9443 2969.4768 3.6231384 1.4601353 8.990354 5.2608924 7.4400253 0.39133975 487.65808 207.3566 767.9596 17.81845 12.856867 33.47911 6.0666776
72.98852 52.692997 108.201706 1.5281969 1.4712753 1.5873209 0.05805067 0.08209604 0.05683066 172.2641 135.5896 208.9386 0.95751214 0.63342196 1.4078445 0.23031272
78.002716 59.974697 85.9554 0.87556726 0.87364256 0.8774962 0.00192681 0.00272492 0.01054189 99.620895 74.6269 124.6149 0.883965 0.6953361 1.0968351 0.11834688
508.0376 255.37999 704.8706 9.574888 8.010201 11.445218 1.7359887 2.4550588 0.05017633 1154.7959 684.2346 1625.357 7.896692 6.506273 10.211372 1.0719074
953.79474 537.2822 1475.6307 5.603695 3.7686286 8.3323145 2.4100392 3.40831 0.14403433 623.47 535.1901 711.74976 10.271941 8.333266 13.584101 1.5172774
70.884094 36.2557 95.029396 0.39895555 0.29419747 0.541016 0.12738292 0.18014665 0.20377035 28.01955 19.484701 36.5544 0.8852283 0.7350464 0.97217894 0.0828243
1115.3325 697.4075 2024.9469 1.3535348 0.56777346 3.2267385 1.7967614 2.5410042 0.78654385 1217.6604 370.6304 2064.6904 0.751653 0.36742213 1.1887465 0.30172464
117.38555 68.9112 140.76619 2.5784016 1.946227 3.4159195 0.7549034 1.0675945 0.18377358 325.67438 166.2475 485.10123 3.1551237 3.1453803 3.1694815 0.00731781
54.29588 40.674202 70.1 1.1254547 0.96119237 1.3177886 0.17979346 0.25426635 0.59069294 66.39545 55.360596 77.4303 0.6985997 0.6107086 0.8300833 0.0636916
77.041176 27.966898 145.4353 2.3469338 2.21989 2.4812484 0.13081424 0.18499927 0.04147073 270.99536 189.6239 352.3668 1.951927 1.714032 2.1156824 0.1284678
35.362434 16.9067 75.964294 0.88219213 0.6619016 1.1757987 0.26427585 0.3737425 0.73809385 97.217545 93.9979 100.437195 0.9641256 0.6815172 1.3226991 0.19038874
130.7142 64.6344 199.67409 1.7203851 1.3982689 2.1167064 0.36446184 0.5154269 0.23235957 210.0191 119.4407 300.5975 1.9623613 1.4538676 2.8672755 0.4045847
72.23308 49.544098 120.16951 0.2937127 0.26555935 0.32485068 0.02974645 0.04206783 0.05224169 18.6086 16.924002 20.2932 1.1387435 0.88124543 1.5810716 0.20092054
94.03006 60.9037 117.7504 0.5056169 0.46047428 0.55518514 0.04749401 0.06716668 0.08676125 59.088398 39.3339 78.842896 1.03735 0.6889025 1.7790307 0.31024683
123.01978 95.3194 149.80191 0.8329177 0.7585285 0.9146022 0.07826541 0.110684 0.3011124 97.3391 64.79381 129.8844 1.2924284 0.7950076 1.718329 0.33021218
260.44217 135.40361 399.3067 3.1177022 3.0200353 3.218528 0.09927991 0.14040299 0.01781461 1310.2686 1255.5116 1365.0256 1.1235366 0.5491534 1.7394854 0.44842187
50.03122 43.4477 70.8062 1.264437 0.95017505 1.6826383 0.3765584 0.532534 0.5623277 50.7146 37.074097 64.3551 0.68285424 0.5594953 0.87912625 0.09214798
19.238848 9.772499 26.062496 0.18279575 0.07442898 0.44894198 0.25936183 0.366793 0.30963287 24.459303 10.569801 38.348804 0.6225406 0.45118633 0.8039374 0.10817149
44.757217 37.4268 54.485996 0.4519116 0.214992 0.9499148 0.45365697 0.6415678 0.47872743 29.26225 10.626301 47.8982 1.2266935 0.97362274 1.465763 0.15012011
40.135284 29.237202 52.555298 0.9886555 0.8716231 1.1214018 0.12555471 0.17756118 0.94250566 116.85339 74.4544 159.2524 0.7701092 0.62244326 1.0766975 0.13347235
. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15.7255335 7.8265 41.980602 0.56336904 0.49090618 0.6465282 0.07830673 0.11074244 0.14991587 66.874054 41.933403 91.8147 0.17121613 0.09724304 0.25798988 0.05341604
56.597713 44.694595 74.243904 0.23879276 0.10709737 0.5324313 0.27321216 0.38638034 0.3249357 30.344799 15.209099 45.4805 0.79211575 0.619638 1.0277178 0.11772705
17.3191 4.9658985 32.5864 2.362986 0.6041923 9.2416 10.601593 14.992916 0.64185387 74.8285 9.0131 140.6439 0.09401441 0.01 0.6341612 0.48383525
587.0926 366.7529 815.30585 6.4002194 5.553496 7.37604 0.91744274 1.29746 0.04857103 709.3634 630.06433 788.6624 6.8132076 6.289361 7.4085345 0.32290718
96.24638 75.606705 118.9166 0.8428397 0.8031944 0.88444185 0.04065519 0.05749512 0.17485881 87.8237 82.721 92.9264 1.5577729 1.0917581 2.3241322 0.3542312
62.289047 43.4047 80.2717 0.5180983 0.4380654 0.61275285 0.08817355 0.12469623 0.15905166 57.27605 52.3416 62.210503 0.5084096 0.36022553 0.6533085 0.09276588
64.52096 48.6027 80.661896 0.61730766 0.54209733 0.7029526 0.0808835 0.11438654 0.16748713 45.717247 40.2603 51.174194 1.2049409 0.9092053 1.4857637 0.179133
51.824852 26.683002 71.0666 0.48733187 0.3240385 0.732914 0.21663968 0.30637476 0.3287162 65.881 27.6795 104.082504 0.72982746 0.6345391 0.93267214 0.09081841
45.644382 26.800001 59.516 0.52067214 0.48530865 0.55861247 0.03671248 0.05191929 0.0683457 58.318253 47.716904 68.9196 0.40258148 0.34837437 0.4923649 0.04213264
126.584755 83.93269 180.8209 2.0883472 2.0575628 2.119592 0.03101688 0.0438645 0.01283722 236.6274 181.0564 292.1984 1.4647694 1.253129 1.7424603 0.14094733
20.36155 11.8274 37.6801 0.2794276 0.21640268 0.3608078 0.07382019 0.10439751 0.12595387 34.8621 18.485203 51.239 0.3811566 0.15696344 0.7506877 0.20950098
19.919333 6.3202 57.468597 0.7981307 0.6889513 0.9246119 0.11868823 0.16785051 0.36799824 95.0782 58.850502 131.3059 0.5906828 0.5261657 0.6317751 0.03439789
55.562263 41.7628 67.5046 0.6964562 0.654793 0.74077034 0.04304327 0.06087237 0.1075223 78.13265 63.2769 92.9884 0.54045385 0.44944733 0.65641254 0.05969131
81.14682 58.128597 101.4564 1.2744681 0.9925376 1.6364808 0.32886493 0.46508524 0.50968057 139.02345 106.27981 171.76709 1.608909 1.1858882 2.0359104 0.26220486
50.43396 38.7515 69.7052 0.96785575 0.914976 1.0237917 0.05446516 0.07702537 0.66468495 45.70115 42.6814 48.7209 0.72813624 0.61592907 0.8947921 0.08047979
42.14698 29.5781 58.548805 0.74529433 0.6230893 0.89146715 0.13564362 0.19182904 0.34832945 60.091747 48.863297 71.3202 1.0518551 0.90913594 1.1734601 0.0801728
66.33422 56.662197 85.1858 0.7360378 0.6572235 0.82430345 0.08389916 0.11865132 0.22535303 86.6006 56.1403 117.0609 0.55405253 0.49720272 0.6099683 0.03295216
11803464 04568036 72 63 88 Alkbh3 AI840545 AlkB alkylation repair homolog 3 (E coli)
StdDev 
Norm t-test P-value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Gene Symbol Genbank Description
0.03326179 0.04776842 107.836136 103.101 114.9861 Adam10 BG087340 a disintegrin and metalloprotease domain 10
0.76255864 6.02E-04 873.59674 489.7546 1137.8237 Akap2 BG065924 A kinase (PRKA) anchor protein 2
0.03848411 0.0066996 70.58363 35.7939 90.3754 Akap8 BG069776 A kinase (PRKA) anchor protein 8
0.17693268 0.01646472 752.08075 678.6532 792.1677 Actb BG071386 Actin, beta, cytoplasmic
0.25483993 0.6210297 91.509735 73.155 114.882095 Atf4 BG086322 Activating transcription factor 4
0.9154793 0.00373852 567.3483 254.1588 828.8885 Acot7 BG069979 Acyl-CoA thioesterase 7
0.18089089 0.11241981 42.974403 34.5009 56.6766 Acads BG065033 Acyl-Coenzyme A dehydrogenase, short chain
0.5912811 0.21726964 69.9315 44.1823 95.09621 Acadvl AI839605 Acyl-Coenzyme A dehydrogenase, very long chain
0.21583015 0.50367117 89.25467 65.606895 107.62391 Adcyap1r1 BG085699 Adenylate cyclase activating polypeptide 1 receptor 1
7.212522 0.02032262 1446.6348 334.70282 2598.5571 Adipor1 BG065410 Adiponectin receptor 1
0.16244715 0.30350617 379.73328 300.4371 447.8916 Arf3 BG075826 ADP-ribosylation factor 3
0.1715127 0.12806098 70.896164 50.678894 90.8722 Arl8b BG088532 ADP-ribosylation factor-like 8B
0.07051712 0.96252066 116.93 107.247604 128.249 Art3 AI840945 ADP-ribosyltransferase 3
0.00722477 1.35E-04 36.05177 35.203903 37.6476 Agrn AI324833 Agrin
0.46191862 0.97022283 71333.69 42232.676 100695.195 Alb1 BG079989 Albumin 1
1.4214046 0.04193259 385.5331 114.8337 606.906 Aldh6a1 AW537342 Aldehyde dehydrogenase family 6, subfamily A1
0. 0. .76106 .927696 .593796 , .      
0.42481998 0.45908728 62.641163 45.931904 87.91029 Aasdhppt AI842981 Aminoadipate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase-phosphopantetheinyl transferase
0.14755428 0.0674655 63.944263 33.905296 96.5265 Ankrd46 BG071770 Ankyrin repeat domain 46
0.502407 0.7168687 94.6375 62.482994 156.6294 Anxa7 BG076013 Annexin A7
2.7459235 0.01919012 656.0461 386.1064 1115.195 Azin1 BG070710 Antizyme inhibitor 1
0.13001305 0.7798102 186.60054 156.9891 206.18161 Aak1 BG083595 AP2 associated kinase 1
0.09238152 0.95329326 105.090805 55.072098 144.07341 Arih2 BG086648 Ariadne homolog 2 (Drosophila)
0.25413156 0.15907022 128.80887 89.1219 155.42949 Actr2 BG069376 ARP2 actin-related protein 2 homolog (yeast)
0.15304993 0.04969865 39.812637 27.430202 59.632202 Arsa BG087046 Arylsulfatase A
0.4182093 0.03332004 213.49893 92.7473 323.245 Ash2l BG078457 Ash2 (absent, small, or homeotic)-like (Drosophila)
0.3442616 0.44635114 96.12613 30.9949 163.5377 Alg2 AU019203 Asparagine-linked glycosylation 2 homolog (yeast, alpha-1,3-mannosyltransferase)
0.3790095 0.26042193 77.50851 19.6846 146.3437 Asph BG070767 Aspartate-beta-hydroxylase
1.1333916 0.2490388 210.04967 93.0693 408.4856 Acy3 BG064737 Aspartoacylase (aminoacylase) 3
0.21103822 0.05136136 149.76598 82.6947 206.66531 Aga BG064929 Aspartylglucosaminidase
0.5009457 0.9346703 121.02997 31.5258 178.1349 Arid1b BG076237 AT rich interactive domain 1B (Swi1 like)
3.2591524 0.00883065 1010.83813 407.50888 1693.0424 Atp5l BG082389 ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F0 complex, subunit g
0.12004488 0.27579916 2361.5127 2058.017 2542.653 Atp5a1 AI841258 ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1 complex, alpha subunit, isoform 1
6.1357903 0.00630387 1850.8037 575.1554 2732.0159 Atp5c1 BG074111 ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1 complex, gamma polypeptide 1
1.194907 0.3931609 874.6822 345.85782 1348.6415 Atp2a2 BG074044 ATPase, Ca++ transporting, cardiac muscle, slow twitch 2
0.5307195 0.28083208 162.40602 53.7868 264.93048 Atp6v1a BG081377 ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal V1 subunit A
0.05655094 0.01039599 61.877136 29.763802 84.2451 Bmpr1a BG084935 Bone morphogenetic protein receptor, type 1A
0.08258604 0.6419985 1925.3724 1797.4836 2168.8416 Brp44 AI840001 Brain protein 44
0.17181955 0.1767315 94.0508 82.0909 117.895195 Bai2 AI415442 Brain-specific angiogenesis inhibitor 2
0.79601437 0.42719287 158.91023 80.553795 298.1282 Brip1 BG071758 BRCA1 interacting protein C-terminal helicase 1
0.14086576 0.04250303 40.372833 11.906799 59.4949 Bcas3 BG069872 Breast carcinoma amplified sequence 3
0.1133071 0.0289947 36.75033 15.232101 62.453197 Baz2a BG069319 Bromodomain adjacent to zinc finger domain, 2A
0 46302727 0 44065568 63 243702 40 438 83 5379 Cd82 AI894122 CD82 tigen
0.17789826 0.6952503 393.19937 313.0045 467.7997 Brd2 BG073114 Bromodomain containing 2
0.19999631 0.20108482 3522.5698 2950.9607 4260.6 Btbd7 BG074705 BTB (POZ) domain containing 7
0.29559806 0.55395484 381.33273 294.8835 508.562 Cdh4 AI413655 Cadherin 4
0.04249213 0.00457114 47.502533 22.479599 63.6466 Cacna2d1 BG079148 Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, alpha2/delta subunit 1
0.49236298 0.30814728 180.9251 71.2211 319.5012 Calm1 AI836609 Calmodulin 1
1.4641254 0.11172632 297.36642 119.2168 583.9011 Calm1 BG072244 Calmodulin 1
0.42436144 0.2918855 144.89987 66.8593 241.8827 Calm1 BG076617 Calmodulin 1
0.08336907 0.01898641 51.911 34.3811 62.695698 Arpp19 BG069491 CAMP-regulated phosphoprotein 19
0.23996407 0.61196357 62.915 45.420696 77.3431 Capza1 NM_009797 Capping protein (actin filament) muscle Z-line, alpha 1
0.26996028 0.3393362 335.97067 228.7976 445.6613 Cpxm2 AI326771 Carboxypeptidase X 2 (M14 family)
0.0381632 0.0039632 26.361868 24.5024 29.4179 Cart1 BG078271 Cartilage homeo protein 1
0.29032403 0.0659254 151.02815 104.4361 179.6073 Clpp BG077076 Caseinolytic peptidase, ATP-dependent, proteolytic subunit homolog (E. coli)
0.17946504 0.06405131 44.1832 12.990303 77.7776 Cbl BG066891 Casitas B-lineage lymphoma
0.14709708 0.42299902 71.65157 58.2564 80.4711 Casp3 BG083524 Caspase 3
0.24551 0.06196884 155.45673 77.55609 228.8968 Cecr2 BG072202 Cat eye syndrome chromosome region, candidate 2 homolog (human)
0.14828837 0.06355164 59.0425 44.4198 66.448105 Ctnnbl1 BG073824 Catenin, beta like 1
3.5220294 0.33982855 4.2099657 -3.0544014 8.2292 Cdx2 AI327188 Caudal type homeo box 2
5.489201 0.03328269 1017.9606 209.4981 1789.8733 Cnot6 BG078639 CCR4-NOT transcription complex, subunit 6
0.13625021 0.08833551 75.68633 38.946598 113.17631 Cd320 BG083609 CD320 antigen
4.669307 0.00202429 2131.8115 1086.2389 3300.6892 Cd63 BG069465 Cd63 antigen
8.855185 0.00187882 3765.808 1377.0908 5308.949 Cd63 BG069782 Cd63 antigen
. . . . . an 
0.40378806 0.16272832 136.41586 96.7478 167.2175 Cd9 BG087410 CD9 antigen
0.18385527 0.26215017 126.39844 53.9981 170.925 Cd97 BG084165 CD97 antigen
37.373924 0.00240389 10168.682 5726.565 17030.785 N/A AU020246 CDNA, clone:Y2G0109C10, strand:plus, reference:ENSEMBL:Mouse-Transcript-ENST:ENSMUST00000048899, based on BLAT 
0.4911631 0.13701954 674.2671 451.0758 790.645 Ceacam1 BG084299 CEA-related cell adhesion molecule 1
0.08217403 0.3272831 125.40414 113.14841 139.9672 Ccl2 AI323594 Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2
0.25275078 0.18139482 138.35683 60.035397 199.48221 Clcn1 BG066256 Chloride channel 1
0.10047407 0.5271872 40.7294 36.992603 43.401703 Chd3 AI836241 Chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 3
0.6283447 0.6901526 169.58044 67.9805 222.73311 Clta BG080327 Clathrin, light polypeptide (Lca)
0.14691435 0.9958444 87.40479 75.3446 100.5009 Cldn3 BG084009 Claudin 3
2.8361578 0.93561065 150.0597 27.290302 254.7746 Ccdc72 BG076314 Coiled-coil domain containing 72
0.14401372 0.07095721 70.31377 28.445002 104.3443 Ccdc80 BG074158 Coiled-coil domain containing 80
0.5763087 0.6914976 164.6329 106.493195 257.6487 Csda AI843687 Cold shock domain protein A
0.16515982 0.13230996 33.625633 26.287899 38.0613 Commd4 AI836213 COMM domain containing 4
0.21314986 0.09715764 15.601001 11.630199 23.5106 C1qbp BG062931 Complement component 1, q subcomponent binding protein
0.69181234 0.40503883 75.17503 47.460896 118.8158 Cops2 AI842912 COP9 (constitutive photomorphogenic) homolog, subunit 2 (Arabidopsis thaliana)
0.80108714 0.17308328 480.9806 271.71252 643.93396 Cops3 BG068651 COP9 (constitutive photomorphogenic) homolog, subunit 3 (Arabidopsis thaliana)
0.1745991 0.2741384 93.15946 37.335403 126.30679 Cobl AU045206 Cordon-bleu
0.07350507 0.01781137 60.73217 35.293903 80.2594 Crebbp BG069466 CREB binding protein
0.36229154 0.09876651 159.9618 84.0632 241.1799 Crebbp BG076163 CREB binding protein
0.6408011 0.9522716 179.87393 91.870605 289.724 Crb3 AI845823 Crumbs homolog 3 (Drosophila)
0.34570602 0.24132013 98.7661 51.006203 133.8701 Cul7 BG074903 Cullin 7
0.07995453 0.04771856 122.1045 71.8795 149.986 Cxxc6 BG065685 CXXC finger 6
0.24355198 0.1406845 64.04737 32.219803 112.053604 Dmtf1 BG087784 Cyclin D binding myb-like transcription factor 1
0.26977846 0.0203271 186.34067 112.1743 253.4603 Cdkn2c BG085472 Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2C (p18, inhibits CDK4)
0 2383925 0 2418704 155 4789 104 67551 190 82541 Elf1 AI843055 E74 lik 1
4.0254145 7.17E-04 2749.0269 1545.0284 3786.4072 Cyb5 BG065259 Cytochrome b-5
0.08332081 0.00444977 70.22013 68.5708 73.2968 Cyb5r3 BG080169 Cytochrome b5 reductase 3
0.16022979 0.6288355 99.58976 53.922302 140.8161 Cox7a2l BG063843 Cytochrome c oxidase subunit VIIa polypeptide 2-like
9.985601 0.00588718 2767.5134 819.6239 4384.468 Cox7c BG080036 cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VIIc
0.3585967 0.19901386 6.2665005 2.6271992 9.9109 Cyp11b1 AI414740 Cytochrome P450, family 11, subfamily b, polypeptide 1
0.16003214 0.05996322 48.637333 37.3263 64.1358 Cyp4v3 AU043077 Cytochrome P450, family 4, subfamily v, polypeptide 3
0.27046683 0.05078964 166.9088 77.77409 246.3805 Crlf3 BG069514 Cytokine receptor-like factor 3
0.18125556 0.01384775 175.48177 98.406204 238.95709 Ddx4 BG074408 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 4
0.80022275 0.0011517 716.44653 433.1253 933.7229 Ddx5 BG086883 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 5
0.28803802 0.34255752 88.98683 36.4305 153.36389 Ddx52 BG084428 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 52
0.08180666 0.19052953 111.83014 66.3255 139.1891 Dhx36 BG065636 DEAH (Asp-Glu-Ala-His) box polypeptide 36
0.22736461 0.0904258 36.477436 6.156502 58.377705 Dcp1a BG078040 Decapping enzyme
0.4874621 0.18683591 158.6926 82.61929 261.61688 Dek BG066188 DEK oncogene (DNA binding)
0.33049536 0.42236686 934.3538 558.0961 1191.9373 Diap1 AW554618 Diaphanous homolog 1 (Drosophila)
0.16345923 0.01055969 176.26868 101.400795 227.4352 Dip3b BG087133 Dip3 beta
0.8941734 0.9490007 979.0054 363.7397 1665.1962 Dnajb11 AI846572 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily B, member 11
0.04734632 0.01218829 74.62846 38.6034 99.948395 Dph5 BG084888 DPH5 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
0.678005 0.04227003 239.1564 130.9897 372.6788 Dynll1 BG076954 Dynein light chain LC8-type 1
0.26479962 0.17160295 71.673134 24.280998 122.653 Dbndd1 BG068474 Dysbindin (dystrobrevin binding protein 1) domain containing 1
0.54332674 0.40459964 80.031235 29.628204 122.253204 Dst AI843343 Dystonin
0.5234836 0.72053206 68.10367 33.510395 103.4727 Dst BG087396 dystonin
. . . . . e factor-   
0.05834826 0.00818095 40.191864 18.122501 57.529 Ecd BG064233 Ecdysoneless homolog (Drosophila)
2.6118963 0.0023432 1236.9637 852.629 1590.9297 Ecd BG082894 Ecdysoneless homolog (Drosophila)
0.11296588 0.06246784 75.572334 37.2593 110.4556 Elavl2 BG082125 ELAV (embryonic lethal, abnormal vision, Drosophila)-like 2 (Hu antigen B)
0.33503217 0.92932546 111.501396 55.3057 180.6767 Elovl5 BG063013 ELOVL family member 5, elongation of long chain fatty acids (yeast)
1.5892824 0.09687562 256.15784 239.5773 280.0617 Epc1 AW553555 Enhancer of polycomb homolog 1 (Drosophila)
0.17240854 0.11811137 162.31763 122.0048 208.0923 Echs1 BG079992 Enoyl Coenzyme A hydratase, short chain, 1, mitochondrial
1.0098127 0.06470964 250.71176 172.424 389.2554 Etv3 BG071839 Ets variant gene 3
0.19189009 0.9638718 100.387634 79.8581 121.3675 Erf AI414955 Ets2 repressor factor
0.17027028 0.83392626 6940.709 5606.926 7677.333 Eef1a1 BG086427 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1
38.173626 0.00264647 9221.038 7272.26 12939.226 Eef1a1 BG087027 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1
0.22710076 0.6792456 229.45206 186.84799 292.07358 Eef1a1 BG087516 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1
0.5777102 0.4854524 7251.7124 2699.9028 9666.063 Eef1a1 BG088082 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1
1.7839348 1.86E-04 2508.5696 1290.3096 3284.786 Eef1a1 C78483 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1
4.8413353 0.00133284 2437.3506 1557.2352 3264.6165 Eef1a1 C78484 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1
0.22338021 0.88114387 47.817467 36.285797 56.446003 Eef1a2 AI836586 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 2
4.31175 0.01495183 1009.23914 464.09253 1818.8181 Eef1b2 BG073107 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 beta 2
0.5169433 0.2704541 14.546234 4.6147003 27.860903 Eef2 BG073959 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 2
0.11617771 0.02999564 99.75976 88.866394 106.14499 Eif2s1 BG085504 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2, subunit 1 alpha
0.6449413 0.06819756 225.9539 83.9319 366.1124 Eif2s2 BG066754 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2, subunit 2 (beta)
0.528014 0.3661341 309.3476 114.5374 507.5104 Eif2s2 BG075946 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2, subunit 2 (beta)
0.32512236 0.640072 118.75007 60.2397 187.5604 Eif2b4 BG065330 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2B, subunit 4 delta
0.4194208 0.9080496 1018.29755 613.6998 1398.8068 Eif4a1 BG063431 eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A1
0.17873561 0.08402872 63.025696 27.186798 104.735794 Etf1 BG077308 Eukaryotic translation termination factor 1
0.15944308 0.03495023 147.3984 80.1187 204.1178 Exph5 BG071854 Exophilin 5
0 6840257 0 10163579 197 56961 113 21651 324 0763 Gl BG075159 Gl am e
4
0.08191942 0.3338303 48.973602 43.655304 53.4984 Fntb BG076556 Farnesyltransferase, CAAX box, beta
0.64062107 0.66902435 83.77863 50.9696 134.107 Fabp7 AI845489 fatty acid binding protein 7, brain
0.11808708 0.39961487 429.06946 378.9097 490.32602 Fads1 AI840354 Fatty acid desaturase 1
0.3285172 0.03313199 194.00903 83.5946 272.8114 Fbxl17 BG074947 F-box and leucine-rich repeat protein 17
0.3013346 0.44352075 43.9381 31.806503 61.3985 Fcgr1 BG085212 Fc receptor, IgG, high affinity I
25.301601 0.00757944 4936.486 2194.3787 9447.327 Fth1 BG063515 Ferritin heavy chain 1
0.26113492 0.16595794 12.071198 8.649399 18.217 Fgfr1 AI326934 Fibroblast growth factor receptor 1
0.282599 0.12394706 150.88133 61.848 218.3099 Fmo4 BG068235 Flavin containing monooxygenase 4
0.39324114 0.26438656 76.3236 16.0839 114.7449 Foxp1 BG076288 Forkhead box P1
0.57979333 0.14036837 162.44833 125.3413 220.1429 Fnbp1 BG065717 Formin binding protein 1
15.490382 0.00136639 6104.2954 3709.2412 9112.171 Fyttd1 AW539304 Forty-two-three domain containing 1
0.26427877 3.21E-04 536.8423 302.27478 667.58105 Fhl1 BG087676 Four and a half LIM domains 1
1.5659711 0.18960062 45.73616 1.2952995 134.159 Fxyd3 BG080596 FXYD domain-containing ion transport regulator 3
0.17322192 0.06845048 51.726933 29.4775 82.5177 Gpatc2 BG063094 G patch domain containing 2
0.19986321 0.22568376 54.6514 48.121998 64.9356 Gpr116 BG073006 G protein-coupled receptor 116
0.6441025 0.16267161 192.89667 58.803497 286.5588 Gabpb2 BG064828 GA repeat binding protein, beta 2
2.0600555 0.44777533 261.35638 31.114902 383.0548 Gata4 BG088871 GATA binding protein 4
1.3437586 0.1108884 256.95264 160.5234 443.8416 Gmppa BG087174 GDP-mannose pyrophosphorylase A
0.40526003 0.26648912 56.059998 46.9339 66.2243 Glcci1 BG070033 Glucocorticoid induced transcript 1
0.25258243 0.9836737 46.8516 36.0538 59.1562 Gusb BG064071 Glucuronidase, beta
0.91070926 0.02769341 133.58768 100.613396 181.44351 Gpt2 BG071147 Glutamic pyruvate transaminase (alanine aminotransferase) 2
. . . . s. ut inas
0.51082903 0.58559895 95.16573 46.0007 181.0214 Gstm4 AW555156 glutathione S-transferase, mu 4
0.61981535 0.9189881 132.82127 30.802702 190.6649 Gpld1 BG074653 Glycosylphosphatidylinositol specific phospholipase D1
0.7646763 0.9185407 63.46987 28.591099 105.8954 Gnas AI841014 GNAS (guanine nucleotide binding protein, alpha stimulating) complex locus
0.6805649 0.8456292 169.764 86.2427 274.08682 Gnas AW556925 GNAS (guanine nucleotide binding protein, alpha stimulating) complex locus
0.01739325 0.00140924 46.6412 44.8937 47.772503 Gga2 BG088178 Golgi associated, gamma adaptin ear containing, ARF binding protein 2
0.06131205 0.01014195 50.509632 32.0562 61.613205 Golga4 BG079199 Golgi autoantigen, golgin subfamily a, 4
1.575466 0.11144625 588.9035 270.523 817.765 Gpr173 BG073547 G-protein coupled receptor 173
0.2637742 0.38916343 119.53873 73.4031 172.5342 H2-Ke2 BG064963 H2-K region expressed gene 2
0.8460414 0.70833045 450.12854 200.67531 729.67535 H3f3b AI841334 H3 histone, family 3B
0.1130416 0.0424502 130.29654 78.78639 161.4129 H3f3b AW539780 H3 histone, family 3B
0.49013865 0.56542575 1325.868 876.6592 1882.4387 H3f3b BG067430 H3 histone, family 3B
0.01599254 0.00131565 72.94197 37.803802 91.76111 Hspcb AW538216 heat shock protein 1, beta
0.45233378 0.9867998 99.074066 87.8975 119.211205 Hsp110 BG066973 Heat shock protein 110
0.07971685 0.73951185 207.21255 186.1806 225.54819 Hsp90aa1 AI841344 Heat shock protein 90kDa alpha (cytosolic), class A member 1
0.5618365 0.82812107 124.16434 57.651505 227.03252 RP23-248K2. BG066735 Hepatitis A virus cellular receptor 1-like
0.31616178 0.55991316 2989.4883 2050.7166 4126.6504 Hbxip AI841981 Hepatitis B virus x interacting protein
0.5021682 0.17037533 21.629467 6.3810005 50.7056 Hnrpa1 BG072534 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1
2.4197881 0.01141269 715.1201 397.3628 1154.3411 Hnrpd BG078653 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D
0.0895427 0.019168 47.205963 18.6339 64.1587 Hnrpm BG065277 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M
1.5132216 0.00729196 590.68097 381.84152 850.8701 Hint1 BG077758 Histidine triad nucleotide binding protein 1
0.05474126 0.00723156 35.37447 23.134201 44.501804 Hat1 BG066251 Histone aminotransferase 1
0.02698141 0.04713164 96.39903 53.7205 118.7275 Hrb BG067010 HIV-1 Rev binding protein
0.7527155 0.6094106 79.275764 40.050602 103.922 Hcfc2 BG082593 Host cell factor C2
0.39641264 0.26957858 77.134224 18.1376 140.19379 Hivep3 BG074961 Human immunodeficiency virus type I enhancer binding protein 3
0 3528701 0 624023 88 738464 69 0017 121 61379 BG084867 it lipopro d 1
0.16794191 0.06688567 56.85497 22.902401 92.5572 Hic2 BG064014 Hypermethylated in cancer 2
1.5250921 0.09972451 281.68643 175.8399 491.11282 BC005537 BG076016 hypothetical protein MGC7474
0.04243448 0.00438682 40.2667 21.445103 54.346703 Ibrdc3 BG066210 IBR domain containing 3
0.41661727 0.06166382 185.0075 91.7032 289.3214 Ing1 BG077144 Inhibitor of growth family, member 1
0.0620416 0.12333684 76.721596 70.9445 80.2045 Itpk1 BG075740 Inositol 1,3,4-triphosphate 5/6 kinase
0.5742511 0.7681074 136.98503 35.6479 208.1727 Igf2r BG075038 Insulin-like growth factor 2 receptor
0.9453437 0.3527244 129.54294 61.557503 201.6898 Itm2c BG071424 Integral membrane protein 2C
0.09388518 0.05295906 567.29755 480.9095 616.2766 Itga6 AI528574 Integrin alpha 6
0.29867166 0.31114873 87.709305 28.379402 139.678 Itga9 BG067332 Integrin alpha 9
0.22749898 0.5927116 60.416195 46.330597 78.33099 Itih2 AI324057 Inter-alpha trypsin inhibitor, heavy chain 2
0.23281825 0.09720974 37.334 31.6149 40.321598 Il18 BG088827 Interleukin 18
0.2271296 0.12036075 142.6636 60.875305 194.8583 Iqcb1 BG088772 IQ calmodulin-binding motif containing 1
0.23260099 0.12896389 55.240032 49.179096 63.010303 Jmjd3 AA408772 Jumonji domain containing 3
0.24336523 0.65819347 170.16623 141.7466 211.9117 Klhdc3 BG088465 Kelch domain containing 3
1.4302151 0.8944369 214.14066 52.147602 370.5669 Larp5 AI846463 La ribonucleoprotein domain family, member 5
1.475172 0.3710323 305.11475 105.752495 412.0002 Larp5 BG075314 La ribonucleoprotein domain family, member 5
0.20837031 0.15937363 67.7949 54.165 77.0128 Lad1 BG063821 Ladinin
0.31419322 0.15905055 143.67186 75.48151 220.84338 Lemd3 BG071617 LEM domain containing 3
0.13496807 0.04061696 47.702164 16.5472 70.7128 Lims2 BG082740 LIM and senescent cell antigen like domains 2
0.06828395 0.01110071 40.321266 16.545202 53.221504 Lix1 BG069787 Limb expression 1 homolog (chicken)
4.964518 0.00539929 1613.098 666.1133 2666.9495 Lmbr1 BG066405 Limb region 1
. . . . Lrp1. Low dens y tein receptor relate protein   -   
0.10603632 0.02565886 42.663067 16.8092 65.0291 Lrp2 BG064854 Low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 2
0.24032591 0.6039168 103.04357 40.558205 158.1049 Lsm14a BG066039 LSM14 homolog A (SCD6, S. cerevisiae)
0.06800138 0.28277496 68.59247 62.1576 73.4243 Masp1 AI385702 Mannan-binding lectin serine peptidase 1
0.19348247 0.08975417 140.6421 66.647095 202.4574 Mbl2 BG084210 Mannose binding lectin (C)
0.18094258 0.0792888 232.03003 172.945 320.36978 Manbal AI836500 Mannosidase, beta A, lysosomal-like
0.50177056 0.7405396 57.19656 37.564 86.40419 Mgat1 AI323686 Mannoside acetylglucosaminyltransferase 1
0.22157478 0.64788103 155.1854 133.9569 190.90709 Mknk2 AI845732 MAP kinase-interacting serine/threonine kinase 2
0.49963096 0.5879885 129.9791 64.629 223.768 Mark3 BG079796 MAP/microtubule affinity-regulating kinase 3
0.2794814 0.07094704 103.11367 82.234604 119.4675 Maged2 BG086903 Melanoma antigen, family D, 2
0.36208206 0.2120083 50.86743 43.9022 59.9879 Magi1 BG071288 Membrane associated guanylate kinase, WW and PDZ domain containing 1
0.3114463 0.00905631 237.38522 131.81808 323.9743 Mir16 AU044044 Membrane interacting protein of RGS16
0.12899826 0.05142958 64.78823 28.1363 95.5702 Mnat1 AA408256 Menage a trois 1
12.226138 0.00377047 3765.2358 1306.8463 6288.601 Malat1 BG077117 Metastasis associated lung adenocarcinoma transcript 1 (non-coding RNA)
0.31193462 0.11622418 11.8902 -20.643902 49.278698 Mtap BG075139 Methylthioadenosine phosphorylase
0.350151 0.47334915 95.51687 34.947598 165.7282 Mgst3 BG088778 Microsomal glutathione S-transferase 3
0.31992874 0.57199186 114.238365 77.128494 162.8257 Mapre1 BG077759 Microtubule-associated protein, RP/EB family, member 1
0.29810503 0.28776816 142.60547 117.062 180.4006 Mrpl1 BG073306 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L1
0.08122989 0.0581064 327.31546 286.6827 348.5236 Mrpl12 AI837689 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L12
0.7174653 0.34025007 78.31674 7.3806 157.6514 Mrpl30 BG075161 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L30
0.38065454 0.6687749 101.969635 62.392902 127.8594 Mrps14 AI845740 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein S14
0.40331563 0.44819343 135.90286 56.6195 228.4629 Mfn2 BG074145 Mitofusin 2
0.3545114 0.8906336 97.65226 67.019005 135.67859 Mapk3 BG075319 Mitogen activated protein kinase 3
0.03341831 0.6506345 107.15923 103.704704 109.87589 Map3k3 AI415048 Mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 3
0.23492669 0.43041113 48.1374 38.7703 65.3137 Map4k5 AI413381 Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase kinase 5
0 08715377 0 0190482 50 41427 23 1637 72 988205 BG071534
0.01582492 8.19E-04 59.8144 32.490902 74.1862 Mospd1 BG077592 Motile sperm domain containing 1
0.21325283 0.1830538 25.214201 17.3745 31.6092 Mllt1 AI604771 Myeloid/lymphoid or mixed lineage-leukemia translocation to 1 homolog (Drosophila)
0.21173938 0.57634705 125.64807 105.464 152.6892 Mllt3 BG083516 Myeloid/lymphoid or mixed lineage-leukemia translocation to 3 homolog (Drosophila)
0.14880414 0.19981165 85.58133 49.286102 119.54779 Mtmr4 BG077788 Myotubularin related protein 4
0.79805154 0.61900014 72.5933 38.2632 120.40201 Mtmr9 AI845564 Myotubularin related protein 9
0.4306575 0.83786505 55.675705 37.575302 79.14101 Myst1 BG070156 MYST histone acetyltransferase 1
0.16808014 0.279229 82.654 66.4695 98.524994 Ndufa9 AI894290 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 9
0.09450994 0.95513797 176.41086 163.7302 193.5999 Ndufc1 AI840263 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1, subcomplex unknown, 1
0.22922105 0.9368972 298.8739 236.63881 358.5916 Ndufc1 BG075903 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1, subcomplex unknown, 1
2.5784664 0.03781082 528.88275 257.1225 977.29095 Ndufs2 BG087262 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) Fe-S protein 2
1.219145 0.06185404 299.1654 150.5454 532.6109 Ndn BG079634 Necdin
0.03885702 0.04046496 72.73943 70.1886 75.5331 Ngfrap1 BG088461 Nerve growth factor receptor (TNFRSF16) associated protein 1
0.12884277 0.18633834 73.9858 67.4829 82.8477 Nf2 BG088180 Neurofibromatosis 2
0.15217677 0.07336316 60.891335 44.780796 75.1737 Nefl AU043877 Neurofilament, light polypeptide
0.27587643 0.00276287 307.69632 144.7297 396.00342 Nab1 BG074358 Ngfi-A binding protein 1
0.24209014 0.17018339 31.878199 24.2153 45.877396 Nmt1 BG065011 N-myristoyltransferase 1
1.0992987 0.21135132 231.53549 58.445297 407.0094 Nfia BG075112 Nuclear factor I/A
0.49855414 0.54940283 1366.4904 961.0389 2030.2107 Nfkbib AI413304 Nuclear factor of kappa light chain gene enhancer in B-cells inhibitor, beta
0.18122658 0.2859322 43.377773 33.5245 51.248505 Ncoa1 AI843847 Nuclear receptor coactivator 1
0.10650433 0.09206985 84.40876 41.492294 120.50789 Nsd1 BG070926 Nuclear receptor-binding SET-domain protein 1
0.2944656 0.2551445 80.8897 29.7215 140.0471 Nol7 BG075149 Nucleolar protein 7
. . . . Nrm. Nurim (nuclear envelope membrane protein)    
0.21438676 0.69226885 80.52443 64.392 96.31949 Orc3l AI846634 Origin recognition complex, subunit 3-like (S. cerevisiae)
0.43827692 0.01903674 240.62178 118.48399 362.69012 Oaz3 BG085485 Ornithine decarboxylase antizyme 3
0.4700725 0.12907262 54.33077 43.009 75.845 Osbpl3 BG081674 Oxysterol binding protein-like 3
0.12184718 0.04538956 21.615135 17.363302 24.8684 Osbpl7 AI596330 Oxysterol binding protein-like 7
0.36460292 0.35077143 70.49743 60.711296 83.603806 Ppt1 BG066237 Palmitoyl-protein thioesterase 1
0.4418965 0.30844617 80.493996 16.5564 139.5393 Pnpla8 BG087766 Patatin-like phospholipase domain containing 8
0.1271113 0.03550147 39.894466 18.151402 68.0969 Paxip1 BG065280 PAX interacting (with transcription-activation domain) protein 1
0.03870002 0.06642436 96.00533 50.375496 121.6454 Psip1 BG065242 PC4 and SFRS1 interacting protein 1
0.33209392 0.00927246 253.5907 112.5022 349.0408 Pdap1 BG076828 PDGFA associated protein 1
0.20009527 0.01783211 169.82697 106.31799 212.982 Padi2 BG082407 Peptidyl arginine deiminase, type II
0.89157605 0.08380228 169.9897 107.45041 249.4105 Ppia BG073210 Peptidylprolyl isomerase A
0.37522817 0.42395106 82.25873 52.2713 135.45898 Perp BG065306 PERP, TP53 apoptosis effector
0.6883851 0.14391074 84.877205 51.4466 108.4703 Pes1 BG086107 Pescadillo homolog 1, containing BRCT domain (zebrafish)
0.68047255 0.7819503 143.90413 36.3787 262.40308 Ppapdc1 BG064258 Phosphatidic acid phosphatase type 2 domain containing 1
0.17702271 0.14367051 71.648766 53.3778 81.1165 Pik4cb BG084805 Phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase, catalytic, beta polypeptide
0.1405711 0.23678242 67.99831 59.4434 80.3309 Ptdss2 AI840922 Phosphatidylserine synthase 2
0.32285663 0.57169175 99.95423 39.2977 167.1046 Pde5a BG088805 Phosphodiesterase 5A, cGMP-specific
7.094194 0.04861451 850.71893 379.349 1464.6505 Pacs2 BG066699 Phosphofurin acidic cluster sorting protein 2
0.32694933 0.02890866 197.06863 91.2338 291.8821 Plcg2 BG085484 Phospholipase C, gamma 2
0.06095409 0.01470509 68.6177 32.1753 87.5184 Phka2 AU044961 Phosphorylase kinase alpha 2
0.171561 0.08031975 506.38495 396.99902 681.96234 Psat1 AI429673 Phosphoserine aminotransferase 1
0.23948213 0.52834576 60.565266 44.9662 69.3162 Psph AI841354 Phosphoserine phosphatase
0.41938844 0.66098815 121.939766 82.7392 164.9087 Piwil2 AW556262 Piwi-like homolog 2 (Drosophila)
0.25405157 0.17716454 35.817398 21.772503 45.2761 Pdgfa AI503970 Platelet derived growth factor, alpha
4 608713 0 02070131 927 21533 502 67038 1699 7062 Pt BG072681 andi E 3 oso )
2.6314218 0.0111585 694.6466 596.06903 803.2619 Pafah1b1 BG068033 Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase, isoform 1b, beta1 subunit
0.38109443 0.8731671 87.515 55.273697 118.325195 Plekha5 AI414438 Pleckstrin homology domain containing, family A member 5
0.29837838 0.1441524 44.319798 26.942299 65.0572 Plekhc1 BG063822 Pleckstrin homology domain containing, family C (with FERM domain) member 1
0.07905163 0.1464416 59.840466 56.8407 64.1118 Pogz BG070415 Pogo transposable element with ZNF domain
0.11605675 0.04527305 12.512367 7.542595 15.935005 Pvr BG078539 Poliovirus receptor
0.29194468 0.13029474 40.62843 19.908897 72.339096 Pvrl2 AA409791 Poliovirus receptor-related 2
0.11355748 0.11280361 85.8526 41.594 119.631195 Parp8 BG066648 Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase family, member 8
0.23215024 0.15065977 73.512634 23.028801 100.37771 Pabpc4 BG082955 Poly A binding protein, cytoplasmic 4
0.4147559 0.30691814 438.97427 323.5947 584.7473 Pcbp2 AI851556 poly(rC) binding protein 2
0.6043504 0.48359933 153.5188 47.9359 272.5129 Pold2 BG078511 Polymerase (DNA directed), delta 2, regulatory subunit
0.2209536 0.10704882 50.109863 46.213898 53.9502 Kcnk13 BG072485 Potassium channel, subfamily K, member 13
0.302304 0.02326865 192.29486 108.304405 274.5345 Kcnh8 BG066049 Potassium voltage-gated channel, subfamily H (eag-related), member 8
0.19050632 0.14764267 134.5635 57.5795 176.46231 Pbx2 BG084385 Pre B-cell leukemia transcription factor 2
0.21242025 0.11656932 68.20623 21.4883 93.3459 Pramel5 BG069599 Preferentially expressed antigen in melanoma like 5
0.8069447 0.7008825 778.0263 349.4142 1196.581 Pzp BC057983 Pregnancy zone protein
5.0031166 0.04070917 734.5952 380.0794 1289.202 Pzp NM_007376 Pregnancy zone protein
3.249827 0.03789748 676.18414 190.4841 1309.5297 Pzp NM_007376 Pregnancy zone protein
0.42908803 0.48276985 9.6265 6.0213013 16.1195 P4ha1 AI323453 Procollagen-proline, 2-oxoglutarate 4-dioxygenase (proline 4-hydroxylase), alpha 1 polypeptide
0.20579809 0.27693254 42.420635 32.539402 53.583603 Preb BG069165 Prolactin regulatory element binding
0.14737056 0.42837256 118.02423 96.2939 130.6107 Prr13 AI841031 Proline rich 13
0.58173984 0.01858163 395.6502 302.0969 490.2794 Ptges3 AI845883 Prostaglandin E synthase 3 (cytosolic)
. . . . ges3. Prostagl n synthase (cyt lic    
0.44085944 0.35505456 147.28897 49.469894 219.76501 Psmc1 BG074356 Protease (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, ATPase 1
0.32362184 0.4223851 414.30875 280.8343 599.3839 Psmc3 BG065053 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, ATPase 3
0.31276396 0.21453594 109.979836 66.947395 172.3684 Psmd11 BG085363 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 11
0.22429681 0.579164 91.43397 66.0625 115.8285 Psmd14 AW538992 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 14
0.911879 0.34240776 74.33276 46.445797 125.98979 Psmd2 BG086740 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 2
0.06753352 0.01199195 52.580936 23.550701 70.3588 Psmd9 BG077683 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 9
0.25376567 0.3205189 60.59567 46.5215 70.528305 Psme2 AI528663 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 28 subunit, beta
1.4970111 0.00917868 585.27795 267.5152 947.29236 Psma7 BG064899 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, alpha type 7
0.33806002 0.21386664 72.482 18.566002 131.57251 Prmt5 BG065166 Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 5
8.177926 0.00130521 3594.6272 2599.8545 4335.2314 Prkg1 BG066285 Protein kinase, cGMP-dependent, type I
0.14402282 0.50010645 52.94457 47.269497 62.0123 Pomgnt1 BG088309 Protein O-linked mannose beta1,2-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase
0.19969742 0.08930137 52.718765 33.7139 82.2435 Ppp1cc BG071790 Protein phosphatase 1, catalytic subunit, gamma isoform
0.05268949 0.07241598 77.82114 75.5722 79.5798 Ppp1r13b BG075869 Protein phosphatase 1, regulatory (inhibitor) subunit 13B
0.25477532 0.15703441 107.4768 69.0102 152.2638 Ppp1r2 AI324847 Protein phosphatase 1, regulatory (inhibitor) subunit 2
0.6983304 0.01593471 328.0347 125.722404 466.35748 Ppp2cb BG087694 Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), catalytic subunit, beta isoform
0.11641675 0.03521919 56.256668 24.215698 86.1546 Ppp2r2b BG069308 Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), regulatory subunit B (PR 52), beta isoform
0.15792742 0.0591349 21.680864 9.655201 42.281296 Ppm2c BG088579 Protein phosphatase 2C, magnesium dependent, catalytic subunit
0.79851276 0.9903681 143.6823 68.6333 262.8476 Ppp3ca AW556297 Protein phosphatase 3, catalytic subunit, alpha isoform
0.18361036 0.04768632 125.08096 112.6457 147.9838 Ppp4c BG071232 Protein phosphatase 4, catalytic subunit
0.8063222 0.8689136 129.6172 21.732601 194.8487 Pskh1 BG076196 Protein serine kinase H1
0.4699963 0.56734097 782.5512 385.377 1077.1459 Ptp4a2 BG073645 Protein tyrosine phosphatase 4a2
0.0911108 0.02286618 53.539562 33.4796 72.659 Ptp4a2 BG077165 Protein tyrosine phosphatase 4a2
0.7322102 0.19046175 119.147896 68.140594 160.7302 Ppfia1 BG083890 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, f polypeptide (PTPRF), interacting protein, alpha 1
0.18756914 0.06815015 30.810701 24.118698 37.0259 Pcdh7 BG085683 Protocadherin 7
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0.29484773 0.37581486 88.36787 40.907898 148.6488 Pwp1 AW558121 PWP1 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
4.6192408 0.36416563 26.440857 -107.3412 159.75409 Pdxk BG070766 Pyridoxal (pyridoxine, vitamin B6) kinase
0.07985866 0.06377001 86.84706 40.364998 113.2047 Pycr2 BG072021 Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase family, member 2
0.36690426 0.95342344 540.0607 396.1412 755.63837 Pdk3 AI845462 Pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, isoenzyme 3
1.6085461 0.6047173 140.66846 41.436302 262.5005 Rab14 AI835415 RAB14, member RAS oncogene family
0.28347367 0.11209983 141.8333 87.4336 195.3172 Rab30 BG070713 RAB30, member RAS oncogene family
0.55247116 0.45490578 68.971794 48.2632 84.144196 Rab3il1 BG065737 RAB3A interacting protein (rabin3)-like 1
0.21081257 0.4343494 42.709637 34.850403 53.617397 Rab5a BG073628 RAB5A, member RAS oncogene family
0.25458124 0.14250365 144.29422 58.7642 193.43439 Rab6ip2 BG076289 Rab6 interacting protein 2
0.21560311 0.08389479 27.961466 20.067501 32.909298 Rad50 BG088545 RAD50 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
3.263808 0.00904807 860.4683 744.3996 920.7426 Rif1 BG068905 Rap1 interacting factor 1 homolog (yeast)
0.42218235 0.23931603 70.72466 15.2064 148.2451 Rap1b BG064333 RAS related protein 1b
0.18881465 0.01278025 181.57933 98.9887 250.2449 Rsu1 BG077860 Ras suppressor protein 1
0.18086927 0.2218535 55.074135 48.762802 64.4312 Rac2 BG088482 RAS-related C3 botulinum substrate 2
0.4342452 0.43179742 142.8126 45.690704 192.20401 Rce1 BG065824 RCE1 homolog, prenyl protein peptidase (S. cerevisiae)
0.2223638 0.84755313 55.37507 44.678604 65.7657 Rtp4 AJ251364 Receptor transporter protein 4
0.01102476 3.33E-04 51.815197 27.375797 66.3665 Ryk BG085835 Receptor-like tyrosine kinase
0.8758494 0.21374749 208.99338 55.7079 347.6277 Rex2 BG068425 Reduced expression 2
0.08489362 0.01814701 49.501797 25.5103 71.4796 Rgs11 BG079374 Regulator of G-protein signaling 11
0.19783744 0.35867986 91.1016 49.349 138.6545 Rgs12 BG067869 Regulator of G-protein signaling 12
0.14151224 0.04722732 53.811966 19.6608 80.1635 Rgs10 BG084583 Regulator of G-protein signalling 10
. . . . Rmnd5a. Required for meio c nuclear vision homolog (S cerevisi        . 
0.1054981 0.1053055 82.64556 50.9644 104.83299 Rsn BG066935 Restin (Reed-Steinberg cell-expressed intermediate filament-associated protein)
3.1257284 0.01584802 836.0593 270.00632 1413.7181 Rbbp4 BG084231 Retinoblastoma binding protein 4
0.04727997 0.00545194 41.333366 22.939402 57.130802 Rbbp6 BG065995 Retinoblastoma binding protein 6
2.100927 0.16534823 351.17657 63.727703 640.9774 Rbbp6 BG075099 Retinoblastoma binding protein 6
0.207902 0.21731314 203.5376 152.4875 260.4203 Rbl1 AI846582 Retinoblastoma-like 1 (p107)
0.3814295 0.8851221 346.78506 220.4428 471.6005 Rai12 AI415247 Retinoic acid induced 12
0.23127513 0.19057615 70.00826 52.4312 95.2513 Arhgdia BG086892 Rho GDP dissociation inhibitor (GDI) alpha
0.16557746 0.07551255 34.255833 26.9115 45.215797 Arhgef7 AI843846 Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF7)
1.4155661 0.00688512 577.67334 369.1627 830.44794 Rnaseh2a BG064892 Ribonuclease H2, large subunit
0.19324549 0.05197551 152.33423 66.8947 201.61221 Rpp30 BG069849 Ribonuclease P/MRP 30 subunit (human)
1.2367007 0.48347384 173.196 82.6091 336.6553 Rnaset2 BG079781 Ribonuclease T2
0.29218566 0.927916 97.74063 75.0274 119.76041 Rnh1 BG085471 Ribonuclease/angiogenin inhibitor 1
0.38157314 0.1854649 46.196632 19.439701 85.0644 Rpn1 BG063974 Ribophorin I
0.20495477 0.08349071 50.050766 21.178299 92.2901 Rpl11 BG088643 Ribosomal protein L11
0.17954884 0.7912994 171.47485 137.13069 192.0912 Rpl14 BG085974 Ribosomal protein L14
0.7395551 0.6545813 107.950424 38.368103 235.07619 Rpl15 BG078436 Ribosomal protein L15
0.22427604 0.09766233 13.847933 -0.23220062 21.240799 Rpl15 BG078442 Ribosomal protein L15
2.986266 0.04320453 615.3237 137.7691 964.11127 Rpl17 BG076749 Ribosomal protein L17
1.1131613 0.01211666 403.267 305.4633 482.9483 Rpl27a BG063591 Ribosomal protein L27a
0.9429092 0.00501046 488.37476 327.2904 634.7626 Rpl27a BG079639 Ribosomal protein L27a
0.42185146 0.4249545 422.1142 237.17119 676.2023 Rpl3 BG084137 Ribosomal protein L3
0.20608969 0.70305264 205.01387 174.2197 264.3253 Rpl4 BG086747 Ribosomal protein L4
1.0760645 0.85866356 219.0012 80.1133 409.83762 Rpl4 BG086748 Ribosomal protein L4
0.193836 0.9733096 238.54716 186.56369 266.8349 Rpl4 BG087519 Ribosomal protein L4
0 31541136 0 18304513 173 04068 86 3059 269 61462 BG072819 Rib l SA
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0.34691653 0.14606112 154.87837 128.2232 197.87839 Rpl41 AW550850 Ribosomal protein L41
2.70412 0.18631446 399.42322 61.635994 783.5803 Rpl5 BG065196 Ribosomal protein L5
4.891969 0.03935257 899.49304 208.49329 1787.2218 Rpl5 BG073065 Ribosomal protein L5
0.44252285 0.04596774 199.8928 100.19791 311.039 Rpl6 BG069870 Ribosomal protein L6
0.35693288 0.5146234 129.81664 54.130096 213.5356 Rpl7l1 BG076936 Ribosomal protein L7-like 1
0.2764501 0.22463201 466.44754 291.44498 640.74335 Rpl9 BC069963 Ribosomal protein L9
0.23641577 0.3105118 580.30646 399.99 714.38574 Rpl9 BC069963 Ribosomal protein L9
0.17891473 0.18166232 796.48334 648.537 1039.0679 Rpl9 BC069963 Ribosomal protein L9
0.275643 0.30982867 144.46674 96.5437 182.49611 Rpl9 BG072542 Ribosomal protein L9
1.486163 0.01011856 553.52484 275.5127 873.871 Rpl9 NM_011292 Ribosomal protein L9
3.4075396 0.061023 444.382 387.7992 547.9158 Rpl9 NM_011292 Ribosomal protein L9
0.6110746 0.00417747 399.23648 260.3288 489.0364 Rpl9 NM_011292 Ribosomal protein L9
0.28934875 0.14291029 58.382965 15.092899 108.520096 Rps12 AW539542 Ribosomal protein S12
0.4230207 0.00372329 347.3858 188.791 473.523 Rps27 BG087061 Ribosomal protein S27
3.7963326 0.01241483 1039.7166 317.47522 1665.166 Rps3 NM_012052 Ribosomal protein S3
0.21691008 0.6039865 319.5639 243.43741 386.6531 Rps6 AW556153 Ribosomal protein S6
0.2556335 0.20546311 403.69754 283.7495 573.3266 Rps6 AW556256 Ribosomal protein S6
1.4938579 0.04335079 394.25043 124.725 687.8 Rps6 BG085414 Ribosomal protein S6
0.33235484 0.44363257 361.41748 226.98889 501.56073 Rps6 BG086423 Ribosomal protein S6
0.4743271 1.18E-04 1110.8181 606.8057 1441.8652 Rps7 BG073412 Ribosomal protein S7
0.11517951 0.04282237 413.27606 325.87228 471.8688 Rps9 BG067495 Ribosomal protein S9
. . . . Rpsa. osoma protein  
0.12020867 0.03851961 170.51607 132.7974 189.7192 Rpsa BG072820 Ribosomal protein SA
0.14998442 0.09762079 294.7194 233.5023 371.12762 Rpsa BG072821 Ribosomal protein SA
0.1764827 0.5211373 304.86356 239.12498 340.0939 Rpsa BG072822 Ribosomal protein SA
0.18123718 0.08549196 55.0907 44.0811 65.963295 0610010D24 BG069698 RIKEN cDNA 0610010D24 gene
0.30712146 0.34092003 133.09909 56.314297 202.90819 1110049F12RBG084482 RIKEN cDNA 1110049F12 gene
0.44626668 0.30703023 150.62733 52.786602 232.73682 1190002J23R AU020724 RIKEN cDNA 1190002J23 gene
9.172499 0.01006692 2164.7976 608.2261 3832.207 1190005P17RBG069674 RIKEN cDNA 1190005P17 gene
0.2047868 0.7554626 112.93786 53.745502 170.3391 1190007F08RBG076322 RIKEN cDNA 1190007F08 gene
0.44192144 0.92206824 123.21677 40.6391 212.1039 1200007B05RBG068307 RIKEN cDNA 1200007B05 gene
0.13247359 0.07547063 68.77483 47.3472 85.2597 1500015O10 BG071883 RIKEN cDNA 1500015O10 gene
0.0246059 0.00163824 27.799398 13.044998 36.6722 1500034J01R BG070124 RIKEN cDNA 1500034J01 gene
0.15889059 0.32703015 99.0527 86.412994 113.866104 Atp6v1c1 AI840889 RIKEN cDNA 1700025B18 gene
0.14255372 0.23860373 36.930733 31.160799 44.845802 1810015C04 BG083173 RIKEN cDNA 1810015C04 gene
5.253498 0.69626623 340.94543 13.680101 634.58325 2210016L21RBG063633 RIKEN cDNA 2210016L21 gene
0.24269031 0.11194478 56.90413 15.391199 98.3755 2210018M11 BG082853 RIKEN cDNA 2210018M11 gene
0.18563683 0.08940557 56.456768 41.201797 76.9376 2210019I11Ri BG072176 RIKEN cDNA 2210019I11 gene
0.11250947 0.0428474 56.000698 49.385 67.292496 2210408I21Ri BG069259 RIKEN cDNA 2210408I21 gene
0.3812346 0.03048958 200.60979 155.8752 235.70169 2210412D01 AI835482 RIKEN cDNA 2210412D01 gene
0.12965536 0.27385983 117.8028 58.326096 160.5311 2410016F19RBG069573 RIKEN cDNA 2410016F19 gene
0.9813064 0.1607525 7.1397986 -8.4660015 31.655998 2410022L05RBG080256 RIKEN cDNA 2410022L05 gene
2.006746 0.19034974 2543.827 904.5529 3460.5076 2410089E03RBG073170 RIKEN cDNA 2410089E03 gene
0.10288085 0.05759462 43.886265 39.183098 52.514603 2610001J05R BG073633 RIKEN cDNA 2610001J05 gene
0.03280789 0.00264336 40.727966 23.2458 53.6573 2610018G03 BG065728 RIKEN cDNA 2610018G03 gene
0.07283948 0.03667458 124.190834 69.2473 157.35379 2610019A05RBG074416 RIKEN cDNA 2610019A05 gene
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0.09031893 0.02040445 48.97477 26.6534 70.5766 2610301K12RBG070008 RIKEN cDNA 2610301K12 gene
0.53404546 0.92313385 101.768074 86.198204 122.08301 2700060E02RBG065216 RIKEN cDNA 2700060E02 gene
0.4973197 0.5147483 60.436733 44.763203 89.6826 2810410M20 AI835412 RIKEN cDNA 2810410M20 gene
0.20888251 0.09039629 52.516903 26.095505 93.2239 2900057K09RBG076382 RIKEN cDNA 2900057K09 gene
0.5276664 0.25563154 164.65758 52.3451 242.53131 3110003A17RBG075008 RIKEN cDNA 3110003A17 gene
0.7321487 0.8107797 126.06508 30.8619 266.6614 3930401K13RBG065185 RIKEN cDNA 3930401K13 gene
0.1783559 0.8677412 103.0677 68.1396 128.4909 4921505C17 BG066215 RIKEN cDNA 4921505C17 gene
0.3784038 0.14018317 125.2208 97.59061 158.07861 4921513D23 AI843592 RIKEN cDNA 4921513D23 gene
0.6449025 0.37978023 140.296 100.90109 217.3249 4930461P20RBG067023 RIKEN cDNA 4930461P20 gene
0.8009054 0.50705963 92.66627 53.112404 155.769 4930570C03 AI835416 RIKEN cDNA 4930570C03 gene
0.10897572 0.05019719 73.20547 32.3436 104.2153 4932417I16Ri BG076170 RIKEN cDNA 4932417I16 gene
0.19146954 0.35446176 52.193268 42.1217 60.3632 4933404O12 AI846577 RIKEN cDNA 4933404O12 gene
0.21936318 0.09485021 43.81857 37.214397 53.7637 4933415L06RBG067857 RIKEN cDNA 4933415L06 gene
0.13204609 0.04861706 54.898098 40.4814 64.8975 5730406M06 BG086627 RIKEN cDNA 5730406M06 gene
0.53082067 0.07110981 199.228 90.9268 317.1121 5730437N04 BG087737 RIKEN cDNA 5730437N04 gene
0.33049962 1.25E-04 842.26666 477.59842 1036.7965 5830472F04RC78921 RIKEN cDNA 5830472F04 gene
0.13735633 0.14237608 38.595497 32.464195 45.538403 6330419J24R AI846399 RIKEN cDNA 6330419J24 gene
0.519694 0.00468866 377.19757 174.32129 539.63763 6430706D22 BG068349 RIKEN cDNA 6430706D22 gene
0.76420736 0.0199915 291.4172 201.0425 400.4566 6720456B07RBG066266 RIKEN cDNA 6720456B07 gene
0.32653898 0.11175918 160.37326 61.6752 211.2533 6720467C03 BG072294 RIKEN cDNA 6720467C03 gene
0.32551435 0.45095357 645.93317 521.1688 849.3169 7530414M10 BG075587 RIKEN cDNA 7530414M10 gene
. . . . . cDNA gene   
0.31711254 0.2415237 76.49733 30.417698 142.442 8430427H17 BG074615 RIKEN cDNA 8430427H17 gene
0.87936646 0.996225 115.45233 46.456703 202.6875 9030025P20RBG073733 RIKEN cDNA 9030025P20 gene
0.2989574 0.2623049 83.054565 27.162498 142.72739 9330102E08RBG068979 RIKEN cDNA 9330102E08 gene
2.9860687 0.01545429 710.8941 507.68213 1089.5135 A430060F13 BG069931 RIKEN cDNA A430060F13 gene
0.2491668 0.23728333 71.66827 58.860897 86.4693 A830091I15R BG066252 RIKEN cDNA A830091I15 gene
0.21837527 0.19056416 56.255768 48.896004 67.4469 A930017K11 AI846462 RIKEN cDNA A930017K11 gene
0.05179214 0.00783227 54.720333 32.921898 67.8172 B230219D22 BG072957 RIKEN cDNA B230219D22 gene
0.30551994 0.17434648 32.43603 16.236801 49.141495 B230312A22 AI846579 RIKEN cDNA B230312A22 gene
1.2866011 0.4665557 97.29692 4.9683 174.5135 D030022P06 BG088793 RIKEN cDNA D030022P06 gene
0.5978714 0.2916871 137.14017 125.1109 154.2325 D030070L09 AA407663 RIKEN cDNA D030070L09 gene
0.12142781 0.06914572 42.160297 35.3087 49.6384 E030019B13 AI413669 RIKEN cDNA E030019B13 gene
0.8199916 0.9773194 141.84377 27.3934 264.3892 G431001I09R BG076499 RIKEN cDNA G431001I09 gene
0.27803457 0.223869 80.34967 23.703598 109.26131 G730013B05 BG075059 RIKEN cDNA G730013B05 gene
0.5573046 0.36225867 1042.8691 743.0593 1554.2914 Rnf103 BG083428 Ring finger protein 103
0.34832248 0.30331352 138.53706 61.1578 223.3929 Rnf141 BG069685 Ring finger protein 141
0.33894798 0.04509437 186.29834 77.82 262.21802 Rnf7 BG069791 Ring finger protein 7
1.7063614 0.10606752 342.8639 74.2223 488.2691 Rnf8 BG079933 Ring finger protein 8
0.15749617 0.9087021 38.4393 31.935 45.5038 Rbpms2 BG078821 RNA binding protein with multiple splicing 2
0.45792848 0.45148832 143.90875 44.942696 207.2757 Rpo1-1 BG066998 RNA polymerase 1-1
0.22539046 0.12490428 65.5477 27.642302 114.927795 Rbm38 BG084393 RNA-binding region (RNP1, RRM) containing 1
0.7599725 2.86E-04 1137.2842 613.03235 1519.0211 Safb2 BG063372 Scaffold attachment factor B2
0.21063246 0.08338761 47.671936 11.700399 73.9218 Scel BG080886 Sciellin
1.0928938 0.06330117 289.81348 123.832405 521.2098 Sec11l3 BG077356 Sec11-like 3 (S. cerevisiae)
0.46126494 0.46011645 145.16898 68.147 213.1121 Sparc AI840025 Secreted acidic cysteine rich glycoprotein
0 28885296 0 27495813 5108 0386 3945 3276 6284 846 AI840361 di annel lt d II ta
0.36537322 0.42274544 85.79593 49.542603 106.160995 Sparc AI845741 Secreted acidic cysteine rich glycoprotein
0.24192926 0.36623645 84.160866 57.218796 117.2736 Scamp2 BG065295 Secretory carrier membrane protein 2
0.37106153 0.32478413 133.6642 70.9214 209.3873 Sepx1 BG076434 Selenoprotein X 1
0.4619947 0.7237975 281.81625 191.3574 450.5684 Sema4g BG074727 Sema domain, immunoglobulin domain (Ig), transmembrane domain (TM) and short cytoplasmic domain, (semaphorin) 4G
0.6763235 0.9781836 109.622734 59.914597 191.8866 Serpina12 AI324036 Serine (or cysteine) peptidase inhibitor, clade A (alpha-1 antiproteinase, antitrypsin), member 12
2.876758 0.11807878 339.11917 183.2565 480.9207 Stk24 BG065687 Serine/threonine kinase 24 (STE20 homolog, yeast)
2.0435178 0.00683106 715.43915 512.9527 946.6621 Srrp BG066281 Serine-arginine repressor protein
0.7586127 0.4226231 249.6581 56.9777 357.3241 Serbp1 BG069181 Serpine1 mRNA binding protein 1
0.19276877 0.23396343 45.765568 34.7899 56.190403 Sh3bgr BG067083 SH3-binding domain glutamic acid-rich protein
0.07023108 0.02097892 70.33956 34.3327 94.4547 Sgol1 AA409233 Shugoshin-like 1 (S. pombe)
0.1053867 0.03084475 58.596565 25.363102 84.036194 Siat4c BG071447 sialyltransferase 4C (beta-galactoside alpha-2,3-sialytransferase)
0.15443206 0.51685977 116.40029 51.1764 158.9676 Srp19 BG063120 Signal recognition particle 19
0.21058932 0.14417553 55.735603 39.6684 71.0446 Ssr1 AI843249 Signal sequence receptor, alpha
0.08343149 0.01632706 38.614433 14.912302 56.1912 Ssr3 BG064033 Signal sequence receptor, gamma
0.10909965 0.48137915 101.47669 48.362396 140.87369 Ssr3 BG078659 Signal sequence receptor, gamma
0.13023639 0.03809905 40.704033 32.843502 46.1252 LOC241794 BG078196 Similar to Potassium voltage-gated channel subfamily G member 1 (Voltage-gated potassium channel subunit Kv6.1) (kH2)
1.5249822 0.02898582 363.74252 325.1098 406.6967 LOC636104 BG071857 Similar to Protein CXorf22
0.23989862 0.31563926 86.52221 43.9888 136.96811 Ssbp2 AW558684 Single-stranded DNA binding protein 2
0.11177239 0.1278893 123.51047 58.782402 166.7359 Ssbp3 BG082447 Single-stranded DNA binding protein 3
0.20454049 0.15003602 134.63107 62.396698 196.2373 Snord22 C78065 Small nucleolar RNA, C/D box 22
0.31461713 0.4571784 96.9272 31.796299 150.6766 Smc2 BG077844 SMC2 structural maintenance of chromosomes 2-like 1 (yeast)
. . . . Scn2b. So um ch vo age gate type be , - ,  , 
0.42464277 0.2686036 54.878597 39.226295 64.6555 Slc12a5 BG076166 Solute carrier family 12, member 5
0.5230913 0.42628816 2117.1694 1269.4957 2733.7566 Slc14a1 BG088092 Solute carrier family 14 (urea transporter), member 1
1.08297 0.0018627 733.54956 482.6789 868.28125 Slc20a2 BG063524 Solute carrier family 20, member 2
0.281784 0.79146993 135.98714 94.446 165.4287 Slc25a26 BG075791 Solute carrier family 25 (mitochondrial carrier, phosphate carrier), member 26
0.09000326 0.02450046 57.072796 36.7949 71.8284 Slc38a2 BG072644 Solute carrier family 38, member 2
0.5201153 0.7946528 103.79543 69.6169 161.14731 Slc39a9 AU015666 Solute carrier family 39 (zinc transporter), member 9
0.0833348 0.01666376 46.14183 20.043697 68.4415 Slc45a3 BG068459 Solute carrier family 45, member 3
0.5936738 0.05165022 208.47617 133.93881 301.767 Slc6a6 C81465 Solute carrier family 6 (neurotransmitter transporter, taurine), member 6
0.22210984 0.07428574 142.4538 83.8168 193.5268 Slc7a6 C76157 Solute carrier family 7 (cationic amino acid transporter, y+ system), member 6
0.10799877 0.03604804 119.84887 112.4285 127.966705 Slc9a9 BG074840 Solute carrier family 9 (sodium/hydrogen exchanger), isoform 9
0.1610066 0.07416048 65.75913 25.466202 101.9568 Slco4c1 BG069386 Solute carrier organic anion transporter family, member 4C1
0.23616278 0.15556607 140.4218 57.4264 185.8198 Slco6c1 BG066440 Solute carrier organic anion transporter family, member 6c1
0.05895749 0.02443076 80.225136 39.293404 103.8663 Snx10 BG077930 Sorting nexin 10
0.1542032 0.3333884 68.63697 54.8606 76.7791 Snx2 BG086506 Sorting nexin 2
0.25937876 0.7991892 70.116066 49.847 81.5287 Speer4c BG073358 Spermatogenesis associated glutamate (E)-rich protein 4c
0.18054108 0.00310137 233.22997 139.2062 289.64148 Srm BG066941 Spermidine synthase
1.2319797 0.24174361 339.33398 171.5585 597.3571 Spin BG070131 Spindlin
0.5264198 0.2858925 73.216034 10.644199 144.5991 Sf1 BG077386 Splicing factor 1
0.87425613 0.24793626 197.07423 72.1192 376.93982 Sfrs3 BG064951 Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 3 (SRp20)
0.21560906 0.2745536 75.6661 57.7341 94.5726 Sqle AI836437 Squalene epoxidase
0.17526434 0.73921293 35.542133 29.433302 39.836502 Sox2 AI385620 SRY-box containing gene 2
7.858172 0.02896386 1334.4619 460.6046 2829.3518 Scp2 BG086835 Sterol carrier protein 2, liver
0.26883128 0.5876645 654.43976 450.8484 785.5109 Stoml1 AI415339 Stomatin-like 1
0.17934161 0.06862798 51.570667 19.729698 88.2087 Strn BG066083 Striatin, calmodulin binding protein
1 318136 0 03199371 374 06613 180 5184 648 4339 Th BG066880 Thyro
0.14312118 0.11645429 82.47617 34.5946 118.28601 Suox BG084153 Sulfite oxidase
0.4435811 0.8959201 11871.675 8185.9336 17676.05 Sod1 BG074045 Superoxide dismutase 1, soluble
0.14835605 0.14631234 121.348946 73.1042 156.39151 St7 BG068896 Suppression of tumorigenicity 7
0.15915504 0.4853727 97.955 50.643 144.1284 Supt6h BG088835 Suppressor of Ty 6 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
0.37293622 0.3755694 15.7403 8.814499 21.3804 Smarcb1 AI325529 SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily b, member 1
1.4416105 0.10712653 664.77094 334.8353 998.3395 Syne2 BG075927 Synaptic nuclear envelope 2
5.971919 5.64E-04 4217.884 2064.9197 6116.9824 Taf11 BG087623 TAF11 RNA polymerase II, TATA box binding protein (TBP)-associated factor
0.32694077 0.05405771 178.1174 76.107 263.4216 Taok1 BG064206 TAO kinase 1
0.16523673 0.7864493 63.161102 50.938004 72.9544 Taok2 BG080542 TAO kinase 2
0.36160943 0.27038127 25.019669 12.888601 33.9875 Tmf1 AI847742 TATA element modulatory factor 1
0.33032817 0.27901307 131.64119 74.5199 197.6673 Tax1bp3 BG077793 Tax1 (human T-cell leukemia virus type I) binding protein 3
0.22624043 0.20040837 79.375404 37.2134 131.4158 Tbc1d22a BG074436 TBC1 domain family, member 22a
0.15508863 0.05758338 50.8941 33.416904 73.8683 Tbc1d22a C78929 TBC1 domain family, member 22a
0.45131427 0.04444829 59.227036 43.8872 68.877304 Tbccd1 BG085799 TBCC domain containing 1
0.22832248 0.4340813 97.463104 38.8263 150.7337 Tbx3 C78618 T-box 3
0.16299322 0.5534836 192.23016 153.653 213.54309 Tcp1 AI429563 T-complex protein 1
0.40157747 0.5274676 820.2521 612.7817 1182.991 Tnc BG067553 Tenascin C
0.12647974 0.04165839 53.904934 31.592194 78.7101 Tns3 BG082678 Tensin 3
0.12483679 0.05391827 29.330633 24.6151 35.8233 Ttc1 BG086350 Tetratricopeptide repeat domain 1
0.17118052 0.05051795 78.1126 66.5724 87.8038 N/A ms001001C02tg
0.9686701 0.72337294 31.785435 11.385803 67.3127 Thada BG064135 Thyroid adenoma associated
. . . . ada. id adenoma associated  
0.64360213 0.9131328 127.294495 31.924 245.795 Tlk2 BG073433 Tousled-like kinase 2 (Arabidopsis)
0.3014622 0.4236295 115.77306 84.856705 143.3221 Trappc3 BG082439 Trafficking protein particle complex 3
0.03159532 0.00265089 49.42343 27.845005 62.581398 Tcea3 BG071507 Transcription elongation factor A (SII), 3
0.43766344 0.02474894 229.06537 106.9276 348.6913 Tceb1 BG084388 Transcription elongation factor B (SIII), polypeptide 1
0.20845237 0.10571931 59.63944 33.716103 98.55881 Tcerg1 BG086588 Transcription elongation regulator 1 (CA150)
0.45561764 0.22718179 160.394 53.259697 222.19719 Tcf12 AW553053 Transcription factor 12
0.22682512 0.14361541 187.36224 141.3148 266.0026 Tcf25 AI843258 Transcription factor 25 (basic helix-loop-helix)
0.08378013 0.01032164 64.91407 59.7938 68.113205 Tcf4 AI323820 Transcription factor 4
0.22846237 0.7927432 77.56067 60.0223 89.7782 Tfb2m AK090106 Transcription factor B2, mitochondrial
0.26113665 0.36302775 80.89547 62.2244 105.4299 Tcfcp2l1 BG088774 Transcription factor CP2-like 1
0.05756882 0.04164546 48.006767 46.5379 49.342995 Trp53bp2 BG086271 Transformation related protein 53 binding protein 2
0.11908204 0.03352759 50.966866 18.572 69.3033 Trpm2 BG066420 Transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily M, member 2
0.08310217 0.01701281 45.295067 29.604797 58.2719 Tkt BG069887 Transketolase
0.20028587 0.04479798 320.08643 278.64038 343.8056 Tomm20 BG088359 Translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 20 homolog (yeast)
0.10935337 0.32541323 110.87653 65.7917 140.51309 Tm9sf4 BG084735 Transmembrane 9 superfamily protein member 4
0.3562223 0.36176816 15.629801 9.565702 23.1507 Tmigd1 AI413797 Transmembrane and immunoglobulin domain containing
0.29284677 0.20465378 153.8145 126.61269 190.85599 Tmbim1 AI843845 Transmembrane BAX inhibitor motif containing 1
0.19846661 0.00453377 222.72472 135.3515 273.7163 Tmed10 BG087129 Transmembrane emp24-like trafficking protein 10 (yeast)
0.16661596 0.08105169 65.402664 29.046898 102.9763 Tmem159 BG066131 Transmembrane protein 159
14.838717 0.01295255 2793.6152 1032.8866 5678.4644 Tmem69 BG066003 Transmembrane protein 69
0.7374125 0.07351559 236.81607 81.3911 371.7856 Tmem93 BG077106 Transmembrane protein 93
0.16625035 0.08041594 131.5653 78.9619 170.9451 Tnpo1 AU043277 Transportin 1
0.12969592 0.24201293 73.49547 63.688698 82.006195 Tsc22d3 AI326808 TSC22 domain family 3
0.48899344 0.9988176 6423.919 3638.1577 9132.448 Tspyl2 AW554361 TSPY-like 2
0 16113597 0 05728625 29 817135 7 2390003 59 964005 Ulk2 BG088936 51 lik ki 2 egans
0.22421572 0.11775003 56.9306 40.972298 86.4536 Tulp4 BG063471 Tubby like protein 4
10.507793 0.01178044 1742.524 1667.3041 1875.9705 Tpt1 BG085490 Tumor protein, translationally-controlled 1
0.39891332 0.8682424 114.93597 35.493202 184.4329 Tyro3 BG066134 TYRO3 protein tyrosine kinase 3
0.2049828 0.44913375 98.916504 38.9625 139.14111 Ywhab BG069786 Tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, beta polypeptide
1.856598 0.00417365 876.97314 364.5728 1295.3832 Ywhaq BG074147 Tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, theta polypeptide
2.6280015 0.00387224 1124.3976 536.49243 1779.5681 Yars C77246 Tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase
0.1434559 0.3200318 67.72623 54.9853 75.43829 Ubqln1 BG078276 Ubiquilin 1
0.5226024 0.5135362 618.3443 265.5422 859.4939 Ubc AI840549 Ubiquitin C
0.01267481 4.07E-06 329.78247 177.5989 412.7353 Usp2 NM_198091 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 2
0.11031709 0.05829321 46.531635 39.745403 56.097603 Usp48 BG063490 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 48
0.22251275 0.00948477 203.17107 114.91409 277.1623 Usp53 BG080029 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 53
0.32976297 0.86667866 96.505165 74.116196 126.118 Usp7 BG070768 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 7
0.70076126 0.07788402 227.55981 81.466095 363.7337 Ube4b BG067325 Ubiquitination factor E4B, UFD2 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
0.34800458 0.5299612 83.81504 62.2051 111.55661 Ube2d3 BG081617 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2D 3 (UBC4/5 homolog, yeast)
0.53736323 0.9082741 101.8265 90.2488 115.544395 Ube2h NM_009459 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2H
0.57194424 0.40365243 138.17027 88.5511 225.10751 Ufc1 BG069789 Ubiquitin-fold modifier conjugating enzyme 1
0.77668947 0.77746326 594.0393 267.8765 816.78284 Uble1a BG070263 Ubiquitin-like 1 (sentrin) activating enzyme E1A
0.15960497 0.103302 30.355366 25.108501 37.9932 Uhrf1 BG065028 Ubiquitin-like, containing PHD and RING finger domains, 1
0.1873585 0.10818534 71.660164 25.2818 105.3188 Utx BG069625 Ubiquitously transcribed tetratricopeptide repeat gene, X chromosome
0.26001567 0.23344517 70.53347 54.3535 85.0072 Ubxd2 BG080481 UBX domain containing 2
0.23118089 0.26338536 85.43864 38.186996 136.5865 B4galt3 BG075137 UDP-Gal:betaGlcNAc beta 1,4-galactosyltransferase, polypeptide 3
. . . . . Unc e nase (C el )-     . 
0.0925193 0.02633931 18.8925 11.210499 32.7278 Ubtf BG087946 Upstream binding transcription factor, RNA polymerase I
0.20390923 0.25206417 79.25653 57.587196 99.0075 Utp15 BG064502 UTP15, U3 small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein, homolog (yeast)
0.83802724 0.1897682 3.385167 -3.1525002 11.100201 Mafb AI413961 V-maf musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma oncogene family, protein B (avian)
0.55929166 6.07E-04 727.1476 352.4184 939.8236 Wnk1 BG067043 WNK lysine deficient protein kinase 1
0.61354643 0.18058105 192.47997 127.0527 270.3541 Xdh BG075778 Xanthine dehydrogenase
0.16067521 0.06287604 58.738197 20.184898 82.87669 Xlr5d BG069540 X-linked lymphocyte-regulated 5D
0.31026745 0.3305612 102.526566 74.791 122.1664 Yy1 AI842603 YY1 transcription factor
0.1573021 0.12468615 72.905235 52.261402 83.3273 Zc3h6 BG069000 Zinc finger CCCH type containing 6
0.07297587 0.01276916 40.538433 27.589203 49.832397 Zfp131 BG081886 Zinc finger protein 131
0.24412793 0.05734706 159.93791 70.2179 221.0431 Zfp277 BG084329 Zinc finger protein 277
0.36286634 0.17305149 55.5849 8.795298 98.342896 Zfp422 BG065142 Zinc finger protein 422
0.0595789 0.01195515 63.6323 29.4832 82.7649 Zfp535 BG069438 Zinc finger protein 535
0.10338838 0.03021352 57.6636 29.982803 85.9925 Zfp655 BG078636 Zinc finger protein 655
0.45415214 0.09685731 198.1665 140.5885 241.4627 Zfr C80485 Zinc finger RNA binding protein
0.13939507 0.10139008 39.449 32.4655 48.975998 Zcchc3 BG086227 Zinc finger, CCHC domain containing 3
0.13886335 0.5738667 94.7538 83.6553 103.9832 Zfyve20 AI415083 Zinc finger, FYVE domain containing 20
0.05707482 0.00994087 56.90673 34.178997 73.4676 Zar1 BG071693 Zygote arrest 1
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gene1698 0.74261796 0.22109927 1.28979 0.21050118 0.51562047 0.29766572 37.892715 6.2061005 65.562096 9.645343 6.671464 13.666422 2.065211 3.5770504
gene6849 0.09067165 0.01 8.98898 2.1390371 5.2395496 0.09392114 9.393616 -6.6295013 54.718895 2.8590364 2.1870656 4.777502 0.77204984 1.3372295
gene9182 1.1134022 0.86209464 1.3862454 0.0867893 0.2125895 0.22309226 838.1389 601.3455 1373.8699 1.0020871 0.63877845 1.3926046 0.24332719 0.42145506
gene9007 0.91288704 0.63682586 1.2930293 0.09012463 0.22075936 0.3920188 82.94057 67.1335 120.80771 1.6222624 1.4116108 1.8010476 0.11795057 0.20429638
gene3523 0.7583246 0.5063228 0.99891543 0.07789198 0.1907956 0.0410279 27.368633 12.628399 39.2855 8.855868 6.917556 11.472481 1.3153702 2.278288
gene7348 0.8789826 0.63509256 1.1722949 0.09333799 0.22863045 0.27173704 154.14345 77.92439 230.7821 1.5446608 1.3414825 1.90491 0.16651821 0.288418
gene3516 1.1429487 0.512979 2.2504644 0.27549058 0.67481136 0.5756037 344.19324 146.3723 781.1561 0.18181542 0.05513813 0.47348574 0.15962897 0.27648547
gene6023 1.471083 1.0448152 1.8582678 0.16026537 0.3925684 0.01546294 51.71102 26.763702 76.39931 0.5603262 0.24934247 0.8399809 0.25780988 0.4465398
gene5400 1.0001662 0.6664385 1.3246591 0.10347018 0.25344917 0.9987611 59.997536 40.631195 72.5622 0.9135532 0.8007613 1.0623834 0.07544872 0.13068102
gene9407 0.9887609 0.8139856 1.2817646 0.06877723 0.16846913 0.87640786 55.479134 45.431206 71.974106 1.7308912 1.6315848 1.8402998 0.06023299 0.10432661
gene8382 1.8183652 0.7965156 2.593731 0.34850025 0.8536478 0.02190991 97.097 53.2359 142.50461 0.8598197 0.64696366 1.1169097 0.13847019 0.2398374
gene3121 1.2680826 0.92067015 1.9986252 0.14811489 0.3628059 0.0927593 314.36334 136.4437 527.9445 1.0408075 0.9003145 1.3456433 0.1357343 0.2350987
gene3551 1.0774767 0.8748457 1.2668899 0.06618454 0.16211836 0.27628517 68.76653 40.7769 83.0238 0.42741364 0.397557 0.444111 0.01549942 0.02684578
gene0927 0.8685471 0.6260183 1.0372044 0.07448743 0.18245621 0.15755798 30.22185 15.396599 47.1003 1.044438 0.8583943 1.242949 0.11318691 0.19604547
gene8769 1.2455472 0.8340048 1.6169907 0.14022115 0.34347028 0.10368445 16357.055 11813.201 23668.045 0.92675406 0.81058276 1.1443921 0.09977593 0.17281696
gene1322 1.455089 0.93780136 1.9901316 0.18339713 0.4492294 0.02859198 164.42091 84.458405 275.3902 0.7745681 0.5670227 0.9928161 0.13029683 0.22568072
gene8095 0.7572647 0.53666234 1.1159694 0.10132112 0.24818504 0.08616249 30.532202 17.941698 51.1965 1.532744 1.2712171 1.6834164 0.14432278 0.24997438
0.8780699 0.5605009 1.0793271 0.08997787 0.22039987 44.653385 25.540602 69.042 1.6313571 1.5172758 0.10923935
gene7096 0.9209076 0.6688043 1.2354717 0.07831366 0.1918285 0.37241197 118.61038 72.7429 169.3992 1.4233153 1.2683386 1.6113696 0.09890939 0.17131607
gene3225 0.8422945 0.54857105 1.1045573 0.09328331 0.22849652 0.17548528 59.597614 30.2572 97.187 2.635968 2.4561512 2.8467867 0.11277036 0.19532399
gene6027 0.7741971 0.55685824 1.0600394 0.08409634 0.20599313 0.06185215 34.07035 26.921099 40.6188 2.127268 1.7202125 2.802234 0.31196448 0.54033834
gene7525 0.90219146 0.73334265 1.4318775 0.09156134 0.22427857 0.35040757 20.947401 10.7111 34.0304 2.7599828 2.3938098 3.3439596 0.2770378 0.47984353
gene3252 0.73099226 0.46253982 1.3979045 0.12217833 0.2992746 0.10869562 212.48685 119.1154 415.9126 1.7459254 1.4241246 1.9853812 0.18130703 0.314033
gene8876 1.354313 0.9497458 1.8666037 0.12315392 0.30166426 0.01975817 72.540855 46.2715 118.2208 0.8569408 0.76865935 1.0030141 0.06939369 0.1201934
gene3373 0.99325335 0.84765255 1.2429386 0.07225586 0.17698999 0.92891973 59.434364 32.3627 93.08011 12.214483 11.745489 12.853051 0.32598817 0.56462806
gene5786 0.99244976 0.74135506 1.2080327 0.07105634 0.17405178 0.91920465 23.772034 12.6789 30.863102 1.4625326 1.3887432 1.5991607 0.06568375 0.11376758
gene3266 0.7736124 0.61306095 1.1837212 0.07105245 0.17404224 0.03669156 32.362762 22.141102 40.6868 1.9139254 1.6092333 2.3319669 0.20806238 0.3603746
gene0003 0.9042739 0.60811865 1.3673396 0.10423601 0.25532505 0.41426215 29.0949 16.654999 54.1363 3.1565154 2.4025998 3.8945434 0.45816284 0.79356134
gene6199 0.8378208 0.7317685 1.0215673 0.04064342 0.09955564 0.0145876 21.728767 13.724001 31.201805 1.2160841 0.99783987 1.419932 0.12758438 0.22098263
gene3585 1.0959845 0.6655064 2.2220309 0.23635751 0.5789553 0.6698423 53.7123 30.5034 84.39191 0.36114168 0.19086139 0.7710886 0.16758016 0.29025733
gene5893 1.2328196 0.5429443 2.852383 0.3160514 0.7741647 0.41461292 46.8336 22.577698 100.5936 0.5501333 0.4793244 0.601276 0.03856934 0.06680405
gene3973 0.9294402 0.7176919 1.3870292 0.0937708 0.22969063 0.494699 136.96191 94.2378 259.04358 2.5088904 1.995811 3.1557474 0.33623773 0.58238083
gene7559 0.8248457 0.5771436 1.6448144 0.13781512 0.33757672 0.28439283 598.0889 263.4457 1194.1997 1.5702703 1.4391583 1.8324721 0.12212491 0.21152654
gene0020 1.1288803 0.8859123 1.3586794 0.06615663 0.16204998 0.09215935 781.83734 439.28168 1054.933 0.69893444 0.65625966 0.7361836 0.02352835 0.0407523
gene1695 1.1325675 0.82304823 1.3911133 0.11178228 0.27380955 0.256903 241.53674 126.1201 363.7489 0.6543423 0.48276106 0.9899123 0.14530756 0.25168008
gene8802 0.9614767 0.6760374 1.2664641 0.10511622 0.2574811 0.72959006 38.9066 33.358597 49.737404 0.57422197 0.3520882 0.74578124 0.14710474 0.25479287
gene0759 1.1172388 0.7246959 1.528437 0.14203735 0.34791905 0.41297522 308.78302 137.2901 471.5596 0.60144746 0.4818976 0.75090766 0.0779674 0.13504349
gene5852 0.69852614 0.26505923 1.0592083 0.17129405 0.41958302 0.17418967 27.652433 12.868198 45.450897 3.7902203 3.2214947 4.3543468 0.3347082 0.57973164
gene1550 0.7035813 0.46735883 1.0680915 0.09420601 0.23075667 0.04307952 60.010983 37.858 94.344894 2.795077 1.990687 3.433137 0.48849347 0.8460955
gene5495 1.1913023 0.8851835 1.7499403 0.14496851 0.3550989 0.20160854 78.37628 36.921597 131.6159 0.6736646 0.5286604 0.84270704 0.09214516 0.1596001
gene4691 1.2011151 0.78065586 2.370481 0.21107785 0.51703304 0.32595888 157.99374 79.6271 291.61542 0.70201993 0.609963 0.832941 0.06443958 0.11161263
gene1029 1.3851984 1.059873 1.721566 0.08960392 0.21948388 0.00387152 175.8411 117.95781 236.3942 0.87807477 0.68990505 1.1813108 0.14110956 0.24440892
gene1523 0.73617506 0.47305715 1.2083583 0.12291005 0.30106694 0.11471137 28.106598 13.7659 53.800602 11.532814 7.2303147 15.388458 2.8343208 4.9091873
gene4135 1.1461189 0.63062584 2.4036472 0.22533664 0.5519598 0.4973216 46.822132 29.250702 94.5526 0.09115551 0.01 0.4098304 0.35176936 0.6092824
gene8770 0.5770188 0.02577561 0.76129556 0.05685169 0.09847
gene3076 1.1468698 0.71358 1.6163206 0.16395317 0.4016016 0.36897442 199.34898 99.243 308.0314 0.53313905 0.47748727 0.598166 0.03481387 0.06029939
gene8284 0.8050706 0.4984449 1.1543722 0.09797469 0.239988 0.12836248 631.6379 300.9108 1154.687 1.36573 1.0761731 1.6418077 0.17260128 0.2989542
gene3274 1.00351 0.935866 1.0774403 0.02522035 0.061777 0.89446187 55.7972 34.03 73.3828 0.61418533 0.34876522 0.9202678 0.19107713 0.3309553
gene2077 1.0037781 0.63441867 1.7049185 0.13721417 0.33610472 0.9784906 256.09515 152.6768 528.81116 0.43464607 0.41363847 0.45926052 0.01319181 0.02284889
gene5367 1.1690251 0.73729664 1.8232214 0.1570432 0.38467574 0.2863684 1252.0066 490.01672 1861.0096 0.91073644 0.8370421 0.9903132 0.0442861 0.07670577
gene5147 0.9426403 0.49711102 1.3544438 0.1349612 0.3305861 0.68861645 418.34668 285.5721 639.6126 1.4364085 1.3038069 1.6063825 0.08744504 0.15145925
gene9175 1.0615394 0.92267984 1.1718726 0.0398543 0.09762269 0.17181101 59.56658 39.912697 80.0354 0.09849223 0.0137736 0.77872795 0.43310076 0.7501525
gene7816 1.2871225 1.0319957 1.7813759 0.12261751 0.30035034 0.04355524 49.585648 31.6835 87.5414 0.81018615 0.59181035 0.975982 0.13039048 0.22584294
gene3132 1.3840823 1.071314 1.5774552 0.10226186 0.25048938 0.00679662 51.625034 33.7621 78.3823 0.83570856 0.7321983 0.9132898 0.05651596 0.09788851
gene0578 1.3363689 0.90894026 1.6939251 0.12874594 0.3153619 0.02839338 64.7131 42.581802 106.0992 0.7110201 0.62315845 0.7884441 0.04952131 0.08577342
gene1593 1.1355138 0.9577314 1.5036774 0.07564081 0.1852814 0.11287166 54.775253 35.9647 73.541504 0.6254578 0.3173118 0.8781859 0.23193048 0.40171537
gene6416 0.8546561 0.5521431 1.3055046 0.10384767 0.25437382 0.24388792 93.28207 55.005005 178.37581 1.6062633 1.4501204 1.8174074 0.10641237 0.18431163
gene7275 0.70114845 0.24791592 1.566028 0.2557911 0.6265577 0.30779785 10.780516 2.0398006 15.4021 5.010628 4.6581163 5.4033327 0.21504699 0.3724723
gene2845 1.1617613 0.8343078 1.6643177 0.13566871 0.3323191 0.24727203 175.96135 115.9846 268.3814 0.5530469 0.44350347 0.70991385 0.07660073 0.13267635
gene7302 1.1583852 0.76532805 1.7720406 0.13323437 0.32635623 0.24931826 118.90523 84.99719 152.06299 0.6770444 0.6312627 0.7439887 0.03320689 0.05751602
gene8725 0.994081 0.7865158 1.2819513 0.08045267 0.19706799 0.9438301 20.470585 10.866701 30.719301 1.8926944 1.5668749 2.3951614 0.23878683 0.4135909
gene9174 1.0069394 0.7817833 1.2192125 0.07180137 0.17587674 0.9259548 373.91364 275.4858 504.4858 0.6819854 0.54324806 0.81613666 0.08266553 0.1431809
gene4755 0.51620185 0.32345814 1.0957056 0.10288001 0.25200352 0.01722295 65.93364 32.3798 150.5099 2.0419781 1.4105155 3.1276627 0.4926106 0.8532266
gene5591 1.1553187 0.9464999 1.3663672 0.0620385 0.15196268 0.04277212 476.1809 300.3772 709.74835 0.8815075 0.80195814 0.97452766 0.04977815 0.08621828
gene1363 1.0702752 0.69258195 1.4573882 0.12404401 0.30384454 0.5761828 1844.8046 942.1825 2471.6921 0.04633142 0.04023014 0.05651715 0.00477508 0.00827069
gene9009 1.2936783 1.0215267 1.5240971 0.09882449 0.24206959 0.01925277 213.71625 108.97389 317.4148 0.51996785 0.4682949 0.5537617 0.02745595 0.04755509
gene7457 1.0116303 0.77701 1.4825473 0.10857529 0.26595408 0.91701686 39.93815 36.9315 43.330097 0.66903716 0.6283264 0.6957408 0.02122917 0.03676999
1.5751433 0.9629109 2.552385 0.23556693 6316.2583 4103.149 10265.589 0.6970359 0.5927229
gene5217 1.0442442 0.8907685 1.2031535 0.05528771 0.13542669 0.44894144 139.39162 76.5632 184.9828 1.0573912 0.9539889 1.1173362 0.05456207 0.09450427
gene4011 1.0613683 0.724938 1.8055117 0.15162914 0.37141404 0.6856194 299.42654 193.80211 576.4256 0.63856757 0.5572244 0.81796694 0.0801084 0.1387518
gene1151 0.5274149 0.08071674 1.906236 0.31064507 0.76092196 0.19966057 7.2455997 0.889801 22.9691 3.2092528 2.5618072 4.822536 0.6757186 1.1703789
gene7214 1.1292276 0.8984341 1.3904401 0.07607115 0.1863355 0.12902585 197.7132 137.5654 299.44052 0.6859341 0.6158239 0.78876555 0.05041594 0.08732297
gene9243 1.027678 0.7447245 1.2998141 0.0918193 0.22491044 0.76965123 49.387383 25.0246 77.643906 0.7752279 0.62547374 1.0141032 0.11183889 0.19371064
gene6063 0.9741581 0.8129749 1.2939234 0.06326057 0.15495612 0.7017362 178.85564 102.4395 299.1253 0.79042464 0.65505725 0.92724955 0.08069054 0.1397601
gene1019 1.1288687 0.90751237 1.3903164 0.07400569 0.18127617 0.1218396 71.80633 40.3622 97.3824 0.87556213 0.7835659 1.035999 0.0753151 0.13044958
gene3391 1.1086733 0.7175655 2.1650717 0.19228582 0.47100216 0.5621943 66.60518 28.3338 148.6702 3.1380215 2.2794032 3.9910378 0.5334631 0.9239852
gene3637 1.1634262 1.0071617 1.4412823 0.06558287 0.16064458 0.04288714 339.48645 213.21431 496.90323 0.8242366 0.7401452 0.8870188 0.04542199 0.07867319
gene1230 0.9042183 0.4442698 1.2137854 0.1404608 0.34405732 0.53214234 53.810265 15.837799 85.65059 1.4046987 1.3299217 1.495839 0.04805917 0.08324093
gene0744 1.0263869 0.58731794 1.6166666 0.16243729 0.39788848 0.8713018 82.94933 27.841898 151.7003 1.3384109 0.8911327 1.9017348 0.306326 0.5305722
gene6700 0.9573804 0.53518313 1.5247738 0.1626124 0.3983174 0.80012435 26.758984 16.1902 31.908802 2.839242 2.1665692 3.5145974 0.41093403 0.7117586
gene3393 1.2329844 0.92212945 1.7139536 0.1211765 0.2968206 0.08303794 185.82983 107.9667 322.9318 1.0599253 0.985389 1.1429015 0.04545375 0.0787282
gene6973 1.0206872 0.7224947 1.4973277 0.1027403 0.25166133 0.8445741 85.40764 37.8437 127.61739 0.64557546 0.55541164 0.8484015 0.08959515 0.15518335
gene3836 0.8778276 0.22036143 1.7032331 0.31954136 0.78271335 0.69377077 242.61453 69.6077 492.2182 1.3244787 1.0726326 1.5733199 0.15011129 0.26000038
gene6052 1.1066246 1.0012738 1.452766 0.06244684 0.1529629 0.13109286 5273.306 3432.2085 6983.9224 0.7250436 0.65494055 0.76547456 0.03696344 0.06402256
gene1887 1.2435378 0.799803 2.0710106 0.2142852 0.5248894 0.24449171 335.48102 150.97499 640.1729 0.4580821 0.42043892 0.524626 0.0315376 0.05462473
gene3263 0.891723 0.7411102 1.1624842 0.06113399 0.14974709 0.15314168 33.822266 21.7826 45.368595 3.3923037 2.463358 5.041188 0.7373647 1.2771531
gene4423 0.7582433 0.3435946 1.5216395 0.19535433 0.47851843 0.2944311 7.968766 2.9228992 15.2551 48.13242 37.442898 56.662804 6.209044 10.754379
gene4723 0.83713406 0.6899555 1.0837996 0.05602006 0.13722056 0.04412454 20.391201 11.7306 27.913803 5.913199 5.2149887 7.001421 0.5218738 0.9039119
gene1234 1.16365 0.76444197 1.5084125 0.1203482 0.2947917 0.19677778 95.98687 44.1374 141.8365 0.6885181 0.60686225 0.7655107 0.0468441 0.08113636
gene3298 0.98079956 0.69325054 1.1106968 0.07076194 0.17333065 0.79737127 843.2894 498.8871 1246.3135 0.54461414 0.42594504 0.84172654 0.12326273 0.21349731
gene0192 0.68808395 0.540445 1.1814237 0.08923122 0.21857095 0.03175673 28.640083 14.694101 53.8156 1.437025 0.95958024 1.84815 0.30245918 0.52387464
gene5580 0.70835584 0.49979484 1.0165969 0.08791702 0.21535185 0.03621667 27.572765 12.215103 44.994198 2.7298086 2.1811187 3.4996073 0.3793588 0.6570687
gene2700 0.8493484 0.4940116 1.3408427 0.1336426 0.3273562 0.331599 59.27855 30.6177 112.578705 3.09367 2.7044284 3.4626777 0.22415482 0.38824752
gene8944 1.014911 0.7579719 1.2273446 0.07258637 0.17779957 0.84304917 48.25695 30.3685 55.9046 1.0042038 0.9879173 1.0318594 0.01373677 0.02379278
gene3694 0.2709912 0.00470404 1.0262513 0.02055975
gene0936 1.3875755 0.9529186 1.9539328 0.15936305 0.39035815 0.03350748 51.15618 30.662 79.934494 0.61720127 0.51989335 0.815884 0.08818358 0.15273844
gene8407 1.3949462 0.5180249 2.660981 0.41423216 1.0146575 0.26623273 9901.975 2323.5435 16575.049 0.5183025 0.29269055 0.7880338 0.16400973 0.28407317
gene6046 0.7103717 0.4359488 1.0594149 0.08855726 0.21692011 0.03775175 1134.599 703.2538 1610.5448 1.149144 0.9588895 1.3984972 0.12662995 0.2193295
gene2421 1.5085098 0.84934783 2.6680548 0.31647018 0.7751905 0.09202692 490.8623 159.3977 906.7626 0.8203294 0.6451986 1.0125647 0.10881086 0.18846594
gene7582 0.655142 0.4587329 0.973276 0.08509055 0.20842843 0.02063907 134.14839 86.9474 212.8572 1.3179799 1.0616571 1.5354909 0.1478753 0.2561275
gene2536 1.3229768 1.1918371 1.6087985 0.06163333 0.15097022 0.00180902 3716.6035 2589.6511 4915.5386 0.8823423 0.8180938 0.9369258 0.03526484 0.06108049
gene4711 0.80692685 0.5704447 1.2265142 0.10547302 0.25835508 0.1533794 537.6094 248.37079 919.7385 0.87384754 0.7658886 1.0082932 0.06987049 0.12101924
gene5230 0.94910085 0.77419716 1.2569319 0.0880989 0.21579735 0.59336025 148.56139 76.7618 225.6876 1.7963655 1.4223521 2.3320796 0.261619 0.4531374
gene6835 1.1798428 0.90149534 1.3780808 0.07396162 0.18116823 0.04522903 528.54193 328.2545 750.89734 0.97404665 0.80556285 1.2799307 0.13837962 0.23968053
gene1106 0.76603234 0.5484527 1.0205338 0.09225395 0.2259751 0.07334035 31.167334 26.5692 45.224396 1.403085 1.1758475 1.6304286 0.13460329 0.23313974
gene9529 1.1283842 0.62244356 1.5527639 0.16778943 0.4109985 0.4401062 2614.1152 1894.2487 3666.4229 0.35586593 0.13773836 0.7196708 0.2127177 0.36843786
gene4888 0.7875987 0.41008496 1.9984075 0.21217911 0.51973057 0.37535033 44.942535 20.746 107.112 2.4445179 1.8756986 2.8548906 0.32969397 0.5710467
gene5629 1.0080686 0.5643632 1.7736473 0.1639914 0.40169528 0.96109074 155.14955 100.4033 198.72961 0.93337536 0.8509919 1.003564 0.04547457 0.07876426
gene2873 0.4571367 0.01 2.708759 1.4451243 3.539817 0.38770118 8.218949 -20.889004 35.5335 33.26615 23.634987 41.73383 5.919531 10.252928
gene5548 0.9538046 0.7205237 1.1964327 0.09322362 0.22835031 0.64439565 76.53092 51.638397 112.7778 8.450695 6.8501596 10.784894 1.1312435 1.9593711
gene5776 1.3631148 0.83967793 2.4412777 0.25874645 0.6337968 0.14698148 4429.1436 2762.4233 6115.322 0.4170958 0.4039169 0.44151655 0.01190619 0.02062212
gene3923 0.69491714 0.41069245 1.0089967 0.10969167 0.26868862 0.06250639 8.23115 4.2264004 11.7733 43.065636 32.35449 56.096256 6.9898415 12.10676
gene1807 1.1383349 0.88861376 1.799378 0.12125698 0.29701772 0.27113348 35.52835 19.972198 55.857197 0.7557147 0.6469515 0.9743959 0.0980297 0.16979241
gene9275 1.2058457 0.9802471 1.5875292 0.10215058 0.2502168 0.07587001 60.379967 46.8367 89.7837 0.86698496 0.74077415 0.99006355 0.07377231 0.12777738
gene0808 1.2978964 1.0497481 1.5209059 0.07726362 0.18925646 0.00700086 39.14125 21.9321 53.151398 0.7616517 0.587521 1.0062513 0.1207114 0.20907828
gene5314 1.0396925 0.5129375 1.8815353 0.21858771 0.5354284 0.85189337 78.886955 50.391098 109.32821 0.24051851 0.17601457 0.35536286 0.05130966 0.08887093
gene4548 0.76335543 0.48320112 1.0600952 0.09365495 0.22940685 0.07433314 60.151985 40.9672 84.832 1.5123117 1.3633122 1.7969335 0.13203108 0.22868454
1.4444191 1.1139299 1.8164971 0.11063169 98.9503 59.5254 151.1022 0.985438 0.9576069 0.03561054
gene4968 1.3028994 1.0575669 1.6596984 0.1029442 0.25216076 0.01967854 1291.9053 654.53766 2081.945 0.9841113 0.95315826 1.008628 0.01647506 0.02853563
gene5652 0.8837456 0.6533586 1.8578115 0.15151903 0.37114432 0.48641166 13.34925 6.8729 26.8661 10.778071 9.807764 12.367716 0.7610817 1.3182322
gene5392 0.7720822 0.35683027 1.0158149 0.12830415 0.3142797 0.16655503 119.3862 58.1798 159.46669 4.804255 3.6524932 7.299822 1.0565038 1.8299181
gene1498 0.71672726 0.44809732 1.0929171 0.11140632 0.27288863 0.07738765 26.465797 12.919998 49.862698 2.7754486 1.5995576 3.830908 0.8147809 1.4112419
gene2473 1.1620843 0.8414051 1.3386147 0.08090943 0.19818683 0.08182585 405.05737 291.4347 516.642 0.7041434 0.42441493 0.96089023 0.18894139 0.32725608
gene4466 0.68980134 0.49434766 0.9551942 0.08021542 0.19648686 0.02252808 46.510567 20.977303 80.23231 2.3983076 1.7719983 2.8436198 0.3702551 0.6413007
gene3976 1.1124074 0.9153674 1.5249637 0.08440394 0.2067466 0.21594949 29.280434 16.3737 40.223003 3.8882976 3.7754383 4.0810337 0.09483801 0.16426425
gene5968 1.2880112 0.79850274 1.6096658 0.1370833 0.33578417 0.06028745 51.130714 19.6732 76.2939 0.69841725 0.63451695 0.8284217 0.06009463 0.10408696
gene4322 1.2032309 0.98339194 1.6664206 0.09649237 0.23635706 0.06729226 248.45334 168.0405 305.3295 1.0154113 0.88383645 1.2689114 0.11537436 0.19983424
gene7980 0.75550073 0.34745923 1.0191635 0.12975244 0.31782728 0.14961906 280.5892 147.7717 405.36328 0.91604245 0.54955786 1.2948017 0.2515949 0.43577513
gene2022 1.0789706 0.794019 1.4601278 0.08809453 0.21578667 0.3903134 73.464035 38.2929 114.679 0.61555576 0.6034883 0.6314028 0.00822007 0.01423758
gene9271 1.1363063 0.78590375 1.7186886 0.12803493 0.31362027 0.3002096 71.268814 35.786003 98.711205 0.76415026 0.6699554 0.83226734 0.05117348 0.08863507
gene6801 0.85162896 0.57993585 1.1074111 0.08954337 0.21933559 0.18128721 57.065033 46.322 84.7385 8.26486 6.448605 10.123738 1.1066785 1.9168234
gene4674 0.9612365 0.4193616 1.8138756 0.2223869 0.5447344 0.8616136 71.33649 32.477005 105.1408 0.49128208 0.4060691 0.55168813 0.04748877 0.08225296
gene2276 0.79655373 0.5179542 1.4217345 0.11694785 0.28646255 0.17102289 15.912101 9.9235 34.622902 2.522135 2.328144 2.723392 0.11441753 0.19817698
gene3824 1.4190142 1.2267675 1.5429665 0.04992816 0.12229852 1.74E-04 1022.424 708.6413 1414.6155 0.7765677 0.63179374 0.8637297 0.08076803 0.13989432
gene0320 1.2340163 0.92653173 1.588407 0.10800614 0.26455995 0.05940143 46.90113 24.973001 69.7233 0.7921307 0.69979906 0.9140326 0.06182279 0.10708021
gene5556 0.59977937 0.22543685 1.0296085 0.16002774 0.39198634 0.08979658 9.815499 4.5158997 18.869198 3.583557 3.084741 4.485418 0.41373354 0.7166075
gene2702 1.5434357 1.0575436 2.5648415 0.21086285 0.5165064 0.02237138 870.31177 523.5718 1634.3156 0.80423594 0.73666155 0.91983145 0.05503718 0.09532719
gene5877 1.2219317 0.8876017 1.6956991 0.10702673 0.2621609 0.06853493 4386.2246 2518.7964 7043.1973 0.5024637 0.44001195 0.54706573 0.03389642 0.05871031
gene2788 1.0639889 0.64793664 1.605196 0.15509464 0.37990275 0.6792575 52.820717 28.3019 96.3496 0.55259705 0.53353924 0.5886023 0.01748999 0.03029356
gene1814 1.1837012 0.9416828 1.7038137 0.10892404 0.26680833 0.12265373 45.083668 26.257902 64.09061 0.7267444 0.61108637 0.89413774 0.08155387 0.14125544
gene7651 0.79273164 0.40688574 1.0868946 0.11355802 0.2781592 0.15585281 35.44645 24.017101 45.415 3.8051615 3.3129172 4.4775186 0.33602232 0.5820077
gene7517 1.162311 0.96990407 1.3484448 0.06777395 0.16601159 0.04868416 74.0008 45.1474 106.10339 0.72793317 0.58261687 0.8861414 0.0896216 0.15522915
gene2522 1.065511 0.7233145 1.3797451 0.10375951 0.25415787 0.5380044 65.37216 31.737497 88.5894 0.5737429 0.43845358 0.78924984 0.10062103 0.17428073
gene4048 1.3565995 1.0296471 1.8965261 0.13748525 0.33676872 0.02826662 21976.783 15010.311 33355.383 0.23440337 0.1414587 0.3099551 0.06226661 0.10784893
gene5397 0.9421802 0.6202448 0.08135378
gene6814 0.88660234 0.5904967 1.4319942 0.12163938 0.2979544 0.40875837 23.2955 15.2404995 31.138504 2.6031234 1.9406134 3.2989976 0.4130246 0.7153796
gene8420 1.3212967 0.7842365 2.7576487 0.33415622 0.81851226 0.28478473 1998.938 1023.19104 4453.4644 0.743858 0.6009829 0.84283376 0.08040533 0.13926612
gene3635 1.1008277 0.83867794 1.6501063 0.11061861 0.27095914 0.37650543 5449.1143 3326.466 9505.523 0.7255945 0.5533428 0.8950334 0.10472298 0.18138553
gene4904 1.0061039 0.58031857 1.5451369 0.1569254 0.38438717 0.9693513 32.0958 19.2894 56.008297 2.3740506 2.1412084 2.798322 0.19831404 0.34348997
gene4707 0.8303598 0.56349653 1.6162707 0.13363904 0.32734746 0.2845833 27.29405 11.835199 37.7481 2.0882883 1.570757 2.4712834 0.3036633 0.52596027
gene1261 1.3875215 0.9742174 2.1080945 0.16046369 0.3930542 0.03428342 1050.1393 500.9035 1765.2001 0.43897507 0.2466014 0.72797626 0.14895625 0.2579998
gene3595 0.82443565 0.20236662 1.7984372 0.3154628 0.7727229 0.577398 87.71688 19.792297 166.0195 0.37228346 0.10877109 0.77696633 0.31575176 0.54689807
gene8568 1.0820477 0.90361947 1.5503554 0.08742586 0.21414874 0.36966923 113.53354 87.1445 128.0822 0.42998582 0.3117115 0.6182312 0.08806124 0.15252654
gene2109 1.0745114 0.7424071 1.4658931 0.1089543 0.26688245 0.50405645 109.33822 71.4855 139.79141 0.42077368 0.3065741 0.5006609 0.06800083 0.11778089
gene4175 0.824931 0.67439395 1.2353524 0.07792044 0.19086532 0.09391217 41.697983 25.403502 47.903896 1.7628126 1.6575627 1.9121286 0.07485782 0.12965754
gene8702 1.2582594 0.89633054 1.8091066 0.15668216 0.38379136 0.11786192 601.0659 273.3452 897.7213 0.743181 0.6843717 0.82960117 0.04264304 0.07385991
gene7277 1.0496517 0.70885843 1.4428719 0.11830372 0.28978378 0.67968506 1154.859 562.24786 1723.3909 0.52045876 0.36515367 0.6354237 0.09470119 0.16402727
gene4428 0.7485653 0.39121884 1.1619021 0.12970284 0.31770578 0.14179029 15.852782 7.692299 29.729797 2.6242397 2.3135478 3.036623 0.20866197 0.36141312
gene0113 1.0729744 0.65976244 1.7567884 0.14436565 0.3536222 0.6141116 226.31198 83.1909 438.4783 0.590786 0.5116456 0.7046414 0.0557853 0.09662297
gene2662 0.7646339 0.48808223 1.1017575 0.08859605 0.21701512 0.06461681 31.135798 19.676098 46.9521 7.208197 5.3565316 9.777419 1.281388 2.2194293
gene0344 0.91610783 0.5642701 1.1451918 0.10027124 0.24561338 0.4523242 289.75436 107.22789 457.6991 0.8497716 0.7383837 0.97268033 0.06796677 0.1177219
gene7218 1.0666637 0.9202397 1.236031 0.04799118 0.11755391 0.20975459 561.297 399.8779 788.145 0.63570327 0.5846883 0.7002534 0.03342702 0.05789729
gene7113 1.0413102 0.82743734 1.3226323 0.08239644 0.20182924 0.62764126 276.27527 214.2105 326.41138 1.0119455 0.8519103 1.1203556 0.08807844 0.15255633
gene7474 1.0071539 0.60636073 1.2653598 0.11231391 0.2751118 0.95062476 43.83988 18.8362 54.017902 0.65745693 0.5158132 0.7824993 0.08321469 0.14413208
gene6131 0.54897064 0.3853544 1.1993711 0.09487376 0.23239233 0.01524903 76.1792 39.2725 177.4769 1.471054 1.2057292 1.8380715 0.1819429 0.31513435
gene1018 0.9725826 0.8276879 1.1982213 0.05460569 0.13375609 0.63995284 67.12177 38.2851 92.4887 0.9235207 0.7468861 1.0991185 0.10551207 0.18275225
gene6126 0.97676754 0.6478915 1.1650729 0.08655717 0.21202092 0.7991522 264.50153 164.6098 388.0871 0.7102851 0.6216265 0.79112846 0.05045393 0.08738877
1.0135138 0.6410666 1.7529447 0.18705712 0.45819452 95.30785 50.6724 161.65381 0.428421 0.3539026 0.14090887
gene3924 1.1338068 0.73645127 2.0565624 0.18873799 0.46231177 0.4683416 376.77145 230.368 704.14453 0.6071801 0.46612397 0.7033947 0.08150139 0.14116454
gene6622 1.1982849 0.8471789 1.9510263 0.1401696 0.34334403 0.17552675 1316.2863 946.6153 1604.352 0.6779773 0.487228 0.9426661 0.13276589 0.22995727
gene4477 1.0240302 0.8681283 1.272616 0.05387306 0.13196152 0.6693708 139.56514 92.2399 186.22931 0.6171024 0.560301 0.6838085 0.03562473 0.06170384
gene6588 0.92797273 0.7022092 1.5253215 0.10445156 0.25585303 0.52876216 114.10985 71.8085 214.79669 1.8035481 1.4217328 2.1839318 0.23012395 0.39858636
gene9212 1.0460172 0.95749015 1.1992676 0.03492532 0.08554921 0.23499902 75.542786 45.1631 111.9711 1.0078235 0.86023194 1.2871094 0.12648849 0.21908449
gene2850 0.7539703 0.47710067 1.0214453 0.08079722 0.19791196 0.04383117 27.728352 19.208702 48.185497 1.4436179 0.9301037 1.8528728 0.33024913 0.57200825
gene4194 0.86065036 0.35416406 1.2724409 0.1753068 0.42941222 0.47087613 269.01913 114.6961 388.945 3.5266762 3.3390176 3.8047895 0.1382701 0.23949082
gene2600 0.8746841 0.29260445 1.5329962 0.2447347 0.59947515 0.6197492 34.3727 12.061501 69.0716 4.3049374 3.3098772 5.269758 0.601029 1.0410128
gene8308 0.8250986 0.42996007 1.4753972 0.14102927 0.34544975 0.29408258 1087.4347 634.1921 2173.8809 2.0543811 1.355791 2.8862648 0.47201163 0.8175481
gene4508 0.80144906 0.4822353 1.049565 0.0961192 0.235443 0.11821333 354.78897 215.0501 486.54642 1.8932062 1.0048035 3.4091823 0.7368942 1.2763381
gene6731 0.5367404 0.2309444 0.9023934 0.12467256 0.30538416 0.03466337 619.92126 336.7423 1094.3583 1.4230467 1.0478693 2.0256052 0.2805171 0.48586985
gene6781 0.7170101 0.38133264 1.0554773 0.10943533 0.2680607 0.07401091 1952.3562 1191.3306 3299.612 0.7358405 0.695674 0.7741297 0.02280209 0.03949437
gene9389 0.9178006 0.7561575 1.350119 0.07918017 0.19395103 0.36093727 60.31997 34.320698 87.743004 1.289607 1.0447558 1.6867923 0.18497106 0.3203793
gene5107 0.84204435 0.61378044 1.1351438 0.0914317 0.22396103 0.16814505 36.55395 19.8503 49.9691 1.1405439 1.0495034 1.2789361 0.06768175 0.11722823
gene0568 1.5163045 0.8740379 2.790837 0.3124241 0.76527965 0.08525764 86.8273 39.887203 171.6372 0.41752118 0.18397865 0.9291947 0.2320945 0.40199944
gene3089 0.9329522 0.65368986 2.0900033 0.17596273 0.43101892 0.7150275 10.9116335 6.814701 28.0816 2.9486125 2.6865344 3.0934715 0.137477 0.23811714
gene2547 0.6900617 0.49817178 1.0013429 0.07865007 0.19265254 0.02107991 45.342964 22.054201 80.3452 1.2157199 0.99865717 1.3501271 0.12051596 0.20873976
gene4212 1.4286414 0.97670215 1.689111 0.11817722 0.2894739 0.00731657 39.94775 31.663101 50.242996 0.74014384 0.6072038 0.8451613 0.07524172 0.13032247
gene2820 0.9327762 0.63517374 1.2623472 0.11252041 0.2756176 0.5813556 1573.665 1248.3607 1979.6669 1.1846411 0.83078146 1.9540167 0.32073724 0.5555332
gene1300 0.8584996 0.5751328 1.4174718 0.13164647 0.3224667 0.35079214 47.040985 21.3317 92.90221 1.3884963 1.1841712 1.7158056 0.15444729 0.26751053
gene6375 0.83833843 0.5035522 1.3642814 0.12411416 0.30401635 0.27381775 11.40845 5.5282993 21.951002 2.1226683 1.7352293 2.4411008 0.22093658 0.38267338
gene9114 1.1163099 0.8966524 1.3480958 0.07286037 0.17847073 0.15056148 214.96652 155.3328 310.9187 0.67482996 0.5509251 0.8918741 0.09882049 0.1711621
gene1202 0.8964649 0.74166286 1.5272691 0.10677853 0.2615529 0.3919309 89.32799 63.892403 119.4677 0.62909704 0.5594888 0.70610815 0.04241481 0.07346461
gene4149 1.207751 0.8063049 1.737177 0.15325059 0.37538576 0.18836331 1703.94 716.59265 2538.2825 0.30525368 0.28273836 0.32150692 0.01195002 0.02069805
gene4274 1.1589965 0.945522 1.5156449 0.10116084 0.24779245 0.14803442 202.08452 119.39859 315.25458 0.66916126 0.39088765 1.0815587 0.21117654 0.3657685
gene6336 1.655426 0.85360813 2.5995953 0.2912886 0.7135085 0.03040906 251.56761 180.56491 286.1679 0.98115647 0.9101245 1.0465723 0.03995664 0.06920692
gene1810 0.08573147 0.95183885 0.09209669
gene6750 0.7126936 0.23412108 3.3190372 0.35709766 0.8747071 0.42631978 10.0579 2.9515 23.970299 9.0466385 7.096214 13.216426 1.7862536 3.0938818
gene3437 0.87713856 0.44560063 1.8636723 0.17724262 0.434154 0.5232465 33.7416 17.5098 82.2652 3.4274867 2.972495 4.536703 0.48767895 0.8446847
gene6948 0.77068704 0.18105923 1.6298522 0.29043007 0.7114055 0.45332327 72.051796 18.815699 139.2328 4.0268393 2.104561 13.811204 3.391382 5.874046
gene4206 1.0693048 0.8343354 1.391401 0.07417921 0.18170121 0.37530598 49.000034 35.945896 59.1103 0.48999846 0.39692208 0.6514045 0.07358569 0.12745415
gene2224 1.1113479 0.7327081 1.51123 0.1274535 0.31219608 0.3911565 140.1579 96.7238 244.7207 0.02613534 0.01 0.07091042 0.01916095 0.03318774
gene5685 1.0939473 0.92109483 1.3774623 0.06543518 0.1602828 0.19163513 67.09627 45.4459 94.2636 1.2636278 1.1971248 1.396357 0.06329589 0.10963169
gene8342 0.99339396 0.87617236 1.1874299 0.05124351 0.12552047 0.90238756 52.320534 38.056 80.3858 1.0826014 1.0352273 1.1187006 0.02509274 0.0434619
gene3207 1.0370778 0.7537776 1.3512632 0.10359479 0.25375438 0.726657 25.014833 20.039799 40.8643 1.1211702 0.8654863 1.3725855 0.15472558 0.26799256
gene2399 1.14596 0.8435999 1.3488852 0.08414383 0.20610945 0.12035726 53.717182 31.4673 79.8215 0.2682642 0.14466235 0.36899433 0.08914628 0.15440588
gene4956 0.8160124 0.6332132 1.0015 0.05367779 0.1314832 0.02652435 46.47105 31.2729 62.483597 1.264038 0.99850005 1.6059726 0.1759023 0.30467173
gene0697 0.9485401 0.57791275 1.1776825 0.09897059 0.24242744 0.628859 77.15117 51.903397 103.67961 0.5358241 0.51177245 0.569504 0.01702943 0.02949584
gene6732 1.0461048 0.73604995 1.4011462 0.1252162 0.30671582 0.7164453 70.56782 35.4555 105.152405 0.56695116 0.5179548 0.6437801 0.03720056 0.06443326
gene9014 1.0630296 0.6957483 1.432829 0.10506772 0.2573623 0.55797464 768.9385 464.6443 1199.781 0.7173011 0.58834475 1.0653098 0.14611997 0.2530872
gene2532 0.74779665 0.60766846 1.0447394 0.06124416 0.15001693 0.01581058 25.65775 15.0324 37.5347 1.8130327 1.5592128 2.1982303 0.18514548 0.32068136
gene4682 1.3467431 1.0178953 1.7555209 0.1184888 0.29023713 0.01879136 10488.609 6053.0757 13877.607 0.8599179 0.6273907 1.0319893 0.13870685 0.24024731
gene4344 1.10554 0.82721406 1.3818549 0.0882089 0.21606681 0.26017943 106.696396 67.5501 140.65771 0.7713059 0.76144785 0.7818281 0.0058873 0.0101971
gene3849 0.8463916 0.5329457 1.1954532 0.10461817 0.25626114 0.22628188 50.288982 37.1965 72.24899 10.98464 7.938247 17.277536 2.6730285 4.629821
gene8788 1.1573921 0.62932193 1.8360947 0.22735488 0.5569035 0.46822605 29.317467 9.057198 52.3066 1.1879444 0.9513847 1.3773384 0.13560182 0.23486924
gene0230 0.806804 0.5255311 1.191061 0.10855609 0.26590705 0.16244812 17.038418 10.5816 31.298203 4.3473997 2.7702024 7.0983086 1.2530212 2.1702964
gene3939 0.7800749 0.56620693 1.0005989 0.07220836 0.17687364 0.04191965 275.5588 178.6353 446.8694 1.6074452 1.3605282 1.7807331 0.13591364 0.23540932
gene5995 1.1475899 0.54038453 2.0257635 0.21358864 0.5231832 0.47284645 237.90152 136.9256 469.6047 0.28074712 0.16405816 0.6932721 0.150244 0.26023024
gene5938 0.86527413 0.7161251 0.99096507 0.04687575 0.11482168 0.04367004 484.6575 355.4322 681.19714 0.62391317 0.5756362 0.6519101 0.02518822 0.04362727
1.2277262 0.8496331 1.6866897 0.1195646 0.29287228 2823.1768 1794.7979 3848.4539 0.8421988 0.77219975 0.05317205
gene6980 1.1685544 0.87720466 1.5406742 0.11296281 0.27670124 0.16327532 302.59406 159.331 419.6609 0.5896362 0.53302664 0.682406 0.04429712 0.07672487
gene6981 0.9912555 0.81480676 1.1950397 0.06420577 0.15727137 0.8967933 78.787384 42.4576 109.2685 0.89859384 0.81801015 0.9634438 0.04390526 0.07604614
gene6070 1.0692092 0.78437316 1.2986025 0.08823434 0.21612912 0.44999072 266.77902 195.4729 421.7653 0.713454 0.58210206 0.8265507 0.07557994 0.1309083
gene3164 0.76953995 0.5041762 1.0085973 0.08460869 0.20724812 0.05975186 22.907885 15.2342 37.2745 2.0652049 1.7940568 2.365403 0.165697 0.28699562
gene0390 1.021403 0.85186857 1.1066759 0.04210063 0.10312507 0.6284494 45.728264 23.9203 66.0973 0.96427435 0.84598386 1.0310681 0.06330903 0.10965445
gene6401 0.9348353 0.592727 1.4420248 0.12884688 0.31560913 0.6367269 55.517147 22.3092 83.3571 4.872766 4.763976 5.091093 0.10684328 0.18505798
gene0993 1.1895541 0.8507676 1.5801773 0.11727395 0.28726134 0.13416833 329.8893 190.30411 443.12088 0.61080146 0.38772443 0.8694938 0.15217403 0.26357314
gene8852 1.107764 0.8330413 1.4721032 0.09321415 0.22832713 0.27374578 51.89785 33.8142 63.851597 0.5561048 0.31148273 0.8209742 0.17568229 0.30429065
gene0161 1.4005394 0.9017857 1.996526 0.18300295 0.44826385 0.04585707 6609.706 4259.0703 10674.791 0.357415 0.3457505 0.36399895 0.00594069 0.01028957
gene1652 1.070432 0.9510878 1.3391721 0.05343546 0.13088962 0.22943653 241.61243 168.2135 293.5783 0.55864954 0.4767422 0.6380744 0.04780718 0.08280446
gene3114 0.8638062 0.4884809 1.4415786 0.14318204 0.35072294 0.40070906 33.798866 17.048698 54.701996 2.6636505 2.3167791 2.893918 0.18760604 0.32494318
gene7259 0.97172284 0.6880116 1.3339889 0.11074825 0.2712767 0.80779845 82.02869 37.1257 110.5533 0.6899649 0.46443543 0.94272596 0.14875996 0.2576598
gene2160 0.9950179 0.7912421 1.5272235 0.10408318 0.2549507 0.9631828 72.78084 38.135498 139.2108 0.7045704 0.5829456 0.93734795 0.10399007 0.18011609
gene3022 1.127736 0.6439032 1.6877763 0.17101619 0.4189024 0.45002633 442.29208 154.9395 735.4596 0.91320425 0.6686367 1.265315 0.17265192 0.2990419
gene7338 1.0549225 0.8390867 2.0081515 0.14271513 0.34957924 0.70171237 38.027866 26.1605 48.2622 2.3395593 2.0438664 3.0636375 0.31976923 0.55385655
gene0452 1.4714123 0.9718628 2.1016347 0.19078924 0.4673363 0.02837046 28432.01 15374.604 42646.07 0.6329814 0.54604083 0.6933599 0.04738025 0.08206499
gene9250 0.9244707 0.66694474 1.3616207 0.0958889 0.23487888 0.47654903 163.77798 97.8698 265.8526 0.813701 0.72747386 0.94772416 0.06457161 0.11184131
gene7580 0.9274208 0.7492727 1.342271 0.09625743 0.23578161 0.49396342 29.5071 18.310902 41.065502 0.7936005 0.6585046 1.0113553 0.10199662 0.17666332
gene4845 0.9698217 0.78280556 1.2600387 0.0794853 0.19469842 0.7212201 32.1443 18.502201 53.014797 0.8141233 0.68942577 1.0064018 0.09168788 0.15880807
gene2723 0.8196044 0.62055624 1.0375837 0.06617437 0.16209343 0.05531535 19.423584 14.1751 29.526001 23.26816 20.995771 24.515032 1.1979947 2.0749876
gene2984 0.6245584 0.17015408 1.2486622 0.20140365 0.4933362 0.15865201 13.925884 3.438198 28.080303 3.4751666 2.1799433 5.6651936 1.0163289 1.7603333
gene5838 1.2401506 0.96344644 1.571514 0.10407893 0.25494027 0.04875587 18351.578 13863.047 24260.14 1.0962868 0.9748331 1.2011487 0.06778953 0.1174149
gene1510 0.79555506 0.42867798 1.226623 0.12471145 0.30547944 0.19126986 19.849634 10.409298 35.1207 1.3683901 1.2534523 1.5101722 0.07413724 0.12840946
gene6100 0.89274794 0.65892375 1.3002744 0.1015487 0.2487425 0.35610506 20.673315 10.667797 31.519098 6.2498455 3.7694676 8.73897 1.690982 2.9288666
gene2123 0.11101621 0.01 1.0117638 0.29634473 0.7258934 0.0393727 1.6812501 -6.1823997 12.1912 35.62314 29.752632 46.832222 5.0262003 8.705634
gene6011 1.1112418 0.9933085 1.327273 0.05581665 0.13672233 0.08886339 77.75407 50.754498 110.1406 0.7375068 0.70112115 0.7736942 0.02100606 0.03638357
gene3725 0.25421333 3.0578728 0.28494614 0.49354118
gene3757 1.2736408 1.0682604 1.6571693 0.09193214 0.22518684 0.01973887 74.7261 52.2374 115.962 0.7676633 0.42388126 1.0621523 0.24430117 0.42314205
gene2501 1.1602507 0.8603833 1.8822225 0.13654701 0.3344705 0.25393733 78.4152 42.3929 99.7183 0.6143818 0.5156199 0.73579556 0.06358645 0.11013496
gene2535 0.57748234 0.30958688 1.2011471 0.10826262 0.2651882 0.02763625 118.864845 60.892303 287.3971 1.4998603 1.2901518 1.753422 0.13369256 0.2315623
gene9060 1.2528417 0.86398023 1.6025568 0.13044842 0.31953207 0.07914712 229.86334 168.9915 378.2995 0.5721251 0.49216542 0.691133 0.05757187 0.09971741
gene4342 1.0574025 0.813609 1.2882043 0.07802253 0.19111538 0.48013365 347.45062 217.71521 473.60287 0.88405967 0.78802794 1.0382173 0.07359306 0.12746692
gene2552 1.3557435 0.737573 1.800243 0.18242641 0.44685164 0.06793198 137.47125 76.399605 211.5633 0.65723294 0.56494975 0.72457457 0.05063285 0.08769867
gene6714 0.6896748 0.5179814 0.8436217 0.05122929 0.12548563 0.00395746 496.70764 238.9097 676.6114 1.2375185 0.973089 1.5852636 0.17703259 0.30662945
gene4993 1.4099768 0.93609273 1.8214837 0.17693678 0.43340483 0.03795564 2417.031 1802.0819 4196.1514 1.0305028 0.87412775 1.1622256 0.08823986 0.1528359
gene0524 1.3100004 0.9747615 2.0622344 0.13843726 0.33910066 0.04841288 114.07686 70.9638 223.5954 0.5293265 0.40772104 0.7294368 0.09228063 0.15983474
gene2637 0.69655204 0.37657696 1.4748591 0.13400143 0.32823515 0.10484701 118.67767 57.386 289.6694 3.2167995 2.4878826 4.4837112 0.57313454 0.99269813
gene3106 0.09613451 0.01 0.7372089 0.2786098 0.6824519 0.03417529 1.1740509 -5.2248993 6.8922024 0.03024068 0.01 0.27655062 0.10818929 0.18738933
gene7179 0.8683314 0.42807657 1.9580903 0.26645052 0.6526678 0.6273631 138.28403 85.402695 197.3524 0.1507537 0.08090296 0.46264103 0.10931671 0.1893421
gene9118 1.0532626 0.8785261 1.4642828 0.08116283 0.19880751 0.5270827 326.9769 222.48169 378.0744 0.5741663 0.5238144 0.61047494 0.02688474 0.04656573
gene1373 0.84320456 0.5753498 1.0094826 0.07849218 0.1922658 0.12266968 21.37725 9.090601 30.978699 4.0728335 3.5822785 5.221172 0.5118163 0.88649184
gene6846 1.0784109 0.8278773 1.4504952 0.09849504 0.24126258 0.44089898 763.8411 471.4443 1121.3013 0.70520943 0.37191713 1.1713605 0.2600784 0.450469
gene2437 1.1061729 0.6760208 1.4725977 0.12597641 0.30857795 0.40797052 86.04009 32.300804 139.27649 0.68358254 0.61985713 0.7218585 0.03357938 0.05816119
gene1815 1.1382136 0.79211426 1.7939808 0.1462018 0.35811985 0.34932482 221.67905 137.1965 354.1542 0.9013547 0.8256795 1.0240159 0.05901924 0.10222432
gene9344 1.0219771 0.8433662 1.3627641 0.069163 0.16941406 0.7594712 136.87932 95.5979 185.10129 1.5938463 1.2731831 1.7833097 0.18071988 0.31301603
gene7321 1.0723077 0.69522357 1.7180337 0.16528705 0.40486893 0.6591859 2554.2822 1342.3934 4704.074 0.44808823 0.38624796 0.53741544 0.04367578 0.07564867
gene7122 1.057079 0.909966 1.3057656 0.05450363 0.13350609 0.32911327 64.43085 40.535995 80.3387 0.729743 0.6249541 0.9135345 0.08475086 0.1467928
gene9440 0.80605114 0.44529605 1.1695848 0.10787206 0.2642315 0.15922159 27.27825 19.894299 33.6153 2.1464505 1.9260426 2.512706 0.17385423 0.30112436
gene1722 0.99863726 0.7479754 1.3184315 0.07938463 0.19445185 0.98685455 188.47531 139.26941 252.89621 0.7878964 0.70412326 0.9159109 0.06195326 0.1073062
0.8297901 0.48351377 1.4244035 0.12411645 0.30402198 82.745415 46.5061 144.1285 2.5374234 2.0810056
gene9073 1.2223078 0.49262628 2.4543269 0.29416034 0.7205427 0.40919453 542.58484 256.0759 706.0584 0.3156485 0.2389322 0.3746641 0.04499972 0.0779418
gene8367 1.0542085 0.8996728 1.43802 0.08264527 0.20243874 0.5269832 72.02502 39.131603 112.49261 0.983001 0.8922942 1.0403105 0.0478994 0.0829642
gene9590 1.2625806 0.8604264 1.8633785 0.1476219 0.36159834 0.0975991 113.1281 57.9593 190.7178 1.1632887 0.9822643 1.5857204 0.1837459 0.31825724
gene6723 1.2144761 0.9288824 1.4105508 0.07829279 0.1917774 0.02898739 59.763016 37.191 78.1976 1.0461828 0.8785077 1.2416342 0.10528399 0.18235722
gene0687 0.9303631 0.62396675 1.0647403 0.07953208 0.19481301 0.43235788 42.84818 20.473999 61.2779 3.6304836 2.5688896 4.4707875 0.6468656 1.1204041
gene0922 1.1820407 0.97039765 1.6305499 0.09305578 0.22793917 0.08489367 62.15445 33.4712 108.136795 0.7265922 0.64886093 0.8132035 0.04750523 0.08228148
gene0826 1.0382267 0.7795517 1.5979159 0.13482587 0.33025458 0.7791437 761.58545 509.11008 1234.2142 0.8664315 0.728441 0.97262096 0.07697799 0.1333298
gene1293 0.94806725 0.7645543 1.0896122 0.05307487 0.13000634 0.3824831 301.0075 150.631 433.45938 0.88692296 0.69618523 1.1478826 0.13025865 0.22561459
gene6478 0.70457286 0.32355097 1.0905734 0.14323315 0.35084814 0.12801065 23.443417 11.949001 36.6173 1.4694554 1.3804052 1.518187 0.04597969 0.07963915
gene5697 0.7975096 0.44681415 1.0764586 0.11317838 0.27722928 0.1617385 149.46304 110.66031 205.37471 1.5304359 1.4083457 1.7137605 0.08993281 0.1557682
gene2952 1.3785757 0.5272828 2.5087717 0.35957265 0.88076955 0.23666812 72.70227 32.970398 143.5171 0.41251567 0.17073746 0.7313131 0.21616909 0.37441584
gene1301 1.0653061 0.7782245 1.562388 0.12415182 0.30410862 0.60367095 127.780266 61.929802 226.7038 0.60510194 0.54969376 0.6955389 0.04330402 0.07500476
gene5409 1.1558361 0.6632147 1.6361954 0.19053404 0.4667112 0.40322033 115.30983 60.3766 167.3587 0.7739383 0.66014546 0.95403343 0.08529268 0.14773126
gene1649 0.997969 0.6359305 1.4373848 0.13768452 0.33725685 0.9885031 43.098015 30.949799 64.7496 0.4938567 0.33945075 0.6224697 0.0959878 0.16625576
gene1040 1.1248236 0.9233749 1.428288 0.0703551 0.17233409 0.11712741 76.433716 40.1625 122.96991 0.6202736 0.42969373 0.82585436 0.12305966 0.21314558
gene7918 1.1685418 0.8625448 1.8769692 0.13282926 0.32536393 0.22146972 107.185905 48.6146 141.7176 0.81620234 0.5572889 1.1933653 0.18611416 0.32235917
gene4223 1.0992607 0.74668163 1.5617074 0.11712222 0.28688967 0.4078895 3271.843 1408.7775 4525.2974 0.7740299 0.55972785 0.95553356 0.12994707 0.22507492
gene6253 0.9050694 0.6805642 1.1008707 0.08259528 0.2023163 0.31890783 71.34733 53.983894 92.85339 1.3700869 1.0848535 1.628395 0.16777475 0.2905944
gene6627 0.7657425 0.55086493 1.0209368 0.06515605 0.15959908 0.02480154 37.234833 27.1057 53.461597 4.4996114 3.6970546 5.5133343 0.52454555 0.90853953
gene4327 0.85101265 0.32028043 1.800243 0.2152681 0.527297 0.51902205 60.277664 21.117798 144.3962 1.9107623 1.7151974 2.064267 0.1065541 0.18455711
gene6179 1.415851 1.1368467 1.7148764 0.08921038 0.21851991 0.00260625 1715.1421 1017.9014 2149.5903 0.7495165 0.5202554 0.91366917 0.14049642 0.24334693
gene6920 0.88187945 0.79809636 1.0216653 0.03373525 0.08263416 0.02163849 39.8463 25.529099 59.6243 1.0705537 0.973284 1.2593541 0.08781187 0.15209462
gene3477 0.89886403 0.5540518 1.367232 0.11483412 0.281285 0.431868 34.425266 13.283598 53.3386 1.8295568 1.4745843 2.3291516 0.24580956 0.42575464
gene2748 0.704149 0.39021283 1.3672645 0.12722388 0.3116336 0.09792037 15.392117 8.8699 25.178799 5.5690527 4.179717 6.98723 0.85755694 1.4853321
gene5587 0.50359416 0.23234586 0.67584234 0.08498988 0.20818184 0.00824504 163.00519 96.84 218.5573 1.4915314 1.3124496 1.7624373 0.13096778 0.22684285
gene5039 0.7040577 0.42957214 1.054086 0.12394559 0.30360347 0.09191033 48.162483 20.220102 79.2339 1.9551612 1.7122917 2.4008648 0.20524815 0.35550022
gene3879 0.02819469 1.7401397 0.16199364
gene0876 0.79234123 0.60857844 1.2160028 0.08242714 0.20190443 0.07215638 199.7204 158.8203 258.1574 0.6706941 0.48532823 1.018348 0.1523698 0.26391223
gene0905 1.1348575 0.75864345 1.6638069 0.15069707 0.36913094 0.3733709 1818.2654 920.9342 2495.648 0.63625914 0.59068996 0.7121102 0.0365248 0.06326281
gene9030 1.4044828 1.0300676 2.130579 0.15628903 0.38282838 0.02661297 1023.3789 893.2791 1148.2308 0.55100083 0.47239038 0.6289961 0.04616746 0.07996438
gene0711 1.0265735 0.4634328 1.8694698 0.20818327 0.5099428 0.8965302 695.8898 278.3797 1447.3352 1.4167687 0.98729026 2.1708956 0.33891717 0.58702177
gene4745 1.3013262 0.9548641 2.202033 0.1940584 0.4753441 0.12791692 339.5205 201.9273 496.67133 0.27480283 0.15848926 0.47470722 0.09400135 0.16281511
gene1601 1.1854142 0.99220395 1.6700842 0.09301381 0.22783637 0.08034461 1212.0552 812.3645 1371.1272 0.5162219 0.40980607 0.64409804 0.06829911 0.11829753
gene4902 1.0677655 0.94718057 1.3328149 0.06039079 0.14792663 0.2966326 647.42346 429.05328 1043.3828 0.4394135 0.33889607 0.50131077 0.0578 0.10011253
gene2612 0.9311593 0.7774089 1.201494 0.05873784 0.14387773 0.3069222 21.83405 12.281399 32.8959 3.4655874 2.7851582 4.650481 0.53871024 0.93307346
gene1144 0.8738746 0.4848236 1.1977782 0.11809783 0.28927943 0.35275462 63.116215 22.124498 78.4528 2.8583293 2.1891413 3.6515496 0.43038034 0.7454406
gene5188 0.84637195 0.50786275 1.0567111 0.09740312 0.23858795 0.19958366 3357.5945 1917.4324 5284.355 1.3582964 1.0781844 1.6334314 0.16779023 0.2906212
gene0057 1.0801678 0.7535473 1.5824252 0.13557881 0.33209893 0.5572473 38.547436 19.433403 54.319397 0.3923961 0.22651787 0.73428386 0.146721 0.25412822
gene2513 0.82874596 0.51700604 1.0962567 0.09636112 0.23603559 0.16036461 50.996586 22.4867 79.9009 2.2493477 1.5341762 3.2904496 0.51405436 0.8903682
gene3418 1.422694 1.0379202 2.3217213 0.18893807 0.46280187 0.04163195 67.25803 30.635698 138.7115 0.7576029 0.57093894 1.0641911 0.14137681 0.24487181
gene2527 0.884355 0.76060617 1.1182559 0.0518061 0.12689851 0.08877482 33.253487 20.061699 44.4532 1.6119009 1.2922608 1.8494728 0.18158588 0.31451595
gene3426 0.9845792 0.73566365 1.2350379 0.08157811 0.19982474 0.85717213 36.013435 29.949299 50.0342 1.9841219 1.4352314 2.7702954 0.38722113 0.67068666
gene1238 1.11618 0.92570424 1.3654289 0.06749116 0.1653189 0.12715158 58.141666 32.828598 82.7992 0.46010825 0.3879775 0.6157699 0.06846122 0.11857832
gene9472 1.0576292 0.49989334 1.54631 0.17536879 0.42956406 0.7397326 1074.7404 585.6758 1575.1333 0.3724137 0.2027473 0.6668923 0.14034425 0.24308336
gene5227 1.1691638 0.9010368 1.8203857 0.12491043 0.30596682 0.19705875 182.69836 99.665504 293.1446 1.4591433 0.87113863 2.5077736 0.4788732 0.82943267
gene9474 1.3896315 0.49024594 2.6049676 0.37727225 0.92412454 0.24038409 2387.6055 839.79596 4211.808 0.24987951 0.11507013 0.63378 0.15187196 0.26304996
gene8180 0.87345713 0.48245877 1.3502815 0.12657481 0.31004372 0.38021475 51.440533 33.371002 83.359 1.631904 1.2868229 2.2962298 0.2923801 0.50641716
gene8230 0.5737796 0.26590896 1.5259365 0.14578964 0.35711023 0.06331536 228.77287 131.3092 423.3065 1.0994473 0.9019367 1.4539229 0.16049749 0.2779898
gene5816 0.9415585 0.36977297 1.6412123 0.20517984 0.50258595 0.78013897 17.36365 6.641199 35.8577 2.5372703 2.026959 3.3720846 0.38698253 0.67027336
0.7284478 0.49416536 0.9657778 0.07672927 0.18794756 120.631714 70.1029 166.24629 1.635585 1.4594506 0.09352707
gene9405 0.9705623 0.74288994 1.5709251 0.11086948 0.27157366 0.80043906 20.29665 14.473099 26.224998 2.4006422 2.2514598 2.5399513 0.08414649 0.145746
gene6851 0.77476454 0.4221106 1.4343717 0.13742188 0.33661348 0.19309482 94.38068 55.0017 128.8909 2.2443724 1.8056371 2.7358 0.27305663 0.47294796
gene5941 0.8136567 0.4985991 1.5400969 0.1371788 0.33601806 0.2590216 51.51442 22.4804 95.265396 1.1908001 1.1498328 1.2278385 0.02271993 0.03935207
gene3125 1.1164286 0.96831477 1.4659148 0.07849674 0.19227697 0.17541288 345.69714 199.0917 411.3183 0.9157767 0.77694297 1.0549687 0.08203319 0.14208564
gene5590 1.0039128 0.7673546 1.2483057 0.0676684 0.16575307 0.95574653 62.829998 37.5111 78.7137 0.9806988 0.90211254 1.034073 0.0415034 0.071886
gene0448 1.101378 0.8443461 1.6825253 0.11627226 0.2848077 0.3952078 169.05077 77.923996 276.7705 0.69413203 0.4633801 1.0010313 0.16087124 0.27863714
gene5372 1.2679899 0.7798455 2.0468817 0.18695639 0.4579478 0.15760948 590.75085 345.5553 1078.6483 0.33318573 0.09115364 0.6422741 0.30571482 0.5295136
gene3988 1.0713931 0.8639152 1.3186762 0.08321049 0.20382325 0.41138038 195.15681 99.039696 283.6975 0.9131112 0.4964786 1.2935492 0.299893 0.51942986
gene0040 1.095718 0.6665826 1.6683999 0.15395667 0.37711528 0.53301615 170.13495 82.9791 264.673 0.80568683 0.796701 0.8115085 0.00457854 0.00793027
gene3063 1.1950988 0.9485926 1.6968187 0.11690147 0.28634894 0.12390153 297.12555 149.1048 399.9458 0.8135391 0.7271922 0.9295934 0.05853212 0.10138061
gene5156 0.927559 0.63906664 1.2400761 0.09017377 0.22087972 0.46836823 37.89005 27.4733 64.8514 1.0737798 1.0000867 1.1601837 0.04621643 0.08004919
gene0298 0.7111524 0.40015727 1.3328834 0.12643634 0.3097045 0.10147495 26.57205 16.530003 60.182804 2.1773899 1.6195289 3.119813 0.42970774 0.7442756
gene6993 1.2929021 0.7399751 1.5041251 0.14793366 0.362362 0.07080249 124.63893 84.875 179.06621 0.6717299 0.57988745 0.76174015 0.0536277 0.09288589
gene6102 1.170948 0.9594236 1.469094 0.08253622 0.20217164 0.07377042 5304.9287 2798.1367 7420.0317 0.59240746 0.38247666 0.861598 0.1462202 0.25326082
gene5697 1.0264144 0.840681 1.1891075 0.05078212 0.12439028 0.61951137 55.937996 36.307 75.254105 1.030199 0.8839615 1.2191814 0.09657135 0.16726647
gene6800 0.6497666 0.2918016 1.0422157 0.13581163 0.3326692 0.08021763 14.492651 7.3141003 25.496601 6.6274467 5.7817883 7.135697 0.45444947 0.7871296
gene5141 0.82348925 0.5789805 1.0292563 0.06938185 0.16995013 0.06727394 18.12675 11.311998 25.021702 2.986803 2.733137 3.3266418 0.1722249 0.29830226
gene4264 1.2339684 0.7622072 2.0882463 0.19578952 0.47958443 0.22812647 1725.326 1078.0203 3592.8735 1.4538305 1.274909 1.6446297 0.10746384 0.18613283
gene7946 1.1898887 0.9609344 1.6151655 0.09579827 0.23465689 0.08108887 58.129 29.444801 77.73241 0.94021696 0.823396 1.0994413 0.07968844 0.13802442
gene4785 1.2279872 0.6008625 3.2075975 0.30550867 0.74834037 0.41170785 78.998535 41.5467 188.096 0.16853535 0.09231294 0.37592483 0.08065882 0.13970518
gene7098 0.89593124 0.6576844 1.0199232 0.0626684 0.15350561 0.17438516 28.42325 13.469799 37.828 1.0037682 0.8806026 1.2112896 0.09739367 0.16869079
gene7419 1.1426942 0.7138455 1.5538939 0.12688185 0.3107958 0.2758055 107.403076 70.4494 143.8251 0.63423777 0.6007852 0.69253874 0.02817889 0.04880727
gene4504 0.67595106 0.12841763 2.492233 0.37416467 0.91651255 0.39074317 16.892385 1.5946999 45.287704 2.5974514 2.2211823 3.0946908 0.2515993 0.4357828
gene7418 0.88801914 0.62604517 1.1416745 0.09456657 0.23163985 0.30828375 270.9751 165.1901 366.34488 0.58193743 0.35999167 0.75089717 0.14611498 0.25307855
gene6235 0.7590953 0.488538 0.9091954 0.07175477 0.17576258 0.03172498 84.27755 62.2957 103.9038 1.3939872 1.2265327 1.5276524 0.09221909 0.15972815
gene7550 0.45854166 0.08816927 1.2281888 0.25129816 0.6155523 0.11864335 6.3963666 0.82429886 14.799002 2.914431 2.028101 4.0771184 0.60728246 1.051844
gene1902 0.3858637 0.06864595 0.70628595 0.16311787
gene5640 0.6550008 0.43394747 1.1237149 0.10206715 0.25001246 0.03753499 42.738567 35.076195 54.881996 1.3757713 1.2319108 1.6361378 0.12141516 0.21029723
gene7923 0.99078554 0.55170727 1.8072263 0.18497114 0.45308492 0.9605154 215.02815 117.2445 304.9899 0.4455982 0.32599023 0.821178 0.1463416 0.2534711
gene4539 0.9132348 0.46490145 1.4738355 0.15336394 0.37566343 0.59819263 59.9638 34.450996 119.379 1.3547515 1.0620291 1.8206635 0.2177934 0.37722924
gene4940 0.7719975 0.4848732 1.0252203 0.094642 0.2318246 0.08347989 44.83903 28.2779 73.0838 1.6847447 0.91298455 2.5723088 0.56995267 0.98718697
gene4464 0.7873656 0.6216147 0.987976 0.04935494 0.12089443 0.01217162 296.94943 196.8844 345.7517 0.94696695 0.87044495 1.0120239 0.04211413 0.07294381
gene9233 1.3221214 0.97718424 2.2195249 0.15660387 0.38359958 0.06117327 296.10913 222.60692 376.7812 0.6373763 0.5662985 0.74770606 0.05307875 0.09193508
gene1049 0.64060575 0.28264964 1.2821127 0.170953 0.41874766 0.12695478 11.1201515 4.211399 21.589699 3.7631674 1.991147 5.699359 1.3178104 2.2825146
gene5209 1.0512017 0.8113597 1.3373758 0.08121383 0.19893245 0.54314816 76.11718 41.044697 120.632095 1.3764464 1.2304754 1.4974855 0.08055416 0.1395239
gene3128 1.1005048 0.8273006 1.6906182 0.12352751 0.30257937 0.42459482 135.64224 64.2098 223.86891 0.68033624 0.57741684 0.8750616 0.08800066 0.15242161
gene3755 1.2471968 0.9307319 1.6250199 0.11674435 0.2859641 0.06235349 105.643654 52.8971 147.17221 0.82446253 0.7260855 1.0365369 0.09549452 0.16540137
gene6180 0.6637295 0.41299683 1.6478984 0.1389829 0.3404372 0.09235636 11.926582 5.692499 30.2896 3.7084808 3.144548 4.692151 0.45279816 0.7842694
gene2519 1.0489172 0.8080265 1.3425783 0.07581049 0.18569703 0.53494966 144.59428 79.3362 210.4012 0.56584406 0.5134672 0.64597356 0.03894454 0.06745393
gene1070 1.0304301 0.724177 1.402287 0.09459 0.23169725 0.7543372 427.99554 254.2857 762.9432 0.77310437 0.6472983 0.89858603 0.07446677 0.12898022
gene7425 0.74299544 0.13873523 1.591463 0.32062492 0.7853675 0.43914104 12.289883 1.164999 21.7455 9.283451 4.7971187 13.8401165 3.3615258 5.8223333
gene2625 1.2771056 0.9420767 2.3168283 0.18833297 0.4613197 0.1478024 90.11983 42.114395 192.0912 0.59046054 0.51311564 0.7497235 0.07163651 0.12407808
gene6101 0.9634258 0.5954681 1.2549648 0.10661856 0.2611611 0.7457303 62.56405 24.3797 93.0473 0.3286005 0.2686123 0.4692066 0.06012581 0.10414096
gene0987 0.95583296 0.68511254 1.7500377 0.15408027 0.37741807 0.7829617 42.06052 19.797 89.8664 2.2781684 1.8575951 3.0052438 0.33221835 0.57541907
gene4356 0.770318 0.50597614 1.1530594 0.11795231 0.288923 0.13839121 41.682533 26.881699 78.5035 1.7496797 1.2792163 2.5944183 0.3762232 0.6516377
gene4953 0.8300528 0.6428689 1.0534023 0.06912688 0.16932559 0.07338736 16.865133 9.3834 25.0402 1.3216397 1.2087191 1.4954692 0.08457198 0.14648296
gene2981 1.1726196 0.86678934 1.6835515 0.11430594 0.27999124 0.15852392 80.20725 51.864105 122.024506 0.33993378 0.08829555 0.67952675 0.33474216 0.5797904
gene5320 1.4926717 0.49676028 3.8701031 0.5855425 1.4342804 0.2792185 2674.4976 909.7042 6010.5483 0.40234196 0.29699185 0.5644469 0.07690352 0.1332008
gene5696 1.1754968 0.8583225 1.6058506 0.10535918 0.25807625 0.12751485 104.3168 56.497597 126.56161 1.0014501 0.9468872 1.0354354 0.02824033 0.04891368
1.3124464 0.8647495 1.7597042 0.15752819 439.0934 203.8678 692.0781 0.55308837 0.40217364 0.09417615
gene5040 0.82240456 0.6460868 1.0043479 0.07036417 0.17235632 0.0689058 63.225212 34.2346 96.4028 1.2958704 1.039397 1.637807 0.17256361 0.29888895
gene9513 1.0350189 0.77078515 1.2205069 0.07726673 0.18926407 0.66155726 33.46672 16.0546 44.572502 1.0392989 1.0073345 1.0886762 0.02460707 0.0426207
gene9579 1.261947 0.9166993 1.5794749 0.09722869 0.23816068 0.0285449 119.47556 89.97101 154.61761 0.5910381 0.5664953 0.61047554 0.01310327 0.02269553
gene1427 0.9894711 0.617501 1.4104726 0.12689185 0.3108203 0.93592453 1996.2245 858.1003 3489.0627 0.2260426 0.17418842 0.29664227 0.03538893 0.06129542
gene6120 1.0411777 0.7446554 1.7395662 0.143178 0.35071304 0.7751672 48.640553 24.2346 92.1992 0.51723754 0.45282525 0.58551484 0.03860184 0.06686035
gene4259 1.0117391 0.8187504 1.2128662 0.06453314 0.15807328 0.86118287 166.67126 133.0873 239.7782 0.6480523 0.5589675 0.70314354 0.04820063 0.08348593
gene7213 1.1755741 0.6069368 1.5026468 0.16362719 0.40080315 0.2857341 255.74403 128.7199 410.7324 0.6355587 0.5348398 0.8433067 0.09199752 0.15934438
gene6078 0.7773975 0.46978062 1.0679883 0.11323309 0.2773633 0.13487343 24.139349 17.271599 35.561203 6.334323 6.1502986 6.6387587 0.15035318 0.26041934
gene9029 1.2611167 0.9963648 1.5930712 0.10635705 0.2605205 0.03890775 129.91452 73.873 183.6369 0.7048322 0.6552447 0.7844575 0.03862678 0.06690355
gene1423 0.03414721 0.01 0.93591124 0.09757751 0.2390151 0.00863516 -0.3809001 -5.065901 5.697201 32.432655 24.33845 38.65973 4.7691727 8.260449
gene0416 1.1975042 0.9874714 1.6225858 0.10056477 0.24633238 0.08227947 75.04583 37.557602 118.652306 0.63352185 0.47478616 0.8482232 0.10840158 0.18775705
gene1725 0.7276487 0.25513273 1.136616 0.18046902 0.44205704 0.22337788 14.836933 5.7784996 23.130999 5.185021 3.8226829 6.4875765 0.8344468 1.4453042
gene5813 1.0329096 0.45582458 3.8613496 0.34893265 0.854707 0.9168238 57.523315 21.345901 197.6487 4.680016 3.1186042 7.4116297 1.2342769 2.1378303
gene6558 0.61751723 0.26601654 1.4961748 0.17412986 0.42652932 0.11727399 484.42267 180.0374 1058.9468 2.0019243 1.4465264 3.0396543 0.45538104 0.7887431
gene1774 1.001694 0.6877578 1.2096206 0.08332167 0.20409557 0.9843945 89.21895 66.94971 110.602295 0.7692232 0.60851914 1.0733535 0.13456953 0.23308125
gene1366 1.0213763 0.77697724 1.5630854 0.12121676 0.29691923 0.8628094 773.918 520.0342 1025.4619 0.86628187 0.6429201 1.0383217 0.13238421 0.22929618
gene9008 1.0853555 0.8279608 1.2717725 0.07558523 0.18514526 0.2894013 353.33545 225.43329 488.8321 0.8207228 0.57310987 0.98716635 0.15102144 0.2615768
gene0723 1.1773677 0.84759265 1.5851773 0.1387712 0.33991867 0.21663155 91.2643 42.8824 142.5939 0.31217644 0.21380426 0.44258815 0.06797554 0.11773708
gene2764 0.8751971 0.5390814 1.1971587 0.11289773 0.27654186 0.33826712 483.87482 274.3761 812.412 0.7448796 0.6088057 1.0634665 0.13624887 0.23598996
gene1448 0.7912694 0.43711802 1.0559323 0.10300419 0.2523077 0.1246828 35.4409 23.558 47.7632 3.5132453 2.2266762 6.727149 1.2766615 2.2112427
gene0946 0.70486444 0.21107395 1.1627867 0.19612673 0.48041043 0.22410119 128.71176 23.6716 212.37271 0.85026747 0.6713137 0.9911504 0.10304575 0.17848046
gene4684 0.8599952 0.72727907 1.0221217 0.05149964 0.12614785 0.05239204 95.334366 54.868797 131.9207 1.2123817 0.97428256 1.3609194 0.13380913 0.23176421
gene1779 1.2632605 0.90881264 2.1195972 0.14981411 0.36696815 0.10049719 628.1775 356.0044 774.3889 0.38315907 0.18390778 0.589568 0.15705867 0.2720336
gene6617 1.1789786 1.0142833 1.4688944 0.06462298 0.15829332 0.02950735 582.5395 359.21298 845.76575 0.73757607 0.5747385 1.0060986 0.12382694 0.21447456
gene4025 0.743206 0.29374337 1.5098605 0.19394474 0.47506565 0.26931068 38.618187 9.1324005 83.55981 1.7725797 1.184175 2.643841 0.4281455 0.74156976
gene2027 1.0204045 0.71739143 1.704853 0.12547998 0.30736193 0.8732485 72.2462 47.2879 124.951 0.34971058 0.29761463 0.39483085 0.02953408 0.05115452
gene7272 0.3541054 0.6504204 1.0687194 0.1801069 0.3119543
gene8363 0.944095 0.67424804 1.3319767 0.10920438 0.26749504 0.63364965 14.263201 8.547901 20.403202 1.1550438 0.8440191 1.514862 0.20091487 0.34799477
gene4789 0.9027061 0.35394388 1.5299327 0.22118336 0.5417864 0.67017657 99.506004 45.209297 139.20601 0.13954665 0.09006656 0.2851347 0.05559469 0.09629283
gene8018 1.0761479 0.9067742 1.3539373 0.06437609 0.15768857 0.27226403 162.69548 116.4951 239.1492 0.5376421 0.45735312 0.58876616 0.04380411 0.07587093
gene4474 0.38281882 0.17724459 0.84340554 0.08396464 0.20567052 0.00547976 3.6305497 2.1357002 5.7089996 3.1491146 2.5838249 4.0131555 0.41151467 0.7127643
gene0891 0.85204744 0.51971847 1.1105524 0.09775632 0.2394531 0.21415699 12195.537 7021.0947 17820.42 0.8029592 0.71530294 0.99239576 0.08588263 0.14875308
gene0421 0.8475442 0.663481 1.3289989 0.0964438 0.2362381 0.19862625 54.40768 35.0729 86.13899 0.94713885 0.65228766 1.196354 0.18335263 0.31757608
gene9476 1.3531479 0.7623929 2.06637 0.18732539 0.45885164 0.074702 698.4276 428.4617 1230.6445 0.91477454 0.8113816 1.0093877 0.05867684 0.10163127
gene8021 0.87176245 0.7121608 1.1154724 0.06152611 0.15070757 0.1074347 1011.581 555.259 1459.2792 0.77575165 0.6295743 0.8981004 0.08386716 0.14526218
gene1338 1.0928526 0.74017847 1.639474 0.12588215 0.30834705 0.46754628 248.49387 143.4948 455.8432 0.43339738 0.40096012 0.47724295 0.02220209 0.03845514
gene0139 0.9379506 0.57665 1.6246692 0.14038427 0.34386984 0.67705613 162.68045 75.1706 309.8329 0.56188476 0.44786027 0.72466224 0.07960023 0.13787164
gene3502 1.2480296 0.8264085 2.0843248 0.20935018 0.5128012 0.22781424 269.25156 136.2635 435.35098 0.1339251 0.06817759 0.2485617 0.0559236 0.09686252
gene7199 1.2713772 0.7715636 2.285647 0.250011 0.6123994 0.25428241 435.15598 315.9214 606.00433 0.23022234 0.07409348 0.5786462 0.1867433 0.3234489
gene1872 1.0738168 0.8473572 1.3026358 0.06382366 0.15633541 0.28227562 114.53284 55.8216 165.76201 0.8880978 0.8036953 1.0115563 0.06069855 0.10513298
gene1274 1.0740306 0.7816082 1.3883739 0.10548244 0.25837818 0.49393046 1014.782 529.0199 1459.933 0.14125217 0.06604277 0.21023995 0.0600995 0.10409538
gene2198 1.0086174 0.72795296 1.4966475 0.11219896 0.27483022 0.9404472 707.13245 413.94208 1323.2593 0.7929468 0.65713173 1.0222797 0.10587607 0.18338272
gene8059 1.2323626 0.8229801 1.7808626 0.14211336 0.34810522 0.12400437 455.75183 326.5552 756.4312 0.58179504 0.33831093 0.7868723 0.16721685 0.2896281
gene1631 0.8711209 0.5544557 1.1682122 0.10082898 0.24697956 0.27844554 553.2741 364.7012 856.5265 0.52358675 0.3778953 0.7252561 0.10120963 0.17530021
gene1974 1.0398518 0.8381673 1.2505331 0.07476954 0.18314724 0.6074787 106.43037 58.7924 161.02881 0.60323 0.57684374 0.62546 0.01432998 0.02482025
gene6629 1.1387347 0.81226707 1.8104359 0.1436092 0.35176927 0.3400892 12087.374 10612.951 13394.224 0.9672792 0.93898815 0.9855094 0.01451736 0.0251448
gene1252 1.1311905 0.8483507 1.4978955 0.10109289 0.247626 0.22163135 102.99976 56.314903 132.0901 0.41266474 0.37640342 0.4619128 0.02482742 0.04300236
gene4424 1.1055253 0.8826282 1.3742929 0.07818392 0.19151072 0.21235852 63.701817 32.5543 86.89661 0.63452774 0.48999578 0.73231286 0.08321428 0.14413135
gene7726 0.7862288 0.40261048 1.0526958 0.1252192 0.30672315 0.17830999 16.579983 8.9112015 25.2022 3.3109586 2.430913 4.284596 0.5597628 0.96953756
1.0656965 0.6093518 1.5147253 0.14456293 104.73372 48.282204 143.12411 0.8572443 0.57077694
gene2802 1.2019798 0.9544838 1.4245031 0.08083379 0.19800153 0.040119 139.42905 110.9156 184.5694 0.5788943 0.53880155 0.63636076 0.02864011 0.04960613
gene2555 1.23763 0.97227997 1.6219308 0.09798883 0.24002264 0.04188422 41.47695 20.672798 55.7073 0.9985263 0.5962471 1.4433318 0.27988473 0.48477456
gene4248 1.2468696 0.9606596 2.3204107 0.16969594 0.4156685 0.15683007 199.84445 129.4993 418.1983 0.5538606 0.39046973 0.9990672 0.17575736 0.30442068
gene2940 0.7108844 0.34800902 1.2561424 0.1407423 0.34474683 0.12861285 90.327286 45.855705 162.1358 1.6901389 1.200371 2.4014118 0.34884498 0.60421723
gene1017 1.2354223 0.8983626 1.6570531 0.11875928 0.29089966 0.07623409 18233.52 8566.9 24818.586 0.52426344 0.39466298 0.6073377 0.075592 0.13092917
gene1126 0.76328486 0.51764834 0.9385622 0.06918628 0.16947109 0.02954119 1391.1614 1050.1641 1966.0275 2.2139773 1.7757462 3.1998005 0.42115402 0.7294602
gene5244 1.0775537 0.9947617 1.2321314 0.03639375 0.08914612 0.07758386 65.508354 42.7896 80.6317 1.1977217 0.9848567 1.4024558 0.12531601 0.2170537
gene5098 1.0120146 0.8386798 1.1864487 0.0573488 0.1404753 0.8406528 69.03398 44.4043 102.9978 0.7991398 0.7195977 0.9060906 0.05398894 0.09351159
gene3952 1.0829684 0.7833706 1.3647012 0.08354285 0.20463736 0.3449998 107.447136 75.5679 153.9042 0.63205427 0.5122486 0.7306165 0.06858406 0.11879108
gene4487 0.87793374 0.5774244 1.0971408 0.09731077 0.23836175 0.2854181 360.19144 151.5628 494.46692 0.386495 0.33887106 0.42507786 0.0263363 0.04561581
gene0818 0.805295 0.60691136 1.0622349 0.07282096 0.1783742 0.05984681 899.8769 591.2686 1375.8088 0.8613407 0.63904005 1.002706 0.13075086 0.22646713
gene9364 1.2482768 0.94176495 1.6141661 0.11220804 0.27485245 0.05472121 3920.9548 2624.028 6645.8467 0.8570146 0.8109505 0.93527967 0.03793686 0.06570856
gene5477 0.46247238 0.31143665 0.64128965 0.05776681 0.14149922 0.00146701 127.622505 95.0765 169.2133 1.2259414 1.084946 1.4109763 0.09408018 0.16295165
gene8566 1.0780786 0.8722363 1.2657447 0.0679321 0.16639899 0.2838323 62.463486 35.979904 86.1791 0.7964369 0.50531363 1.015689 0.18860279 0.3266696
gene8251 0.41024098 0.01 1.6508154 1.0588828 2.5937228 0.30873057 9.806252 -0.9569016 17.7416 24.666864 17.263788 30.792175 4.554752 7.8890615
gene5748 0.80946046 0.5432124 1.2126749 0.10141455 0.2484139 0.14495228 249.0651 102.547295 414.57318 1.4477103 1.1686922 1.7640301 0.17432886 0.30194643
gene9588 1.0243974 0.716902 1.9359336 0.14838155 0.36345908 0.87057793 202.768 112.597694 458.1958 1.2944545 1.2122341 1.3770521 0.04774734 0.08270081
gene6094 1.13086 0.7872164 1.305876 0.09051435 0.22171398 0.18158461 73.86992 57.4443 85.5478 0.48464906 0.26579297 0.7222446 0.15917382 0.27569714
gene1477 1.1128575 0.84660035 1.6521134 0.12903427 0.3160681 0.3901857 13219.604 6250.282 21709.062 0.2512296 0.21943922 0.32478905 0.03267806 0.05660005
gene9260 1.1953982 0.96611124 1.4047977 0.07470579 0.18299107 0.03489085 205.57321 159.7305 265.382 0.7151931 0.6859696 0.74030644 0.01595411 0.02763333
gene3929 1.0350237 0.9188808 1.1430324 0.03440293 0.08426964 0.3470993 119.163994 80.4759 178.0727 0.7844661 0.6790222 0.8720607 0.05888422 0.10199046
gene0211 1.3113749 0.8480438 2.6205697 0.23380983 0.5727148 0.17287874 4422.872 3450.4487 6547.0757 0.46253318 0.22349234 0.7521199 0.19061334 0.330152
gene8186 0.961425 0.6826849 1.3236766 0.09131274 0.22366962 0.6921194 24.667965 15.033098 35.8382 1.757962 1.500695 2.0230598 0.15324095 0.2654211
gene5552 0.89879644 0.6867393 1.1897699 0.08530846 0.20896219 0.30626893 80.74873 44.0596 124.1091 0.930868 0.8066254 1.004169 0.06697267 0.11600006
gene1124 1.203926 0.79253256 1.9856261 0.18195848 0.44570544 0.26048744 69.35578 30.381699 113.191696 0.09642179 0.01 0.3260138 0.3792419 0.65686625
gene1777 1.2640246 0.7584755 2.7398987 0.26455605 0.64802736 0.2881601 118.517494 49.4153 176.3724 0.6309461 0.47899565 0.78175133 0.09273765 0.1606263
gene9186 0.3178686 1.5632802 0.07030446 0.1217709
gene0167 1.291314 0.98800915 1.9367651 0.13293834 0.3256311 0.05303458 1965.4967 943.19275 3348.257 0.5624968 0.40612113 0.7236458 0.09820882 0.17010267
gene4746 1.3176004 1.1058118 2.3628943 0.15986496 0.3915876 0.06786785 367.52997 193.8782 533.30054 0.99464846 0.98416406 1.0116299 0.00850813 0.01473652
gene8115 1.1627856 0.81399935 1.5065401 0.10561294 0.25869784 0.15364243 178.32326 111.346695 257.16312 0.7648795 0.6302971 0.94264704 0.0899825 0.15585427
gene3457 0.8608553 0.5147626 1.594148 0.16934058 0.41479802 0.4583205 16.947283 10.307301 32.6271 2.647782 1.6496257 5.450416 1.0777916 1.8667897
gene4626 1.064722 0.71717185 1.478432 0.11125746 0.272524 0.5686336 71.20161 33.723 123.75081 1.2666041 1.1566348 1.3470029 0.05881121 0.101864
gene4202 1.1422126 0.8904319 1.5378315 0.08699543 0.21309443 0.13857271 91.95113 46.1257 129.6239 0.7499548 0.6956393 0.8110398 0.03329836 0.05767444
gene3448 0.93742573 0.5657615 1.4071087 0.11649555 0.28535467 0.6176957 63.362984 25.9812 115.026306 4.4000525 3.5698771 5.403542 0.5322904 0.921954
gene7750 0.90230167 0.70609957 1.0583566 0.056782 0.13908695 0.16124327 13.38075 8.870399 17.5229 2.0605364 1.6431478 2.5738313 0.2703745 0.46830237
gene4601 0.77990913 0.5647016 0.99958163 0.06485242 0.15885533 0.02941592 53.80403 30.7843 72.6711 3.8176513 2.5756278 6.8147554 1.2078726 2.0920968
gene2236 0.83451664 0.47496423 1.0284741 0.10094399 0.24726127 0.18715551 84.18124 56.9278 131.4747 1.1831923 1.1444538 1.2581161 0.03639247 0.0630336
gene6767 1.1657943 0.9773249 1.6818054 0.09435189 0.23111399 0.11382599 86.51587 53.604202 108.0661 0.48212132 0.34925216 0.63979506 0.08679113 0.15032664
gene1434 0.93913895 0.60872716 1.3160267 0.12405928 0.30388194 0.6465778 39.380615 19.461498 59.1149 0.3960933 0.19421716 0.66918814 0.16260406 0.2816385
gene5022 1.2381656 0.9781747 1.7430764 0.11681172 0.28612912 0.07028043 5396.072 3348.517 8910.535 0.71967643 0.6681143 0.7969006 0.03802142 0.06585503
gene8828 0.57594675 0.12445613 1.1484752 0.21803139 0.53406566 0.14687493 6.714667 1.6761017 12.7145 4.6826296 4.3127403 5.1622267 0.24614586 0.42633712
gene0570 1.3147014 0.8994709 1.9945611 0.17653157 0.43241227 0.09076784 154.25919 71.9895 287.90268 0.22264536 0.13774303 0.30548003 0.05686773 0.09849779
gene5075 0.72116554 0.4381859 1.3026464 0.13105337 0.3210139 0.11838251 93.65801 54.9105 172.94861 1.1257175 0.99636596 1.4265729 0.13475183 0.233397
gene4513 0.8871313 0.7133263 1.2050694 0.07347801 0.17998365 0.20394674 97.23413 59.302795 114.989 2.1353705 1.6421604 2.846433 0.3466754 0.6004594
gene0128 0.98158896 0.75658566 1.1894777 0.07018207 0.17191027 0.80386126 67.036385 36.3409 101.7039 0.51750153 0.4759568 0.5407239 0.02169083 0.03756962
gene2828 0.5239135 0.06515734 1.3888422 0.35726205 0.87510973 0.22848408 41.010582 4.339901 74.677795 10.370984 5.675275 15.251561 3.4016068 5.8917556
gene7564 0.96977144 0.7043961 1.433186 0.09397589 0.230193 0.76109236 68.00685 43.963303 117.75279 3.1661649 2.1961756 3.9754386 0.60012627 1.0394492
gene1673 0.8656185 0.6957291 1.0123876 0.04554376 0.11155899 0.04011201 143.0659 83.0983 215.2497 3.625002 2.5665543 4.484084 0.6460677 1.119022
gene0782 1.1307805 0.8730828 1.4798898 0.09725226 0.23821841 0.2081451 67.14748 38.7643 98.36499 0.5511358 0.4612047 0.6474232 0.05456041 0.0945014
0.9230494 0.7703688 1.2544051 0.06716587 0.16452213 41.36295 28.328201 71.968605 1.4266827 1.3207438
gene3525 0.6253363 0.1704711 1.2679815 0.21487999 0.5263463 0.17691249 10.065866 2.4626007 17.402 3.0466344 1.8469568 4.4677253 0.8400526 1.4550138
gene6752 0.803013 0.5466346 1.2974675 0.11119051 0.27236003 0.16434579 45.947033 28.517502 83.88159 3.7197247 3.207192 4.3181744 0.32116437 0.556273
gene7377 0.95087785 0.7990892 1.049995 0.03791402 0.09287 0.261204 50.35268 27.528599 68.9754 5.343567 3.7005756 6.7178087 1.0176263 1.7625804
gene6925 0.8516143 0.690066 1.2350951 0.07614833 0.18652457 0.1288096 16.805767 9.5408 22.506199 4.363761 2.7064354 8.001537 1.5078883 2.6117392
gene1711 1.4372618 1.0033001 1.8173627 0.15489738 0.37941954 0.01877144 1019.7014 557.0976 1632.5178 0.67558604 0.595503 0.74539614 0.04493136 0.0778234
gene9434 1.2444592 1.0463151 1.431789 0.07224539 0.17696434 0.01280876 99.15622 60.756203 135.0203 0.8898258 0.765097 1.0103629 0.07257694 0.12570694
gene2582 1.1809236 0.78466123 1.5658756 0.12485039 0.30581978 0.170753 43.5139 23.0359 72.7547 0.63847023 0.39435303 1.0186095 0.18529679 0.32094344
gene8254 0.6760602 0.38241237 1.0254468 0.12186861 0.29851592 0.07225145 10.556884 7.0895004 17.0816 2.1522586 1.481749 2.7125018 0.41657817 0.72153455
gene3350 0.75634456 0.4588946 1.3246422 0.12574577 0.308013 0.14120384 32.24568 12.001598 56.3714 3.5018682 1.8805742 4.783035 1.1724666 2.0307717
gene1224 1.1868441 0.95737535 1.7228693 0.10397472 0.254685 0.10490836 205.80563 115.46431 369.8806 0.46180722 0.33340263 0.6892368 0.10177901 0.17628641
gene9183 0.9182672 0.6362259 1.2135904 0.0997687 0.24438241 0.46085453 17.1697 9.701799 26.5774 1.2597157 0.8898169 1.7150462 0.24655892 0.42705256
gene3902 1.0369797 0.74343336 1.6416749 0.11788902 0.28876796 0.75800407 318.925 159.2177 572.5878 0.46613824 0.41517928 0.5676488 0.04649527 0.08053217
gene2807 1.1051282 0.8584351 1.3915933 0.06951484 0.1702759 0.17081964 155.27342 88.2992 201.4079 0.66010106 0.5376431 0.75652444 0.06950353 0.12038364
gene7048 1.0331752 0.8115493 1.184936 0.05567486 0.13637501 0.5695748 1993.4364 1356.4573 2726.5183 0.3906279 0.3415794 0.49125192 0.04543456 0.07869497
gene0141 1.0523317 0.6190808 2.2525172 0.21685909 0.53119415 0.80358565 61.48655 22.330898 144.4998 0.5950087 0.52623713 0.69540346 0.04912778 0.08509181
gene2167 1.1618713 0.87221694 1.5765753 0.10966689 0.26862794 0.16821723 102.2617 48.768 174.488 0.6124439 0.42141664 0.82611495 0.12482105 0.21619639
gene3650 1.0410075 0.6557105 2.349276 0.20759769 0.50850844 0.83988166 24.35895 15.165201 35.731903 1.8165308 1.3914026 2.2221897 0.25622192 0.44378936
gene9063 1.2071722 0.5516272 1.5913339 0.20687035 0.5067268 0.30411142 50.752197 26.287003 82.888596 0.48701128 0.33182657 0.63199955 0.09821983 0.17012173
gene1026 1.0201912 0.6849973 1.2121092 0.08773968 0.21491745 0.8235446 539.525 231.7006 782.1853 0.46899837 0.31846094 0.63213533 0.09813047 0.16996697
gene7701 0.2067092 0.01 0.8321128 0.3030568 0.74233454 0.06313822 3.1335168 -3.146099 9.173 7.733677 5.958831 11.805944 1.7084432 2.9591103
gene0714 0.9950325 0.758024 1.2197639 0.07544598 0.18480416 0.9497548 21.324135 10.5583 28.396801 1.2916813 1.1149999 1.4347311 0.09827888 0.17022401
gene3524 0.83112323 0.11062561 1.7379729 0.4496879 1.1015059 0.6715686 357.21533 51.2459 624.6641 0.17246294 0.0741255 0.3758502 0.09647877 0.16710612
gene6147 0.8199798 0.60601187 1.145722 0.071573 0.17531733 0.0698166 86.518555 54.187897 139.6669 1.3741183 1.2692115 1.5666184 0.09104493 0.15769444
gene0272 1.144538 0.76303357 2.116351 0.17027682 0.41709134 0.39202496 1902.5446 970.42914 4120.2397 0.522662 0.50696546 0.5496497 0.01326096 0.02296866
gene8564 1.0150629 0.7478884 1.4694357 0.10469613 0.2564521 0.88870853 590.0853 420.5564 1002.4368 0.6460903 0.43861872 0.8347231 0.13106768 0.22701587
gene1658 1.1420712 0.9768089 1.334405 0.05489527 0.1344654 0.03921229 42.41895 27.6324 56.861 0.5938044 0.4877701 0.79129714 0.08860105 0.15346152
gene4847 0.5297033 0.68093 0.86714894 0.05377384
gene5702 0.8824877 0.3061881 1.3385687 0.22535115 0.55199534 0.6169382 192.98291 83.3954 287.5755 0.38250256 0.30565313 0.48518205 0.05177815 0.08968238
gene1680 1.1133494 0.6557937 1.7343311 0.16144034 0.39544648 0.47987714 67.015686 22.659798 110.248 1.009116 0.95365345 1.1193149 0.05247129 0.09088294
gene6473 0.97020537 0.80035025 1.423166 0.08386924 0.20543686 0.73793447 25.180748 16.843597 29.095697 3.2895272 2.345283 4.704142 0.68232745 1.1818258
gene5196 1.0692233 0.9071103 1.3886275 0.06477097 0.15865584 0.3171377 112.78934 60.655804 151.5698 0.6215138 0.39552996 1.1653224 0.21846285 0.37838876
gene7252 1.0962343 0.96772254 1.4110763 0.06414662 0.15712649 0.17534597 191.5833 118.360695 249.10391 0.7711296 0.6254844 0.92739016 0.0890656 0.15426615
gene2872 1.196575 0.87260693 1.550677 0.11586247 0.28380394 0.11901933 129.978 87.843994 191.59961 0.82818395 0.8151881 0.848621 0.01024361 0.01774246
gene2395 1.0528116 0.44357526 1.7370943 0.21645355 0.5302008 0.80147624 544.32214 224.6305 768.9418 0.3299604 0.2534248 0.39109725 0.04473687 0.07748652
gene4498 0.7069761 0.54204607 1.0281664 0.07034651 0.17231306 0.01663714 70.533585 47.253006 109.4745 4.4407597 3.6847653 5.3302937 0.47743833 0.82694745
gene1494 1.1312172 0.8755353 1.720043 0.1182463 0.2896431 0.2844301 284.2235 139.5735 421.1232 0.5253586 0.40587565 0.67076284 0.07749497 0.13422522
gene2469 1.0800714 0.8944803 1.1668944 0.04651101 0.11392825 0.13283549 120.56831 79.4444 176.5596 0.79199094 0.60342216 1.118155 0.14759196 0.25563678
gene7520 1.2399646 0.9485699 1.679304 0.10130222 0.24813876 0.04495275 342.99747 225.175 547.2685 0.6506379 0.5998977 0.7143235 0.03309236 0.05731765
gene6300 0.77377456 0.49667963 1.2573638 0.12681836 0.31064028 0.16505128 9.136118 5.529701 15.072802 8.985933 7.7097993 10.018569 0.7114716 1.2323049
gene4386 0.996232 0.85074854 1.489106 0.08697769 0.21305096 0.9668136 135.13002 106.97171 155.7334 1.5479335 1.1100398 2.0602899 0.28561324 0.49469665
gene4362 0.88021874 0.6031819 1.5581703 0.13667455 0.33478293 0.43401253 32.53425 15.906702 68.446 3.324701 2.837147 3.7942822 0.2839814 0.49187022
gene6552 0.8400727 0.41727275 1.0260463 0.12299568 0.30127665 0.27437684 44.811054 29.086 62.675903 3.0944946 2.8141687 3.3232813 0.15325773 0.26545018
gene2580 1.1127565 0.8983378 1.3580834 0.07191709 0.17616017 0.15711865 1608.0808 811.34924 2509.01 1.1837972 0.9631078 1.5078623 0.15663965 0.27130783
gene3289 1.2756826 0.9251764 1.5496684 0.09342239 0.22883719 0.02030134 519.6022 309.7 775.084 1.1100699 0.7844233 1.4581399 0.20811883 0.36047238
gene3872 1.20498 0.972205 1.6336067 0.08883987 0.21761237 0.05129603 4180.3555 3208.093 5213.0894 0.500338 0.43310663 0.63939935 0.06238096 0.10804699
gene0288 0.8918415 0.75246686 1.0067846 0.04547057 0.11137971 0.07392186 35.44355 25.675602 46.5991 1.4006268 1.3043799 1.6135988 0.0995015 0.17234164
gene5390 0.7622276 0.5872083 0.9761021 0.07648854 0.1873579 0.04051 23.204132 11.677698 35.865105 1.2596849 1.1499592 1.3397032 0.05866623 0.10161289
gene2378 0.8768062 0.47409916 1.1582445 0.12469718 0.30544448 0.3850287 44.530552 23.5368 62.3242 2.4916654 1.840079 3.6410356 0.5154547 0.8927937
gene9066 1.1921747 0.6418557 3.089066 0.2701952 0.6618404 0.44398075 587.7981 370.5654 984.80963 0.44653434 0.28492326 0.60894334 0.10692329 0.18519656
1.0656723 0.8284822 1.5569297 0.1017927 0.24934019 205.08945 139.55269 271.9488 0.7676422 0.09313902
gene1799 1.0660774 0.3111423 3.3625991 0.46156368 1.1305956 0.8638161 765.1194 244.4281 1483.9642 0.16849536 0.11579835 0.31063494 0.05591198 0.09684239
gene8397 1.0214214 0.5641026 1.3779672 0.15495387 0.3795579 0.8908576 517.9988 178.45511 709.3227 0.22880575 0.06485611 0.4395088 0.20014125 0.3466548
gene0776 1.0396332 0.5452924 1.6540962 0.17261538 0.4228196 0.8174062 35.177765 17.072302 61.064 0.5867957 0.49138454 0.7659245 0.08069839 0.13977371
gene5406 1.159066 0.9914837 1.420482 0.07642398 0.18719976 0.07397487 51.959064 32.8224 68.25079 0.5315986 0.3253526 0.83590305 0.15367272 0.26616895
gene6702 0.8143046 0.5647741 1.0878168 0.08553936 0.2095278 0.10360716 140.35004 85.3808 219.9752 1.1838719 1.1256309 1.2231807 0.03030608 0.05249167
gene0152 1.2010179 0.68879664 1.7848572 0.15597546 0.38206032 0.20805132 295.16766 120.83391 382.3895 0.4819571 0.42663845 0.60107625 0.05381322 0.09320722
gene0624 0.6712537 0.5391402 0.7891257 0.03414933 0.08364844 5.34E-04 1127.9098 735.8159 1792.1614 1.1635252 0.6596027 1.8206824 0.3728052 0.64571756
gene1783 0.89026093 0.26499063 2.1617317 0.37046605 0.9074528 0.7495684 1618.2734 279.05072 3144.1143 0.23430112 0.21889928 0.24925694 0.00882274 0.01528143
gene2924 1.1492685 0.6172769 2.4957998 0.249341 0.61075824 0.52479625 212.99586 105.775604 453.1153 0.33316314 0.21107362 0.5610905 0.10067543 0.17437497
gene4041 1.1841216 0.8135554 1.7563319 0.16162114 0.39588934 0.25941044 110.85319 49.521904 163.7182 1.8884611 1.5273798 2.1297643 0.2026855 0.35106158
gene0132 1.1504891 0.8820599 1.8039112 0.12115026 0.29675633 0.23401417 142.12791 80.572205 251.78099 0.6354282 0.4571448 0.7700023 0.10730045 0.18584982
gene2111 1.3814284 1.0067986 2.2590468 0.166672 0.4082614 0.04102787 198.15738 96.9045 387.0529 0.6236215 0.43884107 0.77567255 0.11329843 0.19623864
gene9348 1.1129082 0.70234513 1.3736324 0.11462992 0.28078482 0.33978102 50.0177 39.422302 67.2003 0.85082716 0.74853116 0.98296267 0.06759273 0.11707404
gene3302 0.92464375 0.6729162 1.2916377 0.09804498 0.2401602 0.486419 13.307533 10.8974 17.5061 1.598698 1.4472592 1.778132 0.09543144 0.1652921
gene7080 1.1102787 0.51344323 2.035172 0.23083654 0.5654318 0.61647135 106.943565 46.3384 216.5766 1.8657833 1.1984383 2.7116334 0.4640488 0.8037561
gene7830 0.80848765 0.19767761 2.4703498 0.36823776 0.90199465 0.58762497 54.594566 10.0215 147.6711 1.7348359 1.3410659 2.225237 0.2578383 0.44658905
gene9161 1.2610065 0.9526303 2.0397866 0.13304146 0.3258837 0.07577147 154.01842 85.58009 187.4676 0.647959 0.5478432 0.7756799 0.06566162 0.11372927
gene9512 1.2871991 1.0017358 2.198285 0.17534609 0.42950848 0.1153657 115.710365 64.321205 195.9365 0.03422184 0.01 0.16388844 0.0511046 0.08851577
gene2333 1.2883246 1.1747334 1.6589494 0.06901889 0.16906108 0.00510808 61.5153 44.322998 76.3277 0.26768383 0.08981154 0.67384315 0.20849602 0.36112568
gene1179 0.5146424 0.21471515 1.069259 0.12310952 0.3015555 0.0302717 5.006233 2.5872002 7.4753 5.6481853 4.260683 8.782074 1.3111811 2.271032
gene7379 1.2076536 0.9907113 1.5984365 0.08239003 0.20181353 0.03868318 768.82263 537.24243 1002.0148 0.9390802 0.7547533 1.0871451 0.10553777 0.18279676
gene8996 0.97300214 0.5961361 1.6499531 0.1422811 0.3485161 0.85458463 1090.6384 648.5484 1901.788 1.6423119 0.7814633 2.9526412 0.7246764 1.2551763
gene5023 0.05902176 0.01 1.3350983 0.29531682 0.72337556 0.02703127 2.9577992 -5.6674004 17.437199 12.6789055 8.118453 16.708153 2.9645057 5.1346745
gene8995 1.1435666 0.5531515 2.850052 0.35065806 0.8589333 0.64401495 245.08685 141.179 387.2212 0.35700744 0.29366875 0.41927955 0.03751696 0.06498127
gene7718 1.3879995 0.52733845 2.6092105 0.3658279 0.8960917 0.23176162 408.642 173.0473 726.1439 0.24063666 0.11052786 0.68404573 0.16558388 0.2867997
gene1121 0.9694942 0.6300795 1.2401831 0.10361645 0.25380746 0.78003484 96.54034 39.884003 138.94461 0.7737089 0.6988904 0.8168108 0.03944901 0.06832768
gene7202 0.3027714 0.79710555 0.9033564 0.077696
gene8436 1.3409184 0.8998863 1.9015821 0.1500533 0.36755404 0.04436426 321.90628 187.1092 433.0899 0.65259945 0.3993577 1.0726869 0.19810942 0.34313557
gene0669 1.1071786 0.89311016 1.4231603 0.07917049 0.1939273 0.21084455 582.72473 306.2172 867.3452 0.47707656 0.3538908 0.65602624 0.0872085 0.15104955
gene0122 0.9438642 0.651091 1.4575179 0.12871298 0.31528115 0.68162376 1562.6427 649.20935 2876.7188 0.6131954 0.52309585 0.7038802 0.05323563 0.09220681
gene5240 1.0031545 0.84304416 1.2913436 0.07142785 0.17496179 0.9661783 25.628986 14.729799 34.991898 1.2254447 1.0490261 1.5869681 0.16152874 0.27977598
gene1195 0.76707846 0.6680427 0.881284 0.03320969 0.0813468 0.00166227 49.301567 28.3957 59.373302 0.9908657 0.88166815 1.121861 0.0692641 0.11996894
gene5659 0.83457816 0.6137365 1.1285999 0.08734959 0.21396193 0.13951464 34.14003 28.3796 43.798496 1.1599518 0.9479775 1.5117807 0.16283992 0.282047
gene2335 1.1149365 0.7586193 2.0452812 0.15316583 0.37517816 0.4528162 2703.3523 1650.4945 4833.266 0.3255408 0.18608768 0.6931145 0.14388104 0.24920927
gene2127 0.9887504 0.622495 1.3652656 0.12541933 0.3072134 0.930811 329.16354 252.0451 413.52368 0.54910463 0.4715351 0.62559396 0.04544471 0.07871254
gene0370 0.98936534 0.6163149 1.293768 0.10318111 0.25274107 0.9210917 78.05188 49.247803 129.4541 0.5750703 0.50419956 0.6481914 0.04200872 0.07276125
gene6227 0.6074568 0.17917255 1.0435698 0.17294271 0.42362142 0.11013284 13.040383 4.7523994 19.545002 9.181834 7.7236514 10.137726 0.8012628 1.3878279
gene0028 0.85331565 0.6536463 1.0950093 0.0621916 0.1523377 0.0797293 61.508484 35.570198 86.4128 0.7037018 0.48255852 1.4729909 0.2889429 0.5004638
gene0863 0.9150532 0.6353156 1.4731288 0.11345033 0.27789542 0.49696526 55.17675 30.820099 86.6185 2.4636624 2.3120186 2.6150103 0.08779765 0.15206999
gene7026 0.7837822 0.28448865 1.625709 0.2176116 0.53303736 0.37756407 7.6834674 2.6596985 11.0044 20.027916 16.017962 30.007305 4.184281 7.247387
gene7599 1.2839848 0.8687548 1.7302848 0.15735538 0.3854404 0.09153891 45.818783 27.5562 65.6688 0.6580015 0.46433347 0.9084132 0.13146222 0.22769924
gene5537 0.9785696 0.45928177 1.4286658 0.16770518 0.41079214 0.9003467 62.866817 31.144703 87.2574 0.26857808 0.26207176 0.28055468 0.00587577 0.01017713
gene2052 0.9547743 0.6954118 1.4053532 0.09225514 0.22597802 0.64780223 90.58577 52.303406 166.7409 0.47606093 0.41228262 0.52780163 0.03544496 0.06139248
gene5293 1.255194 0.93761283 1.6133944 0.09720311 0.23809803 0.03147699 151.6473 101.0767 198.2245 0.69385535 0.5719909 0.8068206 0.07099223 0.12296215
gene5635 0.7508387 0.5499352 0.995903 0.07243608 0.17743143 0.02971445 44.0471 36.377098 57.9448 1.2632806 1.2054406 1.3715981 0.05219629 0.09040662
gene3841 0.852393 0.31100884 1.2662514 0.19384585 0.47482345 0.48564175 144.11484 50.865395 238.396 1.7830919 1.3173949 2.157241 0.27771804 0.48102173
gene3388 0.9550744 0.5189799 1.1673309 0.12421913 0.3042735 0.7320561 67.266884 35.4709 99.588196 1.0219235 0.95708776 1.0691918 0.03431608 0.0594372
gene4701 0.7339268 0.45575428 1.060357 0.09883749 0.24210142 0.0649369 31.241299 19.536098 50.617397 2.6808865 2.4288433 3.136856 0.21386623 0.3704272
gene8406 1.4504484 1.0416915 2.5155516 0.20335627 0.49811912 0.04137503 79.85997 41.159 118.5759 0.70724356 0.5258834 0.86957574 0.1093514 0.18940218
0.96670324 0.58812386 1.4400346 0.1236059 95.03767 40.467503 144.9933 0.75575674 0.6344862 0.13457341
gene9568 1.1137682 0.7435253 2.2068608 0.1974952 0.4837625 0.55342335 189.47235 116.1863 364.69382 1.1699967 1.1300079 1.2200435 0.02623426 0.04543907
gene6386 1.1863351 0.92071325 1.5014557 0.08885628 0.21765256 0.06974554 59.525333 41.6791 81.5585 0.5687067 0.49373645 0.62424433 0.04102884 0.07106403
gene8092 0.9095923 0.74495715 1.175294 0.06592 0.16147038 0.24473868 117.580444 75.48599 138.2971 1.8831156 1.6828063 2.0611615 0.11249748 0.19485134
gene0374 1.1949232 0.83981043 1.7606063 0.12688437 0.31080198 0.14893389 65.88497 40.657806 101.483505 0.59889853 0.40528664 0.864849 0.13609268 0.23571943
gene5966 1.0422968 0.62831664 1.5049098 0.13850714 0.33927184 0.7620788 55.351513 36.909702 92.2301 0.7523428 0.5282914 0.95592666 0.13913815 0.24099433
gene1869 1.2882656 0.90127486 1.4810467 0.10259605 0.251308 0.02371562 58.634403 29.0117 77.1656 0.6070501 0.5113485 0.85447454 0.10608412 0.18374307
gene3473 0.9637167 0.69682944 1.3954395 0.11123136 0.2724601 0.75729746 8.957967 5.9379997 14.364399 6.1086473 3.8522027 8.85587 1.5627612 2.7067816
gene5674 1.2491173 0.89155877 2.0766716 0.16272096 0.39858335 0.140565 429.60526 333.1543 611.7157 0.7380833 0.630695 0.99666065 0.11278749 0.19535366
gene3753 1.2237569 1.025493 1.4555329 0.07675543 0.18801166 0.02299302 127.87026 77.783295 179.79651 0.71542 0.60109085 0.8515512 0.07248401 0.12554598
gene9449 1.1983984 0.65017134 1.6754661 0.17798734 0.43597817 0.26412407 45.85872 32.1997 64.3813 0.47331533 0.32011408 0.8396282 0.1480392 0.25641143
gene2676 1.1667956 0.8710076 1.5615933 0.09207436 0.22553521 0.10553022 87.281136 60.142303 111.6674 0.64487195 0.55834466 0.83452445 0.08437308 0.14613846
gene2577 0.888534 0.584032 1.1224076 0.09496766 0.23262231 0.3119388 102.758965 66.789 154.2977 4.6793084 2.705425 8.55556 1.7003417 2.9450781
gene7269 1.4809022 1.0537051 2.161623 0.16037898 0.39284667 0.01417249 816.3801 472.23672 1236.1047 0.6285597 0.49994662 0.9462949 0.13305578 0.23045936
gene5773 0.9506314 0.7052515 1.0967493 0.06283804 0.15392114 0.47559193 30.576416 23.647099 39.0751 2.4117825 1.9112562 3.534909 0.47787464 0.8277031
gene2124 0.821332 0.4487087 1.5504265 0.16756114 0.4104393 0.3540276 496.83594 177.04419 1088.9603 0.20249216 0.15261148 0.30085275 0.04261649 0.07381392
gene8288 0.8278419 0.607512 1.1197112 0.07514656 0.18407074 0.08899131 50.4703 29.345398 89.6167 1.2687128 1.2086031 1.3687334 0.04881261 0.08454591
gene4001 0.78158104 0.37977886 1.3767656 0.15915082 0.38983834 0.25649577 10.817949 5.118698 17.8312 9.128529 5.073533 12.457492 2.8659072 4.9638968
gene0448 0.70272994 0.47893196 0.94009846 0.07177862 0.17582099 0.01715697 29.31145 12.7201 44.390896 2.042335 1.5304736 3.2120986 0.4872504 0.8439424
gene3574 1.1184202 0.86833864 1.4761893 0.09726064 0.23823895 0.24986716 271.58707 135.9424 418.5142 0.45858705 0.17218927 0.7490598 0.27178264 0.47074133
gene1280 1.0619879 0.8347916 1.4285792 0.08411216 0.20603187 0.47803092 62.088734 43.111702 74.4155 1.1738999 1.0055153 1.3289905 0.09671304 0.1675119
gene9319 1.2100616 0.9641536 1.6201882 0.11707526 0.28677467 0.10220506 1262.15 771.1773 2223.5874 0.87478244 0.5905616 1.5653597 0.27781716 0.48119342
gene5505 1.1856933 0.78462154 1.9391423 0.1527328 0.37411746 0.23363052 636.9701 254.6025 904.7778 1.0120832 0.8732384 1.1138737 0.07609378 0.13179828
gene3700 0.97462225 0.7266506 1.9362651 0.15306851 0.37493977 0.87205887 12.928016 8.241701 19.5666 9.428925 6.950064 12.360405 1.6090232 2.7869098
gene5665 0.93595105 0.67078125 1.1418328 0.07091189 0.17369796 0.41859525 26.521416 12.233601 33.939697 1.4559896 1.3198214 1.5549172 0.07297436 0.1263953
gene6439 0.5697674 0.31602317 1.0035102 0.13103351 0.32096526 0.04683491 20.131783 7.1294975 40.385902 1.5015529 1.1428547 1.8611294 0.21925077 0.37975347
gene3015 1.1740633 0.6747081 2.3067923 0.20939584 0.512913 0.39014083 233.52455 116.10739 523.61383 1.123303 0.8518754 1.442536 0.17448318 0.30221373
gene6776 0.09360858 0.48328426 0.01008502 0.01746777
gene0017 0.6488451 0.42745984 1.0544635 0.08909774 0.218244 0.02304108 24.22815 9.576401 42.1062 1.0757083 0.9455365 1.1691386 0.0705752 0.12223983
gene5123 0.1596119 0.01 1.3515137 0.3618902 0.88644636 0.06040438 4.56255 -1.2705002 16.285 35.4184 25.870825 53.153736 7.803501 13.51606
gene5323 0.80705774 0.65707237 1.3681978 0.09049857 0.22167532 0.1090974 53.059948 31.818401 102.2498 2.0175104 1.3434788 3.5057905 0.61510485 1.0653929
gene5137 0.82318646 0.64692426 1.075702 0.083253 0.20392737 0.10826822 23.731333 12.056198 35.1817 2.9363027 2.694145 3.214738 0.15018852 0.26013413
gene2948 0.87334365 0.66871905 1.1369756 0.06584037 0.16127531 0.129816 38.623604 19.083101 50.836296 7.2937694 6.4509983 8.64856 0.64491904 1.1170325
gene8880 1.0064967 0.82652545 1.2056441 0.05681396 0.13916521 0.912721 55.688286 32.9103 77.628204 0.8588045 0.6864631 0.99001616 0.09828428 0.17023337
gene7480 1.4353195 1.2387005 1.943079 0.0960029 0.23515813 0.00285109 261.99347 173.92 349.4344 0.8669909 0.75507957 0.9794018 0.06576536 0.11390894
gene3012 1.023308 0.64277744 1.6120085 0.15416636 0.37762892 0.88067716 732.82983 303.2328 1260.1204 0.5330299 0.4983708 0.5603301 0.01862722 0.03226328
gene8086 0.8873675 0.6457555 1.6366589 0.13044935 0.31953436 0.44009694 38.710854 17.994299 72.2051 1.8633462 1.7711296 2.0007143 0.06832436 0.11834126
gene1997 1.0988601 0.674297 1.6365716 0.14405783 0.35286817 0.49416378 790.6199 440.07092 1447.4578 0.7071376 0.5821385 0.8095758 0.07103458 0.1230355
gene8107 0.7089111 0.41749594 1.1152968 0.10383488 0.2543425 0.05999241 19.693201 9.7682 31.1791 1.8174355 1.7319651 1.8926063 0.04707427 0.08153503
gene0825 0.8702587 0.549522 1.1397954 0.09852549 0.2413372 0.26643416 65.540985 45.8936 104.874695 0.70864075 0.51433945 1.011938 0.14312948 0.24790753
gene3850 0.8736586 0.6330048 1.1317581 0.08149491 0.19962095 0.20240189 58.99135 37.9014 91.2919 1.884611 1.4080673 2.5587153 0.3326279 0.5761284
gene1439 1.094488 0.9221138 1.4917166 0.07848088 0.19223812 0.2603856 34.942833 23.7706 60.9903 0.57330155 0.49231943 0.62077296 0.04385764 0.07596366
gene3614 1.1665732 0.62824386 2.2689195 0.22325484 0.54686046 0.43577698 676.98584 372.6337 1421.2522 0.5418405 0.46993166 0.6840474 0.06432011 0.11140569
gene7318 1.3754803 1.0311749 1.9808757 0.13513216 0.33100486 0.02168394 75.73301 37.329098 122.4742 0.5654095 0.5353693 0.62919575 0.03028611 0.05245709
gene4884 1.0679942 0.8827866 1.637358 0.1061687 0.26005915 0.5317449 292.7473 175.521 497.9981 0.76526535 0.66420877 0.97138584 0.09279171 0.16071995
gene1790 0.8429607 0.4129551 1.3080746 0.1472009 0.3605671 0.35414237 44.81765 13.425802 66.014 1.8739195 1.3798643 2.2559335 0.29412994 0.509448
gene7022 1.0459329 0.6150101 1.4272403 0.14320661 0.35078314 0.749845 65.5546 44.889202 113.866196 0.73661417 0.62035763 0.8463382 0.06757549 0.11704418
gene1537 0.9495441 0.8636617 1.2166936 0.04934941 0.12088087 0.3631294 109.76245 66.322105 135.0242 1.8765833 1.8535682 1.9059043 0.01537384 0.02662826
gene4322 1.0978727 0.77456665 1.7676708 0.13810755 0.33829305 0.4818466 82.5022 51.8731 163.25919 0.72779715 0.5470838 1.0315388 0.13880281 0.24041352
gene6129 1.3321139 0.995266 1.7403939 0.09884922 0.24213015 0.01145361 380.92044 178.4164 491.61227 0.8644879 0.7352678 0.9492562 0.07061249 0.12230442
1.19315 0.96523905 1.5605215 0.1030701 0.25246918 108.752594 61.527 155.29889 0.4674915 0.44896787
gene4624 1.023883 0.74736625 1.283747 0.08757657 0.2145179 0.7914668 4561.6133 3344.6223 7404.4517 0.4024751 0.2812485 0.58160216 0.08730196 0.15121143
gene3184 0.99878716 0.5462522 1.570411 0.16822265 0.41205966 0.99430746 64.86223 23.7354 121.46759 1.2413678 0.9545508 1.5017024 0.17082247 0.2958732
gene6893 1.0868003 0.9571984 1.2612209 0.05403997 0.13237035 0.1537552 234.77844 136.59052 276.4078 0.7344662 0.711379 0.7595678 0.01391405 0.02409984
gene8385 0.93319446 0.6647152 1.3435313 0.12582429 0.3082053 0.6211409 1884.3712 1500.0513 2781.4397 0.58849907 0.451484 0.9224762 0.13822506 0.23941283
gene4737 1.0187247 0.47254947 1.9968925 0.23767276 0.582177 0.9351974 1317.8588 751.0651 2462.5503 0.2596036 0.19145066 0.33691427 0.04362094 0.07555369
gene6865 0.8989167 0.7144428 1.0571978 0.05709424 0.13985176 0.15223582 117.91379 69.2555 164.39821 0.669787 0.58967555 0.7187469 0.04287435 0.07426055
gene5812 0.19365336 0.01 1.460816 0.3414589 0.8364001 0.06719966 10.237182 2.00E-04 38.163296 4.332105 3.4131005 5.6479216 0.64279056 1.1133459
gene3664 1.0001996 0.6909038 1.2289835 0.09347513 0.22896639 0.9983581 339.65955 183.0115 504.36157 0.5835897 0.4602927 0.7516912 0.08401953 0.14552608
gene4770 0.7448694 0.5785331 0.9194077 0.06088316 0.14913268 0.01491441 50.316418 35.707504 65.639496 0.9680087 0.70018387 1.2470896 0.1685299 0.29190233
gene7785 0.91909873 0.27590853 1.578139 0.26591057 0.65134525 0.7591018 161.64438 57.7855 271.7019 0.10481689 0.0793803 0.13150093 0.01576482 0.02730547
gene3296 1.0613911 0.8686211 1.3624834 0.07744829 0.18970878 0.44797605 63.54703 44.3618 92.584 0.7477553 0.50286335 1.0272237 0.16234316 0.28118658
gene8153 1.0200776 0.65835106 1.3104494 0.10397965 0.25469708 0.8508414 1622.9204 924.0313 2488.7798 1.0935954 0.7966669 1.3542541 0.18023214 0.31217122
gene8358 1.0197194 0.55031174 1.3671885 0.13899015 0.34045497 0.888774 186.13574 130.8169 279.9851 0.6753304 0.6495101 0.697608 0.0141051 0.02443074
gene3300 1.049178 0.6706242 1.5104513 0.12309907 0.30152994 0.6936896 307.78793 121.678406 542.4772 0.11620651 0.04761402 0.20742387 0.06183194 0.10709607
gene6266 1.0767126 0.8441566 1.2808919 0.06221592 0.15239726 0.25493395 47.01525 31.3035 68.7862 1.2670399 1.1449606 1.4103453 0.07654646 0.13258235
gene5176 0.84377486 0.60275143 1.2798587 0.10719319 0.26256865 0.22940113 76.89822 49.012096 124.6141 7.7427506 6.3645487 8.860266 0.7823749 1.355113
gene6902 0.8147622 0.65122116 0.9919221 0.06137722 0.15034288 0.04067788 27.266048 13.8603 39.780502 1.3774703 1.2125261 1.6515249 0.12919599 0.22377402
gene4106 1.1917925 0.6131022 1.8486047 0.19009966 0.46564716 0.3058385 55.399067 29.2435 85.146194 0.59654605 0.46922702 0.7637581 0.08518089 0.14753762
gene6654 0.7267179 0.29377103 1.2387743 0.17912069 0.43875432 0.21968251 30.2756 13.2756 61.1893 3.7808754 3.0112886 4.933861 0.5523654 0.95672494
gene5987 1.1775674 0.5142281 1.8774978 0.23422159 0.57372344 0.42532372 135.71591 70.489105 171.6604 0.22462341 0.11698032 0.48168185 0.10576604 0.18319216
gene0756 0.66852796 0.27732095 1.2172413 0.15214407 0.37267536 0.11644275 26.864216 6.1117992 53.1011 1.5149466 1.467337 1.6033423 0.04309628 0.07464495
gene2393 0.969068 0.5568382 1.2738415 0.12354972 0.3026338 0.8108563 81.56915 55.146797 137.8938 0.27122825 0.14339967 0.59902436 0.13075808 0.22647963
gene0553 0.88112324 0.46779147 1.2876847 0.1369676 0.33550075 0.4379366 42.1251 26.4155 65.6283 0.8274005 0.67183 0.9931251 0.09487516 0.16432859
gene9510 1.5800256 0.8235676 2.4536078 0.2470475 0.6051403 0.02912637 1375.4651 915.8772 2117.1091 0.85608256 0.6410302 1.0631957 0.13106357 0.22700875
gene6509 0.7527431 0.68304527 1.0118276 0.04531373 0.11099552 0.00513289 38.291084 23.898499 45.908997 1.3202794 1.0717512 1.9171764 0.2534238 0.4389429
gene9594 1.1681352 0.75163454 1.4830217 0.12753287 0.31239048 0.2071721 61.54555 25.3514 76.821594 1.3196574 0.9253182 1.7062738 0.24815509 0.4298172
gene5192 0.70103157 1.210994 1.6000339 0.11264208
gene3376 0.99497175 0.78741795 1.4255717 0.08824803 0.21616265 0.9563765 96.22678 51.8585 143.3535 0.65947735 0.5946666 0.7897554 0.06002753 0.10397072
gene5920 1.1326088 0.9484607 1.7061656 0.10375713 0.25415203 0.22721122 78.86185 42.645798 117.81989 0.7692827 0.55891514 0.9692889 0.12953556 0.22436216
gene9322 1.1625539 0.73710984 1.6543744 0.18796247 0.46041217 0.37815195 3161.7454 1690.1077 4803.7446 0.91548944 0.8683613 0.9643015 0.02771756 0.04800823
gene6412 0.89592004 0.5788921 1.8024752 0.14894757 0.36484554 0.5224904 10.401418 5.3170013 20.038002 11.6953335 10.942235 12.157108 0.39128023 0.6777172
gene3297 0.6104327 0.38525957 0.7764152 0.06587034 0.16134872 0.00556963 100.12397 40.327103 132.01271 1.3637744 1.3061693 1.4676843 0.05037853 0.08725817
gene4402 1.3359077 0.73780465 2.2580957 0.20256664 0.49618492 0.10547012 96.04608 50.625603 164.159 0.5836917 0.41716576 0.7593063 0.10559496 0.18289584
gene1638 0.69264 0.4818505 1.3155694 0.10635871 0.2605246 0.05632597 86.183 40.1451 192.7063 1.1526333 0.99832916 1.504886 0.15591906 0.27005973
gene1573 0.78049576 0.6438796 0.96588963 0.04507697 0.11041557 0.00762537 16.9472 10.3368 27.0914 16.855444 11.754571 20.977524 3.1379833 5.4351463
gene0018 1.2755066 0.9683026 1.986204 0.14257298 0.34923106 0.0774221 724.09143 387.0738 1369.433 0.5835242 0.51577544 0.6482857 0.03901042 0.06756803
gene3642 1.2117466 0.690256 1.85448 0.1763445 0.43195406 0.23187187 68.6501 36.944 117.03551 0.93188083 0.7843227 1.0231326 0.08086615 0.14006428
gene7367 1.0204724 0.76317966 1.4104046 0.0932355 0.22837941 0.8312187 162.62029 120.0164 254.46172 0.82841057 0.58478844 0.9933285 0.1476408 0.25572136
gene6900 0.7929081 0.6009084 0.9973099 0.06202903 0.15193948 0.0303362 35.849834 20.5738 52.875103 3.2335267 2.7956572 3.6580513 0.25468242 0.4411229
gene3024 0.8519835 0.5902855 1.0719311 0.07654999 0.18750843 0.13105586 30.634415 15.058802 48.678696 1.2326028 1.0095971 1.3675053 0.12395865 0.21470267
gene9138 1.0983958 0.56008434 2.1824813 0.23409092 0.57340336 0.65928924 93.07152 47.443596 120.374405 1.4895892 0.981864 2.740028 0.49996537 0.8659654
gene5842 1.1870314 0.9867677 1.6004977 0.08313251 0.20363225 0.05680588 72.956566 43.672497 97.8345 0.802286 0.71841973 0.8537934 0.04451209 0.07709719
gene6756 0.51829994 0.15291804 1.1991625 0.1981421 0.48534706 0.09826266 14.596317 4.2270966 31.8045 2.7249277 1.8667045 4.6068773 0.78080475 1.3523935
gene6597 0.90297 0.528655 1.3775421 0.16157447 0.39577502 0.57687974 44.6021 29.2388 67.0555 0.50803417 0.28557178 0.864817 0.17628811 0.30533996
gene0189 0.91950834 0.48015955 2.0255542 0.2380893 0.5831973 0.73812264 20.46635 5.8515015 40.1661 9.453692 7.6923766 13.799263 1.8394061 3.1859448
gene3010 1.1316326 0.96155155 1.4210649 0.07459995 0.18273182 0.11766207 688.5172 517.8625 1009.56085 0.950261 0.64851093 1.4190573 0.22352214 0.3871517
gene0013 1.1693351 0.9516211 1.9635377 0.13107885 0.32107633 0.21448936 2146.6082 1205.9937 4392.645 0.9387975 0.6056491 1.321002 0.22505619 0.38980874
gene8416 1.2123586 1.0875541 1.4619808 0.0596008 0.14599155 0.01105675 489.4069 364.6832 588.3731 0.5620385 0.44132814 0.7733527 0.095553 0.16550264
gene4193 1.0173256 0.5693452 1.3761113 0.12838146 0.31446907 0.89466393 119.93863 41.3896 181.1638 0.49576607 0.4190367 0.58996814 0.04934326 0.08546503
1.0359116 0.8518203 1.5047821 0.09088393 0.22261925 55.78215 34.241302 101.6151 1.3937155 0.1951018
gene5036 0.8314808 0.48132086 1.4009401 0.13466237 0.32985413 0.29019606 178.74591 61.6241 291.8566 2.465011 2.1540713 2.7443888 0.17631164 0.3053807
gene3847 1.003869 0.76319134 1.4443119 0.10128354 0.24809301 0.97051436 128.22107 62.258102 171.1986 0.96696484 0.9482813 0.98755676 0.01135451 0.01966659
gene1247 1.2101111 0.9995807 1.526072 0.07992403 0.19577311 0.03354454 72.93276 38.7477 107.1286 0.6576396 0.473085 0.9284975 0.13184668 0.22836515
gene7115 0.87977684 0.63551956 1.4253882 0.12077928 0.29584762 0.38180208 38.94542 17.7183 66.693405 1.4138441 1.0029343 1.8243213 0.25819725 0.44721073
gene5422 1.2259505 0.8410622 2.048624 0.18828434 0.46120057 0.22854769 58.7948 28.509 101.614 0.77379924 0.61783963 1.0241927 0.11683521 0.2023645
gene3444 0.9289953 0.67779356 1.0863608 0.06346625 0.15545994 0.3272124 35.949783 21.9742 48.767498 0.7151101 0.59942317 0.8541586 0.07368675 0.12762919
gene6939 0.5338959 0.27561942 1.227109 0.12124287 0.29698315 0.03149728 97.55831 47.4934 235.32869 1.2481188 0.8431642 1.5256484 0.2520341 0.43653587
gene4475 0.9344157 0.735212 1.2379602 0.06940543 0.1700079 0.39943027 30.0924 21.930302 43.0961 2.9229064 2.6158316 3.1092517 0.16294257 0.2822248
gene9132 1.1158485 0.97277963 1.2958548 0.05159829 0.12638949 0.06331564 516.07025 357.99353 615.9805 0.67055064 0.64389044 0.71770203 0.02294636 0.03974425
gene3816 0.9653864 0.65701014 1.204133 0.08357585 0.20471819 0.6978042 486.26627 266.40692 753.00354 0.85614663 0.747435 1.0110672 0.07624967 0.1320683
gene8504 1.1574621 0.9634559 1.40771 0.06581155 0.16120471 0.04917986 145.19293 75.810196 201.6776 0.89224815 0.83013004 1.027359 0.06314568 0.10937153
gene2417 1.2876633 0.8074392 1.714276 0.17202118 0.42136413 0.10982891 321.00476 126.038 484.59036 0.64329416 0.48621446 0.8180465 0.09915473 0.17174104
gene0016 1.1014107 0.8964353 1.6064154 0.08923096 0.21857032 0.28251728 115.48507 65.9031 210.22699 0.7701981 0.7658042 0.77536184 0.00278245 0.00481935
gene3824 1.1496937 0.99496126 1.3185059 0.04466575 0.1094083 0.01556432 18978.725 12651.77 25168.424 0.5238726 0.47422668 0.5525009 0.02614842 0.04529039
gene6591 0.9983538 0.72900945 1.4224842 0.12032462 0.29473394 0.9894011 115.75936 61.7908 189.9067 0.311653 0.2038021 0.4482391 0.07447401 0.12899277
gene7087 0.71842337 0.3552234 1.0498353 0.12458285 0.30516443 0.10339683 32.835133 16.555498 51.864796 2.5314665 2.0814877 3.1213596 0.29968998 0.51907825
gene6599 0.90305144 0.48678067 1.5793424 0.17768668 0.4352417 0.60818493 885.8528 607.5711 1529.4674 0.20460081 0.17712775 0.22617677 0.01518327 0.02629819
gene2199 0.69473124 0.4982914 1.0746943 0.10034548 0.24579522 0.04837101 8.444333 3.8101997 13.371601 2.0915492 1.7771499 2.6632404 0.26072067 0.45158145
gene6996 1.2102157 0.7352307 1.6590948 0.17340755 0.42476004 0.22864884 53.006466 21.4937 73.7209 0.8141588 0.71784973 0.923732 0.05950141 0.10305946
gene0989 0.8837773 0.7180072 1.0376987 0.04998084 0.12242756 0.07958593 70.73776 41.258102 94.43379 0.9624616 0.8068336 1.1188395 0.09230736 0.15988103
gene0375 0.9815678 0.74197984 1.3373669 0.08272486 0.20263371 0.8323073 56.0357 42.1075 76.7532 1.0706964 0.9830417 1.1893812 0.0599701 0.10387126
gene8326 0.73393893 0.4557147 1.0673906 0.11054344 0.27077502 0.08738926 181.81392 69.6493 295.42648 1.2735734 1.1776396 1.4548233 0.08545792 0.14801745
gene4980 1.2581321 0.9716229 1.5700758 0.1057054 0.2589243 0.03975533 280.1869 135.39139 389.9612 1.2285732 0.9246728 1.7154068 0.22677119 0.39277923
gene2102 1.0467935 0.4895346 1.4816883 0.17292222 0.42357123 0.7851395 96.9788 45.932503 154.7255 0.68629354 0.6650412 0.6980062 0.01080655 0.01871749
gene9514 1.3556856 0.9233548 1.8346336 0.16162072 0.3958883 0.04791967 149.37115 64.8719 213.42511 0.08663452 0.01 0.32677853 0.29203042 0.5058115
gene1042 1.1277393 0.6536435 1.6706175 0.15211205 0.37259692 0.4022354 684.9574 391.7176 1250.2987 0.5972872 0.42884716 0.80959904 0.11271091 0.19522102
gene5500 0.2444689 3.197757 4.7755556 0.45575076
gene6412 1.0621046 0.87855005 1.2015873 0.04460922 0.10926984 0.20985922 204.00136 129.8159 309.5993 0.9406187 0.8830474 1.0598766 0.05632305 0.09755438
gene8745 0.46794957 0.25635433 0.7695411 0.08730678 0.21385707 0.00793059 8.112916 2.5475998 14.331997 1.5206133 1.37501 1.6325719 0.07881666 0.13651446
gene6484 0.74911815 0.2620573 1.3684065 0.21134453 0.51768625 0.30882263 27.947435 6.0291004 46.069 2.014126 1.652593 2.3590593 0.21252216 0.36809918
gene3540 0.76496696 0.59104633 0.9824077 0.06070472 0.14869559 0.01908967 72.35487 44.705303 102.4525 1.4363259 1.3371862 1.5460722 0.06028228 0.10441197
gene6051 1.3628609 0.90703994 2.9622064 0.25529513 0.62534285 0.14329034 8848.622 4295.3696 18886.22 0.5203953 0.42259434 0.58825433 0.05490099 0.0950913
gene0102 0.78962684 0.5904021 1.0710987 0.09859563 0.24150899 0.11081919 68.34015 31.1111 107.3787 0.6092926 0.5669216 0.64600843 0.02336386 0.04046739
gene0402 1.5356028 0.7632662 2.906619 0.36607373 0.8966939 0.11012004 20416.074 6838.751 38063.71 0.7801993 0.69472945 0.94760615 0.07685497 0.13311672
gene6133 1.0172682 0.76540416 1.2296821 0.07203537 0.17644991 0.8172359 76.1967 45.883 105.3474 1.1561133 1.0711219 1.2243761 0.0460141 0.07969876
gene3809 0.95189416 0.6885994 1.4406408 0.11020487 0.2699457 0.6822342 23.445385 11.271299 43.2731 1.2788774 1.0950185 1.5724669 0.13879135 0.24039367
gene1805 1.4739242 1.1504707 1.988583 0.11508823 0.28190744 0.0040589 433.06616 303.52902 577.21533 0.8124819 0.6539183 0.98207563 0.09705442 0.16810319
gene9030 1.0629399 0.7526837 1.2904948 0.08716035 0.21349838 0.48603252 257.21265 149.34709 324.34 0.6396448 0.59172887 0.6822937 0.02667363 0.04620008
gene3799 0.7736505 0.3667138 2.265186 0.23675787 0.579936 0.3897304 38.416534 16.634804 112.31361 11.291612 8.003608 20.082554 3.4886167 6.0424614
gene6855 0.49209028 0.022106 1.6019297 0.6906753 1.6918021 0.32644203 19.163614 0.4884987 37.524097 1.3145708 0.7293439 2.1963341 0.45593995 0.7897111
gene7612 1.0846626 0.75202185 1.4422326 0.12909162 0.3162086 0.516867 44.130882 19.129202 67.595604 0.58248377 0.41902754 0.82603914 0.11765073 0.20377703
gene1920 0.78734034 0.5424893 1.0556741 0.07332606 0.17961143 0.04823824 44.399216 18.3945 76.3492 1.2653625 1.2143285 1.3201225 0.03053566 0.05288932
gene6115 1.4992783 0.87584174 2.2988262 0.2131877 0.52220106 0.03257134 387.25928 182.1479 569.24164 1.0763512 0.88738686 1.3092082 0.12199725 0.21130544
gene4791 0.907922 0.35529503 2.0467296 0.2909277 0.7126245 0.7465944 64.10968 30.339802 103.9832 0.24664702 0.10371033 0.47652438 0.13107955 0.22703645
gene3803 1.0185142 0.8255155 1.2971866 0.07585224 0.18579929 0.8137355 53.938797 28.0219 77.3591 0.7592115 0.58342546 0.9801934 0.11569202 0.20038445
gene8395 0.8438557 0.70878226 1.0200297 0.05063404 0.12402756 0.03605142 1264.0526 700.767 1622.1432 1.1423635 0.8625338 1.3202466 0.16292153 0.28218836
gene6004 0.74637 0.44580886 1.1911292 0.10880949 0.26652774 0.09343503 19.697685 14.189503 26.851898 6.3073525 5.458351 8.196348 0.83846104 1.4522572
gene0348 1.2636025 0.8797838 1.5612626 0.10562713 0.2587326 0.03676549 171.73126 74.75751 212.7233 0.88611597 0.6634693 1.0936801 0.1348037 0.23348685
gene3288 0.888245 0.7616173 1.1355501 0.05288946 0.12955219 0.10183786 135.75789 74.3097 219.3085 1.3054382 1.0390317 1.7963662 0.21912067 0.37952814
0.73968256 0.27356744 1.5007681 0.18332636 0.44905606 47.966896 9.9813 89.098495 3.8164473 0.7893835
gene0377 0.96956605 0.5986932 1.8555697 0.1890815 0.4631532 0.87392455 50.12272 21.839201 107.491 2.4518986 2.1791282 2.9307756 0.22384605 0.38771272
gene7242 1.0656227 0.42713976 4.8381844 0.42233488 1.034505 0.85598886 41.877052 10.725502 156.5777 6.0990515 4.7634354 8.547753 1.0905728 1.8889276
gene3965 1.0169433 0.81909627 1.3755697 0.10048077 0.24612664 0.86981577 59.30167 30.135302 98.70061 1.1759744 1.0568459 1.276597 0.06590919 0.11415806
gene4299 0.77253234 0.49394307 1.3682957 0.11890499 0.29125658 0.14343973 34.677536 17.6064 47.014297 0.92815894 0.8374448 1.0620898 0.0656189 0.11365526
gene6118 0.9393446 0.78034884 1.208789 0.06152614 0.15070766 0.38049275 168.43024 90.3273 253.38629 0.69882977 0.42523855 0.9505683 0.18380888 0.31836632
gene8784 1.058839 0.91341037 1.3365877 0.06008498 0.14717755 0.35781977 78.01963 43.090195 124.810295 0.9914223 0.80428433 1.2373185 0.12488134 0.21630082
gene6219 0.97334665 0.7336978 1.1510476 0.08108994 0.19862899 0.75648296 41.406166 32.8002 54.5872 0.60498303 0.51597106 0.74300826 0.0657828 0.11393915
gene2250 1.0569727 0.75366616 1.4744748 0.12223715 0.29941866 0.64585817 28.56365 14.872099 41.806602 2.2097957 1.9442458 2.5843596 0.185238 0.32084164
gene1723 0.5894592 0.04457005 1.8044245 0.52797943 1.2932802 0.37396085 15.085466 0.7820015 29.882 8.98308 8.383454 9.757646 0.3989409 0.69098586
gene6555 0.77619094 0.56033695 1.016924 0.07509111 0.18393491 0.04515197 22.7267 12.746899 31.607498 1.5017704 1.4434648 1.5394845 0.0300577 0.05206145
gene0158 1.3776395 0.84901184 2.2888331 0.18677114 0.45749402 0.05965523 68.73168 28.470398 124.997 0.67200214 0.4999056 0.8483826 0.10668742 0.18478803
gene2775 0.90257865 0.6901102 1.1974806 0.06782233 0.16613011 0.22740218 94.16022 65.603 160.4259 1.4613962 1.0906811 1.8203754 0.22650239 0.39231363
gene5525 0.7309306 0.44145724 1.184587 0.09944589 0.24359171 0.0642883 28.827766 10.652 51.762096 3.5745728 3.4960303 3.6461775 0.04360569 0.07552727
gene7873 1.0430892 0.9292883 1.1521952 0.03540481 0.08672372 0.26828727 61.138084 43.998 80.0412 0.27543652 0.17765836 0.40736884 0.06929027 0.12001426
gene8572 1.4194332 0.9539106 1.9524813 0.19966646 0.48908097 0.05055528 522.5451 427.94052 708.9031 0.4829206 0.35935473 0.5784955 0.07315996 0.12671678
gene0218 0.9586543 0.7814705 1.252047 0.06185876 0.15152241 0.539365 64.15583 41.399902 94.1816 0.85238373 0.75362223 0.93198127 0.05439049 0.09420709
gene2862 0.8223817 0.41692477 1.2915368 0.13771878 0.33734074 0.27873555 18.293299 5.5865993 31.34 2.9709682 2.8995426 3.040583 0.0407778 0.07062922
gene4122 0.89695466 0.72016764 1.1763762 0.06396917 0.15669182 0.18504404 550.35144 383.2107 664.6845 1.0208474 0.8439762 1.4695077 0.19073506 0.3303628
gene5926 0.5137576 0.14461176 1.0616541 0.17462917 0.42775238 0.07446183 40.945232 11.115402 68.8023 1.7847171 1.6141709 2.1232316 0.15650797 0.27107975
gene4679 1.0570185 0.70490915 1.8456188 0.15704289 0.38467497 0.7159677 136.4702 92.0792 235.661 0.75204355 0.55180335 0.9104708 0.11966672 0.20726883
gene1521 0.9537104 0.7797664 1.1173345 0.06293166 0.15415046 0.50212127 59.01635 29.640202 86.2363 0.7494727 0.66419554 0.85598797 0.0552952 0.09577408
gene7470 1.1780581 0.8519873 1.9369773 0.16426864 0.40237436 0.28093553 133.19157 106.182396 148.3576 0.5495319 0.5343407 0.5621571 0.00818336 0.01417399
gene7206 1.0725235 0.86128867 1.3616834 0.07204924 0.17648387 0.34211704 25.970316 20.183 37.939903 1.0262437 0.9121206 1.2271584 0.09386528 0.16257943
gene1931 0.8566042 0.63341105 0.99381816 0.05719512 0.14009887 0.06691973 187.20557 137.882 256.78702 0.90989166 0.6548146 1.1433368 0.1567105 0.27143055
gene8429 1.1593518 0.8102052 1.556547 0.13240522 0.32432523 0.24420233 1008.4204 623.4185 1686.6333 0.8478657 0.72631454 0.9391236 0.06702881 0.11609731
gene7913 1.024467 0.6875543 1.3303097 0.09348865 0.2289995 0.7992964 213.08444 139.9194 277.53528 0.501075 0.43775374 0.6333224 0.0595282 0.10310587
gene6241 0.0289062 1.7077985 0.10357293 0.17939357
gene7898 1.3375989 0.9037152 2.5619967 0.19801813 0.4850434 0.09847162 91.982635 44.8385 123.0208 0.57273066 0.3423972 0.7615873 0.1552723 0.26893952
gene0074 1.3203561 0.54624534 2.1872325 0.295195 0.7230772 0.24121803 105.31842 52.228897 185.0416 0.39545092 0.22394189 0.7894798 0.16210039 0.2807661
gene9453 1.2328907 0.90751165 1.5751363 0.10706408 0.2622524 0.05881192 61.67665 45.5628 79.1472 0.64381593 0.48404655 0.80460465 0.09820229 0.17009135
gene9010 1.1263137 0.89522517 1.8334829 0.12271573 0.30059093 0.3171947 242.53406 133.0281 443.7043 0.75712186 0.60567963 0.8511656 0.08531486 0.14776966
gene6122 1.0515428 0.69496804 1.4826478 0.12010343 0.29419214 0.67259455 179.3148 121.879196 298.96 0.65366685 0.56328315 0.82095814 0.07639693 0.13232335
gene6279 0.8187119 0.60352623 1.1222868 0.08189023 0.20058927 0.09820291 29.670565 24.0265 35.7575 0.8623742 0.76270986 1.0276017 0.07805906 0.13520224
gene1564 0.9053846 0.56831783 1.5878589 0.16017255 0.39234105 0.58276916 42.003815 17.6552 73.1743 2.3341825 1.7173305 3.5517738 0.5255542 0.91028655
gene8803 1.3508072 0.9307133 1.9604309 0.173591 0.4252094 0.06190312 52.993484 26.3838 76.1886 1.0928874 0.9180337 1.2348819 0.09838289 0.17040417
gene7776 1.1251055 0.82131827 1.6677265 0.12657836 0.3100524 0.33466452 74.814415 43.111603 108.62141 0.7251228 0.58146167 0.9154909 0.09636173 0.16690342
gene2278 1.0766821 0.8077424 1.3143243 0.07420503 0.18176447 0.32962167 284.79706 183.8524 406.5748 0.9100023 0.8103941 0.99267596 0.05505249 0.09535371
gene2172 0.9884995 0.7085361 1.5824208 0.14748687 0.36126757 0.9393248 1144.6991 521.4467 1748.3784 0.60526955 0.45816773 0.74831235 0.08945002 0.15493198
gene0107 1.0005884 0.82672393 1.7241825 0.11759604 0.2880503 0.9961229 82.88175 42.853603 115.0509 1.3908126 1.0843096 1.6068773 0.17591357 0.30469123
gene4344 1.1203418 0.7921246 1.685924 0.14871475 0.36427528 0.42011347 89.822395 38.0045 155.017 1.4089377 1.2676073 1.619637 0.10286614 0.17816937
gene5150 0.6522146 0.3397754 1.4643574 0.13521908 0.33121777 0.08054978 14.433701 4.285101 30.0504 5.1392784 4.2147627 6.541216 0.6696256 1.1598256
gene3560 1.0286101 0.7962436 1.5559608 0.11424547 0.27984312 0.8062686 120.23571 63.6056 181.1939 0.87881964 0.72985375 1.1781174 0.13249283 0.2294843
gene8064 0.95845 0.6373731 1.2314882 0.09989488 0.24469149 0.69624937 2208.238 1552.6802 3649.4287 0.67446864 0.6052833 0.82943726 0.07033657 0.12182652
gene7587 1.270389 0.73549336 2.2451627 0.21393847 0.5240401 0.19924651 64.921875 39.269695 113.1444 0.5068593 0.41343302 0.6052533 0.05668809 0.09818665
gene8152 0.9408717 0.70033485 1.3407646 0.08523093 0.2087723 0.5261356 65.213394 39.6496 108.4225 5.747986 5.2566547 6.148983 0.2681179 0.46439382
gene6563 0.8782767 0.6246229 1.2336746 0.09072652 0.22223368 0.25794503 79.03183 51.206997 141.7746 3.6456237 3.385529 3.8973353 0.14893441 0.25796196
gene8801 1.12684 0.7308153 1.4914302 0.12176326 0.29825786 0.31202072 36.03018 16.555698 49.440197 0.78517944 0.6842254 0.8559002 0.05480342 0.09492231
gene3227 0.86673 0.5086832 1.1108916 0.10215467 0.25022683 0.27060023 41.496468 17.025799 54.408802 11.981221 10.311931 13.482927 0.95135695 1.6477985
gene2838 1.0910207 0.66773283 1.8455907 0.17876807 0.43789056 0.6046249 130.87268 51.4761 253.269 0.53616196 0.5163694 0.54932135 0.01022603 0.017712
0.5688595 0.36073172 1.0029327 0.11144722 0.27298883 196.90161 137.8207 310.6173 1.4864938 1.3817993
gene0786 1.0847232 0.79418725 1.2260749 0.07147554 0.1750786 0.26925525 143.51941 67.7968 180.3016 0.60014224 0.46268177 0.7654668 0.08877301 0.15375936
gene6137 1.1128883 0.81235504 1.685255 0.14909407 0.36520442 0.44992456 1098.0598 754.1774 1883.3076 0.14351027 0.12420245 0.16692883 0.01232505 0.02134762
gene3668 1.1198238 0.8695394 1.775276 0.11948278 0.29267186 0.3300943 65.890335 37.4453 119.995094 0.7474881 0.60497266 0.8654612 0.08171328 0.14153156
gene0522 1.095448 0.72540593 1.5147384 0.13280131 0.32529545 0.47708642 108.21614 56.348297 149.61472 0.37206435 0.22239903 0.58926886 0.11177725 0.19360387
gene8054 0.72656053 0.5364381 1.1235901 0.07498557 0.18367639 0.02556078 28.9189 18.382399 55.3795 1.3820072 1.046247 1.7853308 0.21764438 0.37697113
gene9061 1.2614967 0.7813164 2.3448129 0.19435593 0.47607288 0.1796501 82.329544 54.963 106.4695 0.7173879 0.5431569 0.8527926 0.10228174 0.17715716
gene4276 1.1763222 0.9974779 1.5229471 0.08385077 0.20539162 0.07017601 108.10321 76.7687 126.5585 0.923798 0.68218255 1.092434 0.14277096 0.24728656
gene3494 1.1339269 0.611446 1.484813 0.15363891 0.37633696 0.3846334 6186.622 3637.9446 10219.558 1.047371 0.84771365 1.362507 0.14814773 0.2565994
gene7270 1.0910872 0.8380799 1.3838 0.07887439 0.193202 0.27851 694.9339 381.66382 1026.3005 0.57169807 0.4197862 0.6900511 0.09062952 0.15697493
gene6376 1.2550815 0.94340414 1.5404288 0.11129751 0.2726221 0.0487238 264.5444 214.6008 325.25513 0.5050602 0.40478757 0.6663335 0.07523215 0.1303059
gene4444 1.0842215 0.8208492 1.2630092 0.07869184 0.19275486 0.31250608 74.76406 43.3485 113.97789 0.99747145 0.9177745 1.1329802 0.06472656 0.11210969
gene6928 0.7340643 0.2994413 1.2062274 0.17675279 0.43295416 0.22437464 30.5591 15.8526 49.547096 1.4097904 0.97617316 1.9903568 0.29986814 0.5193868
gene6845 0.9651776 0.73289806 1.2062914 0.07180718 0.17589097 0.6512791 15354.164 12996.382 17534.826 0.7483338 0.6364967 0.88446856 0.07158546 0.12398966
gene3224 1.197436 1.038289 1.4240953 0.06461604 0.15827633 0.02024955 200.68382 124.946396 305.0621 0.7109001 0.6290408 0.7810087 0.04567147 0.0791053
gene2119 1.0425608 0.84776604 1.1777624 0.0523862 0.12831947 0.4429984 63.39747 37.4619 83.854706 0.9179249 0.84768194 0.9988655 0.04361902 0.07555036
gene7142 1.0142663 0.804071 1.2216321 0.0655064 0.16045725 0.83406055 97.30065 49.65 149.3158 1.9090345 1.5003406 2.2103837 0.23432803 0.40586805
gene6620 0.99784774 0.7433889 1.5892168 0.12944588 0.31707636 0.9870819 173.36943 120.155304 346.0559 1.6690421 1.3649395 2.0307088 0.19336201 0.33491284
gene4363 1.0333353 0.74278367 1.4864118 0.12473466 0.30553627 0.7925417 171.0816 119.172104 313.3314 1.4151227 0.8854801 1.9502947 0.3543005 0.6136665
gene0913 0.8498395 0.40461352 1.432466 0.16590065 0.40637195 0.4199826 49.384415 14.806999 93.315704 1.6808214 1.4232723 2.0245023 0.17312707 0.2998649
gene2073 0.8695723 0.63997114 1.213259 0.0826767 0.20251574 0.19653076 123.93442 75.9511 162.7777 1.6023936 1.3633927 1.8109419 0.13573132 0.23509355
gene0001 1.2751101 0.93677014 1.6938056 0.13146387 0.32201943 0.06206748 934.74414 478.73108 1340.4382 0.5505025 0.46243837 0.7037745 0.07040401 0.12194332
gene1324 1.0802438 0.612712 1.3775873 0.14406207 0.35287857 0.57850945 516.5727 280.68768 782.1626 0.19340599 0.1011503 0.42843667 0.0941681 0.16310392
gene4873 0.9846127 0.78726715 1.2231213 0.07049684 0.1726813 0.8358757 558.99194 348.0891 851.981 0.26714107 0.17086619 0.35473666 0.06280132 0.10877508
gene5634 0.6172595 0.33136493 1.3434095 0.15235741 0.37319794 0.08780963 439.26038 245.6626 680.61816 1.4946964 1.2430503 1.8489424 0.174363 0.30200556
gene5599 0.7984915 0.7427816 0.9430259 0.02789923 0.06833889 0.00133044 95.89867 66.1468 121.991104 1.1386021 0.9863333 1.2326251 0.0821999 0.1423744
gene3772 1.4076042 1.0491823 1.6772712 0.10125955 0.24803424 0.00493063 1373.4377 739.3896 1925.0027 0.5813561 0.55717343 0.6264157 0.02179132 0.03774367
gene6722 0.08957335 1.3626244 0.25722367
gene6200 0.6706206 0.17886679 1.1839461 0.22136751 0.54223746 0.22613794 58.4971 18.5267 112.19209 2.8369174 2.567099 3.2840781 0.21308556 0.369075
gene4950 0.7545335 0.3224831 1.7002717 0.19170795 0.46958667 0.28184202 21.237434 10.752602 35.2491 10.9566765 10.410083 11.967829 0.48635092 0.8423845
gene5452 1.0424349 0.7622791 1.3203325 0.08775113 0.2149455 0.63903004 71.951546 42.2302 105.34701 0.26760164 0.17810652 0.44539145 0.07622943 0.13203324
gene1847 1.2107455 1.0538176 1.3467199 0.04509877 0.11046897 0.00363102 116.65005 78.5727 157.945 0.68982244 0.4304526 1.0267429 0.18376826 0.31829596
gene5679 1.1522267 1.0536069 1.2391344 0.0339324 0.08311706 0.00480787 61.0829 43.763203 79.9321 0.84544134 0.79497045 0.9261528 0.03938751 0.06822117
gene6226 0.57572776 0.35981554 1.0465056 0.11778303 0.28850833 0.03552103 35.88372 24.390903 63.6111 1.3259494 0.97351694 1.729337 0.22653839 0.392376
gene8753 1.08351 0.85089326 1.3253409 0.07279069 0.17830005 0.28321442 115.28364 72.9627 162.9554 0.64919287 0.6169818 0.7060103 0.0274758 0.04758949
gene1518 1.210758 0.9681503 1.5930344 0.09921544 0.24302721 0.06498615 65.793236 44.2324 84.9652 0.73924506 0.5493 1.0091845 0.13297734 0.2303235
gene6608 1.4192432 0.87604654 2.3493292 0.23743707 0.5815997 0.08144946 188.98633 126.4334 246.3223 0.7763911 0.740594 0.80757433 0.01965104 0.03403659
gene4004 1.2018905 0.7814937 1.6290407 0.12960377 0.31746313 0.14335158 78.27669 41.0234 117.48121 0.7697638 0.66965896 0.8648819 0.05776257 0.1000477
gene3482 1.0012722 0.61470604 1.2688298 0.10807938 0.26473933 0.9909046 100.89587 67.3447 147.1738 0.9025246 0.74230605 1.0009245 0.08887979 0.1539443
gene5100 0.78060484 0.57448155 1.4199197 0.10198276 0.24980573 0.10964537 49.8701 22.698599 91.289505 2.4756823 1.8418691 2.884573 0.37223208 0.64472485
gene7850 1.1350774 0.82397777 1.6356964 0.12572204 0.30795485 0.29674613 127.55817 82.692795 185.8924 0.9419621 0.82757044 1.011466 0.06127241 0.10612692
gene7290 1.1239945 0.9546475 1.441936 0.07452186 0.18254052 0.13614886 63.53578 45.177505 105.65329 0.6746564 0.59308743 0.7201005 0.04360537 0.07552672
gene7987 1.2232978 0.7115748 1.7496022 0.20605963 0.50474095 0.26825523 360.59702 144.95369 554.1948 0.3967112 0.22492392 0.8514617 0.17786744 0.30807543
gene8161 1.0877877 0.81229866 1.6737225 0.11643406 0.28520405 0.4603397 70.01861 42.744698 123.2407 1.2193716 1.0226766 1.5091095 0.14019601 0.24282661
gene5013 0.98711354 0.7670968 1.3046911 0.08108657 0.19862072 0.8795376 114.45159 69.2434 191.34601 1.1370211 1.0130299 1.2413776 0.06873599 0.11905422
gene7350 0.88903165 0.5407046 1.5961083 0.13837461 0.3389472 0.46956405 10.170199 6.282398 14.033199 12.435977 9.910049 15.247776 1.5719337 2.7226691
gene7211 1.2098683 0.86955106 1.948794 0.15421827 0.3777561 0.1865617 47.640934 39.379402 57.4813 0.59595275 0.5286122 0.6469308 0.03663443 0.06345268
gene9501 0.9961729 0.5119036 1.4893913 0.15063667 0.368983 0.9801155 67.9827 34.5271 95.474594 0.58208305 0.50614053 0.66643655 0.04646912 0.08048687
gene6422 0.96272117 0.76179665 1.3244569 0.08452965 0.20705453 0.67991364 892.51044 549.33234 1355.6112 0.87882555 0.63235337 1.0577822 0.14802323 0.25638375
gene6022 1.4539154 0.99402773 2.1309261 0.19704892 0.48266932 0.03644989 10930.215 4723.1406 13829.23 0.8416929 0.67755544 1.1422769 0.13473557 0.23336884
1.1565791 0.94093794 1.5125597 0.08063457 0.19751357 161.85129 104.1826 211.66321 1.0863488 0.8545953 0.14850816
gene6771 1.0018011 0.92508435 1.0925233 0.02387076 0.05847118 0.9426788 3540.1113 2214.8755 5044.1104 0.7920986 0.71344763 0.87387997 0.04656738 0.08065707
gene2995 1.0082564 0.81537205 1.3100126 0.07375865 0.18067105 0.9142064 58.9226 36.1233 90.3771 0.67005044 0.42111972 0.92128974 0.1661062 0.28770435
gene1795 0.7361019 0.43939003 1.1729143 0.10378469 0.25421953 0.07561693 39.33637 23.931202 77.71179 0.9325103 0.8048898 1.0184426 0.0693526 0.12012222
gene2842 1.2045672 1.0196712 1.4749188 0.06994689 0.17133418 0.02343101 134.90997 82.2414 197.12251 0.89465624 0.76153505 0.9803287 0.07264089 0.1258177
gene4748 0.9319595 0.7034912 1.2732198 0.07394231 0.18112093 0.41109708 64.75637 41.3313 103.945694 1.8837185 1.526647 2.2021883 0.20746343 0.35933718
gene4920 1.0303757 0.7873333 1.2101802 0.07006882 0.17163287 0.6762353 79.14993 45.576797 117.776405 1.0366995 0.8290002 1.3242297 0.14256015 0.24692142
gene1380 1.1002762 0.8233538 1.4437184 0.10155425 0.2487561 0.34247085 110.28497 57.9205 188.4808 1.1036391 1.0304016 1.168771 0.04066889 0.07044058
gene4126 0.72046435 0.58946645 0.8834261 0.04338284 0.10626581 0.0027716 30.164783 22.6838 41.192497 2.4093401 1.6161958 3.1492655 0.50588405 0.8762169
gene0279 0.76882476 0.5068122 1.1774398 0.11968128 0.29315808 0.14092672 617.2239 250.3685 1146.2346 0.7538989 0.65997744 0.9597736 0.09217768 0.15965642
gene3750 1.0052491 0.32121122 1.6370316 0.27083752 0.66341376 0.9838088 60.724552 21.0043 117.0072 2.6625576 1.5884374 3.725659 0.7355099 1.2739404
gene2302 0.66779375 0.545447 0.95609486 0.05599031 0.13714768 0.00460899 32.288887 20.0375 54.194 1.4090186 0.95774734 2.177116 0.3506175 0.6072873
gene5151 0.97549886 0.7903206 1.2242446 0.06041214 0.14797892 0.7037087 45.927467 23.7706 66.68181 7.367224 5.5645003 9.550277 1.1728294 2.0314
gene8544 1.2500342 0.8198097 2.0821884 0.19453363 0.47650814 0.19790356 441.16855 349.7319 587.3836 0.5722592 0.45355555 0.7043176 0.07395359 0.12809138
gene9012 1.1220032 0.8452163 1.4119915 0.09010787 0.2207183 0.20751548 1555.0997 1253.7731 2394.9229 0.50696343 0.46056238 0.61109704 0.0476724 0.08257102
gene3848 0.764293 0.4308126 1.5208901 0.16136216 0.39525497 0.23416552 83.95458 50.607796 197.749 2.7858171 2.3668618 3.2885876 0.2663253 0.46128893
gene7257 1.060975 0.8690517 1.2824608 0.07276685 0.17824166 0.42457223 104.63724 63.137398 128.2211 0.5877473 0.43869793 0.69800854 0.08781403 0.15209836
gene4802 1.1341598 0.9398782 1.2558045 0.04568116 0.11189552 0.02586385 62.123783 37.492302 81.9482 0.47398266 0.41302153 0.6033822 0.05803037 0.10051156
gene0479 1.0891057 0.9259244 1.3790674 0.06551027 0.16046675 0.21300623 125.486336 71.1102 183.3759 0.69431156 0.41326657 0.9854383 0.19384 0.33574072
gene5638 0.85304874 0.58013886 1.2083861 0.09765562 0.23920643 0.21620211 57.929565 38.6202 71.026794 1.2999846 1.1615049 1.3817046 0.07347065 0.12725489
gene0011 1.1232804 0.9683025 1.3954128 0.06032751 0.14777161 0.0817374 246.27754 146.1324 389.6594 0.46969828 0.38209343 0.529216 0.04906956 0.08499096
gene3851 1.2305106 0.7780584 2.7419038 0.2579292 0.631795 0.34162897 53.03858 42.578796 78.6986 0.36062008 0.30948508 0.48248675 0.05336215 0.09242596
gene8479 1.2096175 0.80423325 1.7102115 0.15424316 0.37781703 0.1870909 147.8505 92.2479 235.7123 0.77862465 0.6681892 0.87126654 0.06199288 0.10737483
gene2147 0.954144 0.71995634 1.1747589 0.07610942 0.18642925 0.5783495 2848.783 2025.4958 4202.982 0.6589933 0.51670295 0.79381907 0.08485101 0.14696626
gene2801 1.2001408 0.981339 1.6565782 0.10287517 0.2519917 0.08408604 56.781097 34.262703 75.3797 0.51163256 0.47701836 0.5358066 0.01823737 0.03158805
gene1984 1.1384324 0.83765906 1.4318776 0.10942114 0.26802596 0.22978626 72.06121 43.7126 99.5522 0.9085602 0.72468174 1.1756886 0.12963742 0.2245386
gene9269 1.2850547 0.9228688 1.5830681 0.10235739 0.2507234 0.02458378 997.9474 709.836 1332.3739 0.6929437 0.5560414 0.7861884 0.07724086 0.1337851
gene6165 0.2109211 0.05362078 2.5301995 0.24455151
gene9196 0.64748573 0.38174662 1.2652302 0.13567987 0.33234647 0.07892973 27.095781 11.902401 45.6854 1.9159974 1.0932224 2.8351204 0.5875628 1.0176886
gene5337 0.83674103 0.5558481 1.4073881 0.11838667 0.28998694 0.251456 146.88776 87.4442 301.0648 2.280394 2.0033112 2.7423015 0.21743375 0.3766063
gene2011 1.1457853 0.9156731 1.588815 0.12085512 0.29603338 0.24672632 147.04552 77.6817 230.53662 0.68439376 0.58021706 0.87551415 0.08691814 0.15054663
gene2640 0.8609028 0.7124461 1.3519319 0.09056998 0.22185025 0.20758423 15.875867 9.6194 23.395102 1.493775 1.369772 1.7249813 0.1086577 0.18820065
gene0538 0.7112485 0.22367609 0.98756737 0.18034329 0.44174904 0.20379317 32.67645 5.8458004 51.089497 13.5869255 10.021993 24.825655 4.3904395 7.604464
gene6338 0.90398234 0.6679522 1.226998 0.09557825 0.23411794 0.37639183 30.200165 16.133999 47.487602 1.7845929 1.4563876 2.224067 0.2211168 0.38298553
gene8761 1.1522064 0.947309 1.4164382 0.08578871 0.21013857 0.11314257 148.47842 119.71281 168.96379 0.67871004 0.5516039 0.7740748 0.0717996 0.12436055
gene2544 0.98298603 0.7179516 1.1007946 0.06588564 0.1613862 0.80688095 363.8444 224.9372 473.6568 0.755584 0.7379436 0.78246176 0.01347807 0.02334471
gene2798 0.83476585 0.60329056 1.0506217 0.08527226 0.20887354 0.13257563 33.4216 15.049898 47.0618 8.850674 7.61902 9.731989 0.6738511 1.1671443
gene4207 1.1129867 0.8520855 1.4827759 0.10158443 0.24883002 0.288441 362.52808 262.3156 521.7439 0.7227878 0.37013742 1.0176874 0.26369277 0.45672926
gene1754 0.6322898 0.33557206 1.0687027 0.11437537 0.2801613 0.04531234 11.365016 5.7286987 19.329502 2.060985 1.4138366 3.1732159 0.50503737 0.8747504
gene6211 1.3026357 0.7533108 2.0040417 0.19737813 0.48347571 0.13129504 258.30164 184.9752 464.5404 0.4869172 0.36690155 0.58354574 0.07087848 0.12276513
gene0010 1.2304711 0.78659475 2.111215 0.17337804 0.42468774 0.1903721 377.51666 205.3268 771.89984 0.75544226 0.6383941 0.8557767 0.06637973 0.11497307
gene0131 0.9307238 0.5833856 1.7536035 0.1545744 0.3786284 0.6719743 38.5799 14.017202 83.4022 1.018704 0.9539637 1.0594134 0.0336802 0.05833583
gene5672 0.82267046 0.48955128 1.1328802 0.09916094 0.24289371 0.15905985 56.440666 34.5879 77.1319 1.2128136 1.0475111 1.5509294 0.15177152 0.26287597
gene5596 1.1164541 0.9847624 1.2786969 0.0504262 0.12351845 0.05819583 257.0957 150.27051 310.8961 0.88951457 0.7709902 0.9795507 0.06513472 0.11281664
gene1473 0.4170258 0.25581896 0.78274167 0.07293873 0.17866269 0.00341329 13.40975 5.859701 21.8521 8.099284 6.802116 10.416012 1.057108 1.8309648
gene8195 1.0143588 0.88461745 1.2408965 0.0474125 0.11613645 0.77193123 84.2223 46.0248 115.07459 0.74985653 0.49290445 1.0065235 0.16730054 0.28977302
gene5184 0.97756785 0.78683865 1.5297984 0.0979375 0.2398969 0.8273459 81.45955 43.0494 156.8516 1.2176712 1.1015112 1.306927 0.06286129 0.10887894
gene5360 0.78172576 0.5196468 1.2403575 0.14127846 0.34606016 0.21323746 85.76757 59.747997 143.9649 0.7413396 0.6228108 0.8989915 0.07952261 0.1377372
gene3997 1.1885648 0.7291345 1.8705361 0.16277201 0.3987084 0.25163978 5976.4604 3137.8323 11273.018 1.1008469 0.84644264 1.4836338 0.18305351 0.31705797
gene7397 1.1269997 0.9864595 1.4095231 0.06292862 0.154143 0.08412133 260.3583 188.7338 377.4994 1.0038227 0.8672253 1.1698002 0.08728267 0.15117802
0.75477046 0.5940489 1.2779598 0.08610817 140.51038 69.0686 269.0779 1.9871542 1.7164462 0.42357564
gene3200 0.9931585 0.6665538 1.4790978 0.12803692 0.31362513 0.958616 40.89353 19.5906 67.295 1.8284097 1.2428284 2.518972 0.3900962 0.6756664
gene7585 0.98510754 0.6308488 1.5310984 0.12483646 0.30578563 0.9082685 57.7349 33.4972 111.02611 0.5641255 0.46489587 0.68792164 0.06444724 0.11162589
gene6254 1.1967206 0.8615249 1.706999 0.11751616 0.28785464 0.1227863 67.70688 36.133698 91.3024 1.036381 0.9905898 1.0671383 0.02376195 0.0411569
gene6991 1.0175391 0.55897766 1.6663321 0.18616219 0.45600238 0.9245665 22.616135 11.753201 45.1568 2.1982028 1.6150335 2.8902974 0.3793555 0.65706295
gene3548 1.0032581 0.66688347 1.4293365 0.10577536 0.25909567 0.97619814 46.45717 28.5619 58.4451 2.296146 1.89995 2.6013436 0.22262561 0.38559887
gene5777 0.89416295 0.59956616 1.6878386 0.13457832 0.32964823 0.4773957 100.805984 62.196297 212.06589 3.472917 3.2106252 3.790093 0.16734838 0.2898559
gene4811 1.0826465 0.9431787 1.4353749 0.06888987 0.16874504 0.2647823 58.7807 42.294403 86.56799 0.99377036 0.74568856 1.2623688 0.1556459 0.26958662
gene8438 0.6546117 0.12074217 1.5019327 0.34926787 0.8555281 0.34605917 14.75475 1.4463005 29.299198 5.034044 3.416326 6.437385 1.0165989 1.760801
gene9131 1.1758296 1.0014251 1.3908913 0.05867222 0.143717 0.02249209 72.1921 42.976803 86.7815 0.4619528 0.37739438 0.60136336 0.06465834 0.11199153
gene5602 0.78122085 0.5253993 1.5520946 0.12586692 0.30830973 0.17279758 68.03063 30.0378 144.5115 3.4204547 2.8839355 4.250202 0.39498845 0.68414
gene7405 1.0739049 0.9286597 1.4811795 0.0793874 0.19445862 0.3755321 220.21407 122.85371 354.84747 0.44273907 0.38420576 0.4993837 0.03399306 0.0588777
gene5802 0.9579946 0.38882712 1.4630164 0.19843327 0.48606026 0.834847 73.120316 27.118198 126.73869 7.143014 5.396994 9.113785 1.1075017 1.9182492
gene6639 0.6165743 0.36065263 1.1739248 0.0995159 0.24376318 0.02660327 31.859367 13.325401 39.0063 5.2136817 4.728993 6.0394197 0.3916895 0.67842615
gene6992 1.2737389 0.97408605 1.6495265 0.0992292 0.24306092 0.025846 73.7275 45.136803 121.7222 0.6412447 0.5756699 0.7771228 0.0622062 0.10774429
gene4427 0.9207523 0.48568946 1.538714 0.16768624 0.41074574 0.6549947 76.320114 44.668198 128.3759 1.6114717 1.3728709 1.7864039 0.13151544 0.22779143
gene4548 1.3754953 1.0353414 1.6771373 0.09943258 0.24355909 0.00673631 143.65161 82.3188 210.1663 0.85989547 0.7565251 0.96465856 0.06081872 0.10534111
gene6506 0.88989186 0.2817812 1.5339234 0.24250545 0.59401464 0.65766394 261.99695 84.0297 345.9813 0.57455724 0.39280534 1.099338 0.20329829 0.35212296
gene0006 1.2589543 0.9108071 2.0612984 0.14559309 0.3566288 0.09807234 173.08092 106.64369 348.413 0.50221306 0.43660918 0.6517428 0.0663496 0.11492088
gene6778 0.74653476 0.5565191 1.2058108 0.08293122 0.20313919 0.04386967 18.64525 13.157101 22.374 1.9514687 1.4934777 2.6928735 0.34396222 0.59576005
gene4975 0.73090357 0.50332904 1.1878426 0.09408572 0.23046203 0.05488645 40.137703 21.0349 66.521 4.8977094 3.7182386 6.6578116 0.845248 1.4640124
gene4648 0.8791819 0.57327586 1.1207143 0.08771988 0.21486895 0.24730916 243.01103 111.47561 387.9313 2.2099404 1.717836 3.6323512 0.5755258 0.99683994
gene6377 1.1639385 0.921994 1.386563 0.08149598 0.19962357 0.08070712 48.862934 23.9557 76.8419 1.2680594 0.87733275 1.6773531 0.2507185 0.43425718
gene3811 1.3331585 1.0188223 1.9327765 0.12330101 0.30202457 0.02542535 13417.686 7581.9307 20084.404 0.6782248 0.53313816 0.8784948 0.09952612 0.17238429
gene0300 0.8893196 0.69276154 1.0120083 0.05815289 0.14244492 0.1308713 28.282299 15.949301 41.134705 1.5916122 1.0724733 2.0214565 0.3261167 0.5648507
gene0155 1.0882546 0.93006074 1.2814051 0.04951913 0.1212966 0.12128101 85.475 51.177902 117.872406 0.47157165 0.36446115 0.5878259 0.06663 0.11540654
gene7359 0.9280956 0.74859035 1.0864868 0.05467226 0.13391913 0.25890088 1389.6792 1026.2365 1753.3208 1.1432822 0.9390841 1.5401553 0.17625682 0.30528575
gene7126 0.1592193 0.4176111 5.693924 6.927356 0.38808468
gene1017 0.940086 0.8058857 1.1188157 0.04312455 0.10563316 0.23458548 50.305336 27.411201 67.1219 0.86890936 0.61541635 1.2232665 0.17753212 0.30749464
gene0911 0.8893388 0.6744804 1.2632927 0.07961276 0.19501065 0.24230346 71.4479 43.017403 115.145996 0.81478393 0.6260292 0.9682636 0.11054409 0.19146797
gene4929 0.8038282 0.35728225 1.4650098 0.17503291 0.42874134 0.3339312 81.18905 41.2933 129.03111 2.7058556 2.4961228 2.820358 0.10930055 0.1893141
gene0008 1.0549713 0.7397925 1.557992 0.12646046 0.3097636 0.6676342 66.2687 32.8721 118.114204 2.3651676 2.2744446 2.52838 0.07937001 0.13747288
gene7592 1.0849961 0.9152081 1.4645776 0.08488936 0.20793562 0.3409087 33.15213 18.6006 46.8657 1.4083631 1.2729913 1.6703396 0.12148388 0.21041624
gene5000 0.74790025 0.31857693 2.260555 0.25544056 0.62569904 0.37350833 11.35135 5.0878983 20.2071 12.960214 9.168232 15.626044 2.2969768 3.9784803
gene2105 1.1575834 0.9301635 1.6825086 0.10023858 0.24553338 0.14820974 80.23313 46.5122 116.2007 0.6468046 0.50439584 0.85257554 0.10014485 0.17345597
gene0019 1.0879704 0.91355467 1.3832681 0.07495676 0.18360582 0.27257612 321.47787 190.1896 490.35312 0.6450227 0.62116736 0.67188656 0.01465506 0.0253833
gene1335 0.97704685 0.65236557 1.2659271 0.11300384 0.27680174 0.8458731 4721.561 2226.8816 7561.7046 0.6681578 0.43663678 0.8381441 0.14719972 0.25495738
gene4920 1.0971159 0.7180593 1.6751772 0.15468611 0.37890205 0.52884674 99.137115 54.3656 169.3581 0.4418791 0.42434877 0.46952415 0.01366439 0.02366741
gene9535 1.3190974 0.61823267 2.1663659 0.29596576 0.7249651 0.24389753 23223.354 14013.67 38100.61 0.2599256 0.11783952 0.39882743 0.11630502 0.2014462
gene8698 0.8155725 0.4657892 2.1430438 0.182957 0.4481513 0.3756241 25.064348 11.203901 60.681396 1.9881754 1.5658755 2.9021633 0.3909763 0.67719084
gene1247 0.907997 0.63263214 1.1010953 0.07586842 0.18583892 0.29582015 1866.3704 1380.047 2445.952 0.83943987 0.69356936 0.9633771 0.08330072 0.14428107
gene0280 0.97408885 0.85666203 1.3472952 0.06618797 0.16212676 0.71327895 107.335 64.577705 187.49469 1.1307111 1.0130166 1.2399511 0.06690824 0.11588847
gene4251 1.0598239 0.6455174 1.3924347 0.12311263 0.30156314 0.63170964 276.0412 159.67111 386.4628 0.50251514 0.45008302 0.60919625 0.04888114 0.08466461
gene4312 0.9720721 0.72864753 1.4196703 0.11065003 0.27103612 0.80992323 82.196526 37.7241 145.36 0.38464537 0.32275897 0.4453127 0.03641241 0.06306814
gene5501 1.0652851 0.8889254 1.4753839 0.08100604 0.19842346 0.43981704 76.356415 44.774097 132.85269 0.5212581 0.36354938 0.66636896 0.09844598 0.17051344
gene4765 0.9546954 0.8396172 1.0996962 0.04577604 0.11212795 0.3764802 66.8153 42.574898 97.6248 2.1957033 1.8268652 2.8370981 0.29394037 0.50911963
gene4450 0.90867263 0.6560518 1.2466154 0.09501039 0.23272699 0.39473507 21.198917 12.581999 30.6313 11.626735 10.410033 13.418452 0.8768091 1.518678
gene4473 0.9736778 0.58197486 1.3463544 0.12615429 0.30901363 0.84127665 1948.6105 806.279 2958.911 0.57330316 0.53790253 0.5991826 0.01873228 0.03244526
gene4352 1.0797473 0.99325264 1.2659671 0.04230178 0.10361778 0.10688464 476.40842 289.6052 716.4903 0.86874664 0.76278865 1.0186584 0.0740355 0.12823324
gene2224 0.94972557 0.716882 1.1960926 0.07393387 0.18110026 0.53339326 64.9948 40.3145 83.551605 1.0297656 0.9790805 1.0924594 0.03289916 0.05698302
0.94124055 0.77147335 1.2201732 0.065001 33.26733 27.1224 43.0281 6.4132504 0.6721824
gene9426 0.8906333 0.4735097 1.2859666 0.1303574 0.31930912 0.45167944 207.38737 139.4146 311.24902 2.1244292 1.4245409 2.8831427 0.45875156 0.794581
gene5234 1.0099943 0.8578016 1.2736824 0.06125944 0.15005438 0.8755141 45.749916 29.431799 60.2635 1.1902561 0.8904091 1.4913137 0.18454948 0.31964907
gene6975 0.90022576 0.71546936 1.2829113 0.07815782 0.19144678 0.27541792 22.29945 12.443399 36.3371 1.8048867 0.9730357 2.4827168 0.6000689 1.0393498
gene2601 1.0942296 0.7992538 1.905433 0.14185052 0.3474614 0.5084866 66.50141 45.2483 87.9599 0.49465272 0.44943193 0.52056396 0.02376932 0.04116967
gene8263 0.94904786 0.7631694 1.2336838 0.07714689 0.18897052 0.54458326 86.35057 44.156105 136.3807 1.0715877 0.8673064 1.288453 0.12453777 0.21570575
gene5048 0.72534055 0.47833666 1.3179169 0.12238528 0.2997815 0.10448432 75.560585 46.027397 166.3157 2.370252 2.0744424 2.8364236 0.22241576 0.3852354
gene4915 0.9674211 0.6477611 1.2092586 0.09507994 0.23289734 0.74639404 1977.4885 1352.4291 2762.8975 0.49688092 0.38198367 0.5921167 0.06743881 0.11680745
gene7679 1.028112 0.9348124 1.1860596 0.04080166 0.09994325 0.5150153 52.45198 33.0588 81.9355 1.0421524 0.96295387 1.1769012 0.06448862 0.11169756
gene9020 1.0613834 0.942247 1.2234608 0.05174648 0.12675247 0.27469763 219.14987 146.3028 330.5941 1.098565 0.7330746 1.7644739 0.29553697 0.51188505
gene7475 0.7932151 0.53508055 1.0721849 0.08216206 0.20125513 0.07227056 89.341934 60.4028 133.6225 1.680717 1.2051512 2.0347898 0.28652215 0.49627092
gene6036 0.96063274 0.7576311 1.1532121 0.06835163 0.16742662 0.59414315 98.29549 71.6405 153.75671 1.3310914 0.95092994 2.2100866 0.3612763 0.6257489
gene3298 0.9819849 0.6324415 1.2907597 0.10222134 0.25039014 0.8661379 3377.0034 1930.4176 5004.3906 0.25822246 0.14746897 0.4025029 0.08162711 0.14138229
gene5467 1.0421599 0.67344 1.7262323 0.14352539 0.351564 0.7704171 27.69035 13.424599 55.588005 1.4756584 1.329121 1.6501127 0.09257427 0.16034333
gene3627 1.0317357 0.6817212 1.3969908 0.12909807 0.31622443 0.80858994 152.0497 70.3583 234.8052 0.55905354 0.4980666 0.6559771 0.04637888 0.08033058
gene4430 1.0488535 0.8666174 1.3839265 0.06993141 0.17129628 0.50369954 108.24085 83.0324 146.37889 0.97160125 0.83878225 1.0957648 0.07642715 0.1323757
gene0464 0.80030954 0.5242823 1.0921017 0.09256469 0.22673626 0.10677822 78.12056 51.509903 136.7399 2.407325 1.493795 3.4974878 0.6339286 1.0979965
gene7195 1.1621072 0.5152857 1.9816507 0.22786464 0.55815214 0.4559383 94.11784 49.323997 124.22319 0.25054193 0.11554457 0.45351335 0.11530244 0.19970967
gene5298 0.9159832 0.8136694 1.0580786 0.0435699 0.10672404 0.1233609 29.412685 20.7291 36.936203 11.133862 9.637296 14.136888 1.3536623 2.3446116
gene4782 1.2002652 0.96193 1.4299564 0.07782201 0.19062422 0.03654495 60.535965 41.9156 84.243 0.6872639 0.6445071 0.71106136 0.02210266 0.03828293
gene4399 1.0062847 0.7504705 1.5886955 0.10370317 0.25401986 0.9531593 45.16918 26.843302 88.3957 2.8277538 2.2230067 3.3075194 0.34926257 0.6049405
gene5973 0.81968385 0.58719283 1.0923483 0.07188642 0.17608505 0.07038111 60.880913 27.453901 92.488304 1.3312218 1.1530321 1.5287844 0.10900003 0.18879358
gene2672 1.1268635 0.85917467 1.6932977 0.14607972 0.35782078 0.38854906 186.74193 91.0531 333.2115 0.65395325 0.5944006 0.771634 0.05460214 0.09457368
gene1481 0.71143824 0.58861166 1.0157894 0.05465208 0.13386971 0.00657385 84.05296 69.6942 106.974495 0.6418459 0.451665 0.7938206 0.11631813 0.2014689
gene7824 1.2533259 0.74065596 1.6253312 0.15881948 0.3890267 0.12780233 3536.376 2189.073 5843.755 0.54582703 0.30653897 0.73550034 0.16785434 0.29073223
gene7645 1.2568525 0.82738477 1.7723926 0.16910273 0.41421542 0.14163163 60.212833 24.428005 103.08861 0.0760762 0.03386728 0.12305147 0.03524259 0.06104196
gene8453 1.0737423 0.8678192 1.2841746 0.06507593 0.15940282 0.29093507 79.74524 40.981804 102.7764 0.6812457 0.4952668 0.97963893 0.13906409 0.24086607
gene5381 0.22297598 0.8747434 0.20237374
gene1039 0.8767754 0.7186827 1.034652 0.05243499 0.12843896 0.07804211 671.68604 445.9758 917.5682 0.88869023 0.80817074 1.0083126 0.0586328 0.10155498
gene0157 1.1055595 0.73028153 1.6559052 0.14753589 0.36138767 0.4752842 54.2445 24.139898 90.2072 0.5480066 0.33556822 0.7641353 0.14390142 0.24924457
gene1112 1.1722254 0.94064796 1.5593466 0.09974371 0.2443212 0.11773288 57.908165 32.4752 77.6871 0.5668985 0.41636568 0.77944255 0.10522474 0.18225458
gene6825 1.0776739 0.9368826 1.1985422 0.04363034 0.10687208 0.12319692 328.19077 193.9165 483.79367 0.8653242 0.67688847 0.9859346 0.10754576 0.18627472
gene6675 0.83429897 0.46084395 1.0714978 0.10962631 0.26852852 0.21665995 57.7985 31.866402 85.0256 2.3345747 1.9532007 2.7136755 0.22554593 0.390657
gene8280 1.2571039 0.9532638 1.4708046 0.09374081 0.22961716 0.02704276 9099.513 4665.8745 13889.047 1.0346098 0.9069181 1.1666065 0.07574791 0.13119923
gene5241 1.0381805 0.829816 1.2717909 0.06901418 0.16904955 0.5949925 62.393364 35.2425 96.1489 1.4342444 1.1378729 2.091568 0.2804465 0.48574758
gene6162 1.0847611 1.005566 1.1622262 0.02890077 0.07079213 0.02819807 1639.9114 1104.5155 2110.8442 0.95066303 0.85122633 1.014983 0.05293702 0.0916896
gene6502 1.019513 0.87936 1.3188654 0.06736352 0.16500625 0.78029984 180.48347 117.764206 247.33301 0.64573926 0.41011164 0.84054464 0.15313677 0.26524067
gene0947 1.1588331 1.030693 1.3418771 0.04699229 0.11510715 0.01483851 202.1708 137.3498 279.47247 0.62379915 0.5278056 0.7571774 0.0660596 0.11441857
gene7322 1.4675643 0.9420776 2.2313142 0.21157037 0.51823944 0.04074341 911.76807 410.34912 1567.3383 0.47130752 0.29039463 0.6849288 0.1256296 0.21759686
gene8100 0.7888416 0.50026685 1.3934853 0.13133433 0.32170212 0.19863032 27.720749 15.525898 50.5813 7.536923 6.3177376 9.328675 0.8676736 1.5028547
gene7437 0.9046735 0.7477241 1.1885457 0.07011777 0.17175277 0.24900922 49.258247 41.069298 56.949898 0.74710816 0.5842868 0.93785375 0.1037433 0.17968866
gene1237 0.8629218 0.6678189 1.121034 0.07058477 0.17289668 0.12836349 23.5854 14.672699 34.103397 1.6228572 1.0715611 2.4755511 0.41016343 0.7104239
gene3400 0.79483074 0.35173744 1.1141561 0.15219773 0.3728068 0.26283017 30.034817 7.7943993 44.7108 1.9457046 0.9209907 3.495917 0.8637494 1.4960577
gene6320 1.2146413 0.95629084 1.8722893 0.13199966 0.3233318 0.12835054 104.47317 70.57201 160.4514 0.7793176 0.72903144 0.8068898 0.0260205 0.04506883
gene0049 1.1577556 0.5825754 1.7168335 0.20987585 0.51408875 0.43625292 432.60202 254.74191 608.3939 0.7834269 0.64380753 0.979922 0.09668961 0.16747132
gene5121 0.6825397 0.40971214 1.0303755 0.11093654 0.27173793 0.05872564 2547.8594 953.4226 3901.5413 1.2315993 1.1309605 1.3644611 0.06771875 0.11729232
gene9076 1.0879756 0.85029966 1.2846406 0.07170413 0.17563854 0.25424257 49.632847 34.2882 69.9801 0.78799325 0.587019 0.99407864 0.12453993 0.2157095
gene6277 0.9053981 0.73928696 1.2073795 0.06349889 0.15553989 0.21282254 22.9883 12.065498 35.6844 4.820981 3.6817594 5.821404 0.6765328 1.1717892
gene7753 0.76127905 0.47518045 1.0817875 0.08923537 0.21858114 0.06365483 16.845684 10.6570015 24.728401 1.6374849 1.2091191 2.2458134 0.30003664 0.5196787
gene3930 0.7251461 0.30587694 1.8748592 0.1906661 0.46703467 0.23900604 123.54918 53.5246 294.7862 2.3087494 2.1238286 2.4577923 0.10042998 0.17394982
1.1091241 0.87754476 1.3523605 0.08327968 0.20399274 502.2382 394.5477 750.4825 0.71468794 0.52069455 0.11684053
gene9322 0.8559703 0.58282024 1.4551495 0.1369077 0.335354 0.35967255 283.99976 237.2277 327.0665 0.68108034 0.566027 0.86136395 0.08525305 0.14766261
gene5916 1.0911875 0.6546644 1.4572943 0.15530924 0.3804284 0.5556735 356.06863 192.5084 620.3917 1.3221788 1.0974144 1.5126262 0.12805471 0.22179726
gene6125 0.7803092 0.3652744 1.0999997 0.13445716 0.32935143 0.19373135 17.002832 5.4582005 24.052498 7.0886307 6.165693 8.720766 0.7552897 1.3082001
gene4120 0.7034128 0.41333237 1.0108024 0.0925641 0.22673482 0.04074682 1709.4823 614.8727 2292.9492 1.1497658 0.9009335 1.3877558 0.14874499 0.25763386
gene7710 1.458694 0.36601567 3.3247323 0.50403345 1.2346247 0.26386878 70.50546 20.062801 141.3998 0.17469767 0.07184663 0.54310673 0.13939735 0.24144329
gene7855 1.4251888 0.8656683 2.1319869 0.2078818 0.5092043 0.05423465 298.74286 197.5467 379.75598 0.3884504 0.29498377 0.45160428 0.05431115 0.09406967
gene7905 1.2370883 0.91358423 1.7034218 0.11790311 0.28880244 0.07313901 363.63922 340.81952 394.85858 0.45245323 0.28924602 0.6168056 0.10790929 0.18690437
gene0151 1.2824755 1.056834 1.5246516 0.07656611 0.1875479 0.00857685 403.85883 220.1152 544.50995 0.5596984 0.54365945 0.57578766 0.00928094 0.01607506
gene3498 1.0999217 0.80831337 1.4254806 0.10646954 0.26079607 0.36431333 125.0821 83.1552 180.3457 0.648482 0.5577049 0.8675854 0.09592094 0.16613995
gene0817 1.1414218 0.9484179 1.7243551 0.11080907 0.2714257 0.22567302 49.541897 31.661697 64.673294 1.0161874 0.76915234 1.4136093 0.1848001 0.32008317
gene6587 1.0410422 0.72123194 1.5340788 0.12160579 0.29787216 0.7397375 35.901833 15.892298 55.0039 0.47507086 0.37223276 0.542685 0.05868063 0.10163783
gene0245 0.94683623 0.7097552 1.3285341 0.09314843 0.22816613 0.5976018 931.94336 493.46967 1644.2518 0.63335454 0.5427564 0.71148354 0.05118524 0.08865543
gene1281 1.2697437 1.0047121 1.5051414 0.08347335 0.20446712 0.01465485 1375.318 692.68744 1900.7974 0.5877837 0.40438545 0.823348 0.1250942 0.21666951
gene4104 1.0754391 0.8406533 1.3796434 0.09123271 0.2234736 0.42585358 1048.2292 686.31934 1532.7635 0.80761945 0.6668101 1.1598127 0.14990228 0.25963837
gene0054 1.0989237 0.6831805 2.2534766 0.23653257 0.57938415 0.6604376 45.344788 18.545801 100.776405 0.4539766 0.35113692 0.6289463 0.07973915 0.13811226
gene8374 1.0939837 0.7619832 1.5675313 0.10718199 0.2625412 0.39514208 413.51898 273.6811 537.2358 0.50512654 0.40040937 0.6005983 0.06165442 0.10678858
gene7327 1.0874851 0.9397324 1.4154016 0.06505972 0.15936312 0.21778846 224.36783 170.1955 281.5626 0.38552403 0.2950039 0.5432741 0.0712224 0.12336081
gene6604 0.7773889 0.4499447 1.1673504 0.11793794 0.28888777 0.1470083 193.20517 130.7175 336.5805 3.3691854 3.0389256 3.6667793 0.18573126 0.32169598
gene4887 0.96770126 0.6099688 1.2651844 0.10136782 0.24829945 0.7629867 90.53505 60.732296 137.9881 0.15801167 0.10326444 0.19655193 0.03478453 0.06024858
gene4350 0.8656505 0.4347325 1.5595772 0.17517199 0.429082 0.4848372 16.253067 6.5880985 33.940796 16.038763 13.316404 20.638422 2.1240158 3.6789033
gene5771 1.110043 1.0032796 1.2165408 0.02973337 0.07283159 0.01138936 7082.165 4579.93 9836.257 1.0044738 0.95093423 1.0692816 0.03426411 0.05934717
gene6270 1.2316297 0.9844431 1.5488533 0.0869503 0.21298388 0.03105182 823.73944 479.99692 1028.7367 0.69497824 0.56657827 0.78990865 0.07231402 0.12525156
gene6356 0.6422332 0.4617871 0.88420683 0.0722396 0.17695017 0.01022367 66.1373 52.4431 108.57971 1.7857698 1.6803252 2.0130734 0.1072724 0.18580125
gene6897 1.0405277 0.845908 1.3307874 0.07539919 0.18468955 0.60437214 10493.259 6046.1025 14389.392 0.7100974 0.64296263 0.8292159 0.05603863 0.09706176
gene8642 1.0256108 0.32938483 1.6568551 0.27694225 0.67836726 0.9220973 310.2386 122.42619 563.4004 1.5412936 1.0500175 2.3283865 0.3696294 0.6402169
gene4918 1.2937664 0.92746264 1.6413311 0.11201906 0.27438956 0.02983464 69.549614 42.831802 93.7126 0.5892001 0.4728587 0.6840777 0.06679986 0.11570076
gene0398 0.1398922 4.55066 6.7825184 0.69348615
gene4070 0.86840355 0.7746277 1.0156184 0.03343041 0.08188745 0.01439268 49.19158 32.864197 77.9065 0.87226677 0.6860771 1.1297122 0.12783019 0.22140838
gene2523 0.7668994 0.4121818 1.0809119 0.14045826 0.34405106 0.18944226 21.651815 7.859499 34.1269 3.0730634 2.877327 3.3480484 0.13805117 0.23911163
gene4398 0.7522036 0.45662695 1.5365133 0.14736204 0.36096182 0.18605633 50.921818 24.5136 120.3353 3.3030272 2.5805502 4.6564317 0.598998 1.037495
gene7695 1.5402377 0.86055624 2.3814552 0.23360923 0.5722234 0.03216577 94.38878 41.9226 184.71729 0.97566 0.8654137 1.2366796 0.11688254 0.20244649
gene3058 0.82812136 0.47873408 1.3078282 0.13769402 0.3372801 0.2913685 17.730467 9.3433 31.1287 1.8324784 1.7621722 1.9267884 0.04834317 0.08373282
gene0707 1.1612036 0.7779167 1.6822556 0.13587523 0.33282498 0.2493812 3557.3035 2363.396 4470.2153 0.7482561 0.43257925 1.0621268 0.22023807 0.38146353
gene2525 0.98134077 0.7146693 1.7221808 0.15050657 0.36866432 0.9039052 41.093502 17.733301 84.587006 1.2981658 1.0832967 1.7026503 0.18189715 0.3150551
gene8709 1.1425784 0.96765757 1.4836091 0.07059041 0.17291048 0.08217783 152.56783 88.049805 199.20781 0.9289288 0.7738798 1.0466654 0.08669834 0.15016593
gene5581 0.71373695 0.41757807 1.2873098 0.1176563 0.2881979 0.08689396 27.460766 10.8209 48.814198 3.1791968 2.549649 3.7614408 0.37017688 0.64116514
gene6190 0.55284137 0.29174516 1.0827845 0.14952941 0.36627078 0.06111992 20.739035 7.125101 34.671303 1.926922 1.6642363 2.3034055 0.18464296 0.319811
gene8036 1.3513694 1.0116005 1.66598 0.12231422 0.29960746 0.01995118 4861.226 3629.5554 7113.3555 0.72750235 0.6489398 0.8336564 0.05341942 0.09252515
gene9025 1.1194121 0.8794246 1.4023027 0.08384714 0.2053827 0.18933663 45.411766 29.5648 64.8611 0.5914014 0.48826912 0.7623497 0.07930069 0.13735282
gene7375 0.54685545 0.16107194 1.289966 0.24959736 0.6113862 0.16155434 11.427883 1.9471989 18.774399 3.6395957 2.8731751 4.7677364 0.5444195 0.9429623
gene6901 0.77663785 0.3754002 1.1642478 0.14060196 0.3444031 0.2037619 30.056017 18.762897 45.364502 1.9787921 1.4387059 3.178389 0.4997996 0.8656783
gene6303 0.72766536 0.41533294 1.1676722 0.14532319 0.35596767 0.15355502 25.236267 14.071102 46.646004 1.5357146 1.2887031 1.6850288 0.13550863 0.23470782
gene7543 1.0407417 0.64144 1.2961425 0.11017215 0.26986554 0.7171456 86.19813 56.082 124.719604 0.6661242 0.5575917 0.80383235 0.07100808 0.1229896
gene9097 1.0706944 0.7476928 1.5059037 0.12870894 0.31527126 0.58691186 452.52518 224.3732 660.2402 0.5471105 0.44582614 0.67532575 0.06631921 0.11486825
gene3537 1.1921896 0.9740491 1.6703911 0.09758382 0.23903058 0.08224715 123.73259 82.8929 157.9147 1.0084224 0.8125518 1.2795473 0.13439795 0.23278408
gene3343 0.9663733 0.6982878 1.3010503 0.09294576 0.2276697 0.733207 546.3532 429.6276 711.8189 0.8683236 0.6550493 1.0229679 0.1247813 0.21612754
gene5844 0.9538455 0.8397309 1.1676857 0.04894824 0.11989822 0.39767775 117.195885 77.8929 155.64569 1.2911004 1.2573086 1.3132647 0.01735126 0.03005326
gene5348 0.8483211 0.53269637 1.1273105 0.09878018 0.24196105 0.20920825 45.16453 26.0409 63.8419 1.7398598 1.5788045 2.0928864 0.1618171 0.28027543
gene2337 1.0620342 0.744979 1.4303828 0.09985053 0.24458285 0.5452546 32.491734 15.9851 49.9838 0.43803024 0.29820487 0.681627 0.11002846 0.19057488
0.77249557 0.5302842 1.391588 0.1175168 0.28785622 67.384834 27.2522 141.5611 5.7367992 1.2011533
gene4812 1.2262464 0.88179255 1.6342618 0.10362008 0.25381634 0.05871258 68.87181 58.5461 87.8787 0.79876894 0.69236594 0.8583726 0.05731477 0.09927209
gene2391 0.66621643 0.38095236 0.9559014 0.10332441 0.25309208 0.0423011 13.9499655 10.5149 17.925896 9.331692 5.4126377 12.898211 2.7072663 4.6891227
gene0365 1.3371358 0.8366977 1.9286046 0.19092076 0.46765846 0.09033623 319.28864 227.45639 576.4848 0.58313733 0.4083504 0.75006986 0.10954294 0.18973394
gene8694 1.1928718 0.98135686 1.5468832 0.08104844 0.19852732 0.04746562 82.88862 48.661804 120.1622 0.9896852 0.88112205 1.0800229 0.06004163 0.10399514
gene5178 0.87370414 0.5592602 1.2243646 0.10313606 0.2526307 0.2957982 28.51615 19.152401 51.006603 2.7199042 1.9190032 3.8229864 0.5577605 0.96606946
gene5384 0.61021996 0.33426353 0.97266936 0.10109909 0.24764119 0.02689427 31.1266 17.877 44.9338 1.3412589 0.9029067 1.6440125 0.27342504 0.47358605
gene5326 0.9225333 0.69461167 1.4197612 0.09580991 0.2346854 0.46601042 37.05187 23.045698 63.717903 0.93725985 0.7939104 1.1729623 0.1102046 0.19087996
gene4576 0.70909435 0.38163474 1.1505625 0.11785109 0.28867507 0.08421432 30.033567 16.225601 59.5072 2.0570726 1.5610557 2.942252 0.39609846 0.68606263
gene3991 1.0417521 0.823516 1.5472461 0.09597703 0.23509476 0.6718524 66.027115 44.2505 123.6651 2.2055435 1.8809158 2.5589807 0.19752374 0.34212115
gene0253 1.0551287 0.9117233 1.2477913 0.05291349 0.12961106 0.331861 598.6345 366.26758 909.70404 0.6060912 0.5850361 0.62851244 0.01254925 0.02173593
gene7669 1.0037632 0.7500792 1.2392179 0.07496178 0.18361813 0.9615177 122.8224 82.4417 175.1032 1.3461009 1.155457 1.5882941 0.12472295 0.21602648
gene0423 0.75437814 0.5261175 1.0271407 0.06811405 0.16684467 0.02511427 19.136581 12.815201 26.128998 12.691145 10.275366 18.48098 2.4560575 4.2540164
gene5085 1.0393502 0.8648925 1.591194 0.09733632 0.23842432 0.69366056 977.787 727.8225 1109.0624 0.9104678 0.8307297 0.98292077 0.04482544 0.07763994
gene4400 1.0183187 0.64599186 1.5721135 0.16417103 0.40213525 0.91156185 18.3176 8.084 28.788599 12.486719 8.774935 16.959501 2.4603827 4.261508
gene9281 1.1648396 0.9878372 1.4700471 0.06919369 0.16948925 0.04930195 38.062004 21.0544 50.9827 0.8565067 0.7374477 0.92632604 0.06438961 0.11152607
gene7576 1.1006491 0.7993258 1.3789002 0.09818032 0.24049169 0.32633898 2127.678 1104.7041 3080.6707 0.42574364 0.3423293 0.4780777 0.04686855 0.08117871
gene2877 0.64575285 0.2470309 1.0315614 0.15981087 0.3914551 0.11367144 18.935118 6.4406967 28.4951 2.9145985 2.475934 3.6530447 0.34326124 0.5945459
gene5001 1.2226359 0.82701623 1.7409859 0.1347854 0.33015546 0.12261392 1752.0686 1192.3933 2625.4426 0.6673394 0.5944438 0.80785483 0.06467767 0.11202501
gene8248 1.0948061 0.65829813 1.343591 0.1221259 0.29914615 0.44598666 8658.607 5556.4565 11753.023 0.44551212 0.38953462 0.51038694 0.03491329 0.06047159
gene5515 1.247417 1.0429059 1.8400168 0.11247812 0.275514 0.05575378 672.7016 484.8383 861.1958 1.0758395 0.91558474 1.4209843 0.15253499 0.26419836
gene5948 0.97842145 0.7484519 1.4864728 0.10659159 0.26109502 0.8465932 377.39618 200.7353 564.8127 0.79270726 0.5719592 1.0563246 0.14467852 0.25059053
gene2623 0.60001326 0.1700086 1.126803 0.18659529 0.45706326 0.12360526 18.298834 3.0373 35.8351 4.3334537 3.2531085 5.9807415 0.783887 1.3577322
gene9126 0.95954823 0.7725486 1.4546119 0.0901185 0.22074434 0.67465395 126.57222 67.0923 164.1384 0.68628013 0.64991736 0.7301883 0.02323751 0.04024855
gene3541 0.9495583 0.7082161 1.3820571 0.10756423 0.2634775 0.6611329 102.2248 47.2268 144.6846 0.736962 0.48994088 1.240754 0.21392591 0.37053055
gene3250 0.7732615 0.5123951 1.1949859 0.08872201 0.21732365 0.07114763 59.68265 33.4025 94.67441 1.8657055 1.2153327 2.8155127 0.47351277 0.82014817
gene2772 1.0516653 0.7051216 1.2826139 0.11208986 0.27456295 0.651136 721.4345 332.4807 1059.9021 0.8335404 0.71745497 0.9152375 0.06340843 0.10982662
gene1287 0.04942943 0.6178856 0.01932187 0.03346646
gene6029 0.7139401 0.32066572 1.1576027 0.15559962 0.3811397 0.16021836 101.23022 52.869 171.4904 2.8869462 2.236446 3.303875 0.37329027 0.6465577
gene2551 1.0699357 0.9167439 1.3701051 0.06719843 0.16460186 0.32839713 580.57513 399.0068 886.30383 0.42378324 0.3446828 0.48042893 0.04447159 0.07702705
gene0804 0.88069314 0.57171214 1.2650237 0.10064608 0.24653155 0.30860028 137.23715 80.334496 221.46931 0.7194296 0.63529444 0.8864358 0.07617755 0.13194337
gene8470 1.3177755 1.0167797 1.8158455 0.10885084 0.266629 0.01979345 52.457565 29.330898 75.94859 0.6302266 0.4858143 0.8093025 0.09443774 0.16357096
gene5270 0.9233086 0.78870124 1.0925059 0.05150116 0.12615156 0.21018153 416.09235 228.372 512.6903 1.0039119 0.8540839 1.314601 0.13813469 0.2392563
gene2098 0.96018916 0.6854364 1.2318513 0.07850665 0.19230124 0.6371218 71.266716 35.7536 114.381195 4.2586823 2.7535102 6.4300585 1.0927576 1.8927116
gene4509 0.93868566 0.63100255 1.3810613 0.09791195 0.23983434 0.5646493 55.638466 40.631 70.1015 1.2159488 0.98099923 1.5392734 0.16069543 0.27833265
gene1502 1.1761538 1.0066459 1.3304513 0.04500091 0.11022928 0.00809273 703.81494 392.23828 938.8032 0.6073872 0.4677239 0.7683013 0.08876003 0.15373689
gene7381 0.84340245 0.6916271 1.1232195 0.07093861 0.17376341 0.09612064 36.992783 23.598398 44.333298 2.112939 1.8046825 2.7106354 0.26946053 0.46671933
gene1138 0.76591766 0.53284025 1.1280775 0.0924117 0.22636151 0.07359421 14.994449 6.2986984 26.395699 1.9142339 1.7591983 2.2615151 0.16040814 0.27783504
gene4044 1.2290621 0.90018857 1.8693906 0.12573333 0.3079825 0.0959813 103.201454 61.001198 193.3136 0.5770199 0.52637166 0.6734081 0.04503706 0.07800648
gene3498 0.93263716 0.55196977 1.7830716 0.1739477 0.42608315 0.71096504 72.813805 25.731298 150.5281 3.1120253 2.7318141 3.887834 0.35130644 0.6084806
gene3938 1.138085 0.97151196 1.2848048 0.05011249 0.12275004 0.03203099 50.817265 27.623001 67.4198 0.72741115 0.5955184 1.0788827 0.14765501 0.25574598
gene2088 1.1127487 0.8548677 1.6592184 0.10684222 0.26170895 0.31059566 54.404835 32.5285 101.9881 0.5773488 0.42992023 0.6842956 0.08686819 0.15046011
gene4659 1.133949 0.7503405 1.3690717 0.1023839 0.25078833 0.21787235 107.8948 45.310204 149.7153 0.6977678 0.5809231 0.92111015 0.10001324 0.17322801
gene6068 0.9622732 0.729623 1.2144878 0.07687349 0.18830083 0.64755213 68.738464 40.426502 109.2268 0.5166714 0.41352335 0.728421 0.09211285 0.15954414
gene3423 1.13201 0.99442106 1.2831612 0.05459938 0.13374063 0.04944889 37.170784 22.115398 56.5611 0.91676044 0.8943936 0.95646024 0.01952706 0.03382186
gene4515 0.7830118 0.5164045 1.2277801 0.1146279 0.28077987 0.14555149 69.77974 49.282703 110.594 1.5403455 1.0179594 2.0745077 0.3406193 0.58996993
gene6433 0.85743105 0.68708766 1.0996048 0.07467874 0.18292482 0.1341766 35.80865 20.477098 58.336002 1.251822 1.2197334 1.2960218 0.02259975 0.03914391
gene5419 1.2819122 0.791724 1.9625832 0.21316051 0.52213454 0.18119173 69.09547 36.1776 104.2118 0.76948434 0.5903041 0.9774984 0.11429936 0.19797228
gene4263 0.7366422 0.6026241 1.3428185 0.09212749 0.22566535 0.05450241 44.054882 23.910898 96.394394 1.2923172 1.1254252 1.3911861 0.08973552 0.15542647
gene7094 0.7714312 0.53279346 1.0083551 0.08055849 0.1973272 0.05285407 249.91063 109.82851 353.3513 1.4086585 1.2405249 1.6886234 0.13193278 0.22851427
1.385206 0.79520494 1.8257372 0.17921612 0.43898806 82.74667 46.1411 125.507996 0.5794574 0.5525627
gene7189 1.0519367 0.6200477 2.0203638 0.21648374 0.53027475 0.8047622 44.226963 33.8874 62.0296 0.10827927 0.03773433 0.22184396 0.07359599 0.12747198
gene9163 1.0946763 0.9996219 1.2722404 0.04111498 0.10071071 0.06059983 795.9156 549.61914 1002.7538 0.8117766 0.73319876 0.92849797 0.05710364 0.0989064
gene5989 0.9838322 0.5568638 1.4030854 0.16968116 0.41563228 0.9253431 60.878983 45.092697 84.6461 0.41298315 0.28959453 0.8043327 0.15007845 0.2599435
gene2762 0.85371643 0.49508265 1.111266 0.10594967 0.25952265 0.24932967 120.59171 74.4341 168.9044 1.0422952 0.9310582 1.1080734 0.05902721 0.10223813
gene0382 0.6660036 0.26207867 1.2390674 0.15893693 0.3893144 0.1257299 16.407284 5.6484985 28.293701 1.9280896 1.758965 2.1174266 0.1034725 0.17921962
gene4101 1.1399503 0.9512564 1.3589298 0.06473555 0.15856908 0.06825325 741.33203 512.4569 908.22375 0.5931666 0.47400013 0.73002917 0.07499258 0.12989096
gene6579 1.0605137 0.82290775 2.2761674 0.1700368 0.4165034 0.7195617 101.29618 57.956596 157.92981 0.6360135 0.32712573 0.9448772 0.23186983 0.4016103
gene6661 1.2690749 0.9658873 2.0900393 0.14612424 0.35792986 0.08865004 164.06067 97.7956 302.4247 0.968558 0.7896907 1.2481463 0.13199812 0.22862744
gene8792 1.080665 0.6921163 1.5471408 0.13971788 0.34223753 0.565675 323.6919 143.20119 478.0951 1.3351111 1.2428699 1.4061567 0.04941731 0.0855933
gene3398 1.0326056 0.7837843 1.6073474 0.11213179 0.27466568 0.77582306 160.91238 75.5803 306.80487 2.4023812 2.002522 2.8060172 0.23787843 0.41201752
gene3998 1.5962093 0.97811073 2.064779 0.17592517 0.4309269 0.00758024 14479.98 6322.8184 20327.836 0.6165414 0.44928983 0.75676066 0.10090354 0.17477006
gene5223 0.96756196 0.5688805 1.5678424 0.15690097 0.38432732 0.84119326 127.21824 59.6633 208.4297 2.3670406 0.9313698 4.7327185 1.3811697 2.392256
gene5624 1.022583 0.9366058 1.3127084 0.05342482 0.13086355 0.6856521 1767.2913 1056.4333 2553.1277 1.0024093 0.8159225 1.1775669 0.10947525 0.18961668
gene9035 1.3553586 1.0497876 2.4797199 0.18214884 0.44617173 0.06788414 434.7723 316.84592 559.16046 0.5287241 0.4224954 0.7724282 0.10358115 0.17940782
gene8650 0.94991875 0.51130456 1.2543972 0.12710798 0.3113497 0.7098393 11.4477005 6.092001 16.333302 1.8245561 1.2644037 3.3970435 0.6145055 1.0643548
gene9392 1.0964324 0.73754793 1.4222808 0.1074288 0.26314577 0.3843995 176.36305 134.3031 218.5077 0.7243268 0.66774464 0.80358666 0.03965737 0.06868857
gene5868 1.1740067 0.9589682 1.5919207 0.08645672 0.21177484 0.07949819 63.09268 38.9393 100.515594 0.5239786 0.4653833 0.5607684 0.03125994 0.05414381
gene4037 1.3356825 0.91773635 1.9633223 0.17410503 0.42646852 0.07194074 174.47986 72.9844 279.8353 0.24010101 0.20792279 0.27369958 0.01920544 0.0332648
gene0560 1.2188699 0.88434905 2.0305355 0.17469051 0.42790264 0.21426764 1658.7627 846.59515 2705.4414 0.32391253 0.16150177 0.88295484 0.20553678 0.35600016
gene1154 0.9541557 0.75597286 1.2286791 0.0682964 0.16729134 0.5380716 22.596584 16.152302 29.750305 0.82963884 0.63453466 1.1528636 0.14862333 0.25742316
gene6870 0.8613526 0.603676 1.358266 0.12121698 0.29691973 0.32501855 39.175716 16.5546 67.4531 0.7562028 0.6306816 1.0453781 0.12520237 0.21685687
gene6076 1.597042 0.749104 4.8446054 0.4679371 1.1462072 0.1353613 2119.0466 823.9068 5645.311 0.5620244 0.35080516 0.83120817 0.1487911 0.25771374
gene2674 0.9980394 0.6752606 1.4066774 0.13293819 0.32563075 0.9885255 4348.4814 2112.7595 6078.788 0.20280369 0.15460666 0.24982321 0.0292487 0.05066023
gene3415 1.1480429 1.0312048 1.2526723 0.03451023 0.08453246 0.00584575 644.60144 418.4919 921.7323 0.7833018 0.67579585 0.9259832 0.07208873 0.12486135
gene0744 1.0629956 0.944549 1.3390357 0.06197129 0.15179804 0.3404595 266.19113 157.4845 325.0978 0.5349541 0.36148137 0.7633069 0.12003473 0.20790625
gene1836 1.05482 0.89554375 1.3970463 0.07771761 0.19036849 0.49802527 205.88167 125.0066 349.9837 0.8632844 0.7587484 1.0960368 0.10426637 0.18059464
gene1074 0.6888567 0.17508784 0.06513356
gene9006 1.0692418 0.9711778 1.1202075 0.02337136 0.05724791 0.0279376 55.6647 37.701797 76.5437 0.34716693 0.16852018 0.7421863 0.17173877 0.2974603
gene4376 1.6094521 0.9738315 2.7200139 0.25101575 0.61486053 0.02514462 2415.5713 1234.7264 4926.646 0.63297623 0.5886798 0.71254545 0.03789288 0.0656324
gene6507 1.1421714 0.88211906 1.4855363 0.10469636 0.25645265 0.20197809 1792.0327 1450.9133 2465.5806 0.7090001 0.6783248 0.7375632 0.01722574 0.02983585
gene4605 1.36872 0.99793375 2.0044458 0.16743028 0.41011876 0.04698154 764.31177 344.7287 1163.7223 0.6393621 0.60469514 0.6676997 0.01872846 0.03243864
gene9130 1.232469 0.9337013 2.0333705 0.1745883 0.42765224 0.18935499 526.21783 284.8067 907.60345 0.6875511 0.6022498 0.7480927 0.04626072 0.08012591
gene1027 0.8044973 0.38530764 1.9891218 0.23667641 0.5797365 0.4474802 174.16257 49.5092 374.0047 2.648853 2.3680997 3.1709087 0.24213408 0.41938853
gene7797 1.206249 0.5151185 2.0887134 0.34022343 0.83337384 0.4951876 286.7689 130.5054 502.6028 0.1275092 0.07019224 0.21767563 0.04546626 0.07874987
gene2796 0.9844185 0.51614714 1.3533089 0.15323807 0.3753551 0.9209047 9941.978 3563.6758 16256.377 0.552835 0.5238984 0.57377434 0.01522834 0.02637626
gene8262 1.3361385 0.87888646 1.9525417 0.15862568 0.38855198 0.05507355 758.79266 311.9848 1255.1722 0.7177121 0.6631103 0.83875525 0.05618579 0.09731663
gene5628 1.0233338 0.85157514 1.1533502 0.04917342 0.12044979 0.6503827 157.64691 99.844604 202.8328 1.1123588 0.9855515 1.2396034 0.07423078 0.12857148
gene6389 0.9761531 0.8109383 1.18897 0.06032593 0.14776775 0.7106738 88.938194 49.562897 126.1767 0.9457761 0.81819195 1.1748482 0.10544237 0.18263154
gene9149 1.0696359 0.68071 1.9889108 0.17732659 0.43435967 0.6905117 176.59856 95.1986 320.3133 0.47121894 0.28524026 0.9650333 0.19253069 0.33347294
gene6282 0.620792 0.42612123 1.0014372 0.07184563 0.17598514 0.00848623 26.797197 15.8696995 44.898994 1.1688309 0.9473 1.6091777 0.19372769 0.3355462
gene6150 0.7838235 0.25957707 1.4131222 0.21937652 0.53736055 0.3805855 30.809168 12.4263 49.3012 5.2054195 4.0946493 8.314092 1.2707313 2.2009711
gene5251 1.4332336 1.1013713 2.255894 0.19901508 0.4874854 0.04463182 467.7392 276.8278 735.9343 0.5257324 0.43233216 0.5878503 0.05196331 0.09000309
gene4331 0.912159 0.56743044 1.5401981 0.14004274 0.34303325 0.56289726 860.4087 561.3925 1468.9814 1.5994729 1.4471627 1.901434 0.13965987 0.24189799
gene4381 0.7849424 0.37337616 1.0756034 0.15047713 0.3685922 0.24134602 749.7556 328.5508 1195.9247 1.0905303 0.9981736 1.2161822 0.06335074 0.10972669
gene8853 1.1406486 0.8018079 1.5518938 0.10566749 0.25883144 0.20979716 1585.7036 1082.7003 2301.6135 0.693643 0.6247748 0.82586014 0.06125997 0.10610537
gene7324 1.363849 1.0045437 1.998581 0.13126665 0.32153633 0.02224287 886.64996 457.0727 1618.7579 0.49723357 0.3962708 0.60979795 0.06286556 0.10888633
gene1319 1.2103028 0.9120046 1.6567603 0.11430373 0.27998582 0.09592848 9300.535 4387.2656 15776.004 0.52317464 0.45580173 0.6005985 0.04186276 0.07250843
gene6448 1.0585612 0.5880269 1.555757 0.14967798 0.3666347 0.6959245 4435.849 3092.3645 6329.484 0.5750183 0.50617146 0.73398304 0.07099209 0.1229619
gene1905 0.8176617 0.6466047 1.3130493 0.08789947 0.21530886 0.11520662 2481.074 1612.1459 3429.9263 0.8819035 0.68131727 1.0617644 0.11895639 0.20603852
1.0523638 0.5915032 1.3455595 0.12932695 0.31678507 1909.103 1141.6592 2766.6824 0.11799693 0.06583269 0.03760488
gene4731 1.3949682 0.9490923 1.9616153 0.15836088 0.38790336 0.03052972 514.38934 292.8319 762.6137 0.2793931 0.09160657 0.67209125 0.21734884 0.37645924
gene4751 0.92521155 0.5538688 1.4679165 0.12802984 0.31360778 0.5887158 51.080833 30.1704 69.8207 1.4528989 1.1690784 2.2058089 0.3136013 0.5431734
gene4977 1.2116871 0.82355386 1.565548 0.11252829 0.2756369 0.09044757 287.56894 192.1637 420.4714 0.5651895 0.5288932 0.6341645 0.03274854 0.05672213
gene8411 1.1152313 0.9034299 1.4046763 0.07543536 0.18477815 0.16544406 987.00305 622.0459 1248.8446 0.6588705 0.5503248 0.81736416 0.07691301 0.13321725
gene3798 1.3281189 0.9984833 1.8970454 0.12799694 0.3135272 0.03063168 1849.0511 987.63416 3055.8965 0.23856287 0.17152502 0.3109051 0.04266099 0.07389101
gene3821 1.0666519 0.7220856 1.6550602 0.15075758 0.36927918 0.6583006 1516.6147 696.189 2840.5078 0.5732782 0.35562438 0.77867556 0.14499417 0.25113726
gene7838 1.4821286 0.98048747 2.0220416 0.17137659 0.4197852 0.01785568 2509.4683 1170.3728 3930.7725 0.747619 0.5968571 0.8458319 0.08512801 0.14744604
gene3901 0.8637705 0.5496231 1.6806911 0.14803451 0.36260903 0.41404158 18.380867 7.2159996 33.8891 4.7499595 3.8355389 5.4783144 0.5218425 0.90385765
gene4011 1.3827183 0.89988214 2.0812573 0.2015022 0.4935776 0.07047077 160.45924 62.432 265.2568 0.8960132 0.768112 1.0393716 0.07871743 0.13634259
gene2896 0.9821252 0.5656065 1.3474108 0.11963022 0.293033 0.8856637 1420.3248 999.62396 2067.5837 0.5379087 0.4065921 0.6709196 0.08068242 0.13974604
gene6602 1.0663745 0.61264706 1.4503176 0.14009891 0.34317088 0.63734376 64.01701 36.44 99.1841 1.0575391 0.82028013 1.3405762 0.15252724 0.26418492
gene6679 1.1316473 0.91084325 1.4089667 0.07992399 0.19577299 0.13799241 62.679466 36.3741 90.1837 0.55913985 0.41303402 0.79849064 0.11048999 0.19137427
gene1620 0.8254297 0.61192656 1.1418103 0.08205412 0.20099074 0.10755336 58.580284 26.0677 103.7469 0.97700614 0.839446 1.1740421 0.09659073 0.16730005
gene2115 1.1830385 0.88885623 1.5964144 0.10134698 0.24824838 0.10412152 67.2473 40.2921 105.54301 0.84281164 0.6797758 1.0333058 0.10312258 0.17861354
gene4100 0.46022317 0.11096986 1.0163531 0.18306404 0.44841352 0.0674883 5.5170174 1.2432022 12.445702 2.5978386 1.4210638 3.9129467 0.8606228 1.4906424
gene8521 0.85668504 0.6507089 1.2080691 0.07424697 0.18186718 0.13097039 69.10328 47.3181 90.72559 1.1753551 0.9972542 1.5080072 0.1507297 0.2610715
gene9209 1.1814333 0.83400404 1.5791079 0.11513139 0.28201318 0.14328732 218.33197 166.1554 299.30072 0.7946235 0.68089247 0.877953 0.06251925 0.10828651
gene0101 1.0845158 0.6465961 1.5738175 0.1639031 0.40147898 0.60309094 620.3632 219.0911 965.7136 0.77073485 0.66891307 0.90696657 0.06862585 0.11886345
gene2567 0.89361715 0.66892946 1.1268182 0.07002754 0.17153174 0.20717114 271.32382 211.71481 345.2029 0.8555181 0.73999643 1.0156358 0.07952142 0.13773513
gene0170 1.2705573 0.92992675 1.9797282 0.15547986 0.38084635 0.10198524 339.4989 182.0797 590.52673 0.566963 0.40894818 0.7034579 0.09617121 0.16657342
gene1694 1.2090148 0.97306097 1.5502058 0.07905962 0.19365574 0.0329726 114.34757 57.9069 151.87521 0.80644464 0.62751967 1.0269392 0.11649209 0.2017702
gene2506 0.75702626 0.58370054 0.97614795 0.06850691 0.16780698 0.02645463 37.50472 21.0214 50.931297 0.77253723 0.57345176 1.1762837 0.17308815 0.29979748
gene1412 0.65420574 0.47399232 0.9837634 0.06448512 0.15795565 0.0072452 15.930417 9.046801 27.3876 12.515949 11.013192 13.391475 0.8033579 1.3914567
gene5324 0.875829 0.13099688 1.8345548 0.44079104 1.0797132 0.7492163 64.49426 10.8776 85.5774 0.28734568 0.17739339 0.3798187 0.07275466 0.12601477
gene2926 1.1602628 0.77475804 1.8688823 0.17563431 0.43021446 0.35690668 95.03129 39.8703 151.8102 0.51168466 0.41448212 0.65264285 0.06847247 0.11859779
gene6618 1.3530984 1.1042926 1.8984705 0.10335008 0.25315496 0.01039135 3175.2222 2144.4253 4534.1587 0.837275 0.6044212 1.1923869 0.16952051 0.29361814
gene6864 0.07296202 2.0371697 0.15937434
gene4018 1.3009522 0.8519612 1.7552298 0.15617265 0.38254333 0.07541473 174.09044 123.25461 239.67561 0.5750216 0.54973173 0.6240263 0.02358279 0.04084659
gene8690 0.6724339 0.452023 1.0161929 0.07396733 0.18118222 0.01441469 70.15775 57.0897 85.7041 1.3264825 0.98380715 1.6049502 0.20419721 0.35367996
gene8417 1.1686866 0.91217464 1.4562972 0.07817324 0.19148454 0.06589282 164.7922 82.1714 237.5719 0.5014547 0.41270545 0.59869885 0.05450642 0.09440789
gene7272 1.1183151 0.8276513 1.3398637 0.08230479 0.20160475 0.18618083 122.55788 93.210205 150.11029 0.7192245 0.64475924 0.8850898 0.07526805 0.13036808
gene6008 1.287349 1.0030246 1.686595 0.11695072 0.2864696 0.03735868 113.13389 92.8149 139.5085 0.42481798 0.1359954 0.9427654 0.32784948 0.56785196
gene6191 0.40461072 0.07019258 0.96093845 0.20260336 0.49627486 0.06863544 11.488085 1.0251999 19.384602 2.266248 1.6687775 3.0509267 0.4040056 0.6997582
gene1824 0.87563795 0.39138275 1.5032958 0.17193814 0.42116073 0.50767857 68.029785 31.088799 101.0356 0.1749811 0.04270235 1.0254104 0.36089107 0.62508166
gene3143 1.1482794 0.77433574 1.9076947 0.14181624 0.34737745 0.30423614 82.965965 38.7895 139.8399 0.7204849 0.6075536 0.7879257 0.06177754 0.10700183
gene7552 1.0522268 0.7242604 1.6281384 0.12986189 0.3180954 0.6907738 1290.864 646.08 1644.4744 0.47092375 0.45290065 0.50350183 0.01583655 0.02742971
gene7046 0.9766636 0.6731866 1.4938661 0.11587722 0.28384006 0.8470454 148.48677 115.8781 190.8244 1.1112393 1.0749645 1.1355736 0.01872847 0.03243866
gene2369 0.9985923 0.80102295 1.184642 0.06501861 0.15926242 0.9834718 42.15725 33.5727 52.7351 0.76433736 0.6453059 0.84650373 0.06550939 0.1134656
gene4575 0.81085753 0.47067225 1.838934 0.18251023 0.44705695 0.36460027 90.27963 28.512102 220.50438 1.7594055 1.2753253 2.1029692 0.28924152 0.50098103
gene7969 1.219085 1.026588 1.4370693 0.06579865 0.16117312 0.01420066 5176.1904 3035.5122 7803.697 0.71272105 0.53927547 0.8801633 0.10531586 0.18241242
gene4196 1.0826297 0.888717 1.3727725 0.08047415 0.19712062 0.3307372 2094.2017 1465.6005 3237.2444 1.0382245 0.99633855 1.1191276 0.03905599 0.06764696
gene8381 1.3922368 1.0660815 1.7795451 0.10513078 0.25751677 0.00689618 98.37907 85.2518 112.43269 0.2859144 0.12093431 0.7740403 0.19528861 0.3382498
gene5220 1.5594127 1.108959 2.2230587 0.16789338 0.41125312 0.00851294 85.70368 46.356094 153.8622 1.0166061 0.93125266 1.108195 0.05115294 0.08859949
gene3172 1.2157894 0.97122574 1.6153783 0.10717184 0.26251635 0.07501697 8167.021 4073.5095 13411.063 1.041875 0.87135816 1.1835024 0.09649481 0.16713391
gene3948 0.8566485 0.5426932 1.5979265 0.13323328 0.32635355 0.35043502 62.687637 39.2922 131.86551 1.7754741 1.5678879 2.0010386 0.12556426 0.21748368
gene1663 0.92470413 0.74178636 1.1452448 0.06233243 0.15268266 0.29503852 63.16192 38.6968 87.15469 2.512643 2.240394 2.8776238 0.18419458 0.31903437
gene4077 1.0461179 0.7756301 1.694671 0.14261869 0.34934303 0.74792516 47.783432 31.199299 77.8267 2.0637634 1.5223408 3.0609818 0.44036606 0.7627364
gene7786 1.0212675 0.68357503 1.6185476 0.1384223 0.339064 0.8795824 108.18394 61.578403 147.4683 1.1043917 0.7701227 2.0236073 0.3612506 0.6257044
gene5625 0.8107314 0.5886246 1.1888822 0.08283624 0.20290653 0.09146554 54.16045 31.1167 92.0658 2.3739376 2.1379461 2.7856355 0.19379045 0.3356549
0.7284615 0.45308617 1.051554 0.10499633 0.25718746 48.330284 20.3709 84.1598 1.7033496 1.4910635 0.27604446
gene6898 1.3207961 0.90925777 1.8916255 0.13966957 0.3421192 0.04411263 68.66904 30.0602 101.75929 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0
gene0124 1.2032869 0.9051599 1.9139768 0.14252259 0.34910762 0.17170735 81.36597 37.1656 155.5582 0.17830315 0.14076486 0.20653771 0.0215119 0.03725971
gene0074 0.8572896 0.62475723 1.3237287 0.09552443 0.23398612 0.21841508 88.254745 62.366997 117.4245 0.9511591 0.76415837 1.4435627 0.2051495 0.35532936
gene9344 1.1629323 0.8428466 1.7287 0.12749296 0.31229272 0.22007562 161.17244 107.874794 228.05319 1.1897616 1.0451992 1.3220811 0.08226696 0.14249055
gene4966 0.7794375 0.6132327 1.1585963 0.08892078 0.21781054 0.07655577 21.597782 12.397499 30.9643 2.0004313 1.8843223 2.096826 0.06305435 0.10921333
gene6769 1.1513523 0.99918145 1.3548826 0.05896994 0.14444627 0.03971717 54.87965 40.956 68.2823 0.6774848 0.46092707 0.8876378 0.13797522 0.23898008
gene4036 1.2138859 0.97269183 1.8304005 0.13794012 0.33788294 0.14270967 98.85755 55.325302 169.551 1.0557015 0.832575 1.199328 0.12678751 0.2196024
gene7851 1.1607409 0.944448 1.4934943 0.09796313 0.2399597 0.13436237 136.49765 91.0898 179.9372 0.68431604 0.5573537 1.0177811 0.13996524 0.2424269
gene1457 1.0908706 0.78857046 1.4710473 0.11845353 0.2901507 0.45219696 88.66313 72.583694 154.731 0.6151402 0.49321935 0.84969676 0.10368032 0.17957959
gene6107 1.3181338 0.96895057 1.8759147 0.14348716 0.35147032 0.04933353 210.2284 107.5806 339.1963 1.0316027 0.9765266 1.0984411 0.03530235 0.06114546
gene5993 1.1606462 0.78238565 1.4965503 0.11181928 0.27390018 0.177778 187.58252 132.7151 225.11029 0.21495426 0.13132131 0.38890633 0.07371752 0.12768249
gene3854 1.187089 0.8335546 1.538605 0.11133473 0.2727133 0.12316787 30.5101 21.528101 46.8555 0.61295545 0.47221813 0.7322988 0.08279157 0.1433992
gene1562 0.81866556 0.5770314 1.3890842 0.12349966 0.30251116 0.22903214 49.934566 23.3902 100.2321 1.8652623 1.4974912 2.7906814 0.38803074 0.6720889
gene5653 0.6356221 0.5122283 0.9683273 0.05908836 0.14473633 0.00433378 16.547684 8.294399 31.037302 1.3948293 1.180883 1.5169791 0.11673381 0.2021889
gene3817 1.3746737 1.0180475 2.2061763 0.15184942 0.3719536 0.03254144 101.90169 51.7107 199.4786 0.94481075 0.8043954 1.0677621 0.07978932 0.13819915
gene6262 0.86615086 0.41004586 1.2764268 0.15339272 0.3757339 0.43531328 16.545166 10.250999 24.2708 3.8173494 3.6950111 3.9481218 0.07306374 0.12655011
gene9111 1.1367147 0.9365814 1.4317604 0.07602375 0.18621941 0.11166883 77.9254 46.410103 110.43919 0.6463656 0.5563799 0.71348345 0.0494748 0.08569286
gene1222 1.0820807 0.7971877 1.8200232 0.13237049 0.32424015 0.53904444 231.88266 118.3929 444.1344 0.7821205 0.64744204 1.0012993 0.10230751 0.1772018
gene2929 1.1357483 0.8027303 1.4977671 0.10785947 0.2642007 0.23246355 58.297997 43.616096 83.3897 0.14917849 0.07625562 0.22086027 0.05489999 0.09508956
gene2840 1.1575954 0.8784473 1.402312 0.07914047 0.19385378 0.08366264 831.9423 659.36127 973.2553 0.7995521 0.7004227 0.97753906 0.08232939 0.14259867
gene6725 0.588833 0.32992113 1.5698241 0.14496 0.35507804 0.06726046 9.001083 4.1229 15.052799 6.91015 5.7541947 8.437454 0.7727714 1.3384793
gene6014 1.016484 0.6728007 1.2310443 0.09753383 0.23890813 0.869653 108.49169 64.9108 170.3801 0.6990287 0.6348918 0.7786257 0.04148907 0.07186117
gene5410 1.0536007 0.47980553 1.5767123 0.20104049 0.49244663 0.78509986 11977.989 7019.8145 18803.748 0.7026247 0.5275427 0.9016145 0.11151708 0.19315325
gene5775 1.0093577 0.61918443 1.5274494 0.16707738 0.40925434 0.9556313 327.18948 119.45059 533.6266 0.20567043 0.11383548 0.32783213 0.06907678 0.11964449
gene7018 1.2020162 0.6032901 1.6896328 0.19013837 0.465742 0.2820841 80.250916 45.259506 132.6747 0.7235929 0.646092 0.90471554 0.08158731 0.14131336
gene7917 1.1935865 0.8464599 1.5790854 0.11994635 0.29380736 0.13395165 126.85357 90.0352 216.4768 0.7132632 0.5902312 0.82814187 0.07171191 0.12420866
gene3655 0.20217073 1.0412401 0.04657028
gene8379 1.1130166 0.5026826 1.849783 0.239832 0.58746606 0.61939853 187.78851 108.16551 308.82742 0.25892892 0.16497247 0.38904622 0.06747753 0.11687451
gene6543 1.0990531 0.80789226 2.1400943 0.1624655 0.3979576 0.5389556 196.65875 87.1236 417.94348 0.7575161 0.5565253 0.88854146 0.11892115 0.20597747
gene1398 1.1355433 0.70251036 2.0570307 0.19350836 0.47399676 0.47235787 279.41595 99.3219 575.6698 0.43875775 0.37160492 0.5157276 0.04180413 0.07240688
gene8465 1.2283708 1.0375097 1.6699892 0.0909887 0.22287591 0.03801652 66.55288 42.319504 88.8606 0.7672259 0.61305857 1.0038217 0.11228093 0.19447626
gene8787 1.2086015 0.84278494 1.6090357 0.11931416 0.2922588 0.10911905 343.80936 144.7808 510.77478 1.0183728 0.67976874 1.4843147 0.23909718 0.41412845
gene6689 0.8379049 0.6178817 1.1994922 0.09546948 0.23385152 0.17455545 47.712196 35.682896 82.384094 1.9139564 1.631233 2.503975 0.26226884 0.45426294
gene2493 1.2118813 0.89569485 1.6377958 0.13538451 0.331623 0.14020544 744.1469 452.82062 1186.1163 0.542608 0.41290295 0.6388258 0.07565177 0.1310327
gene9453 0.8909418 0.6670343 1.2232612 0.08536907 0.20911068 0.2763472 48.1267 21.796202 73.5363 1.0776576 0.9882448 1.251706 0.08134756 0.1408981
gene2537 1.1966608 0.8205078 1.4130458 0.10794117 0.2644008 0.10009286 892.1649 479.71243 1386.5594 0.971328 0.7214235 1.4772418 0.21701787 0.37588596
gene5723 0.87308675 0.5527318 1.2970484 0.10964116 0.2685649 0.31921777 31.30115 21.648699 39.627598 4.5887403 4.1223726 5.4818954 0.41338235 0.71599925
gene6935 0.7200507 0.24420588 1.2970201 0.19604461 0.4802093 0.24210364 9130.034 3695.8555 17958.395 1.174289 1.0388328 1.2833058 0.07456236 0.12914579
gene9087 0.9226359 0.7374335 1.0887368 0.05760082 0.14109263 0.251174 61.19578 39.3753 90.6848 0.7888988 0.69030654 0.9749721 0.08520629 0.14758162
gene2507 1.1005428 0.8911117 1.4178843 0.07702152 0.18866344 0.22642326 103.61514 63.2179 135.3167 1.3584429 1.0643919 1.8837066 0.23592803 0.4086393
gene1130 1.0577663 0.6892649 1.6844808 0.15861183 0.38851807 0.7148958 27.28585 10.752201 52.0137 2.0338182 1.6466945 2.5574512 0.26230165 0.45431978
gene5231 1.2037659 0.74917644 1.8146574 0.15336622 0.375669 0.19638102 284.21625 200.984 384.5335 0.7393113 0.56691086 1.0127025 0.12788524 0.22150372
gene3190 0.9673378 0.6946185 1.5895234 0.14881574 0.36452264 0.832194 35.517235 16.018 62.121197 2.3598073 1.8054466 3.0655367 0.3671339 0.63589454
gene5550 0.7621522 0.58444214 0.93060803 0.04853398 0.11888348 0.00778191 17.735 9.8162 22.8721 7.2525396 6.5222816 7.77857 0.39219818 0.67930716
gene6535 0.93240714 0.6890826 1.4811834 0.10077323 0.246843 0.53922707 155.98439 99.559006 318.81427 1.0128089 0.84046847 1.2197444 0.1098418 0.19025157
gene7352 0.90404856 0.79582846 1.0791225 0.0430642 0.10548531 0.08697574 507.58334 378.47302 678.6788 1.1428524 0.93624157 1.472737 0.15469037 0.26793158
gene2162 0.9166145 0.671534 1.1640927 0.08258222 0.2022843 0.37298486 299.7937 240.4817 384.6774 0.6700441 0.42722452 0.86904484 0.1573634 0.2725614
gene6229 1.3328098 1.0420928 2.14434 0.1677425 0.41088358 0.0667543 1573.4677 754.726 2350.9172 0.9689518 0.90162873 1.0533079 0.04391253 0.07605872
gene7402 0.7328163 0.5286203 0.9915156 0.08145107 0.19951355 0.03592626 43.920235 23.9156 59.548706 2.7781818 2.0395918 4.1910434 0.61579543 1.066589
1.1301764 0.91928136 1.4506352 0.09523836 0.23328538 517.12 268.8642 767.9061 0.9577777 0.88010275 0.08066208
gene7212 1.2368284 1.0118272 1.7295331 0.09402063 0.23030257 0.03710567 83.490326 62.137398 105.7159 0.77792895 0.7252278 0.8598818 0.04006718 0.06939839
gene3267 0.9032923 0.61614233 1.4763165 0.11082621 0.2714677 0.4355329 212.17737 140.8477 397.933 2.0199542 1.7661581 2.5500274 0.23870827 0.41345486
gene3831 1.0375001 0.87982553 1.351345 0.07186021 0.17602085 0.6153808 157.26349 95.855896 215.43979 0.9514562 0.8120149 1.0474521 0.07632396 0.13219698
gene1598 0.970008 0.70872504 1.9343213 0.153176 0.37520304 0.8495415 19.519115 11.379301 36.855797 4.324804 3.9418235 4.771445 0.23931326 0.4145027
gene5365 1.0040458 0.9270336 1.1078401 0.0311804 0.07637607 0.9014805 25.915667 18.543999 33.132698 0.6294646 0.4316422 0.7780336 0.12230608 0.21184033
gene0401 1.2555948 0.908868 1.8672153 0.1497018 0.36669305 0.10884179 1566.1914 1040.7893 2346.9158 0.85908127 0.68810976 1.0565368 0.1077777 0.18667644
gene4695 1.3201847 0.6501322 2.010937 0.22727627 0.5567109 0.15342997 229.05937 145.0591 368.8378 0.60467297 0.49588072 0.7822458 0.08267639 0.1431997
gene3275 1.0371839 0.6963771 1.3928546 0.10447246 0.25590423 0.72802377 114.47196 73.2695 167.3795 0.39080194 0.32981575 0.43691504 0.03388488 0.05869032
gene1114 0.8246209 0.6112798 1.0515289 0.06858556 0.16799963 0.06619611 41.380283 19.539902 63.7355 1.4062742 0.9954912 1.7167847 0.24948454 0.43211988
gene7334 0.9293644 0.65827477 1.6400793 0.11916432 0.29189178 0.583941 283.1871 151.1182 604.7481 1.5763828 1.246649 2.1270204 0.25314996 0.43846858
gene7347 0.93303406 0.65539473 1.3020315 0.10927273 0.26766244 0.57236075 1273.9843 896.85876 1853.6294 2.4428964 2.094834 3.0317404 0.274083 0.47472566
gene0425 1.0864776 0.6635423 1.7334551 0.16062346 0.39344552 0.5878444 99.10474 62.790398 167.567 0.843326 0.7332544 0.9079738 0.05922255 0.10257646
gene2150 0.89782745 0.5962711 1.1392244 0.0845989 0.20722415 0.29886368 16.222233 11.2897 22.145401 2.766416 2.4315898 3.186225 0.21751916 0.37675422
gene5650 1.0696924 0.88672984 1.271545 0.05641943 0.13819881 0.2558597 216.76564 112.769394 288.23 0.88320947 0.83710986 0.9325126 0.02753907 0.04769906
gene0017 1.067709 0.8016041 1.7716191 0.12974235 0.31780258 0.6054748 151.93831 68.6951 300.52222 0.13626918 0.03800478 0.8397931 0.2800796 0.4851121
gene3722 1.0584289 0.7671592 1.31339 0.08897373 0.21794026 0.52519816 1339.2351 1011.88025 1655.8584 0.9006532 0.75341755 1.1326972 0.10963425 0.18989208
gene1639 0.75368774 0.59495515 1.166298 0.0754012 0.18469448 0.03506548 21.102932 12.038799 40.181496 0.94406235 0.73234725 1.11839 0.12362991 0.21413328
gene6358 1.0349898 0.8193913 1.4009836 0.1061447 0.26000035 0.74729186 59.082233 28.7914 104.99829 1.3634745 1.2242036 1.4704119 0.07557587 0.13090123
gene0100 1.1335816 0.8745286 1.4781513 0.09653043 0.2364503 0.19686083 105.73877 85.1884 116.507996 0.47946125 0.37384024 0.725142 0.10319448 0.17873809
gene0556 1.1942601 0.8433336 1.7070612 0.13974766 0.3423105 0.1824039 111.29851 64.1807 155.33139 0.48490453 0.14815162 0.9480144 0.3846458 0.666226
gene1470 1.1421636 0.05978069 3.9849513 1.4579773 3.5713005 0.8410925 55.302135 0.98870087 119.5637 0.01697923 0.01 0.04895014 0.01125526 0.01949469
gene6486 1.2309061 0.6152172 1.6897999 0.19220342 0.4708003 0.226909 87.449234 47.038403 133.34981 0.89998084 0.59713995 1.3330954 0.21751387 0.37674507
gene4076 0.92741936 0.5994003 1.305566 0.10489201 0.2569319 0.52745163 86.18129 59.1254 121.55209 1.3211074 1.0635413 1.739279 0.19453032 0.33693638
gene5692 1.337508 1.0735917 1.6019344 0.07698634 0.18857726 0.00384333 3951.7292 2561.2703 5061.2534 0.93414265 0.8160754 1.0336038 0.06590845 0.11415678
gene5273 0.8249309 0.5930102 1.1789613 0.07917078 0.19392802 0.09778777 60.850883 39.007004 72.952805 7.225904 5.458518 10.899682 1.5693455 2.7181861
gene4644 1.1062143 0.7519441 1.920747 0.1440111 0.3527537 0.46290344 90.67888 53.8703 191.4681 1.4210039 1.1466324 2.06595 0.27405366 0.47467485
gene6802 0.5042261 0.24667026 8.349992 11.226741 0.8657357
gene7428 0.5195567 0.1648581 1.4497551 0.23357424 0.5721377 0.13180281 19.810884 6.9828987 34.070496 1.0988857 0.6630799 1.9590789 0.37338233 0.64671713
gene2531 0.83473176 0.50241613 1.1727002 0.11139032 0.27284947 0.22357763 28.369984 16.904602 48.721203 2.6508949 2.5832055 2.7388673 0.04568049 0.07912093
gene3248 0.80520064 0.50649357 1.3030965 0.12311443 0.30156755 0.20285392 20.58915 13.140398 41.126102 10.582121 5.5868106 15.0622425 3.6633694 6.345142
gene9519 1.3687568 0.9127793 1.9484036 0.18857417 0.4619105 0.06627406 12080.318 8432.548 17282.441 1.0467656 0.9066074 1.2616234 0.10308891 0.17855522
gene3427 1.0631881 0.94150525 1.1849473 0.04960818 0.12151472 0.24483036 37.66738 26.5871 49.231102 0.6608061 0.5352763 0.77023244 0.07261166 0.12576708
gene1068 1.0634615 0.7512601 1.4669569 0.12045988 0.29506525 0.6038036 1551.9238 1016.1138 2493.35 0.59856457 0.58311933 0.61741436 0.00998351 0.01729194
gene7279 1.3842379 0.9858663 1.6586571 0.10238604 0.25079355 0.00681733 513.9896 320.596 770.6009 0.96141255 0.71377593 1.3178422 0.17448185 0.30221143
gene1719 1.03186 0.7609188 1.3926315 0.09240243 0.2263388 0.7375053 42.400753 28.537302 58.2536 1.0368537 0.9693994 1.1296396 0.04684686 0.08114113
gene1721 0.8012627 0.49421135 1.2911879 0.10768217 0.26376638 0.15142953 97.55093 55.896603 189.16019 2.589583 1.8636777 3.2847538 0.4494844 0.7785298
gene0024 1.0929687 0.8239648 1.4874725 0.09659828 0.2366165 0.35561046 81.576775 49.063904 140.5738 0.7015188 0.48408803 1.1836131 0.19948134 0.3455118
gene1549 1.0027905 0.6793252 1.3445425 0.10467406 0.25639802 0.9794106 882.61383 653.5467 1133.434 0.48029745 0.3548433 0.5906895 0.07566676 0.13105868
gene4529 1.2372001 0.8131932 1.8322206 0.16301882 0.39931294 0.15857324 249.44667 131.3357 373.91217 0.8275995 0.6571204 0.9313331 0.09641744 0.1669999
gene7325 0.01649945 0.01 0.20175189 0.01260474 0.03087517 4.40E-04 -1.9997666 -6.2934017 2.4309998 3.5569193 2.7869794 5.2700696 0.727309 1.2597361
gene4075 0.92205024 0.67751056 1.3107225 0.09332506 0.22859879 0.4526928 24.9693 17.3505 45.0216 2.2356117 2.0083084 2.604625 0.17616017 0.30511835
gene3152 1.6994652 1.1035839 2.6215057 0.24692544 0.60484135 0.01313775 2409.19 1222.6312 4270.864 0.2723603 0.23199852 0.29997534 0.02210188 0.03828158
gene5741 0.7842572 0.36917603 1.1710178 0.13186537 0.32300287 0.19295053 31.904785 19.0956 49.791702 2.0596707 1.7736081 2.5419965 0.22497588 0.38966966
gene4323 1.0647749 0.60783976 1.6448966 0.17944585 0.4395508 0.71429026 1605.7928 812.8367 2875.0964 0.37043467 0.29841533 0.49456143 0.05663653 0.09809735
gene0087 1.0601581 0.69812924 2.0437772 0.16134025 0.3952013 0.7079584 62.098934 27.181099 129.58969 0.439706 0.3592018 0.49312642 0.04493814 0.07783514
gene7781 0.689453 0.48691934 1.2766715 0.09464318 0.2318275 0.03876089 36.2137 27.6162 46.9193 1.0806527 0.9355163 1.2343745 0.08711371 0.15088537
gene2148 0.9816907 0.610618 1.1975026 0.10123927 0.24798457 0.86273664 28.34925 20.8031 44.7079 8.388148 6.23904 11.890891 1.6201992 2.8062673
gene9600 0.81338674 0.555243 0.92579144 0.06386933 0.15644726 0.04518132 47.636913 27.0334 69.9253 0.9850597 0.941571 1.0394192 0.02844654 0.04927086
gene7799 1.1382977 0.7027608 1.7680042 0.16068573 0.39359808 0.38844654 54.53608 44.482403 71.98979 0.2920606 0.1443199 0.5075457 0.12053524 0.20877315
0.7103288 0.2570026 1.3531992 0.20584944 27.388117 5.5046024 46.939003 9.857467 1.4994982
gene7337 1.1261452 0.9097267 1.3640325 0.07574243 0.18553032 0.13550372 1097.7653 736.2107 1339.7485 0.88508457 0.624885 1.207717 0.17390507 0.30121243
gene2622 0.93980306 0.6229542 1.257148 0.10017292 0.24537255 0.5794768 87.62698 48.2941 133.8421 1.0102962 0.8586737 1.1115258 0.08297294 0.14371336
gene8872 1.2008116 0.9670388 1.5409664 0.08472133 0.20752405 0.04750039 154.07924 97.9839 201.32391 0.50307167 0.24168046 0.7794978 0.206216 0.35717657
gene8273 0.8528114 0.52113444 1.1535437 0.10747375 0.26325583 0.25262502 34.166634 20.4509 46.0953 2.4689152 1.0641814 4.756984 1.2729986 2.204898
gene4900 0.6439447 0.4635537 1.0371644 0.09647086 0.2363044 0.02897385 36.6581 26.997902 55.810802 3.1169066 2.6047623 3.49748 0.285234 0.49403977
gene2248 0.7917703 0.7006165 0.97439367 0.04137893 0.10135726 0.00648361 91.30749 75.742195 116.3934 1.750087 1.0256063 2.6548245 0.5219497 0.9040434
gene2655 1.3463036 0.7131045 1.7687454 0.18435538 0.45157662 0.07609267 1289.5642 410.80908 1752.607 0.8705692 0.79947567 1.0023646 0.06203998 0.10745639
gene2987 1.0413846 0.6543302 1.9693767 0.18268113 0.44747555 0.81889766 277.08972 148.1756 500.1437 0.42948055 0.3524459 0.5496376 0.05681329 0.0984035
gene2998 0.94315857 0.60846853 1.5049297 0.13474771 0.33006316 0.6907375 35.142166 14.052099 53.3777 0.6375539 0.5452179 0.7057655 0.05085331 0.08808051
gene3002 4.065005 0.9457184 40.20993 4.9891148 12.220786 0.07317121 85.6718 11.887199 310.3455 3.0455952 1.3366574 4.973132 1.4428735 2.49913
gene0160 1.1733147 1.0167456 1.307811 0.04856893 0.1189691 0.01174729 612.15686 393.2146 880.5058 0.50593466 0.46003887 0.60090137 0.04384104 0.07593491
gene0111 0.80206174 0.5483905 1.2425022 0.10638791 0.2605961 0.14882022 31.385715 17.5014 46.442 1.3405327 1.3030431 1.3672659 0.01949648 0.0337689
gene3886 1.1398791 0.86467195 1.517547 0.10322803 0.252856 0.20327389 724.031 480.85968 942.92163 0.9131832 0.7615394 1.0065539 0.08350321 0.1446318
gene9593 1.3306928 0.8925214 2.007227 0.19197954 0.47025195 0.09686605 566.73987 349.3963 1036.2773 0.4859696 0.2764014 0.6909649 0.14738843 0.25528425
gene0376 0.96085 0.7423809 1.4811345 0.1089792 0.26694345 0.7344226 150.50342 76.1167 236.9975 0.72361696 0.5675115 0.8323982 0.08925474 0.15459375
gene5669 1.1852841 0.9002033 1.4664708 0.08614548 0.21101248 0.06497903 404.92862 253.52759 580.4859 0.9833704 0.95154685 1.0253305 0.0216537 0.0375053
gene5887 1.2466257 0.6559838 2.357752 0.24593164 0.60240704 0.29155588 70.60288 36.1334 127.864 0.38756764 0.26316565 0.6617199 0.11349598 0.1965808
gene2573 0.49036118 0.18205278 1.1251868 0.15691306 0.38435695 0.05303049 6.9083333 3.1963997 11.098 5.8873415 5.0832253 7.3438935 0.66869 1.158205
gene2574 1.0801426 0.8934402 1.4387336 0.08386122 0.20541722 0.36240384 138.6278 73.4606 166.03821 0.7958938 0.6310406 1.1977744 0.16844098 0.29174834
gene5317 1.094335 0.8578074 1.4475461 0.1024183 0.25087258 0.37403238 43.679718 23.933401 60.027603 0.6814053 0.50946033 0.7911074 0.1006824 0.17438702
gene2324 0.82036567 0.635027 1.2648346 0.0859322 0.21049003 0.11280972 44.44055 32.8917 56.172005 3.0244007 2.2123473 4.331314 0.608056 1.0531839
gene5977 0.9768189 0.34990075 1.4763402 0.22905447 0.56106657 0.91850287 50.81988 21.0886 68.9525 0.38208765 0.19326189 0.6418809 0.15001294 0.25983003
gene7300 0.0180786 0.01 0.34913167 0.01980043 0.04850095 0.00106354 -6.327184 -17.1078 3.4582005 10.03923 7.4542727 12.161347 1.5412023 2.6694407
gene7661 1.0359228 0.8951004 1.4974414 0.08284092 0.202918 0.6745721 492.4627 268.88937 667.0485 1.1349938 0.8945108 1.3927294 0.14814274 0.25659075
gene1548 0.7814922 0.5458376 1.2798007 0.10031942 0.24573141 0.1063574 19.875065 12.023899 31.787598 15.540484 11.55069 23.969368 3.5734963 6.189477
gene2690 0.19504075 0.01 2.6503532 1.9823141 4.855658 0.17520918 2.6184826 -30.365204 31.935303 1.7521987 1.3517873 2.1303346 0.24009413 0.41585523
gene6250 0.19335672 12.368904 2.3484714 4.067672
gene5198 0.9931308 0.55979055 1.6490043 0.15312673 0.37508237 0.9649108 28.610216 11.080399 45.081203 13.101465 8.858979 23.667698 4.2241225 7.316395
gene8366 1.0795932 0.7104183 1.4382491 0.10795358 0.26443118 0.47220472 749.74255 317.9198 943.9296 0.597873 0.5664259 0.61561817 0.01617937 0.02802349
gene4002 1.1738964 0.9119485 2.0623336 0.14710647 0.3603358 0.2475396 157.33215 90.6121 336.7588 0.4848336 0.32646382 0.8980679 0.16320147 0.28267324
gene4216 1.1615998 0.91609603 1.6501669 0.11980989 0.2934731 0.20019992 75.37707 44.9567 123.10849 0.71556497 0.6632222 0.77549344 0.03239381 0.05610773
gene1534 0.72539175 0.5351112 1.0250152 0.0875105 0.21435606 0.041881 251.65103 144.33409 403.2738 1.3349093 0.9819533 2.029356 0.30003974 0.5196841
gene0987 1.0563229 0.83656526 1.6407832 0.10414766 0.25510862 0.59728897 96.351036 49.468697 161.3275 0.61624235 0.5551835 0.74447846 0.05874766 0.10175394
gene6273 0.5969152 0.20767084 1.5086211 0.19293483 0.4725919 0.12977244 16.894268 3.4664993 41.0111 8.8147745 6.969232 11.652646 1.3450527 2.3296995
gene3312 0.85950285 0.6034282 1.1863999 0.09352601 0.22909102 0.21605593 28.88875 21.2234 40.8345 1.7117218 1.5244039 2.1353593 0.1910849 0.33096877
gene0972 1.0970165 0.99808705 1.2941493 0.0457975 0.1121805 0.0767658 61.205467 39.6823 76.4513 0.8107287 0.79132295 0.8215978 0.00983814 0.01704016
gene4588 0.9010723 0.52642983 1.5047783 0.13321315 0.32630426 0.4998842 29.593548 16.032799 59.066498 2.6230066 1.7693276 3.7728775 0.596076 1.0324339
gene2175 1.0002716 0.80745524 1.2926418 0.07795829 0.19095805 0.9973312 46.4057 30.358702 72.4557 1.0500796 0.81710756 1.2624204 0.13818187 0.23933801
gene3277 0.79806525 0.5134724 1.0224477 0.08495665 0.20810045 0.08379475 28.731916 22.372902 38.4751 1.3859646 1.0448606 1.6514684 0.20071295 0.347645
gene9013 1.0097808 0.7293274 1.2647934 0.07850682 0.19230166 0.904404 1018.88666 677.3654 1510.891 0.45985946 0.2241926 0.67081636 0.18263362 0.3163307
gene6616 1.138412 0.76200294 1.557091 0.12521766 0.3067194 0.28406245 627.4481 382.7606 841.2334 0.70482403 0.56218433 0.9524874 0.11255315 0.19494776
gene8919 1.3269842 0.98570746 1.9618586 0.1338975 0.32798055 0.03599916 160.26309 101.7932 278.3823 1.0745146 0.98391545 1.2317826 0.07467377 0.12933877
gene7598 1.0292666 0.5272964 1.7045908 0.17630616 0.43186015 0.86759675 107.37782 62.7603 184.91339 0.5611249 0.30445635 0.8712662 0.19103284 0.3308786
gene5873 0.62287533 0.08248566 1.3042204 0.34439772 0.8435987 0.30741337 8.506784 1.096302 14.700802 42.336952 36.024834 54.8661 5.614524 9.724641
gene9119 1.2132074 0.9928126 1.6235855 0.0904047 0.22144538 0.04738299 124.04082 73.0192 174.736 0.677092 0.5158687 0.9577278 0.126707 0.21946296
gene1648 0.6594601 0.28073063 0.8849725 0.12642744 0.30968273 0.07113971 32.762566 13.428101 53.392204 5.582415 4.250583 7.078305 0.8415034 1.4575266
gene3612 1.3309495 1.0171214 2.229025 0.16143782 0.3954403 0.06103457 7593.819 5085.2524 10133.641 0.92456 0.6287122 1.3900496 0.22065145 0.3821795
gene5923 0.78387445 0.40032768 1.0190408 0.11498321 0.2816502 0.14762461 45.791 14.412701 59.6974 9.711416 8.717982 11.681433 0.9069295 1.570848
gene0031 0.7847943 0.46415466 1.2651808 0.1359302 0.33295962 0.20436281 45.918583 19.8095 77.167305 1.1263807 0.7887421 1.4491624 0.21164404 0.36657822
0.48664227 0.07033386 1.6210548 0.3424872 0.83891886 8.035484 1.1338005 14.680002 9.127946 5.6119795
gene6201 1.0199981 0.642062 1.2486879 0.10084914 0.24702893 0.84702325 194.46248 149.1136 237.62682 0.5167549 0.4063132 0.58561075 0.06282248 0.10881172
gene2714 0.92576104 0.6729203 1.1233071 0.06625816 0.16229868 0.32704052 44.60393 20.8059 58.6842 0.9847355 0.9051271 1.053201 0.04394957 0.07612288
gene5200 0.80334395 0.3006855 1.04999 0.16876468 0.41338736 0.3188218 19.197468 7.220703 29.220299 5.135265 3.7463648 6.517375 0.8616832 1.4924791
gene1452 1.0967721 0.75357556 1.7883961 0.15422758 0.3777789 0.5291927 238.59912 160.4456 388.76343 0.48237422 0.30457437 0.72591734 0.12759458 0.22100028
gene8125 0.93834 0.6821386 1.1557349 0.08753485 0.21441571 0.5203276 21.992283 11.403799 34.393696 6.0676746 5.42485 6.992028 0.45553333 0.7890068
gene1161 0.98089117 0.8100017 1.1560171 0.06257084 0.15326664 0.77316296 31.673018 21.309801 46.088604 1.0850854 0.95537525 1.2055851 0.07409262 0.12833218
gene9391 0.8045268 0.533846 1.328602 0.1274699 0.31223622 0.21419814 13.4033 6.0440006 20.7753 5.508573 4.4070525 7.9148903 1.0328933 1.7890236
gene2972 1.2745386 0.915159 1.890678 0.12925445 0.31660745 0.05950465 2517.2058 1577.0839 3908.8105 0.2956319 0.08601698 0.68656635 0.2588467 0.44833562
gene0514 1.1798316 0.9936212 1.5456918 0.08492722 0.20802835 0.06847175 170.55466 92.6958 285.43192 0.3651391 0.27946475 0.4324728 0.05007667 0.08673533
gene4089 0.73165935 0.4183609 1.0081899 0.11851651 0.290305 0.10173921 90.54231 38.277702 150.1923 2.012604 1.8831483 2.089269 0.06713226 0.11627649
gene6387 1.1432384 0.9401841 1.3533052 0.06045926 0.14809433 0.05177698 59.569866 42.6481 73.6624 0.4458876 0.34104815 0.6201766 0.08003614 0.13862666
gene7947 1.3118566 0.9848486 2.1004186 0.1784513 0.43711466 0.09574452 4009.1921 2357.8333 6551.8813 0.5146813 0.4153842 0.5820151 0.05584209 0.09672134
gene1412 0.9536409 0.8071362 1.1450833 0.0510333 0.12500556 0.41383684 993.737 521.22363 1386.2152 0.86596936 0.8080485 0.99358845 0.05973599 0.10346577
gene2202 0.943355 0.4666972 1.2348447 0.14337298 0.35119066 0.708111 372.69778 218.61942 496.21094 0.40242544 0.36283875 0.48575065 0.03818317 0.06613518
gene0815 0.7414726 0.45588264 1.3337396 0.11853258 0.29034436 0.11009001 288.47003 104.6987 606.31696 1.1292356 0.9158781 1.4013988 0.14028738 0.24298488
gene3371 1.3412178 0.8458836 1.8185698 0.15764952 0.38616088 0.05137816 172.43723 67.1767 234.56189 0.9202333 0.8212937 1.0097148 0.05586151 0.09675498
gene6197 0.8601493 0.56553966 1.2008879 0.10886171 0.26665565 0.2775029 90.15085 41.273804 142.27579 0.9856975 0.8881779 1.0858486 0.05744017 0.09948929
gene7335 0.8377671 0.49671876 1.4129637 0.1691829 0.41441178 0.39657456 87.43583 49.637997 171.8512 3.4593132 3.2682993 3.5813806 0.09910282 0.17165111
gene2774 1.1003917 0.84181255 1.7228051 0.12019415 0.29441434 0.4136493 82.3787 39.009003 158.0251 0.4393795 0.29859602 0.6936969 0.11311822 0.19592649
gene8460 1.2998705 0.62653327 1.8413959 0.21997662 0.5388305 0.16760507 97.90819 32.7816 131.8743 0.6918542 0.5757856 0.9139497 0.09941859 0.17219804
gene5094 1.1112262 0.8530176 1.4510448 0.09995601 0.24484122 0.2887264 495.21088 383.2002 666.0214 0.75548625 0.6913976 0.8440033 0.04440794 0.07691681
gene2240 0.8678292 0.742746 1.0647843 0.05161323 0.12642607 0.06191563 87.88358 56.509403 133.3434 1.1377035 1.0021996 1.3544084 0.10316946 0.17869475
gene0049 0.900008 0.38462606 1.3344679 0.16935651 0.41483706 0.5821188 44.13585 23.734901 75.338806 1.0376321 0.90063184 1.2253063 0.09366026 0.16222432
gene8823 0.71922976 0.46987325 1.4130422 0.12193404 0.2986762 0.09887151 24.42135 9.378599 45.893 1.5669148 1.3568186 1.9570168 0.17838176 0.30896625
gene1272 1.6058806 0.9459905 2.6055126 0.25195676 0.6171655 0.02607388 86.23273 30.9324 138.629 0.8074336 0.6501348 0.92249626 0.08903988 0.1542216
gene6777 0.5516042 0.28484002 0.82530737 0.09003969 0.2205513 0.01283649 77.19952 48.3796 121.1847 3.9294295 3.627886 4.491477 0.26520777 0.45935333
gene6178 0.02683411 2.074991 0.1734259
gene8166 0.8297935 0.52747697 1.2377853 0.11601865 0.2841865 0.22832537 49.556114 31.513199 72.0455 2.110883 1.9349568 2.3088663 0.10790281 0.18689315
gene3773 1.4881043 1.1474205 1.770955 0.09695409 0.23748805 0.0016651 4453.2734 2465.8767 6082.054 0.70142895 0.60171574 0.89841354 0.08866403 0.15357059
gene9022 1.1339867 0.8959548 1.6910311 0.10713631 0.2624293 0.23537497 132.94312 90.92271 159.9779 0.32430387 0.1591515 0.58370346 0.13797666 0.23898259
gene6635 0.8080943 0.6757305 1.1047876 0.05916319 0.14491965 0.03249906 302.63467 179.6835 522.9464 1.3541993 1.3015779 1.389726 0.02726153 0.04721835
gene0925 0.8379737 0.630018 1.2076133 0.10093724 0.24724475 0.1942319 25.620466 17.0052 38.487503 1.5237527 1.3086833 1.6569124 0.11662853 0.20200653
gene3387 1.2487457 0.9186481 2.112052 0.15073729 0.36922944 0.11895272 64.927765 36.434998 133.6835 0.54395103 0.45200747 0.63881516 0.05513962 0.09550461
gene3873 0.18333296 0.01 1.2489823 1.0365566 2.5390348 0.12980977 6.0739994 -0.6248016 14.437302 30.350325 16.589766 43.938007 9.925013 17.190626
gene2381 1.036271 0.6801073 1.3741412 0.11096998 0.27181986 0.7488632 70.9246 46.302197 118.423904 0.35577944 0.30130842 0.41301107 0.03273298 0.05669519
gene3977 0.94819117 0.548784 1.4265127 0.13306738 0.3259472 0.7126563 44.058083 27.206501 70.187 1.285696 1.1646599 1.4921327 0.09784602 0.16947427
gene3672 1.2621976 0.97982985 2.1108246 0.18561953 0.45467317 0.1634106 101.04972 49.0381 191.3099 0.79465634 0.57193404 1.2772255 0.20206146 0.3499807
gene2090 0.9283509 0.5696818 1.4489908 0.15650207 0.38335022 0.6655313 207.32445 108.7074 305.33652 0.8606391 0.6532554 1.0651557 0.12638474 0.21890478
gene2005 0.60658115 0.36969495 0.98727465 0.08238632 0.20180444 0.01289714 184.55704 115.88731 347.2309 1.0824413 1.0191237 1.1374553 0.03483762 0.06034053
gene6979 1.0951186 0.74404967 1.4334375 0.10921643 0.26752454 0.39767542 104.210236 45.173904 141.6115 0.5368358 0.43514585 0.6040927 0.0569882 0.09870646
gene2121 1.1767335 0.811752 1.6117774 0.11020327 0.26994178 0.13867716 70.62923 31.111 94.8716 0.54603183 0.4903566 0.6156552 0.03614748 0.06260927
gene6828 0.7327638 0.4528605 0.94716984 0.10058999 0.24639416 0.06745733 12.440017 8.871899 17.220497 4.145548 3.1193347 4.8543606 0.5998259 1.038929
gene5311 1.1314607 0.7155315 1.5503906 0.11836488 0.28993356 0.28401184 187.56042 127.4324 302.817 0.81454307 0.64819056 0.9672861 0.09794518 0.16964602
gene1672 0.8988564 0.63037086 1.329051 0.10462616 0.25628072 0.3930458 426.036 180.6183 678.75775 0.7195731 0.62140054 0.79337084 0.05395601 0.09345456
gene2970 1.035953 0.55975896 1.2863516 0.13475767 0.33008754 0.7919706 63.309616 44.8328 79.6002 0.32532874 0.1545049 0.54885817 0.1393541 0.24136837
gene1637 0.92890185 0.7254822 1.442938 0.09291852 0.22760296 0.488031 43.847218 23.772902 66.9263 6.749405 6.3113413 7.4478474 0.34017307 0.58919704
gene6079 1.700061 1.2703769 3.1844065 0.25319624 0.6202016 0.01433324 1455.6969 875.82776 2284.6318 1.0225155 0.92875934 1.1456884 0.06278463 0.10874616
gene2260 0.9926568 0.6324191 1.3115819 0.09942208 0.24353336 0.94336885 2402.1682 1604.5748 4048.1514 0.50510806 0.38071632 0.63568896 0.0772358 0.13377632
gene4497 0.7758979 0.59746146 0.97466177 0.05167638 0.12658076 0.0121872 450.60168 316.76962 576.0991 1.2168396 1.0645771 1.3773084 0.09104648 0.15769711
0.5853553 0.27771077 0.923457 0.10579919 0.25915405 12.441434 3.5415 19.162199 1.8023783 1.5020046 0.30038247
gene7217 1.3832444 0.7923567 2.0233 0.22472055 0.5504507 0.09292054 2428.563 1644.1869 3754.454 0.6412878 0.62051255 0.6651388 0.01291203 0.02236429
gene3799 1.1184711 0.8704416 1.4370832 0.08526721 0.20886116 0.1986104 166.29079 96.5188 281.4079 0.9801204 0.8748325 1.072391 0.05892493 0.10206096
gene1256 1.155707 0.9501673 1.5587865 0.08417476 0.20618522 0.10160879 606.9936 359.0099 959.1767 0.5995956 0.4424387 0.8266151 0.11101387 0.19228166
gene5372 1.0804864 0.73078287 1.3574694 0.09400222 0.23025748 0.4094883 52.576168 32.137703 78.4833 0.8086766 0.70722026 0.9611265 0.07375176 0.12774178
gene2991 1.2214615 0.773251 2.2569587 0.22264063 0.545356 0.3024106 45.7487 21.828598 81.3394 0.6689918 0.4559965 1.0352708 0.16637667 0.28817284
gene8123 0.8600905 0.7706962 1.0196937 0.04161378 0.10193252 0.02607525 103.03096 60.9878 157.1612 1.6240928 1.4609195 1.8008697 0.09837322 0.17038742
gene6492 0.963276 0.22544125 2.6565957 0.4361144 1.0682578 0.92246264 76.77634 16.996803 183.2404 1.6267531 1.4705163 1.8526608 0.11141767 0.19298105
gene6195 1.1256921 0.9663456 1.3643268 0.06654866 0.16301027 0.10023898 3582.7676 2555.9402 4857.1514 0.9985424 0.84360933 1.1414343 0.08940591 0.15485558
gene4801 1.0841205 0.86697674 1.7184594 0.11987777 0.2936394 0.4905844 83.144455 45.4321 137.53441 0.62449896 0.52409625 0.7397579 0.06262421 0.10846831
gene4676 0.9439902 0.86567664 1.060737 0.03474568 0.08510919 0.17740345 86.21925 52.082504 114.118706 1.4021289 1.2628067 1.5698031 0.08853638 0.1533495
gene4487 1.1435568 1.0203593 1.5746362 0.07667635 0.18781795 0.10013241 45.483532 27.5676 72.2801 0.94157046 0.8010164 1.0571765 0.07885971 0.13658902
gene7922 1.2749652 0.73044145 1.8231407 0.1841092 0.4509736 0.14362739 120.67978 66.3283 213.37009 0.5420467 0.32760727 0.7743037 0.14772247 0.2558628
gene2452 1.0239037 0.7294394 1.2472477 0.09380569 0.22977607 0.8044702 232.40146 119.8945 355.8825 0.7245082 0.55103767 0.94854957 0.11573236 0.20045432
gene0752 0.6983608 0.2873319 1.1388683 0.1527046 0.37404835 0.14032757 48.627033 17.835999 85.3943 1.6677294 0.7785125 2.5159047 0.7120183 1.2332518
gene4222 1.3756456 0.8536498 1.7984018 0.1425141 0.34908682 0.02604169 63.672817 43.5288 98.8952 0.69983894 0.53464925 1.1054697 0.16739954 0.2899445
gene6429 1.3292683 0.99200433 1.5741612 0.10879815 0.26649997 0.017063 1152.4646 586.2137 1665.8956 1.0926297 0.91413975 1.4598281 0.16228123 0.28107932
gene6810 1.0222143 0.88509333 1.1076698 0.03370272 0.08255446 0.53403383 1708.8562 1184.9384 2497.5684 0.84590095 0.78635764 0.96250135 0.05494436 0.09516642
gene4591 0.5283078 0.3389911 1.233998 0.1095657 0.26838008 0.0223954 20.0078 8.786697 50.570404 2.223964 1.8936051 3.0440557 0.35563695 0.6159813
gene5170 1.2575217 0.9946776 1.4361249 0.06454331 0.15809818 0.00650645 1744.13 1319.1351 2314.4185 0.64002675 0.5950675 0.6758276 0.02426584 0.04202967
gene6110 0.95483553 0.5695527 1.8204477 0.16153185 0.39567062 0.7875213 45.686867 23.235802 94.393005 1.0238309 0.9436731 1.0766258 0.0421658 0.07303331
gene9462 1.7023115 0.9786208 2.7118797 0.24943733 0.6109942 0.01338428 715.4882 472.79733 1139.2804 0.6380256 0.3320899 0.8878146 0.22613055 0.39166957
gene9275 1.5176231 1.0341415 2.2187722 0.20108259 0.49254975 0.02323684 466.21933 265.1372 704.9409 0.8148851 0.73588413 0.9658585 0.07009728 0.12141204
gene2934 0.9752588 0.8035933 1.3533618 0.08944442 0.2190932 0.79318875 74.59883 39.1715 93.7665 1.0845925 1.0213171 1.1287917 0.03320422 0.05751139
gene2822 1.1026182 0.6458329 1.7727021 0.15263157 0.37386948 0.5007556 70.71064 46.592297 140.7663 0.45937082 0.42844233 0.5104501 0.0246855 0.04275655
gene6098 0.9519108 0.76295984 1.4902965 0.11246574 0.2754837 0.6880491 335.6845 176.2708 437.50882 0.70234865 0.42183402 1.0591179 0.20075893 0.34772468
gene5213 0.937663 0.79959494 1.1462975 0.06570222 0.1609369 0.397281 88.313484 48.317 124.0789 2.3454897 1.7918929 2.771426 0.3232017 0.55980176
gene6172 0.3942769 0.04066872 0.7707565 0.09040003
gene3375 0.91541934 0.65132105 1.3398795 0.09297334 0.22773725 0.4174892 22.662683 17.481602 32.811596 3.5914226 2.4609876 4.5029535 0.7020823 1.2160422
gene4042 1.1372529 0.42755276 1.6111516 0.25154516 0.6161573 0.5618209 305.18884 111.21929 509.8391 1.0303166 0.8869062 1.1460899 0.07981683 0.13824679
gene1646 0.8188657 0.66264176 1.0772375 0.06652921 0.16296262 0.05558696 470.65427 311.992 702.91595 0.87825114 0.7747272 1.0207376 0.07111339 0.12317199
gene2502 1.3408613 0.87017095 1.8008417 0.1722144 0.42183742 0.06648872 97.52029 52.301704 137.636 0.47136477 0.30145365 0.681271 0.11746389 0.20345344
gene2750 0.40445548 0.12277582 1.1225466 0.18836002 0.46138597 0.05947449 15.384184 4.0762005 39.3677 5.123902 3.2521715 6.5564485 1.212825 2.1006744
gene2470 1.2074301 0.9350664 1.7436904 0.12369785 0.3029966 0.12066641 1997.6002 1074.7036 2956.7158 0.35344508 0.29648516 0.44008917 0.04144553 0.07178576
gene0093 0.89294356 0.72301847 1.0706787 0.04967453 0.12167726 0.09627324 392.76263 254.0896 489.71912 0.99242765 0.76346654 1.3098396 0.15769829 0.27314144
gene5725 0.65240675 0.27616495 1.0327646 0.1402084 0.34343904 0.08803514 36.0477 17.7183 56.194397 1.7217443 1.3915298 2.0324101 0.1944111 0.33672988
gene0431 0.9851654 0.8538438 1.0784563 0.03617788 0.08861736 0.7002882 436.05908 270.32053 617.68274 0.7067593 0.66230094 0.77624685 0.03401018 0.05890735
gene2972 1.3233289 0.97498894 1.7402651 0.11529848 0.28242245 0.0226571 160.44339 85.9976 277.90952 0.94201833 0.6808834 1.2414404 0.16879942 0.29236916
gene0384 1.2343425 0.7772601 1.7666575 0.14533146 0.35598794 0.12767063 605.34686 258.9019 1047.5262 0.62686056 0.53850526 0.7179873 0.05257498 0.09106254
gene5801 0.9246737 0.74388266 1.08 0.05727198 0.14028712 0.25943998 27.692863 18.977798 41.600098 4.5138774 3.8894627 5.101721 0.36023808 0.62395066
gene8089 0.84265274 0.5420219 1.3212025 0.10858233 0.2659713 0.23170869 65.06854 43.964195 126.9377 3.9416168 3.4408424 4.6431293 0.34739196 0.60170054
gene3568 0.9864862 0.6614461 1.3848081 0.10619677 0.2601279 0.9027296 91.36778 38.374496 130.72899 0.5919265 0.542259 0.6899045 0.04569227 0.07914133
gene4743 1.1884313 0.86203295 1.6758603 0.13979341 0.34242254 0.1945583 58.510887 31.645401 82.40761 0.3349109 0.1621266 0.70452696 0.16358668 0.28334042
gene5613 0.94248277 0.86869425 0.98063874 0.01686933 0.04132125 0.02121305 48.76547 32.3805 61.0094 3.5973535 2.9152875 4.394136 0.4310121 0.7465348
gene2166 1.1229348 0.73688847 1.5698822 0.12210565 0.29909655 0.32751518 52.50377 21.7926 84.076904 0.945956 0.8747073 0.99406636 0.03751905 0.0649849
gene1388 0.956007 0.7015206 1.2229309 0.08691626 0.21290049 0.63770723 167.40376 74.6932 268.341 1.0876541 0.91893125 1.4593848 0.16310845 0.28251213
gene7190 0.9375429 0.56808865 1.5908881 0.14184104 0.3474382 0.6780529 92.619965 68.1306 117.1548 0.9297614 0.8549237 0.9711382 0.03907167 0.06767412
gene1239 0.9683121 0.8205112 1.2448409 0.06045131 0.14807488 0.6260427 182.54738 120.621506 259.194 0.73290205 0.5685827 0.9646047 0.11408616 0.19760302
gene3439 0.96132314 0.59342444 1.1246518 0.09685767 0.23725188 0.7075035 170.40204 125.10339 234.33301 1.6552224 0.97345644 2.6178713 0.5076798 0.87932724
gene8045 1.2351807 0.9384702 1.7806228 0.11213853 0.27468216 0.06516464 478.78516 324.1451 625.6094 0.60428244 0.52502096 0.70177823 0.05096052 0.08826621
1.3710786 0.83217174 1.8193073 0.16096286 164.16519 111.366104 255.06131 0.7069126 0.6107275 0.05219248
gene8921 1.2041051 0.72844374 1.9234473 0.16495554 0.40405694 0.22244431 668.9054 358.845 1108.3049 0.6224784 0.40155783 0.80939555 0.14249085 0.24680139
gene6430 0.8444004 0.68776256 1.1756914 0.06547137 0.16037145 0.07901833 29.000252 22.868801 36.417904 2.5249562 2.0403686 2.8157501 0.27135685 0.47000384
gene6015 1.2447311 0.86536855 1.8296964 0.15641843 0.38314536 0.13479935 76.58383 63.2246 121.2919 0.91769975 0.8041751 1.0381255 0.06804508 0.11785753
gene8266 1.4608945 0.9536471 1.9420247 0.18615505 0.4559849 0.0285816 16149.725 7567.2197 22514.697 0.775277 0.6194076 0.9596203 0.09925916 0.17192191
gene5020 1.2202965 1.0104995 1.521513 0.07568128 0.18538053 0.02324153 118.946365 78.8331 190.7623 0.72180134 0.68790925 0.7701362 0.02430927 0.04210489
gene4298 0.97643715 0.6763651 1.3067731 0.11349408 0.2780026 0.84254026 1904.9247 897.8639 3102.4678 0.71846247 0.5372291 0.95976114 0.12292545 0.21291313
gene8022 1.0799317 0.91435456 1.236665 0.05257797 0.1287892 0.17381127 433.65442 238.7712 567.5875 0.5592592 0.4198885 0.7416329 0.09373786 0.16235873
gene8297 1.2145059 0.5455569 1.7528571 0.24634407 0.6034173 0.3573424 151.51025 66.167694 241.9198 0.9411371 0.6741887 1.3498336 0.1949062 0.33758745
gene3875 0.8489888 0.5011005 1.4971488 0.16491126 0.40394846 0.4153648 317.44333 140.1172 533.7581 0.26390618 0.13863897 0.44871694 0.09937487 0.17212231
gene2385 1.0575415 0.7399863 1.6449192 0.12944022 0.3170625 0.6600716 65.460236 32.4336 100.872505 0.4585272 0.3750966 0.6826102 0.09400283 0.16281767
gene0738 0.74936086 0.27202588 1.0804353 0.16789706 0.41126215 0.22685386 36.312332 8.605598 55.664104 5.228137 2.346188 8.746724 2.4142008 4.1815186
gene2922 0.7800018 0.46951196 1.1016916 0.12518488 0.30663908 0.16930911 65.94376 32.9915 115.83719 0.6561287 0.46825826 1.2450914 0.22754233 0.39411485
gene8692 1.2430674 0.83702356 1.6145453 0.14365561 0.35188296 0.11298195 10920.256 5193.6387 15221.976 1.1263494 1.0163467 1.2126943 0.05981946 0.10361035
gene0929 1.3682721 0.94998634 2.6025481 0.23171867 0.56759256 0.11185489 51.58727 27.368698 90.416 0.5483629 0.533755 0.5650375 0.0090541 0.01568217
gene7478 0.74072504 0.56358504 1.2612267 0.09300299 0.22780988 0.05826517 59.483566 30.341898 105.08 7.6471934 6.4563484 10.542512 1.252428 2.169269
gene0893 0.98206663 0.65532297 1.4020658 0.11498929 0.2816651 0.8808976 96.2331 39.0003 162.2291 0.8607 0.7822885 0.9130647 0.04156221 0.07198787
gene5050 0.6815313 0.3793678 1.394991 0.13668355 0.33480498 0.09938231 18.063349 7.3387985 36.2342 3.5314953 2.5228271 5.213418 0.7715773 1.3364111
gene3472 1.2331529 1.0161755 1.4876505 0.07351429 0.1800725 0.01666699 110.74988 77.5295 139.8366 0.732627 0.5085918 0.9123541 0.13809001 0.23917891
gene1478 0.8776841 0.66928816 1.0200797 0.05435998 0.13315423 0.08766582 288.70663 179.3614 385.87592 0.84702927 0.6741228 1.0139003 0.10300629 0.17841212
gene3339 0.6078361 0.30092677 1.5088679 0.16903748 0.4140556 0.10522719 19.446833 5.627199 49.1985 2.269675 2.048152 2.5826223 0.15540281 0.26916555
gene4304 0.58574146 0.17123923 1.6232166 0.2404314 0.58893424 0.17777576 44.688065 11.731998 85.6961 3.837482 3.3717558 4.52029 0.33323205 0.57717484
gene4023 0.76907295 0.42152464 1.2247344 0.13036458 0.31932673 0.16773124 61.761635 34.9669 102.8344 5.1102295 3.4219453 7.379535 1.1804725 2.0446384
gene9520 0.94969 0.7852648 1.0144845 0.03854237 0.09440914 0.25832412 47.852448 24.940302 67.9189 1.0329179 0.94868 1.1313552 0.05270159 0.09128183
gene2882 1.1617527 0.7522959 2.0368817 0.16699848 0.40906107 0.33179823 237.57259 157.7763 343.0523 0.66015583 0.4042218 1.3772348 0.27562386 0.47739452
gene2989 0.92732406 0.6536864 1.0717509 0.07037769 0.17238945 0.36203617 33.809635 24.625698 42.2676 1.2360145 1.0463227 1.3565962 0.10374466 0.17969103
gene9576 1.2433047 1.0076811 1.7674345 0.10618602 0.26010156 0.0495883 41.985546 35.8978 45.771 0.8968064 0.8391736 0.93329966 0.03000904 0.05197718
gene4220 0.2427193 0.46203753 0.73655075 0.12861602 0.22276948
gene5627 0.8415816 0.6507636 1.144821 0.0649414 0.1590733 0.0738272 62.872784 35.0476 90.2215 3.8494282 3.7087567 4.0680428 0.10850451 0.18793532
gene9170 1.0457947 0.917793 1.2960007 0.05450674 0.1335137 0.42778277 46.9476 33.512398 57.518997 0.45954844 0.29629272 0.7006786 0.11975474 0.20742129
gene0246 0.8423381 0.7180167 1.1225113 0.05655432 0.13852923 0.04987652 66.17433 36.9492 115.9996 0.93153775 0.8313109 1.0063312 0.05427106 0.09400024
gene0945 1.3025274 0.95587665 1.8308748 0.1302766 0.31911123 0.04373825 47.4654 29.935398 77.986404 0.6867908 0.5608487 0.8107189 0.07478353 0.12952887
gene0719 0.7529261 0.57771724 1.0007746 0.06749795 0.16533555 0.02390854 38.581017 19.511702 62.2211 1.0622032 0.9235345 1.2986923 0.11033395 0.19110401
gene4441 1.1286345 0.974743 1.2964407 0.05486215 0.13438429 0.05461057 1146.7273 686.7219 1652.5586 0.78276056 0.67732817 0.93803257 0.07545637 0.13069426
gene2848 0.7743929 0.48407313 1.0207816 0.09621996 0.2356898 0.08928255 82.08912 32.396698 122.0297 1.6541101 1.5347571 1.87818 0.10595273 0.18351552
gene9272 1.3020005 0.92210585 1.9540808 0.152748 0.3741547 0.07022448 300.75287 215.8824 393.9652 0.6038597 0.4581889 0.8141425 0.10256365 0.17764544
gene2579 1.1393659 0.9554677 1.7027519 0.09721525 0.23812777 0.18285821 551.52246 331.8618 919.8632 0.75907785 0.592343 0.9044973 0.09796866 0.16968669
gene1297 1.2803007 0.9017692 1.86575 0.16814849 0.41187802 0.11167716 42.76615 18.053898 73.93829 0.5769967 0.40358886 0.82567513 0.12315001 0.21330208
gene3512 0.9830649 0.42346868 2.3075607 0.26357672 0.6456285 0.94700885 63.645645 26.582195 136.71909 0.14745146 0.12961322 0.15816657 0.00954863 0.01653871
gene4811 1.0083662 0.84885 1.1571771 0.04538944 0.11118097 0.86001444 29.815382 22.107801 34.741497 0.7200052 0.59935427 0.9676054 0.10924896 0.18922475
gene3350 1.1032974 0.96634185 1.3699828 0.06308214 0.15451905 0.14462095 69.036835 43.1756 113.4406 0.5313897 0.31476653 0.73987144 0.148483 0.2571801
gene5430 0.88450766 0.5594507 1.2558061 0.10093755 0.24724549 0.32305148 86.85447 53.055504 144.2763 1.1680529 0.87864876 1.362344 0.1690263 0.29276213
gene2433 0.24274632 0.01 1.608981 1.2203766 2.9893 0.18264803 7.6834006 0.03689957 17.737 0.11334727 0.01 0.40480232 0.59426403 1.0292954
gene7547 0.9491994 0.8104908 1.1309776 0.05424141 0.13286379 0.4013022 62.170883 33.0925 98.4948 1.0477605 0.9895128 1.0843074 0.03018031 0.05227382
gene8278 0.14365114 0.01 0.9243374 0.5722916 1.4018224 0.0767304 3.5915833 -1.6551971 9.155699 6.234272 2.7080812 16.031475 3.9838648 6.900256
gene5819 1.2042764 0.6437495 1.6364242 0.18648042 0.4567819 0.26935452 177.52014 90.4726 296.4121 0.95959044 0.70033854 1.2261955 0.16203982 0.2806612
gene7307 1.3817497 0.8761141 1.9834002 0.17849515 0.43722206 0.05040053 48.9834 33.8957 62.566498 0.69647914 0.59273773 0.8044333 0.06205551 0.10748329
gene1087 0.7335026 0.5415118 1.0831594 0.08776212 0.21497242 0.04572303 18.365833 8.422701 33.3485 1.7878549 1.4882944 2.1298032 0.18662295 0.32324043
gene7548 0.9283806 0.7453289 1.2819738 0.07790367 0.19082424 0.4118753 182.0008 120.86099 255.6951 0.96856606 0.91613704 1.0794418 0.05261008 0.09112333
gene9244 0.8571196 0.61554515 1.3449938 0.10255691 0.2512121 0.24541654 168.43628 95.8383 299.27432 0.7328677 0.58046865 0.92765623 0.10056795 0.1741888
0.9190653 0.5553852 1.1732156 0.09908973 163.3147 62.242996 205.4463 0.5289737 0.3371991
gene0815 1.0597605 0.8921328 1.3282788 0.06124675 0.1500233 0.359139 1396.0647 938.7138 2014.0664 1.086753 0.9980208 1.2237786 0.06671252 0.11554948
gene5066 0.64185023 0.39327237 1.1699516 0.11485293 0.2813311 0.04878505 135.04167 82.0873 198.7459 2.3581815 1.4661858 3.176355 0.5917038 1.024861
gene9460 1.5509075 0.85935247 2.8076878 0.27486402 0.6732766 0.04901686 954.125 677.46576 1717.3744 0.4555089 0.31193325 0.67592853 0.105679 0.1830414
gene6663 1.0862174 0.952675 1.224217 0.04440482 0.10876915 0.0983526 100.83913 66.36391 129.98381 0.9965368 0.89648104 1.1450518 0.07259588 0.12573975
gene2095 1.2792275 0.97071594 2.033113 0.14266577 0.34945837 0.07442455 93.45128 51.4719 180.984 0.71533006 0.5708251 0.87326336 0.08930944 0.15468848
gene7832 1.2324662 1.0425682 1.8014187 0.10162779 0.24893624 0.05062464 113.71495 71.1021 145.87851 0.5326984 0.38019365 0.65508485 0.09259806 0.16038454
gene6893 1.2361952 1.0194298 1.4791819 0.07792814 0.19088419 0.01959869 87.166504 58.973694 134.1199 0.70713 0.68448615 0.7508576 0.02125424 0.03681342
gene0620 1.0921803 0.6482029 1.2622445 0.11723912 0.287176 0.44159412 93.60802 64.177704 122.76299 0.38095358 0.25139543 0.4933759 0.08267105 0.14319044
gene0996 1.0520802 0.9164242 1.251405 0.05186009 0.12703077 0.34866384 97.03567 56.1895 130.898 0.8644669 0.6858706 0.9852979 0.10133508 0.1755175
gene0450 1.3843259 0.82715625 2.0926006 0.22623111 0.5541508 0.09368055 1039.8362 694.35614 2036.6149 1.6180536 1.5078831 1.7390076 0.06670796 0.11554158
gene1648 0.92405576 0.7301299 1.0738833 0.06271546 0.15362087 0.29409972 64.03318 43.424 82.009705 0.9911104 0.94889694 1.0503243 0.02995165 0.05187777
gene0920 0.84338725 0.6819888 1.0125388 0.05788264 0.14178295 0.05454367 29.68635 15.552599 46.9082 1.165038 0.98746127 1.2875996 0.09754272 0.16894893
gene8268 1.114434 0.8087853 1.5783576 0.10569459 0.25889784 0.29932603 92.85777 57.1336 132.93489 0.71398765 0.6593982 0.8269821 0.05272217 0.09131747
gene7368 1.0139018 0.7573394 1.181436 0.08019754 0.19644305 0.86707777 1704.8237 1057.3097 2497.0125 0.7234921 0.54376227 0.9669016 0.12275725 0.2126218
gene5588 0.7205456 0.5699312 1.1587542 0.07842932 0.19211182 0.02798971 562.0629 450.4148 637.0963 1.1592388 1.0835125 1.2264271 0.042009 0.07276173
gene6614 1.2411261 0.9137899 2.0385525 0.15014844 0.36778706 0.12777413 1603.1058 1099.8105 2256.5305 0.68065554 0.5449129 0.83661056 0.085403 0.14792232
gene5851 0.8438893 0.7512064 0.978104 0.03204371 0.07849075 0.00652062 55.380135 34.7744 68.3867 2.8212767 2.2978864 3.3794816 0.31907305 0.55265075
gene8696 0.8288622 0.52718204 1.0749387 0.10412447 0.25505182 0.18690683 63.51583 46.932396 102.873 1.3688737 1.175517 1.4934301 0.10504424 0.18194196
gene5366 0.88818616 0.56418955 1.2342455 0.10626774 0.26030177 0.35805842 37.41883 18.981098 56.2214 1.491321 1.1029037 1.845749 0.23553324 0.40795553
gene5645 1.0756472 0.8461395 1.4484297 0.09030311 0.22119655 0.42027858 6684.863 3427.3389 8001.644 0.7358343 0.70392394 0.7671447 0.01830372 0.03170296
gene4616 0.8862873 0.6520513 1.078674 0.06678528 0.16358988 0.16713022 104.6216 64.2125 137.9737 1.4776455 1.2186496 1.6332805 0.14341056 0.24839438
gene3273 0.845454 0.6524369 1.1195449 0.07353128 0.18011412 0.10840604 36.552433 20.6172 46.049896 8.330902 6.317827 10.734139 1.3012908 2.2539017
gene7711 1.0666978 0.7192167 1.3380258 0.10449286 0.2559542 0.5334542 67.99374 42.523502 92.8908 0.8013211 0.714247 0.8863302 0.05040516 0.08730429
gene5914 0.827624 0.61754805 1.1347317 0.08811593 0.21583907 0.13063408 46.7943 23.755198 69.7904 1.188621 1.1333467 1.3009422 0.05377226 0.09313628
gene8469 1.2278736 1.0906991 1.3309577 0.0427712 0.10476761 0.00198411 70.99067 41.052902 93.8199 0.7605927 0.5547724 0.9981592 0.13293277 0.2302463
gene5302 1.2272748 0.86645544 1.5641049 0.09936563 0.2433951 0.05101423 51.469982 33.676098 70.017 0.46527323 0.3439917 0.6958389 0.10076608 0.17453197
gene7859 0.55544055 0.7551312 0.3355391
gene0821 1.0373245 0.902735 1.22957 0.0437502 0.10716567 0.42351082 64.27303 40.437798 89.6987 0.5863289 0.45091224 0.7194521 0.08205628 0.14212564
gene4151 0.9429283 0.81779 1.0210601 0.03049964 0.07470854 0.12847073 33.19365 21.8235 39.9681 1.8619533 1.6609706 2.3240798 0.20834537 0.36086476
gene2931 0.8606717 0.24207933 2.0905497 0.28609338 0.70078284 0.62827855 78.41465 18.906803 172.9874 0.13737822 0.07121078 0.21147677 0.04998166 0.08657077
gene8874 1.1488118 0.5553611 1.8550652 0.22375645 0.54808915 0.486812 106.985535 52.755505 166.3252 0.65343744 0.36805254 1.0776715 0.21995932 0.3809807
gene2751 0.99755865 0.6359498 1.4099239 0.13507423 0.33086294 0.9859301 43.126183 28.4292 73.002 0.56360686 0.4927591 0.7002197 0.06229585 0.10789957
gene5027 0.7504798 0.5101609 1.1027893 0.10024622 0.2455521 0.07862538 44.31333 23.268497 64.018295 2.670695 2.2803981 3.2907524 0.2933874 0.5081619
gene8590 0.9067282 0.62009996 1.8037515 0.15659165 0.38356966 0.5801574 54.820633 27.810204 105.7622 1.9938351 1.788856 2.2143846 0.12322807 0.21343727
gene5194 1.058356 0.84573317 1.4404361 0.0820339 0.2009412 0.49353105 486.11902 288.6327 829.381 1.9117501 1.8351494 1.9771228 0.04172176 0.07226421
gene3291 0.5307415 0.06430814 1.4892899 0.34747726 0.851142 0.22747469 6.736617 0.43530083 10.4566 6.1283298 5.397571 7.826567 0.7581755 1.3131984
gene8552 1.1862998 0.9426249 1.7296777 0.11054638 0.27078223 0.12246686 568.74677 328.9164 846.48627 0.6860775 0.5549705 0.82246965 0.07940545 0.13753428
gene7023 0.94884235 0.6718306 1.4172202 0.11074533 0.27126956 0.66556436 58.807083 32.9401 107.8483 2.666116 1.814251 4.0384426 0.6428346 1.1134222
gene4598 0.7553685 0.39323956 1.7974421 0.17462833 0.42775032 0.24934408 104.0033 28.679802 259.4862 3.1726525 1.4489425 5.6699824 1.4684075 2.5433564
gene2702 0.90358317 0.746542 1.1714189 0.07499638 0.18370287 0.2720307 30.090834 19.4255 41.9133 2.1297553 1.9846537 2.446009 0.14797382 0.25629818
gene9221 1.0396247 0.8471079 1.3064356 0.07261573 0.17787148 0.5993956 2616.2197 1604.1854 3914.25 0.7406957 0.6231017 0.8184875 0.06464765 0.111973
gene6609 1.1879218 0.9745447 1.6323053 0.12016639 0.29434636 0.14455682 53.170334 46.0294 60.989597 0.7203919 0.6094873 0.79320407 0.06076832 0.10525381
gene7044 0.9539453 0.5070309 1.4708838 0.17358164 0.42518649 0.796999 99.38147 62.2849 160.08661 1.5580707 1.4587353 1.6499441 0.05585562 0.09674477
gene4578 1.1116208 0.85008585 1.9763198 0.15055127 0.36877382 0.45886293 263.4641 167.01271 400.8144 1.0569844 0.9792024 1.1813911 0.06030757 0.10445578
gene0263 1.2009866 0.98648816 1.6384197 0.09487028 0.23238377 0.06638622 206.63626 120.5382 356.3705 0.66940707 0.5774962 0.82817775 0.07365681 0.12757732
gene6537 1.0720694 0.56338423 1.7985916 0.2276597 0.55765015 0.74176997 36.285103 11.308701 65.3797 0.03435118 0.01 0.4053448 0.19372503 0.3355416
gene4519 1.0913895 0.828943 1.5403519 0.11635407 0.2850081 0.44228706 273.551 151.2417 388.1599 0.65223753 0.5374851 0.79457784 0.07432222 0.12872986
gene8413 1.3066591 0.92281336 2.4619853 0.2164371 0.5301605 0.15413018 424.31418 302.4162 587.8417 0.60836345 0.3931314 0.844579 0.14383285 0.2491258
gene2398 1.0412593 0.81141627 1.2264246 0.06496465 0.15913023 0.54330677 717.2302 397.60492 1069.7754 0.5800651 0.341461 0.9623895 0.18599638 0.32215518
1.0455797 0.88505656 1.3179152 0.0743495 0.18211834 95.187386 63.514004 124.827805 0.34545484 0.14844705 0.19372359
gene7997 1.262119 0.85400856 2.175934 0.19354732 0.47409222 0.17731833 62.642532 32.989002 106.176605 0.538939 0.48146173 0.63346606 0.04490051 0.07776997
gene2100 0.96186596 0.53984433 1.8376428 0.16528821 0.4048718 0.8229388 52.010616 26.770802 117.450195 1.7992069 1.6037333 1.9507217 0.10654812 0.18454675
gene5458 1.1578649 0.9406879 1.6812994 0.0968684 0.23727815 0.13691013 109.01933 59.013298 196.0644 0.4459214 0.38701826 0.4820846 0.03176035 0.05501053
gene7862 0.98665 0.72825116 1.4242142 0.09858547 0.2414841 0.8967611 273.56433 126.2471 488.71536 0.5191612 0.376811 0.67454576 0.090556 0.15684758
gene6225 0.74801534 0.60176146 1.0091908 0.07300898 0.17883475 0.0295373 33.410034 17.839998 52.999702 1.9434386 1.0424223 3.3277297 0.71681595 1.2415617
gene8990 0.8525209 0.65522134 1.0060558 0.06108846 0.14963555 0.07486561 64.277306 34.2256 93.4176 1.3700266 0.9544462 1.7023509 0.25559333 0.44270062
gene4930 0.6837082 0.3672401 1.1860934 0.11761648 0.2881004 0.06944929 36.08985 19.105904 75.0659 1.9367121 1.6832473 2.235146 0.15937315 0.2760424
gene5898 0.8216705 0.49005568 1.4530348 0.12814628 0.313893 0.24917907 28.027319 16.983 50.756603 6.2163987 6.071214 6.4845314 0.13161053 0.22795612
gene0977 1.0757344 0.6439646 1.6481862 0.14298064 0.35022962 0.5975029 76.13408 45.928604 121.595 1.8553953 1.4506913 2.4836237 0.29652566 0.5135975
gene3602 1.0823224 0.9411744 1.3672547 0.06177653 0.15132098 0.22246145 42.100132 26.579998 56.214104 0.5532804 0.45295182 0.6808444 0.0658076 0.11398211
gene5388 0.654022 0.4432272 1.0705538 0.09532621 0.23350057 0.03000158 108.8473 81.0217 125.92619 1.5914745 1.1469897 2.2205172 0.31199571 0.5403924
gene3365 1.0348197 0.8791373 1.2277083 0.05056461 0.1238575 0.51344854 32.09165 22.7644 43.019997 2.3658454 1.9543496 3.1103837 0.33700773 0.5837145
gene5566 0.87710094 0.5477784 1.3857144 0.1178566 0.28868854 0.36253804 20.1481 12.5992985 28.717999 1.4416332 1.2727534 1.6971943 0.12363362 0.21413971
gene0838 0.79424125 0.43000907 1.151908 0.11851645 0.29030484 0.17192791 46.710033 17.339602 82.684296 2.4685647 2.0791445 3.1021476 0.29677263 0.5140253
gene7204 0.84286124 0.6689188 1.1762314 0.0819148 0.20064947 0.13457993 45.788635 32.8022 66.3956 3.1130908 2.8394606 3.6193557 0.23747107 0.41131195
gene1217 1.0957358 0.94062114 1.2401129 0.05295589 0.1297149 0.11611019 82.33545 50.827896 119.2868 0.55209035 0.39342004 0.6840355 0.09674448 0.16756634
gene1322 0.74546105 0.513196 1.1304098 0.08667787 0.21231657 0.04964541 142.04529 69.0543 193.8102 0.81926835 0.6804605 1.1868802 0.15583692 0.26991746
gene9172 1.0745618 0.5472685 1.9633429 0.19217418 0.4707287 0.69163615 238.78397 118.86739 314.7893 0.47572175 0.41658327 0.5453539 0.03716925 0.06437902
gene3410 1.0453238 0.94189256 1.1770922 0.04043532 0.09904591 0.302727 127.802055 79.514 185.2215 0.85541856 0.73946154 1.1364872 0.1233912 0.21371982
gene2163 0.8187141 0.51386976 1.3362117 0.12446329 0.30487156 0.232051 2853.0073 1685.2372 4065.469 0.6106326 0.531801 0.72178465 0.05489621 0.09508301
gene8772 1.2943363 0.82289547 1.8055166 0.15077135 0.36931288 0.07345231 166.07266 101.5064 243.3001 0.84703916 0.73580563 0.93216825 0.06113815 0.10589437
gene7265 0.9566119 0.52861005 1.6536632 0.15491149 0.3794541 0.78762525 56.49013 29.1353 109.6903 0.5925885 0.35297298 1.2777994 0.26174042 0.45334768
gene2377 0.9451313 0.88304925 1.0214511 0.02127026 0.05210128 0.05386748 82.456665 55.855198 112.1823 1.7937654 1.608046 2.0815008 0.13886087 0.24051407
gene5118 1.0972561 0.8341534 1.4470342 0.08761802 0.21461946 0.2935191 324.82935 236.0599 375.6444 0.7124924 0.6982687 0.7239737 0.00758376 0.01313545
gene2464 0.8077554 0.62487453 1.0705309 0.06656092 0.16304031 0.04726976 81.84502 44.552696 142.0183 1.2867944 0.99526626 1.5745246 0.17645478 0.30562866
gene4155 1.0306392 0.8396471 1.485126 0.11708345 0.28679472 0.7974509 435.89502 209.5971 790.7324 0.9129729 0.8062667 1.0035899 0.05945301 0.10297564
gene8456 0.040485 0.7248734 0.08857969 0.15342453
gene1567 1.0797986 0.8618084 1.4171244 0.09106892 0.22307238 0.39982858 62.97415 36.2329 105.1316 0.6790959 0.48654494 0.923641 0.12928756 0.22393261
gene8408 0.91299915 0.34589237 4.6726947 0.44239044 1.0836309 0.8214796 19.613968 4.0821 49.5922 2.7215495 1.7925092 4.5742426 0.7935098 1.3743992
gene5418 1.2144573 0.87773514 1.9038106 0.16598812 0.4065862 0.20406686 71.569595 42.503304 99.4871 0.6341936 0.54525506 0.6878584 0.04816504 0.08342429
gene6698 1.0307261 0.7628748 1.4860402 0.10310248 0.25254846 0.77120984 203.601 129.93301 365.1931 0.60583955 0.4641043 0.7550543 0.08759379 0.15171689
gene4267 0.8950077 0.64885473 1.3953013 0.12801208 0.31356427 0.46079475 22.879383 9.8265 41.8273 1.0379649 0.8657901 1.4379512 0.17297374 0.2995993
gene7251 1.0748248 0.64753 1.578332 0.14021122 0.34344596 0.5953068 493.07925 361.0052 585.1185 0.6997032 0.5956496 0.7837557 0.0581761 0.10076397
gene3830 1.4268891 0.9741388 1.9351543 0.13858481 0.33946207 0.01383761 795.24585 499.57242 1242.7782 0.7466302 0.64120525 0.98856175 0.10648025 0.1844292
gene2389 0.85981315 0.4043067 1.4958333 0.17644955 0.43221137 0.4709722 142.6163 66.423996 189.0402 0.43071333 0.32307377 0.5858202 0.07579909 0.13128786
gene6597 1.0228393 0.6727294 1.9693776 0.15602426 0.38217986 0.88437146 759.29736 506.7963 1195.5779 0.6498871 0.5359569 0.78006774 0.07111768 0.12317943
gene8410 1.1438497 0.8773052 1.8471484 0.12338377 0.3022273 0.26086694 82.480095 54.4403 102.7656 0.70159596 0.5824038 0.94179267 0.10624681 0.18402487
gene8025 0.82645965 0.67907894 1.0135169 0.04739679 0.11609796 0.0205553 29.324518 17.362198 40.2916 6.0606356 4.2891326 8.711945 1.2808928 2.2185714
gene9016 1.1820695 0.9661183 1.674295 0.10684989 0.26172772 0.11997829 62.929096 51.7379 73.815796 0.48456553 0.32934174 0.7223277 0.11428674 0.19795044
gene9067 1.3763028 0.75708723 2.6265085 0.25450334 0.6234034 0.12989461 1800.82 1173.8322 2350.519 0.52716947 0.3940448 0.71406955 0.09257281 0.1603408
gene4000 0.01304876 0.01 0.04936466 0.00387605 0.00949435 1.58E-05 -10.24745 -37.6737 0.30049896 1.8013018 0.9220503 2.8760192 0.67784107 1.1740551
gene0655 1.2344638 0.9231255 2.626212 0.20080355 0.49186626 0.23667438 301.17203 175.8801 527.671 0.57853776 0.54951024 0.6234829 0.02217097 0.03840124
gene0779 0.9132834 0.5565565 1.223597 0.11429949 0.27997544 0.49179757 205.69432 147.3809 290.2508 0.6260928 0.57765067 0.6564997 0.02537305 0.04394741
gene8362 1.2398975 0.50247836 2.123309 0.28189898 0.69050866 0.35737184 421.31424 195.1884 554.5669 0.5165566 0.41787422 0.6421701 0.06483527 0.11229798
gene8368 1.2243425 0.8012984 1.9772676 0.19359055 0.47419807 0.24214058 283.7696 152.7752 448.4882 0.7305247 0.60673696 0.90427613 0.08562034 0.14829879
gene3100 0.7848196 0.48029363 1.3175459 0.11001369 0.2694774 0.13557215 16.770866 10.359798 20.5192 6.7647643 6.526885 6.986556 0.1334813 0.23119637
gene5772 1.113919 0.7937545 1.4947997 0.10278941 0.2517816 0.2896815 7430.256 4559.7837 10594.862 1.1585872 1.1269013 1.2157819 0.02803196 0.04855279
gene7337 1.2217968 0.9768256 1.7864839 0.13415247 0.32860512 0.12247907 90.39243 63.983597 153.3932 0.21724014 0.19410965 0.2398546 0.01338972 0.02319168
gene4523 0.30390725 0.01 1.5246153 0.6678436 1.635876 0.17446895 5.3501506 -1.8005981 12.1525 43.530003 35.318348 62.49357 8.101865 14.032842
1.4347876 0.9582081 2.1464899 0.19360302 0.47422865 65.633415 30.599495 119.1127 0.5248212 0.41991317
gene2387 0.9316998 0.71267945 1.2571939 0.08557646 0.20961867 0.47077677 79.4768 51.3423 136.7532 0.13156801 0.05352539 0.28901702 0.07803147 0.13515447
gene8979 1.3714229 0.6198826 2.616159 0.33433995 0.8189623 0.22014217 112.574684 58.2986 208.6657 0.1989576 0.08678518 0.44321376 0.11167422 0.19342542
gene2673 0.34137046 0.01 0.9760977 0.6214163 1.5221528 0.19137481 36.110786 0.20750046 76.553505 5.2913465 2.6422122 8.978817 2.1251035 3.680787
gene7208 1.0691569 0.8757689 1.1706587 0.0472161 0.11565536 0.18931971 4206.4116 2775.6326 5960.9873 0.51685137 0.4272357 0.597958 0.051855 0.0898155
gene8958 1.1580837 0.54603106 1.7801803 0.20333476 0.49806643 0.4227713 8989.307 5401.876 13664.426 0.5375518 0.40711686 0.67697054 0.08127461 0.14077175
gene8093 1.130164 0.969275 1.3083549 0.04882072 0.11958585 0.03622467 566.8961 305.2454 793.8919 0.9721526 0.9396254 1.0307249 0.02858253 0.04950639
gene8193 1.0566499 0.91863936 1.2012837 0.04433402 0.10859574 0.24503285 437.64114 241.2618 637.0311 0.796888 0.53762174 1.0436989 0.16536762 0.2864251
gene8103 0.77237487 0.44693333 1.2216172 0.11479881 0.2811985 0.13290496 83.6791 48.535904 134.64081 3.0818565 2.4257069 3.6996307 0.39013588 0.6757352
gene7427 0.86048 0.7459525 1.1155019 0.06445293 0.1578768 0.09901173 40.894314 26.447998 53.968502 4.346474 4.0810876 4.7003474 0.18057048 0.31275725
gene3986 1.244778 0.8536454 1.6392612 0.13462517 0.32976297 0.09451093 1888.0101 902.4808 2819.8015 1.0305306 0.9988691 1.0944179 0.031021 0.05372995
gene6729 0.9588527 0.7115278 1.2461402 0.08683461 0.21270049 0.65840703 107.39673 50.2825 159.4756 0.7435032 0.6912827 0.7938746 0.02985871 0.05171681
gene2548 0.886794 0.63893265 1.2791219 0.09133795 0.22373138 0.2893797 32.285416 19.591398 58.1575 11.505307 9.172846 14.434911 1.5254393 2.6421382
gene4292 1.4976141 0.9089916 2.1409798 0.18926844 0.46361113 0.02219287 398.53418 147.7953 578.54236 0.7285794 0.64921016 0.80630714 0.04599862 0.07967194
gene5296 0.8713429 0.6254536 1.0342544 0.06412754 0.15707974 0.11791138 64.0418 43.038803 89.6548 0.8539969 0.8132032 0.93186295 0.03740491 0.06478721
gene7992 1.0885937 0.8483012 1.4160677 0.08656352 0.21203646 0.33046514 69.84853 44.977497 116.77501 0.76363486 0.6571896 0.9203828 0.07610925 0.13182507
gene3922 0.9591865 0.5636419 1.3054723 0.1274931 0.31229305 0.7607906 157.24422 122.090996 226.76591 0.57212174 0.2961239 0.82133776 0.20518798 0.355396
gene9217 1.3305812 0.8553088 1.9912581 0.1587389 0.38882932 0.05836689 1333.0103 766.6872 2466.3782 0.84375125 0.6263162 0.9886376 0.12793157 0.22158396
gene9222 1.07546 0.8749493 1.2438198 0.0570329 0.13970152 0.22680551 784.3417 538.5275 1141.7335 0.6977031 0.5733247 0.8647473 0.0839117 0.14533933
gene1352 1.0942429 0.8736678 1.5662506 0.09733003 0.23840891 0.35263017 1282.0146 653.2445 2120.7676 0.27048784 0.18133792 0.401021 0.06449851 0.1117147
gene2272 1.077094 0.80653787 1.4341863 0.11089926 0.2716466 0.49670365 36.75617 17.276798 49.5503 0.6290969 0.5828916 0.70339876 0.03598164 0.06232203
gene0623 1.1947488 0.98004454 1.5425247 0.08981974 0.22001253 0.06264239 49.883484 31.2063 65.764206 0.58220786 0.28912666 1.3019966 0.29610044 0.512861
gene9223 1.1647837 0.9404641 1.8084586 0.11816594 0.28944626 0.18744135 256.46396 180.8115 313.79892 0.53857917 0.46149656 0.6358798 0.05025669 0.08704715
gene2881 0.79000306 0.37838426 1.4462446 0.15444818 0.37831926 0.259748 254.96103 83.390305 388.9323 0.9773385 0.7555612 1.3036834 0.15758102 0.2729383
gene8091 0.7878964 0.59809947 1.260825 0.08932297 0.2187957 0.08505526 18.8467 9.0755005 31.130497 2.4656334 2.1273057 3.0379379 0.26688293 0.4622548
gene4073 0.88917637 0.6453661 1.1168163 0.07221182 0.17688212 0.20399004 14.129648 9.175499 22.661598 33.34083 23.72649 42.872627 6.0234857 10.432983
gene2046 0.69171154 0.5120424 1.1152699 0.08874323 0.21737562 0.03218405 19.144632 10.5954 30.2739 0.9183242 0.74041444 1.350057 0.18242465 0.31596875
gene9011 0.3043055 0.7426656 0.8914596 0.08247257
gene8099 0.6891848 0.4431867 1.4408385 0.14297146 0.35020712 0.11548747 264.1437 144.41231 643.0275 1.3183185 0.9802044 1.650173 0.20751095 0.3594195
gene7266 1.1555603 0.8599969 1.7241857 0.14731565 0.3608482 0.2980369 141.33818 65.4423 236.5324 0.4795375 0.385577 0.7190838 0.10031565 0.1737518
gene8476 1.0839812 0.85984266 1.5389168 0.09434266 0.23109138 0.3918037 215.89368 126.1917 262.2857 0.57216597 0.510134 0.6382169 0.03714907 0.06434407
gene1613 0.90721637 0.63835174 1.2107761 0.08579139 0.21014515 0.34460112 181.41249 104.19479 291.8433 1.0842896 0.94884014 1.2800416 0.0959174 0.1661338
gene7681 0.79238105 0.13544576 2.5337908 0.48910668 1.1980618 0.6235665 42.207382 5.7365 101.28819 0.49332902 0.1550396 1.3915445 0.43845654 0.759429
gene2325 0.7872889 0.69438297 0.9748357 0.04633584 0.11349917 0.00949752 128.48685 74.5802 186.5211 1.3859438 1.0512483 1.6022787 0.19439803 0.33670726
gene6726 0.9846829 0.7196463 1.4548441 0.1285152 0.3147967 0.90824986 9518.618 4916.5874 16187.017 0.2876238 0.23691097 0.38681522 0.04403037 0.07626284
gene7262 0.9909529 0.7783564 1.2277502 0.07848849 0.19225676 0.9123095 68.702484 37.6604 104.2722 0.3550991 0.2923609 0.42670226 0.03915497 0.0678184
gene0214 1.0045655 0.52578586 1.2661421 0.13769442 0.33728108 0.9740865 10292.867 6255.8584 16466.395 0.47224966 0.45821735 0.48313808 0.00742783 0.01286539
gene9122 1.2462521 0.97761333 1.6505687 0.12422348 0.30428416 0.07513102 272.1735 163.2537 384.7583 0.49887753 0.35965037 0.6653712 0.09131564 0.15816331
gene4137 1.1000128 0.6701901 2.0380268 0.16953993 0.41528633 0.5505507 160.19011 99.891 287.2988 0.5143315 0.4545316 0.5676667 0.03372623 0.05841554
gene4139 0.9657087 0.7397542 1.4195099 0.08842716 0.21660143 0.7155211 132.4274 71.6846 189.98561 0.7742894 0.44500387 1.296813 0.25779212 0.44650903
gene5276 0.8611066 0.6606851 1.0174745 0.0551267 0.1350323 0.06555198 28.871782 18.1755 41.2658 0.90217453 0.87432224 0.9599938 0.02804173 0.04856971
gene2895 1.1497773 0.9604019 1.4003124 0.06653962 0.16298811 0.05984167 69.41526 42.2776 99.0848 0.74042743 0.68232363 0.79404455 0.03275259 0.05672915
gene6366 0.7877647 0.32079875 1.5513839 0.19096032 0.46775535 0.33627743 29.997583 14.622902 64.6967 2.2434962 2.0757556 2.4247248 0.10079094 0.17457503
gene0855 1.0377722 0.6978894 1.5417488 0.13995163 0.3428101 0.78909624 27.846117 11.786398 40.147602 1.1415112 1.0271922 1.2240297 0.06139821 0.10634482
gene2701 1.0756415 0.71740067 1.36703 0.10323216 0.25286612 0.47602946 147.92726 99.821205 213.874 0.645964 0.58852756 0.6825587 0.03029425 0.05247118
gene5116 0.8426017 0.6706316 1.037496 0.05951671 0.14578557 0.05846644 246.27661 126.899 355.5191 1.3633357 1.1616653 1.7804129 0.18565457 0.32156312
gene2859 0.8622422 0.5957974 1.1941346 0.10141373 0.24841191 0.25485992 123.10526 63.48 176.3427 1.584581 1.0732043 2.7572458 0.47961405 0.8307159
gene3113 1.2106504 0.93797004 1.6702946 0.09975721 0.24435426 0.06611355 29696.45 22500.143 39522.805 0.84473526 0.5005383 1.348778 0.2587173 0.4481115
gene2542 0.9392903 0.7442442 1.5426071 0.10314023 0.25264093 0.586769 3527.2725 1895.3577 7131.3936 1.6320298 1.1285844 2.098361 0.31589997 0.5471548
gene4143 1.042222 0.5496796 1.4703119 0.14862783 0.36406237 0.7772971 868.5291 604.0584 1133.2455 0.25244126 0.18983513 0.40532872 0.06283908 0.10884047
1.0413927 0.6612125 1.2884285 0.12423219 64.38885 43.863403 92.98509 0.77067596 0.6268786 0.14284667
gene0830 1.2691014 0.93074656 1.8639299 0.14154607 0.34671566 0.08155294 165.88626 107.60109 203.32129 0.59781086 0.37948734 0.75743896 0.14131635 0.2447671
gene5397 1.0722213 0.49630862 1.6900488 0.18890099 0.46271107 0.69649774 836.8031 445.5539 1215.0848 0.7791811 0.57798636 0.98926765 0.12545988 0.21730289
gene7472 0.9610132 0.7308498 1.1814712 0.07537156 0.18462189 0.63066864 1427.5278 1056.7335 1575.0979 0.90965575 0.66045845 1.1314939 0.15180969 0.2629421
gene0677 0.83433676 0.56441975 1.0005914 0.08252171 0.20213608 0.12234414 76.767784 37.9095 118.3438 0.8930463 0.75020915 1.1880535 0.13050856 0.22604744
gene2599 1.258492 0.89987373 1.952825 0.16741781 0.4100882 0.13645189 2905.813 2567.8982 3799.1091 0.5447833 0.35431734 0.7555558 0.12713797 0.22020942
gene4340 1.370609 0.99169755 1.8849665 0.13903262 0.34055898 0.0252373 1108.0431 755.168 1868.686 0.81438375 0.6571054 0.96406966 0.09291798 0.16093865
gene2956 0.9735087 0.48703367 1.3757852 0.1545506 0.3785701 0.86775917 2151.5566 1399.2747 3249.2886 0.41579714 0.31229347 0.5643774 0.07273553 0.12598163
gene3606 1.1142354 0.7522937 1.7661935 0.13219245 0.32380405 0.39480492 1179.2732 627.69543 1946.1215 0.469679 0.42847732 0.49658707 0.0217592 0.03768804
gene3656 1.2028482 0.69186556 2.0316508 0.17789778 0.4357588 0.25403604 1724.5232 935.5187 3239.2285 0.5658653 0.43873975 0.6434192 0.0728761 0.1262251
gene3693 1.1567763 0.82095534 1.6911906 0.13619234 0.33360174 0.2625747 294.53387 171.7952 409.6778 0.82702357 0.64349204 1.0125612 0.11155077 0.1932116
gene3596 0.9337891 0.6975292 1.1745903 0.0866188 0.21217188 0.48818132 46.351635 22.3425 69.02251 0.6387335 0.49231276 0.737025 0.08436512 0.14612468
gene9165 1.1143959 0.8826819 1.4150124 0.08685757 0.21275672 0.2197866 81.14429 60.7051 105.82799 0.6224215 0.51005185 0.8375469 0.09580332 0.16593622
gene9020 0.9582078 0.56620175 1.9086801 0.17601554 0.4311483 0.81726545 1417.5575 877.14453 2144.924 0.28948334 0.10454061 0.94456565 0.2603333 0.4509105
gene9070 1.2180865 0.6522197 2.2628253 0.22243412 0.5448501 0.30916503 6362.647 4122.055 7897.1167 0.49949086 0.30943415 0.66758937 0.12593141 0.2181196
gene6379 1.046343 0.6083059 1.4265791 0.14036508 0.34382284 0.7430447 25.334633 10.336901 35.473297 1.3419627 0.9890102 1.6121525 0.20986621 0.36349893
gene3900 1.3173275 0.92057556 1.7491037 0.13726586 0.33623132 0.04344185 197.6714 134.0072 247.3088 0.77392924 0.6300298 1.1323853 0.15154596 0.2624853
gene7267 1.328767 1.0673045 1.655291 0.08573073 0.20999655 0.00680898 3649.7585 2155.096 4765.484 0.45959833 0.3391644 0.7953977 0.13378774 0.23172715
gene7533 0.755984 0.518981 1.0876379 0.07855155 0.19241123 0.041036 76.9729 55.768997 94.15219 1.4000165 0.9756316 1.808038 0.26688558 0.46225938
gene1812 1.0666693 0.75077146 1.5479395 0.12979741 0.31793743 0.6111638 63.00084 27.4557 102.513504 0.76595473 0.50647765 1.0075682 0.16669664 0.28872705
gene0973 0.7063713 0.41473174 1.172918 0.11479692 0.28119388 0.07712114 166.79822 57.3317 320.9487 1.8156021 1.3760641 2.1006656 0.2554218 0.4424035
gene8926 1.1537735 0.839658 1.4590757 0.10541471 0.25821227 0.17384674 94.89477 64.740295 125.49591 0.689017 0.57632434 0.8475721 0.07808069 0.13523972
gene1858 1.187214 0.92108226 1.4841992 0.11136751 0.2727936 0.12304188 54.54997 29.8954 82.3031 0.72147655 0.5863048 0.82000446 0.07614393 0.13188516
gene8791 1.1097739 0.8415297 1.2500482 0.06606813 0.16183321 0.1389378 579.6035 374.5548 791.0762 1.1523798 0.95136213 1.4517573 0.14404967 0.24950135
gene3202 0.82840186 0.6017416 1.454646 0.11203678 0.27443296 0.2123798 82.031784 48.3152 142.2738 6.5537252 4.703689 7.7745895 1.1098752 1.9223602
gene7317 1.225942 0.87555075 1.5832589 0.11567491 0.2833445 0.08036536 63.088066 32.0232 92.816895 0.5205618 0.47311142 0.5822116 0.0315576 0.05465936
gene3748 0.68495756 0.4568373 0.9650383 0.08827234 0.2162222 0.02984637 36.88895 21.055 57.3498 2.9141805 2.3224561 3.2709756 0.33394408 0.5784081
gene0823 0.31204 0.7643388 0.19559412 6.361263 9.63127 0.94216514
gene0356 1.0340528 0.784393 1.3898969 0.08899909 0.21800235 0.71028745 85.00588 40.8023 143.1113 0.5904811 0.55723196 0.64123964 0.02503946 0.04336962
gene5083 0.73601145 0.44315273 1.4536678 0.13703588 0.335668 0.14471953 643.2357 495.8954 938.8173 1.3670001 1.1238165 1.6394101 0.1506713 0.26097035
gene7649 0.94272596 0.49916002 1.3511908 0.14298254 0.35023427 0.70444083 265.84668 148.7415 375.4147 0.18608099 0.13811369 0.25909767 0.03479751 0.06027106
gene5440 0.91591924 0.70916986 1.0225443 0.04891487 0.11981647 0.15953825 64.35305 43.435497 81.6056 1.5993955 1.5478626 1.6372441 0.02698523 0.04673979
gene4735 1.2865455 0.7797898 2.7365513 0.31601286 0.77407026 0.3173712 70.87154 31.468899 128.6861 0.44192678 0.19036399 0.7582502 0.21747217 0.37667283
gene0386 1.0810902 0.8164828 1.399186 0.10105224 0.24752644 0.43670833 37.33215 20.507 54.674896 1.597809 1.3521256 1.9303143 0.16648462 0.28835982
gene7450 0.52030146 0.22799587 1.1861949 0.14589055 0.3573574 0.04976805 6.0515995 1.5433006 14.292999 9.959689 6.3113866 13.38234 2.4001818 4.1572366
gene3433 1.3197658 1.0022572 1.9831494 0.1507787 0.36933088 0.05618025 89.78714 49.155903 165.24399 0.61638004 0.36744228 0.8745469 0.17157887 0.2971833
gene4275 1.198962 0.97913927 1.4756562 0.07410072 0.18150896 0.03178592 391.79346 309.5491 450.55862 0.8532068 0.7280703 1.0208608 0.08432978 0.14606346
gene8279 0.8731744 0.60234594 1.0408026 0.07207998 0.17655918 0.1579116 51.843018 40.1994 67.0683 2.0960987 1.8686054 2.461669 0.17448023 0.3022086
gene6252 0.7804083 0.40925863 0.9606049 0.10822344 0.26509222 0.12549566 68.80205 47.0397 101.0121 4.4139085 3.8864448 4.808635 0.28732726 0.4976654
gene3495 1.0434891 0.79664975 1.7389637 0.13094135 0.3207395 0.74268496 62.891384 30.7118 132.8982 0.7044549 0.6556663 0.7694249 0.03310196 0.05733427
gene1323 0.8101947 0.4268285 1.3236938 0.13749935 0.33680326 0.2530618 62.686497 21.9463 121.154396 1.3981339 1.0131468 2.0354793 0.29308373 0.5076359
gene8271 0.7727275 0.5983057 1.1161288 0.08185579 0.20050493 0.05624495 112.24956 76.316 172.78268 0.8705243 0.8379247 0.89009964 0.01669288 0.02891291
gene1208 1.163863 0.86802906 1.6578735 0.11098999 0.27186885 0.16775104 48.619602 25.363201 86.2313 0.6254455 0.3968565 0.8384515 0.15016238 0.26008886
gene1327 1.2713667 0.95572704 1.8684413 0.14792077 0.36233044 0.08923952 134.15456 67.7214 237.93971 0.19120887 0.17430206 0.21557795 0.01205542 0.0208806
gene7899 1.0765915 0.8118584 1.5463402 0.11925614 0.2921167 0.5277308 70.88405 38.467804 109.73909 0.511034 0.37021515 0.67117476 0.09072541 0.15714101
gene4793 1.1628844 0.88712716 1.9993731 0.14847049 0.36367697 0.28033787 81.313286 48.086697 144.071 0.46222293 0.31789744 0.5650493 0.0889162 0.15400738
gene9323 0.91917163 0.7671198 1.1866511 0.05480905 0.1342542 0.21458231 157.78691 97.3262 205.6503 0.77458936 0.62640864 1.0591143 0.12612477 0.21845451
gene8551 1.1685995 0.9109612 1.7084342 0.11334107 0.2776278 0.16429724 52.824448 41.7218 71.740005 0.72763294 0.6474413 0.8239804 0.0509073 0.08817403
gene2087 0.75733167 0.35230145 1.7920558 0.1969814 0.48250395 0.29603106 17.366783 6.751999 44.265903 3.1223452 2.9842198 3.1993089 0.07073266 0.12251256
gene6294 0.84699935 0.49987778 1.2156438 0.10553832 0.25851506 0.2310795 320.24585 192.0094 440.519 0.71131605 0.5352399 1.005578 0.13477069 0.23342969
0.5199806 0.08575805 1.2695704 11.130434 1.2883987 23.202702 7.7680526 1.6318779
gene8861 1.1173156 0.94719005 1.321484 0.0552005 0.13521305 0.07395113 162.16272 90.36571 214.54361 1.0351284 0.96921283 1.1101828 0.04068318 0.07046533
gene1141 0.8883702 0.63457626 1.1540964 0.0800748 0.19614242 0.24127164 552.83295 332.98248 848.8369 0.95551074 0.8069865 1.0666916 0.08239192 0.14270699
gene4273 0.82738566 0.5645487 1.1445493 0.09534576 0.23354846 0.15452297 25.071617 11.730198 42.3333 1.8680606 1.3967232 2.7166584 0.37808356 0.6548599
gene8201 0.91230315 0.68228287 1.3302958 0.08863638 0.2171139 0.3821281 11.818566 8.373699 15.625399 1.5297813 1.3363043 1.812636 0.13802014 0.2390579
gene4326 1.1060127 0.71117914 1.6889298 0.13754912 0.33692518 0.44511104 386.97263 250.42711 514.6526 0.1767468 0.0923429 0.28071988 0.06439032 0.1115273
gene5606 0.32540438 0.01 1.0369407 0.60283935 1.4766488 0.177459 4.8224335 -3.1541996 8.814499 3.4890516 2.385445 5.553583 0.9051136 1.5677027
gene5403 1.048643 0.8370051 1.5606148 0.10206185 0.24999946 0.6416918 157.19977 83.434006 212.08981 0.6625875 0.53325397 0.83577204 0.0871961 0.15102808
gene7846 1.2196721 0.82768434 1.6182501 0.13202016 0.32338205 0.12100118 53.558933 43.810402 63.7561 0.58662635 0.43129557 0.73492175 0.09522731 0.16493854
gene5689 0.9448216 0.7705421 1.2705265 0.07585178 0.18579815 0.5072987 34.449585 19.5442 43.9955 3.9939282 3.5313425 4.3754225 0.25595257 0.44332284
gene6523 0.43897635 0.13493018 1.1489733 0.15431513 0.37799335 0.04239224 10.605183 2.0338993 15.575199 1.911127 1.6099076 2.5734391 0.29027557 0.50277203
gene5236 0.9019954 0.6170795 1.5670463 0.11774524 0.2884158 0.45486173 47.714066 20.365099 84.1514 1.8384533 1.5975018 2.0633707 0.13833308 0.23959993
gene0778 1.0402284 0.76146686 1.3276384 0.07943007 0.19456314 0.62461764 390.33713 242.2915 500.8227 0.6395847 0.5393419 0.7838028 0.07044129 0.12200789
gene0352 1.2231196 0.84563535 1.71471 0.14020844 0.34343913 0.13332133 6019.5347 4531.0645 7998.577 0.56278634 0.49105313 0.6562238 0.04760804 0.08245954
gene4795 1.0164151 0.5776287 1.7387105 0.17805603 0.43614644 0.9264853 391.71777 214.77051 762.2808 0.28932506 0.1811496 0.4609077 0.08245023 0.14280799
gene3966 1.055339 0.8689847 1.4144408 0.07398161 0.18121721 0.47394553 85.637314 53.4606 132.295 0.9241877 0.7478648 1.1606601 0.11893577 0.2060028
gene3175 0.8221196 0.54745334 1.2674363 0.11851902 0.29031113 0.22052248 23.324036 10.441399 43.031 1.7140336 1.1080923 2.606324 0.44360045 0.7683385
gene1313 1.4071957 0.9705229 2.1990287 0.15743078 0.3856251 0.02656582 107.431816 45.2855 203.1069 0.41625437 0.39005914 0.44543028 0.01597847 0.02767553
gene5577 1.2216436 0.97757685 1.7298082 0.10797498 0.26448363 0.0705395 57.30235 39.6053 74.472 0.75102514 0.5987781 0.8505941 0.08604001 0.14902566
gene9376 1.0040925 0.64327586 1.3509891 0.1037675 0.25417742 0.96953416 83.9203 71.9165 104.02411 0.7137962 0.6503689 0.7694238 0.03529434 0.06113159
gene7506 1.056696 0.8354887 1.2749547 0.06345592 0.15543464 0.39823237 43.64647 25.0396 55.913795 0.588507 0.49288687 0.7001242 0.06009861 0.10409384
gene6323 1.0425894 0.79960364 1.4479835 0.10686848 0.26177326 0.69659126 1353.0869 781.5688 1842.6985 0.35496175 0.24116504 0.46498924 0.07250816 0.1255878
gene5491 0.9027001 0.6246185 1.654131 0.13481297 0.330223 0.51084554 1967.921 1282.5946 2682.4412 0.6846419 0.60704684 0.78409463 0.05106367 0.08844487
gene4015 0.9411922 0.32196343 2.2698367 0.2833559 0.6940774 0.8306773 88.90125 31.0436 185.6087 1.7425091 1.3295512 2.2975242 0.28042594 0.48571196
gene0820 0.8936776 0.80751973 0.987522 0.02389707 0.05853564 0.00842199 40.97817 26.299402 55.449997 0.86850345 0.62640053 1.1058437 0.1504542 0.2605943
gene3898 0.76065284 0.45883426 1.2906054 0.12467868 0.30539915 0.14355668 23.169502 12.516499 39.7293 21.219679 12.278558 29.708366 6.206267 10.749569
gene2313 0.7645966 0.6718946 1.0101962 0.04637811 0.11360272 0.00670692 35.851337 25.1629 47.777905 1.1096822 0.8228672 1.5433866 0.20734096 0.35912508
gene8824 0.8690499 0.17840065 0.4873197 0.2128694
gene1165 0.97835267 0.7544094 1.2079684 0.08264072 0.20242761 0.80389786 74.27443 59.805397 94.8555 0.73287004 0.63240683 0.8141422 0.05588156 0.0967897
gene5547 1.2801969 0.52998453 4.9549565 0.5174581 1.2675083 0.4970209 54.01438 12.512501 175.9583 1.029797 0.8884309 1.2591994 0.1081526 0.18732579
gene5369 1.5340636 1.1844884 2.12777 0.14013965 0.34327066 0.00514044 60.513565 33.6375 88.4209 0.6877783 0.64493185 0.77441186 0.04095471 0.07093564
gene4373 0.82074726 0.6573619 1.0672579 0.05876187 0.1439366 0.0388958 78.34147 51.106804 129.4281 3.8649542 2.8131466 5.607219 0.80086195 1.3871336
gene1977 1.3649433 0.73184615 2.8355165 0.3112776 0.7624713 0.20351265 1752.9666 730.28424 3284.6287 0.46622515 0.42904028 0.49907655 0.02068051 0.0358197
gene5366 0.82892865 0.3347227 1.7238343 0.22500725 0.55115294 0.4817735 42.508385 21.5989 60.36 0.3034042 0.23734194 0.49277607 0.07694335 0.13326979
gene5322 0.9994442 0.79216045 1.5951307 0.10230458 0.25059402 0.9958127 100.11022 70.8492 122.13731 0.7573818 0.51999587 0.9788601 0.14964497 0.25919268
gene1698 0.8838262 0.6556957 1.0349343 0.06132883 0.15022436 0.13304216 77.52773 45.408195 118.73151 0.88944477 0.7715462 1.0251776 0.07334774 0.12704201
gene6853 0.73764014 0.4021315 0.99739397 0.10197897 0.24979644 0.07315087 42.486866 30.5924 57.390705 1.5345911 1.2102776 2.06581 0.24581163 0.4257582
gene5386 0.68375784 0.46094123 1.1599157 0.09316112 0.22819722 0.03518185 15.313615 7.5823994 20.6279 1.3511336 1.1355791 1.5532275 0.12514345 0.21675481
gene8688 1.1605686 1.0451298 1.353712 0.0491349 0.12035544 0.01679893 67.74323 41.6534 88.7152 0.9854113 0.9085753 1.0519229 0.04245893 0.07354102
gene8526 1.0733615 0.8055897 1.6035653 0.10023877 0.24553385 0.4772529 3043.5493 2252.7283 3651.4568 0.48727125 0.3658974 0.630003 0.07822266 0.1354856
gene1798 1.3432637 0.8791707 1.7667782 0.16015133 0.39228907 0.05274309 103.87448 65.3496 165.772 0.9343577 0.67077976 1.805137 0.33445188 0.57928765
gene3633 1.2514313 0.82868475 1.8429741 0.1699599 0.41631505 0.15069963 45.815083 18.420502 74.188 0.771442 0.67343676 0.9139275 0.06964771 0.12063336
gene2887 0.8584242 0.6492628 1.1408497 0.06769795 0.16582544 0.10817222 939.7244 604.3844 1335.9667 1.1146948 0.8298476 1.4773455 0.18967941 0.32853436
gene0689 1.1062781 0.90644044 1.5477387 0.08993601 0.22029734 0.265087 61.787033 35.418198 107.6536 0.9079937 0.8153728 1.0490485 0.06842128 0.11850914
gene0809 1.286413 0.96876746 1.8793125 0.1274806 0.31226242 0.04953275 518.3836 291.3844 942.23663 0.74420536 0.52537274 1.0312326 0.14935394 0.2586886
gene6142 0.8231744 0.553777 1.5400761 0.12870125 0.31525242 0.254001 58.399082 34.1395 122.58849 1.651395 1.2066184 1.997612 0.2660263 0.46077105
gene2626 0.8842536 0.6431552 1.2080388 0.09120594 0.22340803 0.279901 266.64062 207.94589 395.4634 0.83928156 0.7586762 0.8896191 0.04262029 0.07382052
gene8463 1.0952827 0.90418476 1.2801824 0.05268149 0.12904276 0.11604941 141.42001 90.5446 186.5472 0.4324888 0.2625926 0.76121545 0.14382127 0.24910574
gene1740 0.86104673 0.6080998 1.0898322 0.07757024 0.19000751 0.15367207 245.4323 174.41681 343.5529 2.4559839 2.0868866 2.8295455 0.21870242 0.3788037
gene6612 1.0477611 0.88922244 1.2357765 0.06086192 0.14908065 0.4561982 32.617302 20.526402 41.1848 0.57051224 0.3832536 0.81226045 0.12892146 0.22329852
1.4305271 0.56453496 2.5598254 0.35478812 257.90936 125.08399 440.0696 0.34918973 0.18247218 0.12290021
gene6426 1.0344342 0.9375665 1.1281813 0.0284874 0.06977958 0.2731602 72.26452 52.7418 86.759796 2.560855 2.1268392 3.4223647 0.3823284 0.6622122
gene4027 1.6205866 0.9681797 3.2447987 0.33405083 0.8182541 0.05572921 321.01505 126.8145 621.9251 0.4542785 0.2515392 0.70637685 0.15010871 0.2599959
gene8241 0.5975747 0.20317493 1.0803101 0.16397929 0.4016656 0.09376723 46.683334 19.4114 84.845505 4.8514624 3.5297906 5.7796454 0.78773284 1.3643932
gene7193 1.2013527 0.8546215 1.5493255 0.13303399 0.32586542 0.15251671 437.17096 365.04932 583.143 0.12173394 0.08162167 0.21299136 0.03738188 0.06474731
gene5677 0.94883555 0.5986201 1.6618992 0.15500394 0.37968057 0.7520693 13.186801 8.828899 18.670502 5.28804 4.4810205 6.870207 0.70944256 1.2287905
gene3801 1.3010368 1.1987435 1.6473314 0.06585214 0.16130416 0.00341228 55.80085 33.458702 83.2657 0.83048135 0.74160767 0.929935 0.05442576 0.09426818
gene4348 0.8812784 0.77108794 1.1505206 0.05275258 0.12921692 0.08721829 59.04303 33.604298 81.5867 2.7152905 1.9481584 3.905402 0.56387025 0.9766519
gene8341 0.7556896 0.37411878 1.4200844 0.15793952 0.38687125 0.21423331 14.292684 6.214901 24.732498 3.0715356 2.0552976 3.783989 0.6363245 1.1021464
gene4667 0.9521539 0.8053958 1.2663859 0.06885023 0.16864793 0.52478576 33.99777 24.5192 41.570297 1.2279638 0.9237615 1.4677806 0.17941257 0.31075168
gene6642 1.1513146 0.8958742 1.6454734 0.13005115 0.31855896 0.25972787 7958.8037 6689.127 9265.332 1.0563878 0.94776434 1.1946088 0.07124003 0.12339135
gene4584 0.91311723 0.75832015 1.2797941 0.07160471 0.17539501 0.29486334 86.1267 50.279594 152.45331 2.2982073 1.7414807 2.8136718 0.33491543 0.5800905
gene1134 0.951651 0.81245655 1.1731824 0.05230108 0.12811095 0.4065799 104.805305 73.7527 132.3804 1.9446282 1.6637784 2.3700564 0.2044161 0.35405907
gene1123 0.81956464 0.5022259 1.3447322 0.1334627 0.32691553 0.26049328 34.233917 12.218399 64.7577 8.675475 7.353855 9.678147 0.7332011 1.2699416
gene9210 1.089641 0.97203285 1.233671 0.03369797 0.08254283 0.03890568 631.6552 463.9216 764.4979 0.7764141 0.680704 0.8349653 0.05133328 0.08891185
gene8452 1.184149 0.8561828 1.6110582 0.11651947 0.28541324 0.14192788 289.42816 146.8182 491.77722 0.41007867 0.26973706 0.510948 0.08883575 0.15386802
gene9147 1.0059879 0.84001523 1.130166 0.04127841 0.10111104 0.8897301 82.21971 53.1508 103.723595 0.6309018 0.51837355 0.725885 0.06432653 0.11141681
gene0924 0.8705323 0.61009395 1.1928872 0.08022066 0.19649968 0.18813998 31.232916 20.1265 54.1185 2.2879019 1.9835864 2.6856372 0.20230351 0.35039997
gene5945 1.2504308 0.80648863 2.3574755 0.22099665 0.541329 0.24377912 58.333412 34.472298 106.29469 0.6560925 0.53239334 0.9593741 0.1283262 0.22226751
gene3450 1.0424007 0.7454005 1.3356123 0.09924354 0.24309604 0.67694485 27.698149 12.486599 40.9892 1.3000765 1.0457116 1.6196996 0.16620019 0.28786716
gene0263 0.700381 0.49357277 1.0383931 0.07368231 0.18048407 0.01842902 25.618431 17.0666 35.9214 0.9563122 0.84581983 1.0752853 0.06655738 0.11528076
gene3819 1.2606604 0.84884495 1.9682204 0.1472862 0.36077607 0.09907991 51.036533 24.0247 81.515594 0.7762502 0.6062237 1.0752857 0.1349134 0.23367687
gene6294 1.1114111 0.91515815 1.2921304 0.05342484 0.1308636 0.07859319 130.58203 78.2898 185.67549 1.0305572 0.78694797 1.1919273 0.14103352 0.24427721
gene0572 1.1620984 0.62764454 1.6499677 0.17014126 0.4167593 0.33850357 128.13583 67.928 196.8496 0.32220897 0.10187011 0.7266767 0.2537205 0.43945676
gene3675 0.59174556 0.2513238 1.1928136 0.15135902 0.3707524 0.07584164 30.030418 10.5676 56.081497 2.537459 2.0918384 3.617064 0.46121737 0.7988519
gene2397 1.0772876 0.93678087 1.191468 0.03770102 0.09234827 0.08627647 56.247932 31.924198 80.372 0.70729315 0.48071465 0.9828708 0.15235655 0.26388928
gene5675 0.6914272 0.36617246 1.2293496 0.12933177 0.31679684 0.09317609 20.051666 9.387899 35.498398 4.7691636 2.9112263 7.049773 1.307976 2.2654808
gene3862 0.12263253 0.01 0.9758026 0.41748753 1.0226314 0.05504917 7.629836 -14.081696 33.062805 2.3856425 1.2754792 3.4929936 0.8126406 1.4075348
gene5059 0.8376651 0.49382296 1.3036844 0.11494051 0.2815456 0.24210201 99.40088 70.398895 132.3492 1.1317859 0.9532197 1.4567878 0.14774986 0.25591025
gene7688 0.9357902 0.74248147 1.3210386 0.08109702 0.19864634 0.47375748 39.685932 21.212297 55.5748 1.0217286 0.79364824 1.2189454 0.13408704 0.23224556
gene4265 1.217327 0.96836406 1.5149869 0.07395462 0.18115109 0.02257342 79.74389 47.958397 106.8674 0.8138083 0.7230017 0.91101927 0.05453174 0.09445175
gene6228 0.9109836 0.74139255 1.2685872 0.0747206 0.18302734 0.3029142 1408.4849 917.519 1991.4857 1.0032653 0.8641674 1.1022999 0.0760411 0.13170706
gene9274 1.1953685 0.8152053 1.8024698 0.15587367 0.38181096 0.2197132 393.76334 198.8945 537.7889 0.48536664 0.43742195 0.54846215 0.03210757 0.05561194
gene4829 0.72693056 0.44739163 1.130996 0.10788902 0.26427305 0.07739265 220.93709 90.945694 374.4217 1.5150712 0.9888499 2.0964925 0.3505794 0.60722136
gene1018 0.98120934 0.6154602 1.3740088 0.12701498 0.3111219 0.8865359 99.293045 43.3107 157.4673 0.5760335 0.3632363 0.74650526 0.13866836 0.24018064
0.8643869 9.7724 33.3676 1.3127427
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0.00825853 939.0153 583.0407 1320.9728 0.93047523 0.7397046 1.1601547 0.12250692 0.21218821 0.6350654 29.848434 24.802 37.904602 3.9492743 0.78310955
0.05488555 62.179466 42.390594 100.1464 0.07120626 0.01 0.36707258 0.21266893 0.36835337 0.1287506 0.5459322 -1.6783009 2.6008987 1.8897482 0.9957066
0.99367285 866.96014 442.3397 1146.4264 1.4625189 1.2730669 1.6488395 0.11053012 0.19144377 0.03702343 940.4788 810.6829 1021.42017 0.7650159 0.5313677
0.0216801 326.72256 266.7879 376.4762 0.9035199 0.5832704 1.1254647 0.2050296 0.3551217 0.68846744 63.761868 42.293304 79.5209 0.6584037 0.42264876
0.00446053 672.6529 483.08447 886.1127 1.1467928 0.7917774 1.4462702 0.22042558 0.38178828 0.54045206 30.378532 18.089102 37.758797 3.1422567 1.0010847
0.05544598 566.6306 495.4798 694.6914 0.83900803 0.5952306 1.088138 0.15391697 0.266592 0.4302973 107.45226 76.4486 143.4236 1.7769336 1.351353
0.11429674 147.85474 31.9562 285.9168 1.1337363 0.8824206 1.3159027 0.14462453 0.25049704 0.4242683 225.34546 184.84079 256.1572 0.2664013 0.08675983
0.28879347 47.916496 18.709099 65.6683 0.85081273 0.5393316 1.3584336 0.23960595 0.41500968 0.60629004 23.320868 14.626202 35.8973 0.5060105 0.2715909
0.3859284 60.5873 45.1771 71.254 1.1319715 0.98067373 1.2289809 0.08181202 0.14170256 0.22723936 59.168133 53.039803 62.4376 0.6251275 0.5846695
0.00399177 214.7754 212.2458 216.44962 0.7301948 0.58609706 1.0481178 0.13636455 0.23619032 0.22639385 32.412636 22.551802 46.0868 1.3416308 0.8771601
0.44009444 97.29963 72.1984 117.41791 0.549342 0.5335206 0.57626176 0.01325346 0.02295567 0.00161673 20.843233 19.8189 21.518799 0.8151094 0.34474942
0.7855181 266.68008 194.5412 345.6686 1.1210201 0.98852575 1.3720965 0.11530414 0.19971262 0.37936115 227.1418 196.42621 284.2262 1.0047647 0.95570076
0.00181158 59.084534 51.8838 64.104004 1.4747669 1.0740191 2.2913043 0.3486102 0.60381055 0.22952197 73.73924 53.776802 111.79271 0.5410321 0.33191904
0.7248754 37.473034 34.4288 39.4067 1.0485879 0.85156745 1.4656566 0.18115392 0.3137678 0.80536604 31.2111 23.647701 43.6158 1.5366261 1.2864374
0.550004 26960.232 23255.867 34304.207 0.9295345 0.8336311 1.0541018 0.0636739 0.11028642 0.39646938 9091.803 8668.337 9346.249 0.47957358 0.22115025
0.26127148 183.22844 131.01001 239.00261 0.85435456 0.648175 1.2093887 0.16086265 0.2786223 0.48148242 70.12723 52.742798 100.9925 0.9326365 0.7178375
0.0447798 127.971794 110.7094 140.71051 0.84657866 0.72027904 1.0304825 0.08950856 0.15503336 0.2531404 24.122932 21.7598 26.5453 1.1501906 0.99234813
0.00616857 173.39204 162.0549 183.95001 0.55983824 0.29688728 0.19685577 0.3409642 0.2155344 22.952967 1.0530002
0.03639151 396.96597 332.7561 448.7634 0.9268113 0.81024456 1.133855 0.09590701 0.1661158 0.536212 89.04777 74.3763 111.2107 1.0808557 0.9135868
0.00193725 385.26025 360.8381 400.9567 1.0101339 0.68400276 1.5343182 0.24600603 0.42609492 0.9694984 54.41747 30.969 81.4689 1.8210156 1.0544925
0.03468535 210.8169 168.9172 259.21777 0.9599006 0.64847064 1.5867394 0.267417 0.46317986 0.8910949 35.001537 19.6243 54.873703 1.485482 0.99019754
0.00949379 133.08426 120.3994 152.0668 0.7901888 0.3304351 1.4712733 0.4157553 0.7201093 0.65223455 15.946402 4.915901 25.669498 2.0275588 0.7372582
0.03251604 1056.0269 896.6977 1199.8092 1.0011022 0.9996974 1.0033103 0.00111664 0.00193408 0.4274557 206.06891 186.2995 219.1405 1.271304 0.93891317
0.19545469 99.507904 88.84871 120.7964 0.9731118 0.9521657 0.9969859 0.01297917 0.02248057 0.17766999 38.352535 33.9189 40.5857 0.85084414 0.7877367
1.14E-04 1521.6655 1421.8733 1674.4824 0.9223272 0.81475854 1.0092002 0.05928356 0.10268213 0.3342397 39.41933 35.878998 45.608 3.6118426 0.779956
0.01362978 74.26673 66.5008 84.6951 0.90769684 0.8734779 0.9688767 0.02978353 0.05158659 0.09804341 15.754565 13.683599 17.344898 1.1560628 0.9450637
0.02646896 177.0071 148.54861 202.7872 0.96823925 0.7657653 1.2015694 0.12787189 0.2214806 0.8275825 31.0161 24.895 40.0883 1.2284253 1.0134856
0.01511197 210.07213 165.4858 242.53511 0.56622344 0.37945965 1.1369827 0.2177456 0.37714645 0.24551134 14.017332 8.834499 23.164099 1.7512823 0.9072321
0.2008647 68.247734 55.622303 82.468 1.1335837 0.93678415 1.4500079 0.14823034 0.25674248 0.43398073 22.1196 16.0931 29.213099 1.2708875 1.0021601
0.12970054 44.765198 18.527702 82.7883 2.173482 1.2835166 3.1078503 0.61768746 1.0698661 0.10197089 80.381065 46.5804 98.6977 0.78544 0.29877216
0.01338941 41.6817 36.377205 45.6804 1.2687886 0.6605692 2.0067945 0.4637107 0.80317044 0.5511685 36.246334 17.655699 55.045498 0.48258474 0.26283026
0.02005572 797.8326 586.2901 1025.3134 0.96807545 0.7433402 1.181238 0.13513637 0.23406304 0.83555615 104.68827 81.6355 133.1316 1.0986072 0.5670129
0.02819941 2325.8496 2039.6217 2815.5999 0.43081313 0.25692388 0.58518934 0.1178964 0.20420255 0.08351061 226.36826 136.93909 276.2082 1.8486639 1.2609895
0.00870217 1027.707 911.12445 1130.4448 1.3047903 1.1837686 1.4221104 0.06963021 0.12060306 0.03780738 653.78735 630.5498 684.8921 0.67293 0.4865755
0.18657091 314.6293 207.129 469.74982 1.0723267 0.92346174 1.3219141 0.11658875 0.20193763 0.58349186 168.60907 141.7788 212.03629 0.6326991 0.58078885
0.15161131 54.336636 31.7374 70.042404 1.1165586 0.873766 1.322572 0.14183512 0.24566564 0.47242263 35.20043 24.2732 43.088196 0.7786088 0.66962916
0.05796614 343.60037 271.34338 440.5354 1.032703 0.86109626 1.1374804 0.09448417 0.16365139 0.7572325 201.29741 149.4267 231.4875 0.7845459 0.59527487
0.0043139 309.47003 246.00171 367.7604 0.7371136 0.521375 0.98206836 0.14008571 0.24263556 0.24128963 21.3258 13.0249 28.0363 2.1358254 0.6156455
0.02656478 525.14417 342.04642 626.18787 1.1927878 1.0396744 1.4258701 0.11222742 0.19438359 0.19993497 75.043304 64.3484 93.996704 2.0297844 0.74685806
0.09954067 93.227135 72.5667 108.9697 1.3569281 0.9971451 2.2188396 0.3534167 0.6121357 0.34425744 68.68467 47.7704 110.0793 0.82545257 0.6557471
0.06050677 185.417 168.2459 207.72751 1.1887294 0.800168 1.6824194 0.2658836 0.46052387 0.50727487 112.46097 74.6035 160.9773 0.7938604 0.7011163
0.49637336 122.337975 97.896904 141.0039 0.75174075 0.71852165 0.80999285 0.02829029 0.04900022 0.01691572 83.05193 76.7233 88.9083 1.0735185 0.89805937
0.00915672 907.73157 506.3543 1191.9381 1.0195028 0.9443526 1.126197 0.05324133 0.09221669 0.7464979 25.964167 21.6359 29.4856 4.864107 0.7983665
0.16784756 16.002436 -0.9760017 32.682304 1.2932905 1.0489074 1.5133184 0.14223675 0.24636129 0.14226906 38.097897 27.364601 46.300896 0.4334895 0.20202577
1.0271614 2965.395 0.27373213
0.01054113 184.97453 173.0352 208.04851 1.1415663 1.0013901 1.3679868 0.10738017 0.18598792 0.29223838 136.61871 116.40541 167.5682 0.81806177 0.5507894
0.12999897 1119.4347 735.8523 1450.4955 1.1921185 1.1039941 1.342805 0.0721354 0.12494217 0.10046221 754.8893 694.1757 821.37573 0.90572286 0.7458751
0.23644632 80.4891 39.484604 115.23119 1.2553227 1.1192695 1.4983286 0.11336999 0.19636257 0.12685417 52.153404 41.4546 65.0807 0.7328132 0.51725334
0.00132237 223.97246 210.8774 237.8447 1.3966036 1.2816492 1.5739819 0.08635279 0.14956741 0.03241862 245.8013 239.8958 251.21529 0.67826855 0.45131353
0.19392021 1997.6576 1732.0574 2175.299 1.0141671 0.77212703 1.552416 0.22656438 0.392421 0.9539225 809.45245 522.6936 1232.4624 1.9912373 1.4397193
0.02697071 1374.1399 1278.6155 1540.8087 0.6035608 0.45468578 0.7915908 0.09855982 0.17071061 0.08760555 199.78874 153.5953 233.9982 1.037803 0.9444996
0.18514064 36.871834 1.6760025 98.7285 0.89632726 0.6113304 1.149112 0.17906328 0.3101467 0.6297186 39.13053 22.9253 50.536896 0.05638474 0.01
0.3141648 67.282295 50.595 80.0824 1.0055683 0.8619764 1.2258725 0.10545475 0.18265298 0.9622805 28.586367 21.797298 35.424797 0.69471574 0.6563417
0.11681552 33.122334 31.326199 35.5909 1.0115887 0.90427494 1.1041687 0.05978617 0.10355269 0.86308795 32.164864 28.5229 34.090797 0.98209757 0.86609197
0.03899715 74.189064 65.1709 79.7189 0.9584647 0.7574219 1.1065073 0.11493713 0.19907694 0.7548983 34.329334 28.629398 38.6953 0.66553366 0.36036342
0.3008119 71.1424 34.6575 92.05931 1.4446076 1.1874965 1.9819078 0.23506007 0.40713596 0.14769083 53.438267 41.383495 75.0903 0.90023416 0.74149257
0.01886631 365.75366 337.9538 414.61713 0.80687004 0.5790252 1.1578478 0.16685136 0.28899503 0.39668646 65.69376 46.522095 95.469696 1.2823843 1.0098659
7.07E-04 135.93263 126.669304 153.09201 0.5967264 0.41782412 1.1290741 0.20628865 0.35730243 0.24756762 6.247168 3.5016003 10.813103 1.9727991 0.5953285
0.04926971 184.23776 136.8439 232.5228 1.0929809 0.51201785 1.8539952 0.4780449 0.82799804 0.8403858 139.1264 59.0625 219.4763 0.60651606 0.5141428
0.01539464 152.20734 140.4249 167.829 1.0584261 0.9600559 1.1856695 0.06522766 0.11297762 0.4530263 81.20873 76.2718 84.9261 0.6772357 0.5831354
0.03614058 83.028496 71.3969 98.6776 0.78604347 0.46196574 1.1706138 0.23046945 0.3991848 0.47580335 12.8173 6.2264004 18.029999 1.280511 0.973539
0.08571584 566.905 419.7929 669.4702 1.341816 1.1029696 1.6138355 0.14897749 0.25803658 0.11612832 375.69272 327.0025 407.9807 0.60469395 0.38968128
0.09109198 542.11926 353.61 816.9516 0.2824604 0.2277165 0.32027605 0.03083675 0.05341082 0.00724747 24.261166 20.632898 28.2773 1.5277104 1.0253171
0.15455304 390.85275 374.32642 400.2222 0.90206826 0.7787539 0.99053514 0.06739736 0.11673565 0.30025825 322.26715 275.0747 364.7441 1.1761009 1.009465
0.00110621 169.63884 147.2444 194.866 1.1034244 0.9959149 1.3434917 0.10943228 0.18954226 0.42279273 1397.8469 1132.5824 1777.2207 0.11701008 0.03161951
0.00642933 182.86287 165.1087 203.4245 1.2100539 0.87872964 1.8046919 0.26481822 0.4586786 0.4625553 148.93384 111.976 196.0946 0.58891046 0.55935824
0.00616608 59.145 55.813503 63.4018 1.2891192 0.9502814 1.7676924 0.23676114 0.4100823 0.29225707 39.688236 29.7285 48.3919 0.9016871 0.6809457
0.04702783 6038.239 5130.109 6865.2754 0.7948342 0.50251627 0.19012153 0.32930014 0.42292956 2425.7358 1571.9696 0.49482852
0.39178133 151.99913 138.2822 177.3568 0.9264519 0.7954045 1.0855743 0.08373115 0.14502661 0.48466983 106.625465 94.3697 123.548096 0.70008653 0.64501584
0.0686588 186.99213 171.8416 206.96489 1.1231452 1.0142518 1.281985 0.07811551 0.13530003 0.23576772 263.64896 246.0191 298.28952 0.7996404 0.7480556
0.02927508 67.823364 48.553402 101.0904 0.06244105 0.01 0.16264178 0.1217332 0.21084808 0.09397863 0.3100338 -1.1504002 1.152401 0.44441223 0.06460173
0.03570246 261.3546 220.68091 300.0458 1.1080459 0.8959001 1.3021232 0.12405624 0.2148717 0.4526552 144.77763 123.173805 174.445 0.6029168 0.47871953
0.2150314 39.816235 26.874 51.798603 1.3717575 1.087476 1.6780958 0.17515118 0.30337074 0.12915373 55.2429 42.967197 64.5001 0.9495711 0.8478274
0.14596973 304.81305 263.44562 337.16858 1.3005412 1.1308168 1.6404476 0.15360627 0.26605386 0.15357651 171.3679 157.7587 195.1445 1.2689558 1.1193234
0.2605421 120.81563 112.974495 135.0526 1.2011362 1.1450901 1.2732437 0.0373487 0.06468985 0.02756224 56.813366 48.834503 63.680397 0.96335155 0.7840453
0.02054141 370.80276 246.1947 476.7653 0.95539594 0.54682106 1.7184389 0.3439286 0.5957018 0.902944 42.027534 22.080101 71.210205 1.9945022 0.92128044
0.07225116 518.6659 438.71622 559.15717 1.0959965 0.9143104 1.217225 0.10035732 0.17382397 0.4198478 238.74962 177.298 276.8141 0.8311046 0.71703106
0.00996755 164.48227 163.26071 166.02719 0.89279264 0.85775465 0.961888 0.03334131 0.05774884 0.09332177 35.96547 31.145903 40.9609 1.4192964 1.25652
0.31725615 217.41197 145.4707 297.95682 0.6040837 0.4546835 0.9779998 0.1529793 0.26496792 0.17288661 34.549435 23.936401 53.9646 1.16202 1.0220002
0.01814978 176.21764 138.7062 215.95792 0.8016792 0.7719168 0.8298344 0.01680159 0.02910121 0.00886423 16.788366 15.231598 18.4291 2.033429 0.85971636
0.3071127 331.7577 309.99652 346.56778 0.7533979 0.6736111 0.82029223 0.0441393 0.0764515 0.04004878 81.441 65.3086 93.2689 1.1537843 0.83799595
0.08543363 113.38966 93.117195 146.8717 1.6088599 1.4283293 1.8132148 0.11120933 0.19262022 0.02034195 94.80966 87.0827 100.6081 0.84663695 0.59949994
0.12934689 701.3402 565.731 781.70807 0.70336753 0.5344644 1.2158102 0.20380487 0.35300037 0.32725814 139.36867 86.87401 231.76291 1.1756517 0.7880258
0.02414081 7499.5806 6382.8022 8250.903 1.104748 0.8918153 1.305341 0.12545569 0.21729563 0.469258 3940.8887 3249.2468 4880.722 0.6764598 0.53106236
0.00763361 236.24896 211.884 270.771 1.2001258 1.041347 1.5205405 0.14447056 0.25023034 0.2652784 215.52206 173.64061 283.6413 0.70745814 0.39495602
0.02835918 286.37097 201.78961 389.0207 1.0758933 0.98921335 1.1728998 0.05301099 0.09181773 0.2753001 29.976067 28.5383 31.779501 2.268872 0.97359806
0.00108029 990.96234 762.4589 1202.1948 0.7758258 0.65735483 0.91305244 0.07409464 0.12833567 0.11588641 5.382568 4.8380013 5.7300014 9.902937 0.7252917
0.0024289 310.64133 257.0015 366.2688 1.162139 0.8079252 1.4841454 0.22108 0.3829218 0.5026821 21.349966 14.885099 28.0614 2.3929112 1.0765103
0.03145502 117.84147 104.1438 125.6255 1.193375 1.0844697 1.3753494 0.08672145 0.15020595 0.1346088 70.509094 57.355194 85.3052 0.7972491 0.6547381
0.10845029 534.99146 333.6199 851.8339 1.1835206 1.1675843 1.1958603 0.00839005 0.014532 0.00176534 857.0651 818.1012 897.92676 1.0648288 0.96713966
0.21740974 124.780266 75.149796 160.0829 0.9811627 0.7527838 1.2059916 0.13855653 0.23998694 0.9038251 28.619099 19.286802 35.309296 1.5723429 1.2141382
0.01811157 221.71156 183.566 266.2999 0.79599327 0.62580466 1.0238581 0.11494823 0.19909617 0.24985656 22.561832 15.578798 29.126598 2.1255844 0.98340315
0.00405916 434.15585 379.1327 505.7752 1.0440549 0.71799093 1.3863192 0.20987011 0.3635057 0.8457697 51.696564 35.4488 70.242195 1.7807003 0.74572647
0.7880475 52.2404 46.345997 57.3321 1.1109782 0.95721275 1.3858495 0.12645696 0.21902987 0.44912085 46.7367 38.461 57.2403 0.76442385 0.7365013
0.7897842 0.9177615 43.2949 35.7091 47.419296 0.9613772
0.07556607 48.705265 40.147602 65.645294 1.0990211 0.7702712 1.645864 0.25146666 0.435553 0.71022516 29.715067 21.4985 39.1698 0.87760174 0.75637937
0.15648307 7476.4585 3902.024 10946.01 1.177916 0.9311214 1.6421329 0.20571241 0.35630435 0.438949 5529.371 4391.588 7710.035 0.49860367 0.3743122
0.33099598 4007.9133 3468.2642 4854.8457 0.8009937 0.6781796 1.0583096 0.11394774 0.19736327 0.25422785 972.6063 725.55536 1293.878 0.95647836 0.7529153
0.26955655 516.09955 400.1913 654.3752 0.90308356 0.5344039 1.3957433 0.2692514 0.4663571 0.7512829 201.63425 116.737595 266.80368 0.40843946 0.28398302
0.1309889 592.93854 444.27188 710.6783 0.9887192 0.87094223 1.0808761 0.06460071 0.1118917 0.87775433 150.11717 136.25491 173.53659 0.86783504 0.51860493
0.08842193 2725.4304 2164.8088 3064.1143 1.108502 1.062687 1.1763074 0.03389204 0.05870273 0.07784145 2714.0542 2515.6038 2862.4075 0.7095476 0.6040349
0.23224264 609.63104 513.5283 774.25165 1.1165334 0.9251545 1.5071561 0.17222175 0.2982968 0.54274577 624.64813 527.0917 801.2876 1.1629785 0.9784758
0.05502893 602.6651 439.0834 796.241 0.7487499 0.400828 1.1191146 0.25611478 0.4436038 0.4573218 90.0375 46.259003 113.020706 1.344713 0.8016142
0.8683262 483.47336 370.6144 683.8186 0.8349347 0.7348272 1.0769392 0.10755981 0.18629904 0.29205945 324.28848 271.8157 409.5003 0.6186025 0.36873358
0.07084261 127.1923 99.703094 146.7543 0.7595159 0.64883995 0.9022185 0.07299428 0.1264298 0.10226896 23.691666 17.998598 29.3508 1.10309 0.80797976
0.17095478 2183.9272 699.8891 3444.901 1.1220628 0.3938143 2.233386 0.74941474 1.2980244 0.84871423 2440.5476 704.74603 4101.6377 0.29257128 0.17263217
0.02145675 267.50946 212.7603 296.97842 0.9332915 0.7499642 1.2184731 0.13469213 0.23329361 0.6751762 34.832966 29.509201 40.8814 1.4343288 0.9949805
0.29202735 309.53818 283.4013 330.3731 1.182476 0.70236474 2.1872425 0.4262962 0.73836666 0.66314715 152.03394 82.377 263.26462 0.8135462 0.67823523
0.00245387 752.51544 487.67316 952.40796 0.01140387 0.01 0.01483056 0.00151771 0.00262875 8.61E-04 -3.4921322 -8.085499 0.11440086 6.387803 0.31912056
0.00381004 1487.4789 1185.6304 1944.8867 0.8720981 0.7285567 1.017702 0.0854795 0.14805482 0.29490185 52.351368 38.8619 63.663197 3.4018044 0.9422014
0.00106265 2940.3298 2693.8616 3125.8037 1.0451131 0.65499055 1.3254765 0.25452828 0.44085592 0.867632 2699.7085 1429.0972 3391.6099 0.7107167 0.4141764
0.001786 1092.8057 846.4671 1326.9304 0.937981 0.7747591 1.3186119 0.16370557 0.28354636 0.7436837 8.128833 6.8513985 10.2041 6.2186766 0.16680771
0.16037421 50.730167 43.2181 61.3194 1.5084802 1.0469464 1.9006331 0.28597143 0.49531704 0.15601991 35.169167 25.277699 44.7156 0.7962332 0.68718785
0.23375133 46.963066 44.897102 49.550198 0.8406886 0.5284714 1.0780644 0.2034821 0.35244134 0.5329526 37.9966 23.7646 45.2389 0.7211454 0.6010156
0.22229373 49.3757 39.0428 64.1792 1.0602471 0.9508844 1.261296 0.09357328 0.16207367 0.57357454 23.011301 21.919703 24.792301 0.9355449 0.75277686
0.02036953 40.600403 28.8719 54.912003 1.1360517 0.9597261 1.4685855 0.1501233 0.26002118 0.43130934 63.744305 56.8975 74.240005 0.6043779 0.3149632
0.04133437 262.07657 229.04309 322.414 0.8068397 0.6739338 1.1099691 0.13154499 0.2278426 0.31162688 47.81283 41.9458 58.908096 1.2567033 0.79775393
0.5547032 143.72318 140.4901 148.8453 0.8613909 0.03873811 0.06709638 0.07986976 0.89757276
0.4395971 1028.3428 910.1768 1111.3357 1.2670697 0.8931956 1.6983619 0.24419951 0.42296594 0.3343756 1101.0186 721.0439 1469.2207 0.7523068 0.65453637
8.74E-04 335.69803 287.5271 384.8839 0.13462567 0.01 0.6235634 1.0044354 1.7397331 0.26468986 3.0619996 -1.401001 6.8342 4.0408707 0.93473935
0.01784308 1675.2985 1209.6051 2518.815 0.75136596 0.44124666 1.40343 0.27658737 0.47906336 0.485854 95.470764 52.814697 163.6861 3.2133555 1.1152607
0.06632408 222.55043 126.956696 274.91357 0.9981806 0.8800901 1.1147667 0.06878967 0.1191472 0.98125243 25.897501 23.6113 27.910099 1.903297 0.6871146
0.30320284 561.2867 337.92172 691.73224 1.269964 1.0295839 1.591293 0.16185105 0.28033423 0.19815841 337.00674 277.0922 439.5062 0.70615536 0.6276902
0.02879066 344.32172 234.1137 400.04102 0.990769 0.5179778 1.7181743 0.38068482 0.6593654 0.98124576 51.498363 26.2558 74.2633 2.0341303 1.0448059
3.22E-04 219.93257 201.8776 241.35269 0.64890856 0.602321 0.75215036 0.04810102 0.08331341 0.02792503 12.648501 10.5364 15.035702 2.4700751 0.8417096
0.05240795 56.718365 52.7748 63.547195 1.1978561 0.97165686 1.6659635 0.20418647 0.35366133 0.39249402 34.621033 24.383797 49.0299 0.97124887 0.9193219
0.9043528 227.1322 214.7883 245.58769 1.1589457 0.9494741 1.3647004 0.12419526 0.21511249 0.29947287 210.4709 164.3913 253.20642 0.83015126 0.69915456
0.76866347 393.99457 185.2332 563.8898 0.50471336 0.38776565 0.60926366 0.06948167 0.12034578 0.03723706 159.41063 125.29589 188.8447 1.1378101 1.0051001
7.56E-04 87.80413 81.490295 91.4166 0.7537679 0.6432347 0.98351973 0.10225643 0.17711332 0.16908267 37.626232 29.9048 49.6499 0.73455715 0.5549323
0.05640859 103.20883 90.67151 112.84499 1.2414267 1.016842 1.426249 0.12798822 0.2216821 0.16881154 57.752033 48.466896 69.7653 0.7057397 0.59995663
0.00389234 1236.6133 951.4865 1556.351 0.892363 0.71474826 1.0392649 0.10228742 0.177167 0.42142102 45.878 32.501396 55.422005 2.545394 0.50476503
0.01775806 77.900604 60.1727 86.781006 1.7199501 1.5390944 1.8719862 0.10008672 0.17335528 0.01126333 92.13747 85.2635 100.3991 0.71518975 0.36597487
0.00238875 102.3228 94.6656 115.3778 0.9420154 0.683292 1.1347466 0.15488918 0.26827592 0.74657536 13.552168 8.562502 16.2498 1.7229127 0.47593802
0.13385463 617.85406 423.07098 747.3109 1.1093318 0.9698388 1.3395832 0.1084805 0.18789373 0.3971425 692.31824 622.5863 824.90076 0.85442805 0.75972354
0.09550162 63.785297 52.8121 76.292694 0.9428744 0.8383044 1.009634 0.05581173 0.09666874 0.42406225 25.9525 20.6969 28.675198 0.8530546 0.60076374
0.00792755 121.0417 97.19501 150.0236 0.66709304 0.44804436 1.2460582 0.22786431 0.39467254 0.32897723 8.183299 5.2776985 12.8442 2.6492054 1.4235587
0.08559013 475.04703 372.0158 552.2228 0.8505225 0.7843509 0.9177885 0.03869011 0.06701323 0.07047983 398.2291 364.2486 444.3223 0.88176847 0.68046993
0.00940844 3792.2815 3475.2876 3994.9062 1.1849095 0.97283214 1.6648539 0.206839 0.35825565 0.4251179 3192.097 2272.7227 4561.333 0.5814891 0.3832985
0.00283119 55.05043 53.471897 56.108204 1.0685606 0.9335609 1.3289119 0.11867743 0.20555533 0.60803515 37.227837 28.8346 48.136505 0.7924652 0.5918345
0.10293671 58.966366 49.466602 68.184 0.9079299 0.6375473 1.1189933 0.16528259 0.28627783 0.64132375 25.695333 18.175598 32.7383 0.61545265 0.5831965
0.00428857 377.81036 307.5846 459.78268 0.71955216 0.57543564 1.0908014 0.15482478 0.26816437 0.2547294 25.644934 17.4781 38.8553 2.3319747 1.0790647
0.12091537 101.77537 80.503006 127.573906 0.8302571 0.6730403 1.1362346 0.1352862 0.23432256 0.36455578 40.257637 31.869099 55.292202 0.9218784 0.7152184
0.08354271 76.985466 53.8665 102.929794 0.99719125 0.86372465 1.175045 0.08972831 0.15541399 0.97776884 44.316734 39.670597 47.2273 0.67435455 0.45615938
0.02909223 8609.243 4589.394 11122.071 0.5022653 0.2645154 1.3030611 0.2945009 0.5100905 0.2922502 7666.3306 3292.511 15804.79 0.2982857 0.14620404
0.8309214 1.7160001 83.7324 123.08111 0.9656129
0.0255051 151.95602 116.432594 189.9712 0.7917507 0.6314917 1.1466986 0.15177141 0.2628758 0.3375247 16.324266 11.2069 23.865702 1.5564905 0.8670499
0.10994414 2217.2905 1668.6494 2588.2498 2.4196157 2.1573215 2.6394308 0.1452265 0.25153965 0.00455791 2432.5342 2259.7507 2739.754 0.57416266 0.49596837
0.15265152 7678.338 6061.269 8864.358 1.1582536 0.9969997 1.3317713 0.09749847 0.1688723 0.22143285 4207.936 3230.3276 5060.4404 0.64873606 0.5350549
0.00911223 159.78835 150.6207 177.9763 0.9133564 0.84545493 1.0076066 0.04733633 0.08198892 0.2218352 20.9541 20.6303 21.2668 0.75220156 0.5067972
0.03579322 147.06306 109.0363 178.737 0.5201251 0.42588532 0.73959756 0.09402144 0.1628499 0.0658297 12.480567 10.411699 15.8223 2.1085842 1.2340606
0.12016971 720.249 392.6491 1048.009 1.1190916 1.0257826 1.2010956 0.05186817 0.0898383 0.13557409 582.01666 552.0792 628.29333 0.7258881 0.55361784
0.25156453 98.89347 21.607998 160.8174 2.0428147 1.8640627 2.2777798 0.11982443 0.207542 0.00664143 139.21329 114.1231 159.36009 0.4310798 0.22661763
0.05123543 104.161865 76.213104 145.0768 1.2698132 0.8818035 1.9157617 0.29717955 0.5147301 0.39997083 104.7398 72.8762 138.5481 0.7721715 0.66933423
0.03195502 95.85347 68.582 116.6939 1.2542174 1.0077243 1.603719 0.17140532 0.29688272 0.23491587 97.3304 81.4771 126.348404 0.76824343 0.6000526
0.00554925 196.24873 181.618 222.23161 1.2445681 1.0124781 1.7299458 0.21147844 0.3662914 0.31910425 49.262867 34.806202 69.7446 1.1421878 0.90875745
0.0352339 749.1479 686.45496 871.2047 1.1688952 0.944156 1.6281013 0.20056163 0.34738293 0.4509138 406.155 343.941 505.72516 0.73464113 0.61801803
0.06669648 1214.9897 874.01184 1395.8273 1.054379 0.9652273 1.1735879 0.06045757 0.10471558 0.45230606 823.1641 801.4208 837.1892 0.7186721 0.6262684
0.00666147 111.6993 102.9836 122.2135 0.62198657 0.2528148 1.0166359 0.3290469 0.56992596 0.40263218 10.609533 3.8038998 15.698 1.145124 0.6152043
0.0303285 248.39217 200.86479 305.9595 1.4463155 1.1706395 1.9720412 0.23349592 0.40442678 0.14519452 212.38686 168.317 297.03058 0.9473805 0.78248507
0.00764989 648.1847 467.50098 889.10443 0.72845846 0.48875287 1.2237952 0.20935 0.36260483 0.36373988 23.871466 13.146198 38.6035 3.3295736 0.8005334
0.17751451 276.9441 204.58359 320.3845 1.8051933 1.7716223 1.8708148 0.03225038 0.05585929 9.13E-04 462.16425 452.22232 470.5675 1.7376324 1.1216688
0.01315272 734.17255 685.0086 811.5198 1.1817441 0.85442424 1.7533925 0.2572233 0.44552383 0.5107172 477.90433 357.8793 626.2317 0.8018318 0.6036007
0.903438 302.5659 215.3847 365.98428 0.83143747 0.7634616 0.94390094 0.05394321 0.09343237 0.1039596 194.96223 180.3917 219.453 0.65509707 0.544995
0.07861782 60.896637 49.621002 68.06061 1.2399199 1.0936912 1.4362257 0.09889509 0.1712913 0.11352614 38.942 36.497 40.867496 0.8246796 0.6855129
0.08742825 402.43817 306.7482 496.3935 1.1020341 0.89854336 1.4669982 0.16502741 0.28583586 0.5773532 103.912994 84.5069 139.52759 1.4721328 0.9846484
0.5548029 69.3133 47.1592 82.5029 0.860836 0.65389514 1.0867928 0.12965706 0.22457261 0.4182429 51.485134 37.9677 65.784096 1.9913749 1.221759
0.0402291 411.03467 375.7973 459.0303 1.1001717 1.0217787 1.2518626 0.0715249 0.12388477 0.2786297 219.15784 186.1548 262.52472 0.7685118 0.6702917
0.04449616 88.483696 66.9713 128.2472 1.1775783 0.25545967 0.44246912 0.51748633 58.073997 0.7827273
0.06381746 427.041 324.16418 509.67398 1.1817414 1.0863302 1.2701474 0.05388572 0.09333281 0.06695297 280.55615 256.34628 319.2544 0.7243862 0.54298776
0.17818089 1696.3629 1190.8303 2170.4214 1.3380347 0.998773 1.6662984 0.20723613 0.3589435 0.19582973 1125.4579 882.2742 1255.1118 0.62975425 0.49391767
0.01393425 182.83684 171.74289 203.2492 1.0643975 0.86713225 1.3407167 0.13623032 0.23595783 0.6705142 110.402275 79.431305 140.3454 0.7459217 0.5724376
0.04278929 465.01404 380.70572 528.7486 0.91016406 0.8694468 0.9385567 0.02123972 0.03678827 0.05627673 79.88043 68.8647 85.8255 1.550956 1.3196838
0.95562583 159.05057 126.3314 200.65161 1.2592788 1.131611 1.451452 0.09353638 0.16200976 0.08937071 67.2868 58.4124 79.6887 0.63869846 0.530738
0.23777622 117.10667 76.330795 137.505 1.1067425 0.97896063 1.1977136 0.06902083 0.11954758 0.24446604 29.9674 23.7638 33.2245 1.6116415 1.0210392
9.64E-04 2305.7363 2271.0942 2357.6917 0.6826644 0.60049707 0.7486645 0.04530859 0.07847677 0.02874003 153.04108 139.1123 168.24051 1.4133987 0.6360135
0.00877302 328.7433 249.00479 413.063 0.8077874 0.25866467 2.457908 0.74521506 1.2907503 0.7738386 30.96887 6.8533 66.831406 1.8999606 0.8060783
0.08294346 5801.2627 3434.4995 7761.369 0.605483 0.41522473 0.85651654 0.13118573 0.22722034 0.13899538 587.29156 344.1101 811.1567 0.8542168 0.3918693
0.2126498 2022.3829 1004.6824 3271.6594 0.907326 0.7396739 1.2349302 0.14496239 0.2510822 0.59842104 305.25793 241.8451 417.37558 2.8968704 2.6875935
0.20709658 3592.9104 2403.274 4931.5386 0.82374877 0.53659993 1.0541456 0.183534 0.3178902 0.46254393 703.46136 472.1689 847.28125 2.0768797 1.6193433
0.01003768 4184.5933 3739.0713 4416.7534 0.9760652 0.6548572 1.2874087 0.20601758 0.35683292 0.91652 1951.338 1315.8394 2274.4797 1.6498646 1.2752987
0.21364819 181.55858 152.2377 222.2326 1.4707239 1.338258 1.6517881 0.09104163 0.15768872 0.02466099 69.95097 65.91501 72.7438 0.87873334 0.73872197
0.15638562 105.86 97.8573 112.338005 0.68687004 0.5222184 0.85692567 0.10147023 0.17575158 0.12282983 22.554731 15.006298 28.8783 1.1670384 0.9807955
0.20274092 59.35297 21.091402 110.98761 1.1647757 0.7646006 2.2027526 0.40917763 0.70871645 0.6841768 49.190266 30.870201 77.8244 0.4670487 0.20157804
0.00184794 66.09624 56.777103 72.308304 0.68137616 0.3855541 1.472667 0.30852675 0.534384 0.43847007 5.903367 3.1261997 10.1819 2.0653725 1.1388015
0.18557645 164.31143 126.03741 186.0175 0.98670363 0.7578346 1.2320285 0.14208728 0.24610238 0.9334156 45.369534 36.6951 50.8683 1.4011858 1.1138988
0.09641767 45.823868 39.1956 49.326603 0.8430928 0.7912807 0.9271495 0.04087583 0.07079901 0.07184971 17.8974 15.108301 20.760698 0.95580155 0.85882753
0.57801706 2285.562 1587.8425 3141.4941 1.0867767 0.5585654 1.855222 0.4219256 0.7307966 0.83541244 1795.0604 860.88293 2742.8242 0.39600182 0.33051616
0.09669224 152.23044 129.5876 176.8828 0.50145084 0.4136495 0.6590646 0.07146157 0.12377507 0.038975 19.202702 15.5986 26.0673 1.2091155 0.836434
0.01830378 57.09787 48.5707 65.58031 0.8851687 0.71123385 1.0189526 0.09905686 0.17157151 0.3860015 8.273833 5.8886013 9.640699 1.5604396 0.75345105
0.11219392 289.3866 218.4553 375.4093 1.0456368 0.705599 1.3392652 0.21423987 0.37107432 0.84326756 154.27248 107.3442 198.534 0.6402943 0.49703443
0.02037871 69.1894 52.2873 85.2632 1.0980896 0.90655977 1.4799784 0.16894943 0.29262897 0.5991617 96.68584 77.9104 123.7316 1.5676458 1.4236326
0.00108416 891.33966 865.2973 919.091 0.88408446 0.6544813 1.3913267 0.21239525 0.36787936 0.64675117 947.0141 677.0409 1477.0632 0.7431809 0.45672384
0.30660957 273.41733 146.7103 422.9495 1.1509483 0.9455027 1.4223275 0.13738114 0.2379511 0.35608107 147.54619 128.2598 164.5206 0.52537704 0.4006549
0.6860063 165.59177 131.603 185.26581 0.8707082 0.62571526 1.1808013 0.16415566 0.28432593 0.5298465 119.93147 83.2024 152.7433 0.8215921 0.6445749
1.330004 1.6209142 2293.837 2446.3289 0.631744
0.00751562 223.78726 159.5638 315.4665 1.06735 0.34486735 4.0579605 1.188046 2.057756 0.9360357 14.949635 2.5368996 35.007904 3.0372915 0.5120903
0.01270607 256.67923 206.38289 334.3677 0.80929524 0.32854015 1.5800717 0.45044324 0.7801906 0.6955121 25.3521 7.4625015 42.090096 2.117568 1.0540217
0.15235782 1076.4197 365.17297 2496.884 0.39192352 0.22981954 0.5548034 0.11230154 0.19451198 0.07443439 24.440565 14.044001 29.667995 1.5561968 0.4262314
0.04030882 50.555202 40.547703 62.687405 1.1050708 0.9916297 1.3147538 0.09753026 0.16892736 0.37288097 38.4284 35.676098 41.392097 0.54115677 0.44242793
0.02326255 9.093567 0.8918991 19.976402 1.147943 0.8944254 1.4225149 0.15722202 0.27231652 0.41452506 107.3115 87.4059 135.45691 0.06878471 0.01
0.04274992 169.3681 162.6901 177.29831 0.76407015 0.64332116 0.9566024 0.09073453 0.15715681 0.14919816 35.160667 31.339102 39.7359 0.99496543 0.9673424
0.07567179 61.423466 50.456 68.99519 1.0725627 1.0116783 1.1111763 0.0315913 0.05471774 0.14033145 48.40767 44.1103 51.918503 0.7038272 0.49232092
0.48913565 59.7435 45.4477 75.0967 1.1546338 0.9186701 1.6654502 0.21924275 0.37973958 0.51842546 21.6939 14.866999 31.6084 1.1357644 0.9938993
0.0509215 29.399202 13.621101 38.4271 1.245195 1.0902978 1.355385 0.0840397 0.14556102 0.082592 42.830868 33.585 47.710903 0.64372313 0.43022183
0.22979303 158.2542 128.86578 198.92891 1.085989 0.96767586 1.2688988 0.08816564 0.15270737 0.41461885 45.783802 42.214 48.439404 1.6167948 1.4625931
0.00258057 47.567833 40.2352 56.091297 0.92170066 0.6713049 1.0824494 0.14888969 0.2578845 0.65817326 66.53857 47.0573 78.744 1.1553155 1.0779321
0.01302458 80.914566 69.4591 95.4852 1.2820102 1.0107832 1.8050898 0.23009913 0.39854336 0.29227674 65.037796 44.3444 92.8724 0.7883585 0.5970818
0.23495406 1147.7052 847.0001 1696.2456 1.093019 0.9884957 1.3274986 0.10699371 0.18531854 0.45674023 568.92487 535.5797 625.2146 0.5426709 0.46674997
0.02780114 132.61386 113.994705 151.3983 1.0479374 0.63130116 1.9083039 0.36634028 0.63452 0.89792424 29.748468 14.224201 50.425003 1.2257401 0.75430745
0.44097516 14901.1045 10672.936 18291.562 0.89892644 0.8104261 0.9701389 0.04838044 0.08379737 0.1856839 5201.431 4982.8564 5535.257 0.7742177 0.55699867
8.63E-04 79.59887 67.675995 88.5133 0.90300304 0.8624768 0.9635926 0.03017329 0.05226167 0.09246445 74.2284 70.4436 78.75571 1.1200293 0.9175866
0.00935752 1519.2316 1032.431 2341.2515 1.0346763 0.86985236 1.4623748 0.1830785 0.31710124 0.8619913 47.591232 34.902603 66.9826 5.168594 0.9634985
0.2671266 57.18337 42.6308 65.5148 0.43424717 0.22270627 0.7342665 0.16804492 0.29106236 0.14109166 8.057967 3.2647 12.300402 1.2177683 1.1148217
0.03267077 201.12117 126.638 293.3906 0.83716524 0.6303151 1.4069283 0.22912861 0.3968624 0.56473243 13.584933 8.523001 21.7401 2.0757282 1.1316074
0.02999233 1195.4458 1057.0494 1278.3804 0.750409 0.56238186 1.1112531 0.15748602 0.27277377 0.2935092 195.10077 147.6917 255.37769 1.4936581 1.0812392
0.10778351 150.84993 69.409195 305.5995 1.0339648 0.98208797 1.1069069 0.03677419 0.06369475 0.44644418 149.22786 132.5827 164.929 0.8769707 0.75175965
0.0072268 382.6239 302.0817 442.0278 1.1626403 1.0727777 1.2256712 0.04757788 0.0824073 0.06632531 565.4697 503.62402 601.2994 1.1857735 1.0348579
0.11218407 4116.916 3749.4028 4661.291 1.4354522 0.08840732 0.15312596 0.02767244 2389.5125 0.43232366
0.01947252 327.33817 293.7383 393.3725 1.0556997 0.9200377 1.3726063 0.14042948 0.243231 0.71979207 204.29413 156.87329 274.471 1.0322734 0.91359067
0.15967421 75.435265 66.7169 82.9984 0.61538357 0.5010839 0.70263016 0.06463068 0.11194362 0.04308318 41.801132 32.4834 48.811203 1.1061169 1.0365562
0.08470115 389.4258 315.6684 467.01547 1.1662197 0.9170934 1.8486974 0.2797958 0.4846205 0.5732615 222.49327 175.1509 308.9654 1.0058066 0.82065976
0.01190642 128.00066 116.2764 138.6115 0.9788433 0.8866559 1.0582982 0.05113999 0.08857705 0.72147024 20.895733 16.9978 23.793198 1.2436097 0.47420055
0.63417417 45.664867 42.213303 50.029602 0.7573608 0.6704146 0.87076503 0.05780366 0.10011888 0.0673065 28.9158 24.554201 34.1763 1.2443515 1.044836
1.92E-04 603.84436 558.2712 659.85406 0.9637116 0.89509356 1.0079031 0.03589961 0.06217995 0.42523924 40.811268 38.0341 44.156303 2.9308105 0.9701528
0.17477112 379.6059 242.2585 491.20312 1.2723798 0.9511826 1.8745766 0.26468518 0.45844817 0.3548147 273.56744 200.8893 406.30148 0.75325304 0.6009279
0.18542506 61.65373 32.265297 80.1124 0.9731173 0.7810142 1.2957873 0.14834344 0.25693837 0.8724862 35.357666 28.492298 48.512604 0.67759365 0.4576876
2.61E-04 3617.2458 3310.397 3841.7915 0.951347 0.86096895 1.0354125 0.05128919 0.08883549 0.45172575 3298.0796 3025.3574 3706.2007 0.6107189 0.5089094
0.02070766 280.83936 224.2842 332.0073 0.9955436 0.8972388 1.0870491 0.05585561 0.09674475 0.94366723 169.61127 155.6977 191.18881 0.6465269 0.3542866
0.00509116 205.2066 178.5637 232.3938 0.62191415 0.42597786 0.8099331 0.12420043 0.21512145 0.13418981 17.174902 10.118301 21.984901 1.8411933 0.9892109
0.2172049 126.15833 86.3002 158.38379 1.2846962 1.0718932 1.5409929 0.13573968 0.23510802 0.1393136 79.0691 67.3248 99.329094 0.69037306 0.51529306
0.1374783 109.71267 88.7229 148.6409 1.2689184 0.9859216 1.6691117 0.1967592 0.34079692 0.258463 67.3121 54.233704 89.4664 0.9489207 0.7616493
0.67098093 751.5267 531.7525 1048.4503 1.0121174 0.81915313 1.1507849 0.10878532 0.1884217 0.92033595 276.59045 229.43059 330.775 0.5012769 0.40138054
0.02424861 186.94484 162.4429 229.2421 0.52082294 0.34068722 0.6637033 0.11478347 0.19881079 0.09207092 14.6263 9.530399 19.053799 1.8869711 1.2344738
0.02555401 25993.045 23448.787 27609.25 0.9237728 0.660854 1.3902249 0.20860776 0.36131924 0.75074476 13785.275 8394.271 20179.824 0.7839484 0.60721207
0.12076094 151.62523 124.8074 179.945 1.6017088 1.5019915 1.8191133 0.10224342 0.1770908 0.01776621 236.92215 220.8832 259.91138 0.9049349 0.64860123
0.21025738 56.174164 45.871098 73.403 1.4483902 1.1619833 2.0879593 0.2736374 0.4739539 0.18190935 36.079266 24.9455 52.568 0.72362643 0.5447696
0.20662907 57.232933 50.4624 66.6025 0.78904146 0.5894115 1.2230908 0.1828369 0.31668282 0.3995499 19.434967 14.965401 26.480202 1.017412 0.89032495
2.66E-04 1206.6193 1025.7941 1324.7137 1.1804284 0.90092576 1.4936593 0.17634888 0.30544522 0.37624896 21.029068 16.887602 23.873901 7.6375527 0.9624164
0.04572775 151.27574 89.47001 219.03601 0.49347878 0.3607972 0.6210026 0.08164584 0.14141473 0.04890277 7.1653 4.5635986 8.9762 2.0536575 0.97787565
0.27447712 35802.05 31860.076 40901.867 0.8405778 0.73975015 0.9115234 0.05451438 0.09442168 0.11513687 9452.16 7450.9844 10767.219 0.9713629 0.92480135
0.02844806 71.17886 65.4991 74.34 0.7614836 0.6491694 0.9382948 0.08386422 0.14525709 0.12991266 13.570534 12.260401 15.1105 0.921923 0.80957204
0.01914208 321.1946 193.3714 405.3323 1.0767803 0.7985077 1.5629034 0.21883059 0.3790257 0.74375844 19.091766 12.1164 27.8121 3.3293645 0.99960834
0.00151115 732.77423 563.8955 981.70105 0.05790765 0.01 1.9418148 3.415887 5.91649 0.24623665 1.2875664 -6.4634 14.1199 3.07251 0.0206017
0.00862707 111.10364 105.50351 117.174194 0.8641276 0.7380808 0.94480944 0.06864221 0.1188918 0.20600554 44.6605 40.400402 50.3934 0.6965916 0.5167894
1.4801137 68.9692 22.4663 109.9448 1.6964304
0.46775338 105.206635 54.133797 133.7012 0.801884 0.49066654 1.0559405 0.20674321 0.35808975 0.46445853 37.604168 19.311798 48.7397 0.77590793 0.6896088
0.04167106 90.25359 78.67589 107.75549 1.0387005 0.98919404 1.1207834 0.04007321 0.06940884 0.42835242 52.03393 44.645298 59.322998 0.89473784 0.67818177
0.04461058 598.7209 515.4237 659.90063 0.6615956 0.49178386 1.0917984 0.17489323 0.30292395 0.24266833 98.0268 60.5494 157.6468 1.2604945 1.0356963
0.030534 228.11813 203.7256 274.5784 1.110307 0.80622315 1.6905057 0.25285545 0.43795848 0.68064713 154.42163 115.765495 206.9824 0.7848495 0.6410135
0.27515084 309.18356 304.2906 314.66562 0.9541413 0.8135212 1.2804734 0.14282282 0.24737637 0.7801053 271.9857 232.40948 347.1778 0.9004479 0.7937164
0.03180971 137.91441 123.84241 152.4449 0.9150222 0.9011761 0.93763983 0.01128736 0.01955028 0.01874905 65.50127 60.796402 68.526505 0.7049365 0.5158985
0.26963344 1921.7596 1397.3927 2416.5671 1.0850261 0.92966473 1.220643 0.08802319 0.15246063 0.41850126 566.8173 499.10342 672.51996 0.99284315 0.815773
0.75793946 1886.1335 1636.4532 2191.7136 1.2650089 0.80807364 1.6352347 0.29561445 0.5120192 0.40558562 1939.7242 1138.3804 2368.0466 0.7872562 0.62494254
0.06494966 98.001335 76.9051 132.0535 1.0792943 0.88019437 1.3932091 0.14775583 0.2559206 0.6289384 68.15923 56.118702 91.1586 0.65969837 0.44226614
0.02149837 1073.533 815.86694 1385.1462 1.0283718 0.79129714 1.5268636 0.21322946 0.36932427 0.9020964 117.46368 91.389404 154.31271 1.6178628 0.68224823
0.08716468 -3.6273665 -12.131298 5.5639 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 1 -1.7944005 -3.0123005 -1.1807003 0.06509323 0.01
0.07798268 67.9162 28.078999 145.1778 1.4091665 1.0089335 2.0197926 0.29171777 0.50527 0.22971125 169.27994 103.576706 243.17189 0.1344778 0.01
0.00702405 393.83182 376.4754 408.3168 1.2051928 1.140714 1.3112133 0.05165603 0.08947086 0.04877703 282.55386 277.1233 291.7884 0.706357 0.589391
0.00773287 216.30913 176.2245 284.0771 0.61503005 0.5883369 0.6695659 0.02617007 0.04532789 0.00755568 10.987201 9.504299 12.637201 1.4119055 0.3077407
0.40973592 602.981 239.8825 898.164 1.5638422 1.4838074 1.6198355 0.04188085 0.07253976 0.00356413 931.9674 917.4704 943.7932 0.6355423 0.4972495
0.01621194 107.88903 92.2128 117.46001 1.3786116 1.0866288 1.8751668 0.22679141 0.39281425 0.18480703 77.14203 52.884 107.0262 0.6863183 0.50663215
0.25254714 188.12143 146.6092 234.9319 1.4791285 1.3568455 1.7531414 0.12638246 0.21890083 0.04403918 244.43863 216.0929 286.2601 0.55644083 0.42447326
0.05344179 471.6445 350.57858 543.097 1.1804614 0.88955003 1.5511789 0.19330235 0.33480948 0.41013002 119.08223 91.5721 139.73329 0.9127014 0.8195978
0.01422704 2238.8728 1930.1191 2529.8608 1.1421307 1.077713 1.1768996 0.03317987 0.05746922 0.04455947 1942.2103 1808.9846 2071.21 0.65394926 0.62065786
0.11138478 97.889336 82.7456 126.0235 1.1896075 0.93385977 1.3661628 0.14607906 0.25301635 0.28905293 54.25517 43.5457 65.37601 0.8517284 0.71427196
0.01095296 160.24364 143.5955 187.4385 1.0208787 0.8359494 1.3141383 0.13782784 0.23872483 0.8909715 26.552502 21.9616 35.430504 1.238077 0.5106201
0.09300609 325.2727 294.9144 378.0726 0.9941844 0.91071695 1.0396056 0.04365581 0.07561408 0.9063547 139.82991 132.2521 154.84239 0.72218186 0.5663927
0.01397759 523.71643 445.6188 628.4633 0.8144934 0.35469827 0.40328962 0.6985181 0.6794045 0.7832932
0.01451466 301.43414 236.17342 334.8399 1.0012279 0.6616555 1.5533891 0.25870216 0.44808528 0.99648273 335.77094 226.8703 454.1704 0.41912174 0.3006625
0.7581567 139.6264 132.731 148.52429 1.2078202 1.1802508 1.2646899 0.02779684 0.04814553 0.01452169 58.810562 51.9303 63.589497 1.020874 0.9814644
0.432351 223.31523 177.845 308.6185 0.77197325 0.5943368 0.88361734 0.10226418 0.17712675 0.18639103 50.495266 34.2145 59.1418 1.1315812 0.9383398
0.695557 56.394634 39.839203 72.7519 1.0934097 0.9882905 1.3247774 0.10571606 0.18310557 0.4505278 46.1152 41.6371 53.743797 0.83146423 0.70661443
0.01775635 362.53754 250.5346 454.2931 0.72988266 0.4852274 0.9909796 0.1604284 0.27787015 0.2764477 25.7081 14.584101 34.0372 1.9467384 0.75378203
0.0392056 80.536064 67.6857 90.0484 1.1056552 1.0065256 1.1772654 0.05298919 0.09177996 0.17063464 41.7652 38.9268 47.116203 0.8975679 0.879313
0.24601892 694.9173 493.6162 851.5776 0.98110837 0.70293534 1.1864029 0.16759424 0.29028174 0.9196261 631.73444 438.0307 770.70703 1.8186125 1.6669804
0.4938231 305.34033 199.9856 391.9982 1.1671736 1.0313393 1.2740988 0.07449357 0.12902665 0.1357641 310.51108 284.0126 336.5667 1.0673187 0.86856955
0.00653479 99.9392 88.685005 107.877304 1.0413526 0.7606832 1.2683731 0.16847162 0.2918014 0.8223657 24.592701 18.2703 28.849401 1.2743971 0.83938855
0.01844641 633.1141 578.5713 738.3839 0.46934813 0.31424648 0.940413 0.17988794 0.31157503 0.1624201 72.58933 46.9669 119.848595 1.2100008 1.0136768
0.18646562 51.6801 16.7925 79.552 0.904538 0.7619629 1.1085783 0.09985356 0.17295143 0.45591122 32.77983 24.5168 40.761597 0.55699193 0.29869324
0.01955119 147.14185 125.457504 175.5733 1.1309241 1.0311718 1.2928561 0.07774317 0.13465512 0.21431813 93.1334 90.2937 96.5316 0.84964377 0.6879272
0.14354782 164.15608 145.0491 201.19131 1.156712 0.8754191 1.4998499 0.18344101 0.31772915 0.44852003 84.9082 66.7238 111.3936 0.6717604 0.45958108
0.0649678 47.7331 29.8088 58.025303 1.4382648 1.0268862 1.7154375 0.2476209 0.42889196 0.16374902 46.67626 33.712296 57.795395 0.5541469 0.47054407
0.13165593 91.383064 64.35899 118.72 1.2302235 1.156682 1.2802191 0.03848077 0.06665064 0.02200878 60.46197 51.244404 65.3271 0.8671862 0.6904786
0.45305875 79.77433 54.443504 98.067795 0.597971 0.47517115 0.80836076 0.09596334 0.16621338 0.08239247 46.6242 34.932 61.0875 1.0277207 0.86687374
0.25971964 4896.11 3636.5654 5958.4136 1.3052939 1.1412958 1.4624728 0.09476485 0.16413753 0.06641699 2787.6648 2506.3962 3296.0334 0.67218286 0.62379867
0.12155049 238.88855 196.6086 266.8271 0.7830089 0.7188073 0.82545537 0.03384545 0.05862204 0.02975584 46.654434 38.532402 50.864502 1.1133647 0.93526864
0.00583719 485.60016 370.4343 610.9854 0.9264017 0.410638 1.6534069 0.4450901 0.7709186 0.8719903 40.136936 13.4604 61.9346 1.3046674 0.37702838
0.00730212 254.54843 239.33481 263.8773 0.73116803 0.54202 1.0135888 0.13582581 0.23525721 0.22614786 34.8725 22.3712 47.8069 1.9362142 1.0989648
0.25540498 998.94995 761.85876 1231.0452 0.9632016 0.5179789 1.4135814 0.32511213 0.5631107 0.91561514 1111.0143 525.1759 1535.8728 0.89312243 0.7126043
0.4914237 104.86214 91.8879 127.858505 1.0003065 0.91045886 1.1004674 0.05485983 0.09502001 0.9960401 33.15853 31.244898 35.183 0.97706497 0.8118207
0.04495176 147.41437 116.845695 192.29619 0.90724576 0.893682 0.92827725 0.01056688 0.01830238 0.01401365 24.502367 21.982101 26.585201 1.1672643 0.90961236
0.0076785 262.10962 192.978 336.121 1.1790773 1.0894338 1.2457911 0.04785561 0.08288834 0.05555714 18.642868 15.501501 20.788599 3.8020782 0.89120084
0.04452583 1042.3518 860.4157 1226.5093 0.80754095 0.43481058 1.1262417 0.26934174 0.46651357 0.5615386 204.82497 109.3645 263.5639 1.3680804 0.99017406
0.02327954 274.01437 237.50839 346.9754 0.7248925 0.5267859 0.8901147 0.11961463 0.20717861 0.18505295 34.836365 25.733698 40.725 1.340961 0.83668137
1.1947409 1.7706363 142.7005 227.12012 1.128063 0.8342807
0.20980106 198.88121 116.541405 290.70572 1.1330076 0.981652 1.313532 0.09579666 0.16592468 0.27589047 252.86551 216.7686 282.1667 1.3401041 1.1555343
0.01566416 1090.9363 867.51794 1243.3081 1.0593812 1.0157722 1.1368461 0.0376446 0.06520235 0.24568607 1439.4004 1352.6895 1535.3757 1.349459 0.9842278
0.01900185 902.8674 771.6705 1070.554 0.9525207 0.4117122 2.306949 0.57794946 1.0010378 0.9310979 642.6471 243.0769 1161.3973 0.5435662 0.46986428
0.26878196 1938.6118 1276.2416 2923.8608 0.77638376 0.5320076 1.3433733 0.23139752 0.40079227 0.46228024 376.48328 211.9424 611.5776 1.1206888 0.8545032
0.05517987 172.60007 89.89261 280.53027 2.3974602 1.7384628 3.5894156 0.52928317 0.9167453 0.05466161 474.97256 356.3762 627.42224 0.5904571 0.5211261
0.03687669 1182.8055 969.95276 1463.1687 1.1195726 0.96363217 1.388883 0.12485216 0.21625027 0.4142131 884.6036 674.6301 1140.3213 0.7732935 0.67020583
0.02404957 580.21094 442.9735 682.72845 1.5767045 1.1155818 2.3198674 0.34638023 0.59994817 0.16515426 719.58405 527.02563 934.5152 0.5280934 0.32525226
0.01476752 176.21587 145.00241 232.37721 0.88445187 0.6114273 1.199653 0.17963366 0.31113464 0.59705734 15.371834 11.042301 18.4741 1.4146764 0.42250586
0.01931143 440.28244 311.0354 550.7375 0.51296467 0.3778464 0.76732147 0.11148357 0.19309519 0.0864635 27.845798 20.0701 41.827698 1.5110344 0.8500393
0.12902226 11403.729 9379.849 13638.73 0.52869743 0.28821665 0.72443956 0.17216247 0.29819414 0.17049146 1669.736 741.6587 2186.2224 1.6673797 1.2612509
0.11153054 33.883636 16.356503 56.2838 1.2334502 1.1612443 1.3045381 0.04155047 0.07196753 0.02478082 32.250465 29.262798 36.1406 0.9340087 0.65064675
0.06654846 305.358 198.3291 443.19638 0.67747 0.57424074 0.89224607 0.09527307 0.1650178 0.10679469 30.015299 26.144 35.5474 1.2199901 1.1991881
0.26669523 37.701637 27.720102 56.1562 1.0924122 0.81686705 1.6588122 0.24219905 0.41950104 0.7198139 43.27043 29.844498 62.2994 0.82117903 0.6794589
0.05053908 130.44473 108.714 149.3322 0.6743126 0.32519898 0.9988573 0.27288702 0.47265416 0.39319515 21.360933 8.092201 29.1493 1.2508426 0.99162054
0.06896702 168.01889 109.867905 234.5504 0.9087953 0.73835975 1.096276 0.10512622 0.18208396 0.49159604 25.699568 18.491001 31.3738 1.704117 0.93790954
0.0337777 51.35227 44.737198 64.1977 1.0923418 0.7283152 1.5882107 0.2561389 0.44364557 0.73319244 44.095467 24.840698 63.5272 0.6474759 0.38861424
0.10288104 896.2406 433.5213 1485.7332 1.239499 0.68910956 1.6709951 0.38868195 0.6732169 0.540609 966.0423 518.932 1278.0549 0.36804092 0.22126485
0.3416826 529.3975 268.4219 854.6342 0.57125276 0.4056781 0.7121284 0.10138404 0.1756023 0.08407081 64.69157 47.9582 74.331696 1.1698275 0.7957116
0.10861439 1133.0647 400.3742 2297.586 1.099678 0.8349843 1.5656453 0.20949803 0.36286122 0.6596278 1360.9419 1023.17194 1968.8654 0.35431987 0.21689394
0.10755153 209.92891 168.1204 287.9302 0.662251 0.50871855 0.8905758 0.10975723 0.1901051 0.12657082 29.347334 19.659 39.3287 1.446102 1.2665678
0.57728225 923.32495 700.5581 1198.7839 1.2095858 0.9797572 1.3754762 0.12956369 0.22441089 0.21508306 342.69705 284.50168 409.8942 1.1409894 1.039582
0.02497055 94.5013 69.6576 123.0137 0.47329658 0.23342751 0.68845236 0.18437444 0.3193459 0.16868527 6.4312663 3.0776997 8.476099 1.6240747 0.9874364
0.01317726 577.74774 539.6675 617.57715 1.4027163 0.16900826 0.29273087 0.10491314 173.05028
0.00159526 110.10076 97.5488 116.81929 0.6797512 0.624349 0.7480438 0.03572872 0.06188396 0.01796694 10.725834 8.849701 12.4347 2.5001807 1.8543715
0.02144943 600.9656 477.88574 754.4106 0.9815174 0.709412 1.3514884 0.18748164 0.3247277 0.9292837 90.0071 67.8596 110.234604 1.9139535 1.1912171
0.01172184 148.70506 145.3251 150.5204 1.8610733 1.8577403 1.8639675 0.00181151 0.00313763 2.46E-06 79.63883 72.0792 84.359695 0.6038754 0.2873365
0.42727134 314.9499 225.60089 395.8009 1.1070474 1.0003006 1.3424053 0.10749771 0.18619148 0.40218237 298.9813 269.79272 348.703 0.8642591 0.7652108
0.6899829 66.7651 60.686897 76.6698 1.2080317 1.107473 1.2867341 0.05433922 0.09411829 0.05210195 65.56657 62.3073 69.4427 0.8276811 0.7824853
0.24347049 112.57203 80.5641 160.1323 1.3123021 0.92624885 1.5758202 0.23400654 0.4053112 0.259222 168.7892 111.4979 203.27661 1.3255789 1.1847519
0.23200709 434.5524 87.6671 643.5951 1.5644838 1.0987599 1.8845382 0.28316498 0.49045613 0.12696274 522.2929 381.9306 626.3757 0.78572094 0.665516
0.7942445 373.96555 188.112 510.6563 0.4579262 0.32903537 0.77035195 0.12708575 0.22011897 0.09729242 64.0301 44.236694 102.795 1.0922315 0.96947294
6.91E-04 130.7051 113.4895 146.1701 1.8061024 1.5586272 2.2257202 0.19557768 0.33875048 0.03142965 236.30708 194.9958 286.238 1.1264932 0.95549256
0.10242321 218.59743 166.65909 253.27101 1.6834321 1.283648 2.2748814 0.2850828 0.49377787 0.08820429 369.0987 263.1759 499.80508 1.1318642 0.97981614
0.23952535 93.54953 82.2649 101.306 1.3228654 1.120167 1.4542929 0.1109433 0.19215941 0.07857101 39.438534 35.3517 44.722603 0.9888642 0.8983602
0.05579284 171.37123 115.0204 245.06198 1.2309872 1.0565283 1.5849257 0.15860462 0.27471125 0.24412212 32.327602 24.547699 42.081703 1.4919994 0.9434715
0.03764007 140.9477 121.389694 166.1402 0.9520618 0.8095887 1.061348 0.07904913 0.1369171 0.6123614 67.9218 61.252197 74.042 0.7142418 0.54345745
0.15732063 5915.359 3841.2368 7823.6533 1.2946917 0.8542576 1.7968756 0.2942159 0.5095969 0.35975394 4387.7603 2899.96 5337.85 0.5379439 0.37472603
0.77965707 61.279564 44.3364 79.009796 0.97136635 0.8437585 1.0631696 0.06957111 0.12050069 0.7233212 45.29347 38.917 51.120102 1.1035273 0.99177563
0.00130287 296.66623 243.18169 328.2238 0.89025843 0.5101674 1.2602445 0.26598558 0.46070054 0.719467 14.870833 7.019802 20.3364 3.0223835 0.8041516
0.00275188 141.81963 122.3303 158.0557 1.0489806 0.72565985 1.5916854 0.24884601 0.4310139 0.85332483 17.4964 12.4611 23.306301 1.4726164 1.0006628
0.03659231 4183.7236 3662.4927 4922.6104 0.64696926 0.5199419 0.89522016 0.10937647 0.1894456 0.1192843 640.34515 539.8481 792.57324 0.9348291 0.721034
0.5407115 48.6172 43.7325 52.9995 0.8017733 0.643675 0.9042606 0.08898702 0.15413003 0.18231516 33.37027 27.568401 37.151 0.77611315 0.6229152
0.05083197 24.744999 12.137501 44.689598 1.6259928 0.59764594 2.8627563 0.9974027 1.7275522 0.43490762 84.16544 26.561201 114.59971 0.36991456 0.10983249
0.9724084 68.33767 56.1526 81.9916 1.3983989 1.0176829 1.9485065 0.26947033 0.4667363 0.21582514 33.924866 21.2298 47.669697 1.1323457 0.99775237
0.00935998 129.8071 126.239494 134.312 1.1138475 1.0852578 1.1526893 0.01992763 0.03451566 0.02643381 78.006165 73.1352 82.196495 0.7789075 0.5761363
0.0100034 95.87501 81.9822 107.6022 0.7657015 0.7199144 0.83972526 0.03605005 0.06244052 0.02962844 9.669001 8.447102 11.2019005 2.8897276 1.8311306
0.15302584 400.14578 248.5555 483.12222 1.1107544 1.0875908 1.1484833 0.01876593 0.03250354 0.02489742 251.08022 222.1154 275.07108 0.89192396 0.7151555
0.03722072 341.1314 314.1769 355.4168 0.7383601 0.5444839 1.1349838 0.16943258 0.29346582 0.3037339 65.78163 47.143 100.8496 1.1370918 0.97552747
0.03386887 61.002796 40.8032 85.4649 0.03118421 0.01 0.30325243 0.1240205 0.21480979 0.09282655 -0.474734 -2.7196007 2.205099 1.5356252 0.90016174
0.7280869 1.4584318 157.2297 369.3556 0.7635224
0.06802162 199.32233 178.82741 223.7398 0.7283139 0.48399088 1.0124712 0.16356654 0.28330556 0.28104788 38.258766 21.652298 51.7612 1.2948339 0.9875288
0.11818815 224.42043 142.3895 375.5418 1.3785416 1.2282103 1.4802549 0.08051071 0.13944863 0.03138663 215.1903 197.81561 244.6677 0.53323793 0.43122464
0.19418842 188.00545 143.6325 256.55222 0.6432248 0.5415547 0.78772926 0.07090408 0.12280946 0.05617979 29.70677 25.794401 32.832603 1.3824716 0.9894087
0.2382203 226.35153 119.3849 304.122 1.048708 0.9739014 1.1262107 0.04406975 0.07633104 0.37467796 44.7383 43.559998 46.4785 1.6226771 1.0645454
0.3446321 790.2296 685.3557 845.857 1.4053445 1.0175582 1.7630881 0.23787585 0.41201305 0.17654097 416.14337 262.10632 518.9757 1.1662424 0.9009846
0.03221041 315.292 284.7177 369.5434 1.5112867 1.022816 2.1955407 0.34605846 0.5993908 0.2021909 261.55698 182.7053 334.4168 0.68280756 0.48379984
0.05462953 130.3693 66.519394 182.7432 0.6445725 0.46235093 0.9935979 0.15178426 0.26289803 0.1920511 7.4986663 5.2210007 11.514498 2.3312426 0.47920004
0.03179609 207.03354 185.31891 234.9845 0.6666371 0.5303282 0.8823646 0.10115696 0.17520899 0.11292432 35.018303 28.8676 46.801704 0.90153116 0.65148014
0.09467132 87.48447 62.5458 112.6834 1.1004376 0.7365197 1.6941191 0.2770963 0.47994485 0.7295684 117.5914 73.3647 175.9198 1.34915 1.130536
0.2343934 74.8802 55.850502 94.78439 1.2090133 0.99732465 1.4473205 0.13133222 0.22747408 0.22002375 87.3179 68.6272 106.725 0.84976137 0.60764205
0.00838375 125.51507 109.23581 157.4021 0.59236985 0.14585552 1.2720171 0.62883437 1.0891731 0.5333314 9.459701 1.7684002 15.027901 1.4877176 0.4622592
0.01419759 164.50381 149.84409 177.5866 1.052538 1.0301055 1.0983919 0.02244964 0.03888392 0.13831097 104.4515 98.786194 108.6977 0.6683251 0.3959029
0.11485923 341.26416 240.7409 431.80798 1.2038525 0.8612843 1.7844795 0.26450402 0.45813438 0.47438222 437.0121 286.55792 636.2373 2.0153794 1.3806561
0.02155234 279.29556 138.7161 384.1106 0.8827943 0.67116255 1.0468118 0.12394431 0.21467783 0.46275645 8.446534 6.7323 10.2318 3.9944248 0.67900753
0.0481723 82.986694 69.7872 108.13889 1.2763482 0.99455744 2.020976 0.30570105 0.52948976 0.400035 62.15727 48.4895 86.223206 0.6964501 0.5205553
0.0248038 45.258698 37.8707 59.810898 1.352252 0.9897377 1.6257149 0.2161272 0.37434328 0.19432376 63.373535 47.166603 75.158005 0.3832127 0.18298435
0.0290876 197.07277 159.2716 242.73679 0.8339523 0.6111516 1.0406266 0.1360507 0.23564672 0.37416962 25.311699 16.1491 32.2479 1.278625 0.6377812
0.1149723 206.42531 151.51251 294.92712 0.81987697 0.47094113 1.3814803 0.27474314 0.47586906 0.58856493 35.096935 18.854202 56.7595 2.146904 2.1124942
0.04855155 57.467 49.3984 67.5968 0.72859955 0.6964413 0.7806393 0.02555208 0.0442575 0.01202483 10.797566 9.511799 12.240198 0.97520345 0.7806122
0.2506039 69.3425 12.998798 104.2319 0.9717822 0.75181264 1.2496916 0.14491002 0.25099152 0.863342 49.21747 38.979904 56.6995 0.46674827 0.39897797
0.03936901 1374.2225 992.5978 1777.1351 2.4863849 2.2855635 2.896853 0.19112417 0.33103678 0.00698601 2826.122 2690.2268 2983.783 0.30286336 0.25321057
0.96366787 96.47417 78.2686 109.4061 0.9659664 0.8776938 1.114518 0.07068876 0.12243652 0.68156713 74.2108 64.9012 84.717 0.9485064 0.90712565
0.07093198 396.87897 281.8078 515.64374 1.0661912 0.22378907 0.387614 0.7825362 269.41876 0.6515624
0.1873911 214.10164 170.5623 253.182 0.9549738 0.8484511 1.1605124 0.09446457 0.16361743 0.6851405 53.375935 50.3208 58.689903 1.0587443 0.8670162
0.24492075 71.193436 66.3837 74.945 0.493762 0.2299999 0.75294423 0.21173914 0.36674294 0.20647924 13.019167 5.5762005 18.733799 1.2015778 0.8573265
0.00177129 123.94587 112.317604 133.86931 0.89155054 0.7920293 1.0801693 0.08693375 0.15057367 0.3575549 64.68027 53.727898 80.064804 0.7625011 0.59313536
0.01052725 959.1759 677.74963 1276.569 1.1894013 0.85928553 1.7937472 0.26714176 0.46270308 0.50750387 1717.9791 1282.7384 2283.2566 0.4300485 0.23157488
0.01247222 50.252865 41.263 59.0105 1.1724074 0.93320364 1.6187422 0.19853082 0.34386545 0.43874604 39.074535 32.6255 48.256004 0.76010096 0.6070817
0.02794178 234.86494 202.716 261.6561 1.0633106 0.9681066 1.1424401 0.05225011 0.09049983 0.33728427 131.43317 121.4891 145.9156 0.9007052 0.6591967
0.08630199 294.64163 244.7179 384.8797 1.2339325 0.99537456 1.4701078 0.14244825 0.2467276 0.20731375 196.02821 140.0032 236.2955 0.6099887 0.55657667
1.65E-04 426.7858 396.5881 467.8109 1.0638523 0.7994262 1.5632119 0.21911354 0.3795158 0.78604406 25.778297 19.041399 38.211197 3.2809503 0.7125211
0.02357519 154.4713 150.118 162.8495 1.0396863 0.7094384 1.9709523 0.3623476 0.6276044 0.9147981 84.246 56.504402 133.8556 0.5612718 0.49679077
0.00172634 667.04285 461.2816 810.3885 0.04506712 0.01 0.57912415 0.3068425 0.5314668 0.1370761 0.03663317 -4.1991997 4.2110996 6.389515 0.722468
0.11242593 42.495636 26.3293 55.9196 0.94258875 0.73696107 1.1223154 0.12076613 0.20917307 0.68638754 49.207264 36.559998 57.233498 1.0210874 0.8566224
0.00908358 217.2256 164.6351 268.1679 0.20826703 0.01 0.9617608 3.8127732 6.6039166 0.40998384 8.5658655 -0.5869026 14.0326 2.4790456 0.92384994
0.02551257 426.4762 251.08511 633.4406 0.9251564 0.6911082 1.1858479 0.14833358 0.2569213 0.6700247 27.294033 20.801998 31.234402 3.109662 0.80608016
0.08700451 3002.5269 2166.6643 4369.7812 1.541964 0.8329901 2.3479314 0.52359754 0.90689754 0.3025971 807.373 432.8072 1040.2384 1.7075952 0.772755
0.2649191 153.61026 124.7545 198.95898 0.80036736 0.46176255 1.2570319 0.25070903 0.43424076 0.5269528 57.01433 31.9991 76.227295 0.439332 0.27972472
0.44018564 733.01917 545.74884 957.9452 1.3156179 1.0261576 1.5323178 0.16681707 0.28893563 0.16003731 884.3167 655.47723 1006.15784 0.61657625 0.500386
0.3859743 585.70483 418.8836 692.4941 1.1383463 0.86874896 1.4842303 0.17923097 0.31043714 0.49023965 274.59012 220.2618 320.87732 0.44980052 0.40319744
0.03118649 53.27373 32.7116 74.8939 1.1648551 0.8320604 1.484988 0.20693627 0.35842413 0.47221044 67.22483 41.647003 84.9389 0.5035261 0.18003556
0.24082293 859.5307 689.8278 1135.1528 1.5235097 1.3568141 1.6542314 0.09108062 0.15775625 0.01947215 593.0437 473.79922 660.1233 1.0499933 0.87516683
0.0637866 386.03613 228.19281 661.6772 0.82008487 0.68398035 1.0348771 0.10138816 0.17560944 0.24616468 27.587767 23.6933 31.3701 2.7357616 0.77899504
0.30871373 287.34375 210.7988 330.3799 0.9924051 0.6957113 1.1932826 0.18054749 0.3127174 0.9696669 114.9469 83.8151 140.0826 4.1670084 2.2670708
0.22035146 291.85574 218.3847 337.38898 0.80584204 0.5966316 1.1466345 0.15768173 0.27311277 0.3744602 68.539635 43.7509 96.0861 1.235712 0.9881419
0.12148481 462.55472 198.3051 662.3652 2.111839 1.6331642 2.6309562 0.29763687 0.5155222 0.03283388 800.157 542.7198 1025.3368 0.24427013 0.07599793
0.20546114 399.74445 258.39682 537.73724 1.103168 0.94246763 1.2214718 0.088507 0.15329862 0.34384152 462.55566 379.05627 526.4564 0.5996963 0.40615994
0.13228175 174.00389 103.081894 254.5441 1.0089123 0.8510722 1.2549531 0.11683084 0.20235695 0.9453627 32.330734 27.382702 41.9126 2.1042588 1.3618743
0.00633239 52.195637 44.3048 61.240303 1.1580892 0.69243664 1.9955044 0.38064966 0.65930456 0.67872304 65.6226 31.7679 104.6203 0.5753173 0.33299428
1.2333337 1.708281 101.7845 137.14711 0.8624707
0.48619995 38.4048 25.691101 48.948 1.4530023 1.059375 2.42597 0.39540985 0.68486995 0.28536764 17.487833 10.549301 28.331299 1.3184627 0.84004533
0.03187935 37.829166 20.995798 69.2546 1.0169624 0.36968854 2.2245798 0.6763697 1.1715068 0.9775899 103.21917 30.3509 187.4286 0.40268674 0.09629217
0.01664313 177.73149 157.9125 195.1093 1.2248371 1.1355569 1.3632976 0.06758475 0.11706022 0.06642934 137.92238 136.0076 139.2316 0.7257179 0.5303573
0.01242027 64.56253 48.9707 84.1241 0.3794572 0.09677501 1.4715796 0.5078019 0.87953866 0.34274465 4.503134 0.7036991 10.426901 1.4344782 0.90440917
0.174405 12269.887 11464.917 13123.136 0.9866401 0.7546743 1.386255 0.1811438 0.31375027 0.9470003 12404.782 9177.12 16398.957 1.408009 1.2620654
0.80032504 65.5014 49.380596 83.330505 1.0611011 0.98058516 1.193777 0.06386958 0.11062536 0.4273076 57.577168 52.833702 62.5713 1.4840676 1.4016739
0.29825813 996.6076 830.7946 1143.1094 0.8211217 0.7364469 0.9906124 0.07788846 0.13490677 0.1715862 303.87897 289.3081 331.8301 0.839283 0.7023779
0.14134966 960.66174 870.50757 1050.3859 1.3069041 1.1356041 1.4560039 0.0965243 0.16718498 0.06791996 1301.218 1117.5348 1493.7043 1.2014455 1.0331641
0.00371849 200.21239 186.1442 208.7163 1.1701618 0.8928257 1.3730847 0.16137606 0.27951154 0.36729765 187.10085 149.80771 224.498 0.6275657 0.39301318
0.05394468 199.0903 146.8416 252.2166 1.5994806 1.1000162 2.2442653 0.34133896 0.5912164 0.15090106 194.68973 134.8354 240.72668 1.2333449 0.89346075
0.03299063 71.17893 29.496899 118.940605 1.4995197 1.2704438 1.849668 0.16746533 0.29005846 0.06716857 237.71573 203.0886 299.176 0.12160297 0.03348549
0.13510722 235.41855 55.3685 450.53198 1.5862366 1.047404 2.3205855 0.38032258 0.658738 0.18304422 433.37735 241.21759 626.7573 0.44263855 0.3555705
0.2235615 98.62019 91.7715 106.9277 0.96100897 0.80100185 1.1209774 0.09489784 0.16436787 0.7242627 86.02927 70.7508 96.321 1.0471921 0.96679497
0.03573583 315.88388 138.78839 409.3954 1.2418329 1.0914185 1.4324126 0.09829157 0.17024599 0.11075661 852.8844 775.2758 892.9914 0.33842567 0.1244014
0.220404 1184.0166 1010.75287 1509.1504 1.5418004 1.4626437 1.5855643 0.04067782 0.07045604 0.0036891 774.47864 721.371 821.65906 0.9799219 0.7244099
0.1843508 495.1006 270.8802 656.4404 1.2832553 0.9361911 2.177989 0.36047417 0.62435955 0.44760865 366.86874 270.9224 537.4388 0.6684094 0.43744844
0.07517445 369.96515 261.04852 544.5202 1.1965768 0.8117566 1.8572108 0.30045807 0.52040863 0.53303057 674.95575 452.1942 965.42523 0.99186355 0.8112203
0.00219966 129.29234 123.530304 134.80731 1.3987794 1.2330408 1.7483177 0.15792532 0.2735347 0.09543365 102.8503 96.0529 116.1305 0.7447087 0.51247543
0.15692379 22966.447 21093.148 24485.18 0.96951705 0.68412477 1.3143035 0.18908386 0.32750285 0.88541824 8046.3853 5745.3286 9658.739 0.7966574 0.66139066
0.0045639 81.3946 69.960205 91.1358 1.1668123 0.86786604 1.6977599 0.23760816 0.41154942 0.5168758 80.011696 61.8872 103.2327 0.699108 0.45076457
0.07236088 78.69013 56.268997 93.01109 1.006336 0.8270915 1.1231148 0.0996552 0.17260785 0.9546184 42.012833 35.5082 48.3369 0.6599553 0.39199775
0.01859957 151.35786 113.866 192.62149 1.0444113 0.817498 1.2707603 0.13714112 0.23753539 0.7694066 16.122868 12.943401 17.8188 2.265082 0.6684982
0.52830213 90.962166 66.1849 114.0206 1.4430814 0.13687882 0.23708107 0.06010271 120.54923 0.7751408
0.00806285 148.21004 138.6551 154.2691 0.95153856 0.6946698 1.1490047 0.15355764 0.26596963 0.7834455 84.82577 62.9582 100.3934 0.7932512 0.5489297
0.9960737 74.7205 41.899803 105.67729 0.47267053 0.30718365 0.7788904 0.13535401 0.23444003 0.10952545 12.314533 7.602398 19.782501 1.1839566 0.90829813
0.18462151 202.21088 120.9898 342.38702 0.99094445 0.82786745 1.1252097 0.09218067 0.1596616 0.9305741 111.16223 98.4176 121.0078 0.45804495 0.2383312
0.11992975 463.84366 296.46118 655.9643 0.49049854 0.31824163 0.7127189 0.11999421 0.20783606 0.09350859 47.095066 25.713001 67.5338 1.2925838 0.7212155
0.04511449 16737.35 12438.735 19741.12 1.1868014 1.0359882 1.3915734 0.1026009 0.17770997 0.18459015 12905.716 10062.75 15446.241 0.5512026 0.35189313
0.05031352 9283.041 6735.433 13423.593 0.77581996 0.3792298 1.2245612 0.31124583 0.53909355 0.55615765 1223.4457 470.57687 1736.4545 1.4111025 1.0185835
0.22426768 159.59846 130.9078 175.6104 0.7456641 0.5714832 0.92737323 0.10734684 0.18593018 0.17433597 34.107937 26.752401 37.989105 0.97419596 0.92456937
0.07955787 59.88637 45.8312 74.5639 1.1878654 0.983467 1.3076283 0.11291154 0.19556852 0.20982216 70.73613 56.034 79.8395 1.1076006 1.0894648
0.05082101 137.4773 116.05769 149.6654 0.9639243 0.8240682 1.1212497 0.08624255 0.14937647 0.71960145 72.06343 63.1093 88.1221 0.70667356 0.6001643
0.00506381 336.28302 276.9353 384.21432 1.3502122 0.95975083 2.1776068 0.34809375 0.60291606 0.3468981 430.39517 256.5936 665.3062 0.6264665 0.35403365
0.4226615 1080.7833 664.05756 1346.2844 1.8312885 1.1726018 3.4514768 0.64677256 1.120243 0.20417371 1946.8986 1120.5271 3208.5068 1.5362029 1.0718652
0.07316896 2850.9497 2691.881 3086.2334 1.3318163 0.9673764 1.5701976 0.21707849 0.37599096 0.21496446 3645.8801 2490.7505 4291.0117 0.7273493 0.64284694
0.1165847 746.5135 620.80255 857.03107 1.500305 1.0908597 2.2012389 0.31789073 0.5506029 0.1867143 317.4603 239.4776 412.0558 1.0601332 0.9150541
0.42274654 105.5084 59.8559 128.9554 1.3882607 0.9606833 2.0083566 0.3058644 0.52977264 0.26322678 60.965298 43.6593 77.826996 0.66539764 0.50511146
0.00314448 664.38367 423.8789 802.5602 0.5608311 0.27549428 1.0337769 0.24227291 0.41962898 0.27186397 5.8788667 2.2129002 9.7383 4.8710947 0.14201272
0.0899224 914.76306 686.9118 1100.6222 1.0976307 0.8492614 1.5049725 0.18812935 0.3258496 0.63457644 236.43813 186.6124 289.3829 1.3965331 1.170427
0.01978164 509.92105 479.05408 566.9936 0.6751962 0.63761353 0.7190411 0.02352452 0.04074567 0.0077638 91.0699 81.769 102.7001 1.4577882 1.3345377
0.14131995 77.07803 36.402805 105.0043 0.87617874 0.7338789 1.1943482 0.13868837 0.2402153 0.4846457 43.804733 37.5763 53.513798 0.65568805 0.47356513
0.00853796 6157.7334 5428.7 7465.672 1.3225411 1.0635846 1.5862448 0.15605792 0.27030024 0.1390455 11030.324 9379.727 11928.374 0.47871405 0.29662645
0.00439631 270.71118 245.47758 293.00818 0.9993444 0.68870366 1.4016492 0.21241094 0.36790654 0.99774706 134.3712 94.5562 187.5187 0.3836912 0.35802907
0.08315934 96.885895 86.8202 110.40489 0.9019379 0.8335263 1.0373955 0.06350579 0.10999525 0.27905533 89.02917 81.6286 98.8311 1.3592393 1.201131
0.17289367 3900.9475 1563.3777 5584.9565 1.2302951 0.71724075 1.9945173 0.39034033 0.6760893 0.5570062 3311.2415 1875.7048 4564.388 0.5662189 0.5057516
0.0228021 96.40047 85.986496 104.80579 0.9195246 0.83545387 1.0060618 0.04950842 0.08575109 0.25877294 17.2847 15.677 19.996399 1.2583891 0.97123104
0.42282006 177.11403 153.5635 199.1832 0.7062747 0.6086059 0.7647563 0.05281988 0.09148672 0.04293393 45.832367 41.876602 50.751 1.0887802 1.0627842
0.17527336 -8.923107 -96.68551 36.888596 0.89239526 0.37344593 1.4249446 0.4517073 0.78238 0.8184206 44.025833 13.823795 60.277103 0.35797918 0.08751331
0.08613469 122.79424 91.645004 155.8388 1.2996802 0.8811355 2.4059017 0.4360409 0.755245 0.4885562 95.6018 59.372696 166.3697 0.51513636 0.28384575
0.6381726 1.1227419 22.0953 37.878204 1.2196839
0.07794753 1806.0763 1335.0657 2283.1968 0.9478108 0.8560039 1.0294878 0.05142017 0.08906234 0.42645082 1026.6478 832.34814 1173.9717 0.8458379 0.59770584
0.59450877 295.3613 251.5841 334.1357 0.9280913 0.8013804 1.0411878 0.07199378 0.12469687 0.43582827 220.08226 196.3887 244.75911 0.8047474 0.6739524
0.1479687 253.52014 216.32721 310.5168 0.93477386 0.7904232 1.0327913 0.0792857 0.13732685 0.5078657 106.42744 80.2431 122.961105 0.6808626 0.5439599
0.11740034 126.0443 63.202698 230.96231 0.8517718 0.526882 1.365052 0.24801636 0.42957693 0.61846125 12.992199 6.604 20.0655 1.8799317 1.0151426
0.03638691 176.90353 152.28209 196.1473 0.6080754 0.51536244 0.68031466 0.05163064 0.08942688 0.0276336 29.046568 26.032501 33.4858 1.1576269 0.7707504
0.02292705 128.2887 112.19479 144.6745 1.2304196 0.9554365 1.4327936 0.15861328 0.27472624 0.24500605 72.43643 59.120903 86.3914 0.59967476 0.3365622
0.00646132 610.0774 459.0169 768.4493 0.97734636 0.85155976 1.1097639 0.07523301 0.13030739 0.7931527 45.966766 35.820698 53.3463 1.9144537 0.7528547
0.03064936 67.61877 50.023804 83.1786 0.97123015 0.88755673 1.0895375 0.05890086 0.10201928 0.6769927 10.672933 10.1017 11.065699 1.2989317 0.8469734
0.04547466 627.7735 359.9036 1053.209 1.2126193 1.0137217 1.4186944 0.11927542 0.20659108 0.18708265 61.32313 54.3466 64.8538 2.7292256 1.0004183
0.03180181 257.74347 235.8336 275.2071 1.1510627 1.0394892 1.2113826 0.05879359 0.10183349 0.11004776 85.832634 80.0803 95.753296 1.0008874 0.8478312
0.05348603 80.87489 56.935097 108.670494 0.74357575 0.4870498 1.0508811 0.1741344 0.30160964 0.31907216 43.1287 28.6968 60.3339 0.8907345 0.7339079
0.12896912 38.120968 17.653599 54.9962 1.2273833 0.9922488 1.4280424 0.13558196 0.23483483 0.20216347 36.675133 30.4862 41.1447 0.8087778 0.57327783
0.02473714 6710.8657 6153.019 7746.3423 0.8374689 0.61944884 1.1398501 0.15095107 0.2614549 0.4198213 2777.0999 1781.0669 3745.2202 0.8507321 0.6462283
0.00115251 105.33587 91.3573 120.9451 0.8740196 0.32707077 1.7485704 0.5411091 0.9372284 0.8147613 8.534066 2.2666016 13.8475 3.7649708 1.6925837
0.02540232 56.13963 33.197502 69.35649 1.018252 0.8124159 1.2311738 0.12493601 0.21639553 0.8951798 85.7265 60.3429 107.2443 0.42116913 0.19274785
0.4227313 306.6054 253.11719 384.70532 0.86527944 0.72103316 1.1119442 0.11360982 0.19677798 0.38047662 81.6809 59.924095 108.3768 1.5312905 1.424837
0.04136035 529.31244 396.8894 716.7781 0.98254424 0.8026461 1.4210258 0.18630281 0.32268593 0.9327632 84.90027 59.7847 124.1295 1.8575772 1.6000568
0.0040136 73.60133 67.94949 80.43111 1.2115828 0.9359956 1.7320855 0.22934318 0.39723402 0.40742505 59.957867 47.0608 76.2079 1.0143443 0.7875656
0.01661805 1382.7194 649.90125 1931.6833 1.2959362 0.96388394 2.1793036 0.3558594 0.61636657 0.4248535 58.310265 36.1101 93.2989 3.73362 0.60318124
0.02473731 487.9784 329.3147 621.0962 0.80918765 0.5387935 1.4479172 0.25862512 0.44795185 0.5516867 46.412064 24.898802 78.4706 2.476146 0.95425636
0.01780611 1328.7614 858.3256 1658.5806 1.1290611 1.017805 1.274585 0.07422683 0.12856464 0.20516582 137.68854 111.354996 159.35611 1.8785759 0.7239573
0.02614975 70.29944 61.380104 77.904205 0.9796691 0.7670368 1.1272373 0.12165579 0.21071401 0.8825232 42.901466 35.411102 48.919 0.78129196 0.5782409
0.01862722 136.4911 126.52059 156.0304 0.8531143 0.14211611 0.24615233 0.43317384 28.518967 0.97618854
0.05099735 101.326195 54.0886 138.8887 0.65808207 0.5252701 0.82844055 0.08770767 0.15191413 0.08624938 7.1702995 5.0324 9.308098 1.7912507 1.0374013
0.00424512 437.57645 394.276 479.97028 0.8183216 0.618225 0.9450557 0.11645684 0.20170915 0.28900164 33.234467 26.364002 38.9745 2.3693788 0.85762984
0.01203663 619.4553 439.0012 720.54785 0.97521424 0.9540841 1.0150579 0.0195603 0.03387944 0.33723214 37.76073 35.617996 39.262 2.723189 0.7316147
0.04393939 211.29135 109.762695 358.9151 0.90772605 0.65932804 1.1894305 0.1597598 0.2767121 0.6304024 13.649032 10.2591 18.034098 2.2009006 0.9191022
0.02740132 1013.1784 893.1772 1164.8517 0.8556519 0.67913055 0.9966999 0.10158034 0.17594232 0.3157775 440.81113 368.1511 526.4837 0.62921494 0.5191684
0.28695866 153.54134 131.67761 181.1768 0.94495255 0.7287126 1.1890815 0.13638496 0.23622568 0.7288931 56.594666 44.169098 73.965 0.84571594 0.7779596
0.243218 52.4691 30.5933 74.4419 1.0778047 0.93447286 1.2672949 0.09591875 0.16613615 0.48623684 28.7807 25.2772 35.5335 0.7663774 0.65808564
0.05544826 75.4826 47.228302 91.776 0.8427106 0.6776632 1.1600145 0.14039192 0.24316593 0.4045717 9.818101 8.286901 12.0957985 0.9163772 0.5406381
0.05636932 323.85233 169.3652 413.4352 1.232309 0.9739921 1.510099 0.15917774 0.2757039 0.24325545 36.906734 29.6501 47.176804 2.4297616 0.723789
0.06827521 172.10648 124.521805 247.0672 1.1026428 0.5943422 1.5397336 0.36709902 0.63583416 0.78201956 145.4521 75.0326 199.4855 0.7966747 0.71266717
0.34912232 52.199867 33.5031 68.5475 0.6602813 0.28911355 1.0657489 0.3132141 0.5425027 0.42226017 10.686199 3.5611992 15.001598 1.3137585 1.2457811
0.01641457 298.13327 257.7079 361.3351 1.5886097 1.2750983 2.1233597 0.24463673 0.42372325 0.09235611 347.28683 293.3548 416.5489 0.70212114 0.4290407
0.05778891 204.0064 154.8435 240.9812 0.6928111 0.4649699 0.99110776 0.15768266 0.27311438 0.23639303 75.85573 50.0636 109.5142 1.2300166 0.7756057
0.01467838 1652.126 1396.0245 2135.3286 1.0603948 0.799503 1.3377143 0.1625451 0.28153637 0.7346808 1541.6968 1174.6747 2017.0338 0.44322982 0.28615
0.02413362 64.019165 56.3661 77.60739 2.2346964 2.0378816 2.6739469 0.20175092 0.34944284 0.01222615 81.475006 76.8745 88.2676 0.9652391 0.7097612
0.13148099 115.62954 81.13901 143.8127 1.1074932 0.92744994 1.4312477 0.14735064 0.25521877 0.5182729 71.1236 58.279797 93.1472 0.9045202 0.637733
0.05018434 92.12244 65.2371 110.59981 0.32337934 0.08113727 0.6504968 0.3337291 0.5780357 0.24408534 7.641833 1.4221992 11.5256 1.1703769 0.7612027
0.06679762 43.250164 30.0685 51.779297 0.904039 0.47652972 1.60114 0.34967068 0.6056474 0.80113286 29.184935 14.978901 42.915302 0.66273254 0.5905301
0.06484877 539.09973 370.9386 706.6855 0.9229466 0.46698174 1.3282917 0.34416693 0.59611464 0.83593774 398.65964 160.8896 522.9695 0.49988294 0.43580693
0.01070945 164.23193 112.93649 247.4772 0.94675404 0.3724074 2.3713477 0.63648933 1.1024319 0.9277973 8.109799 2.6386986 14.703201 3.818172 0.6341993
0.07755821 59.388233 51.3291 64.6159 0.50207657 0.40329322 0.61036134 0.06101637 0.10568345 0.02911824 7.9018326 6.7100983 8.659401 1.0652595 0.8249884
0.06459887 164.7937 57.333504 302.8903 1.0624291 0.91571796 1.2271876 0.09030686 0.15641607 0.5481638 283.62994 218.2803 334.28632 0.26998308 0.06670495
0.04056995 306.48853 266.0065 363.1472 1.0710576 0.83136797 1.3030415 0.14419357 0.2497506 0.6568109 82.23777 66.850105 102.09741 1.1362461 1.0115371
0.00152422 1691.5283 1552.4551 1786.7268 1.1847781 1.0687776 1.4035519 0.10171506 0.17617564 0.18544513 1326.6854 1070.7091 1606.8208 0.5238305 0.36821604
0.15687197 830.9615 546.09607 1082.8146 1.1872128 1.0151913 1.520029 0.15018019 0.2601197 0.30351213 505.44702 445.14 583.2379 0.42561862 0.3177396
0.0709896 48.858498 41.1433 64.061 0.8710698 0.7702643 1.0231911 0.07368152 0.12762013 0.24257891 24.355534 19.217901 29.9385 0.73156184 0.49462208
1.3023309 162.5598 226.3962 1.1836419
0.01877251 176.80006 130.94489 220.6459 1.0953249 0.70064884 1.8580396 0.3315066 0.57418627 0.7792668 184.7409 115.16241 297.5863 0.73606855 0.5454852
0.87727857 59.520836 48.0449 72.8609 1.3914456 0.8867087 2.011782 0.34893715 0.60437685 0.30255976 68.70157 39.962997 93.2034 1.0416471 1.0182878
0.02737357 197.5067 135.0988 282.3361 1.0902134 0.73030126 1.4764329 0.23548184 0.4078665 0.71945846 22.0157 14.8158 26.210901 1.6157665 0.83435917
0.2800485 79.7464 38.562004 135.0638 1.1881751 0.9763271 1.4594665 0.13941264 0.24146977 0.2759676 108.25717 91.251 130.8484 0.88817805 0.5237558
0.15098342 296.10248 249.97789 335.1092 1.2271742 1.0571953 1.4185224 0.10474701 0.18142714 0.13740368 160.24284 146.5648 167.6886 0.66486853 0.46276632
0.00427608 193.02846 187.41321 200.56558 0.8527806 0.75972426 1.0547724 0.09153211 0.15853827 0.27321395 68.158165 63.8972 76.2059 0.78199166 0.5930051
0.01424454 363.0768 276.1771 411.54742 1.8766925 1.4930507 2.262197 0.23107354 0.40023112 0.03543561 707.0988 573.03345 891.0214 0.4371766 0.28430158
0.00507374 968.7919 796.8987 1201.0864 0.9111478 0.59487104 1.3161547 0.21929795 0.3798352 0.72618186 70.3792 46.498104 100.246 3.1665404 1.5373857
0.04729446 282.13843 213.8455 368.21872 1.154019 1.0297111 1.362663 0.09860902 0.17079583 0.23392048 206.96849 191.0686 221.26239 0.9276616 0.8420329
0.3280712 99.98863 74.2427 149.5228 1.2689712 1.1762301 1.4296517 0.07679035 0.13300478 0.0585992 121.75683 112.505295 136.0643 0.9112308 0.83512646
0.01366429 387.023 336.1184 442.661 0.8486411 0.5042161 1.1528563 0.23397075 0.4052492 0.5945853 180.86595 108.3883 241.48412 0.71242565 0.676366
0.00128578 219.69853 176.8432 243.9397 0.7431987 0.29067284 1.5157925 0.44068593 0.7632904 0.6062689 7.307267 2.5579987 11.374401 3.7602055 0.68186235
0.1360078 478.97662 336.4621 588.294 0.6247003 0.38344935 0.81988907 0.15989447 0.27694532 0.19428305 67.12476 42.007298 82.7783 1.4614604 1.2648045
0.00496319 243.1209 216.8114 262.16138 0.6918519 0.53876877 0.98788774 0.12976979 0.22476786 0.18157087 17.9547 14.064102 25.5179 2.0564775 1.0121124
0.00190967 359.85095 308.54608 386.784 0.9726851 0.5077837 1.472191 0.34793702 0.60264456 0.9405959 41.541534 21.359901 52.8053 1.5348498 0.38452813
0.3256152 1804.2108 1638.6891 1985.6277 0.97022563 0.81654704 1.0958343 0.08649763 0.14981829 0.76556003 1193.7712 961.9173 1383.3851 0.44837987 0.27347142
0.62547785 502.40005 350.286 707.6922 0.77275 0.61357224 0.98922724 0.10827751 0.18754214 0.20294961 274.54337 211.94319 356.2196 0.8859714 0.80011624
0.03025343 3863.2664 3473.0127 4635.7764 0.81941664 0.51354057 1.0423965 0.19958591 0.34569293 0.48381037 2230.5693 1428.485 2825.4106 0.58892554 0.2521773
0.04140473 60.124798 57.7075 62.667397 1.331293 1.0861726 1.6345468 0.15872858 0.27492598 0.13613777 46.177567 38.718002 54.3713 1.083357 0.95916224
0.0382516 78.276474 74.8279 83.668106 0.8891676 0.7481213 1.0941724 0.09972417 0.17272732 0.40126774 19.283335 14.399101 24.066 1.0804819 0.8690152
0.04506686 273.3475 196.5857 366.4451 0.9310854 0.70634496 1.3441072 0.183025 0.31700858 0.7446894 35.5526 23.2565 50.5727 1.0280308 0.65373445
0.07263608 492.69794 300.2139 668.5125 0.86637735 0.5257036 1.2559777 0.2366355 0.40986472 0.63592905 324.50998 200.1995 407.84662 0.69821864 0.44064936
0.06313966 163.30263 123.47759 186.93561 1.1233066 0.97484004 0.09447943 0.16364318 0.29908836 190.02252 1.3588002
0.02871449 246.91638 151.8909 424.5311 2.2427318 1.0680825 3.8637214 0.96624917 1.6735926 0.1702232 1143.368 493.4022 1831.7002 0.4186065 0.14960559
0.14422956 319.49747 67.8109 457.7843 1.2147635 1.0182667 1.4479165 0.12440835 0.21548158 0.19565986 440.98898 328.1121 547.15625 0.33694056 0.15776424
0.05905789 40.0576 34.0739 51.604298 1.077047 0.9762935 1.1718514 0.05737588 0.09937794 0.29742584 24.906898 20.2718 28.5359 0.8390426 0.75162214
0.14674056 55.0402 33.3411 77.4498 1.2814442 0.8644737 2.487954 0.46587214 0.8069142 0.5347815 46.6779 30.7303 75.4137 0.6379506 0.36653993
0.02221599 435.38693 391.3433 463.3942 1.1481137 0.8998927 1.725848 0.2430944 0.42105183 0.57005316 147.66096 120.03371 196.2944 0.8659391 0.73620796
0.02221143 251.61867 222.45331 295.2412 1.0112513 0.9815792 1.0310506 0.01528812 0.0264798 0.5362747 179.43213 165.6803 187.63669 0.5689791 0.4843196
0.6629614 2365.6045 1024.0084 3652.085 1.4912131 1.054681 2.088186 0.3029223 0.5246768 0.18002404 2206.4243 1569.6554 2900.0847 1.3005668 0.9453191
6.71E-04 731.0224 685.138 812.8507 1.3601171 1.1623166 1.7121778 0.161667 0.28001547 0.12041451 1483.9001 1121.1667 1936.8756 0.50291955 0.17978808
0.06077781 130.38574 81.0973 194.9145 1.3978502 1.0410964 1.727456 0.21613139 0.37435055 0.15833098 177.98083 135.2074 202.41641 1.0561396 0.83351284
0.02689316 361.36362 272.4267 408.4223 0.26647672 0.23105589 0.30594257 0.02171114 0.03760479 0.00373721 17.277132 15.619499 20.400501 1.2934229 0.94639117
0.11128623 164.12668 121.329605 196.1441 2.2974355 1.3740507 3.886823 0.73912716 1.2802057 0.10932721 212.48164 123.2687 305.1336 0.71630955 0.51676935
0.11690668 182.9186 125.54219 231.20149 0.7790654 0.4555261 1.06583 0.22200592 0.38452554 0.45215958 82.747665 40.1613 107.38341 0.93171155 0.77759874
0.17776969 85.00566 70.0685 101.76799 1.5579137 1.3318484 1.9069892 0.16666701 0.28867573 0.05275984 52.82503 46.608597 58.398895 0.8294591 0.6186298
0.01572192 51.180233 43.649097 56.9278 0.4909634 0.26480332 0.77052647 0.16960977 0.29377273 0.15579708 5.8249335 3.0641003 8.687899 1.4876107 1.00206
0.12014791 383.4492 219.2654 526.6436 0.53543895 0.39346924 0.7435278 0.10107166 0.17506124 0.07688415 36.0044 27.6195 44.5036 1.9422039 0.5982944
0.06380016 191.6736 152.4377 242.7665 0.04340055 0.01 0.81749564 0.6342378 1.0985321 0.1660387 2.9507017 -17.903297 27.4859 2.5195382 1.1827521
0.04974046 174.3388 137.8016 207.1152 1.0431918 0.7378157 1.3914557 0.19855075 0.34389997 0.84081984 96.5631 71.2027 114.5014 0.75661 0.63295096
0.05483582 8.6228 -8.632004 29.613205 0.48049468 0.25520936 0.7416617 0.16852777 0.29189864 0.15175666 33.70837 17.6923 43.841606 0.12520136 0.01
0.15421312 37.179367 9.496803 67.1232 0.9943045 0.6962815 1.3820485 0.20320353 0.35195884 0.97964376 37.850334 22.690401 52.818703 0.5435807 0.18006076
0.01625939 117.54744 89.31279 166.44481 0.18081038 0.01 1.1416359 2.6125436 4.5250583 0.36346608 2.9542668 -2.6490002 8.301401 1.3640321 0.72563833
0.629268 658.35455 538.89526 783.2271 0.923885 0.8691113 1.0357921 0.05298781 0.09177759 0.30063418 515.72125 466.963 596.3777 0.9284834 0.7258807
0.3327509 4473.4536 1723.5001 7202.357 0.57435334 0.388931 0.8499698 0.13473806 0.23337317 0.13331537 471.64386 329.09848 613.26715 1.3839062 1.1678113
0.00775575 285.12555 184.4607 343.23993 0.36405984 0.01 2.6425264 27.196665 47.106003 0.6311587 9.745635 -3.3298988 20.294903 7.6577153 1.6080294
0.01008606 162.10997 124.2254 196.16321 1.4116843 0.6633349 2.6522841 0.6496294 1.1251911 0.4841662 252.2132 104.902 430.4506 0.63965195 0.31001532
0.11969513 199.0049 66.194595 426.8406 0.97998405 0.4817154 1.9911244 0.45771348 0.792783 0.9651216 227.16623 101.60339 367.5033 0.13316543 0.06002099
0.03716243 161.82579 137.7396 176.8533 1.4771836 1.1126941 1.7045823 0.2124768 0.36802062 0.1104551 106.796135 81.983 128.502 1.0849137 1.009764
1.0498594 1.5449958 77.6013 111.2789 0.7920014
0.27325532 365.04776 205.5055 575.12744 0.9817843 0.759675 1.3157173 0.15972242 0.27664733 0.9188142 176.62914 141.289 238.44641 0.6827382 0.5745063
0.05351581 549.3816 417.8317 700.31287 0.9678806 0.63391423 1.3905877 0.23044135 0.39913613 0.89961725 399.2061 221.3833 554.96747 0.7240137 0.45796952
0.02977533 2019.7294 1723.8606 2185.1846 1.2009573 1.0246251 1.5337794 0.15078759 0.26117176 0.27806482 1378.4834 1119.4064 1826.85 0.75091773 0.621862
0.25865743 68.2721 57.314503 87.3449 0.44789866 0.30531168 0.6473995 0.10078145 0.17455858 0.06592091 8.622134 6.0734005 10.9813 1.3504727 1.0966167
0.9072397 138.5644 129.0509 148.46829 1.2690223 1.0324068 1.444703 0.13345091 0.23114376 0.14976893 61.947666 44.698097 73.354004 1.2896093 1.0164413
0.39581078 107.6776 86.28549 143.37001 0.76816475 0.7062544 0.8375851 0.03789989 0.06564453 0.0331421 23.976131 19.811298 27.5542 1.2364191 1.1700134
0.10346817 1888.9 985.98956 3320.4612 1.0666304 0.65961057 1.8167177 0.33456543 0.57948434 0.8464976 2062.186 1033.7714 3339.116 0.5908813 0.21174455
0.0183493 404.4258 363.046 435.49078 1.2400397 1.0656279 1.4566865 0.11274382 0.19527802 0.14023574 317.1373 242.68082 389.0479 0.6620186 0.5976026
0.01685888 96.31357 79.353806 108.29291 1.0676727 0.8284694 1.2698754 0.14018922 0.24281484 0.6636761 62.467735 42.6565 76.6791 0.85676295 0.71541035
0.00152813 405.9393 356.39468 448.9721 0.60628355 0.43161657 0.9564302 0.14989574 0.25962704 0.16904789 9.816599 5.890999 14.917599 3.4230523 0.40526775
0.44184119 62.815098 32.247696 115.184906 1.1398776 1.051768 1.2660497 0.0627396 0.10866818 0.13994056 69.3673 66.323105 74.4996 1.6688159 1.2017275
0.00155556 310.11047 292.54892 326.0737 0.8543339 0.7149312 1.0922391 0.10974985 0.19009231 0.34058154 37.690834 27.8794 48.6734 1.8572356 1.3564907
0.00453527 422.95413 303.5851 629.0156 1.0041305 0.525779 1.9494361 0.4246286 0.7354783 0.992297 7.6364336 3.8232002 12.0872 7.9529777 0.85728186
0.1638817 52.665005 33.719704 70.027504 1.1675404 1.0241016 1.3604718 0.0970683 0.16812721 0.20198071 31.030535 24.329899 36.9353 0.5116075 0.34025562
2.77E-04 36.768463 36.292995 37.609596 1.5810382 1.3331242 1.7643429 0.13742755 0.2380315 0.0338089 75.3088 56.588905 87.831604 0.25731826 0.13685393
0.00983336 94.062706 85.0979 104.55981 1.2844796 1.1515479 1.373621 0.07093111 0.12285628 0.04517534 87.37707 70.3053 98.3513 0.79812986 0.68936247
0.06924237 184.59267 151.2318 222.2597 1.3900113 0.8676978 2.913424 0.5806127 1.0056508 0.4720618 139.90363 80.7959 237.39398 0.57022554 0.27413434
0.02978909 164.24797 149.8851 178.974 0.53559583 0.38527727 0.75238156 0.10648646 0.18443996 0.08393329 24.834267 17.7053 35.483 1.0714141 1.0040969
0.06341939 601.05554 437.6323 690.446 0.5581915 0.39234537 0.6885767 0.10137518 0.17558695 0.0813842 64.56326 45.901695 77.2932 1.4989961 1.2056034
0.5843094 149.95117 132.6109 163.8492 0.66489255 0.50383043 0.8532675 0.1033475 0.17900312 0.11613635 33.6258 26.783201 38.6773 1.2790223 1.1793873
0.00641997 243.03893 206.3322 294.7293 1.0377023 0.90512776 1.2654463 0.10618891 0.18392459 0.7504327 32.4608 25.1548 41.2441 1.513122 0.524962
0.15023972 84.98509 58.178802 102.1208 0.9784899 0.8915126 1.0965697 0.05952325 0.10309729 0.7543086 39.2924 34.6836 45.3534 0.8335498 0.7453408
0.11101914 155.82109 122.2389 184.7472 1.3152492 0.15423763 0.2671474 0.1421676 92.42973 0.70700914
0.01977885 413.51938 408.72812 418.699 0.8464575 0.69968855 1.0744761 0.10806117 0.18716742 0.31725314 104.71636 87.631905 138.1041 0.43606552 0.3442709
0.01582944 62.754234 54.4748 71.7604 1.0739781 0.65991664 1.3808182 0.27364367 0.47396472 0.79709834 43.434402 22.4389 54.210102 0.99311876 0.7768364
0.00874546 536.5469 479.92804 612.4686 0.9389515 0.8506814 1.0713346 0.06464941 0.11197607 0.45548174 92.14349 74.7689 110.4298 1.320111 0.7203243
0.14418083 73.736694 50.4965 97.426704 1.0463362 0.84084886 1.415795 0.16639851 0.28821066 0.79904836 44.068 30.9884 59.6261 0.6017297 0.5373597
0.25550678 85.7788 61.566 106.92081 1.8061949 1.7225947 1.9327911 0.06283863 0.1088397 0.00343867 68.99887 61.006405 78.1343 0.83589387 0.74162894
0.09999751 58.99103 48.9231 77.01311 0.9671261 0.69101757 1.4247155 0.21047208 0.36454833 0.8883844 32.9975 23.8949 48.005604 0.83151704 0.64532185
0.01776144 131.02617 73.01 185.6375 0.92780125 0.7776391 1.0382953 0.08342625 0.1444985 0.49003357 6.3670335 5.6546 7.0086994 2.963791 0.4818038
0.1806049 565.6236 485.49933 712.6151 0.8704574 0.70737725 1.0033393 0.09310803 0.16126783 0.32098445 225.71312 194.0481 248.3989 0.96570134 0.8732726
0.07954256 161.10443 141.1902 180.8481 0.85447544 0.74652755 0.9745069 0.06604744 0.11439752 0.17768611 65.6178 59.271698 69.875 1.0348034 0.8937933
0.12516883 41.869602 27.580101 65.4059 0.952125 0.6132057 1.2173398 0.21783583 0.3773027 0.84458685 27.674566 18.326801 33.673798 0.73818916 0.6097575
0.07686824 108.49637 89.5801 143.659 1.0107355 0.83550256 1.1888485 0.10471408 0.18137011 0.92673457 57.333267 49.892 69.1763 0.71981525 0.62539226
0.04367356 1303.4287 627.2051 2193.7332 0.7504866 0.5953007 0.9417159 0.10069907 0.1744159 0.16248445 63.240734 52.9494 71.4229 2.010657 0.7231005
0.15181667 767.3011 547.03 1145.184 1.1992267 0.8944029 1.5727262 0.19982503 0.3461071 0.38172436 492.73248 320.1579 643.33765 0.52837235 0.40479466
0.04470107 179.34787 136.1969 262.4559 0.7990506 0.6592243 1.1483284 0.14862654 0.2574287 0.34179235 20.322268 14.477499 29.5756 1.3068445 0.8769362
0.01591694 249.4251 168.5986 367.6055 1.3102196 1.1203734 1.7288295 0.18480532 0.3200922 0.19138409 526.43677 474.87592 624.8308 0.36151677 0.18234222
0.02509676 80.25307 74.88451 87.2662 1.3732411 1.0785291 1.7666651 0.1987825 0.3443014 0.15605377 71.275 52.786804 92.65939 0.8212507 0.6037216
0.01720286 271.8859 130.84329 355.33078 0.6113978 0.5083839 0.7884969 0.08140536 0.14099823 0.06452407 5.8441997 4.2892 7.6021996 5.4697065 1.1439711
0.08944215 189.00034 126.55779 281.9573 1.0415137 0.7427722 1.4210482 0.20086187 0.34790295 0.8485977 32.150635 23.565102 43.9309 1.2981269 1.1773596
0.25243288 281.61038 92.8281 386.88892 1.1534302 1.0121826 1.2407662 0.0757535 0.13120891 0.16102317 203.6004 184.446 228.50089 0.7893986 0.678129
0.18963256 75.4468 66.9973 87.4398 0.7250344 0.48749903 0.9460164 0.15126505 0.26199874 0.25286114 38.639835 24.8109 50.1921 1.1760564 0.9944847
0.69636816 1004.72595 721.1551 1479.422 1.0477054 0.97574127 1.1465356 0.04987299 0.08638256 0.43016562 917.6059 824.96014 996.45935 0.4712951 0.3627647
0.88728666 556.5595 491.1519 651.532 0.7134362 0.52516997 1.0368781 0.14649191 0.25373143 0.23222308 325.28558 222.275 451.1201 1.0543208 0.76266444
0.0054996 272.9068 206.98059 332.8222 0.5918941 0.20803015 1.1649545 0.3934004 0.68138945 0.4269767 7.008167 2.1490993 10.262001 4.0580096 0.64783454
0.01727332 87.53706 79.554794 97.653595 0.90905744 0.7514071 1.0152735 0.08754011 0.15162392 0.42382202 18.754766 15.951199 21.4529 1.1681641 1.0365603
0.10562173 102.947464 72.3444 125.061 0.95947003 0.68793565 1.3384825 0.189578 0.3283587 0.849472 23.072968 14.246401 31.6756 1.4268485 1.1861829
0.52574265 431.12088 322.8614 515.0332 0.5768233 0.48908755 0.7043918 0.06209699 0.10755515 0.03563152 74.622536 65.282 82.274704 0.97392595 0.96607935
92.123 0.9534337 1.544098 64.0063 90.709404 0.7366837 0.5384746
0.38054544 41.31773 30.885399 49.343098 0.95211065 0.81512916 1.182078 0.10720506 0.1856846 0.70295924 29.1252 23.818901 35.507095 1.4416189 1.2054518
0.00354234 749.02625 520.4931 1114.213 0.09146556 0.01 0.30014437 0.32844374 0.5688812 0.1634548 0.2463665 -3.2497997 2.182499 8.5986 1.1983752
0.13382655 302.87473 172.6189 498.2011 1.0397155 0.74407446 1.2517834 0.17800987 0.30832213 0.8378704 49.08683 36.679596 57.963398 1.1919678 0.8226794
0.00223851 176.03477 161.7315 201.0708 0.79815716 0.49828872 1.197129 0.21401088 0.3706777 0.4701262 16.993334 10.811199 22.1476 1.2662176 0.4807174
0.00195157 686.0961 633.92773 768.41406 0.95208186 0.8279763 1.0256203 0.06677882 0.11566431 0.55503875 30.925701 24.066502 34.643402 3.5416937 1.050743
0.3113973 51.492836 41.6436 65.2749 1.1483855 0.9683943 1.4813714 0.15087122 0.2613166 0.3978689 55.405033 44.206997 72.4677 0.8334079 0.6412381
0.19938393 173.8277 128.7637 198.552 0.9413329 0.8385354 1.090845 0.07335959 0.12706254 0.5173749 149.35367 127.921196 171.0637 1.0225972 0.94794744
0.00306515 755.8594 740.8027 773.7102 1.2104319 1.0816284 1.2952029 0.06872521 0.11903555 0.07783152 589.29895 543.4569 667.8472 0.6600451 0.53624284
0.00344617 166.6376 149.51071 186.7963 0.8229372 0.73268354 0.914308 0.05296236 0.0917335 0.09344794 25.1055 23.122599 26.9441 1.5301609 1.2911825
0.07374541 1043.3145 895.7036 1126.2487 1.0290725 0.8621511 1.1353142 0.09178919 0.15898354 0.77721 520.3537 448.3926 605.9593 0.84412116 0.7748426
0.0018725 102.6327 97.96321 107.46749 0.9473775 0.85225236 1.106198 0.0753863 0.1305729 0.565341 18.5152 14.914101 22.1216 1.444207 1.1475967
0.22124259 57.458866 46.0188 70.0735 1.4346436 0.98806196 1.8539398 0.28135255 0.4873169 0.19906649 94.361435 65.59129 114.84601 1.0962261 0.9570508
0.06680816 279.64346 213.0847 371.6388 0.93255734 0.86851037 1.0366907 0.05043516 0.08735625 0.32497433 46.39677 38.876404 53.0292 1.7513517 0.9633094
0.01823258 39.29793 31.661198 43.8542 0.945584 0.6301601 1.5827298 0.27149108 0.47023633 0.8557492 24.230066 13.2579 39.0515 0.84276134 0.72647256
0.0348451 628.8749 506.0935 814.7858 1.3516606 1.160291 1.5437051 0.11278936 0.19535689 0.06821933 533.3281 408.7958 621.5251 0.559359 0.42383322
0.00867277 63.6651 56.9095 70.9984 0.85206676 0.5370414 1.343105 0.23786838 0.41200012 0.60671294 34.230736 21.9023 46.707302 0.8136559 0.7563098
0.15545946 225.28401 165.2529 287.3088 1.3345717 1.095129 1.5061322 0.1340365 0.23215802 0.10146774 310.89413 243.74188 359.2276 0.68302315 0.49540746
0.05530902 204.93787 148.26941 252.56389 0.7132601 0.52405864 1.1345662 0.1757806 0.3044609 0.28884366 28.170399 17.3543 44.061996 2.0589962 0.8859691
0.07859892 98.9067 77.8477 117.46509 1.3879496 1.2164294 1.5531099 0.09920424 0.17182676 0.04407958 63.3143 57.067497 74.775 0.5174717 0.26513794
1.69E-04 473.8531 443.1692 494.6707 1.0198324 0.93905723 1.1682272 0.07004847 0.1213275 0.8011677 88.8541 73.4508 104.4207 1.4296471 0.91840506
0.22937936 114.366135 87.901695 149.8538 1.0195762 0.8736214 1.2129571 0.0977464 0.16930173 0.8574985 54.380733 41.519196 65.8758 0.7664494 0.7109592
0.21506844 266.79358 192.1804 320.57712 1.0206883 0.76116794 1.2934301 0.16179648 0.28023973 0.90737104 253.89157 177.9772 324.0922 1.0827403 0.9063355
8.03E-04 88.6153 84.5546 1.1565706 0.17304635 0.29972506 0.4272171 75.70507
0.04924348 4013.0554 2822.09 5601.1455 1.0975275 0.81362545 1.4004848 0.17811695 0.3085076 0.61803627 3675.1946 2832.0083 4750.027 0.7916966 0.59679365
0.25213647 161.84875 123.277405 182.6993 0.56533134 0.3620236 0.8692192 0.15015547 0.2600769 0.15285909 26.630466 16.466 40.5726 1.2203577 1.162441
0.00374508 344.86545 316.0574 360.3081 1.065072 0.95786303 1.2669386 0.09372489 0.16233627 0.5460314 170.98329 159.0987 184.1467 0.9960661 0.68679917
0.14352427 2718.176 2011.414 3871.5315 1.3317081 1.1980926 1.6299553 0.13564895 0.23495087 0.10522243 2055.6836 1644.9834 2624.5444 0.7708684 0.672012
0.01457642 697.15393 529.3639 842.2784 1.3931575 1.0104798 1.881899 0.25669518 0.44460908 0.2064826 1304.1252 944.4134 1805.0245 0.65266556 0.33888504
0.02442735 190.1729 167.673 212.9393 1.1800895 1.034651 1.2681514 0.07797494 0.13505656 0.12841643 115.46156 90.6684 128.72089 0.87512404 0.6399879
0.00977406 192.76477 140.2508 246.36351 0.9260246 0.4899741 1.2802321 0.31862512 0.5518749 0.83169746 14.898399 7.5270996 19.957798 2.463247 0.57705396
0.06286261 426.26202 333.1282 512.4899 0.9683825 0.86009455 1.1271467 0.07765476 0.13450198 0.726216 241.3854 191.8384 287.2927 0.9539015 0.87864447
0.86623037 72.44343 52.869797 85.2504 1.0581433 0.96120936 1.1231731 0.05141508 0.08905353 0.36412185 62.162 58.5279 65.603 1.199666 1.0696428
0.00427452 37.091366 27.759003 43.32 1.765114 1.010289 2.7151725 0.55106527 0.954473 0.1914512 226.04778 127.6897 334.3916 0.22521129 0.05067331
0.3004684 50.665733 33.2298 73.7761 1.2631235 0.9685915 1.6614989 0.20048334 0.34724733 0.27264196 66.904366 48.1644 88.5375 1.1303136 1.1181065
0.63542855 1929.6937 1160.8479 2345.9102 0.88010865 0.6516584 1.1042255 0.14043094 0.24323352 0.50053173 1220.4673 849.4522 1542.476 0.5289898 0.33082685
0.00281709 266.55072 254.16309 276.88782 0.9856068 0.8910112 1.0865358 0.05661107 0.09805324 0.8238769 133.10947 124.54961 141.8716 0.5752067 0.46972448
0.04150344 80.73576 29.749298 117.17619 1.6397015 1.3869816 1.8055995 0.13848712 0.23986672 0.02766965 336.53024 292.9204 391.3386 0.27027142 0.1213043
0.05911161 59.1827 54.936302 65.689606 0.840458 0.7566104 0.92349 0.04869463 0.08434158 0.09506031 31.489367 27.317999 34.2754 0.86793983 0.73936725
0.00239209 1512.8948 1240.4329 1671.5013 0.8818587 0.5632964 1.3022381 0.22482279 0.38940448 0.6572688 63.245472 33.8341 91.730804 3.3031316 0.9091435
0.07523274 97.39363 80.3492 116.17349 0.830708 0.7264769 1.0080777 0.08295865 0.1436886 0.20224181 20.2567 15.7491 25.6292 1.4099996 1.1175774
0.06680832 58.15307 47.364502 69.7051 1.2614386 1.0985104 1.3527628 0.0875425 0.15162806 0.07836819 41.7226 37.481003 47.296803 0.69203347 0.5455591
0.01149498 314.76248 248.35509 383.3329 0.75007594 0.42504534 1.0077784 0.22663963 0.39255133 0.4179149 22.4426 12.3459 29.3667 1.0956976 0.42349806
0.06848059 65.07097 29.265402 113.5195 0.8875234 0.57647204 1.1332676 0.19899552 0.34467033 0.63672626 78.30813 50.790997 96.7586 0.9010167 0.582236
0.00465187 109.8761 100.6845 116.785904 0.85021245 0.5271846 1.0964785 0.21235369 0.3678074 0.56739897 22.650566 11.8342 28.127499 1.686678 0.9044197
0.08983707 57.219 25.9188 101.9952 1.1089005 1.0555015 1.1657286 0.03181833 0.05511096 0.06907874 68.1725 64.9346 72.3948 0.3965565 0.2827175
0.23716867 85.6043 69.2375 96.41719 0.9917164 0.6672816 1.2655904 0.20429876 0.35385585 0.970584 35.811535 24.219099 43.019096 0.4690965 0.37860674
0.41035804 1619.163 1190.2928 2056.9243 0.5411089 0.3308622 0.7319196 0.14068079 0.24366628 0.13170019 356.24402 222.0453 427.8443 0.78924596 0.6109813
0.27554786 154.28607 118.411995 224.17001 0.54646134 0.22685046 1.0059069 0.2888578 0.5003164 0.3118114 24.563667 9.2012005 39.7567 1.0501088 0.93591917
0.2694453 152.5361 97.170105 198.17621 0.8503853 0.5945466 1.1185141 0.16345352 0.28310978 0.4778593 33.211636 23.954002 43.911804 0.2907312 0.09178546
1.0453706 28.1004 12.3624 41.510605 1.147494
0.04411896 135.74207 114.42081 168.0681 1.4702983 1.1903964 1.8779293 0.19766115 0.34235916 0.10085087 102.933334 85.6291 118.21 1.0259322 0.6773438
0.2527836 116.074066 86.5387 144.0416 1.4241846 1.1985016 1.85189 0.19261448 0.33361807 0.11778274 74.15643 54.889004 99.46471 0.66041523 0.4978649
0.10009489 2645.767 2406.4749 2954.614 1.2690784 1.0374684 1.4543484 0.13152656 0.22781068 0.14637648 2964.8374 2316.1345 3337.5757 0.4184065 0.21101107
1.85E-04 279.0625 246.60219 299.7463 0.74650496 0.34111714 1.1280091 0.3295984 0.5708812 0.53332585 7.1223326 2.5149994 9.503899 4.598483 0.95688736
0.01385411 469.04114 451.8777 478.3245 1.0342481 0.95683676 1.1083684 0.04417611 0.07651527 0.5125685 122.49813 102.01671 135.04309 1.1624643 1.0683573
0.09293564 87.87663 64.1807 112.119995 0.8716818 0.74870104 1.056084 0.0889632 0.15408878 0.30790085 43.899635 38.9351 48.0592 0.7279509 0.45510292
0.39868942 285.9419 230.01799 368.0638 0.71440274 0.46018565 1.3341234 0.2481098 0.4297388 0.4045512 67.44527 39.6387 117.9328 1.8309057 1.5608406
0.00410719 802.8429 573.5587 925.4738 1.1596376 1.0341103 1.2409434 0.06696378 0.11598468 0.12378932 18.485565 17.5036 20.042698 6.1347933 1.072301
0.014958 669.7958 618.6496 746.3125 1.2206038 0.9149239 1.4881154 0.18297572 0.31692323 0.30902666 484.88333 370.94208 555.7456 0.60582584 0.54749715
0.49950933 107.51257 90.337006 122.7814 0.6551016 0.55005187 0.7535873 0.06100633 0.10566606 0.0446734 25.847134 22.897799 30.568302 0.7513889 0.68231905
0.39280272 149.14413 86.3054 189.41641 1.7630349 1.1082587 2.8534791 0.50982195 0.8830375 0.17355375 261.7383 146.319 403.716 0.67142785 0.33750066
0.00443322 312.41193 270.5082 333.4378 0.92795056 0.7005279 1.2552124 0.159935 0.27701554 0.7008995 31.622335 23.872 43.896805 1.7971674 1.00269
0.17115092 93.43003 79.76039 102.849396 0.4695287 0.21067704 0.71094894 0.21329997 0.3694464 0.19988638 14.2871 4.9230995 19.4835 1.1641893 1.0502583
0.3291857 303.45505 178.98338 520.4106 0.40797508 0.24233991 0.5608483 0.1129037 0.19555494 0.07610468 27.512197 13.614395 36.005898 1.2953072 0.71572155
0.05772751 105.23163 94.50449 115.38799 1.1301335 0.89509255 1.5140984 0.17791365 0.30815548 0.5117357 52.2102 41.467606 71.9859 0.9447434 0.86702895
0.0659024 142.25726 85.1197 222.9937 0.7649329 0.49658617 1.1633675 0.19690308 0.34104612 0.3895279 13.458467 8.465399 20.352701 3.353318 0.9989636
0.1690562 57.473534 29.7793 84.9556 1.2907085 0.95627105 1.6244116 0.20631632 0.35735035 0.2453825 47.51993 30.7321 59.657097 0.4947907 0.21923791
0.00703086 396.97427 302.0064 579.08887 0.7659368 0.6324257 0.8497888 0.07394972 0.12808466 0.10863053 10.5635 8.970898 12.171301 3.5062914 0.85986346
0.8425398 675.09827 370.9979 965.0876 1.5150882 1.2254665 1.9565941 0.2102276 0.36412486 0.09347829 820.0141 644.68823 1073.0427 1.0454007 0.8530593
0.8096039 3680.8022 2262.2747 5141.1167 1.00516 0.8709307 1.2038302 0.09640728 0.16698231 0.96182454 1278.6051 1175.7823 1385.803 0.53414434 0.42187527
0.07430662 515.41046 412.5981 693.92645 0.8906345 0.703044 1.1013082 0.11738675 0.20331982 0.46735597 274.21008 222.16989 304.5487 0.43625012 0.3892958
0.01925737 119.977165 100.680504 147.6902 1.7556982 1.1758857 2.171268 0.36298436 0.62870735 0.10695857 148.11526 99.500496 184.0702 0.6295763 0.48759627
0.05398875 158.04247 128.6271 187.9667 0.65241617 0.30336234 0.283031 0.49022403 0.38409358 0.9546294
0.00617974 1043.8098 911.4939 1209.9547 0.75976723 0.4446468 1.0679293 0.21788837 0.37739372 0.41754797 115.59447 66.2637 141.2527 1.1605616 0.60311604
0.10353289 131.24347 115.6437 146.0758 1.4184545 1.2700493 1.5542489 0.08400812 0.14550632 0.02738684 153.96184 136.7649 162.81741 0.84706455 0.80095553
0.16437723 87.566536 60.610104 123.94139 0.96954256 0.75669956 1.203913 0.13266179 0.22977695 0.8400332 43.50747 29.8773 54.321003 0.78725225 0.5858827
0.19156322 133.0234 92.41521 158.35829 0.6496249 0.39691603 0.9970658 0.18378305 0.3183216 0.2485713 21.749067 13.2186985 32.356503 1.2630587 1.0070553
0.22632702 79.74889 62.245895 107.5094 0.9008616 0.58106756 1.2893878 0.21928763 0.3798173 0.6985829 32.401833 21.158298 45.749397 0.63762534 0.59670913
0.08172505 29.763432 25.144798 38.942696 0.97424185 0.83672094 1.0528002 0.07445233 0.12895522 0.7643208 31.867132 28.303799 34.1619 1.3849645 1.0137862
0.3757565 449.77283 295.1069 551.1859 0.72770095 0.5879184 0.9923193 0.11768615 0.2038384 0.18306921 87.68693 72.468796 107.036194 1.6415507 1.3784453
0.00267804 206.80177 174.24219 229.06601 0.8543475 0.74055034 0.9323029 0.06180092 0.10704233 0.16053598 20.818668 16.1377 23.826002 2.2474713 0.8341862
0.00723925 684.10156 628.71674 764.93024 1.1698734 1.0681878 1.2852741 0.06264097 0.10849733 0.09904288 408.535 367.64862 463.0314 0.5689353 0.5097303
0.22148716 465.53952 343.2692 599.96643 1.2107829 1.0223736 1.4468458 0.12241994 0.21203755 0.19690609 518.17633 431.7826 594.4345 0.6237998 0.5601004
0.2472708 119.60691 95.23791 140.1195 1.0905612 1.0666387 1.1089808 0.01260957 0.02184041 0.01732407 115.707634 109.47159 121.9691 0.7003873 0.40154418
0.10046437 334.7405 261.35278 397.5722 1.3224504 0.98397344 1.7187535 0.21835636 0.3782043 0.2263998 235.68205 178.7803 273.27197 0.60018396 0.5384373
1.91E-04 167.38606 158.38779 174.3474 1.0875229 0.98955566 1.2863601 0.09202904 0.15939897 0.4238903 81.92833 68.044395 101.5897 0.5926155 0.4671289
0.0058861 18932.527 16151.671 20670.49 0.9062059 0.73620415 1.005772 0.09490348 0.16437766 0.4431489 11207.954 9620.116 12797.131 0.6133818 0.4310758
0.03665864 78.8864 49.6566 102.8837 1.4439687 1.2544084 1.716988 0.13377817 0.23171058 0.05742964 119.88907 107.6401 128.9281 0.66763186 0.3970672
0.01554404 242.64171 185.1315 307.0517 1.2446404 0.7341414 1.9356592 0.37475362 0.6490923 0.52046186 44.007965 21.361399 64.3626 1.4899404 0.93727785
0.0021625 424.72824 384.6073 445.5419 1.1146469 0.9187697 1.2470664 0.10894408 0.18869668 0.37970832 796.648 674.3334 939.312 0.9546054 0.644064
0.02677696 53.50593 42.309196 67.3058 0.55705625 0.4065216 1.0047495 0.17576046 0.30442604 0.18592013 5.1031 3.6182003 7.8254986 1.8497217 1.0692439
0.10582522 70.87247 62.3738 83.626595 1.7802474 1.6413413 1.8731153 0.07316546 0.1267263 0.00502679 52.978 43.9521 58.8237 1.0483564 0.9013762
0.72678447 83.62157 59.3041 97.7645 0.9277315 0.88520867 1.0123605 0.04059032 0.0703045 0.22812586 63.129967 58.587803 68.4274 1.39857 1.199573
0.34604985 66.1213 62.4099 72.437 0.91220784 0.7209455 1.0353229 0.10855381 0.18802072 0.5169219 45.445633 36.9091 50.8439 0.6178515 0.56371814
0.06869064 645.03217 560.37976 765.6698 1.0763634 0.91597724 1.2453015 0.09637363 0.16692401 0.4952957 188.14267 142.593 227.3501 1.1046814 0.9405495
0.37143332 303.0299 187.86649 414.3249 0.9906683 0.91679734 1.1152917 0.05977591 0.10353491 0.8904924 187.11298 171.2887 217.22601 0.73293364 0.51627797
0.00174438 130.02744 125.316505 132.7096 1.4449947 1.2334937 1.8368301 0.17825684 0.30874988 0.09450956 94.134094 82.7912 107.88509 0.82417667 0.72583073
0.15376507 39.76033 -3.3041 79.05859 0.88194245 0.72937024 1.0032285 0.08612506 0.14917298 0.32449344 70.1139 61.211494 82.0413 0.46444386 0.27303627
0.10727532 759.4384 558.3499 953.0434 0.92133087 0.7512052 1.0800142 0.09963912 0.17258002 0.52459085 393.143 339.275 424.2284 0.61517066 0.5554697
1.15903 42.635 33.4681 50.514297 2.1078138
0.41311014 191.31104 184.8977 202.3587 0.9237331 0.8395235 1.0775808 0.07216338 0.12499064 0.41498286 151.18907 137.2815 174.53351 0.7454751 0.6188531
0.0148937 49.6713 47.054802 51.4454 1.3898433 1.0542313 2.1945827 0.33289206 0.57658595 0.28878182 16.6642 11.746 26.051899 1.0492871 0.29222706
0.02161687 139.2826 106.4564 168.0761 0.8122427 0.536598 1.0368943 0.17490867 0.30295068 0.42341068 19.6153 12.922699 25.6266 1.1219825 0.5631563
0.01313637 292.42398 273.6347 305.5951 1.1860733 0.84842175 1.4413695 0.20388201 0.353134 0.4172252 84.22486 62.749496 103.877495 1.0134575 0.92345566
0.02471482 6775.278 5472.643 7937.2188 0.95890695 0.5740142 1.4891388 0.28234774 0.4890406 0.89372194 4444.787 2686.6755 5943.204 0.5823826 0.46725315
0.00592376 105.56947 101.3282 112.50801 1.0536271 1.0071994 1.1507026 0.04650189 0.08054364 0.3576355 62.79207 54.167603 72.4315 0.66671395 0.45744255
0.12647006 20963.924 18097.707 26292.963 0.70814604 0.6733903 0.7763475 0.03265744 0.05656434 0.01733898 6448.6304 5526.6353 7281.232 0.8921388 0.7235606
0.06757537 91.63997 72.7257 103.367004 0.7450113 0.6322502 0.9355116 0.08844387 0.15318927 0.12915595 47.6106 39.4759 60.892002 0.9555337 0.820484
0.1495391 64.145676 57.2204 74.293304 0.8240254 0.80056196 0.8613094 0.01852116 0.03207959 0.01320842 14.106501 12.373901 15.6126995 1.3194481 1.283544
0.22103287 260.1742 233.86789 274.819 0.96204346 0.9376054 0.99841887 0.01829652 0.03169051 0.17879716 246.15213 235.5229 254.13731 0.82312787 0.6579178
0.00857498 166.1141 153.3358 173.1838 1.4466496 1.274906 1.6482729 0.10775121 0.18663056 0.03806481 303.05722 256.31308 355.1104 0.6579431 0.4265385
0.01398599 1032.6637 624.1949 1732.2659 0.41914237 0.20480159 0.80858976 0.1884624 0.32642645 0.16022518 14.035198 5.2253 23.5755 5.759592 2.2793052
0.4833276 69.01207 34.6835 108.82251 1.6461697 1.3888649 2.2372868 0.25757286 0.44612926 0.0833691 27.6171 20.354599 38.4531 1.0220941 0.80643326
0.11037262 50.9343 35.2279 72.356 1.3991504 0.9409645 1.9960352 0.31632978 0.54789925 0.26341984 42.0981 27.8602 60.6501 0.7026718 0.50011843
0.01034113 72.37116 65.2648 77.5687 0.88527 0.6543177 1.2312725 0.16618364 0.2878385 0.57403904 41.672234 29.7473 54.4552 1.0311444 0.9060737
0.5795559 300.7703 209.0256 366.613 1.0186977 0.8060671 1.3012086 0.14297798 0.24764512 0.9057359 227.33568 169.8549 293.8296 0.614473 0.45291284
0.09046225 41.298603 14.787098 64.005104 1.4583954 1.0354445 2.0977614 0.3071843 0.53205884 0.20571452 73.81563 53.3589 105.3377 0.44222638 0.256445
0.20735168 44.513233 28.461302 56.845203 1.3198367 0.9739463 1.6039879 0.20688418 0.3583339 0.21327706 60.5766 45.547703 71.9556 0.9023805 0.7391576
0.4434948 1889.07 1185.0984 2343.791 0.99542606 0.73967505 1.3607335 0.17949554 0.31089538 0.9815993 1294.9935 974.2745 1672.5215 1.3434012 0.9548309
0.00503813 368.349 317.0702 448.5211 0.6396601 0.43551672 1.1515218 0.20448057 0.35417074 0.273169 14.103734 7.7966995 23.557701 2.414309 0.8562579
0.50378036 132.25891 82.1992 161.08301 1.1639723 1.0411282 1.2571555 0.06662564 0.11539899 0.11709477 133.68384 118.61649 143.1013 0.86944294 0.80197805
0.24652572 426.3818 349.0962 545.69495 1.1260222 1.0423899 1.2924063 0.07805626 0.1351974 0.22787026 123.44497 118.38141 128.4392 1.2010397 0.92994815
0.00769491 467.40173 363.2574 600.004 1.0258361 0.90057224 0.07513364 0.13013528 0.75997555 1.0598978
0.01008005 239.05084 198.55621 295.3551 0.9033758 0.7391011 1.064761 0.097443 0.16877623 0.44229725 30.3504 22.0317 36.270298 1.4660916 0.7915982
0.00920981 340.76123 257.39798 481.2454 0.15078932 0.05928606 0.37289152 0.10041145 0.17391774 0.07055199 3.7404342 0.9873009 7.2826004 1.8172337 1.0214943
0.10124064 141.64624 119.91301 153.75879 0.65845245 0.5861097 0.7611218 0.05076877 0.08793408 0.03212924 27.344667 21.755901 33.1329 1.3115733 1.2912955
0.40079927 43.650864 36.2937 50.974796 1.1313651 1.0130967 1.2010124 0.06267253 0.10855201 0.15515783 42.2573 39.2098 44.1861 0.99882925 0.932581
0.2891645 279.14594 169.50029 363.6565 1.0734915 0.96830356 1.3167224 0.11048392 0.19136375 0.559216 139.95491 130.4627 155.2438 1.8923694 1.2571155
0.9511306 155.8006 130.6561 192.9176 0.71474755 0.5553413 0.81895024 0.09136584 0.15825029 0.11711555 38.9733 26.6847 46.149498 1.083051 0.92143124
0.04305337 57.477 45.7778 69.9769 1.3417759 1.0802203 1.6872251 0.17509374 0.30327123 0.15006657 43.234737 36.769905 48.9718 0.7780143 0.56486225
0.01088047 127.72647 105.4802 148.8347 1.1023637 0.8029497 2.0265522 0.3604569 0.6243297 0.7792863 24.359732 14.611401 42.1821 1.588569 0.7959202
4.08E-04 319.4085 281.44897 347.7389 0.9841772 0.70161295 1.2833278 0.17952837 0.31095225 0.93680084 12.507834 7.705801 16.5297 3.0219467 0.6358589
0.00241235 94.24184 91.556496 96.222 0.8562757 0.6443528 1.2125322 0.16279641 0.28197163 0.4904068 19.098633 14.702398 26.9591 1.1070651 0.8914336
0.12548116 67.62893 51.9133 79.656494 1.10759 0.98997873 1.3588787 0.11431538 0.19800004 0.42345434 38.241737 31.0244 48.950905 0.7968801 0.6455314
0.13036995 330.88168 254.1973 407.19678 1.1021389 0.9310203 1.3951386 0.13537501 0.23447639 0.5073476 86.057365 64.1822 112.792404 1.4012353 0.79409665
9.17E-05 283.64902 269.1834 302.9618 1.2289069 0.9421213 1.9847542 0.30836904 0.53411084 0.4811704 36.0791 23.154701 57.206604 2.4201522 0.91658074
0.0331302 36.8455 23.858398 49.463196 1.3628235 0.9243386 1.7719326 0.27810988 0.48170042 0.25854695 61.198963 43.0602 70.3858 0.5250903 0.49597833
0.039429 404.74118 277.168 493.49292 1.0962212 0.83624715 1.6340122 0.23051032 0.39925557 0.6962566 312.90604 241.13078 412.3049 0.44063976 0.3738012
0.12871683 61.550133 46.372402 70.102905 1.2925339 1.0190173 1.8481252 0.24120507 0.41777942 0.29396614 76.663826 56.092896 109.018295 1.4549987 1.414964
1.59E-04 130.93346 124.092 140.29889 0.8947594 0.5089669 1.4858884 0.29927683 0.51836264 0.75457805 14.399934 8.146599 20.279902 2.2806137 0.91301274
0.92018294 714.14185 488.78802 1011.75385 1.6339417 1.2930458 2.3734457 0.31667858 0.5485034 0.12134826 902.49695 688.6497 1229.6742 0.9561275 0.9150261
0.02191606 280.57797 237.40141 345.37622 1.2788028 1.0516362 1.6842378 0.18395868 0.31862578 0.2247644 68.49413 57.822598 81.0365 1.1424003 0.5368104
0.20969476 211.79677 142.83539 250.1779 1.0593109 0.8084198 1.3010406 0.15175737 0.26285148 0.7226312 100.215775 78.23241 112.239204 0.62779856 0.6056368
0.0592145 48.698868 41.038204 61.2968 1.1303189 0.7708397 1.4056166 0.22316445 0.38653216 0.5887687 60.275997 38.218098 74.681595 1.2668155 1.125182
6.18E-04 138.4803 127.4236 145.7121 1.453645 1.1092715 1.8168389 0.21320885 0.36928856 0.12225279 126.69273 98.8935 141.7397 0.7696676 0.53795165
0.802453 54.786606 48.429104 65.33411 1.1881359 1.0596148 1.4101492 0.10426768 0.18059692 0.1868628 21.535 19.868 23.137499 0.59228694 0.48006323
0.63173556 220.7621 160.0193 267.2412 1.1079713 0.90719134 1.2645074 0.11353634 0.19665071 0.41943815 213.38063 166.8248 249.1867 1.0350996 0.948131
0.1708855 1541.6385 1237.9099 1770.3057 1.3694763 1.2826294 1.5101086 0.06834319 0.11837386 0.02419 841.8827 838.71826 844.92224 0.7639518 0.6016658
0.02775058 228.36623 193.0705 286.0347 1.1124696 0.9760897 1.2179571 0.07477666 0.12951697 0.25258824 171.02144 159.33191 184.2058 0.58467525 0.5246851
1.180313 101.3409 272.93073 1.02131
0.16307047 90.275665 47.5663 117.017296 1.1632535 1.0421475 1.299443 0.07432298 0.12873116 0.14088228 58.6198 52.8262 67.4877 0.46584147 0.33369535
0.12834704 72.63326 33.6794 126.037994 0.9992538 0.74794674 1.443392 0.19918963 0.34500656 0.9972757 55.465595 42.053097 71.0161 0.8953402 0.6421853
0.0990523 72.7133 50.2496 92.3824 1.0156592 0.65809095 2.172738 0.43386477 0.7514758 0.9712118 42.812798 26.210901 73.789795 0.54548705 0.3974385
0.13025506 336.48657 267.50702 391.6842 1.4298445 1.026418 2.1025982 0.30853692 0.5344016 0.22889468 220.68999 159.65529 286.194 0.54920727 0.49759158
0.06673279 241.15779 207.2895 284.6034 1.1299366 0.8381112 1.3780458 0.17483094 0.30281606 0.50604045 143.68254 108.6223 166.1371 0.7932417 0.6096969
0.2415528 69.894165 62.3318 83.0927 2.2649527 1.7305181 3.6144145 0.5540194 0.9595897 0.07338261 66.599236 46.2928 102.93021 1.0075328 0.9434756
0.05984248 222.22386 165.2137 308.9415 0.85382444 0.7003727 1.1153554 0.12015127 0.2081081 0.37261418 27.007633 23.3728 31.738598 1.844787 0.90880144
0.42548993 92.7634 72.8668 108.4071 1.0275687 0.8923165 1.2416315 0.10180191 0.17632608 0.8081114 29.945467 23.170399 36.8436 0.6268832 0.45151657
0.13391203 103.92443 86.009796 129.9724 1.948272 1.3310019 4.113182 0.8112912 1.4051976 0.21619813 111.0679 58.235497 205.6562 0.8127721 0.6823178
0.25844827 261.57666 198.67911 296.7325 1.3876383 1.1449151 1.6312356 0.14453705 0.2503455 0.08673322 317.37592 258.121 357.761 0.7952412 0.72879297
0.07464442 1482.972 1161.1279 1714.6569 1.3630259 1.0006812 1.8574455 0.24930756 0.43181336 0.22495677 1164.0394 879.71234 1591.141 0.9494623 0.8135187
0.11858168 122.02047 105.884796 138.73221 1.1016562 0.96798223 1.2205955 0.07547299 0.13072304 0.29191643 77.40687 67.2754 88.4359 0.9923108 0.8537313
0.042167 224.03004 201.00371 267.5881 0.52854025 0.4195076 0.77970463 0.10638986 0.18427263 0.08256737 30.057568 22.0595 44.6857 1.4569038 1.2668515
0.00612314 217.32263 165.4964 272.6499 0.97485626 0.8114892 1.095142 0.09106033 0.1577211 0.80952775 13.865367 12.224998 15.3032 3.1286426 0.9575182
0.47552842 222.1685 190.56702 278.1245 1.5669941 1.5007695 1.6316462 0.03789981 0.06564439 0.00288453 133.54115 126.0144 138.6791 0.78997725 0.63617957
0.06258916 3336.8745 3023.9526 3866.1978 1.3993179 1.105071 1.7823467 0.1959323 0.33936468 0.13533126 2411.4978 1925.7015 3187.4495 0.8147567 0.68221235
0.02557774 55.687 42.237305 68.389496 1.136508 0.7439174 1.4250515 0.24936305 0.43190947 0.60754335 43.43886 28.4128 54.275497 0.65543157 0.5140866
7.08E-04 844.7187 775.8035 903.45483 0.8969422 0.7993396 1.0642407 0.07867447 0.13626818 0.33860087 45.73787 36.3568 56.7677 2.9083965 0.86368865
9.93E-04 696.15326 663.7812 747.83 0.7298532 0.4357571 1.1866647 0.22536753 0.39034802 0.39042348 51.624435 30.220299 80.1918 2.0475128 0.69999534
0.0736694 53.00563 43.3999 57.9876 1.0629871 0.8726593 1.3606136 0.14060618 0.24353704 0.685976 25.069134 18.108301 33.1112 0.7594693 0.6032044
0.00101129 1198.1683 966.3839 1397.5107 0.8150741 0.24246362 2.4430878 0.7922959 1.3722967 0.788859 38.5488 8.7178 74.9018 3.1136167 0.86332595
9.34E-04 122.143135 117.28801 125.86659 1.3692093 1.0509199 1.7591825 0.20729 0.3590368 0.1692515 108.00393 84.804794 124.224396 0.85253084 0.64375746
0.02932731 1115.1497 983.82886 1281.3857 0.69011897 0.37369937 0.2513859 0.43541315 0.38266498 190.39307 1.1084538
0.07255346 171.39783 136.01169 215.9685 0.9812993 0.8841605 1.0434535 0.05152116 0.08923727 0.75311756 94.4388 87.854095 106.403595 0.77662086 0.6359001
0.00193012 304.0774 274.1327 353.6162 1.411828 1.2008923 1.7928219 0.17408384 0.30152205 0.1055672 1036.7684 853.33 1337.5339 0.2616499 0.13654788
0.11515845 92.57653 74.629196 102.525604 1.0481874 0.9241914 1.2501483 0.09572695 0.16580392 0.6557584 44.470932 37.8947 54.3127 0.8815303 0.6778656
0.07288982 84.101234 47.272305 117.992905 1.0419717 0.94531643 1.1858585 0.07043843 0.12200294 0.603788 75.3244 70.7649 77.6817 0.44005787 0.14548814
0.17156145 116.246025 86.1019 153.083 1.01779 0.84268814 1.1495172 0.09807954 0.16987874 0.8708066 29.036402 21.3726 34.1911 1.3242388 0.959167
0.14179224 103.179665 80.861595 114.78871 0.8213186 0.5997069 1.1552527 0.16013658 0.2773647 0.40849605 40.694466 30.970299 50.871696 0.7208643 0.47651398
0.6538046 96.784836 59.1669 118.5493 1.1430094 0.89848375 1.5316813 0.18180934 0.314903 0.4822127 94.032394 69.712204 122.16329 0.6634655 0.55607164
0.77142864 12307.747 9177.31 16314.216 0.4097735 0.2859742 0.76018476 0.13694443 0.2371947 0.10271269 1811.9469 1120.9736 3157.4463 1.0044415 0.84054756
0.06951255 781.6702 592.0176 879.8861 1.1950355 0.9619823 1.671518 0.20784613 0.36000007 0.40494412 558.35785 458.5752 697.268 0.7754246 0.5744174
0.04308411 240.18773 197.587 312.1714 1.0546197 0.7968866 1.5810733 0.22595455 0.39136475 0.82157993 178.79227 115.05619 267.7149 0.89412796 0.58050394
0.9723353 72.45523 59.492596 83.956604 1.1750643 0.98209953 1.3408893 0.10994676 0.19043337 0.22480774 68.02703 58.6864 74.770996 0.89052916 0.5471904
0.23736535 128.64336 89.9048 175.937 0.49188003 0.44352266 0.5833113 0.04248308 0.07358284 0.01433997 14.991467 12.531399 18.635702 1.8374473 1.0026745
0.09271533 26650.229 22664.396 29668.73 1.1010636 1.0398539 1.1397836 0.03173555 0.05496759 0.07904507 13399.798 11411.227 14494.712 0.5865075 0.5656099
0.03347181 254.14911 224.9911 291.0531 1.1501228 0.96171105 1.4146953 0.13039052 0.22584301 0.3390792 143.24904 106.00911 182.88101 0.68876296 0.37172124
0.21279158 120.346565 111.334 136.6884 1.1258802 1.0011345 1.2524881 0.07329024 0.12694243 0.20920084 50.344433 46.307796 54.028698 1.0022312 0.76844263
0.03348626 391.14847 319.0232 451.09738 0.82554716 0.71761656 0.90179414 0.0587079 0.10168506 0.11373748 57.47607 52.931503 64.8152 1.3892453 0.9634466
0.04666468 609.0771 496.26523 695.5312 0.46990034 0.22274098 0.7309673 0.19676456 0.34080622 0.18186963 64.25803 29.269798 81.905 1.2038608 0.677984
0.28441024 523.6539 311.6599 715.2077 0.9361893 0.6986738 1.1819189 0.14742145 0.25534144 0.71135247 114.38863 88.878296 146.50641 1.4559277 1.3155063
0.03661685 182.66354 161.2967 207.441 1.0559343 0.8914384 1.1917764 0.09264166 0.16046005 0.59636533 39.7285 29.882101 46.851303 1.2141912 0.8917834
0.03047977 497.34534 423.3027 539.06604 1.0460035 0.8609176 1.3892809 0.15425357 0.26717502 0.78596455 111.38917 96.6075 132.9328 1.1934706 0.9758147
0.04200854 851.3729 661.7014 1113.7891 1.491509 1.0875129 1.8788179 0.24877052 0.43088317 0.13430266 781.73914 597.02594 879.50104 0.54069024 0.3065248
0.06038979 232.86005 93.937706 440.06882 0.9778853 0.8586762 1.1447554 0.0827233 0.14328095 0.8153083 331.6788 289.0266 407.8834 0.58085 0.2986525
0.02811658 336.4894 216.76631 431.9286 1.5253326 1.1648563 2.5898323 0.42594174 0.73775274 0.25175548 663.0117 499.511 971.8283 0.6406587 0.45079052
0.07357003 2277.9219 1871.8235 2900.8772 0.55297405 0.42036954 0.83040625 0.11847547 0.20520553 0.10379873 297.9875 224.7919 440.3861 1.298127 1.1318308
0.21284209 302.33966 245.9354 334.8266 1.2497236 1.1113662 1.5401154 0.13196917 0.2285773 0.16708392 114.436676 90.6563 143.56511 1.0543365 0.93606377
0.00473207 1212.9648 1110.8248 1312.0975 0.8224331 0.7126367 0.8922806 0.05934113 0.10278184 0.11276655 587.9978 525.7006 662.30005 0.96597123 0.8276269
0.7544009 1.1848648 88.1482 148.3617 0.5833202
0.00510617 489.002 443.9646 535.0418 0.6590792 0.39564463 1.0449607 0.19708714 0.34136492 0.27670953 42.6727 21.0874 63.646202 2.155497 0.68901217
3.43E-04 627.79895 599.8689 649.65985 0.8125702 0.51187897 1.1341462 0.20236488 0.35050625 0.47591677 16.592134 10.388102 20.1411 4.088519 1.0758418
0.0393426 41.672466 27.0224 64.8569 1.1406804 1.0415123 1.2356948 0.05674442 0.09828421 0.11770725 56.47053 54.8148 59.1422 0.3737575 0.23923346
0.2807942 153.05293 89.8434 223.28131 0.7258963 0.6405767 0.9149434 0.08495046 0.14713852 0.10968521 51.715763 47.971798 58.8528 0.8588843 0.6480334
0.06890789 98.1512 92.7939 101.840294 1.0301812 0.8444231 1.4470915 0.17979805 0.31141937 0.87777185 42.735703 30.3767 61.049706 0.8106466 0.68588406
0.23373045 180.01309 128.8643 238.50558 0.8284719 0.7554751 0.97583956 0.0683432 0.11837389 0.14889842 37.820934 30.819199 46.686005 1.1316535 1.0239154
0.00943603 150.49495 137.4008 170.81409 1.0517483 0.8977692 1.1514825 0.08393031 0.14537157 0.5902504 84.2899 64.248 94.4529 0.9189522 0.7139145
0.22771126 89.78907 68.4636 113.72591 1.2109324 1.1411089 1.3294102 0.05730813 0.09926059 0.05588014 49.498768 43.152504 56.0075 0.94927543 0.80160564
0.00984379 226.1971 223.0126 229.3809 1.0006297 0.8207361 1.1461232 0.10217691 0.1769756 0.99560696 100.5012 86.9563 118.325 0.7481563 0.6040235
0.07276124 53.814835 39.8151 61.1313 0.7328783 0.694056 0.7954994 0.03061728 0.05303069 0.0175505 40.283768 38.980698 42.311104 1.4269094 0.9493074
0.4042669 96.7016 80.968 117.2995 1.3625302 0.99907553 1.5983086 0.21527915 0.3728744 0.1843549 117.57464 87.8776 133.65689 1.0652558 0.8285969
0.02559939 330.61566 226.5834 388.5751 0.80736595 0.7184179 1.0159849 0.09371172 0.16231346 0.20366274 35.985332 33.16 40.888397 1.7010629 1.4394587
0.45382825 115.93097 86.6903 135.1435 1.2715625 1.0392333 1.6563793 0.17822595 0.3086964 0.22418515 124.878136 104.3616 155.2193 0.91135126 0.78142476
0.02577254 82.18833 75.6002 88.0983 1.2669028 1.1863717 1.3272549 0.04282873 0.07418153 0.01978174 52.753635 50.0427 57.1016 0.80253464 0.6620931
0.14503661 275.8301 136.1838 485.65012 0.7531475 0.38782164 1.0739915 0.27233213 0.47169307 0.4832572 169.70168 82.6968 235.0227 0.7565667 0.6119549
0.22364046 164.0346 143.1905 191.04489 0.68767697 0.5467999 0.8564229 0.09026868 0.15634994 0.10184915 31.950197 26.5579 40.5323 1.397911 1.2913857
0.16690984 278.88467 233.6899 316.7253 0.47692558 0.3838096 0.7010644 0.0947528 0.16411667 0.06180802 41.6185 30.4256 60.460796 1.0832334 1.0148711
0.00244737 316.2986 233.42479 397.2271 0.5322222 0.11805482 1.4435123 0.67439646 1.1680889 0.4969104 7.2051992 0.9097004 12.711298 4.7027426 0.75889605
0.01373742 51.990936 48.284603 54.2603 1.2942023 0.946852 1.769559 0.23945887 0.41475493 0.28932092 39.252335 30.001501 47.810005 0.4700744 0.4084105
0.02088542 84.787 69.2068 96.73151 1.1963216 1.056016 1.3405416 0.08294543 0.1436657 0.12195692 59.063267 55.3986 61.8257 0.6596163 0.44205552
0.5157092 880.6374 521.91266 1082.1202 1.4280374 1.2493683 1.8174912 0.17443351 0.30212772 0.09831199 1111.0721 946.9223 1438.0447 0.9108872 0.7115505
0.38713604 6694.2065 5992.9854 7819.5938 0.8105285 0.73168063 0.9071189 0.05060719 0.08765423 0.07772693 5161.4126 4480.7915 5953.0444 0.8677195 0.74899495
0.60163784 164.38477 144.2238 177.9783 0.9344354 0.12385835 0.21452895 0.6559201 115.3827 0.4352072
0.05785935 3008.287 2874.8455 3117.4487 1.1120844 1.0060638 1.2630106 0.07480688 0.1295693 0.25390947 3393.0461 3172.8562 3820.884 0.753619 0.49999616
0.2338484 87.73817 55.245094 115.9991 1.5233803 0.94666314 2.0905519 0.38574484 0.6681296 0.22430576 70.360306 36.7338 95.1346 0.6584881 0.4115289
0.44505328 103.06554 89.0419 114.0186 1.356592 1.0263431 2.21535 0.34944242 0.605252 0.34078816 55.4493 34.9915 88.5767 0.8767473 0.8106565
0.3021951 214.67653 182.5582 244.85721 0.9597753 0.83301145 1.1607386 0.09551422 0.16543548 0.7180552 79.7696 61.5424 100.5692 0.7918323 0.590053
0.02844934 283.68335 214.28201 328.1202 1.0980761 0.9309384 1.39128 0.13476706 0.23342338 0.52141976 56.904568 46.941 74.9225 1.4727945 1.03047
0.8153145 84.42244 75.3155 93.112404 1.2378103 1.2199646 1.2582726 0.01110915 0.01924162 0.00176478 80.4366 77.715 82.2344 0.7465377 0.58817047
0.11566997 113.8469 104.304794 118.8138 1.1298941 0.7676514 1.4565243 0.22851186 0.39579412 0.5975335 96.868965 62.9989 124.6105 0.7524672 0.57532096
0.04959627 233.09764 141.3029 292.2791 0.79717344 0.56431526 1.116574 0.16176178 0.28017962 0.36894718 26.535 16.1407 36.4958 2.5556037 1.352959
0.14454684 599.37213 455.5311 768.3482 1.5045 1.3818983 1.6376858 0.07389071 0.12798245 0.01410151 937.9143 855.7499 986.56934 1.8333501 1.0402265
0.06476828 333.57275 197.51169 444.6272 0.43832377 0.29067075 0.5950005 0.09681546 0.1676893 0.06087996 18.596735 12.216902 25.664299 1.7682048 0.8114589
0.286823 153.06374 103.2301 225.22012 1.1085244 0.9700586 1.3634062 0.11726534 0.20310952 0.42962116 39.592766 32.836 49.6727 0.9588006 0.42764843
0.00606891 752.7339 521.08594 989.1458 0.8540678 0.7754732 0.9662477 0.05560393 0.09630883 0.13565812 29.151999 23.7571 33.8275 3.7793074 0.8191557
0.04852995 447.0829 367.9238 516.5766 1.522759 0.98446625 2.286204 0.38821974 0.6724163 0.22653812 418.5856 277.0241 548.56067 0.56448317 0.4767884
0.01839193 1549.1974 1321.8344 1929.8215 1.3542458 1.0172914 1.7629339 0.21964133 0.38042992 0.1969501 1413.139 1114.4015 1646.7407 0.3666621 0.34772965
0.00848051 604.8962 513.8386 672.5612 0.8025038 0.3843728 1.3758711 0.34235674 0.59297925 0.6220321 65.6443 30.159603 92.0542 2.2414505 0.93491757
0.06870842 127.98773 98.6134 150.5918 1.0690058 0.991381 1.2217225 0.07181283 0.12438347 0.42393026 79.0648 67.0625 92.8282 0.6650792 0.56013423
0.02531074 56.7618 47.7246 71.5392 0.8455809 0.63406664 1.0601217 0.13039029 0.2258426 0.38370132 34.4882 27.171001 38.736404 0.6033249 0.29185438
0.30198196 94.25066 44.1504 125.1545 1.0264887 0.632288 1.3226295 0.2601567 0.4506046 0.9239448 107.64863 60.4282 135.458 1.4225795 1.162205
0.04321404 193.56744 181.08891 204.8422 0.65580344 0.60871726 0.7245429 0.03406204 0.05899719 0.01476167 33.652866 28.0717 39.185402 1.1402394 1.12828
0.01829229 218.99835 185.6176 238.93188 0.9712046 0.7615078 1.178701 0.12639037 0.21891454 0.8412924 156.17522 128.3256 193.5487 0.54820883 0.3653088
0.01978331 34.50567 29.358398 43.116802 1.3599626 1.0390455 2.0794997 0.30260807 0.52413255 0.28873298 46.854767 30.3766 71.2969 0.49022952 0.31424952
0.08735083 203.1834 163.5813 226.42099 1.0162477 0.80205005 1.2110829 0.12627073 0.21870731 0.907627 90.62946 73.4064 101.486496 0.8164999 0.7288751
0.08177799 4353.621 3534.3425 5211.4604 1.1882278 0.980303 1.4635624 0.1392 0.24110147 0.27534905 2701.6846 2266.5488 3472.7083 1.3537374 1.1864953
0.00281193 52.782036 46.457603 57.715305 1.1599154 0.97585976 1.4935302 0.1517614 0.26285845 0.36969957 41.8175 34.1148 55.8067 0.62249 0.43202734
0.5655441 124.73409 98.6316 150.74039 0.65710825 0.49544567 0.77190554 0.09450358 0.16368501 0.09745655 31.438168 20.781498 37.971 0.93751824 0.8239605
0.07994589 1185.8811 990.3921 1301.1587 1.1438986 0.9569805 1.4026065 0.12826626 0.22216368 0.3498349 674.40814 587.4974 844.448 0.5909034 0.418317
0.4218597 1.0937968 95.3752 148.0266 1.5145764
0.15237541 171.84866 91.965 224.6747 1.2005804 0.7710751 1.9065794 0.33078837 0.57294226 0.5568945 35.915634 23.443901 49.4289 1.3622649 0.7693438
0.01294375 820.79205 715.5366 1020.53613 0.9873694 0.8497527 1.1271924 0.0814131 0.14101163 0.89109284 120.70353 109.6971 141.7909 1.5605532 1.0228899
0.09429126 183.12128 157.4255 231.849 1.0777882 1.0097371 1.174278 0.04832634 0.08370367 0.23625961 97.0223 94.171005 101.0607 0.7604724 0.56015533
0.03108483 60.173534 51.7838 72.1259 0.8325013 0.50131404 1.2817091 0.24119277 0.41775814 0.5718581 11.938033 7.2712 15.851799 1.4127954 1.0266138
0.01308231 1306.7484 820.3129 2234.2546 0.804398 0.6360343 1.2116946 0.1707435 0.2957364 0.4006706 25.051733 17.9785 37.8281 7.02671 1.0862094
0.04194629 128.1744 96.9075 163.67769 0.73034126 0.5009677 1.0155027 0.15484302 0.26819596 0.26558384 18.626167 10.905199 25.9246 1.051955 0.5760756
0.06609994 195.6561 165.47969 222.8797 1.0402211 0.82826966 1.1959623 0.12069231 0.20904522 0.7641277 104.393166 73.4973 124.4584 0.7984509 0.55973816
0.00402457 299.02652 254.7501 325.1331 1.2577901 1.0151131 1.4557252 0.13899426 0.24074511 0.17125355 399.38947 331.84018 444.0708 0.915094 0.6921729
0.00120651 729.0996 628.17975 803.23553 0.8735566 0.77582735 1.0278188 0.07387429 0.12795402 0.24929085 24.503168 23.119 26.116402 3.5569558 1.0845231
0.4343355 565.75995 264.5383 757.8264 0.98782605 0.8395899 1.2833993 0.13227488 0.22910681 0.9346028 245.65088 197.03801 323.03842 0.42823493 0.38223898
0.09133618 80.69227 48.93 121.461006 0.6741095 0.26431298 1.7965001 0.47800404 0.8279273 0.55018026 10.732033 3.5094986 20.339802 1.336706 0.93129724
0.03745123 207.82501 161.7229 246.86932 0.87674356 0.6171822 1.2028344 0.17444181 0.30214208 0.56660104 128.8158 94.368 156.8231 0.91423273 0.6554666
0.08487222 462.6232 389.7218 544.32227 1.3481492 0.99057275 1.647766 0.21482387 0.37208584 0.19637153 286.3211 212.97029 363.5637 0.6063184 0.48362982
0.63128716 80.554565 75.7557 87.6554 1.5555348 1.2411859 2.328992 0.32456285 0.56215936 0.16059047 43.027435 34.7126 56.998505 1.1457734 0.8638816
0.25919056 180.59973 151.56091 236.76039 0.62943876 0.5567509 0.6879011 0.04000844 0.06929665 0.01822848 31.381168 29.482702 33.5991 1.082867 0.923847
0.24964604 225.8542 166.3883 259.8621 1.0787133 0.92055833 1.174654 0.08599722 0.14895155 0.4403962 215.89227 190.4528 233.11922 0.93455565 0.5730819
0.00377557 548.48395 452.7943 722.4173 1.2380661 1.0296599 1.5367732 0.14595918 0.25280872 0.2087322 28.571833 24.1389 36.9731 2.6216156 0.5768044
0.31314433 70.486435 37.391 90.7697 1.3321846 1.0961183 1.5946088 0.14579847 0.25253037 0.11821102 94.7398 76.4638 115.963295 0.9629601 0.90334386
0.06212958 207.49223 196.4766 223.7399 0.93291885 0.7735398 1.2327662 0.1345784 0.23309663 0.673371 55.9406 40.811897 74.325806 1.1649675 1.041525
0.10649124 176.33217 138.31781 211.93811 2.2605953 1.5754505 2.916819 0.43057635 0.7457801 0.04806434 185.64343 130.8052 214.2036 1.0814087 0.8338827
0.61524373 11422.813 8023.7534 15554.926 0.33770224 0.19779882 0.77042496 0.16205102 0.2806806 0.12196292 1436.9945 613.4048 2801.9539 1.0511001 0.8982892
0.96881217 251.05728 242.81522 256.8612 1.1689073 1.109394 1.2424572 0.03859695 0.06685188 0.04190039 234.07466 230.4657 240.85751 0.624281 0.47798166
0.03000268 765.8144 687.2207 915.9243 0.67663985 0.19719373 0.34154955 0.2914222 58.589996 0.91237324
0.0999189 157.8924 96.88519 208.44958 0.6231553 0.38548708 1.021312 0.18626773 0.32262516 0.23477653 18.989765 11.5294 29.7648 1.7224085 1.1537895
0.03691415 69.03207 56.287903 86.7817 1.5212408 1.5034513 1.5416181 0.01107186 0.01917702 3.01E-04 62.748627 56.675995 67.461395 0.62969106 0.5189002
0.25929493 62.6127 55.6972 66.8024 0.89463997 0.7429636 1.0172077 0.08568121 0.1484042 0.3624185 43.6396 34.6897 48.8221 0.68699217 0.57512164
0.0430353 102.68816 68.84129 136.2609 0.8775362 0.4650811 1.7075626 0.3679599 0.6373252 0.76128 15.734099 7.4113007 27.925098 2.1179824 0.99248075
0.01315282 235.5804 182.0172 275.6317 0.7413263 0.6691185 0.8896842 0.0682176 0.11815634 0.08201877 25.968933 21.4488 31.8643 1.5436593 0.88721347
0.0014895 795.0151 693.5431 869.09094 0.8362293 0.73789907 1.0267285 0.08719202 0.151021 0.22591962 66.3432 52.1464 82.91589 2.346494 0.80507755
0.9712902 60.837868 37.873405 76.2212 0.94425386 0.83211 1.1612706 0.09928101 0.17195976 0.6375213 44.822533 37.807503 54.2381 0.6398553 0.5585903
0.01441088 184.99066 121.62979 238.79208 0.10730045 0.01 0.5891083 0.5816136 1.0073843 0.2096324 0.03586698 -8.9855995 6.4637985 2.9911792 0.8860143
0.03046647 63.0815 47.734802 80.74361 1.0000658 0.86420214 1.1590167 0.08519933 0.14756957 0.99945134 45.705433 41.9378 47.959305 0.58885306 0.41170734
0.00853527 589.6374 461.651 752.48706 0.881678 0.62935954 1.1580316 0.16164659 0.2799801 0.5545173 52.021168 37.663902 60.6446 1.6656313 0.42832372
0.00868779 193.22533 175.02621 218.34529 1.3832301 1.0581264 1.6998942 0.19695869 0.34114245 0.14689109 207.6124 167.2115 229.0569 0.96243113 0.77442855
0.00595113 1100.1083 763.0658 1425.1813 0.67268884 0.493403 1.0674021 0.16510835 0.28597605 0.23406926 35.5625 26.764702 49.3721 3.4823327 0.5445113
0.00204628 570.62964 519.3271 624.7928 0.97685474 0.7510208 1.4629852 0.20672712 0.35806185 0.9194856 38.5578 25.417702 56.5821 3.167884 1.0862994
0.04392859 79.70063 68.4108 99.7625 1.0462162 0.9056634 1.318493 0.12348984 0.21389067 0.7362306 44.0234 39.299 50.065403 0.8130473 0.5979145
0.02776593 271.77457 217.07681 299.84363 0.6911618 0.5432093 0.8121898 0.08579718 0.14860508 0.09494254 39.734898 32.9535 44.2381 1.1443294 1.0603663
0.16546424 95.36404 92.6769 99.5063 1.055979 0.62482625 1.5205468 0.30010962 0.51980513 0.8582318 100.727936 53.700397 134.3358 0.8221561 0.7297975
0.23128809 394.1123 237.926 693.786 1.182419 0.8676298 1.815708 0.27167767 0.47055954 0.5281136 259.67255 161.9612 387.3266 0.43934515 0.26025432
0.03404416 144.40387 118.34621 191.64471 1.1287531 0.84164226 1.5045974 0.19338748 0.33495694 0.5452539 111.9674 83.6537 153.4724 0.5501199 0.42725936
0.06048393 111.3759 77.5659 154.6854 0.80013967 0.6624477 1.1130667 0.13528848 0.23432651 0.31049556 15.615267 11.8043 22.1791 1.7474302 0.9001496
0.01111367 573.5098 422.9421 789.0506 0.88857347 0.6009008 1.1161001 0.1797711 0.31137267 0.6087409 35.24537 24.703901 41.906803 2.9372196 1.025887
0.08574131 1374.1084 935.2927 2187.333 0.7129007 0.45879635 1.0244768 0.17485322 0.30285466 0.28677344 145.6285 93.3865 182.4784 1.1886044 0.46642625
0.34216303 56.958836 39.5117 67.821 0.72019434 0.5509916 0.99131197 0.1262899 0.21874052 0.19574417 25.9074 20.0104 34.5345 0.9799626 0.84920526
0.11501931 14605.474 11252.805 19319.238 0.67780954 0.5412153 0.98117775 0.12969954 0.2246462 0.17223047 5078.8896 3814.506 7293.492 0.7003609 0.47499377
0.14443791 111.03724 76.1064 137.6795 1.1561099 0.7415217 1.5489528 0.2712947 0.46989623 0.58633363 28.654966 15.564701 38.1296 1.3435789 0.951373
0.03264384 79.949265 63.750298 98.6847 0.9330227 0.75639147 1.068963 0.10017836 0.17351401 0.58174306 54.4628 39.1345 64.8609 0.67898136 0.5072405
0.47006738 3880.3674 3108.222 5311.312 0.8027328 0.67345506 1.0552336 0.11286049 0.1954801 0.25369912 910.71277 785.02405 1076.3864 1.3962831 1.146612
1.5918951 28.2338 45.111206 3.2477036
0.5520641 52.826702 30.5205 72.1201 1.3593535 1.2639792 1.471493 0.05990309 0.10375518 0.01993112 62.372364 59.9159 67.10809 0.9250094 0.8567238
0.26559338 70.7431 45.222797 90.373695 0.9963132 0.8784386 1.0912079 0.06496931 0.11253014 0.95985305 66.772934 58.3537 71.4486 1.6019138 1.2982894
0.00163868 569.8079 495.99588 619.8371 0.7605037 0.32810366 1.8848227 0.4717368 0.8170721 0.64254355 67.040764 24.3737 122.5254 1.3268929 0.72530013
0.00151362 298.63797 271.2178 333.462 0.8946367 0.7068575 1.1302087 0.12289938 0.21286798 0.49758828 38.7954 32.3389 44.090496 1.1767185 0.8751315
0.05740678 91.32641 82.7393 102.272705 0.5627301 0.4654966 0.7576679 0.0862047 0.14931092 0.06226348 12.566999 10.655399 15.176699 1.2432473 0.7647329
0.00454256 388.92288 282.21628 461.65308 1.1925672 1.0355594 1.5473156 0.15746608 0.27273926 0.30925572 12.264934 9.637699 16.0995 5.1243777 0.9644407
0.10337512 96.99847 78.107 119.36861 1.2620766 1.0178378 1.8099252 0.23468249 0.40648198 0.3280124 64.93163 53.2763 82.9013 0.73678476 0.5049844
0.00267218 411.60205 388.1646 448.59332 1.3347638 1.1070129 1.815794 0.21077682 0.36507615 0.20364414 302.0506 218.62091 420.5453 0.7695996 0.621549
0.19867784 6847.0713 4537.31 8129.1763 1.284061 1.1545607 1.5442986 0.11970723 0.207339 0.11420699 4423.966 3649.8018 5566.7124 0.7006444 0.548893
0.00142848 81.30727 73.7585 90.2627 1.3773818 1.1578952 1.6750201 0.14887242 0.25785458 0.09612311 86.67153 77.2163 95.2473 0.70148826 0.52128786
0.07658405 11138.082 4459.9326 14734.6 0.9318762 0.46434548 1.4944823 0.3654003 0.6328919 0.861052 13411.379 6189.355 20443.121 0.5496793 0.2412952
0.06949403 119.40263 84.8387 173.9081 1.0143002 0.8525198 1.3765775 0.1581494 0.2739228 0.93459696 20.050266 17.2679 24.3995 1.621551 1.5766753
0.21760945 1932.9701 1348.4294 2226.6262 1.4514242 1.1607548 1.6846514 0.1667761 0.28886467 0.08198525 2644.8792 2075.262 3139.8613 0.5815619 0.3789311
0.17285377 261.76297 245.2505 288.1165 1.2749028 1.1105577 1.5907499 0.14386486 0.24918124 0.16191357 102.479836 83.996994 130.1764 0.82067466 0.67644453
0.01914 277.1691 239.4261 334.55118 1.1271615 0.69358444 1.4518226 0.2863173 0.49591607 0.67089844 219.47786 137.6651 275.0539 0.7523441 0.55152106
0.00954878 65.79663 57.491398 76.13071 1.3978585 0.8478753 1.874205 0.36847693 0.6382207 0.31403485 84.87586 52.389698 103.4909 0.5158974 0.15325919
0.07139015 81.25913 51.491398 104.3872 1.3065104 1.1676813 1.4343755 0.07878184 0.13645415 0.04704957 67.470604 54.1052 75.950806 0.62896734 0.3182002
0.02707855 334.81308 286.873 427.5902 0.90560013 0.75567985 1.0352769 0.08558775 0.14824232 0.40163484 46.86603 40.110497 56.393497 1.4202104 0.8019573
9.36E-04 582.9202 489.4375 697.7644 0.7088321 0.590438 0.83333844 0.07143226 0.1237243 0.07508127 12.084132 10.378098 13.056601 5.501725 0.98124224
0.0034261 2351.181 2214.9595 2570.6985 1.260963 1.0886545 1.5878886 0.14867796 0.25751778 0.18530643 1808.9156 1381.5426 2363.2048 0.58842367 0.36285686
0.23879193 819.4856 720.8244 906.82263 0.7503716 0.52762973 1.1802098 0.1862729 0.32263413 0.35059068 256.8618 180.20781 392.7817 0.6791515 0.60283506
0.4551994 75.91313 69.5836 84.0192 0.98276824 0.8165699 1.1320108 0.09581609 0.16595833 0.87405425 58.5113 46.5281 66.305 0.96690434 0.72816247
0.00105287 503.33908 420.563 546.3061 0.92468274 0.49744093 0.34130478 0.5911572 0.8383266 12.019999 0.78874636
0.06900807 1094.7205 659.7288 1476.7872 0.8716691 0.7175728 1.0167094 0.09016121 0.1561638 0.31262994 147.0226 127.4991 176.0296 1.7668408 0.8332957
0.37136406 120.7983 82.9972 153.7461 0.89396715 0.67361706 1.1881306 0.14944503 0.25884637 0.5644816 30.542868 23.4739 36.231102 1.1819202 1.048583
0.19614537 99.70623 52.4068 125.8123 1.0676063 0.7509415 1.4578813 0.21143775 0.36622092 0.7664252 19.811934 11.963198 27.2377 2.4885921 1.3138516
0.00461211 65.75566 62.5845 69.1411 1.0978149 0.98546076 1.3375217 0.10936591 0.18942732 0.44494638 50.81597 40.590504 64.609 0.6980461 0.48341984
0.60894525 102.9786 69.756195 133.895 1.1971018 1.101136 1.2754687 0.05227646 0.09054548 0.05403519 89.3036 79.2267 98.3427 0.7144361 0.6297254
0.01146908 503.01102 437.10318 622.7066 0.7384149 0.33695388 1.2173778 0.33165476 0.57444286 0.5249275 59.602398 25.004599 79.0533 1.7216004 0.9743069
0.03475471 2225.2856 1773.4559 2485.5454 0.9739897 0.70038134 1.22578 0.1683084 0.29151872 0.8904658 1500.1019 1127.9752 1688.9962 0.908425 0.7821693
0.57230693 57.783802 45.4738 71.8094 0.95495826 0.7789214 1.1564438 0.11017995 0.19083728 0.72569686 42.41427 32.9056 52.353104 0.9415679 0.9003301
0.74860597 262.6859 139.0372 397.8421 1.370444 1.270501 1.4904518 0.06351943 0.11001889 0.02088938 241.20877 215.565 270.996 0.85789514 0.6317951
0.08967309 423.7608 278.0124 519.1626 1.7449149 1.3143786 2.3987148 0.3116351 0.5397678 0.08582347 150.94254 113.355194 212.3009 1.0565963 0.88189834
0.3830645 311.2924 220.567 463.4897 0.68489814 0.47314504 0.8515955 0.13070057 0.22638004 0.17870724 54.498463 32.4615 68.51959 0.827018 0.6682271
0.04451736 2013.5231 1119.016 2931.3987 1.2589092 0.93399066 1.5026135 0.19222865 0.3329498 0.2648288 3180.5757 2395.6052 3955.2354 0.42851925 0.24356191
0.02488154 79.040504 71.4634 83.5798 0.6375023 0.4459958 0.83741444 0.1222088 0.21167186 0.13741796 12.242733 7.390299 15.857199 1.0110644 0.8196329
0.01955631 172.0252 143.9281 201.2233 1.381074 1.2868773 1.5013956 0.06220289 0.10773855 0.01885459 144.79108 128.8903 166.4577 0.7355568 0.65043867
0.7482077 112.00744 81.9109 138.25961 1.1912808 1.1236489 1.3047475 0.05500722 0.0952753 0.06290064 107.576866 103.55521 113.982796 1.0018978 0.82974935
0.07282169 538.0878 294.1908 761.82556 0.8688852 0.5468064 1.4230268 0.25471961 0.4411873 0.66177994 67.90057 35.2302 104.77301 1.6563944 0.9233418
0.07595939 50.708332 20.1853 82.5478 1.3121129 1.0644848 1.5919676 0.15436916 0.26737523 0.1448891 78.97556 67.2116 97.946 0.3969398 0.22628698
0.00248098 802.1383 643.7269 1044.3873 1.2015545 0.6921766 2.948871 0.6394987 1.1076442 0.7243648 37.306267 15.125402 75.5706 4.5206704 0.97829324
0.00726223 75.8183 74.333 78.6035 1.0113542 0.9270157 1.0874434 0.04725303 0.08184465 0.8313061 38.312664 35.0941 43.614594 0.9624038 0.7298589
0.01352545 264.55426 206.5231 297.6729 0.62524366 0.6071012 0.66200465 0.0178742 0.03095903 0.00368077 19.746101 18.954 20.420801 1.5949938 1.0033299
0.07239848 206.92998 167.84601 246.13712 0.9030724 0.7668796 1.0870996 0.09221604 0.15972286 0.4202861 48.437366 36.5208 60.714096 1.278366 0.9420177
0.03618559 215.24977 188.7305 253.53351 1.3086662 0.9752088 1.831828 0.24591775 0.42594203 0.2797407 149.1078 112.846596 185.49011 1.0392743 0.83974165
0.1291612 85.466034 60.285805 106.985504 1.5821104 1.2978768 2.0874312 0.22938101 0.39729956 0.0847275 166.75864 139.6952 209.66139 1.4768103 1.0780983
0.17074981 3470.5828 1917.3568 4415.403 1.3044707 1.0262808 1.6349846 0.178017 0.3083345 0.18702094 2721.5955 2169.804 3547.4827 0.65096503 0.54008293
0.02406852 8.6444025 3.1132011 12.510506 1.4509041 1.0517582 1.8309684 0.24609472 0.42624855 0.15436663 49.047665 36.1444 55.9367 0.8426455 0.3234467
0.19234356 57.52017 40.539803 87.1528 1.2470703 0.9342346 1.4934593 0.18487963 0.32022092 0.26934734 81.37903 57.5448 98.57919 0.42085364 0.27853101
0.7729256 1.1354303 302.3478 432.07172 0.8781545 0.6597896
0.21459809 720.7584 708.69147 733.92334 1.016527 0.86157966 1.1439425 0.08705913 0.15079084 0.8651644 666.39514 541.7237 739.3675 0.9132011 0.70817095
0.13821717 56.276 34.350796 75.0752 1.0890422 1.0031912 1.1639061 0.04755204 0.08236255 0.18958162 36.66037 30.375399 41.329803 0.74234563 0.5771727
0.08847712 61.8063 46.5102 78.722 1.2520735 0.80812186 1.6314056 0.2864725 0.49618492 0.41522768 48.663933 26.701298 61.5988 0.73125434 0.61657685
0.36024186 280.1842 243.8481 321.81082 1.1837232 1.1383343 1.243335 0.03074448 0.05325101 0.02287915 305.1163 292.3005 318.7858 0.6775414 0.55159795
0.01256551 346.81573 302.8259 380.402 0.689518 0.6523115 0.72792715 0.02185197 0.03784872 0.0071781 34.881832 33.3823 36.180702 1.5684277 0.90587115
0.6866873 7740.2114 6959.666 8730.325 1.1312835 0.82419634 1.4835404 0.19801609 0.34297392 0.54604584 6928.9873 4892.5186 8566.974 0.63016987 0.38145414
0.19848672 187.4574 135.30951 264.0207 0.7526251 0.61741257 0.9314969 0.09049264 0.15673783 0.13948292 32.4534 28.168299 36.237602 1.3626369 1.2656024
0.45857584 1581.5781 1208.2483 1823.781 1.0708987 0.86354643 1.3271084 0.13438982 0.23276998 0.63628244 1433.7239 1096.5216 1805.8416 0.7621348 0.629923
0.19505957 259.8959 166.27449 327.0804 1.2874794 1.1023966 1.5330071 0.12403572 0.21483617 0.11843758 173.62297 132.2037 215.60411 0.867451 0.6532926
0.04612574 237.42949 200.62071 271.124 1.0288967 0.9510197 1.1815834 0.07166658 0.12413015 0.7212625 132.96158 127.3087 138.4134 0.59459233 0.44388884
0.09746508 629.9378 387.8786 827.1636 1.1423035 0.8223212 1.9475064 0.32491845 0.56277525 0.6700229 523.5507 381.0115 769.4287 0.69720346 0.66177386
0.00317058 563.6637 438.7947 716.6068 0.80095 0.6666402 1.0009484 0.09631083 0.16681525 0.20308429 20.492935 17.309702 26.6724 2.742057 0.7911737
0.16697466 46.554203 30.4206 58.048298 1.0290643 0.92675793 1.1070746 0.05538566 0.09593079 0.6470566 49.649364 44.3713 53.013702 1.1020011 0.88501364
0.1831142 50.464268 31.700703 79.597 1.0870776 1.0061511 1.2478473 0.07542384 0.13063793 0.35059786 25.194134 22.3987 29.768902 1.1042436 0.77521354
0.23279303 161.38637 70.279205 256.0371 0.6076101 0.19020368 1.210649 0.46841797 0.8113237 0.48352492 19.6469 4.906 32.0464 1.9810114 1.0258231
0.01743532 73.0352 58.556496 83.5021 1.4315268 1.406804 1.479733 0.02372174 0.04108726 0.00212601 106.3692 101.2583 113.9395 0.9523061 0.90427846
0.18351218 318.70477 264.12778 403.7109 1.8752272 1.6205842 2.274522 0.19018392 0.3294082 0.02468204 607.1983 502.41 724.854 0.78684074 0.65544546
0.06288435 9442.655 8771.072 10494.109 0.5348263 0.42422017 0.77354175 0.10241486 0.17738774 0.07850985 1425.1528 1179.2201 1833.497 1.2182077 1.0157112
0.2645032 80.77637 55.358704 99.514404 0.82481277 0.590548 1.0484037 0.14530489 0.25167546 0.37981662 28.554968 21.366802 32.3449 0.7756584 0.6213925
0.00764427 263.80142 198.5937 327.16553 0.42954034 0.21870449 0.82261944 0.18417144 0.31899428 0.15786642 8.768902 4.2637024 13.674801 2.3917172 1.0575114
0.11020599 81.466034 54.912003 108.2688 1.3364023 1.0638578 2.0257223 0.28767636 0.49827006 0.29847234 23.128298 16.454697 34.3935 1.3511578 0.8600584
0.00268439 736.1169 638.95483 784.9235 0.89817184 0.64254236 1.2860307 0.18581574 0.32184228 0.6460631 99.78736 74.165695 126.574295 1.5349451 1.1231501
0.17117417 361.67087 263.312 480.77423 0.94170916 0.10564121 0.18297593 0.6430658 374.15698
0.09000278 507.41724 438.09988 602.7836 1.4728769 1.2116657 2.010984 0.23615308 0.40902913 0.13299608 376.25925 325.31808 460.391 0.78061754 0.61928016
0.10095844 458.82553 320.9088 571.5157 1.4503175 1.0401428 1.994093 0.28006452 0.48508596 0.18660468 404.55356 279.70358 521.64703 0.565183 0.5229535
0.00289784 318.182 273.83768 403.54852 0.82761115 0.49918628 1.2030364 0.22878157 0.39626127 0.54562086 13.636066 6.8325996 19.3112 2.8231719 0.5514883
0.38879728 2949.6584 2323.053 3889.1284 1.3134675 0.93139946 1.6577485 0.23584516 0.40849578 0.26034954 2696.909 1936.6528 3306.4841 0.84190613 0.59676105
0.09977321 23.382004 6.5756035 51.789803 0.8120923 0.3536023 1.2678849 0.38690233 0.6701345 0.6665194 30.1189 9.9737015 40.8673 0.09943692 0.01
0.02059158 183.54007 128.8038 212.49191 1.1094519 0.8999628 1.2838134 0.12010346 0.20802529 0.4352411 175.6998 150.76678 192.9425 0.5415085 0.45801863
0.07431186 315.25235 180.1839 407.87622 1.0933053 0.88943964 1.5263493 0.18808788 0.32577777 0.6492113 249.42247 207.13971 311.0613 0.8087685 0.5301073
8.15E-04 372.18008 342.1044 389.8215 1.1061858 1.0951741 1.1197304 0.00718177 0.01243918 0.00411298 251.5442 230.5094 266.4833 0.6575524 0.61385304
0.0968331 81.778465 59.0444 109.1941 1.235537 1.0841678 1.4071358 0.09339654 0.16176756 0.10675202 121.37434 110.03551 136.9949 0.9819685 0.94882625
0.9361872 49.5218 39.397102 68.6004 1.2859827 1.1633385 1.4436618 0.08099594 0.14028908 0.05705224 48.5932 45.5253 52.7194 1.0519706 0.99729204
0.02588856 34.710102 28.2445 38.654697 1.4633461 1.330614 1.6730199 0.10117627 0.17524244 0.03121955 36.508797 31.5929 42.909897 0.81202185 0.48646888
0.02963594 1306.5503 1168.6049 1470.2725 1.3096716 0.9723258 1.5790554 0.20055526 0.3473719 0.21499349 954.4765 619.2369 1179.3684 0.9676674 0.72544056
0.12321039 1378.9445 921.44403 1767.3617 0.9734776 0.90882945 1.0198746 0.03417471 0.05919233 0.5235375 755.06616 716.1966 819.6743 0.8368456 0.59232813
0.359326 861.1425 722.9816 1057.7921 1.0347953 0.9004601 1.2899747 0.11642192 0.20164868 0.787947 887.12775 755.21576 1127.8615 0.73966086 0.6873571
0.04419957 34.8741 24.699501 46.963097 1.1302269 1.0300325 1.2941151 0.07854 0.13603526 0.21908924 28.978832 24.9246 34.9249 0.9938406 0.7523165
0.0298559 427.2901 314.7535 501.16632 1.1174129 0.8778991 1.4728605 0.17093661 0.2960709 0.53726274 326.5607 257.99377 444.2 0.5284434 0.4049028
0.03395458 180.96863 140.5299 248.3878 0.9335691 0.8227545 1.08232 0.07493363 0.12978885 0.48018602 145.3237 132.4794 152.5032 0.5347352 0.30922145
0.00204408 1787.7732 1517.8843 2025.6508 0.7933467 0.63251054 1.067238 0.12523381 0.21691133 0.27391988 148.13106 103.3546 199.28659 1.448269 0.46449965
0.01303159 33.466 19.673203 41.4155 1.2255313 0.97944033 1.4616307 0.14617042 0.2531746 0.22700904 84.754364 71.590096 91.5757 0.2435871 0.10081932
0.00221218 589.3317 504.16098 749.9442 0.61724734 0.41265804 1.0676808 0.18636714 0.32279736 0.2313039 8.491334 4.6212006 14.0221 5.291964 1.0285568
0.9077816 6946.7456 6389.5303 7695.4795 1.019453 0.94070023 1.1000556 0.046177 0.0799809 0.71157646 5646.186 5028.6157 6044.8506 0.9067828 0.83098084
0.07190007 1014.36066 860.8461 1151.8945 0.9003779 0.70862186 1.1604986 0.13035631 0.22578375 0.5383349 461.98553 318.4655 611.64526 0.59464157 0.4517146
0.01050673 400.6964 355.4368 470.06693 0.8799491 0.6813636 1.00382 0.11394325 0.1973555 0.42268512 67.9345 53.779404 80.69141 1.441823 1.0932318
0.0488226 15675.556 13302.452 18974.697 0.8629226 0.45631784 1.2990783 0.3018348 0.5227932 0.6926993 6932.9976 3622.1301 8792.752 1.01157 0.7521897
0.20113957 1016.2762 613.86536 1505.5421 0.2815065 0.08674585 0.64628184 0.22976169 0.3979589 0.1711456 76.6779 19.457 123.606705 1.1436566 0.8501323
0.0422354 68.8589 54.837402 82.657196 1.3083133 1.2126945 1.4749267 0.07955397 0.13779151 0.04732916 52.01993 43.342003 60.239697 0.74968004 0.60736084
0.99593 1.0720783 56.1189 65.3589 3.06481 1.00407
0.4434885 53.339733 42.767998 59.2381 0.9943321 0.91350377 1.0932525 0.0519069 0.08990538 0.92307884 48.42477 42.851303 54.9561 1.1841577 1.0585024
0.0015925 173.4973 160.8382 189.7487 0.44978833 0.07892951 1.3180056 0.7837043 1.3574156 0.45893383 15.2783985 1.3786011 26.9975 1.9256182 0.8036547
0.02127081 447.09964 337.4476 634.4203 0.7080052 0.45338106 1.3067462 0.24228777 0.41965473 0.38954446 35.593533 20.8797 61.759598 1.7021214 0.892635
0.85457313 59.85273 54.699398 65.5711 0.86527884 0.6510252 1.0462941 0.12737371 0.22061773 0.42315552 43.030933 33.0914 49.628304 0.8009482 0.71466905
0.00188989 79.20606 74.1632 83.6989 0.9709695 0.82718515 1.1690654 0.09849121 0.17059179 0.79735655 14.389234 12.6548 15.650801 0.9478508 0.692564
0.40569615 2770.0945 1251.0898 3651.8406 1.6038078 1.226405 2.2738671 0.30059108 0.520639 0.12271706 4464.539 3261.7512 6304.49 0.7487938 0.5543664
0.19943349 108.2235 83.6909 139.6329 0.7691518 0.4564935 1.0566993 0.21316583 0.36921406 0.42329505 22.7821 13.184502 31.320799 1.2232363 1.1277218
0.5099574 269.46704 209.9718 301.45798 1.1975679 1.0998539 1.331316 0.06734583 0.11664639 0.08470835 118.25647 97.6261 135.0414 0.77353716 0.6746597
0.00978807 247.85965 184.9932 289.70837 0.8663879 0.6654502 1.0321941 0.11791944 0.20424245 0.3972892 22.969233 18.050499 26.3564 2.0950327 0.9678058
0.02041076 139.77461 126.00761 157.6852 0.55691254 0.38945243 0.7254436 0.10604819 0.18368085 0.08747819 14.237567 9.967201 19.053501 1.8198816 1.1429327
0.04899445 2901.375 2195.9736 3644.9817 0.844134 0.48974562 1.4164901 0.27846926 0.4823229 0.63630784 2925.2854 1482.5647 4595.136 0.6130038 0.32218677
0.05800451 53.320732 40.651497 70.1993 1.5404354 1.3800488 1.8828185 0.15600197 0.27020332 0.05008006 46.383804 43.786804 51.2825 0.5469463 0.4394788
0.01272869 133.44133 97.25281 171.3104 0.4105384 0.13847533 1.2172838 0.35619724 0.6169517 0.29174754 7.512001 1.5334015 15.808201 2.4801822 0.8755716
0.10580204 176.95767 113.1054 276.3628 0.66373986 0.62844753 0.71592116 0.02595734 0.04495942 0.00896148 18.9265 16.715302 21.5937 1.9636744 1.2436963
0.03936697 111.74153 97.893 121.6019 0.52023154 0.40842566 0.6845171 0.07934546 0.13743035 0.04883188 13.2179 10.762201 17.576 1.3682926 0.960355
0.06151472 119.7082 93.2816 148.7327 1.1523008 0.9816542 1.4144691 0.12529539 0.21701796 0.31900075 69.84483 61.3955 77.4135 0.82008994 0.7347238
0.03733182 494.13916 374.5958 602.34064 1.2452174 0.7051729 1.9267986 0.3965917 0.68691695 0.537873 401.11105 227.3231 529.6356 0.57078713 0.45457965
0.9549631 116.820335 93.8925 160.6975 1.1228532 1.0289422 1.2332989 0.05895546 0.10211384 0.1575366 100.94517 95.878296 107.23979 0.6502998 0.59416705
0.42362687 1098.3514 818.607 1272.1549 1.9007263 1.6585433 2.0456173 0.13011624 0.22536793 0.01109493 810.6552 729.9533 914.1726 0.944086 0.73698795
0.00275463 344.93344 332.303 364.7784 0.66760945 0.48572406 0.94266355 0.13172457 0.22815363 0.1698495 62.221165 47.1544 78.0337 1.274973 1.1739117
0.02673256 201.7533 171.0814 250.83109 0.9481729 0.7037292 1.1242608 0.14423797 0.24982747 0.7560189 38.42857 24.9473 45.544903 1.189865 0.8353333
0.07534454 29.148035 19.0181 40.9513 0.95602137 0.60896665 1.8286958 0.34607705 0.59942305 0.9047721 23.510601 14.036701 41.073402 0.82041323 0.6292683
0.00465382 978.7102 805.3317 1152.0242 1.0436546 0.02452443 0.04247755 0.21051317 60.351036
0.08804677 99.9872 86.7349 111.9283 0.7605707 0.4483074 1.0028397 0.21210432 0.36737546 0.40935117 34.06347 20.298 43.1754 0.83777463 0.62805885
0.01471389 452.10364 259.9026 559.9765 1.0168215 0.820689 1.1384494 0.10994884 0.19043697 0.89062524 16.088367 13.3204 18.9629 2.1561089 0.384221
0.09856001 301.7177 191.99219 390.0439 1.1579554 0.9963199 1.5558227 0.17384535 0.301109 0.42533413 202.46667 153.2473 273.4695 0.81291354 0.57871115
0.8796989 145.41023 129.8609 156.4207 0.8792073 0.6718312 1.2182757 0.15668772 0.2713911 0.53681463 44.740566 35.786697 55.335 0.87941116 0.77421945
0.03735396 196.81543 125.746895 265.9229 0.5055564 0.3019724 0.7799402 0.14846967 0.257157 0.13280006 13.124232 6.473398 19.106499 1.1088153 0.28263626
0.27616328 149.0421 102.19321 178.5889 1.0237308 0.6198764 1.4958745 0.28212568 0.488656 0.93672484 39.740734 23.7149 50.0791 1.4671988 1.2491755
0.6337072 40.915436 32.4587 55.638603 1.5099765 1.3256569 1.722037 0.11452272 0.19835916 0.03198142 51.4619 44.754 56.554794 1.3157195 1.0210581
0.06141613 183.8661 126.994095 254.08351 0.65231663 0.42933193 0.8296536 0.14159468 0.24524917 0.17881235 20.326935 11.426201 25.2325 2.2837636 1.0652891
0.0124323 296.5803 236.46289 355.81308 0.50994885 0.36260015 0.7143843 0.10277015 0.17800312 0.07510659 24.476934 14.913002 34.456898 1.405898 0.8327058
0.0017044 733.27435 720.73895 742.007 1.1108721 1.005555 1.2461811 0.06952832 0.12042658 0.23405682 459.63586 442.40552 468.9944 0.5981658 0.35799456
0.08403683 364.19034 310.7607 445.0748 0.9076913 0.6592489 1.2870874 0.18087922 0.313292 0.6666544 87.40966 54.6429 121.9122 0.9723773 0.80083865
0.00545266 718.5232 529.9023 1011.70764 1.2880657 0.97285926 1.6451735 0.20020585 0.34676668 0.23926191 24.248934 19.2486 27.7558 4.160391 1.1070749
0.19653046 1905.5641 1639.6172 2059.362 0.92370814 0.6311564 1.5996976 0.27611244 0.47824076 0.80440634 720.77924 477.9366 1180.372 0.9772231 0.8641621
0.00571246 483.76578 307.4629 657.2388 0.8557505 0.7522097 1.0755627 0.09906308 0.17158228 0.30709958 11.063733 8.878901 14.458899 5.039283 0.92443717
0.17442028 60.138565 54.124798 65.2528 1.0759286 0.90797573 1.2857533 0.10897009 0.18874173 0.54225844 25.867065 22.525599 27.912899 0.75094897 0.6984194
0.01593594 1750.6726 1465.133 1936.891 1.0568659 0.89751333 1.2935538 0.11435745 0.19807291 0.65747887 1480.343 1332.4879 1637.5695 0.8242838 0.55273
0.01166825 164.79631 144.687 204.96222 0.8333008 0.6125463 1.3042549 0.19873178 0.34421355 0.5096039 17.017033 10.591801 25.772 2.4550824 1.0632775
0.05223013 2096.2998 1749.7936 2524.299 0.90438086 0.7889153 1.0155576 0.06685925 0.11580361 0.3055135 974.20917 759.7135 1146.9149 0.84871334 0.5462317
0.00918091 7659.484 6678.2866 9116.924 1.2594614 0.9941999 1.7235935 0.21007119 0.36385396 0.29364038 7614.2896 6002.878 10680.042 0.4853245 0.33964494
0.6530087 650.23883 487.55212 860.5346 1.1145319 0.81001073 1.3316509 0.1817157 0.3147408 0.5676777 540.22955 369.1285 650.3077 0.6938432 0.5214977
0.32219976 662.03345 487.28107 863.7381 1.5601945 1.1897807 2.053623 0.25050703 0.43389088 0.1059328 451.4476 299.82208 606.9104 1.0354748 0.8643233
0.01420787 237.61887 172.74141 330.88928 1.0494119 0.8869437 1.3355945 0.13128321 0.22738919 0.73415816 19.0411 17.022099 21.856699 2.1958745 0.85348505
0.00797901 196.33499 175.7322 209.58469 1.1803473 0.9927072 1.3184959 0.10408884 0.18028717 0.19916017 115.773 100.34891 130.3387 1.0344476 0.8623773
0.3813497 175.45709 101.7215 273.4552 0.8094929 0.3563074 1.4930596 0.39821768 0.68973327 0.66934115 70.6656 28.382101 115.8896 5.0861897 3.480667
0.12389804 311.99963 203.7692 426.81488 0.8006328 0.50122505 1.1065332 0.20057364 0.34740373 0.45168194 46.218166 28.4062 64.3572 1.9648342 0.83674866
0.1381 1164.0028 1047.6301 1236.0472 1.6977185 1.4419775 2.1569064 0.20999998 0.36373064 0.04947134 813.4084 711.7195 931.59436 0.9086271 0.7501656
0.8525927 1.2398865 54.524902 0.6714134
0.01420493 876.7928 672.9494 1020.91077 0.80372965 0.71986485 0.9751044 0.07848012 0.13593157 0.15297996 83.404 68.5905 103.333694 1.2455455 0.7455941
0.01438261 500.78076 423.988 567.1962 1.0795342 0.9267385 1.3633014 0.12930483 0.22396253 0.58465534 443.11804 362.3066 581.7216 0.64617807 0.4283739
0.08841571 121.0542 94.69299 150.916 1.2812304 1.2086468 1.4013209 0.05835112 0.1010671 0.03205802 170.2162 159.0891 192.38669 1.3659078 1.2366971
0.08860947 54.235767 43.0016 68.7536 0.95228636 0.77972 1.1219244 0.10235556 0.17728503 0.69143933 27.616936 23.941002 29.536003 0.6386983 0.51708764
0.97966015 488.78055 450.1806 552.4281 1.1072403 0.842679 1.3559885 0.15935794 0.27601603 0.54699236 439.49722 325.6403 546.2607 0.92060155 0.86372167
0.02744625 686.7417 444.785 939.11145 0.7800912 0.5112275 1.0850627 0.1798973 0.31159124 0.379835 42.9271 28.6462 59.2455 2.2311506 0.7343861
0.27271602 160.0652 128.30359 189.6507 0.93203104 0.7843999 1.0231153 0.08090339 0.14012878 0.5004778 41.623035 37.0789 47.1261 1.6174481 1.4404417
0.07412599 791.1608 627.5819 989.4244 1.0887252 0.89044225 1.4589653 0.16579069 0.2871579 0.6274411 481.74875 403.8533 579.0393 0.6396619 0.47593206
0.02722166 206.5524 175.678 262.1387 0.92610997 0.66145986 1.325416 0.19187108 0.33233044 0.73921865 31.952536 22.5284 46.3267 1.6680858 0.78839827
0.01608553 74.9565 64.7463 88.354996 0.9969287 0.86165214 1.149886 0.08349469 0.14461705 0.9739027 13.439034 10.374701 15.821701 1.4668415 0.9999873
0.01938706 99.3081 90.884995 109.533394 0.569687 0.39435458 0.7076096 0.10809208 0.18722096 0.09314095 35.120235 20.9845 43.0289 0.9799743 0.8284355
0.00956417 483.13858 411.8729 599.007 0.59383726 0.39822847 0.7327884 0.12234389 0.21190584 0.12098006 32.884533 18.908998 40.8058 2.659517 1.2802082
0.24773262 37.333866 24.687998 57.7897 0.9140841 0.7354104 1.2187617 0.13944906 0.24153285 0.6100252 35.7003 28.0359 45.199104 1.0403953 0.8919544
0.0655333 59.8166 45.972797 70.230705 1.5633425 1.0374242 1.9266953 0.33095175 0.57322526 0.16117474 56.1952 38.4821 69.6407 0.7961755 0.6638329
0.12558834 142.2822 115.9402 191.5388 1.1413249 1.0989912 1.1722233 0.02218172 0.03841987 0.02092803 77.756004 67.5961 84.5561 0.8480828 0.7519376
0.06310245 80.280136 62.097397 113.9687 1.2146668 1.0169225 1.5944588 0.17022693 0.29484168 0.2945137 62.519634 53.7809 73.7902 0.8784322 0.69328153
0.05511036 32.15023 26.949799 37.237396 1.0964367 0.875826 1.5332453 0.1915135 0.33171108 0.6439517 31.414202 25.299198 42.484703 1.27978 1.1342524
0.18048643 308.55814 197.32341 378.819 0.661323 0.5826566 0.75751966 0.05041315 0.08731813 0.03207937 44.143665 34.807503 51.714096 1.2303972 1.1558374
0.00639599 110.40307 103.5515 119.6133 0.8860952 0.691452 1.1452864 0.13121775 0.2272758 0.4939221 27.407 21.5708 36.6666 1.2610579 1.1519434
0.21488586 89.2614 70.4933 112.036194 1.3128761 1.1869674 1.4950655 0.08983926 0.15560615 0.0574001 51.182163 47.9124 52.8243 0.7282407 0.622922
0.06570287 154.70813 134.8927 172.15 0.73657876 0.6294071 0.9665748 0.10191084 0.17651474 0.15431501 30.243134 26.5687 35.7042 1.2864695 1.0334252
0.06648114 967.9794 796.1741 1198.6615 0.8946419 0.5498559 1.2065588 0.22994757 0.39828086 0.6946498 217.17143 135.3948 289.5005 1.1724427 0.9916449
0.00370734 71.9392 68.9966 74.139694 1.0113857 0.11159591 0.19328979 0.9269875 43.554268 37.660404 0.5278678
0.053951 12.311 3.4433975 19.070702 1.6228079 1.1277082 2.1874216 0.3239829 0.56115484 0.13001521 53.0513 31.7146 70.2991 0.23353161 0.05226586
0.096829 648.45215 538.8348 756.9067 1.1401976 1.000378 1.2872936 0.08350792 0.14463995 0.21390504 728.5795 613.66766 846.23 0.85843575 0.7300611
0.11766352 61.4001 39.154797 102.44691 0.9489147 0.7253428 1.3756906 0.18711643 0.32409516 0.81017494 44.5684 34.5386 57.3228 0.7790149 0.4732205
0.5397128 317.43643 284.3248 349.2163 0.896426 0.61003333 1.3371984 0.21129212 0.36596867 0.6771884 98.08411 67.33031 143.81381 1.8969091 1.680474
0.00658733 89.35397 76.85361 98.20801 1.0318626 0.8490489 1.3435689 0.14327715 0.2481633 0.8400843 16.648602 13.7665 21.9465 1.3938515 1.1118127
0.05274789 865.3266 642.2144 1049.9613 1.0037056 0.8287299 1.1634896 0.10150319 0.17580867 0.9739497 494.98297 430.7896 589.3352 0.6980746 0.546369
0.30868086 141.83467 70.2887 183.56291 1.447663 1.3590205 1.5090135 0.04651654 0.08056901 0.00744814 102.0979 86.3732 112.4743 1.2579746 0.94589204
0.8342936 132.43716 90.5603 170.1606 1.3334472 0.9969113 1.5974221 0.19901717 0.34470785 0.18910062 143.49496 109.5972 163.8781 0.6166876 0.50840837
0.0159767 818.0568 764.3183 900.9737 0.6579848 0.5322536 0.84732926 0.09058392 0.15689595 0.09106799 142.00204 100.874 188.3302 0.99022573 0.8633059
0.01234667 771.62756 601.2232 894.2937 0.92034024 0.6216166 1.2514472 0.19622163 0.33986583 0.72649163 102.706505 69.7717 122.91771 1.599082 0.839303
0.09475128 11978.3 8994.15 13697.171 0.8651561 0.726508 1.0609623 0.09630185 0.1667997 0.31954175 5771.6543 4301.8594 7179.1094 1.0091845 0.67360955
0.21721564 768.4377 262.0311 1277.9434 0.70925677 0.47246918 1.1440308 0.19235271 0.33316466 0.31421605 68.18443 44.930496 95.203 2.0284326 0.93154585
0.98428303 1844.5125 1677.2551 1982.7969 1.2424352 1.0689142 1.6233066 0.16881143 0.29238996 0.24678487 1859.4695 1573.1238 2374.9768 0.67663616 0.47004965
0.07899137 387.0836 302.237 547.1797 0.6249915 0.36056745 1.2552625 0.2550841 0.4418186 0.329305 166.97545 92.3161 274.04282 0.85081536 0.7724624
0.19417255 51.8059 30.5402 87.1001 0.5833976 0.32790738 1.0013334 0.20401679 0.35336745 0.23694694 5.4706 3.0387 7.9123993 1.408043 0.5960666
0.0275121 258.3219 224.59421 286.9144 1.1862384 1.1511908 1.2417436 0.0275696 0.04775195 0.01800529 144.49995 126.67149 156.1415 0.74857396 0.6514327
0.00836927 60.4422 50.5204 66.1856 1.270108 0.95523745 1.8630911 0.26044962 0.45111197 0.35253096 50.960835 38.767303 66.1658 0.9744349 0.9443798
0.00309913 62.689667 50.9515 71.1968 1.5235726 1.0423498 2.7797499 0.49736264 0.86145735 0.30039597 144.22166 97.9984 222.8456 0.41448268 0.19479775
0.15949441 1183.5712 482.47168 2384.9092 1.2844558 1.0241373 1.9680656 0.28386846 0.4916746 0.36172605 1334.2362 929.0445 2039.4991 0.48783636 0.3164369
0.3977217 22.300432 14.086201 30.424896 1.1485122 0.98201156 1.5454527 0.17341429 0.30036235 0.44954482 24.090633 19.8241 31.5492 1.6052428 1.0402539
0.22726296 70.177605 53.8482 94.7471 0.9289798 0.77209955 1.1835496 0.1190225 0.20615302 0.6194498 29.192068 24.5055 37.7786 1.3437576 0.95462185
0.14972535 1412.5292 830.30786 2049.806 0.9977794 0.80352175 1.2160807 0.1210241 0.2096199 0.9869001 814.1942 687.369 1013.68353 0.7226967 0.6447465
0.00783289 1927.7716 1354.4297 2420.596 1.2096105 0.9292228 1.7613658 0.2400339 0.4157509 0.42792776 3908.6155 3043.3118 5048.023 0.52623534 0.2867175
0.11626456 480.25186 403.5437 578.4124 0.91347957 0.7064619 1.4642664 0.2251539 0.38997796 0.7385537 470.25186 332.071 707.5156 1.12058 0.8997946
0.10184104 155.73734 85.048294 213.4969 0.9715117 0.71713173 1.4294811 0.20386644 0.35310704 0.900013 221.94667 155.1575 322.4187 1.4542216 1.3477271
0.34364092 366.63095 304.8468 477.67142 0.6797193 0.5239557 0.78415394 0.08973955 0.15543346 0.09758572 99.537865 67.5431 115.5544 1.2796496 1.0042384
0.8289991 1.4920651 2114.1216 0.21496886 0.08382031
0.13220607 46.254066 19.226501 79.7682 1.2514863 1.0075458 1.5001081 0.1469978 0.25460765 0.19345808 48.7999 41.546295 52.7452 0.44973648 0.4015919
0.01662027 1912.3804 1677.1246 2154.9155 0.9006938 0.7778499 1.046242 0.0775118 0.13425437 0.34617016 940.2345 724.9791 1114.3373 1.2977066 0.7903249
0.00494973 2451.3347 2417.1362 2478.1943 0.91402745 0.699764 1.1890693 0.14239946 0.2466431 0.6164724 1106.8654 879.8409 1456.8248 1.4454287 0.9189758
0.00425603 373.21017 336.2984 421.262 1.0436264 0.99340093 1.0914623 0.02847441 0.04931913 0.25785244 486.43707 447.59848 506.18326 1.0249586 0.82374185
0.03057868 621.08594 568.8919 678.2328 1.0135506 0.7688175 1.263256 0.15045634 0.26059803 0.934984 315.7289 251.9218 352.961 0.7991097 0.636771
0.00858533 1009.4536 942.29987 1140.8057 0.7916434 0.5788008 1.000672 0.13155347 0.22785729 0.2878914 105.1009 79.8928 134.5916 1.42249 0.8668789
0.02446375 66.8067 33.1159 107.00081 0.9778282 0.47883928 1.8852757 0.4384737 0.7594587 0.9600627 183.8726 79.56171 321.4708 0.2930615 0.06391884
0.00215057 11280.786 10866.073 11774.619 1.1225046 1.0085868 1.2461549 0.06874508 0.11906996 0.19899012 7910.479 6378.683 9006.263 1.044759 0.99793696
0.05101243 843.14984 732.8799 984.0422 0.8262147 0.71190095 0.99704444 0.08255263 0.14298534 0.19413595 330.52637 294.1473 360.4998 0.863977 0.67413855
0.25053257 188.47383 142.3428 212.8392 1.1763431 0.97471845 1.3961377 0.12341351 0.21375847 0.2589706 158.9957 125.937706 185.4294 1.102352 0.91483253
0.6639085 94.5 74.020905 127.671394 1.1574817 0.89017874 1.3248808 0.15397339 0.26668972 0.38128576 91.53457 68.849 106.823105 0.8351335 0.58258545
0.17747341 176.67717 97.21741 315.679 1.2552732 1.00144 1.5275142 0.15587668 0.26998633 0.20526029 140.74507 115.370605 153.99289 0.5950227 0.30782932
0.43828595 109.60479 86.26689 152.68289 1.533948 1.5115929 1.5714864 0.01868691 0.03236668 8.10E-04 47.611404 42.423203 50.400406 1.1111004 0.91432357
0.01955658 443.9621 308.3175 692.4007 0.7953703 0.7185234 0.9707181 0.0798289 0.13826771 0.14833233 21.9553 17.699697 27.3258 2.1534493 0.67344344
0.02250846 371.96057 304.9839 420.2417 0.8878748 0.8143851 1.0286188 0.06592183 0.11417995 0.24902631 212.95067 207.58551 223.6278 0.92953664 0.89493406
0.03251497 3222.0537 2815.1287 3821.0168 0.8298164 0.7622524 0.8678337 0.0353023 0.06114538 0.04814956 568.2443 534.959 630.3088 1.6395603 1.4439626
0.2733965 2059.3784 1905.7686 2302.9888 0.5573986 0.49501064 0.6865106 0.05873295 0.10172845 0.03051583 365.79086 297.4001 469.8504 1.6059192 1.1405001
0.05307375 2084.3489 1948.4625 2343.6304 0.80359864 0.73870194 0.8430312 0.03398605 0.05886557 0.03534501 829.15155 685.79663 907.27295 1.0081174 0.81403744
0.03052601 682.12494 504.8451 824.6762 0.9148289 0.87836045 0.9503883 0.02085444 0.03612095 0.05971768 421.4127 382.2569 452.653 0.8272724 0.7499954
0.01477675 8302.578 7246.873 8995.545 0.84100765 0.66173923 1.1567101 0.14252827 0.2468662 0.40637696 4607.256 3802.6008 5667.7573 0.642839 0.4254471
0.04538684 5327.4717 4346.552 6970.9897 1.0639094 1.01249 1.1681322 0.04982589 0.08630097 0.31629467 3295.494 3250.3955 3354.509 0.80040354 0.6887118
0.44472855 2969.0083 1908.1068 3842.0852 1.1649948 0.9512581 1.4105918 0.13396406 0.23203255 0.31190008 3063.0913 2449.8855 3787.187 1.3798608 1.1698524
0.01886421 505.69073 243.127 715.1692 1.1965404 0.22683059 0.3928821 0.43386528 1675.9652 1001.5881
0.16212294 287.91245 72.3371 499.9554 1.1309607 0.8000278 1.8135517 0.289409 0.5012711 0.66470206 316.1276 222.4879 441.3432 0.45435655 0.28090203
0.21553358 179.97093 131.8534 270.47418 0.6108723 0.5201354 0.78117263 0.07718701 0.13369182 0.05861164 24.9499 20.348299 32.3774 1.6886916 1.0094751
0.01010511 290.80737 260.7338 339.7412 0.9650481 0.6651335 1.3214769 0.19924417 0.34510103 0.87537086 174.9806 123.6074 239.30011 0.93392324 0.6934691
0.06888875 635.98096 523.2417 799.5858 1.0436323 0.840621 1.2018507 0.11566215 0.20033272 0.7348715 799.7444 663.1307 884.72375 0.90566796 0.62666297
0.01454419 720.57574 504.2708 952.34424 0.8934347 0.71616256 1.0422186 0.10229392 0.17717826 0.4250698 900.3504 741.50616 1015.25116 0.47233576 0.25582024
0.14814751 1704.5178 1061.7955 2102.0579 0.97438693 0.7772718 1.0992842 0.11126316 0.19271345 0.8398646 956.8792 805.0292 1109.4209 0.96798635 0.7661897
0.12317688 2670.202 2117.5496 3126.6343 1.213745 0.9287861 1.8565189 0.27008536 0.46780157 0.4624466 1505.5138 1190.9625 2029.9 0.78357035 0.6843015
0.00484813 208.5915 156.78491 247.67722 0.66610056 0.39055088 0.910871 0.1887807 0.32697776 0.26907948 10.384867 6.125 13.919802 3.4037144 1.0531219
0.33565846 205.30153 176.1262 224.51161 1.0515219 0.9090773 1.1674137 0.07925943 0.13728134 0.57220477 82.52604 73.411995 96.74831 1.1161623 0.9759268
0.05222807 1707.0758 1267.26 2178.7483 1.1158729 0.9487378 1.4142443 0.13668469 0.23674482 0.4609862 1187.9641 1068.7402 1358.4487 1.0000784 0.82800907
0.731726 136.69363 104.994705 161.6461 1.1917564 0.8735175 1.5927144 0.21178773 0.3668271 0.41884926 54.1795 34.4579 71.7976 0.4259376 0.30366924
0.09408972 66.686 50.271095 87.8701 0.977397 0.6697901 1.2886552 0.19679828 0.3408646 0.91763216 39.8738 27.5555 46.3929 0.63644326 0.5012127
0.83471596 70.28176 61.983597 75.9403 1.093879 1.0480391 1.1856382 0.04413939 0.07645166 0.15589063 62.891304 58.233 67.72011 1.2969621 1.1281317
0.29315767 103.03097 77.2669 124.677505 1.0866327 0.96649045 1.184176 0.06611829 0.11452024 0.30441087 44.799465 41.0699 51.641 1.0614679 0.9923918
0.09022626 57.002434 30.272999 80.0048 1.1289555 0.80595154 1.7342056 0.2651892 0.45932117 0.6451388 8.098834 5.955801 10.927599 1.1761934 0.56484556
0.33033422 212.05577 181.5434 269.1642 1.3136169 0.9656772 1.6080865 0.20923905 0.36241266 0.22319944 81.22597 62.2967 101.0858 0.8536839 0.74453324
0.09910484 323.92072 277.7229 356.69528 1.2398386 1.0839012 1.4946938 0.12037479 0.20849524 0.15552525 172.22054 159.7872 187.8873 0.7068916 0.5460597
0.09872606 864.10876 780.4928 1015.68896 1.6189286 1.3326052 1.8780564 0.16592717 0.2873943 0.04178773 629.57764 459.92072 760.14636 0.97167385 0.9174118
0.23316464 290.77438 240.24438 378.405 1.3370923 0.9938706 1.8069715 0.2360142 0.4087886 0.23436542 365.87747 263.5465 466.1278 0.9400511 0.8430875
0.07605619 313.26712 231.957 382.9548 1.5951946 1.2533549 1.9417658 0.20725651 0.3589788 0.06790667 304.0366 210.27881 382.0546 0.6997945 0.5691577
0.26964548 83.492 64.7289 115.12999 0.98521984 0.81795 1.1291716 0.09557919 0.16554801 0.8913536 79.5014 68.0373 90.0974 0.7761077 0.6117283
0.35506123 86.263664 63.9557 125.9113 1.0699686 1.0605737 1.0886015 0.00923748 0.01599979 0.01590696 39.023834 34.9869 41.0464 1.4499503 1.0699432
6.41E-04 634.7611 559.5669 703.7494 0.8160344 0.60565454 1.0351615 0.13107477 0.22702816 0.32618606 14.2802 11.122 16.209099 5.1414814 1.2048557
0.0356963 41.690235 24.595001 50.8674 1.5178316 1.2634974 1.7463751 0.14655392 0.25383884 0.04896034 72.30703 61.6951 87.5117 0.26052615 0.17256787
0.03672437 85.3031 71.2522 107.6808 1.3859849 1.1766453 1.6363974 0.1328772 0.23015006 0.07557944 78.7545 68.3715 97.5822 0.6071633 0.36591282
0.46172544 2253.8733 1329.3962 3117.774 0.97120386 0.9114702 1.0950271 0.05846183 0.10125886 0.67457294 1986.1129 1805.9221 2308.8818 0.6652806 0.38259825
283.64 1.2321728 1.2793472 60.609997 1.2944366
0.00543476 168.36807 153.4244 183.3707 1.0840844 0.88711864 1.374088 0.14006855 0.24260584 0.59168464 110.35736 94.2167 142.2029 0.97370315 0.82881016
0.20282234 313.85376 228.80219 388.9032 1.2324222 0.8823397 1.6315899 0.22663432 0.39254215 0.36435962 102.295265 63.2409 137.14511 1.7527674 1.446952
0.02351324 150.57527 122.8742 185.72 1.2433102 0.8812483 1.6145066 0.22885068 0.396381 0.34915122 129.35426 94.82829 169.28839 0.47583535 0.45221928
0.08652262 174.3193 156.2611 202.07341 1.2383434 1.0316186 1.378341 0.11437222 0.1980985 0.14521171 103.893394 77.0521 117.6459 0.69396216 0.64265794
0.28060538 107.39207 26.600197 173.7132 0.86183715 0.77312267 0.9969754 0.06552759 0.11349711 0.18848684 57.355297 53.256897 60.097595 0.71622676 0.6340551
0.04248276 100.470406 75.47911 132.44339 1.114937 0.77647895 2.2091475 0.41747737 0.723092 0.78059685 19.134 10.388199 34.661102 1.8084203 1.0390617
0.20325324 63.7388 7.178398 165.4412 0.86761224 0.5520077 1.1899314 0.20965415 0.36313164 0.6027264 49.747234 32.1892 67.6137 0.9057319 0.5576682
0.06149015 107.92364 85.21561 122.23091 1.3567483 1.1926581 1.4704139 0.08862197 0.15349774 0.04265413 68.87653 64.1802 77.1032 0.9705579 0.7238758
0.00198487 1243.7877 1131.2124 1334.9768 0.9371807 0.72541237 1.1691588 0.13207078 0.2287533 0.6863579 852.24805 695.1472 955.3405 0.71366584 0.48961136
0.02458384 185.7988 163.7283 209.4148 0.8135809 0.7441079 0.9250354 0.05371153 0.0930311 0.08844593 109.14277 98.6594 127.8583 0.8984439 0.7511007
0.08758746 71.463905 62.9756 79.2877 1.0535198 0.96247655 1.1086547 0.04781483 0.08281771 0.36892188 33.820763 27.782999 37.531197 0.88779813 0.6969494
0.07265177 361.92847 240.5348 438.68332 0.8169181 0.62341887 1.04301 0.1238904 0.21458447 0.30792007 57.559933 38.466297 73.5434 1.5756888 0.9828738
0.14526685 6529.9487 5094.4873 7980.375 1.0067253 0.87362885 1.2389829 0.10770975 0.18655875 0.95536876 3161.2766 2633.9812 4060.1724 0.7467472 0.5245883
0.42332813 4381.877 3999.2307 4932.079 0.6440145 0.6124348 0.6660385 0.01650289 0.02858385 0.00337077 930.53235 798.3485 1001.0769 1.0000346 0.8002871
0.1463375 58.3123 19.950401 115.4528 1.0185287 0.6295289 1.3316644 0.25666633 0.44455913 0.9462325 59.068897 30.718502 76.2055 0.75347084 0.6084017
0.7741078 117.00853 110.83099 128.0662 0.918486 0.58952856 1.5169711 0.26695347 0.46237695 0.7859625 38.069534 23.9933 54.026604 0.89054644 0.79040366
0.6993851 14497.712 12078.778 17093.273 0.6023588 0.483858 0.8874224 0.12042187 0.2085768 0.12084501 2901.1448 2362.1694 3791.1304 0.7101042 0.60740924
0.01473191 268.37546 222.4505 314.0039 0.7549888 0.5933191 1.0137664 0.12072694 0.2091052 0.21524192 39.9543 31.470598 55.1832 1.3384651 1.1453012
0.00622173 372.61765 333.2618 403.24008 0.65539956 0.51544565 0.81889254 0.08896514 0.15409213 0.08748304 33.397766 27.7117 37.5405 1.4012698 0.8062679
0.07256269 214.4455 141.72969 315.1889 0.88783157 0.8222016 0.957338 0.03906226 0.06765782 0.11359437 29.844233 28.617098 31.7576 1.4278474 1.0426619
0.7753994 132.23724 97.5605 198.406 0.90085834 0.6371772 1.2780764 0.18664473 0.32327816 0.65513724 85.16706 55.886795 115.233696 1.0547291 0.8139872
0.00871236 334.39285 314.8194 370.87518 0.89859015 0.72820526 1.0600492 0.10039947 0.17389698 0.43600518 43.6334 37.197 52.7628 2.1426272 1.3059995
0.02913927 229.2371 199.2538 1.2553309 0.01361779 0.0235867 0.00226758 57.188232 50.745102 0.94844604
1 -19.1764 -53.1028 -1.7803993 1.073852 0.7342978 1.3091823 0.20980376 0.36339077 0.74381655 40.918 28.998398 50.379 0.05319023 0.01
0.00475781 24.358 19.102398 27.5681 1.3252164 1.2885202 1.3907461 0.03213711 0.05566311 0.00732945 61.143997 58.163895 63.198097 0.5615848 0.27611664
0.832716 112.11067 75.315895 165.6893 1.6737937 1.5743508 1.8884965 0.10128391 0.17542887 0.01344934 149.87639 135.9778 167.67041 1.2188001 1.058161
0.1277878 179.02937 156.9931 220.0399 1.0261045 0.9120685 1.211067 0.08799259 0.15240763 0.7910619 122.791695 108.038704 139.5553 0.7672226 0.6434127
0.00205719 119.27883 112.933495 126.5175 1.1471404 0.87105066 1.5554066 0.19687739 0.34100163 0.49973446 23.749966 18.385601 28.7292 1.4213911 0.9925725
0.18774316 74.509796 45.918297 93.8687 1.0737944 0.8721387 1.33527 0.13365471 0.23149675 0.6213493 39.389133 32.481598 51.035603 0.81744623 0.7152766
0.6930164 181.0149 132.59329 211.2503 0.7261919 0.685395 0.81290555 0.04105971 0.07111751 0.02970445 42.100666 35.709404 49.669395 1.0367149 1.0091316
0.19619767 185.87236 136.14949 274.9798 1.1301416 0.7745211 1.6489234 0.2555853 0.44268674 0.6313421 102.52627 72.5887 131.7738 0.5091394 0.38762245
0.09867307 111.332 86.621994 155.4826 1.2358851 1.0379838 1.4270949 0.11590384 0.20075133 0.15091899 73.98344 65.8867 78.8217 0.87098354 0.66592497
0.4588804 338.54288 322.25342 351.9004 0.70458585 0.46267727 1.2201575 0.21555693 0.37335557 0.34707242 83.7614 55.183693 124.09131 0.63422805 0.50274146
0.04007787 83.08964 48.886402 130.89911 1.2471466 0.8217812 2.3705654 0.44105127 0.7639232 0.56783974 164.33934 103.406105 261.028 0.6107057 0.55262506
0.06679703 34.38387 26.245298 38.5651 1.074551 0.8347589 1.2384397 0.13767016 0.2384517 0.6272819 20.5222 16.768301 24.241001 1.0173186 0.8643136
0.09068248 230.6957 180.418 316.7338 0.9891716 0.7997815 1.1681411 0.11160874 0.193312 0.9312873 40.952465 34.8262 49.5653 1.7255111 0.79716915
0.05726994 74.7163 63.1984 84.4706 1.0132697 0.90291685 1.116826 0.06303811 0.10918521 0.85140336 18.4434 17.4649 19.444998 1.2495364 1.1291361
0.5688304 142.21124 126.5298 151.8576 0.7591853 0.6893198 0.8528179 0.04738248 0.08206886 0.04742046 38.981335 36.650597 40.614304 0.87745684 0.8481842
2.04E-04 158.44083 154.2364 165.8366 1.0578076 0.6407755 1.9675733 0.37869385 0.655917 0.88019717 16.889666 9.667099 28.9247 1.8715899 0.601415
0.02917024 95.6241 77.1948 109.4868 1.0367929 0.6913449 1.5342712 0.24850072 0.43041587 0.8896995 54.691635 36.8012 79.582405 0.6920256 0.5099659
0.19745247 353.34155 271.6329 445.9404 1.341263 1.1298243 1.7228463 0.17383158 0.3010851 0.14880013 204.4041 177.211 236.4675 0.73275113 0.5992322
0.02999182 18.459333 8.623501 23.5287 1.0435725 0.73296016 1.353581 0.19599463 0.33947265 0.8374892 42.09147 25.5449 53.9092 0.4354954 0.16907816
0.1599726 634.0931 570.8468 670.1636 1.1632588 0.9355995 1.42183 0.1424529 0.24673565 0.33814883 746.50354 589.8353 871.9966 0.8986786 0.7028374
0.00326972 221.19836 171.7897 267.3964 0.9825726 0.77444315 1.4101424 0.1851118 0.32062304 0.93246233 11.136998 7.563898 16.151997 4.3233986 1.7301763
0.02626022 79.63443 61.598602 97.608 1.2672826 1.2107358 1.3579016 0.04455309 0.07716821 0.02128747 113.67446 108.0226 117.8582 0.8503391 0.7342609
0.15178438 17539.281 12887.105 22948.19 1.1956035 0.8772337 1.5407873 0.2013669 0.3487777 0.39208844 10074.507 7745.192 11599.853 0.6027761 0.5021996
0.03672098 144.9326 68.37421 217.7847 1.5341907 1.2271869 2.0698946 0.24320018 0.42123505 0.11071622 336.6317 275.5647 406.7301 0.38724852 0.18238536
0.10139509 100.878 84.435 125.1093 1.5937543 1.3481822 1.8232397 0.14215541 0.24622038 0.03433834 75.22467 65.6588 82.312996 0.8850754 0.7146312
0.0772449 164.9018 127.27229 197.5048 1.3494558 1.0202818 1.6815255 0.20202163 0.34991172 0.1788298 106.45603 82.2489 118.62019 0.8277953 0.7703597
1.072938 1.6738573 635.19 0.73543566
0.03222774 96.86877 61.7552 131.6746 1.8258661 1.2823821 3.2594528 0.56928706 0.9860341 0.17540534 248.91904 161.246 423.2492 0.5632526 0.4884544
0.21349831 276.66364 186.8588 326.4396 2.322056 2.1065974 2.6352782 0.1543726 0.2673812 0.00612961 283.87802 247.7321 339.4734 1.0765742 0.671701
0.01294179 205.07657 173.6407 227.0173 1.4282852 1.0095634 2.113711 0.31724015 0.549476 0.23841605 233.70811 166.1386 304.38812 0.70448804 0.44706738
0.20726858 93.044136 68.386604 123.8474 0.99439675 0.83018965 1.3456982 0.15401886 0.2667685 0.97390413 40.466137 34.621403 49.108902 0.83573985 0.7859862
0.9430942 320.77036 170.26419 480.36758 1.0752889 1.0045152 1.1277374 0.03759814 0.06512189 0.17330045 248.95897 241.2019 259.7552 0.6717144 0.63824165
0.04071746 236.95734 200.67331 290.1831 0.78302425 0.54031384 1.0296704 0.15492463 0.26833734 0.3314555 34.551167 20.4848 45.7816 1.344731 0.8051455
0.04701109 721.5171 568.6181 800.518 1.2013074 1.1047711 1.3155594 0.0608229 0.10534836 0.06823418 539.62866 527.75745 555.2512 0.8865405 0.6779403
0.4245807 60.480133 47.083103 77.0528 1.1586915 0.9565996 1.6556401 0.21200712 0.3672071 0.49627024 53.1307 41.8628 75.6186 0.90369296 0.70222825
0.9050542 781.1313 583.2296 1004.58844 1.1498412 0.97148097 1.2969601 0.10039684 0.17389242 0.24905653 729.5562 591.0052 811.0681 0.5795983 0.4297073
0.00343633 364.81204 318.00992 450.95178 0.81971526 0.5251157 1.1383561 0.19708271 0.34135726 0.47996023 23.1684 14.601297 32.483803 2.8536758 0.9805361
0.12646584 29650.883 26250.76 33787.508 0.5806144 0.43876594 0.7732536 0.09693155 0.16789035 0.07986134 5204.4375 3416.9702 7062.1562 1.0597048 0.8668513
0.15720905 56.0517 44.1183 70.0961 1.3177991 1.1482451 1.527601 0.10935346 0.18940574 0.07903415 74.0373 66.5711 84.9558 1.0023661 0.8177921
0.21320704 139.79584 111.380806 165.8095 0.7406554 0.66579145 0.86787647 0.06014611 0.10417612 0.06542122 60.6005 55.3693 70.2503 0.64628047 0.46358994
0.03073 105.47333 84.8989 124.212395 0.7578085 0.5787654 0.94142526 0.10995353 0.1904451 0.19177707 13.747101 9.196098 17.542603 1.3378496 0.92239404
0.2163067 198.39526 149.3232 289.9127 0.8360803 0.5827441 1.3794096 0.22729184 0.393681 0.5599967 182.19121 118.73311 273.4094 0.6693447 0.6127609
0.03026576 170.40083 128.7754 205.9792 0.9411458 0.8336273 1.0017542 0.05725186 0.09916314 0.42269415 22.902634 20.9405 25.8243 1.9025943 1.2832036
7.41E-04 362.04547 306.72632 391.09637 1.0324892 0.77827555 1.3999826 0.17922378 0.3104247 0.86805224 18.331165 11.9737 25.259499 3.755547 0.9971854
0.91658354 176.55983 123.66321 213.3539 1.041391 0.9455081 1.2577286 0.09895068 0.1713876 0.7092752 142.84952 125.0054 170.17671 2.1553876 1.4377406
0.42271 1437.6748 1092.2646 1823.8815 0.8768396 0.75753576 0.99344635 0.0695873 0.12052874 0.23803999 371.42175 339.0734 433.294 1.0724635 1.0065535
0.21834691 502.86737 323.7753 595.4818 1.2740954 1.097418 1.499191 0.11576589 0.20051241 0.11541186 318.11676 281.80368 384.04453 1.0352317 0.9107773
0.5579092 1183.6895 1112.2596 1306.9525 0.8523517 0.7509993 1.046079 0.08880151 0.15380873 0.2621948 844.6009 709.4319 1058.9548 0.9318204 0.81371737
0.04120209 370.55768 263.6048 510.27072 1.1259927 1.0150002 1.2095009 0.05993322 0.10380738 0.15505429 49.672367 46.200104 56.4983 2.5033724 1.0084845
0.46788976 460.8558 395.6407 555.172 1.3095467 0.17302239 0.29968357 0.17462635 508.6505 396.08292 0.57512563
0.03943779 115.5614 112.7825 121.0159 1.0069509 0.83277583 1.2406915 0.11744238 0.20341617 0.95761895 51.360203 44.965805 57.123 0.7378423 0.6859513
0.02657778 996.1759 868.8314 1181.7329 1.012645 0.7365829 1.4739903 0.21128915 0.36596355 0.9561166 179.81482 111.67079 262.07147 1.3731698 1.0202166
0.59669065 307.13834 273.9663 327.9228 1.5729944 1.2534621 1.8722887 0.18888693 0.32716176 0.06242318 174.6315 142.9491 194.0975 1.0956014 0.9136456
0.00141837 177.48221 152.258 203.84221 0.9647554 0.90670747 1.0160263 0.03211477 0.05562441 0.39349967 13.530001 11.4576 15.057001 2.049713 0.8296957
0.13413689 36.537766 25.604202 42.281395 1.302893 1.2177274 1.3587753 0.04450672 0.0770879 0.01623526 25.253735 23.840603 27.5046 1.1177906 0.8814885
0.34532693 2339.7024 1939.2233 2857.7546 1.2781146 0.9434631 1.7952112 0.24484603 0.42408577 0.31901494 1227.1068 898.7359 1754.9915 0.53520334 0.4062035
0.06494925 229.4676 184.73871 303.6363 1.7256458 1.0786574 2.1894345 0.4228179 0.73234206 0.14591466 228.62723 141.5243 292.9809 0.7448188 0.63845164
0.00831684 94.392204 79.624504 104.185394 1.1317147 0.9870331 1.4730208 0.15115076 0.2618008 0.44700065 95.180565 74.175 125.242294 0.5679051 0.31062627
0.1882129 150.7856 109.578995 171.9162 0.99197763 0.8429661 1.0997819 0.08210922 0.14221734 0.9310042 36.18997 27.446201 40.9198 1.6685158 1.0045089
0.10191198 982.93506 767.52277 1233.6366 0.78622234 0.5837135 0.98849857 0.12485631 0.21625747 0.2628914 167.18246 126.564995 187.5578 1.2378159 1.0115014
0.01513731 7291.064 5811.343 9302.081 0.614038 0.56400293 0.66205674 0.02861511 0.04956282 0.00897856 619.848 511.86066 704.6488 1.6652488 0.9260676
0.1352238 78.45873 57.981705 92.0408 1.7107025 1.3502308 2.014843 0.20959541 0.3630299 0.04734729 127.17483 95.51349 146.51149 0.9418571 0.8413533
0.0058643 109.8051 90.4434 131.07631 0.9371352 0.85745823 1.0758952 0.06582401 0.11401053 0.45146647 12.684233 10.8556 14.960798 1.8589085 0.7229109
0.0575617 190.5311 163.6522 223.41281 1.056168 1.0000987 1.1309205 0.03822406 0.06620602 0.26979795 181.09636 170.53159 187.59459 0.5376598 0.33672807
0.16635412 93.24787 10.764202 247.82532 1.1844925 1.0684924 1.2905843 0.065529 0.11349956 0.09186507 114.630165 105.19489 132.11409 0.09579388 0.01
0.4764573 1252.6847 1073.8473 1358.0256 1.338196 0.9363672 2.4082663 0.42370778 0.7338834 0.42885193 1647.969 1004.29364 2767.966 0.49020946 0.32547486
0.699764 55.270565 39.6862 67.0312 0.93209493 0.85964084 1.0139973 0.04453749 0.07714119 0.27836195 18.223434 17.872698 18.821201 1.2586497 1.2460536
0.03037442 80.710335 75.3318 85.7631 0.8261503 0.7492782 0.90455955 0.04510973 0.07813234 0.07262595 39.272 34.3402 42.6158 1.0579735 1.0288149
0.07174025 52.410732 33.3742 76.9592 1.261468 1.1405042 1.4855603 0.10459723 0.1811677 0.10638429 104.81316 91.084 121.957695 1.16437 0.7820347
0.34759727 127.7471 29.873001 199.1669 1.4552288 1.2541345 1.9160515 0.20327282 0.35207886 0.11245047 102.48703 77.934296 136.065 0.37134722 0.29407406
0.01645639 -11.729167 -29.612198 2.6756897 1.568563 1.0291888 2.6252713 0.4557987 0.78946644 0.24251646 32.23323 17.337597 51.865097 0.9488447 0.37514308
0.69419533 70.59117 44.9022 108.9496 1.2300602 0.8862444 1.715085 0.24099055 0.41740787 0.39081982 74.2617 53.7396 99.7605 0.4936669 0.33869514
0.19463962 271.1851 200.7353 363.078 0.79592365 0.676044 0.9866233 0.09009461 0.15604845 0.17874216 55.367134 41.7434 69.6176 1.194627 1.0133767
0.43470287 3038.2827 2258.5208 3455.6885 0.9949313 0.78485644 1.338591 0.15909824 0.27556622 0.9771139 2612.3262 1943.1414 3406.7148 0.9084733 0.8914405
0.01109213 1239.431 837.124 1848.801 1.021344 0.78158647 1.2508183 0.14465109 0.25054303 0.89360553 58.3502 39.2135 71.7146 2.9288754 0.7181223
0.20222974 246.5551 179.7862 358.27222 0.54311556 0.44525635 0.7177825 0.07918906 0.13715948 0.05110387 31.664032 25.712801 43.1793 1.0874186 0.6608355
1.209924 30.955902 3.9860806 0.8136398
0.7928222 86.0005 44.1771 138.5526 1.5284175 0.94784015 2.0288687 0.3837203 0.6646231 0.21949522 38.645565 23.6083 51.860397 2.726111 1.3909396
3.12E-04 191.08661 179.5952 206.6233 0.9335139 0.6656426 1.3997289 0.21010418 0.36391112 0.7813931 24.583 14.8536 36.6304 1.723776 0.7982392
0.01790246 598.8411 306.74112 747.7157 0.71190923 0.4650077 1.3033689 0.23819125 0.41255933 0.38821465 14.474534 7.5518 24.823603 5.153191 0.9130098
0.68617064 20142.732 17305.44 25091.285 0.7984032 0.6407039 0.99565965 0.10285112 0.17814335 0.21889253 5213.529 4420.179 5857.1494 0.8685322 0.74470454
0.06267626 25.930302 17.625301 32.769203 0.7923607 0.45671493 1.2302636 0.24639864 0.42677495 0.50823015 25.9162 14.416698 37.2521 1.3722007 1.0152453
0.00105407 937.99115 785.49133 1074.5984 0.9715967 0.88243425 1.0249703 0.04693933 0.08130129 0.610829 1212.585 1093.1013 1309.515 1.1005996 0.97110635
0.84489316 385.73334 317.3256 453.4413 1.1749094 1.0141336 1.4589783 0.13111678 0.22710092 0.2822576 378.45374 312.1571 461.63702 0.88318306 0.75432086
0.5065957 93.12006 82.2044 101.68659 0.8475064 0.6679574 1.1978537 0.15362842 0.26609224 0.44864088 26.937532 21.1063 37.9747 0.8352237 0.79216874
0.03041292 653.5041 429.4543 837.16345 0.94945526 0.55627173 1.4268122 0.28144494 0.48747692 0.869791 86.72997 41.934998 122.9168 1.3098233 0.7413878
0.31833845 120.182755 76.3866 194.59529 1.1521276 0.94151324 1.4189972 0.1379344 0.2389094 0.35445166 62.972103 52.322205 80.927 0.61841947 0.46829197
0.04174482 962.9257 653.2023 1202.6288 1.3020726 1.0011808 1.6336064 0.18837507 0.3262752 0.20512255 893.4719 602.93024 1124.2343 0.71939856 0.46967548
0.24257521 177.48463 142.9008 220.1241 0.75977266 0.45643833 1.051377 0.20620324 0.3571545 0.39843988 135.27707 80.0426 172.05049 1.7214857 1.3594145
0.0236013 74.1727 58.0691 106.02811 0.16045807 0.01 0.93736273 1.785102 3.0918872 0.32252708 2.940433 -1.0251999 6.641699 2.3494027 0.6021718
0.00937135 128.26457 115.4063 149.3801 0.76147795 0.47734648 1.2336093 0.22113734 0.38302112 0.42504203 16.384365 8.437101 25.570799 2.0585883 1.2144521
0.00383271 763.2874 679.00256 842.6397 0.6252495 0.30482692 1.4094889 0.32471967 0.562431 0.40155587 752.56665 263.8893 1430.9922 0.46776107 0.28957805
0.0217246 179.41023 144.29901 219.53922 0.79396296 0.52145964 1.1485386 0.18954317 0.3282984 0.42040136 24.484568 16.2771 34.9341 1.6371096 1.0725003
0.02215047 1142.0684 950.0908 1423.6492 1.3320062 1.0473963 1.6479332 0.17753081 0.30749238 0.1611558 1397.0857 1127.1769 1551.9075 0.42527947 0.27108628
0.01489455 51.3634 39.157898 57.867203 1.3071138 1.1037006 1.5308776 0.1245015 0.21564291 0.10542404 51.54197 46.1618 54.5965 0.51769364 0.34877393
0.43561566 61.915833 59.995598 64.4845 0.7547189 0.6398207 0.8957234 0.07385942 0.12792826 0.10141756 35.04343 29.2035 42.6205 1.1991774 1.0644836
0.00772761 542.8013 388.9224 772.3059 0.68507826 0.570169 0.8942093 0.09472406 0.16406688 0.10909458 14.931132 10.953699 19.631397 3.6693034 1.0081091
0.65396506 60.748363 49.894997 66.8703 1.3056004 1.0233392 2.1116648 0.32799557 0.568105 0.38286132 67.4252 50.186203 100.1035 0.986284 0.6682967
0.08006803 35.11233 15.301201 56.066597 1.2875669 1.0116109 1.5483154 0.1643261 0.28462115 0.18291984 46.747166 38.764297 50.886497 0.41789725 0.18484598
0.00145317 700.1693 591.0882 828.037 0.86520064 0.55470335 0.20877242 0.36160442 0.59575236 21.945934 13.829098
0.5884018 1001.39514 572.7687 1430.309 1.090413 1.032758 1.1222577 0.02965165 0.05135816 0.08605493 924.5528 870.5061 982.9312 0.9191707 0.6553742
0.9117065 98.75753 91.163895 111.49529 0.90755624 0.85227877 1.0030948 0.04599911 0.07967279 0.19521281 70.96367 64.3319 77.8324 1.3695155 1.1202722
0.20356883 158.59576 68.0205 228.58249 0.87325984 0.6009148 1.1561306 0.17484477 0.30284002 0.55815524 86.769966 59.563198 117.60461 0.40111122 0.16396603
0.17762491 248.50427 95.382195 409.2169 1.0095675 0.7688181 1.1952937 0.14081824 0.24390434 0.95109415 30.469666 20.3825 36.2129 1.9341376 0.8785707
0.00633887 387.6274 337.8031 435.3324 1.7755334 1.1678514 2.6599407 0.44064462 0.7632189 0.13708195 80.820435 44.7987 116.60161 2.34476 0.9628355
0.18443479 485.74088 248.2164 682.0513 1.1857575 1.0720869 1.3145981 0.06999899 0.1212418 0.10155474 104.05063 93.6608 118.943596 1.2663755 1.1279153
0.1901413 844.60065 798.31213 893.5509 0.9801947 0.889622 1.0611085 0.05072259 0.0878541 0.73583513 763.73834 687.15454 854.4304 1.0409621 0.6249649
0.02305338 235.7195 200.6899 282.9751 1.2310754 0.9735443 1.500857 0.1573407 0.2725221 0.24146487 232.96843 187.3811 296.457 0.684105 0.45113924
0.0297259 48.722336 41.6151 56.126904 1.2403245 1.0921596 1.5030758 0.12210143 0.21148586 0.15841162 32.6252 27.3421 40.404396 0.7355305 0.639761
0.1149798 80.4556 30.662903 118.8647 0.3253606 0.01 4.567674 26.60147 46.0751 0.5996274 11.154566 -5.080599 32.292397 0.17300957 0.01
0.01562136 567.27075 526.6355 636.3504 1.035225 0.7145431 1.4605443 0.22114538 0.38303503 0.8824528 420.6135 247.5512 593.4149 0.48823825 0.41258183
0.00245293 56.189 49.4224 63.150497 1.0767745 0.7444426 1.9048245 0.33211702 0.57524353 0.8220825 38.8857 25.7967 61.5951 1.5054842 1.2800779
0.42289263 1277.2968 1063.1381 1445.0117 1.0283272 0.9677091 1.1077667 0.04078312 0.07063843 0.5537729 489.78018 436.4255 544.6436 0.9155396 0.69993955
0.1269595 446.36542 238.2633 561.10144 1.0266455 0.9643437 1.0834631 0.03483813 0.06034141 0.51913285 300.89792 287.8346 314.4122 0.59205997 0.36828336
0.11760662 242.81966 197.8086 268.325 1.5768816 1.0561473 2.4744475 0.40806508 0.70678943 0.2065417 194.94614 108.8873 299.1838 0.7417295 0.55926335
0.5257392 358.75226 305.7691 415.6097 1.2100306 0.9338697 1.4597611 0.16410568 0.28423938 0.2902587 355.5726 280.8566 421.1261 0.7637334 0.7430926
0.07545205 49.3093 30.7126 80.4621 1.340146 1.1044762 1.5358832 0.13416635 0.23238292 0.0984776 53.381466 46.5868 58.317097 0.7610824 0.6594109
0.00400317 174.76433 149.0186 224.31448 0.47591412 0.14970554 0.9460761 0.36447755 0.6312936 0.32996246 5.997101 1.5862007 8.5475025 3.9569287 2.7254152
0.3813463 111.8613 94.830505 143.2443 1.1722574 0.9903983 1.4627948 0.13693169 0.23717263 0.3030715 131.9827 105.9577 167.70569 0.61716217 0.46907088
0.11866903 59.647034 43.9718 71.1425 0.99240357 0.9775264 1.0120999 0.01021068 0.01768541 0.53578794 29.148169 26.921501 30.4938 1.3031629 1.1265335
0.02976551 377.402 248.8047 538.7486 0.97949857 0.7719532 1.1630781 0.12174539 0.2108692 0.8816453 40.821068 28.4014 48.9004 1.6955711 0.7033912
0.11395336 46.434868 21.258102 66.5122 1.1183573 0.9392306 1.2466289 0.09914921 0.17173147 0.33210158 41.959236 37.3396 46.278305 0.304479 0.21638495
0.00425319 206.6388 141.2793 244.6732 0.0201721 0.01 0.08208296 0.02141386 0.03708988 0.03082977 -4.801933 -13.469198 0.5816002 0.9077616 0.01
0.4294962 579.984 465.7663 664.1764 1.0756902 0.95893526 1.1543902 0.06249093 0.10823747 0.3350366 436.89078 386.2364 472.11908 0.69310397 0.5831287
0.00645769 878.27875 617.3913 1334.8701 1.0210725 0.99792427 1.0645638 0.02133735 0.03695738 0.4233244 18.622534 16.438501 20.565699 5.914199 0.9434921
0.05345227 35.577 27.196503 40.375793 0.02014314 0.01 0.08172999 0.02129949 0.0368918 0.03068785 -2.1668994 -3.6406975 0.5942993 2.4497511 2.0586503
0.5291679 1.0516701 9.969099 0.4535164
0.01339602 857.58167 490.97922 1450.7638 0.51145065 0.40809056 0.57666594 0.05832872 0.1010283 0.02722653 10.341568 8.455402 12.261803 3.8053775 0.72720134
0.0027534 881.4555 789.21063 948.6859 1.3130732 1.0918436 1.5808043 0.14148521 0.24505958 0.12552112 670.55524 568.7331 845.0424 0.6434182 0.62456816
0.14633045 148.31552 83.849594 255.11519 1.1408447 0.78586453 1.5101451 0.22787185 0.39468563 0.567283 108.15573 77.4398 126.8902 0.7225983 0.49254146
0.01775576 97.23809 85.0674 105.58779 1.019697 0.8638096 1.1169573 0.08516466 0.14750952 0.8362415 47.393066 42.5082 53.5598 0.74233776 0.5335599
0.31440032 1006.38916 748.1841 1398.0239 1.3121156 1.0180466 1.5241535 0.16944481 0.293487 0.16697638 329.9085 269.0758 392.5395 1.1363838 0.8280345
0.03619407 58.139404 45.539 71.184006 1.144881 1.0721496 1.3040069 0.07473616 0.12944683 0.17313114 85.6911 77.2296 100.5448 1.0529531 0.8509889
0.00471781 447.43118 345.7655 602.3529 1.3413795 0.95048535 1.8722599 0.2703472 0.4682551 0.27235785 23.4982 17.043598 32.7137 2.976571 0.7108508
0.03983496 126.919205 114.12001 148.99539 0.98724127 0.9624075 1.0143199 0.0149952 0.02597244 0.4868338 24.938232 21.968699 26.4591 1.1895989 0.7963221
0.00332741 49.198067 42.916103 53.536003 0.84171706 0.76114684 0.98443186 0.06711747 0.11625087 0.16207442 41.114567 36.649597 49.414497 1.1633081 0.92519236
0.04794779 181.35365 109.240295 257.63718 0.6101551 0.20769909 1.0671177 0.41534817 0.7194041 0.4560726 17.709732 4.1952 25.277699 2.9741032 0.975118
0.7429927 52.87607 41.3661 69.4612 0.9546981 0.79878205 1.1844301 0.11112227 0.1924694 0.72638685 37.982998 31.280602 45.1214 0.6116176 0.58560467
0.14930698 112.59727 78.2722 136.8298 1.1361175 1.0172504 1.2441937 0.0671587 0.11632228 0.16284443 31.046036 24.929901 35.7592 1.2221127 0.80375373
0.16317229 1130.5858 460.4461 1468.8221 1.2627667 0.97313863 1.5574297 0.17692557 0.30644408 0.23322897 951.75977 766.8013 1195.8157 0.37188575 0.34531558
0.15533583 849.60956 698.6541 1070.2407 1.3747469 1.2619263 1.4639082 0.06105821 0.10575591 0.01886867 558.1748 530.09595 606.3079 0.7167872 0.59761673
0.40834096 278.9645 249.7256 332.3634 0.61484456 0.49443033 0.71661025 0.0694694 0.12032453 0.0490886 54.433933 46.277897 59.830704 0.6960804 0.45065358
0.20840631 132.49924 69.8951 180.847 1.6856272 1.275982 2.4009807 0.32244962 0.5584991 0.10725312 133.055 86.645996 191.2052 0.75733906 0.5281771
0.00121933 1047.0323 823.1854 1386.6318 0.5620737 0.2822183 0.8381264 0.21327458 0.3694024 0.23775306 5.0859666 2.4109 6.5816 9.21898 1.1152356
0.16608009 153.429 112.7691 218.13371 1.3374071 0.83497185 1.9214269 0.34552273 0.59846294 0.3597587 104.78207 65.9693 147.925 0.8859365 0.793321
0.00735179 586.9676 412.17252 728.60345 1.2996917 1.0342512 1.6443948 0.17639564 0.3055262 0.18939349 45.8946 37.4934 52.165104 2.20052 0.62398326
0.76490563 5807.5947 4318.352 7389.4297 0.8615196 0.7768381 0.9828785 0.05998218 0.10389219 0.16469474 4255.641 3694.2947 4804.792 0.6601651 0.46102986
0.00166174 1159.634 1008.11804 1389.9642 0.9370152 0.7213273 1.5358663 0.24268167 0.42033696 0.8170635 41.207302 26.4516 66.0511 4.6336102 0.94089174
0.58256257 65.4246 45.3259 90.511 1.133576 0.7891428 1.6168703 0.24251802 0.42005354 0.60645854 53.12437 35.0791 74.926605 1.5617262 1.4544926
0.01212359 255.30357 157.3821 313.62402 0.7328359 0.15032911 0.26037765 0.25881305 7.0794663 4.3894997 3.1733177
0.0316147 220.81107 161.2308 254.526 1.2072312 0.9332238 1.986266 0.31515193 0.54585916 0.5284117 180.2458 140.81 257.8505 0.6301548 0.40236387
0.7628894 100.14106 96.3696 107.624695 1.2395704 1.105567 1.3783644 0.07932474 0.13739447 0.07805383 43.266697 39.362 49.605698 1.1068829 0.9982994
0.00994691 257.30203 172.14299 317.8948 0.93989813 0.77454567 1.1852618 0.11820646 0.20473959 0.66748434 15.688966 13.305298 17.8171 3.060397 1.1552011
0.10161106 237.25026 148.45059 339.5831 0.94962376 0.79486144 1.051135 0.08525942 0.14767364 0.6210119 152.14667 130.9535 177.7201 0.6417051 0.47109202
0.00171495 302.08658 253.93011 347.4251 0.6483522 0.3343654 1.0334321 0.2411452 0.41767573 0.3307258 11.8775 6.004799 15.8253 2.493565 0.8708709
0.35298595 37.96 28.4679 42.706303 0.8941905 0.7455315 1.1702064 0.1244859 0.2156159 0.50077343 25.1163 19.8732 32.065502 1.5077041 1.0080972
0.01128655 192.81973 139.7032 277.5008 1.0856825 0.4125027 2.1452124 0.6569753 1.1379147 0.8838457 15.145732 5.016901 25.422997 1.9162998 0.5409868
0.19311392 1698.6025 361.206 3003.883 0.71928084 0.5175923 1.084841 0.16216728 0.28088197 0.26901624 1058.4174 765.4651 1403.941 0.12683077 0.01074154
0.01755321 113.373505 89.7788 133.3447 0.9178907 0.81558204 1.0884266 0.08059731 0.13959864 0.4298973 97.590836 77.4991 118.1906 0.617585 0.38703325
0.00226286 507.55798 448.54868 545.86145 0.90715367 0.70096296 1.452736 0.22314626 0.38650066 0.71952164 84.2202 54.6215 132.7585 1.4246068 0.5958213
0.04405386 53.231365 37.0024 74.4202 1.0361868 0.8781624 1.4185767 0.16587634 0.28730625 0.8420384 41.9309 31.6989 57.5394 0.8623206 0.6570247
0.02523455 3386.4062 2546.8616 3824.2607 1.1064613 0.86702305 1.3257922 0.14176045 0.2455363 0.50800365 2466.7 2039.5607 2701.1965 0.7826529 0.63264465
0.17134608 952.25146 761.56836 1112.1527 1.3718408 1.2691861 1.5389096 0.08066012 0.13970742 0.03272908 1195.4365 1144.4905 1296.22 1.4960998 1.2602715
0.01055212 346.89575 297.8014 432.6853 1.0006441 0.7025788 1.2235194 0.18176088 0.31481907 0.9974331 298.89786 211.5392 378.05847 0.7628429 0.5489082
0.42670768 859.32025 724.325 1002.0659 0.9805074 0.8807427 1.1628319 0.08500823 0.14723858 0.84061366 256.5865 215.31021 319.0084 1.493079 1.2809529
0.3033781 123.52057 113.054306 140.5912 0.816411 0.7176364 0.94768155 0.06637091 0.11495779 0.12899387 87.81707 79.6604 100.9096 1.0860952 0.8838305
0.8273835 212.99274 192.6604 224.43161 1.1533753 0.9889623 1.3233548 0.0979574 0.16966718 0.23325492 85.30956 75.5508 91.911 0.9134344 0.7685185
5.32E-04 739.4706 725.53754 760.5683 0.5274472 0.2907808 0.81515354 0.17482798 0.30281094 0.1735516 41.1704 22.600903 54.024696 1.5787643 0.85987884
0.0789432 70.14997 47.647602 100.084206 1.5472815 1.2074775 1.9930931 0.22744483 0.393946 0.09455666 81.46793 65.1288 94.0734 0.80072075 0.56546164
0.12134376 109.4833 84.3522 142.1312 0.9766169 0.8469444 1.2261046 0.11338658 0.19639131 0.8559731 52.763798 42.990196 68.915 0.7414569 0.6589938
0.04104787 742.2552 711.5448 785.33923 1.068732 0.9836787 1.2364496 0.07845559 0.13588907 0.45923874 358.95615 342.18793 376.38562 0.885669 0.7650591
0.28863743 251.44424 225.3778 298.68182 1.1266752 0.9302388 1.5408424 0.1812003 0.3138481 0.52871484 87.623726 67.81329 122.8108 1.250141 1.0916387
0.72045994 107.44971 87.418205 126.24981 0.39634427 0.29245886 0.46618897 0.06134378 0.10625054 0.02596201 14.157967 10.612499 17.360699 1.2864692 0.9876324
0.057641 104.1322 90.037506 129.101 1.0687519 0.8528842 1.1997617 0.12174046 0.21086065 0.6153365 24.217068 19.814901 28.444601 1.3093218 1.1367607
0.18946174 87.3248 73.2045 94.854294 0.99991065 0.6673761 1.4653713 0.2363945 0.40944728 0.999722 37.926666 26.0672 48.804996 0.93140984 0.9050186
0.00240717 1171.02 1046.1403 1339.5686 1.0315086 1.0149834 1.0626501 0.01536178 0.02660738 0.17260897 104.6556 97.6738 109.40921 1.9676012 0.7528261
0.6048691 1.2095113 9.2141 17.953499 1.3939265
0.00463075 271.436 234.35059 309.2821 0.640815 0.58825153 0.686443 0.02910424 0.05041001 0.01022487 28.237232 23.3078 31.897 0.9160361 0.46451342
0.10492488 4499.335 3843.4497 5405.983 0.9110274 0.76181215 1.0266778 0.08351976 0.14466046 0.41397846 1995.665 1713.7385 2370.19 1.048534 0.7583328
0.09761202 97.274666 38.882202 157.7225 1.216559 1.0696052 1.3694658 0.08735275 0.15129939 0.11134354 107.3272 100.2569 112.2699 0.4194076 0.2772956
0.00437648 1064.1191 1022.19226 1098.3606 0.9891252 0.81984395 1.203946 0.11082557 0.1919555 0.9305191 271.62082 199.69121 335.1117 0.90996444 0.6203838
0.03121414 101.33113 90.9507 110.520096 1.2272456 0.9592711 1.5899465 0.18207803 0.3153684 0.29582188 28.592632 22.534601 38.3304 1.059251 0.8712759
0.02622767 57.426334 49.772102 63.599594 1.0587145 0.89023876 1.3236077 0.12536211 0.21713355 0.674491 39.0125 28.995401 50.5579 0.80737394 0.5701284
0.00786938 694.1035 370.94418 888.2751 1.2624196 0.8767284 1.9482206 0.3066643 0.5311581 0.42274764 9.886434 5.7985 14.7246 6.0383124 0.30619514
0.00773599 52.129063 44.144096 57.002197 1.5202805 1.1152645 2.106584 0.28661463 0.49643108 0.1502602 77.284996 57.5448 95.11569 0.59652895 0.5313053
0.08014528 124.7978 106.3203 144.5959 0.82337576 0.69075465 0.9730229 0.0821178 0.1422322 0.18862733 27.198801 24.193098 29.0592 1.4132545 1.149126
0.44420263 140.5882 94.60339 220.11931 0.68160045 0.5565392 0.7821263 0.07110772 0.12316219 0.0657804 39.169033 28.370602 46.758095 0.9450175 0.8846541
0.40821603 202.08559 153.41049 271.86798 0.77415186 0.6633613 0.9582143 0.08606577 0.14907028 0.14576732 142.6877 120.5046 169.33331 1.8850148 1.2415813
0.13275926 691.22 654.158 731.7074 1.0167357 0.9011348 1.1208725 0.065322 0.11314102 0.8197669 222.76283 205.8477 253.38379 1.1276559 1.0127255
0.02746589 108.28986 87.316895 126.298096 1.3257548 1.2779069 1.3796517 0.02940099 0.050924 0.00612394 90.63694 81.7328 97.4989 0.79932284 0.4912771
0.01168407 69.23797 62.112698 81.252304 1.2899126 1.1394625 1.4146261 0.08336391 0.14439052 0.05848479 55.7503 51.978 63.106903 0.87461746 0.825802
0.00989214 155.38681 115.456696 181.4424 0.756039 0.54111165 1.0736533 0.15417922 0.26704624 0.29327798 9.7505 7.0536003 12.247099 2.3973846 1.0034502
0.22681713 293.25137 231.056 359.25208 0.6627221 0.5272332 1.0408859 0.15550868 0.26934892 0.20996943 85.641464 57.9201 130.67259 0.9456459 0.85811526
0.04781826 354.3956 259.6003 428.248 1.6827517 1.1868612 2.6094983 0.40632695 0.7037789 0.15387008 680.54266 475.33038 975.2387 1.0677884 0.74608773
0.0990111 48.794132 20.662098 69.145004 1.0574756 0.91956735 1.1443251 0.07436448 0.12880306 0.50874364 48.7034 37.899 54.316196 0.39358687 0.27626285
6.93E-04 670.16406 629.9528 700.3024 0.83831936 0.51856494 1.1287616 0.21253534 0.36812198 0.5425895 30.684334 15.9515 40.72 3.2361898 0.9394164
0.7509651 928.3757 784.5384 1063.5386 0.62330866 0.37253058 0.8078468 0.16872613 0.29224223 0.2076529 480.89325 260.2294 602.358 0.8433388 0.7063236
0.04518629 2635.1023 2044.231 3275.996 1.0441232 0.9324903 1.1879892 0.07374031 0.12772197 0.601944 1852.8918 1480.9999 2212.7397 0.5975033 0.42048472
0.11896226 1550.634 1354.1215 1825.3303 1.3849837 0.7998032 2.2680662 0.44888723 0.77749544 0.3938547 667.60925 313.52753 1016.02185 1.1379242 0.9354936
0.0253188 75.8423 65.9589 82.3867 0.9418902 0.21712984 0.37607992 0.81273466 14.001165 0.5873438
0.00204634 2419.3884 2213.7317 2624.508 1.1649421 0.81293184 1.5407499 0.22605029 0.39153057 0.5037717 1531.4668 1112.7028 1798.2499 0.55755955 0.3301794
0.76956415 151.51945 143.54819 159.70459 1.319077 1.1181451 1.6940032 0.1698627 0.29421082 0.16142072 165.9693 133.8946 208.52249 0.9074114 0.8697401
0.10536847 699.0662 468.0681 967.2094 0.99792236 0.54921144 1.4590093 0.32352725 0.5603656 0.9951345 406.12933 222.9185 504.9606 0.66593736 0.52392966
0.14387867 42.398335 34.594 55.217598 0.8864274 0.7528287 1.0388734 0.08297397 0.14371511 0.3242863 36.664265 32.089996 42.4784 0.60275877 0.54732925
0.23353507 54.084133 35.3652 75.6375 1.2553145 0.9235896 1.6102282 0.20883287 0.36170915 0.29786 34.051502 25.226702 45.135803 0.5952522 0.4351403
0.0151633 417.85233 375.95792 482.8642 1.0492063 0.9703975 1.1407983 0.04916826 0.08516192 0.41251475 91.822 87.9487 97.0412 1.0934985 0.965206
0.01911243 204.95287 174.3852 233.22072 0.8361585 0.5068916 1.5178955 0.28972122 0.50181186 0.63251185 40.803967 19.6652 69.0609 1.5397111 1.0476907
0.9884123 3531.5115 2527.2463 4065.0862 0.8050019 0.6820351 0.8820893 0.06718577 0.11636917 0.12058552 2245.3257 1878.9146 2533.2664 1.0419091 0.991393
0.04190639 101.6275 85.1975 113.2854 1.1245017 0.7498001 1.4039441 0.23545313 0.40781677 0.62157536 63.90767 44.0535 77.3335 0.95768267 0.74054664
0.03298811 277.3522 234.7927 322.8153 0.92370504 0.79371953 1.2479049 0.14133134 0.24479307 0.6504512 64.2022 48.279 89.0184 1.7387563 1.1134312
0.5449945 39.744667 35.8613 45.721096 0.72059685 0.64770675 0.7674941 0.03871896 0.0670632 0.02574385 24.253733 22.589 25.6759 1.0341232 0.88755256
0.14174047 113.54773 60.3077 157.6492 1.1634032 0.9307126 1.5215188 0.16977572 0.29406017 0.4026376 77.96364 65.7333 91.6305 0.6902577 0.5999137
0.17619367 348.62845 273.52838 425.7159 1.3716682 1.2496682 1.4870856 0.06952751 0.12042517 0.02468208 222.38239 209.67801 239.12611 0.5470653 0.36280194
0.31184292 247.4833 108.3543 336.0818 1.0320307 0.82545334 1.42783 0.17502385 0.3031502 0.86696887 48.72767 33.982502 67.1729 1.9247717 1.3486857
0.26058832 74.7819 50.5477 115.5954 0.70843154 0.6340957 0.769463 0.04091489 0.07086667 0.02681447 24.426434 19.6124 27.910702 0.93522894 0.8253592
0.60605586 1003.9307 920.2741 1156.1167 0.8278221 0.61493915 1.0333593 0.13023897 0.2255805 0.34591776 622.0045 435.6648 752.5674 0.9306121 0.86533844
0.12273583 1540.965 1226.5167 1784.7089 1.1446309 0.99458116 1.2349027 0.0808057 0.13995957 0.1947521 1661.8654 1387.7588 1846.4954 0.9602395 0.86872995
0.0364689 156.53304 123.006805 217.021 1.2011752 1.1151658 1.3334475 0.06472082 0.11209974 0.07631467 28.1578 23.5164 32.1338 1.3412008 0.6108266
0.00712608 1947.7297 1709.0048 2146.714 1.0690293 0.7986199 1.5216798 0.20714593 0.35878727 0.7572497 1131.629 857.4632 1429.6962 0.625948 0.46695772
0.6247177 96.327934 93.04401 99.9621 1.5001144 1.2763864 1.8078164 0.15308158 0.26514506 0.05706441 49.271236 37.2247 61.8316 0.6835471 0.62625825
0.3025463 628.91614 300.2293 836.2757 1.1403116 0.79792166 1.85675 0.30210993 0.5232697 0.65475214 365.56705 260.7215 517.32434 0.65657735 0.4676526
0.1391123 535.1726 484.4128 598.9468 0.9779464 0.63724303 1.2482868 0.2175975 0.3768899 0.92680174 226.51134 151.6109 289.3926 0.5357885 0.43887976
0.11744864 89.9171 72.5876 103.65761 1.392148 1.2314011 1.5187986 0.08813531 0.15265483 0.03452388 91.62946 83.9003 99.265 0.9631775 0.6685141
0.00471798 60.894432 55.362198 70.5153 1.0622277 0.7561124 1.2715325 0.18463536 0.3197978 0.75654566 49.059235 35.3064 60.932205 0.6753112 0.4543357
0.32126755 563.20013 335.60458 761.8498 1.7192686 1.4430598 2.2636228 0.24290802 0.420729 0.06012631 460.89185 339.5884 624.7118 0.8086228 0.69415355
0.02448114 475.1784 335.4319 573.7951 0.59789443 0.29511163 0.8653548 0.23253511 0.40276262 0.28258172 44.5852 20.652702 60.108505 1.7480518 0.9574149
1.5144162 40.6582 119.418396 0.7614605
0.02142365 201.5397 134.16501 255.7744 1.0998985 0.7922218 1.3141991 0.18439159 0.3193756 0.6207371 20.8244 15.210499 25.182499 2.3136938 0.8082052
0.7358927 546.4515 441.4488 605.55383 0.33152038 0.26395038 0.42629382 0.04671567 0.08091391 0.0154571 61.54776 42.980198 81.4071 1.1739385 0.9782552
0.2484544 546.41705 457.2414 647.7078 1.0409935 0.86765933 1.1887473 0.09870558 0.17096306 0.71123683 516.15155 443.9803 567.626 1.4800092 1.1126423
0.08763677 76.7843 49.026398 106.340706 1.1142192 0.9936637 1.2787327 0.08248748 0.1428725 0.28008515 59.71163 52.370205 72.140396 0.9680577 0.80668867
0.01885144 320.902 205.3153 397.2709 0.73513633 0.36350834 1.2382982 0.29794604 0.51605767 0.48842826 17.118933 7.757099 27.1183 4.3136005 1.4951699
0.012229 1221.1187 1021.1438 1427.8845 1.0292616 0.6646703 1.4125001 0.24162525 0.4185072 0.9100609 1245.1405 827.3882 1499.2856 0.513841 0.27096996
0.9655684 478.98956 398.90082 635.4879 1.8297198 1.4685904 2.2393668 0.22595865 0.39137185 0.03850918 699.14874 551.1519 817.5647 1.4638101 1.0225639
0.03986546 204.25407 153.4935 247.9534 0.90978384 0.7045896 1.2011523 0.14300689 0.2476952 0.602618 36.6186 29.8184 43.345 1.5383911 1.0027131
0.0186244 676.8198 661.42896 704.3561 1.3683723 1.2856445 1.5412042 0.0816272 0.14138246 0.03415363 451.54306 381.64258 522.8184 0.9832807 0.7889385
0.7654965 121.12394 88.3616 139.49 0.8607838 0.7491289 1.071619 0.09630207 0.16680008 0.30886114 88.311066 75.201904 112.1452 0.9703788 0.9198927
0.03046327 618.62006 555.4815 669.6305 1.2606351 0.75256014 1.7500031 0.34671643 0.60053045 0.46862197 462.07022 229.61652 626.1925 0.72329646 0.5153697
0.00276593 297.48566 240.1842 348.44382 0.74379253 0.35472646 1.177046 0.30981708 0.5366189 0.5113891 18.439165 8.189299 23.778898 2.3514743 0.6507287
0.00405677 631.44354 551.9801 701.6781 0.8115451 0.61570686 1.0074089 0.11977752 0.20746075 0.28714186 45.8444 30.439999 58.4095 1.9417036 0.64003795
0.02081096 113.11657 103.97591 124.61879 1.5356514 1.0252632 2.7951083 0.5039426 0.8728542 0.29541123 107.3281 69.2354 165.1721 0.8687272 0.6242767
0.12320102 42.5394 17.156197 77.6773 2.4050214 2.2308483 2.6941414 0.13923258 0.24115789 0.00430237 86.48023 85.321 87.8616 0.39114037 0.30387244
0.00846695 410.84067 344.885 498.9265 0.9742357 0.65273017 1.2298406 0.2020515 0.34996346 0.90862006 38.7576 26.7865 49.1789 2.1088998 1.0184356
0.29585296 92.12283 85.4964 101.2349 1.2118827 1.1926731 1.2447888 0.01633612 0.028295 0.00488286 40.38983 35.9268 43.9744 0.93310046 0.86206424
0.6264188 201.47949 142.6565 269.3339 1.4258593 1.1438587 1.7186346 0.17108585 0.29632938 0.09611116 207.95193 163.2958 255.77269 1.0666332 0.76063657
0.22482099 202.37788 194.96591 212.5605 2.3117428 1.5035257 3.519111 0.5942826 1.0293276 0.07617217 185.80067 101.4202 271.2697 0.58200556 0.36603865
0.17924571 151.10387 119.31999 170.2771 0.902548 0.7635514 1.2401346 0.14622183 0.25326362 0.5850018 151.0942 120.57729 201.31209 1.2113115 1.1995586
0.22211413 695.647 352.8289 1049.4388 0.57614994 0.28761554 0.98306847 0.2322005 0.40218306 0.2688094 83.200035 38.9725 116.566795 1.2710642 1.0812364
0.02663202 516.3908 446.8006 622.2527 0.99764735 0.8600115 1.2160361 0.10359694 0.17943516 0.9838343 292.66632 249.01729 364.46042 0.9173362 0.70548487
0.0421251 180.305 162.8138 197.211 0.8133255 0.43965805 0.32050303 0.5551275 0.62127537 77.630135 0.6611969
0.16467342 766.085 442.73038 986.9912 0.82100177 0.72003853 0.9866442 0.07823779 0.13551183 0.17258075 327.17493 304.5773 355.8732 0.7390635 0.5667664
0.01297793 192.57207 162.0008 214.5719 0.97490084 0.768467 1.3440815 0.16592473 0.28739005 0.89277375 26.2369 20.6239 37.018898 1.821786 1.1029214
0.36481127 123.049225 112.8176 131.6785 0.9314724 0.8602433 1.0401359 0.05316494 0.09208438 0.33869237 42.63673 40.7929 43.955597 0.7240237 0.5505748
0.18185619 18369.234 14585.844 21287.42 0.7842578 0.5804432 1.100232 0.14936522 0.25870815 0.32053533 6515.34 4940.079 9124.438 0.69574714 0.56018835
0.01048691 150.1719 148.5965 151.8764 0.8577559 0.634184 1.1264102 0.14582422 0.25257495 0.45402104 63.60107 40.9149 83.0458 0.7892546 0.6194961
0.1871031 2925.397 2152.1309 3621.9368 1.2799684 1.0282602 1.5033813 0.14660415 0.25392583 0.16152012 1767.3788 1450.7047 2176.6943 0.7135755 0.54228705
0.07141424 491.45282 377.5799 640.0797 1.0603505 0.9869293 1.1940317 0.06357655 0.11011781 0.43043724 310.98727 307.5094 317.59448 0.90399534 0.64440006
0.7911425 244.76282 176.9341 340.0013 0.5404756 0.39873925 0.6782647 0.0870869 0.15083894 0.06014066 48.161896 30.9529 61.7474 0.80485743 0.6230353
0.0605867 222.8747 110.8235 344.26212 1.4929731 1.2487702 1.8012222 0.15935478 0.27601057 0.06320538 398.15952 295.2646 499.46286 0.531397 0.3287269
0.05936669 59.910934 47.7989 81.9438 1.3627152 1.2685846 1.4805627 0.06136991 0.1062958 0.02046568 59.344936 52.9122 68.19 0.68632144 0.38790655
0.05529944 553.1238 229.85 774.7578 0.83870906 0.5342027 1.2961105 0.22569749 0.3909195 0.5629922 27.976368 18.154202 37.558304 2.9763377 0.77827245
0.31904757 60.137863 41.3679 92.526596 1.3230011 1.0335037 1.6476767 0.18154445 0.3144442 0.17453964 92.209496 73.627396 112.598206 1.1197937 1.0724714
0.1538796 20678.838 19529.305 22364.875 0.5648674 0.34840307 0.9027398 0.16453618 0.284985 0.17335902 3725.0496 2322.289 5130.8555 1.1100903 0.99794275
7.54E-04 20.731333 18.4375 23.0513 0.95160407 0.71026975 1.6080712 0.26372218 0.4567802 0.86774856 31.225067 20.7333 50.3028 1.0604862 0.7694427
0.00617594 1333.3209 1029.2625 1858.851 0.9018106 0.40253943 1.8315235 0.46219325 0.8005422 0.83619606 63.664665 20.993801 109.15659 3.9173203 0.80428416
0.08960094 86.669136 79.22861 100.08131 1.5025102 1.2562572 1.7807938 0.15265673 0.2644092 0.05620927 122.02436 100.2428 148.13449 1.5548644 1.0378056
0.02689832 191.48483 138.67819 259.1087 0.7080827 0.5148511 1.2941176 0.22905512 0.3967351 0.3709941 13.589333 9.566198 21.0415 2.3704538 0.84698004
0.23247604 148.73003 100.5214 187.8808 1.077075 0.9575646 1.3263313 0.11334612 0.19632123 0.5506395 73.550766 59.9265 92.3226 0.5430702 0.32797444
0.30156553 310.92752 206.7673 401.81268 1.0495303 0.6547966 1.4223269 0.26214162 0.45404258 0.85849386 314.50256 184.69 418.21957 1.1391068 0.89323235
0.00685844 123.95976 105.0434 146.497 1.1412876 0.98533696 1.5046011 0.16010487 0.27730978 0.440067 21.687033 16.823997 28.8487 1.5591218 1.0921905
0.00409763 537.7979 442.01508 655.40314 0.43214917 0.3371754 0.63301134 0.08612158 0.14916696 0.04939017 21.609934 14.460402 31.837801 1.8099395 0.6602461
0.0180981 909.6905 543.14966 1295.4977 0.71840954 0.47363135 1.2873324 0.23130605 0.4006338 0.38576674 45.603302 28.842802 76.3898 2.6741722 0.8393299
0.5898395 55.822002 47.547997 67.69211 0.8053573 0.73230594 0.9251096 0.0573097 0.0992633 0.09259689 34.7315 31.1846 41.0685 1.0695275 0.9923169
0.38291696 177.9177 77.108505 339.4502 1.5671487 1.3233382 1.8099481 0.14391634 0.24927041 0.0388738 279.06125 225.8259 317.4993 0.4105626 0.3274882
0.1264802 99.14477 87.673096 106.9856 0.73424375 0.61399794 0.86127865 0.07260441 0.12575452 0.08788093 20.3255 17.390202 25.034199 1.0281821 1.0150658
0.0827098 67.611565 66.3111 69.8438 1.1116093 0.944003 1.455654 0.15310517 0.26518592 0.5175327 29.373335 23.3637 38.8803 0.63423824 0.58983225
1.108591 1.8275763 131.1171 244.6632 0.6507243
4.36E-04 612.3918 605.18884 618.5492 0.71725 0.4679808 0.9250222 0.1595537 0.27635512 0.2618915 41.5159 23.0864 52.147697 2.1833599 0.98933405
0.08882894 47.63233 30.714603 65.672195 1.1600662 0.6811057 1.64643 0.33200365 0.5750472 0.6383139 41.252266 24.492199 50.483498 0.6633329 0.46038002
0.34668437 76.03664 71.0881 81.145706 1.4986621 1.3187038 1.9257526 0.19014066 0.32933328 0.08410431 99.945564 83.7606 130.4123 1.2823564 1.2608024
0.07354141 53.541866 45.4267 63.024002 0.8461001 0.6058101 1.0128082 0.1444858 0.25025675 0.42283756 22.862467 16.5859 27.7368 0.77140516 0.43713832
0.61741424 56.1826 45.0748 69.6449 1.2705171 1.2137468 1.3138324 0.03008751 0.05211309 0.00963384 52.99497 50.3492 55.616802 1.2265304 1.1351676
0.12481265 879.93567 641.61945 1148.1056 1.2486796 0.93142116 1.468221 0.18635458 0.3227756 0.2695596 1120.3864 789.305 1292.8737 0.696945 0.49775732
0.01572204 366.6428 319.798 432.8471 0.9004691 0.5020382 1.2920533 0.28376046 0.49148753 0.75614053 72.390396 39.108498 89.986206 1.543869 1.3672866
0.09370682 318.4268 220.4755 433.2888 1.0110402 0.8459472 1.1862527 0.09983689 0.17292257 0.92105347 176.34991 152.1799 190.1302 0.55980986 0.49857408
0.1631256 388.9288 338.2136 428.8678 1.2062588 1.004094 1.3827479 0.11574525 0.20047665 0.18797109 498.1345 396.942 561.9134 0.4779035 0.39642367
0.11693913 39.853863 26.704998 56.923595 0.94111884 0.824908 1.0551257 0.06763378 0.11714514 0.48587567 21.214268 19.223202 22.9032 1.0367678 0.79360473
0.00113534 18.765867 16.525799 20.7743 1.056397 0.96328413 1.1591679 0.05657201 0.0979856 0.41250873 46.2257 37.8512 53.4169 0.43874437 0.19276688
0.15862857 48.209732 39.888298 63.657597 1.1798897 1.145755 1.2231479 0.02261248 0.03916596 0.01315104 26.405134 24.7995 27.869202 0.8010017 0.6557548
0.13964517 38.241833 17.816898 49.7866 1.4804019 1.4144926 1.6075599 0.06118631 0.10597779 0.01089011 77.708534 71.625 87.2314 0.91452384 0.7787351
0.38952768 248.2734 184.2312 297.6216 0.57364357 0.42095277 1.0046862 0.17103693 0.29624465 0.18629189 45.354633 28.8418 76.1373 1.5784519 1.2199829
0.21485771 5.056234 -0.1348991 8.4855 5.9372134 1.8561655 19.29847 5.8762946 10.1780405 0.11888072 62.15437 13.497101 136.73961 0.48442072 0.29840067
0.24652298 72.41823 63.820698 83.4041 0.8571638 0.7668898 1.0104872 0.07235525 0.12532297 0.20784274 47.513832 40.8416 55.319004 1.1037976 1.0111384
0.07120415 163.61794 51.325703 322.536 0.7718185 0.22794472 1.4813461 0.6391015 1.1069562 0.7125768 6.8654003 1.6574993 10.496101 5.734684 0.7035686
0.82634646 297.11816 211.8095 386.3909 0.9818093 0.91044325 1.0704894 0.04629154 0.0801793 0.7341446 101.499504 90.509796 117.0143 1.068727 0.9027791
0.05505775 54.9652 46.579002 65.8639 0.88444823 0.8274318 0.9858752 0.04853218 0.0840602 0.15412289 23.616333 23.4724 23.876 0.87852806 0.706636
0.03032315 92.94326 72.074005 114.075 1.1194217 0.91684055 1.3603771 0.12878805 0.22306745 0.42644632 19.897532 16.598999 25.275497 1.4494159 0.8838956
0.6153621 415.82538 371.5156 482.73578 1.3539004 1.1729065 1.803525 0.1971495 0.34147295 0.16892867 204.09177 155.1912 279.7833 0.6158373 0.45808604
0.14852563 154.46579 102.36369 194.4764 1.7805663 1.4237406 2.3830495 0.2763621 0.47867316 0.06331544 296.03516 230.8831 375.94177 0.84981745 0.6947411
0.11208502 203.63419 130.1338 272.8203 1.3251754 0.21763724 0.37695876 0.2225389 173.46497 0.5352664
0.30709228 1543.0889 1505.6688 1586.5427 1.2613555 0.9793939 1.5676187 0.17520241 0.30345947 0.23208576 1464.433 1077.9642 1773.6224 0.83892226 0.6398352
0.07020583 1123.9296 620.4079 1486.5469 1.0988911 0.6402708 2.4597332 0.5147497 0.89157265 0.83970004 192.8591 101.28621 340.5021 1.5157068 0.8019619
0.07207997 631.14856 410.5963 927.00903 1.1970696 0.75679624 2.534329 0.5057907 0.8760552 0.6811691 601.4684 350.832 1028.0836 0.32462004 0.1648658
0.96621186 101.67616 84.4151 119.19119 1.1820661 0.98521733 1.3228834 0.1093455 0.18939197 0.21041422 96.54577 79.3291 111.0427 0.8516787 0.6527985
0.11315858 107.631325 84.8436 135.2356 1.0849609 0.90370405 1.2693235 0.10811929 0.18726811 0.49641788 55.8834 41.395603 66.4439 0.94412565 0.7893123
0.06580542 111.32623 72.599304 138.3523 0.7036857 0.5764333 0.8704876 0.08476258 0.1468131 0.09833163 48.727833 42.2306 54.379303 1.0122101 0.75890714
0.00742909 53.578396 49.1979 57.9481 0.9929879 0.94305295 1.0588078 0.03379977 0.05854292 0.8552335 60.169796 57.476196 63.797 0.9458314 0.75485224
0.04418509 73.40057 49.0786 92.4449 0.79412955 0.6761682 1.0901382 0.12820539 0.22205824 0.28288636 52.559464 39.2333 73.82539 0.89940256 0.65516657
0.33622232 85.79116 75.8269 97.23969 1.4241902 1.3460686 1.5887386 0.0780465 0.1351805 0.02308576 113.213264 103.03461 130.3197 1.2167392 1.0082765
0.00724157 1254.0797 1074.7866 1494.8573 0.9513658 0.6539825 1.3296614 0.20219857 0.35021818 0.8311728 611.41974 389.2237 813.48193 0.6224862 0.36207232
0.79534954 74.7 63.2324 87.8466 1.3778573 1.2360616 1.6019063 0.10760518 0.18637764 0.05409782 83.20817 71.5775 99.4066 1.0449493 0.7773709
0.20809463 43.5934 31.271399 52.685802 1.2613282 0.8909687 1.5529397 0.22579578 0.39108974 0.31566837 38.060234 25.9468 47.1459 1.5036622 1.1661516
0.04449763 129.50687 112.5867 149.888 0.9843054 0.7328 1.3107368 0.16883422 0.29242945 0.93353057 61.6768 46.776 73.2147 0.7134769 0.6493137
0.19079931 1302.8798 1067.5608 1746.5978 1.1390264 0.97926414 1.5062588 0.16169693 0.2800673 0.45030496 1641.424 1361.8217 2194.1165 0.64529943 0.3839818
0.05511195 2014.6854 1889.6068 2228.4812 0.8162921 0.49914718 1.1095159 0.21256198 0.36816815 0.49975812 507.98056 314.6192 681.456 1.3497561 1.1607246
0.09011298 1950.4445 1450.5863 2364.1296 1.0948416 0.91007125 1.2794669 0.10964817 0.1899162 0.45825365 1061.4557 929.4853 1273.3384 0.74365133 0.7080193
0.01146701 404.41354 326.3314 500.04626 0.842974 0.6826521 1.021896 0.0994978 0.17233524 0.28120375 41.391933 34.1426 52.451294 2.469725 1.1933557
0.05442018 225.76567 193.96619 251.1905 0.85527754 0.7188013 0.95421195 0.07560728 0.13095564 0.21725583 48.354034 41.7708 56.9064 1.292613 1.154722
0.12334333 65.357574 48.8552 78.44211 0.7287949 0.42302835 1.2787316 0.2518307 0.43618354 0.42639786 27.5605 14.495197 42.6246 0.59621847 0.4478307
0.00650566 4906.5557 4421.7534 5242.3804 1.1456926 0.81133425 1.5926577 0.22976501 0.39796466 0.55742586 6367.2515 4300.423 8800.387 0.8395812 0.7818269
0.05587183 188.42726 173.3405 212.13849 1.0159125 0.7871261 1.3273234 0.15602702 0.2702467 0.9262553 105.93368 77.51761 134.3713 0.7837295 0.6103751
0.0051985 789.59515 618.25806 949.7474 0.91236234 0.7305537 1.1933612 0.13300684 0.2303746 0.5882461 30.157131 21.146399 40.5101 3.3774834 1.0589705
0.07166494 111.82197 93.6934 128.593 1.9578382 1.1204115 3.8341262 0.77838945 1.3482101 0.20273545 108.011024 48.081898 188.02919 0.8917322 0.7543926
0.06204327 137.64532 123.76849 157.1327 1.314763 0.98896253 1.6047194 0.19523144 0.33815077 0.20196825 53.6164 35.3322 65.5156 1.1898838 0.85277027
0.25058275 97.16783 69.0131 129.3738 0.9041956 0.7659348 1.062642 0.08606214 0.149064 0.39835346 38.37733 33.556396 40.836098 0.65002495 0.5077733
0.0674642 44.413467 31.277302 65.920395 0.9349368 0.8487766 1.1006197 0.07709092 0.13352539 0.49837327 29.322165 23.7841 36.169098 0.33061326 0.12018797
1.0134447 1.5035381 67.2873 105.8378 0.72883296
0.0607523 78.7562 62.550404 95.787796 1.2205948 0.96760565 1.6334146 0.19137722 0.33147508 0.32485303 55.919636 45.3705 67.021904 0.9334312 0.7962802
0.03036684 145.35437 121.16809 179.9736 0.87666494 0.5471212 1.578914 0.29419097 0.50955373 0.7136877 25.982433 13.057301 43.0609 1.4108241 0.9921255
0.02714271 25.420267 11.968601 37.033104 1.2872869 1.1507007 1.5189672 0.10932438 0.18935537 0.0960392 74.533066 63.2157 92.270996 0.17752592 0.04476564
0.30620044 139.75583 66.8982 216.64679 1.2214079 0.7795815 1.8709025 0.3244111 0.5618965 0.5120152 85.91023 52.974197 130.4687 0.3149266 0.16458985
0.03460987 51.2086 46.617603 59.8947 1.1803453 1.0595978 1.3862634 0.09722668 0.16840154 0.18039542 36.472168 33.8839 38.7921 0.70841396 0.63958937
0.01206292 335.8293 298.6813 389.7008 0.6273986 0.4220291 1.1422925 0.20535028 0.3556771 0.2657589 30.143568 18.684298 51.8996 1.2498333 0.46249434
0.00788192 236.23996 221.97429 248.4386 0.94685775 0.84924865 1.0203884 0.0528227 0.0914916 0.42998976 38.365234 36.555397 41.088303 1.6051276 0.9451928
0.00113146 1830.5754 1662.0244 1928.9255 0.8605706 0.6940824 1.0077391 0.0967367 0.16755287 0.30994937 287.8177 205.6461 341.2026 1.2428454 0.6810423
0.00452229 123.71173 108.59331 148.3353 0.14087182 0.01 0.5557251 1.1201196 1.940104 0.27666447 0.7003664 -4.955599 3.9375992 3.370258 0.78616494
0.0813842 719.9076 542.2083 852.9972 1.073541 0.98053676 1.1535065 0.05143442 0.08908702 0.27615112 380.0528 349.6325 432.3813 0.8091838 0.6676291
0.05146241 354.30554 240.182 513.1298 0.9184356 0.7765837 1.0489585 0.081785 0.14165577 0.4379076 40.3414 30.409801 46.9395 1.7997745 1.1910592
0.10493174 862.7924 363.8963 1287.499 1.0196524 0.98169917 1.0712757 0.02637114 0.04567615 0.5300779 83.9432 72.9268 93.3291 3.516261 1.4165288
0.00828155 154.7728 135.87408 177.763 0.80041385 0.47330981 1.0755947 0.22226368 0.38497198 0.48694822 20.767866 12.4321995 25.780998 1.8319081 0.74627197
0.07438876 3975.841 3341.2434 4451.716 1.0290111 0.9243347 1.1758378 0.07301267 0.12646164 0.72495985 1875.9314 1791.4207 1943.16 0.9916879 0.86972016
0.05966243 72.40147 61.2194 80.9303 0.91255313 0.6288143 1.1052836 0.1744639 0.30218032 0.6717939 31.906965 22.8279 38.678497 0.6851351 0.5709121
0.00645972 347.178 340.74542 352.32172 0.538762 0.29779628 0.7898946 0.17356014 0.30061498 0.1758826 43.98643 23.513098 54.5764 1.2075062 0.84696037
0.43291157 273.07367 225.3264 336.9393 1.1792538 0.8596214 2.113682 0.36774424 0.6369517 0.62931216 263.05893 178.2247 429.0483 0.44272602 0.3085072
0.06654052 243.2126 218.52081 283.33878 1.0129117 0.89295566 1.1483016 0.07383219 0.12788111 0.87601805 126.7671 99.9438 150.7263 0.6632608 0.38680342
0.11194682 -3.9720001 -31.558296 28.018196 1.3706405 1.0088136 1.9852772 0.27960888 0.48429677 0.25236472 32.755733 20.625702 47.602097 0.6519859 0.19577147
0.06320832 354.82437 291.4704 405.913 1.2199755 1.0029687 1.7709749 0.23350045 0.40443465 0.3978873 229.2606 195.2308 295.9732 0.89251894 0.6440195
0.16035876 447.80325 290.6856 599.37177 1.2042018 1.0272684 1.390149 0.10617377 0.18389836 0.16814499 292.78894 263.4869 347.44348 0.7651728 0.5601784
0.21048017 911.5636 518.1554 1401.6514 1.0056876 0.8505465 1.1582638 0.09117401 0.15791802 0.9555377 499.06543 447.71982 529.58984 0.6132597 0.46711537
0.15244922 83.698235 30.914402 150.9322 1.1851101 0.14492019 0.2510091 0.29540038 82.11217 0.5605038
0.01750756 53.542236 44.9215 62.740402 1.0587583 0.7121584 1.6880015 0.27950424 0.48411554 0.8415391 38.467064 24.8409 60.424896 1.0598916 0.82945
0.00996183 191.7342 171.1442 216.8978 0.954717 0.82955354 1.206041 0.11348803 0.19656703 0.7316719 34.796734 31.1775 39.664696 1.0179503 0.8067053
0.00763081 87.090164 70.989 96.41421 1.0692621 0.5416146 1.9015065 0.43456638 0.75269103 0.8717821 77.873 38.115402 114.104004 0.69659144 0.5199542
0.06156224 302.8716 215.8945 364.081 1.5567908 1.0378121 2.0993335 0.3384406 0.5861963 0.16988282 322.47446 183.25201 434.729 0.9632271 0.82084656
0.18803976 202.4589 104.099594 300.4638 0.66970795 0.4466139 1.2186427 0.21978632 0.38068107 0.3197903 23.396801 15.0756 35.996803 1.8603405 1.2613869
0.22571206 113.220505 64.380905 148.36801 1.419588 1.2128984 1.6245362 0.12146661 0.21038635 0.05424004 88.93746 78.43179 100.7695 0.92131567 0.84406567
0.01499947 205.89613 167.5628 246.09161 0.9542229 0.56330836 1.6727415 0.32399324 0.5611727 0.89527875 36.8856 20.964 54.4756 1.3374228 1.1552466
1.34E-04 439.3231 407.8413 479.36758 1.1561217 0.94762856 1.5319343 0.16992483 0.29431844 0.4216031 28.157803 23.679102 33.4975 2.5115635 0.60170776
0.05879413 285.13242 217.38431 387.7651 0.6282453 0.40023863 0.8278907 0.14852603 0.25725463 0.17753327 34.2346 18.4835 43.6911 1.0787368 0.6754519
0.03734639 46.75747 37.8261 59.2403 1.1699212 1.0539883 1.3007547 0.07124896 0.12340681 0.12277907 33.54513 27.1261 38.256195 0.61003226 0.4070675
0.13514158 607.25165 443.7189 824.466 1.1399455 0.8360841 1.4839559 0.19470485 0.33723867 0.51551485 148.36281 109.32901 199.1401 1.4531248 1.0884849
0.02554894 165.0696 133.5419 221.4415 0.72719365 0.624679 0.81989926 0.05853986 0.10139401 0.05781468 17.1572 13.1548 20.248598 2.0618565 1.061412
0.05030549 71.84227 59.346 87.526596 0.5417048 0.3718979 0.72254634 0.10973075 0.19005923 0.08937983 9.362498 6.4828987 11.021898 1.3300456 1.3030726
0.01688921 296.46933 259.6313 350.2463 0.5608655 0.14500865 1.2243403 0.5597122 0.9694499 0.48412365 33.360565 5.356098 51.678696 1.4298372 0.86224896
0.00444334 370.1117 350.3533 406.9095 0.83543116 0.6482373 1.1960331 0.1581244 0.2738795 0.43248874 35.2972 27.6608 50.269897 2.0778027 0.98464775
0.07410396 90.7539 63.1866 114.46611 0.94948435 0.7425299 1.1266338 0.12110438 0.20975894 0.7207395 52.386932 42 59.395603 0.79240286 0.52228117
0.3946395 170.7727 117.3314 243.2937 1.2859973 1.15354 1.4818827 0.09578296 0.16590095 0.07704337 206.18954 177.9362 234.97371 1.221928 1.2054412
0.01078348 223.50653 183.42978 265.58752 1.0643996 0.6727692 1.5872797 0.2785242 0.48241803 0.8258593 179.2039 113.654 261.2882 0.40895882 0.21850659
0.38631183 228.50351 183.0216 298.5952 1.1506797 1.0644053 1.3328218 0.08493969 0.14711985 0.19645649 104.004265 86.959 126.5638 0.7117875 0.69288874
0.03128937 2322.55 1707.8981 2995.063 1.2287967 1.115966 1.334641 0.06416015 0.11112864 0.05841321 3664.7324 3206.152 4109.0303 1.1457486 0.9358439
0.14724654 231.89507 201.3945 265.83282 0.93298775 0.6981802 1.18884 0.14773059 0.25587687 0.6991562 88.732864 69.06709 114.597404 0.79720473 0.6910885
0.3135037 82.03263 44.521297 145.7229 1.5942346 1.390028 1.7398942 0.11103714 0.19232197 0.02143123 65.83483 60.819004 74.1799 0.65348285 0.6031212
0.0169551 344.62424 307.8064 415.13132 0.91925174 0.6319733 1.4161822 0.22496423 0.38964948 0.7541115 63.46404 43.721703 95.469604 0.61581224 0.3121808
9.84E-04 467.69263 450.3085 480.36478 1.0155377 0.9287864 1.1819931 0.07781006 0.13477097 0.85852206 228.05183 215.974 240.517 0.9008007 0.691061
0.20328385 138.36296 107.2969 184.48889 1.3107709 1.1213105 1.5828916 0.13319507 0.23070063 0.11532805 111.09164 90.96651 132.002 0.7825512 0.5826723
0.29581493 389.9831 293.45068 442.2631 1.4087454 0.9964102 1.7950287 0.25637248 0.44405016 0.19357751 489.58105 333.4945 626.3108 1.4387043 1.1938198
1.757822 25.5531 57.325005 0.6925094
0.17224725 86.17477 62.7936 114.4105 0.8692724 0.7878408 1.043835 0.0801165 0.13876584 0.26571912 36.65437 34.843903 39.848 1.1140959 1.033241
0.06793157 102.40017 65.5111 160.4512 0.616656 0.16695248 1.6083195 0.61146265 1.0590844 0.54908323 10.9149 1.8047981 19.8684 1.2353737 0.34782475
0.02648362 81.486534 70.0578 92.0843 1.2511009 1.1783136 1.3118726 0.03958957 0.06857114 0.01934594 54.698833 51.947 58.8302 0.6063438 0.5388964
0.07210755 251.17406 198.4151 309.8186 1.0957975 1.0104462 1.2159905 0.060047 0.10400446 0.23625788 153.66524 135.4219 175.72209 0.9536799 0.9330323
0.84073466 52.660267 43.3353 67.8019 0.6325529 0.54883796 0.77769583 0.06740677 0.11675194 0.04932985 10.792634 9.928701 11.996401 1.334302 1.1906078
0.04969077 713.4306 606.0659 830.8822 1.1693534 0.7424423 1.6569793 0.29016295 0.50257695 0.57805437 421.2031 266.0471 519.5868 0.5013289 0.40164688
0.17310302 435.02368 392.17798 496.65927 1.1518105 0.678578 1.6942017 0.33376992 0.57810646 0.6569682 578.35004 304.98248 815.9846 1.0653534 0.8705103
0.03929754 155.57918 119.009796 207.11691 1.1670778 1.0241759 1.3385125 0.09066464 0.15703575 0.18380457 141.63649 126.3472 171.03809 1.0302962 0.76317406
0.0578999 519.25256 438.1062 583.2757 1.6323991 1.4912927 1.8495008 0.10559909 0.18290299 0.01687982 1042.1217 917.3184 1169.4603 0.8548079 0.5148768
0.14034423 113.918236 94.645294 150.281 1.1991693 1.0761908 1.3731214 0.08624786 0.14938568 0.12669757 65.0568 62.066498 67.5258 0.6446149 0.5382431
0.01266668 480.73428 325.938 689.77966 0.9857991 0.713121 1.361797 0.18901674 0.3273866 0.94592285 25.959932 19.586098 31.8926 2.7158127 0.8130763
0.08561008 60.242165 40.9065 86.1093 1.3746488 0.8799798 1.9335276 0.33413097 0.57873183 0.30569088 58.39367 37.914703 81.177 0.6881004 0.45963797
0.06501281 1536.07 1115.016 2105.2603 1.026203 0.61413276 1.7614659 0.33548528 0.5810775 0.9400373 1053.249 628.08276 1536.108 0.540946 0.4726257
0.22882527 39.654198 19.328094 57.862396 0.02620614 0.01 0.17997383 0.05897105 0.10214085 0.06340098 -5.7725334 -9.276802 1.115902 0.5467453 0.01
0.0048574 147.75826 120.16989 176.16919 1.2764417 1.0363348 1.5992492 0.16214491 0.28084323 0.19129068 262.47308 202.74039 321.6104 1.2384229 0.9316115
0.0073892 153.36044 139.048 162.95181 1.1060933 0.9672799 1.1964273 0.0747788 0.12952067 0.27317378 217.62823 188.3981 242.92859 1.3315939 0.9854373
0.033513 363.88345 304.3952 448.96503 1.5432268 0.82187974 2.3259656 0.53387827 0.92470425 0.3076959 401.44855 202.366 587.7395 0.5749328 0.40045705
0.11371486 358.89838 308.56952 441.39142 1.3537284 0.96555406 1.9365691 0.280796 0.48635292 0.271126 235.73674 165.984 341.6449 0.5988993 0.44890833
1.06E-04 315.37302 287.86502 331.1563 1.0321666 0.7985765 1.2067932 0.13515857 0.2341015 0.82940805 16.918966 11.5224 20.4205 2.7406855 0.5011083
0.02594665 8379.125 7052.999 9760.462 0.9936156 0.8360478 1.1510755 0.09320065 0.16142826 0.9514582 5775.922 4647.085 6856.3823 0.6737965 0.52047884
0.00161662 34.5465 32.326504 36.115902 1.1354647 0.9254215 1.5094335 0.16942465 0.2934521 0.47805437 63.927 45.586205 87.1997 0.34508282 0.16381982
0.00230656 909.61334 708.2774 1309.9956 0.03022367 0.01 0.27608424 0.10792142 0.18692538 0.08706284 -2.2709675 -7.4528008 1.9561996 8.701451 0.4075506
0.05991658 49.717464 40.5374 67.162796 1.330703 0.76305854 0.39255193 0.6799199 0.41221413 44.357433 0.49977747
0.053714 28.772469 10.128899 49.449802 1.0858645 0.9768519 1.2088933 0.06700211 0.11605106 0.31251344 67.508934 60.686897 79.355995 0.9452404 0.71744156
0.07555269 41.0591 14.896 71.6648 1.0445644 0.8724938 1.1585753 0.09494785 0.16445449 0.67702925 61.4191 52.7416 71.8733 0.21501905 0.08961327
0.04427053 768.8798 360.5011 1175.7859 1.1914133 0.9815285 1.3486363 0.11777967 0.20400035 0.21626712 53.386932 45.2667 60.466904 2.4074259 0.9461183
0.02201689 4466.4976 3449.1887 5124.5015 0.9605071 0.7484019 1.2354144 0.14119107 0.2445501 0.8067976 2859.3867 2318.1147 3728.7253 0.7092753 0.63741046
0.05287286 8986.328 6724.8667 10534.233 0.98574317 0.9584632 1.0255729 0.02008718 0.03479203 0.55391294 5554.299 4879.239 5966.202 0.60048336 0.53141934
0.43787247 520.2595 431.4443 611.5026 1.3597896 1.1093379 1.7580268 0.186902 0.32372376 0.15154105 591.2967 455.67398 773.85144 0.6341456 0.46549523
0.37638253 377.59964 205.8677 516.3833 1.5033638 1.1762133 2.1370957 0.27795506 0.48143226 0.15228346 553.9086 414.18237 784.50824 0.6424168 0.5729055
0.01213098 700.1816 511.55478 828.2161 0.82346517 0.65754944 0.9746829 0.09740152 0.16870438 0.23895349 64.30597 45.3655 78.862 2.1944487 0.8215797
7.96E-04 451.939 400.2688 509.87888 1.2435863 0.8712246 1.6836736 0.24554858 0.4253026 0.37398174 45.789764 31.945099 63.3555 2.0759845 0.9435445
0.42274973 3218.6543 3138.7024 3277.6467 0.65067303 0.42953038 0.81895775 0.13989459 0.24230453 0.17487279 721.2671 475.3377 930.08405 1.0679015 0.8700606
0.0178274 173.25697 152.09921 185.41919 1.354255 1.3294482 1.3778039 0.01399372 0.02423784 0.00115887 107.66447 99.174995 114.46281 0.7188538 0.5876465
0.00285852 886.8997 696.36237 1141.7607 0.70205396 0.3464255 1.0338644 0.27355567 0.4738123 0.4226143 20.751734 8.105001 27.6415 4.1008635 0.69911134
0.03731772 390.2385 348.8702 413.6692 1.0985423 0.95186543 1.4113135 0.13974054 0.24203771 0.5326111 201.78941 184.87291 233.7298 0.88246506 0.83464444
0.06894708 136.99263 123.259 149.935 1.3863926 1.0244455 1.695082 0.21732888 0.37642464 0.16789842 77.11386 58.0506 89.23789 1.0973334 0.9266884
0.11236715 105.01046 94.2809 119.3824 0.67775065 0.5047987 0.90081745 0.11578147 0.20053938 0.14558098 32.258167 24.478699 38.225403 1.2275797 1.2123394
0.23251723 223.30128 111.5889 279.8389 1.2691239 1.0347843 1.7245095 0.20177454 0.34948376 0.26635155 161.57933 115.339905 219.65959 0.7654509 0.65082896
0.3725874 1771.836 1295.2784 2130.2786 1.1126326 0.8639031 1.5728499 0.20419821 0.35368168 0.61174107 795.50305 645.734 1002.464 0.71965533 0.5915175
0.09410663 1122.2958 855.2787 1426.7815 1.0449708 0.89445066 1.3491616 0.13623083 0.23595871 0.765166 566.15594 498.8405 658.4374 0.8053494 0.61471915
0.02936231 697.1427 466.90192 991.00165 0.9954651 0.85889095 1.1472852 0.08368142 0.14494047 0.9615942 842.675 762.409 998.49396 0.64919394 0.41277432
0.01481914 44.58403 38.8752 51.885696 0.48034522 0.27154276 1.0241697 0.21387927 0.37044975 0.20412137 14.022533 5.9247017 26.206398 0.97646904 0.7672813
0.3418472 62.50047 26.2924 111.5374 0.58512443 0.40623283 0.70267546 0.10947711 0.18961991 0.09898627 18.591166 13.0102005 23.094898 0.54691505 0.40479943
0.02171788 263.88724 224.75711 322.66348 0.92482305 0.4985364 1.3344026 0.30951753 0.5361001 0.82491255 163.99214 87.7528 203.9407 0.8970037 0.8043547
0.89808923 651.4801 515.6595 853.9565 1.3973246 0.9998188 1.6732988 0.23911649 0.4141619 0.18391894 324.64407 201.8352 386.0822 2.109775 1.9802788
0.01384596 124.68327 100.5017 152.354 0.83948666 0.6540009 1.2373556 0.16996281 0.2943842 0.46742916 15.149467 10.108002 22.4279 1.4227768 0.8629933
0.00252253 1165.3164 757.2655 1452.5337 0.44343477 0.16149183 1.010745 0.3006955 0.5208199 0.26949188 6.538466 1.9774971 12.060202 4.946164 0.3140445
0.70217985 56.056835 40.744503 82.1689 1.0275627 0.9244171 1.0912224 0.05463238 0.09462605 0.6592994 20.6028 16.642002 23.0387 1.0044836 0.8135238
1.055757 1.6541468 51.4148 78.4957 0.56536925
0.21573988 1008.25964 688.0766 1281.182 0.6174132 0.5237927 0.71969116 0.05709479 0.09889107 0.03444628 159.10246 120.28821 188.8707 1.2173066 1.0197955
0.06840722 124.9095 90.94141 180.0369 1.4614017 1.2983489 1.5838025 0.08853129 0.15334068 0.02443107 124.67867 114.4828 137.3465 0.6783393 0.5585478
0.01317334 248.35654 231.8499 262.2586 1.1555713 1.0558927 1.3471745 0.08949594 0.1550115 0.20157433 173.66261 141.9465 212.3909 0.84124666 0.7186943
0.45463544 228.7007 170.12051 272.83517 1.4107211 0.95041245 2.0033917 0.316319 0.54788053 0.25276873 246.63083 152.43901 344.3433 1.2974321 1.1476034
0.38245744 61.053535 13.337299 124.72461 1.0752798 0.85002446 1.3208567 0.13943851 0.24151458 0.62805486 31.934402 26.428701 40.017303 0.06726452 0.01
0.14215654 493.45523 345.81662 575.03625 1.0650554 0.8208294 1.2280266 0.14069787 0.24369586 0.67664635 128.3067 100.9466 154.9883 1.2511802 1.0251641
0.01427363 5987.148 4810.7295 8183.877 1.415979 1.1552947 1.6771173 0.15564944 0.26959273 0.08568807 9880.76 8478.864 11993.779 0.55221045 0.32233006
0.01095738 51.481934 43.991604 61.6234 1.4850286 1.3498728 1.6674069 0.09208832 0.15950164 0.02358936 73.70543 60.079403 87.0325 0.6314522 0.3920207
4.39E-04 10209.354 9373.321 10763.548 1.0638287 0.97833055 1.1213149 0.04511082 0.07813422 0.28145298 7858.4263 7504.004 8393.097 0.54833883 0.31990907
0.06012721 244.77223 160.4158 328.2403 1.0317947 0.7334154 1.4155183 0.20172906 0.34940496 0.8844355 169.4966 125.506805 206.5502 0.5198536 0.3878866
0.00952635 156.25867 129.8954 172.2085 1.1944923 0.96184003 1.7349651 0.22992021 0.39823347 0.4431192 129.49063 95.4838 190.2265 1.0479615 0.7554295
0.4952332 240.47163 128.1691 351.85638 1.321558 0.81054914 2.4519165 0.4675674 0.8098505 0.48252088 147.18404 71.9467 248.70929 0.88019264 0.6000047
0.08022553 32.764732 27.2591 38.6486 1.3231112 1.2061388 1.5538893 0.10729102 0.1858335 0.07396612 38.262966 34.5598 43.3132 1.2962339 1.1084963
0.02092594 96.30493 93.0162 98.02811 1.0662194 0.8438307 1.3942078 0.15814824 0.27392077 0.70335966 49.14353 34.025597 65.9303 0.9016305 0.8456217
0.00306774 170.37383 157.9845 192.27841 0.8211047 0.53897965 1.2634879 0.21150531 0.36633793 0.5070397 23.0627 12.6422 34.755898 1.7625778 0.8469787
0.13252433 63.103165 53.496 68.144 1.0645734 0.84167075 1.4735253 0.18250939 0.31611553 0.7450717 20.310268 16.3874 25.1056 0.89508605 0.75288904
0.01128468 192.81357 176.224 212.9453 1.2477938 1.0825471 1.4172106 0.09791329 0.16959079 0.10521125 127.159065 117.15589 133.5403 0.7937996 0.57999575
0.14742628 864.0716 721.8172 1113.4552 0.7279559 0.5783599 0.87107676 0.08897927 0.15411662 0.11952987 155.7546 130.72821 168.6473 1.2982421 1.0843703
0.24706851 522.74915 303.2486 861.6942 0.7983419 0.66867924 0.9051989 0.0732286 0.12683564 0.13211595 82.8557 61.812706 95.62219 1.3927753 1.0605062
0.61669135 23807.816 13720.972 31101.072 1.2047112 1.0950099 1.4352238 0.10621687 0.18397301 0.16755877 25964.81 22949.145 31726.094 0.7643152 0.66993344
0.12158134 12978.226 8711.45 16875.88 0.97212505 0.77415586 1.1535206 0.11647474 0.20174016 0.8337275 2615.817 1841.6066 3135.802 1.5053076 1.3815143
0.02870581 494.86914 348.3239 774.8967 0.8152974 0.6074456 0.9957128 0.12461502 0.21583955 0.30712286 527.61 343.49948 660.3283 1.1061319 0.7855778
0.13350113 104.89343 79.571396 120.1176 1.3397156 0.17687204 0.30635136 0.15401988 62.362297 0.35676652
0.15191934 92.26246 46.885498 118.6515 1.1419992 0.77676713 1.5762907 0.24383895 0.42234144 0.58645654 136.91653 85.8524 186.698 0.6324032 0.52032906
0.25507316 662.3124 488.87372 909.4227 0.94321656 0.5721519 1.5173999 0.28247046 0.4892532 0.85487604 674.83575 374.34488 1034.9719 0.40188485 0.28145304
0.62113315 1521.0891 1113.3646 1845.4331 0.9789262 0.7664384 1.2059062 0.13100785 0.22691225 0.886708 1311.6866 972.2476 1639.2864 0.46534103 0.41752037
0.5141031 85.8237 64.6839 114.325005 1.3660618 1.1998206 1.610941 0.11931888 0.20666637 0.06953489 103.3547 86.8819 125.007 1.4543489 1.2803363
0.11386284 1437.4955 928.13574 1719.5088 1.5260127 1.3401998 1.9155439 0.17576025 0.3044257 0.06572162 3163.5164 2715.627 4046.324 0.26326984 0.22230698
0.21086611 1428.9479 1148.0599 1586.7427 0.88547987 0.5561472 1.2818005 0.22779055 0.3945448 0.66961974 546.87866 351.187 690.1794 0.5537403 0.3884565
0.03597704 2054.0405 1498.1118 2820.855 1.1702925 1.1257703 1.2215937 0.02771385 0.0480018 0.0219167 1912.9203 1723.0586 2063.835 0.39891887 0.29010093
0.00372522 1050.3945 903.3826 1157.9786 1.2587527 1.0274551 1.5082313 0.14149415 0.24507506 0.17476207 961.95154 831.1078 1040.2921 0.29834497 0.26055178
0.04647288 1662.1172 1276.6592 1945.9689 1.4052998 0.967158 1.7501392 0.2710055 0.4693953 0.21166629 1422.2864 1017.14905 1680.2413 0.45168218 0.32614508
0.2897245 227.2242 197.06439 244.614 1.5219314 1.3074998 1.8892323 0.17052254 0.2953537 0.06330374 337.75653 277.2308 411.77402 0.5296403 0.41964477
0.07520136 66.1572 50.4497 78.6918 1.3181324 1.1030496 1.6881508 0.1703201 0.29500306 0.16289742 47.104237 34.8357 60.925003 0.7382903 0.48719546
0.0885024 101.24327 82.0903 126.98581 1.2771808 1.048909 1.5367078 0.14230424 0.24647817 0.15703306 70.74233 61.0147 87.1035 0.72082657 0.6010781
0.19266266 1384.6401 328.9491 3096.746 1.4761311 1.1262672 1.7398635 0.20403138 0.35339272 0.10377917 1600.2323 1280.8677 1928.0828 0.20852542 0.08415407
0.10250576 6114.493 3362.2664 8022.958 1.0970484 0.6378917 2.203367 0.4456661 0.77191633 0.8239194 4769.21 2659.264 7832.388 0.7745946 0.6097574
0.19564009 69.48223 47.0564 84.837 0.67118794 0.5577328 0.8148619 0.07418601 0.12849392 0.06788115 11.6771 10.181101 14.4944 0.6792995 0.39743075
0.31078964 135.45782 92.262596 207.7576 1.4010568 1.23224 1.6485531 0.12081086 0.20925054 0.05899861 185.90707 156.5283 224.41 0.71798825 0.615923
0.10552348 2922.3623 2031.8911 4488.932 1.0971572 0.8473778 1.4049003 0.16284035 0.28204775 0.5904602 2282.4072 1834.7902 2964.1658 0.63801026 0.55033535
0.21171494 326.47736 206.53299 423.3235 0.8414029 0.46399307 1.363812 0.28736877 0.49773732 0.6398177 69.20827 36.7209 94.449905 1.4317665 1.3182172
0.33272475 95.61037 61.215702 114.721695 1.5472734 1.0516248 1.8795563 0.30729976 0.5322588 0.15221874 65.25087 45.939102 80.0064 0.90978754 0.7724804
0.05002795 835.31213 655.049 959.7591 0.9592752 0.76531 1.2796115 0.14798509 0.25631768 0.80963725 150.53003 126.3752 180.1754 1.1151235 0.997487
0.08006182 125.97207 97.9062 159.25061 1.4778376 1.0122764 3.139269 0.62156886 1.0765889 0.40873328 107.27703 56.258198 199.37471 0.75417864 0.667521
0.08925671 68.78 55.682198 77.2947 1.0789438 0.9719139 1.2580379 0.08501497 0.14725025 0.43485543 35.252132 30.066301 43.1823 0.82831556 0.7623384
0.36984172 648.23096 547.8867 703.2768 0.9113858 0.777546 1.048638 0.07959486 0.13786234 0.39717287 411.75882 336.9603 467.1453 0.46629754 0.3890807
0.00769414 1407.069 990.01886 1704.9515 1.1082269 0.8275064 1.6260891 0.22880182 0.39629635 0.6589425 83.5507 61.339897 123.6996 2.8264432 0.75356585
0.00846671 56.582333 48.450302 63.291496 1.0394888 0.7976147 1.437295 0.18344922 0.31774336 0.84325486 39.00057 31.338398 48.1529 0.86800945 0.719522
0.01107145 334.0414 264.531 386.6192 0.80577976 0.64767665 1.0349617 0.11133096 0.19283088 0.25384554 31.480402 25.9809 36.33 2.0595036 1.3147819
1.0447022 9.824799 3.247005
0.00639976 101.23307 90.24711 110.24251 1.3143606 1.2933195 1.346857 0.01632668 0.02827864 0.00205819 77.02313 68.524605 81.5487 0.74766684 0.57167697
0.10348689 2647.7336 2157.21 3278.796 0.601732 0.5540337 0.68470687 0.03949188 0.06840195 0.01618614 396.36395 327.7519 462.8801 1.2944226 0.9702266
0.0115568 115.13423 82.5788 161.408 0.923966 0.404205 1.6625992 0.45298535 0.78459364 0.869679 226.975 74.481 359.28452 0.30944207 0.11083221
0.00128769 245.69427 238.3547 249.49599 0.8797218 0.6360921 1.4090414 0.22162932 0.38387322 0.648105 50.113297 30.2952 78.7018 1.5979285 1.3640013
0.19572553 56.578968 21.1512 79.3654 1.6944101 1.0897725 2.5068045 0.42826727 0.74178064 0.16092438 66.66413 42.643497 85.83861 0.4885875 0.28941748
0.04536228 119.27027 94.3128 142.9266 0.7105623 0.49284703 1.0344787 0.15751036 0.27281594 0.25155124 18.864267 12.851801 27.683802 1.1918193 0.96552145
0.00998175 207.08888 132.2998 253.63272 0.18508255 0.01 1.0643474 2.7144036 4.7014847 0.36955386 3.1014328 -2.6557999 7.739399 5.1752186 0.79299366
0.20821634 89.75649 53.263107 114.61969 1.4484804 1.1449171 1.7782106 0.18768308 0.3250766 0.10147783 68.9847 57.5706 76.2435 0.60469645 0.4126899
0.24709807 313.03186 226.2954 377.2086 1.4907776 1.4234262 1.5703121 0.04250604 0.07362261 0.00505417 428.3755 406.84732 441.65393 0.48291236 0.31819937
0.01229064 276.06818 231.1177 323.204 1.2484988 0.920809 1.9416027 0.29333293 0.50806755 0.42963603 59.173 43.695404 89.7789 1.4531391 0.6816654
0.00190461 843.95 777.1168 922.83887 0.88932097 0.67680764 1.1814482 0.14593163 0.252761 0.54184735 60.4765 40.029602 81.94791 2.639602 1.0355836
0.01746289 42.563965 40.196198 46.775097 1.1449192 0.9467911 1.6121976 0.20073988 0.34769166 0.5126864 56.6659 47.2351 75.345505 1.2753785 0.8154264
0.24081504 218.96417 161.3211 293.0382 0.8079665 0.5237126 1.1474211 0.1936118 0.33534548 0.45203215 44.301136 28.187 63.3769 1.6069397 1.0468749
0.01858327 272.3003 263.4721 289.77332 1.1540902 1.0804598 1.2023088 0.03844269 0.0665847 0.04992884 123.65006 114.666405 136.6359 1.0966322 1.011386
0.1787894 57.397568 32.467804 75.868 0.9393669 0.65807617 1.2258822 0.17843825 0.3090641 0.76759195 28.550365 20.655998 37.4944 0.45379308 0.31203336
0.00144065 40.743935 34.9137 47.759403 1.087052 1.0153881 1.1289618 0.03717406 0.06438735 0.13455248 78.6421 73.9803 83.9134 0.42228198 0.18496034
0.06079412 73.36727 54.3228 94.5222 0.9452557 0.8063918 1.0445257 0.07628498 0.13212945 0.55588126 45.560734 39.9955 53.166306 1.3181577 1.2499554
0.05417974 69.4988 46.5279 86.16731 1.3833508 1.3205346 1.4617279 0.04103059 0.07106707 0.00824009 69.1936 59.5646 77.3236 0.7370316 0.58382297
0.25090358 297.08914 233.6153 411.5439 1.9902465 1.1480815 2.6232152 0.580077 1.0047228 0.12944342 266.68927 154.7517 343.8146 1.0519683 0.9884403
0.04485536 73.2097 61.1509 86.0757 0.7073483 0.5363542 0.9435732 0.11775896 0.2039645 0.16787313 24.7873 19.435902 33.3178 1.1077842 0.80068415
3.95E-04 128.0119 124.302505 131.4955 0.7824482 0.35418376 1.3382952 0.35963506 0.62290615 0.6058695 13.001867 4.5018997 19.439 2.239268 1.1398718
0.20635854 584.97504 450.2428 764.8088 1.5776734 1.4047097 1.8990474 0.14877704 0.2576894 0.03971737 439.94492 366.2769 554.1451 1.0150238 0.84894645
0.00340783 238.0789 194.1165 276.867 0.73987705 0.61198354 0.13075998 0.22648293 0.22335468 7.7941995 6.7495995 1.1425359
0.4719085 324.40143 318.4148 329.7671 0.7002623 0.5904488 0.8754358 0.08256573 0.14300802 0.09262171 76.97183 57.377098 99.7672 1.0601637 0.96191484
0.64866066 635.0007 454.21762 737.0293 1.339296 0.7570542 2.222054 0.45111254 0.78134984 0.4485296 773.1141 381.1931 1198.9868 1.756289 1.2370133
0.08631957 120.33674 86.2572 174.80339 0.9501291 0.6825157 1.2399384 0.1705201 0.29534948 0.7979578 20.497433 15.2341 26.968199 1.1274663 0.99049556
0.04173258 43.9498 39.9313 51.986298 0.7897388 0.60342246 1.0056753 0.11890119 0.20594288 0.251967 7.8978004 6.0949 10.4244995 2.2573116 1.9746817
0.03524277 144.90173 72.9076 200.3924 0.9690179 0.83284485 1.1069462 0.0804947 0.13942091 0.739982 251.3354 228.0987 295.41522 0.5268441 0.23214272
0.03708425 74.16697 50.003902 111.7321 0.04541752 0.01 0.93684995 0.81341827 1.4088818 0.17776184 0.40670013 -4.540701 6.8123016 2.4034488 0.70660675
0.08686777 106.5024 89.30011 135.9392 1.2893581 1.0076755 1.734679 0.20867889 0.36144242 0.25063983 167.47456 123.3347 218.25159 0.8870073 0.7712922
0.07876148 29.353632 21.5089 39.834297 0.8237824 0.5530222 1.0938864 0.17444614 0.30214956 0.44438112 33.464565 20.753601 43.9911 0.96464884 0.6811242
0.00212185 315.7559 292.28412 327.54922 0.7046004 0.44962943 1.0847421 0.1882999 0.32614496 0.30254772 19.8439 12.909502 26.5567 2.2020142 0.9084867
0.04927586 87.29697 67.9471 115.296295 0.91802746 0.70625645 1.0629944 0.12223573 0.21171848 0.5819804 14.408401 9.7516 17.212801 1.3018076 0.6749419
0.01480567 200.81349 174.24669 234.4932 0.5268137 0.3715432 1.0292379 0.19241008 0.33326402 0.19582258 21.310734 14.6471 34.598 1.4473717 1.3028617
0.05479018 520.2345 437.83008 599.4001 1.1195267 0.93639433 1.4729255 0.15818244 0.27398002 0.50260115 317.9525 234.26761 421.1037 0.93672997 0.7205018
0.02076085 6127.1333 5568.255 7141.884 1.327673 1.0219524 1.5564985 0.1773779 0.30722752 0.16460411 5063.1523 3427.7056 6122.499 0.5253729 0.3716527
0.04414645 249.27747 144.94409 384.2438 1.0331571 0.49427384 3.2148945 0.7789758 1.3492256 0.95998687 415.72095 121.882904 929.7133 0.6701837 0.29049352
0.5984156 79.67989 65.9041 87.0993 0.9007274 0.6552812 1.1757978 0.15720893 0.27229387 0.60264075 63.706036 44.6682 83.5548 0.7154171 0.6140427
0.16093983 101.1585 65.4483 139.1841 1.1838319 0.88150764 1.5007777 0.18845901 0.32642058 0.39314216 23.419067 17.598902 30.748802 1.6617996 0.9796698
0.00190848 63.854996 60.1536 66.700195 1.0542004 0.8512993 1.3423715 0.14122109 0.2446021 0.7283145 55.64353 47.4496 63.799297 0.60070693 0.35580397
0.1276478 38.406834 34.114597 43.599003 1.4125512 1.0053108 2.327653 0.3787042 0.6559349 0.30847928 61.165802 40.764603 91.8179 0.7443748 0.62155974
0.02076416 133.11414 114.36601 143.62639 1.1342183 1.0020705 1.2248027 0.07113355 0.12320691 0.18160272 72.79137 57.6473 80.5196 0.67293465 0.4713545
0.03464628 52.848167 41.360302 62.3653 0.79797304 0.4663503 1.0544771 0.22650434 0.39231703 0.48927343 25.459099 15.014101 32.4153 0.570878 0.3939079
0.03474842 1024.6528 707.3427 1308.9668 1.229542 0.7867329 1.5435097 0.28510633 0.49381864 0.45239502 1225.4828 779.9735 1557.3932 0.68794656 0.37521458
0.03635336 1601.0392 1589.0999 1624.4081 1.469725 1.3308636 1.5537727 0.07324571 0.1268653 0.01628095 2760.0713 2480.3352 2982.8542 0.77797055 0.44438577
0.07222675 314.08752 220.40152 404.2975 0.4324006 0.2729623 0.8757267 0.1710778 0.29631543 0.14412296 30.486668 14.803202 55.6966 1.5584501 1.019194
0.4930693 43.52003 34.423 55.913597 1.2738947 1.0124779 1.9166833 0.26929924 0.46643996 0.35866374 51.986763 39.599594 72.925896 1.5009836 1.4462366
0.00806043 1395.85 799.9048 1749.8809 0.5987719 0.5117235 0.7867564 0.08322197 0.14414467 0.06455447 13.054667 10.275 17.3248 7.384824 1.0031645
0.62551636 117.57286 88.5693 159.4404 1.1226773 0.9624101 1.293191 0.09653608 0.1672054 0.30866396 40.046833 30.640501 47.0493 1.0574676 0.8795239
1.9085687 217.6046 0.26369596
0.05481509 62.397396 45.650898 75.9344 1.1431829 0.84346896 1.5876193 0.21454878 0.3716094 0.5406704 79.0206 54.4681 105.388504 1.6889169 1.008264
0.804537 61.665565 52.6782 77.7914 0.03054983 0.01 0.2851193 0.11316295 0.19600397 0.089017 -0.7620671 -6.7223015 5.2100983 0.97034734 0.7179743
0.02426405 58.11247 51.796703 68.10449 1.0589843 0.83613515 1.379378 0.15621595 0.27057397 0.7311603 31.098864 25.5076 41.0038 0.73494357 0.5671806
0.02139037 801.3993 593.49725 1069.5785 0.91383624 0.5537855 1.2178756 0.24100299 0.41742942 0.75427425 65.995995 40.5282 86.8493 2.6424634 1.0776117
0.0033521 1096.0049 950.96484 1223.474 0.9836971 0.74671257 1.2426444 0.14854553 0.2572884 0.92197865 797.3969 618.75415 901.0663 0.9000375 0.52301294
0.03894138 34.1292 25.7291 50.015198 1.488538 0.9561504 2.380888 0.4139332 0.7169533 0.27047083 57.08803 37.233097 79.056 0.95451677 0.5699351
0.28500706 84.22224 63.689297 96.1873 0.7167267 0.45511135 1.0570573 0.18419226 0.31903034 0.30768305 66.28697 39.6728 89.6396 1.5127368 1.2565058
0.28949445 82.38236 70.2117 104.54379 1.3590959 1.0944387 1.7886089 0.19984071 0.34613425 0.1681253 100.7234 82.80701 126.284294 1.1214821 0.9892253
0.11248301 200.61026 144.8226 273.4028 1.149921 1.0026059 1.2847663 0.0840172 0.14552206 0.19490384 50.0152 44.8518 58.9829 1.5601336 0.92397594
0.08216171 65.0512 56.9592 74.7742 1.0402493 0.6288145 1.3897706 0.27591017 0.47789043 0.8902242 17.897501 10.6612 22.412102 1.4876068 1.3706069
0.7652362 123.2768 118.57091 132.247 0.8371301 0.7057214 0.9407601 0.07347943 0.1272701 0.1785637 35.879868 32.0667 39.1233 1.0276957 0.82461685
0.04482153 3121.4824 2311.5447 3749.3342 1.1707466 0.9487278 1.3646944 0.12845738 0.2224947 0.2842185 2526.919 2166.226 2757.5378 0.53351545 0.33849415
0.8557186 86.81783 47.597603 151.6207 1.1671075 0.9933149 1.307585 0.09718704 0.16833287 0.2031347 76.533195 67.2798 84.9571 1.1356872 0.8540773
0.10167675 56.608166 49.4751 63.251404 0.9544255 0.5985337 1.3393075 0.2405521 0.41664845 0.86447555 24.759367 15.892698 30.323702 0.67130136 0.55688685
0.5815206 1378.4933 840.7704 1933.9565 1.2161952 0.9452298 1.6704108 0.20818013 0.36057857 0.3632176 1167.0844 880.6648 1513.9891 0.93543684 0.8791299
0.3271462 105.646065 89.205795 121.8327 1.271005 1.0447024 1.6103755 0.16280672 0.2819895 0.19859551 51.634834 37.391502 67.595 0.67150736 0.58265
0.2689705 638.8743 439.8108 813.2489 0.7580044 0.6884555 0.87598944 0.05604529 0.09707329 0.06393693 215.826 202.9743 226.00041 0.89080226 0.6834516
0.08660767 243.82301 175.2883 282.8033 0.7307024 0.6400968 0.8461433 0.05938801 0.10286304 0.0604825 36.47517 32.2498 44.4269 1.1464782 1.0184064
0.07445613 556.47675 504.45868 616.3154 1.2194881 1.1073899 1.3518136 0.07050115 0.12211157 0.07507236 278.49536 226.92468 324.8666 0.78720695 0.63068146
0.11329052 132.6894 76.9111 213.9855 0.85190564 0.5902618 1.5850911 0.2866101 0.49642324 0.65873677 87.5717 59.9709 137.3229 0.72860056 0.45164645
0.00956776 1527.07 1297.8589 1657.7301 0.62974364 0.26010355 1.321058 0.3572235 0.61872923 0.43261442 167.52263 49.852497 289.3459 1.4291815 1.0371578
0.12351231 39.93717 25.943405 51.796997 1.0776455 0.94541264 1.3242242 0.1132938 0.19623062 0.54773587 25.184767 20.8544 31.569601 0.8763354 0.7018999
0.08341765 140.74094 67.50639 187.8417 1.0506923 0.65325445 0.35775048 0.61964196 0.8898205 142.37106 85.113304 0.31976548
0.02354237 405.13016 328.6158 550.9471 0.74425244 0.6378892 0.8378091 0.06036392 0.10455337 0.06722332 39.227333 34.7109 43.076797 1.7535758 0.5858874
0.12408662 194.72746 92.250404 286.5235 1.2181933 1.1075976 1.3390977 0.06689783 0.11587044 0.06916802 162.80763 132.8887 188.41931 0.5892796 0.35805365
0.0100206 794.2439 530.44653 930.2971 1.277792 0.84068877 1.6097313 0.27704477 0.47985563 0.3628975 71.944695 47.230896 92.8104 1.8565838 0.5686388
0.01821401 105.40034 66.111206 162.5175 1.8172266 1.3528577 2.6055 0.3587585 0.62138796 0.08963829 528.6982 337.7021 762.7458 0.24834056 0.0868474
0.00626066 160.4089 135.5517 205.8111 0.87884974 0.7821182 0.9711966 0.05558564 0.09627715 0.17713518 8.964567 8.2516 9.675701 2.1399071 0.7424756
0.10462882 76.23643 71.279495 80.813095 0.5696661 0.35605016 0.7645309 0.14120302 0.24457079 0.14129877 18.5568 11.871101 22.0639 0.89385694 0.56971794
0.03832278 407.9054 280.6034 586.0899 0.9172434 0.6435917 1.152767 0.16882536 0.2924141 0.6780493 45.988964 32.6472 54.1489 2.0783882 1.1481458
0.03059585 119.992805 72.56619 147.76471 0.63944685 0.425252 1.0587283 0.18079019 0.31313777 0.23677853 8.917767 4.9118996 13.974699 1.9982085 0.9412716
0.28956142 48.9679 36.999 63.8946 0.6490052 0.48040628 0.8143462 0.10364348 0.17951578 0.11017829 20.602268 15.516302 25.230198 1.1105795 1.0221244
0.5001407 8211.386 6260.8633 10196.359 1.2837362 1.2362615 1.3163013 0.02462821 0.04265731 0.00584462 7835.9775 7682.739 7996.194 0.69670767 0.43379143
0.0284688 466.44077 326.30322 559.6385 1.2435142 0.9844102 1.9658649 0.29635638 0.5133043 0.44170925 90.395035 60.9072 141.32109 1.853988 1.0063751
0.02370609 477.68964 380.5918 599.6306 0.6122005 0.32966992 0.8513987 0.2040964 0.35350534 0.2539644 56.40843 24.671 72.8107 1.0364976 0.7415397
0.00151062 701.8352 557.02747 810.8024 0.5743512 0.3655457 1.1322315 0.2176126 0.37691605 0.24972636 18.308498 9.0583 32.903896 2.7776496 0.6648197
0.0616106 990.6043 908.5136 1069.5763 1.0795617 0.98318124 1.1971234 0.06173778 0.10693296 0.311673 470.35632 443.5512 494.9171 0.69141334 0.5973591
0.0510602 218.62157 129.5101 271.332 1.2204555 1.006795 1.4469953 0.12958194 0.22444251 0.19901545 213.73312 185.4619 259.7338 0.71072423 0.57363605
0.04501848 114.661736 87.85361 136.0648 1.2493653 0.7200185 1.6633233 0.3649414 0.632097 0.50403434 80.73754 46.817802 103.1723 0.62435484 0.5257463
0.01109519 174.60153 141.5479 211.96341 1.0007888 0.72089076 1.3359461 0.18370718 0.31819016 0.996888 26.230267 19.7366 31.1878 1.9070184 0.710725
0.15718417 66.39567 50.541103 96.98831 1.5045968 1.0406257 1.9707406 0.2951797 0.51126623 0.1656512 50.911934 35.5601 58.9309 0.6471778 0.44030735
0.17334403 73.26657 54.539703 93.4322 0.98343307 0.89134884 1.1181682 0.06626373 0.11477214 0.82675093 18.702234 15.208698 21.8025 0.9271088 0.7652337
0.5854831 37.6449 36.6734 38.988598 1.3909793 1.1312878 1.5554075 0.14504468 0.25122476 0.08579346 44.3148 35.480904 50.0074 1.2610809 0.8965454
0.27480784 66.817406 53.1341 90.45541 0.14179742 0.0237645 0.77353215 0.36495495 0.6321205 0.19178115 9.416166 0.6161003 22.9169 1.2442867 1.1763628
0.8442512 134.40733 85.433304 167.1924 1.0130928 0.9156883 1.2313809 0.0995734 0.17246617 0.90616095 102.61213 88.9302 122.93279 0.88937724 0.70352983
0.19579256 96.07001 23.352602 156.92722 0.88800335 0.675997 1.1649275 0.14213334 0.24618216 0.52853703 71.304596 54.575798 96.5176 0.2566537 0.09966646
0.03446392 251.42957 188.186 359.8957 0.5785273 0.32554942 0.94707096 0.19378707 0.33564904 0.22051089 20.7068 10.948999 32.6883 1.3664074 0.703244
0.23849419 81.6821 56.4127 104.2857 0.94085616 0.6911961 1.1468285 0.14973384 0.2593466 0.7340273 36.85767 27.417501 46.685005 0.405176 0.2693295
0.02668494 294.46878 177.9028 413.47778 1.2381115 0.70902705 1.7180138 0.36830908 0.63793004 0.5254618 26.2267 15.030001 35.4871 2.8171918 0.9733632
0.11033259 181.33896 89.1223 254.29662 0.92838573 0.45439267 1.7193741 0.40405288 0.6998401 0.8655587 25.986935 9.784899 42.3107 1.5415204 1.4118314
0.43825734 298.55542 233.6316 379.02368 0.7463364 0.647895 0.9559927 0.09378255 0.16243614 0.14264509 67.6937 53.8179 89.8967 1.5557227 1.167301
0.88350254 94.1593 67.68559 114.9777 1.370969 1.1854771 1.5838615 0.11526748 0.19964913 0.0636327 42.526096 38.289894 50.4991 1.0248423 0.922188
0.09096245 58.236637 44.115395 66.0832 1.2203482 1.1138417 1.2838644 0.05592436 0.09686384 0.04894844 68.85433 65.1533 72.03841 0.7943693 0.50455534
0.96947116 3379.7825 3041.7378 3723.8647 1.0243313 0.79961354 1.213728 0.13128456 0.22739153 0.866951 1195.4321 951.3516 1481.9536 0.7574746 0.6628616
0.00821794 343.91626 318.7716 389.3993 1.0909662 0.7346302 1.4632686 0.23128049 0.40058956 0.7128035 272.89807 188.5109 365.8806 0.6717989 0.46467116
0.20326702 965.38666 562.8262 1319.7706 0.6929737 0.39044368 0.94580984 0.21198812 0.36717418 0.32979965 156.91243 72.701904 201.2547 1.4217094 1.124369
0.13972734 125.84811 75.974106 162.68181 1.2974083 1.1801217 1.4127893 0.06781875 0.11746551 0.03787568 92.57133 84.433395 104.0688 0.7667132 0.5624936
62.3808 221.33481 0.265945 0.25175384 19.8061
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8.92356 5.6426888 9.773423 0.231644 722.6838 40.2955 1124.5879 0.93299097 0.78146654 1.1164329 0.09685151 0.16775173 0.5700288 33.831066 32.0811
3.1750636 0.70308995 1.2177875 0.20232974 50.19173 11.111198 86.7767 0.02654921 0.01 0.18713489 0.06219601 0.10772665 0.06538177 -2.5328007 -5.972101
0.9301404 0.14307848 0.24781919 0.27966315 759.9814 509.71643 950.1194 0.8532991 0.79389715 0.95452535 0.04860033 0.08417824 0.10790189 485.728 403.287
1.0258385 0.17716666 0.30686164 0.24412438 159.64197 47.0313 252.48451 0.82534534 0.57009465 1.1585772 0.17493728 0.30300024 0.4484841 66.069534 54.4709
6.5255036 2.3903995 4.140293 0.18671927 370.9684 41.1621 593.4568 0.9484133 0.8731599 1.076699 0.06126601 0.10611583 0.49726555 27.752499 24.046198
2.204958 0.26042527 0.4510698 0.05759566 730.8909 273.345 986.4861 0.7881897 0.6767589 0.8905769 0.06391195 0.11069873 0.09828035 117.25003 78.7224
0.96247476 0.28102154 0.48674357 0.19914038 179.56236 68.3074 309.3978 1.5483539 1.208694 1.8859122 0.20527287 0.35554302 0.07912341 350.24622 348.6353
0.9551848 0.20348933 0.35245386 0.20146608 37.803165 27.683296 45.973305 1.1988254 0.8959259 1.5854989 0.20175968 0.349458 0.3860905 36.194866 24.9735
0.6472292 0.02093608 0.03626235 0.00503511 49.116966 45.693398 55.1642 1.12009 0.9674477 1.2754796 0.09029409 0.15639396 0.29303485 52.344032 38.7703
1.679515 0.2951659 0.51124233 0.30098298 198.89369 60.743996 284.8588 0.8762974 0.82543343 0.95188224 0.03748171 0.06492022 0.09063379 43.322334 34.1064
1.2983094 0.4061171 0.70341545 0.6818352 127.50343 21.3391 183.4255 0.96810275 0.7527226 1.3649738 0.17635106 0.30544898 0.8721767 43.389965 31.434
1.0628903 0.03101083 0.05371233 0.89166206 301.89056 274.7369 318.15118 0.5785667 0.31898054 0.88135785 0.1902985 0.32960665 0.21572866 112.55196 55.2584
0.895579 0.1651449 0.28603935 0.16535468 75.1639 56.4117 100.263504 1.2098776 0.8385471 1.8021687 0.27806666 0.4816256 0.4802429 66.07937 58.289
1.7289512 0.13980964 0.2421574 0.04156605 67.296936 50.845802 76.6986 0.845191 0.689628 1.1243063 0.1262172 0.21861461 0.37082994 21.342667 19.379
0.8456898 0.21785374 0.37733373 0.20815821 14317.911 8643.234 20815.318 1.5072676 1.3114351 1.9118785 0.18201692 0.31526256 0.07532863 17092.209 14016.523
1.3050779 0.16854124 0.29192197 0.730922 212.66707 167.2497 245.4437 0.9272841 0.70620877 1.1209768 0.1313995 0.2275906 0.6429046 89.483734 52.0456
1.2531017 0.08560814 0.14827764 0.19967076 104.59087 46.006996 142.2877 0.91133136 0.8304627 1.0076519 0.05111423 0.08853244 0.23891877 30.721 24.114601
1.6891916 0.18287963 0.31675678 0.18607494 156.08304 0.71913666 0.49917242 1.0210197 0.15354341 33.12777
1.2132218 0.09347711 0.16190709 0.46138752 328.87918 141.12271 431.0042 0.81545466 0.6743265 1.0507526 0.10899178 0.1887793 0.2620361 88.91586 79.1775
2.6258414 0.53786874 0.93161595 0.16416405 334.34525 85.9262 524.04895 0.60510314 0.49327 0.757591 0.07608566 0.13178422 0.05610788 36.8497 26.921099
2.290782 0.37674478 0.6525411 0.24430715 177.8646 53.931004 305.5777 0.77497405 0.50652874 1.0098026 0.17234106 0.29850346 0.35705918 32.937634 15.865099
4.1011567 1.304182 2.2589095 0.30610177 147.79797 19.7401 242.87592 0.8665531 0.5732644 1.1522317 0.1895829 0.3283672 0.5680703 16.5723 13.885298
1.7287816 0.22936943 0.3972795 0.3062973 878.5322 314.7158 1281.6858 0.7344806 0.36310154 1.178126 0.29136297 0.5046555 0.48062062 205.76439 81.5168
0.9869729 0.0634159 0.10983956 0.16150452 99.7946 63.2772 124.40189 1.1592481 1.0227503 1.3198404 0.08572768 0.14848469 0.18263644 53.1712 43.917496
8.394182 4.5963807 7.961165 0.23631516 861.29755 54.0928 1425.8341 0.89013153 0.61954707 1.1961781 0.17655249 0.30579787 0.6074829 47.260765 28.778599
1.282549 0.11739776 0.20333888 0.2867728 64.88264 26.645405 88.0221 0.80850554 0.5588782 1.2100908 0.18782657 0.32532516 0.4422073 16.210533 14.254398
1.4949697 0.13917784 0.24106309 0.2082321 124.87126 51.891 169.2993 0.74649936 0.56928325 1.118256 0.15876402 0.27498734 0.29155695 27.57157 19.522202
2.4513116 0.6260038 1.0842704 0.23053113 149.65381 33.2654 216.8938 0.77724427 0.5259338 1.1149758 0.1751635 0.30339205 0.36612442 20.206633 17.445198
1.6040479 0.17500874 0.30312404 0.21958515 79.9243 30.984898 121.4651 0.9120398 0.7109265 1.0734285 0.11678318 0.2022744 0.54242384 19.852133 19.085701
1.4706085 0.46628386 0.8076273 0.67111814 92.06697 37.770103 154.3771 1.3188633 0.79403704 2.9151735 0.6008789 1.0407528 0.5620259 59.1521 30.396702
0.7009141 0.15894547 0.27530164 0.14055331 39.3454 25.680603 65.2586 1.7623177 1.0674022 2.449393 0.47174695 0.8170897 0.15614325 53.460304 40.646503
1.777799 0.4111548 0.712141 0.8091079 445.13263 98.0714 680.112 0.08665938 0.01 0.88634294 0.6224237 1.0780694 0.2000339 47.39904 -4.991295
2.4195936 0.37402716 0.64783406 0.08884315 3208.2988 1031.4308 4847.215 0.7808045 0.4256273 1.1163785 0.2557552 0.44298097 0.50240004 517.6968 200.2074
1.0878984 0.17260389 0.2989587 0.24736081 968.09344 889.2965 1040.825 0.667901 0.4702505 0.92316324 0.13418864 0.23242153 0.17459115 385.82452 347.7427
0.6626814 0.02714942 0.04702416 0.00864948 298.61597 166.23921 370.2696 1.5046508 1.1269702 1.8159621 0.2243184 0.38853085 0.1083504 282.49466 190.6792
1.0193709 0.10659399 0.1846262 0.2050349 76.960396 33.479504 112.7263 1.419849 1.2529868 1.6884413 0.12772602 0.22122794 0.05933404 50.704063 38.901
1.195566 0.17382562 0.3010748 0.3744567 432.47644 373.3902 468.70718 1.079574 0.95969623 1.2602688 0.08766499 0.15184021 0.44337946 240.3359 200.747
4.1373725 1.82758 3.1654613 0.3470221 287.88922 27.680103 455.59912 0.71268195 0.38474065 1.0179315 0.23740359 0.41119507 0.3879765 26.064833 9.947802
3.846235 1.260996 2.184109 0.29694086 552.51056 75.5573 860.642 0.71569526 0.59993076 0.96032566 0.10767786 0.18650351 0.15225613 52.7356 34.9029
1.0085428 0.10454147 0.18107113 0.26507917 115.26424 76.7856 158.5814 1.1779307 0.9785512 1.4495653 0.13556588 0.23480698 0.28729486 67.14574 42.8441
1.005906 0.0950036 0.16455105 0.19055916 210.17633 147.70439 255.11862 1.6038249 1.3642662 1.9246936 0.16139631 0.27954662 0.04191424 167.72554 132.66861
1.180551 0.09643418 0.1670289 0.51021534 180.95393 136.4863 213.4305 0.813473 0.6962871 0.940127 0.07104766 0.12305816 0.14058837 80.607834 59.035297
12.08097 9.133951 15.820467 0.2220894 780.38776 32.9197 1220.0474 0.9111833 0.8027546 1.0036392 0.06051926 0.10482243 0.2952078 26.642332 22.265501
0.8389559 0.20535341 0.35568252 0.18108512 46.674667 20.980698 96.4773 1.5976603 1.5474634 1.6997547 0.04952595 0.08578146 0.00434252 53.681904 41.8633
3051.476 7393.945 0.05230326 5036.5557
1.5563711 0.28778294 0.49845466 0.5990179 277.66483 260.2403 300.2485 1.0166849 0.9632107 1.0925517 0.03812751 0.06603879 0.70187104 140.76714 106.85899
1.1103296 0.10515209 0.18212876 0.47978073 879.158 706.48413 1149.9136 0.9834947 0.9513002 1.001886 0.01640504 0.02841437 0.4234321 545.7188 486.61252
1.163411 0.18443774 0.31945553 0.32583913 86.857704 76.261 106.761696 1.2088616 0.88022035 1.5113685 0.20099911 0.34814066 0.36454034 59.10223 39.2978
1.1909016 0.21035424 0.3643442 0.31343132 342.81802 317.511 368.8573 1.2559686 0.8240317 1.7765726 0.2935161 0.50838476 0.41752172 267.89325 158.5364
3.0352643 0.4560847 0.7899619 0.08917932 5108.199 1754.0786 8179.2993 0.5555494 0.43379098 0.67178756 0.07284794 0.12617633 0.04525634 476.30215 470.67947
1.1539915 0.06048635 0.10476544 0.5886318 1070.9612 502.4888 1503.6559 0.96397334 0.84427243 1.2464126 0.12542304 0.21723908 0.80209154 370.70535 258.3029
1.0306151 0.801554 1.3883322 0.18801561 24.051567 0 69.558205 0.9845984 0.7782143 1.1259279 0.11740831 0.20335715 0.9073901 49.397133 30.2046
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1.3566637 0.22251843 0.38541323 0.48975015 907.10223 858.15704 991.10065 1.2583919 0.9452753 1.5349249 0.18751116 0.32477885 0.25749478 602.95374 349.42102
0.92590004 0.11599983 0.20091759 0.13451485 233.96007 195.1233 298.0589 1.1868092 1.1482399 1.2337748 0.02486068 0.04305996 0.01462233 243.34654 221.5712
0.907041 0.07671429 0.13287304 0.17234667 78.20133 46.451 102.17149 0.99597144 0.8922804 1.0585586 0.0549804 0.09522884 0.9482446 36.129734 31.174902
1.9147037 0.31030583 0.53746545 0.19879644 467.5598 147.4924 634.3639 0.62788624 0.340576 1.0875542 0.23065637 0.39950854 0.3009359 76.33597 29.337599
2.5901423 0.50956655 0.8825951 0.10628352 184.5833 106.8625 238.65291 0.8665783 0.60923356 1.0692577 0.15730648 0.27246282 0.5039891 46.840633 27.324501
0.9782215 0.09401871 0.16284516 0.16151583 445.29492 314.8157 528.3288 1.0345944 0.9596216 1.1269777 0.04838564 0.08380638 0.5421152 239.54443 177.5993
1.1026528 0.10342395 0.17913553 0.7730947 195.45314 1.5268775 0.9924767 2.1381223 0.3595646 0.62278414 133.13243
1.0417125 0.142852 0.24742691 0.23475079 496.04657 401.8244 573.3362 1.1247944 1.0046622 1.2300932 0.0672219 0.11643174 0.18722658 316.52945 222.85919
0.9339905 0.12902796 0.22348298 0.14557825 1509.7946 1266.1493 1639.9033 1.181081 0.96182305 1.7108479 0.22504902 0.38979632 0.46458805 1177.0209 749.82465
1.2227575 0.19328594 0.33478108 0.35768032 216.3112 201.5856 231.1365 1.1438093 1.0445744 1.2456969 0.05833761 0.1010437 0.11854201 134.9853 115.3412
1.9769312 0.19380443 0.3356791 0.0709042 436.89716 188.12059 623.31323 0.99939567 0.8905356 1.1344017 0.07031827 0.12179481 0.9939026 100.723595 92.994095
0.8172682 0.08299565 0.14375268 0.07308222 99.79296 70.66699 127.208496 0.9053409 0.76064974 1.2471789 0.14803274 0.25640023 0.5984299 60.16746 38.895294
2.0438797 0.3827649 0.6629683 0.17170808 152.3774 44.607296 218.69559 0.98287225 0.8521836 1.2807089 0.1319432 0.22853231 0.9081783 32.494034 21.410099
2.183711 0.64009887 1.1086837 0.4780299 1270.2941 232.04861 1816.6299 1.0704241 0.8539952 1.4432828 0.16987213 0.29422715 0.70491225 275.9495 243.164
3.354975 0.962514 1.6671231 0.2790544 200.82033 33.6355 309.6409 0.7970614 0.7452592 0.89846283 0.0479739 0.08309323 0.06344105 23.846767 17.8834
1.3217158 0.37570027 0.6507319 0.7256695 3127.5935 584.47815 4828.2124 1.2631732 1.0990359 1.5263492 0.12476803 0.21610457 0.14008805 1400.795 942.6727
3.2942855 0.18765396 0.32502618 0.00366575 2947.8743 1461.5208 3878.3972 0.9684051 0.78101933 1.1684245 0.1145561 0.19841698 0.80964726 381.89603 278.4392
2.4584684 0.26702696 0.46250427 0.02890064 5657.274 2186.711 7442.248 0.8357663 0.4338302 1.3299297 0.3076648 0.5328911 0.64789134 925.2542 336.89478
2.07852 0.23723757 0.41090754 0.07153855 10132.577 5361.583 16109.785 1.2231172 1.0548059 1.5394722 0.14406748 0.2495322 0.2262252 2754.3872 2235.696
1.174115 0.13022287 0.22555263 0.46890405 136.83229 60.6851 223.06648 0.8864902 0.69749725 1.247185 0.15903926 0.27546406 0.5628582 53.414032 31.1148
1.3063966 0.10354151 0.17933916 0.22200018 119.0967 50.7239 157.1294 0.95854884 0.8320333 1.0385816 0.06829816 0.11829589 0.6114157 35.0396 30.8885
0.7371883 0.22566403 0.39086157 0.21202931 58.229866 31.3926 96.422 1.8759028 1.1623759 2.6866462 0.48994792 0.8486147 0.1275062 85.04286 66.86209
2.9687042 0.6639725 1.1500341 0.1368508 58.78967 14.170498 90.474304 0.6648168 0.5015246 0.8120118 0.09793709 0.16963202 0.1063937 6.1611323 4.179798
1.6681751 0.16967027 0.2938775 0.10636764 209.89934 82.7723 303.60028 0.97045904 0.77155143 1.4541916 0.20306502 0.35171893 0.89602625 56.987797 34.810196
1.1284927 0.08089486 0.140114 0.64503443 59.96023 38.779 75.8259 1.4986455 1.0232978 2.238122 0.35231107 0.6102207 0.21550003 39.139797 20.2219
0.44223866 0.03630952 0.06288993 0.00953764 886.4761 804.8322 984.9007 1.2599436 0.81965035 1.9030368 0.32069635 0.55546236 0.44252226 1713.1973 1222.3966
1.668363 0.25014868 0.43327022 0.44389 154.35426 50.7698 223.98178 0.9412645 0.6636861 1.243388 0.17837024 0.3089463 0.77421546 44.174335 23.1664
2.418647 0.6347468 1.0994136 0.34865922 56.07143 11.2271 88.2686 0.61697644 0.23073806 1.1460313 0.3735379 0.6469866 0.43389845 7.386201 3.1103
0.85586834 0.10306679 0.17851691 0.10596018 267.5595 199.8174 318.6546 1.142816 0.95947874 1.2496547 0.1005006 0.17407215 0.26637188 193.57283 150.0333
1.7397738 0.09119072 0.15794696 0.01625238 205.6777 169.4025 246.2648 1.6852027 1.3973857 2.191696 0.23117241 0.40040237 0.06111396 130.81453 92.763596
1.464201 0.28559014 0.49465662 0.48532534 2139.9165 1822.4288 2385.4834 1.6112108 1.2445545 2.2544277 0.29003578 0.5023567 0.11328621 1857.7185 1626.704
0.8054128 0.11767238 0.20381454 0.09671606 192.9567 167.6687 206.92169 1.2465535 1.023132 1.647962 0.18171869 0.314746 0.2644528 189.5379 122.4862
1.0083811 0.1086532 0.18819284 0.27122295 165.9112 141.17021 185.655 0.82561445 0.5857512 1.1697886 0.16992168 0.29431298 0.43850458 104.095 60.1637
1818.5382 5794.9326 0.33501482 1368.6033
8.322243 5.523641 9.567226 0.33937716 154.55457 6.779701 243.69841 0.6070275 0.42376694 1.1311182 0.20442772 0.3540792 0.25120237 5.941666 4.1378994
3.3847435 0.8305736 1.4385957 0.16938464 205.2043 43.0882 306.0433 0.44360217 0.22080761 0.6854107 0.17205589 0.2980095 0.14745618 13.4973 8.165699
3.1519177 1.4290047 2.4751086 0.5655862 457.73303 41.021103 670.94226 0.5175386 0.14501758 1.1452775 0.4678884 0.8104065 0.4131664 53.845802 8.0261
0.6114448 0.05533837 0.09584887 0.02623741 60.9982 25.0685 81.2974 1.3700887 0.71936786 1.9017786 0.47805828 0.8280212 0.4314354 56.766865 36.872902
1.2397045 1.0255384 1.7762847 0.21070297 65.82083 2.8370972 185.9176 1.208927 0.79957724 1.8467622 0.30548903 0.52912253 0.5146882 132.3892 103.1937
1.0361979 0.02070477 0.03586171 0.8309085 141.19313 72.3177 179.923 0.8473738 0.722883 1.0385971 0.09141763 0.15833998 0.26162738 47.298866 31.0781
0.87017393 0.12963554 0.22453535 0.18990485 49.106533 33.2394 60.079403 0.970246 0.9045121 1.0217224 0.03531855 0.06117353 0.4935596 38.584534 34.2162
1.2292612 0.07646252 0.13243696 0.19821317 61.79067 35.803104 85.541306 0.47907454 0.22271903 0.853402 0.21647187 0.37494028 0.20649572 12.173167 4.3447
0.85049987 0.13718158 0.23760547 0.16633697 67.70623 40.4151 104.2883 1.0379326 0.9568058 1.2179974 0.08342703 0.14449985 0.68738663 41.2668 30.5895
1.9579424 0.15589455 0.27001727 0.03750543 217.70567 101.3972 329.4623 0.97530276 0.83532315 1.2174827 0.11204916 0.19407482 0.8464216 47.99427 36.0419
1.2111194 0.04094661 0.07092162 0.05521618 122.24357 117.54849 124.7281 0.7271131 0.5257977 1.0059048 0.13982873 0.24219045 0.23092544 47.538864 32.1328
0.9892169 0.11857818 0.20538343 0.24923259 126.773674 47.1441 172.7561 1.0234444 0.7939966 1.3325822 0.15567012 0.26962855 0.89108753 59.630505 36.052402
0.705095 0.0722475 0.12513633 0.04324428 825.6807 597.6618 968.9768 1.0698594 0.74590945 1.5082749 0.22459097 0.38900298 0.7715058 684.8321 363.5934
1.9198745 0.3503456 0.6068164 0.53001696 109.6946 30.5881 172.1969 0.9888877 0.68427485 1.2188284 0.1873935 0.32457507 0.9572525 30.531736 15.957201
1.084017 0.15306915 0.26512355 0.31462383 15213.615 5255.6304 22623.256 0.7914642 0.5860825 1.1449826 0.16001722 0.27715796 0.3558305 5574.1553 3180.1782
1.4202381 0.14460224 0.25045842 0.4678775 139.60995 112.9716 160.721 1.1436877 1.0171531 1.239506 0.06876613 0.11910643 0.15453458 83.651535 64.2151
12.528501 8.072077 13.981247 0.18980001 1369.3577 69.5044 2213.5105 0.72599226 0.46942204 1.0365015 0.17557064 0.30409727 0.30174235 38.99993 22.680399
1.3321894 0.06275038 0.10868684 0.06187672 62.150295 29.4123 86.081696 0.82419425 0.6190401 1.011741 0.12359098 0.21406585 0.32023832 15.4050665 13.5627
5.2471185 1.1652288 2.0182354 0.26113835 140.45297 27.538698 312.7445 0.67602694 0.41859254 0.88108987 0.16959968 0.29375526 0.24454825 11.766634 9.2153015
1.9472059 0.2631607 0.45580772 0.14524613 1116.1971 805.3685 1447.9414 0.838968 0.59531534 1.0309211 0.14818563 0.25666502 0.41626233 264.62274 141.5963
1.0547469 0.08740941 0.15139753 0.3157729 408.03195 176.4099 606.19653 1.0293647 0.89064 1.2456174 0.10320932 0.17876379 0.7985802 170.561 154.52219
1.3721787 0.09723835 0.16842176 0.17199953 867.46466 752.28906 933.2431 1.1350627 1.009035 1.2330658 0.06880529 0.11917425 0.17108366 485.44138 424.52112
0.871083 0.13321833 0.23074092 0.15357125 3403.596 0.92163575 0.85243624 1.0481611 0.05991794 0.10378092 1790.0233
1.099893 0.06323183 0.10952073 0.6548932 594.2253 335.9219 826.6618 0.93210113 0.5538604 1.3117058 0.26002914 0.45038366 0.8152408 206.68843 153.7542
1.254208 0.06971066 0.1207424 0.24969636 112.58643 96.048004 137.6591 1.4187629 1.1943007 1.824585 0.1847537 0.3200028 0.11277606 83.44614 76.137596
1.2681092 0.12869172 0.22290058 0.9676328 610.50116 246.8425 934.1889 1.4955089 1.4234921 1.6116147 0.05691833 0.09858544 0.0088056 325.82758 252.191
2.1822379 0.7255186 1.2566351 0.69667363 113.3174 16.3611 166.5332 0.8641693 0.78713673 1.0172033 0.07105243 0.12306641 0.21627164 21.997534 15.617901
1.6443821 0.17792551 0.308176 0.26085353 73.3457 54.4662 101.9693 0.8308088 0.6677899 0.98303825 0.09599207 0.16626313 0.24664114 28.287733 19.4204
5.3081675 2.076086 3.5958865 0.19143033 567.7035 66.9379 826.09814 0.7886706 0.5143124 1.2991122 0.22501221 0.38973257 0.47180703 40.422867 29.1318
1.059112 0.13360174 0.231405 0.24381813 445.28867 352.2839 494.03497 0.98685175 0.8136004 1.4333352 0.18912223 0.3275693 0.9499234 240.97551 155.62671
1.0545799 0.17164637 0.29730022 0.24937741 68.96827 60.590702 81.9095 1.0817689 0.9971111 1.14509 0.04527437 0.07841751 0.20079245 45.04223 32.945198
0.84409285 0.10107642 0.1750695 0.09334572 6132.2007 4758.4307 7026.439 1.1748353 1.034136 1.4625839 0.13045159 0.22594878 0.28067923 4704.486 3904.6055
1.1137047 0.23358305 0.4045777 0.3192913 330.06638 217.05731 464.65167 1.1008623 0.843004 1.3793348 0.16060258 0.27817184 0.57237524 214.60527 211.2377
2.8020673 0.6304863 1.0920343 0.19399612 182.86276 42.2885 293.3818 0.1165262 0.01 1.0362829 1.0185773 1.7642276 0.25145498 14.045366 -1.6932983
0.7993729 0.10260738 0.1777212 0.12682506 128.4487 79.0735 193.531 1.1411756 1.0364738 1.3354502 0.09087858 0.15740632 0.23761024 80.2386 68.6698
1.1986114 0.12600012 0.2182386 0.72783506 145.63623 101.18379 193.513 1.3825425 1.3676006 1.4014114 0.00992309 0.0171873 4.91E-04 83.477165 68.0331
0.60622525 0.06086764 0.10542584 0.02894382 417.81223 228.3426 591.4617 1.152224 0.84026045 1.5709887 0.21336265 0.36955494 0.51500213 358.7249 335.2962
2.3828764 0.41498575 0.7187764 0.09613343 177.68256 54.387005 246.46019 0.98949045 0.8551048 1.2529292 0.11913577 0.2063492 0.9374084 32.761 21.664799
1.0281371 0.12144186 0.21034347 0.25093362 32174.627 23503.977 39022.02 0.8657015 0.5900908 1.0677207 0.17083967 0.29590297 0.5307742 14002.351 12203.366
1.2267364 0.17134795 0.29678333 0.64252025 206.09096 143.4996 249.4672 1.2248952 0.99418795 1.5306407 0.15463008 0.26782715 0.24549258 160.09914 137.0114
1.1478963 0.17549765 0.30397084 0.29905906 59.5305 23.411697 108.6248 1.1463711 0.9886448 1.3034729 0.09262133 0.16042486 0.23142926 31.420666 25.9753
1.1905048 0.08664607 0.15007539 0.857372 72.3286 46.3881 85.63171 1.4195023 1.3144329 1.5337713 0.06333358 0.10969698 0.0157915 39.560566 34.303604
24.522297 21.785398 37.733418 0.18936737 985.48615 27.6852 1727.6948 0.8239632 0.6042037 1.1033318 0.14675218 0.25418222 0.38177428 17.243334 11.641098
4.031833 0.9611591 1.6647763 0.22155613 115.916504 22.2608 203.0056 1.1781363 0.6543276 1.594347 0.37020427 0.6412126 0.63328797 21.042868 9.976501
1.0705918 0.04732537 0.08196994 0.6108567 33588.473 16780.834 42925.33 0.9976006 0.8792428 1.1039608 0.06694318 0.11594899 0.97460955 13147.208 10662.797
1.1018325 0.08554373 0.14816609 0.4709291 51.187733 25.4604 70.6344 1.2379396 1.0617052 1.6322682 0.17400724 0.30138937 0.26330844 27.217901 18.2464
6.578039 2.7049828 4.6851673 0.18438074 268.76035 27.298399 439.972 0.3861299 0.14942554 0.7857219 0.23149757 0.40096554 0.19381052 8.587933 3.6914978
40.329926 21356.03 36989.727 0.6977016 654.7059 0.22989655 1102.2449 0.19139732 0.01 0.9297228 2.913614 5.0465274 0.3793797 0.85403323 -9.040699
1.2538015 0.21871936 0.37883306 0.34365994 102.85547 96.92331 106.32179 1.2865685 1.0948049 1.5763279 0.13921751 0.2411318 0.14329362 77.1641 59.6108
89.291405 691.5917 0.51908576 69.8714 38.9423
0.97178805 0.08820017 0.15276718 0.15298842 108.67087 49.3748 168.5939 0.65847015 0.54643 0.8418509 0.08548376 0.14806221 0.08266413 33.412365 25.281902
1.4995006 0.24328639 0.42138436 0.7088344 127.7559 121.8018 134.9194 1.1567485 0.9818712 1.424491 0.1280232 0.22174269 0.31556088 67.11356 51.693
1.3913753 0.12470138 0.21598913 0.14249961 555.2552 229.499 755.1164 0.8467398 0.6071013 1.005077 0.143852 0.24915896 0.4226797 141.9894 77.3627
0.92286676 0.08480946 0.14689429 0.15214238 330.19363 180.0871 498.0693 1.5405656 1.3645922 1.8669779 0.15078151 0.26116124 0.04703186 252.30185 172.92369
1.1224289 0.10047778 0.17403261 0.44301698 388.24826 316.2493 515.2578 1.4977962 1.3313882 1.8299088 0.15190904 0.26311415 0.05683183 373.0089 286.6303
1.06236 0.15634114 0.2707908 0.24419184 146.60342 123.97279 182.6795 1.5738974 1.236146 2.0565221 0.23600736 0.40877673 0.09149142 131.3841 102.9207
1.1682608 0.10515401 0.18213208 0.9517032 1580.7958 868.2703 2184.7935 1.2611156 1.0923651 1.447735 0.10311053 0.17859267 0.10411967 773.68774 531.1438
0.98509514 0.10480998 0.1815362 0.2103278 1742.9547 1363.2764 1975.2007 0.7723277 0.6815784 0.9205705 0.07023437 0.12164949 0.10370206 984.12146 926.9683
1.2272725 0.22398819 0.3879589 0.31711137 116.49146 108.7657 123.23329 0.9620592 0.68553734 1.5935962 0.2602801 0.45081836 0.8942713 69.702896 54.8162
2.89986 0.8302387 1.4380156 0.38880643 748.096 124.09569 1166.6475 0.8690152 0.40611836 1.4692396 0.38082942 0.6596159 0.75298154 128.0454 49.4758
0.28570402 0.1579073 0.27350348 0.10961295 0.8561325 -3.0025024 3.188202 2.3645911 0.53873205 25.952724 12.143588 21.033312 0.5503398 68.99157 3.457199
1.3550951 1.6270492 2.818132 0.29432157 110.11372 -1.2397995 250.3699 1.45429 0.9910664 2.0630238 0.31950873 0.55340534 0.21978846 197.75943 122.6425
0.9491209 0.1069911 0.18531401 0.14476636 482.86578 363.1414 552.30493 1.3260281 0.99598575 1.8176175 0.23644029 0.4095266 0.24680054 392.76904 219.1439
3.0617218 1.7675906 3.0615568 0.6950555 139.16017 8.913498 217.1952 1.269117 1.027289 1.6113873 0.1679852 0.2909589 0.20974484 27.762634 17.111101
0.9245512 0.12435941 0.2153968 0.14023282 583.0143 444.2777 759.2772 0.9245542 0.77558875 1.259008 0.14580348 0.25253904 0.6628218 509.04245 355.33688
0.8718411 0.11192606 0.19386162 0.14288168 110.50834 76.3648 157.0087 1.1148056 0.91083544 1.5201994 0.17882445 0.30973303 0.56134456 69.76386 53.4345
0.8280101 0.11655907 0.20188622 0.10194537 140.64288 114.15759 187.1985 1.028169 0.80967396 1.3754368 0.16246457 0.2813969 0.8744104 152.8917 102.1213
1.1057788 0.08839949 0.1531124 0.44249833 285.99088 136.0091 396.5221 0.685501 0.34567654 0.97252935 0.25690442 0.4449715 0.38500506 92.9699 32.2287
0.6834424 0.01839564 0.03186218 0.00435279 3461.8552 1720.2635 4475.5044 1.2574177 1.174853 1.3351133 0.04673345 0.08094472 0.02528037 2495.6704 2128.0552
1.2034878 0.15059648 0.26084074 0.45121157 111.2021 88.3819 128.4714 1.1233085 0.869026 1.296279 0.14628875 0.25337955 0.46138427 58.122265 54.744705
2.0596545 0.6428783 1.1134979 0.67831963 131.6599 21.127098 208.71689 1.0545396 0.99568415 1.1727264 0.05619104 0.09732574 0.42314035 31.794434 23.896502
1.0313089 0.13480502 0.23348914 0.21569432 293.41977 236.1215 326.534 1.4133435 1.1210657 1.6477262 0.16832088 0.2915403 0.09910069 228.69882 201.23149
2.7429388 0.74522257 1.2907634 0.30829433 471.76642 0.7970852 0.594038 1.4303844 0.24881403 0.43095854
0.7078349 0.11724891 0.20308106 0.08172748 387.52606 372.4632 402.63272 1.8430762 1.6866266 2.012551 0.09418491 0.16313304 0.00688612 706.1425 510.37848
1.064304 0.02391831 0.04142772 0.47075698 153.89093 77.7202 197.5408 0.8266444 0.76963663 0.9180066 0.04436671 0.07684539 0.07082915 46.447567 41.804897
1.2974552 0.11041377 0.19124225 0.33014676 222.52417 123.3091 329.2335 0.76416093 0.57469255 0.9893341 0.12252805 0.2122248 0.22954838 59.789234 39.8797
0.97857654 0.07867564 0.1362702 0.18855563 52.66367 44.389 57.098305 0.9196815 0.8748756 1.0015616 0.03946452 0.06835455 0.18992627 34.17877 28.596302
3.2485464 1.105344 1.914512 0.2957833 277.214 40.774902 430.38528 0.7576362 0.71229976 0.79166603 0.02408346 0.04171377 0.01284515 29.512602 23.9909
0.9108085 0.00949635 0.01644816 0.0094479 103.62206 55.940796 132.2715 1.0973063 0.80723417 1.6351467 0.23691683 0.41035196 0.70012325 53.13753 33.2068
1.9947686 0.09456128 0.16378494 0.00744408 1727.8533 1438.277 2047.351 1.1693265 0.9185869 1.7787305 0.2545912 0.44096488 0.53488994 696.04816 471.00818
1.3262062 0.13201374 0.2286545 0.64750594 429.97974 345.62592 485.0673 0.71263784 0.6779863 0.77897424 0.03183767 0.05514445 0.01690005 167.84683 139.8276
1.763029 0.28974912 0.5018602 0.3839313 104.03384 31.751402 163.3355 0.6613969 0.54989314 0.9044618 0.10602229 0.183636 0.11944276 18.260967 11.961901
1.3375432 0.1080566 0.18715951 0.1648629 548.9137 232.50198 751.3741 0.9995002 0.89463055 1.1315814 0.06835501 0.11839435 0.9948134 162.13501 149.25711
1.0906867 0.23271807 0.4030795 0.25871554 58.8822 38.257496 75.229004 1.7533379 1.110837 2.5183342 0.44152257 0.7647395 0.14508657 75.96163 43.0843
1.165806 0.13958882 0.24177492 0.41829154 203.46072 156.66011 227.31198 0.9866685 0.7642101 1.1454535 0.12821573 0.22207615 0.9262592 98.51393 59.056396
0.99347687 0.15527864 0.2689505 0.21581839 166.99477 53.7567 257.0257 1.6671737 1.3498462 1.8807831 0.17808965 0.30846033 0.04036375 137.6508 122.775604
0.61729866 0.0463187 0.08022635 0.01926956 53.304802 31.916801 74.1864 1.7411962 1.013176 3.1484506 0.62109476 1.0757676 0.23323002 68.541405 47.389202
1.0270572 0.10369032 0.1795969 0.35162824 127.74766 81.8917 179.58029 0.81440216 0.7395026 0.97294277 0.07294934 0.12635195 0.14757408 46.014965 40.0923
1.1361684 0.0884114 0.15313303 0.7795672 118.47207 98.6817 141.41661 1.0306377 0.84893 1.2088623 0.10751127 0.18621497 0.7980342 69.2714 55.929596
0.7221271 0.0284591 0.0492926 0.011141 4380.099 2331.9204 5524.2266 1.194552 0.99210227 1.6455135 0.19589406 0.33929846 0.38416344 2931.9224 2418.7598
1.2747877 0.10251124 0.17755467 0.3613691 204.15857 111.67721 301.2212 0.9411424 0.825216 1.0417573 0.06508187 0.11272511 0.47152993 64.15976 57.7983
2.582847 1.1144065 1.9302086 0.71048576 229.58934 22.242603 337.0223 1.0690081 0.8732399 1.4288899 0.16173954 0.28014112 0.69771135 48.189434 29.6256
2.7182653 0.5872722 1.0171853 0.14632046 323.438 81.6339 446.6085 0.8681079 0.6968431 0.9738022 0.09629013 0.1667794 0.3269993 47.723568 29.767601
1.0163035 0.10216412 0.17695345 0.4235303 1427.6526 1118.7899 1744.6187 0.49718848 0.297901 0.7805559 0.14766127 0.25575683 0.12978351 513.5756 239.82849
1.0831832 0.09129413 0.15812607 0.8259684 98.66797 58.5435 140.41269 1.3367659 1.2273425 1.5358722 0.09396309 0.16274884 0.05358108 52.969635 39.3862
1.3981044 0.15221873 0.26365057 0.3527168 103.50234 39.9783 135.9114 0.9933487 0.7335245 1.330617 0.17472132 0.3026262 0.9725755 31.238634 25.3821
8.219177 4.311411 7.4675827 0.20713308 319.66113 22.8224 470.6153 0.38521808 0.1306096 0.6860793 0.26388595 0.45706385 0.22001933 9.176234 2.2402
1.8178437 0.24716134 0.428096 0.21770379 1105.0804 382.20248 1718.5403 0.65896106 0.25028363 1.1321404 0.3853935 0.6675211 0.48054954 237.31627 55.5567
1.7794718 0.33230245 0.57556474 0.34199598 224.11633 64.37039 305.1719 1.0845361 0.8030403 1.439769 0.18700238 0.3238976 0.6780666 62.169334 35.5292
327.4959 450.2919 0.45802903 97.0197
1.4624856 0.10023981 0.17362045 0.05906576 452.97513 353.30072 531.91345 1.0978436 0.7967081 1.5109221 0.20813063 0.36049283 0.6635506 223.8724 135.89401
1.8569567 0.25367916 0.43938518 0.24361254 2827.185 2189.3704 3777.8823 0.9631946 0.77768546 1.3036414 0.15262301 0.2643508 0.83199465 1182.3516 811.2959
0.710672 0.07394262 0.12807237 0.04520181 984.8194 435.78418 1577.0524 1.1116933 0.96993244 1.2315253 0.07923089 0.13723193 0.27438736 737.59656 505.38132
1.3400061 0.15672448 0.27145475 0.495414 1470.2294 960.7704 1949.377 0.47945577 0.37256318 0.5699559 0.06262112 0.10846295 0.02943429 254.20103 178.9117
0.6558903 0.03977195 0.06888704 0.01584997 349.12573 189.4698 456.382 0.6593158 0.3450933 1.1648022 0.25658324 0.4444152 0.3596969 177.73193 72.712906
1.0135204 0.10611055 0.18378887 0.19787082 1747.4745 1277.0259 2068.2197 0.9394207 0.7229527 1.3906829 0.19344415 0.33505508 0.78404045 842.5295 695.8819
1.1227877 0.22612537 0.39166063 0.23678547 683.8914 521.56055 814.0174 1.1072195 0.853563 1.3345432 0.1505511 0.26076216 0.5269688 564.94617 556.4046
2.7702134 1.1561639 2.0025346 0.6245239 116.01197 11.7099 188.042 0.95892394 0.6967144 1.2261769 0.1638345 0.28376967 0.8254233 18.7237 17.468102
2.4008267 0.49485195 0.8571087 0.3085162 287.23358 71.1101 444.22342 0.7633523 0.3317238 1.2980653 0.3702344 0.6412648 0.58767456 49.176464 25.103798
2.0370827 0.2437211 0.42213732 0.0709056 15724.319 5841.163 20866.756 0.70361316 0.44964114 1.0667413 0.1843926 0.31937736 0.29477543 2375.624 1883.7983
1.138677 0.1733336 0.3002226 0.74235183 75.50304 46.7575 118.567604 0.88090587 0.61668974 1.5626507 0.27184898 0.47085622 0.7040777 27.682703 17.560501
1.2563843 0.01802017 0.03121185 0.00547102 165.74564 86.4162 220.6377 1.0387839 0.7202702 2.0882509 0.39869562 0.69056106 0.92319435 59.44217 29.6998
0.91065323 0.07842173 0.13583043 0.17341693 46.695904 42.0301 51.5197 0.82431996 0.6728192 1.1937581 0.15689099 0.27174315 0.40688515 28.269133 20.2312
1.4632455 0.14976425 0.2593993 0.1994551 112.83753 44.4095 160.4977 1.085679 1.0011427 1.2544944 0.07895922 0.13676138 0.37415916 34.81027 26.241701
2.3013418 0.5448023 0.9436253 0.21613686 174.92982 42.2733 253.09439 0.83605677 0.72686696 0.971927 0.07063532 0.12234396 0.16682781 26.954231 21.942497
1.542616 0.32807428 0.5682413 0.42409873 71.53079 58.424797 94.6924 0.9845491 0.85338396 1.0968127 0.07368249 0.12762181 0.853846 43.47417 35.085503
0.82781595 0.17191026 0.2977573 0.13483113 779.48083 642.7082 981.77954 1.2033352 0.9415969 1.5586871 0.17809723 0.30847344 0.33161563 1019.3573 809.726
1.5665303 0.24249288 0.42001 0.51693517 451.92465 144.3586 696.06055 0.8959752 0.75050634 1.0943431 0.09897426 0.17142844 0.4213561 121.43826 78.30029
0.86930776 0.18669319 0.32336208 0.14726444 1236.618 1007.0294 1677.652 1.2313708 0.98275644 1.6822184 0.20226595 0.35033488 0.32548016 1745.5819 1090.6772
1.6481861 0.1104283 0.19126743 0.03995647 196.13184 88.08971 253.5428 0.8462333 0.62700975 1.2385794 0.1750618 0.30321595 0.4929 42.785133 31.2098
1.2455527 0.05973982 0.1034724 0.12758435 968.6921 569.62164 1284.9009 1.0645425 0.97084856 1.259569 0.09015594 0.15615468 0.535163 359.3077 259.455
2.2251585 0.42899516 0.7430414 0.19386223 72.05987 19.979702 99.5839 0.18231973 0.14166434 0.27242947 0.03818433 0.0661372 0.01392893 2.9210331 1.6483994
1.663696 0.23740965 0.41120556 0.6144693 393.3365 0.88304675 0.7358717 1.1531106 0.12212475 0.21152626 124.01943
3.107332 0.39324373 0.68111813 0.0272621 131.4948 47.305405 194.1435 0.9392094 0.9153177 0.9599597 0.01304315 0.02259139 0.04568418 17.160435 14.0828
2.5973325 0.48068076 0.8325635 0.11408964 610.97485 174.8676 843.3238 0.8895239 0.7038497 1.0040294 0.10522898 0.18226193 0.42269912 95.53803 69.202896
1.0560762 0.2624372 0.45455456 0.3221474 104.0429 20.0238 180.2487 0.8328904 0.5936599 1.0260613 0.14543673 0.2519038 0.39645332 42.875202 27.708902
1.0545802 0.08737465 0.15133733 0.28316545 349.40326 321.7737 389.8955 0.6479138 0.52516705 0.834645 0.08899766 0.15414846 0.08517533 153.84854 122.2548
0.88353205 0.02929204 0.0507353 0.03321855 67.55567 61.284603 71.828 0.92099077 0.8325148 1.0049387 0.05055806 0.08756913 0.27177915 44.44913 34.705
1.4885814 0.08767721 0.15186138 0.05059685 250.16919 220.838 303.3863 0.87999195 0.8142901 0.9989688 0.05643302 0.09774486 0.18355139 95.96526 87.8445
0.99580276 0.0966252 0.16735975 0.18584657 754.7636 531.20325 869.4951 1.1651133 0.7917149 2.1706665 0.3948281 0.6838623 0.67471176 458.92133 328.8183
1.3299992 0.10915802 0.18906724 0.46766698 447.36502 203.7401 618.21643 0.91874737 0.6483201 1.188113 0.17021611 0.29482296 0.68531615 142.08276 91.2549
1.2307003 0.09329263 0.16158758 0.28518033 219.09221 202.39261 238.42001 0.96001166 0.9239077 0.97949106 0.01841235 0.03189113 0.167099 109.4887 91.77991
1.450641 0.14270717 0.24717607 0.42497298 371.11716 285.9179 503.5522 0.6884165 0.62219065 0.7511831 0.03783043 0.06552422 0.02089215 129.748 101.2884
1.1107094 0.06156659 0.10663647 0.87347406 91.64019 46.9345 131.7513 0.64685243 0.36891952 0.93119633 0.19608706 0.33963275 0.2658385 22.771032 16.163498
2.025962 0.3629581 0.6286619 0.22860962 134.92882 39.4522 187.37952 0.62048125 0.46534732 0.76157427 0.09343176 0.16182855 0.0843059 19.339333 11.1903
0.87441015 0.10282731 0.17810212 0.14095393 153.04427 101.5262 218.0415 1.0782588 0.99567753 1.1541312 0.04646146 0.08047362 0.2220355 90.49847 72.8417
0.716871 0.1055797 0.18286939 0.08316941 5197.405 3832.677 6852.761 0.9425763 0.6510606 1.2050194 0.18230225 0.31575677 0.78319234 3884.0256 2001.726
1.366219 0.11883562 0.20582932 0.4535829 78.67809 63.336998 103.78919 0.55329686 0.5331021 0.564847 0.01031018 0.01785776 9.89E-04 22.515566 20.123999
7.0686603 2.949609 5.1088724 0.240957 233.89441 19.9142 387.1777 0.61229664 0.2884796 0.98591316 0.26089534 0.45188397 0.32651106 12.8474 4.1082993
1.9432721 0.30230144 0.5236014 0.19149472 82.50674 26.3704 125.424904 1.0887969 0.87247175 1.6800853 0.24474543 0.4239115 0.73274654 21.266102 13.344702
1.2653372 0.1562328 0.27060315 0.7206181 3080.882 1148.8892 4937.987 0.93387604 0.8584422 1.1008892 0.07722418 0.1337562 0.4931465 1067.9065 786.6028
1.0776644 0.13257982 0.22963497 0.26890633 50.486134 35.4347 72.9241 1.0218861 0.88080084 1.1232786 0.07718024 0.13368009 0.8005341 37.443066 31.548399
1.4312897 0.44139206 0.7645135 0.3132819 57.461403 17.003601 100.1819 1.594023 0.7603153 2.4882305 0.66165954 1.1460279 0.33740312 82.8879 48.1422
1.4519087 0.14239815 0.24664083 0.42267844 83.3962 37.460102 120.5685 0.5076925 0.34873867 0.68981427 0.10460963 0.1811892 0.07704838 13.645101 11.7446
0.9829174 0.12541427 0.21722388 0.254603 168.2232 95.2889 248.25179 0.8944805 0.57225454 1.368043 0.23640902 0.40947244 0.70119387 82.93743 37.5784
4.7346363 0.8415212 1.4575574 0.06102006 133.6366 37.4869 237.3931 0.44898298 0.18200223 1.5362186 0.39986908 0.6925936 0.33569795 8.631634 3.3706017
1.0024409 0.09946864 0.17228474 0.40939483 615.86786 363.78952 902.4143 1.1438668 0.99755913 1.4050294 0.12073418 0.20911773 0.32779554 312.82193 225.70972
1.4711155 0.1491801 0.2583875 0.4258501 303.0646 139.6981 443.6958 1.0932498 1.0303879 1.1534653 0.03577033 0.06195603 0.11227222 107.534805 86.211494
2.0537715 0.43367952 0.75115496 0.24990109 38.090134 10.045002 53.5345 0.1881034 0.01 1.2344779 2.9864407 5.172667 0.37782696 3.9069672 -0.2306995
390.5545 620.2138 0.72101706 169.5294
1.6502379 0.19605723 0.33958107 0.2248362 214.05536 79.5114 325.4224 1.106178 0.9269493 1.3526362 0.12253368 0.21223456 0.4549975 64.8311 42.9198
0.6432599 0.06254483 0.10833082 0.03244697 269.95206 109.38289 360.8948 1.3536738 0.98826265 2.162102 0.33743107 0.58444774 0.33224273 279.17053 144.1585
1.7614412 0.24430431 0.42314747 0.2017012 215.00371 74.2193 292.2521 0.7347354 0.5075711 1.0105913 0.15181501 0.2629513 0.26391256 38.962833 34.4436
2.2351525 0.37041467 0.641577 0.1588107 241.46356 74.1046 344.1411 1.0495738 0.92293996 1.2851655 0.10840584 0.18776442 0.68331367 54.327698 39.022
1.6867728 0.22688483 0.39297605 0.501959 1107.627 483.8642 1915.1766 1.2976925 1.0196826 1.5672637 0.16657197 0.28851113 0.17623784 435.96756 316.6081
0.9175159 0.13064644 0.22628626 0.17723197 394.49265 132.62491 616.0191 0.9362822 0.81827295 1.1307782 0.09165998 0.15875974 0.56805027 190.1655 139.83829
5.59805 3.18 5.5079217 0.39736685 146.0459 8.522301 243.8361 1.0592039 0.87400705 1.3509902 0.13758321 0.23830111 0.69780487 13.482133 10.292801
1.2571225 0.17583396 0.30455333 0.63973105 150.76913 74.7369 257.1997 1.0115489 0.8616963 1.2034993 0.09848125 0.17057452 0.9163077 60.13296 47.946198
1.565243 0.12900586 0.2234447 0.08756597 205.94547 169.6371 256.8001 0.6184365 0.36181244 1.0181774 0.19823162 0.34334722 0.24954155 58.092136 31.420202
1.1111389 0.1544133 0.26745167 0.4557406 93.1505 64.7463 108.824005 0.63383734 0.53083736 0.826797 0.0869751 0.15064529 0.07794149 41.143635 31.7007
3.0276177 1.1622329 2.0130463 0.56951755 81.132034 8.601 137.9703 0.8358538 0.47507444 1.3974339 0.28155795 0.48767266 0.62405187 11.892933 5.9203987
1.1673416 0.22521934 0.39009133 0.32634997 195.5849 141.7388 256.0647 0.9684244 0.806084 1.126868 0.095613 0.16560657 0.77450407 114.535934 75.0333
4.1985216 0.82110447 1.4221946 0.1964036 1204.1224 653.8046 2163.0652 0.92253673 0.7261093 1.3124495 0.1701695 0.29474223 0.69803923 280.96332 245.65671
11.773187 7.273334 12.597784 0.26114324 241.92319 10.4524 443.87088 0.25290358 0.05628523 0.7812075 0.33505923 0.5803396 0.22086836 3.8307674 0.78380203
1.167714 0.18992248 0.32895538 0.29742554 94.19404 88.4079 104.511406 1.2623003 0.84975475 1.5759194 0.2579603 0.44680032 0.36116132 72.53947 43.7014
1.0102624 0.2381647 0.41251335 0.19875222 54.0529 30.376297 75.824 1.2653409 1.1053061 1.4788363 0.10772467 0.1865846 0.10874779 67.847534 55.5624
1.8835385 0.48948547 0.84781367 0.5537421 144.2518 30.330803 219.3855 1.0087792 0.8752295 1.2225842 0.1013287 0.17550646 0.9381247 34.195736 27.8779
2.178749 0.01920197 0.03325879 1.37E-04 254.47816 137.37471 326.2243 0.7420032 0.64489514 0.8316433 0.055567 0.09624487 0.05715619 34.096466 27.2342
1.1428119 0.1128561 0.1954725 0.846882 42.94483 27.4991 55.3309 1.163018 0.9877394 1.2806627 0.09598749 0.1662552 0.20727882 19.754967 17.721502
0.5685435 0.0490422 0.08494358 0.01819814 69.37763 46.4251 89.6491 1.614196 1.3496394 2.146293 0.23611803 0.40896842 0.07977337 96.005104 63.376602
0.37974826 0.03653622 0.06328258 0.00983656 1112.7112 469.3917 1557.0326 1.8946453 0.6039658 3.4644291 1.412734 2.446927 0.38006908 2926.4468 1012.8297
1.0034282 0.02819519 0.0488355 0.217095 109.24606 95.471504 117.37109 0.6314283 0.44329727 1.1020209 0.18910222 0.32753465 0.24439235 46.1904 26.028
1.0048875 0.1068013 0.18498528 0.18952158 531.72015 1.0744488 0.7585055 1.3131187 0.19217448 0.33285597 318.4619
1.2730156 0.11877374 0.20572214 0.65864915 176.70181 115.867096 239.69551 1.1169513 0.9956521 1.223169 0.06789841 0.11760349 0.20963538 74.19313 52.114197
1.4821508 0.20934567 0.36259732 0.39399192 95.54753 32.7352 138.60611 0.7670202 0.48637074 0.9926656 0.18229924 0.31575155 0.36543688 20.903032 16.7999
1.2291609 0.1902006 0.32943708 0.3740052 156.69237 143.48831 169.5832 1.1308682 0.9198305 1.2672373 0.11794078 0.20427942 0.35654414 97.284904 61.7501
1.1427668 0.25827044 0.4473375 0.2299841 1825.8832 1173.4 2617.9656 1.5905242 1.0958129 2.0874655 0.31528035 0.54608154 0.1377253 2597.0996 2270.9795
1.1862786 0.17565694 0.30424675 0.34299937 71.92727 63.6463 79.772804 1.3055981 1.1419228 1.5845114 0.13041545 0.2258862 0.11491304 51.962833 37.9494
1.4511473 0.2281421 0.3951537 0.70802665 318.8398 291.9025 339.857 1.3960588 1.0318934 1.6308491 0.21468134 0.371839 0.15798034 211.09874 119.3667
0.6576107 0.0298525 0.05170604 0.00962606 286.24832 166.4689 347.2035 1.0393342 0.90003246 1.2416617 0.0988024 0.17113076 0.72244936 185.73103 170.3313
8.777316 4.250541 7.362153 0.26457226 424.61304 26.7286 728.2635 1.1012496 0.8298373 1.9094839 0.32116124 0.55626756 0.7594907 31.439503 18.182299
0.6568345 0.04655036 0.08062758 0.0198072 134.61458 60.722103 196.63031 1.4034212 1.2407014 1.6239066 0.11071207 0.19175892 0.04971149 122.18734 96.4342
21.739159 21.802427 37.762913 0.2317121 332.85306 8.062099 536.5628 0.16186777 0.01 0.9489394 1.8334289 3.175592 0.32539377 2.0090008 -6.8927994
1.3086659 0.13188821 0.22843708 0.8851144 81.11897 60.485 109.9195 0.89314914 0.6605941 1.2826158 0.17818023 0.3086172 0.6189905 42.100735 26.0215
4.6131916 1.5083948 2.6126165 0.21046583 153.83449 21.181202 259.043 1.0806164 0.90899837 1.3370697 0.1234877 0.21388698 0.5640592 17.6913 13.688902
6.973957 3.106232 5.3801513 0.23688036 469.5834 38.2116 809.6876 0.7185951 0.43978265 1.0248523 0.19132105 0.33137777 0.32226434 24.613968 18.8593
3.750955 0.9176241 1.5893716 0.36149704 3528.7266 616.1723 6615.315 0.8005134 0.7030725 1.0203799 0.09829682 0.17025508 0.20837773 479.79776 327.8885
0.56393635 0.10328978 0.17890315 0.06798035 89.85597 58.667103 136.13051 1.6040068 1.2640655 2.270717 0.2919611 0.50569147 0.11713476 129.08966 79.3357
0.70009625 0.06541596 0.11330377 0.04422427 623.686 454.9308 723.6448 1.2674267 0.932649 1.6732696 0.21934062 0.3799091 0.29662752 745.77625 617.7559
0.52101076 0.03449279 0.05974326 0.00900894 320.8454 202.72029 412.82608 1.2077726 1.0128337 1.5260504 0.1487889 0.25770992 0.26136437 331.6693 297.0469
1.9458427 0.5406533 0.936439 0.43358415 95.8723 39.7211 175.2869 1.1991801 0.9529177 1.4216596 0.14457522 0.25041163 0.26724684 79.624306 49.365
1.2751468 0.11529091 0.19968972 0.69784355 1196.807 801.3957 1441.9285 0.8872023 0.6983612 1.0052812 0.10735615 0.1859463 0.42272985 408.33643 293.9631
6.3014126 2.4508097 4.244927 0.2560809 453.40497 42.4986 760.3722 0.94083136 0.73606396 1.1012547 0.11836199 0.20500897 0.6723241 36.26627 32.2325
7.8691525 1.6556833 2.8677275 0.05798566 1880.3184 419.1447 3563.265 0.7560042 0.30090758 1.3064219 0.4150093 0.7188172 0.60738814 124.20833 37.2613
1.456409 0.14458546 0.25042936 0.20919114 326.449 130.4106 425.13342 1.0723819 0.98141336 1.2183791 0.07036925 0.12188312 0.39721406 100.7846 86.7504
0.54614085 0.19535512 0.338365 0.1423367 370.18137 100.533 799.9899 1.3442948 0.80266756 3.3470886 0.72526413 1.2561944 0.58405674 702.0189 276.0682
0.99390125 0.16746764 0.29006246 0.19313191 395.23953 252.95409 568.9539 0.7012303 0.61682314 0.7765632 0.04767963 0.08258353 0.03457046 255.68076 229.8888
2.780615 0.4811936 0.83345175 0.07767505 232.59184 69.800705 349.0478 0.42685777 0.23493637 0.67121327 0.14327554 0.24816051 0.11188871 16.905567 8.064899
1.4019893 0.30295107 0.5247266 0.3435282 86.35433 60.8144 115.762 1.2207755 1.031865 1.4122951 0.11214373 0.19423863 0.16047397 71.4861 59.279198
94.0025 136.7567 0.14714138 32.4565
1.7845098 0.31532663 0.5461617 0.3519733 50.967968 15.055302 70.738205 0.16513826 0.05306369 0.4494222 0.1405391 0.24342085 0.10100099 3.0010657 0.5468979
1.002928 0.45480704 0.7877489 0.33604828 117.84596 30.493397 193.3674 1.3388661 1.0097954 1.8458043 0.24008721 0.41584325 0.23771685 125.10201 87.44861
1.3503463 0.24263915 0.42026335 0.41031775 234.64153 216.96921 248.2019 0.7988657 0.57632536 1.0123395 0.13769254 0.23849048 0.31459364 110.54789 70.950195
1.9455587 0.35086533 0.60771656 0.26386455 34.653564 10.0924 48.02 0.41884506 0.2049153 1.3354133 0.32367152 0.5606155 0.27522466 5.6009 1.3150005
1.5367281 0.08171709 0.14153814 0.02745076 25886.914 24232.996 28149.943 1.2312008 1.0076042 1.453195 0.13302837 0.2304119 0.19167817 13501.922 9464.531
1.5788989 0.05117802 0.08864293 0.00753067 120.873566 113.7644 131.0678 0.8910273 0.8043282 0.99501777 0.05499646 0.09525666 0.201683 42.215767 41.4113
1.0573373 0.10268162 0.17784978 0.28460744 992.56616 479.91656 1561.2039 1.1908386 0.925299 1.4684443 0.1630168 0.28235337 0.32508108 530.5175 320.796
1.4433492 0.11844457 0.205152 0.20162286 1794.4158 1531.5708 1966.656 0.9645575 0.7712238 1.1099763 0.11010278 0.1907036 0.77983975 838.25024 765.5894
1.3623006 0.27579343 0.47768822 0.35499492 288.58588 223.83531 350.7891 1.04106 0.98402077 1.1398522 0.04772821 0.08266769 0.4720711 194.72844 148.96
1.5793515 0.21256167 0.3681676 0.3397184 461.62808 256.66238 746.72876 1.046181 0.85047454 1.3495445 0.14361218 0.24874358 0.77050555 144.6692 109.9639
0.97396535 0.36042327 0.6242714 0.18265696 100.456665 18.8667 248.1044 1.3194833 0.8794633 1.7438278 0.28292552 0.49004138 0.3133125 237.89667 202.6652
0.58070713 0.0647493 0.11214908 0.02983282 331.0145 240.69371 426.3768 1.7993424 0.952596 3.7924807 0.8220284 1.423795 0.28192225 591.0145 264.4492
1.0969548 0.04205962 0.0728494 0.36926335 139.62714 134.15579 144.0746 0.63909054 0.39551055 0.8209736 0.16026069 0.27757967 0.2031249 52.81777 30.456402
1.0732832 0.2930762 0.50762284 0.22602901 767.98126 307.8198 1200.7076 0.96838665 0.8317935 1.09718 0.07891069 0.13667731 0.7302477 768.02594 640.1739
1.216352 0.15534984 0.2690738 0.9082533 1655.5073 593.16016 2439.3162 0.91497815 0.83208865 1.0414273 0.06154441 0.10659804 0.3161565 549.3364 391.8134
1.0503128 0.17774023 0.3078551 0.2526213 526.8984 466.4496 638.4349 1.0644014 0.8223802 1.5217308 0.2014829 0.34897864 0.76734126 343.0433 246.1013
1.1941568 0.11202422 0.19403164 0.948436 820.66974 600.1957 1051.001 1.4148623 0.99270743 1.8567648 0.26923737 0.4663328 0.2021372 678.1113 535.09863
1.059794 0.16171092 0.28009152 0.29556265 161.6176 126.695206 222.6511 1.1402138 0.8535231 1.4541337 0.18062116 0.31284502 0.48771045 101.425095 58.6781
1.044363 0.11194269 0.19389042 0.2424126 18883.836 13813.033 21424.805 1.7044755 1.308987 2.1035047 0.2413528 0.4180353 0.06215508 16371.038 11595.751
1.4336243 0.28013188 0.48520264 0.42700154 135.22873 120.8161 156.88779 1.2293037 0.8884363 1.4630026 0.20379712 0.35298696 0.33173916 94.9271 87.952995
1.094328 0.20928635 0.3624946 0.29601562 81.19133 58.622597 110.9601 1.0647908 0.8163233 1.2284262 0.1435051 0.24855812 0.68337935 52.9714 36.967598
4.2287745 1.8751469 3.2478497 0.31223387 167.21877 16.6694 258.259 0.69707435 0.48396143 0.89165384 0.13318293 0.23067959 0.19207928 12.858266 8.082699
1.0060903 0.06837165 0.11842316 0.20161384 109.0411 0.6502531 0.45110536 0.830783 0.12437999 0.21543245 49.462166
1.036903 0.15517764 0.26877555 0.34775195 205.58627 148.0028 276.8583 1.0942181 0.8598046 1.5676473 0.20563914 0.35617742 0.6717608 112.12704 82.197296
1.5179083 0.17872947 0.30956852 0.3733009 83.21564 59.163803 103.7749 0.787211 0.7131221 0.8394142 0.03955612 0.06851322 0.04124168 22.055666 18.6166
0.8536273 0.18760808 0.32494673 0.16833632 150.9452 106.49269 190.608 1.3249825 0.8574509 1.9811277 0.33573177 0.58150446 0.36538145 186.01077 89.9599
1.9463092 0.41472855 0.7183309 0.4818118 426.2675 104.875404 625.992 1.0688635 0.9298823 1.1759831 0.07642488 0.13237178 0.4485122 110.08004 93.3831
1.0324259 0.19314209 0.3345319 0.20676115 17130.107 13606.1045 19736.037 0.880496 0.81487244 1.0095649 0.06061081 0.10498099 0.20468736 11290.893 8191.932
1.7328879 0.23738399 0.41116112 0.17185102 6538.7637 2274.7705 9478.348 1.0704951 0.8027648 1.536664 0.21021728 0.364107 0.75549275 1694.2731 1487.4886
1.0011525 0.02548894 0.04414814 0.42276543 134.97867 73.810394 180.359 0.83802295 0.68124205 1.1939462 0.15264031 0.26438078 0.42510438 45.365635 28.8829
1.1390738 0.01560166 0.02702287 0.01846785 98.0384 92.371994 105.6235 0.64517224 0.5214267 0.75687945 0.0721603 0.12498531 0.05839889 34.0421 26.6245
0.9560982 0.10878969 0.18842927 0.14870533 152.22371 115.3163 177.2881 1.1886284 1.0306886 1.4773465 0.13251416 0.22952126 0.25820765 106.982704 76.496
1.7586972 0.4011733 0.69485253 0.46122882 562.7898 376.7845 846.2354 1.1832587 1.0808436 1.2548666 0.05443381 0.09428213 0.06709256 403.78287 347.232
2.9657946 0.5501429 0.95287544 0.32231426 2494.106 1418.1913 4269.1997 0.9612374 0.86223876 1.1498017 0.08727451 0.15116389 0.7040915 810.1987 718.32666
0.90948063 0.08219054 0.14235818 0.10459899 2921.6782 2563.0066 3332.9194 1.5285217 0.8512816 2.3428545 0.4965104 0.8599812 0.2961201 3975.6753 1740.3796
1.1917936 0.08279811 0.14341053 0.53095394 699.2803 308.2822 901.4807 0.7338277 0.4236826 1.1351033 0.22701232 0.39319688 0.39771804 204.48027 82.0851
0.8483139 0.10191158 0.17651603 0.11376008 90.257805 47.9515 144.9039 1.042904 0.77699417 1.361818 0.1729633 0.29958123 0.8202565 54.136997 31.1632
29.128254 305.11478 528.4743 0.4649196 640.90436 2.0530014 989.28455 0.43227255 0.14409219 0.9662231 0.3194704 0.55333894 0.27822775 5.1782 1.8843994
1.5704288 0.12629898 0.21875624 0.0654083 956.7728 405.04327 1331.0569 0.7399074 0.5399054 0.9384929 0.12401167 0.2147945 0.20805588 180.36343 169.0228
1.5813817 0.07172979 0.12423963 0.01655944 605.90295 321.7648 848.9474 0.901242 0.7750697 1.058307 0.08165175 0.14142497 0.3675367 146.187 97.698
0.94576275 0.13569008 0.2350221 0.17021056 94.01849 76.2658 112.2602 1.1697335 1.1329169 1.2244575 0.0274526 0.0475493 0.02166608 68.05833 52.5373
1.0379938 0.21055095 0.36468494 0.19992915 11515.431 9832.295 14048.132 1.1784946 0.6359412 2.1779397 0.4617853 0.79983556 0.6893698 12394.538 5764.5674
0.41756055 0.01731649 0.02999304 0.00220566 155.66628 75.4365 215.4785 0.98247933 0.63260746 1.3859297 0.23684686 0.4102308 0.946077 161.50049 89.2737
1.5769928 0.10867876 0.18823713 0.06112211 204.27223 162.8682 254.36852 0.97635835 0.7809324 1.211355 0.12529837 0.21702313 0.86773753 84.9988 74.4266
0.6862878 0.0551077 0.09544934 0.02767889 4230.9297 2826.5967 5101.7134 1.4132851 1.1042689 1.796099 0.20149171 0.34899387 0.13281839 4098.215 3926.1577
1.6564507 0.1977118 0.34244686 0.27483818 78.97877 29.624798 123.74641 0.6944809 0.44628614 0.98643386 0.16899449 0.29270703 0.2587658 15.270999 12.314499
1.1397711 0.02493927 0.04319609 0.06543108 217.8562 112.51199 274.8573 1.2257992 1.1572138 1.2694494 0.03558373 0.06163282 0.0197062 92.89907 77.0865
1.1300772 0.43356588 0.75095814 0.30418205 54.62336 12.895401 75.68759 1.2569648 0.878436 1.9618101 0.3094421 0.53596944 0.4347006 59.840965 51.421
1.2995983 0.2875587 0.49806628 0.29289833 99.55683 73.7744 137.9149 2.2258558 1.6132797 4.0781446 0.7235197 1.2531729 0.11842422 174.29681 119.137
84.5803 137.2215 0.49130565 35.520134
1.1333306 0.16214591 0.28084496 0.46449557 2708.6165 1983.3469 3828.958 1.0121698 0.8360647 1.2255857 0.11278227 0.19534461 0.9227612 1271.8228 979.95905
1.0629655 0.11508486 0.19933283 0.26304093 288.1809 257.61658 345.9807 0.87581086 0.7390621 0.9750422 0.07562167 0.13098058 0.26251525 181.45361 169.27731
1.0194572 0.14204344 0.24602646 0.19773853 220.26213 186.2644 254.6975 1.0377492 0.9168389 1.2196404 0.08816423 0.15270491 0.703845 140.07469 96.33319
2.5704165 0.62303305 1.0791249 0.17703472 97.275764 22.899899 140.6771 0.9611141 0.92353576 0.98485744 0.01933148 0.03348311 0.1872975 15.4630995 12.662701
1.5904379 0.25624818 0.44383484 0.564291 192.89749 59.7479 301.9582 0.8071193 0.71691805 0.92757696 0.06085262 0.10539983 0.10395968 45.838966 35.2472
0.83945686 0.18554977 0.32138163 0.22000709 106.1027 78.276505 160.316 1.230111 0.9907345 1.3954128 0.13490401 0.2336606 0.19702037 85.4702 63.012703
3.361634 1.0715288 1.8559422 0.30111513 377.98975 56.995804 562.899 0.5655361 0.44168317 0.67784464 0.07327534 0.12691662 0.046897 31.094099 22.395899
2.024606 0.34310803 0.59428054 0.40789005 50.519535 15.1819 80.26851 0.57422495 0.30599996 1.156237 0.24837872 0.43020457 0.286652 8.09 3.6737003
5.821858 1.777434 3.078606 0.19492376 630.1956 82.3078 1173.1194 0.61911863 0.538628 0.77952194 0.07256646 0.12568879 0.05387406 36.03837 31.1451
1.1868404 0.09790471 0.16957593 0.9935429 239.15431 102.8663 318.4963 0.7614206 0.69517136 0.84110785 0.04210714 0.07293171 0.03861746 67.16187 52.676403
1.2941369 0.17085826 0.29593518 0.59883 142.85817 117.016205 164.7821 1.1247984 0.9908056 1.2461174 0.07595742 0.1315621 0.22267179 73.95507 59.9328
1.4167236 0.24305971 0.42099175 0.5311284 69.035095 61.3556 77.1968 1.3245738 0.94546247 1.576421 0.22819193 0.39524 0.23743364 45.2621 41.386196
1.1765568 0.15210944 0.2634613 0.4525188 7849.066 6088.363 9268.629 1.1802614 0.9461385 1.7006041 0.2227628 0.38583648 0.46272942 4760.292 3040.7888
6.908353 1.8003184 3.1182427 0.0864151 119.349236 21.110397 211.02892 0.15215464 0.01 0.8338096 1.4963346 2.5917275 0.304441 -0.9268985 -15.218498
0.9772611 0.23547499 0.40785465 0.20690122 103.67077 63.1061 130.6385 1.4351691 1.0127863 1.9692775 0.28433424 0.49248135 0.20155168 137.57657 113.93761
1.7213594 0.09061739 0.15695392 0.01865121 439.63705 213.12001 569.4806 0.9725594 0.74381137 1.1949208 0.1385298 0.23994066 0.8611648 108.4095 74.5157
2.2027447 0.17366551 0.3007975 0.02176579 492.3086 214.4935 723.2096 0.82537454 0.5624533 1.0175176 0.1629839 0.2822964 0.4228765 84.620766 43.359802
1.2756236 0.14382683 0.24911536 0.9281081 146.80577 101.01039 201.47061 0.98923457 0.7381692 1.1730897 0.14784609 0.25607693 0.9480187 58.63667 33.614098
12.318089 7.4954867 12.982564 0.2907577 1011.4698 40.6691 1836.9967 0.77155006 0.6902283 0.81753445 0.04307872 0.07461453 0.04316571 37.77577 26.762798
4.139154 1.4154972 2.451713 0.19783725 543.197 79.365906 843.1439 1.0090691 0.86793226 1.2473913 0.11108294 0.19240129 0.9415872 62.74303 41.5123
3.8617394 1.136929 1.9692189 0.33233178 989.33215 142.5512 1681.8577 0.7772116 0.57263535 0.98761237 0.12739892 0.2206614 0.25743675 111.74086 75.520004
1.283527 0.20491001 0.35491455 0.4277066 97.32203 90.9356 100.69399 0.9884694 0.63931257 1.4036342 0.23775907 0.4118108 0.96451765 50.4767 40.974403
1.5918487 0.1769139 0.30642387 0.29893395 116.27883 0.8584801 0.6892879 1.233629 0.16077508 0.2784706 22.734999
3.1037147 0.61199766 1.060011 0.20672067 70.54594 17.8876 118.36831 0.8397176 0.4465696 1.3552147 0.30076718 0.52094406 0.6489231 10.772634 6.965702
4.9147787 1.5468525 2.679227 0.24143319 433.56064 56.126804 787.7632 1.0266995 0.81554985 1.1589166 0.11943469 0.20686693 0.8403046 49.150932 35.7476
5.7218823 2.5737143 4.4578037 0.2678323 535.0176 46.203396 885.017 1.0309308 0.8852531 1.2892336 0.11891257 0.20596261 0.8146812 47.176163 32.149998
4.125973 1.1632311 2.0147753 0.2219894 134.75974 21.947102 217.9155 1.0206482 0.8828798 1.1514155 0.07959106 0.13785575 0.8169788 17.785 14.120201
0.80472755 0.08241834 0.14275275 0.06987775 941.47565 669.46423 1097.1521 1.1827601 1.0222123 1.276012 0.08664067 0.15006605 0.14809072 695.51697 610.4573
0.94682527 0.04967361 0.08603721 0.10358115 148.55197 90.3837 181.8857 0.9221816 0.78424186 1.0011885 0.07508007 0.13004251 0.42266002 64.439 43.051903
0.9473856 0.08455055 0.14644584 0.13539153 59.61043 40.7655 69.3537 1.1609783 0.93391246 1.3440211 0.1300213 0.2252035 0.31079552 35.3124 30.849499
1.5228035 0.29355365 0.50844985 0.79781467 38.771935 10.145901 63.2086 1.3696003 1.2026688 1.5154973 0.09383386 0.162525 0.04403052 18.163267 16.3554
4.508515 1.9861642 3.4401371 0.280284 342.98843 34.700897 516.17334 0.6118034 0.31445685 0.867277 0.22184102 0.3842399 0.27796656 21.504368 13.638302
0.87126684 0.04715241 0.08167037 0.06130688 307.13266 141.6962 396.5499 1.1657051 0.9969281 1.5840548 0.18194965 0.31514603 0.42268732 168.31491 114.689995
1.3641833 0.03592077 0.0622166 0.00987913 54.4346 30.242199 67.64 0.25569746 0.10042667 0.6413684 0.17231035 0.2984503 0.1256777 5.9988003 1.2803001
1.4070821 0.27712375 0.47999242 0.42683852 438.50958 371.0009 496.79208 0.8713478 0.5577112 1.1729447 0.20585668 0.3565542 0.6060098 231.01463 131.88351
1.9954914 0.3555194 0.6157777 0.52747273 370.48935 322.1198 450.9679 0.98570985 0.93009156 1.02065 0.02883226 0.04993895 0.6711894 120.46107 90.6991
1.0340716 0.21613725 0.37436068 0.19475758 1840.1908 1506.074 2392.7983 0.95772547 0.837422 1.0380459 0.06492809 0.11245875 0.5880667 1605.1708 1297.854
1.466577 0.21677339 0.37546253 0.8853252 101.31036 87.1297 113.5265 0.8452364 0.33843458 1.5084307 0.46355864 0.8029071 0.7512795 39.5413 18.188904
1.2882204 0.18941894 0.32808322 0.66999525 165.44913 132.0393 204.21478 1.0629908 0.89475924 1.306116 0.11852808 0.20529667 0.6358834 76.83593 70.5569
2.0094438 0.35579166 0.6162492 0.6370465 73.623276 21.0135 135.86111 0.77932346 0.46778765 1.2025397 0.22728693 0.39367253 0.4606255 15.757934 11.682003
0.7884953 0.05894349 0.10209312 0.04322236 62.10647 30.1557 93.157104 1.377334 1.031628 1.8844212 0.24572018 0.4255998 0.20773591 49.384533 28.618101
0.5850876 0.04304212 0.07455113 0.0149115 568.1533 362.7954 743.9643 1.190436 0.9971299 1.6378719 0.19401495 0.33604375 0.38938707 538.4011 355.5615
10.900051 7.1335225 12.355623 0.27570158 167.9084 7.077099 297.906 0.31883186 0.06461014 0.7908585 0.44497216 0.77071434 0.28955913 4.1789665 0.4828987
1.3886862 0.16297352 0.28227842 0.7150986 55.15923 21.065002 78.42709 0.41573584 0.20446461 1.4960654 0.37471643 0.6490279 0.30469322 13.858799 3.0022984
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1.0466673 0.12057116 0.20883536 0.32922658 60.770237 41.663403 73.9869 1.439275 1.1355599 1.8512051 0.2064075 0.35750827 0.12328507 61.343834 41.1609
1.170146 0.06933019 0.12008341 0.7722875 245.2637 205.82681 302.2355 0.84971464 0.6217383 1.0205983 0.13588259 0.23535554 0.40848735 122.9807 75.312096
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1.1620829 0.07453402 0.12909672 0.7116048 71.78767 57.035503 87.0175 1.0105374 0.9768553 1.0324996 0.01733653 0.03002775 0.60331243 40.632866 36.258602
0.881399 0.12279276 0.21268329 0.12897578 205.1924 161.58679 264.348 0.8850616 0.7374492 0.9920991 0.08211312 0.1422241 0.31643012 172.60007 123.388596
0.9645555 0.20043801 0.3471688 0.17822787 62.95253 44.8568 76.2804 2.1296656 1.8237958 2.7503684 0.27784392 0.4812398 0.02784065 119.8152 96.602394
1.0198065 0.09148207 0.1584516 0.41466534 62.378937 45.911705 75.3515 1.2943438 1.1378773 1.531779 0.11465427 0.19858702 0.09943595 52.46783 39.429497
1.6511785 0.23620717 0.40912282 0.228141 2671.1008 1670.4048 3200.2188 1.7663883 1.5138605 2.197129 0.20003892 0.34647757 0.03674837 2003.1869 1477.4763
4.8938136 1.601154 2.77328 0.2379445 217.69807 27.5882 386.17792 1.0601285 0.85815257 1.2967716 0.12781586 0.22138356 0.67290336 25.030031 15.900299
0.94122994 0.04025385 0.06972171 0.09402324 149.46663 148.4771 150.49219 0.83710855 0.73823 0.9060834 0.05336173 0.09242522 0.1075405 85.402336 64.9673
1.5957894 0.19150321 0.3316933 0.36245126 425.2497 208.8089 699.0498 0.8690915 0.77857447 0.9258998 0.04808508 0.0832858 0.12615645 110.18487 93.6625
3.1303792 0.7973092 1.38098 0.16324303 333.74542 0.6782891 0.5429531 0.9015277 0.10321432 0.17877245 24.3228
2.5870166 0.55012393 0.9528426 0.38038188 183.87769 42.468 306.97607 0.98352695 0.95246315 1.0335598 0.02476075 0.04288687 0.577048 37.808765 29.385101
5.060161 1.1516365 1.9946928 0.36466232 150.4286 30.615799 335.4458 0.65228224 0.46837366 0.9785058 0.14590319 0.2527117 0.18639378 14.711268 8.0728
1.3384024 0.01390842 0.02409008 0.00152488 165.66739 87.212006 218.98729 0.8983053 0.7938212 1.0746193 0.08293027 0.14363943 0.36286116 43.311367 30.4969
1.0827111 0.04351717 0.07537395 0.9809639 55.958298 55.192997 57.026 1.3944042 1.2595414 1.4814175 0.07148558 0.12381665 0.02287451 45.59603 41.669098
2.3562152 0.3998281 0.6925226 0.08938671 766.66754 485.4678 1224.5289 1.2534274 1.1787068 1.3987643 0.06907792 0.11964648 0.05446217 189.1592 167.5192
1.2337272 0.09333172 0.16165529 0.45016256 173.21434 106.6926 236.7015 1.1682775 0.98505896 1.3997749 0.11957222 0.20710516 0.26533505 73.51203 48.989098
0.94219613 0.12782106 0.22139256 0.25953755 75.7847 46.2237 108.8618 1.2131305 0.8920923 1.4370608 0.19014627 0.329343 0.33628544 46.7308 31.212
2.4764285 0.6116088 1.0593375 0.31720135 120.95423 25.424099 193.7417 0.7960666 0.7428663 0.90676135 0.05202173 0.09010427 0.07278151 18.207867 13.757599
9.004229 4.2087874 7.2898335 0.3009641 213.19487 12.568798 393.66602 0.7127718 0.46180168 0.9412713 0.16256465 0.28157023 0.26343927 10.062999 8.257698
1.3915732 0.1442747 0.2498911 0.5121912 77.59804 31.214699 107.77661 0.94054836 0.75318515 1.0779736 0.1063715 0.18424083 0.63920283 24.449232 15.1668
0.9363475 0.08859003 0.15344243 0.17543851 80.510895 51.763397 102.36669 1.1888136 0.8958602 1.7156852 0.2349862 0.40700802 0.4631848 46.606533 40.4739
1.9606466 0.42585722 0.73760635 0.35886222 393.07855 98.523895 595.7839 0.58180803 0.31804293 1.1115316 0.23301494 0.40359372 0.27314776 53.76587 35.696404
4.4985757 1.4419538 2.4975371 0.21404457 284.3646 40.543 440.1174 0.76438105 0.4314333 1.0275042 0.2327663 0.40316305 0.4467061 27.312168 10.974401
0.55053735 0.01603477 0.02777303 0.00223651 70.207466 39.358402 92.83769 2.3335915 2.173486 2.4466836 0.08452112 0.14639488 0.00181826 120.67157 89.3572
0.48079902 0.03645045 0.06313404 0.00993531 371.6244 216.1836 482.93417 1.9437221 1.2899069 2.657692 0.43122578 0.74690497 0.09010834 675.0784 336.86542
1.4771479 0.02032417 0.0352025 0.00138419 124.57997 115.4626 137.6685 0.9874442 0.80558115 1.0961212 0.10129751 0.17545243 0.91256213 49.237667 45.9823
3.7661343 1.2341176 2.1375544 0.21392895 145.47461 22.426903 226.5737 0.79313153 0.5832499 1.0767635 0.14373852 0.24896242 0.3205802 14.535668 8.238899
1.0158743 0.02996033 0.05189281 0.28829148 769.3486 734.0939 824.8388 1.2296141 1.0331686 1.4320737 0.11744527 0.20342116 0.16120614 588.66156 479.70947
1.8012961 0.48609972 0.8419494 0.75970346 239.49924 46.484802 345.0035 0.65263456 0.45110768 0.79681677 0.12380339 0.21443376 0.14729083 40.020966 35.337902
0.67272323 0.02172028 0.03762063 0.00546804 182.71283 92.303894 251.1108 1.4812311 1.1162758 2.3804183 0.36916828 0.6394182 0.24147955 169.81694 97.83659
1.3755287 0.07718054 0.13368061 0.06010456 97.58337 92.6935 105.6044 0.9663477 0.92837435 1.0367893 0.03413828 0.05912923 0.43441257 43.40073 40.8161
0.9552263 0.14227168 0.24642178 0.28374302 202.10063 134.1202 305.119 1.3030373 1.0247258 1.9395999 0.2690833 0.4660659 0.31728655 144.5936 82.7404
0.7945124 0.09119508 0.1579545 0.07429931 34.968166 16.0865 57.4627 1.0316756 0.814385 1.3455571 0.15272072 0.26452005 0.8503434 22.4039 13.829802
1.1238592 0.0509783 0.088297 0.5555093 297.41006 248.1571 324.0502 1.5527327 1.2135618 2.2686613 0.30725017 0.5321729 0.14948948 262.25134 224.087
0.9758465 0.10825467 0.1875026 0.19363116 1498.6321 762.04675 2398.4097 1.3903797 0.9434247 2.0189252 0.3169435 0.54896224 0.2724436 1108.5616 544.4398
0.6624352 0.03978254 0.06890538 0.01559001 269.82297 165.9442 352.81082 1.320355 0.9222318 1.8208928 0.2682588 0.46463788 0.29427004 258.49307 132.8559
496.7258 1040.9907 0.6041652 203.32149
0.72201717 0.1109408 0.1921551 0.07923358 77.26413 34.3196 130.62349 1.1289976 0.7593608 1.9784821 0.34700936 0.60103786 0.7148676 78.19633 35.718697
1.2024461 0.16711558 0.28945267 0.60540617 144.60983 106.4758 201.5788 1.1577454 0.6943211 1.5805132 0.3137889 0.5434983 0.6270259 79.93124 41.178604
0.6573396 0.08849245 0.15327342 0.06255678 62.305298 40.178295 93.0072 1.4498212 1.0956162 2.4057395 0.38628542 0.66906595 0.28072688 66.56907 40.640602
0.58526933 0.02752799 0.04767988 0.00689724 251.42407 143.3748 341.28592 1.2711692 1.1982538 1.3735446 0.05150819 0.08921479 0.02729083 221.27068 193.5004
0.9053966 0.10574774 0.18316047 0.22042225 304.0282 184.8052 452.02277 1.4047935 1.3105733 1.6109627 0.09652973 0.1671944 0.03827003 210.2537 154.13031
1.114815 0.05182646 0.08976606 0.8971816 83.366104 49.999504 103.63699 1.301002 1.2598488 1.3600582 0.02984012 0.0516846 0.00750645 41.7058 33.1469
2.941405 0.73399806 1.2713219 0.23096672 227.17725 46.5432 368.9464 0.9739705 0.9467463 0.99033237 0.01387858 0.0240384 0.20535375 35.610233 29.1669
0.8227653 0.11260196 0.19503231 0.11695358 61.273365 21.100903 94.17259 1.0128944 0.9474178 1.0795528 0.0382489 0.06624904 0.7664749 33.716667 27.305902
1.0108616 0.09482282 0.16423795 0.21452992 115.590996 79.600105 135.5808 1.0614312 0.7786683 1.5413585 0.21839751 0.37827557 0.7933926 65.32851 41.067696
0.90647596 0.05318645 0.09212164 0.07522178 271.05035 247.50722 282.9627 0.81894976 0.58129376 1.0073241 0.14458129 0.25042212 0.36675653 171.56078 101.229706
1.0528378 0.07508802 0.13005628 0.57772607 2392.6443 1348.2012 3141.6692 1.4747217 1.1793042 1.6592695 0.16647474 0.2883427 0.07381106 1471.5436 914.95233
1.1090083 0.07778018 0.13471922 0.9302179 105.46624 82.1548 118.13721 0.69379884 0.60133374 0.7772054 0.05261806 0.09113715 0.0401206 42.752567 36.4357
1.7037151 0.125896 0.21805827 0.04839436 233.8177 149.8446 278.7163 0.4519834 0.39158595 0.55229026 0.04705446 0.0815007 0.01649598 28.428102 21.594301
6.43516 2.4962769 4.3236785 0.196089 210.87329 22.137001 329.0633 0.8457562 0.5348698 1.2233845 0.21491943 0.37225136 0.56174314 14.6277685 8.2822
0.88202524 0.08628635 0.14945234 0.1613536 203.28746 122.12091 271.1667 1.4237393 1.0193934 1.8847505 0.26175088 0.4533658 0.18779163 141.23683 120.0673
0.9068555 0.07327981 0.12692435 0.1490144 4212.0244 2399.2913 6095.595 1.0883888 0.99070644 1.1956586 0.0592094 0.10255368 0.2590421 2154.5544 1563.5934
0.96851593 0.13308948 0.23051775 0.16539946 69.98866 58.2578 83.312 1.11462 1.0314841 1.2669789 0.07215172 0.12497044 0.23467019 47.6806 41.5562
5.7348366 2.396397 4.1506815 0.22143191 706.5844 70.700806 1149.7659 0.9770601 0.80435055 1.2270962 0.1216182 0.21064891 0.8678236 60.182034 37.8647
3.5573883 1.3852657 2.3993506 0.3135064 603.48236 74.4998 898.5344 1.0163271 0.8613021 1.2902952 0.12568158 0.21768688 0.9067544 78.546036 52.7154
0.9424559 0.09922292 0.17185913 0.1666077 51.8348 35.197098 70.481 1.2634717 1.2033617 1.3677372 0.05059144 0.08762694 0.0280219 33.6253 29.3745
7.1571383 2.8778033 4.9845014 0.2230553 537.02155 47.636604 967.22296 0.7339078 0.41116878 1.3597547 0.27831778 0.48206052 0.46535233 35.1679 15.195398
1.3169036 0.19503307 0.33780718 0.5444871 191.94147 167.36429 227.5014 0.76967055 0.43372223 1.0370421 0.23513627 0.40726796 0.45777377 76.74407 36.9187
1.193572 0.05014228 0.08684897 0.15023367 855.37286 1.1469102 0.8495583 1.7810276 0.2679907 0.46417353 383.91888
1.0536163 0.12253799 0.212242 0.24436687 239.2726 109.4069 364.6865 0.86373097 0.5363705 1.2311927 0.22397523 0.38793647 0.61391026 96.3346 75.9319
0.9330681 0.2321924 0.40216902 0.16947174 618.59045 354.8616 1096.3242 1.4272368 1.1437781 1.753768 0.17848796 0.3091502 0.10253184 1259.1721 772.83984
1.270056 0.17055227 0.29540518 0.5721276 107.60927 86.90019 133.3412 1.402672 1.2087654 1.5798808 0.11092879 0.19213429 0.05008529 70.5258 47.5622
1.2435598 0.3744498 0.64856607 0.3167649 103.8146 42.009502 146.6106 1.516078 1.0834087 1.8177916 0.260492 0.45118538 0.13181663 135.23442 73.4536
1.7807757 0.24299105 0.42087284 0.2574027 126.70867 43.782196 199.08281 0.9797779 0.94109815 1.0240878 0.02399173 0.04155489 0.4917209 32.1035 24.703602
0.90820706 0.15449604 0.267595 0.2553423 106.76397 68.5981 159.2008 1.3257194 1.1654106 1.4354069 0.08647794 0.14978419 0.04928626 76.083565 61.861
0.73385364 0.05912163 0.10240167 0.04359451 80.083694 73.0489 88.1689 0.61509323 0.5119053 0.8157868 0.08951822 0.1550501 0.07703447 43.397434 38.7482
1.1993264 0.10388887 0.17994079 0.96947604 11646.442 7644.69 14172.456 1.0410881 0.81632686 1.444025 0.18080305 0.31316006 0.8347394 5135.206 2992.3242
1.1316528 0.15950711 0.2762744 0.33058518 1032.2848 849.6004 1191.0437 0.8609089 0.60587984 1.0660036 0.15605135 0.27028885 0.48661444 489.52414 261.5833
1.5272413 0.2700846 0.46780023 0.73158807 409.90314 369.44742 463.40512 1.2440023 0.7453337 1.8929363 0.35951534 0.62269884 0.50775146 253.86067 111.37791
1.2093947 0.22957578 0.39763692 0.6840359 82.042435 47.248295 114.180695 0.5423484 0.4789167 0.6134935 0.03892189 0.06741469 0.01337913 27.752699 21.2049
2.76314 0.61068285 1.0577337 0.18769754 207.92574 49.1599 331.79907 0.80094004 0.36336336 1.4178226 0.3721993 0.6446681 0.6409797 29.614 16.1162
0.6142235 0.0142649 0.02470753 0.00206954 21619.824 12131.073 27359.684 1.2605569 1.1355432 1.3510239 0.06713444 0.11628026 0.0488494 17897.693 15021.125
1.11857 0.24262005 0.42023024 0.3697468 255.6133 163.1087 381.82242 0.7907448 0.7012108 0.94340605 0.07173249 0.12424432 0.12123627 115.91703 85.2698
1.1978515 0.13756998 0.2382782 0.98835975 133.52904 87.261505 176.2209 0.59008515 0.34809634 0.83757347 0.16744593 0.29002485 0.18847415 33.901363 16.9842
1.6829301 0.26085716 0.45181784 0.2143642 329.88095 109.057396 466.5678 0.73368704 0.67806566 0.7761222 0.02982172 0.05165273 0.01675486 58.9506 50.521896
1.9303819 0.3963194 0.6864453 0.606313 561.5921 136.724 953.43207 0.9372939 0.82389057 1.0236082 0.06197414 0.10734236 0.42940482 133.6298 118.7083
1.6975089 0.11418399 0.19777247 0.04058097 543.9193 269.79968 732.972 0.70637363 0.6463267 0.7607747 0.03370166 0.05837299 0.01826178 99.778725 80.4719
1.8060861 0.26159346 0.45309317 0.4501413 156.32257 53.8012 266.8654 0.5768304 0.5034908 0.6573496 0.04462659 0.07729553 0.01903824 24.572332 22.8061
1.4358252 0.13468653 0.2332839 0.2544576 411.92264 168.0437 605.58856 0.7927222 0.57853293 1.0816733 0.14678806 0.2542444 0.32729208 96.35453 90.12669
0.9581181 0.19335645 0.3349032 0.2025588 814.2094 632.48663 1002.93713 0.92963433 0.5946254 1.3210269 0.22817375 0.3952085 0.785843 556.78076 453.18802
1.5280379 0.3492758 0.6049634 0.38679948 590.60895 361.19647 835.5321 1.2125381 1.0486909 1.432143 0.11051948 0.19142534 0.16721635 472.16162 373.2531
1.1402535 0.19858101 0.3439524 0.26511663 759.9556 745.63574 770.0734 1.0400447 0.98345125 1.1183919 0.0396091 0.06860498 0.41049388 509.29587 381.9492
1.6604167 0.16195352 0.28051174 0.16865462 2118.2832 972.19635 3067.3723 1.0689076 0.8808342 1.2501067 0.1106974 0.19173352 0.5831308 662.68677 423.0749
1.2716872 0.10067698 0.17437764 0.63304186 301.91702 144.5459 457.2515 1.1402018 1.0136666 1.3720564 0.10751917 0.18622866 0.29632327 119.83897 89.9816
1.3010253 0.14628175 0.25336742 0.8377909 2005.8419 1511.5205 2354.9631 1.0773762 0.9578811 1.2527759 0.08577982 0.148575 0.44624498 919.423 696.2539
78.7435 129.64429 0.5372409 50.912804
4.7350187 1.6604633 2.8760068 0.318908 597.29785 66.0933 1004.6171 0.89443016 0.67086273 1.4085833 0.2139068 0.37049744 0.6752376 64.4047 37.007202
8.667219 3.973648 6.8825603 0.17005919 406.94653 34.385498 612.7102 0.4755986 0.25126016 0.78830355 0.17475292 0.30268094 0.15798654 12.398999 4.6181984
0.72162515 0.1369282 0.2371666 0.09939166 53.212296 47.324097 58.2842 1.4281498 1.1600083 1.8899654 0.21108733 0.36561397 0.13393581 87.51797 61.7117
1.0969528 0.1338122 0.23176953 0.4250385 181.8785 126.991196 252.7118 0.9270107 0.7929624 1.0322244 0.07444256 0.12893829 0.44305673 75.7426 68.7198
0.9463932 0.07599919 0.13163446 0.1529474 95.85067 61.2724 117.5206 1.137591 0.8551025 1.315977 0.16488525 0.28558964 0.46176052 55.174732 31.8371
1.2213235 0.05926773 0.10265472 0.1416099 160.63327 75.1758 208.39189 1.3257089 1.2084008 1.4764934 0.07752815 0.1342827 0.04023674 69.498665 59.4225
1.1199106 0.12368798 0.21423386 0.58965516 227.22174 125.013504 353.2745 1.0142841 0.7368878 1.3756305 0.1874823 0.32472885 0.94447786 97.72847 54.579697
1.3246503 0.16150789 0.27973986 0.7842692 112.1479 87.8914 130.9125 0.81838965 0.587513 0.97345483 0.13851878 0.23992155 0.3502192 40.369133 26.1089
0.94487786 0.09814177 0.16998653 0.15442687 219.34717 153.63101 263.8755 1.2739364 1.022323 1.5481186 0.15512446 0.26868343 0.18213098 155.18568 95.590195
2.15269 0.35189715 0.60950375 0.27145353 127.60414 71.8651 193.8565 1.3520865 0.9308296 1.7502978 0.2657287 0.46025562 0.25532302 65.8585 51.338104
1.3972865 0.16384804 0.28379312 0.7164656 138.2399 115.1505 177.59511 0.6379837 0.58390015 0.71418846 0.03799349 0.06580667 0.01701971 47.349533 45.804897
2.2289722 0.23527989 0.40751672 0.06003579 248.48218 104.2617 395.4135 0.88753563 0.5377122 1.3213133 0.2477457 0.4291081 0.6962507 46.773304 35.232704
1.0015093 0.07100487 0.12298404 0.35399747 133.7648 113.3915 158.9005 0.69676185 0.49374947 0.8312744 0.12271999 0.21255726 0.17080936 61.134335 41.4657
0.9895072 0.09429235 0.16331914 0.19911389 98.5321 67.1457 118.41341 1.0873386 0.8926318 1.3311235 0.12672323 0.21949106 0.543454 52.976635 40.5693
0.97433114 0.10418231 0.18044905 0.17632689 459.71268 327.206 597.3812 2.0380418 1.6485342 2.4426587 0.23579727 0.40841284 0.02492577 506.28796 370.79898
1.6009116 0.09555747 0.16551039 0.03895293 200.46707 96.2558 263.9287 0.71777767 0.66552776 0.7732836 0.03114057 0.05393704 0.01664497 38.527634 28.5272
1.1480699 0.03878883 0.06718423 0.15497465 273.754 155.93451 337.6028 0.90012217 0.83499193 1.0355232 0.06335572 0.10973533 0.27227786 89.6915 65.8807
12.728475 9.091005 15.746083 0.2321387 255.55948 10.5247 390.43808 0.9496707 0.83765984 1.0851319 0.07135829 0.12359618 0.5614295 9.305234 8.654301
0.51586634 0.03374654 0.05845073 0.0088563 42.574997 25.0844 58.715595 1.4353697 1.2666782 1.5801957 0.0942555 0.1632553 0.03126883 49.341465 44.1875
0.8431485 0.13729505 0.237802 0.17535548 102.3184 61.9908 166.2491 1.0223695 0.86742896 1.2284602 0.10396678 0.18007573 0.8468169 58.6142 46.428497
1.0649911 0.11514359 0.19943455 0.5328945 1064.3171 813.526 1331.3391 0.6643169 0.4442687 1.0026628 0.16282701 0.28202465 0.22394559 461.89612 293.9683
1.1159793 0.11101683 0.19228677 0.37832996 8301.76 7412.1387 9727.157 0.9294128 0.66247535 1.1829345 0.16576117 0.28710678 0.71532166 5406.3604 3221.3574
0.77955276 0.10027994 0.17368993 0.0851911 108.04186 0.8487651 0.5487566 1.1356562 0.19571663 0.33899114 96.23698
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0.51659304 0.01976338 0.03423117 0.00310494 149.96376 74.6783 188.6871 1.1319659 0.8913879 1.3333483 0.13985428 0.24223472 0.41706288 138.14436 84.6514
0.72675484 0.0268611 0.04652479 0.01101515 179.34967 86.38891 235.58022 0.97514313 0.9272961 1.0055237 0.02473866 0.04284862 0.42548397 94.38223 71.683395
0.7978147 0.04792335 0.08300568 0.03768137 146.23747 78.7967 191.4414 1.7417266 1.3246361 2.4607863 0.32571787 0.56415987 0.09316604 136.28699 96.2516
2.389961 0.5313404 0.9203086 0.16591929 97.58193 25.018696 140.44641 0.93542933 0.5614503 1.3872647 0.26431277 0.45780316 0.82625943 16.384365 12.229401
1.1613032 0.22970816 0.39786622 0.72263527 151.58633 102.671104 229.8607 1.2929479 0.9379843 1.7680897 0.24273556 0.42043033 0.29554963 82.99323 67.0712
1.3056678 0.16892993 0.29259524 0.8768496 143.6419 107.826004 176.6879 0.9070188 0.85040444 0.98093414 0.03796487 0.06575708 0.14468607 53.823235 40.3867
1.213859 0.20643705 0.35755944 0.34233528 1860.1742 1592.5656 2202.8438 1.3154547 1.1340954 1.4220085 0.09801719 0.16977075 0.06606933 1412.5084 959.11163
1.1547139 0.11758383 0.20366117 0.49445918 181.00519 164.0255 211.98239 1.5018581 1.1682502 1.8318441 0.2016219 0.34921938 0.09174593 180.7199 135.0396
1.0234382 0.10919308 0.18912795 0.4310307 84.85893 53.169598 112.72749 1.2203166 0.9482665 1.5184618 0.16950138 0.293585 0.28318053 45.035934 37.705704
2.335374 0.41838685 0.72466725 0.21401018 382.1011 109.146805 573.6118 0.5213292 0.31889907 1.0171263 0.19806138 0.34305236 0.20071654 45.1943 27.8961
1.012536 0.1469323 0.25449422 0.26656505 6861.0806 5092.0815 9656.014 1.0381788 0.9805021 1.1557041 0.05582896 0.09669858 0.55728346 3740.2693 2835.6685
1.5586814 0.23036441 0.39900285 0.99989 4857.544 1877.5492 8088.186 1.3959874 1.0461155 1.702445 0.20948207 0.3628336 0.15229563 2394.2202 1643.8079
0.9080803 0.08861178 0.15348011 0.13556996 132.11757 53.4303 176.3883 0.9159798 0.764184 1.0768391 0.09180464 0.15901029 0.4707387 59.22157 44.949104
0.9537268 0.05345751 0.09259112 0.19245361 106.01423 61.131798 132.82759 0.92041916 0.85441357 0.98193777 0.03727767 0.06456682 0.17686163 42.7773 31.4944
0.7917518 0.05715018 0.09898701 0.05061704 10321.202 5724.625 14909.443 1.0379649 0.74881846 1.2612472 0.17402197 0.3014149 0.84163326 6060.283 3310.928
1.4708252 0.10555577 0.18282795 0.0654674 219.55443 95.6741 291.2301 0.88630384 0.60712343 1.8399704 0.35904357 0.62188166 0.7724981 56.48593 33.968597
2.0626268 0.42261133 0.73198426 0.3562637 261.74915 66.522 416.8001 1.0862545 0.906508 1.3838686 0.13840474 0.23972404 0.57860494 63.25987 56.4599
2.1470728 0.31588617 0.5471309 0.23750569 157.19193 71.27879 260.3157 0.6674261 0.5631535 0.75407016 0.05880465 0.10185265 0.04387401 25.893433 22.0698
1.4832352 0.1922748 0.33302972 0.7928994 146.01193 120.879 185.16359 2.2443008 2.0951076 2.404912 0.08945432 0.15493941 0.00241649 179.66682 145.9121
2.9706254 0.56601965 0.98037475 0.09398633 368.07065 102.37709 515.05786 0.7350572 0.39171883 1.1327596 0.25630975 0.4439415 0.43994814 48.326733 17.6586
1.749926 0.234437 0.4060568 0.28194523 200.73514 0.7623386 0.68417096 0.9286135 0.07587719 0.13142315 29.723602
1.5048579 2.0269103 3.5107117 0.22126642 5.9222307 -60.2387 91.201706 1.1161175 0.7876976 1.9266706 0.32708406 0.56652623 0.729467 49.78323 31.973701
1.5963154 0.37649632 0.65211076 0.3924949 79.31719 50.9017 120.1537 0.83457804 0.57168126 1.0719055 0.16516542 0.2860749 0.4465682 47.7919 24.7454
1.322168 0.08678732 0.15032005 0.10809116 165.5009 130.0813 193.34702 0.89899987 0.5954787 1.3025285 0.2120981 0.3673647 0.6850493 72.7987 53.332
1.0556949 0.12504461 0.21658362 0.23927756 139.2242 114.80881 173.1463 0.7609621 0.7087129 0.78983366 0.0271005 0.04693945 0.01654434 80.158295 64.8462
2.014692 0.29991534 0.5194686 0.22754847 99.34876 32.995495 148.1322 0.9465156 0.8705858 1.0074275 0.04119631 0.07135411 0.33339006 22.7206 18.483
0.9825737 0.078242 0.13551912 0.16807373 87.07353 57.6335 102.75551 1.1960676 0.96127313 1.5455717 0.16792642 0.29085708 0.32501453 52.874138 37.7644
1.0829993 0.02285595 0.03958766 0.24345724 183.98756 95.59969 231.752 0.84290904 0.72104454 1.0988597 0.11385755 0.19720706 0.32831076 59.854 38.881104
0.7920312 0.1178792 0.20417276 0.09396309 157.1693 55.7507 279.0005 1.1959666 0.7528633 1.8987985 0.33725414 0.5841413 0.57179743 133.6262 62.270103
1.2584802 0.17041491 0.29516727 0.543494 151.39037 122.591194 188.1015 1.1979232 0.96201617 1.4086752 0.13760181 0.23833331 0.2533067 82.1498 78.9125
0.76459444 0.07899722 0.13682719 0.06598018 218.79773 121.4783 309.54068 0.73610425 0.42548558 1.2270092 0.242306 0.4196863 0.4225467 113.8713 44.786297
0.6717366 0.03452254 0.0597948 0.01282652 228.0863 121.594604 294.439 1.2419853 1.0121986 1.4363542 0.13184668 0.22836515 0.17577165 180.67511 134.3506
1.2416805 0.10890374 0.18862681 0.8863586 57.0934 38.2775 74.070404 0.95174265 0.7130531 1.1865406 0.14611857 0.25308478 0.77423394 21.390999 14.722498
3.1136315 0.7910709 1.3701749 0.30915353 289.60065 53.271004 509.5994 0.8719629 0.72318774 0.96402717 0.08217467 0.1423307 0.2809075 42.876934 27.7916
1.467724 0.10217609 0.17697418 0.11152377 71.92833 34.9446 106.70619 0.8665881 0.63743836 1.0655966 0.13823499 0.23943003 0.4570227 18.219332 16.355099
0.9367512 0.02871828 0.04974152 0.05725787 136.63873 78.440895 174.3823 0.9754079 0.7956616 1.1028636 0.10083014 0.17464292 0.83080006 60.390495 38.314995
3.4444876 1.3811498 2.3922215 0.38492957 123.76753 13.924198 195.3178 0.60933095 0.44824067 0.73672724 0.09613711 0.16651435 0.08546853 9.940167 9.3881
1.0244365 0.1472255 0.25500205 0.21585625 100.9171 83.687 126.921295 1.0198588 0.8665105 1.1158552 0.08365825 0.14490034 0.8320602 60.470165 47.410297
0.89505804 0.08573513 0.1484976 0.11525728 344.2572 181.20111 489.032 1.0941719 0.94696325 1.1881814 0.07962467 0.13791397 0.34024188 191.19414 165.3867
1.0347022 0.28474405 0.49319115 0.2538568 53.628704 23.457 72.528 1.2421762 0.76266706 1.9846779 0.36376593 0.63006103 0.5146651 56.020634 43.275505
1.0368452 0.11221957 0.19437 0.47804666 878.65845 613.5056 1076.6272 0.8128561 0.65946925 1.0040342 0.09973793 0.17275116 0.22985247 451.38205 419.3887
6.981569 2.337125 4.0480194 0.0855244 197.02898 30.413 300.5683 0.7802745 0.5292326 1.1313567 0.17763059 0.3076652 0.3756144 10.428634 5.3498
1.0909086 0.10774711 0.18662347 0.32476217 115.277336 103.166 134.7648 1.0227998 0.9339478 1.1182132 0.05328094 0.0922853 0.70684326 80.6395 72.645805
0.71024376 0.06103086 0.10570855 0.03721743 14896.862 9623.433 18401.584 1.3496519 1.1717148 1.487074 0.09796169 0.16967463 0.05351404 13306.502 9129.911
1.5842597 0.414743 0.71835595 0.31065017 292.33688 142.6623 560.2699 0.88884443 0.679574 1.0548832 0.12250556 0.21218584 0.47737193 222.16336 199.2182
1.19457 0.13915113 0.24101682 0.5120332 121.81063 91.62499 152.5706 0.83882904 0.771282 0.91829205 0.04241606 0.07346676 0.07349019 45.8163 36.7579
0.8815249 0.03246435 0.0562299 0.04037853 202.1587 97.80511 274.1093 1.6260668 0.9797183 2.3283658 0.44622576 0.7728857 0.20306286 166.4065 71.5305
359.4666 554.28345 0.31145847 142.3557
0.73912054 0.07763044 0.13445985 0.05175255 201.38524 147.2897 241.5732 1.1479211 0.5972594 1.9744699 0.44107682 0.76396745 0.73124385 179.07358 79.7161
2.0602431 0.3938912 0.68223953 0.84632236 379.18433 293.7036 436.5597 1.3357062 0.7569314 2.0034592 0.41715664 0.7225365 0.42667 212.38797 100.223
1.4894848 0.29680365 0.514079 0.451135 323.60522 283.7848 386.03882 0.96881634 0.6507472 1.272633 0.20342499 0.35234243 0.89057386 191.66504 112.962204
0.93919474 0.04891453 0.08472245 0.09154562 100.99703 61.685204 126.433304 0.9144488 0.7413496 1.0354236 0.09730016 0.16852883 0.48592436 44.24557 28.000801
0.7404935 0.03281197 0.056832 0.01468588 235.65808 203.5468 280.92352 0.7392273 0.5077208 0.9563606 0.14602652 0.25292534 0.25637916 159.86594 90.3324
1.7983878 0.36379233 0.6301068 0.36859673 202.33424 54.938 280.652 1.0143083 0.8621456 1.247412 0.11146461 0.19306235 0.9081556 49.43323 38.074997
1.4395121 0.22515687 0.38998315 0.66907406 1145.5219 1055.3174 1281.9702 0.9064608 0.73943764 1.0260179 0.09376299 0.16240226 0.43956885 482.23474 363.0741
1.2866284 0.16860114 0.29202574 0.6338033 61.112865 46.345398 78.0496 1.5612825 1.3133266 1.7727427 0.14071374 0.24372333 0.03813719 61.743263 44.445698
0.89915574 0.13508463 0.23397344 0.13559037 567.4691 404.7968 778.5536 0.9022341 0.7936847 1.1364691 0.10538913 0.18253931 0.46751183 505.54532 383.3902
5.0422277 1.9188164 3.3234875 0.1888042 345.15298 42.9396 504.1311 0.9574978 0.8016213 1.3323078 0.16160476 0.27990764 0.81736887 29.875235 23.512001
1.4282731 0.16411555 0.28425646 0.7398371 26524.031 20018.535 29796.709 1.8634484 1.3077722 2.606559 0.38276064 0.6629609 0.0890571 19118.035 12276.627
1.1779414 0.10861804 0.18813196 0.98444575 85.63803 68.5109 107.899 0.82997614 0.6285484 1.0284922 0.12284387 0.21277182 0.3291214 40.774868 35.2617
0.8131089 0.11237261 0.19463508 0.12420239 80.08494 61.806602 91.1301 1.0582824 0.9482169 1.1608113 0.06264155 0.10849835 0.43854907 76.37603 59.287098
2.1963043 0.3631154 0.6289343 0.3763707 82.6928 26.3773 138.9168 0.83038515 0.76835483 0.90636253 0.0398794 0.06907316 0.06055336 16.963734 14.7164
0.7146833 0.03074098 0.05324493 0.01279647 207.02916 188.06961 239.83809 1.2086371 1.1219825 1.2884948 0.04874824 0.08443443 0.04234412 219.44757 176.5803
2.3329093 0.38592848 0.66844773 0.08235604 159.37325 50.765503 226.04361 0.62422115 0.5645023 0.6782993 0.03361143 0.05821671 0.01275095 17.707766 14.957699
8.923028 3.6894221 6.3902664 0.1882855 325.92847 27.6111 546.4726 1.0323784 0.95489717 1.1490515 0.05729467 0.09923727 0.6230772 20.544432 15.205
4.4711614 0.8739364 1.5137023 0.17045851 527.09393 291.81747 996.42395 1.0365057 0.8290975 1.2731197 0.13015588 0.22543658 0.79987305 128.28757 86.652504
1.1509613 0.04173286 0.07228344 0.21369122 1398.9904 731.3855 1936.3248 1.2154194 1.1275105 1.3935654 0.08354653 0.14470685 0.10433653 597.7166 451.3868
1.2431741 0.09787998 0.16953309 0.74775344 812.1449 395.3221 1228.3885 1.1191078 1.0201298 1.2315494 0.06100655 0.10566645 0.17444442 322.847 275.65378
1.217239 0.12618117 0.21855219 0.6499176 1411.9299 1094.0607 1946.8452 0.6086745 0.55099267 0.64129096 0.03036887 0.05260043 0.00991258 520.4421 478.69812
4.248815 1.3474811 2.3339057 0.18219896 462.93307 72.294304 673.6759 0.82988775 0.7530957 0.9786982 0.06915213 0.11977501 0.15342273 43.915432 31.0461
1.0549304 0.13907118 0.24087834 0.23738338 429.5071 0.67253464 0.43029565 1.1754823 0.2124422 0.3679607 256.20233
0.8127294 0.0372403 0.06450209 0.02637397 113.097664 67.34509 146.2287 1.0954448 0.9362639 1.3749973 0.12878469 0.22306162 0.5154536 67.89657 48.657898
1.826721 0.2360395 0.4088324 0.20013371 738.5111 379.087 1220.7429 0.72543055 0.43001214 1.0952841 0.21182634 0.36689398 0.36419517 150.17206 78.584595
1.2153381 0.10044879 0.1739824 0.42184758 367.41187 218.2857 520.9936 0.5261599 0.3462732 0.8781832 0.15188256 0.26306832 0.14273794 78.69223 35.7659
3.4356854 1.0938927 1.8946776 0.25450316 120.733734 18.8694 191.37 0.88026494 0.54421264 1.2737614 0.23254295 0.40277618 0.66274244 14.489234 11.1964
1.4705861 0.16923025 0.29311538 0.5324991 71.291 27.835503 102.712006 0.8029089 0.47256014 1.1994164 0.23534036 0.40762144 0.51045215 20.2803 9.9946
0.76906645 0.10410053 0.1803074 0.08075438 1424.9183 1153.796 1628.4049 1.1263278 0.74861616 1.7108921 0.28069997 0.4861866 0.6675678 1345.5686 752.2294
0.87441295 0.0680842 0.11792529 0.08336435 282.3512 180.685 374.5709 1.202463 0.87167186 2.1649163 0.37837136 0.65535843 0.59513646 190.68172 109.48349
1.656375 0.38414687 0.6653619 0.40231028 143.03511 101.87311 221.79861 1.1336195 1.0438663 1.2200948 0.05138126 0.08899496 0.10927603 108.711136 93.6205
2.3617659 0.45565686 0.7892208 0.18718307 215.32246 58.8625 306.1048 0.8353966 0.7218987 0.9302503 0.06349934 0.10998408 0.14066829 35.904064 24.326702
1.4947221 0.14112861 0.24444193 0.19944116 847.66644 345.41278 1250.1255 1.0057851 0.88209397 1.0776455 0.06623557 0.11472338 0.9379809 248.00833 201.7496
2.24998 0.521941 0.9040283 0.22433992 6168.985 1512.6061 8865.853 1.1108142 0.93242556 1.5698055 0.19648741 0.34032616 0.6051934 1406.5885 875.8291
1.0832912 0.0701812 0.1215574 0.5042721 104.73337 92.16 129.7437 1.0428466 0.81707543 1.2602956 0.13519102 0.23415771 0.77429545 66.84767 59.9341
3.3150327 1.0594429 1.8350089 0.3226945 106.725395 15.831701 160.5754 1.0301018 0.8725267 1.341771 0.13948864 0.24160141 0.8449335 16.241768 11.7584
0.75085616 0.13542773 0.2345677 0.1235023 145.47049 86.4918 177.2726 1.0388049 0.83416617 1.2857882 0.1313284 0.22746746 0.7893771 157.42717 137.6589
1.3050774 1.1238984 1.9466491 0.23975295 76.023895 -0.3564987 205.024 1.0582368 0.8456959 1.4091959 0.16217422 0.28089398 0.7432222 117.3753 104.630295
0.61436814 0.10381624 0.179815 0.07374907 851.8382 540.5543 1115.6489 1.1108928 0.99965465 1.2102531 0.06243746 0.10814484 0.20155214 1077.2175 1030.6869
1.2731022 0.00784976 0.01359618 7.34E-04 75.5655 40.620197 97.37259 1.146992 0.9860027 1.2740762 0.08930387 0.15467884 0.21885201 25.835367 23.3774
1.0760424 0.01489641 0.02580134 0.05711073 75.4295 69.7773 83.4975 0.7530004 0.5100994 0.97118515 0.1533892 0.26567787 0.28787076 32.8232 20.951302
1.5325738 0.24484378 0.42408186 0.53302413 151.21883 96.71161 207.2292 0.6605653 0.5465202 0.8281431 0.08106175 0.14040306 0.07602218 49.36047 39.115402
0.5333591 0.06991091 0.12108924 0.03265164 73.65507 59.6509 80.7625 0.94198585 0.63566595 1.546488 0.25975302 0.44990543 0.840589 75.8227 63.6914
1.9551907 0.55863583 0.9675856 0.92405146 56.97241 25.1566 86.48231 0.1468991 0.01 0.89482206 1.4134352 2.4481416 0.29645827 6.1738014 -5.825798
0.6060228 0.0956595 0.16568711 0.06456582 44.980797 29.6767 58.059395 0.90409756 0.7120384 1.3751934 0.19669409 0.34068415 0.67906374 50.31763 31.991798
1.4171306 0.11652638 0.20182961 0.20776463 263.37497 112.6151 385.7064 0.6436163 0.49732658 0.8137175 0.09320575 0.1614371 0.09071544 52.859734 31.7826
0.92160374 0.00897181 0.01553963 0.01041824 3500.0083 3141.2546 3825.5903 0.8167207 0.5705602 1.2909113 0.20558731 0.35608765 0.48905888 1961.572 1121.6354
6.6569886 3.1472101 5.4511275 0.26748413 852.22473 64.844 1329.5281 0.91689277 0.7903822 1.1959207 0.12372272 0.21429403 0.58150667 58.660603 49.3189
1.4674094 0.2860363 0.49542943 0.76999557 221.18471 61.007298 331.7882 0.8193375 0.7504497 0.86005914 0.03609646 0.06252091 0.04544534 53.675438 45.6603
31.946499 957.0083 0.29021206 17.5244
4.3904815 1.0347476 1.7922354 0.10128882 254.73781 54.562702 421.814 0.7934063 0.62675554 1.2457405 0.18609343 0.3223233 0.4129363 22.383167 16.8064
2.782748 0.75373137 1.305501 0.2962884 168.68466 32.058002 247.187 1.0381409 0.79674315 1.6356364 0.24660593 0.427134 0.88484645 31.196333 18.4011
12.490464 8.651868 14.985475 0.19862586 564.3914 26.6857 859.0116 0.65583014 0.42356986 1.2457255 0.23348601 0.40440962 0.32690543 16.7385 8.291901
1.0652033 0.09315139 0.16134293 0.31616673 16643.049 11277.704 19340.95 1.4402757 0.9972347 1.7965152 0.2735218 0.47375366 0.18743609 11594.413 6071.6626
1.6695528 0.21356542 0.36990616 0.17440169 64.91344 42.5644 76.1529 1.0547843 0.91662776 1.1907346 0.08065034 0.13969049 0.5560872 28.0771 27.8503
1.3924243 0.1308721 0.22667712 0.5008895 2090.205 1691.0272 2598.2642 1.0593402 0.77668613 1.3932446 0.18368547 0.31815255 0.76639843 1206.8484 743.1661
0.9695021 0.07036261 0.12187161 0.25771105 425.82635 359.5353 505.2556 0.7506692 0.68111527 0.8390953 0.04563758 0.07904661 0.04190229 211.3904 166.4695
0.9029972 0.03330544 0.05768671 0.04560877 77.301636 45.0853 96.8696 1.5327975 1.2078449 2.1109116 0.26023045 0.45073235 0.12398806 54.932133 40.3911
2.3575635 0.47691378 0.8260389 0.5039862 411.7633 100.588394 707.4801 0.85757893 0.59183645 1.1790217 0.17743562 0.3073275 0.5239317 82.25527 72.6398
0.82588875 0.10342335 0.17913449 0.09926844 98.006905 72.2835 131.0841 1.0510652 0.9150665 1.1773448 0.07791523 0.13495313 0.5694571 64.96246 59.2575
1.2198726 0.21403398 0.3707177 0.36080006 1391.0243 1125.9358 1724.9838 1.5829698 1.2481757 1.9143288 0.20141087 0.34885386 0.06744235 1216.0582 1034.7015
1.9931586 0.20741665 0.35925618 0.04493892 448.6577 316.6255 552.23456 1.072797 0.84036374 1.6565384 0.24220479 0.419511 0.77756715 166.92725 115.243706
6.1532116 2.4817417 4.2985024 0.34667748 84.74863 6.7197 151.8727 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 1 -5.244633 -12.504601
2.780421 0.57487094 0.99570566 0.11223596 145.67734 38.632496 216.6228 0.82687885 0.62541676 0.9552131 0.11717981 0.20296139 0.30650514 19.675266 11.440998
0.89482695 0.17175633 0.2974907 0.15249802 1299.767 997.91895 1507.197 1.5928603 0.8964161 2.2514658 0.4915536 0.8513958 0.24900042 2022.0448 803.1802
2.3969474 0.3976784 0.6887992 0.168739 171.1434 51.3759 281.2171 0.6829974 0.4576206 1.2166829 0.21605825 0.37422386 0.32641298 24.8768 15.7637005
0.9526038 0.19524321 0.33817115 0.16863991 1285.4768 1116.5824 1614.5496 1.2370304 1.0850773 1.3697007 0.08542233 0.1479558 0.09063951 1534.5054 1057.6008
0.8554389 0.14443418 0.25016734 0.13052838 58.584698 54.827995 66.019295 1.1087533 0.9966143 1.3219264 0.09880244 0.17113084 0.3640603 50.379433 44.4768
1.3558637 0.08409246 0.14565241 0.12156617 82.91903 75.5083 93.223694 1.1788865 1.1590804 1.2064705 0.01411764 0.02445247 0.00525232 47.65947 41.3071
8.690092 3.4577196 5.988946 0.18681683 392.32318 34.856 664.573 0.16438098 0.01 0.98047805 1.9301547 3.3431258 0.3307346 9.547532 -1.3436012
1.3655201 0.2127834 0.36855164 0.95326495 75.190765 49.057 92.133804 1.5294006 1.2923619 1.943398 0.19031341 0.3296325 0.0745853 68.2292 48.6457
0.8727003 0.2204491 0.38182905 0.19194712 45.5959 26.6229 58.8445 1.28356 1.2444012 1.313924 0.02072997 0.03590536 0.00415777 54.0836 44.434097
9.951841 5.5144644 9.551332 0.22509071 556.0747 0.88762474 0.77612215 1.0349905 0.07464432 0.12928775 25.727068
1.2250786 0.17190051 0.2977404 0.68937486 1220.5853 832.1397 1700.7788 0.61475533 0.50611603 0.7547214 0.07170339 0.12419391 0.05197711 456.22528 430.3331
1.7100464 0.16974689 0.29401022 0.12421358 163.8622 120.3552 199.8757 0.71287894 0.57484233 0.93574 0.1038942 0.17995003 0.14235637 49.228466 38.885696
0.63071793 0.21003103 0.3637844 0.17786832 125.95996 62.69 217.7743 1.1381242 1.0329611 1.3596424 0.10194524 0.17657433 0.28337988 127.70893 92.7319
3.376257 0.8919183 1.5448478 0.24536051 227.76001 41.9202 356.312 0.81509846 0.73771745 0.9285713 0.05575001 0.09656185 0.0954894 27.736334 21.6917
3.8267527 1.2222251 2.116956 0.19607304 414.13754 66.4726 591.59503 0.75006616 0.6685068 0.81098855 0.04419266 0.07654393 0.03930786 36.71777 30.9023
1.5610138 0.13380131 0.23175067 0.15295939 350.00168 164.36539 491.9955 0.77338535 0.6684584 0.895705 0.06568576 0.11377108 0.09320625 78.92984 63.7979
1.738584 0.32871053 0.5693433 0.90432936 1309.4224 795.0879 2022.9178 0.46989015 0.44937542 0.5110891 0.01978496 0.03426855 0.00308548 321.27548 269.522
1.0879443 0.18348758 0.3178098 0.27526692 367.3569 329.7879 437.3483 1.643799 1.0264558 2.2404206 0.410904 0.7117066 0.17344162 357.6758 281.4743
0.970056 0.10326397 0.17885844 0.15663056 55.819233 41.0679 66.4836 1.201956 1.0299441 1.4075983 0.1090732 0.18892032 0.17823124 36.4486 29.204199
0.91209674 2.1616557 3.7440975 0.34520695 8.335866 -18.354599 25.6689 0.02916724 0.01 0.2481339 0.09241012 0.16005902 0.08075944 -9.575731 -26.6669
0.64867646 0.0708386 0.12269605 0.03749357 545.8491 404.4618 664.0914 1.145057 0.80309033 1.9013016 0.31371608 0.5433722 0.6545417 523.91174 335.382
1.7682829 0.14133725 0.24480328 0.0482444 76.00384 64.0966 82.5308 0.8713691 0.7357729 0.9731656 0.07525393 0.13034362 0.25008008 26.1 18.891699
1.2872437 0.16843973 0.29174617 0.67173964 1260.9657 996.74225 1458.7488 0.60458374 0.43459997 0.89008963 0.13053331 0.22609031 0.13761157 367.75375 225.3916
1.0553144 0.19631644 0.34003004 0.23116246 500.18176 431.26578 564.70703 1.2524796 0.9128191 2.0299478 0.32161194 0.5570482 0.4556063 489.51514 250.9854
1.2879089 0.2169198 0.3757161 0.39206937 241.98877 229.52512 257.4672 1.2315685 1.0615977 1.4006801 0.09978578 0.17283404 0.12283868 166.07336 113.2785
0.79955125 0.01761994 0.03051863 0.00724113 334.11316 299.4948 379.9157 0.91033775 0.7584278 1.1478558 0.11244237 0.1947559 0.5222309 234.17168 193.1073
0.8471229 0.05697961 0.09869158 0.06714865 90.79007 54.8351 112.99341 1.0192555 0.71698046 1.2341099 0.18376271 0.31828636 0.92364633 46.6789 41.9846
4.9829235 0.76473415 1.3245584 0.01820332 135.6093 44.315804 198.441 0.04871808 0.01 1.1562997 1.2089603 2.0939806 0.19657734 0.5284996 -10.476002
0.8178807 0.10102105 0.17497359 0.09511706 104.41223 77.708496 124.5401 1.1646943 0.7375659 1.715899 0.30028492 0.52010876 0.5988873 117.46283 81.8236
1.6222351 0.14663567 0.25398043 0.14075689 122.56286 53.930298 171.7714 0.99291694 0.81261027 1.1794589 0.10866016 0.18820491 0.9537118 33.709236 28.118
2.9646244 0.8824265 1.5284075 0.35745394 289.9096 46.5756 480.7867 0.9078603 0.67019236 1.1711599 0.1509565 0.26146433 0.613237 42.340267 40.145004
0.5421282 0.09419984 0.16315891 0.05466974 32.626568 32.3334 33.0754 1.2979752 1.0607694 1.6113019 0.1586552 0.27479887 0.163685 56.83017 43.346104
9.586686 1076.3552 1864.3019 0.96966815 149.7025 -0.7639008 236.6172 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 1 -10.4865 -29.013998
0.78948116 0.06276933 0.10871967 0.0553378 421.98215 386.8467 440.2796 1.0136155 0.861245 1.1244504 0.08401404 0.14551659 0.8848088 359.7772 334.56378
15.408713 11.596455 20.085648 0.19249655 693.2876 27.9715 1118.8325 0.79513437 0.5745894 1.308305 0.21105146 0.36555186 0.46023646 17.596601 11.401302
3.0228612 0.27790484 0.4813453 0.01536711 54.633198 22.972702 82.616905 0.3627438 0.21531843 0.8846413 0.19027305 0.32956257 0.15185991 3.271965 1.6092987
6.770603 358.0052 0.01 0.3542924 5.573868
9.208411 5.739769 9.941571 0.24791859 448.67227 23.729599 664.6129 0.60870427 0.34644434 0.99262226 0.20025393 0.34684998 0.24636231 14.742766 10.226799
0.67407215 0.01517067 0.02627637 0.0028445 985.2983 552.9839 1254.8943 0.989877 0.9193876 1.0554626 0.03978184 0.06890416 0.8235765 576.4791 497.933
1.2925093 0.22840333 0.39560616 0.38635805 192.04066 182.4258 198.2371 0.92628306 0.6991648 1.0813447 0.13246466 0.22943552 0.64124537 103.38787 70.8154
1.3010826 0.22249919 0.3853799 0.40153372 98.458336 98.2574 98.68811 1.3068949 0.9845182 1.5451481 0.18898457 0.3273309 0.20094723 73.02776 49.79779
1.5874472 0.21953703 0.3802493 0.566791 971.4846 335.86218 1577.0055 0.8770163 0.65981936 1.2002225 0.155502 0.26933736 0.5280197 251.15794 231.4061
1.2706662 0.12382298 0.21446769 0.70090455 120.05644 94.81331 154.7939 0.8659549 0.7399008 1.0220704 0.0813747 0.1409451 0.2630971 56.321537 55.203503
6.8016505 3.3113697 5.7354603 0.2684666 267.05524 19.561401 413.98462 0.10789013 0.0107489 0.52214915 0.49691358 0.86067957 0.19950221 5.1213675 0.17010117
1.5369563 0.24944331 0.43204847 0.4829378 103.59067 32.715 139.6587 0.63882065 0.36095828 1.0469687 0.21304405 0.36900312 0.28495234 21.713299 9.9321
1.4496313 0.15281814 0.2646888 0.3637909 85.052895 73.3742 96.6454 1.1319041 0.9979476 1.3534452 0.10461213 0.18119352 0.30973673 48.1273 41.892002
5.277574 2.1321685 3.6930242 0.18983245 304.97006 35.4477 455.1229 0.85487205 0.8011955 0.9384538 0.04094217 0.07091393 0.08173295 22.613668 16.749098
0.6417814 0.01624502 0.02813719 0.00290281 36.160202 34.798203 37.7713 1.2581835 1.150548 1.3212594 0.05642767 0.09773559 0.03597838 43.3825 39.9666
1.5809847 0.26718295 0.46277443 0.44275293 114.952065 35.451 155.1707 0.8188325 0.75669384 0.870813 0.03400064 0.05889084 0.04045295 25.631166 22.0878
0.42903408 0.02668884 0.04622643 0.00518298 871.3443 419.7922 1270.6526 1.2034303 1.0490181 1.3529015 0.08958223 0.15516096 0.12978847 1032.4193 853.9835
0.8025284 0.06622177 0.11469946 0.06831619 894.27734 508.0028 1300.3497 0.96296805 0.79305035 1.1213238 0.09915273 0.17173757 0.74729383 448.72723 426.6106
1.0142924 0.17137672 0.2968332 0.26451215 215.51802 64.7317 322.2446 0.92064995 0.8245388 1.0232124 0.05758116 0.0997335 0.31608236 94.677 79.3252
0.98577803 0.1450235 0.25118807 0.27464584 193.5786 64.55 266.4675 1.1082594 1.0356214 1.2473972 0.06594371 0.11421786 0.22539659 98.91153 74.0555
36.214176 29.295622 50.741505 0.17388229 595.2044 15.0044 1193.306 0.8335603 0.5407327 1.3656598 0.23713836 0.4107357 0.5685671 9.187367 4.8725986
1.0071875 0.06177798 0.10700259 0.22343743 197.76768 122.1198 258.43152 1.057118 0.9859955 1.2117848 0.07243164 0.12545528 0.50136614 93.985405 68.75
4.7312417 1.9485244 3.374943 0.3401052 379.26352 35.6254 597.462 0.92991585 0.798053 1.0433621 0.07442089 0.12890077 0.4579281 37.608067 31.7083
0.89904404 0.13207771 0.2287653 0.16620463 5110.7085 3394.9817 7238.7954 0.98011535 0.79296035 1.1371039 0.10755874 0.1862972 0.87052625 4233.1157 3910.2773
10.329357 6.4026566 11.089726 0.19431572 1074.8519 62.097202 1654.6228 1.0148662 0.90249515 1.0796226 0.05973014 0.10345563 0.82499003 47.4263 40.9757
1.6584358 0.05984901 0.10366153 0.00729313 104.91097 97.1897 111.0517 0.6852538 0.5158014 0.8255657 0.10045575 0.17399445 0.12008227 27.023066 23.128998
9.79115 7.4430046 12.891662 0.35863498 200.8011 0.17092147 1.4360096 2.602578 4.5077972 -0.3030987
1.1122762 0.20221241 0.35024217 0.26310667 262.58044 207.92691 319.94458 1.1892774 0.9903119 1.4144795 0.12350745 0.21392117 0.23448896 206.64174 133.0569
1.2950937 0.08875886 0.15373486 0.3311363 121.46204 59.452297 179.78271 0.8464358 0.83147156 0.85866755 0.0080022 0.01386022 0.00319966 34.4579 27.1016
6.20242 1.885087 3.2650664 0.15633617 222.49197 31.253101 371.1463 0.4314788 0.16675614 0.7545248 0.2470423 0.4278898 0.2206068 9.129633 4.0811996
1.0259082 0.15982136 0.27681872 0.20396574 294.66708 266.1903 347.4538 1.1296296 0.98058724 1.3823771 0.11801801 0.20441319 0.36057332 208.76047 170.41031
5.6255574 1.757962 3.0448794 0.23945571 193.51562 24.0014 342.9231 0.75744015 0.61358666 0.93911064 0.09414058 0.16305627 0.15220886 15.686401 9.724802
2.1470742 0.34347185 0.5949107 0.20247816 64.732704 45.497604 88.625 0.86852425 0.7915394 0.9801354 0.0551173 0.09546597 0.15573204 20.932764 20.173698
4.486788 1.7427593 3.0185478 0.41933727 111.62747 10.097202 205.10262 0.50610507 0.38659775 0.61138934 0.07100085 0.12297708 0.03884424 7.0175996 4.1495
0.82925636 0.88230085 1.5281899 0.25034213 1057.5586 61.275005 1931.4541 1.5747328 1.1809797 1.8324002 0.23023319 0.39877558 0.08749407 2587.95 2416.9932
1.4091465 0.29206207 0.50586635 0.36417222 189.43094 146.39911 240.98941 1.4910653 0.95338 1.908823 0.34700975 0.6010385 0.21648249 192.91675 109.202805
2.237052 0.7210473 1.2488905 0.50216705 507.51376 83.5598 745.0673 1.1157724 0.85155505 1.5872343 0.21110056 0.3656369 0.61269855 121.41377 79.98711
1.0598159 0.12421408 0.2151451 0.40606132 101.5362 67.701904 144.0741 0.9474374 0.6613122 1.13905 0.17454946 0.30232853 0.7922693 42.808933 38.2162
1.1165665 0.14337462 0.24833213 0.30407968 5027.653 4030.8464 6000.618 1.0231862 0.7242671 1.720455 0.2854749 0.494457 0.93883723 3066.9038 1503.6006
1.8215355 0.16159472 0.27989027 0.06395014 1988.9967 1510.8673 2375.8042 0.47753054 0.20838417 0.9440242 0.24636957 0.4267246 0.23668295 424.04938 157.2993
1.3738283 0.24041343 0.41640827 0.45547715 635.45404 617.41235 651.4577 1.2227657 1.0308863 1.5239451 0.1426793 0.2471278 0.22381717 414.52042 317.34048
1.7450758 0.13408306 0.23223867 0.04618618 1241.7504 539.29205 1799.3944 1.1955663 0.9565995 1.712142 0.2222172 0.38489148 0.4283917 366.57767 252.61781
1.2051734 0.11280953 0.19539183 0.50692827 175.2044 155.00641 192.9252 0.9695192 0.91139835 1.0094706 0.03045574 0.05275089 0.42802098 91.6888 74.9619
1.0069715 0.07956125 0.13780412 0.40556824 203.22974 121.15309 262.0754 1.4860734 1.3325689 1.5716497 0.08120319 0.14064804 0.01842068 129.80077 92.1996
2.3640833 0.52540815 0.9100336 0.27778113 430.59183 102.565895 623.70154 1.0252326 0.6174381 1.8296821 0.3493857 0.6051538 0.9442649 105.3294 42.352703
0.98956186 0.14366427 0.2488338 0.33249217 130.02094 77.938 205.881 0.8969983 0.66317534 1.0770521 0.1388615 0.24051519 0.5490376 56.62003 37.7317
0.8397959 0.05214312 0.09031454 0.05072448 120.98966 63.5323 160.219 1.2444648 1.1756064 1.3563266 0.05455783 0.09449694 0.03780871 76.50391 67.2788
1.0930501 0.09635669 0.16689467 0.37719518 880.213 598.8382 1114.7305 1.271736 0.99636257 1.6277235 0.18294801 0.31687525 0.23188807 513.2433 313.9127
1.5769309 0.14733587 0.2551932 0.19575322 304.32996 133.5251 472.4087 0.81666815 0.7702883 0.8827023 0.03310713 0.05734323 0.03772306 70.98311 62.089806
1.4768562 0.17234655 0.29851297 0.19703496 149.22281 56.442497 206.7142 0.7161889 0.33357957 1.0635253 0.30655327 0.53096586 0.47445616 33.927334 12.768394
1.4756002 0.10006422 0.1733163 0.07129511 88.0527 53.991898 108.2953 0.552579 0.5001875 0.66312444 0.05077481 0.08794455 0.02288812 14.325332 12.466398
0.9777309 0.02274098 0.03938853 0.10049519 104.217766 58.606903 134.0591 1.3690128 0.96842235 1.8131235 0.25836155 0.4474953 0.22986028 63.454967 33.3823
3.5614107 1.1494869 1.9909697 0.29745525 869.00226 124.536095 1442.9254 0.98703 0.7543262 1.2941612 0.15665121 0.27132785 0.9408645 124.855034 71.7599
13.730602 145.4087 0.7578673 17.033335
1.440613 0.34737936 0.60167867 0.8234691 153.65337 33.1245 227.22011 0.9387863 0.5504844 1.4100091 0.27780867 0.48117873 0.8418332 52.893833 22.5745
1.5618205 0.22983225 0.39808112 0.8437615 6580.191 5533.32 7627.104 0.93356407 0.75969 1.1417261 0.11096165 0.1921912 0.6180683 2457.7002 1802.6731
0.90142936 0.18003379 0.31182766 0.15137179 107.29043 88.2242 129.6666 1.1450893 0.9529686 1.4127285 0.13231044 0.22916839 0.35801336 120.02166 78.831
1.1912277 0.18434173 0.31928924 0.6788434 840.54114 271.9575 1155.0045 1.205066 0.8656236 1.560223 0.21439658 0.37134576 0.39567012 399.84192 254.1532
1.3106998 0.12654033 0.21917428 0.6744409 78.7212 32.234596 118.7657 0.48944798 0.34649956 0.8144928 0.13397717 0.23205528 0.11082341 14.975635 7.372101
1.543319 0.2838544 0.49165022 0.57715344 83.289604 77.5496 90.4672 1.0141861 0.98324543 1.0685228 0.02663358 0.04613071 0.6451994 42.424934 36.0198
29.33288 98.10818 169.92834 0.35131657 501.38467 3.644699 855.1442 0.5725878 0.48343477 0.71897495 0.0684199 0.11850674 0.04214639 5.1190014 3.3092022
0.7357027 0.06318109 0.10943285 0.0389394 94.49647 43.1748 132.2321 1.4288656 1.2864763 1.6294516 0.09965064 0.17259996 0.03588417 82.76353 65.0338
1.5715011 0.14739472 0.25529513 0.07900601 151.4521 61.764805 205.7659 0.72148705 0.59413624 0.87551963 0.08151524 0.14118853 0.10019448 28.9756 18.3646
1.0129696 0.03702783 0.06413408 0.28532964 163.5813 86.4043 205.5561 1.4740154 1.1567153 1.6798646 0.18083136 0.3132091 0.08544022 100.57627 61.0287
2.9547431 0.49596083 0.85902935 0.12730454 546.4195 371.4833 808.55005 1.1291212 0.9127111 1.5139444 0.174084 0.3015223 0.50696903 184.39937 146.18211
1.2405913 0.06658474 0.11532816 0.17817117 761.8604 406.3403 1081.7592 0.73904574 0.56061447 1.066463 0.1451605 0.25142536 0.25431824 195.5105 114.7802
1.4630035 0.2772126 0.4801463 0.5569264 159.15218 120.9381 193.6887 0.84717774 0.6106595 1.0546337 0.14428826 0.24991459 0.42480516 66.84253 60.4273
0.9122659 0.02603194 0.04508864 0.04592483 114.73286 64.0936 142.09879 1.1409433 0.90546846 1.7571577 0.25545114 0.44245434 0.6038513 59.316765 37.715797
5.5194535 1.4318879 2.4801025 0.2178175 137.03023 20.600502 277.5232 1.3130563 0.99654984 1.9256133 0.26716563 0.46274444 0.3019351 20.0508 11.765301
1.0233482 0.04893055 0.08475019 0.39226794 351.1492 190.3952 447.5187 1.1819013 0.9766519 1.3037202 0.11351253 0.19660947 0.22186176 164.91806 147.4283
1.4632868 0.21506605 0.3725053 0.7693512 637.3645 472.0937 846.81934 1.0131323 0.874259 1.1955212 0.09256076 0.16031994 0.8989143 344.8226 295.2508
0.7481196 0.13710554 0.23747376 0.10126256 51.3595 48.398697 55.4917 1.0621045 0.76359487 1.253402 0.17887084 0.30981338 0.7499684 55.635098 51.2378
6.4502764 2.7498903 4.7629495 0.19861084 537.16907 52.0079 874.6026 0.7739485 0.58345824 1.1063358 0.14982317 0.25950134 0.3069034 30.941801 21.634502
0.9952914 0.08425909 0.14594102 0.22792883 915.9447 835.377 989.5582 0.9189382 0.79040027 1.0961486 0.08814658 0.15267436 0.46851513 597.70264 438.40707
1.010646 0.16896066 0.29264843 0.19430465 3020.4543 2658.411 3514.1184 1.0227958 0.8537007 1.1899381 0.09989354 0.17302069 0.83782965 2072.3135 1731.3402
1.5361446 0.17642792 0.3055821 0.48570818 1433.4143 1083.7708 1616.469 1.4082236 0.93854165 1.7950753 0.2967574 0.51399887 0.23561116 753.8932 443.491
2.539639 0.7202894 1.2475778 0.5314983 84.341774 1.0338873 0.863598 1.1887118 0.0982824 0.1702301 15.9807
1.076741 0.21289194 0.36873963 0.23500328 2075.1667 1698.6421 2265.122 1.3457406 0.9069777 2.0982041 0.3426331 0.59345794 0.34677592 2160.355 1095.5933
0.93825084 0.02028276 0.03513078 0.04903026 168.67433 159.91179 176.3351 0.8560943 0.76750314 0.9964011 0.06733276 0.11662376 0.18561395 93.4136 78.0102
0.9759325 0.13231708 0.2291799 0.16996142 734.3092 607.89984 799.2938 1.136917 0.98500234 1.3244983 0.09787539 0.16952515 0.27266848 499.80405 469.93277
0.6383212 0.02929636 0.05074278 0.0090607 37.2025 36.138298 38.6084 1.4487246 1.0596855 1.7156693 0.2309995 0.40010285 0.14144182 52.563168 43.708298
0.82242966 0.11226223 0.1944439 0.10598608 46.290665 35.378403 62.091995 1.3631976 1.27999 1.5173091 0.0735388 0.12737292 0.02888233 41.93093 32.2669
1.3420017 0.11376094 0.19703972 0.47774628 304.78104 137.771 423.6812 1.0353726 0.9822616 1.1407303 0.05031933 0.08715563 0.54804504 107.54097 80.628204
2.033719 0.31534535 0.54619414 0.16205946 226.73024 73.1525 314.07642 0.27102125 0.10589019 0.5360346 0.15870427 0.27488384 0.11496863 14.871099 6.6884003
1.0948632 0.02987732 0.05174904 0.28834587 4352.249 3974.7244 4967.876 0.78439784 0.69877744 0.8958369 0.05688083 0.09852048 0.07823311 1899.9487 1851.6732
1.5114763 0.22798197 0.39487636 0.86753345 152.41986 136.2831 173.2898 1.3306229 1.1494654 1.4406085 0.09788031 0.16953367 0.05993101 87.67533 59.601696
2.3536286 0.4116043 0.71291953 0.13566197 412.87933 121.88981 631.04913 0.7514168 0.6566038 0.8046752 0.05085081 0.08807619 0.05142947 59.9673 41.336098
1.3063713 0.12404092 0.21484517 0.8039665 53.167133 41.111904 65.8341 0.9825034 0.9484238 1.0006622 0.01735048 0.03005192 0.42273456 29.0849 25.8241
0.8544154 0.07550667 0.13078138 0.07593782 146.72504 65.0226 204.82971 1.388316 0.97722024 1.6994574 0.25048932 0.43386024 0.2037114 114.83617 60.9102
1.041743 0.19360831 0.33533943 0.20557411 254.4264 234.8048 275.2813 1.0532578 0.8683377 1.4042145 0.15690963 0.27177545 0.7571838 203.18454 131.95529
2.4960804 0.3634341 0.6294863 0.07071988 297.78915 99.92781 409.0558 0.91470784 0.7797292 1.1551173 0.11028671 0.19102217 0.5327633 50.938065 33.223198
1.1350151 0.09247089 0.16016428 0.56553113 101.65677 48.606895 154.74321 1.2876767 0.89453024 1.6950723 0.25123128 0.43514535 0.31443584 50.602432 45.04579
1.0262231 0.04736345 0.0820359 0.2925212 1033.0636 872.5753 1230.967 0.9196345 0.80382276 1.0079956 0.06346138 0.10991833 0.34729713 590.16724 539.9869
1.0192275 0.04846657 0.08394656 0.5051355 2087.8276 1877.0072 2362.3318 0.83402777 0.72158575 1.0094582 0.08370408 0.14497973 0.21005647 1085.3198 799.4618
2.378932 0.6207351 1.0751448 0.5454127 127.89466 23.182598 221.12988 0.42656127 0.14465863 0.88483405 0.30073205 0.5208832 0.2624408 13.5644 4.9665985
0.9792145 0.14796606 0.2562847 0.17542486 1865.2504 1655.8125 2006.0469 1.135192 0.6522484 1.906938 0.37915376 0.65671355 0.72232443 1531.034 634.26154
0.72400576 0.0304488 0.05273888 0.01339376 67.58337 36.971897 93.0733 1.0772552 0.9071952 1.1978567 0.09392251 0.16267855 0.4811401 40.891033 31.8925
0.85554934 0.11992316 0.20771301 0.14227441 684.0723 234.5015 948.8895 1.6700703 0.9991779 2.2924774 0.45556828 0.7890674 0.18640174 670.33954 288.1291
0.70506996 0.07719295 0.1337021 0.04801811 352.11346 257.4324 444.48248 0.97391695 0.66337544 1.7715302 0.31677657 0.5486731 0.9384639 277.3791 139.2876
1.42348 0.21827537 0.378064 0.87949944 99.027466 71.9643 140.14609 0.69062793 0.5788626 0.97868276 0.12317793 0.21335043 0.16767922 42.287136 29.3544
1.0689343 0.1762676 0.30530444 0.25556323 87.86297 78.6097 103.1472 0.9236761 0.72785187 1.0559499 0.11150914 0.1931395 0.574602 49.573566 35.850403
0.940882 0.07140552 0.12367798 0.13665964 656.36646 342.8692 975.97284 1.5225439 1.3233603 1.8144195 0.14218704 0.24627519 0.04542241 478.14984 322.3157
2.7594314 0.5923442 1.0259702 0.21737398 441.33 105.5234 672.6925 0.7756307 0.5574557 1.2121567 0.18714419 0.32414323 0.3871273 62.943966 43.768997
136.9249 240.56241 0.11184527 97.897
4.399486 1.5370934 2.6623237 0.25443307 192.21706 24.438599 294.2422 0.7147269 0.58886784 0.8568718 0.07820311 0.13545176 0.09036388 15.982533 11.9261
1.418966 0.12720695 0.2203289 0.27403495 654.4956 341.56293 919.7701 0.8504959 0.7644806 0.9608688 0.05670347 0.09821329 0.13509019 178.00797 150.0553
2.5287416 0.41904607 0.7258091 0.28107297 1184.1173 783.07367 1869.7545 1.4300103 0.9740026 2.0470967 0.31809223 0.5509519 0.237776 638.114 482.2675
1.3353579 0.15925585 0.2758392 0.85911494 149.55469 115.61179 178.57709 1.1227896 0.9306336 1.5147502 0.1728547 0.29939312 0.5240219 68.84293 58.2245
8.0218115 2.882964 4.9934397 0.11097933 399.12747 50.249702 596.2985 0.5451708 0.3319342 0.91517603 0.17057534 0.29544514 0.17421398 14.410666 6.4153004
1.1225585 0.24502914 0.4244029 0.250904 1792.0708 1144.9281 2144.4587 1.0117351 0.93588567 1.1278197 0.05678613 0.09835646 0.85424584 1370.5709 1238.9976
2.2253642 0.34469846 0.5970352 0.23451035 868.7957 632.07947 1258.0717 0.9424147 0.8050263 1.2842122 0.14848411 0.25718203 0.73840654 313.97906 264.89432
2.0419483 0.34718296 0.6013385 0.1864575 213.7648 65.122406 293.3235 0.89863807 0.6923228 1.0510553 0.11952591 0.20702495 0.50113666 41.214268 37.247402
1.395522 0.17820491 0.30865994 0.93279266 932.74445 745.56476 1032.317 1.208969 0.70430714 1.6021007 0.34544283 0.59832454 0.5552567 464.32547 340.3935
1.0110385 0.0271544 0.0470328 0.39479068 147.06424 140.528 152.0968 0.910606 0.82840115 1.0601515 0.07022823 0.12163886 0.34691438 80.58967 72.4996
0.97865707 0.13812196 0.23923425 0.22375041 724.1243 537.4094 1009.01013 1.2174727 0.96882915 1.8237232 0.2544856 0.44078198 0.43391994 479.86612 356.3263
4.5599523 2.1248276 3.6803093 0.3146699 260.70303 23.659801 406.0623 0.78901243 0.6087863 1.0144734 0.11827795 0.2048634 0.24930993 20.452631 16.6295
3.6480706 1.3880844 2.4042327 0.35547712 489.6628 56.9494 795.0014 1.0950303 0.9726351 1.2239865 0.07300887 0.12645507 0.30522704 70.4967 49.7686
1.4642786 0.24197353 0.41911045 0.6474151 163.13359 146.8508 186.8192 1.126575 0.9747367 1.3983542 0.12519099 0.21683715 0.39224118 85.2939 69.4327
0.5993129 0.0869013 0.15051746 0.04847402 47.624363 17.8354 77.8025 1.3333437 0.9724678 1.8275207 0.24899483 0.43127167 0.2549498 60.7637 32.8238
3.3345697 0.8619762 1.4929866 0.17979017 321.06168 64.1389 514.3385 1.0094469 0.7928363 1.321746 0.15210143 0.2634474 0.95518386 45.74437 33.4424
1.0059338 0.04167847 0.07218923 0.2607315 93.78001 54.535503 114.4645 0.76360416 0.6166234 0.8686781 0.08292116 0.14362365 0.12915629 29.233034 25.9154
1.3814242 0.1930704 0.33440772 0.75016356 238.8904 163.5737 324.81818 0.6924615 0.59248644 0.8858084 0.08727501 0.15116474 0.09825689 87.50903 73.740105
1.2308654 0.24584058 0.42580837 0.28852436 164.15616 53.1215 330.5105 1.3646573 0.93895376 2.1082935 0.33520266 0.58058804 0.3175953 121.509834 76.3478
1.2248771 0.00735196 0.01273397 0.00100082 297.63455 269.6158 327.4946 1.0865347 1.0290954 1.207356 0.05741014 0.09943727 0.2561449 155.3366 146.10449
1.3968668 0.10378679 0.17976399 0.09814574 533.5737 230.74088 710.6437 0.6425436 0.519905 0.8959015 0.1104576 0.19131817 0.11935958 100.6027 63.804295
1.0807556 0.12329922 0.2135605 0.5821202 794.24725 510.14 1057.0138 0.981689 0.629068 1.5228664 0.26332033 0.45608416 0.9488683 377.7471 170.7582
0.96481407 0.09164828 0.15873948 0.1493226 195.01167 1.1348128 1.0351859 1.1995229 0.05259273 0.09109327 114.222336
1.0714687 0.1453712 0.2517903 0.25479203 1008.634 367.9185 1703.5238 1.1450448 1.111051 1.1867509 0.02203116 0.03815908 0.01957803 530.177 443.0259
2.444967 0.4822036 0.83520114 0.14044684 169.77924 46.617405 253.1033 0.8191538 0.5431981 1.2458757 0.2050989 0.35524172 0.49278745 25.260532 19.741901
0.8848918 0.1042232 0.18051988 0.1504476 98.49207 66.0863 128.6831 1.3847433 1.2219226 1.5724839 0.10123941 0.1753518 0.04657637 73.07066 67.535095
1.0208095 0.13753445 0.23821665 0.19975923 16088.892 13332.898 17919.883 1.4348509 0.97919047 2.0328138 0.31399992 0.54386383 0.22997054 14785.324 7354.77
1.1566935 0.15700568 0.2719418 0.34561622 162.22864 134.3066 176.2065 1.0260432 0.9214167 1.1847447 0.07706654 0.13348316 0.7638191 84.900764 71.6574
0.97173965 0.12341707 0.21376464 0.18434216 2832.96 2159.1555 3388.6208 1.1132334 1.0631279 1.1656604 0.02960434 0.05127621 0.05626326 1764.725 1422.5165
1.3822368 0.21083415 0.36517546 0.69700027 772.1331 661.6867 972.41516 1.2137774 0.9444378 1.7473081 0.23232853 0.40240481 0.4078801 452.59805 298.309
1.0839968 0.13233285 0.2292072 0.31043887 228.72258 87.0438 334.9666 1.3644809 1.1894271 1.4773786 0.0943981 0.1635023 0.04584694 137.56923 111.2984
1.2822942 0.27311042 0.47304112 0.28811887 408.69748 309.4035 545.669 1.3221307 0.8391937 1.904634 0.3327223 0.5762919 0.3659133 400.42093 323.0534
1.3434993 0.27513456 0.47654703 0.40779856 86.36197 67.1503 96.9764 0.9627405 0.7842154 1.1168786 0.10284481 0.17813243 0.75429624 50.5059 31.8755
5.872187 2.9038463 5.029609 0.24542591 485.38004 40.589005 750.06323 1.0916381 0.9899014 1.3013735 0.09668959 0.16747127 0.42430943 40.335266 35.2732
1.2062254 0.04185346 0.07249232 0.09382217 115.939995 101.4771 124.1714 0.49570796 0.39040768 0.56578374 0.05994232 0.10382315 0.0278502 30.8216 20.608202
1.3679702 0.11690432 0.20248422 0.4226823 20558.752 13993.186 25104.625 0.4775375 0.4093747 0.64014643 0.07114613 0.12322871 0.03715758 3726.2688 2408.1472
1.2519305 0.1734828 0.30048102 0.7494281 48.668903 38.0282 55.964302 0.7873159 0.51843804 1.0500138 0.17429227 0.30188304 0.37973392 22.207235 12.0165
10.56059 5.4565263 9.45098 0.22998454 1324.1858 75.49271 2427.755 1.008437 0.9195067 1.1095028 0.0548239 0.09495778 0.891132 67.36253 54.2601
2.531844 0.42709702 0.7397537 0.23263419 206.45857 114.6604 332.7531 0.88350433 0.82441515 1.0016335 0.05569937 0.09647413 0.18757893 63.150597 51.476395
4.965076 1.5769838 2.731416 0.2453963 195.21144 24.785002 355.84662 1.0589939 0.85644186 1.212619 0.11481982 0.19887376 0.6471683 21.830301 20.4062
0.8148542 0.15329714 0.26551843 0.14978062 107.56786 88.059296 145.315 1.1359268 0.85158074 1.5086645 0.19144581 0.33159387 0.52088755 95.68957 53.686104
1.3309835 0.14190361 0.24578425 0.40113795 487.66516 414.9655 528.2345 1.473804 1.3969142 1.6320269 0.07532562 0.1304678 0.01686148 371.2606 305.9295
2.1851957 0.32212043 0.5579289 0.15702881 100.218605 32.980804 161.6123 0.7908343 0.5303284 0.9691686 0.16286533 0.28209102 0.36111394 17.970499 10.725899
3.2493062 1.1245743 1.9478198 0.36202615 376.04868 50.9616 554.7231 0.9623051 0.6201586 1.3164524 0.22634229 0.39203635 0.8807641 57.266033 27.527203
5.96052 2.1147406 3.6628382 0.2392552 728.4809 78.4396 1232.0693 0.92546976 0.7698375 1.2183983 0.13159643 0.22793171 0.63592315 61.15367 52.8965
1.236106 0.07772797 0.1346288 0.45115072 68.8213 63.981003 72.882996 1.1045988 1.0120635 1.2649677 0.07618958 0.13196422 0.28473598 42.237568 33.2903
0.51583606 0.05455184 0.09448655 0.02102503 109.38727 94.62 125.2885 1.2093334 0.6497379 2.8235786 0.6177356 1.0699495 0.70726407 215.00075 114.9731
1.054388 0.0129412 0.02241482 0.1578773 86.04173 47.0323 110.8948 0.86936915 0.793847 0.9808393 0.05479978 0.09491601 0.15578346 27.661268 21.646902
0.7085038 0.03576139 0.06194054 0.01492113 49.124836 29.803799 60.7686 1.1611965 0.99024963 1.5805107 0.1822691 0.31569934 0.4346298 37.428497 23.955002
135.0636 394.0049 0.01189617 228.5872
3.6891456 0.99788916 1.7283947 0.19206174 477.47018 87.8383 724.4612 1.2064997 1.0106658 1.4279257 0.12139145 0.21025614 0.20088989 76.9162 60.1
1.1079404 0.18473293 0.31996682 0.2603086 64.8914 56.1932 77.3396 1.3383904 1.0783677 1.8198475 0.21521387 0.37276134 0.20601745 56.741867 34.2222
1.3228868 0.01998179 0.03460947 0.00390118 126.04266 113.401794 135.2749 0.97939724 0.8660682 1.0916487 0.06605198 0.11440539 0.7860583 56.8143 49.048397
1.1764594 0.24321829 0.42126644 0.47171 62.225906 41.6896 94.26131 1.0139282 0.840374 1.1219851 0.0959105 0.16612187 0.89647263 31.7372 24.269402
1.3749313 0.07168655 0.12416475 0.07273341 77.59254 67.9018 93.9412 0.6908973 0.5468951 1.0520563 0.15055004 0.2607603 0.22134674 26.518867 17.523901
0.9471711 0.1333115 0.23090228 0.19224161 959.3984 653.1663 1358.9752 1.0296475 0.8496944 1.1887368 0.10364303 0.17951499 0.79749835 805.6888 645.29443
1.8464228 0.14194307 0.2458526 0.04152134 363.5689 178.827 501.0394 0.7004064 0.4733361 0.94331616 0.14788792 0.25614938 0.22384138 67.10717 33.3952
0.66220766 0.04840107 0.08383311 0.02126588 307.49213 150.5462 459.50208 1.2015033 0.9701243 1.3862976 0.13209683 0.22879842 0.23408681 252.69797 158.05981
0.5996966 0.05854807 0.10140824 0.02588819 301.83304 223.0534 401.3919 0.97389317 0.7843542 1.1623018 0.11336597 0.19635561 0.83978844 350.45288 318.04712
1.4345404 0.18379346 0.3183396 0.8542419 68.3531 52.6491 87.98871 1.4292815 0.9944981 1.904284 0.28112713 0.48692647 0.20288472 39.66236 20.9896
1.1890626 0.29330188 0.5080137 0.2618579 58.37083 33.3881 84.0897 1.1838299 0.9712504 1.4160281 0.13049316 0.22602078 0.26241732 58.954 57.138496
1.0499027 0.11411829 0.19765867 0.2547206 52.649834 38.311203 66.7126 1.270182 0.86058253 1.9603801 0.31663522 0.5484283 0.42192283 37.486134 18.0589
1.0500245 0.08003511 0.13862486 0.41246942 72.832466 61.060596 90.021805 0.8365645 0.6155762 1.0367439 0.1341472 0.23234975 0.3744706 38.54543 32.322197
1.9803188 0.22540268 0.3904089 0.08330124 355.73087 189.31189 564.0649 0.9388692 0.83592844 1.1258194 0.08689476 0.15050614 0.5636151 78.705666 55.9067
0.97276574 0.19106935 0.33094183 0.17968684 9.558833 8.1554985 10.855198 0.01222417 0.01 0.01826661 0.00253115 0.00438407 0.00207273 -1.6737671 -3.3561
1.2947026 0.08860968 0.15347646 0.34189597 92.01373 76.6438 106.7695 0.7773839 0.6857987 0.9134409 0.06617854 0.11462459 0.09690328 38.003666 29.0003
17.77473 16.992413 29.43172 0.23818138 288.62152 7.851198 485.7958 0.24099347 0.05941892 0.7670844 0.2906886 0.5034874 0.19757551 2.8222008 0.44409943
1.2296455 0.09713373 0.16824056 0.53843313 353.15115 151.4411 456.237 0.5506392 0.3750173 0.85784644 0.13850859 0.23990391 0.13140336 67.78523 50.063904
1.0141248 0.09814538 0.16999279 0.36255836 70.28487 44.202194 91.218 1.6363361 1.1524495 1.9676583 0.29370135 0.5087057 0.10686195 54.1711 28.886599
2.0270867 0.38414744 0.66536283 0.27932522 90.57383 25.202698 127.84 0.85742503 0.51888484 1.6290951 0.31603074 0.5473813 0.6933151 18.618866 9.9093
0.82911557 0.10784013 0.18678458 0.10544786 301.40067 109.0567 436.5849 1.2079598 1.0757852 1.3514591 0.07984215 0.13829066 0.1031261 207.95842 147.2831
1.1051443 0.11848503 0.2052221 0.35808617 210.45404 169.7141 248.1436 1.2638638 1.0723437 1.5771989 0.146771 0.25421482 0.17860496 182.64098 149.5216
0.7830357 0.07219075 0.12503806 0.0596653 257.43283 1.5700663 1.4293246 1.69214 0.07809388 0.13526256 199.92041
1.1453137 0.14512329 0.2513609 0.40847176 1468.8329 1192.3381 1951.9956 0.828556 0.8069405 0.8432072 0.01114523 0.0193041 0.00507525 830.71936 705.21985
2.3103397 0.53206855 0.92156976 0.3277134 873.23474 199.8013 1273.1183 1.0135169 0.82829636 1.1413207 0.10359988 0.17944026 0.9068071 177.99023 163.5213
0.5520039 0.12767021 0.2211313 0.08741753 447.1244 266.2301 672.1289 1.3469621 1.1056317 1.4918227 0.1339738 0.23204944 0.09456168 724.66907 464.206
1.0889859 0.12820855 0.22206372 0.39155367 106.82833 79.179596 144.422 0.52501583 0.41503286 0.6642348 0.07227153 0.12517796 0.04164 38.871597 25.8134
1.2683325 0.14276765 0.24728082 0.73629683 139.0725 104.562004 159.3716 0.9164058 0.7634749 1.1813388 0.12158059 0.21058376 0.5736629 56.903934 40.453598
1.7813311 0.3041067 0.5267283 0.9696507 200.00697 190.7704 208.97472 1.243772 0.95743185 1.6650883 0.20348331 0.35244343 0.30695543 107.3799 61.903297
1.0876036 0.10872395 0.1883154 0.6730755 87.4776 68.5139 107.9355 0.59802115 0.46903008 0.90642446 0.12914322 0.22368263 0.13297361 33.178497 23.4133
1.1659635 0.15516242 0.2687492 0.5941791 168.95633 121.17551 218.9293 1.0659512 0.9409142 1.2287748 0.08302997 0.14381212 0.4967238 78.86743 62.609703
1.5105538 0.14452444 0.25032368 0.23709117 146.18883 128.8514 179.0439 0.8894492 0.86958504 0.91063523 0.01185264 0.02052938 0.01268932 61.774998 55.347298
0.960988 0.19018604 0.32941186 0.24025813 605.92267 364.8487 814.0436 0.876976 0.7716036 1.0097715 0.06865273 0.11891002 0.23410612 471.69998 461.7165
1.4345444 0.18959054 0.32838044 0.82716787 96.39333 76.21651 128.6346 0.8703613 0.8002633 0.91847 0.03707073 0.06420839 0.08241063 46.16643 36.7964
2.2470496 0.31526175 0.54604936 0.18250567 69.2764 47.021797 98.5752 0.9122142 0.7904637 1.1331646 0.10153641 0.17586622 0.49245378 23.409168 21.515902
0.76110184 0.03444113 0.05965378 0.01977117 138.6947 65.2755 187.3957 1.1706331 1.0298353 1.4190992 0.11553662 0.2001153 0.24912997 84.971535 59.536797
0.99815184 0.19098237 0.33079118 0.25683302 1450.967 808.2326 1931.1302 1.432126 1.2556946 1.8130865 0.17105764 0.29628053 0.09337564 1790.3732 1392.5012
1.6682082 0.14851145 0.2572294 0.11067762 2597.3237 1122.7719 3952.1533 0.6813257 0.40111557 1.0178572 0.19962025 0.34575242 0.2994372 538.55975 223.1279
0.778002 0.02029906 0.035159 0.00837767 2228.1829 1109.7314 2986.5842 1.1370293 1.0541106 1.1897432 0.04337354 0.07512518 0.07789589 1287.0164 950.1256
4.1698236 1.033763 1.7905301 0.13757852 468.1681 93.9994 726.4758 1.1829075 0.76634175 1.7579788 0.2971983 0.5147625 0.5570874 71.66887 34.7136
1.4618392 0.0885581 0.15338713 0.06403206 229.46457 105.6816 295.917 0.9785571 0.807684 1.2318302 0.12208433 0.21145625 0.8766784 63.9828 49.569
0.8749184 0.12249562 0.21216863 0.12200356 32.0326 25.2743 45.1602 1.1740522 1.068102 1.2783145 0.06126929 0.10612153 0.09116617 35.386665 33.8341
0.95407075 0.05394794 0.09344057 0.11209576 6798.145 5822.7905 8329.186 1.2206073 1.0459293 1.3405915 0.0954079 0.16525133 0.12452281 5814.468 4282.289
1.058978 0.12874636 0.22299524 0.26949343 125.234604 85.5558 176.5742 1.0923306 0.75218403 1.4974844 0.22619945 0.39178893 0.70310086 103.04926 58.8188
7.9969144 2.7366893 4.7400846 0.18071917 519.0316 55.1672 921.4417 0.89854425 0.8264584 0.9853468 0.045864 0.07943878 0.17055346 33.987167 26.688702
1.0087345 0.07775521 0.13467598 0.31721923 126.59866 77.910095 159.1821 0.81778777 0.52755105 1.0458449 0.1863946 0.32284492 0.45658216 44.996433 36.859703
1.4760877 0.20540448 0.35577098 0.41162083 159.20747 54.832203 232.454 0.85632485 0.7354022 0.9947961 0.07511896 0.13010985 0.21732964 39.118496 31.7382
0.76363325 0.08247077 0.14284356 0.07528352 85.13777 48.8739 129.0469 0.8834271 0.64646477 1.0645561 0.1414195 0.24494575 0.5128655 45.358467 29.875301
0.90497714 0.25397128 0.43989116 0.19795112 33.361534 13.406502 45.6398 1.1799853 1.0950228 1.3292495 0.07122494 0.1233652 0.11074714 42.53093 32.7362
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1.2365315 0.13359727 0.23139726 0.67345953 123.589424 91.3142 149.39299 0.9753534 0.73483586 1.1551697 0.14110315 0.24439782 0.8770825 50.73707 49.057
1.9098506 0.27648717 0.47888982 0.21280287 126.65209 42.6137 181.43889 0.988893 0.7730606 1.3364865 0.16173567 0.28013438 0.9508235 29.991966 26.926401
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0.7947387 0.04477857 0.07755875 0.03183423 68.1666 35.2246 98.029305 1.2346729 1.0460178 1.4143753 0.10974931 0.19009137 0.1397996 44.735966 35.2838
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7.8603544 3.8764946 6.7142854 0.23839743 125.5011 8.7729 214.829 0.3873213 0.20594642 0.82213855 0.17783043 0.30801132 0.14349526 3.3065994 2.0789986
1.0440291 0.10889798 0.18861683 0.25189963 840.3214 600.5721 1070.9456 0.9509901 0.7079366 1.3060097 0.1724838 0.2987507 0.8033048 424.07117 234.1903
3.362871 0.6183389 1.0709944 0.20574853 286.45645 83.9405 524.19965 0.73302245 0.6104277 0.8512572 0.07194385 0.1246104 0.08594628 38.2631 24.7397
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0.8308986 0.15101759 0.26157013 0.12316346 147.01347 94.333405 233.52719 1.4011624 1.068439 1.8844943 0.23494804 0.40694192 0.17647912 252.00874 218.775
1.0990103 0.21476729 0.37198785 0.3068827 239.34004 190.8316 305.8074 1.0261503 0.88978976 1.3638189 0.14819987 0.2566897 0.87271273 146.75287 120.1306
1.4449064 0.5422202 0.9391529 0.5568913 52.466896 15.933395 88.2993 1.0138834 0.97818464 1.0565592 0.02273152 0.03937214 0.60109484 26.9076 20.699196
1.1931373 0.16359152 0.28334883 0.5900848 489.64548 358.875 681.61145 1.200174 1.0320576 1.366594 0.09858541 0.17075494 0.15523024 263.9243 207.9135
0.93054193 0.12287485 0.21282548 0.23155108 551.52454 366.283 748.2476 1.8898758 1.4498228 2.2346973 0.25683352 0.44484872 0.04161721 553.062 328.1843
0.88748115 0.12078903 0.20921274 0.12528744 878.38965 716.9239 994.059 1.2659549 1.0524106 1.60795 0.16057374 0.27812186 0.20065004 730.8483 569.41
1.0371171 0.13700937 0.23730718 0.22650135 143.49191 1.3363614 0.9865554 1.5779982 0.20665975 0.35794517 111.660805
1.3603202 0.15372826 0.26626515 0.7232768 118.93647 45.5658 183.0253 0.6816622 0.5519896 1.016598 0.14048575 0.24332845 0.19533738 26.825531 20.3098
1.2244067 0.12644291 0.21900554 0.8980979 121.68743 47.749603 177.5014 0.7667794 0.75302434 0.77746093 0.00725636 0.01256838 0.00126736 32.5625 25.632202
0.97934455 0.13176514 0.22822392 0.18889003 133.95346 105.76729 158.5616 1.3001012 0.99830246 2.025807 0.30123734 0.5217584 0.3605262 112.537994 67.4853
1.1375711 0.09139565 0.15830192 0.7294083 601.79095 260.8584 799.5944 1.1572828 0.8326811 1.4260173 0.1968357 0.34092942 0.47297004 276.98535 152.17511
2.6791167 0.41998827 0.727441 0.10419434 210.04686 67.0577 315.0216 1.0788039 0.9710519 1.3142184 0.10733417 0.18590823 0.5227713 42.6401 29.686901
1.0363173 0.05646146 0.09779412 0.31191948 86.405334 78.8696 91.3412 1.1315302 0.9042647 1.4402349 0.15443286 0.26748556 0.4555897 64.53444 43.3269
1.6166235 0.13389586 0.23191443 0.09966305 150.16376 75.0773 209.5768 0.91205853 0.7594242 1.0309521 0.08565396 0.148357 0.42783794 39.1499 25.5972
5.37539 2.7642994 4.787907 0.32663366 322.71222 23.6794 518.1032 0.7358151 0.58015203 0.96843845 0.11154102 0.1931947 0.17584121 20.817299 15.291597
1.6485481 0.2934504 0.508271 0.7970091 199.65506 56.139996 335.58368 0.60768616 0.5394532 0.6801295 0.04083541 0.07072901 0.01760258 35.885334 29.2343
0.7805127 0.12834527 0.22230051 0.13622418 51.845036 36.153 73.2023 1.4703825 0.8486061 3.272446 0.6858549 1.1879356 0.44560674 55.85794 30.4929
1.8516002 0.22954166 0.39757782 0.13760497 611.82434 224.164 843.4106 0.8479144 0.79967517 0.9057887 0.03069199 0.05316009 0.04483893 124.7898 107.2735
2.9119177 0.74546415 1.2911818 0.16118735 182.5269 40.2276 263.2532 0.62185246 0.56399316 0.69118226 0.0366868 0.06354341 0.01499848 16.843634 14.316601
1.3721129 0.0210535 0.03646573 0.00306488 68.398766 37.669804 87.618004 0.66434705 0.47001696 1.0317554 0.1604175 0.27785125 0.21974494 13.802934 7.420601
2.284495 0.4283081 0.7418514 0.33229715 211.61067 57.319195 335.89688 0.9554292 0.75550497 1.1490505 0.11947922 0.20694408 0.7476445 44.697166 43.9267
3.2404208 0.8708599 1.5083736 0.19092987 334.0498 65.178406 525.346 0.9914456 0.84188086 1.3705163 0.16371459 0.28356197 0.962502 50.5212 32.0476
1.4506466 0.2639619 0.45719543 0.53058714 124.190865 113.9512 129.39389 0.9922248 0.8230504 1.1292112 0.09564389 0.16566008 0.94244075 65.2917 42.163998
1.2480457 0.01309568 0.02268239 0.00284648 293.1591 264.6515 316.7206 0.93340844 0.81323326 1.0001054 0.06455327 0.11180954 0.42265 131.6185 112.41991
0.935576 0.20433396 0.3539168 0.174128 193.42976 125.296005 242.5512 1.261903 1.064424 1.5719059 0.14686757 0.2543821 0.18097219 245.29637 158.6942
0.7280398 0.01028613 0.0178161 0.00180134 194.60663 106.0958 247.3021 1.0041916 0.7767911 1.3490849 0.16434671 0.28465685 0.9815761 103.258934 94.3138
1.5981675 0.19625509 0.33992377 0.5023619 5196.719 4163.36 6535.098 1.4278573 0.9967346 1.9791908 0.29233167 0.5063333 0.21492144 3921.9397 2273.7815
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0.71216846 0.03146369 0.05449672 0.01252425 81.1651 47.819405 99.185295 1.0710857 0.870976 1.1925049 0.11167978 0.19343504 0.5750273 52.429367 39.17
1.5801803 0.36130428 0.6257974 0.42380065 175.77231 33.1444 371.0727 1.4083639 1.2117661 1.7986071 0.17573787 0.3043869 0.10897397 112.62483 73.9852
1.4681011 0.2305167 0.39926663 0.71079457 581.212 537.64996 646.2174 1.3425772 1.0393624 1.6926745 0.19259575 0.33358562 0.17244656 363.26425 218.8934
1.0205195 0.12968639 0.22462341 0.2702737 102.141365 73.196 140.172 0.7844897 0.47157103 1.0189754 0.20976858 0.36332983 0.44090074 59.45157 39.6696
1.7183685 0.15266936 0.2644311 0.07447256 739.9477 553.2382 866.3642 0.6789717 0.42945337 1.0525843 0.18506822 0.32054755 0.2735379 210.4068 125.311005
51.9497 74.722 0.3071348 47.77007
1.2574524 0.06828939 0.11828069 0.21915919 140.66493 86.3931 173.86429 1.0970258 0.9426384 1.2037593 0.08425964 0.14594199 0.34958902 54.4173 43.376904
3.5610037 1.2346127 2.138412 0.7851898 80.65147 6.7672005 169.68451 0.04784192 0.01 1.0950294 1.0896387 1.8873096 0.19162971 -3.3689332 -22.1082
0.6924998 0.04430529 0.07673901 0.02051248 79.52006 49.3516 104.2641 1.1874261 1.0167884 1.5606353 0.16507949 0.28592604 0.3367543 60.17104 48.533104
0.9895538 0.0177131 0.03067999 0.12515116 412.28094 212.3493 551.588 1.1973847 1.1075912 1.2897987 0.05276366 0.09138934 0.05480624 193.97522 157.2809
1.5801076 0.11570111 0.20040019 0.07895066 71.97946 33.0539 97.0262 1.212752 1.1017622 1.4654815 0.11556136 0.20015813 0.17843272 23.875834 20.486502
0.56559855 0.05615961 0.09727129 0.02487652 529.06464 319.1994 766.6381 1.2389872 1.1190616 1.3735875 0.07349568 0.12729825 0.06848541 494.93768 445.7919
1.3733076 0.1448609 0.25090644 0.68345416 760.76086 556.8595 955.76324 0.6112988 0.37916735 0.7791778 0.15245989 0.26406828 0.17546426 269.96024 135.3138
1.4685583 0.20217751 0.3501817 0.89011335 359.2573 287.98328 423.249 1.066849 0.6532832 1.3712084 0.27390307 0.47441402 0.8165937 160.30006 85.8032
1.2286739 0.23522018 0.4074133 0.60912025 890.274 450.77222 1279.6117 1.1080598 0.78402954 1.3806895 0.19854143 0.34388384 0.6171474 622.41766 500.0861
0.8412461 0.08881694 0.15383545 0.0838851 113.3593 52.356796 182.3551 0.9945397 0.75328195 1.2904648 0.15764683 0.27305233 0.97513247 67.2164 38.3401
5.302925 2.2118502 3.8310368 0.24004142 336.0755 34.2706 494.37238 1.007565 0.73335606 1.346575 0.18149725 0.31436244 0.9697293 32.384533 20.7029
1.3947768 0.26880342 0.46558118 0.4021992 80.3275 74.3231 92.2243 1.1014714 0.8986738 1.6331817 0.22343491 0.38700062 0.6722251 53.56763 34.6215
0.6398297 0.04841515 0.08385749 0.02032974 1546.0391 1004.2103 1817.1412 1.5529077 1.1543657 1.9139842 0.24081843 0.41710973 0.10187987 1847.0416 1041.8993
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1.6451179 0.20747314 0.35935402 0.32249865 390.7321 282.21652 544.906 0.66734296 0.6504828 0.6995378 0.01574723 0.02727501 0.00338382 119.135864 101.4557
1.8022766 0.23745991 0.4112926 0.24205902 401.14438 316.1287 528.7854 0.5583895 0.28587782 1.0907941 0.24246377 0.41995955 0.27071518 115.61843 48.5431
0.72052544 0.10770843 0.18655647 0.09383992 466.2747 155.2899 625.5391 1.2401772 1.0772812 1.459062 0.1100776 0.19065998 0.13487326 342.4939 270.6186
0.78553563 0.09880483 0.17113498 0.08678484 331.95358 121.5361 470.3941 1.3647346 1.2004722 1.6809931 0.14467488 0.25058424 0.09781955 262.6318 217.6836
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21.786156 18.5856 32.191204 0.18339173 1090.3855 34.7903 1671.1482 1.0602361 0.99074864 1.2067596 0.06886426 0.1192764 0.46167335 26.924501 19.759298
1.2247375 0.10372696 0.17966036 0.62407124 119.88994 50.396004 155.21721 1.1615365 0.98980385 1.5393515 0.16654527 0.28846487 0.4001739 47.3407 37.986
63.4917 181.8732 0.1500378 181.1171
2.8459654 0.54198176 0.9387399 0.22231096 183.04356 110.2381 284.5838 0.9122634 0.71734774 1.0671732 0.1125814 0.1949967 0.53027457 54.9835 36.7823
1.2429552 0.15898563 0.2753712 0.8686818 57.72727 40.877804 74.4728 0.92284334 0.4539483 1.5835559 0.38033924 0.65876687 0.8485252 25.331268 8.5854
0.9288716 0.10668824 0.18478945 0.1640228 70.361496 26.553402 106.5064 1.0767585 0.8108993 1.5866456 0.22272786 0.38577598 0.7477861 36.412567 25.4268
4.5145717 1.4001477 2.4251268 0.16416521 761.91656 121.0274 1121.4664 0.76052505 0.5485199 0.9327421 0.1281545 0.2219701 0.23911569 63.852505 41.261
1.5035634 0.29504478 0.5110325 0.7629443 2145.0962 1509.6749 2963.4087 1.4264 0.97415 2.1542869 0.34093398 0.59051496 0.26200533 1415.5757 731.0895
1.5609357 0.2964792 0.513517 0.88763803 103.896904 75.332504 143.0771 1.4576547 1.1379812 2.1555727 0.29715535 0.51468813 0.19719887 62.044796 50.536003
1.7408881 0.14745316 0.25539637 0.05056847 203.1392 151.65701 249.952 1.1152754 1.0773634 1.1720939 0.0284239 0.04923165 0.05042748 85.927765 73.9706
1.4106767 0.1301191 0.2253729 0.42340988 123.58111 108.152504 141.76141 0.91806716 0.8240653 1.0886734 0.07961107 0.13789041 0.42600328 60.159733 46.1989
2.5253153 0.48444068 0.83907586 0.26601508 251.48814 65.0981 435.7571 1.0372105 0.8225572 1.6408737 0.24758686 0.428833 0.8880684 54.450436 33.4957
1.6593668 0.08478919 0.14685918 0.01988568 75.4287 38.6501 98.0014 0.6441273 0.43052176 0.8644208 0.13875782 0.2403356 0.16929361 12.773135 7.699501
1.3178003 0.14181226 0.24562605 0.8594508 128.92503 91.8917 154.0518 0.63026506 0.45656893 0.849883 0.11609406 0.20108081 0.12404193 34.017963 18.308598
0.7277551 0.12923412 0.22384006 0.11398638 3487.985 2550.076 5290.4624 1.2292824 1.0320925 1.3789715 0.10987139 0.19030282 0.14580002 3171.3542 2079.7373
1.7411855 0.25615963 0.44368148 0.6178955 115.21253 83.5912 156.6382 0.52887046 0.4099055 0.68862957 0.08059247 0.13959025 0.05111633 30.724333 26.300901
0.91543096 0.10678376 0.18495488 0.125328 48.788204 37.302704 55.578003 1.4914765 1.3607448 1.7211432 0.10863134 0.188155 0.03139057 44.593365 33.1965
1.0517422 0.05498579 0.09523819 0.37295872 1316.3756 1233.843 1358.5164 1.434282 1.1486225 1.6055701 0.16076913 0.2784603 0.0831579 1178.1863 1079.5231
0.7270316 0.04795133 0.08305413 0.03045979 80.87303 46.832397 112.7731 0.81032777 0.4638552 1.2079493 0.24813879 0.42978898 0.54049325 38.10773 27.029999
1.3605675 0.197354 0.34182715 0.6430619 732.71484 631.7471 864.491 1.2528961 0.8525877 1.5261474 0.24802783 0.4295968 0.36214316 412.11545 358.12338
1.3212206 0.08757251 0.15168002 0.21410604 180.79865 82.0595 260.738 1.2292147 0.98159355 1.8153089 0.24764703 0.42893723 0.402236 73.14293 45.4843
0.9663845 0.09832264 0.1702998 0.19224466 526.3271 356.4051 652.9036 1.3143452 1.2804248 1.3645833 0.0252879 0.04379993 0.00491532 349.2733 271.56268
1.2029388 0.21924846 0.37974948 0.37959433 201.84975 172.47311 245.514 1.2395155 0.9354561 1.7753868 0.24071068 0.4169231 0.37375614 143.6734 83.8778
1.820152 0.24386545 0.42238733 0.16602494 1017.6309 357.76532 1388.7031 0.6968401 0.5432491 0.9918145 0.12958075 0.22444044 0.18468782 172.74263 125.51001
1.0158188 0.09996933 0.17315196 0.36309317 60.356705 38.140102 78.3851 1.1266241 1.0394125 1.2491353 0.06125804 0.10610203 0.15907972 29.990635 26.971
0.40072575 0.03942439 0.06828505 0.01124187 125.963295 1.4548959 1.0696709 1.875777 0.24401118 0.42263976 212.49213
3.5681717 1.2517726 2.1681337 0.41881537 429.35703 50.210297 748.93756 0.83725315 0.6777718 0.981933 0.09304243 0.16115423 0.248067 52.711033 33.4029
0.95764744 0.1780564 0.30840275 0.20369518 227.05635 189.35999 285.02148 1.0908966 0.77702355 1.7469804 0.27721983 0.48015884 0.7545405 190.79697 112.377396
3.4060042 1.4612749 2.5310023 0.4054519 478.34967 50.313602 738.1002 0.8164057 0.7345119 0.96037567 0.06764003 0.11715596 0.13297774 51.124332 45.714394
0.8379686 0.23508748 0.40718347 0.16909823 227.04826 95.5592 376.4629 1.2639467 0.546531 2.144992 0.6169105 1.0685203 0.6361053 493.7334 164.4505
3.8027573 1.4205538 2.4604714 0.28760323 98.2134 12.336899 154.75461 0.11914924 0.01 0.72366947 0.80381083 1.3922412 0.23868266 -2.5640674 -19.259201
1.3612587 0.23629849 0.409281 0.6995507 81.7541 69.6508 104.2167 0.8963041 0.58192873 1.1563416 0.20169587 0.3493475 0.6641752 35.77233 17.122898
3.0517902 0.67057097 1.161463 0.13565223 377.4453 91.7256 539.25793 0.8142993 0.7300335 0.9598361 0.06850348 0.11865151 0.13350712 47.944332 35.402
3.057173 0.8424517 1.4591691 0.20808621 100.43293 19.567299 141.1642 1.0078135 0.47991246 1.5911834 0.4204991 0.7283258 0.9852964 18.108034 5.7372
1.2354579 0.06231052 0.10792498 0.20182449 52.116802 46.532 57.659805 1.2802503 0.79186726 1.8609111 0.3390961 0.58733165 0.43077183 35.9153 24.748299
1.1812115 0.2158542 0.37387043 0.33943808 6836.1396 3969.562 9935.243 0.74037945 0.6036507 0.84178627 0.07702531 0.13341175 0.10043514 4013.7146 3196.9536
3.1384108 0.6678249 1.1567067 0.20320812 483.78183 111.024506 847.9886 0.6829899 0.47902352 0.90629387 0.13153926 0.22783267 0.17907578 58.354565 30.390501
1.2571923 0.17798048 0.30827123 0.8508845 289.4677 99.874504 394.0127 1.0251849 0.68033034 1.5898398 0.26344198 0.4562949 0.92852795 98.6311 82.8916
5.7160206 3.0570326 5.2949357 0.2892371 403.1617 29.649796 615.99005 0.5909626 0.3418212 1.2833374 0.26658225 0.461734 0.3177207 20.701937 10.2104
0.7579881 0.05131436 0.08887907 0.03785512 915.8686 538.5556 1270.2957 1.0129739 0.88549393 1.1544245 0.07791953 0.13496058 0.881815 526.2835 415.4644
1.025647 0.13436648 0.23272957 0.20503794 357.03568 289.9461 422.4834 1.0428067 0.94097054 1.2133793 0.08100913 0.14031193 0.6421301 208.65103 188.0547
0.70059776 0.05500662 0.09527426 0.03288562 115.81233 69.9104 161.48929 1.0916865 1.0262097 1.2117932 0.05741695 0.09944908 0.2366086 79.4005 58.8886
4.1203704 1.2269698 2.125174 0.33940172 224.64774 29.8614 424.0002 0.80733275 0.666704 1.0619829 0.11523116 0.19958621 0.26743415 24.222967 18.761501
0.9520449 0.14959171 0.25910044 0.18981001 74.0852 23.6964 113.32669 1.1149722 0.824228 1.5108792 0.19961618 0.34574535 0.5973456 42.33623 40.120598
1.1099491 0.10055272 0.1741624 0.5544043 56.483532 23.4991 75.3891 0.62614113 0.57694054 0.71363974 0.04151508 0.07190623 0.01934843 14.092 10.188499
1.9793931 0.30922118 0.5355868 0.42782736 63.609398 38.9329 93.5163 0.9437544 0.5860612 1.2303292 0.23528318 0.4075224 0.8309998 27.570932 16.024601
1.3707169 0.0605698 0.10490997 0.04604204 107.296135 63.956295 136.5303 0.30902663 0.07263356 0.94374484 0.383538 0.6643073 0.26171592 14.703499 3.065796
1.0075077 0.10539673 0.18255249 0.42282018 134.7964 115.68271 151.5156 0.7200505 0.6275892 0.9364548 0.09588033 0.1660696 0.12971248 63.567966 55.2872
1.0206497 0.2755371 0.47724426 0.19383684 69.852936 28.029202 129.77469 1.3548126 1.1474494 1.5323116 0.117466 0.20345709 0.07201728 125.795135 97.7176
1.9860985 0.4956084 0.8584189 0.4474673 168.96338 37.249596 236.95752 1.085873 1.052929 1.1149243 0.01809614 0.03134343 0.03855221 41.1922 33.961197
0.8616404 0.17095907 0.2961098 0.13919099 44.96633 37.2149 53.828297 1.0256925 0.7682526 1.3596308 0.17256805 0.29889664 0.8918116 49.221104 27.600101
4.9589877 1.8796469 3.2556438 0.19078815 252.5154 31.664803 369.06628 0.6717 0.45097113 1.0266367 0.16677052 0.28885502 0.2362505 16.689667 8.436701
1.7768519 0.11095396 0.19217789 0.02636785 116.182 54.716797 168.6593 0.99085563 0.6431885 1.7280686 0.30881992 0.5348918 0.9777572 28.631931 16.6956
1.9838316 0.24502017 0.42438737 0.10377795 411.18326 286.2857 574.67847 1.4075204 1.1590225 1.6139205 0.1415201 0.24511999 0.07568307 150.31981 96.1853
1.1556369 0.06739318 0.1167284 0.7440989 94.53983 58.029102 113.413605 0.78088075 0.6895821 0.8346404 0.04872818 0.08439968 0.05784842 28.291368 23.191902
1.031636 0.1882373 0.32603654 0.41861078 70.59823 42.646896 88.9995 0.6742065 0.51093996 0.8049499 0.09609096 0.16643442 0.10691556 34.0194 24.9941
0.96734196 0.09380579 0.16247639 0.1514082 2554.5745 1812.5874 3042.0269 1.288894 1.1446537 1.4272288 0.08305321 0.14385237 0.05850424 1707.6862 1537.9229
0.8550671 0.12915412 0.22370149 0.16753598 492.4788 336.7236 735.98083 1.1893739 1.144933 1.2329487 0.02546819 0.04411219 0.01489494 334.32715 269.9141
1.6458879 0.17028594 0.2949439 0.09719378 957.094 376.7984 1274.5146 1.2494229 0.69945574 2.0430672 0.4209761 0.72915196 0.5501039 304.0426 212.0464
0.98514694 0.12868658 0.22289169 0.24760486 163.2411 114.28841 231.10141 1.0536349 0.97497135 1.1200697 0.0431329 0.07470837 0.32957116 86.75746 74.7254
54.7176 BG075014 A (PRKA) protein 11
Max Raw
Gene 
Symbol Genbank Description
36.376 N/A BG074936 11 days embryo gonad cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:7030407I18 product:unclassifiable, full insert sequence
1.8890991 N/A BG076098 17 days embryo heart cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:I920018H16 product:hypothetical protein, full insert sequence
613.1527 Agpat3 BG067216 1-acylglycerol-3-phosphate O-acyltransferase 3
86.3492 Agpat5 BG078778 1-acylglycerol-3-phosphate O-acyltransferase 5 (lysophosphatidic acid acyltransferase, epsilon)
33.752197 Bpgm BG087709 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate mutase
162.9612 Hmgcs2 BG087678 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-Coenzyme A synthase 2
351.4914 Ywhag BG082998 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, gamma polypeptide
45.6648 Oxct1 AW553875 3-oxoacid CoA transferase 1
66.752 Pdpk1 AI843848 3-phosphoinositide dependent protein kinase-1
51.7103 Xrn2 BG065507 5'-3' exoribonuclease 2
56.5878 Nt5dc1 BG078939 5'-nucleotidase domain containing 1
176.6628 Nt5dc3 AI840245 5'-nucleotidase domain containing 3
79.6354 Nt5c3l BG063194 5'-nucleotidase, cytosolic III-like
24.7908 Pfkfb3 AI326331 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 3
19715.242 Pts BG072031 6-pyruvoyl-tetrahydropterin synthase
129.9559 AW907654 BG074275 7 days embryo whole body cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:C430040N23 product:unclassifiable, full insert sequence
42.2611 Adamts6 BG072942 A disintegrin-like and metallopeptidase (reprolysin type) with thrombospondin type 1 motif, 6
Akap11  kinase  anchor  
94.2297 Abhd14b BG074169 Abhydrolase domain containing 14b
55.8454 Abi2 BG076316 Abl-interactor 2
49.753498 Aaas BG077011 Achalasia, adrenocortical insufficiency, alacrimia
20.663101 Aco2 BG076199 Aconitase 2, mitochondrial
357.23608 Arpc2 BG063604 Actin related protein 2/3 complex, subunit 2
66.9346 Actn1 BG063173 Actinin, alpha 1
75.0474 Ascc3l1 BG075018 Activating signal cointegrator 1 complex subunit 3-like 1
19.6201 Arc BG067360 Activity regulated cytoskeletal-associated protein
32.925903 Acot7 BG069979 Acyl-CoA thioesterase 7
23.510498 Acot9 BG063815 Acyl-CoA thioesterase 9
20.586498 Acad8 BG087934 Acyl-Coenzyme A dehydrogenase family, member 8
95.8178 Acadl BG066557 Acyl-Coenzyme A dehydrogenase, long-chain
69.057205 Acadl BG071911 Acyl-Coenzyme A dehydrogenase, long-chain
138.68251 Acadvl BG074630 Acyl-Coenzyme A dehydrogenase, very long chain
741.2849 Ap2a2 C78001 Adaptor protein complex AP-2, alpha 2 subunit
433.96912 Ap2b1 BG072388 Adaptor-related protein complex 2, beta 1 subunit
414.9944 Ap3b2 BG072491 Adaptor-related protein complex 3, beta 2 subunit
56.671097 Ap1m1 BG076850 Adaptor-related protein complex AP-1, mu subunit 1
293.91382 Aprt BG079455 Adenine phosphoribosyl transferase
37.5931 Apc BG076990 Adenomatosis polyposis coli
65.0703 Adarb1 BG076226 Adenosine deaminase, RNA-specific, B1
99.8375 Adcyap1r1 BG085699 Adenylate cyclase activating polypeptide 1 receptor 1
189.28821 Ak7 BG070721 Adenylate kinase 7
104.0948 Amigo3 AI413948 Adhesion molecule with Ig like domain 3
29.943798 Adipor2 BG074607 Adiponectin receptor 2
65.7288 Arl15 BG066477 ADP-ribosylation factor-like 15
5867.7017 Anks3 BG072472 Ankyrin repeat containing
174.2746 Arl5a BG076736 ADP-ribosylation factor-like 5A
603.3949 Arl6ip2 BG068644 ADP-ribosylation factor-like 6 interacting protein 2
80.07359 Arl8b BG088532 ADP-ribosylation factor-like 8B
351.673 Adprhl2 BG077058 ADP-ribosylhydrolase like 2
480.1231 N/A BG083742 Adult male liver tumor cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:C730024P13 product:unclassifiable, full insert sequence
444.1323 N/A BG074389 Adult male olfactory brain cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:6430591E23 product:unclassifiable, full insert sequence
68.7437 Aldh1a1 BG076366 Aldehyde dehydrogenase family 1, subfamily A1
52.4841 Akr1c14 BG070105 Aldo-keto reductase family 1, member C14
23.6081 Aldoc BG080229 Aldolase 3, C isoform
49.819702 A4galt BG077191 Alpha 1,4-galactosyltransferase
52.234196 Atrx BG084543 Alpha thalassemia/mental retardation syndrome X-linked homolog (human)
100.02539 Accn1 BG069930 Amiloride-sensitive cation channel 1, neuronal (degenerin)
9.8713 Aass BG076194 Aminoadipate-semialdehyde synthase
221.7475 Alas1 AU042924 Aminolevulinic acid synthase 1
177.53491 Npepps BG076835 Aminopeptidase puromycin sensitive
16.883 Npepl1 BG076209 Aminopeptidase-like 1
608.7466 Aplp2 BG088573 Amyloid beta (A4) precursor-like protein 2
163.8341 Anapc7 BG064663 Anaphase promoting complex subunit 7
424.0265 Aup1 BG086461 Ancient ubiquitous protein
1706.187 Abpb BG068227 Androgen binding protein beta
173.0991 Abpe C78625 Androgen binding protein epsilon
97.67729 Ankib1 BG065322 Ankyrin repeat and IBR domain containing 1
  and sterile alpha motif domain  3
120.0865 Ankrd11 AW551596 Ankyrin repeat domain 11
423.2819 Ankrd15 BG083092 Ankyrin repeat domain 15
17.161003 Ankrd17 BG063186 Ankyrin repeat domain 17
228.67471 Ankrd17 BG082031 Ankyrin repeat domain 17
33.9603 Ankrd47 BG075321 Ankyrin repeat domain 47
236.738 Anxa7 BG068269 Annexin A7
54.345596 Kin BG072126 Antigenic determinant of rec-A protein
38.912502 Azin1 BG070710 Antizyme inhibitor 1
417.9997 Aak1 BG067888 AP2 associated kinase 1
43.5412 Apxl AW545127 Apical protein, Xenopus laevis-like
51.8292 Apobec1 BG085043 Apolipoprotein B editing complex 1
24.3218 Aqr BG088940 Aquarius
118.2433 Arcn1 BG071887 Archain 1
93.9637 Adc BG075048 Arginine decarboxylase
86.8203 Rsrc1 BG066905 Arginine/serine-rich coiled-coil 1
7633.803 Rnpep BG063381 Arginyl aminopeptidase (aminopeptidase B)
253.8188 Arih1 BG068041 Ariadne ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 binding protein homolog 1 (Drosophila)
26.472599 Armc8 BG081446 Armadillo repeat containing 8
9.643301 Armc9 BG075027 Armadillo repeat containing 9
19.972397 Armcx6 BG075032 Armadillo repeat containing, X-linked 6
62.9227 Ars2 BG079380 Arsenate resistance protein 2
697.1827 Asgr1 AI845829 Asialoglycoprotein receptor 1
39.2014 Asrgl1 BG071283 Asparaginase like 1
46.760597 Alg9 BG078088 Asparagine-linked glycosylation 9 homolog (yeast, alpha 1,2 mannosyltransferase)
44.612698 Arid1b BG076237 AT rich interactive domain 1B (Swi1 like)
57.052498 Arid5b BG075576 AT rich interactive domain 5B (Mrf1 like)
100.675804 Axin1 BG072066 Axin
35.7371 Atxn1 BG080386 Ataxin 1
12115.762 Atpaf2 BG078612 ATP synthase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 2
2494.6692 Atp5b BG073437 ATP synthase, H+ transporting mitochondrial F1 complex, beta subunit
564.3738 Atp5j2 BG073062 ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F0 complex, subunit f, isoform 2
198.57681 Atp5a1 BG078689 ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1 complex, alpha subunit, isoform 1
2300.7878 Atad1 BG070244 ATPase family, AAA domain containing 1
897.3637 Atp8b1 BG070353 ATPase, class I, type 8B, member 1
144.0039 Atp6a1 AW545296 ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal (vacuolar proton pump), alpha 70 kDa, isoform 1
411.9606 Atp6v0a1 BG069276 ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal V0 subunit A1
52.612305 Atp6v0c BG065074 ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal V0 subunit C
3389.3794 Atp6v0c BG077799 ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal V0 subunit C
54.8994 Atp6v1a BG081377 ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal V1 subunit A
360.2826 Atp1b1 AW544616 ATPase, Na+/K+ transporting, beta 1 polypeptide
11.565598 Abca3 BG087249 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family A (ABC1), member 3
85.30751 Abcb10 BG075116 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family B (MDR/TAP), member 10
4563.6216 Abce1 BG063303 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family E (OABP), member 1
11.628401 Abce1 BG087256 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family E (OABP), member 1
36.722996 Abcf3 BG065432 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family F (GCN20), member 3
43.239002 Atn1 AI846068 Atrophin 1
29.0284 Auh BG065856 AU RNA binding protein/enoyl-coenzyme A hydratase
118.42691 Auts2 BG068995 Autism susceptibility candidate 2
70.5121 Auts2 BG075108 Autism susceptibility candidate 2
 1
644.67725 Axin1 BG074720 Axin 1
22.519001 N/A BG076986 Bacteriophage lambda, complete genome
155.4629 Birc6 BG071331 Baculoviral IAP repeat-containing 6
37.873596 Bbs7 BG087553 Bardet-Biedl syndrome 7
382.5956 Bnc2 AW553771 Basonuclin 2
87.5178 Bag1 BG069990 Bcl2-associated athanogene 1
20.4752 Bag2 BG076597 Bcl2-associated athanogene 2
32.0103 Bcl2l10 BG071824 Bcl2-like 10
139.0503 Bscl2 AI841292 Bernardinelli-Seip congenital lipodystrophy 2 homolog (human)
458.8709 B2m BF539742 Beta-2 microglobulin
95.1197 Btrc BG087065 Beta-transducin repeat containing protein
94.839 Bicc1 BG073934 Bicaudal C homolog 1 (Drosophila)
57.362904 Bfar BG063229 Bifunctional apoptosis regulator
133.1229 Btd BG088543 Biotinidase
23.512798 Bms1l BG076732 BMS1-like, ribosome assembly protein (yeast)
519.6595 Bmpr2 AI843268 Bone morphogenic protein receptor, type II (serine/threonine kinase)
38.7746 T2 BG072393 Brachyury 2
14.185398 Bcat1 BG065113 Branched chain aminotransferase 1, cytosolic
662.10614 Bckdhb AI327091 Branched chain ketoacid dehydrogenase E1, beta polypeptide
4695.808 Bcas3 BG063704 Breast carcinoma amplified sequence 3
73.24989 Brf2 BG068328 BRF2, subunit of RNA polymerase III transcription initiation factor, BRF1-like
56.406803 Baz2a BG069319 Bromodomain adjacent to zinc finger domain, 2A
53.9773 Brwd1 BG062988 Bromodomain and WD repeat domain containing 1
104.7753 Brdt BG083761 Bromodomain, testis-specific
100.903305 Btbd9 BG074287 BTB (POZ) domain containing 9
19246.258 Btbd9 BG074957 BTB (POZ) domain containing 9
212.90349 Casd1 BG074394 CAS1 containing
31.357304 Bach1 BG069446 BTB and CNC homology 1
2497.5986 Cdh1 BG072467 Cadherin 1
6327.405 Cdh13 BG066467 Cadherin 13
43.6296 Cdh5 BG077522 Cadherin 5
36.589798 Cabin1 BG065464 Calcineurin binding protein 1
686.16693 Caml BG079870 Calcium modulating ligand
109.05179 Camk1 BG072901 Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase I
220.3916 Camk1d BG071673 Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase ID
115.748 Camk2d BG066203 Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II, delta
43.792397 Calm1 BG076172 Calmodulin 1
730.6943 Calm2 BG076848 Calmodulin 2
1200.9246 Camta2 AW538329 Calmodulin binding transcription activator 2
22.560596 Canx BG077365 Calnexin
191.83739 Capn7 BG081250 Calpain 7
53.0643 Arpp19 BG067795 CAMP-regulated phosphoprotein 19
192.6752 Casc3 AW556296 Cancer susceptibility candidate 3
798.6223 Capza1 NM_009797 Capping protein (actin filament) muscle Z-line, alpha 1
269.2955 Chst10 BG084134 Carbohydrate sulfotransferase 10
41.3371 Car1 BG087771 Carbonic anhydrase 1
109.1102 Car14 BG064943 Carbonic anhydrase 14
62.628204 Cpt1a BG087466 carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1, liver
298.1156 Cilp2 BG063147 Cartilage intermediate layer protein 2
 domain  1
429.23682 Csnk2b BG075196 Casein kinase II, beta subunit
1553.3875 Clpx AW553417 Caseinolytic peptidase X (E.coli)
171.5137 Clpp BG077076 Caseinolytic peptidase, ATP-dependent, proteolytic subunit homolog (E. coli)
114.83869 Cbl BG081399 Casitas B-lineage lymphoma
97.55539 Cflar BG068020 CASP8 and FADD-like apoptosis regulator
50.615597 Casp6 BG076240 Caspase 6
302.8211 Cecr2 BG072074 Cat eye syndrome chromosome region, candidate 2 homolog (human)
28.546902 Cat BG076235 Catalase
2059.4507 Ctnna1 BG065918 Catenin (cadherin associated protein), alpha 1
562.6182 Ctnnd1 C77281 Catenin (cadherin associated protein), delta 1
1236.03 Ctsl BG078496 Cathepsin L
3225.853 Ctsl BG078497 Cathepsin L
87.519295 Cited4 BG082503 Cbp/p300-interacting transactivator, with Glu/Asp-rich carboxy-terminal domain, 4
38.9265 Ctcf BG065301 CCCTC-binding factor
98.24159 Ccrn4l BG071607 CCR4 carbon catabolite repression 4-like (S. cerevisiae)
9.140499 Cnot2 BG069336 CCR4-NOT transcription complex, subunit 2
97.753296 Cnot2 BG087036 CCR4-NOT transcription complex, subunit 2
51.511894 Cnot7 BG081033 CCR4-NOT transcription complex, subunit 7
2452.8555 Cd81 BG075757 CD 81 antigen
68.27331 Cd200 BG088749 Cd200 antigen
11.437601 Cd244 BG076189 CD244 natural killer cell receptor 2B4
262.9059 Cd300lg BG069457 CD300 antigen like family member G
164.21089 Cd34 AI894153 CD34 antigen
2112.195 Cd8b1 BG075370 CD8 antigen, beta chain 1
229.77701 Cd82 BG088538 CD82 antigen
156.90901 Cdc14b BG070282 CDC14 cell division cycle 14 homolog B (S. cerevisiae)
2094.5947 Cct4 BG079699 Chaperonin
8.611801 Cdc42bpa BG076493 Cdc42 binding protein kinase alpha
18.766602 Cdc42se2 BG068059 CDC42 small effector 2
99.711006 Cdc91l1 BG075131 CDC91 cell division cycle 91-like 1 (S. cerevisiae)
72.17249 Clk1 BG065099 CDC-like kinase 1
185.498 Clk3 BG088524 CDC-like kinase 3
70.23959 Cables1 BG066572 Cdk5 and Abl enzyme substrate 1
46.194 Cdk5rap3 AW552725 CDK5 regulatory subunit associated protein 3
22.485401 Cdipt BG065447 CDP-diacylglycerol--inositol 3-phosphatidyltransferase (phosphatidylinositol synthase)
47.9852 Ccrk BG076065 Cell cycle related kinase
56.0239 Cdc2a BG064846 Cell division cycle 2 homolog A (S. pombe)
71.1288 Cdc34 AI841383 Cell division cycle 34 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
72.36761 Cdc5l BG065644 Cell division cycle 5-like (S. pombe)
856.2771 Cdc5l BG082406 Cell division cycle 5-like (S. pombe)
42.534603 Ccar1 BG078647 Cell division cycle and apoptosis regulator 1
7235.948 Centd1 BG065629 Centaurin, delta 1
102.1924 Cetn3 BG075685 Centrin 3
51.320904 Cenpb BG075366 Centromere protein B
17.877998 Cenpe BG081419 Centromere protein E
14.3612995 Cep164 BG077960 Centrosomal protein 164
385.7258 Cerk BG069070 Ceramide kinase
189.0674 Ceecam1 BG085708 Cerebral endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1
572.16174 Cct2 BG084277 Chaperonin subunit 2 (beta)
 subunit 4 (delta)
269.59918 Cct5 BG064770 Chaperonin subunit 5 (epsilon)
93.9185 Cct7 BG065036 Chaperonin subunit 7 (eta)
438.5191 Cct7 BG072445 Chaperonin subunit 7 (eta)
31.748901 Ches1 BG069409 Checkpoint suppressor 1
33.1765 Clic1 BG073116 Chloride intracellular channel 1
60.035004 Csh1 BG076447 Chorionic somatomammotropin hormone 1
319.3189 Chd1 BG071866 Chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 1
59.5164 Clock BG063409 Circadian locomoter output cycles kaput
5467.3457 Clta BG066703 Clathrin, light polypeptide (Lca)
219.7167 Cltb AA409219 Clathrin, light polypeptide (Lcb)
40.0758 Cldn10 AU018835 Claudin 10
96.0779 Cstf2t BG066084 Cleavage stimulation factor, 3' pre-RNA subunit 2, tau
104.4389 Cstf3 BG079704 Cleavage stimulation factor, 3' pre-RNA, subunit 3
398.5101 Clasp1 BG074442 CLIP associating protein 1
49.9356 Clasp2 BG068370 CLIP associating protein 2
15766.824 Mycbp AA409126 C-myc binding protein
195.9906 Copg2 AI851468 Coatomer protein complex, subunit gamma 2
34.555397 Copg2 BG077853 Coatomer protein complex, subunit gamma 2
50.0098 Coq4 AU042964 Coenzyme Q4 homolog (yeast)
21.836803 Coq9 BG087246 Coenzyme Q9 homolog (yeast)
32.280197 Crsp2 C78141 Cofactor required for Sp1 transcriptional activation, subunit 2
18103.625 Ccdc112 BG068902 Coiled-coil domain containing 112
42.7971 Ccdc43 BG066367 Coiled-coil domain containing 43
14.3715 Ccdc56 BG088790 Coiled-coil domain containing 56
5.966299 Ccdc73 AW555050 Coiled-coil domain containing 73
88.687 Ccdc91 BG066758 Coiled-coil domain containing 91
109.210396 Crebbp BG076163 CREB
39.940197 Ccdc95 BG065288 Coiled-coil domain containing 95
77.4984 Ccdc99 BG076416 Coiled-coil domain containing 99
199.43819 Chchd3 C79238 Coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain containing 3
372.16818 Csda BG079767 Cold shock domain protein A
444.6387 Csda BG086929 Cold shock domain protein A
160.7363 Commd9 BG076807 COMM domain containing 9
970.06415 C1s BG069444 Complement component 1, s subcomponent
1029.7445 C3 BG087429 Complement component 3
92.021095 C4b BG075170 Complement component 4B (Childo blood group)
180.9763 Cog8 BG067882 Component of oligomeric golgi complex 8
193.97171 Cops3 BG078381 COP9 (constitutive photomorphogenic) homolog, subunit 3 (Arabidopsis thaliana)
251.43681 Cpne3 BG077779 Copine III
629.1109 C1galt1 BG071849 Core 1 UDP-galactose:N-acetylgalactosamine-alpha-R beta 1,3-galactosyltransferase
42.2215 C1galt1 BG074604 Core 1 UDP-galactose:N-acetylgalactosamine-alpha-R beta 1,3-galactosyltransferase
753.27997 Cnih AI840932 Cornichon homolog (Drosophila)
79.28359 Coro1c BG067880 Coronin, actin binding protein 1C
195.7975 Coro1c BG073217 Coronin, actin binding protein 1C
142.63431 Cttn BG085125 Cortactin
3177.9734 Cox4nb BG073103 COX4 neighbor
61.889 Cxadr BG074484 Coxsackievirus and adenovirus receptor
43.8944 Cfdp1 BG069861 Craniofacial development protein 1
252.6724 Crebbp BG074283 CREB binding protein
 binding protein
958.0072 Crtc3 BG075064 CREB regulated transcription coactivator 3
55.1335 Crxos1 BG071513 Crx opposite strand transcript 1
92.7265 Cry1 BG069864 Cryptochrome 1 (photolyase-like)
42.132603 Crybb1 AI846573 Crystallin, beta B1
38.74 Cryl1 BG068029 Crystallin, lamda 1
90.8508 Cryzl1 BG087058 Crystallin, zeta (quinone reductase)-like 1
1118.1001 Csk AI324651 C-src tyrosine kinase
207.57379 Csk AW554252 C-src tyrosine kinase
22.914799 Csk BG077222 C-src tyrosine kinase
185.62709 Ctdp1 BG087182 CTD (carboxy-terminal domain, RNA polymerase II, polypeptide A) phosphatase, subunit 1
100.9361 Ctr9 BG076810 Ctr9, Paf1/RNA polymerase II complex component, homolog (S. cerevisiae)
133.3909 Cdcp1 AA409659 CUB domain containing protein 1
147.3449 Cul1 BG066227 Cullin 1
109.0302 Cul4a BG075347 Cullin 4A
53.3403 Cul5 BG069781 Cullin 5
81.3201 Cul7 BG074903 Cullin 7
3272.902 Cutl2 BG075023 Cut-like 2 (Drosophila)
72.0219 Ccnc AW539258 Cyclin C
76.257195 Ccnf BG077089 Cyclin F
65.4377 Ccnh BG077073 Cyclin H
820.6385 Cnnm3 AI414192 Cyclin M3
75.093506 Cdkn2c BG085472 Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2C (p18, inhibits CDK4)
39.1694 Cstb AW538704 Cystatin B
15.893902 Cyhr1 BG087565 Cysteine and histidine rich 1
395.3236 Cdo1 BG081135 Cysteine dioxygenase 1, cytosolic
76.788895 Cars BG069079 Cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase
144.50421 Dhx57 BG064252 DEAH Glu Ala Asp/His)
290.87308 Cox6a1 AI893442 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VI a, polypeptide 1
1534.9486 Cox6a1 BE955853 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VI a, polypeptide 1
1009.41437 Cox6a1 NM_007748 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VI a, polypeptide 1
369.6788 Cox6a1 NM_007748 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VI a, polypeptide 1
331.4909 Cox7a2 BG072912 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VIIa 2
1007.66785 Cycs BG063100 Cytochrome c, somatic
578.62195 Cyc1 BG076814 Cytochrome c-1
19.543198 Cyp11a1 BG080864 Cytochrome P450, family 11, subfamily a, polypeptide 1
72.7302 Cyp39a1 BG072216 Cytochrome P450, family 39, subfamily a, polypeptide 1
3308.8948 Cyp7b1 BG068351 Cytochrome P450, family 7, subfamily b, polypeptide 1
38.205704 Cyfip1 BG065253 Cytoplasmic FMR1 interacting protein 1
100.287 Cyfip2 BG068238 Cytoplasmic FMR1 interacting protein 2
39.0864 Cpeb1 BG074863 Cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding protein 1
40.5599 Tia1 BG076908 Cytotoxic granule-associated RNA binding protein 1
33.7283 D2hgdh BG063285 D-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase
56.619102 Ddb2 BG081347 Damage specific DNA binding protein 2
1238.1266 Ddt BG087134 D-dopachrome tautomerase
179.6019 Ddx18 BG063544 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 18
2174.386 Ddx27 BG088576 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 27
57.696102 Ddx5 BG064782 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 5
521.095 Ddx5 BG064783 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 5
4.986599 Ddx56 BG070004 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 56
 (Asp- - -  box polypeptide 57
21.7594 Dcp1a BG078040 Decapping enzyme
133.33229 Dcps BG076688 Decapping enzyme, scavenger
59.7969 Dock1 BG070734 Dedicator of cyto-kinesis 1
172.15111 Dad1 AI847764 Defender against cell death 1
54.709 Dhrs3 BG086076 Dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR family) member 3
104.56809 Dnttip1 AI845736 Deoxynucleotidyltransferase, terminal, interacting protein 1
665.89 Dnttip1 AW552915 Deoxynucleotidyltransferase, terminal, interacting protein 1
191.4046 Depdc7 BG068339 DEP domain containing 7
127.0687 Drr1 BG073133 Developmentally regulated repeat element-containing transcript 1
159.69861 Diablo AU040403 Diablo homolog (Drosophila)
30.2065 Diablo BG064850 Diablo homolog (Drosophila)
25.4982 Dgkq BG087544 Diacylglycerol kinase, theta
121.224 Dgcr6 BG071919 DiGeorge syndrome critical region gene 6
5828.0825 Dlst AW537862 Dihydrolipoamide S-succinyltransferase (E2 component of 2-oxo-glutarate complex)
24.8035 Dpysl2 AI845631 Dihydropyrimidinase-like 2
18.0812 Dus1l BG076494 Dihydrouridine synthase 1-like (S. cerevisiae)
29.6542 Dmgdh BG070080 Dimethylglycine dehydrogenase precursor
1242.2411 Dpep3 BG082359 dipeptidase 3
46.552803 Dpp6 AI840956 Dipeptidylpeptidase 6
100.3661 Dlgh1 C79898 Discs, large homolog 1 (Drosophila)
17.346199 Dlgh2 BG087604 Discs, large homolog 2 (Drosophila)
141.3179 Dmap1 BG072016 DNA methyltransferase 1-associated protein 1
18.0857 Dna2l BG077675 DNA2 DNA replication helicase 2-like (yeast)
467.17743 Dnaja2 AU044106 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily A, member 2
142.287 Dnajb1 BG066495 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily B, member 1
7.922001 Dnajc10 BG088802 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 10
461.6775 Dynll1 BG076954 Dynein 1
78.63 Dnajc13 BG069822 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 13
496.1266 Dnajc3 BG075054 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 3
43.595203 Dnajc8 BG082456 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 8
80.9302 Dnajc9 BG069636 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 9
573.4689 Dci BG069423 dodecenoyl-Coenzyme A delta isomerase (3,2 trans-enoyl-Coenyme A isomerase)
280.4189 Dpm1 C77692 Dolichol-phosphate (beta-D) mannosyltransferase 1
16.0923 Dpm2 BG088585 Dolichol-phosphate (beta-D) mannosyltransferase 2
67.335396 Dopey1 BG066070 Dopey family member 1
78.3409 Dscr3 AI415062 Down syndrome critical region gene 3
58.9948 Dscr1 AI429645 Down syndrome critical region homolog 1 (human)
14.952599 Dph2 BG077841 DPH2 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
146.4084 Dph5 BG084888 DPH5 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
346.72443 Drap1 BG088432 Dr1 associated protein 1 (negative cofactor 2 alpha)
6.9156 Dbnl BG088723 Drebrin-like
104.32939 Dusp7 BG076153 Dual specificity phosphatase 7
84.1517 Dusp9 BG076442 Dual specificity phosphatase 9
41.273403 Dyrk1a BG068035 dual-specificity tyrosine-(Y)-phosphorylation regulated kinase 1a
47.435898 Dyrk1a BG078394 Dual-specificity tyrosine-(Y)-phosphorylation regulated kinase 1a
21.500898 Dnm2 BG063850 Dynamin 2
117.3827 Dnm2 BG064919 Dynamin 2
4301.4136 Dnm2 BG072442 Dynamin 2
73.0291 Dync1h1 AI837721 Dynein cytoplasmic 1 heavy chain 1
 light chain LC8-type 
100.712494 Dnahc9 BG069638 Dynein, axonemal, heavy chain 9
25.386196 Dbndd1 BG068474 Dysbindin (dystrobrevin binding protein 1) domain containing 1
131.02332 Dysf BG064461 Dysferlin
3202.9602 Dag1 BG063514 Dystroglycan 1
76.9046 Dmwd BG072446 Dystrophia myotonica-containing WD repeat motif
294.2113 Egln1 BG066218 EGL nine homolog 1 (C. elegans)
206.10709 Ehbp1 BG068279 EH domain binding protein 1
47.9756 Ehbp1 BI076530 EH domain binding protein 1
137.1864 Ehd4 BG064453 EH-domain containing 4
9.579403 Elac1 BG087235 ElaC homolog 1 (E. coli)
57.023598 Emilin1 BG086209 Elastin microfibril interfacer 1
20.5319 Emilin3 BG076147 Elastin microfibril interfacer 3
32.539 Eftud1 BG068441 Elongation factor Tu GTP binding domain containing 1
736.0252 Enah BG065742 Enabled homolog (Drosophila)
165.9839 Ern1 BG075179 Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to nucleus signalling 1
957.86847 Erp29 BG086214 Endoplasmic reticulum protein 29
356.4997 Edg2 BG079186 Endothelial differentiation, lysophosphatidic acid G-protein-coupled receptor, 2
103.73241 Epc2 BG087695 Enhancer of polycomb homolog 2 (Drosophila)
571.5376 Eny2 BG068970 Enhancer of yellow 2 homolog (Drosophila)
40.2396 Ezh2 BG074931 Enhancer of zeste homolog 2 (Drosophila)
218.5007 Ech1 BG074113 Enoyl coenzyme A hydratase 1, peroxisomal
123.133995 Edem2 BG066309 ER degradation enhancer, mannosidase alpha-like 2
1340.7622 Errfi1 BG064235 ERBB receptor feedback inhibitor 1
279.90488 Ergic3 AW552239 ERGIC and golgi 3
22.868202 Epb4.1 BG088696 Erythrocyte protein band 4.1
78.1039 Epb4.1l1 BG077057 Erythrocyte protein band 4.1-like 1
69.1624 Extl3 AI840748 Exostoses (multiple) 3
5.394699 Epb4.1l5 BG068465 Erythrocyte protein band 4.1-like 5
150.6109 Epb4.1l5 BG069356 Erythrocyte protein band 4.1-like 5
168.3281 Etv3 BG071839 Ets variant gene 3
13.480801 Etv6 BG076004 Ets variant gene 6 (TEL oncogene)
15635.111 Eef1a1 BG086427 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1
43.716 Eef1a2 AI836586 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 2
677.82 Eef1d BG076791 eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 delta (guanine nucleotide exchange protein)
952.2928 Eef2 AI840031 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 2
265.5169 Eif1b AU022568 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1B
174.2229 Eif1b BG069032 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1B
255.5685 Eif2s2 BG063608 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2, subunit 2 (beta)
903.96783 Eif3s3 BG076103 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3, subunit 3 (gamma)
73.149 Eif3s7 AI841246 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3, subunit 7 (zeta)
841.80005 Eif4g3 BG075173 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma, 3
771.41315 Eif4g1 BG075088 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4, gamma 1
452.6368 Eif4g1 BG079479 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4, gamma 1
864.9893 Eif4a1 BG063430 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A1
129.16609 Exdl2 BG075982 Exonuclease 3''-5'' domain-like 2
21517.984 Exosc1 BG077770 Exosome component 1
104.757706 Exosc5 BG076800 Exosome component 5
75.1368 Exosc8 BG088541 Exosome component 8
17.706001 Ext1 BG063165 Exostoses (multiple) 1
 -like 
128.6774 Xpo1 BG063360 Exportin 1, CRM1 homolog (yeast)
28.735199 Xpo4 BG077897 Exportin 4
242.07841 Ecm1 BG075104 Extracellular matrix protein 1
122.3227 Eya2 BG069620 Eyes absent 2 homolog (Drosophila)
15965.385 Foxred1 BG071444 FAD-dependent oxidoreductase domain containing 1
1973.5216 Fancd2 BG076725 Fanconi anemia, complementation group D2
58.956 Fancg BG072083 Fanconi anemia, complementation group G
44.717102 Faim AI843459 Fas apoptotic inhibitory molecule
161.1911 Fscn1 BG063367 Fascin homolog 1, actin bundling protein (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus)
470.47162 Fath BG081126 Fat tumor suppressor homolog (Drosophila)
863.5641 Fbxl11 AW554498 F-box and leucine-rich repeat protein 11
5406.0054 Fbxl13 BG085573 F-box and leucine-rich repeat protein 13
345.9454 Fbxl5 BG077082 F-box and leucine-rich repeat protein 5
67.6346 Fbxl6 AU021383 F-box and leucine-rich repeat protein 6
8.0327 Fbxw11 BG076702 F-box and WD-40 domain protein 11
186.7713 Fbxw7 BG087592 F-box and WD-40 domain protein 7, archipelago homolog (Drosophila)
209.8481 Fbxo7 BG081966 F-box only protein 7
89.32269 Fbxo30 BG072087 F-box protein 30
16950.857 Fth1 BG063515 Ferritin heavy chain 1
264.1648 Fgf10 BG066684 Fibroblast growth factor 10
103.423004 Fgf12 AI415248 Fibroblast growth factor 12
4254.121 Fgfr2 C80078 Fibroblast growth factor receptor 2
20.1524 Frs2 BG067381 Fibroblast growth factor receptor substrate 2
119.7679 Fblim1 BG076984 Filamin binding LIM protein 1
75.1608 Flna BG075978 Filamin, alpha
248.87811 Flnb BG076906 Filamin, beta
59.2956 Ggnbp2 BG067387 Gametogenetin binding protein 2
1602.0983 Fkbp1a BG070773 FK506 binding protein 1a
199.8278 Fkbp4 AI837705 FK506 binding protein 4
201.5873 Fkbp4 BG069755 FK506 binding protein 4
18.8465 Fkbp8 BG078730 FK506 binding protein 8
65.0473 Fstl3 BG076751 follistatin-like 3
119.87209 Foxk2 BG063609 Forkhead box K2
41.375397 Foxk2 BG075100 Forkhead box K2
11.9186 Foxl2 BG076281 Forkhead box L2
40.0884 Foxm1 BG076673 forkhead box M1
92.3179 Fmn2 BG080397 Formin 2
101.928406 Fnbp4 BG071493 Formin binding protein 4
50.533398 Fmnl2 BG066117 Formin-like 2
7960.8843 Fmnl2 BG074309 Formin-like 2
9.407703 Fyttd1 BG063887 Forty-two-three domain containing 1
176.3167 Fosl2 BG072398 Fos-like antigen 2
161.6846 Fxr1h BG076178 Fragile X mental retardation gene 1, autosomal homolog
119.14451 Frem3 BG081458 Fras1 related extracellular matrix protein 3
80.08011 Fuca2 AW539348 Fucosidase, alpha-L- 2, plasma
49.6456 Gps1 BG077204 G protein pathway suppressor 1
93.8517 Gprc5b BG082038 G protein-coupled receptor, family C, group 5, member B
147.8705 Glb1 BG074610 Galactosidase, beta 1
66.6053 Ggnbp2 BG065591 Gametogenetin binding protein 2
   
15.6509 Gja4 BG076320 Gap junction membrane channel protein alpha 4
68.6109 Gata2 BG063631 GATA binding protein 2
54.8468 Gata2 BG077023 GATA binding protein 2
24.8723 Gata4 BG088871 GATA binding protein 4
769.29 Gata6 BG079878 GATA binding protein 6
86.253006 Gatad2a BG066348 GATA zinc finger domain containing 2A
38.734505 Gatad2b BG078648 GATA zinc finger domain containing 2B
20.417402 Gcn1l1 BG064373 GCN1 general control of amino-acid synthesis 1-like 1 (yeast)
26.9632 Gemin5 BG076389 Gem (nuclear organelle) associated protein 5
210.9442 Gtf2e2 BG087634 General transcription factor II E, polypeptide 2 (beta subunit)
12.862301 Gtf3c2 BG066009 General transcription factor IIIC, polypeptide 2, beta
323.0081 Ggps1 AA409157 Geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase 1
154.76419 Gmfb BG065281 Glia maturation factor, beta
2172.914 Gbas BG075133 Glioblastoma amplified sequence
60.0223 Glcci1 BG070033 Glucocorticoid induced transcript 1
82.964005 Grlf1 BG071453 Glucocorticoid receptor DNA binding factor 1
22.234299 Got2 BG076244 Glutamate oxaloacetate transaminase 2, mitochondrial
60.8835 Grip1 BG081496 Glutamate receptor interacting protein 1
680.2159 Gclc BG063266 Glutamate-cysteine ligase, catalytic subunit
7.9836006 Gclc BG076460 Glutamate-cysteine ligase, catalytic subunit
34.556896 Qrich2 BG069309 Glutamine rich 2
539.1333 Eprs BG088535 Glutamyl-prolyl-tRNA synthetase
107.6645 Gstm1 AW553202 Glutathione S-transferase, mu 1
2142.707 Gstm1 BG086970 Glutathione S-transferase, mu 1
1055.015 Gpam AU024451 Glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase, mitochondrial
35.4431 Gldc BG065695 Glycine decarboxylase
145.057 Gnaq AI840584 Guanine nucleotide alpha polypeptide
339.2447 Gsk3b BG063622 Glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta
33.1074 Gypc AK002769 Glycophorin C
27.4389 Gpld1 BG074653 Glycosylphosphatidylinositol specific phospholipase D1
72.253006 Gars AI839563 Glycyl-tRNA synthetase
175.7167 Glg1 BG063392 Golgi apparatus protein 1
221.93219 Golga1 BG086996 Golgi autoantigen, golgin subfamily a, 1
1062.9719 Golga7 BG072892 Golgi autoantigen, golgin subfamily a, 7
131.6993 Golph3l AW555339 Golgi phosphoprotein 3-like
265.9478 Gpiap1 BG072052 GPI-anchored membrane protein 1
88.9005 Gripap1 BG075438 GRIP1 associated protein 1
318.6817 Gadd45gip1 BG072462 Growth arrest and DNA-damage-inducible, gamma interacting protein 1
16.7252 Gap43 BG076269 Growth associated protein 43
280.7407 Gdf9 C86021 Growth differentiation factor 9
63.0589 Grb2 BG067977 Growth factor receptor bound protein 2
36.4629 Grb7 BG076832 Growth factor receptor bound protein 7
1057.9175 Ghr AI323678 Growth hormone receptor
392.1091 Ghr BG072812 Growth hormone receptor
3465.2854 Grpel1 BG074302 GrpE-like 1, mitochondrial
31.6303 Gtpbp2 BG071130 GTP binding protein 2
37.4713 Gimap4 BG082645 GTPase, IMAP family member 4
88.9593 Gtpbp8 BG063988 GTP-binding protein 8 (putative)
919.4574 Gnb2l1 BG070116 Guanine nucleotide binding protein (G protein), beta polypeptide 2 like 1
  binding protein,  q 
3199.8345 Gdi2 BG075350 Guanosine diphosphate (GDP) dissociation inhibitor 2
515.03595 H1f0 BG087208 H1 histone family, member 0
53.687393 H19 BG076718 H19 fetal liver mRNA
67.210205 H2afz BG065110 H2A histone family, member Z
325.4718 H2afz BG076995 H2A histone family, member Z
258.34558 H2-Ke2 BG063340 H2-K region expressed gene 2
3215.79 H3f3a AI846799 H3 histone, family 3A
1525.3776 Heatr2 BG079049 HEAT repeat containing 2
303.5119 Hspa5 BG087650 Heat shock 70kD protein 5 (glucose-regulated protein)
87.5601 Hspb1 BG070071 Heat shock protein 1
115.561104 Hspd1 BG078626 Heat shock protein 1 (chaperonin)
157.3555 Hsp110 BG066973 Heat shock protein 110
35.9552 Hspa4l BG075154 Heat shock protein 4 like
10.5284 Hsp90aa1 BG063605 Heat shock protein 90kDa alpha (cytosolic), class A member 1
53.8859 Hsp90aa1 BG064772 Heat shock protein 90kDa alpha (cytosolic), class A member 1
10.167297 Hsp90aa1 BG064775 Heat shock protein 90kDa alpha (cytosolic), class A member 1
189.5169 Hsp90ab1 BG067038 Heat shock protein 90kDa alpha (cytosolic), class B member 1
144.3603 Hel308 BG068026 Helicase, mus308-like (Drosophila)
49.933205 Hn1 BG065946 Hematological and neurological expressed sequence 1
1.9517002 Hmox1 BG077732 Heme oxygenase (decycling) 1
532.34424 Hemgn AI414226 Hemogen
842.598 Hba-a1 BG086202 Hemoglobin alpha, adult chain 1
3.2026024 Hdgfrp3 BG087265 Hepatoma-derived growth factor, related protein 3
359.8437 Hnrpa1 BG072534 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1
847.93604 Hnrpa3 BG084513 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3
82.8509 Hnrpc AW551778 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein C
121.58299 Igbp1 BG076833 immunoglobulin
324.88782 Hnrpc BG066948 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein C
676.417 Hnrpk BG084957 heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein K
1612.8269 Hexim2 BG074266 Hexamthylene bis-acetamide inducible 2
25.5639 Hexb BG069642 Hexosaminidase B
96.7034 Hmg20a BG072880 High mobility group 20A
48.257504 Hmga2 BG066232 High mobility group AT-hook 2
2798.0215 Hmga2 BG066546 High mobility group AT-hook 2
427.13498 Hiatl1 BG077059 Hippocampus abundant transcript-like 1
107.646706 Hdc BG072394 Histidine decarboxylase
24.861298 Harsl BG077015 Histidyl-tRNA synthetase-like
67.3729 Hat1 AI414575 Histone aminotransferase 1
53.326897 Hrb BG068396 HIV-1 Rev binding protein
3.7828999 Bat3 BG063312 HLA-B-associated transcript 3
54.281 Hoxc9 BG075403 Homeo box C9
78.1202 Hgd BG068077 Homogentisate 1, 2-dioxygenase
104.37201 Hs1bp3 BG076957 HS1 binding protein 3
170.8322 Hs1bp3 BG084577 HS1 binding protein 3
88.146805 Htra2 BG079822 HtrA serine peptidase 2
119.37031 Hip2 BG082923 Huntingtin interacting protein 2
66.8658 Hsd3b1 BG081903 Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-1, delta<5>-3-beta
41.987602 Hic1 BG076675 Hypermethylated in cancer 1
89.381805 Ict1 BG078204 Immature colon carcinoma transcript 1
 (CD79A) binding protein 1
215.61789 Igh-6 BG071858 Immunoglobulin heavy chain 6 (heavy chain of IgM)
55.859398 Igsf4a BG066931 Immunoglobulin superfamily, member 4A
149.0629 Ipo4 AU043663 Importin 4
65.5739 N/A BG075167 In vitro fertilized eggs cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:7420422E11 product:hypothetical protein, full insert sequence
56.571796 N/A BG070006 In vitro fertilized eggs cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:7420438K14 product:unclassifiable, full insert sequence
77.1886 Inadl BG084968 InaD-like (Drosophila)
3.6627998 Inha BG075020 Inhibin alpha
396.5004 Id3 AW557873 Inhibitor of DNA binding 3
150.6329 Ing1 BG077144 Inhibitor of growth family, member 1
39.6441 Ikbke BG076123 Inhibitor of kappaB kinase epsilon
86.688 Incenp BG063118 Inner centromere protein
112.32759 Incenp BG076909 Inner centromere protein
615.33386 Igf2bp3 BG084930 Insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA binding protein 3
29.953102 Igf2r BG075038 Insulin-like growth factor 2 receptor
758.73627 Itm2b BG088523 Integral membrane protein 2B
47.4735 Itm2c BG071424 Integral membrane protein 2C
18.586998 Itga1 BG062956 Integrin alpha 1
35.4458 Itfg1 BG074924 Integrin alpha FG-GAP repeat containing 1
246.85242 Ilkap BG088536 Integrin-linked kinase-associated serine/threonine phosphatase 2C
41.469 Isgf3g AI323568 Interferon dependent positive acting transcription factor 3 gamma
1775.145 Isgf3g BG088202 Interferon dependent positive acting transcription factor 3 gamma
311.5817 Ifng AK089852 Interferon gamma
10.707802 Igtp BG076245 Interferon gamma induced GTPase
22.1236 Irf6 BG069733 Interferon regulatory factor 6
30.7501 Irf8 BG069095 Interferon regulatory factor 8
192.2228 Isg20l1 BG069704 Interferon stimulated exonuclease gene 20-like 1
114.93921 Jmjd3 AA408772 Jumonji domain 3
31.206701 Il1rl2 BG073776 Interleukin 1 receptor-like 2
8.406998 Il10ra BG074640 Interleukin 10 receptor, alpha
53.6175 Il11ra1 AW553868 Interleukin 11 receptor, alpha chain 1
26.8605 Il17f BG067905 Interleukin 17F
34.0964 Il3ra BG087569 Interleukin 3 receptor, alpha chain
75.7338 Il6ra AW825180 Interleukin 6 receptor, alpha
161.44739 Il7 AA416355 Interleukin 7
917.7738 Irak2 BG081022 Interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase 2
42.166 Ift122 BG067379 Intraflagellar transport 122 homolog (Chlamydomonas)
926.02454 Ift20 BG087149 Intraflagellar transport 20 homolog (Chlamydomonas)
26.694 Ift74 BG078772 Intraflagellar transport 74 homolog (Chlamydomonas)
83.7697 Ift81 AI843907 Intraflagellar transport 81 homolog (Chlamydomonas)
59.8991 Iqcb1 BG088772 IQ calmodulin-binding motif containing 1
45.0173 Iqwd1 BG082069 IQ motif and WD repeats 1
462.11673 Iqgap2 AU024299 IQ motif containing GTPase activating protein 2
66.47211 Ica1l BG071663 Islet cell autoantigen 1-like
208.5383 Idh2 BG081213 Isocitrate dehydrogenase 2 (NADP+), mitochondrial
53.542896 Idh3b AU019946 Isocitrate dehydrogenase 3 (NAD+) beta
61.6494 Iars2 BG074482 Isoleucine-tRNA synthetase 2, mitochondrial
131.56601 Jak1 BG067874 Janus kinase 1
127.9677 Jmjd1a BG087085 Jumonji domain containing 1A
194.3118 Jmjd1b AI414191 Jumonji domain containing 1B
  containing 
6857.035 Jarid1a BG088542 Jumonji, AT rich interactive domain 1A (Rbp2 like)
55.748703 Jarid1b BG079507 Jumonji, AT rich interactive domain 1B (Rbp2 like)
316.4296 Jarid2 BG071917 Jumonji, AT rich interactive domain 2
4904.611 Jarid2 BG079848 Jumonji, AT rich interactive domain 2
2235.1577 Kpna4 BG081131 Karyopherin (importin) alpha 4
175.2562 Kpnb1 BG069743 Karyopherin (importin) beta 1
20.9639 Kdelc1 BG067992 KDEL (Lys-Asp-Glu-Leu) containing 1
575.1011 Klhdc2 BG068975 Kelch domain containing 2
71.8231 Klhdc3 BG088465 Kelch domain containing 3
269.7508 Kbtbd2 BG066513 Kelch repeat and BTB (POZ) domain containing 2
44.855095 Klhl13 AI837671 Kelch-like 13 (Drosophila)
1422.687 Klhl17 AI414368 Kelch-like 17 (Drosophila)
219.0937 Krt8 C77408 Keratin complex 2, basic, gene 8
288.9592 Khdrbs2 BG088913 KH domain containing, RNA binding, signal transduction associated 2
38.688698 Kif13a BG073525 Kinesin family member 13A
77.1157 Kif2a BG063140 Kinesin family member 2A
45.080704 Kif5b BG076999 Kinesin family member 5B
62.082794 Kif7 BG064841 Kinesin family member 7
32.8509 Kifap3 BG064354 Kinesin-associated protein 3
114.43391 Klf7 AU021911 Kruppel-like factor 7 (ubiquitous)
27.639399 Klf9 BG078359 Kruppel-like factor 9
117.32231 L3mbtl2 BG071880 L(3)mbt-like 2 (Drosophila)
63.884 Lad1 BG063821 Ladinin
1805.5262 Lbr BG066524 Lamin B receptor
55.976803 Lamb1-1 BG066081 Laminin B1 subunit 1
67.662704 Lamb1-1 BG085129 Laminin B1 subunit 1
31.1801 Lrch2 BG084195 Leucine rich homology domain 2
89.7795 Lama5 AA408762 Laminin, alpha 5
79.75281 Lamc1 BG085464 Laminin, gamma 1
2864.6855 Lxn AI841373 Latexin
6.7621 Lphn2 BG067833 Latrophilin 2
161.62059 Lphn2 BG087161 Latrophilin 2
121.01381 Lgals1 BG076976 Lectin, galactose binding, soluble 1
147.1733 Lgals8 BG068319 Lectin, galactose binding, soluble 8
14.222298 Lman2 BG087238 Lectin, mannose-binding 2
623.1092 Lman1 BG071597 Lectin, mannose-binding, 1
68.16869 Lmtk2 BG071311 Lemur tyrosine kinase 2
235.22902 Lcmt1 BG086558 Leucine carboxyl methyltransferase 1
50.909298 Lrrcc1 BG076496 Leucine rich repeat and coiled-coil domain containing 1
76.5327 Lrsam1 AW557823 Leucine rich repeat and sterile alpha motif containing 1
93.12419 Lrrc2 BG068932 Leucine rich repeat containing 2
53.5447 Lrrc27 BG071565 Leucine rich repeat containing 27
23.183702 Lrrc40 BG078416 Leucine rich repeat containing 40
69.0542 Lrrc56 BG074404 Leucine rich repeat containing 56
15.638901 Lrrc57 BG069033 Leucine rich repeat containing 57
483.2968 Lrrc7 BG069144 Leucine rich repeat containing 7
1827.35 Lrrc8c BG068212 Leucine rich repeat containing 8 family, member C
518.076 Lrrc8a BG070023 Leucine rich repeat containing 8A
144.0581 Luzp5 BG071724 Leucine zipper protein 5
-  repeats and calponin  (CH)  containing 
244.24951 Lta4h BG066917 Leukotriene A4 hydrolase
143.764 Lig3 AI840566 Ligase III, DNA, ATP-dependent
54.0058 Lmcd1 BG074351 LIM and cysteine-rich domains 1
35.1401 Lims2 BG082740 LIM and senescent cell antigen like domains 2
62.7271 Lmo7 BG087095 LIM domain only 7
36.605 Limk2 BG075679 LIM motif-containing protein kinase 2
282.4587 Lin7c BG069375 Lin-7 homolog C (C. elegans)
41.8664 Sh2b3 BG088850 Linker of T-cell receptor pathways
886.2254 Lhfpl2 C76424 Lipoma HMGIC fusion partner-like 2
480.1788 Pygl BG073504 Liver glycogen phosphorylase
85.0221 Lrp4 AI414925 Low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4
502.76532 Lrp6 BG070792 Low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 6
89.1431 Lrba BG069865 LPS-responsive beige-like anchor
27648.322 Lrba BG075194 LPS-responsive beige-like anchor
147.36441 Lrba BG082946 LPS-responsive beige-like anchor
42.4738 Lrp2bp BG068093 Lrp2 binding protein
1874.7422 Lsm14a BG087941 LSM14 homolog A (SCD6, S. cerevisiae)
10.527399 Lyar BG076061 Ly1 antibody reactive clone
46.715 Lynx1 BG086876 Ly6/neurotoxin 1
79.808304 Ly6a BG072793 Lymphocyte antigen 6 complex, locus A
62.700798 Lcp1 AI843666 Lymphocyte cytosolic protein 1
150.2922 Lbcl1 BG076781 lymphoid blast crisis-like 1
188.7396 Lef1 AI528689 Lymphoid enhancer binding factor 1
89.8965 Lysmd2 BG063593 LysM, putative peptidoglycan-binding, domain containing 2
234.6376 Lysmd3 BG069475 LysM, putative peptidoglycan-binding, domain containing 3
781.037 Lysmd3 BG071531 LysM, putative peptidoglycan-binding, domain containing 3
54.5475 Marveld2 BG076407 MARVEL domain 2
183.73871 Lpgat1 BG083555 Lysophosphatidylglycerol acyltransferase 1
15.5865 Lypla1 AU043086 Lysophospholipase 1
20.742 Lypla1 BG066165 Lysophospholipase 1
106.4912 Laptm5 BG082776 Lysosomal-associated protein transmembrane 5
6589.819 N/A BG062970 M.musculus 45S pre rRNA gene
96.7259 N/A BG063339 M.musculus 45S pre rRNA gene
14842.454 N/A BG076798 M.musculus 45S pre rRNA gene
64.8835 N/A BG067454 M.musculus gene for  androgen-receptor 5' untranslated region
19.8673 Mvp BG079321 Major vault protein
331.2884 Mdh2 BF579082 Malate dehydrogenase 2, NAD (mitochondrial)
224.4313 Mdh2 BF579082 Malate dehydrogenase 2, NAD (mitochondrial)
36.6419 Msl31 BG075365 Male-specific lethal-3 homolog 1 (Drosophila)
10.3185005 Mod1 BG064680 Malic enzyme, supernatant
48.369804 Mod1 BG080900 Malic enzyme, supernatant
46.922096 Mfhas1 BG075896 Malignant fibrous histiocytoma amplified sequence 1
207.0596 Mamdc1 BG073012 MAM domain containing 1
137.7601 Mpdu1 BG083639 Mannose-P-dolichol utilization defect 1
69.3172 Man1a AI528695 Mannosidase 1, alpha
2420.1963 Manbal AI836500 Mannosidase, beta A, lysosomal-like
31.205898 Mapkapk5 BG064189 MAP kinase-activated protein kinase 5
104.13349 Mknk2 AI845732 MAP kinase-interacting serine/threonine kinase 2
125.974304 Mark2 BG068876 MAP/microtubule affinity-regulating kinase 2
 (membrane-associating)  containing 
46.9032 Melk BG076892 Maternal embryonic leucine zipper kinase
19.642601 Mlx BG071344 MAX-like protein X
51.354202 Med6 BG082550 Mediator of RNA polymerase II transcription, subunit 6 homolog (yeast)
47.948597 Mela BC003306 Melanoma antigen
229.2718 Mir16 AU044044 Membrane interacting protein of RGS16
90.4697 Mpp7 BG066186 Membrane protein, palmitoylated 7 (MAGUK p55 subfamily member 7)
65.8103 8-Mar AU045888 Membrane-associated ring finger (C3HC4) 8
21.466301 Mier1 AW559023 Mesoderm induction early response 1 homolog (Xenopus laevis
12.461599 Mest BG087241 Mesoderm specific transcript
34.1467 Mtf1 BG077936 Metal response element binding transcription factor 1
54.5438 Mtf2 BG065680 Metal response element binding transcription factor 2
79.3071 Mtx1 BG076156 Metaxin 1
41.1149 Mthfd2 BG076333 Methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase (NAD+ dependent), methenyltetrahydrofolate cyclohydrolase
158.2337 Mthfd1 BG087719 Methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase (NADP+ dependent), methenyltetrahydrofolate cyclohydrolase, formyltetrahydrofolate synthase
880.0067 Mett5d1 BG074335 Methyltransferase 5 domain containing 1
54.073097 Mettl4 BG074680 Methyltransferase like 4
17.714901 Mcph1 BG067799 Microcephaly, primary autosomal recessive 1
769.3629 Mfap1 AI840891 Microfibrillar-associated protein 1
46.214096 Mical2 AA408725 Microtubule associated monoxygenase, calponin and LIM domain containing 2
242.9892 Mapre1 BG077759 Microtubule-associated protein, RP/EB family, member 1
47.7291 Mapre2 AI836597 Microtubule-associated protein, RP/EB family, member 2
246.3602 Mif4gd BG072461 MIF4G domain containing
26.769001 Mcm5 BG064865 Minichromosome maintenance deficient 5, cell division cycle 46 (S. cerevisiae)
331.2588 Mrpl15 BG078280 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L15
1832.7842 Mrpl19 BG077638 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L19
412.64212 Mrpl23 BG081487 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L23
670.51605 Meis1 BG070088 Myeloid ecotropic viral integration site
146.3956 Mrpl24 BG075138 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L24
126.605896 Mrpl30 BG075161 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L30
98.486404 Mrpl32 BG077318 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L32
265.5439 Mrps18a BG079766 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein S18A
297.46188 Mtus1 BG074317 Mitochondrial tumor suppressor 1
51.115402 Mapk1 BG064270 Mitogen activated protein kinase 1
43.862297 Mapk10 BG068958 Mitogen activated protein kinase 10
40.0534 Map2k3 BG077180 Mitogen activated protein kinase kinase 3
109.79841 Map3k2 BG063166 Mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 2
229.08711 Map3k3 AI415048 Mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase 3
2000.3613 Mapkap1 BG074437 Mitogen-activated protein kinase associated protein 1
50.097904 Map3k7ip2 BG065513 Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 7 interacting protein 2
32.534 Map4k5 AU041989 Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase kinase 5
19.336002 Mms19l BG088784 MMS19 (MET18 S. cerevisiae)-like
175.4635 Msn BG066632 Moesin
2702.261 Mocs1 BG082399 Molybdenum cofactor synthesis 1
57.658897 Mmd2 BG067929 Monocyte to macrophage differentiation-associated 2
90.869095 Mucdhl BG063646 Mucin and cadherin like
91.9761 Msi2 BG068278 Musashi homolog 2 (Drosophila)
41.4013 Mutyh BG076468 MutY homolog (E. coli)
67.873 Mpzl1 BG077066 Myelin protein zero-like 1
119.2273 Mybl1 BG068329 Myeloblastosis oncogene-like 1
     1
110.79929 Mrg1 BG067314 Myeloid ecotropic viral integration site-related gene 1
1864.0961 Mrg1 BG067912 Myeloid ecotropic viral integration site-related gene 1
97.789604 Mlf1ip BG084475 Myeloid leukemia factor 1 interacting protein
188.71109 Mllt3 BG074272 Myeloid/lymphoid or mixed lineage-leukemia translocation to 3 homolog (Drosophila)
40.298096 Myo1c BG064369 Myosin IC
102.909996 Myo9a BG067036 Myosin IXa
50.2587 Myl1 AI324023 Myosin, light polypeptide 1
8326.601 Mylk BG072239 Myosin, light polypeptide kinase
670.9628 Mtpn BG072457 Myotrophin
329.449 Mtpn BG076618 Myotrophin
31.395 Mtmr3 BG075687 Myotubularin related protein 3
39.9756 Mtmr7 BG064025 Myotubularin related protein 7
23327.273 Mtmr9 BG085713 Myotubularin related protein 9
169.30919 Myst1 BG075993 MYST histone acetyltransferase 1
55.196697 Myst2 BG084972 MYST histone acetyltransferase 2
69.4336 Npl BG071577 N-acetylneuraminate pyruvate lyase
150.30219 Nat13 BG072672 N-acetyltransferase 13
134.35489 Nalp14 BG068427 NACHT, leucine rich repeat and PYD containing 14
27.4786 Nalp9a AU022787 NACHT, LRR and PYD containing protein 9a
107.120605 Ndufa7 AW555047 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 7 (B14.5a)
640.02686 Ndufb7 BG076562 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 beta subcomplex, 7
524.495 Ndufb9 BG087636 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 beta subcomplex, 9
683.2745 Ndufs2 BG087262 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) Fe-S protein 2
944.5362 Ndufs4 BG066316 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) Fe-S protein 4
134.9123 Ndufv1 BG076088 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) flavoprotein 1
1316.6555 Ndufv2 BG087002 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) flavoprotein 2
118.91991 N/A AI841335 Not available at time
90.498 Naca BG076267 Nascent polypeptide-associated complex alpha polypeptide
16.8751 Npr2 AW558468 Natriuretic peptide receptor 2
138.0904 Necap2 BG076983 NECAP endocytosis associated 2
83.0441 Npnt BG074516 Nephronectin
76.6224 Ntn1 BG064425 Netrin 1
86.733406 Neu1 BG063149 Neuraminidase 1
119.93721 Neu1 BG063881 Neuraminidase 1
58.4294 Nefl AU043877 Neurofilament, light polypeptide
227.7078 Npas3 BG065897 Neuronal PAS domain protein 3
73.9201 Pnpla6 AI415470 Neuropathy target esterase
49.697197 Nrp1 BG067163 Neuropilin 1
64.0999 Nhp2l1 BG088783 NHP2 non-histone chromosome protein 2-like 1 (S. cerevisiae)
80.0835 Naprt1 AI851442 Nicotinate phosphoribosyltransferase domain containing 1
66.4161 Nek7 BG069659 NIMA (never in mitosis gene a)-related expressed kinase 7
742.0752 Nit2 BG068099 Nitrilase family, member 2
48.4514 Narg1 BG067031 NMDA receptor-regulated gene 1
127.2343 Narg2 BG068262 NMDA receptor-regulated gene 2
10.509102 Nobox BG076274 NOBOX oogenesis homeobox
55.719 Nsun5 C80273 NOL1/NOP2/Sun domain family, member 5
66.240105 Nsmce1 BG076714 Non-SMC element 1 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
587.8266 N/A AI840741 Not available at this time
6505.5464 N/A AI840929 Not available at this time
   this 
4973.8237 N/A AI841968 Not available at this time
82.326004 Nde1 BG085296 Nuclear distribution gene E homolog 1 (A nidulans)
102.4917 Ndel1 BG072493 Nuclear distribution gene E-like homolog 1 (A. nidulans)
91.0579 Nfia BG071307 Nuclear factor I/A
57.112904 Nfia BG075112 Nuclear factor I/A
54.1461 Nfix BG075770 Nuclear factor I/X
72.321396 Nfatc3 AI323632 Nuclear factor of activated T-cells, cytoplasmic, calcineurin-dependent 3
68.9289 Nfatc3 BG076600 Nuclear factor of activated T-cells, cytoplasmic, calcineurin-dependent 3
628.8588 Nfkbib AI413304 Nuclear factor of kappa light chain gene enhancer in B-cells inhibitor, beta
54.826702 Nfkbiz BG076246 Nuclear factor of kappa light polypeptide gene enhancer in B-cells inhibitor, zeta
90.6801 Nufip1 BG063597 Nuclear fragile X mental retardation protein interacting protein 1
52.537903 Nip7 AA410017 Nuclear import 7 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
824.75616 Nupr1 BG084947 Nuclear protein 1
1215.7358 Ncoa1 BG068017 Nuclear receptor coactivator 1
99.077705 Nr2c2 BG087575 Nuclear receptor subfamily 2, group C, member 2
146.7008 Nfxl1 BG065318 Nuclear transcription factor, X-box binding-like 1
58.148705 Nfya AA409376 Nuclear transcription factor-Y alpha
85.8505 Nol11 AI413314 Nucleolar protein 11
75.223206 Nol4 BG068898 Nucleolar protein 4
172.2179 Nol7 BG066700 Nucleolar protein 7
55.5237 Nola1 BG062953 Nucleolar protein family A, member 1 (H/ACA small nucleolar RNPs)
223.3007 Ncl BG064287 Nucleolin
3753.578 Npm1 BG074521 Nucleophosmin 1
52.6504 Nup107 AA409749 Nucleoporin 107
85.8109 Nup153 BG066282 Nucleoporin 153
820.30963 Nup160 BG085034 nucleoporin 160
315.4501 Osbpl8 BG069555 Oxysterol binding protein like
47.367702 Nup205 BG086895 Nucleoporin 205
176.97641 Nup98 C87927 Nucleoporin 98
131.5794 Nudt4 BG066971 Nudix (nucleoside diphosphate linked moiety X)-type motif 4
18.243397 Nudt7 BG069614 Nudix (nucleoside diphosphate linked moiety X)-type motif 7
43.879704 Odz2 BG068311 Odd Oz/ten-m homolog 2 (Drosophila)
27.7257 Oog3 BG068362 Oogenesin 3
158.3157 Ogfrl1 BG066785 Opioid growth factor receptor-like 1
284.4459 Opa1 BG088065 Optic atrophy 1 homolog (human)
27.3262 Ofd1 BG087566 Oral-facial-digital syndrome 1 gene homolog (human)
463.3398 Orc1l BG065455 Origin recognition complex, subunit 1-like (S.cereviaiae)
48.1687 Orc2l BG077503 Origin recognition complex, subunit 2-like (S. cerevisiae)
482.51392 Orc2l BG079929 Origin recognition complex, subunit 2-like (S. cerevisiae)
281.518 Orc3l BG066351 Origin recognition complex, subunit 3-like (S. cerevisiae)
23.8322 Orc4l BG064889 Origin recognition complex, subunit 4-like (S. cerevisiae)
127.7823 Orc6l BG087100 Origin recognition complex, subunit 6-like (S. cerevisiae)
149.9653 Ormdl3 AI837714 ORM1-like 3 (S. cerevisiae)
28.648499 Oat BG087236 Ornithine aminotransferase
86.588295 Osgep AI840215 O-sialoglycoprotein endopeptidase
56.9667 Ostf1 BG079417 Osteoclast stimulating factor 1
171.68129 Otud4 C79058 OTU domain containing 4
5582.9355 Ogdh BG074381 Oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (lipoamide)
148.4412 Osbpl1a AI840647 Oxysterol binding protein-like 1A
  -  8
40.636597 Pak2 BG088911 P21 (CDKN1A)-activated kinase 2
93.16359 Palld BG066510 Palladin, cytoskeletal associated protein
49.2764 Phr1 AI415682 Pam, highwire, rpm 1
18.908298 Phr1 BG083658 Pam, highwire, rpm 1
42.6031 Pan3 BG075102 PAN3 polyA specific ribonuclease subunit homolog (S. cerevisiae)
95.39441 Pthlh BG077087 Parathyroid hormone-like peptide
47.598 Park2 BG070170 Parkin
32.155403 Ptch1 BG068380 Patched homolog 1
85.6969 Psip1 BG065242 PC4 and SFRS1 interacting protein 1
66.8889 Psip1 BG076985 PC4 and SFRS1 interacting protein 1
277.3099 Pdlim5 BG077941 PDZ and LIM domain 5
47.4299 Pbk BG063624 PDZ binding kinase
89.6364 Pdzd3 BG069369 PDZ domain containing 3
81.4382 Pdzk1ip1 AU043587 PDZK1 interacting protein 1
53.8471 Pef1 BG077075 Penta-EF hand domain containing 1
82.9245 Ptcd1 AI845854 Pentatricopeptide repeat domain 1
649.42444 Pam BG078192 Peptidylglycine alpha-amidating monooxygenase
155.4845 Ppil2 BG064798 Peptidylprolyl isomerase (cyclophilin)-like 2
33.815395 Ppig BG064023 Peptidyl-prolyl isomerase G (cyclophilin G)
55.5966 Hspg2 BG076176 Perlecan (heparan sulfate proteoglycan 2)
348.6057 Pxmp3 BG075110 Peroxisomal membrane protein 3
31.5888 Pex7 AI324195 Peroxisome biogenesis factor 7
10948.284 Ppargc1b BG066739 Peroxisome proliferative activated receptor, gamma, coactivator 1 beta
26.806599 Pet112l BG088744 PET112-like (yeast)
74.6798 Phf20 BG077801 PHD finger protein 20
1464.2938 Phf3 BG066086 PHD finger protein 3
34.0823 Pafah1b2 BG063314 Platelet factor isoform 1b, alpha2
57.8968 Farsla BG086744 Phenylalanine-tRNA synthetase-like, alpha subunit
82.44971 Pten BG083236 Phosphatase and tensin homolog
101.819405 Ppapdc1 BG064258 Phosphatidic acid phosphatase type 2 domain containing 1
34.303596 Pik3r3 BG065677 Phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase, regulatory subunit, polypeptide 3 (p55)
33.182495 Pik3ca BG071351 Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, catalytic, alpha polypeptide
12.181099 Pik3ca BG088781 Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, catalytic, alpha polypeptide
74.5616 Pigs BG077884 Phosphatidylinositol glycan, class S
299.7158 Pip5k3 BG071945 Phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate/phosphatidylinositol 5-kinase, type III
5971.4727 Pde4a BG066447 Phosphodiesterase 4A, cAMP specific
104.73309 Pgm2l1 BG072435 Phosphoglucomutase 2-like 1
21862.547 Pgm5 BG066698 Phosphoglucomutase 5
25.914902 Phgdhl1 BG074990 Phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase like 1
1936.482 Pgk1 AI841020 Phosphoglycerate kinase 1
88.45151 Pgam5 BG064547 Phosphoglycerate mutase family member 5
315.1128 Plaa BG076667 Phospholipase A2, activating protein
292.9145 Pla2g4c BG081034 Phospholipase A2, group IVC (cytosolic, calcium-independent)
108.882904 Pla2g5 BG063219 Phospholipase A2, group V
63.006897 Pld3 BG069727 Phospholipase D family, member 3
22.305302 Phkb BG088924 Phosphorylase kinase beta
2402.9834 Pttg1 BG075028 Pituitary tumor-transforming 1
742.7646 Plac8 AW538496 Placenta-specific 8
38.429893 Pecam1 AI842941 Platelet/endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1
-activating  acetylhydrolase,    subunit
246.66551 Plekha7 BG063334 Pleckstrin homology domain containing, family A member 7
36.0887 Plekhg3 C78242 Pleckstrin homology domain containing, family G (with RhoGef domain) member 3
13.931202 Plekhh2 BG076348 Pleckstrin homology domain containing, family H (with MyTH4 domain) member 2
85.8228 Pvrl2 AA409791 Poliovirus receptor-related 2
85.7304 Papola BG071271 Poly (A) polymerase alpha
83.3472 Parp4 BG074963 Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase family, member 4
2730.2222 Pcbp1 BG069542 Poly(rC) binding protein 1
57.496796 Pcbp4 AI414246 Poly(rC) binding protein 4
119.6495 Pcbp4 BG088487 Poly(rC) binding protein 4
154.6434 Pb1 BG076198 Polybromo 1
204.7079 Pkd1l3 BG066925 Polycystic kidney disease 1 like 3
3592.7195 Pkd2 BG075098 Polycystic kidney disease 2
22.0415 Pole2 BG071480 Polymerase (DNA directed), epsilon 2 (p59 subunit)
174.2374 Pole4 BG076915 Polymerase (DNA-directed), epsilon 4 (p12 subunit)
80.6858 Polr2c BE985202 Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polypeptide C
84.2061 Polr2c NM_009090 Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polypeptide C
84.648994 Polr2c NM_009090 Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polypeptide C
38.5542 Polr3g AW554865 Polymerase (RNA) III (DNA directed) polypeptide G
57.363396 Pcqap BG065631 Positive cofactor 2, multiprotein complex, glutamine/Q-rich-associated protein
65.2917 Pms2 BG076076 Postmeiotic segregation increased 2 (S. cerevisiae)
82.030396 Pms2 BG087717 Postmeiotic segregation increased 2 (S. cerevisiae)
252.3624 Kctd14 BG074290 Potassium channel tetramerisation domain containing 14
132.051 Kctd5 BG076860 Potassium channel tetramerisation domain containing 5
2445.6619 Kcnma1 BG076026 Potassium large conductance calcium-activated channel, subfamily M, alpha member 1
100.39549 Kcnmb1 AU043056 Potassium large conductance calcium-activated channel, subfamily M, beta member 1
95.8963 Kcnc4 AI414529 Potassium voltage gated channel, Shaw-related subfamily, member 4
588.4252 Prrg4 AW538069 Proline rich carboxyglutamic acid) (transmembrane)
940.0388 Kcnd3 BG072794 Potassium voltage-gated channel, Shal-related family, member 3
52.729202 Pou3f1 BG078543 POU domain, class 3, transcription factor 1
67.7939 Pbx3 BG067952 Pre B-cell leukemia transcription factor 3
260.48 Pbxip1 AI846081 Pre-B-cell leukemia transcription factor interacting protein 1
88.2931 Pfdn5 BG076342 Prefoldin 5
4485.0757 Pzp BC057983 Pregnancy zone protein
53.539898 Prnp AU021638 Prion protein
1056.5476 Pawr BG070555 PRKC, apoptosis, WT1, regulator
212.53531 Pop1 BG076831 Processing of precursor 1, ribonuclease P/MRP family, (S. cerevisiae)
222.3554 Col1a2 BG087142 Procollagen, type I, alpha 2
1330.9938 Col3a1 BG074327 Procollagen, type III, alpha 1
35.661396 Col4a1 BG088953 Procollagen, type IV, alpha 1
58.4804 Col4a3bp BG070661 Procollagen, type IV, alpha 3 (Goodpasture antigen) binding protein
19.9104 Col4a3bp BG083430 Procollagen, type IV, alpha 3 (Goodpasture antigen) binding protein
18.047499 Col4a5 BG088915 Procollagen, type IV, alpha 5
67.9581 Col6a1 BG075779 Procollagen, type VI, alpha 1
421.4031 Col11a2 AI845452 Procollagen, type XI, alpha 2
7082.8457 P4ha1 AW548258 Procollagen-proline, 2-oxoglutarate 4-dioxygenase (proline 4-hydroxylase), alpha 1 polypeptide
65.0483 Pdcd10 BG063328 Programmed cell death 10
20.691303 Prlpe BG063552 Prolactin-like protein E
17.8997 Plf AW539318 Proliferin
240.4338 Plfr BG077825 Proliferin related protein
  Gla (G-   4 
598.4898 Pelp1 BG087131 Proline, glutamic acid and leucine rich protein 1
223.54361 P4hb BG086397 Prolyl 4-hydroxylase, beta polypeptide
19.6769 Prcp AW558351 Prolylcarboxypeptidase (angiotensinase C)
2113.7192 Psap BG088310 Prosaposin
71.838394 Ptges2 BG066422 Prostaglandin E synthase 2
333.703 Psmc2 BG078023 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, ATPase 2
402.8139 Psmc2 BG078024 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, ATPase 2
273.94348 Psmd12 AA409615 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 12
109.5703 Psmd14 AI845836 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 14
37.015102 Psmd2 BG086740 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 2
37.4778 Psme2 BG067921 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 28 subunit, beta
1107.923 Psma4 AU042846 proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, alpha type 4
1561.7788 Psma7 BG064899 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, alpha type 7
1017.0641 Psmb4 AI415623 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type 4
62.217796 Psmb4 BG077488 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type 4
429.2297 Psmb5 BG088571 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type 5
287.8521 Psmb7 BG077022 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type 7
259.72852 Pin1 BG064353 Protein (peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase) NIMA-interacting 1
151.88321 Prmt2 BG067900 Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 2
17.711903 Prkcn BG088922 Protein kinase C, nu
5296.767 Prkcz AI841944 Protein kinase C, zeta
802.4287 Pkia BG072449 Protein kinase inhibitor, alpha
120.9709 Prkra BG064860 Protein kinase, interferon inducible double stranded RNA dependent activator
16762.8 Prkx BG074563 Protein kinase, X-linked
295.8142 Pofut1 BG071360 Protein O-fucosyltransferase 1
61.2218 Pofut2 BG071642 Protein O-fucosyltransferase 2
83.6111 Prpf31 AW554706 PRP31 pre mRNA factor homolog (yeast)
60.4191 Pomgnt1 BG088309 Protein O-linked mannose beta1,2-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase
24.512901 Ppm1l BG074614 Protein phosphatase 1 (formerly 2C)-like
84.6163 Ppp1r13b AW555335 Protein phosphatase 1, regulatory (inhibitor) subunit 13B
68.9838 Ppp1r13b BG075869 Protein phosphatase 1, regulatory (inhibitor) subunit 13B
23.074202 Ppp1r2 C77218 Protein phosphatase 1, regulatory (inhibitor) subunit 2
2584.5671 Ppm1d BG067048 Protein phosphatase 1D magnesium-dependent, delta isoform
22.7295 Ppm1d BG088678 Protein phosphatase 1D magnesium-dependent, delta isoform
125.120804 Ppp2ca BG066099 Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), catalytic subunit, alpha isoform
55.325203 Ppp2r1a BG078507 Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), regulatory subunit A (PR 65), alpha isoform
49.138298 Ppp4r2 BG069649 Protein phosphatase 4, regulatory subunit 2
4142.35 Ppp4r2 BG070476 Protein phosphatase 4, regulatory subunit 2
53.908997 Ppp5c BG076363 Protein phosphatase 5, catalytic subunit
17.5911 Pskh1 BG076196 Protein serine kinase H1
40.2611 Ptp4a2 BG076689 Protein tyrosine phosphatase 4a2
33.921402 Ptp4a2 BG077165 Protein tyrosine phosphatase 4a2
133.6632 Ptpn11 BG071749 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor type 11
910.4232 Ptprd BG074580 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, D
80.8195 Ppfia1 BG083890 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, f polypeptide (PTPRF), interacting protein, alpha 1
626.28455 Ptprk BG071886 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, K
109.9264 Psmd10 BG085094 Proteosome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 10
33.453003 Psmd10 BG087666 Proteosome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 10
46.8342 Pcdh9 BG068049 Protocadherin 9
 -  processing  31  
90.5998 Prpf4 BG080872 PRP4 pre-mRNA processing factor 4 homolog (yeast)
24.156403 Prune BG070702 Prune homolog (Drosophila)
359.0783 Ptk2 BG069499 PTK2 protein tyrosine kinase 2
57.965706 Ptk2 BG072113 PTK2 protein tyrosine kinase 2
28.7468 Pum1 BG063768 Pumilio 1 (Drosophila)
82.856 Pum2 BG079420 Pumilio 2 (Drosophila)
44.2697 P2rx1 AI323649 Purinergic receptor P2X, ligand-gated ion channel, 1
43.860096 Pwp1 BG063293 PWP1 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
76.048096 Pwp2h BG082926 PWP2 (periodic tryptophan protein) homolog, yeast
684.0691 Ppa1 BG063817 Pyrophosphatase (inorganic) 1
105.0186 Pycr2 BG072021 Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase family, member 2
15.5732 Pcx BG087228 Pyruvate carboxylase
1646.152 Pdha1 BG066484 Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 alpha 1
10.173498 Pdha1 BG076398 Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 alpha 1
41.0293 Pdk1 BG078533 Pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, isoenzyme 1
2938.1462 R3hcc1 BG063162 R3H domain and coiled-coil containing 1
33.1805 Rabggtb BG076913 RAB geranylgeranyl transferase, b subunit
3005.487 Rab1 BG076435 RAB1, member RAS oncogene family
8587.606 Rab11fip4 BG075144 RAB11 family interacting protein 4 (class II)
424.2705 Rab11b BG073253 RAB11B, member RAS oncogene family
409.0901 Rab12 BG075124 RAB12, member RAS oncogene family
28.7593 Rab14 BG074616 RAB14, member RAS oncogene family
158.6247 Rab18 BG076785 RAB18, member RAS oncogene family
95.7068 Rab30 BG070713 RAB30, member RAS oncogene family
86.7718 Rab3d BG076387 RAB3D, member RAS oncogene family
497.19452 Rab7 BG086994 RAB7, member RAS oncogene family
85.6686 Rgs12 BG067869 Regulator of
160.6702 Rab8a BG077618 RAB8A, member RAS oncogene family
750.9143 Rabep1 BG076417 Rabaptin, RAB GTPase binding effector protein 1
132.1953 Rph3a AI414281 Rabphilin 3A
47.2221 Racgap1 AU042813 Rac GTPase-activating protein 1
597.6714 Rad51l1 AW557115 RAD51-like 1 (S. cerevisiae)
47.4984 Rad51l1 BG075086 RAD51-like 1 (S. cerevisiae)
67.2487 Ralbp1 C78507 RalA binding protein 1
881.8699 Ranbp1 BG063350 RAN binding protein 1
71.7802 Rapgef5 BG064954 Rap guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 5
15.986002 Rapgef5 BG081882 Rap guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 5
96.3607 Rhod AU041357 Ras homolog gene family, member D
66.83569 Rhot2 BG087580 Ras homolog gene family, member T2
36.3578 Rhov BG071161 Ras homolog gene family, member V
44.6292 Rasa2 BG081889 RAS p21 protein activator 2
83.6299 Rreb1 BG066225 Ras responsive element binding protein 1
107.456 Rasl2-9 BG084497 RAS-like, family 2, locus 9
21.437698 Rac3 AI846426 RAS-related C3 botulinum substrate 3
112.032295 Rb1cc1 BG069722 RB1-inducible coiled-coil 1
26.449099 Rce1 BG065824 RCE1 homolog, prenyl protein peptidase (S. cerevisiae)
83.53 Reep2 BG072164 Receptor accessory protein 2
56.928802 Rex2 BG068425 Reduced expression 2
287.5796 Rcc2 BG085105 Regulator of chromosome condensation 2
  G-protein signaling 12
57.159996 Rgs12 BG082484 Regulator of G-protein signaling 12
644.8738 Rgs3 AU040596 Regulator of G-protein signaling 3
98.0575 Rfx1 BG069368 Regulatory factor X, 1 (influences HLA class II expression)
235.96591 Rras2 BG080845 Related RAS viral (r-ras) oncogene homolog 2
17.330898 Rpa1 BG078630 Replication protein A1
962.5309 Rtn4 BG062958 Reticulon 4
264.5204 Rtn4 BG077628 Reticulon 4
100.7152 Rtn4ip1 BG070368 Reticulon 4 interacting protein 1
229.70021 Rbbp4 BG084231 Retinoblastoma binding protein 4
158.46559 Rbbp6 BG075099 Retinoblastoma binding protein 6
21610.004 Rai17 BI076754 Retinoic acid induced 17
81.4938 Rarres2 BG087267 Retinoic acid receptor responder (tazarotene induced) 2
1492.9274 Rbp1 AI843614 Retinol binding protein 1, cellular
494.4739 Retsat BG066600 Retinol saturase (all trans retinol 13,14 reductase)
9.271801 Rexo4 BG088809 REX4, RNA exonuclease 4 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
185.9581 Arhgap17 BG084440 Rho GTPase activating protein 17
55.8265 Arhgap18 BG071822 Rho GTPase activating protein 18
101.560394 Arhgap20 BG080953 Rho GTPase activating protein 20
1722.0018 Arhgap8 BG066360 Rho GTPase activating protein 8
21.2877 Rhbdl3 AI414315 Rhomboid, veinlet-like 3 (Drosophila)
70.72099 Rnh1 BG085471 Ribonuclease/angiogenin inhibitor 1
1819.943 Rrm2 BG076613 Ribonucleotide reductase M2
6228.4023 Rpl10 BG075184 Ribosomal protein 10
361.58478 Rpl10 BG085975 Ribosomal protein 10
234.45181 Rpl10a BG088207 Ribosomal protein L10A
263.7263 Rpl12 NM_009076 Ribosomal protein L12
1682.7673 Rps15 AW557790 Ribosomal protein S15
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
89.982895 Rpl15 BG078436 Ribosomal protein L15
1547.9918 Rpl17 BG076749 Ribosomal protein L17
1813.1486 Rpl17 BG078600 Ribosomal protein L17
360.0463 Rpl19 BI646155 Ribosomal protein L19
1042.3275 Rpl19 NM_009078 Ribosomal protein L19
181.5533 Rpl21 AW538640 Ribosomal protein L21
339.3464 Rpl22 BG087054 Ribosomal protein L22
10242.206 Rpl23 BG086142 Ribosomal protein L23
965.2064 Rpl23a BG068014 Ribosomal protein L23a
91.9177 Rpl27a AI415314 Ribosomal protein L27a
122.5231 Rpl3 BG072592 Ribosomal protein L3
465.80963 Rpl3 BG076117 Ribosomal protein L3
40.658104 Rpl30 BG078679 Ribosomal protein L30
42.6674 Rpl39 BG088791 Ribosomal protein L39
563.2938 Rpl41 BG062966 Ribosomal protein L41
1020.59674 Rpl5 BG065195 Ribosomal protein L5
779.9242 Rpl5 BG065196 Ribosomal protein L5
2090.426 Rpl7 BG063883 Ribosomal protein L7
1349.6558 Rpl7a BG075220 Ribosomal protein L7a
9512.258 Rpl7l1 BG071958 Ribosomal protein L7-like 1
4227.9717 Rpl8 BG087674 Ribosomal protein L8
2666.9324 Rpl9 BC069963 Ribosomal protein L9
  
505.8377 Rps15a BG065203 Ribosomal protein S15a
57.467995 Rps2 BG076676 Ribosomal protein S2
312.3639 Rps20 BG076925 Ribosomal protein S20
731.6123 Rps20 BG083131 Ribosomal protein S20
1477.372 Rps21 BG087574 Ribosomal protein S21
1876.6943 Rps25 BG085822 Ribosomal protein S25
2313.911 Rps27a BG068918 Ribosomal protein S27a
27.766998 Rps6ka1 BG076428 Ribosomal protein S6 kinase polypeptide 1
88.295296 Rps6ka1 BG079900 Ribosomal protein S6 kinase polypeptide 1
2108.4448 Rps7 BG073412 Ribosomal protein S7
61.470795 Rrbp1 BG076993 Ribosome binding protein 1
80.5354 Rrbp1 BG077771 Ribosome binding protein 1
51.705803 0610009J22RBG075746 RIKEN cDNA 0610009J22 gene
55.679 0610010D24 BG069698 RIKEN cDNA 0610010D24 gene
15.433502 0610025P10 BG076251 RIKEN cDNA 0610025P10 gene
176.696 0610041E09 BG085854 RIKEN cDNA 0610041E09 gene
266.5056 1110001A07 BG066261 RIKEN cDNA 1110001A07 gene
781.04016 1110002B05 BG076564 RIKEN cDNA 1110002B05 gene
450.6189 1110004F10 BG086520 RIKEN cDNA 1110004F10 gene
361.0541 1110005A03 BG072391 RIKEN cDNA 1110005A03 gene
72.7017 1110005A23 BG088061 RIKEN cDNA 1110005A23 gene
126.4177 1110008B24 BG078152 RIKEN cDNA 1110008B24 gene
32.278004 1110008L16 BG067782 RIKEN cDNA 1110008L16 gene
85.5887 Nsmce2 BG087758 RIKEN cDNA 1110014D18 gene
121.08021 1110019N10 BG076590 RIKEN cDNA 1110019N10 gene
2047.04 1110038B12 BG074889 RIKEN cDNA 1110038B12 gene
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R46.099503 BG082387 RIKEN cDNA gene
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
144.86821 1110049F12 BG084482 RIKEN cDNA 1110049F12 gene
99.831505 1190005P17 BG069674 RIKEN cDNA 1190005P17 gene
182.30789 1200004M23 BG070929 RIKEN cDNA 1200004M23 gene
120.932495 1300002A08 AW552972 RIKEN cDNA 1300002A08 gene
159.08359 1500005K14 BG065731 RIKEN cDNA 1500005K14 gene
22.372198 1500005K14 BG070087 RIKEN cDNA 1500005K14 gene
105.9744 1500011J06RAW557796 RIKEN cDNA 1500011J06 gene
66.8259 1500015O10 BG071883 RIKEN cDNA 1500015O10 gene
1877.7766 1500032L24 BG076839 RIKEN cDNA 1500032L24 gene
245.0036 1500041J02RAI840941 RIKEN cDNA 1500041J02 gene
52.8362 1600002H07 BG072140 RIKEN cDNA 1600002H07 gene
75.6509 1600021P15 BG088852 RIKEN cDNA 1600021P15 gene
4492.3813 1700010H15 BG072186 RIKEN cDNA 1700010H15 gene
3241.961 1700021C14 BG073425 RIKEN cDNA 1700021C14 gene
85.5497 1700023B02 BG065239 RIKEN cDNA 1700023B02 gene
56.9374 1700027N10 BG072440 RIKEN cDNA 1700027N10 gene
8772.469 1700041C02 BG074444 RIKEN cDNA 1700041C02 gene
88.3909 1700123O20 BG087577 RIKEN cDNA 1700123O20 gene
67.65939 1700124P09 BG081269 RIKEN cDNA 1700124P09 gene
27.925602 1810008A14 BG063535 RIKEN cDNA 1810008A14 gene
204.0524 1810010G06 BG070298 RIKEN cDNA 1810010G06 gene
80.3282 1810044A24 BG088858 RIKEN cDNA 1810044A24 gene
1810055E12   1810055E12 
67.1486 1810073N04 BG075130 RIKEN cDNA 1810073N04 gene
64.5921 2210010B09 BG075162 RIKEN cDNA 2210010B09 gene
100.8208 2210015D19 AI843538 RIKEN cDNA 2210015D19 gene
94.0625 2210016H18 AW556974 RIKEN cDNA 2210016H18 gene
30.2954 2210018M11 BG082853 RIKEN cDNA 2210018M11 gene
82.010506 2210019I11R BG072176 RIKEN cDNA 2210019I11 gene
93.211 2310002B06 BG066909 RIKEN cDNA 2310002B06 gene
182.9137 2310002J21RBG063238 RIKEN cDNA 2310002J21 gene
84.7746 2310004I24R BG078555 RIKEN cDNA 2310004I24 gene
203.1686 2310005E10 AW537221 RIKEN cDNA 2310005E10 gene
257.50162 2310016M24 BG084754 RIKEN cDNA 2310016M24 gene
28.415699 2310028O11 BG064173 RIKEN cDNA 2310028O11 gene
58.2774 2310037I24R BG080856 RIKEN cDNA 2310037I24 gene
21.185698 2310040C09 BG063932 RIKEN cDNA 2310040C09 gene
83.5431 2310043N10 BG070885 RIKEN cDNA 2310043N10 gene
10.623402 2310047O13 BG080888 RIKEN cDNA 2310047O13 gene
82.4615 2310057D15 BG080114 RIKEN cDNA 2310057D15 gene
211.61252 2310065K24 AW552799 RIKEN cDNA 2310065K24 gene
71.5894 2400006H24 BG077598 RIKEN cDNA 2400006H24 gene
488.93552 2400010G15 BG085890 RIKEN cDNA 2400010G15 gene
13.3197 2410012H22 BG076343 RIKEN cDNA 2410012H22 gene
92.2086 2410015M20 BG085189 RIKEN cDNA 2410015M20 gene
17294.34 2410042D21 BG066645 RIKEN cDNA 2410042D21 gene
249.8626 2410042D21 BG088860 RIKEN cDNA 2410042D21 gene
53.516296 2410146L05 BG071832 RIKEN cDNA 2410146L05 gene
267.4174 2500002L14 BG071504 RIKEN cDNA 2500002L14 gene
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
449.96912 2810002I04R AI429635 RIKEN cDNA gene
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
231.23322 Pomp BG077791 RIKEN cDNA 2510048O06 gene
358.29102 2510049I19R BG084590 RIKEN cDNA 2510049I19 gene
298.3792 2600001N01 AW554727 RIKEN cDNA 2600001N01 gene
59.1879 2600011C06 BG069577 RIKEN cDNA 2600011C06 gene
222.20781 2600011C06 BG070676 RIKEN cDNA 2600011C06 gene
57.007805 2600014M03 BG082475 RIKEN cDNA 2600014M03 gene
651.0717 2610005B21 BG071704 RIKEN cDNA 2610005B21 gene
78.34689 2610005L07 AI415015 RIKEN cDNA 2610005L07 gene
619.5995 2610009E16 BG070614 RIKEN cDNA 2610009E16 gene
33.5522 2610019P18 AW555116 RIKEN cDNA 2610019P18 gene
24068.22 2610024G14 BG066583 RIKEN cDNA 2610024G14 gene
44.182102 2610024G14 BG071022 RIKEN cDNA 2610024G14 gene
87.9239 2610033H07 AW537825 RIKEN cDNA 2610033H07 gene
21.2696 2610101J03RBG078053 RIKEN cDNA 2610101J03 gene
264.8244 2610101N10 BG063465 RIKEN cDNA 2610101N10 gene
22.733799 2610204K14 BG069798 RIKEN cDNA 2610204K14 gene
25.118801 2610206B13 BG076408 RIKEN cDNA 2610206B13 gene
173.76561 2610207I16R BG068823 RIKEN cDNA 2610207I16 gene
700.6278 2700050L05 BG076836 RIKEN cDNA 2700050L05 gene
407.1568 2700059D21 BG081018 RIKEN cDNA 2700059D21 gene
542.9036 2700069I18R AI414193 RIKEN cDNA 2700069I18 gene
63.4679 2700091N06 BG063395 RIKEN cDNA 2700091N06 gene
  2810002I04 
103.07001 2810003C17 BG080895 RIKEN cDNA 2810003C17 gene
200.0697 2810006K23 BG071462 RIKEN cDNA 2810006K23 gene
142.6868 2810025M15 BG064924 RIKEN cDNA 2810025M15 gene
19.402302 2810037C14 BG087555 RIKEN cDNA 2810037C14 gene
34.262802 2810406C15 BG082566 RIKEN cDNA 2810406C15 gene
2321.9788 2810417H13 BG076569 RIKEN cDNA 2810417H13 gene
299.6212 2810428I15R BG085695 RIKEN cDNA 2810428I15 gene
138.5588 2810457I06R BG076317 RIKEN cDNA 2810457I06 gene
49.312298 2810474O19 BG082334 RIKEN cDNA 2810474O19 gene
330.649 2810485I05R BG066170 RIKEN cDNA 2810485I05 gene
2319.5273 2900026A02 BG074407 RIKEN cDNA 2900026A02 gene
70.7889 2900042E01 AI843667 RIKEN cDNA 2900042E01 gene
19.681 2900057K09 BG076382 RIKEN cDNA 2900057K09 gene
191.1411 2900073G15 AI851409 RIKEN cDNA 2900073G15 gene
127.3098 3110002H16 BG070770 RIKEN cDNA 3110002H16 gene
1111.782 3110035E14 AI840869 RIKEN cDNA 3110035E14 gene
28.459503 3110068G20 BG069049 RIKEN cDNA 3110068G20 gene
46.1548 3200002M19 BG067287 RIKEN cDNA 3200002M19 gene
68.5813 3300001G02 AI843157 RIKEN cDNA 3300001G02 gene
99.464 3300001P08 BG064809 RIKEN cDNA 3300001P08 gene
18.1706 4631427C17 BG072404 RIKEN cDNA 4631427C17 gene
80.6897 4632427E13 BG070284 RIKEN cDNA 4632427E13 gene
66.2311 4732418C07 BG063132 RIKEN cDNA 4732418C07 gene
2864.224 4732419C18 BG074235 RIKEN cDNA 4732419C18 gene
64.5623 4733401H18 BG087268 RIKEN cDNA 4733401H18 gene
62.673004 4833423E24 BG072248 RIKEN cDNA 4833423E24 gene
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R36.761898 BG076997 RIKEN cDNA gene
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
28.102001 4833439L19 BG063785 RIKEN cDNA 4833439L19 gene
43.9963 4833439L19 BG064912 RIKEN cDNA 4833439L19 gene
32.937904 4921511K06 BG075097 RIKEN cDNA 4921511K06 gene
15972.291 4930451C15 BG072204 RIKEN cDNA 4930451C15 gene
28.383 4930488E11 AI324025 RIKEN cDNA 4930488E11 gene
1504.6244 4930509E16 BG074844 RIKEN cDNA 4930509E16 gene
236.23648 4930534B04 AI414212 RIKEN cDNA 4930534B04 gene
63.7958 4930555F03 BG071966 RIKEN cDNA 4930555F03 gene
91.9912 4930556B16 BG073061 RIKEN cDNA 4930556B16 gene
72.45039 4930562C15 BG087624 RIKEN cDNA 4930562C15 gene
1389.6642 4930573I19R BG087892 RIKEN cDNA 4930573I19 gene
242.93791 4930588K23 AI413773 RIKEN cDNA 4930588K23 gene
-1.2584991 4931419K03 BG076195 RIKEN cDNA 4931419K03 gene
27.2332 4932417I16R BG076170 RIKEN cDNA 4932417I16 gene
3173.3438 4932438A13 BG063602 RIKEN cDNA 4932438A13 gene
39.036003 4933400E14 BG070730 RIKEN cDNA 4933400E14 gene
2100.077 4933407C03 BG075025 RIKEN cDNA 4933407C03 gene
57.8675 4933415L06 BG067857 RIKEN cDNA 4933415L06 gene
55.548805 4933421E11 BG076885 RIKEN cDNA 4933421E11 gene
19.4953 4933427D14 BG075087 RIKEN cDNA 4933427D14 gene
95.530304 4933434E20 AI851476 RIKEN cDNA 4933434E20 gene
68.8038 4933439C20 BG075407 RIKEN cDNA 4933439C20 gene
4933439C20   4933439C20 
491.38538 5133401H06 BG070659 RIKEN cDNA 5133401H06 gene
56.083603 5230400G24 AI837804 RIKEN cDNA 5230400G24 gene
148.23608 5330421F07 BG074341 RIKEN cDNA 5330421F07 gene
31.842503 5330421F07 BG075061 RIKEN cDNA 5330421F07 gene
41.751003 5630401J11RBG088780 RIKEN cDNA 5630401J11 gene
99.5921 5730437N04 BG087737 RIKEN cDNA 5730437N04 gene
350.1383 5730469M10 AI429609 RIKEN cDNA 5730469M10 gene
454.86612 5730509C05 BG067887 RIKEN cDNA 5730509C05 gene
45.872204 5830404H04 BG074949 RIKEN cDNA 5830404H04 gene
2.1146088 5830434P21 BG063599 RIKEN cDNA 5830434P21 gene
681.7458 5830472F04 C78921 RIKEN cDNA 5830472F04 gene
32.631203 6030443O07 BG070128 RIKEN cDNA 6030443O07 gene
623.4855 6430526N21 BG066906 RIKEN cDNA 6430526N21 gene
878.0051 6430527G18 BG084863 RIKEN cDNA 6430527G18 gene
210.86899 6820424L24 BG063009 RIKEN cDNA 6820424L24 gene
288.6957 N/A BG075627 RIKEN cDNA 7030407A21 gene
53.504704 8430426H19 BG081140 RIKEN cDNA 8430426H19 gene
12.5928 8430427H17 BG074615 RIKEN cDNA 8430427H17 gene
164.517 9030409G11 AI843245 RIKEN cDNA 9030409G11 gene
37.8179 9030416H16 BG070903 RIKEN cDNA 9030416H16 gene
44.596397 9030425E11 BG088526 RIKEN cDNA 9030425E11 gene
70.611404 9030612M13 BG063705 RIKEN cDNA 9030612M13 gene
-0.7339993 9130227C08 AW558639 RIKEN cDNA 9130227C08Rik gene
394.8452 B3gnt1 BG070203 RIKEN cDNA 9130230N09 gene
25.978401 9130604C24 BG074933 RIKEN cDNA 9130604C24 gene
5.676998 9230115E21 BG069615 RIKEN cDNA 9230115E21 gene
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R12.3286 BG088793 RIKEN cDNA gene
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
21.694302 9330107J05RBG087664 RIKEN cDNA 9330107J05 gene
682.2997 9530053H05 AU014878 RIKEN cDNA 9530053H05 gene
147.9302 9630050M13 AA409368 RIKEN cDNA 9630050M13 gene
105.560394 9930013L23 BG069985 RIKEN cDNA 9930013L23 gene
279.9603 A130030D10 BG066119 RIKEN cDNA A130030D10 gene
58.392204 A230106M15 BG070862 RIKEN cDNA A230106M15 gene
9.623699 A530089I17R BG074649 RIKEN cDNA A530089I17 gene
38.910095 A630082K20 BG067970 RIKEN cDNA A630082K20 gene
52.150997 A830091I15R AI841239 RIKEN cDNA A830091I15 gene
30.861305 A930005I04R AU024060 RIKEN cDNA A930005I04 gene
45.449898 B430110G05 AI847749 RIKEN cDNA B430110G05 gene
30.192299 B930006L02 AW538695 RIKEN cDNA B930006L02 gene
1147.5386 C130039O16 BG068466 RIKEN cDNA C130039O16 gene
474.62408 C230004F18 AU014800 RIKEN cDNA C230004F18 gene
120.1853 C230052I12RBG072034 RIKEN cDNA C230052I12 gene
137.9088 C230086A09 BG074985 RIKEN cDNA C230086A09 gene
16.621302 C330007P06 BG075040 RIKEN cDNA C330007P06 gene
132.9143 C330008K14 BG072196 RIKEN cDNA C330008K14 gene
41.2182 C330027G06 BG074935 RIKEN cDNA C330027G06 gene
4846.158 C430003P19 BG070530 RIKEN cDNA C430003P19 gene
53.8825 C730024G19 BG075041 RIKEN cDNA C730024G19 gene
31.9939 C920006C10 BG076854 RIKEN cDNA C920006C10 gene
D030022P06   D030022P06 
298.95822 D030070L09 AA407663 RIKEN cDNA D030070L09 gene
44.027203 D030074E01 BG068969 RIKEN cDNA D030074E01 gene
11.739 D530005L17 BG088785 RIKEN cDNA D530005L17 gene
249.6029 D530033C11 BG063349 RIKEN cDNA D530033C11 gene
23.4137 D930046M13 BG088882 RIKEN cDNA D930046M13 gene
21.879099 E330016L19 BG070321 RIKEN cDNA E330016L19 gene
9.260399 E330021D16 BG083681 RIKEN cDNA E330021D16 gene
2858.524 E430012M05 BG086998 RIKEN cDNA E430012M05 gene
281.8192 E430034L04 BG068950 RIKEN cDNA E430034L04 gene
201.3691 G430041M01 BG069073 RIKEN cDNA G430041M01 gene
48.734802 Rffl BG067917 Ring finger and FYVE like domain containing protein
5618.5654 Rfwd2 BG074571 Ring finger and WD repeat domain 2
631.3712 Rnf103 BG083428 Ring finger protein 103
484.00412 Rnf139 BG076960 Ring finger protein 139
482.7881 Rnf141 BG069685 Ring finger protein 141
106.3944 Rnf187 AI840259 Ring finger protein 187
170.55449 Rnf187 BG074396 Ring finger protein 187
197.4294 Rnf20 BG079679 Ring finger protein 20
82.767395 Rnf34 BG087648 Ring finger protein 34
94.315704 Rnf43 BG066425 Ring finger protein 43
628.5398 Rnf44 BG072080 Ring finger protein 44
85.233 Rnf7 BG069791 Ring finger protein 7
54.9831 Rnf7 BG087875 Ring finger protein 7
16.556297 Rbm19 AW553963 RNA binding motif protein 19
98.3167 Rbm21 BG086976 RNA binding motif protein 21
193.6687 Rbm3 BG077092 RNA binding motif protein 3
18.263302 Sec22b AW539497 SEC22 vesicle trafficking protein homolog (S. cerevisiae)
68.763 Rbm35a BG083037 RNA binding motif protein 35A
3659.2078 Rbm5 BG074627 RNA binding motif protein 5
145.1268 Rbm5 BG087126 RNA binding motif protein 5
618.7251 Rbm6 BG066577 RNA binding motif protein 6
27.259903 Rbm6 BG076295 RNA binding motif protein 6
52.6518 Rbm9 BG068058 RNA binding motif protein 9
7.7419014 Rbmx AW553808 RNA binding motif protein, X chromosome
94.5711 Rbms1 BG065181 RNA binding motif, single stranded interacting protein 1
42.5706 Rbms1 BG076919 RNA binding motif, single stranded interacting protein 1
139.4217 Rbpms BG074298 RNA binding protein gene with multiple splicing
239.7652 Rpo1-3 BG073310 RNA polymerase 1-3
254.30351 Rpo1-3 BG077882 RNA polymerase 1-3
78.6169 Rod1 BG064438 ROD1 regulator of differentiation 1 (S. pombe)
82.6856 Rundc1 AW551801 RUN domain containing 1
26.477499 S100a13 AW542372 S100 calcium binding protein A13
174.6826 Sav1 BG066757 Salvador homolog 1 (Drosophila)
400.4125 Sash1 AI837786 SAM and SH3 domain containing 1
62.2692 Spdef BG072422 SAM pointed domain containing ets transcription factor
35.9684 Sgcd BG067876 Sarcoglycan, delta (dystrophin-associated glycoprotein)
793.9973 Sco1 AI415359 SCO cytochrome oxidase deficient homolog 1 (yeast)
2278.1055 Sspo BG066619 SCO-spondin
1145.6671 Scotin BG074542 Scotin gene
     B  
2951.9185 Sec24b BG070917 SEC24 related gene family, member B (S. cerevisiae)
106.929 Sec24c AI845532 SEC24 related gene family, member C (S. cerevisiae)
555.03455 Sec61a1 BG078140 Sec61 alpha 1 subunit (S. cerevisiae)
61.1592 Scrn1 AI840926 Secernin 1
49.809998 Spp1 BG070062 Secreted phosphoprotein 1
147.2961 Scamp2 BG075058 Secretory carrier membrane protein 2
21.5234 15-Sep BG084209 Selenoprotein
1941.8718 Sepp1 BG088394 Selenoprotein P, plasma, 1
117.5052 Sepx1 BG076434 Selenoprotein X 1
79.6884 Sema3e BG076752 Sema domain, immunoglobulin domain (Ig), short basic domain, secreted, (semaphorin) 3E
33.7691 Serpinb1c BG070982 Serine (or cysteine) peptidase inhibitor, clade B, member 1c
166.6312 Serpinb6a BG087117 Serine (or cysteine) peptidase inhibitor, clade B, member 6a
248.5281 Serpinb9b BG063355 Serine (or cysteine) peptidase inhibitor, clade B, member 9b
77.42339 Serpinb9c BG063578 Serine (or cysteine) peptidase inhibitor, clade B, member 9c
54.262398 Serinc3 BG087083 Serine incorporator 3
639.9932 Sdccag3 AI414204 Serologically defined colon cancer antigen 3
1460.5526 Serbp1 BG069182 Serpine1 mRNA binding protein 1
22.4922 Sertad2 AU016892 SERTA domain containing 2
2159.712 Sgk BG072439 Serum/glucocorticoid regulated kinase
54.6239 Smyd5 BG066402 SET and MYND domain containing 5
1039.9149 Setd7 BG068025 SET domain containing (lysine methyltransferase) 7
433.217 Setd1b AW558971 SET domain containing 1B
64.523705 Setdb1 BG081206 SET domain, bifurcated 1
68.213196 Sh3tc2 BG074293 SH3 domain and tetratricopeptide repeats 2
695.1676 Sh3rf1 BG074970 SH3 domain containing ring finger 1
89.48151 Sh3rf2 AU022448 SH3 domain containing ring finger 2
132.9008 Snrpd2 BG087017 Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein D2
23.439102 Sh3d19 BG088842 SH3 domain protein D19
222.03198 Sh3bgrl BG084187 SH3-binding domain glutamic acid-rich protein like
876.0069 Scoc AI840050 Short coiled-coil protein
75.4167 Sgol1 AA409233 Shugoshin-like 1 (S. pombe)
20.600298 Sgol2 BG076238 Shugoshin-like 2 (S. pombe)
1617.3425 Sdk1 BG072412 Sidekick homolog 1 (chicken)
372.28 Sfxn1 BG074764 Sideroflexin 1
45.719902 Sppl3 AW558861 Signal peptide peptidase 3
560.3614 Srp14 BG064895 Signal recognition particle 14
87.0636 Srp68 AI837820 Signal recognition particle 68
575.91144 Ssr4 BG079376 Signal sequence receptor, delta
24.704597 Stat1 AA408197 Signal transducer and activator of transcription 1
88.7781 Stat2 BG069385 Signal transducer and activator of transcription 2
100.9246 Slamf1 BG071789 Signaling lymphocytic activation molecule family member 1
97.034096 LOC667170 BG071901 Similar to Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)
55.921303 LOC195531 AU022883 Similar to reduced expression 2
31.5424 LOC226957 BG069969 Similar to RNA and export factor binding protein 2
97.679794 LOC229571 BG071139 Similar to TDPOZ4
147.1904 LOC547109 BG069841 Similar to tripartite motif-containing 43
168.5148 Sap18 BG085340 Sin3-associated polypeptide 18
128.0531 Ssbp3 BG082447 Single-stranded DNA binding protein 3
650.2707 Snrpd1 BG072941 Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein D1
   
652.4571 Snrpg BG085860 Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein polypeptide G
35.269897 Smc2 BG077844 SMC2 structural maintenance of chromosomes 2-like 1 (yeast)
82.5535 Smc5 BG069552 SMC5 structural maintenance of chromosomes 5-like 1 (yeast)
24018.613 Smc6 AU014875 SMC6 structural maintenance of chromosomes 6-like 1 (yeast)
103.9359 Smc6 BG072437 SMC6 structural maintenance of chromosomes 6-like 1 (yeast)
2136.9285 Smo BG075105 Smoothened homolog (Drosophila)
756.6759 Shoc2 BG087119 Soc-2 (suppressor of clear) homolog (C. elegans)
182.71251 Slc12a2 BG074576 Solute carrier family 12, member 2
466.0958 Slc12a5 BG076166 Solute carrier family 12, member 5
71.412796 Slc12a7 BG079799 Solute carrier family 12, member 7
46.7024 Slc18a1 BG081874 Solute carrier family 18 (vesicular monoamine), member 1
39.002396 Slc2a6 AI837819 Solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose transporter), member 6
5923.6553 Slc23a1 BG071361 solute carrier family 23 (nucleobase transporters), member 1
27.4686 Slc25a13 AI413945 Solute carrier family 25 (mitochondrial carrier, adenine nucleotide translocator), member 13
78.0766 Slc25a30 BG063786 Solute carrier family 25, member 30
80.6241 Slc30a3 BG075243 Solute carrier family 30 (zinc transporter), member 3
22.671701 Slc30a4 BG076257 Solute carrier family 30 (zinc transporter), member 4
149.61569 Slc30a9 BG087080 Solute carrier family 30 (zinc transporter), member 9
464.35022 Slc30a10 AI414770 Solute carrier family 30, member 10
26.4748 Slc35f2 BG082445 Solute carrier family 35, member F2
76.2146 Slc38a4 BG077671 Solute carrier family 38, member 4
65.480804 Slc4a2 BG074631 Solute carrier family 4 (anion exchanger), member 2
54.3386 Slc6a9 BG088507 Solute carrier family 6 (neurotransmitter transporter, glycine), member 9
382.59457 Slc6a6 BG066820 Solute carrier family 6 (neurotransmitter transporter, taurine), member 6
32.0334 Slc8a1 BG069063 Solute carrier family 8 (sodium/calcium exchanger), member 1
60.144703 Son BG063337 Son cell proliferation protein
265.6441 Sfrs11 BG085443 Splicing 11
97.7417 Sri BG077084 Sorcin
90.8499 Snx3 BG085492 Sorting nexin 3
71.5343 Spg20 AI840044 Spastic paraplegia 20, spartin (Troyer syndrome) homolog (human)
43.1214 Spg7 BG072876 Spastic paraplegia 7 homolog (human)
38.0475 Speg BG075580 SPEG complex locus
1044.575 Spag9 BG073641 Sperm associated antigen 9
104.6936 Strbp BG074946 Spermatid perinuclear RNA binding protein
355.3031 Sohlh1 BG074500 Spermatogenesis and oogenesis specific basic helix-loop-helix 1
411.7826 Sohlh2 AI413378 Spermatogenesis and oogenesis specific basic helix-loop-helix 2
51.18779 Spata5 BG074352 Spermatogenesis associated 5
62.135498 Smox BG081031 Spermine oxidase
64.7124 Spfh1 BG066747 SPFH domain family, member 1
41.684196 Spfh2 AI851581 SPFH domain family, member 2
92.51679 Skp1a BG064752 S-phase kinase-associated protein 1A
0.18439865 Skp1a BG079050 S-phase kinase-associated protein 1A
43.596 Smpd3 AI840653 Sphingomyelin phosphodiesterase 3, neutral
4.9226017 Sf1 BG077386 Splicing factor 1
96.3824 Sf3b2 BG072169 Splicing factor 3b, subunit 2
76.184906 Sf3b3 BG078603 Splicing factor 3b, subunit 3
26.712502 Sfpq BG068037 Splicing factor proline/glutamine rich (polypyrimidine tract binding protein associated)
261.0987 Sfpq BG074984 Splicing factor proline/glutamine rich (polypyrimidine tract binding protein associated)
222.9823 Sfrs10 BG075725 Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 10 (transformer 2 homolog, Drosophila)
 factor, arginine/serine-rich 
962.3574 Sfrs2ip BG073209 Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 2, interacting protein
186.6813 Spty2d1 BG069916 SPT2, Suppressor of Ty, domain containing 1 (S. cerevisiae)
985.29425 St6galnac3 BG066688 ST6 (alpha-N-acetyl-neuraminyl-2,3-beta-galactosyl-1,3)-N-acetylgalactosaminide alpha-2,6-sialyltransferase 3
53.951496 St8sia2 BG084127 ST8 alpha-N-acetyl-neuraminide alpha-2,8-sialyltransferase 2
88.102 Snn BG072886 Stannin
169.35251 Stmn3 BG078928 Stathmin-like 3
47.6143 Stau1 BG075299 Staufen (RNA binding protein) homolog 1 (Drosophila)
88.4607 Slbp BG085411 Stem-loop binding protein
69.0213 Samd14 AI839049 Sterile alpha motif domain containing 14
477.191 Srd5a1 AI843168 Steroid 5 alpha-reductase 1
55.151398 Sc5d AI845765 Sterol-C5-desaturase (fungal ERG3, delta-5-desaturase) homolog (S. cerevisae)
25.4904 Strn4 BG088429 Striatin, calmodulin binding protein 4
99.826996 Stag1 BG071844 Stromal antigen 1
2208.6826 Sub1 BG074743 SUB1 homolog (S. cerevisia
890.6757 Sucla2 BG068897 Succinate-Coenzyme A ligase, ADP-forming, beta subunit
1661.9535 Sucla2 BG069442 Succinate-Coenzyme A ligase, ADP-forming, beta subunit
92.7459 Suclg2 BG063223 Succinate-Coenzyme A ligase, GDP-forming, beta subunit
75.509 Sqrdl BG073464 Sulfide quinone reductase-like (yeast)
36.9189 Skiv2l2 BG086249 Superkiller viralicidic activity 2-like 2 (S. cerevisiae)
7167.8555 Sod1 AI836459 Superoxide dismutase 1, soluble
132.16449 St13 BG086389 Suppression of tumorigenicity 13
46.436203 Socs6 BG075016 Suppressor of cytokine signaling 6
54.101597 Suhw4 BG066777 Suppressor of hairy wing homolog 4 (Drosophila)
42.8414 Supt5h BG069440 Suppressor of Ty 5 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
66.4478 Suv39h1 BG084777 Suppressor of variegation 3-9 homolog 1 (Drosophila)
49.957397 Suz12 BG063378 Suppressor of zeste 12 homolog (Drosophila)
158.25641 Tbx20 BG066250 box 20
54.064102 Surf5 BG086580 Surfeit gene 5
33.011803 Surf6 BG076433 Surfeit gene 6
126.727806 Smarca4 BG064918 SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily a, member 4
128.8093 Smarcc1 BG075237 SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily c, member 1
57.9606 Synj2bp BG062945 Synaptojanin 2 binding protein
61.295597 Sypl BG076926 Synaptophysin-like protein
65.322205 Snap29 BG082669 Synaptosomal-associated protein
232.4568 Syt11 BG084832 Synaptotagmin XI
5.2759 Sytl4 BG070708 Synaptotagmin-like 4
679.6251 Sdc1 BG076846 Syndecan 1
54.271202 Stx17 BG075049 Syntaxin 17
119.974 Stx5a BG087585 Syntaxin 5A
36.1998 N/A BG063359 Synthetic construct human  telomerase catalytic subunit (hTERT/hEST2) mRNA and 3'  Influenza A hemagglutinin tag, complete sequence
3108.2 Taf13 BG073933 TAF13 RNA polymerase II, TATA box binding protein (TBP)-associated factor
58.102 Tnks2 BG066239 Tankyrase, TRF1-interacting ankyrin-related ADP-ribose polymerase 2
114.4423 Tom1l2 BG072270 Target of myb1-like 2 (chicken)
295.477 Tas1r1 AI415100 Taste receptor, type 1, member 1
162.14241 Tbc1d1 BG068217 TBC1 domain family, member 1
35.170204 Tbc1d10b BG067920 TBC1 domain family, member 10b
371.8457 Tbc1d13 BG072158 TBC1 domain family, member 13
741.8523 Tbc1d15 BG068291 TBC1 domain family, member 15
876.15576 Tbc1d8 BG075092 TBC1 domain family, member 8
T-  
32.1159 Tcta BG074572 T-cell leukemia translocation altered gene
41.2334 Tead1 BG076381 TEA domain family member 1
197.9176 Tshz1 C77298 Teashirt zinc finger family member 1
375.2566 Tshz1 C88310 Teashirt zinc finger family member 1
63.203102 Tns3 BG076186 Tensin 3
90.11861 Tns4 BG085944 Tensin 4
51.380898 Tegt BG064583 Testis enhanced gene transcript
25.2434 Tex15 BG075123 Testis expressed gene 15
40.5604 Tex19 BG063666 Testis expressed gene 19
101.52261 Tex261 AA409339 Testis expressed gene 261
156.794 Tsga10 BG068355 Testis specific 10
21.1498 Tspan5 BG069711 Tetraspanin 5
18.971699 Ttc14 BG070000 Tetratricopeptide repeat domain 14
45.4334 Ttc17 BG081876 Tetratricopeptide repeat domain 17
82.068695 Ttc7b BG064198 Tetratricopeptide repeat domain 7B
90.9995 Txndc12 BG070781 Thioredoxin domain containing 12 (endoplasmic reticulum)
159.9678 Txnl1 AI837780 Thioredoxin-like 1
368.656 Tst BG074498 Thiosulfate sulfurtransferase, mitochondrial
113.05881 Thumpd3 BG066629 THUMP domain containing 3
5095.8574 Tmpo BG084098 thymopoietin
202.6034 Thrap1 BG074339 Thyroid hormone receptor associated protein 1
72.43561 Thrap3 BG069565 Thyroid hormone receptor associated protein 3
172.7471 Trip13 BG063678 Thyroid hormone receptor interactor 13
455.713 Tjp2 BG084491 Tight junction protein 2
73.047104 Timp3 BG085154 Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 3
272.1258 Traf3 AA254977 Tnf receptor-associated factor 3
62.8173 Trp53bp1 BG078205 Transformation protein binding protein 1
72.31419 Trap1 BG070787 TNF receptor-associated protein 1
12.251701 Top1 C76804 Topoisomerase (DNA) I
68.02051 Top3a BG084655 Topoisomerase (DNA) III alpha
228.03638 Tor1a BG075126 Torsin family 1, member A (torsin A)
27.744202 Triap1 BG071470 TP53 regulated inhibitor of apoptosis 1
571.3185 Tprkb BG062981 Tp53rk binding protein
363.1339 Tank AI528605 TRAF family member-associated Nf-kappa B activator
240.4642 Trappc3 BG082439 Trafficking protein particle complex 3
692.81085 Tcea1 AI840629 transcription elongation factor A (SII) 1
103.321396 Tceb3 BG079637 Transcription elongation factor B (SIII), polypeptide 3
51.344204 Tcf21 BG076356 Transcription factor 21
72.3271 Tfb2m NM_008249 Transcription factor B2, mitochondrial
2717.4973 Tcfcp2l1 BG071514 Transcription factor CP2-like 1
-2.0620003 Tcfcp2l1 BG088774 Transcription factor CP2-like 1
141.9079 Tcfe2a NM_011548 Transcription factor E2a
214.31299 Tada1l AI413940 Transcriptional adaptor 1 (HFI1 homolog, yeast) like
378.9544 Trerf1 BG068016 Transcriptional regulating factor 1
308.4926 Tle4 BG071846 Transducin-like enhancer of split 4, homolog of Drosophila E(spl)
26.070702 Tle6 BG088909 Transducin-like enhancer of split 6, homolog of Drosophila E(spl)
4334.992 Trf AI841326 Transferrin
127.786194 Tfrc BG067924 Transferrin receptor
1.6618004 Trp53 BG075029 Transformation related protein 53
 related  53   
112.8617 Mdm4 BG068050 Transformed mouse 3T3 cell double minute 4
110.3055 Tagln2 BG077550 Transgelin 2
66.9196 Tgm2 BG074617 Transglutaminase 2, C polypeptide
6917.3765 Trpm7 BG079014 Transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily M, member 7
15475.025 Trpm7 BG079028 Transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily M, member 7
377.77722 Tkt BG075310 Transketolase
476.40024 Tkt BG075312 Transketolase
127.109406 Tsn BG063954 Translin
43.397102 Timm8a1 BG077024 Translocase of inner mitochondrial membrane 8 homolog a1 (yeast)
1787.0342 Timm8a2 BG066908 Translocase of inner mitochondrial membrane 8 homolog a2 (yeast)
117.712395 Tomm34 BG064433 Translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 34
79.70889 Tpr BG087562 Translocated promoter region
311.0657 Tram1 BG084395 Translocating chain-associating membrane protein 1
92.2942 Tm9sf3 BG073434 Transmembrane 9 superfamily member 3
77.821396 Tmcc3 AU043642 Transmembrane and coiled coil domains 3
278.43652 Tmtc4 BG074303 Transmembrane and tetratricopeptide repeat containing 4
1049.4739 Tmed7 BG084359 Transmembrane emp24 protein transport domain containing 7
1269.9482 Tmed10 BG087129 Transmembrane emp24-like trafficking protein 10 (yeast)
1319.4961 Tmem11 BG063347 Transmembrane protein 11
56.231804 Tmem115 BG087070 Transmembrane protein 115
55.751106 Tmem131 BG087693 Transmembrane protein 131
295.5844 Tmem147 BG075066 Transmembrane protein 147
346.5937 Tmem14c BG064917 Transmembrane protein 14C
26.9422 Tmem157 BG070751 Transmembrane protein 157
18.3098 Tmem16f BG074632 Transmembrane protein 16F
39.6931 Tmem19 BG086836 Transmembrane protein 19
74.164505 Ttll6 BG067035 Tubulin tyrosine like 6
294.2799 Tmem4 BG088638 Transmembrane protein 4
199.4616 Tmem41b BG070012 Transmembrane protein 41B
318.1621 Tmem5 AA407843 Transmembrane protein 5
124.5656 Tmem63a BG071052 Transmembrane protein 63a
72.0115 Tmem9 BG064960 Transmembrane protein 9
125.8725 Tmem97 BG088834 Transmembrane protein 97
10103.252 Ttr BG076766 Transthyretin
89.6857 Trps1 C87648 Trichorhinophalangeal syndrome I (human)
8733.812 Tnrc15 BG068944 Trinucleotide repeat containing 15
229.05829 Tnrc6a BG074497 Trinucleotide repeat containing 6a
272.6986 Tnrc6b BG067897 Trinucleotide repeat containing 6b
322.7105 Tnrc9 BG069074 Trinucleotide repeat containing 9
41.2242 Trim24 AI323646 Tripartite motif protein 24
54.936703 Trim24 BG072497 Tripartite motif protein 24
25.7765 Tfg BG082866 Trk-fused gene
13.293501 Trmt1 BG064625 TRM1 tRNA methyltransferase 1 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
144.3823 Tpm2 BG076419 Tropomyosin 2, beta
333.3015 Trove2 BG069917 TROVE domain family, member 2
120.0276 Tulp3 BG066048 Tubby-like protein 3
15476.493 Tulp3 BG071227 Tubby-like protein 3
3330.4268 Tulp3 BG071302 Tubby-like protein 3
1819.7385 Tbca BG084568 Tubulin cofactor a
  ligase-  family, member 
174.47821 Tuba2 AI836347 Tubulin, alpha 2
758.1764 Tuba4 AI840604 Tubulin, alpha 4
1365.1671 Tuba6 AI840757 Tubulin, alpha 6
65.847 Tuba8 AI326287 Tubulin, alpha 8
3985.983 Tubb2a AI845505 Tubulin, beta 2a
1339.2335 Tubb2b BG069808 Tubulin, beta 2b
3682.9478 Tubb2c BG064830 Tubulin, beta 2c
1688.7766 Tubb2c BG064831 Tubulin, beta 2c
1856.5032 Tubb2c BG064832 Tubulin, beta 2c
212.7865 Tubb5 BG087420 Tubulin, beta 5
59.690002 Tpd52l2 AW552470 Tumor protein D52-like 2
120.5874 Tpd52l2 BG069764 Tumor protein D52-like 2
2005.8561 Tpt1 BG072696 Tumor protein, translationally-controlled 1
13018.928 Tpt1 BG085490 Tumor protein, translationally-controlled 1
37.754105 Trap1a BG077624 Tumor rejection antigen P1A
97.673004 Ttyh2 AI843221 Tweety homolog 2 (Drosophila)
3489.4531 Ywhaq BG070918 Tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, theta polypeptide
115.50119 Yars BG065834 tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase
76.26109 Snrpb2 BG081012 U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein B
289.4044 Uqcrc2 BG075002 Ubiquinol cytochrome c reductase core protein 2
90.4708 Ubadc1 BG076638 Ubiquitin associated domain containing 1
106.3889 Ubap2l BG065863 Ubiquitin associated protein 2-like
606.5096 Ubc BG086355 Ubiquitin C
122.9429 Uchl5 BG063603 Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal esterase L5
85.2964 Ubr1 BG070919 Ubiquitin protein ligase E3 component n-recognin 1
64.27 Ube3b BG074952 Ubiquitin protein ligase E3B
8.352798 Ulk2 BG074999 Unc 51 kinase
103.150406 Usp2 NM_198091 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 2
1215.2216 Usp25 BG065809 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 25
316.8584 Usp27x BG075404 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 27, X chromosome
91.2805 Usp3 BG069818 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 3
61.872 Usp42 BG079818 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 42
34.8807 Usp53 BG080029 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 53
0.03339958 Usp53 BG088800 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 53
51.5676 Usp7 BG079223 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 7
258.95972 Ube1x AI847785 Ubiquitin-activating enzyme E1, Chr X
63.403805 Ube2v1 BG077789 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 1
126.2583 Ube2v2 BG076826 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant 2
78.3843 Ube2d1 AI836420 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2D 1, UBC4/5 homolog (yeast)
40.872704 Ube2e2 BG087233 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2E 2 (UBC4/5 homolog, yeast)
176.4697 Ube2i BG086643 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2I
44.5327 Ube2l3 BG065689 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2L 3
146.9813 Ube2r2 BG076898 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2R 2
153.2315 Utx BG076105 Ubiquitously transcribed tetratricopeptide repeat gene, X chromosome
108.6177 B3galt5 BG071902 UDP-Gal:betaGlcNAc beta 1,3-galactosyltransferase, polypeptide 5
279.0376 B4galt1 BG075068 UDP-Gal:betaGlcNAc beta 1,4- galactosyltransferase, polypeptide 1
77.2536 B3gnt2 BG062994 UDP-GlcNAc:betaGal beta-1,3-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase 2
13.4286995 Galnt3 BG068045 UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-galactosamine:polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 3
503.7323 Ulk1 BG072091 Unc-51 like kinase 1 (C. elegans)
-  like  2 (C. elegans)
150.5853 Upf3b BG066787 UPF3 regulator of nonsense transcripts homolog B (yeast)
370.07788 Usmg5 AW551034 Upregulated during skeletal muscle growth 5
27.4075 Usf1 BG075024 Upstream transcription factor 1
12.1054 Umps BG076701 Uridine monophosphate synthetase
420.95438 Umps BG076748 uridine monophosphate synthetase
10.415298 Upp1 BG065114 Uridine phosphorylase 1
195.1729 Upp2 AI414860 Uridine phosphorylase 2
40.478203 Ust AI840953 Uronyl-2-sulfotransferase
31.7872 Upk1a BG082467 Uroplakin 1A
19.6791 Uros BG087278 Uroporphyrinogen III synthase
55.1483 Utp18 BG066921 UTP18, small subunit (SSU) processome component, homolog (yeast)
339.8053 Utrn BG063971 Utrophin
6339.817 Abl1 AA409115 V-abl Abelson murine leukemia oncogene 1
999.83264 Vps16 BG085697 Vacuolar protein sorting 16 (yeast)
105.3444 Vps29 BG073506 Vacuolar protein sorting 29 (S. pombe)
19.1999 Vps35 BG076315 Vacuolar protein sorting 35
128.77399 Vps37a BG068226 Vacuolar protein sorting 37A (yeast)
46.6565 Vps4a AI327210 Vacuolar protein sorting 4a (yeast)
125.130295 Vldlr BG076789 very low density lipoprotein receptor
49.962097 Mycl1 BG064871 V-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog 1, lung carcinoma derived (avian)
1552.8324 Mtmr12 BG074650 Vmyotubularin related protein 12
2961.193 Vdac1 BG086459 Voltage-dependent anion channel 1
86.600296 Wsb1 BG082551 WD repeat and SOCS box-containing 1
41.6402 Wsb2 BG075887 WD repeat and SOCS box-containing 2
37.859703 Wdr19 BG087576 WD repeat domain 19
53.3127 Wdr26 AU022819 WD repeat domain 26
257.7984 Yes1 BG075236 Yamaguchi sarcoma viral (v oncogene
66.4086 Wdr26 BG073216 WD repeat domain 26
34.881203 Wdr36 AW553588 WD repeat domain 36
42.717003 Wdr48 BG072001 WD repeat domain 48
94.766205 Wdr70 BG075026 WD repeat domain 70
1883.0078 Wdr75 BG063671 WD repeat domain 75
74.0787 Wdr77 BG082860 WD repeat domain 77
94.7368 Wrnip1 AI840925 Werner helicase interacting protein 1
79.7052 Zmat3 AI845767 Wild-type p53-induced gene 1
77.4299 Waspip BG063942 Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein interacting protein
17.346302 Waspip BG066924 Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein interacting protein
53.611298 Whsc2 BG068385 Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome candidate 2 (human)
4371.129 Wbp4 BG063168 WW domain binding protein 4
39.0066 Wac AI845773 WW domain containing adaptor with coiled-coil
63.4457 Wac BG065792 WW domain containing adaptor with coiled-coil
1299.5496 Wwp1 BG070620 WW domain containing E3 ubiquitin protein ligase 1
52.1156 Wwp2 BG069478 WW domain containing E3 ubiquitin protein ligase 2
474.6195 Wwtr1 BG066193 WW domain containing transcription regulator 1
97.968 Wwtr1 BG071334 WW domain containing transcription regulator 1
455.26523 Wwc2 BG063117 WW, C2 and coiled-coil domain containing 2
185.4046 Wwc2 BG068292 WW, C2 and coiled-coil domain containing 2
196.746 Xpr1 BG069609 Xenotropic and polytropic retrovirus receptor 1
35.304005 Xlr3b BG081054 X-linked lymphocyte-regulated 3B
   -yes)  homolog 1
68.368195 Lyn AA407765 Yamaguchi sarcoma viral (v-yes-1) oncogene homolog
341.2537 Yipf5 BG063534 Yip1 domain family, member 5
58.792 Yy1 BG083670 YY1 transcription factor
871.7473 Znrf2 BG071922 Zinc and ring finger 2
8.053598 Zadh1 BG063701 Zinc binding alcohol dehydrogenase, domain containing 1
53.523197 Zbtb20 BG076427 Zinc finger and BTB domain containing 20
69.3683 Zbtb34 BG075106 Zinc finger and BTB domain containing 34
29.923103 Zc3h14 BG083672 Zinc finger CCCH type containing 14
44.534798 Zfp101 BG074065 Zinc finger protein 101
4894.236 Zfp12 BG074240 Zinc finger protein 12
90.4479 Zfp161 BG079521 Zinc finger protein 161
123.139 Zfp213 BG066277 Zinc finger protein 213
32.914 Zfp291 BG075005 Zinc finger protein 291
742.00055 Zfp292 BG066683 Zinc finger protein 292
240.6389 Zfp292 BG076845 Zinc finger protein 292
109.388596 Zfp334 BG074581 Zinc finger protein 334
28.2479 Zfp406 BG075976 Zinc finger protein 406
46.7604 Zfp407 BG072923 Zinc finger protein 407
19.8247 Zfp445 BG076391 Zinc finger protein 445
36.882095 Zfp52 BG084031 Zinc finger protein 52
29.492802 Zfp57 BG071982 Zinc finger protein 57
72.2145 Zfp592 BG088101 Zinc finger protein 592
176.2507 Zfp61 BG074273 Zinc finger protein 61
52.2611 Zfp612 BG076162 Zinc finger protein 612
76.838005 Zfp62 AW553536 Zinc finger protein 62
22.368898 Zfp644 BG076335 Zinc finger protein 644
38.5142 Zfp91 BG067806 Zinc finger protein 91
210.69171 Zfand5 BG079334 Zinc finger, A20 domain containing 2
37.5806 Zbed3 BG068377 Zinc finger, BED domain containing 3
42.1761 Zcchc17 BG085979 Zinc finger, CCHC domain containing 17
1940.2761 Zcchc9 BG063774 Zinc finger, CCHC domain containing 9
407.872 Zdhhc2 BG076040 zinc finger, DHHC domain containing 2
393.7358 Zdhhc5 BG077608 Zinc finger, DHHC domain containing 5
102.320694 Znhit2 BG071773 Zinc finger, HIT domain containing 2
60
Category Term Count % P-Value Genes
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS acetylation 17 3.46% 8.19E-05 AU043877, BG077759, C77246, BG06949
GOTERM_BP_ALL acrosome formation 2 0.41% 0.06883762 BG067010, BG068033, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS activator 18 3.66% 1.80E-05 AI843847, BG087784, BG088871, BG069
UP_SEQ_FEATURE active site:Glycyl thioester intermediate 4 0.81% 0.08474969 BG076166, BG069789, NM_009459, BG0
GOTERM_MF_ALL adenyl nucleotide binding 39 7.93% 0.04364915 BG088936, BG088793, AI326934, BG0682
GOTERM_MF_ALL alpha-1,3-mannosylglycoprotein 2-beta-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase a 2 0.41% 0.0425554 AI323686, BG088309, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS alternative splicing 76 15.45% 3.02E-11 BG088180, BG075149, BG068905, BG076
GOTERM_BP_ALL amine biosynthesis 5 1.02% 0.06343041 BG072021, AI841354, BG066941, AI4296
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS amino-acid biosynthesis 3 0.61% 0.02561009 BG072021, AI841354, AI429673, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS aminotransferase 3 0.61% 0.07029291 BG071147, BG066251, AI429673, 
GOTERM_MF_ALL ATP binding 37 7.52% 0.06245397 BG088936, BG088793, AI326934, BG0656
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS atp-binding 31 6.30% 0.00223213 BG088936, AI326934, BG065636, BG0657
GOTERM_MF_ALL binding 278 56.50% 6.37E-05 AI845564, BG087694, BG071507, BG088
UP_SEQ_FEATURE binding site:Glycerylphosphorylethanolamine (covalent) 2 0.41% 0.05396261 BG086427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, 
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer catabolism 13 2.64% 0.00476708 BG077076, BG064929, BG076166, BG077
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer metabolism 96 19.51% 4.40E-07 BG077076, AU044961, AI845564, BG0876
GOTERM BP ALL_ _ bi l difi tiopo ymer mo ca on 12 20% 1 16E 04 AI845564 BG087694 BG084388 BG076. . - , , , 
GOTERM_BP_ALL biosynthesis 44 8.94% 0.00169528 BG072021, BG076936, BG085504, AI3856
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS calcium 18 3.66% 0.02871433 BG080327, BG082407, BG066891, BG085
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS calcium binding 4 0.81% 0.08006761 BG084867, AI840025, AI845741, BG0675
GOTERM_BP_ALL carboxylic acid metabolism 18 3.66% 0.0330638 BG072021, BG069979, C77246, AI841354
GOTERM_MF_ALL catalytic activity 153 31.10% 7.24E-05 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG0848
GOTERM_MF_ALL cation binding 86 17.48% 0.00448966 BG087694, BG071507, BG081886, BG082
GOTERM_CC_ALL cell 304 61.79% 0.0699602 BG077076, BG087694, BG071507, BG088
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell adhesion 11 2.24% 0.02155726 AI843343, BG067553, BG084165, BG0842
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell cycle 19 3.86% 1.13E-06 BG087133, BG071790, BG085472, BG087
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell cycle 33 6.71% 2.79E-05 BG087784, BG085472, BG088180, BG069
GOTERM_CC_ALL cell fraction 18 3.66% 0.02386672 BG080169, BG087046, BG071424, BG068
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell organization and biogenesis 56 11.38% 0.01949934 BG088180, AU043277, BG068905, BG063
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell proliferation 17 3.46% 0.01499363 BG087133, BG088180, BG083524, BG086
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular biosynthesis 38 7.72% 0.00542617 BG072021, BG076936, BG085504, AI3856
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular lipid metabolism 18 3.66% 0.03360781 AI845564, BG069979, BG080169, BG0746
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular macromolecule catabolism 14 2.85% 0.0137158 BG077076, BG064929, BG076166, BG077
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular macromolecule metabolism 100 20.33% 1.14E-05 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG076
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular metabolism 217 44.11% 8.99E-10 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG0715
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular physiological process 293 59.55% 1.90E-13 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG0715
L 14 8
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular process 314 63.82% 0.01845369 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG0715
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular protein catabolism 11 2.24% 0.00566081 BG077076, BG064929, BG076166, BG077
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular protein metabolism 98 19.92% 1.92E-05 AI845564, BG077076, BG087694, BG076
GOTERM_CC_ALL centrosome 5 1.02% 0.01514901 BG079796, BG071232, BG079634, BG068
GOTERM_MF_ALL chromatin binding 5 1.02% 0.08419129 AI843847, BG088465, AI836241, BG0697
GOTERM_BP_ALL chromatin modification 8 1.63% 0.022212 BG069319, BG082853, BG073433, AI8354
GOTERM_CC_ALL chromosome 15 3.05% 0.00607222 BG088465, AI836241, BG069776, BG086
GOTERM_BP_ALL chromosome condensation 3 0.61% 0.05316167 BG069776, BG077844, AW539542, 
GOTERM_BP_ALL chromosome organization and biogenesis 17 3.46% 0.00321199 BG069319, BG082853, AI835416, AI83624
GOTERM_BP_ALL chromosome organization and biogenesis (sensu Eukaryota) 14 2.85% 0.02251198 BG069319, BG082853, AI835416, AI83624
GOTERM_BP_ALL chromosome segregation 4 0.81% 0.0555165 BG069776, BG077844, AW539542, AA409
GOTERM_CC_ALL chromosome, telomeric region 3 0.61% 0.03952922 BG068905, BG078653, BG088545, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS coiled coil 21 4.27% 0.03097082 BG069319, AU043877, BG086107, BG069
GOTERM_CC_ALL condensed chromosome 5 1.02% 0.02057853 BG086107, BG069776, BG069466, BG076
GOTERM_MF_ALL CTD phosphatase activity 4 0.81% 0.04177749 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasm 129 26.22% 2.00E-09 BG077076, BG087694, BG088180, BG084
GOTERM_BP_ALL cytoplasm organization and biogenesis 7 1.42% 0.08373322 BG064502, BG088180, BG086107, AW55
GOTERM CC AL_ _ t lcy oso 2 85% 0 05149126 BG069979 AU020724 BG077683 BG08. . , , , 
GOTERM_BP_ALL dephosphorylation 8 1.63% 0.03626212 BG087694, AI845564, BG071790, BG0826
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS developmental protein 14 2.85% 0.0978664 AW553053, BG071693, BG074727, BG06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS direct protein sequencing 20 4.07% 0.00326377 AI324036, AI323594, AU043877, BG08642
GOTERM_MF_ALL DNA binding 56 11.38% 0.01619991 BG087784, BG071507, BG071770, BG081
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna damage 6 1.22% 0.05067861 BG082853, BG071758, BG068905, BG065
GOTERM_BP_ALL DNA metabolism 21 4.27% 0.02803192 BG069319, AI846634, BG082853, AI8354
GOTERM_BP_ALL DNA packaging 12 2.44% 0.01209463 BG069319, AW554361, BG082853, BG07
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna-binding 36 7.32% 7.51E-04 BG069319, BG071507, BG069165, BG071
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS DNA-binding 4 0.81% 0.04675387 BG087784, BG069438, BG087623, BG070
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:Cytochrome b5 heme-binding 2 0.41% 0.07984598 BG065259, BG084153, 
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:LisH 4 0.81% 0.00370611 BG068033, BG082447, BG075149, AW55
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS duplication 8 1.63% 0.01108253 BG072534, BG067553, AU043077, AA409
GOTERM_CC_ALL endomembrane system 14 2.85% 0.02469855 BG080327, AU043277, BG071617, BG068
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS endoplasmic reticulum 17 3.46% 0.00208926 BG084805, BG080169, BG069165, BG082
GOTERM_CC_ALL endoplasmic reticulum 19 3.86% 0.06220277 BG084805, BG080169, BG069165, BG082
GOTERM_CC_ALL envelope 15 3.05% 0.07241534 BG074903, BG071790, BG075791, BG080
GOTERM_MF_ALL enzyme binding 8 1.63% 0.02323984 BG087133, BG076289, AW554618, BG08
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment and/or maintenance of chromatin architecture 11 2.24% 0.02393599 BG069319, AW554361, BG082853, BG07
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of protein localization 22 4.47% 0.09268174 BG067869, BG069165, BG080327, AW55
L 27
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS fad 7 1.42% 0.00275816 AI894290, BG080169, AI839605, BG0757
GOTERM_BP_ALL fatty acid metabolism 11 2.24% 0.00261586 BG069979, AI839605, AI840354, BG0694
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS fatty acid metabolism 5 1.02% 0.00680254 AI839605, BG069465, BG069782, BG0654
GOTERM_CC_ALL female pronucleus 2 0.41% 0.06700403 BG069776, BG068905, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS flavoprotein 7 1.42% 0.0051044 AI894290, BG080169, AI839605, BG0757
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS glycogen metabolism 3 0.61% 0.02561009 AU044961, BG071790, AI324847, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS golgi stack 11 2.24% 0.05426 BG084805, BG075826, BG082439, BG079
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS growth factor receptor 3 0.61% 0.07029291 AI326934, BG075038, BG066134, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS GTP binding 5 1.02% 0.00793314 BG086427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, 
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTPase binding 5 1.02% 0.03221381 BG087133, BG076289, AW554618, BG08
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS gtp-binding 10 2.03% 0.02497257 AI835415, BG075826, BG086427, BG0880
GOTERM_MF_ALL histone acetyltransferase activity 4 0.81% 0.00240487 AI843847, BG069466, BG076163, BG0662
GOTERM_CC_ALL histone deacetylase complex 3 0.61% 0.06896414 AI835416, AI836241, BG084231, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS homodimer 3 0.61% 0.09010516 BG075778, BG063633, AI327188, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS hydrolase 43 8.74% 3.00E-05 BG077076, BG087694, BG064929, BG087
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity 59 11.99% 0.05148416 AI845564, BG077076, BG087694, BG0649
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity, acting on carbon-nitrogen (but not peptide) bonds, in line 4 0.81% 0.09241919 BG064929, AI835416, BG075159, BG0647
GOTERM MF AL_ _ h d l ti it ti t b dy ro ase ac v y, ac ng on es er on s 5 49% 0 00342345 BG087694 AI845564 BG087046 BG0777. . , , , 
GOTERM_BP_ALL induction of apoptosis by extracellular signals 3 0.61% 0.05316167 BG083524, BG088461, BG088827, 
GOTERM_BP_ALL intercellular junction assembly and maintenance 3 0.61% 0.02186178 BG088180, AI845823, BG087410, 
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular 234 47.56% 9.68E-11 BG077076, BG087694, BG071507, BG088
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular membrane-bound organelle 183 37.20% 7.24E-09 BG077076, BG087694, BG071507, BG084
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular non-membrane-bound organelle 43 8.74% 0.03356734 BG069319, BG088180, BG076936, BG069
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular organelle 200 40.65% 2.46E-08 BG077076, BG087694, BG071507, BG088
GOTERM_MF_ALL ion binding 95 19.31% 0.00113128 BG087694, BG071507, BG081886, BG082
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000413:Integrins alpha chain 3 0.61% 0.0959373 BG074653, AI528574, BG067332, 
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000504:RNA-binding region RNP-1 (RNA recognition motif) 10 2.03% 0.05202251 BG072534, BG065277, BG078821, AI8464
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000795:Protein synthesis factor, GTP-binding 3 0.61% 0.06877067 BG086427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, 
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001199:Cytochrome b5 3 0.61% 0.06877067 AI840354, BG065259, BG084153, 
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001245:Tyrosine protein kinase 16 3.25% 0.09311416 BG083595, BG088936, BG075319, AI3269
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001487:Bromodomain 4 0.81% 0.05172172 BG069319, BG069466, BG076163, BG073
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002290:Serine/threonine protein kinase 17 3.46% 0.07648372 BG083595, BG088936, BG075319, AI3269
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004139:Glycosyl transferase, family 13 2 0.41% 0.04510363 AI323686, BG088309, 
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004161:Elongation factor Tu, domain 2 3 0.61% 0.0563372 BG086427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, 
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004539:Translation elongation factor EF-1, alpha subunit 2 0.41% 0.04510363 BG086427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, 
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004843:Metallophosphoesterase 4 0.81% 0.03303776 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
INTERPRO_NAME IPR005033:YEATS 2 0.41% 0.08817762 AI604771, BG083516, 
L 4
INTERPRO_NAME IPR006186:Serine/threonine-specific protein phosphatase and bis(5-nucleo 4 0.81% 0.00437164 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
INTERPRO_NAME IPR006594:Lissencephaly type-1-like homology motif 5 1.02% 0.00354124 AI841970, BG068033, BG082447, BG075
INTERPRO_NAME IPR007591:Single-stranded DNA-binding protein, SSDP 2 0.41% 0.06688854 BG082447, AW558684, 
INTERPRO_NAME IPR008116:Sequence-specific single-strand DNA-binding protein 2 0.41% 0.06688854 BG082447, AW558684, 
INTERPRO_NAME IPR011545:DEAD/DEAH box helicase, N-terminal 6 1.22% 0.0840339 AI836241, BG071758, BG088793, BG0744
INTERPRO_NAME IPR012286:Flavocytochrome C3, N-terminal cytochrome 2 0.41% 0.08817762 BG066754, BG075946, BG067010, 
INTERPRO_NAME IPR012340:Nucleic acid-binding, OB-fold, subgroup 5 1.02% 0.03251624 AI843687, C77246, BG074358, BG085504
INTERPRO_NAME IPR012677:Nucleotide-binding, alpha-beta plait 10 2.03% 0.07351688 BG072534, BG065277, BG078821, AI8464
INTERPRO_NAME IPR013143:PCI/PINT associated module 2 0.41% 0.08817762 BG085363, AI842912, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS iron 12 2.44% 0.00343257 BG087694, BG071790, AI840545, BG0712
GOTERM_MF_ALL iron ion binding 14 2.85% 0.00696585 BG087694, BG071790, AW556297, BG07
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS kinase 24 4.88% 0.00938975 AU044961, BG085472, BG083595, BG084
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ligase 8 1.63% 0.06910528 BG076166, C77246, NM_009459, BG0668
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS lipid metabolism 5 1.02% 0.04947996 AI839605, BG069465, BG069782, BG0654
GOTERM_BP_ALL lipid metabolism 19 3.86% 0.08127922 AI845564, BG069979, BG080169, BG0746
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS lipoprotein 18 3.66% 0.00584809 AU044961, BG080169, AI840945, BG0824
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS liver 3 0.61% 0.09528823 AU043077, BG084210, BG063633, 
GOTERM MF AL_ _ l i N t lt f ti itys ne -ace y rans erase ac v y 0 81% 0 00240487 AI843847 BG069466 BG076163 BG0662. . , , , 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS lysosome 5 1.02% 0.0302556 BG064929, BG066237, BG087046, BG064
GOTERM_BP_ALL M phase 10 2.03% 0.0282047 BG088465, BG077759, BG086107, BG069
GOTERM_BP_ALL M phase of mitotic cell cycle 7 1.42% 0.07901533 BG077759, BG086107, BG069776, BG068
BIOCARTA m_nfatPathway:NFAT and Hypertrophy of the heart (Transcription in the b 5 1.02% 0.09129473 BG088871, AW556297, BG075319, BG06
BIOCARTA m_pelp1Pathway:Pelp1 Modulation of Estrogen Receptor Activity 3 0.61% 0.0256507 AI836500, BG075319, BG069466, BG076
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule biosynthesis 26 5.28% 0.01112522 BG076936, BG085504, BG063974, BG088
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule catabolism 16 3.25% 0.00763362 BG077076, BG064929, BG076166, BG077
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule metabolism 135 27.44% 6.55E-07 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG076
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS manganese 6 1.22% 0.02396429 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, BG075
GOTERM_MF_ALL manganese ion binding 7 1.42% 0.02282297 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS membrane 62 12.60% 0.08845808 AU044961, BG065259, BG066256, BG063
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane fraction 17 3.46% 0.01811304 BG087046, BG071424, BG068235, BG065
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-bound organelle 183 37.20% 8.56E-09 BG077076, BG087694, BG071507, BG084
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-enclosed lumen 27 5.49% 0.01664745 BG069319, BG086107, AI327188, BG0733
GOTERM_BP_ALL metabolism 230 46.75% 3.31E-10 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG0715
GOTERM_MF_ALL metal ion binding 95 19.31% 0.00113128 BG087694, BG071507, BG081886, BG082
GOTERM_MF_ALL metal ion transporter activity 6 1.22% 0.05822448 AI894290, AI840263, BG075903, BG07404
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metal-binding 58 11.79% 3.97E-05 BG087694, BG071507, BG081886, BG065
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Metal-binding 4 0.81% 0.0832085 AI845732, BG069438, AI840354, BG0648
L 4
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS methylation 10 2.03% 3.68E-07 BG072534, BG087694, AI841334, AW539
GOTERM_MF_ALL microtubule binding 4 0.81% 0.08408929 BG079796, BG077759, BG068033, BG066
GOTERM_CC_ALL microtubule organizing center 6 1.22% 0.0095923 BG079796, BG071232, BG079634, BG068
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrion 29 5.89% 0.03363069 BG077076, BG075791, BG065259, BG079
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mitochondrion 15 3.05% 0.08569173 BG077076, AI837689, BG079992, AI84574
GOTERM_BP_ALL mitosis 7 1.42% 0.0767141 BG077759, BG086107, BG069776, BG068
GOTERM_BP_ALL mitotic chromosome condensation 3 0.61% 0.03108925 BG069776, BG077844, AW539542, 
GOTERM_BP_ALL mitotic sister chromatid segregation 3 0.61% 0.05316167 BG069776, BG077844, AW539542, 
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU00062:FATTY ACID ELONGATION IN MITOCHONDRIA 3 0.61% 0.04086151 BG066237, BG069465, BG069782, BG079
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU03010:RIBOSOME 7 1.42% 0.06864604 NM_012052, BG085974, AW556153, AW5
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU03050:PROTEASOME 6 1.22% 0.00199567 BG086740, BG074356, BG085363, BG065
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04520:ADHERENS JUNCTION 6 1.22% 0.07552561 AI836500, AA409791, BG075319, AI32693
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04720:LONG-TERM POTENTIATION 7 1.42% 0.01062294 BG071790, AW556297, BG075319, BG08
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU05040:HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE 4 0.81% 0.04105182 BG083524, BG080327, BG069466, BG076
GOTERM_BP_ALL modification-dependent protein catabolism 9 1.83% 0.01383056 BG076166, BG077683, NM_009459, BG0
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS molybdenum 2 0.41% 0.09672403 BG075778, BG084153, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS multigene family 24 4.88% 0.061352 BG066973, AU044961, BG071790, BG076
GOTERM MF AL_ _ i h h t ti itmyos n p osp a ase ac v y 0 81% 0 04177749 BG087694 BG071790 BG071232 AW55. . , , , 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS myristylation 3 0.61% 0.08000587 AI836500, BG075826, AI841014, AW5569
GOTERM_MF_ALL N-acetyltransferase activity 4 0.81% 0.07610096 AI843847, BG069466, BG076163, BG0662
GOTERM_MF_ALL N-acyltransferase activity 5 1.02% 0.02536815 AI843847, BG065011, BG069466, BG076
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nad 8 1.63% 0.01937415 AI894290, AI840263, BG075903, BG0801
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of biological process 25 5.08% 0.06479666 BG088180, AI326934, BG076288, BG0635
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cellular physiological process 21 4.27% 0.05313135 AI835416, BG088180, BG083524, AI3269
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cellular process 24 4.88% 0.04921287 AI835416, BG088180, BG083524, AI3269
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of physiological process 22 4.47% 0.04655477 AI835416, BG088180, BG083524, AI3269
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of progression through cell cycle 6 1.22% 0.08654977 AI843343, BG088180, AI846582, BG0835
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of transcription 9 1.83% 0.09152914 BG064014, AI835416, AI846582, BG0743
GOTERM_BP_ALL nitrogen compound biosynthesis 5 1.02% 0.06343041 BG072021, AI841354, BG066941, AI4296
GOTERM_CC_ALL non-membrane-bound organelle 43 8.74% 0.03356734 BG069319, BG088180, BG076936, BG069
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear chromatin 3 0.61% 0.07550404 AI841334, AW539780, BG067430, BG088
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear chromosome 6 1.22% 0.01841577 AI841334, AW539780, BG067430, BG088
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear envelope 6 1.22% 0.0665375 BG071534, AU043277, BG071617, BG075
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear lumen 22 4.47% 0.06104675 BG069319, AI835416, AW553053, AI8362
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nuclear protein 94 19.11% 2.63E-11 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG075
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleic acid binding 92 18.70% 0.00223223 BG087784, BG071507, BG078821, BG071
GOTERM_BP_ALL nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism 90 18.29% 0.01759387 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG071
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GOTERM_CC_ALL nucleoplasm 18 3.66% 0.08700795 AI835416, AW553053, AI836241, BG0879
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nucleotide binding 8 1.63% 6.17E-04 BG075826, BG086427, BG088082, C7848
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleotide binding 61 12.40% 9.32E-04 BG088936, BG065728, BG085835, BG070
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nucleotide-binding 41 8.33% 1.94E-04 BG088936, AI326934, BG065636, BG0885
GOTERM_CC_ALL nucleus 126 25.61% 8.86E-07 BG087694, BG071507, BG075149, AI6047
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle 200 40.65% 2.84E-08 BG077076, BG087694, BG071507, BG088
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle envelope 15 3.05% 0.06770301 BG074903, BG071790, BG075791, BG080
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle lumen 27 5.49% 0.01664745 BG069319, BG086107, AI327188, BG0733
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle membrane 19 3.86% 0.05712343 BG087133, BG071790, BG074903, BG075
GOTERM_BP_ALL organelle organization and biogenesis 30 6.10% 0.09113195 BG069319, BG069776, BG086107, BG068
GOTERM_BP_ALL organic acid metabolism 18 3.66% 0.0330638 BG072021, BG069979, C77246, AI841354
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS oxidoreductase 21 4.27% 0.00152137 BG072021, BG080169, BG076434, BG075
GOTERM_MF_ALL oxidoreductase activity 25 5.08% 0.05882753 BG072021, BG068235, BG065259, BG063
GOTERM_BP_ALL peptidyl-amino acid modification 6 1.22% 0.03645003 BG065011, AI503970, BG065166, BG0707
GOTERM_BP_ALL phosphate metabolism 29 5.89% 0.03149476 AI845564, BG087694, BG088936, AI3269
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphoprotein 9 1.83% 0.09256265 AI840025, AI845741, AI836500, AW55629
GOTERM_MF_ALL phosphoprotein phosphatase activity 9 1.83% 0.02571057 BG087694, AI845564, BG071790, BG0712
GOTERM MF AL_ _ h h i t h d l ti itp osp or c es er y ro ase ac v y 2 64% 0 04309048 AI845564 BG087694 BG071790 AI8413. . , , , 
GOTERM_MF_ALL phosphoric monoester hydrolase activity 11 2.24% 0.04561057 BG087694, AI845564, BG071790, BG0712
GOTERM_BP_ALL phosphorus metabolism 29 5.89% 0.03149476 AI845564, BG087694, BG088936, AI3269
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphorylation 73 14.84% 1.42E-14 AU044961, BG087694, BG084805, BG088
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Phosphorylation 9 1.83% 0.02811948 AI843847, BG077759, C81465, BG076556
GOTERM_MF_ALL phosphotransferase activity, alcohol group as acceptor 24 4.88% 0.04159449 AU044961, BG083595, BG084805, BG088
GOTERM_BP_ALL physiological process 306 62.20% 0.00759543 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG0715
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS P-loop 8 1.63% 7.08E-04 BG075826, BG086427, BG088082, C7848
GOTERM_BP_ALL polyamine metabolism 3 0.61% 0.0472333 BG066941, BG085485, BG070710, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS prenylation 6 1.22% 0.06178505 AU044961, AI835415, BG077165, BG0884
GOTERM_BP_ALL primary metabolism 212 43.09% 1.76E-10 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG0715
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS proteasome 7 1.42% 1.85E-04 BG086740, BG074356, BG085363, BG077
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein amino acid dephosphorylation 7 1.42% 0.07222762 BG087694, AI845564, BG071790, BG0826
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein binding 124 25.20% 3.97E-05 AI845564, BG087694, BG088180, BG0696
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein biosynthesis 11 2.24% 2.89E-05 NM_012052, BG077308, C77246, BG0864
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein biosynthesis 25 5.08% 0.00512092 BG076936, BG085504, BG063974, BG088
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein catabolism 13 2.64% 0.00312399 BG077076, BG064929, BG076166, BG077
GOTERM_CC_ALL protein complex 69 14.02% 4.29E-04 BG087784, AU043277, BG064899, AW53
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein dimerization activity 8 1.63% 0.06113287 BG086322, BG063633, BG070263, AI4139
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein kinase activity 21 4.27% 0.05061162 AU044961, BG083595, BG088936, BG075
97
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein kinase inhibitor activity 3 0.61% 0.0740784 BG085472, BG067043, BG083524, 
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein metabolism 105 21.34% 5.46E-06 BG077076, AI845564, BG087694, BG076
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein modification 58 11.79% 1.44E-04 AI845564, BG087694, BG084388, BG076
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein phosphatase 5 1.02% 0.0858147 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein phosphatase type 1 activity 4 0.81% 0.04476255 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein phosphatase type 2A activity 4 0.81% 0.04476255 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein phosphatase type 2C activity 4 0.81% 0.04785071 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein serine/threonine kinase activity 18 3.66% 0.04303629 AU044961, BG083595, BG088936, BG075
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein serine/threonine phosphatase activity 5 1.02% 0.02086663 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein transport 12 2.44% 0.01729372 AI835415, BG067869, BG086506, BG0762
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein transport 22 4.47% 0.06908098 BG067869, BG069165, BG080327, AW55
GOTERM_BP_ALL proteolysis during cellular protein catabolism 11 2.24% 0.00566081 BG077076, BG064929, BG076166, BG077
GOTERM_MF_ALL purine nucleotide binding 50 10.16% 0.01147156 BG088936, BG065728, BG085835, BG070
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS pyruvate 3 0.61% 0.07029291 BG071147, AI845462, BG088579, 
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of biological process 102 20.73% 0.00405335 BG071507, BG088180, AI604771, BG0696
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular metabolism 72 14.63% 0.00476028 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG071
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular physiological process 93 18.90% 0.0026948 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG088
GOTERM BP ALL_ _ l ti f ll lregu a on o  ce u ar process 19 72% 0 00247476 BG071507 BG088180 AI604771 BG0696. . , , , 
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of metabolism 74 15.04% 0.00509896 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG071
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metaboli 68 13.82% 0.00515769 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG071
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of physiological process 95 19.31% 0.0037216 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG088
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of programmed cell death 13 2.64% 0.09302736 BG074903, BG088461, BG083524, AI3269
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of transcription 68 13.82% 0.00385191 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG071
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 65 13.21% 0.00453922 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG071
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS repressor 13 2.64% 1.54E-04 AI843687, BG082853, AI835416, BG0773
GOTERM_BP_ALL retrograde axon cargo transport 2 0.41% 0.09071679 AI843343, BG068033, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribonucleoprotein 13 2.64% 4.90E-04 NM_012052, BG076936, BG063120, BG0
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribonucleoprotein complex 18 3.66% 0.01564338 NM_012052, BG087784, BG076936, BG0
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosomal protein 10 2.03% 0.00483374 NM_012052, BG076936, BG085974, AI83
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribosome 11 2.24% 0.01439168 NM_012052, BG076936, BG069849, BG0
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosome 3 0.61% 0.05653261 NM_012052, AW556153, AW556256, BG0
GOTERM_MF_ALL RNA binding 23 4.67% 9.85E-04 AI843687, BG079781, C77246, BG077386
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS rna-binding 19 3.86% 1.02E-04 AI843687, BG078821, C77246, BG077386
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS serine biosynthesis 2 0.41% 0.04958841 AI841354, AI429673, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS serine/threonine-protein kinase 12 2.44% 0.04442197 BG079796, BG073433, AI845732, BG0835
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAMESF000908:serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 3 0.61% 0.01303638 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, 
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAMESF003007:translation elongation factor Tu 2 0.41% 0.04477262 BG086427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, 
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SP_PIR_KEYWORDS signal transduction inhibitor 3 0.61% 0.08000587 BG079374, BG067869, BG084583, 
GOTERM_BP_ALL sister chromatid segregation 3 0.61% 0.05933739 BG069776, BG077844, AW539542, 
SMART_NAME SM00156:PP2Ac 4 0.81% 0.00202671 BG087694, BG071790, BG071232, AW55
SMART_NAME SM00191:Int_alpha 3 0.61% 0.07130134 BG074653, AI528574, BG067332, 
SMART_NAME SM00487:DEXDc 6 1.22% 0.08312851 AI836241, BG071758, BG088793, BG0744
SMART_NAME SM00667:LisH 5 1.02% 0.00148249 AI841970, BG068033, BG082447, BG075
SMART_NAME SM00753:PAM 2 0.41% 0.08560103 BG085363, AI842912, 
GOTERM_MF_ALL small GTPase binding 5 1.02% 0.01948427 BG087133, BG076289, AW554618, BG08
GOTERM_MF_ALL small protein conjugating enzyme activity 4 0.81% 0.03889666 BG076166, NM_009459, BG067325, BG0
UP_SEQ_FEATURE splice variant 77 15.65% 2.45E-04 BG088180, BG075149, BG081886, BG068
GOTERM_MF_ALL structural constituent of ribosome 11 2.24% 0.011908 NM_012052, BG076936, BG069849, BG0
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS telomere 3 0.61% 0.01663975 BG068905, BG078653, BG088545, 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transcription 49 9.96% 1.47E-08 BG071507, BG084388, BG081886, BG076
GOTERM_BP_ALL transcription 69 14.02% 0.00524162 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG071
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transcription factor 5 1.02% 0.02151505 BG088871, BG086322, AI413961, BG0749
GOTERM_MF_ALL transcription factor activity 26 5.28% 0.09563907 BG085472, BG071507, BG069438, BG071
GOTERM_CC_ALL transcription factor complex 17 3.46% 0.02473676 AI835416, AW553053, AI836241, BG0879
SP PIR KEYWORDS_ _ t i ti l tiranscr p on regu a on 9 76% 1 13E 07 BG069319 BG084388 BG071507 BG06. . - , , , 
GOTERM_MF_ALL transcription regulator activity 39 7.93% 0.00926885 BG069319, BG085472, BG071507, BG069
GOTERM_BP_ALL transcription, DNA-dependent 66 13.41% 0.00421309 BG084388, BG087784, BG071507, BG071
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transferase 44 8.94% 3.03E-05 BG084805, BG088936, AI326934, BG065
GOTERM_MF_ALL transferase activity 53 10.77% 0.03106193 AU044961, BG084805, BG088936, BG066
GOTERM_MF_ALL transferase activity, transferring phosphorus-containing groups 32 6.50% 0.06905568 AU044961, BG085472, BG084805, BG088
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transit peptide 13 2.64% 0.00443757 BG077076, AI837689, BG079992, AI8942
UP_SEQ_FEATURE transit peptide:Mitochondrion 13 2.64% 0.09949372 BG077076, AI837689, BG079992, AI8942
GOTERM_MF_ALL transition metal ion binding 61 12.40% 0.01865761 BG087694, BG071507, BG081886, BG065
GOTERM_MF_ALL translation factor activity, nucleic acid binding 7 1.42% 0.0566018 BG077308, BG086427, BG088082, C7848
GOTERM_MF_ALL translation regulator activity 7 1.42% 0.0657381 BG077308, BG086427, BG088082, C7848
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transport 34 6.91% 0.00281185 BG075791, BG069165, BG082439, AU043
GOTERM_MF_ALL tubulin binding 5 1.02% 0.03799131 BG079796, BG077759, BG079634, BG068
GOTERM_MF_ALL ubiquitin conjugating enzyme activity 4 0.81% 0.03088939 BG076166, NM_009459, BG067325, BG0
GOTERM_BP_ALL ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolism 9 1.83% 0.01218954 BG076166, BG077683, NM_009459, BG0
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ubl conjugation 7 1.42% 0.01783745 AI843847, BG074903, BG086107, BG088
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ubl conjugation pathway 13 2.64% 0.00169505 BG074903, BG084388, BG076166, BG069
GOTERM_MF_ALL unfolded protein binding 7 1.42% 0.0798942 AU020724, AI846572, BG067023, BG0673
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS zinc 40 8.13% 0.00563462 BG069319, BG071507, BG081886, BG069
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS zinc-finger 31 6.30% 0.02190095 BG069319, BG071507, BG081886, BG069
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1, BG082407, BG068235, BG065259, BG084231, BG069786, AI841981, BG070766, AI841334, AW539780, BG067430, BG077308, BG065277, BG085363, BG077758, AI836609, BG0
165, BG087946, AI385620, AW553555, AI327188, BG075112, BG084385, AI843055, BG086322, BG063633, BG069466, BG076163, AI323820, BG070156, AI325529, AI842603, 
81617, 
35, BG065636, BG065728, BG085835, BG070766, BG079796, BG073433, BG064206, BG067043, BG074356, AI840889, AI836500, BG074408, BG074416, BG065687, AI845462, BG
288, BG069685, AI323453, BG079148, AI846582, BG067043, BG088772, BG087676, BG070156, AW558684, BG082447, BG071790, BG069979, AI843687, AW553053, BG067553, B
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36, BG065728, BG085835, BG070766, BG079796, BG073433, BG064206, BG067043, BG074356, AI840889, AI836500, BG074408, BG074416, BG065687, AI845462, BG084428, AI
28, BG085835, BG070766, BG079796, BG073433, BG064206, BG067043, BG074356, AI836500, BG074408, BG074416, BG065687, BG084428, AI841344, BG066973, BG083595, C
180, BG088936, BG065728, BG078511, BG065410, BG086350, BG079148, BG070766, AI840025, AI845741, BG087623, BG079989, AU044044, BG074408, BG080886, BG065687, B
BG087027, AI836586, 
683, NM_009459, NM_198091, BG064899, BG065053, BG074356, BG067325, BG081617, BG080029, BG086648, 
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20, BG063974, BG088309, AI845883, BG072681, BG063591, BG079639, BG073306, BG087174, AI840889, AI840354, AI840922, BG086322, AI429673, BG073959, AI841344, BG08
683, BG076013, AI528574, BG079148, AI840025, AI845741, AI843249, BG074044, AI843343, BG085490, BG084165, BG084210, AI413655, AI836609, BG072244, BG076617, BG06
53, AI413655, 
, AI842981, BG075159, BG065259, BG079992, BG065410, AI845883, BG072681, AI503970, AI839605, AI840354, BG086322, BG069465, BG069782, BG087766, AI429673, BG06503
05, BG076166, BG088936, BG075139, AI323453, BG065728, BG078511, BG079992, NM_198091, BG070766, AI840545, BG087623, AI840889, AU044044, BG074408, AK090106, B
407, BG065028, BG065259, BG076288, BG069685, AI323453, BG075869, BG079148, BG070766, AI840545, AI840025, AI845741, BG079989, AI840354, BG085490, BG069466, BG
180, BG084805, BG075149, BG065728, BG078511, BG079992, BG065410, BG079148, AI835412, BG087623, BG079989, AU044044, BG079199, BG074408, BG080886, BG064737,
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776, BG086107, BG068905, BG065028, BG073433, BG086271, BG086740, AI843343, AI846582, AI836500, BG070131, AI836609, BG072244, BG076617, AW539542, BG087133, BG
235, BG065259, AI841014, AW556925, BG085835, BG084867, BG074044, BG067043, BG065277, BG074111, BG064854, BG088482, BG064737, BG087766, BG077356, BG088778
822, BG085835, BG073433, BG079634, BG087410, AW539542, BG070156, BG080327, NM_009797, AW553555, AI841334, AW539780, BG067430, BG074147, BG071232, AI50397
107, AI326934, BG065028, BG063515, BG076013, AI842912, BG068033, BG082678, AI503970, BG076556, BG088827, BG064854, AI325529, BG064333, 
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683, NM_009459, NM_198091, BG064899, BG078040, BG065185, BG067325, BG081617, BG064892, BG080029, BG086648, 
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087027, BG071617, BG078653, BG063372, AI841014, AW556925, BG072534, AI835415, BG074044, BG065277, BG075826, BG071758, BG088545, BG075740, BG087766, BG0778
069849, BG077386, BG071617, AI840549, BG084231, BG086588, BG072534, BG064502, BG066251, BG070263, AI413961, BG088545, BG078639, BG077844, AI842603, BG08438
545, BG077844, BG066648, AU043277, BG063822, BG065259, AI385620, BG066998, BG073433, AI846582, BG086322, BG069466, BG076163, BG075038, BG086747, BG087519, B
9625, BG086506, AI843846, BG064206, BG074356, AI324057, BG070131, BG073959, BG069887, AI841344, BG066973, BG082853, AI835416, AU043877, BG077386, BG063372, AW
2, BG085485, BG073959, AI841344, BG087133, BG074903, BG083595, BG069849, BG086427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, BG087027, AI528663, BG084231, BG068033, BG0707
13961, BG088545, AI324847, BG065995, BG075099, AU044961, BG071770, BG066648, NM_009459, BG065259, AI385620, BG066998, BG064899, BG073433, BG067043, BG08167
I326771, BG074903, AU043877, BG067023, BG084231, BG085683, BG068033, BG084165, BG066251, BG070263, AI413961, BG077844, AI842603, AU044961, BG084388, BG0697
BG074903, AI835416, BG069849, AI836241, BG077386, BG074653, BG078653, BG087946, BG084231, BC069963, NM_011292, BG068033, BG064033, AI841014, AW556925, BG07
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BG086427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, BG087027, C77246, AI840549, BG067023, BC069963, NM_011292, BG070767, BG066251, BG070263, BG088579, BG065995, BG075099, 
078276, BG070767, BG084888, BG066251, BG070263, BG088579, BG065995, BG075099, BG077356
088545, BG075740, BG087766, BG077844,
7784, BG084388, BG071770, BG081886, BG076288, BG065028, AI385620, BG078040, BG086740, BG067043, AI846582, BG082678, AI836500, AU043077, BG086322, BG069466, 
85, BG078271, AI843847, BG082853, BG088871, AI835416, AI836241, BG077386, BG063372, BG065330, BG078653, BG087946, BG084231, BG077144, BG086588, BG078457, BG
636, BG069319, BG085472, BG069438, BG069165, BG088461, BG088793, AI326934, BG085504, BG063515, AI842912, BG065242, BG065306, AI327188, BG075112, BG079796, A
84388 BG071770 BG081886 BG076288 BG065028 AI385620 BG078040 BG086740 BG067043 AI846582 BG082678 AI836500 BG086322 BG069466 BG076163 BG073645, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
188, BG084385, BG078271, AI841344, AI843847, BG082853, BG088871, AI835416, AI836241, BG077386, BG063372, BG065330, BG078653, BG087946, BG084231, BG077144, BG
853, BG088871, AI835416, AI836241, BG077386, BG078653, BG063372, BG087946, BG084231, BG077144, BG086588, BG078457, BG071758, BG063633, AI413961, BG078639, AI
820, BG078636, BG069319, BG085472, BG069438, BG069165, BG088461, BG088793, AI326934, BG085504, BG063515, AI842912, BG065242, BG065306, AI327188, BG075112, BG
853, BG088871, AI835416, AI836241, BG077386, BG078653, BG063372, BG087946, BG084231, BG077144, BG086588, BG078457, BG071758, BG063633, AI413961, BG078639, AI
41, BG077386, BG078653, BG063372, BG087946, BG084231, BG077144, BG086588, BG078457, BG071758, BG063633, AI413961, BG078639, AI325529, AI842603, BG073628,
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5416, BG080169, BG077592, AI840945, BG077386, AI842981, BG065330, BG078653, BG087946, BG077144, BG078276, AI845823, BG068033, BG064033, AI841014, AW556925, A
847, BG082853, BG088871, AI835416, AI836241, BG077386, BG078653, BG063372, BG087946, BG084231, BG077144, BG086588, BG078457, BG071758, BG063633, AI413961, BG
16, AI836241, BG077386, BG078653, BG063372, BG087946, BG084231, BG077144, BG086588, BG078457, BG071758, BG063633, AI413961, BG078639, AI325529, AI842603, BG0
4888, BG076556, BG066251, BG075740,
AI836241, BG077386, BG076434, BG077144, BG070767, AI415048, BG078457, BG076556, BG070415, BG088545, BG084153, BG065995, BG075099, AI842603, BG073628,
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, BG086588, BG072534, BG074044, BG065277, BG066252, BG084165, BG088545, BG078639, AI325529, BG063094,
427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, BG087027, BG071617, BG084231, BG068033, BG070767, BG078659, AI415048, BG086588, BG072534, BG066251, AI413961, BG088545, BG07
4356, BG077165, BG083428, AI846634, BG082853, BG074903, AI835416, BG088465, BG083595, BG066237, BG069849, AI840945, AI836241, C77246, BG077386, AI840549, BG07
I528663, AI842981, BG068033, BG070767, BG078659, AW537342, BG066251, BG070263, BG088545, BG088579, BG078639, BG065995, BG075099, AU044961, BG072021, BG064
, BG088871, AW556297, AI836241, BG076434, BG077386, BG077144, BG085683, BG070767, BG078659, AI415048, BG072485, AI843249, BG078457, BG074044, BG076556, BG08
663, BG071617, BG084231, BG070767, BG068033, BG066440, BG078659, AW537342, BG086588, AI836500, BG072534, BG085699, BG064502, BG066251, BG088545, AI413961, B
M_009459, BG065166, BG082407, BG065028, AI846572, BG063974, BG064899, BG085835, BG073433, BG067043, BG082678, AI836500, AU043077, AI845462, BG086747, BG087
3, BG067043, BG081674, AI846582, BG082678, AI840354, BG086322, BG069466, BG076163, BG073645, BG086747, BG087519, BG088774, BG077683, BG066941, AI837689, AI32
588, BG072534, BG064502, BG066251, AI413961, BG088545, AI324847, BG077844, BG065995, BG075099, BG068459, AU044961, BG066648, BG071770, AU043277, NM_009459, 
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, BG082407, BG065028, AI846572, BG063974, BG064899, BG085835, BG073433, BG067043, BG082678, AI836500, AU043077, AI845462, BG086747, BG087519, NM_012052, BG0
033, BG070767, BG078659, AW537342, AI843249, BG075826, BG088579, BG064929, AU043277, BG065166, BG065259, AI846572, AI385620, BG063974, BG064899, AW538992, B
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545, BG077844, BG065995, BG075099, BG063094, BG066648, AU043277, BG063822, BG065259, AI385620, BG066998, BG064899, AW538992, BG073433, BG067043, AI846582, 
85, BG065033, BG087133, BG069872, AI843847, BG074903, BG088465, BG066237, BG069849, BG077386, BG071617, AI840549, BG084231, BG070767, AW537342, BG086588, BG
G088774, BG080327, BG069181, AI837689, AI323686, BG088835, BG071232, BG087262, AI843055, BG074358, BG064071, BG086648, BG088793, BG068235, BG065242, AI32718
AI843343, BG076749, BG083428, BG069887, BG088871, AW556297, AI836241, BG076434, BG077386, AI842981, BG077144, BG085683, BG070767, BG078659, AI415048, BG0724
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I840549, BG067023, BG084231, BC069963, NM_011292, BG070767, BG072534, BG064502, BG066251, BG070263, BG088545, BG088579, AI324847, BG065995, BG075099, AU04
85, BG065033, BG087133, BG069872, AI843847, BG074903, BG088465, BG066237, BG069849, BG077386, BG071617, AI840549, BG084231, BG070767, AW537342, BG086588, BG
0, BG066998, BG064899, BG073433, BG067043, BG081674, AI846582, BG082678, AI840354, BG086322, BG069466, BG076163, BG073645, BG087410, BG086747, BG087519, BG
AI843343, BG076749, BG083428, BG069887, BG088871, AW556297, AI836241, BG076434, BG077386, AI842981, BG077144, BG085683, BG070767, BG078659, AI415048, BG0724
20
, AI843847, BG082853, BG088871, AI835416, BG069849, AW556297, AI836241, BG077386, BG071617, BG063372, BG078653, AW558121, BG087946, BG084231, BG077144, BG07
85, BG082125, BG083428, BG073959, BG078271, BG084428, AI843847, BG088871, AI836241, C77246, BG086427, BG088082, C78483, C78484, BG087027, BG077386, BG063372
88871, AI835416, BG088465, BG069849, AI836241, C77246, BG077386, BG063372, BG078653, BG087946, BG084231, BG077144, BG086588, BG072534, BG078457, BG064502, B
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8, BG087784, BG066648, BG081886, AU043277, BG068905, BG065028, BG076288, AI846572, AI385620, BG066998, BG078040, BG073433, AI846582, BG086322, BG069466, BG0
G088774, BG080327, BG069181, AI837689, AI323686, BG088835, BG071232, BG087262, AI843055, BG074358, BG064071, BG086648, BG088793, BG068235, BG065242, AI32718
558121, BG078276, AI413304, BG072534, AI843249, BG074044, BG065277, BG070415, BG088545, AI324847, AI842603,
67, BG078659, BG066440, AW537342, BG086588, BG072534, BG064502, BG066251, AI413961, BG088545, AI324847, BG077844, BG065995, BG075099, BG068459, AU044961, BG
4, AI846582, BG082678, AI840354, BG086322, BG069466, BG076163, BG073645, BG087410, BG086747, BG087519, BG088774, BG077683, BG066941, AI837689, AI323686, BG06
89, BG081886, BG063822, BG065028, BG076288, AI846572, BG066998, BG085835, BG078040, BG067043, AI846582, AI836500, BG086322, BG069466, BG076163, BG075038, BG
9374, BG072534, BG069376, BG065277, BG074111, BG063633, AI413961, BG088545, BG088579, AI325529, BG065995, BG075099, AI842603,
GG
BG064929, BG084388, BG066648, BG069789, NM_009459, BG065166, BG082407, BG065028, AI846572, BG063974, BG064899, BG085835, BG073433, BG067043, BG082678, AI8
BG076163, BG073645, BG088774, C78618, BG083516, BG088835, BG073824, AI503970, AI843055, BG074358, AI323820, BG088461, BG088793, BG067010, BG063515, BG065242
071758, BG063633, AI413961, BG078639, AI325529, BG073628, AI842603,
I843343, BG084385, BG078271, AI841344, AI843847, BG082853, BG074903, BG088871, AI835416, AI836241, BG077386, BG063372, BG065330, BG078653, BG087946, BG084231
BG088774 C78618 BG083516 BG088835 BG073824 AI503970 AI843055 BG074358 AI323820 BG088461 BG088793 BG063515 BG065242 AI327188 AI843343 BG078271, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
086588, BG078457, BG071758, BG063633, AI413961, BG078639, AI325529, BG073628, AI842603,
325529, AI842603, BG073628,
079796, AI843343, BG084385, BG078271, AI841344, AI843847, BG082853, BG074903, BG088871, AI835416, AI836241, BG077386, BG063372, BG065330, BG078653, BG087946,
325529, AI842603, BG073628,
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A409233, BG086588, BG072534, BG074044, BG065277, BG066252, BG084165, BG088545, BG078639, AI325529, BG063094,
078639, AI325529, BG073628, AI842603,
73628,
8
B
7
2
7844, BG065995, BG075099, BG063094, AU044961, BG076237, BG078821, BG071770, AU043277, BG063822, BG065259, AI385620, BG066998, BG075869, BG073433, BG067043
8653, BG084231, BG078276, BG070767, BG084888, BG072534, BG064502, BG071758, BG066251, BG070263, BG088545, AI324847, BG088579, BG064892, BG065995, BG075099
929, BG066648, NM_009459, BG082407, BG065166, BG065028, BG065259, BG063974, BG066998, BG064899, AW538992, BG085835, BG078040, BG073433, BG067043, BG08267
4165, BG084210, BG070415, BG088545, BG064854, BG088579, BG084153, BG065995, BG075099, BG073628, AI842603
G065995, BG075099, BG077844, BG068459, BG063094, AU044961, BG066648, AU043277, BG063822, BG065259, BG066256, AI385620, BG066998, AW538992, BG064899, BG06
519, NM_012052, BG077683, BG075319, AI837689, AI323686, AI385702, BG066134, AI413381, AI845740, BG077308, AI503970, BG085974, BG084935, BG064963, BG080029, BG
3686, BG066134, BG088835, AI503970, BG087262, AI843055, BG074358, BG084935, BG080029, BG086648, BG066188, BG088793, BG068235, BG065242, AI327188, BG073306, A
BG063822, BG065259, BG066256, AI385620, BG066998, BG064899, BG073433, BG082678, AI846582, BG067043, BG081674, AI840354, BG086322, BG069466, BG076163, BG073
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077844, BG068459, AU044961, BG066648, BG071770, NM_009459, AU043277, BG063822, BG065259, BG066256, AI385620, BG066998, BG064899, BG073433, BG082678, AI8465
77683, BG075319, AI837689, AI323686, AI385702, BG066134, AI413381, AI845740, BG077308, AI503970, BG085974, BG084935, BG064963, BG080029, BG086648, BG088309, BG
G078040, BG086740, BG067043, BG086322, AI845462, BG075038, AI836609, BG072244, BG076617, BG075149, BG086747, BG087519, NM_012052, BG080327, BG077683, BG07
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BG086322, BG069466, BG076163, BG075038, AI836609, BG072244, BG076617, BG086747, BG087519, BG088774, BG080327, BG077683, BG069181, AI837689, AI323686, BG088
072534, AI843249, BG064502, BG075826, BG066251, BG070263, BG088545, AI413961, BG088579, BG078639, BG077844, AI842603, BG084388, BG087784, BG064929, BG06664
8, BG073306, AI894290, AI843343, BG070131, BG082853, BG076434, BG063372, BG087946, AW558121, BG078276, BG073114, BG064033, AI413304, AA409233, BG065277, BG0
85, AI843249, BG078457, BG074044, BG074111, BG076556, BG084165, BG084210, BG070415, BG088545, BG064854, BG075740, BG088579, BG084153, BG078639, BG064892, 
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4961, BG084388, BG064929, BG087784, BG069789, BG066648, NM_009459, BG082407, BG065166, BG065028, AI846572, BG063974, BG064899, BG085835, BG078040, BG07343
072534, AI843249, BG064502, BG075826, BG066251, BG070263, BG088545, AI413961, BG088579, BG078639, BG077844, AI842603, BG084388, BG087784, BG064929, BG06664
088774, BG077683, BG066941, AI837689, AI323686, BG066134, BG088835, AI503970, BG087262, AI843055, BG074358, BG064071, BG084935, BG080029, BG086648, BG066188
85, AI843249, BG078457, BG074044, BG074111, BG076556, BG084165, BG084210, BG070415, BG088545, BG064854, BG075740, BG088579, BG084153, BG078639, BG064892, 
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8276, AI413304, BG086588, BG072534, BG064502, BG065277, BG071758, BG070415, BG063633, BG088545, AI413961, BG078639, AI325529, BG077844, BG073628, AI842603,
, BG065330, BG078653, BG087946, BG077144, BC069963, NM_011292, BG086588, BG072534, BG078457, BG065277, BG071758, BG070415, BG063633, AI413961, BG078639, BG
G074111, BG071758, BG066251, BG063633, BG088545, AI413961, BG078639, BG064892, AI325529, BG073628, AI842603,
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76163, BG075038, BG075149, BG088774, BG075319, BG069181, C78618, BG083516, BG088835, BG073824, BG071232, AI843055, BG074358, BG064951, BG064963, AI323820, B
8, BG073306, AI894290, AI843343, BG070131, BG082853, BG076434, BG063372, BG087946, AW558121, BG078276, BG073114, BG064033, AI413304, AA409233, BG065277, BG0
066648, BG071770, NM_009459, AU043277, BG063822, BG065259, BG066256, AI385620, BG066998, BG064899, BG073433, BG082678, AI846582, BG081674, BG067043, AI8403
6134, BG088835, AI503970, AI843055, BG074358, BG064071, BG084935, BG080029, BG086648, BG088793, BG065242, AI327188, BG073306, BG085484, AI894290, BG065185, A
065717, AI836609, BG072244, BG076617, BG087410, BG075149, BG086747, BG087519, BG077683, BG075319, BG066134, AI528574, AI503970, AI843055, BG070033, BG064963,
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36500, AU043077, AI845462, BG087410, BG086747, BG087519, NM_012052, BG077683, BG075319, AI837689, AI323686, AI385702, BG066134, AI845740, AI413381, BG077308, A
, AI327188, AI843343, BG069887, BG078271, BG082853, BG088871, AI835416, AI836241, BG065330, BG078653, BG063372, BG087946, BG077144, BG079374, BG074044, BG076
, BG077144, BG086588, BG078457, BG076556, BG088827, BG071758, BG063633, AI413961, BG078639, AI325529, BG073628, AI842603
BG082853 AI835416 BG088871 AI836241 BG078653 BG065330 BG063372 BG087946 BG077144 BG079374 BG076556 BG088827 BG071758 BG063633 AI325529 BG07, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
 BG084231, BG077144, BG086588, BG078457, BG074044, BG076556, BG088827, BG071758, BG063633, AI413961, BG078639, AI325529, BG073628, AI842603
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, BG081674, AI846582, AI840354, BG086322, BG069466, BG0761
, AI325529, BG077356
8, AI840354, AU043077, AI836500, BG069466, BG076163, AI8
3013, BG073433, AI846582, BG067043, AI840354, BG086322, BG0694
086648, BG088309, BG073306, BG077165, BG066973, AU02
I894290, BG065185, AI429673, BG066973, BG082853, AI840
645, BG075038, AI836609, BG072244, BG076617, BG087410, BG088
5G
7
82, BG081674, BG067043, AI840354, BG086322, BG069466, BG076
073306, BG077165, BG066973, AU020724, AI840945, BG07
5319, BG075159, AI837689, AI323686, BG075137, AI845740, AI413
8
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835, BG071232, BG087262, AI843055, BG074358, BG070033, BG0640
8, BG081886, AU043277, BG068905, BG065028, BG065259, BG07
71758, BG084210, BG070415, AI325529, BG077356, BG073628, AI
BG065995, BG075099, BG073628, AI842603
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8
3, BG067043, BG082678, AU043077, AI836500, BG086322, AI845
8, BG081886, AU043277, BG068905, BG065028, BG065259, BG07
, BG088793, BG068235, BG065242, AI327188, BG073306, BG085
BG065995, BG075099, BG073628, AI842603
G064892, BG073628, AI842603, BG086227, BG063094
B
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G086648, BG088793, BG086107, BG067010, BG065242, AI327
71758, BG084210, BG070415, AI325529, BG077356, BG073628, AI
54, BG086322, BG069466, BG076163, BG073645, BG075038, AI836
I429673, BG066973, BG082853, AI840945, BG076434, BG074
 AI323820, BG071854, BG064333, BG086648, AI323594, BG
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I503970, BG085974, BG084935, BG064951, BG064963, BG08
556, BG088827, BG071758, BG063633, AI325529, BG07
628
6SP PIR KEYWORDS aminoacyl-trna synthetase 0 42% 0 056843985
Category Term Count % P -Value
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS acetylation 42 2.92% 3.67E-09
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Acetylation 5 0.35% 0.005872853
GOTERM_BP_ALL acetyl-CoA catabolism 7 0.49% 0.003711494
GOTERM_BP_ALL acetyl-CoA metabolism 8 0.56% 0.005627521
GOTERM_MF_ALL actin binding 27 1.88% 0.001592387
GOTERM_MF_ALL actin filament binding 5 0.35% 0.014122601
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS actin-binding 16 1.11% 0.003907672
GOTERM_BP_ALL activation of MAPK activity 6 0.42% 0.082722488
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS activator 30 2.09% 3.32E-04
UP_SEQ_FEATURE active site:Glycyl thioester intermediate 8 0.56% 0.025748067
GOTERM_MF_ALL adenyl nucleotide binding 121 8.42% 8.65E-06
GOTERM_BP_ALL aerobic respiration 6 0.42% 0.014741223
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS alternative splicing 193 13.43% 7.33E-22
GOTERM_BP_ALL amine catabolism 10 0.70% 0.007750508
GOTERM_BP_ALL amine metabolism 29 2.02% 0.060163182
GOTERM_BP_ALL amino acid and derivative metabolism 28 1.95% 0.019192126
GOTERM_BP_ALL amino acid catabolism 9 0.63% 0.006950667
GOTERM_BP_ALL amino acid metabolism 22 1.53% 0.053761991
_ _  . .
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS aminotransferase 5 0.35% 0.033131569
GOTERM_BP_ALL anti-apoptosis 14 0.97% 0.001919513
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS antigen 9 0.63% 0.095284727
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS anti-oncogene 9 0.63% 0.00133795
GOTERM_CC_ALL apical part of cell 8 0.56% 0.043753604
GOTERM_BP_ALL apoptosis 54 3.76% 3.32E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS apoptosis 20 1.39% 0.003719646
GOTERM_MF_ALL ATP binding 119 8.28% 4.98E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS atp synthesis 4 0.28% 0.093972091
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS atp-binding 97 6.75% 1.18E-10
GOTERM_CC_ALL basal lamina 5 0.35% 0.048268455
GOTERM_CC_ALL basement membrane 11 0.77% 0.002107848
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS basement membrane 6 0.42% 0.00398017
GOTERM_CC_ALL basolateral plasma membrane 9 0.63% 0.032290691
GOTERM_MF_ALL binding 788 54.84% 4.18E-11
UP_SEQ_FEATURE binding site:ATP 38 2.64% 0.062096075
UP_SEQ_FEATURE binding site:Pyridoxal phosphate (covalent) 7 0.49% 0.057831631
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer catabolism 23 1.60% 0.023212643
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer metabolism 255 17.75% 9.06E-15
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer modification 151 10.51% 2.71E-07
GOTERM_BP_ALL biosynthesis 109 7.59% 7.25E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL blastocyst development 4 0.28% 0.095220582
GOTERM CC ALL cell junction 20 1 39% 0 031618264
GOTERM_BP_ALL blastocyst growth 4 0.28% 0.017316163
GOTERM_BP_ALL branched chain family amino acid catabolism 4 0.28% 0.004780981
GOTERM_BP_ALL branched chain family amino acid metabolism 4 0.28% 0.007962306
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS branched-chain amino acid catabolism 2 0.14% 0.092960384
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS bromodomain 4 0.28% 0.037894821
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS calcium 43 2.99% 0.010379378
GOTERM_MF_ALL cAMP-dependent protein kinase activity 17 1.18% 0.033215787
GOTERM_BP_ALL carboxylic acid metabolism 42 2.92% 0.014919831
GOTERM_BP_ALL catabolism 62 4.31% 2.11E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL catalytic activity 425 29.58% 9.55E-10
GOTERM_MF_ALL cation binding 235 16.35% 4.41E-05
GOTERM_CC_ALL cell 915 63.67% 1.20E-07
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell binding 6 0.42% 5.00E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell cycle 30 2.09% 5.87E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell cycle 62 4.31% 8.79E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell death 56 3.90% 5.99E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell division 18 1.25% 6.97E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell division 20 1.39% 0.026159789
COG_KOG_ONTOLOGY Cell division and chromosome partitioning 20 1.39% 0.03114585
_ _  . .
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell organization and biogenesis 162 11.27% 7.12E-06
GOTERM_CC_ALL cell projection 23 1.60% 0.042847954
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular biosynthesis 93 6.47% 8.32E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular catabolism 56 3.90% 3.67E-06
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular lipid metabolism 41 2.85% 0.02415091
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular localization 79 5.50% 3.69E-07
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular macromolecule catabolism 29 2.02% 0.013217269
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular macromolecule metabolism 273 19.00% 9.26E-13
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular metabolism 602 41.89% 1.05E-25
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular physiological process 812 56.51% 1.13E-35
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular process 879 61.17% 4.39E-06
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular protein catabolism 19 1.32% 0.022292058
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular protein metabolism 270 18.79% 9.62E-13
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular respiration 7 0.49% 0.008311675
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS chaperone 27 1.88% 7.84E-11
GOTERM_MF_ALL chromatin binding 12 0.84% 0.007069597
GOTERM_BP_ALL chromatin modification 15 1.04% 0.023045227
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS chromatin regulator 10 0.70% 0.00581636
GOTERM_CC_ALL chromosome 29 2.02% 0.027334375
GOTERM_BP_ALL chromosome segregation 6 0.42% 0.09077085
GOTERM_CC_ALL chromosome, pericentric region 8 0.56% 0.025994623
GOTERM_MF_ALL cis-trans isomerase activity 6 0.42% 0.088093075
GOTERM CC ALL cytoplasmic vesicle 23 1 60% 0 022790218
GOTERM_CC_ALL coated membrane 7 0.49% 0.085381143
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS coated pits 5 0.35% 0.063836532
GOTERM_CC_ALL coated vesicle membrane 7 0.49% 0.078466404
GOTERM_BP_ALL coenzyme catabolism 7 0.49% 0.008311675
GOTERM_BP_ALL coenzyme metabolism 19 1.32% 0.058445737
GOTERM_BP_ALL cofactor catabolism 8 0.56% 0.003944953
GOTERM_BP_ALL cofactor metabolism 22 1.53% 0.032488835
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS coiled coil 69 4.80% 3.54E-07
GOTERM_CC_ALL collagen 6 0.42% 0.08220932
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS collagen 9 0.63% 0.083019209
GOTERM_BP_ALL cortical actin cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis 3 0.21% 0.091726767
UP_SEQ_FEATURE cross-link:Glycyl lysine isopeptide (Lys-Gly) (interchain with G-Cter in NEDD8) 3 0.21% 0.051926845
GOTERM_MF_ALL cyclic nucleotide-dependent protein kinase activity 17 1.18% 0.033215787
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cyclin 8 0.56% 0.065772076
GOTERM_MF_ALL cyclophilin 5 0.35% 0.071659772
GOTERM_MF_ALL cyclophilin-type peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase activity 5 0.35% 0.071659772
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasm 374 26.03% 4.69E-25
GOTERM_BP_ALL cytoplasm organization and biogenesis 17 1.18% 0.009854646
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasmic membrane-bound vesicle 23 1.60% 0.012888535
_ _  . .
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasmic vesicle membrane 8 0.56% 0.085550452
GOTERM_MF_ALL cytoskeletal protein binding 39 2.71% 1.37E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoskeleton 71 4.94% 0.018206851
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cytoskeleton 21 1.46% 0.033136478
GOTERM_BP_ALL cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis 45 3.13% 0.003528289
GOTERM_BP_ALL cytoskeleton-dependent intracellular transport 18 1.25% 9.29E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytosol 45 3.13% 2.34E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cytosol 3 0.21% 0.065267777
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytosolic ribosome (sensu Eukaryota) 10 0.70% 0.003578212
GOTERM_BP_ALL death 56 3.90% 8.17E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL dephosphorylation 16 1.11% 0.025309361
GOTERM_BP_ALL developmental growth 4 0.28% 0.08224532
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS direct protein sequencing 61 4.24% 4.25E-09
GOTERM_MF_ALL DNA binding 148 10.30% 0.002232981
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna condensation 3 0.21% 0.065267777
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna damage 12 0.84% 0.02660053
GOTERM_BP_ALL DNA metabolism 52 3.62% 0.004125937
GOTERM_BP_ALL DNA packaging 21 1.46% 0.064732629
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna repair 11 0.77% 0.036967616
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna replication 12 0.84% 1.27E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL DNA replication 17 1.18% 0.012153847
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna-binding 93 6.47% 1.49E-06
GOTERM CC ALL endoplasmic reticulum 53 3 69% 0 003750855
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:C2 1 7 0.49% 0.087927191
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:C2 2 7 0.49% 0.087927191
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:JmjC 4 0.28% 0.090355658
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:L27 3 0.21% 0.073929685
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:Laminin EGF-like 10 4 0.28% 0.027865666
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:Laminin EGF-like 6 4 0.28% 0.048701289
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:Laminin EGF-like 7 4 0.28% 0.037544445
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:PDZ 1 6 0.42% 0.062746139
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:PDZ 2 6 0.42% 0.062746139
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:PDZ 3 6 0.42% 0.016528882
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:RRM 4 3 0.21% 0.098276189
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:SH2 10 0.70% 0.06430483
GOTERM_MF_ALL double-stranded RNA binding 6 0.42% 0.043542926
GOTERM_MF_ALL electron transporter activity 21 1.46% 0.035130216
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS elongation factor 5 0.35% 0.063836532
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS endocytosis 12 0.84% 5.69E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL endocytosis 17 1.18% 0.041867952
GOTERM_CC_ALL endomembrane system 40 2.78% 8.80E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS endoplasmic reticulum 43 2.99% 4.76E-06
_ _  . .
GOTERM_CC_ALL endoplasmic reticulum membrane 10 0.70% 0.071886394
GOTERM_CC_ALL envelope 51 3.55% 1.19E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL enzyme activator activity 19 1.32% 0.032226948
GOTERM_MF_ALL enzyme binding 14 0.97% 0.058540582
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of cellular localization 79 5.50% 2.56E-07
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of localization 231 16.08% 0.003726286
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of protein localization 69 4.80% 8.96E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of RNA localization 6 0.42% 0.060977422
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS estrogen-induced protein 2 0.14% 0.092960384
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS exonuclease 6 0.42% 0.033075711
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS exosome 3 0.21% 0.05238252
GOTERM_CC_ALL exosome (RNase complex) 3 0.21% 0.096123818
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS extracellular matrix 17 1.18% 0.004368593
GOTERM_MF_ALL extracellular matrix structural constituent 11 0.77% 0.005300569
GOTERM_MF_ALL extracellular matrix structural constituent conferring tensile strength 6 0.42% 0.029828209
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS fatty acid metabolism 6 0.42% 0.06155527
GOTERM_MF_ALL FK506-sensitive peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase 5 0.35% 0.071659772
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS flavoprotein 9 0.63% 0.079149409
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS fucose metabolism 2 0.14% 0.092960384
GOTERM_MF_ALL galactosyltransferase activity 7 0.49% 0.010282888
GOTERM_BP_ALL generation of precursor metabolites and energy 55 3.83% 0.024917505
GOTERM_BP_ALL glycoprotein metabolism 12 0.84% 0.089655715
GOTERM MF ALL hydrolase activity 159 11 06% 0 013538082
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS glycosyltransferase 24 1.67% 1.76E-05
GOTERM_CC_ALL Golgi apparatus 40 2.78% 0.075427695
GOTERM_CC_ALL Golgi membrane 11 0.77% 0.043921831
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS golgi stack 31 2.16% 5.90E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL Golgi stack 31 2.16% 0.04857984
GOTERM_BP_ALL Golgi vesicle transport 10 0.70% 0.062818489
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTP binding 36 2.51% 8.56E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS GTP binding 8 0.56% 0.00646321
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS gtpase activation 9 0.63% 0.041202403
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTPase activator activity 15 1.04% 0.029984946
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTPase activity 17 1.18% 0.003754909
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS gtp-binding 28 1.95% 5.69E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL guanyl nucleotide binding 36 2.51% 0.001244132
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS heat shock 6 0.42% 0.082527268
GOTERM_MF_ALL heat shock protein binding 10 0.70% 0.003495298
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS helicase 12 0.84% 0.028075321
GOTERM_BP_ALL heterocycle metabolism 9 0.63% 0.040341797
GOTERM_MF_ALL histone methyltransferase activity 4 0.28% 0.094301257
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS hydrolase 96 6.68% 1.19E-05
_ _  . .
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides 49 3.41% 0.001832193
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides, in phosphorus-containing anhydride 48 3.34% 0.002716648
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity, acting on ester bonds 55 3.83% 0.029155674
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS hydroxylation 6 0.42% 0.082527268
GOTERM_MF_ALL identical protein binding 18 1.25% 0.010532655
GOTERM_BP_ALL inner cell mass cell proliferation 3 0.21% 0.03731343
GOTERM_CC_ALL integral to endoplasmic reticulum membrane 7 0.49% 0.00647178
GOTERM_CC_ALL integral to organelle membrane 11 0.77% 0.004832769
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular 737 51.29% 7.52E-50
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular membrane-bound organelle 554 38.55% 7.43E-30
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular non-membrane-bound organelle 134 9.32% 9.38E-06
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular organelle 635 44.19% 1.23E-38
GOTERM_BP_ALL intracellular protein transport 42 2.92% 0.010613109
GOTERM_BP_ALL intracellular signaling cascade 85 5.92% 0.001200545
GOTERM_BP_ALL intracellular transport 78 5.43% 3.98E-07
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS intramolecular oxidoreductase 3 0.21% 0.093685977
GOTERM_CC_ALL intrinsic to endoplasmic reticulum membrane 7 0.49% 0.020895644
GOTERM_CC_ALL intrinsic to organelle membrane 11 0.77% 0.01206623
GOTERM_MF_ALL ion binding 247 17.19% 1.29E-04
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000034:Laminin B 3 0.21% 0.096043867
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000108:Neutrophil cytosol factor 2 6 0.42% 0.082105067
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000158:Cell division protein FtsZ 4 0.28% 0.008577982
8INTERPRO NAME IPR001487:Bromodomain 0 56% 0 010455743
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000217:Tubulin 9 0.63% 2.81E-04
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000225:Armadillo 7 0.49% 0.092496564
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000299:Band 4.1 8 0.56% 0.043696194
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000306:Zinc finger, FYVE-type 8 0.56% 0.023125576
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000357:HEAT 14 0.97% 0.003047806
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000449:Ubiquitin-associated 9 0.63% 0.012090722
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000504:RNA-binding region RNP-1 (RNA recognition motif) 27 1.88% 0.001832074
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000608:Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme, E2 9 0.63% 0.007059487
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000637:HMG-I and HMG-Y, DNA-binding 9 0.63% 0.063241813
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000679:Zinc finger, GATA-type 6 0.42% 0.001097882
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000886:Endoplasmic reticulum targeting sequence 9 0.63% 0.058617786
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000980:SH2 motif 13 0.90% 0.068345183
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001159:Double-stranded RNA binding 6 0.42% 0.023184714
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001202:WW/Rsp5/WWP 11 0.77% 0.005474313
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001245:Tyrosine protein kinase 40 2.78% 0.062071123
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001298:Filamin/ABP280 repeat 4 0.28% 0.025272943
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001345:Phosphoglycerate/bisphosphoglycerate mutase 4 0.28% 0.03305068
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001373:Cullin 4 0.28% 0.025272943
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001440:Tetratricopeptide TPR_1 17 1.18% 0.009399446
_ . .
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001589:Actin-binding, actinin-type 6 0.42% 0.027165794
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001623:Heat shock protein DnaJ, N-terminal 8 0.56% 0.073408276
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001650:Helicase, C-terminal 12 0.84% 0.067342125
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001680:WD-40 repeat 29 2.02% 0.015142605
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001715:Calponin-like actin-binding 12 0.84% 0.004708037
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001806:Ras GTPase 17 1.18% 0.087630836
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001810:Cyclin-like F-box 10 0.70% 0.086711927
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001841:Zinc finger, RING-type 32 2.23% 0.005664287
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001844:Chaperonin Cpn60 4 0.28% 0.025272943
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002017:Spectrin repeat 14 0.97% 0.012647377
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002041:GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran 10 0.70% 0.086711927
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002123:Phospholipid/glycerol acyltransferase 5 0.35% 0.034696853
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002194:Chaperonin TCP-1 4 0.28% 0.025272943
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002423:Chaperonin Cpn60/TCP-1 5 0.35% 0.011696379
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002452:Alpha tubulin 3 0.21% 0.096043867
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003008:Tubulin/FtsZ, GTPase 7 0.49% 8.27E-04
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003034:DNA-binding SAP 5 0.35% 0.07315287
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003347:Transcription factor jumonji/aspartyl beta-hydroxylase 8 0.56% 0.00311134
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003395:SMC protein, N-terminal 3 0.21% 0.096043867
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003405:IPR003405 3 0.21% 0.075294373
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003577:Ras small GTPase, Ras type 14 0.97% 0.079857273
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003578:Ras small GTPase, Rho type 13 0.90% 0.097488376
7INTERPRO NAME IPR013129:Transcription factor jumonji 0 49% 0 003367325
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003593:AAA ATPase 17 1.18% 0.014381636
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003616:SET-related region 4 0.28% 0.087559868
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003959:AAA ATPase, central region 9 0.63% 0.012090722
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003960:AAA-protein subdomain 6 0.42% 0.031556075
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004087:KH 7 0.49% 0.034952834
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004088:KH, type 1 7 0.49% 0.030980333
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004160:Elongation factor Tu, C-terminal 3 0.21% 0.096043867
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004172:L27 4 0.28% 0.062803574
INTERPRO_NAME IPR005475:Transketolase, central region 3 0.21% 0.075294373
INTERPRO_NAME IPR008271:Serine/threonine protein kinase, active site 32 2.23% 0.059329174
INTERPRO_NAME IPR008280:Tubulin/FtsZ, C-terminal 7 0.49% 8.27E-04
INTERPRO_NAME IPR009065:FERM 7 0.49% 0.043844464
INTERPRO_NAME IPR011545:DEAD/DEAH box helicase, N-terminal 13 0.90% 0.040158232
INTERPRO_NAME IPR011989:Armadillo-like helical 33 2.30% 6.28E-05
INTERPRO_NAME IPR011990:Tetratricopeptide-like helical 27 1.88% 0.001597823
INTERPRO_NAME IPR012677:Nucleotide-binding, alpha-beta plait 32 2.23% 1.06E-04
INTERPRO_NAME IPR013026:Tetratricopeptide region 17 1.18% 0.015381363
INTERPRO_NAME IPR013078:Phosphoglycerate mutase 4 0.28% 0.03305068
INTERPRO_NAME IPR013101:Leucine-rich repeat 2 4 0.28% 0.074725102
_   . .
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS iron 23 1.60% 0.004067991
GOTERM_MF_ALL iron ion binding 25 1.74% 0.053420666
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS isomerase 18 1.25% 9.13E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL isomerase activity 17 1.18% 0.02170876
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS kinase 63 4.38% 1.27E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL kinase binding 8 0.56% 0.04979989
GOTERM_CC_ALL lamellipodium 9 0.63% 0.009334346
GOTERM_CC_ALL large ribosomal subunit 8 0.56% 0.005483328
GOTERM_CC_ALL leading edge 10 0.70% 0.019759158
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ligase 27 1.88% 1.07E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL ligase activity 47 3.27% 1.77E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL ligase activity, forming carbon-nitrogen bonds 32 2.23% 0.001948983
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS lipid metabolism 10 0.70% 0.015855273
GOTERM_BP_ALL lipid metabolism 45 3.13% 0.066551955
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS lipoprotein 32 2.23% 0.095336194
GOTERM_BP_ALL localization 238 16.56% 9.68E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS lysosome 10 0.70% 0.00581636
GOTERM_BP_ALL M phase 20 1.39% 0.028914904
GOTERM_BP_ALL M phase of mitotic cell cycle 15 1.04% 0.037542675
BIOCARTA m_cell2cellPathway:Cell to Cell Adhesion Signaling 5 0.35% 0.017281207
BIOCARTA m_chemicalPathway:Apoptotic Signaling in Response to DNA Damage 6 0.42% 0.065785967
BIOCARTA m_gsk3Pathway:Inactivation of Gsk3 by AKT causes accumulation of b-catenin i 7 0.49% 0.082237351
3UP SEQ FEATURE metal ion-binding site:Iron 2 0 21% 0 098276189
BIOCARTA m_ifnaPathway:IFN alpha signaling pathway 5 0.35% 0.017281207
BIOCARTA m_ifngPathway:IFN gamma signaling pathway 4 0.28% 0.025968557
BIOCARTA m_il10Pathway:IL-10 Anti-inflammatory Signaling Pathway 5 0.35% 0.010904226
BIOCARTA m_il22bppathway:IL22 Soluble Receptor Signaling Pathway 4 0.28% 0.050081692
BIOCARTA m_pitx2Pathway:Multi-step Regulation of Transcription by Pitx2 5 0.35% 0.055414715
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule biosynthesis 69 4.80% 7.52E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule catabolism 33 2.30% 0.008059376
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule metabolism 394 27.42% 4.58E-23
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS manganese 14 0.97% 6.83E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL manganese ion binding 15 1.04% 0.003706374
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS membrane 196 13.64% 9.43E-06
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane coat 7 0.49% 0.085381143
GOTERM_BP_ALL membrane lipid biosynthesis 8 0.56% 0.07648915
GOTERM_BP_ALL membrane lipid metabolism 13 0.90% 0.051949339
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-bound organelle 555 38.62% 6.28E-30
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-bound vesicle 24 1.67% 0.010029052
GOTERM_BP_ALL metabolism 628 43.70% 6.80E-24
GOTERM_MF_ALL metal ion binding 247 17.19% 1.29E-04
UP_SEQ_FEATURE metal ion-binding site:Iron 1 3 0.21% 0.098276189
_ _    . .
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metal-binding 159 11.06% 3.97E-11
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS methylation 10 0.70% 0.001224162
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS microtubule 18 1.25% 3.35E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL microtubule 19 1.32% 0.021453517
GOTERM_CC_ALL microtubule cytoskeleton 28 1.95% 0.025492986
GOTERM_BP_ALL microtubule-based movement 17 1.18% 9.05E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL microtubule-based process 22 1.53% 0.006138199
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrial envelope 37 2.57% 3.82E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrial inner membrane 34 2.37% 2.13E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrial membrane 35 2.44% 4.06E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mitochondrion 68 4.73% 1.95E-12
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrion 95 6.61% 8.87E-07
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mitosis 13 0.90% 4.86E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL mitosis 15 1.04% 0.035442211
GOTERM_BP_ALL mitotic cell cycle 21 1.46% 0.02021835
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU00020:CITRATE CYCLE (TCA CYCLE) 7 0.49% 0.040755616
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU03010:RIBOSOME 18 1.25% 0.003560499
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU03050:PROTEASOME 7 0.49% 0.046993785
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04110:CELL CYCLE 17 1.18% 0.019172441
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04310:WNT SIGNALING PATHWAY 19 1.32% 0.078780036
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04520:ADHERENS JUNCTION 12 0.84% 0.061491471
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04530:TIGHT JUNCTION 16 1.11% 0.098854072
GOTERM BP ALL negative regulation of physiological process 54 3 76% 0 015857076
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04540:GAP JUNCTION 14 0.97% 0.048608433
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU05030:AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS (ALS) 5 0.35% 0.053641433
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU05040:HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE 7 0.49% 0.021169426
GOTERM_BP_ALL modification-dependent protein catabolism 16 1.11% 0.028507597
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS molecular chaperone 4 0.28% 0.067094032
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS motor protein 9 0.63% 0.099590566
GOTERM_BP_ALL mRNA export from nucleus 5 0.35% 0.076538685
GOTERM_BP_ALL mRNA metabolism 30 2.09% 8.01E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL mRNA processing 26 1.81% 3.03E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mrna processing 16 1.11% 0.003425562
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mrna splicing 11 0.77% 0.035038064
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mrna transport 4 0.28% 0.051485964
GOTERM_BP_ALL mRNA transport 5 0.35% 0.076538685
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS multifunctional enzyme 10 0.70% 5.22E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS multigene family 64 4.45% 0.007585057
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of apoptosis 19 1.32% 6.27E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of biological process 64 4.45% 0.015141434
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cellular physiological process 54 3.76% 0.006785839
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cellular process 60 4.18% 0.013861171
_ _     . .
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of programmed cell death 19 1.32% 7.69E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of progression through cell cycle 13 0.90% 0.029482025
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nidogen binding 2 0.14% 0.092960384
GOTERM_BP_ALL nitrogen compound catabolism 10 0.70% 0.007750508
GOTERM_BP_ALL nitrogen compound metabolism 33 2.30% 0.019250788
GOTERM_CC_ALL non-membrane-bound organelle 134 9.32% 9.38E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nonsense-mediated mrna decay 3 0.21% 0.079074522
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear chromosome 9 0.63% 0.078550924
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear envelope 14 0.97% 0.010707833
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear envelope-endoplasmic reticulum network 11 0.77% 0.040847849
GOTERM_BP_ALL nuclear export 8 0.56% 0.020282303
GOTERM_BP_ALL nuclear mRNA splicing, via spliceosome 13 0.90% 0.096767144
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nuclear protein 267 18.58% 2.82E-31
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Nuclear protein 10 0.70% 0.015855273
GOTERM_BP_ALL nuclear transport 13 0.90% 0.019078795
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nuclease 8 0.56% 0.090821491
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleic acid binding 259 18.02% 5.83E-07
GOTERM_BP_ALL nucleic acid transport 6 0.42% 0.060977422
GOTERM_BP_ALL nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism 247 17.19% 2.04E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid transport 6 0.42% 0.099207063
GOTERM_BP_ALL nucleocytoplasmic transport 16 1.11% 0.004355014
GOTERM_CC_ALL nucleolus 15 1.04% 0.030050676
3GOTERM BP ALL peptidyl-serine modification 0 21% 0 091726767
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleoside-triphosphatase activity 45 3.13% 0.00379459
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleotide binding 181 12.60% 2.04E-10
UP_SEQ_FEATURE nucleotide phosphate-binding region:ATP 64 4.45% 0.012753638
UP_SEQ_FEATURE nucleotide phosphate-binding region:GTP 24 1.67% 0.063871741
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nucleotide-binding 125 8.70% 1.02E-13
GOTERM_CC_ALL nucleus 352 24.50% 1.20E-13
GOTERM_MF_ALL obsolete molecular function 21 1.46% 0.030852024
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle 636 44.26% 9.33E-39
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle envelope 51 3.55% 9.06E-06
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle inner membrane 35 2.44% 3.09E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle membrane 64 4.45% 4.45E-06
GOTERM_BP_ALL organelle organization and biogenesis 91 6.33% 2.09E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL organic acid metabolism 42 2.92% 0.014919831
GOTERM_CC_ALL outer membrane 9 0.63% 0.089811642
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS oxidoreductase 46 3.20% 5.45E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL oxidoreductase activity 60 4.18% 0.070637068
GOTERM_MF_ALL oxidoreductase activity, acting on the CH-NH group of donors 5 0.35% 0.063590603
GOTERM_BP_ALL peptidyl-amino acid modification 12 0.84% 0.012138482
GOTERM_MF_ALL peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase activity 6 0.42% 0.080662562
_ _  . .
GOTERM_BP_ALL peptidyl-serine phosphorylation 3 0.21% 0.091726767
GOTERM_BP_ALL phosphate metabolism 77 5.36% 0.001249704
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phospholipid biosynthesis 5 0.35% 0.005872853
GOTERM_BP_ALL phospholipid biosynthesis 8 0.56% 0.017961111
GOTERM_BP_ALL phospholipid metabolism 11 0.77% 0.027678601
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphoprotein 25 1.74% 0.0031039
GOTERM_MF_ALL phosphoprotein phosphatase activity 16 1.11% 0.078746227
GOTERM_MF_ALL phosphoric monoester hydrolase activity 24 1.67% 0.035386087
GOTERM_BP_ALL phosphorus metabolism 77 5.36% 0.001249704
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphorylation 178 12.39% 6.89E-27
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Phosphorylation 35 2.44% 5.52E-10
GOTERM_BP_ALL phosphorylation 60 4.18% 0.01832188
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphotransferase 14 0.97% 0.04608121
GOTERM_MF_ALL phosphotransferase activity, alcohol group as acceptor 55 3.83% 0.08171388
GOTERM_BP_ALL physiological process 854 59.43% 1.28E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS porin 6 0.42% 0.016742418
GOTERM_MF_ALL porin activity 6 0.42% 0.038616687
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of apoptosis 15 1.04% 0.091619424
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of enzyme activity 12 0.84% 0.08518609
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of MAPK activity 6 0.42% 0.082722488
COG_KOG_ONTOLOGY Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones 13 0.90% 0.073426036
GOTERM_BP_ALL posttranslational protein folding 4 0.28% 0.030844341
GOTERM BP ALL protein localization 76 5 29% 6 14E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS prenylation 13 0.90% 0.01712918
GOTERM_BP_ALL primary metabolism 582 40.50% 7.06E-26
GOTERM_BP_ALL programmed cell death 55 3.83% 3.06E-04
UP_SEQ_FEATURE propeptide:C-terminal propeptide 3 0.21% 0.051926845
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS proteasome 9 0.63% 0.002328057
GOTERM_CC_ALL proteasome complex (sensu Eukaryota) 6 0.42% 0.053436545
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein amino acid dephosphorylation 15 1.04% 0.031497391
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein amino acid phosphorylation 49 3.41% 0.069265494
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein binding 383 26.65% 4.08E-20
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein biosynthesis 19 1.32% 1.05E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein biosynthesis 63 4.38% 7.23E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein catabolism 23 1.60% 0.01337898
GOTERM_CC_ALL protein complex 185 12.87% 2.57E-06
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein domain specific binding 7 0.49% 0.083873849
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein folding 38 2.64% 9.45E-08
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein kinase activity 52 3.62% 0.022284818
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein kinase binding 7 0.49% 0.077625646
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein kinase C binding 3 0.21% 0.047749059
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein kinase CK2 activity 18 1.25% 0.017993537
_ _  . .
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein metabolism 283 19.69% 1.04E-12
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein methyltransferase activity 5 0.35% 0.098778634
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein modification 144 10.02% 1.00E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein phosphatase 11 0.77% 0.019460091
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Protein phosphatase 3 0.21% 0.029892458
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein polymerization 8 0.56% 0.010525673
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein serine/threonine kinase activity 45 3.13% 0.010142843
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein transport 42 2.92% 4.40E-09
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein transport 68 4.73% 5.09E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein transporter activity 13 0.90% 0.06752809
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein ubiquitination 17 1.18% 0.05340064
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein-tyrosine kinase activity 28 1.95% 0.093580118
GOTERM_BP_ALL proteolysis during cellular protein catabolism 19 1.32% 0.022292058
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS proto-oncogene 9 0.63% 0.03408596
GOTERM_MF_ALL purine nucleotide binding 155 10.79% 3.48E-08
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS pyridoxal phosphate 8 0.56% 0.005062394
GOTERM_MF_ALL pyrophosphatase activity 48 3.34% 0.002357306
GOTERM_BP_ALL re-entry into mitotic cell cycle 3 0.21% 0.023392998
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of apoptosis 38 2.64% 7.09E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of biological process 255 17.75% 0.005703304
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cell cycle 33 2.30% 0.032984108
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular metabolism 167 11.62% 0.042023947
UP SEQ FEATURE repeat:TPR 2 11 0 77% 0 016828677
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular physiological process 234 16.28% 0.001266235
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular process 240 16.70% 0.003466063
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of enzyme activity 19 1.32% 0.049142794
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of kinase activity 11 0.77% 0.095754041
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of metabolism 173 12.04% 0.038322062
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism 158 11.00% 0.034539128
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of physiological process 236 16.42% 0.004858789
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of programmed cell death 39 2.71% 5.15E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of progression through cell cycle 33 2.30% 0.031914274
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of protein kinase activity 11 0.77% 0.072511955
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of transcription 156 10.86% 0.035091315
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 146 10.16% 0.067442882
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:2-4 3 0.21% 0.051926845
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:HEAT 4 5 0.35% 0.099687488
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:HEAT 5 5 0.35% 0.055668912
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:HEAT 6 5 0.35% 0.031449691
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:HEAT 7 4 0.28% 0.090355658
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:HEAT 8 4 0.28% 0.090355658
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:TPR 1 11 0.77% 0.016828677
_ _  . .
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:TPR 3 11 0.77% 0.010518856
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:TPR 4 7 0.49% 0.071975487
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:TPR 5 6 0.42% 0.089758638
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:TPR 6 6 0.42% 0.080173723
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:WD 1 19 1.32% 0.021256473
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:WD 2 19 1.32% 0.021256473
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:WD 3 19 1.32% 0.018565008
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:WD 4 18 1.25% 0.019651866
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:WD 5 16 1.11% 0.040830525
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:WD 6 12 0.84% 0.096256373
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS repressor 25 1.74% 3.05E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL response to protein stimulus 9 0.63% 0.040341797
GOTERM_BP_ALL response to unfolded protein 9 0.63% 0.040341797
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribonucleoprotein 38 2.64% 5.17E-11
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribonucleoprotein complex 54 3.76% 5.03E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosomal protein 25 1.74% 1.18E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosome 7 0.49% 5.77E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribosome 26 1.81% 0.001355609
GOTERM_BP_ALL ribosome biogenesis 14 0.97% 0.013079169
GOTERM_BP_ALL ribosome biogenesis and assembly 16 1.11% 0.00613038
GOTERM_MF_ALL RNA binding 70 4.87% 7.20E-11
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA export from nucleus 6 0.42% 0.060977422
4PIR SUPERFAMILY NAME SF002584:molecular chaperone t-complex-type 0 28% 0 015508222
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA localization 7 0.49% 0.021290261
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA metabolism 52 3.62% 1.63E-06
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA processing 40 2.78% 2.13E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA splicing 14 0.97% 0.074772384
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions 13 0.90% 0.096767144
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions with bulged adenosine as nucleoph 13 0.90% 0.096767144
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA transport 6 0.42% 0.060977422
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS rna-binding 64 4.45% 5.02E-18
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS rotamase 6 0.42% 0.014687474
GOTERM_BP_ALL rRNA metabolism 7 0.49% 0.064753781
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS rrna processing 6 0.42% 0.018979473
GOTERM_CC_ALL secretory granule 6 0.42% 0.059981571
GOTERM_BP_ALL secretory pathway 18 1.25% 0.089992964
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS serine/threonine-protein kinase 34 2.37% 3.05E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS serine/threonine-specific protein kinase 6 0.42% 0.043999171
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF000593:calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase, type I 3 0.21% 0.021658658
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF000601:tyrosine-protein kinase, proto-oncogene SRC type 4 0.28% 0.043809771
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF001710:Rab protein 9 0.63% 0.096507034
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF002306:tubulin 4 0.28% 0.035301082
_ _   . .
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS sh2 domain 11 0.77% 0.003819969
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS sh3 domain 19 1.32% 0.005376957
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS signal-anchor 21 1.46% 0.034279172
SMART_NAME SM00028:TPR 15 1.04% 0.012988616
SMART_NAME SM00033:CH 11 0.77% 0.007562886
SMART_NAME SM00165:UBA 8 0.56% 0.003071077
SMART_NAME SM00185:ARM 6 0.42% 0.079955392
SMART_NAME SM00212:UBCc 9 0.63% 0.004169358
SMART_NAME SM00220:S_TKc 27 1.88% 0.014616931
SMART_NAME SM00295:B41 8 0.56% 0.078893072
SMART_NAME SM00297:BROMO 8 0.56% 0.067833742
SMART_NAME SM00320:WD40 27 1.88% 0.006945217
SMART_NAME SM00322:KH 7 0.49% 0.026406066
SMART_NAME SM00324:RhoGAP 8 0.56% 0.097326737
SMART_NAME SM00326:SH3 20 1.39% 0.041929538
SMART_NAME SM00358:DSRM 4 0.28% 0.093039922
SMART_NAME SM00382:AAA 18 1.25% 0.004173832
SMART_NAME SM00384:AT_hook 3 0.21% 0.052620656
SMART_NAME SM00401:ZnF_GATA 4 0.28% 0.022931983
SMART_NAME SM00456:WW 10 0.70% 0.001210941
SMART_NAME SM00487:DEXDc 15 1.04% 0.00750078
SMART_NAME SM00490:HELICc 12 0.84% 0.042301781
SP PIR KEYWORDS transcription regulation 101 7 03% 8 08E-08
SMART_NAME SM00501:BRIGHT 4 0.28% 0.080321717
SMART_NAME SM00557:IG_FLMN 4 0.28% 0.038179007
SMART_NAME SM00558:JmjC 8 0.56% 0.002515351
SMART_NAME SM00569:L27 4 0.28% 0.047310498
GOTERM_CC_ALL small nuclear ribonucleoprotein complex 4 0.28% 0.041965235
GOTERM_MF_ALL small protein conjugating enzyme activity 8 0.56% 0.004727197
UP_SEQ_FEATURE splice variant 193 13.43% 4.53E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL structural constituent of ribosome 26 1.81% 5.95E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL structural molecule activity 59 4.11% 0.002824114
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS structural protein 11 0.77% 0.036967616
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS thiamine pyrophosphate 3 0.21% 0.040545169
GOTERM_MF_ALL thiolester hydrolase activity 10 0.70% 0.071432372
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS tpr repeat 17 1.18% 5.76E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL transaminase activity 6 0.42% 0.038616687
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transcription 104 7.24% 1.81E-09
GOTERM_BP_ALL transcription 160 11.13% 0.040171942
GOTERM_MF_ALL transcription coactivator activity 9 0.63% 0.077657003
GOTERM_MF_ALL transcription cofactor activity 14 0.97% 0.07415676
GOTERM_MF_ALL transcription factor binding 17 1.18% 0.096749762
_ _  . .
GOTERM_MF_ALL transcriptional activator activity 17 1.18% 0.029993181
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transferase 113 7.86% 2.20E-09
GOTERM_MF_ALL transferase activity 145 10.09% 0.001950834
GOTERM_MF_ALL transferase activity, transferring glycosyl groups 25 1.74% 0.006883803
GOTERM_MF_ALL transferase activity, transferring nitrogenous groups 6 0.42% 0.073581133
GOTERM_MF_ALL transferase activity, transferring pentosyl groups 6 0.42% 0.095866405
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transit peptide 48 3.34% 3.02E-13
UP_SEQ_FEATURE transit peptide:Mitochondrion 48 3.34% 9.47E-07
GOTERM_MF_ALL transition metal ion binding 177 12.32% 2.08E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL translation 21 1.46% 0.004777577
GOTERM_MF_ALL translation elongation factor activity 7 0.49% 0.023799404
GOTERM_MF_ALL translation factor activity, nucleic acid binding 18 1.25% 0.001932551
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS translation regulation 5 0.35% 0.025371858
GOTERM_MF_ALL translation regulator activity 18 1.25% 0.002925191
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transmembrane 166 11.55% 0.072510329
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transport 96 6.68% 2.73E-07
GOTERM_BP_ALL transport 216 15.03% 0.001621079
GOTERM_BP_ALL tricarboxylic acid cycle 6 0.42% 0.014741223
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS tricarboxylic acid cycle 4 0.28% 0.051485964
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS trimer 3 0.21% 0.029892458
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS triple helix 4 0.28% 0.013322973
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS tyrosine-protein kinase 10 0.70% 0.056963069
3UP SEQ FEATURE zinc finger region:GATA-type 2 0 21% 0 073929685
GOTERM_MF_ALL ubiquitin conjugating enzyme activity 8 0.56% 0.002777094
GOTERM_BP_ALL ubiquitin cycle 53 3.69% 4.07E-05
GOTERM_CC_ALL ubiquitin ligase complex 20 1.39% 0.01390425
GOTERM_BP_ALL ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolism 16 1.11% 0.023814416
GOTERM_MF_ALL ubiquitin-protein ligase activity 28 1.95% 0.001249801
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ubl conjugation 13 0.90% 0.014383959
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ubl conjugation pathway 34 2.37% 3.55E-07
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Ubl conjugation pathway 7 0.49% 0.083478666
GOTERM_MF_ALL unfolded protein binding 28 1.95% 7.84E-08
GOTERM_CC_ALL vesicle 24 1.67% 0.017942693
GOTERM_CC_ALL vesicle coat 7 0.49% 0.065622356
GOTERM_BP_ALL vesicle-mediated transport 38 2.64% 0.002074793
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS viral nucleoprotein 8 0.56% 0.00646321
GOTERM_MF_ALL vitamin binding 9 0.63% 0.022208402
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS wd repeat 28 1.95% 2.56E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS zinc 122 8.49% 1.34E-08
UP_SEQ_FEATURE zinc finger region:FYVE-type 6 0.42% 0.035019414
UP_SEQ_FEATURE zinc finger region:GATA-type 3 0.21% 0.032837623
UP_SEQ_FEATURE zinc finger region:GATA-type 1 3 0.21% 0.073929685
_ _    . .
UP_SEQ_FEATURE zinc finger region:RING-type; atypical 4 0.28% 0.019702446
GOTERM_MF_ALL zinc ion binding 140 9.74% 4.27E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS zinc-finger 101 7.03% 4.36E-08
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gene0485 0.85401934 0.52346325 1.1628386 0.15253918 0.30507836 0.4296063 380.3006 197.5231 498.8512 0.6345055 0.40329567 1.1430417 0.2104 0.36442348 0.2780093
gene8769 0.7402143 0.5378042 0.99999994 0.10386705 0.20773411 0.11679376 1597.023 1177.1799 2167.048 1.1479387 1.086825 1.251768 0.05034413 0.08719859 0.08770064
gene3883 0.9166173 0.76418066 1.1492964 0.07867113 0.15734226 0.3820743 271.64154 113.8972 438.3168 1.0604643 0.99999994 1.1074032 0.03230243 0.05594945 0.19357042
gene6178 1.8528118 1 3.4358113 0.6001717 1.2003434 0.12857246 456.43375 191.0805 838.654 1.382583 0.67161626 3.8712747 0.91425854 1.5835422 0.6023354
gene3245 0.93976057 0.7511759 1.1589581 0.08580363 0.17160726 0.54192126 49.91075 33.0543 65.9899 0.9834223 0.8913294 1.0801961 0.05472964 0.09479452 0.7917757
gene1172 0.9080746 0.70903283 1.1366745 0.11453346 0.22906692 0.49406672 28.6396 19.322199 40.951103 0.9505705 0.8961073 1 0.03038221 0.05262353 0.25336817
gene1300 0.6576237 0.4773681 1.1218843 0.12879954 0.2575991 0.1131864 19.59075 11.463099 34.413902 0.8234643 0.6163543 1 0.12358146 0.21404937 0.31885388
gene3721 0.7454385 0.50943625 1 0.11201039 0.22402078 0.13957167 2211.5127 1576.1078 3506.5352 0.8902201 0.60251296 1.1528823 0.18213893 0.31547388 0.61742496
gene3252 0.70332074 0.53603745 0.85182375 0.07211678 0.14423355 0.04040548 198.35152 131.2918 227.11328 1.2272922 0.86627984 2.2230315 0.3922561 0.6794075 0.56349987
gene5764 0.82015157 0.4385586 1.3088368 0.20191221 0.40382442 0.45726064 111.590645 67.83009 153.1232 0.84145373 0.4800669 1.6299855 0.3308679 0.57308 0.67598623
gene0731 0.7970983 0.4274281 1.4035656 0.21853304 0.43706608 0.4415088 45.946125 18.8773 79.1857 0.73878235 0.6343167 0.977183 0.10498803 0.1818446 0.1631216
gene3373 0.62066865 0.11142385 1.1750021 0.512521 1.025042 0.46662864 114.45061 6.9201 186.7291 0.7391633 0.30781305 1.4009218 0.39384538 0.6821602 0.57346225
gene2968 0.9409062 0.7355024 1.2318621 0.10433238 0.20866476 0.6169975 61.7248 45.247 89.488495 0.76183116 0.37865365 1.0953993 0.29276133 0.50707746 0.5179799
gene1246 0.79964197 0.6825131 1 0.0703776 0.1407552 0.08321529 50.617374 27.519302 83.5931 1.0915488 0.82824796 1.4606825 0.18263622 0.3163352 0.64659095
gene2391 0.860241 0.7632331 0.9903729 0.05576636 0.11153272 0.10196606 709.662 556.6673 866.3133 0.8385235 0.59714 1 0.14550321 0.25201896 0.40857083
gene8890 0.9343737 0.68847877 1.2383155 0.11401701 0.22803402 0.61191905 466.0262 245.1177 604.10114 1.2754701 1 1.6764607 0.1944731 0.3368373 0.24604763
gene3499 0.9792101 0.88406193 1.0492705 0.03559198 0.07118396 0.6033388 87.656075 76.8233 104.302704 0.8240144 0.42915863 1.1679468 0.29199514 0.5057504 0.6133273
gene2993 0.6808793 0.5295501 1.0855542 0.11283542 0.22567083 0.09751545 87.15035 34.123398 129.1979 0.9485715 0.8737452 1.0322763 0.04574994 0.07924122 0.3872197
gene0943 1.0285064 0.7349624 1.2506558 0.12801886 0.2560377 0.8334116 580.8504 454.9559 769.2169 0.76870793 0.6731838 0.8403318 0.05216875 0.09035891 0.06020061
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene4011 0.96666884 0.7759835 1.1071588 0.07457335 0.1491467 0.6883966 44.090023 30.7522 58.006004 1.1134454 0.6455383 1.4792423 0.32131457 0.55653316 0.73153585
gene5204 1.0421336 0.9363013 1.1361167 0.04715807 0.09431614 0.42816564 80.18047 37.2985 115.8078 1.1148349 0.9816341 1.3697581 0.11679117 0.20228824 0.40530258
gene8887 1.1749035 0.78516775 2.0398757 0.2482571 0.4965142 0.48456734 67.57997 45.0633 99.9411 1.2347264 0.6808858 2.2563832 0.46842742 0.8113401 0.604165
gene2950 0.93420136 0.6230172 1.529759 0.19702195 0.3940439 0.75872374 76.77573 37.421898 127.61549 0.8214108 0.6681436 1.0749542 0.11738257 0.20331258 0.29713535
gene4145 0.7562514 0.5266484 1.0068558 0.12943712 0.25887424 0.19182308 149.04745 84.8022 214.3349 0.7908081 0.617898 1.2921091 0.20324893 0.35203746 0.43994096
gene5767 0.93251497 0.774589 1.0447506 0.061791 0.12358199 0.3673003 470.9698 248.0816 679.3512 1.2025814 1.0124058 1.5307689 0.15117818 0.2618483 0.27594423
gene3263 0.96213996 0.6834567 1.1354284 0.1129316 0.2258632 0.76085764 50.9668 17.9786 69.1806 1.0157876 0.8206353 1.2771989 0.13156565 0.22787838 0.9137444
gene1347 0.9574481 0.8460935 1.2774755 0.09375698 0.18751396 0.6843564 228.78783 167.3925 269.33902 0.9151229 0.82987916 0.9907532 0.04765292 0.08253727 0.22998317
gene3089 0.773508 0.5953882 0.99999994 0.10084426 0.20168851 0.13895825 532.41425 356.6225 706.08136 0.84141713 0.7236679 0.92918754 0.06475804 0.11216421 0.15298632
gene0846 0.8287358 0.49039063 1.2418655 0.173917 0.347834 0.41977024 326.0987 88.9554 576.42633 0.9584278 0.87954867 1.0574068 0.05140943 0.08904374 0.5107642
gene7782 0.880512 0.64887816 1.0722808 0.09663087 0.19326174 0.32535073 97.074646 79.9413 120.405396 1.3576373 1.2995172 1.4746213 0.05621224 0.09736244 0.01780483
gene4467 1.104299 0.8054943 1.8947083 0.21367091 0.42734182 0.6321183 188.25523 138.39879 278.8049 1.2300401 0.7003782 1.7158496 0.3703055 0.64138794 0.5406978
gene2445 0.835388 0.78117263 0.8954269 0.02359835 0.04719669 0.00782332 841.2455 435.2313 1208.2103 1.4941919 1 2.0724158 0.33044925 0.5723549 0.20088938
gene6541 1.1734036 0.5630762 1.6911707 0.31267098 0.62534195 0.5678994 57.060272 12.3836975 80.3281 1.0081956 0.8211859 1.3016601 0.13834058 0.2396129 0.9573923
gene3694 0.8050305 0.590506 1 0.10447837 0.20895673 0.18794133 33.148926 15.017801 53.217598 1.2364409 0.5913864 2.6093183 0.6119347 1.059902 0.6694738
gene1990 0.87515914 0.5479867 1.0766306 0.14095128 0.28190255 0.45834327 31.688501 15.3113 39.931 0.64686275 0.5776736 0.69749343 0.03734842 0.06468935 0.01703456
gene0150 0.6946005 0.3259762 1.1040775 0.20870966 0.4174193 0.2807081 91.79608 34.089104 147.4913 0.7512197 0.66309655 0.85663 0.05581753 0.09667879 0.0608701
gene0402 0.8606438 0.41249523 1.2887315 0.24699414 0.49398828 0.61309046 41.74877 16.0167 63.922497 0.6948114 0.25999278 1.5189261 0.44778436 0.77558523 0.5558319
gene7651 0.8962733 0.62752455 1.1785333 0.12207244 0.24414487 0.4729666 44.27245 15.333298 62.523598 0.8283002 0.45877844 1.1308187 0.26174977 0.4533639 0.58910084
gene5946 0.9618048 0.9078201 1 0.02152963 0.04305926 0.1801216 34.644424 28.8957 40.6603 0.8143123 0.6054475 1.1411654 0.15382756 0.26643714 0.3806507
gene4097 1.1538754 0.8573239 1.5131481 0.14368731 0.28737462 0.3275781 100.82034 88.1262 117.652794 0.88010126 0.6895282 1 0.10863596 0.188163 0.4052134
gene3048 0.901384 0.7293775 1 0.06584364 0.13168728 0.24837093 97.057625 55.6308 133.79361 1.1463426 0.87841237 1.7105942 0.2410148 0.41744986 0.57166934
gene0005 0.8476527 0.6621359 1.1005332 0.12269635 0.2453927 0.3281496 278.06686 188.68991 467.94788 0.8611838 0.43983635 1.4520997 0.33450887 0.57938635 0.71305317
gene3993 0.61116415 0.39114174 1.0800829 0.16495748 0.32991496 0.14664853 11.2071 5.2040987 19.823399 0.7862733 0.29414123 1.9346913 0.544828 0.94366974 0.7023522
gene1882 4.9466257 1 12.205846 4.070684 8.141368 0.0682577 333.37482 38.3256 618.438 1.7089069 0.21543397 15.351411 9.604925 16.636219 0.7062851
gene3542 0.80170417 0.35557845 1.1355443 0.23564315 0.4712863 0.4765621 44.260803 21.778301 60.5485 0.5952196 0.5394145 0.66079193 0.03500968 0.06063855 0.01254594
gene3384 0.7758379 0.652918 1.0644966 0.08483619 0.16967238 0.10044102 33.499424 25.225399 43.6949 1.0393438 0.87101895 1.4548972 0.17864276 0.30941835 0.8399057
gene5107 0.7942071 0.4964149 1.0188006 0.1367133 0.2734266 0.2623021 41.906147 12.539499 64.636 1.1398498 0.93379295 1.4354653 0.14428952 0.24991678 0.40523502
gene1422 0 8119508 0 5999994 0 98184067 0 08831045 0 1766209 0 1480502 145 73929 76 485405 215 76581 1 1946634 1 1 6306428 0 1899315 0 328971 0 37257305
gene2820 0.9957428 0.8864125 1.2424822 0.07895146 0.15790291 0.9602252 309.69522 225.11731 362.4958 0.71368885 0.6651115 0.7947289 0.0390806 0.06768958 0.02524707
gene2644 0.8100932 0.7461706 0.87014234 0.02557501 0.05115001 0.0068487 59.6835 31.553001 86.0676 0.86581707 0.7247161 1.0620192 0.09709054 0.16816574 0.3241364
gene2543 0.8392042 0.49154145 1.4366777 0.19294415 0.3858883 0.4819329 99.10339 65.5247 144.8655 0.6358697 0.46435648 0.8747658 0.11923491 0.20652092 0.1316287
gene6435 1.0412163 0.9020899 1.3322923 0.08925187 0.17850374 0.6674689 64.3742 28.9139 82.0155 1.1034265 0.9335255 1.41013 0.13990605 0.24232438 0.51445675
gene6379 1.1757721 0.7625432 1.6818846 0.20015603 0.40031207 0.40025046 224.5477 169.3253 282.49728 0.83731854 0.6297597 1.1363789 0.14611454 0.2530778 0.40751734
gene6974 0.6466361 0.5161846 0.72024554 0.0504561 0.10091221 0.01113296 170.66396 108.1529 214.52429 0.9257142 0.5100789 1.4765428 0.31303275 0.5421886 0.8285023
gene6401 0.7819005 0.31909597 1.321777 0.26792234 0.5358447 0.4857081 55.854424 9.5084 100.782104 0.78206176 0.2720734 1.3325696 0.5162961 0.89425105 0.6872679
gene5169 1.0138347 0.86802024 1.2578665 0.08568305 0.1713661 0.88035494 77.1677 60.518303 106.838196 0.9117581 0.7933232 1 0.06480267 0.11224151 0.3219313
gene3707 0.65846485 0.60889465 0.74581945 0.0297608 0.05952161 0.00266187 336.188 180.0435 423.4747 1.0493838 0.67977417 1.4192945 0.24249996 0.42002225 0.8486153
gene0452 0.9683863 0.74675 1.1109469 0.0871374 0.1742748 0.7427867 3639.8286 2118.9758 5114.922 0.81095445 0.49343368 1.2237626 0.22735418 0.393789 0.5128891
gene1903 0.6479742 0.36125997 1.0823622 0.19463006 0.3892601 0.21591683 106.01657 66.4242 139.0808 0.668841 0.38465306 1.5976393 0.34334144 0.5946848 0.45772058
gene8249 0.8557333 0.75861514 0.98061216 0.04516634 0.09033268 0.05954595 32.58055 20.0113 44.1044 1.0253164 0.685269 1.458301 0.23341618 0.40428868 0.9197125
gene3465 0.56680775 0.06537657 1.7101316 0.78232396 1.5646479 0.49551028 87.38966 2.9517994 142.611 0.5229095 0.12382931 1.1221362 0.58463895 1.0126244 0.46326473
gene4447 0.85775 0.68205684 1.0474532 0.0808862 0.1617724 0.1992342 84.35845 55.997204 108.5854 0.8451141 0.7157995 1 0.08214918 0.14228655 0.22338581
gene6452 0.8309756 0.48214203 1.0215303 0.1561951 0.3123902 0.38341802 51.23675 14.104501 72.4684 0.8302121 0.32727525 1.6171321 0.47801584 0.82794774 0.73550004
gene6846 0.7569389 0.50420666 1.1135374 0.15375857 0.30751714 0.24938986 61.681446 46.178596 73.431496 1.1589031 0.9754061 1.2869192 0.1012268 0.17532995 0.23161013
gene1666 1.0811812 0.9487229 1.28958 0.07373297 0.14746593 0.33355886 53.095947 37.2762 72.8278 0.9049267 0.63511443 1.2556086 0.183784 0.3183232 0.66276336
gene3725 0.8654987 0.60536075 0.9938334 0.10489719 0.20979437 0.3132373 93.91377 53.2681 139.94171 0.9769782 0.8472207 1.1006722 0.07501157 0.12992384 0.789388
gene8244 0.8621719 0.7470794 1.011796 0.05898115 0.11796229 0.11757909 251.27745 143.32611 299.26898 0.70930064 0.6112851 0.8473848 0.06813145 0.11800714 0.06922856
gene6365 0.79531515 0.470333 1.1017627 0.15063404 0.30126807 0.2996602 35.414623 23.707 53.660797 1.1947882 0.979487 1.3365538 0.11991765 0.20770346 0.21594033
gene7349 0.8978684 0.58342636 1.2409238 0.14614138 0.29228276 0.54588056 68.311554 51.671997 83.1333 1.0723836 0.92171323 1.2244414 0.08895002 0.15406595 0.48625576
gene2311 1.069606 1 1.1599343 0.0335878 0.0671756 0.1212817 59.006977 46.5214 71.7991 0.81517893 0.4905071 1.0743656 0.21777666 0.37720022 0.50597864
gene8130 1.1611027 0.68039185 1.6730602 0.25856254 0.51712507 0.53308845 821.0549 555.4398 1033.1185 1.1104833 0.9968734 1.277944 0.08197929 0.14199229 0.29013252
gene4505 1.2193139 1 1.5081346 0.10713171 0.21426341 0.1075204 850.96655 648.2984 1010.21265 0.9904832 0.92726827 1.0475163 0.03524543 0.06104687 0.8131516
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene2187 1.034084 0.4970548 1.5874766 0.27899367 0.55798733 0.90290266 81.12735 17.712 109.1758 0.60450727 0.21403626 1.0320892 0.38944227 0.6745338 0.4345974
gene9441 1.4157876 1.0765638 1.6711693 0.1449223 0.2898446 0.04148322 50.206127 43.4673 57.2967 1.8105236 0.9739358 3.3811567 0.7188971 1.2451663 0.24030952
gene8672 1.0884981 0.9538021 1.2378726 0.06982286 0.13964571 0.27635622 55.372303 33.4294 82.1615 0.6193387 0.44669926 0.78633225 0.10700037 0.18533008 0.10524186
gene4131 0.95924723 0.7916044 1.142321 0.07362133 0.14724267 0.6234864 117.802124 84.114395 155.0556 1.0492136 0.751825 1.5362964 0.22515307 0.38997656 0.8385824
gene8477 3.5396507 1 7.3174324 1.9829637 3.9659274 0.06767139 122.28379 24.1847 191.55289 1.218202 0.11035657 6.6637244 6.8876424 11.929747 0.8876819
gene5197 1.1098224 1.0036904 1.2386024 0.04879713 0.09759427 0.09810819 115.00996 69.1396 143.36191 0.92518395 0.8851723 1 0.03612605 0.06257215 0.18435417
gene3956 0.96319485 0.82727087 1.2162428 0.08980262 0.17960523 0.7121841 618.76776 541.029 697.0029 0.59327984 0.41040564 0.99999994 0.16818279 0.29130113 0.19108552
gene2074 0.82685465 0.58119154 1.2270406 0.14983198 0.29966396 0.35829866 58.2666 47.955204 70.439896 0.6904611 0.36864412 1.0301372 0.23705964 0.41059932 0.36389342
gene1902 0.8038981 0.66269726 1 0.06829044 0.13658087 0.08121744 140.01218 57.9541 223.77321 1.3123038 0.8603645 1.7524577 0.29346654 0.50829893 0.3350455
gene1427 1.1617504 0.8218452 2.3522654 0.29390103 0.58780205 0.5745148 88.892456 78.7703 100.3206 1.7957797 0.991667 4.282743 0.93165416 1.6136723 0.31822187
gene9423 0.63158065 0.44033173 0.73129934 0.07776596 0.15553193 0.0322734 76.23927 45.3764 116.93 0.9413228 0.60032624 1.3894035 0.24046303 0.4164942 0.8274763
gene8828 1.2342224 0.84673965 2.1898613 0.2671299 0.5342598 0.38460854 108.18815 68.3011 162.6154 1.4152274 1.2601434 1.6290177 0.10678251 0.18495274 0.04375477
gene3502 0.7940662 0.6444099 1.1441473 0.11008734 0.22017467 0.18873769 71.5596 57.1492 82.548294 1.0635741 0.8303531 1.4489065 0.17759496 0.30760348 0.74263585
gene0540 0.9585894 0.7334858 1.3066967 0.12923731 0.25847462 0.7704544 5975.208 3977.9734 7779.7734 0.53217864 0.3088447 0.85992134 0.16933796 0.29330194 0.16794574
gene8059 0.92208594 0.7578326 1.0183078 0.06332784 0.12665568 0.32077706 57.818924 33.1446 85.8186 0.8657914 0.7042544 1.0043297 0.09299323 0.16106899 0.3086488
gene1731 0.8913052 0.6543828 1.3401634 0.15052938 0.30105877 0.5342405 255.2164 161.73839 328.3623 0.99205613 0.51337016 1.4902132 0.3590913 0.6219644 0.983037
gene2096 0.77496934 0.54364556 1 0.10112868 0.20225736 0.14120087 234.62181 81.3033 322.9901 1.1255484 0.9525582 1.4105853 0.13316321 0.23064545 0.4188061
gene4174 1.2083956 0.7466065 1.7662921 0.25634924 0.5126985 0.42073455 200.94772 143.2061 289.7304 1.0102158 0.86485213 1.3020376 0.1308543 0.22664627 0.9439157
gene5748 0.7515551 0.3687784 1.0320703 0.1927879 0.3855758 0.32245466 153.38753 34.0546 236.2922 0.84144944 0.4884596 1.1359197 0.24259779 0.42019168 0.59108824
gene1477 0.91658217 0.43617207 1.8277313 0.326785 0.65357 0.8034711 600.17206 307.845 1082.8989 1.3105088 0.8549589 2.6946428 0.5259195 0.91091925 0.5334211
gene9508 1.2034166 0.8187899 2.8459942 0.3876775 0.775355 0.5742822 89.1847 59.833405 169.616 1.0909338 0.62123984 1.8956286 0.38057113 0.65916854 0.8123209
gene4601 1.0288147 0.652284 1.5039016 0.18462306 0.36924613 0.880722 48.43105 14.845301 66.5095 0.68232137 0.29108864 1.1196197 0.33695906 0.5836302 0.46586886
gene8466 0.9176153 0.43825254 1.197495 0.24064904 0.4812981 0.7502818 49.172573 26.2779 68.273796 1.2203834 0.74584836 1.6378747 0.31682628 0.5487592 0.5058302
gene3474 1.2191842 0.9947777 1.9188142 0.19049425 0.3809885 0.2849151 593.1007 430.1755 814.10693 0.9406254 0.6033155 1.4764153 0.25571638 0.44291377 0.83477974
gene5258 0.9616626 0.85972625 1.0341631 0.03830447 0.07660893 0.3981006 85.949455 39.9813 115.1425 1.0724169 0.7624463 1.2754804 0.18699512 0.32388505 0.7216314
gene4362 0.92657965 0.6020925 1.4303994 0.1804621 0.3609242 0.71211505 35.563828 11.0924 51.0351 0.93335867 0.5957075 1.3649372 0.23597075 0.4087133 0.8023134
gene6552 0.8904231 0.31020787 1.872811 0.39114746 0.7822949 0.77899003 55.9502 7.476099 115.4929 0.9687389 0.5571652 1.6475458 0.3271266 0.56659985 0.92847264
gene3897 0.73562294 0.698192 0.80073714 0.02209146 0.04418291 0.00198929 45.753975 24.103899 58.718 1.2394619 1 1.5752188 0.16547203 0.28660595 0.24482478
gene2124 1 0606481 0 35445347 3 1009676 0 6056385 1 211277 0 90559906 25 987751 9 294798 37 6514 1 9784985 0 6099671 19 323147 7 933516 13 741253 0 6101466
gene1979 0.77136916 0.5053668 1.2144277 0.17069544 0.34139088 0.30715573 82.9767 62.655 113.8889 0.79099894 0.57278454 1.185748 0.17527008 0.30357668 0.38759822
gene1517 0.94594413 0.76542234 1.1791528 0.08734693 0.17469385 0.5867624 1206.4113 919.0365 1438.7875 0.72328866 0.61118644 0.83634794 0.06643578 0.11507014 0.07103882
gene7130 0.9690962 0.73526114 1.1644043 0.09564968 0.19129936 0.769195 57.55455 31.7275 70.5778 0.9662862 0.57815164 1.5695455 0.29729557 0.514931 0.9162831
gene7510 0.8143548 0.57638484 1.0459863 0.11658888 0.23317777 0.2396233 90.013306 61.3684 126.7114 0.6870195 0.5564846 0.7975762 0.07510657 0.13008839 0.07417319
gene3656 0.94746 0.8066744 1.0932881 0.06178468 0.12356936 0.46686566 141.9118 96.8988 182.3935 0.6090849 0.18187857 1.791172 0.582689 1.009247 0.5328077
gene2661 0.90461683 0.8554323 0.99999994 0.03308574 0.06617148 0.07107012 72.75255 35.805702 107.10399 1.2268152 0.80613434 2.2695272 0.41606247 0.7206413 0.58221084
gene2297 0.941836 0.86005986 0.99999994 0.03034738 0.06069477 0.15956338 2669.1968 1510.881 3670.0276 0.75521916 0.52429265 1.0128416 0.15026288 0.26026294 0.28373888
gene0324 0.86902237 0.69000924 1.0780001 0.0932314 0.1864628 0.27751297 653.7361 440.69067 879.4981 0.6042013 0.34943834 0.87903136 0.17959003 0.31105906 0.21369892
gene7006 0.61427796 0.20415339 1.7369306 0.45520514 0.9104103 0.43258664 58.805573 17.432802 112.1899 0.5311623 0.31701508 1.0357484 0.20442988 0.35408294 0.21246465
gene4715 1.0902176 0.81882393 1.3267372 0.12230862 0.24461724 0.49253273 86.25575 76.5213 92.5435 0.68852496 0.2903558 1.1051526 0.3447668 0.5971536 0.47903976
gene5525 0.6500721 0.5150806 0.755503 0.05371739 0.10743479 0.0134783 172.70963 143.37311 226.1796 0.8207237 0.51981956 1.063502 0.19562554 0.33883336 0.4792788
gene1197 0.8205506 0.5279441 1 0.12695847 0.25391695 0.28205225 242.46173 132.43149 331.1522 0.82312155 0.5661062 1.3061374 0.2113486 0.3660665 0.5106184
gene7965 0.69787866 0.52799696 1.2674862 0.14636819 0.29273638 0.17190808 151.2652 98.5627 217.62411 0.87723476 0.48654327 1.3874778 0.29224628 0.5061854 0.7133262
gene1557 0.7517428 0.6681673 0.8166969 0.03747684 0.07495368 0.01050962 28.959 22.6963 35.437897 0.95332706 0.7230729 1.1982397 0.14319701 0.2480245 0.77701735
gene1663 0.86032015 0.69331765 1.0108378 0.06807015 0.1361403 0.15162946 113.952415 79.609695 148.2697 0.60864633 0.44636577 0.7406324 0.09726463 0.16846727 0.08698583
gene8655 0.9763311 0.5441756 1.7844964 0.25143817 0.50287634 0.9275576 109.39046 68.919304 157.2392 1.4813173 1.3477753 1.6547406 0.08880095 0.15380776 0.02237709
gene3726 0.98724234 0.5328336 1.4960599 0.22984312 0.45968625 0.9574178 46.3455 28.549902 60.6349 0.669525 0.480973 0.9113945 0.12700146 0.21997298 0.16217208
gene8765 1.0819149 0.95356363 1.2434808 0.07175889 0.14351778 0.31887296 79.68707 56.588497 102.48779 1.4059571 1 1.7813426 0.25120917 0.43510702 0.1902862
gene9309 0.7919766 0.60008264 1 0.10429256 0.20858513 0.16948211 36.901398 24.376999 60.800896 0.93053627 0.8842197 0.9553839 0.02377023 0.04117125 0.10612384
gene3834 0.8503518 0.71906793 1 0.07621092 0.15242183 0.16579966 766.99646 346.1967 1010.8227 0.80844116 0.61180604 1.0097919 0.12110232 0.20975536 0.28580412
gene3841 0.9766674 0.70186275 1.1078985 0.1090954 0.21819079 0.8442966 250.0449 89.2211 360.37482 1.0296862 0.83931106 1.4090889 0.16712727 0.2894729 0.8711732
gene1225 1.005988 0.76713514 1.5192654 0.15187591 0.30375183 0.9702953 52.598225 19.1291 96.9383 1.1059157 0.9643533 1.3309567 0.10700546 0.18533888 0.40471503
gene2577 0.94348717 0.46163106 1.4428004 0.26735982 0.53471965 0.839674 62.580673 13.3076 100.8623 1.1187747 0.40387645 1.9521742 0.7026247 1.2169816 0.84629
gene3322 0.8923473 0.81575 1.0230073 0.04464943 0.08929886 0.10673423 31.163126 23.6362 41.1742 0.89245325 0.7302947 1.0411727 0.09446533 0.16361874 0.39169097
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene7338 0.76193106 0.2762063 1.3002723 0.2980571 0.5961142 0.48876652 1077.7736 413.6121 1472.8368 1.0451943 0.5365347 2.0495872 0.454355 0.7869659 0.9194795
gene3700 0.8505453 0.23784037 1.4873035 0.44186023 0.88372046 0.7303422 50.440372 5.4188995 74.3221 0.5308687 0.11861114 1.2613505 0.6474904 1.1214862 0.48855245
gene0671 1.0580641 0.8643059 1.3176154 0.09426816 0.18853632 0.5685662 101.16377 42.2725 137.7277 1.0137058 0.9850965 1.0627747 0.02414691 0.04182368 0.62520146
gene8605 1.2850556 0.58419466 3.1433973 0.5963383 1.1926765 0.56977314 351.71393 162.6606 662.0409 2.030006 1.6927423 2.8126812 0.33846706 0.58624214 0.04935198
gene5137 0.9953085 0.7179705 1.3782073 0.14005737 0.28011474 0.97496486 104.451675 36.7464 152.342 0.9858298 0.8310018 1.1529324 0.0940805 0.1629522 0.8941369
gene7191 0.7277316 0.35208362 1.3326069 0.2477752 0.4955504 0.37884352 156.1612 32.3685 257.6224 1.0236145 0.39869186 1.6947536 0.576048 0.99774444 0.96504307
gene3850 1.1028935 0.6713424 1.5146761 0.19892924 0.39785847 0.61456466 51.02593 14.574699 84.1423 0.8545745 0.5372098 1.1617318 0.21050882 0.36461198 0.5741603
gene6691 1.2373174 0.57682914 2.3466015 0.39282724 0.7856545 0.5173 773.4398 395.2147 1216.1466 0.99279267 0.9694679 1.0093511 0.01210065 0.02095894 0.6130119
gene0022 0.90031064 0.7417646 1.0595119 0.07007772 0.14015543 0.26777568 57.71235 44.870094 70.3362 0.3071421 0.04907544 0.7876271 0.6005072 1.0401089 0.3268925
gene6976 3.5718846 0.82196116 9.707216 2.6762266 5.352453 0.10060922 2907.7505 430.6579 4677.9814 0.98479646 0.05818117 6.6509805 12.912361 22.364864 0.9924934
gene4770 0.973043 0.72509694 1.2426766 0.10924708 0.21849416 0.82125574 37.254475 30.726898 53.031197 0.7200619 0.53777486 1.1955904 0.19252485 0.3334628 0.32594967
gene1305 0.8432745 0.5932907 0.9853635 0.1012845 0.202569 0.2456499 26.85425 14.751699 35.215 0.79992247 0.6131197 1 0.11601873 0.20095032 0.25847176
gene3915 0.85181695 0.73424685 0.94338214 0.04972535 0.09945071 0.07034239 134.4279 67.111496 193.3842 1.0634776 1.0033951 1.11918 0.03376404 0.05848103 0.19192663
gene6900 1.0137454 0.84975386 1.160869 0.07128836 0.14257671 0.85778916 50.548824 21.8606 63.833202 1.1036241 0.98984635 1.3579875 0.11542489 0.19992176 0.44221509
gene2578 1.1450962 0.6380222 1.8612565 0.32333678 0.64667356 0.642074 218.28304 88.4339 358.29752 0.8135168 0.46671095 2.199642 0.4942592 0.856082 0.7190263
gene5115 0.9628262 0.90288293 1.0379508 0.03243423 0.06486846 0.34217024 408.6952 202.99501 566.4233 1.0740465 0.87979466 1.3197001 0.12706903 0.22009 0.60391045
gene2417 0.94248253 0.65787476 1.2090386 0.13595755 0.2719151 0.7034116 358.25177 227.53891 610.9121 1.5485226 1.1925997 1.8171272 0.20658931 0.35782316 0.07994939
gene4980 0.78225607 0.5078163 1.2914262 0.18360312 0.36720625 0.3514589 306.78098 188.9808 422.8003 0.88376725 0.788338 1.0226624 0.06815539 0.11804859 0.24882528
gene3540 0.63570285 0.56703484 0.70977587 0.03001068 0.06002136 0.00238577 48.566776 26.3537 63.9562 0.8693487 0.6206865 1.0585461 0.15036306 0.26043645 0.4951061
gene4483 0.926753 0.43320984 1.87198 0.3048188 0.6096376 0.8161147 75.9936 28.411098 112.9207 1.0431501 0.99634486 1.0685854 0.02396313 0.04150536 0.20717792
gene0006 0.8158359 0.587704 1 0.10501169 0.21002339 0.20640671 371.4368 277.1307 506.735 0.2851465 0.08943483 0.8518772 0.2640422 0.4573345 0.19395097
gene6818 0.9622127 0.720332 1.2514477 0.11060935 0.22121869 0.7566432 1291.5646 924.23456 1516.7196 0.750571 0.46634176 1.0311618 0.19022463 0.3294787 0.35810542
gene2379 0.7883885 0.44557747 1.1151235 0.16993128 0.33986256 0.33285993 35.58277 16.7733 48.882298 0.89855796 0.7920671 1 0.06128975 0.10615697 0.25622323
gene1226 1.1468185 0.6272247 3.0950797 0.45359784 0.9071957 0.72056764 711.74963 441.88272 1009.6222 1.1025171 0.80201596 1.6709867 0.24849571 0.4304072 0.6974992
gene4122 1.1424385 0.9585657 1.8468664 0.18805629 0.37611258 0.4672995 148.92085 104.1022 209.03201 1.1603414 0.46474662 3.0449665 0.7992991 1.3844267 0.8099438
gene0968 1.0306572 0.89224416 1.1441648 0.05385706 0.10771412 0.60293597 42.965702 35.427803 53.903004 0.8277894 0.7789904 0.88062364 0.02933552 0.05081061 0.03334774
gene4788 1.0467644 0.70572263 1.368311 0.15712295 0.3142459 0.7760399 78.60655 41.418404 101.3423 0.8157983 0.47543246 1.1687018 0.23756874 0.4114811 0.5360499
gene6605 1.0129355 0.54152894 1.7025136 0.30767238 0.61534476 0.9663003 146.53859 77.708305 249.1152 0.5749027 0.1096099 1.4307126 0.87186164 1.5101086 0.5734693
gene0006 0 8445456 0 45140576 1 3115703 0 20142643 0 40285286 0 5096404 44 319427 26 868801 70 5218 0 74874705 0 4218526 1 0061398 0 22879915 0 39629173 0 4193924
gene7970 0.85173124 0.5277302 1.1496608 0.14874114 0.29748228 0.4139109 370.16583 264.869 485.15472 1.1489741 0.5530942 2.1343396 0.5105844 0.8843581 0.7580607
gene1296 0.9403808 0.6477157 1.204162 0.12599286 0.25198573 0.6724083 395.86368 224.70381 499.7515 0.9367147 0.6412116 1.4935526 0.24342452 0.42162362 0.8167391
gene1805 0.57137674 0.39430287 0.7535138 0.08464846 0.16929692 0.03075548 83.665794 38.034798 126.25079 1.2579783 1 1.8645486 0.25612316 0.4436183 0.3654493
gene6471 0.9542625 0.8385741 1.0440843 0.04540271 0.09080542 0.39674863 42.997078 25.0235 58.0826 1.0241157 0.8312869 1.2300518 0.11771006 0.2038798 0.8535595
gene8558 0.9997656 0.46614927 1.8966353 0.33022702 0.66045403 0.9994272 70.64922 26.2202 98.1245 1.2307715 0.8054421 1.6930163 0.28199852 0.48843575 0.44627804
gene0045 0.3104758 0.01 229.70036 11582.8955 23165.791 0.6553234 433.91492 -6.836403 1741.4309 0.154066 0.01 1.2427964 1.9028238 3.2957873 0.32081887
gene0532 1.0305684 0.9296345 1.1305381 0.0439556 0.0879112 0.530405 860.109 682.1201 1096.6628 0.5460437 0.21532094 1.2859973 0.34982505 0.6059148 0.36262286
gene5340 1.3581823 1 2.0345562 0.20545025 0.4109005 0.13036717 80.49315 66.947296 98.0727 0.9597982 0.71025586 1.5571599 0.24542724 0.42509243 0.8820863
gene6773 0.7113275 0.6538612 0.88638663 0.0527027 0.10540541 0.01906013 23.368177 17.723701 32.346603 1.423806 1.2060182 1.8329486 0.1850424 0.32050282 0.11052271
gene0001 0.8791804 0.5019716 1.1048529 0.17131361 0.34262723 0.5425875 62.308372 39.2795 103.0816 0.8016229 0.54561967 1.0965476 0.16933051 0.29328904 0.39287633
gene2320 0.9973902 0.74323916 1.3078371 0.11686056 0.23372112 0.9833849 68.530426 43.605198 98.0168 0.8103915 0.56686366 1.061997 0.1550586 0.26856935 0.37643027
gene0198 1.042133 0.82438546 1.4558233 0.1443016 0.2886032 0.7812452 219.07147 164.0255 334.7605 0.75514334 0.30334687 1.4195435 0.41914314 0.7259772 0.6087361
gene5592 0.703277 0.43987736 1.0581878 0.13630109 0.27260217 0.15643199 134.88272 98.2458 164.4328 0.95874316 0.59913313 1.5392978 0.2763908 0.47872287 0.89127946
gene1847 0.87716055 0.68539566 1.3081303 0.12638448 0.25276896 0.42181656 23.639725 18.6042 32.4232 0.9999975 0.812168 1.2312632 0.12142565 0.21031539 0.9999854
gene1277 0.9491045 0.63037366 1.9045001 0.25679415 0.5135883 0.84987134 39.968174 31.809895 44.498802 1.0408448 0.71313083 1.4181877 0.21618259 0.3744392 0.86082375
gene1918 0.9204408 0.74527836 1.2468667 0.11256677 0.22513354 0.54095954 79.62522 32.688797 118.1129 0.987555 0.8507222 1.2054857 0.10325006 0.17883433 0.9149249
gene5239 1.0180815 0.83408654 1.2935605 0.11830474 0.23660947 0.8857489 119.79613 50.381603 154.774 0.9851764 0.87542176 1.0922565 0.06356108 0.11009102 0.8379785
gene0279 1.1997001 0.612354 2.0241504 0.32265007 0.64530015 0.52228755 74.889 31.29 97.7239 0.9664789 0.71970505 1.3332793 0.17671445 0.3060784 0.86614317
gene8880 0.9065955 0.71727145 1 0.07167852 0.14335704 0.30058056 60.2282 35.8492 74.1765 1.0757089 0.75136083 1.3613515 0.20111795 0.3483465 0.7276578
gene0011 0.83419013 0.60711676 1.2054594 0.14063966 0.28127933 0.3498455 60.710075 43.122696 98.4043 0.72794014 0.28689143 1.2079766 0.40293872 0.6979103 0.56604886
gene2847 0.85555583 0.5340757 1.3418669 0.1672371 0.3344742 0.4687184 48.049828 22.3597 78.0238 0.72708935 0.6851054 0.8175951 0.04276199 0.07406595 0.0322481
gene1317 1.0047145 0.7159465 1.5179205 0.16217446 0.32434893 0.9780424 64.63943 53.119698 92.928604 0.9865679 0.68045205 1.4111835 0.2149607 0.37232283 0.9546581
gene0723 1.1088368 0.8131669 1.7898681 0.1921823 0.3843646 0.5829898 33.874275 20.491497 57.617203 0.5536843 0.42141452 0.7390859 0.0917091 0.15884481 0.06785175
gene5205 0.7501236 0.5838018 0.8428151 0.06398044 0.12796088 0.04261 102.30865 93.7176 122.2234 0.7473461 0.40698802 1.0256134 0.24385229 0.42236453 0.43911436
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene0731 1.0013468 0.77765334 1.4764303 0.14217992 0.28435984 0.9928945 103.1402 46.0745 143.48059 0.9517216 0.6198158 1.4153202 0.23744692 0.4112701 0.8550805
gene1326 0.8709005 0.7294288 1.1035814 0.07567795 0.1513559 0.20734337 117.20459 58.348797 194.5551 1.0438708 0.79697454 1.4272361 0.18089312 0.31331608 0.8237579
gene5339 1.1054608 0.85445404 1.4204601 0.12546167 0.25092334 0.4369014 403.79135 283.34183 510.41183 0.9602828 0.89416087 1.0443684 0.04353543 0.07540558 0.46510077
gene4648 0.8387565 0.4043225 1.2270638 0.22222593 0.44445187 0.5305796 102.85223 22.458097 148.6269 0.9486216 0.53332585 1.600613 0.3264719 0.5654659 0.8836402
gene5000 0.7020623 0.18806909 1.1414316 0.37971917 0.75943834 0.48033533 41.425724 4.238901 65.2695 0.3904914 0.06317551 1.0872172 0.7543987 1.3066568 0.41132832
gene4804 0.84043473 0.51442665 1.2168893 0.16101697 0.32203394 0.4168595 37.113625 10.646199 54.39 1.0425199 0.5689067 1.8180853 0.38255525 0.6626051 0.91278005
gene4450 0.8851957 0.21679342 1.6771014 0.5357803 1.0715606 0.8139726 69.595825 6.3551006 106.177505 0.6379777 0.2303748 1.260473 0.41058388 0.71115214 0.47766963
gene1734 0.8395968 0.40883464 1.3096627 0.24828945 0.4965789 0.568587 146.29596 76.1714 235.7771 0.84645146 0.4347763 1.394891 0.32200792 0.5577341 0.6780919
gene5280 1.3838546 0.9845353 2.2178938 0.25694782 0.51389563 0.16837063 172.67947 138.37521 224.4467 1.0488526 1 1.1270363 0.03840748 0.06652369 0.32216653
gene5651 0.7867702 0.62255967 1 0.09403969 0.18807937 0.13474354 64.48267 39.3959 108.95999 1.0054978 0.8934273 1.1019212 0.06251282 0.10827537 0.9375835
gene3847 0.89524335 0.64331645 1.0014253 0.0998259 0.19965181 0.3891183 202.49722 72.301506 287.9919 1.1217608 0.97017837 1.3844743 0.12188479 0.21111065 0.39780524
gene7692 0.8529828 0.67302245 1.1140788 0.10861044 0.21722089 0.29403925 48.910995 20.3848 73.8805 1.40998 1.2319673 1.8334955 0.18761042 0.32495075 0.12032343
gene2382 0.7313879 0.67405176 0.80403274 0.03040339 0.06080679 0.00484003 43.235176 32.007202 54.876305 0.873772 0.629362 1.0599709 0.14708865 0.254765 0.4992135
gene1897 0.6774759 0.5787063 0.83832073 0.053075 0.10615 0.01538782 45.726353 30.942902 54.6573 0.9525352 0.39285272 1.9675545 0.53621763 0.9287562 0.9273333
gene4115 0.86444706 0.54056287 1.177918 0.1491638 0.2983276 0.44902882 104.44818 30.9559 172.6042 1.0924556 0.7608504 1.4538314 0.21419677 0.3709997 0.6884984
gene1052 1.1079226 0.8752917 1.3397791 0.11384768 0.22769536 0.3878034 100.82697 46.6112 153.2431 1.1064962 0.9703932 1.4039379 0.13336946 0.23100267 0.48546103
gene1619 1.0492424 0.6979656 1.4691533 0.16893658 0.33787316 0.7795669 66.319 49.6603 102.2312 1.0103893 0.8285999 1.2415396 0.11922554 0.20650469 0.93754643
gene4219 0.9752157 0.7318989 1.2087969 0.10315294 0.20630588 0.82587534 35.189552 13.309799 47.572704 1.1840856 0.87536144 1.7248394 0.24315313 0.42115355 0.48575622
gene9484 0.81478417 0.6724452 1 0.0770439 0.1540878 0.11675772 205.77109 85.2931 294.8212 1.2763608 1.1680127 1.3596942 0.05839044 0.1011352 0.03329872
gene3112 0.7820464 0.41905865 1.0591053 0.17245817 0.34491634 0.327801 34.531776 8.5588 48.816803 1.2413582 1 1.5142977 0.15071967 0.26105413 0.21364005
gene6277 0.54021215 0.06539213 1.3947908 0.687627 1.375254 0.44916967 33.32325 1.1840992 54.5467 1.0443215 0.3806967 1.9809346 0.6566635 1.1373745 0.94005054
gene5710 0.9829294 0.84804577 1.2471324 0.08499724 0.16999449 0.8538489 47.568176 25.1636 68.3423 1.0277497 1 1.054676 0.01581552 0.02739328 0.21720272
gene8724 1.3303803 0.795113 1.7683374 0.26059788 0.52119577 0.22797656 83.45758 56.637802 121.714005 1.41476 1.0609071 1.6593909 0.20722929 0.35893166 0.13788477
gene1281 0.9853233 0.6191324 1.6021079 0.19907436 0.39814872 0.9441762 209.80081 155.4697 282.7119 1.0952986 0.8174598 1.5758724 0.21718931 0.3761829 0.6833199
gene4347 0.55019236 0.41933852 0.6604203 0.05815848 0.11631697 0.0106309 66.08615 25.1503 101.3533 0.833951 0.58900195 1.09983 0.15718888 0.27225912 0.4271899
gene6349 0.9148096 0.7268437 1.1446228 0.1005748 0.2011496 0.47252604 55.4184 22.499998 70.469894 0.9545422 0.78537554 1.0536692 0.09377211 0.16241807 0.6804127
gene9468 0.9332735 0.68471754 1.2610488 0.12090467 0.24180934 0.6255869 57.762875 43.9147 69.418 1.1621183 1.0086172 1.3747606 0.10566671 0.18302011 0.23829617
gene0673 1.0263332 0.7217704 2.0362098 0.2605898 0.5211796 0.9204245 359.83243 265.89148 487.9246 1.207968 0.9726471 1.4746313 0.14708176 0.25475308 0.2572508
gene0725 1 1026348 0 78523713 1 7049893 0 18909322 0 37818643 0 5990852 136 19443 113 5047 200 69179 0 97869664 0 84330654 1 1116263 0 07913947 0 13707358 0 81407845
gene1073 0.9913368 0.88552344 1.216013 0.07311001 0.14622003 0.9130746 93.44935 49.465096 129.90741 1.0392523 0.73919827 1.2970527 0.1837871 0.3183286 0.8444538
gene2914 0.94177157 0.5955439 1.3358042 0.1626592 0.3253184 0.7444766 86.65297 63.7735 102.317505 0.5492901 0.48090902 0.63031435 0.04311485 0.07467711 0.01658507
gene3537 0.9133105 0.7735652 1.0599518 0.0667256 0.1334512 0.30064127 34.408974 23.117601 43.9933 0.79229456 0.68118 0.8748804 0.06109607 0.10582148 0.09370055
gene9118 1.2417847 0.49041048 2.6371377 0.52775365 1.0555073 0.5982613 50.549725 20.9613 85.2613 1.4432985 1.3664134 1.5579078 0.05690476 0.09856193 0.01132347
gene8647 0.6950507 0.24279575 1.0117052 0.27719948 0.55439895 0.3760575 148.7121 55.1006 208.3455 1.4819618 0.8713033 2.519052 0.48813304 0.8454712 0.32793343
gene0629 0.6523507 0.51758873 0.77478015 0.0634918 0.1269836 0.02136905 26.620998 16.8257 35.243896 0.25005847 0.0400885 1.5094979 0.7347649 1.2726501 0.3168025
gene5085 0.84033406 0.72572875 1.0050747 0.06222403 0.12444806 0.09921384 439.86862 282.0852 639.5385 1.099577 1.0421684 1.1310428 0.02951016 0.0511131 0.07140056
gene7576 0.7875086 0.53417987 1.6827068 0.21823905 0.4364781 0.4240473 609.5399 493.9095 720.39624 0.9726579 0.74473435 1.5614859 0.24094145 0.4173228 0.9176813
gene1850 0.767433 0.62415427 1.113916 0.10006283 0.20012565 0.13099213 57.4214 45.751297 71.879 1.6875367 0.95598483 2.3516579 0.5127484 0.8881063 0.20825817
gene2312 1.0421853 0.8427724 1.2719274 0.10105491 0.20210983 0.6961489 75.78027 54.968803 95.845795 0.89474773 0.6287207 1.615643 0.28468332 0.49308595 0.7443013
gene8287 0.88142836 0.6694309 1.1125143 0.10573801 0.21147601 0.3642195 191.49883 131.63249 237.8524 0.8852151 0.60580635 1.1450187 0.17633176 0.30541557 0.59323424
gene0724 0.8090377 0.41256633 1.3467084 0.24574247 0.49148494 0.5044914 666.26965 388.77393 982.76746 0.7181727 0.46750203 0.99999994 0.16786326 0.2907477 0.27892834
gene3358 0.87080365 0.61827385 1.2296454 0.13499658 0.26999316 0.42845604 141.22464 117.400406 176.61569 0.79545546 0.55315465 1.0201653 0.15164764 0.26266143 0.34310836
gene0904 0.9270948 0.57827514 1.4453138 0.21308812 0.42617625 0.7523333 166.75821 115.9161 208.6012 0.6760708 0.44327465 1 0.16596217 0.2874549 0.23816094
gene1315 0.98587304 0.74173445 1.3741415 0.12693082 0.25386164 0.9176752 1068.9519 814.8906 1444.6519 1.0769224 1 1.1676071 0.04838255 0.08380104 0.24033563
gene3515 0.87517387 0.72494936 1.1516159 0.10041806 0.20083612 0.32404137 185.29587 175.4142 200.6366 0.9180918 0.66119474 1.2449963 0.17238726 0.29858348 0.68654966
gene0745 0.75154066 0.3342886 1.254845 0.23646525 0.4729305 0.39555705 1627.4436 814.5674 2195.5632 1.0068567 0.83297247 1.157583 0.09963935 0.1725804 0.9508778
gene0665 0.9617683 0.7475201 1.2623571 0.10605041 0.21210082 0.744211 498.12155 357.0789 656.2931 1.2061412 0.92290545 1.7439238 0.23620117 0.40911242 0.42896193
gene3486 1.0213369 0.8890622 1.2582687 0.07592347 0.15184693 0.7937911 278.8378 185.6397 377.517 0.77616936 0.66119546 0.86609185 0.06392503 0.11072139 0.0906003
gene9567 1.2717805 0.89128184 2.582334 0.32708776 0.6541755 0.3941442 75.72122 58.8507 120.5992 1.0462624 0.7031909 2.1102836 0.40507436 0.7016094 0.90948105
gene2571 0.9433802 0.8028128 1.394393 0.12591548 0.25183097 0.686914 3419.617 2799.542 4124.3467 0.98422796 0.72637385 1.3125832 0.17205219 0.29800314 0.9343986
gene2055 1.1814593 1.0074177 1.3696989 0.08793485 0.1758697 0.109661 1895.3638 1528.2137 2447.9744 0.87682074 0.7387048 0.99921614 0.07899214 0.1368184 0.2798329
gene9280 0.89887065 0.6857556 1.2754405 0.13741037 0.27482074 0.52713865 985.45996 653.4967 1266.8286 1.103967 1.0734425 1.1255075 0.01584462 0.02744369 0.02040715
gene5044 0.82408124 0.43925342 1.2519461 0.19279285 0.3855857 0.44845104 197.5777 120.02531 246.95331 0.9820499 0.9396159 1.0079763 0.02181373 0.03778249 0.5003421
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene1872 0.6725046 0.4847672 0.855313 0.08146194 0.16292389 0.04496745 88.75272 60.956 123.7612 1.0003438 0.57914484 1.6927385 0.3335983 0.57780915 0.9992154
gene1319 1.1726378 0.84816134 2.2748723 0.27629885 0.5525977 0.5282478 835.5957 713.7906 1009.0928 1.1461892 0.9208589 1.3403777 0.13049619 0.22602603 0.34990352
gene1347 0.82839537 0.75279075 0.9352582 0.04005629 0.08011258 0.02987036 1579.4365 787.90247 1937.4856 1.2854098 1.0567582 1.5672187 0.14767492 0.25578046 0.1580458
gene0140 0.65541553 0.11418096 2.1585925 0.63409364 1.2681873 0.54682606 12437.616 1172.6825 29308.713 1.1192981 0.5148632 3.638124 0.8992319 1.5575154 0.8681649
gene2971 1.009404 0.7609739 1.6487403 0.18025321 0.36050642 0.96030897 633.89417 481.5796 876.756 0.8695613 0.7122016 1.0050117 0.09040045 0.15657817 0.30811566
gene7421 0.8930495 0.61731285 1.8093463 0.23222527 0.46445054 0.67528707 976.42316 750.992 1105.7189 0.9051142 0.74913293 1.2221235 0.13982572 0.24218524 0.5788592
gene6891 0.8032891 0.45134538 1.2463028 0.1854765 0.370953 0.39249378 70.49117 45.3695 94.7631 1.0890459 0.6261531 1.7197523 0.34425905 0.59627414 0.8000885
gene9216 0.7662097 0.4157727 1.3280317 0.19293146 0.38586292 0.34420156 646.6012 393.3774 950.4353 1.1996799 0.56817347 3.0388906 0.71663505 1.2412483 0.74713093
gene6391 1.2028265 0.8962441 1.8904322 0.20638882 0.41277763 0.34910303 143.5883 119.7596 197.74611 1.112883 0.81218964 1.6059932 0.22760642 0.39422587 0.643978
gene9168 0.6597956 0.31129736 1.037627 0.18416685 0.3683337 0.20860825 303.63626 159.65671 402.5443 0.891941 0.50865203 1.3950429 0.28322953 0.49056792 0.7371439
gene2202 0.9616737 0.7968884 1.0899956 0.06425722 0.12851444 0.5981767 59.05125 31.4076 88.9631 1.0445788 0.90124506 1.3599944 0.13996984 0.24243487 0.77289003
gene3212 1.1146917 0.81671375 1.4185683 0.1457827 0.2915654 0.46058485 51.553127 32.4684 74.64641 1.0166595 0.9066888 1.1212982 0.06309236 0.10927917 0.8144782
gene5565 0.8807547 0.7267114 1 0.06745704 0.13491407 0.19400103 71.46247 47.306297 89.5464 1.1873161 0.933906 1.468854 0.158105 0.27384588 0.32148555
gene9326 1.0167886 0.43608594 2.3335361 0.39347064 0.7869413 0.9642903 60.418175 26.941101 109.0482 0.7773421 0.71223927 0.85378593 0.04083465 0.07072769 0.04069262
gene0795 0.78328687 0.5581402 1.151455 0.12311361 0.24622722 0.20976013 344.5475 243.30058 508.64124 1.269988 0.7495258 1.8478435 0.36460045 0.6315065 0.4713788
gene6195 0.94719326 0.5698553 1.3968654 0.1827281 0.3654562 0.78982455 179.52542 121.0613 286.7433 0.97473377 0.88766646 1.0953503 0.06039002 0.10459857 0.7188998
gene2332 0.95384413 0.7321637 1.222042 0.10148489 0.20296977 0.6838151 68.560745 47.7091 93.610596 0.9280848 0.7417144 1.0777705 0.10698052 0.18529569 0.58035
gene6447 1.164113 0.8354453 1.5604746 0.17350088 0.34700176 0.37412912 90.92203 59.652603 122.05029 0.9157414 0.81644076 0.9877832 0.05357798 0.09279978 0.27050927
gene5191 1.1399777 0.7935856 1.6950029 0.18248303 0.36496606 0.46315867 62.859146 21.3144 98.32109 0.8221573 0.5616167 1 0.16105376 0.27895328 0.41220522
gene7147 0.91229486 0.60552794 1.3029498 0.14919949 0.29839897 0.60508096 103.06735 78.7957 128.2498 1.1333266 0.70213187 1.8439454 0.33525965 0.58068675 0.6974038
gene9247 0.88738424 0.8102896 0.99999994 0.03887632 0.07775264 0.07179628 41.856625 31.045702 48.1696 1.2304869 0.77662045 1.9007041 0.33497152 0.5801877 0.50680095
gene1239 0.749583 0.622096 0.9003579 0.05707207 0.11414413 0.03184171 42.429775 28.048302 56.379196 0.44703326 0.1454146 1 0.33972797 0.5884261 0.29880503
gene9421 0.91050696 0.52260536 1.177887 0.17621562 0.35243124 0.65029883 550.6482 363.1838 708.8299 1.220731 0.9695157 1.4668435 0.1503495 0.26041296 0.2431641
gene1931 0.91334206 0.8194597 1 0.04657649 0.09315297 0.17275134 403.87756 187.6817 581.4415 1.2437572 0.9022007 2.10062 0.34665513 0.6004243 0.49588907
gene7568 1.0234333 0.7267874 1.7031903 0.19088632 0.38177264 0.90599686 334.31653 241.40869 480.8252 1.1016009 0.67410475 1.4774133 0.28518948 0.49396265 0.7331619
gene1693 0.9135618 0.7604439 1.0132263 0.06078377 0.12156753 0.2656825 225.66425 164.8086 276.8534 0.89431316 0.55645686 1.6051528 0.29932037 0.5184381 0.75367326
gene1671 0.88654244 0.63211966 1.0422808 0.10316241 0.20632482 0.371351 37.506775 20.983002 49.729 0.85078585 0.80159116 0.95106417 0.04754628 0.08235256 0.10128105
gene0481 0.75763136 0.32080042 1.1604491 0.24127334 0.4825467 0.4116303 98.16085 32.795498 135.1508 0.46456307 0.36862627 0.540664 0.05516311 0.09554531 0.02269823
gene8775 1 0613643 0 99362093 1 1581639 0 03997689 0 07995378 0 21149261 356 15335 271 08798 417 84113 0 9345546 0 6128885 1 2184964 0 20630418 0 3573293 0 781028
gene4328 0.80963904 0.4826951 1.7903546 0.2809619 0.5619238 0.5488578 125.52752 80.063 225.6732 0.96982056 0.593006 2.2782454 0.48018005 0.8316962 0.94951504
gene4415 0.9545993 0.62674814 1.3311312 0.15246598 0.30493197 0.78506434 35.482574 11.261801 51.657402 1.1990081 0.82486826 1.4784168 0.23082516 0.3998009 0.435099
gene4324 1.1008759 0.84340566 1.9612892 0.22731242 0.45462483 0.661278 281.76978 170.498 425.9047 1.0500544 0.64993113 1.5517292 0.28155187 0.48766214 0.8658658
gene5212 1.0195216 0.87537134 1.1148746 0.05785022 0.11570045 0.75503284 60.443153 45.594704 76.2305 1.0345347 0.8759153 1.2219387 0.10011885 0.17341094 0.7576476
gene0703 1.0259415 0.8304623 1.4649422 0.12988967 0.25977933 0.85035634 87.3931 59.462597 138.6704 0.46993974 0.20633964 1.1999321 0.29617655 0.5129928 0.2778047
gene3639 0.84913284 0.4968953 1.2004505 0.16759238 0.33518475 0.45325407 48.176426 32.1586 62.536 0.53931355 0.16304651 1.1096458 0.43701252 0.7569279 0.4131204
gene2398 1.1365919 0.8585244 1.6946211 0.16917904 0.33835807 0.44423026 7194.331 5928.1973 8951.362 1.0594368 0.8335895 1.507452 0.19554383 0.33869183 0.77892303
gene6225 1.4055588 0.97662324 2.7372956 0.3585901 0.7171802 0.25189078 61.245773 20.234299 119.620804 0.68433243 0.5048436 1.222435 0.21181664 0.36687717 0.32125053
gene5615 0.85735494 0.70589936 1.2810102 0.11864229 0.23728459 0.33957428 54.750977 42.733696 66.55791 1.3099357 0.9365834 1.718659 0.23901016 0.4139777 0.26886508
gene4375 1.0003239 0.8934784 1.0666928 0.040449 0.080898 0.9941026 83.715096 47.208405 119.280495 1.0368427 0.6977529 1.311131 0.21280017 0.3685807 0.87259334
gene0092 0.8533413 0.48736867 1.8647927 0.26665404 0.5333081 0.6191698 74.24742 31.178802 152.39459 0.57912266 0.42414904 1 0.16805813 0.2910852 0.18439439
gene6716 0.8417688 0.63897854 1.1142117 0.11364514 0.22729029 0.28487912 77.43523 51.661606 112.6246 1.2572107 1 1.63142 0.18148996 0.31434983 0.24870004
gene1597 0.9319509 0.78494406 1.0105982 0.05493408 0.10986816 0.31634936 252.12454 209.523 316.6893 0.865952 0.6776082 1.0131074 0.10882594 0.18849206 0.3662551
gene3071 0.8882072 0.72141 0.9653168 0.06203682 0.12407364 0.18663242 187.90689 107.5109 231.78918 1.2995484 0.79856646 2.9629402 0.6158401 1.0666662 0.5918
gene0698 1.0901742 0.5875377 3.0321496 0.44596854 0.8919371 0.82493615 7070.6484 4311.2754 10302.053 1.1150142 0.7634373 1.4889427 0.22738609 0.39384425 0.6375804
gene2189 0.7307139 0.16154176 1.6101822 0.50002795 1.0000559 0.5845073 104.19488 8.352901 153.77519 0.8499571 0.2158225 2.0579662 0.88572 1.5341121 0.8367977
gene3830 1.043841 0.64082223 1.6005603 0.2088333 0.4176666 0.83808184 383.1609 259.1957 501.24637 1.1627554 1.0763634 1.2560965 0.05190998 0.08991072 0.07738379
gene3216 0.9342997 0.81977016 1.1167655 0.06569149 0.13138299 0.40304646 42.59265 27.5884 51.990604 0.96044517 0.9037648 1.0716817 0.05285211 0.09154254 0.5388075
gene3292 0.9153509 0.8356947 1 0.04066461 0.08132922 0.14002211 62.022423 30.303799 87.6267 1.190231 0.80322874 1.8189352 0.29366305 0.50863934 0.5381063
gene1372 0.79370874 0.5902362 1 0.09426849 0.18853697 0.14313011 533.2434 258.9877 756.5393 1.1246078 0.76703125 1.4552923 0.22587357 0.3912245 0.60844105
gene7535 0.91070455 0.76032835 1 0.05766164 0.11532328 0.2346533 83.428474 35.627197 119.9001 0.96683276 0.8180795 1.0802009 0.08263964 0.14313605 0.729874
gene4523 0.53530353 0.06521867 1.2579089 0.67440796 1.3488159 0.44134724 93.84988 3.4325 142.9831 0.6476868 0.19902736 1.3651562 0.51691914 0.8953302 0.5424022
gene3513 1.00207 0.7524404 1.553607 0.1631607 0.3263214 0.9904247 887.0271 726.6101 1206.9474 0.78306097 0.46112642 1.0412782 0.21896003 0.3792499 0.45356417
gene9093 0.83784145 0.29156217 2.0128157 0.39576864 0.7915373 0.68773746 54.54538 19.153902 100.020905 1.4064171 0.7592389 2.2243328 0.48729455 0.84401894 0.39839974
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene0464 1.0934486 0.88942885 1.6753688 0.16098769 0.32197538 0.5793841 670.91846 539.78937 835.9859 0.7849754 0.644492 1 0.10236444 0.17730041 0.20087801
gene5073 1.0754737 0.948719 1.4678396 0.1133842 0.22676839 0.5355612 50.883125 40.359703 56.718697 0.99103755 0.59588504 1.9701293 0.38986596 0.67526764 0.98214793
gene1506 1.0570831 0.64810085 1.4468869 0.21271528 0.42543057 0.79310215 88.735504 60.5046 131.3401 0.7303862 0.6224176 0.91219926 0.08457929 0.14649563 0.11137536
gene5221 0.87609667 0.73687464 1 0.05721582 0.11443164 0.13481435 32.658424 20.2205 38.126297 1.2796627 1.2184526 1.377265 0.04794472 0.08304268 0.02226922
gene2692 0.6600649 0.57886267 0.80920416 0.05383493 0.10766986 0.0143675 30.220299 16.5952 49.1683 1.1058161 0.85055846 1.5132223 0.19009386 0.3292522 0.61066765
gene1813 0.63376296 0.4051794 1.023893 0.13609962 0.27219924 0.11336724 210.78027 159.9792 256.2536 1.0278639 0.77508706 1.3047997 0.15890586 0.27523303 0.8731244
gene3778 0.6435781 0.4612968 0.86561924 0.08746736 0.17493472 0.0456862 33.151573 27.3458 41.401 1.0862951 0.5685327 1.6428972 0.3869105 0.6701486 0.82426643
gene6291 1.0095092 0.7690476 1.3563825 0.11872105 0.2374421 0.9401243 52.54295 20.2505 67.0853 1.0696527 0.9214891 1.2350315 0.09096284 0.15755226 0.50947297
gene1994 0.7472226 0.6591352 0.9252868 0.05951761 0.11903521 0.03472422 866.5636 467.38138 1217.7802 1.2925955 0.91992486 1.8304907 0.2645795 0.45826513 0.32553864
gene8866 1.2912214 0.94411916 1.8174783 0.2321662 0.4643324 0.23895013 49.62765 18.483303 74.927704 1.2092124 0.68120307 1.6744771 0.37078685 0.6422216 0.5770534
gene1911 0.86591744 0.7564205 1.094109 0.07082482 0.14164963 0.17454386 965.9989 663.0928 1311.9792 1.2420329 1 1.5410551 0.15689024 0.27174187 0.22466852
gene5242 0.8638482 0.53884816 1.1761404 0.15219513 0.30439025 0.45510018 52.143623 15.7878 65.5181 1.1754656 0.935961 1.7352899 0.2367942 0.4101396 0.49559733
gene0881 0.90525204 0.62366354 1.3028041 0.16847546 0.33695093 0.6189919 49.1235 39.473198 62.3723 0.5682988 0.5246075 0.6171034 0.02669275 0.0462332 0.00681522
gene4695 0.7722921 0.6977038 0.84678876 0.03879517 0.07759033 0.01414057 108.75603 81.1799 137.2674 1.0602971 1 1.0933856 0.03107252 0.05381918 0.18361549
gene0748 1.0204357 0.6826601 1.4531895 0.16304597 0.32609195 0.9049751 72.88846 57.421898 85.339905 0.85283816 0.48440784 1.5742397 0.3181836 0.55111015 0.6865892
gene2442 0.68738484 0.5753021 0.9413674 0.07513055 0.1502611 0.04034357 71.501724 33.174004 125.6183 1.3852909 0.9678267 1.7652203 0.25995857 0.45026144 0.21681967
gene5322 0.8132848 0.609291 1.0689294 0.11668844 0.23337688 0.2380517 45.008724 38.3954 49.330696 1.1823426 0.7393204 1.6320627 0.29666916 0.51384604 0.5576744
gene0809 1.016947 0.7916516 1.6737294 0.18279164 0.36558327 0.9292763 803.1615 644.3526 1105.9359 0.9433044 0.6535775 1.22009 0.18250547 0.31610873 0.7859591
gene5031 0.9230722 0.8016528 1.0036815 0.04914551 0.09829101 0.22873417 56.90793 25.466301 81.5858 1.170263 0.9557251 1.4274831 0.13692905 0.23716807 0.30753618
gene2886 0.9382299 0.8219325 1.0332031 0.04498524 0.08997048 0.274763 98.747025 69.479195 125.5339 1.1876838 0.53719723 2.0007977 0.5436402 0.9416124 0.7111969
gene5675 0.95081437 0.30494106 1.6797203 0.44498685 0.8899737 0.9068523 74.05847 9.1593 122.6353 0.86484385 0.38901576 1.3901649 0.39415908 0.68270355 0.7524235
gene1196 0.5226994 0.16829932 1.0878134 0.24847871 0.49695742 0.20431702 32.350048 7.3362007 60.573196 0.62761956 0.4971291 1 0.15233326 0.26384893 0.18350343
gene5939 1.1261046 0.70276725 1.560058 0.19482079 0.38964158 0.53088385 61.679947 18.418 88.3016 0.81944174 0.38677433 1.2166876 0.3433723 0.59473825 0.6489416
gene5839 1.0782262 0.99989223 1.2509001 0.05701123 0.11402246 0.24848895 74.46907 36.1922 99.98309 0.9550932 0.90324694 1 0.02846806 0.04930813 0.2629043
gene3771 0.82560444 0.66427964 1 0.07441651 0.14883302 0.12148144 53.9432 44.8788 66.769196 0.86615336 0.74105006 1.0971376 0.1052467 0.18229263 0.3544207
358 7584 154 3435 686 771 0 9361854 0 8764431 1 0 06186817 0 0874948 228 60153 198 1317 259 07138 2 673597 2 392514 3 338712 0 29975316
0.5%PbD7 1%PbD1
Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Min 
Normalized
M
No
ax 
rmalized StdErr Norm
StdDev 
Norm t-test P-value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Min 
Normalized
Max 
Normalized StdErr Norm
347.80222 157.81229 575.62115 1.4794073 1.4312868 1.5291457 0.0489473 0.06922194 0.05362484 788.7449 761.08984 816.3999 0.9053729 0.8473625 1.0335797 0.06014996
2802.7751 1898.8666 3549.5508 0.75260746 0.60749096 0.93238914 0.16498369 0.23332217 0.41116503 1569.6914 1038.401 2100.9817 1.3897719 1.2726907 1.6073256 0.10221168
330.95715 206.8365 404.18 1.3453294 1.1929168 1.517215 0.16293545 0.23042552 0.2451593 334.34714 328.35718 340.3371 0.70107806 0.64441234 0.7512437 0.03154378
489.7578 171.2697 1096.5848 0.31949136 0.2584969 0.39487797 0.06923069 0.09790698 0.11686624 89.6047 65.1519 114.057495 0.7472468 0.51924384 1.5475671 0.30142656
58.3046 39.7 76.400696 0.7521159 0.5528358 1.0232302 0.24293847 0.34356686 0.5246541 39.378403 22.894901 55.8619 2.0065904 1.7240082 2.402435 0.19566824
33.527435 25.324202 40.3982 0.74684685 0.70130163 0.79534996 0.04708633 0.06659012 0.135164 28.9862 25.208698 32.763702 1.4714541 1.3633567 1.7140411 0.11276594
25.634699 19.752499 32.249603 2.1288168 1.8914303 2.3959968 0.25346598 0.35845503 0.09881857 72.273895 68.6568 75.891 1.2167879 0.33672252 2.3130567 1.0992093
2959.8206 2196.9897 4340.9473 0.89207786 0.6419924 1.239583 0.31009364 0.4385386 0.7872882 2604.5093 1469.2585 3739.76 2.2823792 1.7922827 3.6038992 0.5427019
383.88553 308.9027 441.531 1.3620882 1.1981333 1.548479 0.17614017 0.24909982 0.2504471 350.02304 346.55768 353.4884 1.9376408 1.276085 2.4516096 0.4194458
133.297 83.2586 197.75378 0.7979546 0.77620065 0.8203182 0.0220644 0.03120377 0.07757691 131.92885 126.588196 137.2695 1.3108332 1.2674856 1.4020263 0.04411787
43.79057 29.051498 63.977104 1.747706 1.5874708 1.9241148 0.16884297 0.23878002 0.10858564 110.466644 92.4779 128.4554 1.3004247 0.5907067 1.929487 0.5792689
131.71385 24.6348 235.94238 1.426091 1.2093503 1.6816761 0.23832765 0.3370462 0.27681056 147.71295 143.7701 151.65579 0.06376612 0.03594548 0.17079334 0.03833856
59.3074 31.921402 83.134895 1.530477 1.4895562 1.572522 0.04149309 0.05868009 0.04048581 123.0015 117.95601 128.047 0.6607957 0.6169393 0.75808287 0.04554048
79.08593 45.2556 129.4032 0.622199 0.58848625 0.657843 0.0347143 0.04909343 0.07439943 34.52655 27.915798 41.1373 1.3800808 1.077409 1.692707 0.18487512
787.6825 645.6342 961.0612 1.3428512 1.315137 1.3711494 0.02801026 0.03961249 0.04496057 1384.5281 1319.1028 1449.9534 1.2432268 1.0933341 1.6074787 0.16172577
689.40704 570.6118 886.5332 1.9021063 1.778007 2.0348673 0.1286254 0.18190376 0.06655967 839.6935 780.4375 898.94946 0.77023125 0.6769783 0.8993665 0.06427551
88.5464 50.642204 118.5849 0.83384603 0.8276064 0.8401328 0.00626332 0.00885767 0.0263008 93.89805 88.2117 99.5844 1.1075504 1.0424125 1.2502913 0.06731729
131.33763 72.5534 180.3844 0.87239856 0.6669106 1.1412014 0.24302948 0.34369558 0.7006491 94.5206 82.2612 106.78 1.4959062 1.2818843 1.6637899 0.11875555
484.91 431.0454 530.0652 0.86242324 0.7472606 0.995334 0.12489373 0.1766264 0.48978123 604.0648 558.7317 649.3979 1.2117287 1.1704623 1.2986778 0.04202339
. . . . . . . 0 5. . . . . . . .
58.390903 37.924297 76.4561 1.137953 1.1150916 1.1612833 0.02309902 0.03266694 0.09916542 63.92845 58.2894 69.567505 0.9525957 0.92974305 1 0.02314149
90.44296 70.314896 106.04329 1.2151078 0.96828884 1.5248414 0.2831667 0.4004582 0.54853207 81.019 73.8351 88.202896 0.63926136 0.49553588 0.7797204 0.08670972
81.402336 49.4523 114.64069 1.4977684 1.401518 1.6006289 0.09970211 0.14100008 0.10374256 103.6181 103.4395 103.79671 0.8804589 0.7517241 0.95287156 0.06991606
70.20873 52.257698 93.6863 2.0758383 2.044744 2.1074052 0.03133299 0.04431154 0.01315337 192.08319 176.13168 208.0347 0.96197593 0.89021045 0.99999994 0.03733381
176.19977 103.4354 277.6697 1.7450229 1.7342465 1.7558663 0.01081004 0.01528771 0.00708282 397.5303 372.935 422.1256 0.8751757 0.58655083 1.0690304 0.18049903
651.1755 523.7121 807.96454 1.2393603 1.1675211 1.31562 0.07413755 0.10484633 0.1727731 550.2625 507.18698 593.338 0.52980626 0.35325283 0.6524061 0.11078092
59.928394 27.8178 91.10899 1.7040504 1.6547709 1.7547977 0.05002777 0.07074995 0.03501465 75.175354 67.0277 83.323 0.8175389 0.75728506 0.9141292 0.04679919
247.1511 216.6196 291.3242 1.3877023 1.3227555 1.4558382 0.0665924 0.09417588 0.09247625 413.22037 404.86963 421.5711 1.1141508 1 1.3830308 0.12149436
643.1067 548.4906 740.3526 1.188503 1.0061526 1.4039017 0.2007359 0.28388342 0.48849112 1006.79803 908.031 1105.5651 1.3934273 1.3302822 1.5288515 0.06472486
360.64856 247.1724 465.6549 0.3438903 0.21932338 0.5392063 0.17172094 0.24285008 0.25387454 109.09035 76.1548 142.0259 1.5244102 1.2713052 1.7091731 0.14083056
168.737 148.91211 187.5935 1.286146 1.2665873 1.3060068 0.01971131 0.02787601 0.03871874 177.46603 162.68759 192.24449 0.9942908 0.9829701 1 0.00569297
242.01805 152.7786 336.9615 1.4593668 1.4555178 1.4632261 0.00385416 0.0054506 0.00444776 303.9902 282.50812 325.4723 0.81079584 0.73007464 1 0.08573392
1643.3479 1219.9696 2301.8303 0.8435125 0.75787073 0.938832 0.09082805 0.12845026 0.3574922 763.9689 580.2977 947.64 2.01164 1.7281461 2.5195713 0.23331414
49.895332 23.273 77.63161 1.03235 0.99999994 1.0657465 0.03288442 0.04650559 0.5000006 38.40055 31.9349 44.8662 0.25548714 0.0877151 0.52681756 0.17715263
55.824467 28.4553 69.9312 1.1288502 0.88053685 1.4471885 0.28931248 0.40914962 0.71103746 42.102547 26.5917 57.613396 3.0714564 2.4750233 3.630277 0.35116395
25.151367 21.162102 28.2776 1.2502022 1.1517105 1.3571167 0.10293427 0.14557104 0.22418503 53.63295 52.886803 54.379097 0.9524392 0.4310892 1.4157037 0.4266761
101.09593 80.9368 119.5545 1.2749565 1.1762047 1.3819993 0.10312085 0.1458349 0.20400327 188.282 185.93329 190.6307 1.1904747 0.9488718 1.3334494 0.1363331
46.023533 10.468899 78.7107 1.6928723 1.6876812 1.6980792 0.00519898 0.00735247 0.00371389 93.01375 86.9696 99.05789 0.91774464 0.7729752 1 0.07921294
50.432663 14.4456005 74.92999 1.52726 1.4087 1.6557983 0.12381884 0.17510627 0.12003736 63.71315 49.9811 77.4452 0.07310249 0.02484846 0.22344896 0.06461565
35.1124 19.9846 48.4758 1.1968211 1.0694066 1.3394165 0.13557827 0.19173664 0.3563078 53.84445 51.4542 56.234703 1.2159793 1.2116455 1.2246935 0.00434162
87.56683 79.4776 102.5911 0.6642645 0.65468 0.6739893 0.00965532 0.01365468 0.02260864 73.18034 67.1437 79.216995 1.3547328 1.2965486 1.4790516 0.05955667
130.49814 124.96459 135.0419 0.68024826 0.41291952 1.1206487 0.3866374 0.54678786 0.58153623 77.79961 33.9907 121.608505 2.2158868 1.7186648 2.5894747 0.28745866
379.3726 97.1772 575.9936 0.37686813 0.21841313 0.6502796 0.24032749 0.3398744 0.3245028 116.78719 71.6814 161.89299 3.1328495 2.3358238 3.6731613 0.46796745
19.188034 5.4498005 39.8167 3.7095585 3.033084 4.5369077 0.76225156 1.0779865 0.0970154 73.36595 63.651802 83.0801 3.3676748 1 6.1800957 2.7644327
314.39328 11.0191 872.1861 0.20122822 0.18715782 0.21635643 0.01462493 0.02068277 0.02876262 10.8901005 10.8428 10.937401 1.065164 0.5863462 3.515128 0.8505434
35.441967 28.4236 40.856102 1.3687216 1.318767 1.4205686 0.0509243 0.07201783 0.07506044 89.58235 86.8094 92.3553 0.8613058 0.77319294 1.0687997 0.09377086
49.704662 44.427696 56.933697 0.9625752 0.9265511 0.99999994 0.03674224 0.05196137 0.4999995 38.62115 31.881998 45.360302 1.8410537 1.2559993 2.7619112 0.4361916
58.4193 46.7257 64.567 1.1315904 1.074925 1.191243 0.05821027 0.08232176 0.25073138 48.513298 39.4272 57.5994 0.43570405 0.32188913 0.66905683 0.09965066
225 39603 196 46451 253 5452 0 7756489 0 7583277 0 79336566 0 01752195 0 02477978 0 05644405 122 4705 102 9525 141 9885 1 9387791 1 429093 3 5584137 0 6318181
253.16225 189.1227 290.8209 1.4172333 1.2813404 1.5675384 0.14358583 0.20306103 0.1791432 556.57477 463.42932 649.7202 1.322172 1.1270933 1.4320296 0.10603792
74.281 36.0999 111.326996 1.0987303 1.0591843 1.1397529 0.04030233 0.0569961 0.23635302 71.8929 59.4517 84.3341 1.2377485 0.99999994 1.558708 0.16093965
82.01884 69.4111 91.4709 1.4641244 1.4269769 1.502239 0.03763933 0.05323005 0.04284753 209.38379 189.792 228.97559 1.0401155 1 1.0607728 0.02046073
75.9535 42.1531 104.56629 1.4245611 1.355265 1.4974006 0.07112677 0.10058843 0.08912619 77.473305 63.075905 91.870705 0.5974765 0.3985483 0.9613434 0.16122371
181.11856 141.1679 204.2509 0.70858914 0.6968635 0.72051215 0.01182543 0.01672369 0.03081341 168.66435 154.3907 182.938 1.028644 1 1.0432723 0.01452737
289.98624 172.2502 448.8896 0.81483155 0.6639505 1 0.17041641 0.2410052 0.5 271.9227 199.49939 344.346 1.156713 1.1368434 1.1667776 0.01002165
69.69273 10.4472 107.6797 1.7594714 1.6843144 1.8379822 0.07688275 0.10872863 0.0490899 88.8565 72.8772 104.8358 0.15302025 0.10633677 0.30023366 0.05635846
78.279396 65.8763 98.565895 1.0506058 0.80390066 1.3730211 0.29156965 0.41234174 0.8838816 104.2515 70.5038 137.9992 1.5677587 1.4250233 1.6444014 0.07495624
602.45654 427.4512 882.8154 0.977238 0.92437005 1.0331297 0.05443597 0.07698409 0.7501231 444.33087 407.7401 480.9216 1.2382787 1 1.4045193 0.13418725
3906.0334 1271.0319 5659.4316 0.23600163 0.13521111 0.4119245 0.15474401 0.21884108 0.23438318 856.50037 517.362 1195.6388 1.659019 1.3991313 2.08966 0.2006952
134.06859 71.3969 230.426 0.57934004 0.52720135 0.6366351 0.05487972 0.07761165 0.10891119 113.81495 110.83789 116.79201 1.0994664 1.0092313 1.3048615 0.09467413
42.39833 37.922497 50.9236 1.472721 1.3616852 1.592811 0.11580026 0.1637663 0.12719324 51.2843 40.349403 62.2192 1.0264099 0.88639957 1.2199242 0.0961966
84.028206 7.2047005 137.3941 1.273099 1 1.620781 0.316577 0.44770747 0.5 96.343445 86.4265 106.2604 0.03106762 0.01 0.06418108 0.02330713
97.19906 58.0917 144.9738 1.4891174 1.3145722 1.6868382 0.18710388 0.26460484 0.1931719 137.33255 102.0466 172.6185 0.96095526 0.7314661 1.129709 0.13374771
69.1857 12.3373995 109.44701 1.2723455 1.1186917 1.4471039 0.16511926 0.23351389 0.31241512 64.2767 47.5199 81.0335 0.27370575 0.21564043 0.41339633 0.05853251
106.33243 92.19029 123.13719 0.71648556 0.6877039 0.7464717 0.02940038 0.04157842 0.0778975 72.96825 65.0357 80.9008 1.0984747 1.0125558 1.2928027 0.08991215
50.988934 40.2192 71.5825 1.3651983 1.3200774 1.4118614 0.04590929 0.06492554 0.0684671 82.7751 74.3814 91.1688 0.87991464 0.8748089 0.88247865 0.00256031
116.12609 72.0189 166.81479 1.2914437 1.1864104 1.4057757 0.10994653 0.15548788 0.20387994 120.50185 114.082 126.9217 1.1250015 1.0413522 1.2403188 0.05803803
235.13405 138.97931 306.91083 1.1452849 1 1.3116776 0.15680234 0.22175199 0.5 310.193 227.32031 393.0657 1.274204 1.0846101 1.5709971 0.14097615
60.187237 38.7272 75.5423 1.8313061 1.8236678 1.8389763 0.0076543 0.01082481 0.00439782 98.79401 92.48331 105.1047 0.8201576 0.5516859 1 0.16751686
91.43387 85.065506 97.6989 0.6816039 0.64461213 0.7207185 0.03809274 0.05387127 0.09202959 64.97395 56.961803 72.9861 1.181997 1.1080608 1.3449987 0.07658929
52.121567 35.2343 69.4774 1.1048793 0.9971175 1.2242873 0.11398544 0.16119975 0.50908077 75.64345 73.0364 78.2505 0.85730445 0.85297656 0.86602634 0.00433897
874.6232 818.3441 983.9991 0.5674272 0.55092734 0.58442134 0.01675187 0.02369073 0.03312399 495.13403 476.0143 514.2537 0.96781695 0.86273015 1.2179508 0.1123533
782.5538 669.9146 914.57654 0.76617944 0.73237205 0.8015474 0.03461117 0.04894759 0.10685227 667.3728 652.0151 682.7306 0.8463959 0.63038063 1.5258609 0.26655972
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.000465 9.8283 99.732895 1.150348 0.9803238 1.3498607 0.18636145 0.26355487 0.5421088 68.3562 66.8675 69.8449 0.20883556 0.18771721 0.25684437 0.02178451
86.193436 41.082703 158.4247 0.80553204 0.7995666 0.811542 0.00598779 0.00846801 0.02187359 36.0179 33.8339 38.201897 0.7629094 0.7591963 0.7703903 0.00372227
35.1262 23.5366 49.1286 0.83528227 0.5200588 1.3415723 0.44465923 0.6288431 0.76889443 44.87185 20.3933 69.350395 1.8547548 1.2492687 3.7726614 0.7277595
148.82657 110.1914 217.8613 1.3699493 1.2782536 1.4682229 0.09513693 0.13454393 0.1379157 207.49355 179.1573 235.82979 0.8179884 0.7909875 0.8318325 0.0137312
101.3748 3.561901 238.90741 0.15275338 0.13026336 0.17912632 0.02464035 0.03484671 0.05383406 5.2382 4.7621994 5.714201 1.0872126 0.6186871 3.3573859 0.7927029
110.19514 63.672295 151.37451 1.3125262 1.1856035 1.4530365 0.1341796 0.18975861 0.22782393 122.22885 117.77521 126.682495 0.6288175 0.49083725 0.8835844 0.11321478
444.03503 348.6579 594.292 0.7554283 0.6353136 0.89825237 0.1328007 0.18780854 0.3521304 614.6787 550.36017 678.9973 1.6365474 1.6241218 1.6616848 0.01247363
57.660633 34.108 72.1997 0.5831722 0.53992337 0.6298853 0.04507023 0.06373893 0.09035333 51.3974 50.9394 51.8554 1.4649283 1.3446187 1.7388049 0.12623292
242.34279 174.07129 355.4675 0.7007775 0.6484806 0.75729185 0.054515 0.07709585 0.13672245 104.55826 82.34711 126.7694 2.3921826 1.4924192 3.48137 0.62511367
161.53387 114.690506 235.3713 0.46316326 0.27149642 0.7901401 0.28725693 0.40624264 0.38621587 35.547897 22.164099 48.931698 4.867486 3.5473945 8.067131 1.305839
122.70631 86.787 169.45311 0.7879308 0.6052222 1.0257967 0.21531543 0.304502 0.5322617 82.7336 72.3917 93.0755 1.8884844 1.7474642 2.0615897 0.0907804
133.66924 125.44589 138.7193 0.5897764 0.5748373 0.6051037 0.01513651 0.02140626 0.0309094 62.1141 56.304802 67.9234 0.84074676 0.727293 1.1235095 0.12382179
108.222404 93.2602 135.4522 0.66052914 0.5042319 0.865274 0.18504897 0.26169875 0.36740738 55.48385 48.2104 62.7573 1.6006194 1.5097461 1.6641418 0.04765928
4174.55 1736.9843 6224.032 1.4347719 1.3717884 1.5006472 0.06447271 0.09117817 0.07875852 10990.574 10735.051 11246.097 0.932722 0.8114404 1 0.06519939
59.45657 38.9426 76.5271 0.4579898 0.45308024 0.4629526 0.00493638 0.00698109 0.00878577 25.4273 21.668098 29.186499 1.5231293 1 2.2344785 0.3695909
330.3427 188.0978 420.9727 1.0857961 0.99999994 1.1789533 0.08967935 0.12682575 0.50000024 383.24518 326.01422 440.4761 0.55084234 0.5404404 0.55611813 0.00525106
341.77698 271.8438 386.3151 0.88590753 0.6109146 1.284684 0.35335642 0.49972144 0.7994044 226.93234 174.886 278.9787 1.1261867 1.010939 1.2998815 0.08448815
198.6884 104.7798 313.5842 1.8129765 1.4271722 2.3030744 0.44651935 0.6314737 0.24342415 269.81366 242.6227 297.0046 0.5370215 0.4398356 0.7755028 0.10135516
190.6607 58.125496 284.45642 1.2959532 1.2354524 1.3594167 0.06202943 0.08772286 0.11609859 202.9778 165.6604 240.2952 0.32678428 0.2465304 0.41406092 0.0503295
877.0219 738.6293 1134.766 0.2194751 0.1987488 0.24236283 0.02187884 0.03094135 0.04158278 119.667 115.0074 124.3266 2.9598958 1.8595041 4.5077267 0.7985059
86.578636 54.8863 117.157906 1.7561876 1.6348634 1.8865151 0.1260413 0.1782493 0.08049425 147.7938 147.2851 148.30249 0.9911754 0.9867923 1 0.00439285
42.54843 8.537001 60.1563 1.5363315 1.5207309 1.5520923 0.01568128 0.02217668 0.01512909 58.936146 50.255898 67.616394 0.17496908 0.04898974 0.39205647 0.15878978
72.41417 50.1475 90.0591 1.0132904 1 1.0267574 0.01337946 0.01892141 0.5 64.992905 61.425697 68.560104 0.7650412 0.68868107 0.8063399 0.04030612
519.3647 379.45898 649.5949 1.2537873 1.2464167 1.2612015 0.0073925 0.01045457 0.01659239 752.59827 705.8109 799.3856 0.80507725 0.79265934 0.8304998 0.01251698
106.29589 76.003296 160.85269 1.8328263 1.8226506 1.8430587 0.01020418 0.01443089 0.00584987 143.3529 124.4567 162.24911 0.8724074 0.68361664 1 0.10783088
41.652233 14.142399 68.191895 1.7223336 1.5375595 1.9293126 0.19672208 0.27820703 0.13100223 54.5845 41.1317 68.0373 0.4303318 0.37807104 0.4842427 0.03096416
57.963806 17.303501 91.8619 1.5203576 1.2869138 1.7961478 0.25700408 0.36345866 0.24108483 61.1121 59.3682 62.855995 0.1468212 0.0429731 0.35648537 0.12972409
89.21056 51.1969 140.3964 0.9632056 0.78548956 1.1811297 0.2006131 0.28370976 0.8842791 52.892998 49.4174 56.3686 1.141382 0.9093907 1.5404261 0.1818541
113 625824 18 457901 302 3357 0 879142 0 7728906 1 0 11418725 0 16148515 18 43405 13 626499 23 2416 21 861822 13 401389 35 039646 6 436891
95.38173 79.629295 115.3155 0.8338706 0.82583773 0.84198153 0.00807215 0.01141574 0.03388751 110.61146 104.15201 117.07091 1.2893826 1.1260389 1.3797361 0.08762954
1036.679 976.85925 1112.6964 0.97385377 0.9139175 1.0377208 0.06198506 0.0876601 0.748437 1562.2722 1357.7562 1766.7882 1.3258077 1.3201698 1.3371558 0.00565
64.04486 42.4336 85.5366 1.1148641 1 1.242922 0.1219421 0.17245217 0.5 58.990852 57.255703 60.725998 0.68937 0.587986 0.8861878 0.08865991
84.0253 60.3002 116.2408 1.2565976 1.2050971 1.310299 0.05263171 0.07443249 0.11535861 124.9095 102.66521 147.1538 1.0677319 0.78990275 1.4897149 0.20135954
136.18904 31.7002 242.58301 2.2206392 2.0855258 2.364506 0.13967365 0.19752836 0.04998908 409.51678 407.31772 411.71588 0.8073185 0.4776672 1.0495536 0.22326745
105.01124 78.0638 122.413605 1.1132588 0.99885553 1.2407652 0.12143135 0.17172986 0.5033793 80.06035 60.7088 99.411896 2.4446676 2.0414708 3.2203455 0.34722495
2668.6575 1020.7792 4149.823 1.2587838 0.9682218 1.636543 0.34206524 0.4837533 0.5416773 3195.283 2800.1887 3590.3772 1.7120565 1.259157 2.3193247 0.30908754
553.51654 231.4382 749.2492 1.4753882 1.3997517 1.5551118 0.07775187 0.10995775 0.08562324 1340.2775 1179.1941 1501.3608 1.0820546 0.7326306 1.3150166 0.21714906
46.357765 30.3545 69.3763 0.50048476 0.49538946 0.50563246 0.00512167 0.00724313 0.00941084 45.72355 43.0786 48.3685 2.2931287 1.5912405 2.7528005 0.42966902
69.7511 30.4267 104.26 1.0078766 1 1.0158154 0.00790785 0.01118339 0.5 100.89336 93.2412 108.5455 0.6122227 0.58092624 0.62849754 0.01607064
252.08586 180.5945 332.6299 1.7614944 1.7367699 1.7865708 0.02490206 0.03521683 0.0158913 583.77344 552.2753 615.2716 1.2409444 0.79509634 1.5503103 0.2868006
288.3274 147.2607 437.2554 1.8894385 1.7325215 2.0605676 0.1644354 0.23254678 0.08621714 669.3617 656.9413 681.7821 1.2999402 0.6362891 1.8580517 0.5125464
217.4536 134.6401 268.5918 0.69800854 0.6564186 0.7422336 0.04296154 0.0607568 0.10774007 185.53575 161.6283 209.4432 1.3535408 1.3232998 1.3689194 0.01529341
43.381664 25.4705 54.319595 1.6023376 1.4586076 1.7602307 0.15125729 0.2139101 0.12526156 76.88095 74.895004 78.866905 1.2782784 0.83971447 1.5771475 0.27771306
90.2291 75.97951 113.4957 1.0333617 1 1.0678364 0.03393038 0.04798481 0.5 168.4014 151.45691 185.3459 1.2920262 1.2526934 1.3744354 0.03997254
180.71126 164.39099 191.40439 0.952829 0.7436057 1.2209201 0.24367924 0.34461448 0.8774607 135.38435 93.9638 176.8049 0.9121496 0.87116235 1 0.04200323
34.745632 28.8979 38.3059 0.7661021 0.7642908 0.76791763 0.00181342 0.00256457 0.00565563 43.95305 40.858997 47.047104 1.3253344 1.1993412 1.6184192 0.13338795
117.80677 95.6462 153.3862 0.9759506 0.9048678 1.0526173 0.07401592 0.10467432 0.8017384 88.917206 88.252205 89.5822 0.7216444 0.6998597 0.76726913 0.02213587
48.241367 27.775902 63.156197 1.112797 1.0219853 1.211678 0.09507621 0.13445807 0.42820084 46.357048 36.174896 56.5392 1.8917611 1.4965453 2.387006 0.25848487
785.6716 609.02856 1085.5142 1.264295 1.2282107 1.3014395 0.03662465 0.05179508 0.07820968 1000.3337 834.7057 1165.9617 1.4529206 1.3833048 1.5360246 0.04420822
298.24036 137.4884 485.7486 1.7449231 1.5990375 1.9041183 0.15292928 0.21627465 0.09903404 379.24524 295.1593 463.33118 0.61433625 0.5038513 0.7132855 0.06396094
60.59413 30.987501 90.0004 0.88687795 0.8562462 0.9186056 0.03119257 0.04411295 0.18133108 37.424698 31.002998 43.8464 1.33312 1.2808557 1.4120648 0.03933525
94.68076 15.003099 138.8428 2.2346952 2.0089953 2.4857512 0.23928308 0.33839738 0.08380618 110.62979 84.0942 137.16539 0.22921479 0.13528173 0.3218402 0.06469094
35.3919 29.514002 46.9896 1.3306977 1.2726886 1.3913507 0.05937038 0.08396239 0.09852285 57.5691 51.1075 64.0307 1.4829724 1 1.8059245 0.30089808
. . . . . . . 0 5. . . . . . . .
1626.0217 900.9279 2407.5332 0.6142424 0.59821725 0.6306967 0.01624351 0.0229718 0.03449754 986.8465 893.7882 1079.9048 1.5378364 1.5312366 1.5511215 0.0066141
44.70867 3.482401 77.9326 1.1521031 0.79862815 1.6620269 0.45218536 0.6394867 0.76527107 49.452904 26.421202 72.484604 0.01 0.01 0.01 0
103.40763 66.98219 130.6553 0.57610327 0.46815953 0.7089356 0.12214807 0.17274345 0.22908558 47.0886 43.8295 50.347702 2.0374656 1.8864067 2.264634 0.11162973
545.56177 493.8658 614.3156 0.6695776 0.63878435 0.70185524 0.03155877 0.04463084 0.07438298 200.45319 177.45781 223.44858 1.3296362 0.90329313 2.8809857 0.5774464
104.409996 76.0396 138.7925 1.3316998 1.2459004 1.4234079 0.08888522 0.12570268 0.14542331 113.92204 105.784 122.0601 0.41941726 0.21776439 0.6053581 0.14972374
267.80838 47.2326 395.7309 1.2354023 1.1330651 1.3469825 0.10722613 0.15164064 0.24718496 189.60391 179.813 199.3948 0.22110787 0.18509986 0.28946963 0.03071732
44.5498 15.0289 68.394196 1.7609466 1.734863 1.7874223 0.0262816 0.03716779 0.0167855 64.4841 54.689396 74.2788 0.45595416 0.27643445 0.63569903 0.12199774
660.4279 542.4684 768.2781 0.68342483 0.6539572 0.7142203 0.03015108 0.04264006 0.07338843 503.28748 447.045 559.5299 0.85951865 0.68102235 1.3691251 0.20848958
37.986572 3.7124996 66.18381 1.7945231 1 3.2203133 1.2571094 1.7778212 0.5 175.34985 74.7678 275.93192 2.1985834 2.0846071 2.4455714 0.11728597
2182.5078 40.682404 5165.813 0.03903621 0.03305362 0.04610161 0.0065849 0.00931246 0.03262583 29.019499 26.178497 31.8605 1.7938464 1 5.7723923 1.3839103
33.563667 18.630398 53.304203 1.5856602 1.4995736 1.6766888 0.08864971 0.12536962 0.07671133 74.80475 73.8829 75.72659 1.0041286 0.77945554 1.1396941 0.12870768
29.126833 17.187899 40.0741 1.7542125 1.5136681 2.0329833 0.26155812 0.36989903 0.16337681 67.1722 61.853905 72.4905 1.6374428 1.6223912 1.645021 0.00756074
185.32231 105.6237 247.9245 1.6685314 1.4476773 1.9230784 0.23931193 0.33843818 0.17223246 227.23831 226.3683 228.1083 0.6391514 0.3753014 1 0.19465898
61.009968 33.151 80.824005 2.191754 2.0754879 2.3145335 0.11964131 0.16919836 0.04414913 95.7533 77.530304 113.9763 0.7548961 0.6510259 0.9708162 0.09659951
209.53247 81.9569 442.37988 2.026524 1.8641773 2.2030091 0.16981083 0.24014878 0.07491418 431.27405 424.651 437.8971 0.67603636 0.55584675 1 0.13623299
489.1978 376.448 640.5788 1.3199589 1.1046851 1.5771841 0.23878029 0.33768633 0.3630473 487.51736 468.0828 506.95193 0.3880105 0.18258429 0.65438557 0.16827972
641.5952 462.39432 917.55023 0.75318396 0.5672861 1 0.22235687 0.3144601 0.5 270.32617 162.6612 377.99112 0.83716196 0.74313396 0.92247593 0.05321766
380.79706 270.5803 451.7242 0.920243 0.7764325 1.0906901 0.15866026 0.2243795 0.7103913 432.3111 388.46008 476.1621 1.517922 1.3551438 1.6065029 0.08630069
74.0246 54.958797 109.259094 0.83729863 0.62821496 1.1159699 0.25083235 0.35473052 0.64756066 56.868896 48.4496 65.28819 1.781606 1.242286 2.4431572 0.3605153
87.868095 72.509796 103.8893 0.61863244 0.6065334 0.63097286 0.01222131 0.01728355 0.02616821 57.356247 54.582798 60.1297 1.0123929 0.87098795 1.0914844 0.07647846
224.4931 47.3471 500.9479 1.7479479 1.7013083 1.7958663 0.04729054 0.06687892 0.030807 979.9159 939.6649 1020.16693 2.9924333 2.830631 3.3443131 0.16672724
1179.7334 796.8003 1761.0497 1.9226155 1.8233587 2.0272756 0.10205406 0.14432624 0.05150968 2375.8374 2174.026 2577.6492 0.9768055 0.7748722 1.1108543 0.11449324
43.0849 39.0374 46.0166 0.58470696 0.577872 0.5916228 0.00687575 0.00972378 0.01394683 31.1296 29.376198 32.883003 1.202353 1.1344105 1.3506896 0.07011558
730.7554 605.2652 884.5957 0.350902 0.3483604 0.3534621 0.00255091 0.00360753 0.00441897 192.47064 167.4219 217.5194 3.062153 2.377302 4.222963 0.5299
200.70808 77.9768 357.3925 1.5094017 1.4877924 1.5313247 0.0217677 0.03078418 0.02228796 241.57864 228.6125 254.5448 0.77111125 0.724611 0.8732555 0.04810087
39.36973 31.623499 48.1448 1.0165461 0.99872786 1.0346824 0.01797914 0.02542635 0.5237578 53.132698 48.583603 57.681797 1.0185102 0.95219713 1.053379 0.03431437
68.5049 44.9715 83.21 1.6526748 1.5249693 1.7910745 0.13334025 0.18857159 0.10104942 150.55295 128.3492 172.7567 0.7552419 0.7323909 0.7669333 0.01160395
130.8149 16.7558 205.7431 0.51497066 0.49665198 0.533965 0.01866467 0.02639583 0.03471093 83.33475 80.6753 85.9942 1.0868921 1 1.283983 0.09103598
51 016533 14 982101 73 9143 0 34578246 0 22724523 0 52615196 0 15893231 0 22476423 0 23965074 16 52225 11 9884 21 056099 1 859018 1 5857471 2 4384115 0 25698903
600.8613 311.2797 840.2895 0.72867084 0.701146 0.75727624 0.02807899 0.0397097 0.07706556 390.7976 379.2185 402.3767 1.1747593 1 1.2732784 0.09506735
423.11725 390.7236 446.1555 0.54157794 0.5185187 0.5656627 0.0235869 0.03335691 0.04509217 206.24387 169.18321 243.3045 2.758454 2.2364538 3.6806686 0.4182323
212.52359 93.20329 365.7085 0.22583184 0.18427898 0.27675438 0.0468865 0.06630752 0.08646255 28.8348 19.3536 38.316 1.3514075 1.016026 1.7876227 0.22491641
50.0877 37.989502 58.245304 1.5375639 1.2266243 1.9273243 0.35644484 0.5040891 0.30786327 61.673553 56.2738 67.0733 0.73760027 0.5243786 0.8983877 0.1291709
93.7946 60.4628 141.1705 0.5351034 0.52368546 0.54677033 0.01154422 0.01632599 0.02195071 42.672096 38.8541 46.490097 1.1282008 1 1.4360157 0.13758692
3.9159343 -1.0001984 9.770802 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 1 -5.158901 -8.397202 -1.9206009 2.29573 0.73917943 22.144344 9.002093
687.56665 163.84021 1259.3071 1.2883633 1.2545549 1.3230829 0.03427212 0.04846809 0.06657058 1340.8584 1214.2096 1467.5072 0.62030226 0.5767996 0.7173981 0.04528287
65.471535 49.676804 84.628105 0.63750434 0.6347305 0.6402902 0.00277985 0.0039313 0.00616596 47.27285 44.2617 50.283997 0.96557546 0.85268515 1.2381728 0.12145922
54.094666 38.6814 77.623 1.4567741 1.4212558 1.4931799 0.03596937 0.05086837 0.041708 59.017246 53.554497 64.479996 0.8966287 0.72083837 0.99999994 0.09871435
67.75574 25.636301 92.4998 0.4640316 0.3375148 0.63797307 0.15553252 0.2199562 0.25021875 28.66685 23.556599 33.7771 1.6820452 1.3114194 1.9084324 0.21179393
61.044968 49.3015 69.220604 1.161552 1.1166551 1.2082539 0.04582312 0.06480367 0.16385525 96.7845 86.414 107.155 0.8897568 0.86928195 0.93216467 0.02072254
239.86621 44.042297 370.0216 0.2573534 0.11021127 0.60094374 0.3262338 0.46136427 0.35552612 61.041904 23.769001 98.314804 2.2699907 2.1406202 2.3411505 0.06667474
230.44943 104.9668 347.0633 1.0481249 1 1.0985658 0.04931923 0.06974793 0.5 251.69745 222.8427 280.5522 1.369578 1.2902917 1.4110299 0.04086421
31.874266 18.938198 49.0704 0.6167045 0.459392 0.8278865 0.18977785 0.2683864 0.34835 16.54655 9.8034 23.2897 2.6097913 1.6520184 6.0714383 1.2687092
51.80543 33.5699 76.66139 0.7877028 0.6827984 0.9087246 0.1137391 0.16085137 0.3435326 30.68435 30.538097 30.8306 2.2540746 1.9343424 2.9001415 0.28969038
88.20723 68.134995 101.1873 1.0412631 1.014317 1.0689249 0.02731019 0.03862245 0.366229 77.17275 64.6006 89.7449 0.8527579 0.7342597 1.028152 0.08502095
128.93309 68.1406 178.9136 1.3982733 1.2578448 1.5543796 0.14882371 0.2104685 0.19468309 140.8841 136.3328 145.4354 0.59345496 0.45971066 0.7435992 0.08408687
67.76277 38.136703 100.9941 0.90348095 0.89411914 0.9129408 0.00941117 0.0133094 0.06510232 65.2973 61.531998 69.06261 1.0063864 1 1.0192817 0.00640692
81.1703 62.316597 118.3049 1.6905063 1.3890615 2.0573688 0.33852255 0.47874317 0.22788393 101.20799 95.3198 107.09619 0.8256029 0.6809957 1.0836596 0.11718286
79.741066 14.2174015 125.977 0.26616585 0.19767313 0.35839093 0.08282267 0.11712895 0.14074974 17.28225 14.551399 20.0131 2.0870523 1.7448007 2.4665139 0.21051748
42.762165 32.3917 49.666298 1.0528382 1 1.1084682 0.05428208 0.07676645 0.5 67.67875 66.5517 68.8058 1.2321216 1.1198566 1.4915433 0.11852349
79.94583 30.685402 114.2525 0.45319507 0.34277835 0.59917957 0.13164747 0.18617763 0.21593562 26.704351 22.961601 30.447102 1.5262502 1.1720077 1.846261 0.2109133
17.9484 14.172501 20.3586 0.80995333 0.79367507 0.8265655 0.01644748 0.02326025 0.0611316 28.853651 27.4743 30.233002 1.5386264 1.4976473 1.6239793 0.04155748
121.79574 73.2605 166.2046 1.001912 0.9476458 1.0592858 0.05587776 0.07902308 0.97817016 171.80255 169.66211 173.94301 1.2122351 1.194393 1.2487227 0.01797759
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
121.19747 42.0254 201.9454 0.27734327 0.12680359 0.6066019 0.30407315 0.4300244 0.3488078 29.558403 12.771301 46.345505 1.9517341 1.4810667 2.6203103 0.32864362
160.82436 88.7824 266.6569 0.39359573 0.21516185 0.7200049 0.2884261 0.4078961 0.3659006 50.203148 28.3757 72.030594 1.3300341 1.1197603 1.5839331 0.13417052
408.24698 229.8397 512.94116 1.4118037 1.155322 1.7252245 0.2888364 0.40847632 0.3352397 470.41534 441.13028 499.70038 0.55728245 0.53594637 0.56916887 0.01089271
131.49597 38.173798 205.68709 2.1566045 1.6960846 2.7421646 0.53335524 0.7542782 0.19285673 200.75005 180.3328 221.1673 0.43044683 0.30673143 0.6150476 0.08922826
37.830536 1.8348999 66.4523 1.7642295 1.4903029 2.0885055 0.3019752 0.42705742 0.1839209 69.44025 48.774498 90.105995 0.02514873 0.01 0.15905541 0.04993171
56.5518 15.171898 102.0336 1.5916406 1.1542987 2.194683 0.5389107 0.7621348 0.3850494 60.81425 34.6874 86.9411 0.2113092 0.09778202 0.64877695 0.1583724
56.516033 8.7024 100.2 1.1093485 1 1.2306541 0.11574297 0.16368528 0.5 55.81025 42.565598 69.0549 0.09247145 0.03069627 0.19487801 0.06721458
166.44478 90.8328 262.3543 1.3778377 1.3610123 1.3948711 0.01693023 0.02394297 0.02439219 275.07825 253.0011 297.1554 0.83982563 0.80650175 0.91066104 0.0340449
147.46964 128.59181 166.981 0.5905342 0.5692965 0.61256427 0.02164357 0.03060864 0.04419652 91.7911 88.899 94.6832 1.0063989 0.9189604 1.2070266 0.09204204
92.27337 49.0247 119.239296 0.6533999 0.64849216 0.6583448 0.00492642 0.00696701 0.01127736 46.879448 40.097298 53.6616 1.2188863 1.0097461 1.5685711 0.16189732
275.4717 152.20001 421.95422 1.7253658 1.3948512 2.1341968 0.37535548 0.5308328 0.2366601 324.1829 300.077 348.2888 0.8551171 0.76501393 0.91062576 0.04785136
82.5242 68.217896 96.460106 1.3900956 1.287029 1.501416 0.10740607 0.1518951 0.14626804 68.469406 53.958702 82.9801 0.7762993 0.56316817 0.916658 0.12705386
57.937935 48.1664 68.8993 1.7784961 1.3888636 2.2774363 0.4535858 0.6414672 0.2582519 131.7365 108.386696 155.0863 1.1661437 1.1538206 1.1911858 0.01238961
79.68293 33.5472 111.916794 0.7138763 0.43260053 1.1780369 0.40749702 0.5762878 0.6229324 53.209 23.185701 83.2323 3.0373757 2.500424 3.4492137 0.30225766
143.93443 56.146698 192.6136 1.8227062 1.5238332 2.180198 0.3317403 0.46915162 0.18457055 174.16464 167.03859 181.29071 0.5371707 0.5060172 0.55378246 0.01605845
111.26034 59.7272 151.39581 0.4410827 0.23310928 0.83460397 0.34947738 0.49423563 0.42136395 38.64305 20.7985 56.487602 1.947429 1.508896 2.6001446 0.3135599
72.23956 43.674797 97.0909 0.5192938 0.42316586 0.6372585 0.108569 0.15353976 0.19275956 29.329102 27.380102 31.2781 1.0404085 0.9033782 1.1903254 0.08331399
50.611332 20.513302 85.0603 1.380234 0.9001662 2.1163268 0.6481791 0.9166637 0.58873475 48.719448 23.7698 73.6691 0.59160596 0.5543462 0.654461 0.03033871
341.48038 214.00119 467.6878 1.2519912 1.1104 1.4116372 0.15134628 0.21403596 0.3122608 264.79636 259.9935 269.5992 0.592606 0.4480683 0.6869673 0.08411754
54.7893 33.2465 83.8701 1.6604122 1.2256993 2.2493029 0.5281639 0.74693656 0.34340885 62.14315 36.35 87.9363 0.6467738 0.46441013 0.9116062 0.12965411
56.474964 8.8832 97.2726 1.3492411 1.1973739 1.5203704 0.1622706 0.22948529 0.24149492 42.090446 31.482899 52.697998 0.04358902 0.01 0.09659472 0.05095394
55.22983 32.697 72.56999 1.1712167 1.11334 1.232102 0.0594319 0.0840494 0.19754583 50.43095 41.0195 59.8424 0.60018146 0.5006743 0.7733624 0.07940183
97.70833 84.7398 115.6654 0.7332798 0.7254933 0.74114984 0.00782855 0.01107124 0.02189852 55.882347 52.6744 59.090298 0.9358959 0.8197524 1 0.06220869
289.86356 152.82811 496.87164 0.43287203 0.3383718 0.5537642 0.109932 0.15546732 0.18212578 84.39986 75.308105 93.49161 2.6852863 2.3838816 3.3129828 0.28524563
109.9349 69.1967 178.88 1.0690341 1 1.142834 0.07152326 0.10114917 0.5 109.145744 87.0885 131.20299 1.2208507 1.0607551 1.4398265 0.10935727
65.0057 31.329 88.2273 1.937284 1.9346046 1.9399672 0.00268124 0.00379185 0.00133239 100.95585 86.959305 114.95239 0.6586705 0.5285817 1 0.14220113
80.60059 73.1483 91.181 1.1495492 1.0217984 1.2932723 0.13636866 0.1928544 0.446744 88.3177 83.9353 92.7001 0.705403 0.68390596 0.71640354 0.01091765
514.5575 238.99931 762.5264 0.45349675 0.34118783 0.6027744 0.13444984 0.19014078 0.21990108 145.71614 124.5344 166.89789 3.7681794 3.0902207 5.475281 0.7233133
134 59224 95 874405 154 8431 0 25345716 0 13089304 0 49078643 0 2116726 0 29935026 0 28564802 32 23315 16 769299 47 697002 1 8513484 1 0574615 4 577159 0 99709004
111.0673 74.622696 173.986 0.50575197 0.27647686 0.925159 0.3706014 0.5241095 0.46152687 46.3143 26.1782 66.4504 1.9308938 1.5172215 2.4610987 0.27362594
56.59847 52.945602 59.103798 1.3127813 1.2997758 1.325917 0.01307102 0.01848521 0.02327966 150.6096 138.8708 162.3484 0.8529711 0.3848678 1.2698303 0.38400146
32.95483 28.118898 37.936295 1.3499864 1.3309451 1.3693001 0.01917879 0.0271229 0.03011243 62.14605 57.0399 67.2522 1.1942188 1.07294 1.2599059 0.064082
60.473698 45.812798 74.6677 0.7300073 0.54772216 0.9729579 0.21868075 0.3092613 0.47102842 34.13045 26.768501 41.4924 0.95585483 0.93659204 0.9656343 0.00973052
369.8568 155.10681 577.1066 1.2018719 1.118973 1.2909122 0.08611627 0.1217868 0.23599616 294.1731 253.36751 334.9787 0.7185657 0.69857657 0.76027626 0.02028455
30.1497 1.8908997 79.0879 1.030542 1 1.0620168 0.03101778 0.04386577 0.5 51.678898 46.618797 56.739 3.5000892 1.7089732 5.009 1.3857914
644.8669 409.0616 793.1908 1.0617999 0.99999994 1.1274191 0.06378607 0.09020712 0.5000003 498.3485 459.4622 537.2348 0.6891472 0.6532755 0.76201165 0.03472131
839.2515 737.6325 918.6746 0.82132775 0.62828374 1.0736856 0.22819868 0.32272166 0.59663785 635.2249 390.57208 879.87775 3.0259109 2.1445863 5.041534 0.82967055
151.13263 90.8401 238.09119 0.6268314 0.49502337 0.79373556 0.15219858 0.2152413 0.29792416 45.963203 29.522902 62.403503 1.8229098 1.263784 3.1019073 0.5247785
75.503265 59.492302 106.945404 1.4287868 1.3786489 1.4807479 0.05107126 0.07222566 0.06352015 129.4753 116.07539 142.8752 0.95589733 0.8734413 1 0.04318142
228.56412 152.4703 367.3905 1.3297191 1.2498642 1.414676 0.0825114 0.11668874 0.13623959 263.06317 243.05069 283.07568 0.45088696 0.42070854 0.5124474 0.02897452
657.2217 471.91702 937.492 0.38287497 0.24961326 0.5872815 0.17998827 0.25454184 0.26686332 290.27756 208.4761 372.079 2.0344038 1.7743461 2.258451 0.14599779
148.72751 117.779 195.5523 0.86543256 0.85481083 0.87618625 0.01068826 0.01511548 0.05426521 176.09135 161.94771 190.235 1.4857185 1.4583495 1.5420071 0.02763141
141.99033 103.11379 209.41849 0.6137803 0.6099168 0.61766833 0.00387581 0.00548122 0.00823515 136.25879 127.844696 144.6729 1.2250549 1.0969181 1.527982 0.13659398
1369.8126 764.17993 1877.6836 0.62816393 0.49905765 0.7906701 0.14843884 0.20992422 0.29253572 623.671 566.50116 680.8409 1.1440861 1.0013733 1.3418502 0.09835681
228.34773 184.6572 314.7248 1.40687 1.3893096 1.4246522 0.01767221 0.02499228 0.02341342 376.87238 355.94598 397.7988 1.0718596 1 1.2314414 0.07465128
2418.3652 1539.0632 3541.755 0.35217476 0.15406935 0.805008 0.42577887 0.6021422 0.4265001 825.7893 332.7415 1318.8372 2.6956542 2.2234142 3.8958883 0.50946206
779.696 397.3923 1337.7263 0.34551275 0.21202563 0.5630407 0.19098769 0.27009737 0.2742086 173.03235 114.8028 231.2619 3.386086 2.1150599 5.8342185 1.0686084
238.4658 155.23901 295.62222 1.0170878 0.9372341 1.1037452 0.08344163 0.11800429 0.8699206 250.56956 236.45511 264.68402 2.3479316 1.8374605 3.6458154 0.53718513
72.1149 52.299805 111.1158 0.71236444 0.67455816 0.7522896 0.03890429 0.05501898 0.10148841 51.459 45.177704 57.740295 1.0264975 1 1.0816175 0.02685928
3998.5269 3395.9116 4644.9116 0.7932717 0.7755746 0.8113727 0.01790208 0.02531736 0.06182497 2673.0132 2365.4 2980.6265 2.406808 1.5325276 3.637623 0.63178784
1580.8606 1466.9004 1725.4434 1.043495 1 1.0888819 0.0444678 0.06288696 0.5 2098.7104 1867.2865 2330.1343 0.74489874 0.7329532 0.7693771 0.01204475
1355.7035 1060.8119 1589.9895 0.85911983 0.8211851 0.8988069 0.03883731 0.05492425 0.18402977 1163.4814 1032.2157 1294.7473 0.97273433 0.92041296 1 0.02690596
262.02838 201.3976 308.845 0.76419085 0.7271513 0.8031172 0.03801425 0.05376027 0.11629684 224.58356 198.2433 250.9238 1.1618929 1.1466244 1.1930424 0.01537166
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
182.89693 53.1871 327.1441 0.71028537 0.50450534 1 0.25791594 0.3647482 0.5 94.31345 52.2083 136.41861 2.440993 1.850112 3.250734 0.405358
964.5187 619.9667 1433.4316 0.55054617 0.38643387 0.7843543 0.20773411 0.2937804 0.3407717 370.42688 291.70868 449.1451 2.0418026 1.7170876 2.7535262 0.3118308
2838.175 1369.7095 3646.9548 0.6428744 0.6234782 0.6628741 0.01970413 0.02786585 0.04407388 1084.274 968.1409 1200.4071 1.8024867 1.5973895 2.1586368 0.16665594
23711.791 5483.58 55390.605 0.91206783 0.8624525 0.96453744 0.05109577 0.07226033 0.34763902 13228.0625 13066.56 13389.566 1.4165677 1.2675258 1.4975373 0.07892279
620.6203 443.7501 853.5402 0.7497771 0.50440305 1.1145167 0.32216617 0.45561177 0.6000234 442.66748 330.8259 554.50903 2.094358 1.4908899 3.2039788 0.48951507
1104.4421 952.17664 1228.2631 0.66388214 0.34454003 1.2792113 0.5482746 0.77537733 0.64458245 891.47424 302.4801 1480.4684 2.8555489 2.393969 3.4227903 0.29715356
113.22273 70.5778 174.5117 0.98161274 0.96367496 0.99988437 0.01810676 0.02560682 0.49801037 105.52175 100.2815 110.762 1.2543125 1.2195072 1.3269315 0.03531828
1271.0879 602.79126 2255.3542 0.99214965 0.9385748 1.0487826 0.05516058 0.07800883 0.91021466 1010.3065 886.0095 1134.6035 1.4133832 1.3436513 1.4495947 0.0357726
154.92253 114.62511 224.1989 1.4973234 1.4690441 1.526147 0.02855492 0.04038275 0.03004745 222.00455 202.6922 241.3169 0.95930845 0.8828254 1 0.03990382
457.16895 292.5264 561.236 0.6799278 0.6696322 0.69038177 0.01037558 0.01467329 0.02516669 372.98578 353.2784 392.6931 1.0892065 1.0000745 1.29201 0.09350152
74.434135 37.0439 117.6362 0.9962501 0.78763443 1.2601205 0.240696 0.34039554 0.9898217 53.226597 48.089798 58.363396 1.5745757 1.4136207 1.9157802 0.15579893
53.605362 28.4674 74.08679 1.878262 1.6971259 2.0787308 0.1914594 0.27076447 0.10154967 76.34725 73.5432 79.151306 0.671482 0.50895566 0.8601412 0.10399786
107.01196 97.9827 115.2483 0.75958806 0.7462081 0.77320796 0.01350137 0.01909381 0.04108733 76.19095 69.660995 82.720894 1.3463384 1.0180879 1.5482416 0.19091423
46.673367 37.4327 53.2471 0.68092656 0.65524834 0.707611 0.02619424 0.03704425 0.06346747 45.1873 40.389202 49.985397 1.7409006 1.723711 1.7495595 0.00863764
639.27203 409.2638 946.55524 0.7011905 0.49166808 1 0.26544297 0.37539303 0.5 282.41565 222.1239 342.7074 2.3212175 1.8837202 2.8768077 0.28702322
204.37416 147.9234 260.9314 0.67742413 0.6540499 0.70163375 0.02380172 0.03366071 0.0572436 153.7974 148.7193 158.87549 1.4206982 1.3070787 1.4811596 0.05928746
75.69463 54.2212 105.87 1.0648134 0.7549017 1.5019537 0.38903475 0.55017823 0.88503593 70.77905 56.4141 85.144 2.1454275 2.0741594 2.226883 0.04417376
81.794464 51.961697 113.4339 2.037232 1.7540307 2.366158 0.30837157 0.43610325 0.13198206 143.83844 142.1814 145.4955 0.85540605 0.71450263 1.1692194 0.13669111
51.252937 19.4378 72.8345 1.3734785 1.2067771 1.5632077 0.17921716 0.25345135 0.24647161 61.503555 60.964703 62.042404 0.25418305 0.17553031 0.31649554 0.04857771
153.1478 102.4518 242.22562 0.8069008 0.7629475 0.8533862 0.04526671 0.0640168 0.16256735 113.01545 99.0556 126.975296 1.5488125 1.4299327 1.6119088 0.06191897
69.382 47.9578 105.6662 1.571395 1.5396484 1.6037962 0.03207839 0.04536569 0.02872885 92.79285 84.59711 100.988594 1.0086335 0.9760872 1.0770179 0.03310968
37.8032 9.5130005 72.6672 1.1207236 1.0273849 1.2225423 0.09782547 0.1383461 0.41491285 78.50874 66.4286 90.5889 1.301897 1.2275337 1.3407514 0.03831067
827.2896 697.3008 1029.0585 1.0207593 1 1.0419497 0.02097783 0.02966713 0.5 760.6634 693.3758 827.951 0.642851 0.62992805 0.64941156 0.00652781
702.9564 266.27182 1304.667 0.85433173 0.7533801 0.96881074 0.10828698 0.1531409 0.42906278 326.23956 322.1927 330.2864 2.1499429 1.6877253 3.0349941 0.3896948
406.78632 282.1131 505.72043 1.2229476 1.2182313 1.2276821 0.00472542 0.00668275 0.01222053 488.77252 453.6377 523.90735 0.891816 0.8421955 1 0.05118016
257.052 178.7788 360.7569 0.9634124 0.9297458 0.9982981 0.03429062 0.04849426 0.48511642 296.4193 265.7861 327.0525 1.4585509 1.4543797 1.4669294 0.00417729
39.675 30.0002 45.807697 1.1279123 1.1214426 1.1344193 0.00648846 0.00917607 0.0304016 57.59115 54.002598 61.179695 1.0741652 0.962314 1.1348755 0.05919083
63.02753 39.079697 76.238 1.0071337 0.9823334 1.0325601 0.02511855 0.03552299 0.8231901 146.01416 132.4627 159.5656 1.5380737 1.4976146 1.6223001 0.04102249
358 9957 269 50092 432 67142 1 0924541 0 8219765 1 4519345 0 32377928 0 45789304 0 80813676 486 3152 321 6042 651 0262 0 7297685 0 6864246 0 75245625 0 02235794
174.06297 110.8082 297.8016 0.7559431 0.71129966 0.8033885 0.04610137 0.06519718 0.13638073 135.6702 118.263 153.07741 1.7775565 1.6395196 2.0894747 0.1443985
46.352837 32.7286 72.03931 2.099649 1.8874183 2.335744 0.22501549 0.31821996 0.09083327 62.930397 60.9428 64.918 0.61869013 0.4958796 0.75636905 0.07652352
297.1244 209.2233 349.4398 1.1548833 1.1514243 1.1583525 0.00346411 0.00489899 0.01325894 354.87854 331.7928 377.9643 0.67329466 0.67284524 0.67419446 4.50E-04
68.51483 66.002 71.9099 1.2296404 1.2195169 1.2398478 0.01016569 0.01437646 0.02544525 90.600006 85.1816 96.0184 0.71237147 0.6301183 0.9104904 0.08839835
59.402397 19.7174 127.3657 0.57636434 0.5670604 0.58582085 0.00938105 0.01326681 0.01879694 58.3519 55.327896 61.3759 1.4686817 1.3104604 1.8447402 0.16905476
43.302 10.652399 62.9206 0.9078869 0.8964719 0.91944724 0.01148828 0.01624688 0.08288357 62.855446 59.371098 66.3398 1.2086008 1.1034988 1.2648481 0.05506314
7506.3716 6746.491 8977.126 0.54160076 0.49273047 0.59531814 0.05144733 0.07275751 0.09740707 3161.7246 3023.9983 3299.4507 1.4656637 1.1712327 1.8403009 0.19367008
34.7501 13.5405 67.076706 2.0763803 1.4465576 2.980424 0.8022828 1.1345992 0.2924613 78.9698 42.5017 115.4379 0.06709967 0.01 0.30684054 0.17291024
94.79443 78.4301 105.274 0.98010194 0.96059984 1 0.01970273 0.02786387 0.5 78.26845 74.5109 82.026 1.8486645 1.6357325 1.9653097 0.11343145
99.42834 69.4862 157.3562 1.2539042 1 1.5722758 0.29113048 0.41172066 0.5 98.729546 64.2632 133.19589 0.66930133 0.52674 0.7828268 0.08232923
53.8095 30.379501 94.8361 1.0981082 1.0510366 1.147288 0.0481565 0.06810357 0.27873123 99.226 96.8121 101.6399 1.4754277 1.4095122 1.6166507 0.06753916
129.84303 99.9476 172.2809 1.744514 1.6086711 1.8918281 0.14188954 0.2006621 0.09209511 197.09225 167.90012 226.2844 0.97904783 0.8744562 1.2272571 0.1116785
264.90033 240.6271 302.4018 1.4691974 1.4195929 1.5205353 0.0504911 0.0714052 0.05668501 497.247 480.4475 514.0465 0.89340264 0.7863024 1.1533537 0.11549342
307.90826 243.83209 433.8329 1.6702943 1 2.789883 0.98300874 1.3901843 0.5 385.89047 164.98871 606.79224 3.7724488 2.8835557 5.719318 0.8232674
8352.978 5339.379 13718.573 0.47897446 0.2875235 0.7979053 0.28001392 0.39599946 0.38592795 2903.207 1869.9443 3936.4695 4.7229342 3.792217 6.050318 0.6493279
156.10979 14.3806 288.5683 1.2524824 1 1.5687121 0.28926685 0.4090851 0.5 108.379456 98.977104 117.78181 0.06714215 0.05106416 0.08371416 0.00990182
471.01492 412.4408 545.7679 0.6015474 0.5927098 0.61051685 0.0089042 0.01259244 0.0185335 269.87653 247.54291 292.2101 0.7908209 0.7032621 1 0.093763
49.016335 34.115997 61.280003 1.5187324 1.3221077 1.7445993 0.2126108 0.30067706 0.20395052 64.96175 47.425697 82.4978 0.9709201 0.80658364 1.1347523 0.09746865
84.26217 76.5584 93.8445 0.99882483 0.8472401 1.1775305 0.1666542 0.23568462 0.99545217 61.231346 43.239902 79.22279 1.6750926 1.5055121 1.9489751 0.13092713
859.74146 575.1781 1382.4286 0.69441855 0.4452121 1.0831178 0.34185082 0.48345006 0.56261224 424.72623 298.5271 550.92535 2.0409217 1.8657284 2.2025843 0.09893142
94.62163 65.2248 129.9548 1.3731384 1.3477781 1.3989758 0.02560185 0.03620648 0.03738242 108.0367 95.186 120.8874 0.8893323 0.7333669 1.1659249 0.1258015
107.4824 13.498301 166.2251 1.4307587 1.1927868 1.7162081 0.26463923 0.37425637 0.29914993 132.02701 91.1557 172.8983 0.02990853 0.01 0.16219844 0.04909304
802.2408 531.05444 1036.7885 1.2508949 1.181869 1.3239522 0.07111799 0.10057602 0.15809053 1372.2905 1356.6719 1387.9092 0.84668934 0.8371536 0.8660879 0.00959076
93.26506 55.929 114.62309 1.2319142 1.2309141 1.232915 0.00100047 0.00141488 0.00247886 86.636505 80.8119 92.461105 0.9371665 0.9356975 0.93790185 7.35E-04
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
563.39087 362.5843 724.0172 0.96257234 0.86223304 1.0745883 0.10660879 0.1507676 0.7876428 738.025 707.0907 768.95935 1.8267249 1.661319 2.2085814 0.1745577
62.685204 25.9605 110.459404 0.892851 0.84769857 0.9404084 0.04639658 0.06561468 0.27335882 52.972595 52.111897 53.833298 1.2683964 1.2280976 1.3530046 0.04098496
67.54833 50.5705 86.5084 1.218167 0.8590028 1.7275037 0.45287725 0.64046514 0.67262876 127.09535 92.2709 161.9198 1.8744128 1.7225248 2.2195492 0.1592481
53.705032 35.887 66.8126 1.558185 1.3364079 1.8167661 0.24208578 0.342361 0.21216226 52.5345 51.7265 53.3425 0.63205945 0.38678262 0.8833895 0.16637783
53.561367 46.304 67.65311 1.28743 1.1649895 1.422739 0.12930568 0.18286584 0.23979414 51.0048 49.0564 52.9532 1.20783 1 1.5382357 0.15540099
409.22256 252.9644 646.87585 0.4797655 0.4159943 0.5533128 0.06912892 0.09776306 0.12210679 152.03015 110.4305 193.62979 1.2893398 1 1.6427779 0.18780407
66.28194 38.279003 83.18671 1.1769714 1 1.3852618 0.19435549 0.27486017 0.5 75.82245 68.6559 82.989 1.9166218 1.8909013 1.9296128 0.01294769
60.272137 36.4897 88.189804 1.49889 1.4074181 1.596307 0.0945695 0.13374147 0.09825893 67.13666 53.813103 80.460205 0.39903796 0.26484293 0.89305055 0.18243583
1617.9456 1296.9513 2119.4417 1.0568147 1 1.1168573 0.0584882 0.0827148 0.5 1077.3759 988.27026 1166.4814 1.3244914 1.1520271 1.4717703 0.09671602
57.296696 16.7564 86.678894 1.4461278 1 2.0912855 0.57190245 0.8087922 0.5 52.065804 27.7178 76.4138 0.45486552 0.2918707 0.63891965 0.10996587
1549.689 1203.5374 2043.3961 0.75251967 0.7165685 0.7902745 0.03688246 0.05215967 0.10854367 773.6991 630.5998 916.79834 1.9682425 1.8025786 2.1362653 0.09685666
77.472435 35.3379 117.6259 1.955343 1.7631868 2.1684408 0.20335305 0.28758463 0.09743813 98.313644 75.0129 121.614395 0.7769378 0.6913361 0.88410324 0.05558605
35.237003 26.0455 40.236702 0.8215065 0.5423245 1.244408 0.37279513 0.5272119 0.71849346 58.91565 39.2479 78.5834 1.0640054 0.99999994 1.2045684 0.0662024
168.10223 127.156494 198.7459 1.4085369 1.3103403 1.5140923 0.10205377 0.14432582 0.13236052 246.2851 211.93 280.6402 1.1280665 0.7332698 1.399169 0.25165793
68.809235 51.9068 80.159294 0.35995433 0.24657196 0.52547383 0.1465316 0.20722696 0.22575065 24.400099 18.650099 30.150099 2.222089 1.5274643 3.5121963 0.5671037
156.99263 104.570404 249.63841 0.8918005 0.6269362 1.2685632 0.3348304 0.47352168 0.79998064 87.05405 47.4745 126.6336 1.2369449 1 1.4708036 0.14126325
75.912964 54.065697 90.1822 1.3477187 1.3056986 1.3910911 0.04271054 0.06040182 0.06732195 94.34666 84.960205 103.73311 0.92017597 0.88101894 1.0037885 0.04007142
948.85126 364.012 1430.0149 0.23442027 0.13520138 0.40645197 0.15125686 0.21390949 0.23084408 183.46915 111.85469 255.08359 1.3370265 1.1272075 1.6197774 0.14181714
80.434364 48.0899 122.9726 1.3693004 1.3022344 1.4398203 0.06885084 0.09736979 0.10086558 73.81095 60.0691 87.5528 0.61172533 0.41478136 0.9678607 0.158362
151.68593 73.18829 191.1809 1.6344314 1.5995377 1.6700863 0.03527974 0.04989308 0.02794578 212.9602 193.9036 232.0168 1.1508523 1 1.524259 0.16412184
69.69587 15.057099 97.42801 1.4972514 1.1222882 1.9974918 0.45016807 0.63663375 0.3948145 81.8966 48.9478 114.8454 0.17514716 0.09706656 0.32698184 0.06762239
37.5939 22.472101 58.174397 1.5722092 1.5051086 1.6423013 0.06863987 0.09707144 0.06117757 96.800995 94.4272 99.1748 1.0451435 0.97883075 1.0799661 0.0342826
56.644733 13.062199 83.101 1.2618293 0.93281484 1.7068908 0.39928946 0.5646806 0.58234704 60.5635 35.498398 85.6286 0.31963548 0.2381229 0.41565427 0.05267865
71.98527 46.617302 88.6102 1.3564923 1.3208625 1.3930831 0.03611881 0.05107971 0.05543478 82.3218 73.177704 91.4659 0.39886037 0.32407993 0.59775907 0.08323573
63.7604 61.771797 65.8898 1.4496717 1.4366796 1.4627814 0.01305126 0.01845727 0.01543092 118.75455 111.7394 125.7697 0.9634816 0.863803 1.0175548 0.05272813
0 5191877 0 01251915 683 6428 610 6444 720 142 0 7726443 0 7726443 0 7726443 121 690895 121 690895 121 690895 Ald AI846609 Ald 1 A orm
1%PbD7 Gene Symbol
StdDev 
Norm t-test P-value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Min 
Normalized
Max 
Normalized Raw Min Raw Max Raw Common Genbank Description
0.10418279 0.27211437 513.10376 416.2078 561.5517 1.4823085 1.4823085 1.4823085 514.01276 514.01276 514.01276 Hibadh BG068763 3-hydroxyisobutyrate dehydrogenase
0.17703582 0.0461283 1909.6534 1719.5931 2130.9585 0.7660771 0.7660771 0.7660771 1929.7736 1929.7736 1929.7736 Pts BG072031 6-pyruvoyl-tetrahydropterin synthase
0.05463542 0.01562841 122.01231 106.9202 133.0135 1.3392627 1.3392627 1.3392627 427.1435 427.1435 427.1435 Adam15 BG079065 A disintegrin and metallopeptidase domain 
0.5220861 0.5074519 221.35881 174.2515 315.57343 0.3490253 0.3490253 0.3490253 61.2882 61.2882 61.2882 Abhd10 AI414717 Abhydrolase domain containing 10
0.33890733 0.01878723 66.86093 61.648697 76.2765 1 1 1 61.031105 61.031105 61.031105 Abhd12 BG085679 Abhydrolase domain containing 12
0.19531633 0.03687821 60.116734 49.847797 65.2512 2.2242641 2.2242641 2.2242641 55.7032 55.7032 55.7032 Abhd12 AI841243 Abhydrolase domain containing 12
1.9038863 0.7888751 67.9091 8.628899 97.5492 1.4348506 1.4348506 1.4348506 31.663498 31.663498 31.663498 Anp32e AI843178 Acidic (leucine-rich) nuclear phosphoprotein
0.93998724 0.06886322 4510.903 3181.418 7121.6885 0.9189026 0.9189026 0.9189026 3099.1775 3099.1775 3099.1775 Arbp BG085821 Acidic ribosomal phosphoprotein P0
0.72650146 0.08728813 365.45544 218.9507 473.7656 1 1 1 329.8214 329.8214 329.8214 Arpc2 BG063604 Actin related protein 2/3 complex, subunit 2
0.07641439 0.01508772 231.96638 175.0436 260.4278 1.2426617 1.2426617 1.2426617 133.6017 133.6017 133.6017 Actg1 BG072752 Actin, gamma, cytoplasmic 1
1.0033231 0.5740647 109.05403 27.8409 149.6606 1.0105456 1.0105456 1.0105456 41.0144 41.0144 41.0144 Actl6a BG064976 Actin-like 6A
0.06640433 0.03082891 5.8884 2.7989998 11.9463005 1.2112212 1.2112212 1.2112212 160.9714 160.9714 160.9714 Ascc3l1 BG075018 Activating signal cointegrator 1 complex su
0.07887843 0.02639188 56.413372 46.0065 61.616806 1.2655697 1.2655697 1.2655697 66.139 66.139 66.139 Adnp BG087330 Activity-dependent neuroprotective protein
0.32021308 0.13511701 53.7963 39.640602 69.332596 1.3435369 1.3435369 1.3435369 93.923 93.923 93.923 Add3 BG073394 Adducin 3 (gamma)
0.28011724 0.23224846 1350.719 1251.1757 1400.4906 1.3724257 1.3724257 1.3724257 919.8794 919.8794 919.8794 Ada BG086437 Adenosine deaminase
0.11132845 0.08798319 240.04927 199.0551 297.8384 1.80859 1.80859 1.80859 1022.23505 1022.23505 1022.23505 Arf1 BG082675 ADP-ribosylation factor 1
0.11659697 0.23397413 132.55746 106.2108 145.7308 0.39146954 0.39146954 0.39146954 28.636799 28.636799 28.636799 Arfrp1 BC010713 ADP-ribosylation factor related protein 1
0.20569064 0.03640491 113.42663 91.9545 134.4213 1 1 1 137.8911 137.8911 137.8911 Arl6ip1 BG071712 ADP-ribosylation factor-like 6 interacting pr
0.07278664 0.03104357 906.3706 685.5239 1016.7939 1.134604 1.134604 1.134604 515.74445 515.74445 515.74445 Akr1a4 BG075244 Aldo-keto reductase family 1, member A4 (
. . . . . . . . . . oa. olase isof ,  
0.04008223 0.18350342 57.237736 42.292 64.7106 0.70979273 0.70979273 0.70979273 25.8499 25.8499 25.8499 Ankrd15 BG083092 Ankyrin repeat domain 15
0.15018563 0.07899702 29.887068 24.75 34.5775 1.5539991 1.5539991 1.5539991 132.47 132.47 132.47 Ankrd47 BG077527 Ankyrin repeat domain 47
0.12109815 0.24852718 67.761566 39.3037 81.9905 0.8145747 0.8145747 0.8145747 36.6754 36.6754 36.6754 Aak1 BG083595 AP2 associated kinase 1
0.06466406 0.42264915 97.14107 62.039803 114.691696 1.3701569 1.3701569 1.3701569 82.2275 82.2275 82.2275 Arcn1 AI843210 Archain 1
0.31263348 0.5737499 235.14323 100.7921 302.31882 0.9135044 0.9135044 0.9135044 135.1763 135.1763 135.1763 Arg2 BG075842 Arginase type II
0.19187817 0.08850049 171.16937 105.6256 217.1689 0.7323831 0.7323831 0.7323831 416.0874 416.0874 416.0874 Rarsl BG084341 Arginyl-tRNA synthetase-like
0.08105858 0.07180099 25.097065 22.175999 27.081999 0.86244947 0.86244947 0.86244947 48.5478 48.5478 48.5478 Armc8 BG081446 Armadillo repeat containing 8
0.2104344 0.42264974 350.58337 311.18103 370.28452 1.1893632 1.1893632 1.1893632 230.4437 230.4437 230.4437 A2bp1 AI841023 Ataxin 2 binding protein 1
0.11210675 0.01898459 1254.5857 974.0744 1394.8414 1.3015882 1.3015882 1.3015882 714.1171 714.1171 714.1171 Atp5j BG072808 ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondr
0.24392569 0.04428465 325.88647 259.7217 388.7233 1 1 1 388.16928 388.16928 388.16928 Atp5c1 BG074111 ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondr
0.00986052 0.42264977 148.06491 102.1501 171.02231 0.8120725 0.8120725 0.8120725 72.671196 72.671196 72.671196 Atp6ap1 C80679 ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal access
0.14849551 0.18350342 178.12779 157.0336 188.6749 0.99271274 0.99271274 0.99271274 134.24101 134.24101 134.24101 Atp1b1 BG086774 ATPase, Na+/K+ transporting, beta 1 polyp
0.40411195 0.02594809 1248.9509 1014.4548 1496.3329 1.5091616 1.5091616 1.5091616 1702.9429 1702.9429 1702.9429 Abcb5 AU042892 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family B (MDR/T
0.30683735 0.12951365 8.085199 2.4186993 12.897999 1.5327964 1.5327964 1.5327964 72.1371 72.1371 72.1371 Atg7 BG070094 Autophagy-related 7 (yeast)
0.6082338 0.01002943 75.83414 57.302605 94.663 0.9487733 0.9487733 0.9487733 42.225 42.225 42.225 Axin1 BG072066 Axin 1
0.73902464 0.91339314 55.011898 13.975299 75.5302 1.1520693 1.1520693 1.1520693 32.161896 32.161896 32.161896 Banf1 BG073309 Barrier to autointegration factor 1
0.23613584 0.26405153 198.56703 105.894104 244.9035 1.725657 1.725657 1.725657 165.8394 165.8394 165.8394 Bfar AI843158 Bifunctional apoptosis regulator
0.13720083 0.42264977 56.13893 32.0298 68.1935 1.4041004 1.4041004 1.4041004 50.102097 50.102097 50.102097 Basp1 AI894132 Brain abundant, membrane attached signal
0.11191758 0.05407643 2.9935005 0.6759014 6.1490993 1.237309 1.237309 1.237309 64.695496 64.695496 64.695496 Brwd1 BG062988 Bromodomain and WD repeat domain cont
0.00751991 3.33E-04 59.0218 41.600197 67.732605 0.5923404 0.5923404 0.5923404 17.3264 17.3264 17.3264 Cacng2 AI837738 Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, gamm
0.10315517 0.02027294 158.94287 122.72659 177.05101 0.78041786 0.78041786 0.78041786 55.763702 55.763702 55.763702 Camk2n2 AI840581 Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kina
0.497893 0.02496685 149.35817 109.7316 184.0553 0.95131254 0.95131254 0.95131254 115.405495 115.405495 115.405495 Arpp19 BG075093 CAMP-regulated phosphoprotein 19
0.81054336 0.01616177 642.48 445.8251 789.605 0.551797 0.551797 0.551797 202.4491 202.4491 202.4491 Capzb AW544741 capping protein (actin filament) muscle Z-lin
4.788138 0.18350342 105.394165 14.815499 150.6835 0.23811568 0.23811568 0.23811568 3.037899 3.037899 3.037899 Chst12 AW554363 Carbohydrate sulfotransferase 12
1.4731843 0.9254331 74.23413 39.466797 143.7688 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.23659992 0.23659992 0.23659992 Cpa1 BG067145 Carboxypeptidase A1
0.16241589 0.30070522 59.554634 52.842102 62.9109 1.0119432 1.0119432 1.0119432 43.083298 43.083298 43.083298 Cpd BG074220 Carboxypeptidase D
0.755506 0.11560956 53.430134 33.133102 73.7109 1.6409603 1.6409603 1.6409603 83.2114 83.2114 83.2114 Csnk2b BG066296 Casein kinase II, beta subunit
0.1726 0.0637403 13.722433 9.0515 21.1896 1.7137734 1.7137734 1.7137734 92.636 92.636 92.636 Ctcf BG065301 CCCTC-binding factor
1 094341 0 1610117 238 92554 149 1573 417 1367 1 3153706 1 3153706 1 3153706 263 1702 263 1702 263 1702 BG074277 id VIb p
0.18366307 0.07286617 569.67615 329.8056 689.6114 0.5208498 0.5208498 0.5208498 131.2441 131.2441 131.2441 Cd81 BG075757 CD 81 antigen
0.27875564 0.238616 57.14317 43.535 75.5439 1.157128 1.157128 1.157128 95.7156 95.7156 95.7156 Cd2bp2 BG084811 CD2 antigen (cytoplasmic tail) binding prote
0.03543903 0.18350342 161.1039 107.6069 187.8524 1.0765101 1.0765101 1.0765101 99.753296 99.753296 99.753296 Cd9 BG087410 CD9 antigen
0.27924764 0.1825603 23.470966 16.0163 34.301598 1.5863397 1.5863397 1.5863397 108.8038 108.8038 108.8038 Cdca3 BG066499 Cell division cycle associated 3
0.02516214 0.18350342 264.91882 179.2473 307.7546 0.60898244 0.60898244 0.60898244 93.999695 93.999695 93.999695 Centg2 AI414200 Centaurin, gamma 2
0.01735801 0.00352258 403.31976 276.3667 466.7963 1.8066378 1.8066378 1.8066378 378.2032 378.2032 378.2032 Cct4 AI843565 Chaperonin subunit 4 (delta)
0.09761571 0.03081189 5.9069 3.5685997 9.9592 1.2924643 1.2924643 1.2924643 82.412994 82.412994 82.412994 Csh1 BG076447 Chorionic somatomammotropin hormone 1
0.129828 0.0110806 161.71947 101.114 192.0222 0.86761713 0.86761713 0.86761713 53.0135 53.0135 53.0135 Chmp2a BG088011 Chromatin modifying protein 2A
0.23241913 0.18495047 393.24643 340.77722 429.9344 1.1623684 1.1623684 1.1623684 676.0534 676.0534 676.0534 Cbx5 BG078574 Chromobox homolog 5 (Drosophila HP1a)
0.3476143 0.05160037 3954.1296 3149.827 5237.209 0.31952515 0.31952515 0.31952515 1366.7717 1366.7717 1366.7717 Mycbp AA409126 C-myc binding protein
0.16398041 0.3835098 228.90184 193.67169 246.5169 1.3589432 1.3589432 1.3589432 173.6889 173.6889 173.6889 Ccdc58 AI413631 Coiled-coil domain containing 58
0.1666174 0.8058122 24.557165 20.3721 27.713398 2.5968697 2.5968697 2.5968697 113.401596 113.401596 113.401596 Chchd3 BG088640 Coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix domain co
0.04036913 0.02627923 -0.4269333 -6.8824997 3.2258987 1.4249148 1.4249148 1.4249148 137.67169 137.67169 137.67169 Csdc2 BG069713 Cold shock domain containing C2, RNA bin
0.23165783 0.79895777 61.223797 44.0407 75.7221 1.6001784 1.6001784 1.6001784 183.059 183.059 183.059 C1r BG087171 Complement component 1, r subcomponen
0.10138128 0.02458934 9.921101 7.022501 15.162601 1.8240345 1.8240345 1.8240345 114.1844 114.1844 114.1844 Cops2 BG076830 COP9 (constitutive photomorphogenic) hom
0.15573241 0.3680368 117.97017 98.9149 127.4978 0.76582086 0.76582086 0.76582086 50.4575 50.4575 50.4575 Cnih AI840932 Cornichon homolog (Drosophila)
0.00443459 5.17E-04 57.43127 39.880203 66.2068 1.1958154 1.1958154 1.1958154 46.943703 46.943703 46.943703 Cox10 BG073490 COX10 homolog, cytochrome c oxidase as
0.10052482 0.14940903 73.36754 64.7881 78.069305 0.6113437 0.6113437 0.6113437 73.1131 73.1131 73.1131 Crebbp BG076163 CREB binding protein
0.24417785 0.15768467 237.14888 189.0203 308.35828 1.17505 1.17505 1.17505 393.64362 393.64362 393.64362 Ctbp1 BG072281 C-terminal binding protein 1
0.2901477 0.42264977 52.122868 22.447 66.9608 0.64313036 0.64313036 0.64313036 22.5338 22.5338 22.5338 Cttnbp2nl BG073017 CTTNBP2 N-terminal like
0.13265653 0.12242805 118.967 96.1582 130.3714 0.8720936 0.8720936 0.8720936 53.6904 53.6904 53.6904 Ctps2 AI846761 Cytidine 5'-triphosphate synthase 2
0.00751532 0.00107884 63.320766 44.783096 72.5896 0.98178005 0.98178005 0.98178005 43.7186 43.7186 43.7186 Cyb5b BG070332 Cytochrome b5 type B
0.19460161 0.8027123 891.28644 802.6069 935.6262 1.174762 1.174762 1.174762 666.6411 666.6411 666.6411 Cox6a1 BE955853 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VI a, polype
0.46169496 0.62845325 789.9049 682.7547 1004.2054 0.74835074 0.74835074 0.74835074 424.11322 424.11322 424.11322 Cox6a1 BE955853 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VI a, polype
. . . . . . . . . . Cox6b1. Cytochrome c ox ase subunit polype  ,   
0.03773187 0.00433672 8.731267 7.4464006 10.307699 1.4180444 1.4180444 1.4180444 108.1295 108.1295 108.1295 Ciapin1 BG068047 Cytokine induced apoptosis inhibitor 1
0.00644716 3.25E-04 36.757366 25.9855 42.143303 1 1 1 29.0462 29.0462 29.0462 Ckap4 BG086493 Cytoskeleton-associated protein 4
1.2605164 0.22463143 68.8238 37.556698 127.739395 0.28461397 0.28461397 0.28461397 16.447498 16.447498 16.447498 Dhx38 BG087047 DEAH (Asp-Glu-Ala-His) box polypeptide 3
0.02378313 0.00690607 133.38753 89.6946 155.234 1.9758781 1.9758781 1.9758781 192.9416 192.9416 192.9416 Ga17 BG063455 Dendritic cell protein GA17
1.3730017 0.89569604 46.402866 26.2785 86.651596 0.21733506 0.21733506 0.21733506 4.8303 4.8303 4.8303 Dcxr AI325487 Dicarbonyl L-xylulose reductase
0.19609374 0.11868692 42.774265 30.8575 61.8397 0.9931456 0.9931456 0.9931456 118.631195 118.631195 118.631195 Dbt BG074390 Dihydrolipoamide branched chain transacyl
0.02160496 2.39E-04 1428.5066 1016.2428 1634.6385 1.2272232 1.2272232 1.2272232 646.31085 646.31085 646.31085 D17Wsu92e AA407681 DNA segment, Chr 17, Wayne State Univer
0.21864183 0.04686414 136.86415 115.81441 147.389 1.6122985 1.6122985 1.6122985 92.475395 92.475395 92.475395 Dnajc13 AI842938 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, memb
1.0827286 0.072847 262.1703 145.291 381.71878 1.2494859 1.2494859 1.2494859 233.8252 233.8252 233.8252 Dynll1 BG076954 Dynein light chain LC8-type 1
2.2617793 0.02504594 264.35995 170.389 431.36737 0.84146255 0.84146255 0.84146255 76.7944 76.7944 76.7944 Dag1 BG063514 Dystroglycan 1
0.15723626 0.00564882 137.70354 121.5567 146.469 1.0401771 1.0401771 1.0401771 139.0881 139.0881 139.0881 Epb4.1l2 BG075070 Erythrocyte protein band 4.1-like 2
0.21446562 0.35406148 92.91224 89.0341 94.8513 0.66156936 0.66156936 0.66156936 45.1465 45.1465 45.1465 Eef2k AI414444 Eukaryotic elongation factor-2 kinase
0.0825483 0.00397766 92.97353 90.75639 94.548904 1.000391 1.000391 1.000391 106.9274 106.9274 106.9274 Eif2s2 BG063608 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2, sub
0.11292865 0.42264974 7915.365 4696.3594 9524.868 1.0517434 1.0517434 1.0517434 5241.837 5241.837 5241.837 Eif4g3 BG073119 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gam
0.64015025 0.21250384 62.530903 36.6642 92.270706 1.0802203 1.0802203 1.0802203 76.1319 76.1319 76.1319 Eif4g1 BG079479 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4, gam
0.00909511 2.55E-04 208.44952 142.5488 241.39989 3.9507782 3.9507782 3.9507782 897.36145 897.36145 897.36145 Eif4a1 BG063432 eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A1
0.14633778 0.2526512 196.48457 180.9563 218.9396 0.3704037 0.3704037 0.3704037 118.5383 118.5383 118.5383 Fubp1 BG086837 Far upstream element (FUSE) binding prote
0.17555228 0.07751326 57.074837 43.9938 76.67171 1.3014975 1.3014975 1.3014975 247.3473 247.3473 247.3473 Fbxw5 BG075198 F-box and WD-40 domain protein 5
0.08717324 0.01782936 36.279034 25.343098 47.940098 1.0138879 1.0138879 1.0138879 200.35089 200.35089 200.35089 Fbxw7 BG087592 F-box and WD-40 domain protein 7, archipe
1.3830528 0.05161283 1218.9395 684.3886 1846.9678 0.99999994 0.99999994 0.99999994 699.3078 699.3078 699.3078 Fth1 BG063515 Ferritin heavy chain 1
0.00760863 0.18350342 90.05877 63.601498 103.2874 0.93922144 0.93922144 0.93922144 51.440403 51.440403 51.440403 Foxk1 BG067579 Forkhead box K1
0.27503195 0.11369777 6.5029325 1.2556992 11.1873 1.2963002 1.2963002 1.2963002 63.131905 63.131905 63.131905 Foxm1 BG076673 forkhead box M1
0.06981224 0.03644247 53.930733 33.333397 64.2294 0.8926911 0.8926911 0.8926911 37.2076 37.2076 37.2076 Fundc2 BG073540 FUN14 domain containing 2
0.02168004 0.0051009 519.1043 376.0301 590.6414 1 1 1 389.899 389.899 389.899 Fyco1 AI842958 FYVE and coiled-coil domain containing 1
0.18676856 0.3802363 48.068935 35.804504 56.6326 1.8592438 1.8592438 1.8592438 185.0223 185.0223 185.0223 Gfm1 BG079001 G elongation factor, mitochondrial 1
0.0536315 0.00714865 9.2852335 7.7538004 10.0545 1.763968 1.763968 1.763968 69.5415 69.5415 69.5415 Grb2 BG067977 Growth factor receptor bound protein 2
0.22468871 0.09409796 5.8269997 1.166399 10.771801 1.4634147 1.4634147 1.4634147 75.4711 75.4711 75.4711 Grb7 BG076832 Growth factor receptor bound protein 7
0.31498054 0.4868788 45.3253 33.6617 63.477898 1.4597808 1.4597808 1.4597808 102.6682 102.6682 102.6682 Grpel2 BG074379 GrpE-like 2, mitochondrial
11 149022 0 00800093 339 14352 183 2576 533 4184 0 57405216 0 57405216 0 57405216 14 915101 14 915101 14 915101 It BG088523 2B
0.15177882 0.06424285 189.06113 112.69319 227.2451 2.2478993 2.2478993 2.2478993 193.727 193.727 193.727 Gng11 AI413962 Guanine nucleotide binding protein (G prote
0.00978608 2.28E-04 2276.6926 1607.2225 2611.4277 1.5680695 1.5680695 1.5680695 1623.0366 1623.0366 1623.0366 H3f3b AW551507 H3 histone, family 3B
0.15356347 0.09955195 25.716 22.4639 31.296598 2.7041378 2.7041378 2.7041378 183.5745 183.5745 183.5745 Hsp90aa1 BG064773 Heat shock protein 90kDa alpha (cytosolic)
0.34876496 0.7555557 76.50913 51.5907 109.5838 1.8177115 1.8177115 1.8177115 228.21008 228.21008 228.21008 Hsp90ab1 BG079631 Heat shock protein 90kDa alpha (cytosolic)
0.38671055 0.5003735 182.6779 66.57291 240.73041 0.8599173 0.8599173 0.8599173 103.2043 103.2043 103.2043 Hs3st1 BG063038 Heparan sulfate (glucosamine) 3-O-sulfotra
0.6014112 0.02364577 122.930305 96.2361 169.00261 0.37515116 0.37515116 0.37515116 33.601902 33.601902 33.601902 Hdgf BG066728 Hepatoma-derived growth factor
0.5353553 0.09282426 3070.0554 2385.2532 3900.9531 1.8508006 1.8508006 1.8508006 5983.853 5983.853 5983.853 Hnrpab BG074524 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A
0.3761132 0.72503793 1149.7965 499.34253 1475.0236 1.824402 1.824402 1.824402 1070.787 1070.787 1070.787 Hnrpa2b1 AI843545 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A
0.7442086 0.04520284 244.74341 109.68359 312.27332 0.99999994 0.99999994 0.99999994 59.3574 59.3574 59.3574 Hnrpa2b1 BG064117 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A
0.02783516 0.00284696 66.62587 43.8236 78.027 0.71807444 0.71807444 0.71807444 46.647198 46.647198 46.647198 Hnrph2 BG085988 heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H
0.4967532 0.4344284 491.68338 198.85399 638.0981 1.1936259 1.1936259 1.1936259 257.07028 257.07028 257.07028 Hnrpul2 AI847802 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U
0.8877564 0.5391603 602.4828 170.33049 818.5589 1.2527976 1.2527976 1.2527976 288.7938 288.7938 288.7938 Hmg20a AI841396 High mobility group 20A
0.02648897 0.0013899 387.06897 263.6173 448.7948 1.3366416 1.3366416 1.3366416 229.2977 229.2977 229.2977 Hmgn1 BG086014 High mobility group nucleosomal binding do
0.48101312 0.36302972 72.87133 30.439398 94.087296 2.0808454 2.0808454 2.0808454 64.9551 64.9551 64.9551 Hmgn2 BG078806 High mobility group nucleosomal binding do
0.06923448 0.0142495 224.55305 168.4196 252.61978 1.4155309 1.4155309 1.4155309 149.36769 149.36769 149.36769 Hiat1 BG071053 Hippocampus abundant gene transcript 1
0.07275173 0.18350342 131.79268 102.234406 146.57181 1.146219 1.146219 1.146219 100.9099 100.9099 100.9099 H2-Ea AI323765 Histocompatibility 2, class II antigen E alph
0.23103471 0.10612807 80.24673 70.0002 85.369995 2.4170027 2.4170027 2.4170027 90.0232 90.0232 90.0232 H2-Eb1 AI323599 Histocompatibility 2, class II antigen E beta
0.03834046 0.00871366 70.479294 52.829697 79.3041 1.1194206 1.1194206 1.1194206 66.3732 66.3732 66.3732 N/A BG085804 Homo sapiens actin related protein 2/3  com
0.44770893 0.04190736 54.689663 40.6115 65.533295 1.0718745 1.0718745 1.0718745 55.913303 55.913303 55.913303 Hrasls3 C78643 HRAS like suppressor 3
0.07657088 0.00655953 791.16473 752.0845 811.7464 0.7636844 0.7636844 0.7636844 764.8619 764.8619 764.8619 Hip1r BG066139 Huntingtin interacting protein 1 related
0.11078359 0.0421191 91.96574 72.135 102.8235 1 1 1 272.0235 272.0235 272.0235 Hip2 BG082923 Huntingtin interacting protein 2
0.06813064 0.01035452 38.67667 36.7878 40.0449 0.52397555 0.52397555 0.52397555 27.9592 27.9592 27.9592 N/A BG076138 In vitro fertilized eggs cDNA, RIKEN full-len
0.11204799 0.0313733 8.300267 4.3920994 11.6324005 1 1 1 61.687298 61.687298 61.687298 Incenp BG076909 Inner centromere protein
0.52117074 0.18350342 75.20287 32.4894 96.55961 0.6028427 0.6028427 0.6028427 16.8661 16.8661 16.8661 Itpa AI841281 Inosine triphosphatase (nucleoside triphosp
. . . . . . . . . . m2b. Integral membrane protein   
0.01145595 9.98E-05 2655.7666 1874.9976 3046.1511 0.48887488 0.48887488 0.48887488 508.88733 508.88733 508.88733 Itga11 BG071191 Integrin, alpha 11
0 1 -8.5117 -17.426 -2.5881004 1.0681144 1.0681144 1.0681144 52.075603 52.075603 52.075603 Igtp BG076245 Interferon gamma induced GTPase
0.19334836 0.00584799 116.87907 102.7081 138.8714 0.7040157 0.7040157 0.7040157 73.6824 73.6824 73.6824 Ifitm3l AW551760 interferon induced transmembrane protein 3
1.0001665 0.5378901 438.59088 334.1204 647.53186 1 1 1 193.54819 193.54819 193.54819 Ifrd1 AI324408 Interferon-related developmental regulator 
0.2593291 0.11814184 27.6525 12.5522995 35.9147 1.189608 1.189608 1.189608 130.2876 130.2876 130.2876 Il17f BG067905 Interleukin 17F
0.05320396 0.00813792 24.392733 19.1651 33.366 0.99999994 0.99999994 0.99999994 196.72871 196.72871 196.72871 Ilf3 BG083661 interleukin enhancer binding factor 3
0.21130629 0.09101786 12.3662 6.7588997 17.3034 0.8513231 0.8513231 0.8513231 39.5495 39.5495 39.5495 Iqcb1 BG088772 IQ calmodulin-binding motif containing 1
0.36111453 0.58220327 665.65094 619.8645 757.2238 1.1494948 1.1494948 1.1494948 547.466 547.466 547.466 Iqgap2 BG073662 IQ motif containing GTPase activating prote
0.20314527 0.00453472 187.66263 147.9361 207.5259 3.4036274 3.4036274 3.4036274 177.2984 177.2984 177.2984 Idh1 AI837750 Isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (NADP+), solub
2.397003 0.42264974 1689.2955 920.1739 3227.5388 0.03399364 0.03399364 0.03399364 16.3675 16.3675 16.3675 Idh3b AI324856 Isocitrate dehydrogenase 3 (NAD+) beta
0.22292823 0.9770013 53.8409 27.7883 66.8672 0.64918697 0.64918697 0.64918697 19.9301 19.9301 19.9301 Klhdc3 BG088465 Kelch domain containing 3
0.01309559 8.77E-05 67.668106 46.8039 78.100204 1.5249022 1.5249022 1.5249022 37.8824 37.8824 37.8824 Kif19a AI413291 Kinesin family member 19A
0.33715925 0.2581164 65.573395 34.5279 90.937 1.8766418 1.8766418 1.8766418 328.0455 328.0455 328.0455 Lman2l BG069534 Lectin, mannose-binding 2-like
0.16731526 0.15616664 22.908768 18.6443 28.1277 1.1581528 1.1581528 1.1581528 63.7567 63.7567 63.7567 Lrrcc1 BG076496 Leucine rich repeat and coiled-coil domain 
0.23596245 0.18350342 151.67984 147.1107 160.8181 1.3511014 1.3511014 1.3511014 187.1078 187.1078 187.1078 Lzts2 AI414812 Leucine zipper, putative tumor suppressor 2
0.29146904 0.13380212 115.87247 45.519096 181.6185 1.1078072 1.1078072 1.1078072 524.75574 524.75574 524.75574 Lin28b BG069546 Lin-28 homolog B (C. elegans)
0.0921757 0.10710678 192.42847 183.9886 205.1553 2.0270412 2.0270412 2.0270412 856.55066 856.55066 856.55066 Lrp6 BG070792 Low density lipoprotein receptor-related pro
0.14947717 0.01797276 782.1042 478.65 933.8313 0.8930062 0.8930062 0.8930062 271.61652 271.61652 271.61652 Lef1 AI528689 Lymphoid enhancer binding factor 1
0.6244308 0.09891363 86.69026 56.3702 109.5797 1.0359668 1.0359668 1.0359668 89.317505 89.317505 89.317505 Laptm5 BG082776 Lysosomal-associated protein transmembra
0.13246457 0.8849879 104.13134 60.9588 125.717606 1.122919 1.122919 1.122919 67.6771 67.6771 67.6771 N/A BG067621 M.musculus 45S pre rRNA gene
0.28878006 0.00256205 1786.6086 1415.7455 1972.0403 4.8738904 4.8738904 4.8738904 1776.7367 1776.7367 1776.7367 Smad2 AA407331 MAD homolog 2 (Drosophila)
0.19830811 0.85842466 843.8876 717.50336 923.96356 0.70989853 0.70989853 0.70989853 1121.9069 1121.9069 1121.9069 Man1c1 BG071828 Mannosidase, alpha, class 1C, member 1
0.12144375 0.08684925 68.086105 54.260704 74.9988 1.4944938 1.4944938 1.4944938 51.7003 51.7003 51.7003 Magee1 AI413449 Melanoma antigen, family E, 1
0.9178137 0.0221389 1187.4377 972.2898 1551.4313 0.73798263 0.73798263 0.73798263 515.1387 515.1387 515.1387 Mum1 BG076482 Melanoma associated antigen (mutated) 1
0.08331315 0.05276975 131.18263 105.47589 144.036 1.0947167 1.0947167 1.0947167 113.863 113.863 113.863 Mfap1 AI840891 Microfibrillar-associated protein 1
0.05943423 0.6404872 57.976994 37.4756 68.22769 1 1 1 33.8915 33.8915 33.8915 Mapk14 BG087465 Mitogen activated protein kinase 14
0.02009863 0.00298128 73.9209 49.871696 85.945496 1.9479399 1.9479399 1.9479399 114.223595 114.223595 114.223595 Map2k1 AU041108 Mitogen activated protein kinase kinase 1
0.15767893 0.42264974 186.43001 156.9518 201.1691 1.6998137 1.6998137 1.6998137 178.92761 178.92761 178.92761 Mos AK133089 Moloney sarcoma oncogene
0 44511804 0 04508972 60 584133 48 651604 75 6867 1 0828253 1 0828253 1 0828253 63 8607 63 8607 63 8607 BG064798 pro ) lik 2
0.16466147 0.18350345 701.0291 405.14862 848.96936 0.98910594 0.98910594 0.98910594 345.0851 345.0851 345.0851 N/A AW557711 Mouse mRNA for elongation factor 1-alpha 
0.72439957 0.02091687 733.12134 630.0786 931.46265 0.91711384 0.91711384 0.91711384 440.9859 440.9859 440.9859 N/A AW549620 Mus domesticus strain MilP  mitocondrion g
0.38956666 0.20615058 116.883 81.8064 145.61551 1.1890833 1.1890833 1.1890833 184.0377 184.0377 184.0377 N/A AW545415 Mus domesticus strain MilP  mitocondrion g
0.22373055 0.217566 20.911367 15.757301 24.2496 1.653714 1.653714 1.653714 84.81329 84.81329 84.81329 N/A BG073099 Mus domesticus strain MilP  mitocondrion g
0.23830754 0.42264974 94.59116 86.19949 98.787 1.1390852 1.1390852 1.1390852 58.8804 58.8804 58.8804 N/A BG080372 Mus domesticus strain MilP  mitocondrion g
15.592083 0.53966886 66.28146 9.841999 179.1604 0.01 0.01 0.01 -3.2567997 -3.2567997 -3.2567997 N/A AW557207 Mus domesticus strain MilP  mitocondrion g
0.07843224 0.02240716 682.78143 561.7504 743.297 1.3785418 1.3785418 1.3785418 929.54877 929.54877 929.54877 N/A AC034109 Mus musculus chromosome 1 clone rp23-8
0.21037354 0.80461276 75.40463 69.2487 78.4826 2.1821463 2.1821463 2.1821463 105.0953 105.0953 105.0953 N/A AW548677 Mus musculus ribosomal protein  L23 (Rpl2
0.17097826 0.42264953 40.77287 21.975601 50.1715 0.7368344 0.7368344 0.7368344 19.3438 19.3438 19.3438 Ndufb3 AI846576 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 beta 
0.36683783 0.05278511 72.8421 53.2302 86.9274 0.5823626 0.5823626 0.5823626 45.4383 45.4383 45.4383 Ndufb7 BG076562 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 beta 
0.03589249 0.03750345 79.16717 58.362904 89.5693 1.5698153 1.5698153 1.5698153 84.6373 84.6373 84.6373 Ndufc1 BG075903 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1, subc
0.11548404 0.00127964 298.36145 271.62552 330.71692 0.9489421 0.9489421 0.9489421 228.7881 228.7881 228.7881 Naca BG087542 Nascent polypeptide-associated complex a
0.07077888 0.00886905 356.6542 232.6299 418.66638 0.53486776 0.53486776 0.53486776 83.0411 83.0411 83.0411 Ndfip1 BG074233 Nedd4 family interacting protein 1
2.1974688 0.15127563 56.070137 27.343498 111.873405 1.7001017 1.7001017 1.7001017 53.465897 53.465897 53.465897 Npnt BG074516 Nephronectin
0.50175846 0.02354676 62.04697 50.901306 75.4337 0.3913946 0.3913946 0.3913946 19.569202 19.569202 19.569202 Nrk BG063511 Nik related kinase
0.1472606 0.24881448 43.719097 40.3789 50.2015 2.128114 2.128114 2.128114 199.7406 199.7406 199.7406 Nasp BG071779 Nuclear autoantigenic sperm protein (histon
0.14564273 0.06472702 42.526333 31.2733 50.001 1.565379 1.565379 1.565379 202.33519 202.33519 202.33519 Nfkb1 BG082106 Nuclear factor of kappa light chain gene en
0.01109711 0.4226497 78.3547 55.5817 89.741196 2.0898392 2.0898392 2.0898392 98.134 98.134 98.134 Nfkbib AI413304 Nuclear factor of kappa light chain gene en
0.20296666 0.30414513 35.544933 27.4949 48.707603 1.9334465 1.9334465 1.9334465 148.321 148.321 148.321 Nutf2 AW545365 Nuclear transport factor 2
0.36462697 0.01801523 94.45897 74.6964 106.82841 0.8082514 0.8082514 0.8082514 66.5139 66.5139 66.5139 Nol7 BG066700 Nucleolar protein 7
0.20528871 0.16051078 83.8323 72.452095 89.5224 1.6744492 1.6744492 1.6744492 70.0416 70.0416 70.0416 Nsbp1 AI840555 Nucleosome binding protein 1
0.36531255 0.09006152 63.50513 45.6579 72.7659 0.8468385 0.8468385 0.8468385 63.415897 63.415897 63.415897 Ndg1 BG070783 Nur77 downstream gene 1
0.07197966 0.0039019 58.7452 43.6726 66.2815 2.3432653 2.3432653 2.3432653 54.264904 54.264904 54.264904 Pcid2 AI842640 PCI domain containing 2
0.03113809 0.00588292 223.74728 161.8143 254.71379 1.0776806 1.0776806 1.0776806 120.256905 120.256905 120.256905 Pdzrn3 AI429718 PDZ domain containing RING finger 3
. . . . . . . . . . Ppil2. Peptidyl lyl isomerase (cyclophilin e  -  
0.56922746 0.05580684 124.3786 86.7511 172.8616 1.6837674 1.6837674 1.6837674 189.5809 189.5809 189.5809 Ppia BG078450 Peptidylprolyl isomerase A
0.23239015 0.1043062 107.124565 96.727196 122.9035 1.3468652 1.3468652 1.3468652 198.57031 198.57031 198.57031 Ppid BG076484 Peptidylprolyl isomerase D (cyclophilin D)
0.01886672 0.00111508 129.29485 126.3868 134.03781 1.3341975 1.3341975 1.3341975 569.4988 569.4988 569.4988 Pex2 BG069085 Peroxin 2
0.15454787 0.05244841 28.65907 21.3613 38.4753 1.634488 1.634488 1.634488 194.27539 194.27539 194.27539 Pxmp3 BG075110 Peroxisomal membrane protein 3
0.08648425 0.05736006 -2.1517665 -6.8771 4.0375004 1.3310467 1.3310467 1.3310467 64.1978 64.1978 64.1978 Pik3ca BG088781 Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, catalytic, alp
0.27430904 0.11352489 7.0283995 2.537199 15.121499 1.8035969 1.8035969 1.8035969 79.8733 79.8733 79.8733 Prps1 BG077520 Phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate synthetase 
0.11641906 0.0515669 3.9585 1.1282005 6.433799 1.7565842 1.7565842 1.7565842 110.18851 110.18851 110.18851 Phkb BG088924 Phosphorylase kinase beta
0.0589675 0.04981219 178.73207 136.9608 199.6177 1.7290101 1.7290101 1.7290101 223.9268 223.9268 223.9268 Pnn BG068140 Pinin
0.15942147 0.9504379 165.62271 141.7233 177.5724 0.9640891 0.9640891 0.9640891 97.4789 97.4789 97.4789 Pp11r AI528824 Placental protein 11 related
0.28041437 0.27020237 61.11057 53.9094 75.2247 1.3734062 1.3734062 1.3734062 125.14629 125.14629 125.14629 Pecam1 BG063222 Platelet/endothelial cell adhesion molecule 
0.08288099 0.1071629 111.78026 107.7994 113.9309 1.3618052 1.3618052 1.3618052 327.5131 327.5131 327.5131 Pogk BG074378 Pogo transposable element with KRAB dom
0.22006373 0.2553993 26.860735 18.3129 32.8063 0.80867916 0.80867916 0.80867916 49.964096 49.964096 49.964096 Papola BG071353 Poly (A) polymerase alpha
0.02145943 0.00474328 91.619965 65.6275 104.616196 0.9607457 0.9607457 0.9607457 45.581 45.581 45.581 Parp8 BG067155 Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase family, mem
0.5235256 0.00781355 132.01003 103.9424 150.36159 1 1 1 78.9845 78.9845 78.9845 Polr2g BG087147 Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polype
0.02781406 0.00230304 35.769867 35.3033 36.3318 1.7065401 1.7065401 1.7065401 209.1244 209.1244 209.1244 Polr2j BG082553 Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polype
0.54310167 0.05186674 109.6139 79.2096 151.954 0.54750556 0.54750556 0.54750556 54.6097 54.6097 54.6097 Kcnq1 BG063584 Potassium voltage-gated channel, subfamil
0.14430407 0.66841596 41.231068 33.993103 45.3144 0.43474394 0.43474394 0.43474394 31.4461 31.4461 31.4461 Prdm1 BG071964 PR domain containing 1, with ZNF domain
0.05254819 0.00937356 12.538501 11.3535 13.249001 1.9732156 1.9732156 1.9732156 76.7867 76.7867 76.7867 Pbx1 BG072152 Pre B-cell leukemia transcription factor 1
0.14569585 0.06461052 89.57446 64.00729 109.24899 1.3151903 1.3151903 1.3151903 356.974 356.974 356.974 Pfdn5 C78903 prefoldin 5
0.2245675 0.15473303 15.964168 10.5589 20.968801 2.3558767 2.3558767 2.3558767 102.963104 102.963104 102.963104 Plod3 BG067966 Procollagen-lysine, 2-oxoglutarate 5-dioxyg
0.0882548 0.05112037 0.5907339 -1.9259996 1.9699001 1.436189 1.436189 1.436189 55.65 55.65 55.65 Prlpe BG063552 Prolactin-like protein E
0.137528 0.05965293 17.971634 14.3075 21.844501 1.4310743 1.4310743 1.4310743 77.7022 77.7022 77.7022 Pcca BG066651 Propionyl-Coenzyme A carboxylase, alpha 
0.10774861 0.42264974 78.7985 47.1363 94.6296 0.9961957 0.9961957 0.9961957 49.327198 49.327198 49.327198 Prss36 AI845440 Protease, serine, 36
0.49405992 0.01118273 370.85052 308.5524 482.9575 0.6194268 0.6194268 0.6194268 154.11551 154.11551 154.11551 Psma7 BG064899 Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit
0.18941234 0.15430999 86.52346 70.8227 108.271194 1.0223731 1.0223731 1.0223731 131.2136 131.2136 131.2136 Pdia6 BG087169 Protein disulfide isomerase associated 6
0.24629956 0.18363537 24.669567 18.63 34.8634 0.6921757 0.6921757 0.6921757 45.850998 45.850998 45.850998 Ppp1r12b BG087937 Protein phosphatase 1, regulatory (inhibitor
0.01890992 0.00196035 58.802067 39.6612 68.3725 0.4778885 0.4778885 0.4778885 23.8652 23.8652 23.8652 Ppp1r9b BG074915 Protein phosphatase 1, regulatory subunit 9
1.2528154 0.01928601 881.3046 663.6383 1309.0144 0.72581875 0.72581875 0.72581875 296.1644 296.1644 296.1644 Ppp2cb BG087694 Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), cataly
1 7270106 0 30996665 187 16031 79 7093 384 0931 0 79317194 0 79317194 0 79317194 113 59901 113 59901 113 59901 AW558719 l L35
0.47393402 0.04220932 113.407196 83.5462 137.1059 0.6087742 0.6087742 0.6087742 64.4386 64.4386 64.4386 Pros1 BG075004 Protein S (alpha)
0.66511005 0.7280491 131.5183 33.2685 180.6432 1.163454 1.163454 1.163454 86.6044 86.6044 86.6044 Ptprf BG085163 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type
0.11099329 0.0802103 60.329933 37.2026 71.8936 0.97663903 0.97663903 0.97663903 29.160902 29.160902 29.160902 Ppfia1 BG083890 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type
0.01685376 0.04725605 47.325203 32.315002 54.830303 1.1495599 1.1495599 1.1495599 34.155003 34.155003 34.155003 Tpst1 BG074910 Protein-tyrosine sulfotransferase 1
0.03513387 0.00720818 186.83253 139.2778 210.6099 1.6451952 1.6451952 1.6451952 259.5356 259.5356 259.5356 Prpf18 AI840668 PRP18 pre-mRNA processing factor 18 hom
2.4002612 0.07301221 228.76442 64.4578 310.91772 2.3711298 2.3711298 2.3711298 77.0131 77.0131 77.0131 Prpf4 AI413933 PRP4 pre-mRNA processing factor 4 homo
0.06013908 0.01775996 226.68524 205.4182 268.14392 1.172259 1.172259 1.172259 704.0387 704.0387 704.0387 Pdha1 BG066484 Pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 alpha 1
1.4370315 0.05109849 1654.5833 1022.0812 2706.1384 1 1 1 916.1234 916.1234 916.1234 R3hcc1 BG063162 R3H domain and coiled-coil containing 1
0.908943 0.15802565 93.0725 65.08009 143.4855 0.99999994 0.99999994 0.99999994 87.8905 87.8905 87.8905 Rabep1 BG076377 Rabaptin, RAB GTPase binding effector pro
0.07479242 0.42264974 94.56833 59.497597 112.1037 1.9550073 1.9550073 1.9550073 114.678795 114.678795 114.678795 Ralbp1 BG070959 RalA binding protein 1
0.05018534 0.00640646 62.1887 56.6576 67.4972 1.2353125 1.2353125 1.2353125 312.7702 312.7702 312.7702 Ranbp17 BG068105 RAN binding protein 17
0.2528756 0.00998113 1039.4481 871.9128 1149.4585 1.7995496 1.7995496 1.7995496 1680.201 1680.201 1680.201 Ran BG088511 RAN, member RAS oncogene family
0.04785901 0.0021984 324.03574 236.358 367.8746 1.2468706 1.2468706 1.2468706 164.579 164.579 164.579 Rragc BG067517 Ras-related GTP binding C
0.23658772 0.20756678 286.82294 255.8732 302.29782 2.4266522 2.4266522 2.4266522 349.93158 349.93158 349.93158 Arhgef12 AI414292 Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor (G
0.17035899 0.256069 792.156 735.7375 896.19025 0.60993266 0.60993266 0.60993266 773.99976 773.99976 773.99976 Arhgef7 BG069506 Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor (G
0.1292998 0.42264974 304.7524 248.9248 332.6662 1.1351496 1.1351496 1.1351496 197.59529 197.59529 197.59529 Rpl10 BG085977 Ribosomal protein 10
0.88241416 0.03281688 3725.5312 2825.2522 5511.1143 0.90487343 0.90487343 0.90487343 2184.678 2184.678 2184.678 Rpl10a BG085657 Ribosomal protein L10A
1.850884 0.05388837 1245.8176 666.0143 2069.1357 0.39228275 0.39228275 0.39228275 237.45001 237.45001 237.45001 Rpl12 BG069682 Ribosomal protein L12
0.9304319 0.06072307 432.3489 305.3119 674.3983 1.6362915 1.6362915 1.6362915 516.59375 516.59375 516.59375 Rpl19 NM_009078 Ribosomal protein L19
0.04652164 0.42264977 78.98537 58.6081 89.173996 1.1774808 1.1774808 1.1774808 54.9423 54.9423 54.9423 Rpl3 BG074107 Ribosomal protein L3
1.0942886 0.07247854 6078.9907 3425.2244 9156.803 1.2053072 1.2053072 1.2053072 5178.3403 5178.3403 5178.3403 Rpl30 NM_009083 Ribosomal protein L30
0.02086211 0.00299973 1602.3121 1162.33 1822.3032 1.1088182 1.1088182 1.1088182 1442.5123 1442.5123 1442.5123 Rpl30 BC069949 Ribosomal protein L30
0.04660249 0.42264974 1427.7732 936.0334 1673.6432 0.8150236 0.8150236 0.8150236 713.7528 713.7528 713.7528 Rpl30 BC069949 Ribosomal protein L30
0.0266245 0.00768234 365.20123 263.1533 416.2252 2.3848438 2.3848438 2.3848438 452.983 452.983 452.983 Rpl32 AW556391 Ribosomal protein L32
. . . . . . . . . . Rpl35. ribosoma protein  
0.70210063 0.03169619 210.27565 148.497 290.4673 1.0708221 1.0708221 1.0708221 163.3051 163.3051 163.3051 Rpl35a BG087064 Ribosomal protein L35a
0.5401068 0.04150812 954.1081 790.37 1222.9521 0.82722425 0.82722425 0.82722425 698.0817 698.0817 698.0817 Rpl7l1 BG071958 Ribosomal protein L7-like 1
0.28865656 0.02346451 2144.9163 1788.6067 2722.2566 1 1 1 2152.366 2152.366 2152.366 Rps14 BG074353 Ribosomal protein S14
0.13669829 0.02454395 22638.662 13892.427 27011.781 1.2248181 1.2248181 1.2248181 11560.11 11560.11 11560.11 Rps15 AW548440 ribosomal protein S15
0.8478649 0.08142518 895.7476 568.675 1376.4283 0.50627524 0.50627524 0.50627524 371.208 371.208 371.208 Rps15a BG085819 ribosomal protein S15a
0.51468503 0.00954118 2045.7927 1630.1272 2594.6536 1 1 1 1293.7957 1293.7957 1293.7957 Rps17 BG073105 Ribosomal protein S17
0.06117305 0.01507616 144.45726 107.671 162.8504 0.6003871 0.6003871 0.6003871 41.9518 41.9518 41.9518 Rps29 BG086475 Ribosomal protein S29
0.06195996 0.00530372 1556.7391 1026.2076 1822.0049 0.99338764 0.99338764 0.99338764 653.3359 653.3359 653.3359 Rps3a BG086418 Ribosomal protein S3a
0.06911545 0.42264974 155.3241 98.5499 183.7112 0.6310069 0.6310069 0.6310069 60.6575 60.6575 60.6575 Rplp1 BG086334 Ribosomal protein, large, P1
0.16194938 0.422314 632.5578 534.90027 681.3866 1.0154041 1.0154041 1.0154041 362.0053 362.0053 362.0053 Rplp1 BG074911 Ribosomal protein, large, P1
0.26985165 0.04376758 59.531002 50.194702 76.6154 0.43363887 0.43363887 0.43363887 29.598198 29.598198 29.598198 Rnf139 BG076960 Ring finger protein 139
0.18012957 0.12025356 19.685999 13.8045 26.275799 0.76592016 0.76592016 0.76592016 39.933403 39.933403 39.933403 Rnf25 BG081026 Ring finger protein 25
0.33067313 0.1671113 153.92671 76.8943 192.4429 2.2239583 2.2239583 2.2239583 144.64539 144.64539 144.64539 Rbmxrt BG073254 RNA binding motif protein, X chromosome 
0.01496082 8.01E-05 124.379845 85.961296 143.58911 1.2978029 1.2978029 1.2978029 55.733498 55.733498 55.733498 Sec11l1 AI322431 Sec11-like 1 (S. cerevisiae)
0.4971388 0.02043776 652.7902 500.7094 851.2876 0.97675097 0.97675097 0.97675097 493.3055 493.3055 493.3055 Sparc BG072874 Secreted acidic cysteine rich glycoprotein
0.10268889 0.01379585 353.39337 224.1495 418.0153 0.4317649 0.4317649 0.4317649 63.7606 63.7606 63.7606 Sepp1 BG088394 Selenoprotein P, plasma, 1
0.07651119 7.26E-04 97.43737 94.0038 101.52701 0.9258346 0.9258346 0.9258346 77.3463 77.3463 77.3463 Serpinb6c BG078882 Serine (or cysteine) peptidase inhibitor, clad
0.23675594 0.42431766 43.006367 35.3199 55.7632 1.2614582 1.2614582 1.2614582 114.3108 114.3108 114.3108 Stk24 BG074401 Serine/threonine kinase 24 (STE20 homolo
0.08413906 0.01797715 8.2588 5.2482004 9.954599 1.1686807 1.1686807 1.1686807 67.168594 67.168594 67.168594 Sdccag3 BG070081 Serologically defined colon cancer antigen 
0.10724681 0.00822795 235.83408 150.2032 278.6495 0.84088105 0.84088105 0.84088105 76.061905 76.061905 76.061905 Setd7 AI845668 SET domain containing (lysine methyltransf
0.05734764 0.8177782 63.56567 47.878002 71.4095 1.2878379 1.2878379 1.2878379 49.2996 49.2996 49.2996 Sh3bp5l AI845696 SH3 binding domain protein 5 like
0.06635603 0.0121982 98.35557 64.21471 115.425995 1.1022757 1.1022757 1.1022757 49.6547 49.6547 49.6547 Sap18 BG085340 Sin3-associated polypeptide 18
0.01130651 5.28E-04 517.48944 353.3774 599.5455 0.40951228 0.40951228 0.40951228 197.8262 197.8262 197.8262 Scn2b AI840361 Sodium channel, voltage-gated, type II, bet
0.6749712 0.0495404 600.5 435.3358 871.5184 1.3373634 1.3373634 1.3373634 655.4428 655.4428 655.4428 Slc25a5 BG078462 Solute carrier family 25 (mitochondrial carri
0.08864664 0.18350342 378.8017 301.27188 417.5666 1.1973083 1.1973083 1.1973083 310.623 310.623 310.623 Slc25a37 BG074746 Solute carrier family 25, member 37
0.00723528 5.76E-05 482.14526 339.2786 553.5786 1.5594714 1.5594714 1.5594714 310.59442 310.59442 310.59442 Slk BG074782 STE20-like kinase (yeast)
0.10252152 0.32288325 60.308964 37.0627 71.9321 2.1846693 2.1846693 2.1846693 72.4561 72.4561 72.4561 Stra13 AI836600 Stimulated by retinoic acid 13
0.07105304 0.0038118 238.25351 176.98851 268.88602 1.9243382 1.9243382 1.9243382 180.7858 180.7858 180.7858 Smap1 BG063419 Stromal membrane-associated protein 1
0 03872508 0 00931289 333 75696 217 2873 391 9918 1 3412447 1 3412447 1 3412447 365 61038 365 61038 365 61038 AI843142
0.25010553 0.01918137 335.656 281.0688 362.94962 1.4032438 1.4032438 1.4032438 162.54651 162.54651 162.54651 Senp2 AI415092 SUMO/sentrin specific peptidase 2
0.13254263 0.05917884 13.0263 11.1716 15.129601 1.5893099 1.5893099 1.5893099 61.1103 61.1103 61.1103 Suv420h2 BG069720 Suppressor of variegation 4-20 homolog 2 (
7.79E-04 2.85E-06 223.15361 156.2394 256.61072 1 1 1 199.56041 199.56041 199.56041 Smarca2 AI842968 SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin d
0.15311041 0.1097423 55.297302 50.609497 57.6412 0.24260515 0.24260515 0.24260515 11.612499 11.612499 11.612499 Snap23 BG083544 Synaptosomal-associated protein 23
0.29281142 0.07781933 156.8479 140.95929 164.7922 2.6247075 2.6247075 2.6247075 172.7064 172.7064 172.7064 Syvn1 AI608484 Synovial apoptosis inhibitor 1, synoviolin
0.09537216 0.05309519 91.71513 57.65 108.747696 1.7722822 1.7722822 1.7722822 79.7314 79.7314 79.7314 Tbc1d10b BG085357 TBC1 domain family, member 10b
0.33544642 0.09938281 6025.37 5137.0947 7250.4863 0.7832631 0.7832631 0.7832631 5863.389 5863.389 5863.389 Tbc1d8 BG075092 TBC1 domain family, member 8
0.29948932 0.11533971 3.2280338 -0.34399986 7.784401 2.1347656 2.1347656 2.1347656 92.4335 92.4335 92.4335 Tns3 BG076186 Tensin 3
0.19646904 0.00977048 162.8542 98.6078 194.9774 0.53081524 0.53081524 0.53081524 27.5557 27.5557 27.5557 Tspan3 BG073255 Tetraspanin 3
0.1425984 0.08081501 34.689964 29.228102 39.0188 1.6908612 1.6908612 1.6908612 160.1323 160.1323 160.1323 Tanc2 BG088849 Tetratricopeptide repeat, ankyrin repeat and
0.11698126 0.01352844 142.36685 110.37039 158.3651 0.58869094 0.58869094 0.58869094 34.6093 34.6093 34.6093 Tgif2 BG073940 TGFB-induced factor 2
0.19343282 0.8686203 115.5591 103.6331 121.522095 0.8752009 0.8752009 0.8752009 63.6414 63.6414 63.6414 Txn1 BG086400 Thioredoxin 1
0.20004046 0.47050923 318.81793 294.8432 330.8053 1.4775428 1.4775428 1.4775428 325.2653 325.2653 325.2653 Txndc10 AI840518 Thioredoxin domain containing 10
1.425941 0.02433414 531.84863 369.0017 814.7801 3.0373156 3.0373156 3.0373156 738.5038 738.5038 738.5038 Thoc4 BG086593 THO complex 4
1.1246688 0.00754246 19217.07 14510.908 25773.635 0.98113465 0.98113465 0.98113465 7133.338 7133.338 7133.338 Tmsb4x BG075073 Thymosin, beta 4, X chromosome
0.01715045 0.00287564 4.1588664 2.9736996 5.4272003 1.1561718 1.1561718 1.1561718 127.9281 127.9281 127.9281 Ttpa AU019171 Tocopherol (alpha) transfer protein
0.16240227 0.18350342 373.34924 337.8995 391.0741 1.243339 1.243339 1.243339 361.7813 361.7813 361.7813 Tank AI528605 TRAF family member-associated Nf-kappa 
0.16882065 0.79502076 28.242132 22.181599 31.571402 1.5020338 1.5020338 1.5020338 79.402695 79.402695 79.402695 Sp3 BG069978 Trans-acting transcription factor 3
0.22677244 0.02200063 69.38583 59.5948 85.8868 0.5539014 0.5539014 0.5539014 41.66 41.66 41.66 Tceb1 BG084388 Transcription elongation factor B (SIII), poly
0.17135425 0.00456917 835.0224 727.5485 908.5674 0.8503896 0.8503896 0.8503896 637.4463 637.4463 637.4463 Tcf20 BG086978 Transcription factor 20
0.2178946 0.48871368 49.282696 38.7017 60.8177 1.5969046 1.5969046 1.5969046 160.1218 160.1218 160.1218 Tada1l BG066509 Transcriptional adaptor 1 (HFI1 homolog, y
0.08503164 0.05484383 3.8589668 -0.10389996 10.7031 1.4695855 1.4695855 1.4695855 165.51009 165.51009 165.51009 Trp53 BG075029 Transformation related protein 53
0.01661168 0.00459993 1000.8088 718.0318 1142.1973 1.2157373 1.2157373 1.2157373 867.9416 867.9416 867.9416 Tgfa AU040433 Transforming growth factor alpha
0.00127319 1.46E-04 71.10847 49.620003 81.8527 1.3370532 1.3370532 1.3370532 61.057503 61.057503 61.057503 Tloc1 BG087866 Translocation protein 1
. . . . . . . . . . Tmed2. Transmembrane emp24 domain trafficking    
0.3023428 0.0239272 1481.4716 1278.6565 1582.8792 1.9675999 1.9675999 1.9675999 980.94867 980.94867 980.94867 Tmem59 BG072305 Transmembrane protein 59
0.07098802 0.01794695 80.62797 60.6595 90.6122 1.2317694 1.2317694 1.2317694 47.5552 47.5552 47.5552 Trib2 AI842510 Tribbles homolog 2 (Drosophila)
0.2758258 0.01761314 199.41927 168.31581 214.971 1 1 1 65.30241 65.30241 65.30241 Trim36 BG076517 Tripartite motif-containing 36
0.28817484 0.20898871 15.946401 8.8082 22.395899 1.3650621 1.3650621 1.3650621 59.0657 59.0657 59.0657 Tpm1 AW548270 Tropomyosin 1, alpha
0.26916242 0.2757103 33.689632 29.7723 40.6621 0.95862734 0.95862734 0.95862734 48.711205 48.711205 48.711205 Tsc22d1 BG084173 TSC22 domain family, member 1
0.32528618 0.21841064 277.39557 229.2153 334.3313 1.0615841 1.0615841 1.0615841 415.3026 415.3026 415.3026 Ttll10 BG068402 Tubulin tyrosine ligase-like family, member 
0.02242605 1.08E-04 133.16298 91.6509 153.919 0.8363404 0.8363404 0.8363404 34.9076 34.9076 34.9076 Ttll11 AI413973 Tubulin tyrosine ligase-like family, member 
0.31598812 0.15012728 14.367567 7.8748016 26.4842 1.1492501 1.1492501 1.1492501 64.7572 64.7572 64.7572 Tacstd1 BG070089 Tumor-associated calcium signal transduce
0.16751707 0.06092343 948.2684 790.6543 1124.5015 0.67051864 0.67051864 0.67051864 874.3746 874.3746 874.3746 Ubox5 BG072221 U box domain containing 5
0.19046646 0.07690239 10.672133 6.2022 13.735701 2.303558 2.303558 2.303558 94.095 94.095 94.095 Snrp1c BG070029 U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 1C
0.16776066 0.00522107 1396.522 1230.3712 1623.2793 0.8565404 0.8565404 0.8565404 1110.8427 1110.8427 1110.8427 Usp3 C81187 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 3
0.09627786 0.07131633 26.781834 22.548798 32.4775 1.2907268 1.2907268 1.2907268 80.9246 80.9246 80.9246 Ube2h NM_009459 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2H
0.11466591 0.4226501 76.568794 61.543 84.081696 1.203867 1.203867 1.203867 52.965702 52.965702 52.965702 Galnt10 BG064979 UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-galactosamine:polyp
0.43588433 0.63210815 232.8564 95.9514 301.3089 0.89475375 0.89475375 0.89475375 100.823105 100.823105 100.823105 Ucp2 AI836440 Uncoupling protein 2 (mitochondrial, proton
0.98225236 0.08200484 107.3133 75.6747 156.30121 0.735805 0.735805 0.735805 62.216995 62.216995 62.216995 Vps39 BG075074 Vacuolar protein sorting 39 (yeast)
0.24467511 0.20086187 76.53446 58.7331 96.1687 1.6532397 1.6532397 1.6532397 184.4937 184.4937 184.4937 Wrnip1 BG071300 Werner helicase interacting protein 1
0.06940574 0.1958688 68.5008 52.843796 76.3293 0.92964906 0.92964906 0.92964906 42.1444 42.1444 42.1444 Wrnip1 AI840925 Werner helicase interacting protein 1
0.24563448 0.10995055 680.0561 542.3425 788.45056 0.26932693 0.26932693 0.26932693 249.0931 249.0931 249.0931 Wwtr1 BG066193 WW domain containing transcription regula
0.27429104 0.18503158 23.716133 16.5205 34.2272 2.084823 2.084823 2.084823 141.72281 141.72281 141.72281 Xab1 BG064934 XPA binding protein 1
0.28426737 0.42264977 157.43724 149.4959 161.4079 0.85197026 0.85197026 0.85197026 71.9555 71.9555 71.9555 Zfp238 BG070251 Zinc finger protein 238
0.11712542 0.03827999 6.893933 3.2455997 11.0611 0.69255817 0.69255817 0.69255817 44.5137 44.5137 44.5137 Zfp644 BG076335 Zinc finger protein 644
0.05937919 0.31026247 70.29623 45.5335 82.6776 1.0802082 1.0802082 1.0802082 43.2713 43.2713 43.2713 Zfp91 AI839059 Zinc finger protein 91
0.09124209 0.01948721 9.906299 7.824497 12.268499 1 1 1 56.0818 56.0818 56.0818 Zfand2b BG069367 Zinc finger, AN1 type domain 2B
0.14416851 0.04518919 17.420767 13.051201 24.354198 1.0985025 1.0985025 1.0985025 85.0377 85.0377 85.0377 Zcsl2 BG069365 Zinc finger, CSL domain containing 2
0.09132779 0.5659872 86.791534 53.385197 103.494705 1.15092 1.15092 1.15092 61.252003 61.252003 61.252003 Zubr1 AI836616 Zinc finger, UBR1 type 1
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gene8707 0.85578036 0.40922812 2.0096884 0.2379776 0.5829237 0.5636875 63.99105 18.2028 134.3181 0.6594926 0.50323945 0.97240365 0.13529222 0.234333
gene3948 0.9141554 0.2652749 1.5560851 0.2678708 0.6561468 0.7469245 61.05795 3.2543983 103.2156 0.6172927 0.59242487 0.6626563 0.02200085 0.03810658
gene6615 0.9312134 0.6813907 1.12482 0.06985796 0.17111637 0.38208935 42.6521 28.234001 60.500103 1.2788597 1.0658966 1.53156 0.13492669 0.23369989
gene8070 0.71517444 0.39170343 1.3108176 0.12698479 0.31104794 0.10554522 35.637413 19.421 70.8893 1.0222963 0.7092707 1.4976115 0.22866592 0.39606097
gene1300 0.7351328 0.22968021 1.2251414 0.20397283 0.49962938 0.27579 236.16751 12.854799 585.61554 1.1963764 0.85964936 1.6884277 0.24009332 0.41585383
gene5358 1.0691165 0.5700092 1.8788918 0.20058216 0.49132398 0.7237488 22.967133 8.204599 35.1016 0.5764393 0.23498842 1.4187487 0.3711773 0.6428979
gene6822 0.97759324 0.60845405 1.370072 0.11255032 0.27569085 0.84887016 42.798615 22.988598 63.627098 0.77684385 0.758295 0.7984534 0.01164397 0.02016795
gene6498 1.0916688 0.7698084 1.378951 0.09197675 0.22529612 0.3409828 50.297466 7.5909996 103.0209 0.7634461 0.501118 1.3896435 0.25251877 0.43737534
gene1066 1.1219481 0.7291164 2.0263891 0.17319675 0.42424366 0.4755441 41.274982 6.731099 90.285904 0.5835407 0.5098778 0.70125145 0.05592171 0.09685924
gene1029 0.93314725 0.4554746 1.6072828 0.16488053 0.40387318 0.6994539 49.675602 4.8745003 90.1695 0.68867505 0.6180774 0.7803634 0.04687292 0.08118627
gene1593 1.0882543 0.5578663 1.6695535 0.19036394 0.46629456 0.635288 29.1134 13.165802 49.149803 0.77175444 0.7180182 0.8159435 0.02921696 0.05060526
gene8409 2.062498 0.7384439 33.747074 2.0834947 5.103499 0.26144814 80.76888 28.497803 259.5098 1.3976973 1.1415293 1.6028913 0.1455625 0.25212163
gene5789 0.8517961 0.71915704 1.0861015 0.06265491 0.15347256 0.07926458 22.3783 13.439 33.3058 1.1578757 1.0236332 1.3854041 0.10692949 0.1852073
gene8563 0.69009036 0.45308927 1.3877709 0.12058656 0.29537556 0.07759012 18.4037 10.420502 37.3407 0.8251223 0.57163227 1.2010853 0.18316415 0.3172496
gene2118 0.9980853 0.4657016 1.8463418 0.22789647 0.5582301 0.9931684 32.64638 11.8415985 60.5242 0.47188157 0.44015577 0.48921025 0.01643988 0.0284747
gene8652 0.84892344 0.5217566 1.7151133 0.16478628 0.40364233 0.414893 72.091064 38.507698 144.5784 0.99366516 0.62971073 1.6461793 0.29360482 0.5085385
gene8702 0.85494816 0.6051656 1.0274774 0.06629004 0.16237679 0.09696781 31.748499 15.899399 41.928802 1.073896 0.519371 1.9118968 0.4618481 0.7999444
gene1939 0.8656748 0.5976212 1.172164 0.09804458 0.2401592 0.25106803 19.136917 14.237902 27.9613 0.9769695 0.6736291 1.2048477 0.18695049 0.32380775
gene1236 0.7151135 0.14537622 1.717727 0.29864383 0.731525 0.37632334 54.278915 1.830801 109.73241 1.5221399 1.1367961 1.85308 0.23041561 0.39909154
0.57314306 2.707606 1.9249555 2965.01 1.7588005 5476.99 1.9107424 1.6880431
gene2630 0.7709576 0.3512733 1.1397201 0.16055132 0.39326882 0.24251798 30.466736 3.9421005 70.90401 1.0108829 0.8601042 1.1535246 0.08743032 0.15143375
gene8208 0.91021734 0.43201405 1.5236421 0.1918131 0.46984422 0.6554033 23.99275 10.012098 44.046803 0.58006114 0.38041797 0.93099546 0.15854418 0.2746066
gene7500 0.46528122 0.3032737 0.9360327 0.07725067 0.18922472 0.0049253 66.30711 42.136597 145.5893 1.0148829 0.23783906 3.4889934 1.3471941 2.3334086
gene6438 1.060012 0.9647532 1.2134852 0.03737481 0.09154923 0.15862414 18.530884 15.575699 23.137201 0.6172927 0.49485973 0.7999951 0.08768679 0.15187797
gene8453 0.8023933 0.52538735 1.3529221 0.1122979 0.27507257 0.1666313 43.072845 21.8892 74.3842 1.9334865 0.7373567 4.314389 1.2355486 2.140033
gene6631 0.72395456 0.11334994 1.4218518 0.3698805 0.9060185 0.45209935 307.8238 8.2647 446.2197 0.69547105 0.27604717 1.3810881 0.40048566 0.6936615
gene5344 0.90618193 0.61102355 1.4392831 0.10592919 0.25947246 0.42926958 22.140368 15.776199 33.076202 1.0656083 0.9620902 1.1841196 0.06407146 0.11097503
gene3008 0.64291406 0.1480314 1.2835889 0.24740086 0.6060059 0.23281094 119.99993 4.386299 271.2609 1.8642082 1.7418884 1.9504532 0.06447341 0.11167122
gene9572 0.99809366 0.42050454 1.6491623 0.21054271 0.5157222 0.9927054 77.88782 6.7362995 119.93391 1.1962239 1.0128758 1.4635603 0.12997843 0.22512925
gene9030 0.78067565 0.48659313 1.0470574 0.0939919 0.2302322 0.0897414 52.49883 30.4405 74.90939 1.5304755 1.0621045 1.8814938 0.2875586 0.49806607
gene9053 0.66804 0.33022738 1.0256118 0.15763526 0.38612595 0.12506458 11.044884 4.4876003 17.355001 1.9726951 1.5438161 2.8312378 0.37335557 0.6466708
gene8242 1.0792836 0.89835006 1.4253868 0.08557045 0.20960394 0.37600824 56.930965 52.819 61.25 0.5531924 0.35657144 0.7394153 0.12831534 0.22224869
gene3651 0.17470402 0.01 6.8221745 1.6864984 4.1310606 0.15010482 3.345067 -10.344198 17.4101 0.03890758 0.01 0.58898336 0.35731554 0.6188887
gene7891 0.6564863 0.12548304 1.5636337 0.328929 0.8057082 0.33130044 31.670383 0.96969986 60.6406 1.6839751 1.5379726 1.8408532 0.08757477 0.15168394
gene3063 0.8366741 0.24149862 1.6224456 0.25588292 0.6267826 0.54172754 209.75742 11.2031 381.72278 0.8875985 0.63582397 1.3282708 0.19812922 0.34316987
gene7588 1.0904264 0.86222196 1.4350355 0.07436883 0.1821657 0.25733313 34.3726 23.4918 53.367302 0.6670026 0.5194515 0.9428139 0.12207328 0.21143712
gene4670 0.723772 0.07200529 1.3479326 0.48262095 1.1821752 0.51824063 47.0909 0.7073002 83.5903 0.92825484 0.75432426 1.1853398 0.12393126 0.21465524
gene8534 0.4908973 0.01 2.0150826 1.4373701 3.5208232 0.42118543 182.67215 -1.3876 329.2096 0.5845999 0.5018164 0.6973503 0.05634693 0.09759575
gene9466 1.1501839 0.95756334 1.5387917 0.09261683 0.22686398 0.13973412 237.36685 143.5154 300.0765 0.67459327 0.5146127 0.9902886 0.13704614 0.23737088
gene5511 1.1747978 0.784637 1.3476636 0.09771544 0.23935297 0.10774737 32.554497 20.5403 44.0072 1.3741741 0.7743883 1.9780985 0.4254149 0.7368402
gene8101 0.8766645 0.26812452 2.1108286 0.27281633 0.6682608 0.653893 39.36017 2.0647001 81.5736 0.6871378 0.49532363 0.9019281 0.1232172 0.21341845
gene7674 0.96229476 0.68969566 1.1791102 0.08653877 0.21197584 0.6833983 45.622284 7.3150005 73.0038 0.74187 0.32896796 1.1499668 0.343663 0.5952418
gene7119 0.8314178 0.5299486 1.7486567 0.15548046 0.3808478 0.3476049 16.25955 6.8731995 29.8354 1.2885082 0.85591596 2.0204735 0.3360331 0.5820264
gene3659 1.1260232 0.8963573 1.413644 0.08364634 0.20489085 0.16811779 47.412502 10.5810995 107.83171 0.8956661 0.66846824 1.3058461 0.18255049 0.31618673
gene8210 0.8147814 0.35975513 1.1628164 0.15166192 0.37149432 0.3004686 114.51199 10.285 192.558 1.0726408 0.9998913 1.2047937 0.06292564 0.1089904
gene9029 0.7259672 0.57929975 1.1168892 0.07140593 0.17490809 0.0214192 20.4511 11.421301 33.1287 1.4322956 1.2954754 1.5961611 0.08672396 0.1502103
gene8038 0.81143516 2.8920047 0.49954104
gene0723 0.93952817 0.59703404 1.260899 0.1196805 0.29315618 0.63746023 34.666214 23.6963 51.383503 0.37657762 0.16044258 0.5943994 0.18547867 0.3212585
gene3364 1.0639946 0.41345567 2.1828716 0.27549836 0.67483044 0.80427164 53.836765 10.4012 83.321 0.7237866 0.58858913 0.8591967 0.08079948 0.1399488
gene8018 0.85019994 0.5590176 1.1176128 0.0916472 0.22448888 0.18627986 26.645517 16.0013 39.044403 0.735982 0.515769 0.88291913 0.13401471 0.23212029
gene4948 0.9030984 0.47709295 1.2156384 0.12937906 0.3169127 0.4966763 41.606884 4.6604004 68.9646 0.96439207 0.7315735 1.2184263 0.14590001 0.25270623
gene7521 0.6950187 0.36924782 1.1707122 0.11599301 0.2841237 0.07271603 501.606 180.07921 857.8845 0.6817593 0.31818816 1.0641493 0.29248473 0.5065984
gene9595 1.376002 0.822566 8.062591 0.61269665 1.5007942 0.4175901 44.700115 27.638298 67.783905 1.0528914 0.5689604 1.4911247 0.34959626 0.60551846
gene0073 1.2403598 0.6211712 3.5096724 0.3230821 0.7913863 0.407992 47.4069 21.2554 131.1589 0.15054618 0.03204433 0.8459779 0.32430214 0.5617078
gene4913 1.0409307 0.8590509 1.2948698 0.06947841 0.17018665 0.5715873 36.35082 25.3035 43.5467 0.9013041 0.8078409 1.0321524 0.06508134 0.11272418
gene8564 0.50530124 0.10062894 1.1282563 0.21516018 0.5270327 0.10884074 27.203232 0.79779816 76.3946 1.0053387 0.9919871 1.0161669 0.00711591 0.01232511
gene6767 0.8338683 0.49406633 1.1416014 0.11857876 0.29045746 0.24556564 38.93908 15.9494 55.3741 0.8263412 0.67347276 0.94307053 0.08640616 0.14965986
gene3500 0.6317886 0.35705644 1.1856145 0.1274043 0.31207556 0.06106937 18.981884 7.0909004 28.7824 1.8551373 1.229983 2.7400708 0.44723657 0.77463645
gene0766 1.1878202 0.52468795 6.270526 0.53292567 1.305396 0.6556424 34.547268 18.935202 55.973 1.6240216 1.5312345 1.8061503 0.08665902 0.15009783
gene1027 1.3120251 0.83041316 1.9718812 0.2004651 0.49103722 0.12558545 77.4557 27.670399 134.8878 0.59503734 0.51061493 0.6479562 0.04582261 0.07936709
gene8044 0.9443765 0.7074015 1.2528424 0.09577968 0.23461135 0.5915505 28.618149 15.8547 43.333 0.79999965 0.6855734 1.0419009 0.10759346 0.18635733
gene2395 0.76564944 0.417254 1.103472 0.12164018 0.29795638 0.14201042 29.003517 14.092199 42.6206 0.8804992 0.6486128 1.1304826 0.14622492 0.253269
gene7520 0.9480743 0.6667184 1.47211 0.10307127 0.252472 0.6389585 61.287766 30.469099 88.5033 1.0407212 0.7579711 1.5227058 0.21896186 0.37925306
gene4940 1.2022977 0.48770064 3.8069296 0.4824219 1.1816876 0.6067028 57.89972 4.2351 117.7358 1.3572671 0.9301977 2.0315118 0.31865552 0.55192757
gene6672 0.4920194 0.02891717 1.1989834 0.5081306 1.2446607 0.27409473 260.18082 2.1543999 367.7691 1.1866939 1.0002925 1.5233532 0.1533705 0.2656455
gene5394 0.8251311 0.20936501 1.3780808 0.26126927 0.63997644 0.5231914 27.266434 1.2193985 57.7779 0.86049813 0.409373 1.377657 0.36088768 0.62507576
gene2077 1.4242483 0.98614204 2.0480988 0.1841297 0.45102382 0.03789858 81.10862 28.2634 119.14751 0.7136487 0.6647835 0.7480398 0.0257819 0.04465556
gene8090 0.8888139 0.11289495 2.313546 0.55300385 1.3545773 0.80269766 145.1977 2.3988 419.83862 0.8076748 0.49071378 1.6237413 0.32104862 0.55607253
gene1571 0.9690947 0.29371795 2.3299096 0.32521856 0.79661953 0.9189318 60.773346 3.2945995 103.5443 0.7408854 0.5292144 1.0489455 0.15077342 0.26114723
1.0414878 0.5900274 1.7291921 0.17515214 0.42903337 86.39155 15.364 210.8116 1.6412333 1.1558117 0.86523044
gene5267 1.0547067 0.22227709 1.8331113 0.40284014 0.9867528 0.87575585 122.58928 4.4196987 230.5794 1.2817962 0.7717845 1.9025003 0.3605434 0.6244795
gene2296 0.89476174 0.58385736 1.3633798 0.11734045 0.28742424 0.42450273 42.0132 5.7045 91.2052 0.87569755 0.5926717 1.0719562 0.1759702 0.3047893
gene8966 1.0441241 0.3802626 1.801231 0.27527317 0.67427886 0.86485916 59.634583 4.0890007 120.4278 1.0042425 0.697665 1.531543 0.23911102 0.41415244
gene0762 0.82746136 0.56307334 1.4505918 0.11339347 0.27775615 0.21490453 29.870531 5.3943005 62.310997 1.8567072 1.7346705 1.9823756 0.07165984 0.12411849
gene6876 1.176253 0.6470714 2.1013331 0.23451848 0.5744506 0.42921308 790.459 324.3431 1244.2559 0.30268106 0.12719107 0.81083333 0.20550658 0.35594782
gene7386 0.95678437 0.31337363 1.5519495 0.24876498 0.6093473 0.86016124 85.38461 5.3295 134.4606 0.76709604 0.63902515 0.92634636 0.0829685 0.14370567
gene4061 1.1976742 0.7780321 1.5367692 0.13760124 0.33705285 0.1704013 75.22395 9.916599 167.2856 0.65018374 0.48155773 0.8260154 0.10517182 0.18216294
gene2412 0.50882155 0.01697951 2.1045952 0.8783341 2.1514704 0.37861642 73.71803 0.2657013 165.2773 1.5296082 1.0650023 2.466452 0.39971295 0.69232315
gene1068 0.82856685 0.5949619 0.9973078 0.06804337 0.16667154 0.06865984 17.855484 12.121601 23.237 0.86136556 0.7824658 1.0026922 0.06648526 0.11515585
gene9514 1.0189211 0.6568228 1.500456 0.12467927 0.3054006 0.8817321 29.961231 13.471399 40.484596 0.25362235 0.06652932 0.7511388 0.27616832 0.47833756
gene4272 0.82711697 0.7488499 0.98459536 0.03353529 0.08214435 0.00537075 29.8974 19.587997 42.2629 1.6369556 1.271304 2.3739936 0.3193547 0.55313855
gene5361 0.9910814 0.7463997 1.755969 0.13610631 0.33339104 0.949162 36.442734 18.968298 58.7051 0.6650739 0.47318012 0.9590171 0.14026338 0.24294329
gene8811 1.1276596 0.6732558 1.6708868 0.1813986 0.44433403 0.4735681 63.29258 38.6631 86.832794 0.5942196 0.45694667 0.89947885 0.1288566 0.22318618
gene6567 0.7997224 0.23859651 1.2695516 0.22767362 0.55768424 0.42427802 44.46095 2.3181 105.34239 0.7218052 0.5304963 0.91984516 0.11944373 0.20688261
gene8223 0.9730135 0.7728592 1.2456256 0.0685703 0.16796225 0.7118558 23.4316 15.287399 31.986801 0.64189297 0.5020396 0.85914886 0.10251623 0.17756332
gene0081 0.8041639 0.5161338 1.0110829 0.08555231 0.20955952 0.09173545 64.96177 11.8647995 149.555 1.7378477 1.2853858 2.2575464 0.29050398 0.5031676
gene8222 1.1289018 0.91550666 1.9244179 0.13034636 0.31928208 0.33328065 22.950651 13.317902 34.221 1.0399522 0.8502343 1.3134125 0.13320751 0.23072217
gene2586 0.91174227 0.6989548 1.4978757 0.10619663 0.26012757 0.45524496 44.134914 26.9183 63.552 0.65954643 0.5174478 1.0646994 0.16497305 0.2857417
gene3391 0.95783424 0.30698752 1.5116711 0.262304 0.642511 0.86934525 45.335186 2.5293999 106.3748 0.9453055 0.5625514 2.148626 0.44927692 0.77817047
gene8009 0.9162238 0.37110066 2.0086424 0.2529031 0.6194836 0.74110126 830.736 251.45752 1827.1018 0.59792227 0.4022783 1.0378896 0.1809011 0.31332988
gene4520 1.0796176 0.60314715 1.4480838 0.15913323 0.3897952 0.61489373 99.95306 11.9275 149.94351 0.8049572 0.7419373 0.9035229 0.04791205 0.0829861
gene9515 1.6581101 0.9695975 12.430612 0.88116187 2.158397 0.26859128 60.950928 31.423601 113.11849 0.9017014 0.8004305 0.9681525 0.05419238 0.09386395
gene0735 0.67615134 0.1164234 1.8184173 0.32766578 0.802614 0.35353068 370.1318 10.9229 607.5956 1.7328961 1.6241435 1.8641466 0.06939299 0.12019219
gene0835 0.5654432 0.01894479 1.6453797 0.9407973 2.3044734 0.4471438 2321.643 9.732601 3388.4224 1.324712 1.2090809 1.38737 0.06059223 0.10494883
gene5256 1.0880525 0.48425946 1.7713153 0.20951812 0.5132125 0.6640211 40.632 3.3297997 104.0209 0.81007856 0.75956106 0.91943264 0.05144541 0.08910605
gene3301 1.0770738 0.87749094 1.3500001 0.06955789 0.17038135 0.299601 54.801983 11.868301 118.50331 0.6408321 0.6037202 0.6939135 0.02657111 0.04602251
gene3515 0.562816 0.39755425 1.2910144 0.0710375
gene7790 1.2654244 0.71019316 2.0850327 0.20060807 0.49138743 0.18450995 102.95939 11.839701 174.4429 1.087185 0.93763953 1.4362898 0.1537068 0.266228
gene1911 0.89129496 0.28766972 1.355013 0.22382489 0.5482568 0.63987017 39.53915 2.447401 69.3844 1.1676046 1.0231947 1.3823115 0.10426031 0.18058415
gene8076 0.81685525 0.6585272 1.1046482 0.0788266 0.19308496 0.0869397 17.696184 10.181 25.190598 1.0084537 0.8918173 1.083658 0.06245315 0.10817202
gene8932 0.73573303 0.35910332 1.1484065 0.14040841 0.34392896 0.15164486 23.052483 2.0690002 56.5095 1.4497591 1.21904 1.6973333 0.13995315 0.24240597
gene5260 1.4972543 0.61567676 5.673518 0.5244601 1.2846596 0.24061623 67.22708 4.782299 174.60289 0.8496111 0.68532676 0.9898602 0.0948225 0.1642374
gene0623 1.1017133 0.5658444 2.4595368 0.24761671 0.6065346 0.66405797 69.9534 7.0832005 121.983406 2.0443945 1.6935769 2.5483212 0.24596496 0.4260238
gene7190 1.1823679 0.5572333 2.03521 0.29392305 0.7199615 0.4977631 41.338715 3.8247013 65.268295 1.0964274 0.8473937 1.2998723 0.14552414 0.2520552
gene7475 0.6516448 0.3809449 1.1057881 0.12558484 0.3076188 0.06648256 21.6238 8.2903 39.3429 0.6747867 0.5673499 0.8983288 0.09879839 0.17112382
gene3015 0.74189425 0.21226195 1.9692191 0.25145128 0.61592734 0.35885957 163.27814 7.9385986 369.6085 1.4735671 1.1372267 2.2792857 0.3352809 0.5807235
gene1922 0.6852051 0.0361177 1.4594284 0.76217955 1.8669511 0.5537518 59.834282 0.43670082 81.2908 1.1840639 0.97862494 1.3546749 0.11681623 0.20233165
gene4447 0.8105284 0.08435606 2.0727139 0.55642533 1.3629582 0.67550474 89.80607 1.3638992 168.1828 1.0398543 0.817686 1.3528435 0.15404834 0.26681954
gene8184 1.116291 0.7451238 1.3799553 0.11736023 0.2874727 0.3362306 21.403467 15.684202 27.9102 0.7730898 0.7156006 0.8211151 0.03143006 0.05443846
gene6046 0.94030935 0.07998354 4.0253644 0.8215554 2.0123916 0.9129378 477.75125 5.3668003 1112.0175 1.2734721 1.0724499 1.6077229 0.15556756 0.2694509
gene2481 0.6727056 0.02837392 2.0744538 0.93319273 2.285846 0.5681568 771.0423 3.7125988 1685.062 1.0527009 0.9542284 1.1080292 0.05180333 0.089726
gene2819 1.0231608 0.7338696 1.579821 0.11092343 0.2717058 0.83837265 32.07475 21.474298 52.8674 0.9903677 0.8477535 1.1273612 0.08292919 0.14363757
gene5568 0.82085073 0.33986795 1.5271422 0.21628167 0.52977973 0.44980714 23.61705 8.060801 54.7855 0.8062787 0.7489471 0.89459354 0.04320528 0.07483374
gene7880 1.3111331 1.1216531 1.6553947 0.08706439 0.21326333 0.00929802 26.129217 18.689 35.774 0.9348089 0.6870768 1.2700918 0.1697902 0.29408523
gene8320 0.4932567 0.01 1.4491582 1.2582455 3.0820594 0.40879515 50.227367 -1.7875996 78.456 0.6383366 0.39267626 1.4328878 0.29570872 0.51218253
gene8193 0.9206087 0.6636642 1.1581012 0.09377291 0.2296958 0.4471809 71.2052 36.372902 102.346 0.71759 0.4188463 1.1946707 0.23321415 0.40393877
gene9280 1.1082262 0.7585947 1.6232245 0.13636284 0.3340194 0.4322946 70.49285 33.7776 101.06729 0.88297284 0.7791751 1.0431187 0.07703149 0.13342246
gene6661 0.90971464 0.4378267 1.3341392 0.14606589 0.35778692 0.56780255 70.53303 6.9074 131.23 1.541138 1.2851086 1.6932578 0.14089757 0.24404176
gene3872 0.78749466 0.02889369 2.504629 1.2131628 2.9716299 0.73738027 832.6572 3.7795 1348.8585 0.7802932 0.45555568 1.4932234 0.29732293 0.5149784
1.1855325 0.7001813 2.651808 0.22976866 1469.1825 289.76257 2967.9333 1.141238 1.0598595 0.12304056
gene0665 0.97232515 0.551756 2.254052 0.21631838 0.5298697 0.8980195 68.72859 30.163002 137.1253 0.35919648 0.17114031 0.5320039 0.14823596 0.25675222
gene2571 0.9289952 0.6905201 1.6304537 0.13414396 0.32858428 0.6217167 589.251 356.2658 961.3007 0.6967956 0.45990416 0.99700403 0.16306715 0.28244057
gene5044 0.5309852 0.02940311 1.9816805 0.6147516 1.5058278 0.3439127 1051.2759 7.072899 1962.5894 1.1726195 0.7023508 1.5413203 0.3162088 0.54768974
gene6096 1.0966138 0.89629644 1.3278866 0.08070198 0.19767869 0.26218155 60.358917 35.323997 78.7338 1.6664281 1.208012 2.6994147 0.4285398 0.7422527
gene4530 0.63375974 0.03359175 2.381933 0.7635809 1.8703837 0.4920143 1267.0945 8.796299 2567.961 1.4550542 0.84612125 2.2522037 0.445605 0.77181053
gene6618 0.6314334 0.0350958 1.3303567 0.6670933 1.6340382 0.46621767 969.22675 7.3256016 1796.1647 1.0204756 0.78915393 1.3530201 0.16229086 0.281096
gene8972 1.1264266 0.8984425 2.0622532 0.14537935 0.35610524 0.38812768 35.7779 16.3279 64.298096 0.96860135 0.9076896 1.0588871 0.04471324 0.07744561
gene8964 1.220628 0.86203444 1.7166014 0.15297754 0.37471694 0.16461025 166.36365 26.178198 228.8923 0.76045483 0.46937478 1.2633681 0.23163423 0.40120226
gene1275 0.7881809 0.45832485 1.0526305 0.11277521 0.27624175 0.14739883 25.445667 15.408398 38.1027 0.31481487 0.18837383 0.73245203 0.15437372 0.26738313
gene8714 0.8508792 0.13675104 1.9938806 0.4471551 1.0953019 0.70557517 155.82495 4.0095997 290.95728 0.9784905 0.937049 1.0145946 0.02273045 0.0393703
gene8437 0.91367644 0.64401305 1.433431 0.11506075 0.28184012 0.49618846 100.79339 48.382404 176.716 1.4299847 0.9562739 2.7240033 0.50506353 0.8747957
gene5642 1.472853 0.7827627 2.866393 0.35796466 0.8768308 0.14569125 61.998447 6.6716995 100.585106 0.6888711 0.6556928 0.7597515 0.03379419 0.05853325
gene4691 0.8637534 0.56750304 1.6708268 0.15282427 0.3743415 0.42670232 37.636 4.4755993 112.537994 0.7980138 0.5478778 1.1791548 0.18336673 0.3176005
gene1365 0.86150706 0.4875097 1.1392277 0.13244818 0.32443047 0.36203673 25.536283 8.0338 37.051903 0.80727965 0.78892064 0.84113735 0.01662842 0.02880127
gene8872 0.9117896 0.21729957 1.4591264 0.3074782 0.7531647 0.76646376 38.264767 1.546999 88.7174 0.64387137 0.49118656 0.89957726 0.11708462 0.2027965
gene2072 0.7490799 0.17451476 1.1150507 0.25176138 0.61668694 0.3703992 37.80985 1.5763988 69.886795 1.3579897 1.2740632 1.5325445 0.08237433 0.14267652
gene1921 0.44501746 0.01 1.1997265 1.0336946 2.5320244 0.33809632 35.583717 -2.2773 80.5213 1.4737128 1.1754085 1.7365097 0.17399146 0.30136204
gene1957 0.8554863 0.17293088 3.1688383 0.51471037 1.2607778 0.7364731 289.02368 9.1381 596.35754 0.63852775 0.21290886 1.1541275 0.44783744 0.7756772
gene7947 0.90646094 0.6789278 1.0494043 0.07209381 0.17659305 0.2678328 701.80286 407.2593 933.27527 0.51280075 0.3297441 0.76363134 0.13056569 0.2261464
gene6015 2.997944 0.81314325 174.73183 9.252358 22.663557 0.23967116 369.58945 42.709496 1867.175 0.7182552 0.51988983 0.9990534 0.139151 0.24101661
gene8463 0.84810126 0.34066778 1.2955513 0.1936036 0.47423005 0.4740731 32.92817 2.7019005 44.6949 1.2690358 1.2395539 1.3040051 0.01871836 0.03242114
gene1381 0.6712793 0.04159703 2.4744635 0.73330337 1.7962191 0.53030926 59.062885 0.4797001 113.05859 1.3306537 0.968148 2.3585002 0.40638053 0.7038717
gene6562 0.8718512 0.5150855 1.3512471 0.1300131 0.31846574 0.38611606 31.65398 3.6296005 81.3203 0.83472776 0.5765676 1.0514729 0.16017911 0.27743834
gene2825 1.3103156 0.8075377 2.012381 0.2290138 0.56096697 0.1675006 52.072716 17.000301 126.49059 0.7872032 0.7118768 0.8418176 0.0403969 0.06996949
gene9571 0.9571651 0.7452858 1.4788543 0.12540434 0.30717665 0.7458955 31.420467 21.679998 42.765003 0.56022984 0.48475096 0.6329955 0.04381333 0.07588691
gene8045 0.89383453 0.7056835 1.1357541 0.07233151 0.1771753 0.22028957 201.42075 113.336494 274.0799 0.74693084 0.6443704 0.98773116 0.10596644 0.18353926
gene7535 0.55778533 0.7933073 0.02943072 0.0509755
gene4016 1.2247889 0.9847568 1.962598 0.12919727 0.3164674 0.10815325 41.816303 7.4594 70.37421 0.85430723 0.6108262 1.1379209 0.15873656 0.27493978
gene8863 1.1047065 0.99357086 1.2808505 0.05057673 0.12388719 0.08092365 46.45015 30.1175 62.4683 0.8166277 0.75302553 0.85683197 0.03333848 0.05774394
gene8227 1.1766509 0.9387542 2.001071 0.16113576 0.3947004 0.27677673 33.934883 27.4011 51.214096 0.60101646 0.54462993 0.7163262 0.05318358 0.09211666
gene4441 0.47121403 0.01 1.3861603 1.189396 2.9134135 0.38015187 621.3217 1.5087996 830.28485 1.7700998 1.3013624 2.9005182 0.46288285 0.8017366
gene7547 0.9207956 0.5847107 1.3223089 0.12206928 0.29900748 0.5513175 33.1856 6.4186 61.239204 0.9132338 0.8530035 0.97072744 0.03427557 0.05936703
gene8657 0.908866 0.7742414 1.0396373 0.03962271 0.09705544 0.0792804 20.76315 16.6818 25.559101 0.9220176 0.80273587 1.0073283 0.06492157 0.11244746
gene8098 0.71301335 0.487803 1.1282282 0.11347625 0.27795893 0.07881369 473.0724 217.35649 821.5268 0.4793599 0.22850491 0.9864523 0.23279431 0.40321156
gene8239 0.84848815 0.5872056 1.0934693 0.07794056 0.19091462 0.12991661 25.2482 18.921501 35.1903 0.6322058 0.24981865 1.3169328 0.37453038 0.6487056
gene8024 0.80682474 0.29078093 1.2387593 0.19435845 0.47607905 0.3802591 93.41348 6.1483 223.6973 0.7162562 0.6170111 0.7774192 0.05372661 0.09305722
gene5212 1.2161362 0.9129194 1.6571828 0.1190927 0.29171634 0.09855197 148.18803 37.572 332.7458 0.82890075 0.5797718 1.0144364 0.15222186 0.263656
gene0044 0.8538089 0.61052597 1.0163459 0.06374863 0.15615162 0.08593235 32.672886 5.0727005 61.5907 2.0300126 1.5094938 3.1228306 0.4641265 0.80389065
gene2073 0.8142375 0.14822236 1.4981056 0.3428841 0.8398911 0.58001846 140.72548 4.2915 249.7608 0.6934499 0.6493681 0.7477162 0.02846445 0.04930188
gene1376 1.2701659 0.89641964 1.7286743 0.1303159 0.31920746 0.064185 99.616554 77.4303 121.4783 0.5584439 0.31992206 0.97229344 0.19397026 0.33596635
gene7544 0.6699651 0.12942754 1.2883881 0.28091633 0.6881017 0.29989192 39.316864 1.1748009 99.8778 0.67722833 0.5850726 0.75200504 0.05126594 0.08879522
gene2405 0.9825123 0.35884443 2.6597197 0.29734057 0.7283327 0.9504643 72.80463 4.4331017 164.8973 1.9189184 1.8395036 2.0839832 0.0792831 0.13732237
gene1918 1.4747084 0.74210024 11.627994 0.820113 2.0088584 0.39556772 119.800415 73.5084 236.03409 1.5575112 1.4851223 1.6520969 0.04875201 0.08444095
gene8101 0.7980957 0.52378696 1.3736386 0.10886271 0.2666581 0.15024242 81.37738 36.0856 155.2952 1.0553336 0.6994239 1.67929 0.28185004 0.48817858
gene2479 1.1262653 0.8762066 1.4221759 0.08053061 0.1972589 0.15466174 75.5552 12.773499 151.257 1.040914 0.99246037 1.1022909 0.03195648 0.05535024
gene9080 0.48061383 0.01 1.2116432 1.1764523 2.881708 0.38821587 35.612183 -4.9743996 65.4914 1.529403 1.5086558 1.5462763 0.01106717 0.01916891
gene1268 0.968645 0.6932923 1.1891544 0.07289688 0.17856017 0.6872273 39.42493 11.317101 75.1923 1.0219337 0.8584348 1.3708696 0.15347321 0.2658234
gene4136 0.47820267 0.01 1.3243238 1.1827364 2.8971007 0.386438 39.08917 -3.4787006 87.6931 1.1399884 0.75786626 1.8421493 0.31060323 0.53798056
gene7764 0.8101153 0.2283929 1.6281637 0.28627557 0.7012291 0.5210323 876.1037 46.0074 1645.9603 1.0565115 0.7002873 1.7976998 0.31249398 0.5412554
1.061242 0.87470955 1.4459631 0.10187103 0.24953204 47.253166 9.5898 76.243195 0.73927295 0.6913171
gene2348 0.4694733 0.01 1.6001909 1.2000471 2.9395032 0.3794646 296.85693 -0.3294001 654.77344 0.63541174 0.56799316 0.69020575 0.03704433 0.06416266
gene8258 1.0957372 0.61659753 1.3466911 0.13482554 0.3302538 0.48181432 47.244034 5.536001 90.962296 0.7104766 0.5551306 0.82355714 0.08924511 0.15457706
gene5905 1.2288506 0.8777009 1.9602329 0.16827554 0.41218922 0.18278547 152.9018 74.2139 249.0459 0.555341 0.25768867 2.3068612 0.6075759 1.0523523
gene8935 1.0682791 0.8155093 1.5045661 0.09470204 0.23197167 0.48497257 38.2361 25.323801 57.905804 0.5044948 0.34564853 0.72418356 0.11159553 0.19328913
gene1093 1.7248865 0.82210463 38.62112 2.1461494 5.2569714 0.4217906 126.173 41.063904 472.35248 0.8959882 0.783155 1.0216138 0.06907282 0.11963763
gene6644 1.982806 0.5297503 132.13963 6.874434 16.838856 0.4551026 97.46426 10.092499 501.6311 1.378705 1.3406627 1.428037 0.02561715 0.04437021
gene3500 0.9733753 0.3637355 2.4383752 0.2644645 0.64780307 0.91732 68.30577 4.7375 125.82851 1.28801 0.9172799 1.9502897 0.29539725 0.51164305
gene6961 1.0786123 0.6928293 1.5125537 0.14097323 0.34531248 0.5787237 17.358482 12.233599 21.7008 0.97179043 0.6503163 1.3701425 0.21863632 0.3786892
2.1476977 5959.721 0.20910385
H7 O1
t-test P-
value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Min
No
 
rmalized
Max 
Normalized StdErr Norm
StdDev 
Norm
t-test P-
value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Min 
Normalized
0.17165771 61.153637 31.6619 119.3832 2.2885451 1.8486227 3.2037654 0.39818624 0.6896788 0.03976876 309.03748 96.93111 585.64966 0.69521004 0.57360727
0.00540384 31.621603 19.619602 48.2808 0.9946836 0.69726497 1.390719 0.20457575 0.35433558 0.98111516 81.90846 25.6534 153.1897 1.2836366 1.1597989
0.14312603 80.04853 50.5931 138.5558 1.1102523 0.8406759 1.6729327 0.24022324 0.41607887 0.6668437 103.54936 34.3436 163.0645 0.5792697 0.36301598
0.92796785 70.10929 33.849598 136.22449 1.8897035 1.265829 2.4874568 0.39974108 0.69237185 0.0899063 197.28311 44.9188 336.8931 1.1030403 0.7944682
0.45489246 321.1936 159.5846 627.7559 1.6692483 1.0855218 2.1165814 0.3726982 0.6455322 0.14058605 503.12973 355.2624 608.6255 0.39956978 0.2854055
0.39974812 24.149132 4.1075 56.3644 1.8117944 0.9943 3.697498 0.77861613 1.3486027 0.26120326 101.12517 15.4104 218.7197 0.45758605 0.34762588
0.00350368 43.104767 29.968903 64.6886 1.4684998 1.0661757 2.0925643 0.29535717 0.5115736 0.18814516 124.9997 47.239 192.33511 0.6284952 0.41735852
0.4727566 41.41283 16.3902 91.030396 1.1386706 0.9630754 1.54336 0.17649397 0.30569652 0.4836896 61.1748 45.6411 85.2692 0.95454174 0.7721809
0.0298348 17.7962 9.846899 26.7122 1.1930548 1.0695641 1.3033785 0.06939068 0.12018818 0.09317139 51.0022 23.2086 79.1387 0.7453053 0.17547491
0.03151476 31.1664 17.655201 48.1433 1.3030165 0.8551489 1.6564863 0.28475973 0.4932183 0.3368902 75.8424 50.125496 95.2298 1.3052427 1.0434837
0.02064749 25.229698 15.6425 38.8491 1.1562387 0.9546901 1.5476062 0.17414913 0.30163512 0.43045056 59.379402 18.441599 82.563805 1.1778222 1.1250877
0.08345982 47.791336 23.4298 81.882 1.1061823 0.92889196 1.4629294 0.15856859 0.27464885 0.5489837 54.116734 22.9711 101.0082 0.7311409 0.5972427
0.25126985 41.332867 24.840698 71.4568 1.0221273 0.81525016 1.2175448 0.12249596 0.21216923 0.87059104 55.56203 16.404202 82.6203 1.0962178 1.0422999
0.46452692 25.731167 17.7931 31.1469 1.6351771 1.4674134 1.7378769 0.08893189 0.15403454 0.01195994 82.33767 28.294699 126.17081 1.0047321 0.66521055
0.00214108 17.444399 12.326401 25.2705 0.9980575 0.720782 1.322763 0.18049328 0.31262353 0.99221605 62.36896 16.1439 89.13919 1.1119026 0.95724875
0.9838651 123.51544 51.159702 254.90512 2.244491 1.988335 2.435871 0.1391498 0.24101453 0.00579578 344.78937 141.029 561.6118 0.74831015 0.5001409
0.86969495 66.0651 19.7603 138.642 2.0912337 1.7523594 2.5512164 0.22996125 0.39830455 0.02113393 143.3205 72.173 220.8758 0.82453686 0.76616824
0.9119524 30.6932 12.970699 52.728203 1.3079532 0.9706832 1.7694546 0.23192656 0.40170857 0.26154256 64.433334 16.572401 115.3004 0.6547384 0.4407518
0.1059744 83.276436 47.4852 140.05591 1.2483156 0.8206774 1.9308418 0.32317686 0.5597587 0.46416992 106.73676 46.363297 218.32831 0.5138826 0.41478428
0.01763666 3863.598 2397.4197 5509.5376 1.2200041 0.62584287 0.48488387 0.8398435 0.6358158 3592.0103 1651.7689 0.68533885
0.9113633 33.8255 21.2116 58.4896 1.1446933 0.9855388 1.3495221 0.10486563 0.18163261 0.27599677 51.727 22.5596 77.2884 1.3752064 0.9508373
0.17083326 18.8059 9.705001 26.795498 1.8118737 1.3889924 2.644733 0.36209098 0.62715995 0.09224055 100.88367 26.3479 191.4747 0.5045203 0.33858112
0.98665655 254.59653 32.6456 401.5946 1.5428275 1.0734109 2.24002 0.3391408 0.5874091 0.17799753 445.29297 109.5517 631.3906 0.97378355 0.9251368
0.07485349 13.681733 11.044001 17.5315 1.401551 0.86284995 1.8678944 0.35769644 0.6195484 0.30056807 58.552803 11.925301 98.530304 1.0660045 0.8286532
0.3298311 191.67888 39.0223 435.1801 3.0075674 1.4724222 5.617378 1.3166188 2.2804506 0.105479 419.6824 57.9401 843.6532 0.8993902 0.41627634
0.52809846 213.14224 133.7075 334.00662 0.8044997 0.66813505 1.1176668 0.13537142 0.23447017 0.31777623 318.3012 244.3941 437.40692 0.30794916 0.2072624
0.40033993 33.85903 20.409798 51.2121 1.5128256 1.3457165 1.666769 0.09495285 0.16446316 0.02209753 75.05407 25.3129 119.6595 0.5796455 0.45851856
0.00306371 233.60133 154.25659 375.3518 1.011126 0.82048774 1.3196537 0.14382714 0.24911591 0.9442636 167.2903 117.2673 254.00589 0.51304513 0.36745268
0.2381343 79.759766 53.8189 122.881905 1.3951505 0.9871243 1.7081321 0.24809442 0.42971215 0.19544984 120.87953 82.0625 141.9836 1.065645 0.82994956
0.14580879 139.0846 73.1409 235.45978 1.657879 1.3342507 2.1741347 0.24163504 0.41852415 0.07198615 227.5883 68.3191 307.4569 1.0084348 0.66855806
0.06644664 42.889797 19.7199 82.196594 1.5015689 0.9640783 2.3237336 0.40059274 0.693847 0.25062206 52.879967 10.9191 100.4487 0.797263 0.42320728
0.11769741 43.52523 20.205399 79.85899 1.3114105 0.9569876 1.6419853 0.21704854 0.3759391 0.23670018 145.2949 60.474594 264.0494 0.9572824 0.7098918
0.13941397 2.9588008 -0.9949989 9.985001 0.27306357 0.10034623 0.7149429 0.20096014 0.34807318 0.14930561 3.8871987 2.2992973 5.4717007 0.01 0.01
0.00977217 55.164963 31.7223 86.5881 0.90382385 0.6854074 1.3874339 0.20355526 0.35256803 0.68742 48.1274 15.884502 96.2676 0.84577346 0.68192434
0.63564 162.60313 127.402405 195.9418 1.2390531 1.0365263 1.6857728 0.19502845 0.3377992 0.2999073 339.2477 144.2037 453.4501 0.57579905 0.52544254
0.15158275 30.898735 16.675299 58.9734 1.228532 1.0429223 1.3763273 0.10364165 0.1795126 0.13369477 80.230194 25.4495 128.1836 0.70455843 0.58893377
0.62901425 38.008865 24.5768 58.3723 1.1590055 0.8634257 1.5048178 0.19056547 0.33006907 0.45667818 70.1739 25.4353 105.682396 0.6525879 0.5804168
0.03035552 98.47757 53.1492 150.4995 1.11684 0.5966084 2.3147452 0.49767575 0.8619997 0.8057923 275.34082 120.044106 493.4127 0.716932 0.32158908
0.18410115 177.8509 110.12869 245.7074 1.2797164 1.0283091 1.549355 0.15409248 0.26689598 0.17426462 560.8868 163.6271 940.9487 0.7632036 0.6620199
0.38773292 58.724663 18.713299 108.6445 1.084432 0.7798512 1.64887 0.24836089 0.43017367 0.74864936 70.080505 16.709702 134.8425 0.5926877 0.567819
0.16552857 23.455734 10.180599 37.149902 1.1096466 1.0770916 1.1740861 0.03135351 0.05430587 0.06641202 49.381233 24.874 74.7029 0.8508585 0.74899465
0.5395418 41.0499 11.572799 81.0231 0.72336745 0.64949393 0.89657176 0.07831523 0.13564596 0.09452985 42.4739 28.5177 61.899796 1.3487128 1.2812862
0.41544548 29.356798 19.4831 37.9479 1.8205402 1.0735711 2.4595432 0.5088408 0.8813381 0.15212886 78.07443 14.992601 131.09439 1.2619947 0.9264288
0.63360125 40.475468 20.381498 80.4758 1.4915271 1.0184313 1.8087108 0.2924881 0.50660425 0.17108136 89.5864 28.334198 150.65771 0.7671702 0.71566087
0.35350037 126.325134 91.9335 189.89641 1.0793778 0.830204 1.4842489 0.18759482 0.32492375 0.69726837 165.69666 127.2555 213.107 0.56523186 0.55261695
0.02710391 52.8154 31.0168 86.8586 1.2588631 1.1391851 1.4404986 0.0883874 0.15309146 0.08124509 65.291336 30.5806 98.502 0.62867576 0.37463576
0.6232381 0.87353086 93.600296 0.57380825 0.4977004
0.14942531 22.010134 6.1373005 40.8261 1.2997091 1.0284009 1.6367425 0.17674956 0.3061392 0.18991856 103.1297 29.2504 177.6778 0.89271915 0.64834845
0.09985488 34.25783 20.767899 60.717194 1.4539263 1.3918653 1.5753477 0.05845396 0.10124523 0.01131636 91.574196 44.717598 150.4681 1.4811432 0.79077816
0.2268099 31.153933 16.4818 53.3199 1.2957714 1.0581826 1.5531844 0.14556114 0.2521193 0.14532731 75.46374 36.9049 120.0455 1.0678184 0.964591
0.8301852 37.7285 26.2354 47.4728 1.0971316 0.82586586 1.3054808 0.1595539 0.27635545 0.58378595 63.003864 38.244 107.4316 0.6234945 0.5758123
0.4223874 704.89386 224.7186 1259.7261 1.6492786 1.5066866 1.7903767 0.08257635 0.14302643 0.00982942 2152.8545 940.18005 3333.2266 0.81374985 0.6432053
0.88272625 42.054535 15.865801 76.8375 1.2101926 1.1210167 1.2794667 0.04794003 0.08303457 0.04042326 60.217964 28.264198 96.5821 1.0101575 0.812645
0.18420231 12.232267 0.88619995 27.8993 1.0840262 0.69951034 2.3523877 0.47360238 0.8203034 0.8547012 82.972 17.152998 159.3118 1.0432001 0.6924508
0.28539953 43.4712 25.0789 72.8274 1.0031633 0.96189785 1.0320797 0.02150974 0.03725596 0.8963709 70.59043 26.4775 106.832695 0.50402886 0.25633317
0.5303718 33.5592 21.503 53.088802 1.3354604 1.2489749 1.4377435 0.05452198 0.09443484 0.01929563 61.7808 29.6959 94.415596 1.0645301 0.8254645
0.20728862 49.20437 31.4839 79.1584 1.6871179 1.1696568 2.6906328 0.43396968 0.7516575 0.16703475 167.1316 40.6573 258.3019 0.8506607 0.7419479
0.11631874 62.6607 54.4805 67.4198 0.7171474 0.6687436 0.8163367 0.04664674 0.08079452 0.03599287 39.217102 14.300299 55.139805 1.5032781 0.803049
0.01184436 50.870266 29.389902 86.2806 1.081018 0.89625376 1.2264012 0.10402823 0.18018217 0.50063527 42.904232 26.4483 57.8681 0.7709077 0.6374507
0.02112272 36.005867 23.766 60.401398 1.3536438 0.78531283 2.4776986 0.4910629 0.8505459 0.45922187 113.11923 53.645004 186.7679 0.9218142 0.6105383
0.23472136 29.663734 22.017101 40.1365 1.7009062 1.2996899 2.0316415 0.2360004 0.4087647 0.06039108 108.11127 29.684 177.09781 0.9779534 0.772183
0.5161788 44.414898 24.114101 80.1058 0.84750414 0.6882131 1.1071681 0.12076678 0.2091742 0.35981184 65.610504 19.024801 116.813805 1.3851104 1.0216314
0.8628702 98.8108 50.1625 192.0689 1.6110802 1.2218455 1.8520665 0.22600138 0.39144588 0.07475912 201.60806 90.932 347.8389 0.81983566 0.7658001
0.3088321 47.61373 30.6673 58.513702 1.0876905 0.86008227 1.2366872 0.12920938 0.22379722 0.54881084 58.1385 22.398703 94.3283 1.2292233 0.7731057
0.31198496 363.19785 218.0835 495.0672 0.86970896 0.7688805 0.99970746 0.06657064 0.11530373 0.20846166 394.34976 171.7916 668.7427 0.5143024 0.3302732
0.7279827 24.3455 7.9084005 43.7117 1.5807657 1.4380594 1.8032132 0.10769932 0.1865407 0.02128552 52.7421 26.606802 75.2028 0.61299205 0.5227912
0.01125213 41.672066 28.2455 62.475204 1.0530758 0.99685764 1.1678394 0.05460835 0.09458443 0.4229231 84.24086 49.546898 127.420395 0.84521246 0.71418756
0.61278296 101.20887 27.829899 229.1939 1.5908672 1.2293401 2.0570483 0.24038757 0.41636348 0.08899064 217.5037 78.3365 392.4458 0.668189 0.6145547
0.2683361 40.4206 15.844101 78.1613 0.9442765 0.6134524 1.9623337 0.38557026 0.66782725 0.89040065 69.77264 20.636002 118.2399 0.7909418 0.49562514
0.225256 115.974464 59.0468 160.4481 0.7379934 0.07244119 0.12547182 0.08932979 67.91843 43.818596
0.4498228 118.62853 40.9598 189.45271 1.1113516 0.9777366 1.4004422 0.13003422 0.22522588 0.458257 128.95216 58.3032 178.9703 0.7442393 0.4349152
0.56672144 33.558567 27.954498 38.4673 1.0831045 1.0219101 1.152197 0.03760579 0.06513513 0.1480117 62.110332 31.6195 101.0772 0.9717246 0.7185636
0.9869181 47.452198 20.023699 67.708 1.5874965 1.0502013 2.1314864 0.3495434 0.6054269 0.16195177 91.12334 68.7367 103.23711 1.037224 0.8691334
0.00385895 61.703804 38.4941 102.03651 0.87673235 0.55246854 1.1822432 0.21409683 0.37082657 0.630891 40.748867 22.994799 71.7803 0.77437955 0.6480812
0.1564488 412.3996 82.9046 1007.3218 2.4617023 2.204369 2.8963182 0.20541567 0.35579038 0.00838498 3089.0813 1068.361 4322.085 0.8303611 0.53931653
0.13194402 58.892403 29.0072 104.656 1.1032343 1.0161119 1.243385 0.06769295 0.11724763 0.24956726 106.17906 63.416496 162.29149 0.6844218 0.51544225
0.11328206 37.934868 20.3583 69.9391 1.3456241 1.2617072 1.4529691 0.05552457 0.09617137 0.01873186 98.00906 55.5385 152.1028 0.68898714 0.53900486
0.23027006 98.544 56.9049 128.0174 1.0189308 0.6168288 1.4784664 0.27958626 0.48425758 0.9491689 94.73873 51.850403 162.9829 0.3943836 0.34704792
0.19162166 25.281834 14.716 42.8608 1.2601748 1.0115589 1.7574391 0.21780613 0.37725127 0.30494756 59.071503 18.772001 111.8545 1.4145155 0.96031326
0.19344895 17.542866 1.9759998 42.5215 0.9070662 0.48613515 1.5032457 0.3269542 0.5663012 0.7961465 66.577034 10.736 126.7065 1.3422979 0.62582016
0.12184683 88.57291 46.167103 171.3952 1.3272694 1.0154047 1.5483906 0.18086211 0.31326237 0.16978784 102.97033 28.5993 159.8664 0.5669193 0.24473839
0.18403988 28.881268 23.857399 33.190002 1.5578893 1.385384 1.8022654 0.12089278 0.20939243 0.02904858 113.526474 37.9095 188.2262 0.5369733 0.37777585
0.1311678 49.35257 21.753399 97.3242 1.5560727 1.2480855 2.1567276 0.264629 0.45835087 0.11739664 187.775 52.683098 347.4607 0.776613 0.5353823
0.18220773 32.653 13.7567005 59.3676 1.1095873 1.0073097 1.1877102 0.05521586 0.09563667 0.17134582 64.18377 29.349699 103.60821 1.1476167 1.0465512
0.10560965 22.305166 12.659199 41.2906 1.424629 0.9349899 1.8128521 0.31138623 0.53933674 0.2359279 68.157196 33.989304 122.0673 0.9546001 0.69686025
0.07775058 132.40007 59.419205 208.0947 2.1408334 1.7245029 2.7177882 0.28585097 0.4951084 0.02869117 222.65622 89.570694 325.5473 0.6187036 0.44165474
0.7861784 26.185736 21.217001 34.1379 1.5411608 0.95582116 2.7148952 0.50406086 0.87305903 0.29143637 56.068836 41.349003 84.3321 0.5885532 0.465095
0.2243198 49.984867 21.949902 101.996506 1.9044688 1.2476916 2.6581106 0.4407617 0.7634216 0.10174833 213.58542 46.629704 379.1507 0.6734512 0.46131817
0.90466493 49.449303 15.369301 117.6046 1.1512367 1.0782083 1.2047323 0.03868247 0.067 0.05239797 53.841263 29.768702 79.765495 0.68028337 0.3003455
0.21227345 751.82587 322.9162 1587.9211 2.3566422 1.5947275 3.0773516 0.4847738 0.83965284 0.05016568 4033.3376 951.8342 6075.41 0.84658885 0.4642308
0.06738339 66.18947 47.690197 102.2127 1.2570463 1.190977 1.3547218 0.04860159 0.08418043 0.02733695 146.69073 73.0128 240.54251 0.9442554 0.73729146
0.22643378 33.486 23.515202 48.3873 0.93262076 0.66768235 1.5167106 0.24320085 0.42123622 0.8055062 45.034134 39.156403 54.554 1.3985124 1.3817903
0.00525065 686.01056 406.711 1071.2169 0.98176116 0.85464424 1.1558722 0.08692109 0.15055174 0.85371995 509.31155 325.2221 719.9439 0.4236241 0.09852452
0.02537671 2917.1807 1657.8994 4729.579 0.9722873 0.92108613 1.0459114 0.03687451 0.06386853 0.5354775 2831.025 1611.4116 4248.688 0.5013857 0.15357913
0.07971139 24.430433 13.9702 41.997803 1.4612714 1.382064 1.5739061 0.05654002 0.09793018 0.0102234 59.2665 29.580002 97.1705 0.82411027 0.597795
0.00854909 31.408766 18.282999 52.3022 0.96944344 0.7489725 1.1681004 0.13086607 0.22666667 0.8374466 69.31903 25.4851 118.9991 0.7678627 0.5514322
2.2049267 2245.964 0.485416 0.3433233
0.6094511 73.504364 52.7624 103.84051 1.8297023 1.4285753 2.604461 0.33992565 0.5887685 0.07940915 183.69867 71.4233 246.43372 0.62013614 0.58554566
0.22299145 40.79707 25.556301 57.8277 1.1195301 0.86109763 1.690515 0.24138975 0.4180993 0.6425781 57.6202 21.970299 77.259 0.68049574 0.5973134
0.90405077 28.710632 19.9238 46.2416 1.4478246 1.0776371 1.876511 0.23788524 0.4120293 0.14846836 58.713066 31.238401 95.3554 0.8190116 0.64219993
0.06063631 35.254433 23.2963 56.365097 0.6276195 0.3794415 0.81744665 0.16579996 0.28717396 0.20545559 22.366968 11.743702 41.2327 1.6964741 1.6557058
0.27846488 29.15883 17.6567 51.076897 1.1297088 1.0101397 1.2919943 0.08156084 0.14126752 0.23200172 50.03123 25.7344 70.450005 0.7025155 0.6407929
0.0266079 106.7002 70.3178 164.63951 1.4324188 0.94406563 3.0096593 0.59358567 1.0281205 0.4361201 147.75659 35.4411 338.27148 1.221035 0.9024743
0.5550633 29.897865 23.813599 38.6378 1.3418416 0.9760954 1.5996616 0.21804285 0.3776613 0.20639959 58.143665 20.0921 95.3585 1.1621954 0.59963304
0.11213422 25.606234 18.998999 34.078697 1.3974946 1.2001904 1.7467499 0.16085377 0.2786069 0.09905298 78.346565 40.9317 116.4346 0.9201771 0.6991032
0.21921577 225.09784 141.0739 306.69193 0.8894262 0.51466 1.3270394 0.26775154 0.46375927 0.71913195 236.7753 57.725098 445.6266 0.32889202 0.24599569
0.22668366 57.781334 40.4112 78.6044 0.8710171 0.68254375 1.021375 0.10909008 0.18894956 0.38072973 57.5671 37.035797 74.0986 0.50046974 0.44174325
0.813767 70.4687 43.8511 109.1732 1.3764746 1.2191163 1.6428058 0.12528966 0.21700805 0.07164882 130.27878 59.1131 189.04051 0.43465286 0.37732783
0.02400028 19.856033 13.360499 31.708801 1.696248 1.1047366 2.3649495 0.39653522 0.68681914 0.14328535 76.78256 16.643002 135.98099 0.7124839 0.5325474
0.18339433 361.26053 192.0683 533.90204 0.89558774 0.78215337 1.0061655 0.06593166 0.11419698 0.27148414 364.18973 157.3908 606.17755 0.30009556 0.18950813
0.40550697 591.0583 333.2536 959.04004 1.5119847 1.0457716 2.252124 0.34837103 0.6033963 0.20354149 1129.1528 575.8963 1582.9604 0.56449074 0.50840044
0.9181143 38.60483 27.454298 52.046497 0.95322067 0.8300172 1.2182146 0.11857373 0.20537572 0.7344357 58.99027 20.5158 80.581604 0.6625957 0.55318
0.05649141 20.845835 12.300602 31.978401 1.458808 0.95751566 2.1756167 0.36109668 0.6254378 0.25233263 50.772366 27.501099 71.9139 0.6026123 0.19392358
0.7404493 27.141233 11.9282 50.1156 0.9584862 0.48395368 1.7102445 0.39195368 0.6788837 0.9188283 51.052902 7.4496994 100.4793 0.67925996 0.40989995
0.38504913 30.548933 17.6395 43.997902 1.0285598 0.827137 1.2612016 0.12687662 0.21975675 0.8388935 64.470566 43.5124 85.4376 1.1393621 1.0862337
0.38758135 89.06793 27.876602 180.7181 1.5860094 1.1134964 2.1210442 0.30740824 0.5324467 0.13441293 263.9565 65.7112 380.4632 0.7262077 0.5529674
0.28782162 70.245705 50.2416 104.091705 1.2051098 0.75847477 1.8937467 0.33580327 0.5816283 0.5532542 138.06479 90.795 222.96689 0.42143455 0.2755629
0.04140707 106.53323 54.1148 177.4607 0.7314462 0.6389764 0.81567705 0.05263564 0.09116759 0.04873244 69.802635 30.2322 115.5437 0.7558796 0.5908129
0.5490024 441.95807 197.65181 606.8836 1.7507918 1.5776659 1.947143 0.10665878 0.18473843 0.01156252 1308.076 763.83905 2051.8127 0.38466996 0.21127433
0.16707543 1358.4159 788.1948 2331.4077 1.4491923 0.92016715 0.38473997 0.66638917 0.28000414 2078.036 1797.5758
0.10999888 37.20037 9.6108 67.903206 1.5065701 0.9539518 2.074941 0.36842662 0.6381336 0.2226665 226.4693 47.500595 394.3318 0.79687566 0.5595611
0.24984808 584.6022 298.487 912.6926 1.7355454 0.93303853 2.6407108 0.593662 1.0282527 0.22381942 2713.9524 450.2661 4863.781 1.7349039 1.3899738
0.5980027 1100.1091 989.60284 1188.3832 1.6990554 1.3407184 1.9385828 0.20380653 0.35300326 0.04665446 2244.2427 1398.4957 2895.7256 0.97720766 0.29545754
0.17314184 144.14867 57.815598 293.6376 1.3221359 0.91842014 1.7354978 0.25733143 0.4457111 0.27835616 163.33504 38.9745 281.09082 0.9314499 0.80834305
0.32194668 1786.5441 591.37604 2812.1028 1.0968585 0.9721654 1.2359809 0.07630033 0.13215604 0.31387195 1600.3984 970.6253 2285.7202 0.6706278 0.6167918
0.90859085 918.8186 439.6567 1380.0564 0.9487275 0.6185584 1.3740275 0.22948042 0.39747173 0.8417188 1362.9662 387.2054 2575.1301 0.2997605 0.22848159
0.56038475 31.649132 22.377 47.741096 1.3981142 0.9296299 1.903869 0.3079384 0.53336495 0.25599307 58.9887 45.2062 66.0867 1.3324411 1.1891799
0.43950602 120.75156 47.2784 254.86589 1.1230288 0.58254707 1.706609 0.40633383 0.70379084 0.7602986 182.22299 155.42531 232.403 0.75515157 0.27010754
0.11301266 12.953868 7.3270006 19.9015 1.1177297 0.9832621 1.2779495 0.08500809 0.14723831 0.27941233 66.131966 30.7883 102.18399 0.8749222 0.69667554
0.44791216 122.2615 73.3325 197.6194 1.3007054 0.73854595 1.8792365 0.3979247 0.6892258 0.45662218 203.1339 165.2435 249.72809 0.507728 0.5000141
0.38648304 257.0957 102.4124 564.8385 1.686656 1.3986831 2.2243352 0.24176498 0.4187492 0.06583814 381.4847 113.14441 686.7481 0.86937153 0.70564705
0.01682875 24.325167 17.283901 37.1548 1.1719401 1.0061016 1.3184975 0.09417183 0.16311039 0.18569945 57.541435 33.7022 92.857506 0.92645174 0.8126515
0.4153428 30.888767 14.331599 61.776104 1.1758478 1.1366876 1.2046595 0.02052103 0.03554347 0.01140371 53.0931 28.4918 80.4896 1.0312518 0.9794983
0.0091249 23.808666 15.832199 37.1406 1.3017609 1.1485262 1.4649657 0.09190671 0.1591871 0.06435096 54.266403 24.2898 83.014 0.92505944 0.68627506
0.13136256 19.087399 11.5986 28.57 1.39209 1.3216064 1.4895254 0.04933844 0.08545668 0.01126382 56.647564 31.8018 87.5989 1.2070707 0.5601074
0.03692817 50.695366 36.9497 76.9637 0.95224315 0.5697872 1.4795645 0.2806824 0.4861562 0.87642574 48.584267 27.746202 71.7938 0.8763415 0.4100836
0.08005477 57.486195 34.2695 101.39929 0.94076717 0.8328743 1.0174991 0.05824837 0.10088914 0.42690802 46.315933 26.822401 65.7334 0.58916336 0.49240074
0.50020283 206.95464 30.029 405.1387 1.2120577 0.94052243 1.5891072 0.18702784 0.3239417 0.3323834 413.73187 149.0476 753.96655 0.2342755 0.14726025
0.11110666 528.6434 262.6817 813.116 1.0826582 0.9149706 1.5093066 0.1836388 0.31807172 0.6797486 1817.7504 544.3196 3412.1282 1.052951 0.73551595
0.22138919 32.52143 18.426899 50.6426 0.9010645 0.79820716 1.0009465 0.05951025 0.10307477 0.25435045 54.4622 29.344501 76.5851 0.16519918 0.01
0.00380948 42.058266 27.604599 65.3086 1.1969562 0.8519756 1.6573849 0.23662086 0.40983933 0.44839823 63.3441 20.264599 118.025894 0.8400848 0.79852325
0.42412654 62.077236 39.468704 74.1679 1.6511588 1.6238838 1.6960028 0.02234296 0.03869914 7.27E-04 110.91153 56.5282 175.6102 0.6112911 0.51272553
0.43571702 27.4958 10.844101 49.2203 1.3892502 1.3191873 1.4563423 0.03982005 0.06897035 0.00750633 57.61623 27.8778 92.1422 0.85302615 0.5702183
0.04289208 27.246933 18.9814 39.9501 1.784649 1.4045099 2.0730836 0.21836631 0.37822154 0.04098665 93.80611 35.5831 157.24571 0.407008 0.19491814
0.01757868 24.486532 14.008501 37.637497 1.3178129 1.0794506 1.7844547 0.20671451 0.35804003 0.21515104 95.41684 27.659298 174.5128 1.0388548 0.75020355
0.17213488 238.6001 125.6756 437.8471 1.9715036 1.6705396 2.163709 0.16455223 0.2850128 0.01463583 864.20105 366.62152 1428.1145 1.0230166 0.77383304
46.217 1.0470902 1.380505 96.5694 0.9808386 0.5114569
0.47656244 30.716 12.349699 57.2603 1.2329437 1.043205 1.7043375 0.20362112 0.3526821 0.32514226 54.91493 23.698298 71.696 0.45956042 0.43758717
0.03820686 43.864433 31.5407 63.0019 0.7957922 0.6867909 0.96505946 0.08083228 0.14000562 0.15165824 68.982635 24.8177 120.220505 1.2023875 0.9262622
0.02858447 24.0379 13.8473 41.3945 1.5534067 1.0088038 2.2509785 0.37837714 0.65536845 0.20011148 97.90117 37.214005 193.6795 0.9955737 0.7377749
0.14920713 1130.607 599.5282 1470.7196 1.1282463 0.84659046 1.4410255 0.17808741 0.30845645 0.5177866 961.7006 539.7165 1183.3606 0.42943004 0.33670002
0.13654073 28.996168 19.9307 43.589203 1.2951393 0.912816 1.5683153 0.23220278 0.40218702 0.27786702 53.977634 36.1799 63.0464 1.0040166 0.7912024
0.36667642 27.126768 20.5572 37.2335 1.6219052 1.2733139 2.2533474 0.28249925 0.48930305 0.10496589 84.32503 23.0406 155.6216 1.0233469 0.78865546
0.22378634 541.6853 147.44601 1213.188 1.6981453 1.4289402 2.2354405 0.23939988 0.41465273 0.06246346 2104.7727 735.52344 2962.1387 0.7991739 0.4086172
0.44788417 35.192497 7.748499 77.852196 1.8492806 1.0299928 2.7724664 0.5937971 1.0284867 0.17670748 136.28357 23.7541 244.03612 0.6849909 0.43422598
0.04662478 61.4216 43.8741 86.666 1.2177554 1.1332495 1.2996178 0.04839167 0.08381683 0.03827492 152.6186 71.86 246.72911 0.56942135 0.40120754
0.4049918 103.70419 41.8704 182.3382 1.098819 0.97966707 1.2120278 0.06833138 0.11835341 0.26792833 170.7301 98.349304 271.44962 0.51721036 0.44155255
0.08473034 69.57843 39.3564 86.062 1.3448801 0.9260814 1.7730842 0.26790604 0.46402687 0.26559424 73.8235 23.075802 132.2757 0.7739458 0.5827434
0.01231005 83.258865 53.0734 124.89731 1.569157 1.2665755 1.8840852 0.18339732 0.31765348 0.06007204 283.86118 109.9763 489.79193 0.2036329 0.01
0.21108781 61.11507 26.633 88.8357 1.5694526 0.97192633 2.0157561 0.39297113 0.68064594 0.20077847 291.23746 60.161804 476.22137 0.6690476 0.55183595
0.03542806 26.133734 17.6147 42.5676 1.0228013 0.9630503 1.0714386 0.03228804 0.05592453 0.54895246 52.985832 28.2272 78.4878 1.2706999 1.0651348
0.00398437 102.40276 60.654903 171.0261 0.8892385 0.7388014 1.1411306 0.11664291 0.20203143 0.46043295 69.76577 27.371698 126.5763 0.5518469 0.35265923
0.0049462 135.40002 83.4314 222.7779 0.9877406 0.87727565 1.2419758 0.11426181 0.19790725 0.9240716 116.38607 53.8421 159.8901 0.58731306 0.48011717
0.8518598 157.6078 69.7797 319.32202 2.2959247 1.4904231 3.1327932 0.53132516 0.9202822 0.0649682 495.42136 110.563 733.8636 0.9889625 0.9614593
0.32125956 64.951164 40.1146 106.749596 0.97056633 0.77452904 1.1715906 0.11866514 0.20553406 0.82791007 86.019066 44.049202 153.3539 0.55621076 0.5433598
2.90E-04 54.652035 35.0274 86.459404 0.9789063 0.86114305 1.1383003 0.08002456 0.13860661 0.8177772 50.762802 21.9182 86.742004 0.8095627 0.59869736
0.8967038 45.70057 21.805601 86.6682 1.045696 0.75909734 1.3078792 0.17535198 0.30371854 0.8111629 61.14577 32.871597 111.7584 0.56159174 0.5016082
0.663069 50.603302 21.702698 105.6537 1.4480553 1.1816348 1.8980066 0.20707308 0.3586611 0.11941081 74.523636 30.5949 104.950195 0.55893797 0.47391015
0.8618742 943.73206 376.51752 1253.5481 1.2941092 1.08418 1.5279593 0.12932444 0.22399649 0.12161025 1468.2228 790.346 1960.9299 0.51524514 0.25601423
0.0168882 30.705767 21.309 1.156013 0.1034198 0.17912833 0.24462709 64.94663 41.664703
0.01604922 162.8076 115.5646 236.6967 1.032624 0.9610041 1.0927331 0.03914112 0.0677944 0.48580244 379.86945 180.7924 590.5889 0.62059057 0.10240531
0.11050154 28.14987 16.5317 49.119602 1.022801 0.9892594 1.070098 0.02398221 0.0415384 0.4375952 53.88297 26.636501 86.2648 1.1335572 0.8731378
0.49601588 199.83704 29.583998 538.37396 1.1776823 0.75193286 1.915819 0.33707967 0.5838391 0.6070762 314.73077 68.4603 481.734 0.2938501 0.21005625
0.08524375 26.624502 12.8048 51.133003 1.1952734 1.01008 1.5108666 0.1460144 0.25290436 0.27786893 90.59633 27.8231 158.8398 0.9025551 0.71593076
0.28874174 44.4831 33.3497 63.6291 0.9524011 0.86401653 1.011981 0.04692998 0.08128511 0.42592707 69.2442 31.691002 111.1295 1.459139 1.4561021
0.00332905 21.8868 13.8698 33.809402 0.782696 0.57868606 1.0166293 0.13092844 0.2267747 0.27360535 19.286934 6.5882015 34.6521 0.7420521 0.62012327
0.3706619 70.25703 39.627197 103.3444 1.7249012 1.3490728 1.9557891 0.21439034 0.37133494 0.04723819 123.41587 76.3938 157.7664 0.77992386 0.47548246
0.9071926 19.678034 14.6800995 23.2874 1.7609143 1.3274919 2.2790449 0.2807305 0.48623946 0.06871066 61.124565 16.776402 87.0523 0.48990923 0.34120113
672.3186 1356.6665 0.26289338 576.43585
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0.95716095 0.11411741 0.19765715 0.15245347 55.666866 27.8364 96.638504 1.6946684 1.5647955 1.912957 0.10465897 0.18127465 0.01335725 112.49327 84.84421
1.3940353 0.069393 0.1201922 0.04363648 59.448864 17.8106 111.9171 0.7327794 0.45423406 1.2681401 0.23415846 0.40557432 0.4069172 35.5512 6.7214003
0.86384434 0.15357608 0.26600155 0.16314274 36.329063 12.9813 64.268 1.0247825 0.8023845 1.2939309 0.14353116 0.24860325 0.875594 49.8029 39.859
1.6991491 0.2585542 0.44782898 0.70608586 63.47027 28.565002 87.477 1.4247371 0.89911765 2.0109322 0.35638127 0.61727047 0.27741188 73.75583 40.6974
0.55635786 0.07919649 0.13717234 0.04140734 75.670235 28.1465 104.5327 1.3293563 0.76164234 2.5277674 0.50962955 0.88270426 0.5002789 307.57684 51.416
0.5684755 0.06735995 0.11667085 0.03267585 11.334399 7.613699 18.572899 1.1023412 0.9135483 1.2280754 0.10462428 0.18121456 0.40997416 24.233934 18.060303
0.7811914 0.13289018 0.23017254 0.1515088 33.304203 20.151398 53.419205 1.1512252 1.0027729 1.236028 0.07976436 0.13815592 0.17819138 53.906933 42.5683
1.1186165 0.10622663 0.18398991 0.7141216 35.97437 9.531401 64.9754 0.5847475 0.49049315 0.6598378 0.05289938 0.0916244 0.02695173 18.112234 7.8480005
1.7548646 0.8483601 1.4694028 0.7251774 38.05043 1.5893002 83.0924 1.0382155 0.8281347 1.352895 0.15077312 0.2611467 0.817664 27.181366 7.2272997
1.4639605 0.14747143 0.255428 0.14030983 54.462868 13.978899 101.9466 0.6879749 0.20808974 1.6783756 0.58729285 1.0172211 0.60846 39.831833 2.6861
1.205408 0.02698689 0.04674266 0.019026 34.9565 22.0205 49.084198 0.5264799 0.3736878 0.85702676 0.13819793 0.23936583 0.12440706 16.360632 7.8646984
0.8753021 0.081843 0.14175622 0.10588437 19.2142 7.196701 30.054998 0.71189773 0.5434258 0.8645852 0.10062296 0.17428407 0.1348514 17.383066 8.019199
1.1797937 0.04123805 0.0714264 0.1344052 33.4975 21.8404 44.2108 0.6820728 0.51814497 0.9706308 0.12974386 0.22472295 0.17501408 20.837101 13.298801
1.3322005 0.21905017 0.379406 0.98416543 32.2615 12.9962 46.520706 1.1632199 0.9653201 1.5758257 0.18127784 0.31398243 0.42750064 33.507465 21.736801
1.3248622 0.10598673 0.1835744 0.3790444 39.419067 24.598799 62.552803 1.4061649 1.0870849 1.852218 0.22060406 0.38209742 0.15747404 42.919235 39.4507
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0.7560251 0.04134676 0.07161469 0.02286827 670.2709 202.1749 1295.5424 1.1231707 0.60496986 2.2786644 0.48586956 0.84155077 0.79156154 1258.8672 191.0762
0.37266636 0.04377325 0.0758175 0.01394334 210.1333 82.6535 312.0955 0.8954461 0.52532285 1.2652218 0.25617033 0.44370002 0.72267336 751.8104 132.2574
1.4375498 0.07738087 0.1340276 0.03840488 38.156303 14.247301 71.6985 0.45617163 0.43573722 0.47198948 0.010864 0.018817 9.19E-04 12.0006 4.1611996
1.2830601 0.47958758 0.83067006 0.63969624 125.0802 10.2677 246.9346 0.46445236 0.40964127 0.53059435 0.03487817 0.06041075 0.00937482 47.889603 15.0046
1.1574482 0.13241495 0.22934942 0.46405712 34.939667 17.006199 58.782097 1.2193235 1.043245 1.6030968 0.16976506 0.2940417 0.28541484 41.318333 27.383902
0.5128142 0.00394539 0.00683362 1.31E-04 53.947998 18.351603 97.9421 1.4997085 1.2202567 2.0439289 0.2408597 0.41718122 0.12379427 160.11156 43.154602
1.0518403 0.10150586 0.1758133 0.34956017 106.66273 82.81529 150.9608 0.76860875 0.6214523 1.0027064 0.1097326 0.19006243 0.20224044 91.76107 64.1237
0.9938985 0.06095975 0.10558537 0.36425477 27.117332 10.604 45.327198 1.4896944 0.7118175 3.0169463 0.7122383 1.2336329 0.44024384 59.938637 7.3178005
1.0898925 0.03187586 0.05521061 0.42407718 28.618435 10.7594 50.551598 0.80654275 0.75093806 0.87199676 0.03494975 0.06053473 0.038202 21.035234 7.6216993
1.2311808 0.1595826 0.27640516 0.68984455 22.921833 10.8681 43.2362 1.2003746 0.85831845 2.0401828 0.34023234 0.5892997 0.56627095 32.0017 7.300699
2.9751213 0.7091159 1.2282248 0.7362649 25.123234 22.7622 26.5129 0.75149435 0.73647016 0.77499104 0.01175662 0.02036306 0.00298409 17.646534 6.3240004
1.6571156 0.40686855 0.704717 0.77685714 36.175697 4.6369 58.543297 0.52110535 0.4299874 0.6485879 0.06289298 0.10893384 0.03195829 15.535566 5.5282993
0.68478084 0.05713682 0.09896388 0.03157556 19.513601 5.417901 34.888 1.0917522 0.87875867 1.3110564 0.12876005 0.22301896 0.5305096 29.638733 13.900101
0.3245634 0.05831497 0.10100449 0.02593671 55.0143 9.7407 112.2357 0.7333846 0.18615524 1.9155062 0.782604 1.3555099 0.7024921 226.88196 11.864901
1.5789921 0.24238132 0.41981676 0.8376581 1017.8255 441.42932 1356.9182 1.3794018 1.001256 2.1248128 0.32139617 0.5566745 0.28793955 1286.0847 646.1697
0.73202354 1.8258709 3.162501 0.3280182 21.715034 -1.6207008 43.0685 1.4237428 1.3816911 1.4839264 0.03045473 0.05274914 0.00364342 49.08783 19.126299
0.91564584 0.03641912 0.06307977 0.05653751 24.004734 7.9277 42.0863 0.80439526 0.6342266 1.0478054 0.11895724 0.20603998 0.27341026 22.5528 6.0671997
0.71570194 0.05953271 0.10311367 0.0365053 27.719967 7.4013996 54.011703 1.1438681 0.840552 1.6439573 0.23026396 0.39882886 0.5628686 48.082733 11.6917
1.1666379 0.18660311 0.32320607 0.53062665 26.248531 5.0296993 53.7977 1.0645897 0.9811045 1.2490857 0.08548863 0.14807065 0.515539 23.4096 10.6164
0.6777517 0.17141743 0.2969037 0.13997608 17.530367 2.0611992 37.4684 0.91797704 0.3629529 1.7546432 0.52279645 0.90551 0.8738655 36.561367 3.6983004
1.386635 0.1897119 0.32859063 0.8505095 43.589367 27.8886 74.8983 1.1892371 0.9222368 1.3520169 0.15304437 0.26508063 0.30599287 43.519234 30.142399
1.7708176 0.29728794 0.5149178 0.94145185 287.7626 136.9028 444.2873 1.4621675 1.2468114 1.622638 0.11888432 0.20591368 0.04248316 345.72083 305.731
6.443001 72.42731 0.33886904 11.0732
0.48398265 0.01339275 0.02319692 0.00140025 12.3810005 4.3454 21.6914 0.7495344 0.641832 0.9211556 0.08118382 0.1406145 0.11522812 18.848999 6.5073004
1.4041237 0.15984637 0.27686203 0.29533416 63.027935 30.632301 91.9616 1.2133656 0.8412646 1.7324351 0.26158893 0.4530853 0.4517264 56.36807 35.0244
1.3543512 0.17873043 0.30957016 0.98211896 33.9718 22.5579 44.2965 1.1375731 1.0051491 1.3107905 0.08817621 0.15272568 0.2367985 35.576466 28.9039
0.5544192 0.06285705 0.10887159 0.02785242 271.84552 64.430405 554.6421 0.69859755 0.3782888 1.0524714 0.23526311 0.40748766 0.369746 446.07294 69.7518
1.2428101 0.13318452 0.23068236 0.9783592 26.233866 9.9109 39.828796 1.4739021 1.320964 1.7544786 0.13058881 0.22618645 0.04788958 37.729965 12.8184
1.3934468 0.17352757 0.30055857 0.90220726 29.4129 14.4594 37.1981 1.5937004 1.2242041 1.951306 0.2231624 0.3865286 0.077638 41.875237 28.255901
1.232432 0.29719162 0.51475096 0.5775612 693.8694 198.6417 1025.0967 1.3999279 0.81528586 1.858536 0.40031803 0.6933712 0.33950883 1014.7363 498.94888
1.0827655 0.19052874 0.33000544 0.2878979 26.536268 10.1467 36.228302 1.5613573 1.1534169 1.8487015 0.24108866 0.4175778 0.09906245 51.653095 33.930298
1.0666144 0.1932356 0.33469388 0.21525791 46.2129 10.6189 68.321495 1.1744554 0.79321015 1.5074302 0.24037096 0.41633472 0.50321084 93.08887 20.229397
0.64421815 0.05916238 0.10247225 0.02827897 55.5787 16.4738 114.0689 0.9115518 0.69486064 1.0841439 0.12709016 0.2201266 0.56990516 88.35133 22.6772
0.98365426 0.12029583 0.20835848 0.23536491 21.618734 8.4114 31.685501 1.8324487 1.5662539 2.1879869 0.17908087 0.31017718 0.02472272 52.240532 15.696499
0.93463284 3.5424676 6.1357336 0.4016547 84.42733 0.12660027 171.1774 1.1738931 0.4738998 2.63857 0.71229595 1.2337327 0.77804613 174.37308 16.5496
0.7775582 0.06824696 0.1182072 0.05797302 64.9303 43.7744 101.459305 1.1021818 0.83469003 1.3178954 0.15761021 0.2729889 0.561185 98.9444 56.292397
1.5130903 0.12977691 0.2247802 0.1418475 39.7802 14.465 63.2689 1.0574846 0.9092692 1.210338 0.08817485 0.15272331 0.5698755 31.127502 11.7643
0.69811666 0.12840123 0.22239746 0.11745874 21.617634 10.7957 28.510502 1.5144248 0.61989653 3.256635 0.8805136 1.5250943 0.4808197 88.5644 9.236899
0.72070676 0.06959134 0.12053574 0.04528264 47.97943 12.1994 95.7363 0.81672263 0.3651463 1.2465026 0.3732292 0.64645195 0.6650198 73.97743 8.9401
1.024512 0.01847673 0.03200262 0.6126289 112.71933 72.2663 160.2097 1.1413633 0.9993018 1.3796101 0.11186181 0.19375034 0.30717286 122.738 80.767
0.57945365 0.01142698 0.01979212 0.00122353 28.849201 10.5741 51.8369 0.9951444 0.7960523 1.511912 0.21529566 0.37290302 0.9835565 51.570164 14.3979
1.4174166 0.24099973 0.41742375 0.52971643 25.4457 6.642399 36.4431 0.8923016 0.7190309 1.3739111 0.19949041 0.34552753 0.65021574 22.1956 14.0644
0.66520923 0.04869432 0.08434103 0.02161137 20.738064 6.3234997 41.428894 1.1864527 0.9856715 1.3941019 0.12051467 0.20873752 0.23196198 36.581165 13.9517
0.6260828 0.04743952 0.08216766 0.02041818 18.042833 6.3603 35.3731 0.4597161 0.09635533 1.2838954 0.6297736 1.0907999 0.43093762 25.345032 1.0034008
1.063238 0.24181817 0.41884136 0.24816915 458.60797 64.5551 662.4306 0.4676168 0.32628372 0.59313625 0.08777531 0.15203129 0.05337273 352.32147 79.276794
1.6775953 0.3743578 0.6484067 0.96067804 43.338535 1.2090883 0.9122415 1.5392557 0.18746787 0.32470387 44.482903
1.6388267 1.1592789 2.0079298 0.64962107 317.15118 8.0413 672.76526 0.64850885 0.17046598 1.5399133 0.64478016 1.116792 0.5881957 240.82648 12.898098
1.5044454 0.1818494 0.3149724 0.5094127 35.268833 16.907999 65.149895 0.65260965 0.61304027 0.6827133 0.02108028 0.03651212 0.00567101 18.845966 7.393301
0.52657074 0.09186694 0.1591182 0.05267179 50.246796 19.377598 101.062 1.0701091 0.6598252 1.5299296 0.2815904 0.48772886 0.812369 152.92027 65.4524
1.3435526 0.18588322 0.32195917 0.658939 42.652767 21.3329 78.0146 1.1803625 0.8134126 1.7914007 0.28130856 0.4872407 0.54426545 50.613464 28.5797
1.4649677 0.00290957 0.00503953 2.78E-05 64.37227 22.296299 116.541695 0.8309505 0.4169982 1.2144167 0.31463233 0.5449592 0.64544064 43.087868 6.1515007
0.9869938 0.10869668 0.18826817 0.17444645 10.294133 2.9468002 16.584799 1.1500129 0.8692275 1.5658937 0.20045991 0.34720674 0.49854463 13.072966 7.169999
1.3173319 0.24550305 0.42522377 0.48756987 41.4288 7.7521 64.5563 0.68051195 0.62453616 0.7256199 0.030423 0.05269418 0.01318439 29.052565 10.9247
0.8078863 0.13313293 0.230593 0.10984789 11.237433 4.3689995 21.522299 0.6821078 0.374296 1.0306042 0.22515057 0.3899722 0.33892646 13.533965 5.1537
Cd4 CD4 antigen
Max Raw Common Genbank
Gene 
Symbol Description
135.7675 Marcks BG065334 0 day neonate cerebellum cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:C230070N19 product:myristoylated alanine rich protein kinase C substrate, full in
60.286003 N/A AI843429 12 days embryo head cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:3010042O03 product:unclassifiable, full insert sequence
58.25 Hmgcs1 BG069739 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-Coenzyme A synthase 1
102.8224 Xrn1 BG072689 5'-3' exoribonuclease 1
548.21826 Anp32e AI843178 Acidic (leucine-rich) nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family, member E
34.4799 Aco2 C76711 Aconitase 2, mitochondrial
74.5177 Arpc1a BG087110 Actin related protein 2/3 complex, subunit 1A
23.606201 Ap2a2 AI842586 Adaptor protein complex AP-2, alpha 2 subunit
46.311398 Apc BG073719 Adenomatosis polyposis coli
69.6033 Amigo3 AI413948 Adhesion molecule with Ig like domain 3
29.989899 Atrx BG084543 Alpha thalassemia/mental retardation syndrome X-linked homolog (human)
27.9368 Ankrd25 BG067757 Ankyrin repeat domain 25
35.3804 Aatf BG082469 Apoptosis antagonizing transcription factor
55.0434 Asf1a BG068294 ASF1 anti-silencing function 1 homolog A (S. cerevisiae)
45.1995 Bnip3l BG084628 BCL2/adenovirus E1B interacting protein 3-like
135.3342 Calm2 AW537940 Calmodulin 2
68.1945 Calm2 BG076848 Calmodulin 2
66.5606 Arpp19 BG069491 CAMP-regulated phosphoprotein 19
132.3145 Csnk1a1 BG083155 Casein kinase 1, alpha 1
2003.1506 AI843651  
23.533998 Cd8b1 AI323710 CD8 antigen, beta chain 1
37.655003 Cdc14a BG065916 CDC14 cell division cycle 14 homolog A (S. cerevisiae)
457.3345 BC049816 BG076276 CDNA sequence BC049816
40.5232 Clns1a BG068364 Chloride channel, nucleotide-sensitive, 1A
48.380898 Csh1 AW539320 Chorionic somatomammotropin hormone 1
495.26788 Cltc BG078321 Clathrin, heavy polypeptide (Hc)
53.510998 Cc2d1b BG072084 Coiled-coil and C2 domain containing 1B
300.5791 Cxxc6 BG067510 CXXC finger 6
56.504097 Ccnd3 AI841379 Cyclin D3
79.8736 Cox6a1 NM_007748 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VI a, polypeptide 1 Promyscus
31.860699 Cox7c BG077312 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VIIc
111.773895 Dpf2 BG071583 D4, zinc and double PHD fingers family 2
408.17322 Dll1 AI323450 Delta-like 1 (Drosophila)
37.330597 Derl1 BG073673 Der1-like domain family, member 1
236.0009 Diablo AU040403 Diablo homolog (Drosophila)
56.031296 D11Ertd730e BG068375 DNA segment, Chr 11, ERATO Doi 730, expressed
71.1691 D15Wsu75e BG075924 DNA segment, Chr 15, Wayne State University 75, expressed
355.58838 D18Ertd511e BG068202 DNA segment, Chr 18, ERATO Doi 511, expressed
477.43842 D2Ertd623e BG070123 DNA segment, Chr 2, ERATO Doi 623, expressed
39.1348 Dnajc2 BG067003 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 2 Peromyscus
81.81979 Dnajc3 AI528823 DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 3
52.384 Ddc AI845421 Dopa decarboxylase
16.045101 Dusp3 BG072182 Dual specificity phosphatase 3 (vaccinia virus phosphatase VH1-related)
85.6979 Dynll2 BG067712 Dynein light chain LC8-type 2 Peromyscus
156.00679 Eml2 BG082219 Echinoderm microtubule associated protein like 2
47.9101 Ehd4 BG064453 EH-domain containing 4
Id2 BG084290 Inhibitor of
68.3277 Epc2 BG087695 Enhancer of polycomb homolog 2 (Drosophila)
79.8124 Eraf BG085518 Erythroid associated factor
48.6055 Etv3 BG071839 Ets variant gene 3
45.9255 Eef1a1 AI843451 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1
1543.4861 Eef1b2 BG073107 Eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 beta 2
28.3477 Eif2b5 AI836524 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2B, subunit 5 epsilon
58.185097 Eif4g3 BG074592 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4 gamma, 3
52.384903 AU022434 BG068260 Expressed sequence AU022434
51.788097 Fcgr1 BG085212 Fc receptor, IgG, high affinity I
89.758 Fnbp4 BG071493 Formin binding protein 4
45.2529 Fxr2h BG088917 Fragile X mental retardation gene 2, autosomal homolog
63.637497 Frg1 BG086362 FSHD region gene 1
81.4571 Gfm2 AI326130 G elongation factor, mitochondrial 2
42.5365 Gtf2h1 BG085111 General transcription factor II H, polypeptide 1
103.87039 Golga7 BG072892 Golgi autoantigen, golgin subfamily a, 7
91.224396 Gadd45gip1 BG072462 Growth arrest and DNA-damage-inducible, gamma interacting protein 1
25.945301 Gna13 BG073165 Guanine nucleotide binding protein, alpha 13
486.3672 H3f3b AI841334 H3 histone, family 3B
28.0632 Hspa12a BG075549 Heat shock protein 12A
131.96552 Hpxn AI415648 Hemopexin
117.8287 Hnrpa0 BG086100 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0
137.0217 Igsf11 AI836599 Immunoglobulin superfamily, member 11
145.0435   DNA binding 2
60.006897 Itpkc BG073823 Inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate 3-kinase C
39.2913 Itga3 AI839082 Integrin alpha 3
28.040699 Itgb7 BG073549 Integrin beta 7
64.4011 Ilf2 BG070941 Interleukin enhancer binding factor 2
1778.3206 Irak1 BG076768 Interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase 1
136.9557 Ift20 BG083210 Intraflagellar transport 20 homolog (Chlamydomonas)
58.7843 Iqgap1 AU015055 IQ motif containing GTPase activating protein 1
141.0319 Lrrc9 BG070518 Leucine rich repeat containing 9
42.722496 Lyar BG071774 Ly1 antibody reactive clone
63.285706 Lysmd3 BG069475 LysM, putative peptidoglycan-binding, domain containing 3
49.1447 Lamp2 BG074453 Lysosomal membrane glycoprotein 2
70.259796 Mod1 C80236 Malic enzyme, supernatant
103.2725 Mtf2 BG066786 Metal response element binding transcription factor 2
28.659601 Macf1 BG086554 Microtubule-actin crosslinking factor 1
46.156403 Mrpl20 BG087724 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L20
178.8266 Mrps18b AW537952 Mitochondrial ribosomal protein S18B
27.362 Map2k2 BG087122 Mitogen activated protein kinase kinase 2
95.6098 Morf4l1 BG066894 Mortality factor 4 like 1
35.932198 Mterfd3 BG073634 MTERF domain containing 3
1087.0004 Nalp6 C78607 NACHT, leucine rich repeat and PYD containing 6
134.0552 Ngfrap1 BG088461 Nerve growth factor receptor (TNFRSF16) associated protein 1
28.943 Nkiras2 BG086032 NFKB inhibitor interacting Ras-like protein 2
736.7823 Nek7 BG069215 NIMA (never in mitosis gene a)-related expressed kinase 7
3438.6191 Nr5a2 AU018403 Nuclear receptor subfamily 5, group A, member 2
22.442402 Nolc1 BG063054 Nucleolar and coiled-body phosphoprotein 1
90.74069 Npm1 AI323810 Nucleophosmin 1
Rpl10 BG085977 Ribosomal protein 10
58.9137 Ogt BG085933 O-linked N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) transferase (UDP-N-acetylglucosamine:polypeptide-N-acetylglucosaminyl transferase)
41.268303 Pard3 BG070324 Par-3 (partitioning defective 3) homolog (C. elegans)
32.595898 Ppib BG076776 peptidylprolyl isomerase B
142.09619 Phf20 BG080025 PHD finger protein 20
79.055695 Phf21a BG068715 PHD finger protein 21A
37.0942 Fars2 AI842636 Phenylalanine-tRNA synthetase 2 (mitochondrial)
21.932598 Pla2r1 BG086094 Phospholipase A2 receptor 1
56.183403 Pb1 BG076198 Polybromo 1
390.39972 Phc2 BG073229 Polyhomeotic-like 2 (Drosophila)
86.1966 Pja2 AI841247 Praja 2, RING-H2 motif containing
109.5759 Pfn2 AI845608 Profilin 2
26.9881 Psmc5 BG079550 Protease (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, ATPase 5
395.37057 Pdia3 AI839572 Protein disulfide isomerase associated 3
1192.1864 Ppp2ca BG076862 Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), catalytic subunit, alpha isoform Similar to Pero
54.329 Ppp4r2 BG071975 Protein phosphatase 4, regulatory subunit 2
47.0609 Ptpn6 BG074880 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor type 6
11.8836 Plp2 BG078107 Proteolipid protein 2
42.958 Rapgef1 BG075957 Rap guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 1
101.3042 Rheb NM_053075 RAS-homolog enriched in brain
88.8406 Rheb NM_053075 RAS-homolog enriched in brain
140.0307 Rtn4ip1 BG070368 Reticulon 4 interacting protein 1
587.086 Rbbp7 AI840876 Retinoblastoma binding protein 7
1073.4172   
195.3248 Rpl12 BG069682 Ribosomal protein L12
1791.7284 Rpl30 NM_009083 Ribosomal protein L30
895.3985 Rpl32 AW556391 Ribosomal protein L32
73.5681 Rpl38 BG073438 Ribosomal protein L38
2312.1838 Rps3 BF180635 Ribosomal protein S3
1249.4218 1110038B12RBG074889 RIKEN cDNA 1110038B12 gene
17.6797 1700020I14R AI841061 RIKEN cDNA 1700020I14 gene
66.2257 1810009M01RBG085219 RIKEN cDNA 1810009M01 gene
49.2639 1810027O10RBG076139 RIKEN cDNA 1810027O10 gene
283.52438 2610203C20RBG072382 RIKEN cDNA 2610203C20 gene
146.9373 2810452K22RBG080992 RIKEN cDNA 2810452K22 gene
121.65451 4833408C14RBG074234 RIKEN cDNA 4833408C14 gene
32.5351 4930430F08RBG086455 RIKEN cDNA 4930430F08 gene
55.751205 9030425E11RBG072972 RIKEN cDNA 9030425E11 gene
26.1025 B830045N13RAI841051 RIKEN cDNA B830045N13 gene
22.7027 C130039O16 AI841262 RIKEN cDNA C130039O16 gene
38.4722 E130013N09RAI840009 RIKEN cDNA E130013N09 gene
392.2307 E330013P04RBG067061 RIKEN cDNA E330013P04 gene
2279.9727 Rfwd2 BG074571 Ring finger and WD repeat domain 2
69.8519 Rbm10 BG073010 RNA binding motif protein 10
32.2028 Sec23a BG071115 SEC23A (S. cerevisiae)
73.4637 Sertad2 BG063425 SERTA domain containing 2
32.8226 LOC633640 BG083558 Similar to CG10866-PA
57.439404 LOC670176 AI843711 Similar to thymine DNA glycosylase isoform 2
62.7574 Ssbp3 BG073938 Single-stranded DNA binding protein 3
390.59442 Snrpd1 BG072941 Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein D1
Unc50 BG068830 Unc 50
27.038498 Snapap BG086236 SNAP-associated protein
72.4721 Slc7a8 BG068299 Solute carrier family 7 (cationic amino acid transporter, y+ system), member 8
45.6297 Spnb2 BG077105 Spectrin beta 2
761.1862 Spag9 BG073641 Sperm associated antigen 9
52.297897 Smpd3 AI840653 Sphingomyelin phosphodiesterase 3, neutral
63.962906 Sf3b2 BG078617 Splicing factor 3b, subunit 2
1573.7283 Sfrs2 BG087609 Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 2 (SC-35)
74.5766 Sfrs7 BG069388 Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 7
135.52751 Stambp AI843579 Stam binding protein
128.7063 Snap23 BG083544 Synaptosomal-associated protein 23
70.5794 Sdc2 BG088043 Syndecan 2
361.4251 Sdcbp AI846401 Syndecan binding protein
136.4852 Tapbp BG063105 TAP binding protein
42.571503 Tcte3 BG075565 T-complex-associated testis expressed 3
155.8997 Trp53bp2 AI429590 Transformation related protein 53 binding protein 2
114.9444 Tnrc6a BG074848 Trinucleotide repeat containing 6a
185.3963 Tmod3 BG076699 Tropomodulin 3
85.409195 Wars2 AI413375 Tryptophanyl tRNA synthetase 2 (mitochondrial)
28.8708 Usp2 BC017517 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 2
51.412197 Usp38 BG087312 Ubiquitin specific peptidase 38
42.9534 Uble1a BG070263 Ubiquitin-like 1 (sentrin) activating enzyme E1A
565.2672 Ubxd8 BG072375 UBX domain containing 8
73.2863 -  homolog (C. elegans)
457.01758 Vim AI845820 Vimentin
26.0398 Wdr13 BG067567 WD repeat domain 13
252.33391 B4galt7 BG064673 xylosylprotein beta1,4-galactosyltransferase, polypeptide 7 (galactosyltransferase I)
89.389595 Znrf2 BG066522 Zinc and ring finger 2
65.55701 Zfp444 BG087795 Zinc finger protein 444
16.4376 Zfp458 BG075702 Zinc finger protein 458
44.712296 Zfp622 AI851584 Zinc finger protein 622
18.834898 Zdhhc15 BG067020 Zinc finger, DHHC domain containing 15
sert sequence
SMART NAME SM00177 ARF 3 1 11% 0 088463769
Category Term Count % PValue
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of transcription 7 2.59% 0.073822579
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002130:Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase, cyclophilin type 3 1.11% 0.024223962
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS chaperone 5 1.85% 0.027819259
INTERPRO_NAME IPR005829:Sugar transporter superfamily 3 1.11% 0.096862686
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-enclosed lumen 15 5.56% 0.086830804
GOTERM_CC_ALL chromosome, pericentric region 4 1.48% 0.018838103
GOTERM_CC_ALL chromosome 9 3.33% 0.031303808
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-bound organelle 112 41.48% 2.87E-08
GOTERM_MF_ALL RNA binding 13 4.81% 0.018851811
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nucleotide-binding 25 9.26% 0.001409841
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment and/or maintenance of chromatin architecture 7 2.59% 0.06520306
GOTERM_MF_ALL isocitrate dehydrogenase activity 2 0.74% 0.083410878
GOTERM_BP_ALL erythrocyte differentiation 3 1.11% 0.024865645
GOTERM_BP_ALL physiological process 185 68.52% 0.001754249
GOTERM_BP_ALL ubiquitin cycle 13 4.81% 0.021668035
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS DNA binding 8 2.96% 0.053692691
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nuclear protein 49 18.15% 1.82E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of physiological process 14 5.19% 0.040025786
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS gtp-binding 6 2.22% 0.086371787
SMART_NAME SM00184:RING 7 2.59% 0.044466854
GOTERM_BP_ALL nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism 57 21.11% 0.013082973
GOTERM_MF_ALL double-stranded DNA binding 3 1.11% 0.014369959
GOTERM_MF_ALL catalytic activity 87 32.22% 0.004068333
_ : . .
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS carbohydrate metabolism 3 1.11% 0.086431084
GOTERM_MF_ALL ATP binding 24 8.89% 0.047055129
GOTERM_BP_ALL glucose metabolism 5 1.85% 0.04606778
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002067:Mitochondrial carrier protein 3 1.11% 0.088972082
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS golgi stack 9 3.33% 0.013619387
GOTERM_MF_ALL pyrophosphatase activity 12 4.44% 0.046957966
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism 7 2.59% 0.077748846
GOTERM_CC_ALL large ribosomal subunit 3 1.11% 0.066964184
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cellular process 16 5.93% 0.0472601
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cellular physiological process 13 4.81% 0.099062131
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of nitric oxide biosynthesis 2 0.74% 0.040649585
BIOCARTA m_tgfbPathway:TGF beta signaling pathway 3 1.11% 0.046454392
GOTERM_CC_ALL cell 179 66.30% 0.002919512
GOTERM_BP_ALL carbohydrate metabolism 11 4.07% 0.049180831
GOTERM_MF_ALL monovalent inorganic cation transporter activity 7 2.59% 0.022355686
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of metabolism 11 4.07% 0.006122179
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS multigene family 16 5.93% 0.04141122
GOTERM_MF_ALL purine nucleotide binding 31 11.48% 0.01907535
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular organelle 132 48.89% 4.20E-12
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribosome 11 4.07% 2.17E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular non-membrane-bound organelle 34 12.59% 3.57E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular membrane-bound organelle 112 41.48% 2.54E-08
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribonucleoprotein complex 17 6.30% 9.91E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of biological process 18 6.67% 0.025030318
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular 150 55.56% 4.23E-14
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000301:CD9/CD37/CD63 antigen 3 1.11% 0.059624118
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS rotamase 3 1.11% 0.034423434
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS rna-binding 8 2.96% 0.074056096
SMART NAME SM00500 SFM 2 0 74% 0 024165898
INTERPRO_NAME IPR013143:PCI/PINT associated module 2 0.74% 0.050283821
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of apoptosis 5 1.85% 0.079619202
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of erythrocyte differentiation 2 0.74% 0.079654439
GOTERM_BP_ALL generation of precursor metabolites and energy 16 5.93% 0.028456028
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosome 5 1.85% 5.92E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase activity 3 1.11% 0.080037739
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosomal protein 10 3.70% 8.06E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mitochondrion 16 5.93% 2.53E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL nitrogen compound metabolism 9 3.33% 0.091324841
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribonucleoprotein 14 5.19% 2.65E-07
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Phosphorylation 7 2.59% 0.015803557
GOTERM_BP_ALL translational elongation 3 1.11% 0.052650069
GOTERM_MF_ALL structure-specific DNA binding 4 1.48% 0.013156823
GOTERM_MF_ALL structural molecule activity 19 7.04% 0.001293581
GOTERM_BP_ALL translation 6 2.22% 0.074250311
GOTERM_BP_ALL gastrulation 3 1.11% 0.083170836
GOTERM_MF_ALL structural constituent of ribosome 11 4.07% 2.06E-04
BIOCARTA m_pitx2Pathway:Multi-step Regulation of Transcription by Pitx2 3 1.11% 0.046454392
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS methylation 5 1.85% 0.001926184
GOTERM_BP_ALL transcription, DNA-dependent 36 13.33% 0.080775047
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF002583:heat shock protein 90 2 0.74% 0.035142417
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein transport 14 5.19% 0.095321175
BIOCARTA m_nthiPathway:NFkB activation by Nontypeable Hemophilus influenzae 3 1.11% 0.095322556
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS zinc-finger 21 7.78% 0.010646101
_ : . .
GOTERM_CC_ALL actin cytoskeleton 7 2.59% 0.031746863
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF000564:kinase-related transforming protein 3 1.11% 0.040208413
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS zinc 27 10.00% 0.002381366
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metal-binding 30 11.11% 0.01130827
GOTERM_MF_ALL MAP kinase kinase activity 2 0.74% 0.048546903
GOTERM_BP_ALL biosynthesis 33 12.22% 1.03E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL adenyl nucleotide binding 26 9.63% 0.023098317
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS atp-binding 18 6.67% 0.016797362
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer modification 36 13.33% 0.002066974
GOTERM_BP_ALL cofactor metabolism 9 3.33% 0.008349842
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS wnt signaling pathway 5 1.85% 0.008949698
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer metabolism 58 21.48% 3.87E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL coenzyme metabolism 7 2.59% 0.042551585
GOTERM_CC_ALL protein complex 49 18.15% 1.00E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein modification 35 12.96% 0.002092244
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein metabolism 72 26.67% 4.23E-07
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS membrane 45 16.67% 0.002646285
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein localization 16 5.93% 0.050828045
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS estrogen-induced protein 2 0.74% 0.018777672
GOTERM_MF_ALL unfolded protein binding 7 2.59% 0.007679108
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule metabolism 95 35.19% 1.39E-09
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular process 58 21.48% 0.012211971
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule biosynthesis 22 8.15% 2.52E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular physiological process 53 19.63% 0.036560602
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of erythrocyte differentiation 2 0.74% 0.053830624
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003648:Splicing factor motif 2 0.74% 0.025464776
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001487:Bromodomain 3 1.11% 0.08128659
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein transport 10 3.70% 0.002997476
GOTERM BP ALL monosacc li 6 2 22% 0 033632065
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS viral nucleoprotein 4 1.48% 0.009891619
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein binding 87 32.22% 9.84E-08
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein kinase inhibitor 2 0.74% 0.090443433
GOTERM_MF_ALL oxidoreductase activity, acting on the CH-OH group of donors, NAD or NADP as acceptor 6 2.22% 0.015654913
GOTERM_BP_ALL DNA packaging 7 2.59% 0.073822579
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein folding 9 3.33% 0.011191071
GOTERM_MF_ALL binding 165 61.11% 1.79E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein biosynthesis 9 3.33% 1.55E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL DNA metabolism 13 4.81% 0.065799616
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protease 10 3.70% 0.050502671
BIOCARTA m_hcmvPathway:Human Cytomegalovirus and Map Kinase Pathways 3 1.11% 0.057519308
BIOCARTA m_gsk3Pathway:Inactivation of Gsk3 by AKT causes accumulation of b-catenin in Alveolar Macrophages 4 1.48% 0.034450667
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS anti-oncogene 4 1.48% 0.009324018
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ubl conjugation pathway 10 3.70% 8.93E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ubl conjugation 6 2.22% 0.006266524
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein biosynthesis 20 7.41% 3.96E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS egf-like domain 6 2.22% 0.03248423
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ank repeat 7 2.59% 0.017661487
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of cellular process 13 4.81% 0.094431132
GOTERM_MF_ALL cyclophilin-type peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase activity 3 1.11% 0.040708093
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of cellular metabolism 9 3.33% 0.033190374
GOTERM_MF_ALL cyclophilin 3 1.11% 0.040708093
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna-binding 19 7.04% 0.028866956
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04810:REGULATION OF ACTIN CYTOSKELETON 9 3.33% 0.062957693
_ _ haride metabo sm . .
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of biological process 66 24.44% 0.001736156
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides, in phosphorus-containing anhydrides 12 4.44% 0.049389105
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides 12 4.44% 0.050870674
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:PPIase cyclophilin-type 3 1.11% 0.014906535
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ligase 6 2.22% 0.051501522
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04520:ADHERENS JUNCTION 5 1.85% 0.07677263
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS direct protein sequencing 13 4.81% 0.007221677
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrogen-transporting two-sector ATPase activity 3 1.11% 0.062543539
GOTERM_BP_ALL localization 51 18.89% 0.088120467
GOTERM_MF_ALL primary active transporter activity 7 2.59% 0.051645038
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrogen ion transporter activity 7 2.59% 0.019708835
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS alternative splicing 33 12.22% 0.002281284
KEGG_PATHWAY HSA04530:TIGHT JUNCTION 2 0.74% 0.082334346
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04310:WNT SIGNALING PATHWAY 10 3.70% 0.00342359
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transport 24 8.89% 7.58E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL Golgi stack 9 3.33% 0.059892393
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of biological process 17 6.30% 0.025191444
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTPase activity 6 2.22% 0.018996233
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transmembrane 38 14.07% 0.080321022
GOTERM_BP_ALL Wnt receptor signaling pathway 5 1.85% 0.048981472
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001404:Heat shock protein Hsp90 2 0.74% 0.062456306
GOTERM_MF_ALL oxidoreductase activity, acting on CH-OH group of donors 6 2.22% 0.02083008
GOTERM_BP_ALL hexose metabolism 6 2.22% 0.031763213
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transit peptide 11 4.07% 5.17E-04
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU03010:RIBOSOME 10 3.70% 1.76E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL Golgi apparatus 13 4.81% 0.01573
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of Wnt receptor signaling pathway 3 1.11% 0.019855285
KEGG_PATHWAY HSA03010:RIBOSOME 3 1.11% 0.091064787
GOTERM MF ALL FK506 iti e 3 1 11% 0 040708093
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS isomerase 5 1.85% 0.03083951
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transcription regulation 26 9.63% 2.36E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cytoskeleton 8 2.96% 0.014258191
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle membrane 12 4.44% 0.076778168
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle lumen 15 5.56% 0.086830804
GOTERM_CC_ALL envelope 12 4.44% 0.013803238
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle inner membrane 9 3.33% 0.024153965
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transcription 28 10.37% 1.96E-05
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle envelope 11 4.07% 0.030762957
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle 132 48.89% 4.79E-12
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS activator 11 4.07% 6.69E-04
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001813:Ribosomal protein 60S 2 0.74% 0.037953986
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of programmed cell death 5 1.85% 0.083499672
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS actin-binding 5 1.85% 0.048740095
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of physiological process 14 5.19% 0.07211586
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of physiological process 56 20.74% 0.022008522
GOTERM_CC_ALL nucleus 66 24.44% 0.003461883
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cyclosporin 2 0.74% 0.05528666
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS acetylation 13 4.81% 4.26E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL hemopoietic or lymphoid organ development 7 2.59% 0.048368942
GOTERM_BP_ALL water-soluble vitamin metabolism 4 1.48% 0.014084743
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001804:Isocitrate/isopropylmalate dehydrogenase 2 0.74% 0.074473441
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphorylation 43 15.93% 1.31E-09
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF002419:CD9 antigen 2 0.74% 0.05789047
_ _ sens ve peptidyl prolyl cis trans isomeras-  -  -  . .
GOTERM_CC_ALL nucleoplasm 13 4.81% 0.035716557
GOTERM_BP_ALL primary metabolism 125 46.30% 6.75E-07
BIOCARTA m_aktPathway:AKT Signaling Pathway 3 1.11% 0.08203681
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphoprotein 9 3.33% 0.004620011
GOTERM_BP_ALL vitamin metabolism 5 1.85% 0.00980578
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of DNA replication 2 0.74% 0.079654439
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular protein metabolism 68 25.19% 9.76E-07
SMART_NAME SM00753:PAM 2 0.74% 0.047752477
GOTERM_MF_ALL transcription factor binding 6 2.22% 0.077362015
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular process 193 71.48% 2.23E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL sulfur metabolism 4 1.48% 0.057836089
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular physiological process 177 65.56% 8.72E-11
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear lumen 14 5.19% 0.069114778
GOTERM_MF_ALL TPR domain binding 2 0.74% 0.024574048
GOTERM_MF_ALL obsolete molecular function 11 4.07% 2.72E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytosol 17 6.30% 9.02E-06
GOTERM_MF_ALL cis-trans isomerase activity 3 1.11% 0.083700321
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of nitric oxide biosynthesis 2 0.74% 0.079654439
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular metabolism 134 49.63% 1.94E-08
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular macromolecule metabolism 70 25.93% 3.37E-07
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleotide binding 34 12.59% 0.021801392
UP_SEQ_FEATURE transit peptide:Mitochondrion 11 4.07% 0.016781159
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear chromosome 5 1.85% 0.01081643
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear chromatin 3 1.11% 0.026844662
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS coiled coil 15 5.56% 0.012692731
GOTERM_BP_ALL viral life cycle 3 1.11% 0.052650069
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasm 94 34.81% 2.05E-14
GOTERM_MF_ALL DNA binding 37 13.70% 0.007119419
GOTERM CC ALL on l ran 9 3 33% 0 017458035
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleoside-triphosphatase activity 12 4.44% 0.03355885
GOTERM_MF_ALL chromatin binding 6 2.22% 0.002649023
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular carbohydrate metabolism 11 4.07% 0.004779991
GOTERM_CC_ALL non-membrane-bound organelle 34 12.59% 3.57E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL ligase activity 11 4.07% 0.042263002
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular biosynthesis 29 10.74% 3.38E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS hydrolase 19 7.04% 0.061088536
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF001566:yeast ubiquitin-protein ligase UBC1 2 0.74% 0.035142417
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS hydrogen ion transport 3 1.11% 0.054662626
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleic acid binding 53 19.63% 0.019390149
GOTERM_BP_ALL antigen presentation, exogenous peptide antigen 2 0.74% 0.092302088
GOTERM_CC_ALL condensed chromosome, pericentric region 2 0.74% 0.074722765
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrion 20 7.41% 0.01356084
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU00190:OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION 8 2.96% 0.012441462
GOTERM_MF_ALL enzyme regulator activity 14 5.19% 0.043104342
GOTERM_BP_ALL metabolism 138 51.11% 1.60E-07
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrial membrane 9 3.33% 0.026013435
SMART_NAME SM00248:ANK 7 2.59% 0.04116066
GOTERM_MF_ALL nitric-oxide synthase regulator activity 2 0.74% 0.048546903
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of protein localization 15 5.56% 0.067910765
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS oxidoreductase 13 4.81% 0.007664228
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 7 2.59% 0.032313565
GOTERM_BP_ALL anti-apoptosis 4 1.48% 0.097620172
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 6 2.22% 0.037571556
_ _ mitoch dria inner memb e  . .
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrial envelope 10 3.70% 0.014508723
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, BG081026, AI322431, AI608484, AI528689, BG073309, BG067145, BG073490, AI837750, BG083661, BG064773, BG075198, BG087169, BG083595, BG063604, BG088465, BG087064, BG088781, BG084173, BG063584, AI83
7171, BG081026, AI322431, AI608484, BG067145, AK133089, BG085977, BG078450, BG067966, BG073490, BG076484, AI842510, BG083661, BG064773, BG075198, AI845440, BG079631, BG083595, BG063604, BG074220,
765, BG076517, BG071958, BG075110, NM_009078, BG076562, BG072752, BG071712, BG076830, AI843210, AI322431, BG075903, AI528689, AI608484, AI413449, BG082675, BG085977, AI414812, AI840518, BG078450, BG
82
9, BG073309, BG078450, BG073940, BG083661, BG069713, AW556391, BG087064, BG084173, AI839059, AI842968, BG088924, BG079479, BG087330, BG075029, NM_009083, BG08
, BG076830, BG081026, AI322431, AI608484, AI528689, BG073309, BG067145, BG073490, AI837750, BG083661, BG064773, BG075198, BG087169, BG088465, BG083595, BG063604, BG087064, BG088781, BG084173, BG0
49
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4
4
8
388, BG083544, BG070332, BG082553, BG068140, BG070251, BG076163, BG079001, BG071828, BG069978, BG085163, AI843142, BG082776, AI324408, BG064976, BE955853, BG087866, BG074524, AI413933, BG066484,
, AI608484, BG073309, BG067145, BG082675, BG073490, AI414200, AI837750, BG083661, BG067517, BG064773, BG075198, BG087169, BG088465, BG083595, BG063604, BC010713, BG087064, BG088781, BG084173, BG
00, AI837750, BG076484, AI842510, BG086437, BG067517, AI841243, BG085679, C80679, AI845440, BG087169, BG083595, BC010713, BG068047, BG074220, BG088781, BG073119, BG076245, BG088924, AI842968, BG07
 AI837750, BG083661, BG064773, BG087169, BG088465, BG063604, BC010713, BG063514, BG086493, BG087064, BG088781, BG084173, BG063584, AI839059, BG088640, AI842968, BG079479, BG079065, BG064798, BG0
2968, BG064798, BG069720, AI324856, BG087465, NM_009083, BG063038, BG082106, BG084388, BG085821, BG083544, BG070332, BG073105, BG068140, BG082553, BG070251, BG076163, BG067579, BG069978, BG079
388, BG083544, BG070332, BG082553, BG068140, BG070251, BG076163, BG079001, BG071828, BG069978, BG085163, AI843142, BG082776, AI324408, BG064976, BE955853, BG087866, BG074524, AI413933, BG066484,
6493, BG087064, BG088781, BG084173, AI839059, BG088640, AI842968, BG079479, BG064798, BG069720, AI324856, BG087465, NM_009083, BG063038, BG082106, BG075244, BG076832, BG084388, BG085821, BG08354
0I
8
75029, AI84
, BG063604, BG074220, BG087064, BG088781, AW556391, BG073119, AI839059, AI842968, BG079479, BG079065, BG064798, BG069720, BG064979, BG087465, BG0
608484, BG073309, BG067145, AK133089, BG085977, BG078450, BG067966, BG073490, AI837750, BG076484, AI842510, BG072066, BG078574, BG083661, BG064773, BG075198, AI845440, BG079631, BG088465, BG0835
02
6
78450, BG073394, BG072066, BG083661, BG078574, BG064773, BG088511, BG079631, BG066193, BG063514, BG086493, AA409126, BG074233, AI839059, AI323599, BG076447, AI842968, BG088924, BG075073, AW54827
00, BG083661, BG067517, BG064773, BG088465, BG083595, BC010713, BG063514, BG086493, BG087064, BG084173, BG063584, AI839059, AI842968, BG079479, BG079065, BG074516, BG069506, AI429718, BG087465, 
8, BG063419, BG079479, BG075073, BG087465, BG087330, BG075029, NM_009083, BG0
49
,
9
3
,
G
2968, BG064798, BG069720, AI324856, BG087465, NM_009083, BG063038, BG082106, BG084388, BG085821, BG083544, BG070332, BG073105, BG068140, BG082553, BG070251, BG076163, BG067579, BG069978, BG079
68, BG075073, BG064798, BG069720, BG087465, BG087330, BG075029, NM_009083, BG082106, AI8
065, BG064798, BG069720, AI324856, BG087465, NM_009083, BG082106, BG084388, BG087937, BG085821, NM_009459, BG070094, C81187, AU041108, BG064899, BG073105, BG068140, AI836616, BG082553, BG07025
 BG088781, AW556391, BG073119, AI839059, BG079479, BG079065, BG064798, BG069720, BG064979, BG087465, BG0
3, BG084341, BG087410, BG079001, BG071828, BG087866, BC069949, NM_009083, BG074524, AI413933, BG070792, AI846761, BG074277, BG075070, BG087592, BG082923, BG074911, BG066296, AI414292, AI528605, BG
, BG067145, BG082675, BG073490, AI414200, AI837750, BG083661, BG067517, BG064773, BG075198, BG087169, BG088465, BG083595, BG063604, BC010713, BG087064, BG088781, BG084173, BG063584, AI839059, AI8
9059, AI842968, BG079479, BG079065, BG064798, BG069720, AI324856, BG087465, NM_009083, BG088394, BG082106, BG075244, BG084388, BG087937, BG085821, NM_009459, BG070094, C81187, AU041108, BG07033
 BG087064, BG088781, AW556391, BG073119, AI839059, BG088924, BG079479, BG079065, BG064798, BG069720, BG064979, BG087465, BG0
067966, BG072808, BG073490, AI414200, AI837750, BG072066, BG067977, BG064773, C80679, AI845440, BG079631, BG087169, BG088465, BG066193, BC010713, BG063514, BG086493, BG068047, BG087064, BG08878
063584, AI839059, AI842968, BG079479, BG079065, BG064798, BG069720, AI324856, BG087465, NM_009083, BG088394, BG082106, BG075244, BG084388, BG087937, BG085821, NM_009459, BG070094, C81187, AU04110
,G
7
0
9
,
4
 BG074277, BG087592, BG086593, AA407331, BG074390, BG070029, AI528605, BG075110, BG076562, BG086978, BG071779, AI843210, AI846576, AI413449, AI840518, BG067966, BG072808, BG073940, BG072066, BG078
063584, AI839059, AI842968, BG079479, BG079065, BG064798, BG069720, AI324856, BG087465, NM_009083, BG088394, BG082106, BG075244, BG084388, BG087937, BG085821, BG083544, BG075074, BG070094, NM_00
9065, BG064798, BG069720, BG074111, AI324856, BG064979, BG087465, NM_009083, BG063038, BG075244, A
69720, BG074516, AI324856, BG069506, BG087465, NM_009083, BG063038, BG082106, BG075244, BG076832, BG084388, BG085821, BG083544, BG071053, BG074746, BG070332, BG064899, BG073105, BG068140, BG08
001, BG071828, BG085163, AI843142, BG082776, AI324408, BG064976, BE955853, BG087866, BC069949, NM_009083, BG074524, AI413933, BG066484, BG074107, BG074277, BG075070, BG087592, BG086593, AA407331
 BG074277, BG087592, BG086593, AA407331, BG074390, BG070029, AI528605, BG075110, BG076562, BG086978, BG071779, AI843210, AI846576, AI413449, AI840518, BG067966, BG072808, BG073940, BG072066, BG078
4, BG070332, BG064899, BG073105, BG068140, BG082553, BG070251, AI528824, BG076163, BG067579, BG069978, BG071828, BG079001, BG085163, AI843142, BG082776, AI324408, BG064976, BE955853, BG087866, B
595, BG063604, BG069713, BG074220, BG087064, AW556391, BG088781, BG073119, AI839059, BG088924, AI842968, BG079479, BG079065, BG064798, BG069720, AI324856, BG064979, BG087465, BG075029, BG082106, 
70, BG070959, BG079065, BG074516, BG069506, AI429718, BG063552, BG087465, BG087330, BG075029, BG
NM_009083, BG088394, BG082106, BG076832, BG084388, BG087937, BG085821, BG083544, BG075074, BG070094, C81187, BG074746, AU041108, BG070332, BG068140, AI836616, BG082553, BG070251, AI528824, BG07
9G
8
3
001, BG071828, BG085163, AI843142, BG082776, AI324408, BG064976, BE955853, BG087866, BC069949, NM_009083, BG074524, AI413933, BG066484, BG074107, BG074277, BG075070, BG087592, BG086593, AA407331
1, AI528824, BG063511, BG076163, BG084341, BG087410, BG069978, BG071828, BG079001, BG085163, BG064976, BC069949, NM_009083, BG074524, AI413933, AI846761, BG066484, BG074107, BG087592, BG086593, B
076562, BG086978, BG063515, BG087171, AI846576, BG069506, AK133089, BG085977, BG072808, BG073940, AI842510, BG072066, BG067977, BG078574, BG088511, AI845440, C80679, BG073662, BG069713, BG068047
42968, BG079479, BG079065, BG064798, BG069720, AI324856, BG087465, NM_009083, BG088394, BG082106, BG075244, BG084388, BG087937, BG085821, BG083544, BG075074, BG070094, NM_009459, C81187, BG071
2, BG064899, BG073105, BG068140, AI836616, BG082553, BG070251, AI528824, BG063511, BG076163, BG084341, BG069978, BG071828, BG079001, BG085163, AI414717, BG064976, BE955853, BC069949, NM_009083, B
1, AA409126, AW556391, BG073119, BG074233, AI839059, BG088640, BG076245, AW548270, BG079479, BG075073, BG074111, AI324856, BG064979, BG087465, BG075029, BG063038, B
08, BG070332, BG064899, BG073105, BG068140, AI836616, BG082553, BG070251, AI528824, BG063511, BG076163, BG084341, BG087410, BG069978, BG071828, BG079001, BG085163, AI414717, BG064976, BE955853, BC
80
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1
8
B
574, BG067977, BG088511, C80679, BG0796
9459, C81187, BG071053, BG074746, AU041
2553, BG070251, AI528824, BG076163, BG06
, BG074911, BG074390, BG070029, AI528605, B
574, BG067977, BG088511, C80679, BG0796
C069949, NM_009083, BG074524, AI413933, B

77527, BG063511, BG076163, BG067579, BG084
1B
7
1
B
, BG074911, BG074390, BG070029, AI528605, B
G082923, AA407331, BG074911, BG086978, AI
, AA409126, AW556391, BG073119, BG08892
053, BG074746, AU041108, BG070332, BG064
G074524, AI413933, AI846761, BG066484, BG
C069949, NM_009083, BG074524, AI413933, AI
GOTERM ALL physiological process 93 60.00% 0.00461944
Category Term Count % PValue
GOTERM_CC_ALL coated membrane 3 1.94% 0.043241182
GOTERM_MF_ALL aminoacyl-tRNA ligase activity 3 1.94% 0.058623377
GOTERM_CC_ALL synaptosome 3 1.94% 0.030475471
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell division 5 3.23% 0.032866873
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of cellular localization 10 6.45% 0.033989382
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell death 9 5.81% 0.027980854
GOTERM_BP_ALL membrane fusion 2 1.29% 0.095997375
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-enclosed lumen 10 6.45% 0.078885096
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-bound vesicle 6 3.87% 0.01594142
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-bound organelle 61 39.35% 1.61E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell cycle 12 7.74% 0.002969784
GOTERM_MF_ALL RNA binding 8 5.16% 0.03596457
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane coat 3 1.94% 0.043241182
GOTERM_BP_ALL cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis 9 5.81% 0.009783494
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell adhesion 8 5.16% 0.083827251
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nucleotide-binding 15 9.68% 0.006205488
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell division 4 2.58% 0.039227866
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell cycle 6 3.87% 0.01315437
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nucleotide binding 3 1.94% 0.07030912
GOTERM_BP_ALL intracellular transport 10 6.45% 0.032887458
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of programmed cell death 5 3.23% 0.017505989
_BP_  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nuclear protein 30 19.35% 8.55E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL intracellular protein transport 7 4.52% 0.071452064
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS gtp-binding 5 3.23% 0.037214452
GOTERM_BP_ALL nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism 28 18.06% 0.077189732
GOTERM_BP_ALL cytokine and chemokine mediated signaling pathway 3 1.94% 0.024168039
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cellular physiological process 8 5.16% 0.091274548
GOTERM_CC_ALL cell 103 66.45% 0.002819678
GOTERM_BP_ALL amino acid activation 3 1.94% 0.059472405
GOTERM_MF_ALL purine nucleotide binding 16 10.32% 0.092507251
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular organelle 75 48.39% 1.05E-07
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribosome 5 3.23% 0.0522384
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular non-membrane-bound organelle 22 14.19% 7.51E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular membrane-bound organelle 61 39.35% 1.51E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribonucleoprotein complex 9 5.81% 0.010438061
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular 86 55.48% 2.29E-09
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS rna-binding 7 4.52% 0.013544219
GOTERM_BP_ALL Golgi vesicle transport 3 1.94% 0.094230539
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosome 3 1.94% 0.00597136
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosomal protein 5 3.23% 0.015575432
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mitochondrion 9 5.81% 0.00697246
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribonucleoprotein 6 3.87% 0.005957766
GOTERM_BP_ALL translation 4 2.58% 0.096468964
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:Actin-binding 2 1.29% 0.096672735
GOTERM_MF_ALL structural constituent of ribosome 5 3.23% 0.038774367
GOTERM_CC_ALL receptor complex 4 2.58% 0.012941456
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:LRR 3 4 2.58% 0.051765786
GOTERM ALL protein binding 56 36.13% 2.45E 09
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS methylation 4 2.58% 0.002864192
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:LRR 2 4 2.58% 0.057779102
GOTERM_CC_ALL actin cytoskeleton 5 3.23% 0.043837067
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS P-loop 3 1.94% 0.073166778
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001965:Zinc finger, PHD-type 5 3.23% 0.0036114
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:LRR 1 4 2.58% 0.057779102
GOTERM_BP_ALL biosynthesis 15 9.68% 0.021432535
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS atp-binding 10 6.45% 0.073292584
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer modification 16 10.32% 0.090826852
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer metabolism 32 20.65% 2.83E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL protein complex 26 16.77% 0.003607305
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein modification 16 10.32% 0.070713011
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein metabolism 39 25.16% 1.93E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS membrane 24 15.48% 0.031881544
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule metabolism 47 30.32% 1.91E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular process 33 21.29% 0.006757109
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule biosynthesis 14 9.03% 3.99E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular physiological process 32 20.65% 0.006181199
GOTERM_MF_ALL ubiquitin-specific protease activity 3 1.94% 0.070711057
GOTERM_MF_ALL ubiquitin thiolesterase activity 3 1.94% 0.063708883
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS apoptosis 4 2.58% 0.082800123
GOTERM_MF_ALL cytoskeletal protein binding 10 6.45% 2.48E-04
_MF_  -
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein phosphatase 3 1.94% 0.089518543
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cell cycle 6 3.87% 0.086170236
GOTERM_MF_ALL binding 94 60.65% 4.00E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein biosynthesis 7 4.52% 2.88E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL actin binding 6 3.87% 0.014668723
GOTERM_BP_ALL actin filament-based process 5 3.23% 0.016736901
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein complex assembly 5 3.23% 0.020801667
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein biosynthesis 14 9.03% 1.25E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL actin cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis 5 3.23% 0.013874647
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04810:REGULATION OF ACTIN CYTOSKELETON 7 4.52% 0.021804143
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003603:Leucine-rich repeat, C-terminal associated 2 1.29% 0.077953898
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of biological process 36 23.23% 0.003359847
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS leucine-rich repeat 5 3.23% 0.034050449
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 9 2 1.29% 0.045824278
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS direct protein sequencing 10 6.45% 0.002184863
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 8 2 1.29% 0.045824278
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 7 2 1.29% 0.045824278
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of apoptosis 6 3.87% 0.068110364
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 6 2 1.29% 0.045824278
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 5 2 1.29% 0.045824278
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 4 2 1.29% 0.075216457
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS alternative splicing 25 16.13% 5.38E-05
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 3 2 1.29% 0.08957578
GOTERM_BP_ALL tRNA aminoacylation for protein translation 3 1.94% 0.059472405
GOTERM_BP_ALL tRNA aminoacylation 3 1.94% 0.059472405
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU03010:RIBOSOME 4 2.58% 0.08989782
GOTERM ALL endomembrane 6 3.87% 0.070740798
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transit peptide 8 5.16% 7.59E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of apoptosis 5 3.23% 0.016360466
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 2 2 1.29% 0.08957578
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTP binding 6 3.87% 0.055441915
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 17 2 1.29% 0.053257587
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 16 2 1.29% 0.053257587
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 15 2 1.29% 0.053257587
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 14 2 1.29% 0.053257587
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 13 2 1.29% 0.053257587
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 12 2 1.29% 0.053257587
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 11 2 1.29% 0.053257587
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 10 2 1.29% 0.045824278
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cytoskeleton 5 3.23% 0.047692821
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Spectrin 1 2 1.29% 0.08957578
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle membrane 8 5.16% 0.084395147
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle lumen 10 6.45% 0.078885096
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of progression through cell cycle 6 3.87% 0.085371556
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of programmed cell death 6 3.87% 0.072406776
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle 75 48.39% 1.13E-07
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS actin-binding 5 3.23% 0.00632085
GOTERM_BP_ALL programmed cell death 8 5.16% 0.055804391
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of physiological process 32 20.65% 0.010501568
_CC_  system
GOTERM_CC_ALL nucleus 41 26.45% 0.003160073
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS acetylation 6 3.87% 0.020916846
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphorylation 24 15.48% 4.58E-06
GOTERM_BP_ALL primary metabolism 61 39.35% 6.59E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphoprotein 5 3.23% 0.05040568
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular protein metabolism 33 21.29% 9.42E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular process 98 63.23% 2.13E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL organelle organization and biogenesis 18 11.61% 1.84E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular physiological process 92 59.35% 6.45E-09
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytosol 8 5.16% 0.011755605
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoskeleton 12 7.74% 0.032230713
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasmic vesicle membrane 4 2.58% 0.007997428
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasmic vesicle 7 4.52% 0.00390831
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular metabolism 62 40.00% 0.001404527
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular macromolecule metabolism 33 21.29% 0.00119984
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasmic membrane-bound vesicle 6 3.87% 0.0138973
GOTERM_CC_ALL vesicle membrane 4 2.58% 0.01681978
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleotide binding 19 12.26% 0.044552668
GOTERM_CC_ALL vesicle coat 3 1.94% 0.038251671
UP_SEQ_FEATURE transit peptide:Mitochondrion 7 4.52% 0.024720166
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular localization 10 6.45% 0.035690113
GOTERM_CC_ALL vesicle 7 4.52% 0.004589984
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasm 43 27.74% 1.83E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL ligase activity, forming carbon-oxygen bonds 3 1.94% 0.058623377
GOTERM_BP_ALL apoptosis 8 5.16% 0.05120286
GOTERM_MF_ALL chromatin binding 3 1.94% 0.085412873
GOTERM_CC_ALL non-membrane-bound organelle 22 14.19% 7.51E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular biosynthesis 14 9.03% 0.018269528
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA metabolism 7 4.52% 0.047644938
UP_SEQ_FEATURE splice variant 25 16.13% 0.008447457
GOTERM_BP_ALL post-Golgi vesicle-mediated transport 2 1.29% 0.07132863
GOTERM_BP_ALL vesicle-mediated transport 6 3.87% 0.082999371
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS synaptosome 2 1.29% 0.091778917
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of metabolism 22 14.19% 0.091183692
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleic acid binding 28 18.06% 0.063970537
GOTERM_BP_ALL response to unfolded protein 3 1.94% 0.06126162
GOTERM_MF_ALL guanyl nucleotide binding 6 3.87% 0.05966065
GOTERM_CC_ALL transport vesicle 3 1.94% 0.016013103
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrion 12 7.74% 0.042335781
GOTERM_MF_ALL thiolester hydrolase activity 3 1.94% 0.098958627
GOTERM_BP_ALL metabolism 65 41.94% 0.001720141
SMART_NAME SM00249:PHD 4 2.58% 0.027160481
GOTERM_BP_ALL response to protein stimulus 3 1.94% 0.06126162
GOTERM_BP_ALL death 9 5.81% 0.029898426
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell organization and biogenesis 27 17.42% 8.41E-05
GOTERM_CC_ALL coated vesicle membrane 3 1.94% 0.041552107
 
30 genes are not clustered
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M_009083, BG079550, AI842586, BG065916, BG087724, BG076768, BG068294, AI841334, AI528823, AI841247, BG073673, BG067003, BG070263, BG074453, BG077105, BG083155, AI843579, BG076862, 
05, BG085212, AI843579, AI323710, AI839082, AI323450, 
BG084543, AI840876, AI843451, AW556391, BG074592, NM_009083, BG079550, AI842586, BG087724, BG085111, BG065916, BG076768, BG068294, AI841334, AI528823, AI841247, BG067003, BG073673, 
BG080025, AI839572, BG079550, BG085111, BG063425, AU040403, BG063105, BG077105, AI841262, AI843579, NM_009083, BG067757, BG076862, BG086554, BG082469, 
, AI839572, BG079550, BG085111, BG063425, AU040403, BG063105, BG077105, AI843579, AI841262, NM_009083, BG067757, BG076862, BG086554, BG082469, 
,             AI413948, BG070368, BG084290, BG066894, BG088461, BG07364
48, BG085212, BG073938, BG087110, AI323450, AI413375, AI842636, BG073165, BG074234, BG084543, BG078617, AI840876, BG088043, BG087724, AI841334, BG068294, C78607, BG086236, BG064453,
, AI840876, BG080025, AI839572, BG079550, BG085111, AI528823, BG063425, AU040403, BG073673, BG063105, BG077105, AI841262, AI843579, NM_009083, BG067757, BG076862, BG086554, BG082469
G074453, BG083155, NM_009083, BG069388, BG086554, BG082469, 
54
4
1
7
B
5
 AI842636, BG074234, BG084543, AI840876, NM_007748, NM_009083, BG087724, BG076139, AI841334, BG068294, BG067003, BG073673, BG063054, BG077105, BG063105, AI841262, AI843579, BG07484
, AI839572, BG079550, BG085111, BG063425, AU040403, BG063105, BG077105, AI843579, AI841262, NM_009083, BG067757, BG076862, BG086554, BG082469, 
3, AI840876, AI851584, BG080025, BG072462, BG079550, BG085111, BG065916, BG068294, AI841334, AI846401, AI836524, BG068364, BG067003, BG070263, BG063054, BG063105, BG077105, AI841262
BG087609, BG077105, AW537940, BG076848, BG069388, BG076862, 
, BG063425, BG073673, BG067003, C80236, BG063105, BG077105, AI843579, AI841262, BG069388, BG086362, BG082469, AI843651, BG084290, BG066894, BG073641, BG085933, BG085518, BG087122, 
, BG087724, BG076768, AI528823, AI841247, BG073673, BG067003, BG070263, BG074453, BG077105, BG083155, AI843579, BG076862, BG082469, BG075549, 
BG063105, AI843579, BG074848, BG069388, BG086554, BG082469, AI841379, AI413948, BG066894, BG085933, BG073719, BG085518, BG087122, BG070324, BG076699, BG087609, BG071115, AI845608, 
10, AI413375, AI842636, BG073165, BG074234, BG084543, AI840876, NM_007748, BG069739, NM_009083, BG087724, AI841334, BG068294, BG068299, BG086236, BG063425, BG067003, BG073673, C802
24, AI841334, BG068294, BG063425, BG073673, BG067003, C80236, BG063105, BG077105, AI843579, AI841262, BG069388, BG086362, BG082469, AI843651, BG084290, BG066894, BG085933, BG085518
, BG087724, BG076768, AI528823, AI841247, BG073673, BG067003, BG070263, BG074453, BG077105, BG083155, AI843579, BG076862, BG082469, BG075549, 
G075549, 
, AW537940, BG076848, AW537952, AI323450, AI413375, AI842636, AI843451, BG072892, AW556391, NM_007748, BG074592, NM_009083, AI839572, BG079550, AI842586, BG087724, BG076139, AI83652
8B
2
4
7
G
, BG086554, AW537952, BG087110, BG082469, 
G074453, BG083155, NM_009083, BG069388, BG086554, BG082469, 
, NM_009083, BG067757, BG073938, BG082469, 
, AI841334, AI836524, BG064453, BG067003, BG063105, AI841262, BG074848, NM_009083, BG067757, BG069388, 
24, AI841334, BG068294, BG063425, BG073673, BG067003, C80236, BG063105, BG077105, AI843579, AI841262, BG069388, BG086362, BG082469, AI843651, BG084290, BG066894, BG073641, BG085933
073673, BG077105, BG063054, BG074848, BG086362, BG086554, AI323710, BG082469, 
2 BG063054, BG063105, BG077105, AI841262, AI843579, BG074848, BG086362, BG069388, AI323710, BG086554, BG082469, AI843651,
A
4
3
4, BG085933, BG073719, AI326130, BG076198, BG084628, BG087609, BG071115, AW537952, AI851584, BG072892, BG074592, BG080025, BG072462, AI839572, BG079550, AI842586, BG085111, BG06591
36,             AI841379, BG084290, BG066894, BG088461, BG073641, BG0855
I845608, AI851584, AI843451, BG072892, BG086100, BG072972, BG080025, AI839572, BG072462, AI842586, BG079550, BG065916, BG085111, AI846401, AI836524, BG068364, AU040403, BG070263, NM_
8, BG086362, BG069388, BG086554, BG082469, AI841379, BG084290, BG070368, BG066894, BG085933, BG073719, BG070324, AI326130, BG076198, BG076699, BG084628, BG085977, BG087609, BG071
4, BG085933, BG073719, AI326130, BG076198, BG084628, BG087609, BG071115, AW537952, AI851584, BG072892, BG074592, BG080025, BG072462, AI839572, BG079550, AI842586, BG085111, BG06591
054, BG063105, BG077105, AI841262, AI843579, BG074848, BG086362, BG069388, BG086554, BG082469, AI841379, BG084290, BG070368, BG066894, BG088461, BG073641, BG085933, BG073719, BG08
4 BG071493, BG076768, AW539320, AI846401,
9
BG082469, BG075549, 
C80236, BG070263, BG074453, BG077105, BG083155, AI843579, BG086362, BG069388, BG076862, BG082469, BG075549, 
1, BG085933, BG073719, BG085518, BG070324, BG076699, BG065334, BG087609, BG071115, BG067712, AI839082, AI845608, BG080025, BG079550,     AI5288
 BG086032, BG067003, BG073673, C80236, BG063054, BG063105, BG077105, AI841262, AI843579, BG074848, BG069388, BG086554, BG082469, AI843651, AI841379, BG084290, BG070368, AI413948, BG
, 
42
8
8, BG086362, BG069388, BG086554, BG082469, AI841379, BG084290, BG070368, BG066894, BG085933, BG073719, BG070324, AI326130, BG076198, BG076699, BG084628, BG085977, BG087609, BG071
, AI843579, NM_009083, BG086362, BG069388, BG082469, 
AI326130, BG076198, BG076699, BG085977, BG087609, AU040403, AW537952, AI843451, AW556391, BG074592, BG080025, BG079550, AI842586, BG085111, BG065916, BG076768, AI528823, AI841247, 
AI843451, BG072892, BG080025, AI839572, AI842586, BG079550, BG065916, BG085111, AI846401, BG068364, AU040403, BG070263, NM_009083, BG075549, AI415648, BG083544, NM_053075, BG07488
36, BG063054, BG063105, BG077105, AI841262, AI843579, BG074848, BG086362, BG069388, AI323710, BG086554, BG082469, AI843651, AI841379, BG084290, BG066894, BG088461, BG085518, BG0737
, BG087122, AI326130, BG076198, BG076699, BG085977, BG087609, AU040403, AW537952, AI843451, AW556391, BG074592, BG080025, AI839572, BG079550, BG085111, BG065916, BG076768, AI52882
4, AI528823, BG086236, AU040403, BG073673, BG074453, BG076862, BG082469, 
3, BG085518, BG087122, AI326130, BG076198, BG076699, BG085977, BG087609, AU040403, AW537952, AI843451, AW556391, BG074592, BG080025, AI839572, BG079550, AI842586, BG085111, BG06591
1518, BG073719, BG085933, BG070324, BG087122, AI326130, BG076198, BG076699, AI429590, BG084628, BG085977, BG087609, BG071115,
_
1
1
8
6, AI846401, AI836524, BG068364, AU040403, BG070263, BG074453, NM_009083, 
             AU040403, BG067712, AI839082, AW537952, AI845608, AI84345
009083, BG071774, BG083544, NM_053075, BG074880, BG067567, BG073549, BG082219, AI840653, BG078321, BG072689, BG071583, BG072941, AW537940, BG076848, AI323450, BG087110, BG073165
115, BG067712, AW537952, AI845608, AI851584, BG072892, AW556391, BG074592, BG080025, BG072462, AI839572, BG079550, AI842586, BG085111, BG065916, AI846401, AI836524, BG068364, AU0404
6, AI846401, AI836524, BG068364, AU040403, BG070263, BG074453, NM_009083, 
5518, BG070324, AI326130, BG076198, BG076699, BG084628, BG085977, BG087609, BG071115, BG067712, AW537952, AI845608, AI843451, AI851584, BG072892, AW556391, BG086100, BG074592, BG0
823, AI841247, BG070263, BG076862,
G
    
068375, BG066894, BG088461, BG073641, BG085518, BG073719, BG085933, BG070324, BG087122, AI326130, BG076198, BG065334, BG076699, BG087609, BG071115, BG067712, AI839082, AI845608, A
18
7
2
115, BG067712, AW537952, AI845608, AI851584, BG072892, AW556391, BG074592, BG080025, BG072462, AI839572, BG079550, AI842586, BG085111, BG065916, AI846401, AI836524, BG068364, AU0404
BG070263, BG074453, BG083155, NM_009083, BG067757, BG076862, BG075549, 
0, BG068715, BG073549, BG082219, BG072689, BG075957, BG071583, BG072941, AW537940, BG076848, AI323450, BG087110, BG073165, AI840876, NM_007748, NM_009083, BG087724, BG068299, BG0
19, BG085933, BG070324, BG087122, AI326130, BG076198, BG076699, AI429590, BG084628, BG085977, BG087609, BG071115, AU040403, BG067712, AI839082, AW537952, AI845608, AI843451, BG07289
3, AI841247, BG070263, BG074453, BG083155, NM_009083, BG067757, BG076862, BG075549, 
6, BG076768, AI846401, AI528823, AI841247, BG070263, BG074453, BG083155, NM_009083, BG067757, BG076862, BG075549, 
5 AU040403, AI841247, BG070263, BG074453,
5
4
0
1, BG072892, AW556391, BG074592, BG080025, AI839572, BG079550, AI842586, BG085111, BG065916, BG076768, AI846401, BG068364, AI528823,     BG08315
, AI840876, NM_007748, NM_009083, BG087724, BG076139, BG068299, BG067003, C80236, BG063054, AI841262, BG086362, AI323710, AI843651, BG070368, BG084290, BG088461, BG073641, AI326130
03, BG070263, BG074453, NM_009083, 
80025, BG072462, AI839572, BG079550, AI842586, BG085111, BG065916, AI846401, AI836524, BG068364, AI528823, AU040403, BG070263, BG074453, NM_009083, BG076862, 
AI843451, AI851584, AW556391, BG086100, BG074592, BG080025, BG079550, AI842586, BG071493, BG085111, BG076768, AW539320, AI846401, AI836524, AI528823, AI841247, BG070263, BG074453, BG0
40
9
03, BG070263, BG074453, NM_009083, 
67003, C80236, BG063054, AI841262, BG086362, AI323710, AI843651, BG084290, BG088461, BG073641, AI326130, BG076198, BG084628, AI429590, BG085977, BG067712, AU040403, AW537952, AI8390
2, AW556391, BG074592, BG080025, AI839572, BG079550, AI842586, BG085111, BG065916, BG076768, AI846401, BG068364, AI528823, AU040403, AI841247, BG070263, BG074453, BG083155, NM_0090

55, 009083, BG067757, BG076862, BG075549,
0
 NM_     
, BG076198, BG084628, BG085977, BG067712, AU040403, AW537952, AI839082, BG085219, AW556391, BG074592, BG068830, AI
083155, NM_009083, BG067757, BG076862, BG075549, 
00
82, AW556391, BG074592, BG076768, AI528823, AI841247, BG074453, BG083155, BG067757, BG076862, 
83, BG067757, BG076862, BG075549, 
0 0 3 0 0 9 0
A ()* C (Lab Peromyscus) RPW (Peromyscus with high Blood Pb)
Systematic Normalized
Min 
Normalized
Max 
Normalized StdErr Norm StdDev Norm t-test P-value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Min 
Normalized
Max 
Normalized StdErr Norm StdDev Norm
gene7348 0.91220355 0.49783212 1.9370767 0.17728776 0.5014455 0.6285241 341.91367 83.7975 690.62683 1.9780079 1.2841684 2.490675 0.44297698 0.76725864
gene8686 0.9651208 0.6308829 1.4225823 0.10772207 0.30468404 0.75411206 140.157 43.7006 270.3241 0.92355317 0.8487564 1 0.04385211 0.07595408
gene3240 0.9471966 0.48059177 1.5896212 0.15172836 0.4291526 0.7329741 35.37611 18.4544 70.0431 0.8540653 0.66932154 1 0.10680056 0.184984
gene5805 1.4115444 0.75749516 2.72033 0.2516998 0.71191454 0.07977974 231.70406 85.1604 516.1533 1.0981345 0.97986645 1.200509 0.06598275 0.11428548
gene9236 1.1828649 0.45137504 2.0755544 0.24368495 0.6892451 0.4087841 392.3738 113.9823 637.0461 1.5638683 1.2868594 1.8297466 0.16294807 0.28223434
gene5681 1.8865044 0.5127171 4.2648 0.58736044 1.6613061 0.04964807 585.3015 113.5121 1017.71136 1.1789923 1 1.477621 0.13909951 0.24092741
gene3651 0.89005774 0.41965693 1.6675574 0.17927223 0.50705844 0.5540474 994.7367 439.7109 2086.038 1.3149232 1 2.0895298 0.31907535 0.5526547
gene4654 1.3066493 0.73312056 2.6374745 0.26430708 0.7475733 0.1981178 87.38109 24.487398 186.5967 1.2308029 0.7704537 1.6357647 0.30304897 0.5248962
gene5764 1.3283943 0.7170068 2.1462364 0.21263227 0.60141486 0.10519996 161.9249 86.800705 265.1597 0.56583536 0.43367738 0.9368441 0.14981219 0.25948232
gene0731 1.0399075 0.63580924 1.7061042 0.100872 0.28530908 0.69347006 123.47866 79.70419 206.62979 1.0520037 0.95487636 1.1491888 0.05655174 0.09795049
gene4069 0.9531563 0.47251883 1.6214544 0.13005316 0.3678459 0.7264735 34.038853 16.954601 44.7194 0.94815093 0.7503911 1.1656743 0.12275663 0.21262072
gene5091 1.350574 0.9140772 2.3778257 0.15362775 0.4345249 0.03026749 92.72453 50.331696 189.7519 0.9258096 0.78697425 1.1044896 0.09147611 0.15844126
gene5230 0.73281175 0.2038529 1.4901801 0.19763435 0.55899435 0.23529868 207.87685 51.948704 393.0642 0.3287571 0.253321 0.46535656 0.06094249 0.10555549
gene8225 0.98874265 0.8133246 1.3293525 0.06472012 0.18305613 0.86646986 34.13961 23.1744 43.5922 1.5751854 1.3389813 1.7840512 0.1346014 0.23313646
gene3589 0.74218136 0.3146746 1.2216532 0.13170898 0.37252924 0.11845156 60.917274 22.3745 148.7707 1.4620247 1.2231557 1.6762315 0.13733248 0.23786683
gene6292 1.1130282 0.83637613 1.7454022 0.10752071 0.3041145 0.29619038 247.89172 109.35831 475.3173 1.3094699 1.0670058 1.5998659 0.15473114 0.26800218
2235gene 95490766. 20403989. 0580971. .35553595 1 0056075. 88417727. 22 35297. 20 4999. 594 422. 1 6357061. 1 3031739. 1 9294322 0 19414166 3362632. . .
gene6457 1.07165 0.5639511 2.2751434 0.19103238 0.5403212 0.6931879 228.02263 62.361996 577.1881 1.5400463 0.98457605 1.9903328 0.35919452 0.62214315
gene4446 0.9137098 0.50639105 1.3294319 0.09583452 0.27106097 0.4086315 51.19585 22.942398 63.1734 0.6148 0.45914274 0.84206754 0.11040316 0.19122387
gene3431 0.7426217 0.04551958 2.4801066 0.54766595 1.5490332 0.536509 117.25636 1.9359016 298.04572 1.8157176 1.7033451 2.0553951 0.11290591 0.19555876
gene1029 0.8126997 0.33990315 1.1915467 0.13119355 0.3710714 0.219642 161.28331 52.222496 235.9325 0.64333856 0.49233156 0.9049475 0.1183577 0.20500153
gene3499 1.0143883 0.656707 1.7723548 0.11362267 0.32137343 0.899727 87.47385 43.193996 122.2216 0.627651 0.4522173 0.8612543 0.11987935 0.20763712
gene9425 0.8651796 0.29127875 2.3985863 0.2389774 0.67593014 0.5715752 116.97791 27.488598 270.34818 1.4951707 1.2446246 1.7039881 0.14213993 0.24619357
gene3076 0.9608671 0.6677174 1.4894437 0.10617218 0.30030027 0.72242695 115.53374 44.0392 165.6129 0.8365247 0.68344635 0.98388153 0.09032717 0.15645124
gene0600 1.3275738 0.5100047 2.3755467 0.24433565 0.6910856 0.14571711 225.04749 85.8019 379.4083 1.0615972 0.811523 1.4742748 0.19003153 0.32914427
gene8284 1.5305965 0.442284 4.558526 0.50238794 1.4209677 0.17058556 369.96823 70.0795 877.9122 1.4458716 1.202064 1.7731644 0.16441484 0.28477484
gene1410 0.96867645 0.6054361 1.9311416 0.12093611 0.34205896 0.80043095 44.821552 15.5121 69.5592 1.2994629 1.1900243 1.5086396 0.0979059 0.16957799
gene8756 1.4025939 0.7145459 3.666437 0.33475274 0.9468237 0.16234249 2688.277 982.9426 6096.0625 1.2461662 1.1540637 1.3033414 0.04812133 0.0833486
gene5031 1.2960521 0.6347494 4.1114235 0.3515423 0.99431175 0.31671903 1123.9836 454.53412 2965.6763 1.2404029 1.0173913 1.5451869 0.15190184 0.2631017
gene5081 1.2758693 0.6500112 2.609762 0.23786488 0.6727835 0.20678364 1686.3911 655.8411 3816.1562 1.2075486 0.9524402 1.4880862 0.15848282 0.27450028
gene6826 1.0374333 0.31397468 2.615507 0.27473217 0.7770599 0.88062084 77.47647 21.282099 145.8609 0.5467577 0.51898026 0.59501296 0.02336176 0.04046376
gene0256 1.3597709 0.9119377 2.8276577 0.20973301 0.5932145 0.07581004 174.91249 51.549904 374.2623 1.6701672 1.4541659 2.0453944 0.17439635 0.30206335
gene0042 0.19509368 0.01 1.9021591 0.52610636 1.4880534 0.05594801 -5.9126005 -157.7248 45.892303 2.8154354 2.5915384 3.2576015 0.20681264 0.35821
gene1532 1.0677562 0.40170267 1.6750631 0.18663429 0.52788144 0.7035155 653.28064 168.9536 1130.0067 1.0120698 0.8861513 1.169832 0.08176363 0.14161874
gene3895 0.84460086 0.41677195 2.038741 0.19739978 0.5583309 0.45362222 127.43994 59.6501 220.3865 1.8192625 1.5899855 2.299103 0.21597217 0.37407476
gene4755 1.1555438 0.3315478 5.0978947 0.423767 1.1985941 0.64690375 148.59566 19.496801 480.8341 1.5970148 1.2476171 2.5866585 0.402523 0.6971903
gene8297 0.95157176 0.44256178 2.296143 0.20396787 0.57690823 0.80906045 68.516685 27.912498 142.7647 0.648166 0.5429936 0.7820338 0.06891956 0.11937218
gene5619 1.2114573 0.56642425 2.220008 0.22491588 0.63615817 0.3079474 992.13043 447.8799 1505.9507 0.39055055 0.3078085 0.45662785 0.04776785 0.08273634
gene3160 1.2366081 0.6287304 2.2514083 0.24751104 0.7000669 0.29208004 83.88758 29.541801 161.0242 0.68049073 0.5774902 0.8107216 0.06722848 0.11644314
gene5217 1.001158 0.59716105 1.5075427 0.09642097 0.27271968 0.9905793 77.67562 46.444 139.8036 0.73986375 0.6446205 0.85143375 0.05972782 0.10345161
gene4791 1.0253915 0.6316613 1.8060527 0.10884897 0.30787137 0.81616473 80.05337 50.3882 118.5327 0.8390323 0.7416198 0.9043502 0.05232218 0.09062468
gene9176 1.2218556 0.6915172 2.8563945 0.26081362 0.7376923 0.3431954 288.1152 79.5577 878.6005 1.1528867 1.0540454 1.3472505 0.09056203 0.15685804
gene1561 1.3564131 0.54255253 3.1147928 0.28679693 0.81118417 0.16288286 332.75455 171.5296 521.2517 0.64278597 0.5355959 0.72467786 0.05997806 0.10388504
gene8109 1.1648574 0.65443265 1.6246825 0.12633005 0.35731533 0.19323993 153.87218 53.278896 281.67688 0.97677004 0.924265 1.0262076 0.02966128 0.05137485
gene0662 0.8733046 0.4433181 1.5424447 0.14026378 0.39672586 0.40572217 57.403362 20.365501 111.80611 0.7258764 0.6040031 0.8395365 0.07088395 0.12277459
gene1381 1.2927357 0.82157433 2.4245055 0.1770456 0.50076056 0.09322311 175.01276 53.549404 289.8554 1.2201402 1.0416634 1.4435978 0.11587276 0.20069751
gene1081 0.95655596 0.35040617 2.1142085 0.18585767 0.52568483 0.81382453 113.286194 18.846003 316.72232 1.2383704 0.8765976 1.6147819 0.22955929 0.39760834
gene9491 0.97868305 0.3929504 3.4016745 0.2516679 0.71182424 0.92810494 37.684013 7.087599 130.66121 2.2153854 1.9150877 2.5568128 0.18580924 0.32183105
gene8785 1.3820077 0.90519655 2.8747647 0.250124 0.70745754 0.09966321 132.65715 61.975403 258.0742 1.3228503 1.2496945 1.461113 0.06610394 0.11449538
gene1347 1.2107854 0.6989118 3.373767 0.24991435 0.70686454 0.35109243 366.2597 168.5167 743.7536 0.71383536 0.60671407 0.7818252 0.05846086 0.10125718
gene9489 1.3209616 0.6198255 2.5021129 0.20401695 0.57704705 0.10157491 65.96686 31.133602 121.42271 0.8621839 0.61331135 1.0450059 0.15051626 0.2607018
gene6314 1.1578244 0.6345412 2.2627833 0.17483774 0.4945158 0.3449853 101.12325 45.091103 154.76279 1.1461236 1.0713614 1.2078016 0.04062419 0.07036316
gene5422 1.6431568 0.618628 3.2685504 0.4271505 1.208164 0.06997982 294.74567 80.375595 534.26117 1.3754945 1 2.008595 0.2888982 0.50038636
gene5629 1.3643074 0.61374104 2.3888593 0.27777794 0.78567463 0.14463583 412.01053 97.5898 945.6294 1.1615701 1 1.3066458 0.09202883 0.1593986
gene1490 1.0634693 0.50798845 2.0479946 0.17985982 0.5087204 0.7127841 110.058464 42.549896 175.10501 1.5809301 1.3355814 1.8060222 0.14138825 0.24489163
gene2899 1.183747 0.5245217 2.9455924 0.32185394 0.91034037 0.5065427 144.7662 46.018898 248.73561 1.1896017 1.0640535 1.3461931 0.08137292 0.14094204
gene4132 1.2650266 0.5328506 3.7697322 0.3545857 1.0029198 0.3727216 3921.2017 1389.8428 11326.987 0.515225 0.4706075 0.5407087 0.02338728 0.04050796
gene5351 0.56034166 0.20850353 1.6778156 0.15532963 0.43933854 0.0498517 435.04092 79.8305 1368.0188 1.0817324 0.71365666 1.3789946 0.23360981 0.40462404
gene3269 0.8375042 0.60315675 1.2222495 0.06846597 0.193651 0.06394628 33.7433 22.0919 50.6137 0.9932432 0.9742662 1.005748 0.00972096 0.0168372
gene0480 0.9536626 0.5659272 1.3433644 0.0873434 0.24704444 0.614766 89.33806 54.259598 131.44371 0.87910867 0.7823373 1.0442455 0.07768744 0.13455859
gene1364 1.3336887 0.7704977 2.9025788 0.2601792 0.7358979 0.1581709 1062.4918 461.5993 2499.4873 1.1590508 1 1.2722825 0.08688216 0.15048431
gene0150 1.1637269 0.2949129 2.103637 0.29947644 0.84704727 0.53172696 301.00076 55.9879 525.55316 1.4561491 0.9340933 1.9541092 0.3418825 0.59215784
gene1457 1.4636861 0.47310722 3.2143688 0.42318562 1.1969496 0.17584702 293.49652 66.9473 525.5605 1.486361 1.2641889 1.7215565 0.13376802 0.231693
gene0320 1.086229 0.8155325 2.0678952 0.11846176 0.33506045 0.46316284 56.465065 24.4128 81.6658 0.922136 0.85623014 0.9981027 0.04093828 0.07090718
gene3631 0.86872023 0.43994883 1.275367 0.1164345 0.32932648 0.313342 441.9718 219.7874 767.7797 0.73677903 0.5910675 0.9816971 0.11256497 0.19496824
gene1242 1.127241 0.74025875 1.4573393 0.09687139 0.27399367 0.20026672 83.722176 48.712303 133.8483 0.639858 0.49561918 0.7539477 0.08387011 0.14526728
gene0785 1.1852168 0.4768095 2.7599638 0.31083745 0.879181 0.4914673 1735.253 483.0195 4052.0107 1.1276914 1.0254596 1.3023579 0.0829019 0.14359029
gene4935 0.80639696 0.29556262 1.3097708 0.14040963 0.39713842 0.23281687 624.6233 94.7473 1326.0063 1.2453946 1.073338 1.5262498 0.13216019 0.22890815
gene8814 0.92174584 0.5482205 1.639401 0.10151254 0.28712082 0.473549 134.13925 79.9028 200.0634 1.0113348 0.89331806 1.1767677 0.08204239 0.14210159
gene2218 0.83905244 0.4092509 2.070339 0.15052915 0.42576072 0.3342527 149.3824 67.82201 430.7177 1.0831245 0.94053936 1.3079085 0.10702016 0.18536435
gene4818 0.5290195 0.01 1.2673422 0.67183185 1.9002274 0.30363825 60.40881 -2.4296951 111.4379 1.2811428 1.0683359 1.420013 0.1174331 0.20340009
gene3919 1.4657528 0.7970278 3.3785024 0.28586686 0.8085536 0.0740599 1068.2786 543.9718 2657.8835 1.1892534 0.93391806 1.5982744 0.19075516 0.3303976
gene4097 0.96659696 0.28019696 2.0562823 0.22286767 0.63036495 0.87632424 206.0639 55.186996 419.20172 0.69869393 0.5729508 0.84561425 0.07930788 0.13736528
gene4394 2.7225075 0.55968285 7.9143715 0.9798988 2.7715724 0.01209793 727.9411 177.9122 1251.3835 0.9027602 0.73929477 1 0.09085568 0.15736665
gene8702 1.568695 0.6021649 4.6821604 0.43315414 1.2251449 0.1074869 823.54675 274.3556 1752.2634 1.0750388 0.95449936 1.2228018 0.07735501 0.1339828
gene0693 0.91762835 0.5802844 1.2407548 0.07702659 0.2178641 0.3336651 51.02636 25.022398 68.0011 0.8784673 0.84428555 0.92011106 0.02201358 0.03812864
gene4428 0.8769731 0.49324998 2.025784 0.14245963 0.40293667 0.42425683 29.31585 13.145102 72.593994 1.3207407 1 1.6814027 0.20306583 0.35172033
gene8434 0.9023018 0.47573456 1.3675174 0.10331282 0.29221278 0.38781735 206.9126 111.037895 475.4154 0.6006391 0.4623427 0.856698 0.11343065 0.19646764
gene4333 1.0855689 0.48734716 3.3901098 0.28711608 0.8120869 0.73782563 162.53427 64.8707 435.9703 1.3397517 1.0637636 1.9464728 0.25939548 0.44928613
gene5666 1.1349818 0.6933693 1.7322402 0.13000098 0.36769828 0.29428974 260.4461 72.2661 570.1788 1.2002722 1.0830488 1.2691098 0.06187251 0.10716632
gene0667 1.3109308 0.8751327 2.9443493 0.23271893 0.6582285 0.15035145 6413.8535 2449.9773 10800.959 0.59883773 0.47239307 0.6763981 0.07178052 0.1243275
gene4455 1.1281993 0.6013002 1.5996773 0.1333613 0.3772027 0.32943735 82.31001 36.1754 116.9745 1.0617092 1 1.1951078 0.06299688 0.10911379
gene8000 0.888477 0.42664984 1.943178 0.1679917 0.47515225 0.52622914 25.21985 9.2152 43.6067 1.5398077 1.2054104 1.964031 0.22027342 0.38152474
gene0831 0.90057915 0.470116 1.5066634 0.11467026 0.32433647 0.42441183 40.49099 25.527498 70.022705 1.128486 1 1.4299097 0.13500203 0.23383038
gene6984 0.9834869 0.667655 1.2594521 0.07047125 0.19932279 0.82113165 56.124527 21.5458 80.4245 0.78181356 0.73972625 0.8097806 0.02190599 0.03794229
gene0242 1.207355 0.559766 2.5088358 0.24398282 0.6900876 0.3495301 131.5955 54.319794 295.229 0.5330048 0.4320339 0.65101737 0.0638168 0.11053394
gene3384 0.9997135 0.2043079 2.4355452 0.32006666 0.9052852 0.99919355 272.89807 27.159597 622.7426 1.2800165 1.048588 1.4225384 0.12866864 0.2228606
gene9212 1.0630387 0.649159 1.563699 0.12392292 0.35050696 0.6071027 125.82384 39.586502 245.67969 1.2378154 1.0419488 1.362066 0.10742682 0.1860687
gene2794 1.0011669 0.7396238 1.2718217 0.06891222 0.19491318 0.98683244 65.82856 41.308403 88.7887 0.6722745 0.4882755 0.8087228 0.1100459 0.19060507
gene8286 1.0821481 0.4551611 2.3632042 0.22296321 0.6306352 0.6919889 69.42876 13.2101 170.93071 1.1979755 1.0223215 1.3414817 0.09831032 0.17027847
gene7858 1.4642696 0.5816183 4.557433 0.47982925 1.357162 0.21306935 141.32645 36.205696 338.8312 2.4814415 2.0838602 2.9490683 0.2506572 0.434151
gene6781 0.80386734 0.1966493 2.177131 0.28660014 0.8106276 0.48494828 667.98334 54.195103 1695.4292 1.918141 1.2031658 3.6583843 0.6964816 1.2063415
gene4979 0.94331086 0.64000934 1.5146767 0.09546045 0.2700029 0.5748569 84.868256 39.265297 153.8302 1.2528737 1.1315001 1.3194774 0.06395854 0.11077944
gene8594 0.91159 0.6714191 1.6613388 0.0960669 0.27171823 0.39932376 172.50427 90.863 385.2605 0.90027344 0.6951253 1.1028067 0.12425741 0.21522014
gene5166 1.366182 0.76532376 3.9980989 0.3500855 0.9901913 0.21654461 70.51407 26.7797 141.2256 1.7179271 1.4038802 2.3451765 0.27640596 0.47874916
gene3371 1.0398866 0.6237012 1.8618848 0.14640221 0.41408798 0.78142965 213.93933 56.271797 530.5178 0.8356669 0.7737497 0.9551018 0.05622295 0.097381
gene3345 1.5989802 0.8198904 4.0273876 0.3845165 1.0875769 0.0683174 777.2906 252.0391 1704.2125 1.0159643 0.76664644 1.1892182 0.14553334 0.25207114
gene6519 1.3593178 0.51159555 2.8296273 0.30440634 0.8609911 0.17857084 112.15423 32.0598 215.5262 1.0921013 0.9133991 1.4260285 0.15053456 0.2607335
gene6732 1.1610963 0.6700617 2.7561302 0.23282598 0.6585313 0.45002338 128.96227 51.858597 306.7893 0.8708973 0.77397597 1 0.06528728 0.11308088
gene6077 1.2550939 0.40422946 2.3034189 0.290067 0.8204333 0.31702185 275.86 37.0542 666.8303 0.9756232 0.9287294 1 0.02404006 0.04163861
gene3530 1.0326127 0.49100995 1.8331993 0.19224674 0.5437559 0.8596218 116.95533 24.740501 234.7601 1.1263402 1.016017 1.35125 0.10347421 0.17922258
gene5329 0.8840734 0.4258707 1.363045 0.11563087 0.3270535 0.36292523 2104.1494 1021.128 2718.3901 0.6229412 0.46308306 0.7584439 0.09562925 0.16563472
gene6379 0.6795492 0.20507413 1.2912058 0.19289914 0.5456011 0.16527422 432.8701 115.9256 755.4937 0.48628616 0.3810174 0.6806616 0.08643605 0.14971162
gene8440 1.1463618 0.6147333 2.2912169 0.20197947 0.57128423 0.43908104 6509.9214 1913.6685 18034.14 0.7132265 0.68393326 0.7665535 0.02585317 0.044779
gene6188 1.0490228 0.37161997 3.3544443 0.33863902 0.95781577 0.8669089 258.1637 36.0204 672.8521 2.0256104 1.413304 2.6261952 0.38622686 0.66896456
gene6024 0.9675415 0.37258953 1.7744131 0.16854951 0.47673 0.84702414 44.695763 25.349302 63.539497 0.636849 0.4919025 0.83087945 0.09808287 0.16988452
gene8518 1.0278535 0.7751768 1.6891015 0.10720459 0.30322036 0.7956912 49.818123 18.9707 104.3253 1.1319166 1.0530413 1.1983286 0.0431475 0.07473365
gene6631 1.5801156 0.661582 7.7212944 0.6387777 1.8067361 0.19994012 101.56305 24.123701 336.2596 2.755728 2.3247406 3.3904924 0.30735925 0.5323618
gene7479 0.9521157 0.59995466 1.5033898 0.10394421 0.2939986 0.659536 605.6929 395.9501 836.8418 0.45270917 0.40000716 0.4819013 0.02809643 0.04866445
gene4723 1.1078951 0.7457834 2.050594 0.12503241 0.35364506 0.38314086 55.31567 37.914097 85.7691 0.6607547 0.54164314 0.876531 0.09743705 0.16876593
gene1519 1.0618249 0.7742936 1.5856167 0.09153239 0.25889271 0.5029577 87.78038 31.149101 169.6092 0.93622726 0.8968239 1 0.03134831 0.05429686
gene4123 0.8612837 0.6230816 1.1670614 0.07424785 0.21000463 0.12223433 38.40239 22.586802 53.4254 0.916725 0.8178482 1.1001098 0.08500473 0.1472325
gene3757 0.86350214 0.41199136 1.3061894 0.11498433 0.32522482 0.29190314 60.8695 36.633503 125.5589 0.866944 0.7626952 1.0637673 0.090347 0.15648559
gene4447 1.1581595 0.43860602 2.0997539 0.22065566 0.62410843 0.43790227 1290.8435 215.2361 2911.6313 1.329208 1 2.2779663 0.37863997 0.65582365
gene3172 0.9069369 0.69546676 1.2060997 0.07130675 0.20168595 0.24888335 56.64075 37.085396 79.3929 0.9197059 0.78039384 1 0.07592167 0.13150018
gene7023 1.1122744 0.3793201 1.9815704 0.2112674 0.59755445 0.568882 115.91876 36.717903 195.20639 1.0826194 1 1.1415973 0.04382784 0.07591204
gene0922 0.9326491 0.6395812 1.6492324 0.11097746 0.31389165 0.5661212 59.165974 31.174198 102.7484 0.77444077 0.74736357 0.83112407 0.02737832 0.04742065
gene0186 1.4778624 0.5482398 2.412937 0.27138364 0.76758885 0.05827885 132.72775 39.299904 191.7774 1.0577856 0.9755568 1.2132224 0.0731656 0.12672652
gene5920 1.235516 0.7356142 2.2437313 0.19531989 0.5524481 0.20391685 99.10466 49.669502 202.9586 0.53573334 0.37451452 0.65647453 0.09856392 0.17071772
gene1669 0.7569125 0.25172165 1.2634315 0.15337637 0.43381387 0.18291757 86.2281 15.0411 169.9301 0.87042844 0.7742352 1.0022466 0.06596965 0.11426278
gene8019 1.8119817 0.6200448 4.7479534 0.6095653 1.7241111 0.07453234 494.98633 112.469604 1046.7799 1.4626937 0.8434253 2.067461 0.43189332 0.7480612
gene9348 0.89878446 0.2619508 1.9553263 0.20847009 0.58964247 0.6294106 56.08706 15.5914 112.4392 0.8206265 0.75497895 0.96628875 0.06738478 0.11671386
gene6718 1.0544883 0.70923275 1.4887546 0.09428383 0.26667494 0.5657131 64.521545 34.951 94.23799 0.6797992 0.59727633 0.8454706 0.07523837 0.13031667
gene8139 0.934094 0.69580054 1.4326969 0.10214105 0.28889853 0.54376405 122.21586 70.2659 222.5372 0.7882537 0.63618994 0.93149495 0.08959799 0.15518826
gene4418 1.2151601 0.8010748 2.6111548 0.18665528 0.52794087 0.22661172 256.2349 92.2724 676.8732 1.2497604 0.9777399 1.5327969 0.16639954 0.28821245
gene5826 0.69150376 0.2883616 1.3041875 0.14805615 0.41876602 0.10418797 30.862612 9.6255 47.147 0.5363517 0.4833907 0.59474516 0.0321846 0.05574536
gene7132 2.0716267 0.74058634 6.6208663 0.7293763 2.0629878 0.04209671 1562.5043 308.601 4993.436 0.9971345 0.8708295 1.1384871 0.07750701 0.13424608
gene8200 1.0926052 0.5389489 1.6923729 0.18256895 0.516383 0.5942985 339.20605 165.00769 523.48926 1.1930014 0.9601477 1.5233693 0.16197515 0.28054917
gene0357 1.8400517 0.7948729 3.021087 0.32925358 0.93126976 0.00860456 4387.8228 1366.9535 7956.79 0.89415276 0.7463553 1.1700279 0.12431445 0.21531893
gene7433 1.0227968 0.6359944 1.9223572 0.12427896 0.35151398 0.8540924 58.30146 32.609 84.502594 0.8028401 0.66309243 0.9368197 0.08208223 0.1421706
gene0711 0.73384196 0.25625846 1.6148216 0.22330458 0.63160074 0.27817535 1474.4398 260.3523 3005.8538 0.5537209 0.4517709 0.6538733 0.06052533 0.10483294
gene9126 1.0749412 0.6400564 2.0063164 0.15531178 0.43928805 0.6190237 36.41515 21.052502 68.3049 0.8361547 0.6311336 0.970711 0.11944608 0.20688666
gene3418 1.0525143 0.27787223 1.9925276 0.25874293 0.7318355 0.82428277 79.00549 19.4904 142.6297 0.76680005 0.6855432 0.8167647 0.0431639 0.07476207
gene0493 1.0701987 0.7816736 1.5713832 0.09104291 0.25750822 0.4452154 86.64944 49.64 134.2478 1.1447626 1 1.2385945 0.07800609 0.13511051
gene7107 1.1301533 0.59506863 2.107692 0.17155229 0.48522314 0.42794725 80.45626 26.3436 168.88 1.2838128 1.1383989 1.4394273 0.08733276 0.15126479
gene5274 0.8844901 0.652181 1.1885816 0.06696829 0.18941493 0.14511782 43.23276 28.007898 57.910194 0.9325462 0.81226724 1.0546288 0.07094804 0.1228856
gene3774 0.9869995 0.7241348 1.2294027 0.06539374 0.18496142 0.8477523 57.34844 41.903202 76.1329 0.9086378 0.8574945 1.0066699 0.0467731 0.08101338
gene4397 0.84520763 0.5160808 1.5280318 0.12786531 0.3616577 0.28406003 671.9674 193.1784 1593.1497 1.2470372 1.0822511 1.3507696 0.08894556 0.15405823
gene5067 1.1791753 0.5025668 3.2022815 0.23923741 0.6766656 0.4112273 165.44554 51.9199 395.1153 1.056394 0.84732795 1.18482 0.1175856 0.20366423
gene0193 0.93660927 0.61588854 1.9251966 0.1312466 0.37122142 0.64253676 81.834656 41.075798 113.679504 0.7941668 0.646916 0.9817521 0.09671863 0.16752158
gene7364 1.1280336 0.62216574 1.9317489 0.13849343 0.39171857 0.3461771 164.18446 94.123695 282.3427 1.419605 1.2647439 1.5866872 0.09328364 0.161572
gene8018 1.3241576 1 2.1998816 0.13588658 0.3843453 0.02681871 1246.1156 811.221 2166.4597 0.7677804 0.7407526 0.7972845 0.01632176 0.02827012
gene7731 1.4293561 0.92916566 2.3003035 0.16824083 0.47585693 0.01692731 205.20033 61.669502 389.7746 1.1287937 0.9756625 1.4741584 0.15291676 0.2648596
gene4819 1.0545691 0.50068164 2.3305848 0.18884209 0.5341261 0.7623191 1166.1215 403.814 1970.7433 1.1395072 1.0012738 1.4448519 0.13689396 0.23710729
gene9189 0.92607754 0.6560221 2.2604425 0.13362783 0.37795657 0.5972133 348.85626 111.3344 1100.6692 1.6752809 1.4957494 1.8685576 0.10801387 0.18708551
gene0599 1.2221534 0.65601397 2.8810768 0.2565594 0.72565955 0.3361623 442.79755 178.79309 937.8142 1.1058636 1 1.3470645 0.1099027 0.19035706
gene7861 1.043474 0.7100485 1.5975887 0.10274742 0.2906136 0.6729398 58.28458 30.201 89.968 1.1920059 1.0416522 1.3456562 0.08885377 0.15389924
gene2497 1.0349029 0.40798452 2.2678294 0.24225359 0.6851966 0.876682 64.27453 17.917301 123.5865 0.73786694 0.62408966 0.8197501 0.06279755 0.10876854
gene4683 1.4922925 0.86033696 2.7964125 0.27017325 0.76416534 0.05136536 125.04122 55.365204 230.6018 0.98198116 0.8754633 1.1698987 0.08787257 0.15219976
gene6521 0.8706759 0.54068047 1.24037 0.09077642 0.2567545 0.21707688 220.38821 166.92941 325.41132 0.8557387 0.8083219 0.91904134 0.03233589 0.05600741
gene8334 0.9332093 0.41472864 1.6967102 0.14916566 0.4219042 0.6640006 30.220722 5.6707 65.5553 1.3431176 1.2656431 1.4247627 0.04595731 0.0796004
gene9408 0.94789135 0.5951499 1.2712476 0.08685632 0.24566677 0.5714209 36.825733 17.680899 51.756496 1.2847112 1.1213592 1.4331968 0.09295184 0.16099732
gene3237 0.96857977 0.42174023 2.0205436 0.2008377 0.5680548 0.8727941 2031.1782 449.1929 3860.7788 1.3776246 1 2.2075086 0.34663185 0.600384
gene2767 1.2357788 0.1366756 3.704995 0.68493587 1.9372911 0.6075134 88.34006 5.739599 185.82431 1.4769896 1 2.3306096 0.38128963 0.660413
gene2333 1.2055141 0.65870553 2.566214 0.22862954 0.646662 0.32808194 317.80927 122.0035 658.0285 0.94384533 0.770203 1.2872481 0.15158597 0.2625546
gene7992 1.0246106 0.69257367 2.414527 0.1493228 0.42234862 0.86710036 77.32826 41.250698 174.7971 1.929443 1.5612478 2.4323013 0.2507745 0.4343542
gene5640 1.4693229 0.7847374 2.70294 0.27436805 0.77603 0.06427654 90.46157 20.688799 218.29108 1.180565 1 1.416841 0.1200567 0.2079443
gene4539 0.90323573 0.42431507 1.421441 0.14315392 0.40490043 0.5227278 83.421814 22.1269 157.8532 1.3010939 1.228036 1.3674479 0.04075545 0.07059052
gene0499 0.80414253 0.5528927 1.54933 0.10241962 0.2896864 0.1209148 232.02502 141.3399 367.40253 0.9331513 0.7952431 1.0217775 0.07520242 0.13025442
gene5005 0.4039166 0.20237422 0.8465346 0.07106171 0.20099285 9.55E-04 77.74582 30.2879 131.6334 1.2089624 1 1.4246802 0.12548718 0.21735017
gene7703 0.8948717 0.55507034 1.7761532 0.12189288 0.34476513 0.42630875 333.82706 90.2354 736.917 1.5208403 1.1039551 1.8013744 0.2485139 0.4304387
gene0473 1.7907724 0.88191557 5.004965 0.41413966 1.1713638 0.02804245 151.10204 56.5046 294.3777 1.1009636 0.9559261 1.2360905 0.08323914 0.14417441
gene5691 1.3692039 0.759945 3.1218908 0.26256976 0.7426594 0.12356826 586.2518 251.3669 1446.5817 1.1684532 0.9610877 1.4405599 0.13817522 0.23932649
gene4418 1.053746 0.7205929 1.5782963 0.12148845 0.34362122 0.655509 132.58833 72.8468 224.08118 0.94100386 0.778315 1.0729848 0.09211746 0.15955211
gene2246 0.98596704 0.5777017 1.4668553 0.12198769 0.3450333 0.9096843 95.613785 49.6445 144.68 0.8012702 0.6176234 0.9333324 0.1061661 0.18388508
gene5037 1.2626659 0.35422876 3.1391804 0.51077974 1.4447032 0.49422446 230.22125 49.2547 471.043 2.2066457 1.6705525 3.6058538 0.5691141 0.9857345
gene3647 1.0265414 0.47739527 1.6528296 0.16878934 0.47740835 0.87175834 129.32608 57.9103 207.52611 0.82101053 0.7503237 0.87147355 0.03766285 0.06523397
gene8624 0.9622968 0.6708281 1.417905 0.10137573 0.28673387 0.720392 45.753513 25.782501 70.888504 1.0717912 0.9630915 1.2783887 0.09574153 0.16582918
gene7515 0.9507362 0.59128505 1.6259843 0.10038078 0.28391972 0.6398711 37.154926 22.791 52.6888 0.91097635 0.7871494 1.0355984 0.07294422 0.12634309
gene6543 0.9817271 0.69693923 1.134953 0.05205808 0.14724247 0.7368305 62.837322 45.596603 87.9537 0.9200546 0.8754592 0.9583835 0.02439308 0.04225005
gene9423 1.0881833 0.75029314 1.6256108 0.1240619 0.35090002 0.4720848 96.293915 48.9248 202.5667 1.1050469 1.0029445 1.2006772 0.05803722 0.10052341
gene5495 1.3484666 0.45527232 3.265366 0.3970085 1.1229097 0.282142 218.35733 50.5313 440.5122 1.4355787 1.147421 1.7261294 0.17347582 0.30046892
gene8548 1.2663442 0.40467697 2.8351169 0.33422774 0.9453388 0.34902477 173.34068 61.526802 349.6803 1.1396217 1.066642 1.1896162 0.03829517 0.06632917
gene0177 0.8219717 0.46232444 1.8815826 0.1574558 0.44535226 0.31058675 46.400677 18.7176 120.702896 0.81085014 0.75391597 0.8991174 0.04313666 0.07471488
gene9158 0.80540603 0.3227091 1.5653688 0.2009378 0.5683379 0.36767697 60.209885 17.187199 101.75739 1.1274023 1.0147392 1.3538989 0.10424469 0.18055709
gene6668 1.0748473 0.6580682 1.5443978 0.11788763 0.33343658 0.5222355 90.99719 41.192696 152.6191 0.84231967 0.730706 0.9774759 0.07118205 0.12329093
gene3804 0.944652 0.6950621 1.2402285 0.07895801 0.22332695 0.51207 35.587917 14.950802 60.048504 0.7583891 0.6926096 0.8269958 0.03893134 0.06743106
gene1989 1.041166 0.6742741 1.6091626 0.10816985 0.30595055 0.7035628 79.61981 46.816303 139.3284 0.6129673 0.5556227 0.64689636 0.03020544 0.05231736
gene6115 0.93552697 0.7845323 1.1341003 0.03756328 0.106245 0.1398251 87.37966 43.5647 166.5735 0.9315463 0.8414135 1.0837166 0.07218155 0.1250221
gene1562 0.98427993 0.30286142 2.7875314 0.29670194 0.8391998 0.9533471 116.95624 24.726799 271.81158 1.5854789 1.4014077 1.7441604 0.10289765 0.17822395
gene1896 0.76389235 0.4071385 1.4320451 0.1465455 0.41449326 0.17741033 87.70113 32.609 195.5016 0.88222545 0.7166466 1.015399 0.09436862 0.16345124
gene6157 0.9474203 0.5608642 1.8731719 0.15297166 0.43266916 0.73590904 61.65125 17.699402 110.4422 1.3978429 1.0775136 1.6086801 0.18444538 0.31946877
gene1394 0.95897585 0.77290756 1.4414475 0.07169537 0.2027851 0.5887586 67.75323 56.502903 88.2576 0.85700643 0.7404541 1.0795271 0.10110947 0.17512673
gene0886 0.77814853 0.6144253 1.0890338 0.06006546 0.16989078 0.01334279 71.18441 49.252197 121.7435 1.0620776 0.9572253 1.149594 0.05779237 0.10009931
gene7447 1.1072959 0.6180654 2.143808 0.21367508 0.6043644 0.5900072 491.3785 239.33151 1278.6852 2.0161028 1.3654838 2.980417 0.47214392 0.8177772
gene5605 1.0742774 0.32287452 1.7071513 0.22315122 0.63116693 0.7207948 64.76551 18.6883 100.8412 0.69499546 0.5766896 0.7796336 0.06585828 0.11406988
gene1095 1.4117178 0.86716163 3.2113266 0.26031682 0.7362871 0.08711699 243.22919 66.3992 618.15137 2.1825163 1.7338718 2.7611969 0.29722777 0.5148136
gene8755 1.2157147 0.9131571 1.5842816 0.07827371 0.22139147 0.01835619 218.2222 104.133606 444.0339 1.033374 0.80871093 1.4118049 0.17326392 0.3001019
gene0792 1.062345 0.6864471 1.6389166 0.10814554 0.30588177 0.5635601 168.73822 104.2759 226.52621 0.6249535 0.5156306 0.7285978 0.06403869 0.11091825
gene8256 1.2481778 0.7708242 1.6958925 0.13077068 0.36987534 0.0674836 109.50556 84.169395 155.3054 1.0136087 0.76519126 1.4136672 0.18594618 0.3220682
gene7932 1.0558858 0.7573999 1.5613955 0.11491751 0.32503578 0.62494916 249.69211 92.151306 428.3746 0.75011003 0.54439235 0.9367325 0.12571016 0.21773638
gene1168 0.8512432 0.17020594 1.7280625 0.24436553 0.6911701 0.54244626 67.70152 12.188499 128.08609 0.5164855 0.4282632 0.5747927 0.04885695 0.08462272
gene8126 0.9429471 0.6204664 1.4908273 0.10958799 0.30996165 0.61994696 53.40675 20.79 124.355896 1.3614035 1.2353171 1.4450926 0.06684577 0.11578026
gene1599 0.9561115 0.64963186 1.613729 0.10865107 0.30731162 0.6976721 102.773674 60.843204 144.596 0.8343798 0.6384875 1 0.11554553 0.20013072
gene7037 0.9562248 0.5120144 1.2648777 0.10571025 0.29899374 0.6908907 33.12444 13.447399 44.8874 0.85377944 0.6938137 0.9577837 0.08946278 0.15495408
gene0430 0.97914904 0.5663837 1.613597 0.11123496 0.31461996 0.8546014 64.13802 29.8901 86.1502 0.65015966 0.48354137 0.98559904 0.14415321 0.24968067
gene1370 1.3769298 0.79692554 2.1717112 0.21066418 0.59584826 0.06528992 240.66277 114.2366 402.4471 1.2290437 0.9638446 1.4619678 0.1556858 0.2696557
gene2805 1.061255 0.3305517 4.525022 0.44433376 1.2567656 0.86254257 143.46274 33.488503 444.6514 0.5923665 0.4577563 0.8532049 0.11409628 0.19762054
gene0995 0.84478295 0.5460892 1.136412 0.08600561 0.2432606 0.13480583 124.0779 45.932804 190.08249 0.81369627 0.7002525 0.99999994 0.08748863 0.15153475
gene2807 1.101075 0.6825972 2.9169655 0.22434321 0.6345384 0.62668645 80.70327 22.7992 168.4077 1.2420205 1.215102 1.284304 0.02112273 0.03658565
gene1916 1.3220322 0.842011 2.2621033 0.19139442 0.5413452 0.08492376 522.2776 292.5302 874.44165 1.1312495 0.82980907 1.3939481 0.18217582 0.31553775
gene0557 0.9944507 0.5678897 1.7892945 0.13364826 0.37801436 0.96702266 63.461327 37.6204 91.9744 0.9630203 0.81700057 1.0931606 0.08342271 0.14449236
gene2688 0.87797314 0.46475944 1.6183673 0.11901483 0.33662477 0.3533708 1132.1484 395.2579 2345.9985 0.8643783 0.7064591 1.0561242 0.10135707 0.1755556
gene1493 0.8014205 0.3540584 1.2293183 0.12050656 0.340844 0.16852155 112.871155 23.029099 178.4547 1.3473419 1.1016365 1.6829935 0.16732612 0.28981733
gene2667 0.99666315 0.6934605 1.4350878 0.08934183 0.25269687 0.97084457 45.93405 33.795303 67.3396 0.7415611 0.57454556 0.85067695 0.09587633 0.16606267
gene6719 1.2290918 0.71359724 1.7448392 0.12329675 0.34873587 0.0742294 68.060646 29.967 102.3115 0.9766333 0.86342984 1.1613014 0.08757298 0.15168084
gene7028 1.6890574 1.0912275 2.7299945 0.22014377 0.6226606 0.00427746 193.48589 88.0713 347.1348 0.8532541 0.75627863 1 0.07106102 0.1230813
gene7520 1.2235658 0.6575743 3.0906641 0.24097663 0.68158484 0.3086252 2776.4312 1188.095 6588.0146 0.67170775 0.5151508 0.8276979 0.09528065 0.16503093
gene3289 1.6908028 0.39153326 6.4930906 0.9394324 2.657116 0.2246399 532.5922 65.977806 1306.7875 1.7359753 1.4731852 2.1199737 0.18660034 0.32320127
gene1799 1.2455257 0.3018461 10.057644 0.6646648 1.8799559 0.58654815 119.36637 24.522099 451.4455 1.2986871 1 1.8816622 0.25431165 0.44048068
gene2330 0.9578422 0.33201006 2.0610955 0.18530382 0.52411836 0.81866187 59.4393 10.715099 99.102806 1.4370294 1.2014037 1.7720115 0.16426943 0.284523
gene7114 1.1336645 0.51716673 2.0959525 0.19287953 0.5455457 0.46233186 714.18396 273.5234 1617.8612 1.3352472 1.0689648 2.053127 0.29756892 0.51540446
gene7080 0.8470129 0.5156783 1.7738546 0.12150305 0.3436625 0.2680763 64.45762 18.4701 158.33841 1.8345369 1.4716486 2.1110814 0.20661557 0.35786864
gene8031 0.9603663 0.1816624 1.9711192 0.29382363 0.8310587 0.88272005 185.5381 24.8363 321.8541 1.404795 0.9372575 2.2831976 0.38489813 0.6666631
gene3946 1.0065571 0.38050288 2.7934575 0.28366917 0.8023376 0.9797077 217.8672 31.619202 578.5127 2.5015206 1.8807392 4.3936343 0.7485853 1.2965877
gene9151 1.3915554 0.7554616 3.1124744 0.26061162 0.737121 0.1022803 151.22566 63.7235 313.55762 1.2348017 1 1.7294871 0.21485391 0.37213787
gene5099 0.8172909 0.32250223 1.5905509 0.17221132 0.48708716 0.33504793 34.202274 12.799999 52.8011 1.255391 1.0242809 1.4600883 0.13373531 0.23163636
gene0346 0.82115114 0.32530075 2.1327732 0.1773937 0.50174516 0.35538405 191.33878 44.036003 492.11407 0.93577963 0.721942 1.150767 0.13016464 0.22545177
gene6318 1.597411 0.9225577 3.3293588 0.3446598 0.9748451 0.05074718 773.2659 301.077 1677.3651 1.1332378 0.98877573 1.2923956 0.08804217 0.1524935
gene0171 0.499745 0.13886052 2.145226 0.27231696 0.7702287 0.11850075 627.00446 109.1615 2196.098 0.69078857 0.54196405 1 0.13333876 0.2309495
gene0221 0.4750751 0.15205605 2.4041495 0.25449947 0.7198332 0.0952533 527.9617 93.076996 2087.4377 0.9719224 0.6859306 1.389983 0.2045557 0.35430086
gene3611 0.92072916 0.53275204 1.3217195 0.09824953 0.27789164 0.45482194 100.324554 50.847397 164.5558 0.92183924 0.8352029 0.99999994 0.04868276 0.08432101
gene7006 1.2467808 0.8943366 1.9561572 0.11087165 0.31359237 0.03987829 68.79301 42.8115 110.880196 1.1515435 0.9314801 1.3409796 0.12706245 0.22007862
gene1259 1.7731013 0.23688011 4.452184 0.7485465 2.1172092 0.12896092 296.71854 24.7567 592.3687 1.3261219 0.91322285 2.349657 0.41077402 0.71148145
gene8833 0.78097564 0.31719437 1.1790792 0.1398627 0.39559144 0.1868432 79.34736 14.294502 156.9106 1.437725 1.2135592 1.7453587 0.15312006 0.2652117
gene5797 1.1858659 0.54705775 2.829053 0.25898772 0.7325279 0.4244263 483.0205 173.6806 1175.8099 1.5533519 1.0135027 1.9477533 0.34352905 0.59500974
gene7306 1.2067841 0.4500654 2.2531402 0.23784554 0.6727288 0.34080675 162.9445 69.2525 296.7341 1.2773896 1.0676453 1.4688972 0.12115517 0.20984691
gene3980 1.0716128 0.82408255 1.5188633 0.07739278 0.21889983 0.36549786 42.306313 27.437202 63.619698 1.3004094 0.99678266 1.5614195 0.17939793 0.3107263
gene1416 1.0200605 0.6582037 1.439681 0.09239633 0.26133627 0.83004606 100.07069 53.9643 132.30261 1.1022872 0.9061576 1.3155643 0.1201425 0.2080929
gene6783 0.83612496 0.38686627 1.2112014 0.10913173 0.30867115 0.19962923 106.9852 22.835003 202.0152 0.9355959 0.87953407 1 0.0347767 0.060235
gene3318 0.92920625 0.72480565 1.1825887 0.05456458 0.15433194 0.24841042 113.37654 53.3024 186.6084 1.0893863 0.9334771 1.300401 0.10571327 0.18310075
gene9098 1.5175782 0.4379875 3.5764375 0.4551295 1.2873006 0.1530955 325.23215 64.64079 641.55286 1.2689584 1 1.4832488 0.15523604 0.2688767
gene5613 1.175235 0.47590545 3.2868495 0.31375635 0.8874369 0.5184117 5451.782 1918.0896 15260.604 0.63469344 0.58422667 0.69087535 0.03078102 0.05331428
gene5042 1.2305757 0.48450905 2.5516624 0.34786817 0.98391974 0.43143347 284.28836 70.9906 705.4809 1.2769334 1 1.5838977 0.17284103 0.29936942
gene0349 1.168711 0.5620921 2.4164453 0.2194309 0.6206443 0.4056852 70.64723 33.7777 111.0934 1.1977369 1.1737274 1.2388138 0.02033406 0.03521962
gene3940 0.81895006 0.43318048 1.3563915 0.12122774 0.34288383 0.2026267 100.998436 27.185196 211.6669 0.87643516 0.79166627 1 0.06078403 0.10528102
gene1512 1.2621938 0.57143486 2.729562 0.23684491 0.66989857 0.22771789 2188.1885 778.9263 3581.0896 1.2318258 0.95567375 1.410335 0.15836753 0.2743006
gene2154 2.01093 0.9290306 4.3083735 0.46898562 1.3264916 0.01334832 412.2909 176.946 719.7541 1.1935632 0.8954918 1.8987802 0.2915857 0.50504124
gene6637 0.98613334 0.7231872 1.564715 0.09052024 0.2560299 0.88147205 148.96086 92.7178 244.54669 1.1087246 1.0520904 1.1886401 0.04023988 0.06969751
gene0374 1.211079 0.7393444 2.3565507 0.19407772 0.54893464 0.25039473 68.71228 29.9461 92.985 0.75612056 0.69572634 0.8118439 0.03405351 0.05898241
gene1869 0.97752213 0.53096557 1.9890202 0.13991565 0.3957412 0.87356585 50.02635 19.974201 77.468994 0.8806742 0.74086857 1.0435419 0.08774081 0.15197153
gene5674 0.8445293 0.5272615 1.6325938 0.1012458 0.28636634 0.19068429 409.0699 147.8768 721.7512 0.57835317 0.39215073 1.1366024 0.21429504 0.3711699
gene0554 0.8566568 0.34897158 1.4206191 0.15013781 0.42465386 0.38159743 154.2312 62.114098 261.7247 0.69970405 0.6262185 0.81594145 0.05576826 0.09659346
gene4140 1.2213615 0.79154015 1.8773938 0.12853076 0.36353987 0.09336656 101.50163 52.4288 162.0475 0.62629586 0.5685757 0.74501806 0.05478618 0.09489244
gene1554 1.1064712 0.87108606 1.4067286 0.06774455 0.1916105 0.13990028 52.78475 35.495102 70.18111 0.7721188 0.6859276 0.8241865 0.04589756 0.07949691
gene1575 1.505168 0.86535394 3.4689395 0.31258732 0.8841304 0.07126888 1318.9979 346.9695 3117.7903 1.1996019 0.9935555 1.6866549 0.20932722 0.36256537
gene7480 1.014072 0.5479514 1.6137009 0.12567519 0.3554631 0.9108325 259.0983 139.3013 424.6226 0.6491049 0.5349842 0.94262284 0.12434019 0.21536353
gene2634 0.9139833 0.6917912 1.4032252 0.07419521 0.20985575 0.29872683 52.527527 28.166302 76.170296 0.9618516 0.7818721 1.1404611 0.10728502 0.1858231
gene0022 1.1069088 0.5108776 3.0141172 0.31982163 0.90459216 0.69990265 225.96597 65.3138 497.172 1.3353823 1.3188322 1.3445611 0.00834048 0.01444613
gene7420 1.0969845 0.8351622 1.6417813 0.081304 0.22996244 0.2472095 50.7509 33.1324 62.6888 1.0058508 0.8464188 1.1568999 0.09279385 0.16072366
gene0861 1.3219631 0.85135806 2.9717505 0.22687362 0.6416955 0.12980972 387.8958 143.92929 589.07983 1.2124099 1.0125948 1.3404512 0.11008561 0.19067386
gene7331 1.456933 0.3878764 5.073915 0.55024487 1.5563275 0.26199284 201.60489 33.5717 533.7772 1.4335663 1.2316854 1.88329 0.19877012 0.34427994
gene7931 1.4291873 0.30116117 5.7832556 0.7010156 1.9827715 0.36204425 239.82393 27.8161 649.2418 1.55277 1.0496595 1.9052325 0.31307682 0.54226494
gene5646 0.8831817 0.44048902 1.958047 0.19007286 0.53760725 0.551277 39.905014 9.2645 114.7079 1.7568375 1.2223583 2.3263714 0.34349072 0.59494334
gene5297 0.86562234 0.45060655 1.5729735 0.14303559 0.40456575 0.38901776 119.82061 67.1437 189.87761 0.64990425 0.4761949 0.94492227 0.13421863 0.2324735
gene1305 0.9008947 0.36065748 1.3988522 0.14169228 0.40076628 0.5096436 65.454216 26.284702 90.8555 0.75324583 0.5673449 0.8764698 0.10846111 0.18786015
gene7775 1.2434745 0.6704334 2.0436583 0.18494567 0.5231053 0.17063166 323.2621 126.6382 609.42145 1.0777255 1.0065554 1.2238122 0.06877177 0.11911619
gene5473 1.1347117 0.40597364 1.9244719 0.21586908 0.61056995 0.5013291 182.0354 49.745197 341.753 1.1020036 0.68744564 1.7546718 0.31525683 0.54604083
gene0251 0.9053769 0.5780567 1.5168824 0.11995513 0.33928433 0.46337777 34.185703 18.8761 48.1708 0.9191088 0.7213212 1.1710459 0.13047752 0.2259937
gene9427 1.0017009 0.53045094 1.955327 0.1309496 0.37038139 0.98966116 76.3727 32.7428 146.6989 1.3059247 1.1588774 1.513261 0.10269359 0.17787051
gene0018 1.1726736 0.40617913 2.5038273 0.25259963 0.7144596 0.4489944 317.8454 124.5822 525.3628 1.2899622 1 1.8815343 0.25542548 0.4424099
gene3642 0.8988611 0.52879626 1.6412004 0.13769007 0.38944632 0.4907527 74.190445 21.949799 134.2396 0.9124723 0.8661256 0.9394884 0.02385133 0.04131171
gene9521 1.121238 0.55964696 2.3141742 0.19066261 0.5392753 0.5009401 374.6417 165.5137 621.5506 0.81032014 0.79413587 0.8255012 0.00908554 0.01573662
gene9121 0.87449193 0.4559722 1.5741915 0.12261864 0.34681788 0.3540245 79.28805 41.3582 117.4746 0.83203125 0.7875332 0.8710151 0.02451482 0.04246092
gene4054 0.9229428 0.5968201 1.3343036 0.09040845 0.2557137 0.43182808 84.57205 54.7717 127.17741 0.9101603 0.8351371 1.01238 0.05153749 0.08926556
gene5224 0.8522754 0.1611296 1.369533 0.24415603 0.6905775 0.54476964 177.49033 30.6257 269.4326 0.5262834 0.44783285 0.60145545 0.04566002 0.07908547
gene8522 1.0606455 0.526798 2.5851283 0.22881141 0.6471764 0.77580863 76.33982 32.2129 194.24811 0.7292633 0.53322107 0.8748397 0.11682722 0.20235068
gene8274 1.2812552 0.5498095 3.60827 0.27765423 0.78532475 0.25449902 140.34132 43.105198 343.8375 1.0709959 0.88688815 1.4566017 0.16912094 0.29292604
gene6034 0.9758194 0.6625525 1.6234211 0.11158526 0.31561077 0.83252734 86.77417 56.438698 138.1105 0.9006105 0.75500715 0.99999994 0.0803455 0.1391625
gene7945 0.87040603 0.51229703 1.3849325 0.11149521 0.31535608 0.30053604 54.2648 40.462006 80.460304 0.9027072 0.82322466 1 0.05102114 0.08837121
gene7059 0.8467653 0.6428182 1.3029809 0.075579 0.2137697 0.10027793 76.861786 37.485798 161.8114 0.9552761 0.85869086 1.015196 0.05119146 0.0886662
gene4170 1.243015 0.80442995 2.0414674 0.14021875 0.39659852 0.08868363 65.42299 35.7348 84.3423 1.064501 0.8990917 1.3416346 0.12879904 0.22308648
gene7255 0.968156 0.38041437 1.7377279 0.17192145 0.48626727 0.85244733 57.616066 16.2901 97.002304 0.7185426 0.67467666 0.7447498 0.02271912 0.03935066
gene8504 0.7641494 0.37407258 1.1392689 0.12021556 0.34002092 0.11656871 137.21544 62.659294 205.6848 0.8080855 0.6412373 1.0032035 0.10590564 0.18343394
gene9488 1.467604 0.8723107 3.941941 0.33107793 0.9364298 0.10572981 2132.6545 734.4743 4096.562 1.0384091 0.9009659 1.242788 0.0990491 0.17155807
gene7120 0.99163556 0.38218066 1.863565 0.2388965 0.6757013 0.97038686 81.38971 24.9244 189.876 1.0977908 1 1.2345461 0.06826782 0.11824332
gene7135 0.90963906 0.580796 1.2819799 0.10212442 0.28885147 0.4160824 86.81398 56.146896 130.54579 0.7264425 0.64265037 0.8142909 0.04990995 0.08644657
gene0237 1.0498753 0.57905823 1.91163 0.13950989 0.39459354 0.7161255 82.47773 54.966198 110.093704 0.953978 0.9075283 1 0.02677039 0.04636768
gene1374 1.067887 0.58311796 1.6153846 0.1417104 0.40081754 0.62458724 143.67183 78.9884 226.49039 0.6672452 0.6331107 0.68635863 0.01754508 0.03038898
gene9037 0.7595888 0.26592377 1.6115795 0.18228367 0.51557606 0.24686898 33.672752 10.833099 62.3258 1.8855423 1.4047866 3.241291 0.5409436 0.9369418
gene0626 1.0626413 0.18611813 6.764503 0.6491974 1.8362075 0.8879293 39.552963 3.0366993 143.5907 3.6912115 2.7261767 4.363073 0.57014275 0.98751616
gene0372 1.220559 0.47936654 3.179715 0.2570578 0.7270692 0.34037018 74.98212 28.4733 144.4931 0.68352944 0.608771 0.8347336 0.06910831 0.1196991
gene6047 0.8283598 0.4694624 1.4251386 0.13017957 0.36820343 0.24998006 175.3537 71.9713 253.0398 0.82121974 0.6945805 0.9730788 0.08050478 0.13943838
gene9296 0.92754084 0.74140745 1.1902162 0.06401499 0.18106171 0.30765834 44.7554 28.583801 60.9089 0.8402868 0.70775425 1 0.08448236 0.14632775
gene2943 0.99054193 0.5909471 1.6185974 0.10800449 0.3054828 0.93144214 53.94648 32.0714 84.6369 0.8295445 0.7773757 0.9111944 0.03995212 0.0691991
gene7065 1.0386226 0.39835733 1.6239755 0.16426535 0.46461257 0.80905235 121.24012 20.6212 265.4933 1.0607713 1.0115019 1.0983921 0.02613242 0.04526268
gene9042 1.0799447 0.783002 1.5970379 0.09659071 0.2731998 0.41139802 220.11671 123.188 301.0624 0.5689305 0.35264534 0.7727406 0.1441242 0.24963042
gene2040 1.0432382 0.6719678 1.366959 0.10451331 0.29560828 0.67955583 183.7786 54.300697 312.13318 0.5713467 0.46910086 0.7067338 0.06846075 0.11857749
gene8047 0.98324746 0.22282965 1.6815841 0.25142312 0.711132 0.943335 76.00641 10.272099 136.8764 1.2722814 1.1886637 1.329597 0.04391366 0.07606069
gene1691 1.1201448 0.47452125 2.4966753 0.18856461 0.5333412 0.50070983 455.10544 93.765 1044.9501 0.8942665 0.7884763 1.0938963 0.09173925 0.15889704
gene7913 1.0026461 0.48868325 2.0836492 0.19116041 0.54068327 0.98860925 156.2726 49.957695 249.0681 0.8613452 0.7438552 0.9343763 0.06354182 0.11005766
gene3817 1.1506263 0.72529453 1.9377769 0.14826491 0.4193565 0.2981893 94.9308 57.3532 188.1931 0.6161847 0.46734786 0.7405209 0.08801205 0.15244134
gene6605 0.8056857 0.35653004 1.352606 0.14546262 0.41143042 0.24483353 208.56268 82.8751 343.3644 0.8463759 0.7094125 0.93723345 0.07544739 0.13067871
gene0722 1.0677596 0.1335904 2.2382364 0.4203375 1.1888939 0.84227335 114.9306 9.593498 195.36401 0.9547668 0.7055914 1.1221064 0.14700423 0.2546188
gene7970 1.3053167 0.6097219 2.8466208 0.23660332 0.66921526 0.16271758 528.8202 194.1011 1082.306 1.212003 0.9300567 1.4887931 0.1709284 0.2960567
gene4000 1.000819 0.43184367 1.6470361 0.17414899 0.49256772 0.99617183 45.569813 15.4939995 70.684296 2.016157 1.4787476 3.708374 0.6597268 1.1426803
gene0224 1.0197924 0.49171907 1.7365254 0.16010842 0.452855 0.8997143 90.44112 42.947998 154.7879 0.726176 0.6767123 0.772315 0.02792239 0.04836299
gene8480 0.95066506 0.5659547 1.5593116 0.12578635 0.3557775 0.7044242 45.248062 20.9281 71.9022 0.8381969 0.7198411 0.91439354 0.06429482 0.11136188
gene3009 0.89352554 0.46953642 1.5567738 0.14976276 0.42359304 0.5022934 47.716553 12.1534 75.3122 0.75612235 0.66008395 0.8194951 0.05182785 0.08976847
gene8299 0.93700886 0.606123 1.3535568 0.10504599 0.2971149 0.5708602 113.83745 49.7108 218.9064 1.3609022 1.1873575 1.7502667 0.17347817 0.300473
gene1968 0.9111911 0.40148294 2.1664996 0.21608084 0.6111689 0.6790219 100.475266 44.682297 217.2041 0.5094958 0.37365672 0.6686479 0.0880211 0.15245701
gene7654 0.9564233 0.70138973 1.7889131 0.09466329 0.2677482 0.66029656 179.87166 130.6138 284.4995 1.0487993 1 1.1433653 0.04541629 0.07866333
gene1579 0.7641263 0.4413563 1.1136132 0.08767476 0.24798167 0.04714702 37.473648 24.4397 56.134598 1.0003171 0.99035645 1.0106983 0.00587345 0.01017312
gene5331 1.1028532 0.7408334 1.4234235 0.08643862 0.24448533 0.24661538 168.02206 130.3382 227.17578 1.0813724 0.9933456 1.2103167 0.0636334 0.11021628
gene0721 0.74710816 0.22431256 1.6973757 0.19418453 0.5492368 0.24992195 102.821335 28.6128 205.5442 0.6818421 0.5117766 0.9106148 0.11581834 0.20060325
gene2607 1.4776901 0.67705554 3.572074 0.2812406 0.79546857 0.06473886 57.12571 16.9548 143.47491 1.1082041 0.93723875 1.4521416 0.15333745 0.26558825
gene4612 1.158446 0.6232126 1.7738632 0.13889484 0.39285392 0.24775548 536.7987 355.6572 856.1482 0.9413983 0.59747165 1.3698586 0.23907173 0.41408437
gene9081 1.4130701 0.7596053 2.8079987 0.26228365 0.7418502 0.08790126 89.95943 37.8596 167.1511 1.1420963 0.90833586 1.3114305 0.13303277 0.23041952
gene7660 1.1001178 0.56147236 1.7837282 0.16749303 0.47374183 0.53379536 184.22983 46.188896 408.7156 1.1915586 0.90090066 1.389719 0.16935755 0.29333588
gene4321 0.9795631 0.45848474 1.7370977 0.16239472 0.45932162 0.89945704 54.165 18.8578 107.583405 0.8599377 0.7428016 1 0.07424413 0.12859459
gene2604 0.99160594 0.5403544 1.8527974 0.1579589 0.44677523 0.95732266 132.28822 77.01221 250.3994 0.87424815 0.80787313 0.97839725 0.0506404 0.08771175
gene9411 1.429714 0.620357 3.3997028 0.28791586 0.814349 0.09812713 786.9763 255.0789 1699.0676 1.1126176 0.91021216 1.5131959 0.17694283 0.30647397
gene7318 0.96141243 0.28975767 1.7338994 0.20458822 0.5786629 0.8470303 115.0627 24.4272 170.33989 1.0534191 0.99999994 1.1550332 0.04871841 0.08438277
gene5765 0.7287367 0.43515754 1.1989244 0.09869726 0.279158 0.04617459 31.014198 12.2859 60.1247 0.91144735 0.73691106 1.1089627 0.10893829 0.18868665
gene8902 1.1047521 0.6904488 1.7489648 0.14172927 0.4008709 0.44936898 172.67816 80.727005 334.4961 1.5389973 1.1394391 2.1927922 0.30194122 0.52297753
gene7919 1.1612241 0.74916905 2.4249945 0.1582016 0.4474617 0.29324692 108.866806 56.397697 221.88559 1.404545 1.1120757 1.6000575 0.16604169 0.28759262
gene9341 1.0033897 0.68950796 1.4838432 0.08796059 0.24879013 0.96983683 98.30944 72.0242 134.2466 0.879023 0.7610529 1 0.06993607 0.12113282
gene4053 1.2044605 0.39534593 3.4455357 0.37134695 1.0503278 0.5067132 1490.5752 330.2778 3132.8425 0.42500982 0.34267202 0.534301 0.0552544 0.09570343
gene0279 0.89588386 0.6294228 1.6165366 0.09314428 0.26345178 0.3160322 779.08264 444.1517 1185.1733 0.9212258 0.84656954 1.0144873 0.04853277 0.08406122
gene0272 0.9543738 0.4873411 1.8882414 0.20440154 0.57813483 0.8200023 202.75027 76.2846 428.3599 0.71690506 0.62135845 0.7820423 0.05187046 0.08984228
gene3984 0.83910763 0.51170605 1.0384125 0.07270068 0.20562857 0.07900081 57.40596 16.617102 88.2827 0.9483238 0.9061302 1.0150385 0.03287714 0.05694487
gene3039 0.9602853 0.61658865 1.4254421 0.09165689 0.25924483 0.6786289 64.50399 20.5022 94.4665 0.92901945 0.81451523 0.9952399 0.06132138 0.10621174
gene5771 1.0000399 0.546612 2.194194 0.14563447 0.4119165 0.9997802 148.61624 53.663597 406.5296 1.3796183 1.2079015 1.6951606 0.1452539 0.25158712
gene2197 1.3471693 0.40078533 3.6614568 0.4301034 1.2165161 0.31118736 634.1209 79.6667 1813.8308 1.2994616 1 1.9478734 0.27543065 0.47705987
gene5486 1.3355907 0.31594673 5.9503384 0.9680539 2.7380698 0.5441814 553.28986 69.5143 1338.7284 2.054538 1.7291538 2.375664 0.19168708 0.33201176
gene0122 1.2717531 0.597706 2.4184198 0.24099165 0.68162733 0.21810028 183.1921 59.9934 383.2198 1.2955492 1.0778128 1.679342 0.17524423 0.3035319
gene6831 0.52079296 0.01 1.5294316 0.6973534 1.9724133 0.30099577 54.2082 -8.680599 108.569 1.559265 1.2280077 1.8158035 0.19062063 0.3301646
gene8520 1.0609932 0.5439247 1.7895766 0.1462175 0.41356552 0.66957605 53.06849 37.5726 77.6188 0.7766191 0.7376603 0.8213112 0.02416267 0.04185098
gene8413 1.1055032 0.5711425 2.4647725 0.22369492 0.6327048 0.6105541 84.72284 29.649498 172.392 1.2538412 1.1307911 1.40383 0.07875288 0.13640398
gene5641 1.0893652 0.6081458 2.4698942 0.1921244 0.5434098 0.6233507 1111.1244 280.50858 3173.2197 1.4149467 1.0280766 1.9299498 0.2638458 0.45699432
gene4811 0.9278186 0.5484051 1.9940159 0.14889519 0.42113918 0.6393937 61.0756 28.2094 122.502594 1.2767886 1.1562614 1.3632334 0.06450409 0.11172435
gene4694 0.9541365 0.5154401 1.7944447 0.14766191 0.41765094 0.7603742 336.41812 103.01869 829.1745 1.4723389 1.1527687 2.1466045 0.28954703 0.50151014
gene9204 0.89825207 0.62793523 1.751352 0.11092498 0.31374323 0.40073824 137.19615 76.662506 222.15141 0.9918 0.9158775 1.0810665 0.04766881 0.0825648
gene0297 0.7306654 0.26731214 1.1480626 0.12879343 0.36428285 0.10160279 43.01785 10.986198 69.9155 0.85259914 0.6823969 1.0136132 0.10069013 0.17440042
gene5339 0.74714524 0.17187306 2.401747 0.26589397 0.75206167 0.3571505 656.18634 53.747498 2091.9968 1.7883095 1.3825464 2.6207483 0.35868168 0.62125486
gene6971 1.0754342 0.6560792 2.1975973 0.13543817 0.383077 0.5704774 132.20758 65.048996 207.81981 0.56171155 0.48055795 0.68371665 0.05876955 0.10179184
gene5412 0.7016206 0.2226869 1.1990287 0.15572628 0.44046044 0.12562108 25.059963 4.7209015 46.006897 0.741229 0.63608605 0.8412202 0.06091213 0.1055029
gene5364 1.0381871 0.23546955 2.8908467 0.3547188 1.0032963 0.8998269 155.78897 41.205 296.785 1.0514766 0.89392084 1.3004684 0.11789356 0.20419763
gene0774 0.8647624 0.26138872 1.9897407 0.28719798 0.81231856 0.6212612 79.848564 30.0558 199.4256 0.5356402 0.41043064 0.88958585 0.14275512 0.24725913
gene3473 0.90256834 0.61107105 1.5872273 0.09640434 0.27267262 0.35923618 28.774324 18.369701 52.0723 0.88612604 0.83253837 0.92705065 0.0285682 0.04948158
gene1247 1.13717 0.7205545 1.9052076 0.13121289 0.3711261 0.29068974 1746.1265 896.587 2463.0623 0.9559417 0.6194559 1.1986768 0.21498023 0.37235668
gene2556 1.0156493 0.48124424 1.5056018 0.171906 0.48622358 0.9256859 97.45801 28.1882 179.9482 1.8330033 1.3133053 2.203512 0.31264013 0.54150856
gene7972 0.97766525 0.5306639 1.5156499 0.1272526 0.35992467 0.8628548 63.715 27.1345 99.8793 0.7563136 0.67478603 0.8305695 0.04613012 0.07989971
gene6714 1.560689 0.71990097 3.5416703 0.38354817 1.084838 0.08495098 137.16875 42.3675 317.4086 1.0073441 0.9366855 1.091289 0.04464217 0.0773225
gene7414 1.3297437 0.37977263 2.5399024 0.28393906 0.80310094 0.19156802 70.21145 15.158794 96.6969 0.55216527 0.47958314 0.5977349 0.03915667 0.06782134
gene3462 1.093479 0.73840505 1.6299117 0.1015731 0.28729212 0.36050507 96.70049 45.216396 196.15471 1.1466109 1.0757928 1.2728537 0.06049223 0.10477562
gene8678 0.90486306 0.5320652 1.3657109 0.11379378 0.32185742 0.43965372 70.276886 39.102196 102.73801 0.70294845 0.5428391 0.9137644 0.10750017 0.18619576
gene9146 0.86307144 0.6486254 1.2385572 0.0776531 0.21963611 0.14032316 72.760376 49.1851 110.867096 0.95339525 0.8577233 1.0103498 0.0505958 0.0876345
gene6619 1.0410681 0.50885224 2.1905928 0.17109838 0.4839393 0.8042958 101.15088 45.0822 277.72812 1.1872407 1 1.4859333 0.14075448 0.2437939
gene1083 1.2857366 0.550308 3.1857145 0.39618665 1.1205851 0.37581253 55.80413 16.1815 113.8562 1.2486877 1.0520154 1.5356182 0.13939953 0.24144706
gene7270 0.9144034 0.59141076 1.398284 0.08490268 0.24014105 0.35971886 79.64321 54.739906 104.3382 1.5535458 1.2159941 1.7572888 0.19245501 0.33334184
gene0989 1.0083108 0.7778989 1.4027984 0.08943775 0.25296813 0.92716837 195.42917 83.178894 334.746 2.0354748 1.5031825 3.3942719 0.55047375 0.9534485
gene2819 1.2612847 0.7016901 2.8175704 0.24411064 0.6904492 0.24051937 345.83835 147.4185 619.66547 0.4142049 0.36160964 0.46868497 0.03124785 0.05412287
gene7566 0.91931254 0.58357984 1.8844643 0.12405394 0.35087752 0.53932697 181.11502 91.5687 307.21478 0.97444665 0.77150965 1.1573461 0.1192549 0.20655553
gene3580 0.7759072 0.44176957 1.5045547 0.11502172 0.32533056 0.11773605 42.420387 19.6554 85.7316 0.9269512 0.8296032 1 0.05269493 0.09127029
gene4164 1.4344488 0.5444563 3.4050596 0.3608443 1.0206218 0.15487501 481.0229 126.1641 1143.5228 1.0552299 0.88636065 1.2633811 0.10885904 0.18854938
gene3457 1.2872949 0.5114772 3.1204226 0.27630985 0.7815223 0.24293168 130.87283 36.0002 230.2701 0.8523485 0.81691957 0.9052833 0.02640399 0.04573305
gene8047 1.2849331 0.7540644 2.7089057 0.22358742 0.63240075 0.17168398 286.0813 132.20581 664.30115 1.1641293 1.0907506 1.2340881 0.04171708 0.0722561
gene4219 1.0992457 0.64631313 1.6670444 0.14229764 0.4024785 0.47512 140.0929 39.163002 221.04889 0.7626187 0.63045615 0.9209373 0.08418203 0.14580755
gene0536 1.3814529 0.42874938 4.552094 0.5190634 1.468133 0.32806954 54.228912 10.3197 133.1716 2.9879408 2.1082428 4.4859695 0.681532 1.180448
gene2503 1.0013232 0.57058334 2.208826 0.16053277 0.45405525 0.9933407 51.181828 18.299898 142.82431 1.5719022 1.146377 2.1590855 0.29462317 0.5103023
gene7395 1.4732242 0.79037255 4.2276154 0.3362801 0.95114374 0.10574119 79.428505 28.480099 198.19029 1.5275207 1 1.9337147 0.3355273 0.5811503
gene6711 0.86839044 0.48994654 1.4331152 0.09442504 0.26707435 0.225951 39.107178 10.602001 61.145798 0.9732025 0.8816416 1.0699624 0.05455099 0.09448508
gene1729 1.7803634 0.22158504 14.8000965 1.9936885 5.6390023 0.3273497 1751.2913 45.609406 7592.003 2.7427433 2.239711 3.4868114 0.35867956 0.6212512
gene4941 1.2525264 0.5013849 2.33201 0.2718751 0.76897895 0.29725492 381.95953 89.49159 802.7443 1.128428 1 1.372791 0.11241538 0.19470915
gene3908 1.0048014 0.5501362 1.6812992 0.14505906 0.410289 0.9734414 42.489162 16.914398 82.9122 0.8699619 0.75127894 0.98684454 0.06940593 0.12021459
gene3701 0.9726817 0.36756182 2.7173328 0.26898757 0.7608117 0.912904 70.11935 13.672401 182.9449 1.6073986 1.4659914 1.7917265 0.09428287 0.1633027
gene6696 0.92320335 0.63331056 1.3340816 0.08303087 0.23484677 0.3967498 944.3551 499.83902 1394.0734 1.1859919 1.0922129 1.3531563 0.07926282 0.13728721
gene4295 1.5849172 0.29052335 5.4746337 0.79615885 2.2518773 0.25519073 274.2104 28.263802 647.35333 1.2749392 1 1.9550529 0.28307602 0.49030203
gene6562 0.8952818 0.2181792 2.1528003 0.22496916 0.63630885 0.6395973 36.126423 10.077202 52.8687 0.93879527 0.774361 1.2719924 0.146865 0.25437763
gene7200 1.1049868 0.2705453 2.1634796 0.31325004 0.88600487 0.70055556 254.37012 57.438297 511.86877 1.1726724 0.99999994 1.4091799 0.11787513 0.20416571
gene0030 1.3434781 0.66423655 2.4154303 0.22766216 0.64392585 0.10890588 202.24902 73.7307 357.84448 1.178127 0.9390849 1.3873341 0.13928612 0.24125062
gene7221 1.161684 0.4959251 2.6882281 0.23406944 0.66204834 0.45038036 165.62047 47.252098 339.6969 1.4519871 1.2118902 1.9996369 0.23756357 0.41147217
gene1592 1.3763179 0.5068994 2.4967148 0.28992817 0.8200407 0.14520638 2523.7368 869.4005 5609.304 0.9975463 0.75985676 1.2566969 0.14872512 0.25759947
gene2269 0.83603275 0.32678518 1.7308857 0.17082965 0.4831792 0.3768157 61.805435 23.374098 101.8601 0.733287 0.45100442 1 0.18898346 0.32732895
gene9246 1.2647042 0.715533 3.0171607 0.24340504 0.68845344 0.23353386 141.88745 42.947105 246.79102 0.67617184 0.58068955 0.7902012 0.06050474 0.10479727
gene0616 1.3832322 0.43643364 12.956018 0.7203108 2.0373466 0.4211803 936.92615 116.324005 4070.3271 0.5564993 0.49618253 0.6447655 0.04323492 0.07488507
gene0790 1.3608558 0.36782768 6.183563 0.7809472 2.2088523 0.46807396 210.99057 28.4956 572.13226 1.5729531 1.4601802 1.8182828 0.11445417 0.19824044
gene6470 0.95190865 0.62893134 1.405369 0.10239647 0.28962097 0.65365887 162.61725 102.65481 237.1023 1.2127404 1.0832021 1.4412653 0.10694808 0.1852395
gene2481 0.96389496 0.4010506 2.589646 0.22858392 0.64653295 0.8693301 306.78192 136.77989 727.8475 1.5396981 1.2760149 1.8235772 0.16063806 0.2782333
gene6985 1.1702638 0.7097701 2.4096823 0.18005852 0.5092824 0.32102934 73.25846 32.3444 145.38881 1.5114235 1.3721685 1.604573 0.07386181 0.1279324
gene7340 0.72820604 0.18641281 3.9619734 0.55169743 1.560436 0.51610875 404.1697 52.372997 1177.5157 1.4092128 1 1.6982251 0.2474647 0.42862144
gene4641 1.1837094 0.3734183 2.014225 0.2281959 0.64543545 0.38091874 913.79333 224.91559 1504.8693 0.8659309 0.7461148 1 0.07363741 0.12754373
gene3917 1.5563798 0.71826893 3.810983 0.3767513 1.0656136 0.0833802 125.809006 41.4125 262.4253 1.2540908 1 1.4470726 0.14503807 0.2512133
gene6172 1.8899623 0.7352289 3.5586548 0.37570208 1.0626459 0.01090773 1342.1714 508.3304 2435.2488 1.0425956 0.8803128 1.334582 0.13321178 0.23072957
gene6920 1.2950912 0.7293724 3.2514927 0.25137037 0.71098274 0.19718419 893.7476 338.18622 2380.0703 0.61458987 0.4862356 0.7190171 0.07415054 0.1284325
gene4865 1.2028191 0.5461396 2.987921 0.33250356 0.94046205 0.47419327 259.20224 78.5085 615.2361 1.6182972 1.1289748 2.1232915 0.31184256 0.54012716
gene2524 0.87166226 0.63318855 1.3662642 0.07907575 0.22365998 0.16781102 65.922676 42.957603 84.9238 0.87763554 0.67260426 1.0788969 0.1243564 0.21539159
gene7488 1.5114282 0.7524483 3.5136888 0.3367554 0.95248806 0.08310148 2867.7222 948.09705 6989.399 0.7251952 0.6416265 0.7895384 0.04563286 0.07903843
gene5145 0.9433156 0.4777347 2.6004608 0.23850735 0.67460066 0.80470806 133.84549 28.435501 398.5549 1.814672 1.6025352 1.9713743 0.11520351 0.19953832
gene6804 1.5869861 0.85357064 3.6203303 0.34716025 0.98191744 0.055445 1002.0668 403.7042 2409.6982 1.1732022 1 1.3816807 0.1102363 0.19093487
gene0804 0.9896601 0.6304168 1.5423435 0.12201338 0.34510595 0.9332752 111.47955 56.1013 179.4062 0.83617395 0.78034127 0.8946304 0.0330368 0.05722141
gene1643 0.9087425 0.27731693 3.1526048 0.29146725 0.82439387 0.7371459 262.27823 31.2542 885.4814 1.3262954 1.1343659 1.5387768 0.11753771 0.20358127
gene1317 1.1800387 0.6350392 2.4096174 0.2312167 0.6539796 0.39566898 4611.985 2214.01 8771.373 0.59111464 0.51384676 0.73029995 0.06414083 0.11109517
gene5796 0.9136011 0.4636005 1.4889997 0.11736842 0.331968 0.49153358 67.65017 34.6041 91.4635 1.02357 0.9505755 1.164369 0.06640916 0.11502405
gene1622 1.5108677 0.61560184 2.840105 0.32121056 0.90852064 0.07376156 1436.9325 284.89093 3493.7002 1.184294 0.97091377 1.633649 0.19608514 0.3396294
gene7968 1.0954151 0.44436952 2.3392165 0.21932402 0.620342 0.63997 82.60771 31.035501 124.115005 0.7845228 0.77806103 0.79289216 0.00437389 0.00757581
gene2824 0.8570831 0.24355558 1.3500683 0.18047076 0.5104484 0.45453104 69.699844 19.070301 103.873 0.6749052 0.52311516 0.81683326 0.09065222 0.15701425
gene7574 1.3655599 0.7925093 2.4584603 0.19662715 0.55614555 0.05923975 882.40594 371.00848 1816.9504 0.6226239 0.51759255 0.7424898 0.06544157 0.11334813
gene4917 0.93853474 0.5686434 1.404032 0.1151203 0.3256094 0.61104494 48.40785 28.367897 80.36 0.8004567 0.64309347 1 0.10327651 0.17888017
gene6736 0.8342267 0.44189048 1.9665018 0.1340494 0.37914896 0.27540648 78.52674 41.701405 149.61101 1.0033873 0.77625537 1.1522996 0.13050574 0.22604257
gene8381 0.94064605 0.6406571 1.368436 0.07980341 0.22571811 0.48826587 39.698902 28.7392 50.881496 1.3658439 1.2547071 1.5869052 0.10317978 0.1787126
gene5499 0.9060092 0.53449553 1.4630792 0.11216608 0.3172536 0.4387588 36.045254 24.7015 61.5932 0.7932535 0.65693736 0.94321394 0.08374016 0.14504221
gene1293 1.3254029 0.77468765 5.5414343 0.37816772 1.0696198 0.29762888 1593.481 485.94638 6066.748 2.0470855 1.0493997 4.3447504 0.963972 1.6696484
gene4502 1.1784054 0.51099396 2.8342094 0.23166092 0.655236 0.40072188 90.31935 36.7516 200.2995 1.1452271 0.8509748 1.6740665 0.23565626 0.4081686
gene6821 1.4223039 0.9036877 2.56789 0.1974658 0.55851763 0.0338569 150.64336 78.4368 271.3572 0.8854312 0.7658689 1 0.06927672 0.1199908
gene2287 0.9471455 0.6128721 1.9237509 0.14489649 0.40982917 0.7217904 169.34767 63.7949 421.3178 2.3178499 1.8994969 3.0174491 0.3232014 0.5598012
gene0287 0.87010425 0.6032862 1.2831997 0.0734921 0.20786703 0.13874838 83.85352 35.4214 128.3737 0.92734164 0.8454638 1.0969682 0.07843616 0.1358554
gene4043 1.0538081 0.28292874 2.3535419 0.2582304 0.73038584 0.8196844 112.24293 15.294899 185.1365 1.3160335 1.1136161 1.4711857 0.11253709 0.19491994
gene8430 0.9689818 0.61785966 1.375038 0.08176281 0.23126015 0.7161674 34.746334 16.8592 51.4184 0.68258864 0.57379603 0.8802416 0.08983872 0.15560523
gene1614 1.0091027 0.65747803 2.0006166 0.13864797 0.39215568 0.94742644 98.49883 30.882599 234.19319 1.6634272 1.4940689 1.8672737 0.10762483 0.18641166
gene2847 0.9481153 0.3366831 1.4698815 0.17180933 0.48595017 0.76411057 90.91951 15.380501 134.4588 1.2941557 1.077281 1.5511898 0.13735177 0.23790023
gene6322 1.2364674 0.7093522 2.8974936 0.23722473 0.6709728 0.27590293 177.60231 57.7415 472.75708 1.3043633 1.0051919 1.5953506 0.18067802 0.31294352
gene0561 0.43784586 0.01 2.961664 0.70459205 1.9928873 0.2247616 37.4651 -2.5551987 120.4751 1.5136561 1.403432 1.6468065 0.07029969 0.12176263
gene0042 1.1365527 0.6622283 1.8245921 0.16650689 0.4709526 0.39332873 366.49545 96.17099 816.7736 1.410005 1.3372194 1.4850049 0.04270497 0.07396717
gene0613 0.9520764 0.24267988 1.9683253 0.23739564 0.6714563 0.8331889 53.321228 9.4946995 115.957596 0.92238677 0.87198937 1 0.03824661 0.06624506
gene9049 1.5808055 0.91557735 2.2188287 0.2022764 0.572124 0.00773822 60.71117 39.613 122.55641 1.0472753 0.6710698 1.4404411 0.25000656 0.43302405
gene9006 1.1309625 0.480829 3.8392212 0.29364204 0.8305451 0.6124894 76.99422 19.2197 161.0897 1.7516217 1.5995679 1.9147203 0.09113257 0.15784624
gene4250 1.5217637 0.25305876 3.7891796 0.5777453 1.6341105 0.21718709 3728.329 397.5832 8627.783 1.1921425 0.8243185 2.0553672 0.35159066 0.6089729
gene1278 1.3528292 0.78563875 2.2110085 0.20293573 0.5739889 0.07377782 219.5377 67.9101 404.8092 1.2490473 1 1.415917 0.14056797 0.24347086
gene2796 1.2547028 0.48455033 2.5212562 0.2238485 0.6331392 0.2198162 2327.3335 908.6352 6479.3003 1.0014861 0.8203003 1.2245086 0.11699627 0.20264347
gene9567 1.3185422 0.4398828 2.009072 0.2561768 0.72457737 0.17168595 64.37968 22.073402 93.5577 1.1506944 0.8381373 1.9994816 0.3383477 0.58603543
gene8903 1.1377907 0.51011634 3.3346882 0.2250893 0.63664865 0.50676227 463.7287 209.57721 1610.7186 2.1802778 1.402566 3.208882 0.5478788 0.9489539
gene1167 1.272171 0.7235249 4.7511463 0.31280205 0.8847378 0.3142751 327.67664 145.7439 1025.0906 1.3893287 1.0341508 1.7977738 0.22769882 0.3943859
gene7068 0.96796113 0.6726965 1.505458 0.08728402 0.2468765 0.7245441 264.4247 155.0531 414.43292 1.2822758 1 1.4576278 0.16130246 0.27938405
gene3900 0.7304056 0.33752096 1.4635755 0.13594751 0.3845176 0.1154667 59.751213 16.3336 133.6635 1.4716895 1.1562369 1.9271607 0.22168413 0.38396817
gene7369 1.3405185 0.8307696 1.9221218 0.13246958 0.37468055 0.01932561 201.86845 133.41379 248.848 0.95020133 0.9190637 1 0.02465349 0.04270109
gene9130 1.3866938 1 1.7870369 0.108311 0.30634975 0.00385977 747.466 492.38818 1015.4037 0.8179676 0.6372593 0.9650741 0.10515174 0.18212815
gene1531 1.4381946 0.9163237 2.4171066 0.18641832 0.5272706 0.02317511 847.0801 465.3953 1737.7491 1.0160437 0.8696446 1.336163 0.1415678 0.24520262
gene1347 1.0996629 0.53001523 2.26982 0.24065663 0.68067974 0.6514129 1538.9385 519.8537 3468.4578 0.4052254 0.28450754 0.4849374 0.07337799 0.1270944
gene4793 1.4184399 0.55397445 2.3686616 0.25543 0.72246516 0.07852174 678.69275 207.0634 1165.3252 0.8699 0.6391156 1.0862198 0.14103207 0.2442747
gene0083 1.9472511 0.6730285 4.543703 0.5662531 1.6016057 0.03429816 1028.9158 337.9392 2627.8909 0.54286945 0.49565202 0.62147766 0.03756453 0.06506367
gene6891 1.1794287 0.5329717 2.3172436 0.1941833 0.5492333 0.32706374 200.21733 88.4299 392.3708 0.90050644 0.80624294 1.0644404 0.0770134 0.13339111
gene1122 0.9486501 0.2573333 1.5738204 0.22582999 0.63874364 0.81434184 113.432205 28.855602 180.1023 0.75546664 0.6907986 0.87911844 0.0578207 0.10014839
gene2896 2.1451044 0.7761177 3.9946992 0.42231247 1.1944801 0.00427556 2778.3628 1165.1638 5613.024 0.9984931 0.737772 1.349314 0.17805745 0.30840454
gene8164 1.0228431 0.4174507 1.6271076 0.20443995 0.5782435 0.9068555 264.87613 64.7342 482.11493 0.98669505 0.9087301 1.0570948 0.04364368 0.07559308
gene4289 1.145734 0.6690194 2.1596758 0.15316321 0.43321097 0.3274767 344.8225 157.2257 663.414 1.1302028 0.9877792 1.4408946 0.13905816 0.24085578
gene7438 0.96823454 0.5136756 1.5338647 0.13857967 0.39196247 0.82140106 73.26787 40.4989 105.8234 1.1462929 0.9389981 1.3206909 0.11857621 0.20538001
gene2115 0.9716672 0.6324175 1.2250007 0.0725739 0.20526998 0.70879936 72.50301 31.087801 114.82271 0.7298036 0.6705139 0.81218946 0.04128936 0.07151526
gene6686 1.0753561 0.48762494 2.3176186 0.22226883 0.62867117 0.71593285 109.6561 32.4599 291.15198 1.5522516 1 2.1157439 0.36449477 0.63132346
gene5068 1.6163762 0.62052953 2.799624 0.3304471 0.93464553 0.03929967 317.1978 83.6416 665.1908 1.1702968 1 1.2770433 0.09263578 0.16044988
gene9045 1.4163918 0.36443532 4.94163 0.51170546 1.4473215 0.28239152 1275.5903 260.1825 3456.9875 1.6018097 1.43095 1.9742987 0.1690128 0.29273877
gene6654 0.9658581 0.4677783 1.7991704 0.15881385 0.4491934 0.8306184 51.30624 18.332499 106.1717 0.7950131 0.73512274 0.8881969 0.04540496 0.0786437
gene0454 1.4557898 0.80195415 2.7237365 0.25394225 0.7182571 0.05699695 1506.1631 786.2055 2812.7498 1.2088559 0.87860614 1.8623416 0.28145725 0.48749825
gene7245 0.8081713 0.62195235 1.0451101 0.06313677 0.17857775 0.02813466 129.14738 49.4972 193.5858 0.8762024 0.6509138 1.1348301 0.14443055 0.25016105
gene4422 0.9185246 0.51658666 1.2618874 0.10016392 0.28330636 0.45142007 84.24431 48.1812 120.1116 0.56086415 0.45338598 0.7165646 0.07566228 0.1310509
gene1701 0.9884543 0.30845487 2.5395494 0.25934464 0.7335374 0.96183455 137.08218 21.3743 260.98492 1.4841514 1.1916773 1.8741534 0.1967891 0.3408487
gene3775 1.5167683 0.45379043 2.418923 0.29663402 0.8390077 0.05659574 138.30728 32.0188 214.7215 0.8491377 0.68583274 1 0.09574779 0.16584003
gene1153 0.8227422 0.3041247 1.4809251 0.14828746 0.41942027 0.28861484 620.515 226.01909 831.2597 0.69302887 0.61741614 0.7370086 0.04016116 0.06956117
gene0173 1.2553092 0.72445637 2.337909 0.20995869 0.5938528 0.1954928 70.30819 29.104805 153.3739 1.3165293 0.9222513 2.0007374 0.30892858 0.53507996
gene2616 1.0467652 0.6483993 2.3683794 0.15662868 0.4430128 0.75941753 69.897385 24.1412 187.7846 1.4422867 1.376541 1.5744058 0.06334217 0.10971186
gene5181 0.96018887 0.69870174 1.2954925 0.07399417 0.2092871 0.6102975 50.350986 30.700298 71.6126 0.84172535 0.7830587 0.913518 0.03771702 0.0653278
gene6278 2.2312484 0.6838192 13.419777 1.1240166 3.1791992 0.06801783 104.98532 23.457901 350.8439 0.4657055 0.29268217 0.6597363 0.11768077 0.20382906
gene2037 1.3801293 0.80484164 3.263969 0.23488732 0.66436166 0.08611675 581.74335 301.3062 1302.0989 1.4381975 1.3692158 1.5753343 0.06566434 0.11373398
gene4675 1.0655524 0.59680706 1.9044185 0.14802426 0.41867584 0.64995366 55.149902 21.029 114.68301 0.8431224 0.7858515 0.91467744 0.03729776 0.06460161
gene8744 1.1039895 0.67892134 2.0804608 0.14565904 0.411986 0.46374413 50.054005 24.7637 92.2343 1.4739505 1.379763 1.5472496 0.05046936 0.08741549
gene5935 0.82519037 0.55907494 1.4213909 0.09106503 0.25757077 0.11788767 80.635635 53.4058 119.690605 0.91630006 0.84958553 1 0.04352931 0.07539498
gene0050 1.424563 0.8099783 2.8871152 0.2471837 0.6991411 0.06815668 55.276028 22.483402 120.6723 1.2346295 0.99999994 1.6439869 0.18628733 0.3226591
gene0846 0.91538113 0.23161961 2.2410977 0.27454177 0.7765214 0.7440847 48.46427 10.534601 104.023994 0.720261 0.58152914 1 0.1225213 0.21221311
gene9497 1.0855045 0.5754791 1.9533385 0.14818172 0.4191212 0.55333245 139.125 64.2688 190.6502 1.16159 1.1094824 1.2227162 0.03275648 0.05673588
gene8615 1.18811 0.34645328 2.3730507 0.2645348 0.7482174 0.4268189 816.06177 250.48431 2123.081 0.9500365 0.7340928 1.1680728 0.13152291 0.22780436
gene6229 1.067023 0.524729 1.6155897 0.16729778 0.47318956 0.6780145 1353.7145 636.36755 2049.5007 0.81033874 0.69132775 0.91137654 0.067119 0.11625351
gene1900 0.95938385 0.6516879 1.3159983 0.0847573 0.23972984 0.64820844 29.48365 21.18 43.378902 1.4856796 1.3515384 1.5911759 0.07275706 0.12601891
gene7212 1.0719606 0.5585757 2.521213 0.20341559 0.5753462 0.70767915 87.3553 54.715202 143.5104 0.795747 0.7282882 0.9305224 0.062724 0.10864116
gene6678 0.80680645 0.5005051 1.1355779 0.09533866 0.26965845 0.10431346 59.399647 33.9682 89.0983 0.90357995 0.79712933 0.99999994 0.06032511 0.10448615
gene7393 1.1501532 0.57436144 2.0547812 0.17150198 0.48508084 0.36068946 230.4178 49.8108 454.7922 1.2272389 1.0055939 1.4308293 0.12910482 0.22361611
gene1071 1.1371812 0.3637797 2.0788362 0.26550534 0.7509625 0.56465244 641.16174 99.532196 1131.1997 1.3615162 1.0980977 1.8187164 0.20821102 0.36063206
gene7462 0.92235464 0.59848654 1.3169231 0.07635912 0.21597621 0.35539013 71.7781 50.1621 106.6387 1.46434 1.1667265 1.695725 0.17038189 0.29511008
gene3789 0.8909685 0.58938146 1.5555415 0.12472877 0.3527862 0.42052788 75.31422 30.940298 173.901 1.1040919 1 1.2121322 0.06153878 0.1065883
gene3665 0.9045672 0.605211 1.3549938 0.09557792 0.27033517 0.36440077 93.9182 31.091902 180.1274 0.9045876 0.8103009 1 0.05526121 0.09571522
gene3272 0.80932474 0.46023503 1.5181602 0.1209573 0.3421189 0.1835228 58.394375 26.320398 90.2065 1.0049549 0.82165915 1.2352306 0.11953855 0.20704684
gene8102 1.1329602 0.5606075 2.5170722 0.23358706 0.66068393 0.53484386 57.863354 10.793499 136.9388 1.3146877 0.94417757 1.5759221 0.2225038 0.38538787
gene3586 0.9112915 0.593646 1.5597527 0.08768147 0.24800065 0.35837576 82.80669 54.6409 120.204796 1.0589782 0.8457447 1.2077109 0.12077076 0.20918109
gene1324 1.0216396 0.9297809 1.1347154 0.02665627 0.07539532 0.4383674 72.36046 55.6611 94.711 0.9457845 0.90216583 0.9765518 0.02280499 0.03949939
gene7788 1.0052006 0.68385583 1.3105925 0.08262205 0.23369044 0.9507996 36.231163 20.9969 47.943596 1.2746297 1.1614411 1.4957007 0.10287862 0.17819099
gene7781 1.1042991 0.8587303 1.4872721 0.08380819 0.23704536 0.2276934 53.075336 34.1121 74.5769 1.283424 1.1758348 1.3718861 0.05877796 0.10180642
gene2218 1.069219 0.42360654 1.8634508 0.21222186 0.60025406 0.7282701 85.01921 32.311897 122.85159 0.5370893 0.4229972 0.73522204 0.08986256 0.1556465
gene2779 0.8436718 0.20973578 1.7778383 0.20542796 0.581038 0.4655385 25.371464 3.1581001 41.377403 0.74415976 0.6748421 0.887559 0.066085 0.11446257
gene4718 1.0265441 0.75027823 2.923908 0.17095895 0.48354492 0.8732069 442.4052 250.2121 1003.14453 0.80673945 0.7217449 0.9400902 0.06410427 0.11103186
gene6029 0.9127225 0.50206923 1.3906628 0.13348022 0.37753907 0.53646505 3047.8853 1311.2552 4666.5503 0.86385536 0.7577144 1 0.06984004 0.1209665
gene2158 0.9033221 0.47468147 1.5115776 0.13868614 0.39226362 0.51127964 52.694885 22.724998 87.956696 1.3329563 1 1.5503106 0.1946381 0.33712307
gene3914 0.92682 0.6817529 1.5752804 0.10279278 0.29074186 0.5055743 67.59101 33.0578 125.76199 0.89110446 0.7224789 1.0758256 0.10390049 0.17996092
gene7395 1.258322 0.81025517 2.4272234 0.21579985 0.61037415 0.20030792 228.47823 69.1215 442.2742 1.5037155 1.2932465 1.7439109 0.13052373 0.22607373
gene3418 1.1011301 0.69268006 1.6706775 0.12500681 0.35357264 0.4132184 90.50924 64.7312 132.14551 0.9053827 0.852316 1.0085086 0.04905619 0.08496781
gene4841 1.4644508 0.7177328 2.988368 0.2635055 0.7453061 0.05935118 2133.857 634.82196 4439.6323 1.1084988 0.7957533 1.7116983 0.2617123 0.45329902
gene2118 1.1555005 0.6045909 2.4367604 0.20522723 0.58047026 0.41735187 58.596428 24.290201 100.0062 1.3269713 1.179706 1.522082 0.09887571 0.17125775
gene6873 1.0989171 0.7397463 1.607576 0.10416943 0.29463562 0.34497035 49.226032 25.502401 74.884094 0.68765306 0.5938371 0.8354662 0.07029222 0.12174969
gene2396 0.9786126 0.64122397 1.5638369 0.11505899 0.32543597 0.8556002 72.8992 55.087196 99.70529 0.97306347 0.9008323 1.0617229 0.04649848 0.08053773
gene0031 0.80268055 0.32291374 1.319172 0.1418983 0.401349 0.22961771 29.848076 8.858101 47.300602 2.1504393 1.6034452 3.71229 0.62209034 1.077492
gene7915 1.2980833 1 1.7239488 0.08789294 0.24859875 0.0059908 479.12268 312.90997 669.1302 0.8672038 0.62164897 1.1905634 0.16722141 0.289636
gene8491 0.9854059 0.5075841 2.080754 0.19071192 0.53941476 0.9375379 88.57545 35.928703 172.6507 1.3940014 1.1277808 1.69243 0.16553465 0.2867144
gene9485 1.1751647 0.45661524 3.6403832 0.30715325 0.8687606 0.5115893 1463.2029 482.99716 3918.807 1.2591842 1 1.5717218 0.16658114 0.28852698
gene6461 1.0810946 0.7492085 1.9529759 0.1337104 0.3781901 0.5369879 417.9271 200.86389 1025.5955 1.671322 1.223546 2.0713198 0.27185714 0.47087038
gene3403 1.1026986 0.75183547 1.8072271 0.11747535 0.33227047 0.37949827 46.780563 14.192202 96.39781 1.1708947 0.943018 1.351256 0.13008986 0.22532225
gene6577 0.8768727 0.401096 1.9696187 0.17311363 0.48963928 0.49870566 404.8389 83.3548 1140.1127 1.1713787 1.1425705 1.2119981 0.02066521 0.03579319
gene2005 0.97403157 0.6312379 1.395922 0.09606142 0.2717027 0.7935676 145.39246 44.3529 284.3811 1.0655267 0.7977679 1.3441894 0.16625679 0.2879652
gene6708 1.4733179 0.68209946 3.69313 0.3711402 1.049743 0.13089585 1493.8447 448.0799 3212.1228 1.4723248 1.3458275 1.6785182 0.09900732 0.1714857
gene5643 1.0223509 0.85223716 1.2603176 0.0506026 0.14312577 0.6671609 157.39262 118.532196 230.73611 0.86202407 0.71396524 0.979216 0.08346999 0.14457427
gene5092 0.9983669 0.71283495 1.3393756 0.07991976 0.2260472 0.98408127 51.751087 23.6656 94.6942 1.2428786 1.1656594 1.3355621 0.04911476 0.08506926
gene4497 0.8921774 0.6285178 1.3867371 0.08951658 0.2531911 0.28428036 341.63373 113.4819 604.8177 1.1462998 1.0298482 1.3690721 0.10312629 0.17861997
gene5231 0.86630476 0.4176518 2.2174985 0.1936238 0.5476508 0.50647247 146.54384 26.4446 396.74683 1.3548967 1.1127023 1.9122043 0.23954603 0.41490588
gene7530 0.8610243 0.4234487 1.5902681 0.1726923 0.48844758 0.44932786 2266.7288 929.20386 3705.1892 0.59640634 0.4577113 0.7860895 0.09490851 0.16438636
gene4047 1.1483275 0.8807418 1.6329719 0.10324656 0.29202536 0.1620992 81.72456 36.570004 131.9774 1.1146947 1 1.3440241 0.10541789 0.18258914
gene8598 1.0913713 0.59684503 1.8020123 0.15079603 0.42651555 0.53280544 68.8685 27.7645 111.13531 0.76371336 0.7142244 0.8085224 0.0276315 0.04785917
gene5622 0.93868726 0.45656133 1.5893117 0.15395203 0.4354421 0.6973047 133.04016 49.772797 226.47131 0.49327078 0.4015178 0.6149175 0.06150043 0.10652188
gene2383 1.6587999 0.3756415 8.116194 0.6928412 1.9596508 0.16951165 233.83907 50.7883 643.79004 0.5811039 0.51824296 0.6161026 0.03334851 0.05776132
gene7725 0.7722104 0.11909621 1.6103027 0.2868146 0.8112342 0.42456415 16.30725 0.857399 34.107597 1.5449544 1.0129772 2.6160324 0.4571631 0.7918297
gene6429 0.9286803 0.45514482 1.5830703 0.13328233 0.37697935 0.60866 1274.8947 617.6991 2223.7937 0.6971077 0.62258434 0.76383567 0.04194715 0.07265458
gene6760 1.6862248 0.38089126 3.3113942 0.45699465 1.2925761 0.06625438 546.8529 91.4443 966.2808 0.79098815 0.5655828 1 0.13919717 0.24109657
gene6810 2.121558 0.3732389 3.7379506 0.65000725 1.8384981 0.02495698 625.5237 79.6702 932.6313 0.8765112 0.72390604 0.99999994 0.08642755 0.1496969
gene1103 0.9124215 0.36752948 1.8161209 0.15930213 0.45057446 0.5962149 102.05206 31.564503 162.05371 0.73939335 0.5857686 0.8672689 0.08898982 0.15413488
gene5379 0.80028236 0.45469087 1.550364 0.13159218 0.3721989 0.19745257 2399.9727 1026.0887 4423.1846 0.7793838 0.6208882 0.99701345 0.1083345 0.18764085
gene4042 0.96165276 0.6605541 1.7033647 0.09975474 0.282149 0.71176285 137.4401 45.411 340.35822 1.2390878 1.0400698 1.437867 0.11777434 0.20399113
gene1394 1.1138626 0.6060949 2.0985632 0.1995093 0.5642975 0.54370075 568.6662 188.1691 1068.337 0.82745934 0.7456389 0.99306923 0.07621039 0.13200027
gene5792 1.2830395 0.9534078 1.8662584 0.10852949 0.30696774 0.02028634 69.86989 51.004997 90.838104 0.7599913 0.7160121 0.7851466 0.02269896 0.03931575
gene1382 0.12490324 0.01 3.5379987 0.6169655 1.7450418 0.03750851 3.079249 -3.9475002 17.2553 0.03756682 0.01 0.07628431 0.03582599 0.06205243
gene5972 1.05851 0.75152403 1.5755763 0.08610572 0.24354374 0.5017579 64.85231 37.467403 102.67421 0.5334079 0.34741062 0.8763322 0.15178101 0.26289243
gene7217 0.8823973 0.4027521 1.8454403 0.17938806 0.507386 0.5290925 100.20864 34.162903 186.95679 1.3023056 1.1366231 1.5517042 0.1205354 0.20877343
gene6664 0.9525681 0.49075952 1.6291387 0.13202862 0.37343332 0.72695524 284.61752 140.55 566.1654 0.66691065 0.5199143 0.93134683 0.118421 0.20511119
gene2825 0.9005832 0.64088947 1.338604 0.10002914 0.28292513 0.36651587 23.791124 12.958298 36.538704 2.1248484 1.5622613 2.7376137 0.3560379 0.61667573
gene1239 1.3624252 0.99999994 2.0633686 0.13240959 0.37451085 0.0142328 248.30132 151.9637 394.4759 0.9732292 0.90166783 1.0786699 0.05209155 0.09022522
gene3797 1.0513881 0.5556856 2.1541378 0.16056709 0.45415232 0.7419028 207.1323 110.84529 324.5427 0.7652909 0.5886279 0.903542 0.10296052 0.17833285
gene5103 1.2836237 0.5774856 2.4957895 0.23870377 0.67515624 0.19607227 203.13496 63.749996 434.95798 0.59334564 0.5317864 0.6969309 0.04901386 0.08489449
gene6015 0.98263395 0.34856978 1.3988125 0.16526227 0.46743226 0.91571915 123.4125 62.4072 227.7337 0.8453366 0.7566574 0.9765791 0.06412609 0.11106964
gene7361 0.98678035 0.6283319 1.5330541 0.09053769 0.25607926 0.88694257 59.635254 38.747 79.1557 0.82898825 0.81033623 0.8469976 0.01060333 0.01836551
gene8535 0.88430405 0.47931623 1.3678125 0.11916678 0.33705455 0.37648648 186.79132 67.06 288.4438 0.6825551 0.51706135 0.97370017 0.13090211 0.22672911
gene8524 1.4429855 0.41609615 4.5608535 0.40727615 1.151951 0.18315192 896.7167 115.877594 1685.3378 1.0137584 0.84530824 1.3229737 0.13984314 0.24221541
gene3389 1.0342783 0.8219509 1.5699031 0.08007394 0.2264833 0.6728676 99.79524 61.0049 151.11719 1.1662904 1.1149336 1.1958553 0.0263256 0.04559728
gene6289 1.0252143 0.6409497 2.188512 0.14527208 0.41089147 0.86037207 148.81305 53.252296 396.3864 1.30744 1.0208362 1.550316 0.1675638 0.290229
gene7934 0.9516205 0.6774629 1.5211968 0.0862352 0.24390998 0.59549934 31.3468 18.7289 46.700397 0.9187419 0.8453589 1 0.04463913 0.07731724
gene3511 0.97873116 0.7773608 1.8032639 0.0929796 0.26298603 0.8244448 75.568054 46.538597 117.5988 1.1158073 0.995431 1.3955855 0.1260128 0.21826057
gene4308 1.3424346 0.5320075 3.5009718 0.40308413 1.140094 0.29559588 965.0935 249.0095 2329.1082 1.2008232 1 1.4781214 0.13760027 0.23833066
gene6522 0.8512311 0.35690093 1.3474437 0.14480287 0.40956435 0.3513546 39.667698 12.726997 57.4153 0.8775859 0.7068681 1.0833752 0.10944713 0.18956798
gene1463 1.4046903 0.3124793 4.6462975 0.5319979 1.5047174 0.30795804 351.78302 50.6758 718.68884 1.0884883 1 1.1506896 0.04694877 0.08131766
gene0246 1.0757831 0.62227446 1.5405166 0.10557398 0.2986083 0.4729761 79.068214 45.8312 122.2879 0.7553126 0.6429121 0.8986442 0.07369082 0.12763624
gene0167 1.2652259 0.7428987 2.5983431 0.26192924 0.74084777 0.26001996 94.80604 42.3462 183.71649 0.6210621 0.4217445 0.853347 0.13237894 0.22928704
gene0719 0.6787784 0.21991944 1.4027768 0.15256879 0.4315297 0.10201746 33.037613 7.8353996 55.42 0.9314512 0.8277602 1.0620544 0.06756207 0.11702093
gene7090 1.0579014 0.7503013 1.3248961 0.07187153 0.20328337 0.43072304 69.71954 46.271103 107.15001 0.7169264 0.66492414 0.81739587 0.04733828 0.0819923
gene2717 0.9991013 0.70781904 1.2882596 0.07750616 0.21922053 0.9909699 46.5558 20.676 85.491394 0.8219799 0.7134455 0.933867 0.06443615 0.11160667
gene3700 1.0817915 0.5009665 3.031545 0.2601023 0.7356804 0.72898895 54.973053 23.1963 116.4537 1.2014536 1.0847001 1.4465798 0.11245561 0.19477881
gene1421 0.82421666 0.5460545 1.2184592 0.08945871 0.25302744 0.11123991 48.78544 29.662102 66.7358 0.81571287 0.69908106 1 0.0874109 0.15140012
gene6056 0.7180947 0.4789767 1.8220366 0.11584606 0.32766214 0.06823798 186.69052 95.884094 378.96292 1.06487 0.93296343 1.143353 0.0707093 0.12247209
gene3911 1.5303805 1 2.1298697 0.12242819 0.3462792 0.00102359 118.37983 81.0737 145.8456 0.95303357 0.8086369 1.1095046 0.08777208 0.1520257
gene9244 1.5614926 0.7010281 4.548405 0.43805894 1.2390177 0.11426115 91.277596 28.713703 192.6371 1.2816058 1 1.6417809 0.18627764 0.32264233
gene4414 1.4095508 0.5134209 4.342155 0.44553015 1.2601495 0.24572839 626.2996 84.730606 2024.8812 1.4872975 0.99999994 2.1528296 0.34238154 0.5930222
gene8098 1.3099769 0.65499693 3.5734885 0.26464808 0.7485378 0.19394603 2180.244 437.18018 6739.7075 1.1864932 0.9781036 1.7076974 0.22165436 0.3839166
gene7973 1.1340925 0.5494898 3.002895 0.21152918 0.59829485 0.49586982 174.90231 80.0156 428.4747 1.1084976 1 1.3159878 0.0962732 0.16675007
gene8239 1.0850841 0.6122388 2.4830134 0.17821924 0.5040801 0.6174614 100.96702 26.3816 266.64728 1.2316386 1 1.5360845 0.15458892 0.26775587
gene4619 0.9706212 0.5761998 1.7393028 0.12771274 0.36122617 0.8215494 451.77878 206.0287 936.45013 0.5702364 0.5140597 0.60938776 0.03001753 0.0519919
gene7246 1.2354753 0.42017704 2.839902 0.2711835 0.7670227 0.32969135 2337.7617 768.3532 5887.3916 1.2755269 0.6921262 2.6725223 0.5694075 0.9862428
gene1996 1.3818996 0.53097075 2.8632872 0.29624635 0.8379112 0.14606 3806.3843 1748.4785 8872.448 1.524442 1.1482928 2.5221145 0.40389884 0.6995733
gene6739 0.9364857 0.57101685 1.7148954 0.11138155 0.3150346 0.58851695 185.4919 112.8182 283.6897 0.7086848 0.64994943 0.79533243 0.04265785 0.07388557
gene6605 1.3629475 0.58039975 2.6452582 0.23742124 0.6715287 0.10236355 152.514 68.89281 234.9187 1.0965483 0.9030182 1.3750019 0.13578027 0.23517834
gene5661 1.2519128 0.7422149 2.1239674 0.14961913 0.4231868 0.09465371 202.44357 97.1821 338.3746 1.0442384 0.82280207 1.3200043 0.14451455 0.25030652
gene8267 1.6092699 1 3.3663542 0.228068 0.6450737 0.01018094 1460.0863 486.2263 3813.2966 0.8921305 0.73775655 1.104314 0.10548442 0.18270437
gene6630 0.915223 0.34051654 3.2564316 0.35012794 0.9903113 0.78418475 37.122723 9.114401 96.3443 2.317461 1.3988615 3.0497878 0.6149068 1.0650498
gene5588 1.4408245 0.72166663 3.5226128 0.24564949 0.6948017 0.05840674 1108.5436 487.82657 3298.012 0.97715837 0.8703117 1.191532 0.09809014 0.16989711
gene6614 1.2646278 0.42132875 3.3371432 0.41297954 1.1680825 0.425798 528.3473 124.0809 1414.012 2.2772295 1.7855392 2.9600348 0.3384086 0.5861409
gene3496 0.9073248 0.45120698 1.4645818 0.1551145 0.43873006 0.56734246 72.07611 38.815098 117.15361 0.7297497 0.6414621 0.8294834 0.05437624 0.09418241
gene3668 1.3661952 0.5511717 3.4495847 0.4037412 1.1419525 0.26466507 199.77611 53.757896 435.4358 1.4709076 1.0211859 1.7712946 0.27523708 0.4767246
gene2111 1.070633 0.6418 1.6622083 0.12913539 0.36525002 0.5789578 84.270226 42.6202 115.204704 1.6131878 1.3719827 1.7777863 0.13215648 0.22890173
gene2845 0.7153239 0.26934406 1.6028953 0.16976464 0.4801669 0.16420616 117.6645 41.526302 203.3219 1.0588094 0.93471223 1.3277534 0.12119924 0.20992322
gene7398 0.98116666 0.60408354 1.2187417 0.07693649 0.21760926 0.8131779 93.18895 44.3083 147.2408 0.82042205 0.76567453 0.8534645 0.02845253 0.04928123
gene8763 0.8558085 0.59586394 1.2837563 0.09451168 0.26731938 0.19212255 31.315975 16.502102 55.819504 1.3226912 1.2455376 1.3939798 0.04332026 0.07503289
gene8969 0.89119923 0.44053486 1.1823756 0.10128432 0.2864753 0.3333714 59.25816 15.092197 102.7153 1.2979586 1.2481384 1.3511199 0.02972431 0.05148402
gene4242 0.96303576 0.3101544 2.5103276 0.3110674 0.8798315 0.8950767 840.2665 176.16121 2066.3801 1.0704101 0.99999994 1.1780412 0.05286333 0.09156198
gene0715 0.8763907 0.5463444 1.5986034 0.14624369 0.4136396 0.4327847 50.11399 23.828701 98.2587 0.9137331 0.77263784 0.99999994 0.07710978 0.13355806
gene5205 1.3438976 0.66489375 2.9805093 0.24450485 0.69156414 0.12820905 105.88815 24.5358 274.10458 1.0453601 0.93454176 1.1090537 0.0587403 0.10174119
gene4798 0.81541705 0.503725 1.91556 0.13657913 0.3863041 0.24046004 43.9742 26.6089 84.723694 1.0535182 0.9726913 1.202129 0.0702514 0.12167899
gene4924 1.0472479 0.72635144 1.9490255 0.1325585 0.37493205 0.71805346 167.65642 93.29469 247.51549 1.7487819 1.3184112 2.293543 0.28513646 0.49387082
gene1379 1.0688279 0.8396108 1.3687896 0.0728296 0.20599322 0.35705808 81.05839 58.260506 103.184105 0.6736175 0.60315764 0.7129293 0.03730171 0.06460846
gene5760 0.8233542 0.5461769 1.3964889 0.10049101 0.28423148 0.14534421 45.317684 30.112698 78.5749 1.0834242 0.90485287 1.273981 0.10824897 0.18749271
gene9440 1.6532375 0.99999994 2.9629498 0.22629297 0.64005315 0.00667202 60.181004 33.5467 106.3843 1.0969498 0.8695581 1.5207036 0.18838215 0.32628745
gene7520 1.5729612 0.8786771 3.3607252 0.31230953 0.88334477 0.04430164 1044.0555 422.6247 2057.018 1.2908378 1 1.5515898 0.17227325 0.298386
gene4930 1.318601 0.81061965 3.4310968 0.28401318 0.8033106 0.20644131 283.47394 74.650604 787.4574 1.1675619 0.88974196 1.3614128 0.16132839 0.27942896
gene5388 0.9713413 0.33055636 4.912051 0.31421727 0.88874066 0.9189725 163.8951 17.444498 732.4926 1.8554752 1.4678785 2.5857017 0.3235058 0.5603284
gene6716 1.5788081 0.763484 3.2944057 0.30124298 0.8520438 0.03783711 633.17773 292.7298 970.88293 0.8224555 0.63483924 1.0750166 0.12731121 0.22050948
gene8056 1.1402663 0.92923903 1.6204356 0.07481259 0.21160196 0.08341298 36.04922 25.964298 52.037003 0.8587052 0.6127312 1.0327874 0.14828356 0.25683466
gene9172 1.0107615 0.65964204 1.4814626 0.10019025 0.28338084 0.915449 200.04889 147.62779 300.32748 0.7997032 0.5799537 1 0.13443309 0.23284493
gene0105 1.1731 0.5203446 2.321265 0.24402127 0.69019634 0.434868 125.2404 38.1375 268.5878 1.2788149 1 1.6272364 0.18246448 0.31603774
gene2573 1.0288708 0.6548116 1.7398891 0.10432335 0.29507098 0.7829073 118.16415 78.5458 200.9489 0.38684374 0.27715155 0.56715876 0.08321858 0.1441388
gene1725 0.6487794 0.23077834 1.0576025 0.13853739 0.3918429 0.06425837 90.87686 30.9436 141.6869 1.6096337 1.5047663 1.7011364 0.05787394 0.1002406
gene2163 1.1385238 0.16034597 2.4326825 0.4143947 1.1720852 0.6789741 1353.16 132.03711 2392.4766 1.0092059 0.7791002 1.3193077 0.15622458 0.2705889
gene7265 0.90026635 0.32611787 1.6322114 0.16692711 0.47214118 0.5656139 46.753326 24.334099 74.344 0.7639273 0.60968035 0.8933609 0.08917345 0.15445295
gene1567 0.8971384 0.4381607 1.1909541 0.10258039 0.29014117 0.36277837 51.227623 26.135498 100.139694 0.9287072 0.87228745 1.0019352 0.03770008 0.06529846
gene0023 1.1280062 0.6837252 1.7856301 0.13959207 0.394826 0.34964764 71.31525 36.7239 106.551 0.97502786 0.90748924 1.1022099 0.06023417 0.10432865
gene8854 0.9484275 0.24203657 1.9439585 0.29505107 0.8345304 0.8488348 52.291893 6.2724 119.905106 1.092181 0.8239412 1.3450048 0.16224352 0.281014
gene8067 1.1033925 1 1.3043187 0.04130403 0.11682545 0.03363229 60.00129 31.481796 89.20701 0.5003007 0.4205942 0.57086843 0.0456109 0.07900039
gene7398 0.90273964 0.6821473 1.3286256 0.07381882 0.20879114 0.24541685 34.28845 21.4147 43.335503 0.9038914 0.7096131 1.0407037 0.11108887 0.19241156
gene9470 1.4526318 0.7033441 3.3265314 0.333853 0.9442789 0.1184947 945.63196 414.25922 1997.1985 1.299203 1.062423 1.5086147 0.13685542 0.23704055
gene8446 0.92469966 0.53332186 1.3827621 0.09858743 0.27884737 0.4773856 48.555523 23.339699 88.3913 0.9336897 0.83913887 1.1250482 0.08791946 0.15228097
gene6942 1.0242374 0.6254737 1.9558513 0.13555112 0.38339648 0.85692453 68.22234 23.063198 106.391304 0.87528884 0.7226936 1.0100272 0.08784585 0.15215348
gene8143 1.3446085 0.8507201 2.195813 0.18684323 0.5284725 0.0628201 216.87706 138.7568 370.7062 0.94126445 0.8080764 1.0320067 0.07263297 0.12580399
gene6130 1.0942334 0.64346236 1.7302293 0.15018505 0.42478746 0.51845 106.47746 43.5812 212.5156 1.3591621 1.0161567 1.999499 0.28184325 0.4881668
gene8085 0.98139066 0.61048365 1.512131 0.11880939 0.3360437 0.8777287 163.35313 44.3733 347.1123 1.1260396 0.95639986 1.2313125 0.09253407 0.1602737
gene0123 1.6617458 0.26635826 11.589942 1.3119556 3.7107706 0.31852183 709.1679 47.4738 2510.7642 1.9606634 1.5383999 2.5098426 0.28127736 0.48718667
gene3201 1.301339 0.39114323 6.6462283 0.6714531 1.8991562 0.50801694 215.15268 25.2081 500.4031 1.7648076 1.078228 2.3542287 0.45773014 0.7928119
gene3779 1.1015172 0.7794844 1.819734 0.14695644 0.41565558 0.47796324 203.77905 129.1903 326.53268 0.68262357 0.58991235 0.8289977 0.06957761 0.12051196
gene1264 1.2958232 0.8127236 2.8898537 0.22535229 0.6373925 0.15934263 79.34636 36.9882 169.5003 1.1435927 0.91495997 1.6225101 0.2073834 0.35919857
gene8775 1.3081069 0.54363906 3.1089315 0.2762261 0.7812854 0.21141678 1201.6559 334.2954 2531.1665 1.0183113 0.8360116 1.2127365 0.11091945 0.19211811
gene4804 1.4585912 0.61162376 2.940025 0.29228216 0.8266988 0.08278255 922.50385 291.8137 1764.7213 1.1264116 0.8925403 1.6012658 0.20646769 0.35761252
gene8221 1.1487825 0.20543686 2.9463348 0.4315079 1.2204885 0.6653946 14371.298 2199.928 28325.281 1.655945 1.3123194 2.0714293 0.22118944 0.38311133
gene0898 0.9712436 0.7514403 1.2166172 0.06198862 0.1753303 0.6588805 46.10669 33.3898 61.951496 0.9202906 0.87194955 0.9859819 0.03340552 0.05786006
gene6086 0.9325592 0.55237037 1.9199557 0.15600672 0.44125363 0.673635 75.072525 28.382599 124.79481 0.95114946 0.89934796 0.9829564 0.02678387 0.04639103
gene7621 1.8019451 0.919311 4.123862 0.4241965 1.199809 0.02852525 126.915924 59.216 246.14659 0.9465607 0.71159106 1.1095525 0.1374337 0.23804213
gene6261 0.9973942 0.6877762 1.4255768 0.07518907 0.2126668 0.9730569 81.012596 35.0849 140.0227 0.9285062 0.90008 0.9726291 0.02197262 0.0380577
gene5180 0.85254544 0.23799168 1.5037894 0.18648699 0.52746487 0.45403862 545.1964 145.20349 820.3763 0.5766251 0.4613617 0.6711337 0.06632377 0.11487614
gene4748 0.882169 0.63754994 1.1308419 0.05709294 0.16148321 0.09172792 62.817352 44.5073 98.786804 0.97455585 0.7796935 1.1254963 0.11129185 0.19276313
gene4405 1.3101813 0.68899536 2.5400774 0.19945838 0.5641535 0.10632315 59.28585 32.2397 154.88821 1.0275165 0.86310357 1.2259963 0.10491867 0.18172447
gene8611 0.9171707 0.49040532 2.1728024 0.16187844 0.45786136 0.6201368 149.11176 64.33949 281.3286 0.9746786 0.9602848 1 0.01255395 0.02174407
gene9070 1.1304008 0.63122594 4.1722293 0.256527 0.72556794 0.57358485 1587.5768 394.1242 3889.8452 1.0517554 0.85389817 1.3122363 0.13215785 0.2289041
gene5777 0.9247129 0.61224747 1.8006586 0.10354157 0.29285976 0.4971312 69.57377 47.459396 114.839096 1.2970275 0.97672915 1.7266579 0.21772765 0.37711534
gene5896 0.85580605 0.54921436 1.2554127 0.09626793 0.27228683 0.19905181 434.46393 152.1564 797.2824 0.93385774 0.8872321 1 0.03327303 0.05763057
gene8895 1.41136 0.83996767 4.406265 0.32305133 0.91372716 0.14351688 731.9602 361.466 2030.7306 0.94095284 0.6758312 1.2327224 0.16968487 0.2939028
gene2136 0.8106318 0.58386135 1.2898147 0.09242874 0.26142794 0.10100794 71.69549 27.760298 134.0605 0.8077172 0.6390835 1 0.1060604 0.18370199
gene0923 1.0843934 0.541057 2.3124912 0.20631959 0.58355993 0.663294 683.76654 138.8018 1676.3306 1.0117906 1 1.0245206 0.00708685 0.01227479
gene6330 0.8500115 0.6401489 1.1924642 0.07501225 0.21216668 0.10373435 329.25708 204.2443 405.8935 1.0177869 0.8567814 1.2305533 0.1076343 0.18642807
gene0297 0.9508489 0.5475657 1.5170317 0.11837037 0.33480194 0.68918455 117.65747 63.007896 144.5112 0.86134744 0.7998637 0.9943636 0.06209708 0.10755529
gene3485 0.8757723 0.5621085 1.4736346 0.09849607 0.27858895 0.26611006 110.27712 40.671803 232.176 1.207033 1.0848571 1.3332644 0.07216772 0.12499816
gene5440 0.8550827 0.5219313 1.2706395 0.09633483 0.27247605 0.19748467 117.80718 49.1673 236.0589 0.86874366 0.70605695 1.0367162 0.09816372 0.17002454
gene4642 0.9010783 0.46370885 1.2320726 0.09810384 0.27747956 0.36027932 40.62155 20.8614 67.2601 0.84511185 0.7694276 1.0079902 0.07496198 0.12983795
gene3408 1.372449 0.65698135 4.5321383 0.3455597 0.97739035 0.20478514 621.57635 197.8345 1430.8617 1.3184272 1.2303497 1.397599 0.04908286 0.08501401
gene5871 1.4259958 0.64152575 3.1095076 0.3476435 0.9832843 0.15157267 304.37064 75.900604 598.11035 1.319587 1.2395579 1.4454275 0.06158153 0.10666234
gene4454 1.115391 0.8627448 2.054592 0.13026768 0.36845264 0.3691326 59.429443 21.6155 155.3886 1.1267086 1.0178653 1.1871505 0.05735177 0.09933618
gene5242 1.2802136 0.8859021 2.5353634 0.16217688 0.45870548 0.08431518 179.47937 68.0183 445.88712 1.153881 0.9605772 1.5993764 0.19269447 0.3337566
gene5324 0.99607253 0.6037171 1.5623307 0.13591382 0.38442233 0.97700405 36.43245 19.9439 48.8984 0.731292 0.584901 0.89149755 0.09046482 0.15668966
gene3686 1.6911191 0.6853022 4.7557445 0.45337263 1.2823315 0.06327428 57.735176 16.080902 135.6387 1.5706234 1.1953658 2.3032646 0.31887853 0.5523138
gene7096 1.1634512 0.51184726 4.976771 0.3112424 0.88032645 0.54473835 56.967712 17.402102 161.3851 0.56827104 0.4975592 0.71258193 0.06525595 0.11302661
gene3499 0.41374454 0.01 2.0431402 0.84833807 2.3994625 0.22654279 48.571415 -7.9216995 118.96561 1.815326 1.2201293 2.9941168 0.5058833 0.8762155
gene0414 1.5267287 0.8110415 3.8774276 0.3472877 0.982278 0.08149518 905.7245 349.00162 2027.9857 1.1810212 1.1414359 1.2072852 0.02041733 0.03536386
gene4695 1.1572119 0.8786474 1.8183784 0.10193459 0.28831455 0.1362741 427.8635 277.1742 573.4338 0.44634968 0.3443379 0.62354743 0.08015668 0.13883545
gene9466 1.4738858 0.5991745 3.432378 0.31114948 0.8800636 0.08729556 264.24612 95.7695 558.31793 0.84313303 0.668683 1 0.10239723 0.17735721
gene4273 0.85541135 0.511164 1.429076 0.12609857 0.3566606 0.30636388 34.603336 13.3307 71.684 0.71643525 0.65930325 0.7942398 0.03925802 0.06799688
gene7937 1.050965 0.75203574 1.3906909 0.09760518 0.27606913 0.6031371 41.481335 26.706501 70.545 0.6353579 0.5611365 0.76188827 0.0593654 0.10282388
gene1960 1.5902241 0.79156727 3.3098192 0.33612317 0.95069987 0.04935398 533.99945 201.55229 875.317 1.1116607 0.9246351 1.2732677 0.10687964 0.18512097
gene5236 0.858344 0.5070223 1.596454 0.13614228 0.38506854 0.3466014 55.756287 21.711199 134.32181 1.1875511 1.0643824 1.4212798 0.10819373 0.18739703
gene4354 1.1012746 0.7278034 2.0039563 0.1326532 0.3751999 0.43744618 55.087696 38.238197 80.46629 0.5412383 0.47869825 0.6082207 0.0375863 0.06510138
gene2792 0.9138757 0.43927538 1.5197854 0.11634392 0.32907027 0.48935673 51.65652 26.3249 77.71269 1.0034899 0.9252357 1.0921607 0.04816283 0.08342046
gene4872 0.9894464 0.61940384 1.3827546 0.08867941 0.25082326 0.9076669 391.02252 120.83111 622.94073 1.1295178 0.86253667 1.4369644 0.17001334 0.29447174
gene0153 0.8871047 0.36665902 2.608693 0.23432334 0.66276646 0.6265547 52.506252 26.157698 131.82071 0.8725276 0.7995062 1.0072005 0.06336109 0.10974463
gene7429 0.98532915 0.45782113 1.9495211 0.17399904 0.4921436 0.9318983 3587.9912 1630.8613 5713.633 0.74952847 0.6023169 0.91490436 0.09174538 0.15890767
gene9181 1.0296097 0.584006 2.0239837 0.16773053 0.47441354 0.8561375 176.96112 59.4729 483.0927 1.7544732 1.4369408 2.3592005 0.2695974 0.4669564
gene4968 1.0095679 0.36709195 2.4896145 0.36539102 1.0334818 0.9755104 175.50545 25.576801 438.7117 1.4478867 1.2131822 1.7635537 0.15844531 0.27443534
gene0258 0.985121 0.82408655 1.3851393 0.05644786 0.15965864 0.7998851 108.68043 50.0842 209.797 0.91709834 0.84584093 1.0145262 0.0491202 0.08507867
gene0774 0.96920156 0.6766488 1.3616173 0.08491319 0.24017076 0.72771305 28.496199 16.2099 37.990295 0.78400606 0.6053304 0.9756203 0.11076138 0.19184434
gene0530 0.8130194 0.4239035 1.8237567 0.13873547 0.39240316 0.2415179 518.2745 262.2829 936.55023 0.75978047 0.6755113 0.89959866 0.06616467 0.11460056
gene6853 1.1370195 0.6517065 2.2233102 0.16584721 0.46908674 0.39007685 61.78941 20.0789 123.9798 0.840873 0.7039231 1.0077266 0.08780698 0.15208614
gene9461 1.5471815 0.8064911 2.7752566 0.2325616 0.6577835 0.01915802 1019.5896 521.2967 2431.6064 0.749329 0.5942498 1 0.11660608 0.20196766
gene9444 1.3147181 0.5433326 2.6904368 0.31392273 0.88790756 0.24719541 66.50478 20.2268 121.736595 1.1098582 0.96787184 1.2406791 0.08112428 0.14051138
gene1032 0.92553496 0.32688016 1.6618387 0.19613704 0.5547593 0.70456284 84.908264 19.469898 126.84331 0.6503647 0.42503005 0.8796297 0.14759712 0.2556457
gene1556 0.90788597 0.5517689 1.3748488 0.10516321 0.29744646 0.42033163 25.34925 16.0593 40.584602 1.8873413 1.5146457 2.3697703 0.24706796 0.42793426
gene3696 1.0233363 0.62217754 1.6081282 0.11556394 0.32686415 0.84014827 40.991814 25.001 65.9468 1.678605 1.2002071 2.671939 0.42074892 0.7287585
gene6503 1.276756 0.5840918 2.6895962 0.23994733 0.67867357 0.20850503 1110.3549 212.3833 2763.464 1.0891712 0.9873776 1.1512513 0.05368209 0.09298011
gene5130 1.5601276 0.9784536 3.451218 0.29719198 0.8405858 0.04148608 666.38416 202.2571 1022.80176 1.1433474 0.96702296 1.2701305 0.09731174 0.16854887
gene3521 1.4544928 0.86380976 3.064368 0.28077495 0.7941515 0.07669587 818.8256 221.6245 1743.9578 1.3127902 1.1667304 1.4587677 0.08532275 0.14778334
gene6554 0.98029613 0.6955591 1.6424099 0.10513336 0.29736206 0.85491383 171.43274 97.098495 282.58038 1.0205634 0.93152714 1.1503723 0.06402749 0.11089886
gene4544 1.0892335 0.74813414 1.6087835 0.0971958 0.27491122 0.3630354 127.077225 42.869198 230.5856 1.280329 1.1219963 1.4866494 0.10513152 0.18209313
gene6758 0.9878624 0.777536 1.6488781 0.0820045 0.23194373 0.8856753 48.671837 27.815298 75.3435 0.981957 0.9390036 1.0171593 0.02314839 0.04009419
gene0871 1.2062324 0.4558852 2.3830519 0.26834974 0.75900763 0.38903457 123.81517 34.6176 181.6668 0.841488 0.6143951 1 0.13505231 0.23391746
gene0574 0.8974817 0.37125656 1.6557627 0.16726969 0.47311014 0.5562602 60.57359 24.1426 97.406906 0.884366 0.7896087 1.0106508 0.06388427 0.11065079
gene7314 0.876662 0.5636239 2.1584055 0.13499725 0.3818299 0.4013529 58.488163 25.957102 74.91431 0.85664815 0.6158313 1.0612726 0.14651676 0.25377446
gene4916 1.1510612 0.61743695 1.8413119 0.16420937 0.4644542 0.3396757 353.38055 139.0254 594.57324 1.496778 0.910653 2.0337365 0.39366022 0.68183947
gene2046 1.0024654 0.69726425 1.6487072 0.09746435 0.2756708 0.9801405 64.98776 46.6323 91.4008 0.8456066 0.6356796 1 0.1231626 0.21332388
gene1838 1.0791095 0.673703 2.51382 0.16807312 0.47538257 0.6248502 107.72145 41.5136 206.45271 0.8904326 0.851584 0.9422474 0.02656171 0.04600623
gene3887 1.0927203 0.5219875 1.4814833 0.14274828 0.4037531 0.5058913 105.465576 54.8582 193.3059 1.2363801 0.9641834 1.4647807 0.15898827 0.27537575
gene6578 0.99989235 0.5737407 2.0575724 0.15445079 0.43685278 0.9994392 282.0872 126.482994 471.28 0.64891136 0.44027776 0.97848535 0.15596955 0.27014717
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0.08745031 703.65436 466.7483 1015.20966 0.72019047 0.45739424 1.2278982 0.15234032 0.30468065 0.2041184 216.20209 93.5123 397.5152 Hmgcs2 BG087678
0.23540384 149.69276 109.365395 195.77211 1.1983241 1.1381443 1.2319467 0.02119279 0.04238558 0.00198923 149.82057 108.5714 194.3556 Xrn1 BG066953
0.33008304 37.47087 30.8538 49.529305 1.6359009 1.2392443 3.0308735 0.356649 0.713298 0.09944318 55.1856 38.0403 75.0931 Adam8 BG069799
0.25865605 199.89752 149.011 264.0116 0.6568576 0.46499074 0.9584234 0.10067786 0.20135573 0.06758091 91.3765 62.421097 116.26691 Adamts4 BG078006
0.04949706 514.11865 464.9008 550.4142 0.71568376 0.5149849 1 0.10169206 0.20338412 0.09581365 226.047 102.1619 346.3826 Acat1 BG083405
0.2939395 343.174 284.466 415.90378 0.60305417 0.43919298 0.78395915 0.0823494 0.1646988 0.03263743 158.49158 124.09229 238.0751 Anp32b BG065023
0.36070913 1643.2224 1329.5048 1930.2555 0.42508638 0.31286046 0.7496225 0.08568811 0.17137623 0.02164796 463.8968 223.5625 887.6936 Actb BG062949
0.47171795 88.6334 55.568203 136.1917 0.41697255 0.2604509 0.6460887 0.08614376 0.17228752 0.0216768 25.094576 10.566299 41.505203 Actb BG077678
0.15254115 74.70424 57.064404 93.8858 1.4996271 0.9520718 2.3805206 0.39722905 0.7944581 0.20170781 199.59045 78.2452 304.8673 Actg1 BG072752
0.44435787 141.84323 95.7342 193.9548 0.6808189 0.6261875 0.7726198 0.03358956 0.06717911 0.0043675 79.608795 54.880703 105.6021 Actl6a BG064976
0.7175967 37.54623 29.456501 44.9974 1.5997835 1.3366631 1.8047657 0.10328084 0.20656167 0.00529055 55.5903 42.5951 64.6286 Ascc1 AW556196
0.51427805 69.75573 50.5791 103.009895 0.5436482 0.46299893 0.6918337 0.05155069 0.10310138 0.00744508 35.9395 20.027802 48.6167 Atf4 BG086322
0.02542424 95.281296 53.4394 125.36399 0.9131113 0.53251463 1.1904559 0.17701842 0.35403684 0.6603931 246.02629 87.709595 334.0418 Acvr1 AI528798
0.03325105 61.245564 48.7343 67.8618 0.98163956 0.9412589 1.0223113 0.01736355 0.0347271 0.37163675 34.046623 22.550398 41.5137 Acsl4 AI846046
0.05539726 130.5095 99.9824 158.246 0.92765653 0.72069705 1.3204488 0.12941343 0.25882685 0.62151116 64.77923 38.270905 84.0871 Acsl4 BG069344
0.14760195 331.85626 287.3323 408.8876 0.6784028 0.5409971 0.74670243 0.05172616 0.10345231 0.01443492 132.37608 108.07461 172.9423 Acsl5 BG084205
05253318. 34 .76 6 3672. 483 202. 0 6259157. 0 36356807. 08786 4. 15159644. 30319288. 13390732. 112 52778. 44 3662. 210 2106 A dl. ca
0.19430636 331.11758 216.4176 472.9549 0.63494706 0.48569462 1.087855 0.11970602 0.23941204 0.0883608 112.1313 64.4751 212.983 Acadm BG065314
0.10918298 41.7453 21.745901 67.137596 1.4718238 1.059098 2.8749304 0.35642716 0.7128543 0.19078799 88.6593 50.433197 167.9338 Adarb2 AI837690
0.01063327 180.92078 123.2328 214.01422 0.48434943 0.27623847 1 0.13908185 0.2781637 0.07281422 44.718678 15.459301 92.74231 Adk BG065190
0.13334085 142.0902 79.0746 185.6091 1.442724 1.102078 1.8085476 0.15172657 0.30345315 0.03882475 265.4309 226.7955 316.2421 Amigo3 AI413948
0.12933025 60.254303 41.631104 77.0441 1.425983 1.2288704 1.6057235 0.07981421 0.15962842 0.00786625 119.11895 82.9989 142.7664 Arfrp1 BC010713
0.05093896 188.21507 150.9205 251.92421 0.5141139 0.25634682 1 0.16865413 0.33730826 0.1126342 64.54215 30.020802 129.4494 Arl5a AI845892
0.23736648 120.59884 92.038605 149.7088 1.2208093 1 1.5266674 0.10688115 0.2137623 0.10535625 134.77092 101.5931 177.1053 Arl5a BG076736
0.7651158 188.10341 139.4395 226.50491 0.43768436 0.3068539 0.88404745 0.11084147 0.22168294 0.04069592 77.86395 32.2363 150.8758 Arl6ip1 AI843174
0.0820016 318.74484 191.6403 475.8799 0.51743317 0.38177967 0.91961676 0.1082733 0.2165466 0.04642048 106.833305 50.376 199.8724 Arl6ip2 BG068644
0.07314463 69.7233 46.9831 96.3497 0.8502297 0.6306379 1.1621472 0.11395852 0.22791705 0.30576393 33.666725 27.8286 37.5432 Arl8b BG079579
0.02937345 2273.044 1770.8337 3019.8489 0.52739424 0.4367906 0.6247995 0.03995602 0.07991203 0.00342765 858.05035 548.2018 1172.3715 Adm BG063079
0.21724916 972.9274 775.7981 1220.3168 0.62285626 0.4498678 0.8900694 0.10854073 0.21708146 0.06804645 468.11047 209.7366 724.5606 Adm BG063461
0.28285232 1622.8721 1234.7572 2123.169 0.49420488 0.3230087 0.6194681 0.07631946 0.15263893 0.01854072 626.3855 256.02753 857.33966 Adm BG063462
0.00495772 40.584766 29.1208 49.997597 1.0536985 0.7661333 1.2648058 0.11735672 0.23471344 0.66698384 69.66297 48.2687 88.326004 Agrn AI324833
0.03844327 210.65186 191.76389 243.97888 0.65011036 0.4599245 0.8935106 0.09196945 0.1839389 0.05315201 69.495705 33.354797 107.38501 Adh5 BG064803
0.00495853 77.4858 53.7303 111.4616 0.6973348 0.36623502 1.1313372 0.20416498 0.40832996 0.27622014 18.585424 8.5868 29.166601 Aldh1a1 BG086656
0.8950625 654.1089 559.0027 793.8966 0.5208636 0.30274054 0.69871575 0.10177289 0.20354578 0.0406274 259.05923 197.7002 331.6745 Aldh6a1 AW537342
0.03644939 298.71814 188.3816 458.55658 1.1201646 0.8734154 1.5043029 0.14325285 0.2865057 0.4337377 161.60942 87.8797 242.97821 Alas2 BG088378
0.19172305 144.29181 119.9637 172.81601 0.36415398 0.17620789 1.039053 0.18096559 0.36193117 0.09271081 38.171722 9.530399 88.9891 Anapc7 BG064663
0.05435926 48.30353 29.377998 71.22659 1.2971971 1.0255383 1.5160278 0.11793293 0.23586586 0.06324183 84.4879 43.3216 108.5226 Angel2 AI845692
0.01615425 341.0669 257.2939 467.0144 1.2093097 0.789806 1.8839835 0.24149184 0.48298368 0.39598244 1009.3569 403.6435 1520.9346 Agt BG088170
0.05921417 48.095634 29.739902 70.2839 1.2202228 1 1.5915638 0.13303453 0.26606905 0.16190891 75.032524 42.2566 101.088104 Anks1b BG082169
0.06431682 61.7842 54.817802 69.8657 1.0771979 0.92439014 1.1742907 0.05852525 0.11705049 0.26345408 82.18503 46.4677 101.0037 Ankrd11 AW551596
0.10594383 74.59041 48.973206 100.5317 1.3438313 0.9884484 1.8465208 0.18059145 0.3611829 0.11116864 102.23767 82.7917 130.7862 Ankrd12 BG086457
0.21045193 256.88956 223.217 290.14282 0.8750595 0.77616435 0.99999994 0.05288839 0.10577678 0.11344002 150.30125 120.0618 175.7433 Ankrd15 AA409025
0.04129866 190.73714 112.866196 239.5616 0.9569816 0.8007355 1.0846183 0.06413171 0.12826343 0.55692047 209.79352 168.02051 269.8159 Anxa11 BG066718
0.51964164 139.78082 102.5508 177.9519 0.80895305 0.71853346 0.8720544 0.0345908 0.0691816 0.0156717 88.9336 68.1436 116.67871 Anxa7 BG079480
0.08067384 53.698166 40.9656 65.625595 1.2867217 1.0113865 1.6457881 0.13165024 0.26330048 0.08852826 77.09378 44.4701 122.16031 Aph1c C88059
0.16942479 182.93744 160.0636 222.5233 0.70698744 0.60368943 0.9356501 0.06862232 0.13724464 0.03661618 86.344826 51.777603 132.9885 Actr10 BG064901
0.35863128 146.04407 70.7354 187.5314 0.6448448 0.4826172 1.0023693 0.11038912 0.22077824 0.07794626 59.824802 30.124603 110.537704 Ash2l BG078457
0.01082423 71.10387 51.348198 98.2285 0.86171687 0.6539068 1.0639395 0.097475 0.19495 0.27492696 21.04375 14.8365 29.6428 Asph BG070767
0.03034088 126.6065 107.0557 154.1413 0.700926 0.5364424 0.93774563 0.10112865 0.20225729 0.08670539 63.588097 30.688398 93.6694 Astn2 BG068842
0.05376605 219.52974 176.7223 303.3121 1.1418554 0.9515301 1.4326725 0.1076389 0.2152778 0.25079373 315.1144 182.24289 450.11612 A2bp1 AI841023
0.47675565 45.085835 40.1722 53.609398 0.43515062 0.30712396 0.5909944 0.07888223 0.15776446 0.01785302 22.01095 10.558102 32.3665 Atp5c1 BG072870
0.06128275 108.07267 86.356705 140.0401 0.86993974 0.7191874 0.9297334 0.05541625 0.11083249 0.11559312 72.272575 51.727703 90.6245 Atp2a2 BG085195
0.25777015 259.44617 166.94011 442.0238 0.6205353 0.4345315 0.7263007 0.07629158 0.15258317 0.02915842 94.966125 70.0594 119.235596 Atp1b1 AI841308
0.19793202 382.46124 286.1453 517.8926 0.4351448 0.29305804 0.65118194 0.07560252 0.15120505 0.0160075 113.59024 54.0809 147.6243 Atp1b1 AW544616
0.03567386 181.69638 112.560104 256.22787 0.6363958 0.34730005 0.9462017 0.14253315 0.2850663 0.12492713 65.93315 36.099403 101.147095 Atp1b3 BG073136
0.12572627 142.15573 93.9303 200.0501 0.79631484 0.6629953 1 0.06952664 0.13905327 0.07843685 82.492325 56.0261 111.969 Abca1 AI845514
0.00463843 1437.446 981.71344 1898.7966 1.3055321 1.1422685 1.5748849 0.09598207 0.19196413 0.03559498 3163.909 2218.8916 4051.8726 Abcc1 BG066832
0.74303406 729.1789 581.99854 974.1934 2.7345695 2.076192 3.330079 0.3039276 0.6078552 0.00274954 1449.4673 825.02545 2009.6636 Aurkb BG076440
0.5600843 44.989502 34.28 58.038902 1.1438663 1.0830694 1.2297281 0.03629691 0.07259382 0.02401779 45.53943 31.6746 57.4694 Auts2 BG075604
0.28017542 93.0155 62.093 111.114 1.2867209 1.1735096 1.3992689 0.05570196 0.11140393 0.01003155 120.14928 72.7211 148.23111 Bax AI323521
0.18662326 925.19055 731.66583 1280.4471 0.7698193 0.61944014 0.9904241 0.08033845 0.1606769 0.08515064 539.4 386.85092 751.0446 Bace1 BG072311
0.23805156 381.68112 227.854 543.9231 0.4320045 0.33316553 0.52699375 0.04186634 0.08373267 0.00315266 97.225525 68.4361 137.2341 Bfar AI843158
0.04735699 285.76688 214.8239 412.62302 0.789751 0.6552943 0.8971997 0.05347486 0.10694971 0.0394284 133.74725 72.8458 157.5481 Bmp4 BG078804
0.20896216 56.007965 44.827095 63.889496 1.3723787 1 1.826626 0.1780697 0.3561394 0.08927768 68.43213 34.7414 105.164505 T2 BG072393
0.17899263 459.64938 258.81992 618.6738 1.502632 1.2570921 1.6688213 0.09588177 0.19176354 0.00770094 685.7312 565.2655 897.8623 Bex1 BG064920
0.07473121 59.7918 32.2434 81.4906 1.1504296 0.8305904 1.9360683 0.21714665 0.4342933 0.49847573 78.69582 52.666397 97.4306 Bcat1 BG084158
0.24243656 1501.5625 1327.4543 1842.4694 0.6514737 0.5925608 0.7238311 0.02673551 0.05347103 0.00186569 780.5867 471.5713 935.798 Bcas3 BG069216
0.17237726 910.0564 832.3031 972.4472 0.6771618 0.50834143 0.946179 0.08835638 0.17671275 0.05597085 419.9939 214.4339 705.14 Baz1a BG079668
0.9017517 163.32921 120.8203 184.64911 1.5707346 1.2044833 1.785891 0.14478149 0.28956297 0.0159097 232.99492 115.472305 298.9466 Bysl BG085216
0.50114405 201.4013 181.3669 216.68619 2.0179806 1.3425469 2.5420892 0.28891483 0.57782966 0.01537433 293.05554 238.6516 406.7582 Cdh22 BG071796
0.11277369 106.40126 65.2182 145.92929 0.7835764 0.5766801 1.0327513 0.10460886 0.20921771 0.16002843 55.919647 43.357895 77.7567 Crcp AW554115
0.3856954 853.4638 651.387 1036.063 0.6078605 0.43198925 1 0.12892312 0.25784624 0.0918718 430.17554 187.7084 744.5956 Camk2g BG075454
0.08586123 147.23677 137.8727 157.2579 1.741218 0.8941838 3.5178945 0.5281216 1.0562432 0.14185013 340.19464 179.81 447.8308 Camk2n2 AI840581
0.41348073 270.71094 156.64291 352.0195 0.5823482 0.5087386 0.6678153 0.03244475 0.06488949 0.00230271 130.96497 95.2538 181.38599 Calm1 BG072244
0.41902483 573.8961 482.30322 697.5548 0.48121798 0.29974243 0.7210408 0.089944 0.179888 0.02720193 200.78415 151.5537 277.95032 Calm2 BG076848
0.03539348 54.649433 41.2437 67.172104 1.196075 1.0520887 1.3695104 0.07660144 0.15320288 0.06745616 66.96345 38.8229 83.4929 Camta1 BG075239
0.2070032 48.7822 25.383299 70.9077 0.7246871 0.4871667 1.0737624 0.12596016 0.2519203 0.1526107 20.913826 9.5655 34.939003 Canx BG077365
0.10940414 162.556 86.5785 230.8859 1.37396 1.0739923 1.5900124 0.12195984 0.24391969 0.03658049 279.7534 162.8126 406.90472 Cnn2 BG079442
0.26088494 206.6547 113.2455 348.8296 0.6483384 0.49295753 0.81088436 0.08301801 0.16603602 0.04127511 84.53193 40.974197 117.6851 Cnn3 BG080757
0.07106237 290.64987 225.01309 370.5733 0.4844952 0.4150977 0.620849 0.04452041 0.08904082 0.00414821 94.00105 59.579903 150.43219 Creb3 BG083016
0.0495577 3559.8955 1968.8115 4653.673 0.94169325 0.69090414 1.1913157 0.11335838 0.22671676 0.64758736 4058.3286 3596.9482 5104.431 Capza1 BG084305
0.41812062 86.57543 60.532898 121.783295 0.6275248 0.4590078 0.80346596 0.08361952 0.16723904 0.03788077 44.31495 34.268303 62.153202 Capza1 NM_009797
0.09210023 45.756233 34.8198 56.631096 0.68949074 0.46217608 1 0.112776 0.225552 0.10194847 18.866852 13.042801 30.782 Crat AI851449
0.4146035 55.250565 48.384 63.462097 0.71319157 0.5818799 0.8749722 0.05987534 0.11975067 0.02703706 32.178474 17.127098 41.8384 Cart1 BG078271
0.01269739 51.77 38.6252 65.1389 1.0763243 0.9188771 1.2387701 0.06748458 0.13496916 0.32384285 56.2156 34.4143 76.8855 Csnk1e C78845
0.03367015 57.43423 45.0737 74.042496 1.4868448 0.94841033 2.0333276 0.2771622 0.5543244 0.1152773 151.53201 83.0391 216.8232 Csnk1g1 BG073943
0.13179922 308.7867 178.7091 402.79062 0.64318836 0.51139176 1 0.09871449 0.19742897 0.06044059 123.428986 75.31979 218.4721 Csnk2b BG066296
0.13199852 159.44626 95.3304 207.0412 0.8649601 0.7305575 1 0.06427893 0.12855786 0.14444982 81.86485 70.7729 100.1648 Cflar BG068020
0.13187706 53.053135 27.438599 76.5043 1.1975523 0.81321955 1.3725827 0.1571495 0.314299 0.25681153 78.46965 59.3409 97.1074 Ctnnd1 BG075524
0.15745464 70.31233 58.4137 78.5643 0.5221713 0.41999653 0.79440665 0.07672604 0.15345208 0.02030528 25.48745 15.1513 44.3432 Ctsb BG067383
0.01195018 203.77516 155.7281 235.87921 0.74178773 0.6845722 0.81539965 0.02678668 0.05357336 0.00368711 53.436626 39.875298 58.9439 Ctsc BG080623
0.18987523 1244.6968 937.1417 1715.1243 0.56724614 0.37087336 1.055052 0.1315872 0.2631744 0.08262524 323.53278 134.4974 634.0658 Ctsl BG078497
0.04746994 122.17897 94.9214 136.38011 0.9286053 0.7941587 1.1529237 0.08486874 0.16973747 0.47369 74.14528 44.1928 106.3205 Ctsz BG077611
0.520923 186.9048 170.461 211.7435 1.6232708 1.1051687 2.3822374 0.2665173 0.5330346 0.05641107 280.02237 187.9069 503.2188 Cd2bp2 BG072111
0.07561411 82.16157 72.6176 87.2682 0.8489162 0.7386281 1 0.05324215 0.10648429 0.07887629 37.280075 21.295498 50.3412 Cd2ap BG086246
0.11577185 178.55228 121.1999 243.54321 1.0793672 1 1.1503595 0.03391852 0.06783703 0.09309445 174.77911 130.9143 234.8815 Cdc23 BG073882
0.92088485 475.89975 258.3031 674.50507 0.5257007 0.3570617 0.65746194 0.07129453 0.14258906 0.01694889 219.17404 93.9297 301.9895 Cds2 AI836183
0.58336854 89.12847 80.5193 96.9512 0.478903 0.26421377 0.6681351 0.11006071 0.22012141 0.04362122 36.596924 20.5466 57.0315 Cdc42 BG075478
0.20527668 102.99924 87.9293 113.066696 1.1638453 1.0475502 1.2399133 0.04611123 0.09222245 0.03124115 107.83422 77.8674 139.7588 Cdc5l BG065644
0.42187947 207.80807 155.9212 259.0727 0.7743732 0.7342254 0.871782 0.03132106 0.06264211 0.00796387 129.57213 88.9011 174.265 Cdc6 BG077012
0.32234803 129.79283 115.822395 148.2185 0.6705073 0.61188245 0.74836224 0.02979789 0.05959579 0.00288443 61.5349 42.458603 87.6627 Ccar1 BG064739
0.08837871 1713.7928 919.1659 2299.7627 1.3956798 1.070606 1.8981422 0.16747588 0.33495176 0.06686942 3291.3147 2189.687 4778.8057 Centb2 AI415346
0.05345881 294.54495 264.9704 318.51678 1.3095038 0.95298046 2.2480412 0.25664255 0.5132851 0.24898107 702.2967 565.6407 821.3541 Centg2 AI414200
0.01128744 4150.5283 2899.6704 4874.552 1.0364469 0.7862119 1.3911588 0.12306713 0.24613425 0.77983844 4595.1426 3432.2253 6112.982 Cep27 BG069669
0.06280128 460.61594 335.38782 613.4328 0.72847927 0.42364055 1 0.14133485 0.2826697 0.18925844 138.44635 56.549202 211.3695 Cp BG068359
0.09652387 37.980366 20.147701 56.5403 1.3234726 0.99999994 1.7366511 0.1587283 0.3174566 0.09851661 57.28047 40.3668 81.2275 Cct4 AW555585
0.08286184 57.3607 42.4787 73.5866 0.89079005 0.70676476 1 0.07084897 0.14169794 0.23961419 36.033573 20.2072 50.5121 Chmp2b BG084517
0.01167821 139.69574 85.2912 209.40239 0.7382233 0.5137571 1 0.10902575 0.21805151 0.12670742 31.465826 23.907997 42.591805 Cltc BG078321
0.00604243 332.51328 218.5357 443.20218 1.3403314 1.2660115 1.4843546 0.049156 0.09831199 0.00408003 857.7124 540.0294 1028.6033 Copg2as2 AI414234
0.10391149 37.64977 22.7947 47.106895 1.4496377 0.92869335 2.0257466 0.292072 0.584144 0.15145643 77.32468 38.8236 116.2231 Ccdc106 AI846455
0.18769147 88.2161 62.620296 113.6978 1.0913138 0.95487213 1.1780211 0.05056409 0.10112818 0.15515555 79.81898 50.5482 103.66589 Ccdc16 BG084881
0.4449446 46.284832 30.992699 54.6241 1.5297002 1.1747506 1.730909 0.1390959 0.2781918 0.018085 67.543945 50.396202 83.1987 Ccdc91 AI842497
0.3013083 70.339836 64.3796 76.6878 1.3678538 1.0056734 1.8528324 0.17334884 0.3466977 0.08688389 86.05057 64.567 105.680405 Ccdc95 BG065288
0.40169346 1740.4757 860.6187 3159.3665 0.43166238 0.31360996 0.58478147 0.06178141 0.12356281 0.00932823 415.07938 211.93849 667.14294 C1r BG087171
0.4153683 64.06794 53.4062 70.382 1.46735 1.2548653 1.9293945 0.14293267 0.28586534 0.0284989 89.55263 80.7058 99.0768 Cntn3 AI841278
0.18858948 115.37579 93.095795 137.2797 0.7896348 0.720764 0.81620544 0.02406698 0.04813396 0.00445756 74.72768 51.968697 90.159 Cops3 AI846584
0.01856221 58.359665 40.858295 75.4489 1.3288339 1.1041464 1.767668 0.13585599 0.27171198 0.06731891 76.68852 48.8406 97.508606 Cryzl1 BG087058
0.5006481 99.353195 87.50459 118.4492 0.7941918 0.6987077 0.9103312 0.04306788 0.08613576 0.02369753 66.954605 44.4266 83.2809 Cugbp1 BG083146
0.07372659 47.933933 23.7706 66.822105 1.1159863 0.79364866 1.4252218 0.14243533 0.28487065 0.44665447 84.507126 54.319603 111.5668 Cutl1 BG075936
0.20731966 106.9406 76.1903 129.3142 1.2766271 0.99999994 1.6323214 0.14452887 0.28905773 0.11685918 123.02848 72.5753 176.625 Ccnb1 BG071965
0.30514067 386.43494 196.5734 635.1964 0.44586888 0.32154447 0.6311376 0.06991036 0.13982071 0.01328496 100.78098 53.3898 157.03351 Ccni BG075647
0.1366549 50.865433 45.8947 60.7037 1.3032887 1.0974778 1.4704292 0.08109792 0.16219583 0.02352612 71.9216 50.631096 88.7832 Ccnl1 AI843526
0.07212824 48.221565 32.049103 73.3222 1.0883192 0.87218565 1.2645168 0.08621182 0.17242363 0.3611134 67.0692 35.0818 80.344 Cnnm1 BG074891
0.16891712 109.9184 100.4502 115.49051 1.4011295 1 2.3744593 0.27147785 0.5429557 0.16909777 189.65286 100.0786 324.781 Cdkn3 BG085641
0.23189496 261.74854 239.20511 292.53772 0.70969695 0.51929957 1 0.09704774 0.19409548 0.08367851 124.738976 62.6882 200.0507 Cth BG071805
0.00910275 24.9656 16.867899 31.526197 1.1811346 0.97343683 1.3886715 0.09108029 0.18216057 0.11827666 47.845974 34.596798 59.764503 Csta AI324741
0.97378665 748.18695 465.21997 1010.47815 0.65970814 0.5350652 0.7443712 0.05100112 0.10200223 0.01236924 386.39157 231.405 537.41846 Cst3 BG078926
0.318364 410.562 243.3477 495.2883 0.5116107 0.44354397 0.68082005 0.05055894 0.10111788 0.00637598 154.73105 87.771 212.8152 Crip2 AI851454
0.5001452 2472.0283 1582.3849 3757.4097 0.40936583 0.2858742 0.6170224 0.06983943 0.13967885 0.01255966 877.8082 550.39276 1528.8818 Cyb5 BG065259
0.1628381 54.5219 46.7864 69.1185 1.2519444 1.1371907 1.519228 0.08252365 0.1650473 0.0417338 65.6159 45.9767 82.3291 Cox7a2l BG065832
0.03199401 980.7657 846.8933 1243.716 1.4400764 1.0351577 2.0577974 0.22959231 0.45918462 0.10085428 2180.6077 1091.5262 3435.9248 Cox6a1 NM_007748
0.33141667 31.558233 17.1846 43.7377 1.6195717 1.2289653 2.2717564 0.23081346 0.46162692 0.04092519 54.67997 26.1266 84.326996 Cyp3a25 AI327008
0.04193614 59.7823 39.805496 79.8352 1.2120525 0.8739164 1.6316085 0.1617349 0.3234698 0.23881276 83.98985 51.8551 120.165504 Cpeb1 BG074863
0.18474165 104.159096 82.7576 142.4653 0.690732 0.5260318 0.88533795 0.08154765 0.1630953 0.05020858 57.757053 28.0626 82.4682 Ckap1 BG087395
0.06638155 98.81504 81.6961 121.76041 0.66851246 0.48298126 0.99999994 0.10633084 0.21266168 0.08078874 43.924625 21.2043 72.7555 Dhx15 BG065486
0.45390308 51.228165 44.638397 57.8758 1.2289757 1.0498127 1.3609735 0.06831437 0.13662875 0.03379276 60.043125 44.9763 72.476105 Dock2 AI843296
0.20319523 60.379333 43.0737 73.489296 1.1584738 1 1.2775154 0.06802059 0.13604118 0.08663575 67.1223 49.737404 81.395905 Dock7 AI843267
0.0898473 960.02686 745.00415 1260.3313 0.66636103 0.42655617 1 0.12000395 0.24000789 0.10265808 439.08136 185.3054 767.49585 Dock9 BG087170
0.6682046 147.03821 112.4754 205.48141 0.6373404 0.52709985 0.9478895 0.08687783 0.17375566 0.04358276 75.390526 69.495705 81.7249 Ga17 BG073821
0.19585638 80.6111 74.3898 86.0044 1.2217996 1.0017575 1.5206349 0.126351 0.252702 0.14519446 98.41031 61.746803 134.88301 Dtymk BG071682
0.0332151 225.92177 191.9773 290.3731 0.84081894 0.7178821 0.94747496 0.05883956 0.11767913 0.08851113 120.1798 73.6119 155.55 Derl2 BG085203
0.00640535 795.8851 603.5894 982.1535 0.4931515 0.41747114 0.71358246 0.06216474 0.12432949 0.01073075 472.6351 273.2861 766.2101 Diap1 AW554618
0.4603904 182.65677 112.9057 276.5245 0.6126752 0.4350875 0.9755657 0.11897264 0.23794527 0.07939642 71.23265 64.35 85.2029 Dkk1 BG064961
0.386491 1307.2548 1154.5526 1489.9926 0.5806403 0.42405978 0.8639668 0.091301 0.182602 0.03835324 612.10736 427.7356 941.9335 Dab2ip BG075458
0.01516543 595.9215 490.0896 733.0612 0.9676477 0.8718357 1.094904 0.04845553 0.09691106 0.55730253 270.8713 195.0151 392.45618 Dirc2 BG082499
0.4150428 394.2026 351.5766 461.63242 0.57902473 0.38310626 0.73032516 0.08375272 0.16750544 0.03084059 196.91722 82.026 254.02649 Dnmt3a AI845473
0.14164482 73.189705 62.0119 94.8251 0.9028232 0.76121444 1.0293406 0.05891845 0.1178369 0.21374871 49.452972 32.1258 61.054 Dnmt3a BG070380
0.06954852 44.970398 36.5889 60.687702 1.2683058 0.9508404 1.6422597 0.18374936 0.36749873 0.19268556 70.67055 37.2506 95.632 D1Ertd471e AI840534
0.856947 82.5409 75.7506 95.4256 0.70595425 0.6013474 0.9091129 0.06419619 0.12839238 0.03072234 54.193924 35.5638 80.2495 D1Ertd471e BG067625
0.05399474 247.7917 183.1969 335.9992 1.1606332 1.079328 1.2783456 0.04182264 0.08364528 0.02559765 296.21033 183.0175 378.4853 D10Wsu52e AI840430
0.01316593 42.477833 33.1401 51.9246 0.93959147 0.87929535 0.98784506 0.02696149 0.05392298 0.11809441 23.42485 16.414803 31.401201 D12Ertd216e BG066339
0.073719 56.6442 36.512802 78.5589 0.8073509 0.7171164 1.0376562 0.06895512 0.13791023 0.08589917 31.174025 18.2312 41.671097 D15Ertd466e BG067577
0.31474438 2919.14 2610.501 3468.5876 0.5376759 0.350413 0.74196345 0.08677831 0.17355663 0.02910063 896.0072 656.51263 1277.9248 D9Ertd496e BG068055
0.2544052 92.715935 53.9581 165.7749 0.48557 0.31727582 0.90187067 0.12944706 0.25889412 0.06308501 27.477348 10.467 48.334797 Dnaja1 AW551675
0.7490324 248.12575 219.8543 263.20718 0.49074623 0.3548188 0.67103505 0.09156327 0.18312654 0.02907998 125.637375 57.5746 185.71 Dnaja3 BG067602
0.03609642 159.40619 113.355194 245.38121 0.8954851 0.5839689 1.5605369 0.23712008 0.47424015 0.68709576 67.852196 43.1624 127.495705 Dnajb11 BG086956
0.24173853 72.8696 43.5016 102.4 0.75275654 0.6702232 0.9306435 0.05498092 0.10996185 0.02973994 34.186 24.4135 42.181694 Dnajc13 BG069822
0.01384939 119.7864 82.10069 145.6845 0.59766966 0.42687735 1 0.1265179 0.2530358 0.0850306 48.476902 22.594902 85.7018 Dnajc8 BG082456
0.4792373 300.9106 189.74379 401.6584 1.5119228 1.1056663 2.1556764 0.22411913 0.44823825 0.06519031 441.2487 245.00131 652.3893 Ddc AI845464
0.20667893 259.82983 156.4555 375.2299 1.8285072 1.4827216 2.053728 0.13591695 0.2718339 0.00384468 332.34933 244.44962 407.55798 Drctnnb1a AI429699
0.1203151 611.6555 305.2945 812.7116 0.62309813 0.41051772 1 0.13286169 0.26572338 0.10360257 195.08733 108.2592 354.5045 Dnm2 AW539315
0.32963398 96.2472 61.6241 134.1423 0.7099918 0.6653017 0.7574783 0.02052582 0.04105164 0.00128981 53.014503 36.7643 60.668404 Dst AI843343
0.31488 515.20935 370.66962 780.1314 0.72970724 0.57031083 0.8932794 0.07941604 0.15883207 0.06103962 284.92828 143.2465 391.76108 Ebf1 BG073654
0.5954506 132.2895 80.6884 174.1286 1.6144514 1.4552386 1.7545058 0.06634535 0.1326907 0.00134986 197.31569 117.7918 247.9689 Enpp5 BG087491
0.23237436 83.4321 75.05051 91.6412 1.3990917 1.2429414 1.5161678 0.05974082 0.11948165 0.00426007 130.15823 91.1075 150.3646 Elavl2 AI839079
0.08469812 326.93488 256.9169 406.70038 0.7975899 0.6612945 0.9909395 0.07602347 0.15204695 0.09638765 105.57835 77.2887 152.3703 Etfdh BG083466
0.04992914 110.05579 75.345795 143.0681 1.1348499 0.9957552 1.4092808 0.09216736 0.18433471 0.21492834 135.70378 78.0707 179.4996 Eno2 AI840561
0.5166879 57.307835 38.6953 67.63631 1.5107424 1.4001113 1.6195819 0.04992538 0.09985076 0.00110391 70.94962 45.916397 85.965 Eno2 AI845437
0.36255905 43.613934 32.5702 52.3435 1.4324732 1.1496229 1.9305608 0.1642723 0.3285446 0.05030118 51.904877 42.4859 60.931896 Evpl BG082584
0.08799566 66.615395 51.162098 81.22839 1.2052076 1.0127735 1.4309744 0.08677819 0.17355637 0.0799847 77.590546 53.5175 100.0392 Efna5 BG074818
0.19694602 112.672165 90.0718 139.661 0.79814667 0.6974672 1.0660388 0.07851964 0.15703927 0.10367467 62.74505 42.3572 75.3322 Epb4.1l2 BG075070
0.09413764 207.16887 192.76671 215.7102 0.6678979 0.40601072 0.90336394 0.11891288 0.23782577 0.10155559 90.52363 55.9213 137.5334 Eif1ay AI836451
0.06010557 161.89847 124.511604 185.4792 0.5924367 0.41485214 0.856169 0.09142415 0.1828483 0.04031564 65.290825 44.3722 84.9075 Eif3s10 BG074988
0.05853337 47.505432 33.6284 55.3304 1.3126966 1 1.7285175 0.1978821 0.3957642 0.16224411 61.874027 34.243202 101.0052 Ercc1 BG076889
0.32179978 82.600365 57.6902 95.6288 0.68723285 0.51747364 1 0.10957513 0.21915026 0.09496929 47.25623 23.6697 75.4037 Exoc1 C86775
0.1779903 75.906136 64.0193 96.6369 1.402159 1.2855031 1.501131 0.04622066 0.09244133 0.0019712 111.056175 80.411 130.02849 Fubp3 BG074890
0.03264724 33.86467 22.3521 40.830803 1.2906469 1.0328273 1.4759333 0.10514602 0.21029204 0.05116785 43.100227 36.845 52.605103 Fbxl19 BG077515
0.00994933 57.033 37.263397 71.395905 1.0555878 0.8700631 1.4129262 0.12195444 0.24390888 0.6676056 72.827995 61.524994 81.686 Fbxw7 BG069492
0.455016 99.356766 85.738495 116.5257 1.2481725 1.1438748 1.3917798 0.05466486 0.10932972 0.0148053 102.867325 82.3198 123.675804 Fbxo36 BG069554
0.01914089 170.23657 133.9442 193.797 0.9470242 0.81193274 1.1378378 0.07138252 0.14276503 0.52024513 92.43137 55.842194 127.42671 Fbxo8 BG083508
0.35888472 108.10643 92.3974 123.5787 1.3888294 0.9588635 1.8792768 0.19746067 0.39492133 0.09977385 131.59654 109.4542 172.802 Fbxo42 BG074120
0.12381033 103.38274 83.2503 140.5386 0.77941287 0.6300041 1.0216638 0.08170674 0.16341348 0.09560836 45.27945 29.4203 70.3075 Fem1b BG065308
0.3172696 72.513374 48.249702 111.35171 1.6512868 1.4015568 2.2108178 0.17182316 0.34364632 0.01652683 115.227325 105.767494 127.7188 Fdxr BG088056
0.3828305 109.85483 84.49609 150.1966 1.3362185 1.2535101 1.4221958 0.03450697 0.06901393 0.00151336 120.46672 81.2877 141.0466 Falz BG070407
0.0896087 992.3759 705.6658 1201.2596 0.7472244 0.5458926 1.1142893 0.12049571 0.24099143 0.16100521 297.51898 182.3347 512.90985 Fgfr1op2 AW553234
0.06088253 45.186733 27.6319 60.224197 1.4327826 0.82639545 2.1654794 0.30385378 0.60770756 0.17515837 83.2144 50.2241 127.9687 Fgf2 AK136816
0.02837488 342.409 289.1759 418.074 0.66116947 0.55490726 0.8874614 0.07328194 0.14656389 0.03248471 83.70133 50.593506 131.83331 Fn1 BG085662
0.86008894 225.24553 145.913 354.1096 0.54529685 0.37903005 0.6848437 0.07240959 0.14481917 0.01880279 88.57042 66.223404 141.29509 Fndc3b BG064539
0.04373756 115.846405 69.6784 165.7435 1.0586506 0.7794283 1.3220751 0.13733421 0.27466843 0.6854312 165.4953 136.1763 220.3417 Fis1 BG086904
0.9466965 110.538666 58.0084 180.4086 0.32217202 0.24788746 0.4145472 0.03530721 0.07061441 0.00186651 28.890726 17.9581 38.7593 Fkbp4 BG064128
0.22204526 208.31787 154.58821 307.0647 1.4524755 1.0399336 2.3724651 0.2630079 0.5260158 0.12341119 304.4441 194.91559 380.8841 Fkbp4 BG078930
0.01963419 39.80963 33.178795 43.5127 1.0198622 0.7727119 1.2085111 0.10351978 0.20703956 0.8573259 73.320145 35.7644 97.6665 Foxm1 BG087468
0.02432093 83.75443 63.5084 107.8733 0.87893486 0.8081845 0.9906532 0.03800784 0.07601567 0.05814297 41.278954 31.8268 52.3092 Foxn2 BG063321
0.31600502 100.5811 73.509605 138.0776 1.4993144 1.320334 1.672236 0.09349889 0.18699777 0.00733121 159.55322 92.9403 190.2514 Fhl4 AI845485
0.26766354 31.9294 26.959099 35.2081 1.261398 0.9430383 1.496302 0.12807742 0.25615484 0.10399522 42.03275 33.6297 51.9785 Gpr98 BG071006
0.18207589 52.47147 31.8141 91.5341 1.6891506 1.2840204 2.2213643 0.25399113 0.50798225 0.03773493 107.83657 89.8506 145.2598 Gja1 AA104638
0.2412276 224.96643 206.98131 238.2029 0.74283725 0.5274049 1.044647 0.10857515 0.2171503 0.12945956 127.72207 75.947 187.5938 Gtf2a2 BG088284
0.10791852 67.42007 37.8947 90.197395 1.2795956 1 1.8583674 0.19043362 0.38086724 0.18914467 121.023705 108.2619 142.8593 Gtf3c1 AI429623
0.19279684 138.22884 126.19681 161.3074 1.2411802 1.034468 1.4969769 0.09559671 0.19119342 0.06664038 168.28596 117.0475 258.1723 Gtf3c2 BG085661
0.00609806 93.85473 71.2842 113.215195 0.891903 0.7623081 0.99999994 0.0509384 0.1018768 0.13804321 51.566525 41.392296 64.116 Gmfb BG065281
0.516872 496.83517 339.0984 750.9081 0.60496587 0.38732484 0.88382673 0.11225141 0.22450282 0.06794442 246.8467 96.7724 385.57147 Glis3 BG073721
0.70451283 69.56176 53.735596 98.88609 0.6329437 0.5302043 0.8623398 0.06822519 0.13645038 0.02325768 40.8102 22.2449 57.150703 G6pdx BG078799
0.33607727 1119.4052 1020.45776 1203.6858 1.5809319 1.0715992 2.356159 0.29425398 0.58850795 0.08447229 1572.9647 1327.2925 1761.0295 Gldc BG068326
0.13589005 199.60252 186.2186 210.07619 0.8197532 0.7218275 1 0.05739244 0.11478489 0.06496649 94.67061 67.5845 112.3749 Glt28d2 BG071696
0.14404263 38.053535 32.982903 42.9436 1.277759 1.0992031 1.8521695 0.16246249 0.32492498 0.14508486 57.397953 55.1459 59.238205 Glt8d1 BG086522
0.81564593 58.318836 53.4512 66.900406 0.6679158 0.5813702 0.7198949 0.03181124 0.06362248 0.00342776 36.365047 20.8925 45.171898 Gga2 BG088178
0.19552048 114.063736 78.7052 159.1929 0.4925057 0.42660192 0.57437265 0.0313161 0.0626322 0.00153245 51.03965 31.619497 75.2125 Golt1b BG077376
0.10441074 1717.1602 919.13513 2125.399 1.1669613 0.93350613 1.5640981 0.1394456 0.2788912 0.281391 2146.3867 1752.9586 2438.3228 Gadd45gip1 BG072462
0.03536636 402.6916 284.0151 605.0877 0.7035727 0.4413515 0.87587833 0.11410186 0.22820373 0.11269735 141.26042 100.7503 183.157 Ghr BG072812
0.30373362 100.79741 82.8202 111.290504 0.46090642 0.17545189 0.7592882 0.17193642 0.34387285 0.10226787 29.440678 12.942699 39.974503 Gdi2 BG075350
0.08522094 97.93266 58.173195 123.48781 0.53404343 0.33798742 0.6888571 0.08650729 0.17301458 0.02854466 28.91785 12.659498 41.067497 Hspd1 BG064728
0.31119856 854.1661 742.1441 976.0559 0.55239826 0.47377226 0.6876315 0.04362994 0.08725988 0.00479839 273.34518 198.8978 322.0386 Hspb8 BG069463
0.03218748 136.36284 106.79471 188.4768 0.8427233 0.6141856 1.1273398 0.12034905 0.2406981 0.30893534 52.079147 25.5306 77.6584 Hsp90aa1 BG064772
0.3214836 295.07388 128.9289 528.7179 0.30315137 0.21180038 0.42118952 0.04436816 0.08873631 0.00363199 51.94295 22.748001 78.987 Hsp90b1 BG078337
0.0827993 425.87885 337.4692 547.7796 0.79648155 0.5629938 1.3522925 0.17370258 0.34740517 0.35524046 121.12865 55.743103 216.1259 Hspa9a BG073420
0.34103516 135.87973 117.9852 146.78241 0.5572495 0.40642 1.0682043 0.13199379 0.26398757 0.08044198 61.588978 35.1676 123.5941 Hrsp12 AI893634
0.16417675 56.02847 33.6534 73.1708 0.7908913 0.63563335 1 0.08142726 0.16285452 0.1047532 31.17425 18.1374 44.7916 Herc2 AI845558
0.67620105 196.96266 151.69861 254.7191 1.6901633 1.0732195 2.5187123 0.30799156 0.6159831 0.05896155 275.6884 203.7178 387.7989 Hecw2 BG086120
0.2472289 543.2532 353.6749 685.74963 0.8223895 0.63812983 0.9734988 0.07598301 0.15196602 0.12251187 347.3836 228.7695 474.7102 Hhat BG074735
0.18787836 680.4584 369.8099 982.04565 1.6300395 0.96547925 2.3167236 0.31346822 0.62693644 0.07826124 1180.6223 844.5108 1697.195 Hbb-b1 BG073043
0.9017314 791.52576 557.2968 1157.7494 1.9870998 1.3571056 2.429505 0.2781077 0.5562154 0.01538951 1193.1088 1006.81415 1540.6254 Hbb-b1 BG073044
0.262518 122.17123 79.8689 149.01599 1.4866215 0.9421505 1.875474 0.2355806 0.4711612 0.0829811 153.08443 115.4942 245.0998 RP23-248K2.4BG066735
0.3259846 70.431 57.362503 80.3529 0.6380752 0.5052572 0.7789496 0.07478185 0.1495637 0.03021254 35.882973 19.837002 46.2952 Hnrpa2b1 BG064117
0.433573 184.89586 145.9484 247.08029 0.40315053 0.21791166 1 0.15477024 0.30954048 0.07576033 63.5482 21.867802 143.3575 Hnrpa3 BG067688
0.07519798 156.71356 93.0343 222.3005 0.83431774 0.6673655 1.0425578 0.09357402 0.18714803 0.20054233 68.62682 44.374397 102.455795 Hnrpll BG079116
0.17537361 649.33997 430.9615 956.0871 0.6022451 0.32362378 0.9788006 0.15630734 0.31261468 0.12945491 199.07376 119.85051 319.76172 Hnrpr BG087183
0.12165682 176.74344 156.9182 191.99861 0.5468557 0.44477412 0.6819748 0.05038652 0.10077304 0.00706296 68.13475 48.365402 92.407196 Hdlbp BG063068
0.19325037 56.321 52.3068 60.444298 0.7622935 0.56782603 1.1178105 0.10935631 0.21871261 0.14915706 31.34 14.851799 46.1836 H2-DMa AI528625
0.46251452 123.60976 92.679596 182.6909 0.67300284 0.6405773 0.7339333 0.02024041 0.04048083 9.44E-04 64.87155 41.2584 76.794106 Hdac2 BG086215
0.21486703 128.24414 93.4956 146.72531 1.2385838 1.0613331 1.5270354 0.09746971 0.19493942 0.07159676 136.3376 86.2723 196.55411 Hip1r BG065986
0.46803737 160.1864 112.019005 227.2363 1.7533032 1.2454188 2.504202 0.25601047 0.51202095 0.02941744 193.219 144.3943 256.82312 Icosl BG084637
0.18783258 254.99435 189.6317 370.7811 0.5013319 0.33250454 0.9044541 0.128623 0.257246 0.06476313 99.78202 39.7573 183.0997 Lcor AI843517
0.01115102 2668.2112 2226.966 3170.184 1.1270312 1 1.4191926 0.09285564 0.18571128 0.24009238 4337.435 2531.5708 6236.5146 Ik BG084120
0.2086616 276.18488 229.0071 347.5174 0.6253911 0.4994532 1.0000191 0.10158177 0.20316353 0.05936461 114.39272 61.475502 203.98009 Ik BG084192
0.0087334 75.727036 59.538002 95.606705 0.80146176 0.60444725 0.9201303 0.07758909 0.15517817 0.10428696 46.609524 22.681501 57.932602 Ier3 AI845461
0.19653517 111.078835 94.157 123.8421 1.2897934 1.0206114 1.6309797 0.13763583 0.27527165 0.09488328 130.29118 77.795395 185.01671 Ier5 BG069628
0.242377 2277.3408 1673.8068 3256.196 0.66399646 0.45457038 0.9917568 0.10861732 0.21723464 0.08262117 1113.6162 711.25934 1854.347 Igsf6 BG070512
0.5289669 251.17226 182.33951 302.7592 0.482866 0.36743188 0.6894809 0.06611095 0.1322219 0.01235342 93.467476 53.3806 139.4442 Igsf8 AI413685
0.10443539 185.19304 131.5059 250.1104 0.7801915 0.6355256 1 0.07366582 0.14733164 0.07685956 111.600624 97.5927 132.2197 Imp3 BG071000
0.02491275 51.5829 38.333702 58.521397 1.4218885 1.1339887 1.8801502 0.16556495 0.3311299 0.05485279 78.08712 47.679302 128.6937 N/A BG075167
0.3275649 52.914165 46.303097 65.1281 1.279701 0.99999994 1.4788065 0.10999855 0.21999711 0.06300165 59.03525 46.909798 75.4737 Inadl BG084968
0.24769534 352.66058 168.7372 635.9535 2.2536001 1.5133958 3.3057117 0.43958557 0.87917113 0.02289092 901.4058 754.2232 994.123 Id3 AW557873
0.04597133 140.26863 92.2696 202.3862 1.1145065 1.0425645 1.1560174 0.02569311 0.05138621 0.01816693 190.14095 132.991 225.478 Insig2 AI413228
0.0328589 59.164135 39.3697 86.842 0.95187694 0.9074042 1.0270803 0.02536084 0.05072168 0.16103417 75.944374 55.5269 85.6567 Ifitm2 BG085901
0.04874348 41.9671 33.7911 56.197197 0.9971258 0.9040093 1.1546419 0.0530569 0.10611381 0.9601492 47.618576 32.0112 60.045395 Irf2bp1 AI415362
0.39801806 1146.8036 647.5979 1826.4727 0.6187345 0.4059466 0.7947163 0.09352359 0.18704718 0.04760362 459.01743 214.2018 664.0177 Il10rb BG076144
0.14650917 186.01512 112.58659 253.3263 1.4678266 1.2174982 1.9090973 0.14021173 0.28042346 0.02704157 351.73703 313.68878 373.29208 Il7 AA416355
0.7585137 65.70457 56.5298 83.291306 1.6073034 1.3457874 2.065211 0.154947 0.309894 0.01566588 83.35745 68.195305 98.3149 Iqgap1 BG066128
4.66E-04 235.69066 179.47821 302.50647 0.85285527 0.7626171 1 0.05008819 0.10017638 0.0725842 133.44824 84.112 164.8337 Idh1 AI837750
0.95504814 52.009834 46.179302 56.875603 0.7032892 0.615379 0.8099452 0.04790791 0.09581582 0.01388458 32.3015 25.2425 38.9365 Jmjd1b BG088329
0.16639285 407.85532 321.47668 545.271 0.8447033 0.6998992 0.9969684 0.06180237 0.12360473 0.10317969 225.51945 132.5578 333.5918 Kalrn BG066962
0.11892644 162.39433 136.97641 186.198 0.79512 0.59138334 1.1301904 0.11012312 0.22024624 0.19030319 84.37175 49.179996 134.18 Kpnb1 BG063481
0.15369369 198.86884 124.569496 298.06012 0.5536702 0.5118559 0.63582873 0.02637144 0.05274288 0.00111941 60.36335 39.0175 80.5552 Kpnb1 BG065043
0.09756982 81.3979 38.572197 105.6522 0.87941563 0.7048014 1.1188873 0.09798874 0.19597748 0.3274185 31.225573 18.0046 45.260197 Klhl2 BG074165
0.1644152 101.697235 53.613102 135.856 1.4778215 1.2496649 1.8252125 0.11669524 0.23339048 0.01559018 194.88501 128.5948 260.6485 Kif13a AI840599
0.18377845 63.01443 34.2285 87.2883 1.404674 0.99999994 1.952802 0.19793364 0.3958673 0.09100406 96.94385 82.2484 113.7095 Kif19a AI413291
0.36043152 291.21066 253.3648 354.15442 0.58635753 0.3648815 0.8790087 0.10987406 0.21974812 0.06026457 155.39098 58.980503 248.09122 Larp1 AI843131
0.7539256 203.06343 108.232506 364.1731 0.41311443 0.29647222 0.5344656 0.06018103 0.12036206 0.00847616 59.00385 49.8303 80.32 Larp5 AI846463
0.6077743 41.9956 39.9575 45.138397 1.6644229 1.2923577 2.784379 0.2989008 0.5978016 0.06123338 59.778347 39.4385 73.4911 Lad1 BG076566
0.076292 106.22543 91.9124 132.7799 0.72596794 0.5895364 0.8766039 0.06001182 0.12002365 0.02991402 51.85395 42.5078 60.2274 Lama1 AI893655
0.3169875 377.93387 359.0427 411.4489 0.46792153 0.26977685 0.6081317 0.08999067 0.17998134 0.02643462 109.54765 80.62219 170.473 Lman1 BG071597
0.07260438 86.060905 65.1658 99.812004 1.3773233 1.1545469 1.8560131 0.1466054 0.2932108 0.05581015 100.57405 65.999 129.41911 Lmtk2 BG071311
0.00282927 290.08063 214.6074 375.5405 1.3521097 0.9902434 1.7025827 0.17846909 0.35693818 0.10266091 443.5296 254.1632 606.3125 Lap3 AI840367
0.02469429 83.247696 59.1323 110.095795 1.3194194 1.1573058 1.5230737 0.08295994 0.16591989 0.0214241 114.81263 82.266205 145.0549 Lrfn4 AI840041
0.23755476 92.26324 78.2711 116.0645 1.266288 1.1187994 1.444777 0.08454406 0.16908813 0.03804184 115.60473 67.535995 141.6819 Lrrc39 AI415620
0.01758903 112.83587 70.4627 159.3074 1.2951063 1.0787011 1.6249939 0.11449926 0.22899853 0.06014018 243.4432 132.51639 324.3028 Lrrc59 AI843295
0.18243025 53.036797 27.816599 73.0135 1.3644042 1 1.6308565 0.15683214 0.3136643 0.07143701 86.88485 40.7307 115.9843 Lrrn6a AI840781
0.7015002 119.260635 75.0137 193.4269 0.45460218 0.30571553 0.66160655 0.09754482 0.19508964 0.03125794 46.41275 18.8291 68.25751 Lta4h AI843624
0.35922205 100.236664 59.6078 131.1673 1.5790764 1.1637417 2.2088308 0.23929448 0.47858897 0.05404708 128.0299 112.5121 141.17421 Ltb4dh BG079421
0.21113366 68.82643 56.5121 77.291794 1.2203126 1.0105563 1.5758328 0.12012746 0.24025492 0.13378796 72.83353 47.915398 98.1182 Lasp1 BG072939
0.4823355 96.71816 75.8983 107.598404 1.2299919 1.0566357 1.4364172 0.07956977 0.15913954 0.04883474 97.769554 61.106796 122.0524 Lmo7 BG066247
0.653607 65.65413 44.6964 100.9476 0.6809798 0.5339875 0.7721395 0.05664502 0.11329003 0.01874778 35.632725 25.368101 47.0495 Lias BG088311
0.00901367 48.239635 32.8239 60.197502 1.1856833 0.93819225 1.5314124 0.14373681 0.28747362 0.249309 59.270752 51.768703 66.4876 Lass5 BG077938
0.24140117 152.8013 146.9155 158.0835 1.4699744 1.2429001 1.7643126 0.10789355 0.2157871 0.01327022 256.50302 142.115 327.7251 Lrp4 AI414925
0.7292172 1733.6273 1063.7644 2437.8542 0.5626683 0.42231885 0.8475073 0.09403671 0.18807343 0.03852733 716.57745 385.7088 952.5593 Lsm14a BG081964
0.27133235 93.91807 61.338997 125.81071 0.615997 0.40567935 0.8300739 0.1043976 0.2087952 0.06058906 40.9752 26.256601 65.269104 Lsm6 BG072682
0.0429543 79.15404 52.3386 100.4352 1.0857708 1 1.1710955 0.03540636 0.07081272 0.08570989 102.731125 68.553604 117.63071 Lsm7 BG082301
0.23498105 92.1505 70.9668 112.793396 1.2604724 1.1088274 1.5482082 0.090853 0.181706 0.04828288 94.43355 60.869698 117.62299 Mad2l1 BG067860
0.00419281 99.442505 70.9936 129.0489 1.4047366 1 1.9049186 0.22151522 0.44303045 0.11439274 183.00365 138.2995 246.9862 Man1a AI843593
0.14431503 94.72961 47.966904 177.77411 0.6419315 0.4732772 1 0.11565513 0.23131026 0.08487409 24.255499 19.017698 31.959799 Mgat2 BG084016
0.01324285 89.73856 62.2567 131.3461 0.76525325 0.43927854 0.99043006 0.14834425 0.2966885 0.24809027 16.338125 9.688501 22.206999 Marcksl1 AI325160
0.06304387 42.280365 36.9306 50.256798 1.0363318 0.98381245 1.1576976 0.03880059 0.07760119 0.4102419 57.405476 37.562004 69.7568 Matk AI837759
0.18033296 180.98387 137.68561 208.7976 1.6574125 1.4501795 1.8240079 0.0805388 0.1610776 0.00188531 329.14508 190.2514 392.9065 Magee1 AI840605
0.2233174 46.733265 34.309998 68.8985 1.2277911 1.0720301 1.3999276 0.06715516 0.13431032 0.03281937 57.799725 44.735397 69.0298 Mum1 AI841034
0.06026602 49.6919 41.6606 62.026997 1.1808815 1.05593 1.3428271 0.05863069 0.11726139 0.04383395 63.16565 42.295998 83.699196 Ms4a6d BG087418
0.13883227 127.8331 94.6065 160.6981 0.67601365 0.5862461 0.77644646 0.0499762 0.09995239 0.01294019 65.49047 39.9339 91.236496 Mta3 BG069747
0.14533347 128.1412 102.36589 148.8094 1.401615 0.9472776 2.0055814 0.23126215 0.4625243 0.12653081 280.8883 207.1862 376.8586 Metap2 BG086961
0.04205364 110.51679 77.3344 161.40799 0.95421225 0.6937148 1.4023172 0.15014409 0.30028817 0.78027415 141.8022 73.766396 184.3321 Mettl6 BG069788
0.01989705 103.76363 70.2504 127.948105 0.8164964 0.6593937 1 0.07132436 0.14264873 0.10137206 51.455826 37.6998 75.760704 Mfap4 BG087203
0.38678342 356.37466 324.3024 408.3981 0.42179462 0.31484404 0.58009636 0.05385866 0.10771733 0.00631935 140.59038 75.5632 235.0284 Map1lc3b BG070050
0.17928064 152.9079 120.50359 176.2479 1.4669685 1.074223 1.8636252 0.17007288 0.34014577 0.04409045 207.75385 113.976105 274.5489 Mrpl23 BG081487
0.07507009 57.3341 31.511 76.730194 1.108732 0.8841568 1.6088107 0.14641827 0.29283655 0.48472115 90.64518 55.9267 147.88141 Mrps17 BG086531
0.20052917 232.8941 144.0285 311.6607 1.5116589 1.2809948 1.7251693 0.09749599 0.19499198 0.00761445 360.7581 232.90701 445.1073 Mos AK133089
0.78860384 93.674126 65.106 136.48799 0.45505574 0.25484735 0.661036 0.0996201 0.19924021 0.03288819 40.22945 22.7108 65.1153 Mrfap1 AI841222
0.3007355 531.6793 380.42728 802.7664 0.63725096 0.48478305 0.93276453 0.09951608 0.19903216 0.05984018 246.25284 177.86859 407.3094 N/A AW557711
0.14803232 115.880196 53.382698 225.3612 0.5585593 0.41717914 0.8087188 0.09769656 0.19539312 0.04159372 25.417202 11.8366995 39.8007 Megf9 AI843223
0.01410573 69.82083 52.9768 94.0031 1.2867427 0.88276666 1.5238459 0.16549343 0.33098686 0.14040366 107.81092 86.025 130.23619 Mulk AI843543
0.1470239 47.042667 37.0644 54.5187 1.3747151 0.96238786 1.8388429 0.22806472 0.45612943 0.14351633 63.4111 32.276 104.106895 Mus81 BG064611
0.05483558 45.4586 36.0839 58.4617 1.1869317 1.0223198 1.6842728 0.14109363 0.28218725 0.23998448 54.6502 36.7563 61.5177 Mll3 BG066209
0.1342471 177.47406 169.9463 192.065 0.67022204 0.39904928 1 0.13881455 0.2776291 0.13784316 69.803375 48.7347 102.068405 Myo1b BG076112
0.05749418 61.241467 31.5593 95.0695 1.2098874 1 1.4030447 0.09928658 0.19857316 0.10147595 120.36566 73.6299 146.5359 Mtpn BG087472
0.38540256 221.81644 160.0154 271.79602 1.4853477 1.1634294 1.7992213 0.16759405 0.3351881 0.03807597 288.6369 145.35399 390.3758 Nagpa AI415728
0.96184766 54.6111 41.3945 69.0118 1.2396181 1.129257 1.3112181 0.04376448 0.08752895 0.00888434 59.857502 39.4288 73.7679 Asah1 AI413346
0.3141283 192.62505 131.23839 269.1837 0.81012625 0.69881797 0.88498664 0.04159607 0.08319213 0.02605324 126.826996 72.0858 159.3984 Nadk BG063467
0.14793062 95.885735 52.2099 118.63251 1.6281573 1 2.5976214 0.35461557 0.70923114 0.10132656 211.33282 109.368805 336.12738 Ndufa13 AI839986
0.53000873 45.156002 28.450901 68.640205 0.49589327 0.2562267 0.7209447 0.12554424 0.25108847 0.06068964 14.8982 9.3449 18.506498 Ndufc2 BG078565
0.8267951 560.1978 347.7919 920.5087 0.3878207 0.23343717 0.59540725 0.07945429 0.15890858 0.01712329 181.56404 76.4345 308.7073 Ndufs6 BG081040
0.3683896 76.50397 58.170197 105.5755 0.64547557 0.5861509 0.7119932 0.0261289 0.05225779 0.00168332 37.3088 27.8778 44.914703 Nrd1 BG078346
0.33729842 202.87961 160.029 277.0857 0.7210864 0.53227216 0.82925594 0.07468975 0.14937949 0.04969522 97.648224 53.183 139.8727 Ndn BG079634
0.22091694 49.6047 31.9386 61.966995 1.3318886 1.2093179 1.4662024 0.07011276 0.14022551 0.01207609 67.47505 41.0708 85.9456 Ntn1 AI840271
0.1455456 126.24283 92.6731 149.08719 1.4413394 1.2070113 1.8236734 0.1323722 0.2647444 0.02775698 190.33408 103.3105 272.5472 Ncald AI415396
0.56485796 601.1237 480.8853 696.4525 0.5636005 0.46667624 0.829336 0.07492786 0.14985572 0.02192474 286.72824 150.74509 467.75623 Net1 BG083317
0.3767566 130.49074 92.3977 179.65729 0.6136691 0.38013527 0.7476348 0.10141781 0.20283562 0.05618103 71.08103 27.423601 87.620605 Nptn BG087365
0.51515925 45.207565 33.5372 57.770298 1.4772692 1.1244735 1.9092377 0.17975529 0.35951057 0.04736759 60.6464 32.9499 94.4431 Nek1 BG069735
0.15240636 265.85757 209.0519 308.9854 0.61703885 0.48183808 0.7634105 0.05886217 0.11772433 0.01452368 86.49877 47.5141 124.753204 Nsun2 BG076852
0.10097849 143.1788 107.5677 204.02141 0.59466296 0.45253664 0.8638119 0.08264826 0.16529652 0.03177926 55.342274 26.7627 82.99 Nono BG075645
0.24499543 95.48296 83.7364 107.27989 1.3196669 0.9517572 1.7841969 0.17348967 0.34697935 0.12120216 135.49405 62.225098 189.5015 Nsmce1 AW551431
0.02178662 470.28937 352.4551 573.5273 0.9732939 0.77693874 1.1583451 0.09154604 0.18309209 0.7904881 944.58997 760.212 1182.211 Nfix AI528802
0.25897914 885.72504 748.3631 1051.2781 1.36306 1.0251147 1.6290733 0.14854482 0.29708964 0.06376676 1224.8566 590.42316 1638.2988 Nfkbib AI413304
0.04383504 150.5796 119.42239 207.3446 1.3426747 1.2516022 1.5727872 0.072194 0.14438799 0.01185362 247.70332 155.1389 305.50922 Nfkb2 AI837757
0.2652448 72.14197 51.223602 93.159996 1.1937021 1.0429063 1.2959878 0.05724375 0.1144875 0.03426174 70.7225 46.640102 97.8409 Nr5a2 BG066142
0.37947628 73.374435 46.0726 93.5287 1.2557825 1.059574 1.493055 0.11944304 0.23888609 0.09450566 73.03417 65.3283 81.907 Nvl BG069335
0.09113362 217.02553 143.0417 314.1324 0.8965382 0.6264092 1.0631548 0.1101082 0.22021641 0.4333381 111.52187 54.0466 152.4314 Nol12 BG086620
0.3301128 576.7701 335.95697 965.1355 0.5364962 0.3578093 0.7402884 0.09240786 0.18481572 0.03383111 179.39438 82.5444 283.0148 Npm1 BG074522
0.01617278 490.63797 438.0528 536.7403 0.7065497 0.4016652 1 0.14543025 0.2908605 0.17737506 160.47847 91.345406 233.88211 Nudt4 BG070449
0.1919022 189.23167 132.1653 235.925 0.78272045 0.53024954 1 0.1098749 0.2197498 0.173326 100.69115 76.159195 135.68109 Olfm1 AI837752
0.06675587 101.06323 83.6238 133.6499 0.7575837 0.533804 1.0716672 0.1311898 0.2623796 0.1975716 42.2534 19.5375 65.0009 Odc1 BG065221
0.01478949 47.31357 36.8966 55.056503 1.4024466 0.99733526 1.7810785 0.18466702 0.36933404 0.0795304 68.53685 36.271095 94.5272 Odc1 BG072468
0.06882281 93.657974 79.8748 118.9365 0.723386 0.5996778 1.001736 0.08353604 0.16707209 0.06559785 46.999405 42.081802 55.117104 Otud1 BG071114
0.19654265 1333.6898 1023.9448 1641.5337 0.71516365 0.595222 0.88825554 0.07372546 0.14745092 0.04621231 554.4297 318.6313 787.9879 Por BG083644
0.04004491 87.341896 70.555695 115.04869 0.80517846 0.5330749 0.9715681 0.11566488 0.23132977 0.22145945 49.18873 34.260098 63.780903 Park2 BG070170
0.18049276 491.00378 462.0343 534.2857 0.6006108 0.3118314 0.8845518 0.14562944 0.29125887 0.1131872 172.92993 60.0376 241.0051 Park2 BG072249
0.879538 165.114 137.97409 196.7758 1.6472126 1.026399 1.9756626 0.266761 0.533522 0.0508609 263.6164 102.279 343.7515 Pknox1 AI596340
0.30572337 56.4971 31.863499 69.5113 1.4093505 1.0147227 1.6898024 0.16123436 0.32246873 0.05595727 73.25855 36.651 101.14551 Per3 BG074345
0.09642464 1131.1781 933.5611 1230.3708 0.6411663 0.4562609 0.8855413 0.11258697 0.22517394 0.07992026 331.2527 165.59021 501.31354 Pex2 BG069085
0.03088528 79.603905 55.908703 119.2962 0.99438983 0.9129742 1.0603839 0.03107869 0.06215739 0.8684927 119.06162 85.8123 141.3019 Peci AI840013
0.06713796 28.1868 17.288198 34.366802 1.5102352 1.461233 1.5796891 0.02653151 0.05306302 1.69E-04 43.607628 30.721 58.674805 Ppara C88212
0.6956435 172.90337 116.639206 252.0101 0.31843567 0.16810547 0.83283466 0.1423994 0.2847988 0.05834706 55.74315 15.823799 124.52529 Pik3r1 BG068996
0.13302769 60.112797 29.6758 106.8622 1.5265275 1.1270324 2.6719573 0.3027764 0.6055528 0.11378425 132.61368 63.034897 264.0209 Pip5k2c BG088512
0.06423679 30.679869 24.3241 39.82 1.5378402 1.2141279 1.827266 0.14621606 0.29243213 0.0196907 48.461426 24.8727 60.8122 Pgm2l1 AI846427
0.8547288 1728.033 1028.986 2624.7856 0.43708658 0.32007414 0.6521663 0.06960106 0.13920212 0.01293728 696.7383 376.747 1046.2656 Pgk1 AI841020
0.06827265 187.26988 159.8137 238.1466 0.8334428 0.633608 0.99250275 0.08389805 0.1677961 0.16499765 67.84107 36.8051 90.0339 Pgam1 BG064823
0.04429819 54.020565 41.2613 74.7385 1.1165124 0.88708717 1.5133659 0.13018015 0.2603603 0.40878543 67.98008 63.160896 76.314 Psph AI841354
0.8838663 82.3561 67.9004 104.7422 0.62372047 0.5216035 0.7604336 0.04967543 0.09935086 0.00942937 45.6377 31.3331 64.5031 Pafah1b1 BG072758
0.0138573 31.038101 20.0116 41.2517 0.96300745 0.8594477 1.1293079 0.06028847 0.12057694 0.5881975 46.977722 32.5794 64.2417 Pdgfd AU042426
0.1216495 115.049866 79.7603 153.2138 0.8675533 0.7285007 1.0621216 0.07319852 0.14639704 0.18849152 67.3486 44.3236 98.644806 Plekha4 BG081030
0.14372425 59.83243 45.1986 75.316605 1.3750305 1.0570452 1.9522098 0.17874916 0.35749832 0.08844551 108.09442 53.2695 155.4059 Plekha5 AI414438
0.4625923 91.4291 61.4044 120.51511 1.4632332 1.2709363 1.6718279 0.08468238 0.16936475 0.00708292 121.37998 84.9227 147.61311 Plekhq1 AI840980
0.2810629 128.0776 85.958 188.4266 0.4076647 0.15346742 0.6893407 0.15716365 0.3143273 0.07850431 36.623325 16.007801 67.4462 Pabpc1 BG085008
0.18244302 48.401165 39.7467 60.0244 0.79687345 0.57460123 1 0.10432708 0.20865415 0.1760171 27.73125 20.966698 40.3338 Paip1 BG080730
0.06936172 160.5165 91.2954 221.7707 0.8494943 0.79091316 1.0210477 0.05242805 0.1048561 0.07679863 74.95261 46.75 97.23421 Poldip2 BG075785
0.10976628 438.4893 378.3658 539.8786 0.7680786 0.42635554 1.1478882 0.17724638 0.35449275 0.3159567 139.60883 52.457 202.6355 Polr2h BG082424
0.00718599 118.802444 76.4392 166.78091 1.1269227 0.7026384 1.3851916 0.18343243 0.36686486 0.5061657 284.65295 188.3925 399.18362 Polr2j BG075444
0.8504785 208.48105 169.9782 242.42839 1.6767263 1.5358278 1.8964169 0.0759069 0.1518138 0.00143341 315.5701 242.87491 343.4416 Polr2j BG086264
0.31285405 59.257202 38.081604 76.2638 1.1513177 1.0111979 1.2407327 0.05368512 0.10737024 0.05638184 55.69935 42.5965 76.6424 Pcqap BG078073
0.6518404 323.43573 263.90598 411.8393 0.70163256 0.544889 0.8488237 0.06846216 0.13692433 0.03510521 191.84323 141.4243 269.8028 Kctd4 BG072343
0.03555421 86.621765 64.593506 106.08879 1.0357288 0.9959698 1.1429732 0.03420811 0.06841622 0.36535594 93.0646 60.887497 108.74721 Kctd8 BG067077
0.05126515 261.05176 210.1064 335.90332 0.6782325 0.5307971 0.8105117 0.06066067 0.12132134 0.02209047 139.37021 70.5581 188.12181 Pbx1 AI845678
0.13155551 112.009865 64.987 157.7158 1.193727 0.9262208 1.3815433 0.10592901 0.21185802 0.13783513 133.21907 73.853 172.6299 Pbx1 BG072152
0.03806222 96.27686 65.20039 114.9903 0.6420809 0.3343302 0.96105963 0.15777543 0.31555086 0.15286915 20.628975 6.321699 31.73 Pbef1 BG070228
0.13176227 88.31487 61.084503 139.6353 0.5622591 0.32473746 0.8072341 0.12227714 0.24455428 0.06976841 24.4262 16.1354 42.9435 Pcyox1 BG063831
0.18408385 83.9306 50.4346 128.5623 0.6740151 0.5411383 0.9594106 0.08630835 0.17261669 0.05204912 32.44395 18.1941 51.6563 Col6a2 BG075864
0.6751606 48.357433 39.3864 53.919197 1.2530588 1.0958093 1.4367096 0.08962049 0.17924097 0.05047417 49.382725 31.930302 72.2758 Col23a1 BG067015
0.01599084 1198.9757 691.6636 1549.7263 0.7214973 0.58990407 0.87206906 0.06991877 0.13983753 0.04247017 248.7653 147.4773 368.0442 Pgrmc1 BG077586
0.34624743 351.46722 220.2565 502.3504 0.49974465 0.3832086 0.832003 0.08983697 0.17967394 0.02839726 127.464325 65.2899 234.91342 Pdcd8 BG082930
0.22145057 42.720303 26.243101 57.271202 1.2255212 1.0376619 1.4937198 0.11608778 0.23217556 0.11890545 44.03675 39.1869 50.134003 Ank BG065715
0.01485718 103.77884 85.4456 125.273506 0.61234426 0.42684677 0.93517673 0.13326801 0.26653603 0.09985513 35.7337 15.845699 57.169697 Prep BG062950
0.12461402 1387.3882 944.8071 1970.4845 0.770903 0.5384349 1.0389559 0.10782115 0.2156423 0.15424956 807.31116 507.3052 1225.2358 Ptges3 AI837745
0.37481943 162.8853 132.5029 191.3716 0.4813222 0.25049326 0.74863213 0.12236912 0.24473824 0.05544136 60.641674 30.241 99.902 Psmc6 AI836423
0.72094 43.628735 25.3344 59.8929 1.6386719 1.3579048 1.8749385 0.12899926 0.25799853 0.00803481 55.4529 47.449997 68.3303 Psmd4 NM_008951
0.2514429 271.3114 194.3081 402.7939 0.38284636 0.29393202 0.45364344 0.03611878 0.07223756 0.00197039 75.05722 60.1405 90.14069 Psma4 AI851441
0.29624525 202.79298 170.444 262.9767 0.42059863 0.30930233 0.60375786 0.06391092 0.12782183 0.01006282 58.42087 34.767097 97.6046 Psmb1 BG064542
0.14572708 196.77757 168.4604 213.0492 0.67296666 0.65458953 0.6848253 0.00652237 0.01304473 3.22E-05 81.896454 53.373 97.497604 Prmt8 AI836889
0.9881585 1888.6887 991.1528 2723.4097 0.40602618 0.23417477 0.6527553 0.11532909 0.23065819 0.04219373 619.2776 236.2822 1043.8359 Pdia3 BG084164
0.3346266 57.444935 44.9547 75.61391 1.9702134 1.2874088 3.9714375 0.5117077 1.0234154 0.06927861 156.49745 75.0507 320.5823 Prkcz BG088144
0.04798412 87.7022 53.3615 120.641106 1.1206977 1 1.3590217 0.07984776 0.15969552 0.20632169 108.0961 75.5324 134.6658 Ppm1l BG074188
0.01697237 276.50647 192.28091 382.3498 1.0369352 0.6960268 1.2929944 0.14468604 0.2893721 0.8082542 391.21637 304.3952 568.38855 Ppp1cb BG069953
0.02466014 159.74666 141.7308 191.60129 0.6083383 0.4373358 1 0.12104471 0.24208942 0.08089255 60.231125 28.2037 98.86861 Ppp1cb BG086037
0.15882361 240.35774 166.36041 353.2913 0.72937864 0.5478142 0.881664 0.07765941 0.15531883 0.05781007 123.16377 100.237 163.3646 Ppp1cc BG075782
0.0529755 480.95956 385.8313 625.2607 0.8551184 0.567324 1.2684395 0.1544745 0.308949 0.4373389 257.91238 104.8821 409.4507 Ppp2ca BG076862
0.01366265 98.67983 78.3241 115.37201 0.6854728 0.5119242 1 0.10759118 0.21518235 0.0905714 39.28325 34.513603 48.7651 Ppp2ca BG082298
0.18385184 474.32382 314.1842 703.3512 0.3481431 0.18483065 1.109212 0.16317327 0.32634655 0.07650313 141.41858 47.9265 372.03952 Ptp4a1 BG073186
0.23088431 690.4259 577.42505 887.82367 0.48065865 0.40058288 0.6756109 0.05862676 0.11725351 0.00887479 355.20105 194.6143 558.1832 Ptp4a2 BG073645
0.18665504 97.045006 74.081604 133.1066 0.73786646 0.5929719 0.8659061 0.06488511 0.12977022 0.03995506 49.623478 39.2202 65.7624 Ptprd BG073812
0.7724881 746.1875 681.1631 819.4367 0.6605873 0.4778586 0.7806443 0.07545383 0.15090767 0.0348384 446.04016 206.3069 588.4765 Ptprf AI840732
0.05519272 404.09726 365.39972 430.9192 1.1399546 0.95456517 1.7366213 0.16396138 0.32792276 0.42136455 716.24603 378.7562 1203.153 Ptplad1 BG088493
0.12424305 315.49527 208.60901 430.648 0.61691743 0.4085039 0.96731377 0.14803529 0.29607058 0.12396156 117.75225 46.150204 190.8123 Pcdhgc3 BG073000
0.4485761 78.34413 55.972504 118.35529 1.4817669 1.2967746 1.9498589 0.13947676 0.27895352 0.02441168 113.80365 72.118095 156.7122 Pycard AI843240
0.03607529 1307.9246 1039.6995 1491.6605 1.0656041 0.8618771 1.4026912 0.10972249 0.21944498 0.5771054 1761.362 1078.2605 2640.872 Rab27a BG071194
0.01109417 228.21986 181.89389 289.9615 0.9197571 0.7580665 1.121625 0.08098529 0.16197057 0.40905073 89.196625 62.8677 118.277794 Rab5a AU042986
0.22917603 712.57916 590.1101 909.152 0.62046057 0.37351388 0.98662937 0.13176025 0.2635205 0.10084815 373.7344 134.7623 621.5517 Rab6 AI413505
0.04536449 103.5729 77.9083 140.1054 1.3160061 1 1.6354163 0.13955629 0.27911258 0.07912263 145.21326 92.4359 187.6426 Rph3a AI414281
0.08510196 303.90994 260.1936 375.4798 0.64217603 0.50957286 1 0.1034368 0.2068736 0.06679674 116.183624 66.651405 149.01239 Rad23b BG071699
0.03940387 2308.4268 2118.0144 2606.6033 1.1090654 1 1.2499963 0.05746614 0.11493228 0.13889712 3939.1174 2352.758 4792.8086 Ranbp2 BG073789
0.7531802 83.79787 58.7358 100.7815 1.6951466 1.4732654 2.040161 0.11531012 0.23062024 0.00439523 119.68675 98.4251 130.1278 Rap2b AI837726
0.4067772 1201.7112 674.1373 1884.517 0.5843943 0.3535373 0.8085156 0.11412844 0.22825688 0.06504425 461.80908 189.8825 719.63184 Rora BG074281
5.27E-04 69.060234 50.0688 83.6789 1.3140063 1.003577 1.8907069 0.18896775 0.3779355 0.14810878 87.34735 70.3719 98.496 Rassf1 BG071838
0.09734219 60.861904 33.907 89.128105 1.2393825 1 1.5509762 0.124701 0.249402 0.12021384 93.23677 69.4347 123.9876 Rit2 AI843251
0.04515704 420.86835 339.1458 542.48785 1.0242598 0.75750756 1.5423961 0.15714784 0.31429568 0.8831813 657.26373 303.46878 1078.9083 Rasl10b AI845411
0.22287154 51.656704 29.249104 65.4579 1.3596925 1.1336523 1.6482663 0.13872615 0.2774523 0.05575706 63.534203 57.9893 71.5205 Rbak BG070895
0.9813887 99.54607 88.2072 110.400505 1.6844759 1.1869664 2.1689196 0.23385969 0.46771938 0.03142769 159.50833 70.9418 226.3439 Rccd1 BG070462
0.05357758 67.55107 46.6987 97.4844 0.8808911 0.7772118 1.0401013 0.05925882 0.11851765 0.1545884 37.9384 22.9357 46.8114 Ryk BG078344
0.15745527 39.766033 23.375 48.301598 1.3170129 1.1002066 1.6191992 0.1258019 0.2516038 0.06205596 48.2402 40.6046 53.4993 Rgs12 BG088616
0.22441006 2273.7473 1352.038 3369.2961 0.4798208 0.23064288 1 0.16582052 0.33164105 0.10028212 501.63196 138.3555 994.09656 Recc1 BG084537
0.5670759 98.41994 62.7738 167.7857 0.5336337 0.43237036 0.71837986 0.06592951 0.13185902 0.01411852 36.611954 31.749 47.887 Rpa3 AI325958
0.25862813 101.99833 85.4126 133.25089 0.5412891 0.38657564 0.6199807 0.06177331 0.12354662 0.01214957 57.742622 26.3591 73.8135 Rmnd5a AI841970
0.02571458 435.95584 286.4504 660.97595 0.871079 0.547761 1.1766104 0.14739205 0.2947841 0.46338412 130.6075 55.8657 198.8653 Rmnd5a BG081106
0.46455353 104.28452 68.6529 128.19809 1.2871734 1.1221211 1.4420589 0.06788658 0.13577317 0.01720947 111.4221 70.4832 148.0802 Rsnl2 BG067861
0.08400197 150.3212 90.3221 198.24379 0.8887591 0.72857887 1.1650574 0.08801764 0.17603527 0.3154783 74.990005 54.134605 88.5708 Rbbp7 BG084566
0.09892365 28.3539 18.8316 44.316 1.0894246 0.87403387 1.2938366 0.10002192 0.20004384 0.41626886 38.800877 23.567701 50.317 Rai12 BC003752
0.0156877 158.76427 131.59201 193.1648 0.8239208 0.54094183 1.3617692 0.1834773 0.3669546 0.42963907 71.12727 29.488602 123.02101 Rexo1 BG068959
0.13393652 143.02074 83.7176 200.2748 0.7783656 0.572831 1 0.11061495 0.2212299 0.1700348 66.5536 34.4347 103.138405 Rhd BG074370
0.19113743 179.46054 135.9306 260.3493 0.7188134 0.6539392 0.9163517 0.05891512 0.11783024 0.02702345 73.709076 51.6505 87.9776 Arhgap29 BG087019
0.01228242 67.712166 47.2591 85.061104 0.9439879 0.7091356 1.0685923 0.09181956 0.18363912 0.59188205 37.1379 27.551401 45.907204 Arhgap5 BG070137
0.00767026 469.07434 322.4365 594.8987 0.56617224 0.27329087 0.8425398 0.15437825 0.3087565 0.11202768 169.12405 53.346703 277.6375 Arhgef11 AU040633
0.19034897 49.469498 40.9001 61.964294 1.3806593 1.0419269 1.8161843 0.15893012 0.31786025 0.06571532 68.69825 33.2726 94.2193 Arhgef11 BG071208
0.8590186 52.92013 22.314701 79.577896 0.4478557 0.26191348 0.5601422 0.08324104 0.16648208 0.02091778 15.93795 11.1644 24.471601 Rpl11 BG088643
0.00847124 128.52907 94.393295 148.2372 0.71200585 0.37810516 1 0.16150916 0.3230183 0.21437293 40.368954 27.7963 54.866005 Rpl15 BG078436
0.5918919 2487.1455 2018.7039 3249.1182 0.37118706 0.21153337 0.65513074 0.09866745 0.1973349 0.02851214 703.84827 412.4165 1006.0018 Rpl23 AI851588
0.18424283 230.5475 129.6882 305.0787 0.70115024 0.5651167 0.8416441 0.06696355 0.1339271 0.03309424 98.0119 59.330704 139.9211 Rpl23 BG063732
0.9909213 1876.3556 1634.2302 2299.8015 0.3966065 0.32438955 0.59433055 0.05569085 0.1113817 0.00674609 613.30774 386.1418 1054.6273 Rpl23 BG086142
0.6629625 71.508804 36.487602 135.0842 0.39823776 0.22654897 0.7259397 0.10442741 0.20885481 0.03344486 20.57045 11.213499 39.717804 Rpl3 BG074107
0.083441 935.62054 586.9789 1550.2542 0.5354354 0.390114 0.8816219 0.09954463 0.19908926 0.0402937 179.7511 87.7504 328.63373 Rpl4 BG077181
0.1774056 336.05862 240.0432 441.3613 0.7171641 0.45720991 1 0.13392632 0.26785263 0.16304192 162.88329 89.3325 247.79678 Rpl4 BG086747
0.18354706 400.22742 296.1606 569.07117 0.7714705 0.6095959 1.0949636 0.09828974 0.19657947 0.13037772 215.84804 137.99011 346.1921 Rpl4 BG087519
0.12092062 109.37153 91.491196 130.6671 0.84133863 0.6204157 1.119887 0.1182579 0.2365158 0.29902697 50.30152 27.6142 75.1372 Rpl41 BG076248
0.18767771 162.61543 130.2635 204.6978 0.5576767 0.41343945 0.64423406 0.05690251 0.11380501 0.01028738 88.0383 42.0494 107.2876 Rpl7 BG088028
0.25443444 497.60928 370.7319 682.4451 0.52334046 0.39606455 0.625068 0.05169483 0.10338967 0.00702418 281.6778 192.55511 388.20508 Rpl9 BC069963
0.91834223 693.85095 637.37823 763.7325 0.56411433 0.37424633 0.81459916 0.09217566 0.18435131 0.03690612 299.63522 228.6248 373.6316 Rpl9 NM_011292
0.03625742 662.77673 317.0401 897.8003 1.1750851 0.8797416 1.677373 0.15955876 0.31911752 0.31303668 1366.5312 999.84357 1696.4047 Rps14 BG074353
0.47329813 422.84317 404.624 455.3973 0.4528776 0.383198 0.6083775 0.04833281 0.09666562 0.00490021 203.06178 134.06259 311.9198 Rps24 BG075285
0.01250086 289.50977 191.0749 344.8069 0.892205 0.71051097 1.2403953 0.10902765 0.2180553 0.41346675 356.66632 269.8389 418.6054 Rps26 BG079030
0.34311855 164.72551 110.7372 196.7388 0.5916498 0.4771357 0.7590466 0.05710951 0.11421902 0.01190516 93.16885 80.825905 111.1781 Rps29 BG086475
0.06655859 91.2372 81.6045 107.9462 1.1864805 1 1.5194798 0.11020122 0.22040243 0.16035375 130.27524 88.3189 192.28632 Rps6ka2 AI841242
0.9938815 1425.4147 1114.9236 1744.5078 0.42368516 0.2953426 0.62199885 0.07067632 0.14135264 0.01320005 458.71158 397.5389 522.9417 Rps7 BG073412
0.79032904 265.47824 210.1581 300.15158 0.63472193 0.5762209 0.73015934 0.0322721 0.0645442 0.00293039 132.35332 97.8069 172.46829 Rpsa BG069450
0.42037123 360.24524 318.2257 408.5176 0.6649844 0.626103 0.7263675 0.02143538 0.04287077 0.0010604 191.13504 123.576706 243.27911 Rpsa BG072820
0.3148112 100.4752 60.0512 142.18289 0.76352143 0.66551024 0.9237682 0.05268965 0.10537931 0.02936177 57.802803 33.2305 72.862 0610006A03RBG084074
0.03064056 62.7658 51.6136 75.358696 1.2331553 1.0068889 1.7291863 0.1561733 0.3123466 0.19137566 82.8915 53.385597 111.1538 0610010D24RBG069698
0.19097523 159.35847 125.65 192.4136 0.42262816 0.19137236 1.2785109 0.20581841 0.41163683 0.12549819 47.98335 11.716801 123.9503 0610012H03RC86087
0.1840533 241.41084 147.1069 306.7532 0.73266095 0.5420371 0.9355068 0.08380505 0.16761011 0.07047101 119.92862 64.551 176.41449 0610040D20RBG071645
0.0459624 1206.597 1058.2329 1418.2241 0.38317505 0.1951101 0.63827014 0.11124372 0.22248743 0.0378384 280.11005 143.3163 503.90823 1110005A03RAI836508
0.05650578 42.6419 36.3888 53.076397 1.2842755 0.9712274 1.593282 0.13330844 0.26661688 0.09283158 60.618027 50.4702 73.8974 1110008P14RAI413491
0.48648825 1469.2056 891.6649 2589.2874 0.48163554 0.43152463 0.5768835 0.0332546 0.0665092 0.00177854 469.08282 278.2675 587.62585 1110017I16Ri AI413224
0.4994398 159.15977 146.4061 177.43721 1.5478961 1.1932982 1.7708855 0.13892965 0.2778593 0.0162079 229.85213 130.7832 313.27832 1110031I02Ri AU043030
0.04911691 60.56147 35.0054 93.1347 1.50559 1.3105364 1.7900891 0.09783404 0.19566807 0.007995 135.85422 87.8892 170.4601 1110039B18RAI841294
0.0945664 208.66284 178.3083 252.83292 0.8246928 0.6649467 1 0.07986711 0.15973422 0.13815606 92.77868 53.4759 133.2734 1110059H15RBG063102
0.28077504 79.953804 62.177597 106.6902 0.48377624 0.39471602 0.6085656 0.0508391 0.1016782 0.00602285 40.982452 23.1768 54.8002 1110063F24RAI843727
0.02396164 566.1234 450.01758 763.2868 1.4488717 1.1149914 1.6896615 0.13844782 0.27689564 0.02961637 1073.3882 535.578 1282.0555 1110065P20RAI413621
0.3473565 83.375534 61.678997 95.4751 0.5689274 0.37707713 0.9136458 0.12284561 0.24569121 0.07207537 29.3579 14.1852 44.626297 Cript BG074594
0.01403787 95.2218 65.706604 124.8562 0.8483118 0.60445386 1.155434 0.12646833 0.25293666 0.3416076 44.1316 22.3185 61.189102 1500003O03RBG082833
0.06129532 49.891033 34.619 67.9871 1.1621426 1 1.2609173 0.05980875 0.11961751 0.06112341 59.836025 41.378002 72.7334 1600029D21RBG063464
0.08715677 17.6746 7.6990004 23.163002 1.3677115 0.99999994 1.987692 0.19805896 0.39611793 0.11445467 41.001423 35.8612 44.4261 1700001C02RAI414719
0.01537495 636.52124 452.17072 875.7748 0.6991659 0.66992116 0.7377264 0.01397544 0.02795088 3.80E-04 269.83017 172.7346 332.1334 Rbm26 BG070870
0.0609474 45.7625 36.7142 52.4059 1.1759297 1 1.3760875 0.09199926 0.18399851 0.12850825 50.286625 32.9893 70.8054 1700020D05RBG088854
0.00768695 70.9354 55.049 85.243095 0.7645771 0.66521466 0.907001 0.05850995 0.11701989 0.03869083 33.359623 19.0613 41.6559 1700034H14RBG088118
0.20663148 100.44617 70.1215 125.81699 1.2525082 1.0908879 1.5428594 0.10429665 0.20859331 0.07240133 120.19596 85.4616 157.0549 2210401J11R BG069270
0.2913792 46.893734 37.0563 55.9199 0.60396487 0.41195905 0.7345173 0.0833413 0.1666826 0.03375449 20.538677 14.743502 27.034801 2310005N03RAI843155
0.18766417 38.511433 24.1921 63.381798 1.9523686 1.1753316 3.8324802 0.5200073 1.0400146 0.07522342 96.912674 47.428898 183.0252 2410025L10RAI839046
0.03362498 176.81361 128.11499 225.26138 0.6644256 0.53907645 0.8233318 0.07686628 0.15373255 0.03727341 79.33763 49.552895 120.546104 2610019A05RBG074588
0.7433943 624.2303 509.143 800.6428 0.49677286 0.37793747 0.8987649 0.10342936 0.20685871 0.03950354 281.77502 159.5708 555.2206 2610205H19RBG082594
0.12532392 1103.039 856.8418 1556.5736 1.5059685 1.1272417 1.7146658 0.14864075 0.2972815 0.02481614 1788.819 1323.6521 2371.6406 2700069I18Ri AI414193
0.01490852 51.087566 41.947598 59.980003 0.89349556 0.7837439 1.1521047 0.07998092 0.15996183 0.2942528 27.629524 18.2034 37.4595 2700078E11RAI851562
0.10047123 78.09807 67.905396 88.2987 1.2612534 1 1.6569648 0.13789581 0.27579162 0.12093928 94.809746 78.614296 107.360504 2810003C17RBG080895
0.26704204 72.80003 57.027103 82.685295 1.283263 1.0679007 1.66552 0.12092017 0.24184035 0.07568534 94.232475 59.4823 139.9094 2900042E01RAI415188
0.18870845 251.24461 189.51941 350.702 0.71111614 0.5604045 0.92729473 0.08607908 0.17215817 0.06473675 113.3534 72.314606 175.3674 2900073G15RBG084591
0.17652208 812.58844 450.7701 1240.3741 0.6381289 0.5294086 0.7168824 0.04566458 0.09132916 0.00804566 281.65808 168.1075 377.2387 2900097C17RBG073867
0.08038016 127.06147 113.669106 135.8579 0.95184255 0.8396594 1.0471861 0.04420926 0.08841851 0.36501446 75.22288 43.945595 86.9268 3300001M20RBG070569
0.21690933 100.8663 81.579605 124.1569 0.8082464 0.72004235 0.89053756 0.03709377 0.07418755 0.0187735 57.81205 39.231102 77.5892 4121402D02RBG069067
0.24150227 104.581696 85.1673 129.2564 1.1979846 0.95062095 1.4373949 0.1036377 0.2072754 0.1261346 111.94857 62.627098 167.2997 4632417K18RBG069529
0.9703227 81.35647 49.122604 100.64191 1.8110312 1.5331821 2.2594578 0.14825438 0.29650876 0.00530133 129.86255 71.5663 184.1538 4632419K20RAI841280
0.24063213 62.88757 30.924 85.7532 0.7076591 0.55022484 1 0.09227732 0.18455464 0.07403316 25.752602 15.9321 44.7598 4632428N05RBG077031
0.6623391 106.39243 93.647995 115.1306 1.7614334 1.3758507 2.299872 0.19872223 0.39744446 0.01472831 165.4561 83.2975 219.9481 4632434I11Ri BG083353
0.14686349 76.675835 58.805202 100.6712 1.5050864 1.2529198 1.8067521 0.11793014 0.23586029 0.01345989 108.956474 68.2184 140.3379 4921513D23RAI843592
0.09432322 52.294167 35.8804 61.9954 0.86716586 0.70519495 0.94448185 0.0605382 0.1210764 0.13257784 31.231 21.870699 39.434402 4930521E07RBG071199
0.03197759 71.380165 48.808197 95.863594 0.9383048 0.7811691 1.1419688 0.07628942 0.15257885 0.4880401 45.7785 28.596401 58.463097 4933421E11RBG076885
0.06306131 47.905903 31.4569 78.152 1.2572391 0.84616023 1.8742868 0.3008697 0.6017394 0.3876707 94.399254 68.1342 144.21791 4933433K01RBG074852
0.07885002 23.308966 15.2456 28.8578 1.654017 1.4241318 1.7670971 0.08333202 0.16666403 0.0021202 39.20335 30.291002 51.1749 5031439G07RBG064243
0.11308027 371.08066 249.1455 449.6816 1.8236314 1.2176068 2.5495687 0.28487876 0.5697575 0.0291849 783.66205 328.172 1116.3275 5031439G07RBG087497
0.2105236 3041.4102 2596.82 3843.674 1.6631048 1.263482 2.5559123 0.28701505 0.5740301 0.05619996 5127.04 4251.299 6278.5303 6430547I21Ri AI415354
0.18362227 86.68907 61.5131 123.8766 0.7707225 0.54332966 1.0420125 0.10683206 0.21366411 0.15150942 43.625748 31.604101 61.9049 9030416H16RBG067505
0.42311844 75.181335 64.6397 94.0249 1.3779106 1.0944461 1.7130634 0.15946722 0.31893444 0.06748956 87.934425 82.377 99.6454 9330102E08RBG068979
0.0419722 295.5588 253.0779 363.4921 0.8223841 0.67873305 1 0.08872751 0.17745502 0.16413222 127.8461 80.9391 186.03049 9430010O03RAU043039
0.20737018 90.756996 74.826996 106.4311 1.1120359 0.98710066 1.2814419 0.05997534 0.11995068 0.14279452 86.14732 66.5971 110.56151 9430038I01Ri BG071786
0.6945131 1584.9376 1205.1902 1801.278 0.4255048 0.37036836 0.5079146 0.02904423 0.05808846 0.00108395 488.38434 315.521 685.17017 A730082K24RBG070074
0.06242838 69.660904 61.5286 80.279 0.86664414 0.68489695 1.0916467 0.09756617 0.19513233 0.2883376 42.579674 21.6167 60.159996 B230308N11RBG074850
0.06617086 35.73507 22.4382 53.142105 1.2139986 1 1.5133153 0.1223431 0.2446862 0.14719793 53.398552 40.1838 72.528 B230312A22RAI846579
0.62481654 82.018265 61.7966 97.281296 1.2909905 1.1459873 1.5723873 0.08961698 0.17923397 0.03434995 94.7811 78.7555 111.22031 Ttbk1 AI839084
0.10725415 95.45737 45.9817 179.2099 0.73351365 0.42670637 1.1632452 0.17088756 0.34177512 0.256454 27.267174 9.554 41.1418 C920006C10RBG076854
0.52716833 352.86514 329.47562 374.8361 0.36973533 0.2747917 0.55439866 0.05914365 0.1182873 0.0078145 144.9032 67.5488 221.39441 Rnf10 BG086013
0.10569039 132.5497 77.4649 195.69519 0.6420873 0.49514484 1 0.10338259 0.20676517 0.06669103 54.937347 28.780798 93.6412 Rnf11 BG086349
0.21967794 1481.3792 1137.9833 1905.5515 0.54887325 0.35630026 1.0438863 0.14106332 0.28212664 0.08943798 641.26556 280.9802 1147.291 Rnf41 BG069304
0.08446625 726.3727 556.71674 967.5578 0.711017 0.5395186 1 0.10138118 0.20276237 0.09254365 241.83188 131.9407 321.2691 Rnf8 BG079933
0.2882369 52.042164 40.454002 72.090294 0.5928416 0.44524166 0.82703656 0.09079679 0.18159358 0.03971807 22.08115 11.574499 34.044304 Rbx1 AW539684
0.0122057 500.45575 356.24948 601.2456 0.5903723 0.32865295 0.8880195 0.13198276 0.26396552 0.09014989 222.60384 79.2667 378.39023 Rg9mtd2 BG077021
0.7190207 173.97626 137.2359 224.02539 0.54179364 0.4855585 0.6214445 0.03139916 0.06279831 0.00178875 69.47803 46.984 101.5117 Rpo1-3 BG077882
0.02872731 1379.5903 1208.5265 1631.2057 0.5478139 0.38762632 0.8249098 0.09085848 0.18171696 0.03368272 479.7381 332.8465 809.69855 Rtf1 BG080612
0.26257545 152.49051 121.48439 205.5127 1.4015086 1.261971 1.5663059 0.06824011 0.13648023 0.00611292 219.69281 131.2869 264.7153 Ruvbl2 BG087837
0.03140992 72.7795 52.490704 94.443 0.91744226 0.8391531 0.99999994 0.04179045 0.0835809 0.15430798 41.3817 28.246199 54.5615 S100g BG071325
0.26635057 472.75928 420.5077 525.52625 0.6791047 0.5901942 0.8258607 0.04929248 0.09858495 0.01271192 228.70116 146.7518 346.6575 Scotin BG074542
0.22097577 214.41843 119.85059 342.1914 0.4534107 0.23480137 0.7341692 0.12423306 0.24846612 0.05383842 61.60785 20.473999 101.3705 Sec24d BG078243
0.08049631 1714.2988 959.1915 2103.6924 1.1414876 0.7826717 1.5499545 0.16765702 0.33531404 0.4254444 2745.8484 2236.0422 3278.9824 Sparc AA517111
0.3671902 95.97767 63.0965 136.7178 0.623462 0.39358503 0.8982253 0.11707958 0.23415916 0.08028773 42.453598 19.508501 63.707497 Sema3f BG074382
0.01750868 51.742634 39.3292 69.3956 1.233961 1 1.5195756 0.14315252 0.28630504 0.16366026 76.53943 39.808502 105.6233 Serpinb6a AI842614
0.02910035 76.17007 45.7588 93.2596 1.7514123 1.0566552 2.3148615 0.31418392 0.62836784 0.0485449 232.58348 164.1685 297.2673 Serinc3 AI841319
0.01093995 71.61587 55.3853 92.2457 1.8687723 1 2.6743228 0.4275001 0.8550002 0.06412778 178.25256 115.5244 241.0947 Srrm1 BG079214
0.25910783 25.725468 20.610899 32.0381 0.3784511 0.13517755 0.64910203 0.15312733 0.30625466 0.07144976 5.8147745 1.3401985 8.7465 Strap BG088728
0.02656489 1032.8712 858.1435 1347.2576 1.3739942 0.9473292 1.7680173 0.20626514 0.41253027 0.11924499 1790.5343 1450.934 2434.5413 Sdccag3 AI414204
0.3061731 264.1602 174.46881 406.6439 0.25636712 0.20853463 0.4163072 0.04300161 0.08600321 0.00361848 77.85653 39.3304 137.0963 Serbp1 BG069181
0.31047556 253.29376 198.5442 361.54938 0.3217894 0.24810328 0.6159684 0.07365317 0.14730634 0.01382566 91.09407 41.6041 180.3531 Serbp1 BG069182
0.12666039 90.7614 52.5908 120.2596 1.2448665 0.8793281 1.4815056 0.1486714 0.2973428 0.15987438 136.67972 61.639595 168.7107 Sertad4 AI413620
0.2105727 2454.2546 1436.8696 2979.4275 1.4898814 1.2442327 1.8948239 0.15410545 0.3082109 0.03001478 4156.758 2248.1782 5561.9673 Sh3bgrl3 AI415349
0.15117984 185.0471 136.91759 257.1145 0.82844156 0.6104114 1 0.08906545 0.1781309 0.17476241 98.67798 50.8205 137.9712 Sh3bgrl BG084187
0.17438355 457.20532 296.7835 568.87177 1.243011 1 1.6459261 0.13792372 0.27584743 0.14146398 557.15845 322.21973 895.2983 Sidt2 BG084801
0.01162172 47.413834 33.5589 61.948 0.9364949 0.8853064 0.99999994 0.02800604 0.05601208 0.11561038 51.357674 32.3971 61.989902 Srp68 BG074237
0.03840209 -0.694767 -3.4874 0.84490013 1.4560452 0.42672485 36.6657 7.3683233 14.736647 0.7502222 55.12052 2.5277996 207.53711 Srpr BG078637
0.14471544 41.996235 23.1221 76.885704 1.5201948 1.0428966 2.0099206 0.21703203 0.43406406 0.05802979 92.02139 68.9421 121.8828 LOC545486 AI841332
0.10286611 151.23283 106.880806 222.9382 0.6602952 0.6031895 0.75319946 0.03145248 0.06290496 0.00316075 64.63618 50.190502 71.3867 LOC622175 BG073837
0.14475554 208.20534 188.7398 224.7081 1.4082003 1.0136226 2.0294003 0.20502809 0.41005617 0.09589396 423.26196 190.9452 667.5161 N/A AW546801
0.0443217 64.86103 33.6446 99.24829 0.9418067 0.57456577 1.5461887 0.19867945 0.3973589 0.7863601 26.449175 9.6611 45.3953 LOC670176 AI843711
0.6619013 197.4792 137.8656 243.9545 0.5863833 0.4100316 0.73378164 0.07668687 0.15337373 0.02542456 109.976364 48.9499 142.3088 Sap18 BG085340
0.1814962 164.43848 139.159 190.53099 1.2422824 1 1.4994822 0.10430864 0.20861727 0.08024554 245.43384 128.9276 305.38177 Snrpb AI840565
0.02390646 97.7938 64.3426 141.9516 0.97735524 0.8127825 1.1515232 0.07028322 0.14056644 0.76985395 139.19878 92.0978 189.9419 Snrpa AI324697
0.15611006 126.47907 81.5559 151.4911 1.2497457 1 1.6955228 0.15085782 0.30171564 0.15772755 139.01712 111.5381 158.4164 Smc5 BG069552
0.00461779 56.9601 42.0978 72.5907 1.2346821 1 1.4423089 0.10030735 0.2006147 0.07955471 76.96787 40.562 102.1502 Smg6 BG070197
0.17756143 178.97743 113.289795 290.16418 1.3395869 1 1.9080112 0.22987516 0.45975032 0.17801757 261.32095 140.8618 382.2395 Smtn BG066516
0.9291502 686.32605 441.3483 1041.2839 0.6160827 0.5236143 0.699961 0.04340462 0.08680925 0.0062142 320.1228 191.8836 443.4201 Sumo2 BG087779
0.0208446 125.627495 90.413895 163.25029 0.69119984 0.62297195 0.7687029 0.03401749 0.06803498 0.00486891 65.90117 39.4439 76.882195 Snrk BG072814
0.16846392 198.34383 153.982 280.8502 0.7153186 0.5838572 1 0.08621884 0.17243768 0.06677774 86.6463 53.176903 149.014 Shprh BG069092
0.22268479 36.602467 26.783201 42.0191 1.3628027 1.1373754 1.5180289 0.08939779 0.17879558 0.01781728 41.291874 34.2835 50.528397 Slc15a2 BG079545
0.43063578 97.50397 65.6165 116.9408 1.7835491 1.4049094 2.0693405 0.15056933 0.30113867 0.00623189 140.88605 71.9758 185.1108 Slc39a9 AU015666
0.2481531 762.8679 470.9422 928.718 0.6699077 0.38824967 0.88369066 0.13020828 0.26041657 0.12233666 401.44458 142.75911 513.2736 Slc7a8 BG067524
0.40056825 42.253433 40.3863 44.3591 1.3808596 1.1913089 1.5546927 0.09338189 0.18676378 0.01727031 60.816353 37.0792 79.0108 Slc9a3r1 AI840744
0.18785037 246.1714 169.5338 319.859 0.9078296 0.83800846 0.98860824 0.03120968 0.06241935 0.06695414 180.46346 110.92511 212.5867 Son BG084043
0.1013777 63.69437 46.277 93.8645 1.0888386 0.9970858 1.3065611 0.06737538 0.13475077 0.2612508 79.7704 49.8472 110.520004 Spg20 AI840044
0.14733635 46.137035 40.718605 48.941803 1.3415473 0.99002963 1.6469976 0.14946024 0.29892048 0.07571507 90.5746 59.7244 119.8127 Spnb2 BG086500
0.4293068 45.05963 39.5568 51.900097 1.3927869 1.1512792 1.6121671 0.09784816 0.19569631 0.01781674 62.004997 33.4796 81.8599 Speg BG075580
0.03695909 53.34177 37.334 64.0827 1.0515105 0.8239215 1.298492 0.09914287 0.19828574 0.6282938 69.66117 47.421494 99.3936 Speer4c BG073358
0.12858428 45.393234 28.0424 60.983597 1.1574333 0.94942033 1.4734052 0.10583752 0.21167503 0.20532687 47.1692 36.4497 56.4304 Speer7-ps1 BG070798
0.18714283 60.3471 54.553703 70.576096 0.79255885 0.6642687 1 0.07724767 0.15449534 0.09521011 36.038074 26.014599 52.692097 Smpdl3a AI843216
0.19527403 58.905632 53.895996 62.597595 1.2224234 1.1226685 1.3828164 0.05383768 0.10767537 0.01966874 69.454315 48.9834 88.1206 Sass6 BG073055
0.44251463 300.1832 195.2422 402.78992 1.6161188 1.35275 1.9510581 0.15229262 0.30458525 0.014277 406.68808 221.03029 526.0138 Sf3a2 BG063058
0.65161115 86.4696 64.7522 125.3519 0.6474324 0.5340923 0.7748259 0.06117752 0.12235504 0.01884988 51.57145 29.8631 64.1354 Sf3b3 BG070165
0.22512513 68.172134 67.4789 69.3765 0.67174894 0.48217475 0.9635473 0.0991935 0.198387 0.07063885 33.831123 19.8222 54.135605 Sfrs10 BG075725
0.2153437 634.11115 280.7407 1004.12695 0.52069026 0.31179002 0.77715325 0.10415983 0.20831966 0.04286182 169.38843 67.709496 279.6831 Sfrs2 BG082362
0.44700852 1988.694 1110.5667 3221.3972 0.5521399 0.3578474 0.867274 0.11050982 0.22101964 0.05407974 749.8955 328.9262 1262.3225 Sfrs2 BG087609
0.35530645 170.13557 155.44241 198.8414 0.4226055 0.3395796 0.72605443 0.07961272 0.15922545 0.01792859 63.64672 31.317303 116.91589 Sfrs6 AI846595
0.23510829 114.26974 64.6501 164.99011 0.7946607 0.6602938 0.9879006 0.06844011 0.13688022 0.07452107 56.807724 34.5579 87.2828 Sfrs7 BG069388
0.00863323 283.3631 221.2529 383.45502 1.4652883 1.1202487 1.9188219 0.17408103 0.34816206 0.04711374 668.0722 326.9423 909.7494 Shfm1 BG088163
0.6008147 2708.118 1462.7466 3924.4744 0.23207378 0.17693359 0.3654323 0.03743859 0.07487717 0.00264542 362.45386 210.3349 432.8426 Scp2 BG086181
0.2367733 4529.146 3864.1855 5535.844 0.42055023 0.32795262 0.49034706 0.04028482 0.08056965 0.002782 973.443 712.4043 1365.0974 Scp2 BG086835
0.02907293 154.4863 132.38051 192.9282 1.2925491 1.0424342 1.5507631 0.12314166 0.24628332 0.07268706 259.48355 135.4719 334.92023 Stra6 BG085628
0.5301239 148.65714 86.6779 189.9498 0.6880095 0.5297845 0.90507466 0.09114765 0.1822953 0.06398389 67.64943 63.162197 70.738495 Sdf4 BG064675
0.78113586 198.18312 165.8161 243.89879 0.5534928 0.4561877 0.665139 0.04453027 0.08906053 0.00510546 85.3397 51.712097 127.28181 Ssrp1 BG067006
0.43225121 856.5311 594.33514 1251.1749 0.51368594 0.34937602 0.79369193 0.08936677 0.17873354 0.02911564 379.05396 192.8794 457.3756 Suclg1 BG071511
0.07975424 79.57553 43.751 120.281494 0.61422324 0.36117944 1 0.1380501 0.2761002 0.10769931 18.777075 10.909899 33.389 Sucla2 AI835580
0.83817744 778.7238 490.5387 1115.778 0.48141387 0.3497073 0.7422828 0.0835591 0.1671182 0.02265409 304.39185 170.6272 536.3176 Sucla2 BG068897
0.03015178 908.6759 626.5161 1378.95 0.7206457 0.41071856 1 0.14857322 0.29714644 0.19679889 218.54907 147.63069 343.2631 Sucla2 BG069442
0.05124921 62.062035 47.390106 70.0656 1.6057419 1.4861299 1.7232238 0.06280118 0.12560236 0.00120679 120.27127 86.7075 137.901 Sulf2 AI837677
0.16874151 197.7511 127.975296 292.6205 0.72065187 0.5726172 1 0.08582431 0.17164862 0.06846548 84.3841 53.4907 124.4745 Senp2 BG074708
0.02784762 144.01154 115.00371 199.965 1.0525742 0.89517397 1.4943302 0.12589388 0.25178775 0.693329 84.56027 46.700104 123.14389 Senp3 BG083248
0.66425455 179.76529 122.0693 216.4026 1.720322 1.349357 2.4192512 0.24325323 0.48650646 0.02968844 267.31726 134.4623 380.8119 St5 BG088369
0.02930294 92.42356 62.4442 115.639694 1.002107 0.8764076 1.1234963 0.05125678 0.10251356 0.9696821 88.184555 57.862198 125.217705 Suv39h1 BG087679
0.01341747 52.251568 42.0806 63.295303 0.9543674 0.8402425 1.0784777 0.04897307 0.09794613 0.4287479 33.674675 22.2991 41.294502 Smndc1 BG083983
0.00761702 91.452835 66.647995 115.3795 0.8057206 0.5793687 1.0138266 0.09631233 0.19262466 0.16425201 44.102524 34.006298 66.8004 Sip1 BG084787
0.30153364 801.5296 673.2282 1001.5698 0.596017 0.50791454 0.7475658 0.04880709 0.09761418 0.00786069 399.91907 254.21089 526.905 Smarca2 BG074221
0.39494523 56.412468 35.227898 75.7848 1.4433188 1.2575082 1.5893722 0.07808915 0.1561783 0.00649765 77.16588 49.71 98.7923 Smarcb1 AW548804
0.5116907 80.49797 51.7411 101.3811 0.5506285 0.36048582 0.8669082 0.11320521 0.22641042 0.05678454 36.73225 16.157198 61.5268 Sv2c AW544876
0.51494145 61.895832 44.5019 72.868996 1.4798704 1.1730986 1.8343701 0.14414264 0.2882853 0.02690394 78.43092 48.0844 103.5431 Stx6 AI845861
0.07302275 323.6329 223.5163 512.5755 0.8596339 0.694079 1.0660596 0.07626709 0.15253419 0.18427923 136.83807 71.94421 179.5142 Tax1bp1 AI843287
0.01899882 58.076435 47.1214 67.1107 1.0187371 0.7628909 1.2673022 0.11064952 0.22129904 0.87373495 77.24572 65.3999 92.7901 Tbc1d9 AI413335
0.50395906 67.825935 41.297802 97.88161 1.5693474 1.3033259 1.8667488 0.1204517 0.24090339 0.009694 83.2751 59.203804 105.078995 Tiparp BG082196
0.63728195 46.25423 29.669003 76.0886 0.5645211 0.42349204 0.69933933 0.06383432 0.12766865 0.01441978 20.3447 9.827799 26.365099 Tcp1 BG073378
0.19220039 845.3606 786.16675 896.9585 0.7520126 0.60479075 1.0570762 0.09327908 0.18655816 0.10192328 463.14148 262.4143 730.1814 Tgds BG075789
0.37342843 222.21744 176.9265 301.6231 0.48378226 0.27780437 1.0654174 0.1489217 0.2978434 0.08309118 87.41892 29.691101 188.70319 Tegt BG064583
0.06841494 224.27087 189.65541 251.02791 0.8117654 0.6053217 1.0362172 0.09123752 0.18247505 0.15691605 81.0274 43.9925 119.2495 Tsga10 BG068355
0.32752752 350.78708 261.862 443.2611 0.28510284 0.21885753 0.47722223 0.05229066 0.10458133 0.00583277 105.346344 87.1876 120.353294 Txn1 BG086400
0.46252254 31.7578 21.168602 47.0355 0.3793622 0.24790807 0.5698544 0.08825152 0.17650305 0.0220405 12.136075 9.143301 18.079498 Txndc1 BG064124
0.30760318 201.92773 149.6873 297.9488 1.4908056 1.0804257 1.8761983 0.17689078 0.35378155 0.04208894 277.9475 236.44832 366.6886 Tst BG074498
0.22230871 135.13347 103.2419 166.9286 0.74983317 0.5545027 1.0434865 0.10479361 0.20958722 0.12663643 72.59933 41.457703 106.3227 Thumpd1 AI413899
0.0448365 50.5669 35.833897 70.471 0.9467431 0.77385485 1.2110949 0.09322861 0.18645722 0.61391664 110.49107 58.788704 149.4662 Akt1 AI843381
0.00564618 233.639 188.81981 281.16852 1.0058101 0.93425643 1.1277164 0.04090204 0.08180407 0.8955747 130.81429 84.184395 170.6456 Akt2 AI843689
0.9574421 1079.2598 1058.0447 1093.084 0.35585496 0.25298858 0.52587306 0.05654383 0.11308766 0.00689405 357.33762 247.2572 593.9845 Tmpo BG084098
0.14512494 48.743935 27.387602 61.087498 1.6120118 1.099688 2.2486153 0.24168538 0.48337075 0.04732629 75.24783 59.9383 95.4075 Thrap3 BG069565
0.20967628 61.404232 48.8275 74.2054 1.0868312 1 1.1983978 0.04295863 0.08591726 0.12538137 55.250755 43.9716 66.5995 Trap1 BG070787
0.721219 73.35413 61.505295 84.1324 0.71324515 0.6099024 0.8347092 0.04661667 0.09323333 0.01387459 42.297127 31.310999 59.708702 Tlk2 BG087221
0.6076579 52.6105 27.374899 74.2427 0.5405234 0.36986846 0.8014359 0.09226231 0.18452463 0.03413748 20.127174 12.7302 36.3891 Sp1 BG077567
0.01668935 32.391632 24.421099 44.41 0.7313026 0.60422057 1.0179534 0.08482641 0.16965282 0.07172629 37.95575 22.903801 61.101696 Tcea3 BG071507
0.49321523 38.421967 34.1537 41.908997 1.4824345 1.2143534 1.8045 0.12682955 0.2536591 0.01892148 58.5229 31.115803 80.7336 Tcf4 AI842597
0.12916124 811.56415 639.0929 1084.9618 0.54072934 0.42840517 0.7655711 0.0711783 0.1423566 0.01770344 313.2336 157.5614 491.6344 Tbl1xr1 BG075967
0.5396083 55.042633 36.7362 68.990005 1.3111918 1.1742288 1.5903134 0.08763097 0.17526194 0.02672897 60.905903 40.5028 92.602 Tgfb1i1 BG086192
0.31296915 68.65357 39.981003 92.8338 1.3090707 0.99999994 1.7490865 0.15359636 0.3071927 0.10247951 80.716354 44.7858 132.2382 Tacc3 BG084419
0.5132974 172.03343 109.106995 234.56969 0.6245423 0.5162055 0.85347635 0.07142297 0.14284594 0.02511513 99.67742 66.881 146.1663 Tkt BG075311
0.26656392 141.45914 112.5351 157.9826 0.61393774 0.45392442 0.8738892 0.08814529 0.17629057 0.04045123 54.138374 27.019001 86.2014 Tomm70a BG064591
0.28368014 195.653 118.2567 252.9462 0.821074 0.68357784 0.97191197 0.06753098 0.13506196 0.09475861 109.97018 65.38171 164.2326 Tpr BG066593
0.04134209 463.90265 352.3085 589.30475 0.67255306 0.49137974 0.926748 0.09100699 0.18201397 0.0584078 145.75867 87.2233 210.80191 Tm9sf3 AI843327
0.14868434 245.45111 149.7899 377.5466 0.67457116 0.43798402 1.0269668 0.12867184 0.25734368 0.12231275 67.29065 57.776703 80.2501 Tm9sf3 BG063212
0.06355978 136.54697 98.6049 160.48901 1.2345978 1.0960205 1.6276342 0.11535213 0.23070426 0.10742178 222.1086 135.6153 312.9737 Tm9sf4 AI413421
0.52776533 71.1575 55.589905 80.6884 0.46761006 0.2624285 0.86325157 0.12397733 0.24795465 0.05524974 29.858753 9.748402 52.094303 Tmbim4 BG085143
0.88199675 932.4721 701.9483 1375.9346 0.24639128 0.17249689 0.3327106 0.03468978 0.06937957 0.0020419 205.3391 90.7713 284.4228 Tmed2 AI843142
0.57429886 778.5111 428.4682 1294.0271 0.59835607 0.5045205 0.73634547 0.0588791 0.11775821 0.01332387 333.56412 254.13101 448.36118 Tmem115 AI415629
0.06203296 19790.975 11239.198 29864.488 0.6122678 0.3429372 0.7679271 0.12312751 0.24625503 0.08513514 6354.011 3622.3586 8616.688 Tmem151 AI841979
0.1491031 49.954933 36.9214 67.5961 1.5420012 1.2026595 2.1347458 0.18685043 0.37370086 0.03610363 75.234276 46.3108 110.272 Tmem62 AI846630
0.21709657 87.78583 66.031 101.359604 1.1964377 1 1.3594229 0.07745975 0.1549195 0.06888964 86.71975 54.9167 114.5031 Tnrc15 BG066926
0.73787576 70.227905 37.943703 99.597 0.45670006 0.29210523 0.5623595 0.07100394 0.14200789 0.01411935 28.833101 19.210102 38.0346 Tpi1 AI836254
0.08841173 88.46294 62.5474 105.5669 1.2296612 1.113355 1.4719669 0.07683619 0.15367238 0.04500574 90.06397 59.847202 114.743805 Trio BG066763
0.04023587 397.4487 233.01799 526.4621 1.2280601 0.7948293 1.5945029 0.19264837 0.38529673 0.2724346 749.28076 493.8814 1021.47754 Tpbpb AI325126
0.8409201 76.5176 68.2595 81.689804 1.5088816 1.36366 1.9568427 0.13197686 0.26395372 0.01781882 108.39413 65.915405 150.53261 Tpbpb AI845860
0.81387585 52.995 31.684399 64.77319 0.6793372 0.5840934 0.82087857 0.05193234 0.10386469 0.0146802 27.388348 16.586199 38.629196 Tpbpb BG064656
0.1846647 168.2744 125.1017 219.3069 1.7319994 1.0980695 2.3424447 0.2901086 0.5802172 0.04346101 284.51294 111.690994 416.02478 Tmod3 BG083135
0.72388893 1577.3834 904.4778 2000.449 0.5262655 0.3407359 0.6609857 0.08188898 0.16377796 0.02428216 589.46765 458.8585 864.1907 Tpt1 BG085490
0.25461724 114.6427 62.6761 141.49161 3.3029015 2.3293855 7.726112 1.0202781 2.0405562 0.02459146 251.21887 189.5941 387.0918 Tacstd2 AI324175
0.19447841 533.633 368.7861 633.8928 1.1892841 1.0467852 1.4176742 0.07659617 0.15319234 0.07361852 537.1675 336.5712 755.3843 Ywhaq BG074147
0.762669 500.83328 329.2677 791.71484 0.33620209 0.27589947 0.51492953 0.05023686 0.10047372 0.00499914 157.19392 95.762794 267.8236 Ywhaz BG075881
0.24131472 79.6297 44.275196 99.70721 1.3819059 1.1611725 1.5896372 0.0964141 0.19282821 0.01866222 101.14368 70.8882 141.4097 Th BG067326
0.23618942 604.7389 436.406 742.82245 0.5777394 0.4624964 0.85578936 0.07960441 0.15920882 0.02701018 285.5097 156.1281 478.75333 Uqcrc2 BG075001
0.88196754 445.6167 364.9324 561.48096 1.9455489 1.3036352 3.0429533 0.37157255 0.7431451 0.0365844 820.4487 424.5017 1383.6552 Uba52 NM_019883
0.1732429 121.802414 83.51131 174.7687 1.2977805 1 1.5688454 0.12583803 0.25167605 0.07296882 156.7856 127.889404 200.49329 Usp19 AI841001
0.08745368 159.65689 102.899 210.1012 0.7520425 0.60196996 1.044222 0.09053226 0.18106452 0.09579723 78.99617 46.222595 126.96549 Usp24 BG079807
0.3356462 131.50917 75.5667 159.6887 1.4105123 1 1.916477 0.19197673 0.38395345 0.08228056 158.75685 115.793106 215.9886 Usp3 BG069818
0.19656669 42.4576 29.4959 49.090805 1.1736462 1.0382068 1.3645387 0.07763375 0.15526749 0.09323674 52.770752 30.722198 65.59711 Usp3 BG086935
0.01762166 578.3115 439.87448 776.50305 0.84223145 0.68139195 0.93720686 0.06181166 0.12362332 0.10011715 332.57114 175.5875 412.5574 Usp42 BG067518
0.02708463 286.8054 232.4362 331.1676 0.6113178 0.4232536 0.99656683 0.1223255 0.24465099 0.08367378 113.34893 52.649 205.432 Usp47 BG086622
0.1433529 62.23847 48.221203 69.6031 0.82761824 0.65824604 1 0.07593986 0.15187971 0.12910187 36.209373 20.7429 47.376495 Usp9x BG064335
0.47402358 163.5596 152.377 169.3349 0.61733896 0.37620017 0.86980706 0.11258875 0.2251775 0.07197129 72.56171 32.2445 95.34241 Ube2h NM_009459
0.12481128 30.439102 17.887701 38.6128 1.2426732 1 1.4423195 0.11020467 0.22040933 0.09014572 45.197147 27.6998 59.4218 Ube2o AI843298
0.1491559 48.106632 42.4293 54.3803 0.3675721 0.13372302 0.9653436 0.18789428 0.37578857 0.09882528 13.847975 3.8939018 31.071798 Uble1b BG070254
0.03818514 27.936932 17.6841 42.634598 1.2586726 0.9852896 1.4262403 0.10566852 0.21133704 0.07018201 52.3084 37.7515 69.1063 Ubxd8 AI840943
0.15263666 99.9183 42.7701 174.372 0.4559334 0.2898029 1 0.14601788 0.29203576 0.07510801 20.303425 7.9337997 44.935402 Ugt1a7c BG076072
0.01062006 671.86615 522.7135 831.9449 0.58873373 0.4027405 0.70052284 0.07640161 0.15280323 0.02542751 301.47696 215.06029 386.0431 B4galt1 BG072304
0.04419668 186.1992 139.5243 221.2224 0.9732086 0.6453483 1.538286 0.17996664 0.3599333 0.88905704 377.56772 247.73859 619.1005 Ucp2 AI836440
0.2913745 154.11847 114.9836 226.6774 0.3948103 0.3085392 0.5002932 0.04262228 0.08524455 0.00318812 61.947777 46.073402 83.0854 Usmg5 BG086421
0.02584362 32.3234 26.5551 36.6231 1.1433197 0.8217457 1.4966961 0.1700445 0.340089 0.42543575 40.917126 26.4287 60.9834 Usf1 BG075024
0.03943002 30.305035 26.9922 35.3115 1.3071485 1 1.763054 0.20067324 0.40134647 0.17229302 47.463177 44.5152 50.565403 Umodl1 BG068098
0.38307074 389.26068 236.8862 549.134 0.43628958 0.20585535 0.6715562 0.12132231 0.24264462 0.04950141 141.25504 65.0448 234.55162 Ush2a BG069135
0.19806209 84.4253 56.0765 119.6064 0.63148934 0.41202277 1 0.13488719 0.26977438 0.11040404 38.850952 16.8952 64.9315 Utp18 BG066921
0.01246776 30.2172 23.2075 34.3429 0.9351484 0.6678522 1.1338127 0.10973614 0.21947227 0.60312146 46.5145 33.6056 59.594795 Vps41 AI413115
0.9486539 66.6234 53.4349 81.2853 1.2201421 1.1385295 1.4004362 0.05921876 0.11843752 0.02609674 64.10753 45.0945 93.6371 Vps41 BG084175
0.49719205 530.0115 385.8328 792.2514 0.6146491 0.4388162 0.81200624 0.08844891 0.17689782 0.04091829 209.16844 197.85 231.3732 Vcp AW552886
0.20006679 55.714233 47.7126 64.9218 1.4496963 1.0477057 1.8759246 0.20380364 0.4076073 0.07425226 70.39023 67.7677 77.2254 Vasp AW538871
0.1401737 3065.1138 1776.147 4541.7026 1.259889 1.1165688 1.4249789 0.06854796 0.13709593 0.02374235 4311.0005 3054.265 5329.8853 Vil1 AI414231
0.06520571 320.51956 184.743 436.5335 0.7444247 0.5259411 0.97967595 0.102241 0.204482 0.11640235 101.0922 69.5674 140.4275 Wdhd1 BG078531
0.0762037 204.42073 182.5198 246.3899 0.72545874 0.5122805 1 0.10115116 0.20230232 0.10070344 82.227104 58.818398 134.003 Wdr26 BG084488
0.24682269 113.2271 92.508194 136.1715 1.4247798 1.2348727 2.0348663 0.17331213 0.34662426 0.0598954 134.98563 97.7541 154.3188 Wipi2 BG078956
0.22261278 25.7187 20.4352 31.201199 1.7863048 1.2089641 2.174528 0.24139537 0.48279074 0.02216703 52.28375 38.4028 69.158195 Whrn AI842906
0.08663686 535.912 349.0328 782.47705 1.353774 1.0624114 1.9583901 0.1811314 0.3622628 0.10464686 837.9325 537.0883 1283.478 Wt1 AI326669
0.23626529 47.194435 27.804598 66.1314 0.38942018 0.2054257 0.57381946 0.09112981 0.18225962 0.02404899 16.952574 11.088999 29.055 Waspip BG063942
0.19972277 549.941 465.4401 640.167 0.36499083 0.23434436 0.47168595 0.06115035 0.1223007 0.00853343 221.33728 103.2444 329.0624 Wnk1 BG067043
0.28856578 54.851665 46.2962 71.786896 0.66595036 0.52286726 1 0.10340806 0.20681612 0.07507661 28.687878 24.1548 36.004803 Wac BG088271
0.18822612 69.0765 46.711296 93.3477 1.450621 1.1446295 1.9577602 0.16399637 0.32799274 0.04465671 115.685005 80.7268 141.5361 Xkr5 C76136
0.03901322 61.35507 44.2187 94.1819 0.8092839 0.62321764 1.0416578 0.08720094 0.17440188 0.14118461 22.331823 15.684198 30.3304 Lyn BG063022
0.16349101 84.06546 39.923798 149.62059 0.4806021 0.40188703 0.52101916 0.02932122 0.05864244 0.00122851 19.0199 10.437699 23.410297 Yif1a AI839766
0.2246625 934.58026 610.7467 1168.1174 0.897729 0.8494185 1 0.03331604 0.06663207 0.06194098 581.69147 424.3601 718.0353 Yif1a AW539280
0.25437143 541.1964 418.6893 726.04626 0.63522947 0.43263403 0.9675397 0.10826086 0.21652171 0.0714948 227.33026 174.0527 269.49582 Znrf3 BG064587
0.05226865 790.284 580.1864 1057.7864 0.69210446 0.5893323 0.87384087 0.06312215 0.12624429 0.02679034 319.88266 206.443 434.6089 Zbtb20 BG073885
0.7757676 195.99496 144.7576 228.8443 2.1034772 1.5991819 2.486002 0.20216738 0.40433475 0.00437382 370.88544 182.2126 460.16382 Zbtb39 AI415702
0.09413034 167.71353 144.9149 181.7061 0.90333796 0.8430297 1.0443245 0.04461448 0.08922897 0.13107409 94.65893 66.554504 139.1189 Zfp35 BG072247
0.520523 59.29994 41.189102 74.127205 1.4228883 1.1889718 1.6041981 0.09075178 0.18150355 0.01152275 66.74013 42.2209 87.8117 Zfp42 BG079167
0.3875516 93.57187 48.7715 133.6311 1.7162721 0.9366033 2.5955362 0.39480385 0.7896077 0.09042614 177.19417 58.0496 261.3371 Zfp532 AI839990
0.22980648 62.410435 54.281395 78.544304 1.3249964 0.99999994 1.6444407 0.13830906 0.27661812 0.07224997 86.4225 42.0308 112.2836 Zfp651 AI843587
0.45302364 69.782036 52.3306 94.3545 1.7900082 1.0685679 3.2212343 0.42685345 0.8537069 0.08233953 112.73487 77.2071 153.9691 Zfpm2 BG069009
0.24895285 526.24524 286.99442 844.9049 0.6011394 0.42354503 0.7566321 0.08614417 0.17228834 0.03617839 183.67912 81.611 254.5631 Zfpm2 BG073512
0.36275455 65.7042 35.458 93.8999 1.4259332 1.156979 1.7430663 0.12092053 0.24184106 0.02441486 91.477875 75.9128 111.374596 Zbed3 AI839068
0.06009949 100.63753 72.3633 128.7497 1.2223823 1.0703158 1.463527 0.08188984 0.16377968 0.05717629 108.187256 76.897 164.49571 Zbed3 BG068859
0.2368194 137.96533 113.15541 181.2965 0.7025715 0.55921227 0.84408945 0.06186433 0.12372866 0.02729118 59.901226 45.144203 78.8995 Zcchc8 BG067892
0.201848 211.83443 101.4659 287.968 1.7140421 1.343206 2.1050982 0.17971356 0.35942712 0.01385395 458.22314 352.8823 598.33826 Zmynd12 AI414736
ADescription
3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-Coenzyme A synthase 2
5'-3' exoribonuclease 1
A disintegrin and metallopeptidase domain 8
A disintegrin-like and metallopeptidase (reprolysin type) with thrombospondin type 1 motif, 4
Acetyl-Coenzyme A acetyltransferase 1
acidic nuclear phosphoprotein 32 family, member B
Actin, beta, cytoplasmic
Actin, beta, cytoplasmic
Actin, gamma, cytoplasmic 1
Actin-like 6A
Activating signal cointegrator 1 complex subunit 1
Activating transcription factor 4
Activin A receptor, type 1
Acyl-CoA synthetase long-chain family member 4
Acyl-CoA synthetase long-chain family member 4
Acyl-CoA synthetase long-chain family member 5
l C A d h d l h icy - oenzyme  e y rogenase, ong-c a n
Acyl-Coenzyme A dehydrogenase, medium chain
Adenosine deaminase, RNA-specific, B2
Adenosine kinase
Adhesion molecule with Ig like domain 3
ADP-ribosylation factor related protein 1
ADP-ribosylation factor-like 5A
ADP-ribosylation factor-like 5A
ADP-ribosylation factor-like 6 interacting protein 1
ADP-ribosylation factor-like 6 interacting protein 2
ADP-ribosylation factor-like 8B
Adrenomedullin
Adrenomedullin
Adrenomedullin
Agrin
Alcohol dehydrogenase 5 (class III), chi polypeptide
Aldehyde dehydrogenase family 1, subfamily A1
Aldehyde dehydrogenase family 6, subfamily A1
Aminolevulinic acid synthase 2, erythroid
Anaphase promoting complex subunit 7
Angel homolog 2 (Drosophila)
Angiotensinogen (serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade A, member 8)
Ankyrin repeat and sterile alpha motif domain containing 1B
Ankyrin repeat domain 11
Ankyrin repeat domain 12
Ankyrin repeat domain 15
Annexin A11
Annexin A7
Anterior pharynx defective 1c homolog (C. elegans)
ARP10 actin-related protein 10 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
Ash2 (absent, small, or homeotic)-like (Drosophila)
Aspartate-beta-hydroxylase
Astrotactin 2
Ataxin 2 binding protein 1
ATP synthase, H+ transporting, mitochondrial F1 complex, gamma polypeptide 1
ATPase, Ca++ transporting, cardiac muscle, slow twitch 2
ATPase, Na+/K+ transporting, beta 1 polypeptide
ATPase, Na+/K+ transporting, beta 1 polypeptide
ATPase, Na+/K+ transporting, beta 3 polypeptide
ATP-binding cassette, sub-family A (ABC1), member 1
ATP-binding cassette, sub-family C (CFTR/MRP), member 1
Aurora kinase B
Autism susceptibility candidate 2
Bcl2-associated X protein
Beta-site APP cleaving enzyme 1
Bifunctional apoptosis regulator
Bone morphogenetic protein 4
Brachyury 2
Brain expressed gene 1
Branched chain aminotransferase 1, cytosolic
Breast carcinoma amplified sequence 3
Bromodomain adjacent to zinc finger domain 1A
Bystin-like
Cadherin 22
Calcitonin gene-related peptide-receptor component protein
Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II gamma
Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II inhibitor 2
Calmodulin 1
Calmodulin 2
Calmodulin binding transcription activator 1
Calnexin
Calponin 2
Calponin 3, acidic
CAMP responsive element binding protein 3
Capping protein (actin filament) muscle Z-line, alpha 1
Capping protein (actin filament) muscle Z-line, alpha 1
Carnitine acetyltransferase
Cartilage homeo protein 1
Casein kinase 1, epsilon
Casein kinase 1, gamma 1
Casein kinase II, beta subunit
CASP8 and FADD-like apoptosis regulator
Catenin (cadherin associated protein), delta 1
Cathepsin B
Cathepsin C
Cathepsin L
Cathepsin Z
CD2 antigen (cytoplasmic tail) binding protein 2
CD2-associated protein
CDC23 (cell division cycle 23, yeast, homolog)
CDP-diacylglycerol synthase (phosphatidate cytidylyltransferase) 2
Cell division cycle 42 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
Cell division cycle 5-like (S. pombe)
Cell division cycle 6 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
Cell division cycle and apoptosis regulator 1
Centaurin, beta 2
Centaurin, gamma 2
Centrosomal protein 27
Ceruloplasmin
Chaperonin subunit 4 (delta)
Chromatin modifying protein 2B
Clathrin, heavy polypeptide (Hc)
Coatomer protein complex, subunit gamma 2, antisense 2
Coiled-coil domain containing 106
Coiled-coil domain containing 16
Coiled-coil domain containing 91
Coiled-coil domain containing 95
Complement component 1, r subcomponent
Contactin 3
COP9 (constitutive photomorphogenic) homolog, subunit 3 (Arabidopsis thaliana)
Crystallin, zeta (quinone reductase)-like 1
CUG triplet repeat, RNA binding protein 1
Cut-like 1 (Drosophila)
Cyclin B1
Cyclin I
Cyclin L1
Cyclin M1
Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 3
Cystathionase (cystathionine gamma-lyase)
Cystatin A
Cystatin C
Cysteine rich protein 2
Cytochrome b-5
Cytochrome c oxidase subunit VIIa polypeptide 2-like
Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VI a, polypeptide 1
Cytochrome P450, family 3, subfamily a, polypeptide 25
Cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding protein 1
Cytoskeleton-associated protein 1
DEAH (Asp-Glu-Ala-His) box polypeptide 15
Dedicator of cyto-kinesis 2
Dedicator of cytokinesis 7
Dedicator of cytokinesis 9
Dendritic cell protein GA17
Deoxythymidylate kinase
Der1-like domain family, member 2
Diaphanous homolog 1 (Drosophila)
Dickkopf homolog 1 (Xenopus laevis)
Disabled homolog 2 (Drosophila) interacting protein
Disrupted in renal carcinoma 2 (human)
DNA methyltransferase 3A
DNA methyltransferase 3A
DNA segment, Chr 1, ERATO Doi 471, expressed
DNA segment, Chr 1, ERATO Doi 471, expressed
DNA segment, Chr 10, Wayne State University 52, expressed
DNA segment, Chr 12, ERATO Doi 216, expressed
DNA segment, Chr 15, ERATO Doi 466, expressed
DNA segment, Chr 9, ERATO Doi 496, expressed
DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily A, member 1
DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily A, member 3
DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily B, member 11
DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 13
DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 8
Dopa decarboxylase
Down-regulated by Ctnnb1, a
Dynamin 2
Dystonin
Early B-cell factor 1
Ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase 5
ELAV (embryonic lethal, abnormal vision, Drosophila)-like 2 (Hu antigen B)
Electron transferring flavoprotein, dehydrogenase
Enolase 2, gamma neuronal
Enolase 2, gamma neuronal
Envoplakin
Ephrin A5
Erythrocyte protein band 4.1-like 2
Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 1A, Y-linked
Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3, subunit 10 (theta)
Excision repair cross-complementing rodent repair deficiency, complementation group 1
Exocyst complex component 1
Far upstream element (FUSE) binding protein 3
F-box and leucine-rich repeat protein 19
F-box and WD-40 domain protein 7, archipelago homolog (Drosophila)
F-box only protein 36
F-box only protein 8
F-box protein 42
Feminization 1 homolog b (C. elegans)
Ferredoxin reductase
Fetal Alzheimer antigen
FGFR1 oncogene partner 2
Fibroblast growth factor 2
Fibronectin 1
Fibronectin type III domain containing 3B
Fission 1 (mitochondrial outer membrane) homolog (yeast)
FK506 binding protein 4
FK506 binding protein 4
Forkhead box M1
Forkhead box N2
Four and a half LIM domains 4
G protein-coupled receptor 98
Gap junction membrane channel protein alpha 1
General transcription factor II A, 2
General transcription factor III C 1
General transcription factor IIIC, polypeptide 2, beta
Glia maturation factor, beta
GLIS family zinc finger 3
Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase X-linked
Glycine decarboxylase
Glycosyltransferase 28 domain containing 2
Glycosyltransferase 8 domain containing 1
Golgi associated, gamma adaptin ear containing, ARF binding protein 2
Golgi transport 1 homolog B (S. cerevisiae)
Growth arrest and DNA-damage-inducible, gamma interacting protein 1
Growth hormone receptor
Guanosine diphosphate (GDP) dissociation inhibitor 2
Heat shock protein 1 (chaperonin)
Heat shock protein 8
Heat shock protein 90kDa alpha (cytosolic), class A member 1
Heat shock protein 90kDa beta (Grp94), member 1
Heat shock protein 9A
Heat-responsive protein 12
Hect (homologous to the E6-AP (UBE3A) carboxyl terminus) domain and RCC1 (CHC1)-like domain (RLD) 2
HECT, C2 and WW domain containing E3 ubiquitin protein ligase 2
Hedgehog acyltransferase
Hemoglobin, beta adult major chain
Hemoglobin, beta adult major chain
Hepatitis A virus cellular receptor 1-like
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2/B1
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A3
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein L-like
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R
High density lipoprotein (HDL) binding protein
Histocompatibility 2, class II, locus DMa
Histone deacetylase 2
Huntingtin interacting protein 1 related
Icos ligand
Igand dependent nuclear receptor corepressor
IK cytokine
IK cytokine
Immediate early response 3
Immediate early response 5
Immunoglobulin superfamily, member 6
Immunoglobulin superfamily, member 8
IMP3, U3 small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein, homolog (yeast)
In vitro fertilized eggs cDNA, RIKEN full-length enriched library, clone:7420422E11 product:hypothetical protein, full insert sequence
InaD-like (Drosophila)
Inhibitor of DNA binding 3
Insulin induced gene 2
Interferon induced transmembrane protein 2
Interferon regulatory factor 2 binding protein 1
Interleukin 10 receptor, beta
Interleukin 7
IQ motif containing GTPase activating protein 1
Isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (NADP+), soluble
Jumonji domain containing 1B
Kalirin, RhoGEF kinase
Karyopherin (importin) beta 1
Karyopherin (importin) beta 1
Kelch-like 2, Mayven (Drosophila)
Kinesin family member 13A
Kinesin family member 19A
La ribonucleoprotein domain family, member 1
La ribonucleoprotein domain family, member 5
Ladinin
Laminin, alpha 1
Lectin, mannose-binding, 1
Lemur tyrosine kinase 2
Leucine aminopeptidase 3
Leucine rich repeat and fibronectin type III domain containing 4
Leucine rich repeat containing 39
Leucine rich repeat containing 59
Leucine rich repeat neuronal 6A
Leukotriene A4 hydrolase
Leukotriene B4 12-hydroxydehydrogenase
LIM and SH3 protein 1
LIM domain only 7
Lipoic acid synthetase
Longevity assurance homolog 5 (S. cerevisiae)
Low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4
LSM14 homolog A (SCD6, S. cerevisiae)
LSM6 homolog, U6 small nuclear RNA associated (S. cerevisiae)
LSM7 homolog, U6 small nuclear RNA associated (S. cerevisiae)
MAD2 (mitotic arrest deficient, homolog)-like 1 (yeast)
Mannosidase 1, alpha
Mannoside acetylglucosaminyltransferase 2
MARCKS-like 1
Megakaryocyte-associated tyrosine kinase
Melanoma antigen, family E, 1
Melanoma associated antigen (mutated) 1
Membrane-spanning 4-domains, subfamily A, member 6D
Metastasis associated 3
Methionine aminopeptidase 2
Methyltransferase like 6
Microfibrillar-associated protein 4
Microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 beta
Mitochondrial ribosomal protein L23
Mitochondrial ribosomal protein S17
Moloney sarcoma oncogene
Morf4 family associated protein 1
Mouse mRNA for elongation factor 1-alpha  (EF 1-alpha)
Multiple EGF-like-domains 9
Multiple substrate lipid kinase
MUS81 endonuclease homolog (yeast)
Myeloid/lymphoid or mixed-lineage leukemia 3
Myosin IB
Myotrophin
N-acetylglucosamine-1-phosphodiester alpha-N-acetylglucosaminidase
N-acylsphingosine amidohydrolase 1
NAD kinase
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 alpha subcomplex, 13
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1, subcomplex unknown, 2
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) Fe-S protein 6
Nardilysin, N-arginine dibasic convertase, NRD convertase 1
Necdin
Netrin 1
Neurocalcin delta
Neuroepithelial cell transforming gene 1
Neuroplastin
NIMA (never in mitosis gene a)-related expressed kinase 1
NOL1/NOP2/Sun domain family 2
Non-POU-domain-containing, octamer binding protein
Non-SMC element 1 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
Nuclear factor I/X
Nuclear factor of kappa light chain gene enhancer in B-cells inhibitor, beta
Nuclear factor of kappa light polypeptide gene enhancer in B-cells 2, p49/p100
Nuclear receptor subfamily 5, group A, member 2
Nuclear VCP-like
Nucleolar protein 12
Nucleophosmin 1
Nudix (nucleoside diphosphate linked moiety X)-type motif 4
Olfactomedin 1
Ornithine decarboxylase, structural 1
Ornithine decarboxylase, structural 1
OTU domain containing 1
P450 (cytochrome) oxidoreductase
Parkin
Parkin
Pbx/knotted 1 homeobox
Period homolog 3 (Drosophila)
Peroxin 2
Peroxisomal delta3, delta2-enoyl-Coenzyme A isomerase
peroxisome proliferator activated receptor alpha
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, regulatory subunit, polypeptide 1 (p85 alpha)
Phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase, type II, gamma
Phosphoglucomutase 2-like 1
Phosphoglycerate kinase 1
Phosphoglycerate mutase 1
Phosphoserine phosphatase
Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase, isoform 1b, beta1 subunit
Platelet-derived growth factor, D polypeptide
Pleckstrin homology domain containing, family A (phosphoinositide binding specific) member 4
Pleckstrin homology domain containing, family A member 5
Pleckstrin homology domain containing, family Q member 1
poly A binding protein, cytoplasmic 1
Polyadenylate binding protein-interacting protein 1
Polymerase (DNA-directed), delta interacting protein 2
Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polypeptide H
Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polypeptide J
Polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polypeptide J
Positive cofactor 2, multiprotein complex, glutamine/Q-rich-associated protein
Potassium channel tetramerisation domain containing 4
Potassium channel tetramerisation domain containing 8
Pre B-cell leukemia transcription factor 1
Pre B-cell leukemia transcription factor 1
Pre-B-cell colony-enhancing factor 1
Prenylcysteine oxidase 1
Procollagen, type VI, alpha 2
Procollagen, type XXIII, alpha 1
Progesterone receptor membrane component 1
Programmed cell death 8
Progressive ankylosis
Prolyl endopeptidase
Prostaglandin E synthase 3 (cytosolic)
Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, ATPase, 6
Proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 4
Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, alpha type 4
Proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type 1
Protein arginine N-methyltransferase 8
Protein disulfide isomerase associated 3
Protein kinase C, zeta
Protein phosphatase 1 (formerly 2C)-like
Protein phosphatase 1, catalytic subunit, beta isoform
Protein phosphatase 1, catalytic subunit, beta isoform
Protein phosphatase 1, catalytic subunit, gamma isoform
Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), catalytic subunit, alpha isoform
Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), catalytic subunit, alpha isoform
Protein tyrosine phosphatase 4a1
Protein tyrosine phosphatase 4a2
Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, D
protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor-type, F
Protein tyrosine phosphatase-like A domain containing 1
Protocadherin gamma subfamily C, 3
PYD and CARD domain containing
RAB27A, member RAS oncogene family
RAB5A, member RAS oncogene family
RAB6, member RAS oncogene family
Rabphilin 3A
RAD23b homolog (S. cerevisiae)
RAN binding protein 2
RAP2B, member of RAS oncogene family
RAR-related orphan receptor alpha
Ras association (RalGDS/AF-6) domain family 1
Ras-like without CAAX 2
RAS-like, family 10, member B
RB-associated KRAB repressor
RCC1 domain containing 1
Receptor-like tyrosine kinase
Regulator of G-protein signaling 12
Replication factor C 1
Replication protein A3
Required for meiotic nuclear division 5 homolog A (S. cerevisiae)
Required for meiotic nuclear division 5 homolog A (S. cerevisiae)
Restin-like 2
Retinoblastoma binding protein 7
Retinoic acid induced 12
REX1, RNA exonuclease 1 homolog (S. cerevisiae)
Rh blood group, D antigen
Rho GTPase activating protein 29
Rho GTPase activating protein 5
Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 11
Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) 11
Ribosomal protein L11
Ribosomal protein L15
Ribosomal protein L23
Ribosomal protein L23
Ribosomal protein L23
Ribosomal protein L3
Ribosomal protein L4
Ribosomal protein L4
Ribosomal protein L4
Ribosomal protein L41
Ribosomal protein L7
Ribosomal protein L9
Ribosomal protein L9
Ribosomal protein S14
Ribosomal protein S24
Ribosomal protein S26
Ribosomal protein S29
Ribosomal protein S6 kinase, polypeptide 2
Ribosomal protein S7
Ribosomal protein SA
Ribosomal protein SA
RIKEN cDNA 0610006A03 gene
RIKEN cDNA 0610010D24 gene
RIKEN cDNA 0610012H03 gene
RIKEN cDNA 0610040D20 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1110005A03 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1110008P14 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1110017I16 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1110031I02 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1110039B18 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1110059H15 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1110063F24 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1110065P20 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1200020A08 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1500003O03 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1600029D21 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1700001C02 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1700009P03 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1700020D05 gene
RIKEN cDNA 1700034H14 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2210401J11 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2310005N03 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2410025L10 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2610019A05 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2610205H19 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2700069I18 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2700078E11 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2810003C17 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2900042E01 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2900073G15 gene
RIKEN cDNA 2900097C17 gene
RIKEN cDNA 3300001M20 gene
RIKEN cDNA 4121402D02 gene
RIKEN cDNA 4632417K18 gene
RIKEN cDNA 4632419K20 gene
RIKEN cDNA 4632428N05 gene
RIKEN cDNA 4632434I11 gene
RIKEN cDNA 4921513D23 gene
RIKEN cDNA 4930521E07 gene
RIKEN cDNA 4933421E11 gene
RIKEN cDNA 4933433K01 gene
RIKEN cDNA 5031439G07 gene
RIKEN cDNA 5031439G07 gene
RIKEN cDNA 6430547I21 gene
RIKEN cDNA 9030416H16 gene
RIKEN cDNA 9330102E08 gene
RIKEN cDNA 9430010O03 gene
RIKEN cDNA 9430038I01 gene
RIKEN cDNA A730082K24 gene
RIKEN cDNA B230308N11 gene
RIKEN cDNA B230312A22 gene
RIKEN cDNA C330008L01 gene
RIKEN cDNA C920006C10 gene
Ring finger protein 10
Ring finger protein 11
Ring finger protein 41
Ring finger protein 8
Ring-box 1
RNA (guanine-9-) methyltransferase domain containing 2
RNA polymerase 1-3
Rtf1, Paf1/RNA polymerase II complex component, homolog (S. cerevisiae)
RuvB-like protein 2
S100 calcium binding protein G
Scotin gene
SEC24 related gene family, member D (S. cerevisiae)
Secreted acidic cysteine rich glycoprotein
Sema domain, immunoglobulin domain (Ig), short basic domain, secreted, (semaphorin) 3 F
Serine (or cysteine) peptidase inhibitor, clade B, member 6a
Serine incorporator 3
Serine/arginine repetitive matrix 1
Serine/threonine kinase receptor associated protein
Serologically defined colon cancer antigen 3
Serpine1 mRNA binding protein 1
Serpine1 mRNA binding protein 1
SERTA domain containing 4
SH3 domain binding glutamic acid-rich protein-like 3
SH3-binding domain glutamic acid-rich protein like
SID1 transmembrane family, member 2
Signal recognition particle 68
Signal recognition particle receptor ('docking protein')
Similar to beta tubulin 1, class VI
Similar to gonadotropin inducible ovarian transcription factor 2
Similar to RPD3 protein
Similar to thymine DNA glycosylase isoform 2
Sin3-associated polypeptide 18
Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein B
Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein polypeptide A
SMC5 structural maintenance of chromosomes 5-like 1 (yeast)
Smg-6 homolog, nonsense mediated mRNA decay factor (C. elegans)
Smoothelin
SMT3 suppressor of mif two 3 homolog 2 (yeast)
SNF related kinase
SNF2 histone linker PHD RING helicase
Solute carrier family 15 (H+/peptide transporter), member 2
Solute carrier family 39 (zinc transporter), member 9
Solute carrier family 7 (cationic amino acid transporter, y+ system), member 8
Solute carrier family 9 (sodium/hydrogen exchanger), isoform 3 regulator 1
Son cell proliferation protein
Spastic paraplegia 20, spartin (Troyer syndrome) homolog (human)
Spectrin beta 2
SPEG complex locus
Spermatogenesis associated glutamate (E)-rich protein 4c
Spermatogenesis associated glutamate (E)-rich protein 7, pseudogene 1
Sphingomyelin phosphodiesterase, acid-like 3A
Spindle assembly 6 homolog (C. elegans)
Splicing factor 3a, subunit 2
Splicing factor 3b, subunit 3
Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 10 (transformer 2 homolog, Drosophila)
Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 2 (SC-35)
Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 2 (SC-35)
Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 6
Splicing factor, arginine/serine-rich 7
Split hand/foot malformation (ectrodactyly) type 1
Sterol carrier protein 2, liver
Sterol carrier protein 2, liver
Stimulated by retinoic acid gene 6
Stromal cell derived factor 4
Structure specific recognition protein 1
Succinate-CoA ligase, GDP-forming, alpha subunit
Succinate-Coenzyme A ligase, ADP-forming, beta subunit
Succinate-Coenzyme A ligase, ADP-forming, beta subunit
Succinate-Coenzyme A ligase, ADP-forming, beta subunit
Sulfatase 2
SUMO/sentrin specific peptidase 2
SUMO/sentrin specific peptidase 3
Suppression of tumorigenicity 5
Suppressor of variegation 3-9 homolog 1 (Drosophila)
Survival motor neuron domain containing 1
Survivor of motor neuron protein interacting protein 1
SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily a, member 2
SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily b, member 1
Synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2c
Syntaxin 6
Tax1 (human T-cell leukemia virus type I) binding protein 1
TBC1 domain family, member 9
TCDD-inducible poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase
T-complex protein 1
TDP-glucose 4,6-dehydratase
Testis enhanced gene transcript
Testis specific 10
Thioredoxin 1
Thioredoxin domain containing 1
Thiosulfate sulfurtransferase, mitochondrial
THUMP domain containing 1
Thymoma viral proto-oncogene 1
Thymoma viral proto-oncogene 2
thymopoietin
Thyroid hormone receptor associated protein 3
TNF receptor-associated protein 1
Tousled-like kinase 2 (Arabidopsis)
Trans-acting transcription factor 1
Transcription elongation factor A (SII), 3
Transcription factor 4
Transducin (beta)-like 1X-linked receptor 1
Transforming growth factor beta 1 induced transcript 1
Transforming, acidic coiled-coil containing protein 3
Transketolase
Translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 70 homolog A (yeast)
Translocated promoter region
Transmembrane 9 superfamily member 3
Transmembrane 9 superfamily member 3
Transmembrane 9 superfamily protein member 4
Transmembrane BAX inhibitor motif containing 4
Transmembrane emp24 domain trafficking protein 2
Transmembrane protein 115
Transmembrane protein 151
Transmembrane protein 62
Trinucleotide repeat containing 15
Triosephosphate isomerase 1
Triple functional domain (PTPRF interacting)
Trophoblast specific protein beta
Trophoblast specific protein beta
Trophoblast specific protein beta
Tropomodulin 3
Tumor protein, translationally-controlled 1
Tumor-associated calcium signal transducer 2
Tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, theta polypeptide
Tyrosine 3-monooxygenase/tryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation protein, zeta polypeptide
Tyrosine hydroxylase
Ubiquinol cytochrome c reductase core protein 2
Ubiquitin A-52 residue ribosomal protein fusion product 1
Ubiquitin specific peptidase 19
Ubiquitin specific peptidase 24
Ubiquitin specific peptidase 3
Ubiquitin specific peptidase 3
Ubiquitin specific peptidase 42
Ubiquitin specific peptidase 47
Ubiquitin specific peptidase 9, X chromosome
Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2H
Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2O
Ubiquitin-like 1 (sentrin) activating enzyme E1B
UBX domain containing 8
UDP glucuronosyltransferase 1 family, polypeptide A7C
UDP-Gal:betaGlcNAc beta 1,4- galactosyltransferase, polypeptide 1
Uncoupling protein 2 (mitochondrial, proton carrier)
Upregulated during skeletal muscle growth 5
Upstream transcription factor 1
Uromodulin-like 1
Usher syndrome 2A (autosomal recessive, mild) homolog (human)
UTP18, small subunit (SSU) processome component, homolog (yeast)
Vacuolar protein sorting 41 (yeast)
Vacuolar protein sorting 41 (yeast)
Valosin containing protein
Vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein
Villin 1
WD repeat and HMG-box DNA binding protein 1
WD repeat domain 26
WD repeat domain, phosphoinositide interacting 2
Whirlin
Wilms tumor homolog
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein interacting protein
WNK lysine deficient protein kinase 1
WW domain containing adaptor with coiled-coil
X Kell blood group precursor-related family, member 5
Yamaguchi sarcoma viral (v-yes-1) oncogene homolog
Yip1 interacting factor homolog A (S. cerevisiae)
Yip1 interacting factor homolog A (S. cerevisiae)
Zinc and ring finger 3
Zinc finger and BTB domain containing 20
Zinc finger and BTB domain containing 39
Zinc finger protein 35
Zinc finger protein 42
Zinc finger protein 532
Zinc finger protein 651
Zinc finger protein, multitype 2
Zinc finger protein, multitype 2
Zinc finger, BED domain containing 3
Zinc finger, BED domain containing 3
Zinc finger, CCHC domain containing 8
Zinc finger, MYND domain containing 12
GOTERM BP ALL apop ti on l anges 3 0 54% 0 051586023
Category Term Count % PValue
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS acetylation 25 4.49% 9.48E-09
GOTERM_BP_ALL acetyl-CoA metabolism 4 0.72% 0.060241202
GOTERM_MF_ALL actin binding 16 2.87% 4.11E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS actin capping 3 0.54% 0.050829551
GOTERM_CC_ALL actin cytoskeleton 12 2.15% 0.009739471
GOTERM_BP_ALL actin cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis 10 1.80% 0.011198094
GOTERM_CC_ALL actin filament 4 0.72% 0.017032181
GOTERM_BP_ALL actin filament capping 4 0.72% 0.030515273
GOTERM_BP_ALL actin filament depolymerization 4 0.72% 0.036995727
GOTERM_BP_ALL actin filament-based process 11 1.97% 0.005509764
GOTERM_BP_ALL actin polymerization and/or depolymerization 6 1.08% 0.008536759
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS actin-binding 14 2.51% 4.75E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS activator 17 3.05% 3.03E-04
UP_SEQ_FEATURE active site:Proton acceptor 21 3.77% 0.091644897
GOTERM_MF_ALL adenyl nucleotide binding 43 7.72% 0.041445224
GOTERM_BP_ALL alcohol biosynthesis 4 0.72% 0.044121239
GOTERM_BP_ALL alcohol metabolism 16 2.87% 0.001348506
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS alternative splicing 76 13.64% 1.58E-08
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS amino-acid biosynthesis 3 0.54% 0.032816307
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ank repeat 12 2.15% 0.003463456
GOTERM_BP_ALL apoptosis 23 4.13% 0.014160906
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS apoptosis 10 1.80% 0.016681889
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Apoptosis 2 0.36% 0.074711363
_ _ to c mitoch dria ch  . .
GOTERM_BP_ALL apoptotic nuclear changes 3 0.54% 0.022258752
GOTERM_BP_ALL apoptotic program 6 1.08% 0.005342794
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ATP 10 1.80% 0.018714963
GOTERM_MF_ALL ATP binding 43 7.72% 0.0263385
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS atp-binding 36 6.46% 7.11E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL barbed-end actin filament capping 4 0.72% 0.030515273
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS basement membrane 3 0.54% 0.071549808
GOTERM_CC_ALL basolateral plasma membrane 6 1.08% 0.0158253
GOTERM_MF_ALL binding 318 57.09% 6.34E-07
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer catabolism 14 2.51% 0.004684087
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer metabolism 103 18.49% 1.94E-06
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer modification 62 11.13% 9.34E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL biosynthesis 42 7.54% 0.03244223
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS blocked amino end 4 0.72% 0.043913023
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS calcium 21 3.77% 0.014573693
GOTERM_MF_ALL calcium ion binding 29 5.21% 0.041422631
GOTERM_MF_ALL calmodulin binding 8 1.44% 0.012165436
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS calmodulin-binding 8 1.44% 0.002117589
GOTERM_BP_ALL carbohydrate biosynthesis 7 1.26% 0.021507785
GOTERM_BP_ALL carbohydrate metabolism 17 3.05% 0.06596806
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS carbohydrate metabolism 4 0.72% 0.078219829
GOTERM_BP_ALL carboxylic acid metabolism 22 3.95% 0.007461803
GOTERM_BP_ALL catabolism 25 4.49% 0.01012101
GOTERM_MF_ALL catalytic activity 176 31.60% 2.78E-06
GOTERM_MF_ALL cation binding 91 16.34% 0.015303876
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell adhesion 10 1.80% 0.096576367
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell cycle 34 6.10% 1.19E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell cycle 16 2.87% 3.19E-04
GOTERM CC ALL coa e 7 1 26% 0 081209087
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Cell cycle 3 0.54% 0.041450596
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell death 25 4.49% 0.008930374
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell division 11 1.97% 6.00E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell division 14 2.51% 0.001025734
GOTERM_CC_ALL cell fraction 19 3.41% 0.042254702
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell motility 2 0.36% 0.038079068
GOTERM_BP_ALL cell organization and biogenesis 73 13.11% 1.45E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL cell-matrix junction 4 0.72% 0.03665892
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular biosynthesis 38 6.82% 0.031245117
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular carbohydrate metabolism 15 2.69% 0.015077705
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular catabolism 20 3.59% 0.028471076
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular lipid metabolism 20 3.59% 0.028296611
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular localization 34 6.10% 4.64E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular macromolecule catabolism 13 2.33% 0.064113879
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular macromolecule metabolism 112 20.11% 4.49E-06
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular metabolism 240 43.09% 1.37E-09
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular physiological process 332 59.61% 8.83E-16
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular process 360 64.63% 7.22E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular protein catabolism 9 1.62% 0.072389436
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular protein metabolism 111 19.93% 4.01E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS chaperone 10 1.80% 5.59E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL chromatin modification 9 1.62% 0.013805291
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Chromatin regulator 3 0.54% 0.012138015
GOTERM_BP_ALL chromatin remodeling 4 0.72% 0.069193852
_ _ ted vesicl . .
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS coenzyme A 3 0.54% 0.037035891
GOTERM_BP_ALL coenzyme metabolism 12 2.15% 0.010379578
GOTERM_BP_ALL cofactor metabolism 13 2.33% 0.009910621
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS coiled coil 22 3.95% 0.05800932
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cysteine proteinase 2 0.36% 0.056572584
GOTERM_MF_ALL cysteine-type endopeptidase activity 8 1.44% 0.046242279
GOTERM_MF_ALL cysteine-type peptidase activity 10 1.80% 0.019858316
GOTERM_BP_ALL cytokinesis 3 0.54% 0.097180293
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasm 159 28.55% 4.45E-14
GOTERM_MF_ALL cytoskeletal protein binding 20 3.59% 4.24E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cytoskeleton 16 2.87% 2.43E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoskeleton 34 6.10% 0.00945447
GOTERM_BP_ALL cytoskeleton organization and biogenesis 20 3.59% 0.027195246
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytosol 29 5.21% 1.17E-07
GOTERM_BP_ALL death 25 4.49% 0.010731481
GOTERM_BP_ALL development 64 11.49% 0.080752591
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS direct protein sequencing 26 4.67% 9.80E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL DNA metabolism 23 4.13% 0.027517474
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna recombination 3 0.54% 0.0460514
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS dna-binding 33 5.92% 0.029387303
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:RRM 1 6 1.08% 0.028896736
UP_SEQ_FEATURE domain:RRM 2 6 1.08% 0.028896736
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS electron transport 5 0.90% 0.025301447
GOTERM_MF_ALL electron transporter activity 12 2.15% 0.013369764
GOTERM_MF_ALL electron-transferring-flavoprotein dehydrogenase activity 2 0.36% 0.047520531
GOTERM_CC_ALL endomembrane system 14 2.51% 0.064038907
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS endonuclease 5 0.90% 0.032993121
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS endoplasmic reticulum 21 3.77% 1.98E-04
GOTERM MF ALL GTP tiva ti 7 1 26% 0 096564301
GOTERM_CC_ALL endoplasmic reticulum 26 4.67% 0.003849547
GOTERM_CC_ALL envelope 24 4.31% 3.67E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL enzyme activator activity 9 1.62% 0.075144066
GOTERM_MF_ALL enzyme regulator activity 23 4.13% 0.042605163
GOTERM_BP_ALL epithelial cell differentiation 4 0.72% 0.036995727
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment and/or maintenance of chromatin architecture 10 1.80% 0.09751813
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of cellular localization 33 5.92% 8.18E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of localization 102 18.31% 0.004942383
GOTERM_BP_ALL establishment of protein localization 36 6.46% 6.48E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS extracellular matrix 7 1.26% 0.091076054
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS fad 6 1.08% 0.021934178
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS fatty acid metabolism 5 0.90% 0.010780971
GOTERM_BP_ALL fatty acid metabolism 10 1.80% 0.017047955
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS flavoprotein 6 1.08% 0.035040923
GOTERM_BP_ALL gametogenesis 11 1.97% 0.050419069
GOTERM_BP_ALL generation of precursor metabolites and energy 29 5.21% 0.005618886
GOTERM_BP_ALL germ cell development 5 0.90% 0.003941127
GOTERM_BP_ALL gluconeogenesis 4 0.72% 0.027520642
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS gluconeogenesis 3 0.54% 0.0460514
GOTERM_BP_ALL glucose metabolism 8 1.44% 0.015256061
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS glycolysis 4 0.72% 0.052335761
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS golgi stack 14 2.51% 0.012276221
GOTERM_CC_ALL Golgi-associated vesicle membrane 3 0.54% 0.096585677
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTP binding 18 3.23% 0.002340352
_ _ ase ac tor ac vity  . .
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTPase activity 8 1.44% 0.030299882
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTPase binding 5 0.90% 0.045494106
GOTERM_MF_ALL GTPase regulator activity 12 2.15% 0.066346408
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS gtp-binding 13 2.33% 0.00325359
GOTERM_MF_ALL guanyl nucleotide binding 18 3.23% 0.002928338
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS heat shock 5 0.90% 0.014442439
GOTERM_MF_ALL heat shock protein binding 5 0.90% 0.03394273
GOTERM_BP_ALL hexose biosynthesis 4 0.72% 0.044121239
GOTERM_BP_ALL hexose metabolism 8 1.44% 0.053823065
GOTERM_CC_ALL histone deacetylase complex 3 0.54% 0.088415583
KEGG_PATHWAY HSA04510:FOCAL ADHESION 3 0.54% 0.026254845
KEGG_PATHWAY HSA04810:REGULATION OF ACTIN CYTOSKELETON 3 0.54% 0.019225259
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS hydrolase 50 8.98% 3.87E-06
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity 73 13.11% 0.003252394
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides 24 4.31% 0.002841626
GOTERM_MF_ALL hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides, in phosphorus-containing anhydrides 24 4.31% 0.002623305
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular 280 50.27% 1.24E-15
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular membrane-bound organelle 213 38.24% 1.48E-10
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular non-membrane-bound organelle 56 10.05% 0.001290566
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular organelle 240 43.09% 4.35E-12
GOTERM_BP_ALL intracellular protein transport 21 3.77% 0.011876057
GOTERM_BP_ALL intracellular transport 32 5.75% 0.001494271
GOTERM_MF_ALL ion binding 100 17.95% 0.005945346
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000504:RNA-binding region RNP-1 (RNA recognition motif) 14 2.51% 0.003811437
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000668:Peptidase C1A, papain C-terminal 4 0.72% 0.019183422
INTERPRO_NAME IPR000717:Proteasome component region PCI 3 0.54% 0.080002855
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001199:Cytochrome b5 3 0.54% 0.087910067
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001202:WW/Rsp5/WWP 6 1.08% 0.01924473
SP PIR KEYWORDS kinas 26 4 67% 0 012755096
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001715:Calponin-like actin-binding 5 0.90% 0.099634983
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001806:Ras GTPase 11 1.97% 0.01205778
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002017:Spectrin repeat 7 1.26% 0.04272774
INTERPRO_NAME IPR002110:Ankyrin 13 2.33% 0.056591714
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003169:GYF 2 0.36% 0.07682188
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003577:Ras small GTPase, Ras type 8 1.44% 0.048807837
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003579:Ras small GTPase, Rab type 9 1.62% 0.036638155
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003593:AAA ATPase 10 1.80% 0.007803006
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003959:AAA ATPase, central region 6 1.08% 0.007607408
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003961:Fibronectin, type III 10 1.80% 0.069359935
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004000:Actin/actin-like 4 0.72% 0.029988634
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004001:Actin 3 0.54% 0.038243454
INTERPRO_NAME IPR004843:Metallophosphoesterase 5 0.90% 0.008459964
INTERPRO_NAME IPR005225:Small GTP-binding protein domain 10 1.80% 0.027636613
INTERPRO_NAME IPR006186:Serine/threonine-specific protein phosphatase and bis(5-nucleosyl)-tetraphosphatase 3 0.54% 0.057786183
INTERPRO_NAME IPR008193:DNA-directed RNA polymerase, 13 to 16 kDa subunit 2 0.36% 0.051892353
INTERPRO_NAME IPR011990:Tetratricopeptide-like helical 12 2.15% 0.022032343
INTERPRO_NAME IPR011993:Pleckstrin homology-type 14 2.51% 0.081156956
INTERPRO_NAME IPR012677:Nucleotide-binding, alpha-beta plait 14 2.51% 0.006748056
INTERPRO_NAME IPR013128:Peptidase C1A, papain 4 0.72% 0.019183422
INTERPRO_NAME IPR013149:Alcohol dehydrogenase, zinc-binding 3 0.54% 0.087910067
INTERPRO_NAME IPR013201:Proteinase inhibitor I29, cathepsin propeptide 3 0.54% 0.064921936
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS isomerase 7 1.26% 0.03390779
GOTERM_MF_ALL isomerase activity 8 1.44% 0.070621008
_ _ e . .
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS laminin egf-like domain 4 0.72% 0.021290407
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ligase 11 1.97% 0.008494922
GOTERM_MF_ALL ligase activity, forming carbon-sulfur bonds 4 0.72% 0.015145618
GOTERM_MF_ALL lipid kinase activity 3 0.54% 0.097224307
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS lipid metabolism 7 1.26% 0.004993446
GOTERM_BP_ALL localization 103 18.49% 0.004486257
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS lysosome 5 0.90% 0.045818101
GOTERM_BP_ALL M phase 14 2.51% 0.001135085
GOTERM_BP_ALL M phase of mitotic cell cycle 12 2.15% 5.56E-04
BIOCARTA m_eradPathway:ER?associated degradation (ERAD) Pathway 4 0.72% 0.030996152
BIOCARTA m_gcrPathway:Corticosteroids and cardioprotection 4 0.72% 0.028160686
BIOCARTA m_longevityPathway:The IGF-1 Receptor and Longevity 3 0.54% 0.034437929
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule biosynthesis 24 4.31% 0.097937206
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule catabolism 18 3.23% 0.004337244
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule metabolism 163 29.26% 1.26E-10
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS magnesium 11 1.97% 0.026557392
GOTERM_MF_ALL magnesium ion binding 12 2.15% 0.051422369
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS manganese 6 1.08% 0.039301423
GOTERM_MF_ALL manganese ion binding 7 1.26% 0.036532502
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS membrane 76 13.64% 0.015592805
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane fraction 17 3.05% 0.054942045
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-bound organelle 213 38.24% 1.81E-10
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-enclosed lumen 31 5.57% 0.010754385
GOTERM_BP_ALL metabolism 250 44.88% 8.89E-09
GOTERM_MF_ALL metal ion binding 100 17.95% 0.005945346
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metal-binding 60 10.77% 4.60E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metalloprotein 6 1.08% 0.009924959
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS methylation 6 1.08% 0.004382419
SP PIR KEYWORDS mo aperone 4 0 72% 0 006306411
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS methyltransferase 7 1.26% 0.028556148
GOTERM_MF_ALL methyltransferase activity 8 1.44% 0.089679792
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS microfilament 2 0.36% 0.038079068
GOTERM_CC_ALL microtubule cytoskeleton 15 2.69% 0.013135032
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrial envelope 18 3.23% 0.002285268
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrial inner membrane 14 2.51% 0.018084536
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrial membrane 17 3.05% 0.002681167
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mitochondrion 28 5.03% 1.02E-05
GOTERM_CC_ALL mitochondrion 40 7.18% 5.59E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mitosis 9 1.62% 1.80E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL mitosis 12 2.15% 5.20E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL mitotic cell cycle 13 2.33% 0.004197276
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU00031:INOSITOL METABOLISM 2 0.36% 0.074114375
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU00071:FATTY ACID METABOLISM 8 1.44% 0.001287395
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU00072:SYNTHESIS AND DEGRADATION OF KETONE BODIES 3 0.54% 0.034150047
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU00280:VALINE, LEUCINE AND ISOLEUCINE DEGRADATION 7 1.26% 0.012706749
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU00640:PROPANOATE METABOLISM 7 1.26% 0.001993893
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04110:CELL CYCLE 9 1.62% 0.045461821
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04510:FOCAL ADHESION 13 2.33% 0.096704857
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04520:ADHERENS JUNCTION 7 1.26% 0.065666311
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04530:TIGHT JUNCTION 9 1.62% 0.085068736
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04720:LONG-TERM POTENTIATION 6 1.08% 0.087708888
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04810:REGULATION OF ACTIN CYTOSKELETON 13 2.33% 0.077341554
GOTERM_BP_ALL modification-dependent protein catabolism 9 1.62% 0.026189025
_ _ lecular ch . .
GOTERM_BP_ALL monosaccharide biosynthesis 4 0.72% 0.044121239
GOTERM_BP_ALL monosaccharide metabolism 8 1.44% 0.057579937
GOTERM_BP_ALL mRNA metabolism 15 2.69% 0.001259442
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mrna processing 15 2.69% 7.12E-07
GOTERM_BP_ALL mRNA processing 14 2.51% 0.001079252
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS mrna splicing 12 2.15% 8.26E-06
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS multigene family 34 6.10% 0.0011226
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nadp 7 1.26% 0.012770911
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of actin filament depolymerization 4 0.72% 0.030515273
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of apoptosis 8 1.44% 0.037374209
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of biological process 31 5.57% 0.012527245
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cell organization and biogenesis 4 0.72% 0.07870912
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cellular physiological process 28 5.03% 0.00296156
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of cellular process 30 5.39% 0.007539051
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of physiological process 28 5.03% 0.005461217
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of programmed cell death 8 1.44% 0.040357864
GOTERM_BP_ALL negative regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 8 1.44% 0.09336549
GOTERM_CC_ALL non-membrane-bound organelle 56 10.05% 0.001290566
GOTERM_BP_ALL nuclear import 5 0.90% 0.060630812
GOTERM_CC_ALL nuclear lumen 26 4.67% 0.032380506
GOTERM_BP_ALL nuclear mRNA splicing, via spliceosome 11 1.97% 0.001406762
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nuclear protein 98 17.59% 2.13E-09
GOTERM_BP_ALL nuclear transport 7 1.26% 0.038565967
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nuclease 5 0.90% 0.070804845
GOTERM_MF_ALL nuclease activity 8 1.44% 0.098995685
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleic acid binding 89 15.98% 0.08898997
GOTERM_BP_ALL nucleobase, nucleoside, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism 95 17.06% 0.069049484
GOTERM_BP_ALL nucleocytoplasmic transport 7 1.26% 0.067110915
GOTERM BP ALL pos ti bi og s 29 5 21% 0 013739799
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleoside-triphosphatase activity 22 3.95% 0.005350978
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleotide binding 72 12.93% 5.95E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nucleotide-binding 50 8.98% 6.27E-06
GOTERM_CC_ALL nucleus 130 23.34% 2.70E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL obsolete molecular function 10 1.80% 0.064470706
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle 240 43.09% 5.25E-12
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle envelope 24 4.31% 3.12E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle inner membrane 14 2.51% 0.028246359
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle lumen 31 5.57% 0.010754385
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle membrane 26 4.67% 0.003319276
GOTERM_BP_ALL organelle organization and biogenesis 41 7.36% 0.002559194
GOTERM_BP_ALL organic acid metabolism 22 3.95% 0.007461803
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS oxidoreductase 20 3.59% 0.013664887
GOTERM_MF_ALL oxidoreductase activity 28 5.03% 0.044857241
GOTERM_MF_ALL oxidoreductase activity, acting on the CH-NH group of donors, quinone or similar compound as acceptor 2 0.36% 0.047520531
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS pentose phosphate pathway 2 0.36% 0.074711363
GOTERM_BP_ALL phosphate metabolism 32 5.75% 0.029977541
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphoprotein 11 1.97% 0.040345913
GOTERM_BP_ALL phosphorus metabolism 32 5.75% 0.029977541
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphorylation 69 12.39% 6.08E-10
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS Phosphorylation 14 2.51% 2.62E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphotransferase 8 1.44% 0.037455244
GOTERM_BP_ALL physiological process 343 61.58% 0.009513639
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of apoptosis 8 1.44% 0.090831097
_ _ itive regula on of ol ical proces    . .
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of cell differentiation 5 0.90% 0.051355837
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of cellular physiological process 25 4.49% 0.006517577
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of cellular process 26 4.67% 0.009491468
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of development 6 1.08% 0.035858621
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of lymphocyte differentiation 3 0.54% 0.088965248
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of physiological process 25 4.49% 0.011537935
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of programmed cell death 8 1.44% 0.098551685
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of T cell activation 4 0.72% 0.088759938
GOTERM_BP_ALL positive regulation of T cell differentiation 3 0.54% 0.058504752
COG_KOG_ONTOLOGY Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones 8 1.44% 0.021416375
GOTERM_BP_ALL primary metabolism 233 41.83% 5.86E-10
GOTERM_BP_ALL programmed cell death 24 4.31% 0.00952783
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protease 20 3.59% 0.004392065
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS proteasome 5 0.90% 0.01546617
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein binding 167 29.98% 2.76E-13
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein catabolism 14 2.51% 0.002990062
GOTERM_CC_ALL protein complex 81 14.54% 7.30E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein complex assembly 11 1.97% 0.008660952
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein degradation 3 0.54% 0.009561493
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein depolymerization 4 0.72% 0.083669345
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein dimerization activity 8 1.44% 0.096618499
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein folding 14 2.51% 0.005898387
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein import 5 0.90% 0.07791209
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein import into nucleus 5 0.90% 0.060630812
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein localization 37 6.64% 7.14E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein metabolism 122 21.90% 1.51E-07
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein modification 59 10.59% 0.001719892
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein phosphatase type 2C activity 4 0.72% 0.062728471
UP SEQ FEATURE repea 5 2 0 36% 0 093218662
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein serine/threonine phosphatase activity 5 0.90% 0.029862863
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein targeting 12 2.15% 0.048791892
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein transport 35 6.28% 7.03E-05
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein transport 15 2.69% 0.00315813
GOTERM_BP_ALL proteolysis 26 4.67% 0.060425171
GOTERM_BP_ALL proteolysis during cellular protein catabolism 9 1.62% 0.072389436
GOTERM_MF_ALL purine nucleotide binding 60 10.77% 0.001099961
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS pyridoxal phosphate 4 0.72% 0.05530396
GOTERM_MF_ALL pyrophosphatase activity 24 4.31% 0.002384478
GOTERM_BP_ALL pyruvate metabolism 4 0.72% 0.040478733
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of actin filament depolymerization 4 0.72% 0.036995727
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of actin filament length 4 0.72% 0.088759938
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of actin polymerization and/or depolymerization 4 0.72% 0.083669345
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of apoptosis 17 3.05% 0.013487547
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of biological process 115 20.65% 0.002255652
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular physiological process 98 17.59% 0.015408054
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of cellular process 103 18.49% 0.011916673
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of hydrolase activity 6 1.08% 0.025457634
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of mitotic metaphase/anaphase transition 2 0.36% 0.077354876
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of physiological process 103 18.49% 0.008595659
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of programmed cell death 18 3.23% 0.007459404
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:2 8 1.44% 0.087957987
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Plectin 3 2 0.36% 0.093218662
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Plectin 4 2 0.36% 0.093218662
_ _ t:Plectin . .
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Plectin 6 2 0.36% 0.093218662
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:Plectin 7 2 0.36% 0.093218662
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:WD 1 9 1.62% 0.075994068
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:WD 2 9 1.62% 0.075994068
UP_SEQ_FEATURE repeat:WD 3 9 1.62% 0.071105617
GOTERM_BP_ALL reproduction 13 2.33% 0.097717375
GOTERM_BP_ALL response to protein stimulus 6 1.08% 0.021080083
GOTERM_BP_ALL response to temperature stimulus 4 0.72% 0.099317615
GOTERM_BP_ALL response to unfolded protein 6 1.08% 0.021080083
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribonucleoprotein 14 2.51% 4.83E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribonucleoprotein complex 25 4.49% 3.03E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosomal protein 9 1.62% 0.03039982
GOTERM_CC_ALL ribosome 10 1.80% 0.073837122
GOTERM_MF_ALL RNA binding 26 4.67% 3.57E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA metabolism 19 3.41% 0.016626129
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA processing 18 3.23% 0.002344871
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA splicing 11 1.97% 0.002143388
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions 11 1.97% 0.001406762
GOTERM_BP_ALL RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions with bulged adenosine as nucleophile 11 1.97% 0.001406762
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS rna-binding 23 4.13% 6.31E-06
GOTERM_CC_ALL rough endoplasmic reticulum membrane 2 0.36% 0.077082502
GOTERM_BP_ALL serine family amino acid metabolism 3 0.54% 0.097180293
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS serine/threonine-protein kinase 12 2.15% 0.093979224
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS serine/threonine-specific phosphatase 2 0.36% 0.092502193
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF000091:alcohol dehydrogenase 3 0.54% 0.055113346
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF000908:serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 3 0.54% 0.018886804
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF001182:papain 4 0.72% 3.85E-04
PIR_SUPERFAMILY_NAME SF002583:heat shock protein 90 2 0.36% 0.080273608
SP PIR KEYWORDS 6 1 08% 0 059385507
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS signal 57 10.23% 0.025871385
SMART_NAME SM00033:CH 5 0.90% 0.090317971
SMART_NAME SM00088:PINT 3 0.54% 0.073779217
SMART_NAME SM00177:ARF 4 0.72% 0.094871673
SMART_NAME SM00180:EGF_Lam 4 0.72% 0.052386611
SMART_NAME SM00233:PH 11 1.97% 0.087100049
SMART_NAME SM00248:ANK 11 1.97% 0.051198889
SMART_NAME SM00268:ACTIN 4 0.72% 0.027797779
SMART_NAME SM00382:AAA 9 1.62% 0.0226204
SMART_NAME SM00444:GYF 2 0.36% 0.077715686
SMART_NAME SM00645:Pept_C1 4 0.72% 0.019727753
GOTERM_BP_ALL small GTPase mediated signal transduction 16 2.87% 0.004314968
GOTERM_MF_ALL small GTPase regulator activity 9 1.62% 0.067975615
GOTERM_CC_ALL soluble fraction 5 0.90% 0.053768203
GOTERM_CC_ALL spindle 5 0.90% 0.022408128
UP_SEQ_FEATURE splice variant 76 13.64% 0.030601364
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS spliceosome 6 1.08% 0.002025588
GOTERM_BP_ALL spliceosome assembly 4 0.72% 0.022027238
GOTERM_CC_ALL spliceosome complex 9 1.62% 0.003159665
GOTERM_MF_ALL structural constituent of ribosome 11 1.97% 0.023821181
GOTERM_MF_ALL structural molecule activity 25 4.49% 0.026959874
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS structural protein 8 1.44% 0.005394779
GOTERM_MF_ALL succinate-CoA ligase activity 2 0.36% 0.070429082
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS thiol protease 8 1.44% 8.78E-04
_ _ tpr repeat . .
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transcription 39 7.00% 0.001404413
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transcription regulation 33 5.92% 0.048850285
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transferase 41 7.36% 0.003394718
GOTERM_MF_ALL transferase activity, transferring one-carbon groups 8 1.44% 0.096618499
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transit peptide 21 3.77% 1.28E-06
UP_SEQ_FEATURE transit peptide:Mitochondrion 21 3.77% 9.94E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS transport 36 6.46% 0.007021128
GOTERM_BP_ALL transport 92 16.52% 0.011233388
GOTERM_CC_ALL transport vesicle membrane 3 0.54% 0.096585677
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS tricarboxylic acid cycle 3 0.54% 0.0460514
GOTERM_BP_ALL ubiquitin cycle 25 4.49% 9.29E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolism 9 1.62% 0.023252747
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ubl conjugation 6 1.08% 0.088969202
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ubl conjugation pathway 18 3.23% 1.42E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL unfolded protein binding 12 2.15% 5.43E-04
GOTERM_CC_ALL vacuole 8 1.44% 0.077586154
GOTERM_CC_ALL vesicular fraction 8 1.44% 0.082241492
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS viral nucleoprotein 4 0.72% 0.061475196
GOTERM_BP_ALL Wnt receptor signaling pathway 7 1.26% 0.049621347
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS wnt signaling pathway 6 1.08% 0.02512598
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS zinc 44 7.90% 0.007168478
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS zinc-finger 31 5.57% 0.093114975
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3732, BG078337, BG075350, BG072939, BG073943, BG086531, AI415396, BG064823, AI845861, BG083016, BG067860, AI413115, BG084175, BG065259, AI840013, BG086956, BG083644, BG078321, AW544876, BG066953, BG06
0,
G
,
254, BG072752, AI837726, AI843343, BG078637, BG063068, AW552886, AI845514, BG072249, BG088616, BG064901, BG075001, AW538871, BG074498, BG077376, AI845892, BG076736, AI851449, BG085195, BG072870, BG0743
 BG066953, AI528802, BG087221, AI837690, BG067043, BG079116, BG086264, BG075024, BG086322, BG078565, BG072244, BG076848, BG062949, BG077678, AI842906, AI839990, BG086747, BG087519, BG084158, AI415362, B
067326, BG075725, BG084043, BG066209, BG065644, AI324697, BG083317, BG075881, BG078497, AI843381, BG075785, BG077882, BG077938, AI840367, AI843343, BG078637, BG070050, AW552886, BG087837, BG073882, BG
 BG062949, BG077678, BG086747, BG087519, BG083146, AI415362, BG075580, BG084566, BG069181, BG069182, BG084787, BG086904, BG067326, BG075725, BG084043, BG066209, BG065644, BG075070, AI324697, BG083317
AI841294, BG068359, AI851454, AI840367, BG087171, BG086349, AI843343, AI845485, BG069009, BG075311, BG072249, BG082424, BG087203, BG086961, BG077365, BG074188, BG063467, BG085195, BG071006, BG072870, BG
0G
G
0
254, BG072752, AI837726, AI843343, BG078637, BG063068, AW552886, BG072249, AI845514, BG088616, BG064901, BG075001, AW538871, BG064128, BG078930, BG074498, BG077376, AI845892, BG076736, AI851449, BG0851
078337, BG072814, BG073943, BG086531, BG064663, C78845, BG064823, NM_009459, BG069818, BG086935, AI413115, BG084175, BG086956, BG066953, BG067383, BG078344, BG087221, AI528802, AI837690, AI836254, BG07
067326, BG075725, BG084043, BG066209, BG065644, AI324697, BG083317, BG075881, BG078497, AI843381, BG075785, BG077882, BG077938, AI840367, AI843343, BG078637, BG070050, AW552886, BG087837, BG073882, BG
86264, BG075024, AI846427, BG086322, BG069953, BG086037, BG073645, BG078565, BG084158, BG086747, BG087519, BG083146, AI415362, AI843298, BG065308, BG075580, BG084566, BG085662, BG084787, BG067326, BG0
AI841294, BG068359, AI851454, AI840367, BG087171, BG086349, AI843343, AI845485, BG069009, BG075311, BG072249, BG082424, BG087203, BG086961, BG077365, BG074188, BG063467, BG085195, BG071006, BG072870, BG
6,
0
97, BG083317, AI842597, AI843381, BG075785, BG077882, BG077938, BG063068, BG069009, AW552886, BG087837, BG074988, BG078271, AI846584, BG082424, BG064128, BG078930, AI413304, BG071699, BG087468, BG06348
 BG082424, AW551596, AI840565, BG069092, BG082930, BC069963, NM_011292, BG073055, BG078457, BG087468, BG077567, AI429623, BG077515, BG074237, B
73, AI837757, BG082424, AI840565, BG086192, BG069092, BG087491, BG082930, BG063467, BG078457, BG072870, BG071699, BG087468, BG077567, AI429623, AW557873, AW548804, BG077515, B
1,
9
2
B
3491, BG086322, AI839990, BG064611, BG083146, AI415362, BG075580, BG070165, BG084566, BG069181, BG069182, BG064976, BG084787, AI846595, BG067326, BG075725, BG087679, BG076889, BG084043, BG084881, BG06
 BG062949, BG077678, BG086747, BG087519, BG083146, AI415362, BG075580, BG084566, BG069181, BG069182, BG084787, BG086904, BG067326, BG075725, BG084043, BG066209, BG065644, BG075070, AI324697, BG083317
, BG069799, BG078337, BG072939, BG072814, BG073943, BG086531, BG064663, BG064823, NM_009459, BG069818, BG086935, BG064739, BG067860, AI413115, BG084175, AI840013, BG065259, BG074345, BG070895, AW544
86322, BG069953, BG086037, BG073645, BG084158, BG086747, BG087519, BG083146, AI415362, AI843298, BG065308, BG075580, BG084566, BG084787, BG067326, BG075725, AI843624, BG076440, BG086120, BG066209, BG0
42, BG073420, BG086246, AI842497, BG088170, AI840565, AW539315, BG079442, BG086192, BG088493, BG072758, AI843287, BG078337, BG072939, BG065281, AW557873, AI413685, AI415396, AI845861, BG083016, AI413115, 
G087468, BG083466, BG063481, BG065043, BG073043, BG073044, AI429623, BG086531, AW548804, BG074237, B
BG083508, BG069953, BG086037, BG082196, BG086747, BG087519, BG083146, AI843298, BG075580, BG077611, BG084787, AI843155, AI843624, BG074107, BG076440, BG086120, BG066209, BG078497, AI837759, AI843381, BG
6
9
5
3
128, BG064976, AI846595, BG067326, BG087679, BG076440, BG066209, BG065644, AI845473, BG070380, AI842597, AI841294, AI843381, AI851454, BG065715, BG077938, AK136816, BG064583, BG084637, AI843240, AI843343, A
4, AI843381, AI851454, BG077938, AK136816, BG064583, BG084637, AI843240, AI843343, AK133089, BG069009, AW552886, BG073882, BG078271, BG087468, AI414231, AI429623, BG077567, BG077515, AI528625, AW548804, B
644, AI845473, BG070380, AI842597, AI841294, AI843381, AI851454, BG077938, AK136816, BG064583, BG084637, AI843240, AI843343, AK133089, BG069009, AW552886, BG073882, BG078271, BG064539, BG087468, AI414231, 
80, AI842597, AI841294, AI843381, AI851454, BG065715, BG077938, AK136816, BG064583, BG084637, AI843240, AI843343, AK133089, BG069009, AW552886, BG073882, BG078271, BG072249, BG085195, BG087468, AI414231, 
6736, AW551431, AI851588, BG063732, BG085195, BG072870, BG083466, BG075350, BG074370, BG063481, BG065043, BG073043, BG073044, BG072939, BG075864, BG086531, AI528625, B
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gene1591 1 3706851 0 9854031 2 634759 0 33040726 0 6608145 0 26159295 231 07272 113 43 411 93158 1 2029841 1 100112 1 3838801 0 08564867 0 14834784 0 12111679
Raw Data between 50 and 39,394_RPWvsVPC_FieldPerSpleen
Per_Field_Spleen_MA07 & MA10
A ()* C (Lab Peromyscus) RPW (Field Peromyscus with High Blood Pb)
Systematic Normalized
Min 
Normalized
Max 
Normalized StdErr Norm
St
No
dDev 
rm t-test P-value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Mi
No
n 
rmalized
Max 
Normalized StdErr Norm
StdDev 
Norm t-test P-value
gene7195 0.7202781 0.32436776 2.2930074 0.37757006 0.7551401 0.5014539 21.798824 5.8871994 55.0194 1.7550552 1.3568988 2.4272492 0.30716825 0.532031 0.08146102
gene3271 0.9693992 0.8185488 1.18593 0.07531811 0.15063623 0.7143433 78.01782 42.206898 94.0652 1.8633227 1.3410906 2.7803686 0.41176274 0.71319395 0.1002698
gene9425 0.85772204 0.56531847 1.0366446 0.12436926 0.24873853 0.3591567 16.8334 12.874899 22.408 3.3885348 1.9739963 6.0334396 1.1861756 2.0545163 0.06346969
gene8673 0.9588639 0.88837475 1.0286028 0.03882605 0.0776521 0.3751494 67.6259 38.9179 86.066 0.6424975 0.61729014 0.67752796 0.01778255 0.03080027 0.00388681
gene7619 1.3652372 1.1181604 2.185767 0.22138217 0.44276434 0.14359501 81.68483 68.405396 97.946 0.5620284 0.39111698 0.7540615 0.11132128 0.19281411 0.09591096
gene3126 1.4196515 0.4091386 3.8282416 0.83702993 1.6740599 0.50734526 85.5246 15.811998 188.9961 2.3892982 1.641958 3.2624598 0.4944927 0.8564865 0.04922717
gene5055 1.772378 0.9319545 2.9967945 0.508059 1.016118 0.12102973 190.82582 109.5336 282.4009 0.9975768 0.7958236 1.1679721 0.11678196 0.20227228 0.9851982
gene9008 1.6471303 0.7609334 3.3943748 0.71562964 1.4312593 0.27537307 89.77608 39.252502 207.4544 0.62181497 0.36071375 1.0088344 0.19868729 0.34413648 0.25238106
gene6345 5.542843 4.2456303 8.886956 0.9248743 1.8497486 0.00182402 457.04874 340.4366 638.60004 1.0669913 0.97698784 1.2153817 0.07113694 0.1232128 0.4320714
gene6203 1.2749879 0.66451806 2.2859712 0.35005015 0.7001003 0.41373196 63.2658 37.5754 98.313705 0.68325603 0.4786972 0.8521774 0.12576167 0.2178256 0.16805705
gene2096 3.052894 2.1416233 3.9393742 0.3983837 0.7967674 0.00320082 234.62181 81.3033 322.9901 1.0336092 0.95283085 1.1067165 0.04524148 0.07836054 0.5284089
gene2947 1.4407295 1.2368404 1.7124295 0.09806941 0.19613883 0.01251832 123.90167 62.6036 167.2178 0.98479253 0.9555948 1.0234824 0.01995478 0.0345627 0.5283159
gene6944 2.2621922 1.5092553 3.00884 0.38386154 0.7677231 0.01586586 94.46932 65.0663 137.3685 1.0152498 0.9728257 1.0472239 0.02240461 0.03880592 0.56352544
gene8397 2.0805852 1.224954 3.0117867 0.40860152 0.81720304 0.03055759 264.6906 210.2059 336.4368 0.3702772 0.2901092 0.4206686 0.04569814 0.0791515 0.01475603
gene4836 1.7128139 1.0535929 2.071766 0.28583536 0.5716707 0.04533325 295.79556 170.8488 465.43622 0.66015285 0.5941602 0.77105343 0.05257836 0.09106838 0.03455864
gene6972 1.8199409 1.3983241 2.1519358 0.17237502 0.34475005 0.00780182 121.01433 74.094604 146.63611 1.0136557 0.647408 1.3482238 0.2392007 0.41430774 0.95777404
gene7221 1.1310507 0.50984496 2.792569 0.45536727 0.91073453 0.75056374 5882.206 2624.4675 12293.31 0.5692984 0.5579703 0.5909341 0.01063081 0.0184131 0.00109636
gene1445 1.736494 1.1356022 2.8732336 0.38435057 0.76870114 0.07974307 79.99295 41.1584 137.671 1.0911998 0.94362026 1.3034537 0.10398593 0.1801089 0.45383805
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
gene0280 3.3929567 2.701247 4.2167864 0.3526878 0.7053756 0.00128295 88.482475 61.5782 115.624695 0.4917692 0.4237655 0.6364584 0.06447533 0.11167454 0.03169956
gene1973 1.6313705 0.9157665 2.5687985 0.36517942 0.73035884 0.1059414 61.568153 38.093002 103.2496 1.0462109 0.8614965 1.1855894 0.10376301 0.17972282 0.6914019
gene1997 1.0207314 0.71155447 1.3552234 0.14218007 0.28436014 0.8902036 59.331352 40.727303 78.198 1.5078961 1.2903607 1.7708919 0.13871628 0.24026364 0.04614028
gene3847 1.2376686 0.84772325 1.6382906 0.19466689 0.38933378 0.25917313 36.0392 19.171999 51.458702 1.4107952 1.3532702 1.4668828 0.03289794 0.0569809 0.00455591
gene2045 1.3969649 1.0925844 1.674034 0.12730616 0.25461233 0.03431219 114.94487 59.1735 182.35999 0.69379556 0.6248389 0.74504024 0.03717649 0.06439156 0.0207291
gene7885 1.1269463 0.87533695 1.4287724 0.14637569 0.29275137 0.41860878 36.33685 22.308102 50.571404 1.8451065 1.53652 2.618624 0.33068398 0.5727614 0.07290602
gene8020 0.9587637 0.51875323 1.3932614 0.21447279 0.42894557 0.8562967 76.66637 45.474197 95.60919 1.7442963 1.5158263 2.1449819 0.18570212 0.3216455 0.03417406
gene5570 1.5501267 1.1779819 2.4384382 0.2533018 0.5066036 0.07062397 51.108475 34.9448 69.5859 1.0404594 0.9716541 1.1272609 0.04509388 0.07810489 0.45618635
gene9469 1.3256613 0.98665345 2.1993477 0.2552763 0.5105526 0.22675778 64.42338 38.8363 91.054 1.1878946 1.0133464 1.5813987 0.17295103 0.29955995 0.35266483
gene2018 2.0613587 1.7160321 2.6000183 0.19579555 0.3915911 0.00458033 68.918594 50.496796 85.9675 0.6018074 0.47947484 0.80268055 0.09296655 0.16102278 0.07893827
gene1497 1.2711563 1.0618898 1.7081846 0.13507017 0.27014035 0.1066269 59.337074 26.857199 87.2959 0.9662372 0.8532965 1.0529237 0.0616861 0.10684345 0.6434982
gene4596 2.0788877 1.3840976 3.2223516 0.50621957 1.0124391 0.05037794 144.7206 69.8361 222.0966 1.1882954 0.9970489 1.6779424 0.20968322 0.36318198 0.42267826
gene0394 1.7227314 0.8515703 2.4864895 0.45035043 0.90070087 0.11379427 88.77377 35.4475 132.2175 0.6179553 0.40729323 0.88569313 0.14521915 0.25152692 0.16698787
gene0399 2.7243886 1.8165262 3.9375567 0.46017024 0.9203405 0.00886041 367.15884 210.3714 457.6472 0.5038831 0.36751795 0.7827211 0.11894397 0.20601699 0.09440446
gene0904 1.7106922 1.0670438 2.6669192 0.39319408 0.78638816 0.09147821 166.75821 115.9161 208.6012 0.62399673 0.56083596 0.6965477 0.03916442 0.06783477 0.01715575
gene3434 1.915849 1.4563769 2.5637116 0.26678675 0.5335735 0.01762932 7027.255 5158.755 8441.648 0.7746428 0.68612 0.83472455 0.04755155 0.08236169 0.05294248
gene8394 1.7092729 0.8832655 4.4551897 0.67359775 1.3471955 0.22064804 480.60645 344.3336 678.7584 0.7411696 0.5559975 0.90559757 0.11105686 0.19235611 0.17921849
gene7421 1.4256278 0.9854531 2.888367 0.37071496 0.7414299 0.24305186 976.42316 750.992 1105.7189 0.9129239 0.8524785 0.9659775 0.03342743 0.057898 0.13041086
gene7617 2.9945061 1.664844 6.7080426 0.9913429 1.9826858 0.03578747 151.19919 60.4654 264.87842 1.122175 0.8218242 1.4594619 0.19206588 0.33266786 0.56257844
gene3163 2.045668 1.1023917 3.180326 0.47889414 0.9577883 0.04875996 221.0378 99.0833 264.90338 1.2023549 0.89760834 1.5034547 0.18700883 0.32390878 0.35116515
gene8730 1.3095559 1.1110246 1.4478998 0.07540909 0.15081818 0.01823266 114.5721 50.0032 153.6174 0.6579286 0.60364395 0.7530375 0.04513297 0.07817259 0.02563924
gene0346 1.230623 0.31926894 2.4694116 0.7062904 1.4125808 0.6814945 1219.2109 221.46869 1625.85 0.6651849 0.539237 0.7602418 0.07127675 0.12345496 0.06169783
gene6229 2.5176206 1.6561944 3.458462 0.4633723 0.9267446 0.01396421 456.9033 338.92972 530.5215 1.0349597 0.8998164 1.1198275 0.07287096 0.12621619 0.6727054
gene8675 1.4534659 0.6600151 2.3992069 0.48797983 0.97595966 0.3076708 102.453896 42.212997 179.43129 1.1824282 0.9536549 1.3301237 0.12843023 0.22244768 0.25991842
gene5326 2.5501406 1.5841564 3.9269974 0.5113253 1.0226506 0.01674365 720.61127 527.6137 904.2688 0.6771145 0.56258726 0.87161964 0.08969872 0.15536273 0.09648583
gene4199 2.257941 1.2189168 4.920147 0.7215426 1.4430852 0.06879988 1552.9725 1173.1827 1902.0278 1.2489367 0.99827254 1.9481505 0.28824848 0.499261 0.42265618
gene7291 2.1475427 0.9922905 7.560235 1.1570045 2.314009 0.1799828 250.32344 104.7897 603.915 1.256303 1.0077096 1.4298122 0.14048745 0.24333139 0.17565969
gene6127 1.3319831 1.1973519 1.7655661 0.12659016 0.25318033 0.05572201 74.922844 54.387505 94.9119 0.73002183 0.6533386 0.8629902 0.0624918 0.10823897 0.06603113
gene1448 3.7578099 2.0160062 7.677032 1.1162685 2.232537 0.01705703 449.127 253.6569 756.1553 1.1353226 0.8349463 1.5043656 0.19781108 0.34261885 0.5341204
gene2567 1.1747574 0.93932337 1.6003828 0.14240803 0.28481606 0.27045575 54.579903 22.056 81.1582 1.32427 1.125396 1.5776846 0.1303362 0.22574891 0.1027315
gene4590 1.8454896 0.79612035 2.7687697 0.5742264 1.1484528 0.12162495 149.61429 49.7404 220.9808 1.1401724 1.0070056 1.2267364 0.07138691 0.12364575 0.17038949
gene6666 0.8336936 0.42169306 1.3244851 0.24574785 0.4914957 0.5530112 11.034274 4.2110996 17.485798 0.72051364 0.6480132 0.80055237 0.04409196 0.07636952 0.03295501
gene5728 1.0277073 0.72928166 1.5061957 0.19242287 0.38484573 0.88963664 253.08932 186.1872 428.77948 0.45824763 0.26880744 0.60337585 0.12906145 0.22354098 0.09968572
gene4772 1.3775927 0.88470703 3.8766801 0.54560375 1.0912075 0.4262916 67.284 50.1594 101.769104 1.0269996 0.9077701 1.1139506 0.06461287 0.11191277 0.7123747
gene6889 1.2854878 0.94188744 2.026848 0.21396007 0.42792013 0.21905948 67.0969 58.984802 73.685104 1.2733773 1.0581125 1.4376675 0.12058561 0.2088604 0.12395968
gene4197 2.1422136 1.4694791 4.0744133 0.52262443 1.0452489 0.04583207 63.58743 36.8603 94.00331 0.5474925 0.37509203 0.71787804 0.10982327 0.19021948 0.09066986
gene2159 1.2891712 1.2101047 1.3670225 0.03301439 0.06602877 0.00217594 76.018425 42.8863 102.2649 1.0840353 0.99417937 1.2739283 0.08799578 0.15241316 0.42306417
gene0703 3.9457939 3.1939764 5.6342006 0.4995585 0.999117 0.00160346 87.3931 59.462597 138.6704 0.41960764 0.35019547 0.5791465 0.06912263 0.1197239 0.03289448
gene4143 1.6566353 0.7579815 6.439689 0.98088515 1.9617703 0.3598361 255.13165 123.724106 486.7027 0.7332385 0.71210366 0.74758554 0.01091174 0.01889968 0.0022916
gene4260 1.4178586 1.0444757 2.144198 0.25445935 0.5089187 0.13852908 220.43263 77.08 404.8996 0.6485491 0.52889353 0.7472162 0.06834029 0.11836886 0.05361188
gene4020 1.3418919 1.0251404 1.651259 0.1363422 0.2726844 0.06130263 81.68057 55.018295 95.2639 1.1036247 0.9748597 1.2983838 0.09424528 0.1632376 0.36551583
gene7432 2.7265987 1.6667763 5.5124555 0.8141172 1.6282344 0.03592863 50.835175 34.2883 85.777695 1.1796517 0.98826194 1.641804 0.199221 0.34506088 0.4231336
249 48227 111 39181 444 7125 0 58826566 0 5092928 0 6555282 0 04433313 0 07678724 0 01942409 93 950966 74 242294 116 75189 Hi BG082905 oma o
VPC (Field Peromyscus No Blood Pb)
Raw Min Raw Max Raw Normalized
Min 
Normalized
M
No
ax 
rmalized StdErr Norm
StdDev 
Norm t-test P-value Raw Min Raw Max Raw Common Genbank Description
52.2567 31.7948 81.7465 0.90043676 0.77074355 1.0543952 0.08196392 0.14196567 0.3660544 24.356998 20.277798 29.394299 Bpgm AI836487 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate mut
218.94934 89.126305 453.2825 0.8276898 0.64079666 1.0171839 0.11388052 0.19724685 0.2980745 66.376465 57.899994 76.8936 Adipor1 BG086597 Adiponectin receptor 1
106.1448 43.9031 192.8679 1.1627406 0.9612375 1.6657776 0.21430787 0.37119213 0.4900772 30.387833 24.003899 41.1819 Arl5a AI845892 ADP-ribosylation factor-like 5
56.6921 27.956102 91.1485 1.2184681 0.9734242 1.5122149 0.15693496 0.27181932 0.26063395 88.48883 64.8751 120.463905 Aes BG074671 Amino-terminal enhancer of s
46.938896 15.496199 75.690994 1.1360182 0.88183963 1.4562845 0.16715205 0.28951582 0.47144294 70.36193 61.455997 83.0677 Arntl BG072020 Aryl hydrocarbon receptor nu
149.16162 81.9249 182.9587 0.5408767 0.4618814 0.6270519 0.0480934 0.08330021 0.02006833 31.058899 25.616798 35.128498 Bckdha AI323918 Branched chain ketoacid deh
134.37415 131.2846 137.7827 0.672104 0.62085104 0.74172115 0.03518497 0.06094216 0.01685178 88.1246 84.779205 94.6307 Clptm1 AI429702 Cleft lip and palate associate
44.3789 10.305698 91.4743 2.009481 1.4384263 2.8131762 0.4003106 0.6933583 0.06910183 92.3203 60.4771 115.7122 Edg2 BG079186 Endothelial differentiation, lys
116.5651 106.67149 130.2713 0.72307056 0.6646698 0.7762572 0.03279608 0.05680447 0.01895413 76.757195 68.542496 80.8714 Eef2 BG075856 Eukaryotic translation elonga
38.3153 26.6883 47.5791 1.4171852 1.1478225 2.0404577 0.26598942 0.4607072 0.19701357 70.412766 56.008896 91.9996 Eif3s2 BG077164 Eukaryotic translation initiatio
93.919975 43.2685 159.49861 0.75193745 0.61763656 0.8660338 0.07687343 0.13314869 0.10672238 53.793434 41.2741 63.4877 Fubp1 BG086837 Far upstream element (FUSE
102.36916 55.353397 164.022 0.8517832 0.8301202 0.8734234 0.01250873 0.02166575 0.00827328 71.61723 66.367096 78.9698 Gars BG074372 Glycyl-tRNA synthetase
55.76573 47.395004 69.450294 0.42178622 0.22838885 0.65190274 0.1437037 0.2489021 0.11169983 24.3116 11.832199 33.4358 Gnas AW556925 GNAS (guanine nucleotide b
56.64516 34.728897 76.86659 0.689821 0.61390716 0.775046 0.04657199 0.08066505 0.03130034 89.43024 82.9198 95.2199 H1f0 BG087208 H1 histone family, member 0
132.83301 65.9503 198.0338 1.0269005 0.99410886 1.0829295 0.02751445 0.04765643 0.42603078 168.58917 152.0862 200.045 H3f3b NM_008211 H3 histone, family 3B
97.342964 48.151703 144.1258 0.5099587 0.47840464 0.5271341 0.01630248 0.02823673 0.00224249 43.27703 42.3331 44.0207 Hsp90aa1 AI841344 Heat shock protein 90kDa al
3195.9575 1590.773 5346.8823 1.2794783 0.9290831 2.0440588 0.31998542 0.554231 0.4115078 5892.16 4627.395 8389.923 Hbb-b1 AW548342 Hemoglobin, beta adult majo
61.25033 44.153698 71.0454 0.7560007 0.70403373 0.8188761 0.03318771 0.0574828 0.02369094 40.5191 36.9884 45.5868 Hipk1 BG075813 Homeodomain interacting pro
. . . . . . . . . . . . pk1 Homeod in interacting pr  
17.133865 14.017801 18.7314 1.0182536 0.96171707 1.057316 0.02958815 0.05124818 0.5969043 34.191235 33.6743 34.5896 Igfbp3 BC058261 Insulin-like growth factor bind
51.802135 34.9955 69.2212 0.6573053 0.5997358 0.6984057 0.03069477 0.05316489 0.01212106 30.5741 27.354 33.7534 Ifitm3 AI846398 Interferon induced transmem
114.47106 55.6187 208.3369 0.9551982 0.87189734 1.0138617 0.04432758 0.07677762 0.4267892 54.92407 52.615498 56.8501 Ift20 BG087149 Intraflagellar transport 20 hom
53.372066 44.903503 66.9283 0.71647674 0.52810884 0.90115166 0.11599089 0.20090212 0.17066523 26.4299 19.945398 31.7985 Lig3 AI840566 Ligase III, DNA, ATP-depend
70.260796 31.818901 115.93869 1.0376796 0.94488317 1.1207561 0.05195599 0.08999042 0.53632617 82.91013 69.2728 100.3886 Mea1 BG085669 Male enhanced antigen 1
84.08686 55.846397 134.6361 0.83739835 0.6624624 1.0650742 0.11645193 0.20170064 0.3248673 34.79283 26.607601 42.3509 Mapk1 BG069285 Mitogen activated protein kin
189.56079 144.608 273.1331 0.9358151 0.92844355 0.9479786 0.00609344 0.01055415 0.00949685 94.61917 92.3554 98.1458 Mtmr3 BG075951 Myotubularin related protein 
46.024536 35.797997 59.692204 0.79023767 0.756652 0.8079222 0.01716725 0.02973454 0.00840206 33.2646 30.9873 35.4134 Ndufb7 BG088469 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiqu
79.42423 55.9084 121.4871 0.6478885 0.5215159 0.7869661 0.0781297 0.13532461 0.06794632 40.063866 31.2977 46.756195 Piwil2 BG088205 Piwi-like homolog 2 (Drosoph
26.9525 24.1821 30.494299 0.9829996 0.9508348 1.032005 0.02445559 0.04235832 0.5617457 42.625202 40.878 44.021004 Psen2 AW554527 Presenilin 2
55.314667 24.151999 94.5833 0.5487488 0.42623758 0.66510916 0.0733588 0.12706116 0.04509454 24.697199 17.3689 29.0192 Psmc1 BG074356 Protease (prosome, macropa
100.35263 69.8633 131.37129 0.5444225 0.48595586 0.59483325 0.03258289 0.05643522 0.00949974 43.330566 40.2733 46.058 Ppm1a AI837697 Protein phosphatase 1A, ma
40.0376 31.459799 53.498302 1.174344 1.1143067 1.2673911 0.04586993 0.07944905 0.05419089 72.119965 66.5653 76.4743 Ppp3ca AW556297 Protein phosphatase 3, catal
92.336174 66.494606 131.5357 1.0266299 0.9763211 1.0826432 0.0306909 0.0531582 0.47179896 175.15073 171.8496 179.932 Pdk3 AI845462 Pyruvate dehydrogenase kin
80.5745 76.4738 88.50011 1.2292528 0.93295616 1.7642497 0.23846276 0.4130296 0.38844678 159.58212 113.858 217.48239 Arhgef12 AI414292 Rho guanine nucleotide exch
3757.6816 1651.4548 6376.382 1.0283606 0.9247765 1.0937063 0.05494108 0.09516074 0.6522272 3881.1775 3204.5786 4630.453 Rpl3 BG079511 Ribosomal protein L3
247.69466 147.3617 321.5713 1.158788 1.0944024 1.2022781 0.03360076 0.05819823 0.03655628 329.33694 293.4983 379.0758 Rps10 BG085118 Ribosomal protein S10
790.41864 418.58942 1225.6963 1.1979951 1.0145469 1.3656175 0.10552193 0.18276933 0.17522253 851.99805 676.3877 988.90625 Rps17 BG073105 Ribosomal protein S17
71.362595 47.0892 106.9368 0.57028675 0.4915293 0.6786989 0.05396767 0.09347474 0.02689262 33.6135 27.8534 41.1639 Nsmce2 BG073845 RIKEN cDNA 1110014D18 g
172.42574 117.069305 250.74861 0.56473166 0.38566902 0.8129321 0.12601717 0.21826814 0.117588 78.940094 49.745903 112.22959 1600029D21RBI076418 RIKEN cDNA 1600029D21 g
68.9621 32.4972 107.045494 0.94916624 0.85297936 1.127713 0.08305193 0.14385016 0.60962874 79.877426 66.110596 89.34129 2310011J03R BG064615 RIKEN cDNA 2310011J03 ge
724.0981 482.91748 924.1342 1.1914923 0.8796632 1.4827894 0.19003022 0.32914197 0.3794773 1239.7361 937.2613 1490.9906 2310047D13RAI840046 RIKEN cDNA 2310047D13 g
255.94212 209.1735 327.0469 0.67997724 0.55370057 0.76459724 0.07064156 0.12235478 0.06456302 161.51117 136.2463 177.5553 2700069I18Ri AI414193 RIKEN cDNA 2700069I18 ge
100.78454 39.5017 171.3287 0.7087279 0.5483013 0.89799166 0.10274661 0.17796233 0.13738498 46.550133 33.421997 53.5506 3300001P08RBG076208 RIKEN cDNA 3300001P08 g
247.16646 103.77721 370.6346 1.0474052 0.990658 1.1491642 0.04896471 0.08480936 0.42559963 303.27866 268.0513 372.8639 4732418C07RBG076610 RIKEN cDNA 4732418C07 g
1326.2174 450.7057 2781.829 0.6192357 0.5974176 0.65082806 0.01590741 0.02755244 0.00285781 433.10074 395.58032 472.8002 4933439F18RBG075371 RIKEN cDNA 4933439F18 g
157.8799 103.92341 203.9825 0.659205 0.48003346 0.79551244 0.10717667 0.18563543 0.12056079 79.8318 55.0288 97.605896 5730405I09Ri BG073689 RIKEN cDNA 5730405I09 ge
55.44533 25.425499 100.9198 1.0293002 0.95046896 1.0931832 0.04281244 0.07415331 0.55883414 59.355732 51.538597 70.8525 9330175B10RBG063549 RIKEN cDNA 9330175B10 g
182.54639 106.1729 274.9506 0.6385076 0.5776979 0.70006377 0.03558739 0.06163916 0.01501805 92.77797 87.3991 99.9528 B930098A02RAI845759 RIKEN cDNA B930098A02 g
77.75623 31.608799 140.633 0.8727125 0.71537244 0.98668474 0.08820739 0.15277967 0.30756724 38.797264 29.568098 48.745796 Rnf14 BG070795 Ring finger protein 14
108.15943 98.950806 116.7471 0.86174434 0.79055 0.9929944 0.0617949 0.1070319 0.17266622 79.620865 71.59779 89.033905 Rnf146 BG073333 Ring finger protein 146
11.105333 8.3545 13.360901 1.058548 0.83618885 1.2188346 0.12693593 0.21985948 0.6788725 15.8261 12.104399 18.695301 Runx1t1 BG086399 Runt-related transcription fac
162.1928 41.4691 290.4821 1.4545944 1.2183746 1.7901889 0.16463482 0.28515586 0.07904986 350.14258 313.3984 406.416 Sec11l3 BG077356 Sec11-like 3 (S. cerevisiae)
64.0009 33.636898 111.0139 0.8200065 0.7829423 0.8733891 0.02680238 0.04642308 0.02603297 39.996464 37.2606 43.244698 9-Sep BG087094 Septin 9
91.38397 36.833397 158.83011 0.7845465 0.70943516 0.88824725 0.05190583 0.08990353 0.06656817 42.593197 36.3422 46.921898 St3gal1 BG069374 ST3 beta-galactoside alpha-2
21.108566 17.458902 26.1299 1.0212286 0.9590442 1.0668368 0.03291154 0.05700445 0.5811478 37.737934 36.9507 38.7912 Stim1 AI840583 Stromal interaction molecule
76.30296 47.805603 118.40309 0.6062104 0.5802578 0.6394564 0.01725992 0.02989506 0.00321623 35.571133 31.348898 42.2086 Sned1 BG066204 Sushi, nidogen and EGF-like
12.166299 8.755499 15.645599 1.0038763 0.7503399 1.631679 0.25683045 0.44484338 0.98881006 29.661734 20.249298 46.659004 Syvn1 AI608484 Synovial apoptosis inhibitor 1
127.84319 66.9455 204.31369 1.0293499 0.9890832 1.0907893 0.03055523 0.05292321 0.43233073 144.5812 134.4912 157.2819 Tbca BG084568 Tubulin cofactor a
106.225204 60.9324 148.1723 1.1002661 0.9555243 1.1926048 0.07815094 0.13536139 0.30942008 152.81633 121.434906 185.177 Galnt4 BG066634 UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-galac
81.78817 51.7471 123.307495 0.75541574 0.70933795 0.85109 0.04518524 0.07826313 0.04238019 47.41287 40.9713 59.6643 Vps37c BG072430 Vacuolar protein sorting 37C
30.01537 20.325201 47.406105 0.5878417 0.54389066 0.6136202 0.02290806 0.03967792 0.00532492 13.513599 12.145599 14.666199 Xpr1 BG080011 Xenotropic and polytropic ret
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SP alternative splicing 11 18.33% 0.007816932
Category Term Count % PValue
GOTERM_CC_ALL obsolete cellular component 2 3.33% 0.047625375
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS lipoprotein 5 8.33% 0.021728496
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular organelle 28 46.67% 0.007978769
GOTERM_MF_ALL ligase activity, forming carbon-nitrogen bonds 4 6.67% 0.033410278
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular membrane-bound organelle 23 38.33% 0.053742758
GOTERM_MF_ALL ligase activity 5 8.33% 0.020200651
GOTERM_CC_ALL intracellular 34 56.67% 4.74E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS nucleotide-binding 8 13.33% 0.018617982
GOTERM_MF_ALL phosphoric monoester hydrolase activity 4 6.67% 0.022874392
GOTERM_MF_ALL phosphoric ester hydrolase activity 4 6.67% 0.041730353
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein phosphatase type 2C activity 2 3.33% 0.088307276
GOTERM_BP_ALL phosphorus metabolism 6 10.00% 0.090257297
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein phosphatase type 2B activity 2 3.33% 0.077138524
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein phosphatase type 2A activity 2 3.33% 0.086084139
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein phosphatase type 1 activity 2 3.33% 0.086084139
GOTERM_MF_ALL adenyl nucleotide binding 7 11.67% 0.099485316
GOTERM_MF_ALL phosphoprotein phosphatase activity 3 5.00% 0.060092166
GOTERM_MF_ALL metal ion binding 13 21.67% 0.08193303
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS gtp-binding 3 5.00% 0.095675739
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytosol 4 6.67% 0.074209598
GOTERM_MF_ALL ubiquitin-protein ligase activity 4 6.67% 0.019263813
_PIR_KEYWORDS  
GOTERM_BP_ALL primary metabolism 31 51.67% 6.62E-04
GOTERM_MF_ALL identical protein binding 3 5.00% 0.051312657
GOTERM_CC_ALL cytoplasm 24 40.00% 1.61E-05
UP_SEQ_FEATURE zinc finger region:RING-type 3 5.00% 0.060536851
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein dimerization activity 3 5.00% 0.058807757
GOTERM_BP_ALL phosphate metabolism 6 10.00% 0.090257297
GOTERM_MF_ALL protein binding 17 28.33% 0.029154235
INTERPRO_NAME IPR003594:ATP-binding region, ATPase-like 2 3.33% 0.05864509
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of DNA binding 2 3.33% 0.020265138
GOTERM_CC_ALL ubiquitin ligase complex 4 6.67% 0.011478287
GOTERM_MF_ALL CTD phosphatase activity 2 3.33% 0.083855708
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular protein metabolism 19 31.67% 4.43E-04
SMART_NAME SM00387:HATPase_c 2 3.33% 0.030665491
GOTERM_MF_ALL binding 33 55.00% 0.087285491
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular process 42 70.00% 0.071808814
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular physiological process 38 63.33% 0.004475862
GOTERM_CC_ALL protein complex 16 26.67% 2.69E-04
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein ubiquitination 3 5.00% 0.077650365
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular metabolism 33 55.00% 1.89E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS multigene family 7 11.67% 0.015289254
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular macromolecule metabolism 19 31.67% 5.28E-04
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphorylation 14 23.33% 1.80E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL dephosphorylation 3 5.00% 0.05673598
INTERPRO_NAME IPR001841:Zinc finger, RING-type 4 6.67% 0.048904033
GOTERM_BP_ALL cellular biosynthesis 8 13.33% 0.026877555
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS phosphoprotein 5 8.33% 0.002597682
GOTERM ALL DNA metabolism 5 8.33% 0.069913934
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribosomal protein 3 5.00% 0.059925395
GOTERM_BP_ALL biosynthesis 9 15.00% 0.017148799
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer modification 12 20.00% 0.004012194
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ribonucleoprotein 3 5.00% 0.082341512
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein modification 12 20.00% 0.002994518
GOTERM_BP_ALL biopolymer metabolism 20 33.33% 2.66E-05
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein metabolism 23 38.33% 5.90E-06
GOTERM_MF_ALL ion binding 13 21.67% 0.08193303
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule metabolism 27 45.00% 3.89E-06
GOTERM_MF_ALL magnesium-dependent protein serine/threonine phosphatase activity 2 3.33% 0.077138524
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule catabolism 4 6.67% 0.063461745
GOTERM_BP_ALL macromolecule biosynthesis 7 11.67% 0.011077168
GOTERM_MF_ALL catalytic activity 20 33.33% 0.042589479
UP_SEQ_FEATURE splice variant 11 18.33% 0.07694097
GOTERM_BP_ALL metabolism 35 58.33% 8.54E-05
GOTERM_MF_ALL myosin phosphatase activity 2 3.33% 0.083855708
GOTERM_CC_ALL membrane-bound organelle 23 38.33% 0.05485734
GOTERM_MF_ALL ATP binding 7 11.67% 0.088381259
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS metal-binding 9 15.00% 0.051726054
GOTERM_MF_ALL transition metal ion binding 10 16.67% 0.068167304
GOTERM_BP_ALL protein biosynthesis 7 11.67% 0.006339124
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU04540:GAP JUNCTION 3 5.00% 0.081071607
_BP_  
GOTERM_MF_ALL purine nucleotide binding 9 15.00% 0.041235956
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS palmitate 4 6.67% 0.005123349
GOTERM_BP_ALL regulation of binding 2 3.33% 0.034493948
KEGG_PATHWAY MMU03010:RIBOSOME 3 5.00% 0.09048528
GOTERM_MF_ALL transcription factor binding 3 5.00% 0.072763174
GOTERM_MF_ALL transcription cofactor activity 3 5.00% 0.043052849
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS protein phosphatase 3 5.00% 0.018419583
GOTERM_MF_ALL structural constituent of ribosome 4 6.67% 0.012729509
GOTERM_CC_ALL organelle 28 46.67% 0.008176037
GOTERM_MF_ALL calcium-dependent protein serine/threonine phosphatase activity 2 3.33% 0.079382913
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS ubl conjugation 4 6.67% 0.002205394
GOTERM_MF_ALL nucleotide binding 9 15.00% 0.076659339
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